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" This History h spoken of in the highest terms by men of the
greatest learning ;md the soundest judgment, from its first publication
to the present time.
"The fidelity, the veracity, and the probity of Josephus, are univer
sally allowed : and Scaliger in particular declares, that not only in the
affairs of the Jews, but even of foreign nations, he deserves more credit
than all the Greek and Roman writer's put together. Certain at least it
is, that he had that most essentiaLqualification of an historian, —a perfect
and accurate knowledge of all the transactions which he relates ; that he
had no prejudices to mislead hira in the representation of them ; and that,
above all, he meant no favour to the Christian cause. For even allow
ing the so much controverted passage, in which he is supposed to bear
testimony to Christ, to be genuine, it does not appear thai he ever be
came a convert to His religion, but continued probably * v«Jous Jew
to the end of his life.'
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THE
UFE OF FLAYIUS JOSEPEUS.

§ i . Tbi family from which I am derived is
not an ignoble one, but hath descended all
•long from the priests; and as nobility among
several people is of a different origin, so with
as to be of the sacerdotal dignity, is an indi
cation of the splendour of a family. Now, I
am not only sprung from a sacerdotal family
in general, but from the first of the twentyfour* courses; and as among us there is not
only a considerable difference between one
family of each course and another, I am of
the chief family of that first course also ; nay,
farther, by my mother, I am of the royal blood ;
for the children of Asamoneus, from whom
that family was derived, bad both the office
of the high priesthood, and the dignity of a
king, for a long time together. I will accord
ingly set down my progenitors in order. My
fraudfather's father was named Simon, with
the addition of Psellus: he lived at the tame
time with that son of Simon the high priest,
who first of all the high priests was named
Uyrcanus. This Simon Psellus bad nine
sons, one of whom was Matthias, called Ephtias: he married the daughter of Jonathan
the high priest ; which Jonathan was the first
of the sons of Asamoneus, wbo was high
priest, and was the brother of Simon the high
priest also. This Matthias bad a son called
a
• We may hence correct the error of the IMin copy of
Om sieesjd book Against Apien, sect 8 (for tbe Greek Is
trirre lose), which says, there were then only four tribes
or courses of tbe priests, instead of twenty-four. Nor
is this testimony to be disregarded, as if Josepbns there
enetradietrd what he bad affirmed herei because even
tbe account there given better agrees to twenty-four
Itwn lo four courses, while be says that each of those
courses contained above &J0OO men, which, multiplied by
only foor, will mako not more than 20.000 priestst where
as the number 120,000, as multiplied by 24, seems much
: probable, they being about one tenth of the
whole people, even after the captivity, gee Ezra ii.
Jo— 3Bi Nehem. vti. » — ail 1 Esd. v. 34. tit with
Eira, tL 64; Nehesn. vtt.68; lEed.v.41. Norwuhtlue
cucunon reading or notion of but four courses ofpriests,
ajrree with Josephns'fl own further assertion elsewhere
(Antio. b. vil. ch. xiv. sect. "), that David's partition of
tbe priests into twenty-four courses, had continued to
that day.

Matthias Curtus, and that in the first year of
the government of Hyrcanus: his son's name
was Joseph, born in the ninth year of the
reign of Alexandra: his son Matthias was
born in the tenth year of the reign of Archelaus; as was I born to Matthias in the first
year of the reign of Caius Caesar. I have
three sons: Hyrcanus, the eldest, was born
in the fourth year of the reign of Vespasian,
as was Justus born in the seventh, and Agrippa
in the ninth. Thus have I set down the
genealogy of my family as I have found it de
scribed f in the public records, and so bid
adieu to those who calumniate me [as of a
lower original].
2. Now, my father Matthias was not only
eminent on account of his nobility, but had a
higher commendation on account of his righte
ousness; and was in great reputation in Je
rusalem, the greatest city we have. I was
myself brought up with my brother, whose
name was Matthias, for be was my own bro
ther, by both father and mother; and I made
mighty proficiency in the improvements of my
learning, and appeared to have both a great
memory and understanding. Moreover, when
I was a child, and about fourteen years of
age, I was commended by all for the love I
bad to learning; on which account the high
priests and principal men of the city came
then frequently to me together, in order to
know my opinion about the accurate under-j
standing of points of the law; and when I
was about sixteen years old, I had a mind to
make trial of the several sects that were among
us. These sects are three : — The first is that
of the Pharisees, the second that of the Sadducees, and the third that of the Essens, as
we havo frequently told you; for I thought
that by this means I might choose the best, if
1 were once acquainted with them all ; so I
t An eminent example of the care of the Jews about
their genealogies, especially asto thepriest*. See Against
Apioa, b. L sect, 7.
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contented myself with hard fare, and under
went great difficulties, and went through them
all. Nor did I content myself with these
trials only; but when I was informed that
one, whose name was Banus, lived in the
desert, and used no other clothing than grew
upon trees, and had no other food than what
grew of its own accord, and bathed himself
in cold water frequently, both by night and
by day, in order to preserve bis chastity, I
imitated him in those things, and continued
with him three years.* So when I had ac
complished my desires, I returned back to the
city, being now nineteen years old, and began
to conduct myself according to the rules of the
sect of the Pharisees, which is of kin to the
sect of the Stoics, as the Greeks Call them.
3. But when I was in the twenty-sixth
year of my age, it happened that I took a
voyage to Rome; and this on the occasion
which I shall now describe. At the time
when Felix was procurator of Judea, tbere
were certain priests of my acquaintance, and
very excellent persons they were, whom on a
small and trifling occasion he had put into
bonds, and sent to Rome to plead their cause
before Caesar. These I was desirous to pro
cure deliverance for; and that especially be
cause I was informed that they were not un
mindful of piety towards God, even under
their afflictions; but supported themselves
with figs and nuts.f Accordingly I came to
Rome, though it were through a great num
ber of hazards, by sea; for, as our ship was
drowned in the Adriatic Sea, we that were in
it, being about six hundred in number, £ swam
for our lives all the night; when, upon the
first appearance of the day, and upon our sight
of a ship of Cyrene, I and some others, eighty
in all, by God's providence, prevented the
rest, and were taken up into the other ship:
and when I had thus escaped, and was come
to Dicearchia, which the Italians call Puteoli,
* When Josephus here nay*, that from sixteen to nine
teen, or for three years, he made trial of the three Jewish
sects, the Pharisees, the Kadducees. and the Kssens.
and yet says presently, in all our copies, that he stayed
besides with one partioular ascetic, called Uanut, #•*{'
»t«, nilh Aim, and this still before he was ninetern,
tbere is little room left for his trial of the three other
sects. I suppose, therefore, that for »»#' mir^, with Aim,
the old reading might be #■«-* «m(, rnlh (Arm; which Is
a very small emendation, and takes away the difficulty
before us. Nor is Dr. Hudson's conjecture, hinted at by
Mr. Hall in nil preface hi the Doctor's edition of Jr.se.
pbus,atall injr.robauIe.th.it this Banus, by this bis descrip
tion, might well be a follower of John the Baptist, and
that from him Josepbus might easily imbihe such notions,
as afterwards prepared him to have a favourable opinion
of Jesus Christ himself, who was attested to by John the
daptisL
r We may note here, that religions men among the
Jews, or at least thuse that were priests, were some
times ascetics also, and, like Daniel and his conipnriitins
in Babylon (Dan. i. H — 16). ale no flesh, but _/*<•- tin4
mult, ttc only. This was like the ,»];».;«-, it, or austere
diet of the Christian ascetics in Passion Week. Con*
•mm. t. 18.
S It has been thought the number of f*anl and his
companions on ship-board (Acts xxvii. ;1M1. which are
27ii in our copies, are too many; whereas we nml here.
that Josephus and his companions, a very few yemrsafler
the other, were about *•«.

*rr *

I became acquainted with Aliturius, an actor
of plays, and much beloved by Nero, but a
Jew by birth ; and through his interest became
known to Poppea, Caesar's wife; and took
care, as soon as possible, to entreat her to
procure that the priests might be set at liber
ty; and when, besides this favour, I had* ob
tained many presents from Poppea, I returned
home again.
4. And now I perceived innovations were
already begun, and that there were a great
many very much elevated, in hopes of a re
volt from the Romans. I therefore endea
voured to put a stop to these tumultuous per
sons, and persuaded them to change their
minds; and laid before their eyes against
whom it was that they were going to tight
and told them that they were inferior to the
Romans not only in martial skill, but also in
good fortune; and desired them not rashly,
and after the most foolish manner, to bring
on the dangers of the most terrible mischiefs
upon their country, upon their families, and
upon themselves. And this I said with vehe
ment exhortation, because I foresaw that the
end of such a war would be most unfortunate
to us. But I could not persuade them ; for
the madness of desperate men was quite too
hard for me.
5. I was then afraid, lest, by inculcating
these things so often, I should incur their
hatred and their suspicions, as if I were of
our enemies' party, and should run into the
danger of being seized by them and slain,
since they were already possessed of Antonia,
which was the citadel; so I retired into the
inner court of the temple; yet did I go out
of the temple again, after Manabem and the
principal of the band of robbers were put to
death, when I abode among the high priests
and the chief of the Pharisees; but no small
fear seized upon us when we saw the people
in arms, while we ourselves knew not what
we should do, and were net able to restrain
the seditious. However, as the danger was
directly upon us, we pretended that we were
of the same opinion with them; but only ad
vised them to be quiet for the present, and to
let the enemy go away, still hoping that
Gessius [Flortis] would not be long ere he
came, and that with great forces, and so put
an end to these seditious proceedings.
6. But, upon his coming and fighting, be
was beaten, and a great many of those that
were with him fell; and this disgrace which
Gessius [with Cestius] received, became the
calamity of om whole nation ; for those that
were fond of the war were so far elevated with
this success, that they had hopes of finally con
quering the Romans. Of which war another
occasion was ministered; which was this:—
Those that dwelt in the neighbouring cities of
Syria seized upon such Jews as dwelt among
them, with their wives and children, and slew
th-.Mii, when they bad not the least occasion at
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implant against them; for they did neither them to send to those that were tbeir own hos
attempt any innovation or revolt from the tages with Gessius to Dora, which is a city of
Romans, nor had they given any marks of Phoenicia, as often as they pleased ; though I
hatred or treacherous designs towards the Sy still found the inhabitants of Tiberias ready to
rian!: but what was done by the inhabitants take arms, and that on the occasion follow
of Scythopolis was the most impious and most ing: —
aighly criminal ofall ;* for when the Jews, their 9. There were three faction' in this city.
-neinies, came upon them from without, they The first was composed of men of worth and
forced the Jews that were among tbem to bear gravity; of these Julius Capellut was the head.
anns against their own countrymen, which it Now he, as well as all his companions, Herod
i> unlawful for us to do ;t and when, by their the son of Miarus, and Herod the son of Gafuture, they had joined battle with those malus, and Compsus the son of Compsus (for
who attacked them, and had beaten them, af as to Compsus's brother Grispus, who had once
ter that victory they forgot the assurances they been governor of the city under the great king*
had riven these their fellow-citizens and con [Agrippa], he was beyond Jordan in his own
federates, and slew them all; being in number possessions) ; all these persons before named
many ten thousands [13,000]. The like mis gave their advice, that the city should then
eries were undergone by those Jews that were, continue in their allegiance to the Romans
the inhabitants of Damascus; but we have and to the king ; but Pistus, who was guided
given a more accurate account of these things by his son Justus, did not acquiesce in that
in the books of the Jewish war. I only men resolution, otherwise he was himself naturally
tion them now, because I would demonstrate of a good and virtuous character: but the se
to my readers that the Jews' war with the cond faction was composed of the most igno
Romans was not voluntary, but that, for the ble persons, and was determined for war. But
main, they were forced by necessity to enter as for Justus, the son of Pistus, who was the
into it.
head of the third faction, although he pre
7. So when Gessius had been beaten, as tended to be doubtful about going to war, j ct
we have said already, the principal men of was he really desirous of innovation, as sup
Jerusalem, seeing that the robbers and inno posing that he should gain power to himself
vators had arms in great plenty, and fearing lest by the change of affairs. He therefore came
they, while they were unprovided with arms, into the midst of them, and endeavoured to
thould be in subjection to their enemies, which inform the multitude that "the city Tiberius
tlweaae to be the case afterwards, — and, he had ever been a city of Galilee ; and that in
me informed that all Galilee had not yet re the days of Herod the tetrarcb, who had built
volted from the Romans, but that some part it, it had obtained the principal place , and that
jf it was still quiet, tbey sent me and two be had ordered that the city Seppboris should
others of the priests, who were men of excel be subordinate to the city Tiberias : that they
lent characters, Joazar and Judas, in order to had not lost this pre-eminence even under
persuade the ill men there to lay down their Agrippa the father; but had retained it until
arms, and to teach them this lesson, — That it Felix was procurator of Judea ; but he told
were better to have those arms reserved for them, that now they had been so unfortunate
(he most courageous men that the nation had as to be made a present by Nero to Agrippa,
[than to be kept there;] for that it had been junior; and that upon Seppboris's submission
molved. That those our best men should al- of itself to the Romans, that was become the
watt have their arms ready against futurity; capital city of Galilee, and that the royal trea
but uill so, that tbey should wait to see what sury and tbe archives were now removed from
them." When be had spoken these things,
the Romans would do.
8. When I had therefore received these in and a great many more against king Agrippa,
structions, I came into Galilee, and found the in order to provoke the people to a revolt, he
people of Seppboris in no small agony about added. That " this was the time for them to
tbeir country, by reason that the Galileans had take arms, and join with the Galileans as
rewlved to plunder it, on account of the friend their confederates' (whom they might com
ship they had with the Romans; and because mand, and who would now willingly assist
(Ley had given tbeir right hand, and made a them, out of the hatred they bear to the peo
league with Cestius Gallus, the president of ple of Seppboris; because they preserved their
Syria: but I delivered them all out of the fidelity to the Romans), and to gather a great
fear they were in, and persuaded the multi number of forces, in order to punish them."
tude to deal kindly with them, and permitted And, as he said this, he exhorted the multi
tude [to go to war] ; for his abilities lay in
• SW Jrwuli War. k ii. eh. iviH. ML 3.
* The Jews michi coiUct this onlawfalnria of fighting making harangues to the people, and in being
train** ibeir hreihren from ilia! law of Mwi (l-^vit. too hard in bis speeches for such as opposed
ail. 16) "Toon thalt not atand againiit the blood of thy him, though they advised what was more to
■rarbhwar/' """ (w- " ' "
,l,a" ■ut>,*n«
one h-or anv*n»lte. a«-a;n«i ihe ehildrrn nf thy people;
bni fwMI «baH lo. e thy nelaj lhonr a* thyself;'' as well afl • That thii Herod Arrippa. the father. wa< of old
(r>— a,,-,, Mt>H.r pinev-a io 'he (V >-a:- u ti aod I'ropheta, railed the Grrat Kini. aa here, appear! by his coins atiU
reclaming; to whic'j Havercatnp refers as.
Ov a .tiq. h. ihl «=■ vi". aeet. J
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their advantage, and this by his craftiness and
his fallacies, for he was not unskilful in the
learning of the Greeks; and in dependence
on that skill it was that he undertook to write
a history of these affairs, as aiming, by this
way of haranguing, to disguise the truth ; but
as to this man, and how ill were his character
and conduct of life, and bow he and his bro
ther were, in great measure, the authors cf
our destruction, I shall give the reader an ac
count in the progress of my narration. So
when Justus had, by his persuasions, prevailed
with the citizens of Tiberias to take arms,
nay, and had forced a great many so to do
against their wills, he went out, and set the
villages that belonged to Gadara and Hippos
on fire ; which villages were situated on the
borders of Tiberias, and of the region of Scythopolis.
10. And this was the state Tiberias was
now in; but as for Gischala, its affairs were
thus: —When John, the son of Levi, saw
some of the citizens much elevated upon their
revolt from the Romans, he laboured to re
strain them, and entreated them that they
would keep their allegiance to them ; but he
could not gain his purpose, although he did
nis endeavours to the utmost; for the neigh
bouring people of Gadara, Gabara, and Sogaua, with the Tyrians, got together a great
army, and fell upon Gischala, and took Gisehula by force, and set it on fire ; and when
they had entirely demolished it, they returned
home.
Upon which John was so enraged,
that he armed all his men, and joined battle
with the people forementioned ; and rebuilt
Gischala after a manner better than before,
and fortified it with walls for its future secu
rity.
11. But Gamats. persevered in its allegi
ance to the Romans for the reason following:
— Philip, the son of Jacimus, who was their
governor under king Agrippa, bad been un
expectedly preserved when the royal palace at
Jerusalem had been besieged; but, as he fled
away, had fallen into another danger; and
that was, of being killed by Manabem, and
the robbers that were with him ; but certain
Babylonians, who were of bis kindred, and
were then in Jerusalem, hindered the robbers
from executing their design. So Philip staid
there four days, and fled away on the fifth,
having disguised himself with fictitious hair,
that he might not be discovered ; and when
he was come to one of the villages to him be
longing, but one that was situated at the Iwrders of the citadel of Gamala, be sent to some
of those that were under him, and command
ed them to come to him ; but God himself
hindered that his intention, and this for his
own advantage also; for bad it not so hap
pened, he had certainly perished ; for a fever
having seized upon him immediately, he wrote
to Agrippa and Bernice, and gave them to
one of hu freedraen to carry them to Varus,

who at this time was procurator of the king
(loin, which the king and his sister bad in
trusted him withal, while they were gone t«
Berytus with an intention of meeting Gessius.
When Varus had received these letters of Phi
lip, and had learned that be was preserved, he
was very uneasy at it, as supposing that he
should appear useless to the king and his sistisr, now Philip was come. He therefore pro
duced the carrier of the letters before the
multitude, and accused him of forging the
same ; and said, that he spslct fa «*. / when he
related that Philip was at JeriiMsln) , fighting
among the Jews against, the Romans. So lie
slew him. And when this frcedman of Phi
lip did not return again, Philip was doubtful
what should be the occasion of his stay, and
sent a second messenger with letters, that he
might, upon his return, inform him what had
befallen the other that had been sent before,
and why he tarried so long. Varus accused
this messenger also, when he came, of telling
a falsehood, and slew him ; for he was puffed
up by the Syrians that were at Ca-sarea, and
had great expectations ; for they said that
Agrippa would be slain by the Romans for the
crimes which the Jews had committed, and
that be should himself take the government,
as derived from their kings ; for Varus was,
by the confession of oil, of the royal family,
as being a descendant of Sohemus, who had
enjoyed a tetrarchy about Libanus; foi which
reason it was that he was puffed tip, and kept
the letters to himself. He contrived also that
the king should not meet with those writings,
by guarding all the passes, lest any one should
escape, and inform the king what had been
done. He moreover slew many of the Jews,
in order to gratify the Syrians of Cwsarea. He
had a mind also to join with the Trachonite*
in Batanen, and to take up arms and make an
assault upon the Babylonian Jews that were
at Ecbntana; for that was the name they went
by. He therefore called to him twelve of the
Jews of Cwsarea, of the best character, and
ordered them to go to Eebatani,, and inform,
their countrymen who dwelt there. That Varus
hatb heard that " ton intend to march against
the king; but, Dot believing that report, he
hath sent lis to persuade you to lay down your
arms; and that this compliance will be a sign
that he did well not to give credit to those that
raised the report concerning you." He also
enjoined them to send seventy of tkeir prin
cipal men to make n defence for them as to
the accusation laid against them. So when
the twelve messengers came to their country
men at Ecbatana, and found that they had no
designs of innovation at all, they persuaded
them to send the seventy men also ; who, not
at all suspecting what would come, sent them
accordingly.
So these seventy went down
to Csesarea, together with the twelve ambas
sadors; where Varus met them wilh the king's
forces and slew them all, together with tits
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^.»c\»e] ambassadors, and made an expedi- give us leave, but were at length entirely over
Uli against the Jews of Ecbatana. But one come by us, and were induced to be of our
there was of the seventy who escaped, and opinion. So Jesus the son of Sapphias, one
node haste to inform the Jews of their com of those whom we have already mentioned as
ing ; upon which they took their anus, with the leader of a seditious tumult of mariners
their wives and children, and retired to the and poor people, prevented us, and took with
citadel at 0amain, leaving their own villages him certain Galileans, and set the entire pa
full of all sorts of good things, and having lace on tire, and thought he should get a grea
many ten thousands of cattle therein. When ileal of money thereby, because he saw som
Philip was informed of these things, he also of the roofs gilt with gold. They also plun
■ to the citadel of Gamala; and when he dered a great deal of the furniture, which wa<
his come, the multitude cried aloud, and de- ! done without our approbation; for, after we
sired him to resume the government, and to had discoursed with Capellus and the princi
make an expedition against Varus and the pal men of the city, we departed from BethSyrians of Casarea; for it was reported that inaus, and went into the Upper Galilee. But
they had slain the king. But Philip restrain Jesus and his party slew all the Greeks that
ed heir zeal, and put tbem in mind of the were inhabitants of Tiberias, and as many
benefits the king had bestowed upon tbem; others as were thei* enemies before the wur
and told them how powerful the Romans begun.
were, and said it was not for tbeir advantage 13. When I understood this state of things,
tu wake war with them; and at length he I was greatly provoked, and went down to
•in. But now, when the king Tiberias, and took all the care I could of the
I with Varus'» design, which was royal furniture, to recover all that could be
Jews of Oesarea, being many recovered from such as had plundered it. They
with their wives and chiloier., i-ou«istcd of candlesticks made of Corinthian
and all in one day, he called to biin Euuicultts bra*s, and of royal tables, and of a great
Uudiua, ami sent bim tu be Varus's HSMes* quantity of uncoined silver; and I resolved to
■or, as we have elsewhere related. But still preserve whatsoever came to my hand for the
l'h, lip kept possession of the citadel of Ga- king. So 1 sent for ten of the principal men
aiala, and of the country adjoining to it, which of the senate, and for Capellus the son of
thereby continued in their allegiance to the Antyllus, and committed the furniture to
Romans,
jthem, with this charge, That they should part
11 Now, as soon as I was come into Gal- with it to nobody else but to myself. From
ilee, and bad learned this state of things by thence I and my fellow-legates went to Gigthe information of such as told me of them, chain, to John, as desirous to know hie intenI wrote to the sanhedrim at Jerusalem about tions, and soon saw that be was for innovathem, and required their direction what I tions, and had a mind to the principality, for
should do Tln ir direction was, that I should he desired me to give him authority to carry
continue there, and that, if my fellow-legates off that corn which belonged to Cesar, and
were willing. 1 should join with them in the lav in the villages of Upper Galilee ; and he
care of Galilee. But those my fellow-legates pretended that he would expend what it came
hgring gotten great riches from those tithes to in building the walls of his own city. But
*hich as priests were their dues, and were when 1 perceived what he endeavored at, and
given to tbem, determined to return to their what he had in his mind, I said I would not
o*n country. Tet when I desired them to permit him so to do : for that 1 thought either
•tar so long, that we might first settle thejto keep it for the Romans or for myself, now
poClic affairs, they complied with me. So III was entrusted with the public affairs there
removed together with tuem, from the city of by Uie people ofJerusalem : but, when he was
Sepphoris, and came to a certain village called not able to prevail with me, he betook himself
Bethmans, four furlongs distant from Tibcri-jtomy fellow-legates, for they had no gagacity
as ; and thence I sent messengers to the sen- in providing for futurityana were very ready
ate of Tiberias, and desired that the princi- to take bribes: so he corrupted them with
pal men of the city would come to me ; and|money to decree, That all that corn which was
when they were come, Justus himself being within his province should be delivered to
also with them, I told them that I was sent to him; while 1, who was but one, was outvoted
them by the people of Jerusalem as a legate, by two, and held my tongue. Then did John
together with these other priests, in order to introduce another cunningoontrivance of his;
penned.
node them to demolish that house which for he said that those Jews who inhabited CfflHerod
>d tlthe tetrareh had built there, and which -area Philippi, and were shut up by the order
the figures of living creatures in it, al- of the king s deputy there, had sent to him to
though our laws hare forbidden us to make desire him, that, since they had no oil that
anv sueh figures; and I desired that they was pure for their use, he would provide »
•o'uld give ns leave so to do immediately, sufficient quautity of such oil for them, lest
Bat fora good while Capellus and the priu- they should be forced to make use of oil that
loniriuc to tue c'tv wo"hi not came from the Grceks,and thereby transerosr
apal men belonging
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their ow,> laws. Now this was said by John,
not oat of his regard to religion, but out of
his most flagrant desire of gain ; for he knew
that two sextaries were sold with them of Cassarea for one drachma; but that at Gischala
fourscore sextaries were sold for four sextaries:
so he gave order that all the oil which was
there should be carried away, as having my
permission for so doing; which yet I did not
grant him voluntarily, but only out of fear
of the multitude, since, if I had forbidden
him, I should have been stoned by them.—
When I bad therefore permitted this to Ik
done by John, he gained vast sums of money
by this bis knavery.
14. But when I had dismissed my fellowlegates, and sent them back to Jerusalem, I
took care to have arms provided, and the
cities fortified; and when I had sent for the
most hardy among the robbers, I saw that it
was not in my power to take their arms from
them; but I persuaded the multitude to allow
them money as pay, and told them it was better
for them to give them a little willingly rather
than to [be forced to] overlook 'them when
they plundered their goods from them. And
when I had obliged them to take an oath not
to come into that country, unless they were
invited to come, or else when they had not
their pay given them, I dismissed them, and
charged them neither to make an expedition
against the Romans, nor against those their
neighbours that lay round about them; for
my first care was to keep Galilee in peace.
So I was willing to have the principal of the
Galileans, in all seventy, as hostages for their
fidelity, but still under the notion of friend
ship. Accordingly, I made them my friends
and companions as I journeyed, and set them
to judge causes; and with their approbation
it Has that I gave my sentences, while I en
deavoured not to mistake what justice rcq lired, and to keep my hands clear of all
bribery in those determinations.
Ij. 1 was now about the thirtieth year of
in. age; in which time of life it is a hard
thing for any one to escape the calumnies of
the envious, although he restrain himself
from fullilling any unlawful desires, especially
« here a person is in great authority. Yet did
preserve every woman free from injuries;
nil as to what presents were offered me, 1
(Utilised them, as not standing in need of
lli. in; nor indeed would I take those tithes,
nhich wore due to me as a priest, from those
lh.it brought them. Yet do I confess, that I
took part of the spoils of those Syrians which
inhabited the cities that adjoined to us, when
I hail conquered them, and that I sent them
to my kindred at Jerusalem; although, when
1 twice took Sepphoris hy force, and Tiberias
four times, and Gadara once, and when I bad
subdued and taken John, who often laid
treacherous mares for me, I did not punish
with death] either liim nr any ot the people

fore-named, as the progress of this discount
will show. And on this account, I suppose,
it was that God,* who is never unacquainted
with those that do as they ought to do, deli
vered me still out of the hands of these my
enemies, and afterwards preserved me when I
fell into those many dangers which I shall
relate hereafter.
16. Mow the multitude of the Galileans
had that great kindness for me, and fidelity
to me, that when their cities were taken by
force, and their wives and children carried
into slavery, they did not so deeply lament
for their own calamities, as they were solici
tous for my preservation. But when John
saw this, he envied me, and wrote to*W, de
siring that I would give him leave to conic
down, and make use of the hot baths of Tibe
rias for the recovery of the health of his body.
Accordingly, I did not hinder him, as having
no suspicion of any wicked designs of bis;
and 1 wrote to those to whom I had commit
ted the administration of the affairs of Tibe
rias by name, that they should provide a lodg::ig for John, and for such as should come
with him, and should procure him what ne
cessaries soever he should stand in need of.
Now at this time my abode was in a village of
Galilee, which is named Cana.
17. But when John was come to tht city
of Tiberias, he persuaded the men to revolt
from their fidelity to me, and to adhere to
him; and many of them gladly received that
invitation of his, as ever fond of innovations,
and by nature disposed to changes, and de
lighting in seditions; but they were chiefly
Justus and his father Pistus that were earnest
in their revolt from me, and their adherence
to John. But I came upon them, and pre
vented them; for a messenger bad come to
me from Silas, whom I had made governor
of Tiberias, as I have said already, and had
told me of the inclinations of the people
of Tiberias, and advised me to make haste
thither; for that, if I made any delay, the
city would come under another's jurisdiction.
Upon the receipt of this letter of Silas, I look
two hundred men along with me, and travel
led all night, having sent before a messenger
to let the people of Tiberias know that I was
coming to them. When I came near to the
city, which was early in the morning, the
multitude came out to meet me, and John
came with them, and saluted me, but in a
most disturbed manner, as being afraid that
my coming was to call him to an account for
what I was now sensible he was doing. So
he, in great haste, went to his lodging. But
when I was in the open place of the city,
* Our Josephus shows, both htreaadevery where, thai
he was a moit reuirious person, and one that hud a deep
aeuse of God and his profidencv upon his mind: and
ascribed all Ills numerous und wonderful escapes and
preservations, in limes of danger, to l.od's blessing him,
and taking care ill him; and this on account of his arti
ot piety, justice, humanity, and charity, to the Jews his
brethren.
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taring dismissed the guards I liiul about me, 20. But now John was an aid for himself,
excepting one, and ten armed men that were since bis treachery had proved unsuccessful;
with him, I attempted to make a speech to so he took the armed men that were about
the multitude of the people of Tiberias; and him, and removed from Tiberias to Giscbala,
tianding on a certain elevated place, I entreated and wrote to me to apologize for himself con
them not to be so hasty in their revolt; for cerning what had been done, as if it had been
that such a change in their behaviour would . done without his approbation ; and desired
Se 10 their reproach, and that they would then me to have no suspicion of him to his disad
justly be suspected by those that should be vantage. He also added oatbs and certai
their governors hereafter, as if they were not horrible curses upon himself, and supposed
he should be thereby believed in the points he
akely to be faithful to them neither.
18. But before I had spoken all I designed, wrote about to me.
I heard one of my own domestics bidding me 21 . But now another great number of the
tome down ; for that it was not a proper time Galileans came together again with their wea
to take care of retaining the good will of the pons, as knowing the man, bow wicked and
people of Tiberias, but to provide for my own how sadly perjured he was, and desired me
safety, and escape my enemies there; for John to lead them against him, and promised me
had chosen the most trusty of those armed that thej» would utterly destroy both bim and
men that were about him out of those thou Gischala. Hereupon I professed that I was
sand that he bad with him, and had given obliged to them for tbeir readiness to serve
tbcm orders when he sent them, to kill me, ' me ; and that I would more than requite
having learned that I was alone, excepting their good-will to me. However, I entreated
some of my domestics. So those that were them to restrain themselves; and begged of
sent came as they were ordered, and they had them to give me leave to do what I intended,
executed what they came about, had I not which was, to put an end to these troubles
leaped down from the elevation I stood on, without bloodshed ; and when I had prevailed
and with one of my guards, whose name was with the multitude of the Galileans to let me
James, been carried [out of the crowd] upon do so, I came to Sepphoris.
the back of one Herod of Tiberias, and guided 22. But the inhabitants of this city having
by him down to the lake, where I seized a determined to continue in their allegiance to
ship, and got into it, and escaped my enemies the Romans, were afraid of my coming to
them; and tried, by putting me upon another
unexpectedly, and came to Tarichea*.
19. Now, as soon as the inhabitants of that action, to divert me, that they might be freed
city understood the perfidiousness of the peo from the terror they were in. Accordingly
ple of Tiberias, they were greatly provoked they sent to Jesus, the captain of those rob
at them. So they snatched up their arms, bers who were in the confines of Ptolemuis,
and desired me to be their leader against and promised to give him a great deal oi
them : for they said they would avenge their money, if he would come with those forces Incommander's cause upon them. They also had with him, which were in number eight
carried the report of what had been done to hundred, and fight with us. Accordingly he
me to all the Galileans, and eagerly endea complied with what they desired, upon the
voured to irritate them against the people of promises they had made him, and was desi
Tiberias, and desired that vast numbers of rous to fall upon us when we were unpre
them would get together, and come to them, pared for him, and knew nothing of bis' con.
that tbey might act in concert with their com ing beforehand: so he sent to me, and desim
mander, what should be determined as fit to that I would give him leave to come am
be done. Accordingly, the Galileans came salute me. When I bad given bim that lenv.
to me iu great numbers, from all parts, with which I did without the least knowledge <n
their weapons, and besought me to assault his treacherous intentions beforchandfhe took
Tiberias, to take it by force, and to demolish his band of robbers, and made haste to com
it, till it lay even with the ground, and then to me. Yet did not this his knavery succee
to make slaves of its inhabitants, with their well at last; for, as he was already nearly ap
wives and children. Those that were Jose- proaching, one of those with him deserte>'
phus's friends also, and had escaped out of bim, and came to me, and told me what be
Tiberias, gave bim the same advice. But I had undertaken to do. When I was inforine-.l
did not comply with them, thinking it a ter of this, I went into the market-place, and
rible thing to begin a civil war among them; pretended to know nothing of Bis treacherous
for I thought that this contention ought not purpose. I took with me many Galileans
to proceed farther than words; nay, I told that were armed, as also some of those of
them thst it was not for their own advantage Tiberias; and, when I had given orders that
to do u-bjit they would have me to do, while all the roads should be carefully guarded. I
the keepers of the gates to give ad
thr Romans expected no other than that we charged
to none but Jesus, when he cam
should destroy one another by our mutual mittance
with the principal of b's men, and to ex>_l
seditions; and by saying this, I put a stop to [the
rest; and in case they aimed u> force
the anger of the Galileans,
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themselvef in, to use stripes [in order to repel
them]. Accordingly, those that had received
such • charge did as they were bidden, and
Jesus came in with a few others; and when
I had ordered him to throw down his arms
immediately, and told him, that if he refused
so to do, he was a dead man, he seeing armed
men standing all round about him, was tarri
ed, and complied; and as for those of his
ollowers that were excluded, when they were
informed that he was seized, they ran away.
I then called Jesus to me by himself, and
told him, that " I was not a stranger to that
treacherous design he had against me, nor
was I ignorant by whom he was sent for;
that, however, I would forgive him what be
aid done already, if he would repent of it,
and be faithful to me hereafter." And thus,
upon his promise to do all that I desired, I
let him go, and gave him leave to get those
whom he had formerly had with him together
again. But I threatened the inhabitants of
Sepphoris, that, if they would not leave off
their ungrateful treatment of me, I would
punish them sufficiently.
23. At this time .it was that two great
men, who were under the jurisdiction of the
king [Agrippa], came to me out of the region
of Trachonitis, bringing their horses and their
arms, and carrying with them their money
also ; and when the Jews would force them
to be circumcised, if they would stay among
them, I would not permit them to have any
force put upon them,* but said to them,
" Every one ought to worship God accord
ing to his awn inclinations, and not to be
constrained by force; and that these men,
who had fled to us for protection, ought not
to be so treated as to repent of their coming
hither." And when I had pacified the mul
titude, I provided for the men that were come
to us whatsoever it was they wanted, accord
ing to their usual way of living, and that in
great plenty also.
24. Now king Agrippa sent an army to
make themselves masters of the citadel of
Gamala, and over it Equiculus Modius; but
the forces that were sent were not enow to
encompass the citadel quite round, but lay
before it in the open places, and besieged it.
it when Ebutius the decurion, who was inusted with the government of the great plain,
heard that I was at Simonias, a village situ
ated in the confines of Galilee, and was dis
tant from him sixty furlongs, be took a hun
dred horsemen that were with him by night,
and a certain number of footmen, about two
hundred, and brought the inhabitants of the
* Josepheis's opinion ii here well worth noting. —
thut eeery one U to he permitted to worship God ac
cording to hit own conscience, and is nut to be com
pelled in milter* of religion; as one may here obeerse,
en the control y, that the rest of the Jews wer* stitl for
obliging all loose who married Jewesses to be circomciserl, and become Jews, and were ready to destroy all that
<roald not rabeaet to do so. Mae aeet. 31, and 1 ui. u il

city Gibea along with him as auxiliaries, and
marched in the night, and came to the village
where I abode. Upon this I pitched my
camp over against him, which had a great
number of forces in it; but Ebutius tried to
draw us down into the plain, as greatly de
pending upon his horsemen; but we would
not come down; for when I was satisfied ol
the advantage that his horse would have if we
came down into the plain, while we were all
footmen, I resolved to join battle with the ene
my where I was. Now Ebutius and his party
made a courageous opposition for some time:
but when he saw that his horse were useless
to him in that place, be retired back to the
city Gibea, having lost three of his men in
the fight. So I followed him directly with
two thousand armed men ; and when I was
at the city Besara, that lay in the confines of
Ptolemais, but twenty furlongs from Gibea,
where Ebutius abode, I placed my armed
men on the outside of the village, and gave
orders that they should guard the passes with
great care, that the enemy might not disturb
us until we should have carried off the corn,
a great quantity of which lay there : it belong
ed to Bernice the queen, and had been gathered
together out of the neighbouring villages into
Besara: so I loaded my camels and asses, a
great number of which I had brought along
with me, and sent the corn into Galileo.
When I had done this, I offered Ebutius
battle; but when he would not accept ol" the
offer, for be was terrified at our readiness and
courage, I altered my route, and marched to
wards Neopolitanus, because I had heard that
the country about Tiberias was laid waste by
him. This Neopolitamts was captain of a
troop of horse, and had the custody of Sovthopolis intrusted to his care by the enemy; and
when I had hindered biin from doing any
farther mischief to Tiberias, 1 set myself to
make provision for the affairs of Galilee.
25. But when John, the son of Levi, who,
as we before told you, abode at Gisohriln. was
informed how all things had succeeded to tuy
mind, and that I was much in favour wilii
those that were tinder me, as also that the
enemy were greatly afraid of me, he was not
pleased with it, as thinking my pro-peril v
tended to his ruin. So he took up a bitter
envy ami enmity against me; and bnpiiic..
that if he could inflame those that were under
me to hate me, he should put an end to the
prosperity 1 was in, he tried to persuade the
inhabitants of Tiliorias, and of Sepphoris (and
for those of (fwlrara he -opposed they would
be also of the same mind with the others,
which were the greatest eitic of fialilee, t->
revolt I'rom tmir sulijeetion to me. and to be
of his party: and told them thai he would
command them belter than I did.
As lor
the people of Sepphoris. wl o lieloiie.ed to
neither of tin, because they hud chosen to be
in subjection lo ibe Kum.iua, tliey did not
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with his
is proposal and tor those of
did not im
me, but they
•freed to be bis friends, while the inhabitants
of Gibara did go over to John ; and it was
Simon that persuaded them so to do, one who
was both the principal man in the city and a
particular friend and companion of John. It
> true, these did not openly own the making
revolt, because they were in great fear of
the Galileans, and had frequent experience of
tie rood- will they bore to me; yet did they
privately watch for a proper opportunity to
lay snares for me; and indeed I thereby came
into the greatest danger on the occasion fol
lowing.
26. There were some bold young men of
the village of Dabaritta, who observed that
tie wife of Ptolemy, the king's procurator,
m to make a progress orer the great plain
with a mighty attendance, and with some
horsemen that followed as a guard to them,
and thU out of a country that wns subject to
the king and queen, into the jurisdiction of
the Romans; and fell upon thein on a sud
den, and obliged the wife of Ptolemy to fly
•*sy, and plundered all the carriages. They
also came to me to Taricheie, with four mules'
loading of garment*, and other furniture; and
the weight of the silver they brought was not
small; and there were live hundred pieces of
fuM alio. Now I hud a mind to preserve
thine ipoils for Ptolemy, who was my countrynaii; and it is prohibited* by our laws
even to spoil our enemies; so I said to those
ilut brought these spoils, that they ought to
he kept, in order to rebuild the wall* of Jeru
salem with them when they came to be sold;
hut ihe >oung men took it very ill that they
did not receive a part of those spoils for them
selves, u they expected to have done; so they
•rent among the villages in the neighbour
hood of Tiberias, anil told the people that I
going to betray their country to the Ro, and that I used ilereitful language to
> when I said that what had been thus
foticn by rapine should be kept for the rehuibling of the wails of the city of Jerusalem ;
•itiiuuch 1 had resolved to restore these spoils
■cam to their former owner; and indeed they
were herein not mistaken as to my intentions;
k* when I had gotten clear of them, I sent
Raw Jmrphns rotiH sat KrIT Hist the Jewish InWi
to'-spuil rtcii tlw-ir rnrmirs,*" walls' >rl. a
tvio'ir Ikstl in«*n'inrie-l il as it
■ u n>u| niui, W)||t itirm. - I lutu >ti.slt Inve llij nrul>.
rrwins "* (Mall v. 4-lJ, ii ws>r1h <i*ir
I jMvphut, having lirrn now tar
Christian,
had k-ariinl this
inlerwn»lMi<4* Ihr Uw nf rMttars
Ipon ('hmt.whtitn
hrownrtl
*w fts Inw slrssi.ih. as It IwIImWs in Ihe stir-msling
•snrt. wawh. lh>w^li Us* o-iuht nwl fra«l ibM Matllirw's
ps-ssi. y-l aiii;hl Iw havr r«-arl mwrh llir umf esnwtiliiin
•ttsvr own Kbtnn tr ■•! Vsajuell-' gnsnrl ilwir. "I whirli
"-snaVnirnu made h> J.."r|il'Us. ..Ilrr lie «ai hernia- a
farrttua. Mr lulr alrrs'lv had srvrral rtamntr* in lhi»
aaljv. krrl. 3. 1:1. I V*. '-'I. £1. am' sliall havr m.in)
•i' Ihrrrin ht-Unr it* ci'iK-ln-tnn. as well at » h.ive
•wa tltrwhrre in all bis lain wnliuts.
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for two of the principal men, Dassion, and.
Janneus the son of Levi, persons that were
among the chief friends of ths, king, and com
manded them to take the furniture that had
been plundered, and to send it to him; and
I threatened that I would order them to be
put to death by way of punishment, if they
discovered this my command to any othe'
person,
27. Now, when all Galilee was filled witl
this rumour, that their country was aliout to
be betrayed by me to the Romans, and when
all men were exasperated against me, and
ready to bring me to punishment, the inhabi
tants of Tarichear did also themselves suppose
that what the young men said was true, and
persuaded my guards and armed men to leave
me when I was asleep, and to come presently
to the hippodrome, in order there to take
counsel against me their commander; and
when they had prevailed with them, and they
were gotten together, they found there agree*
company assembled already, who all joined in
one clamour, to bring the man who was so
wicked to them as to betray them, to his due
punishment; and it was Jesus, the son ot
Sapphias, who principally set them on. He
was ruler in Tiberias, a wicked man, and na
turally disposed to make disturbances in mat
ters of consequence ; a seditious person he
was indeed, and an innovator beyond every
body else. He then took the laws of Moses
into his hands, and came into the midst of the
people, and said, "O my fellow-citizens! H
you are not disposed to hate Josephus on
your own account, hare regard, however, to
these laws of your country, which your com
mander-in-chief is going to betray; bate hiiu
therefore on both these accounts, and bring
the man who hath acted thus insolentlv to his
deserved punishment."
m2S. When he had said this, and the multi
tude had openly applauded him for what he
had said, he took some of the armed men, and
made haste away to the house m which I
lodged, as if he would kill me immediately,
while I was wholly insensible of all till this
disturbance happened; and hy reason of th
paius 1 had been taking, was fallen fast asleep;
but Simon, who was intrusted with the care ol
my body, and was the only person that stayed
with me, and saw the violent incursion the
citizens made upon me, awaked me and told
me of the danger I was in, -and desired me to
lei him kill me. that 1 might ilie bravely, and
like a. general, before my enemies came in,
and forced me [to kill myself] or killed me
themselves. Thus did he discourse to me;
but I committed the care of my life to God,
and made haste to go out to the multitude.
Accordingly, I put on a black garment, and
bung my sword at my neck, and went b)
such a dilTerent way to the hippodrome
wherein 1 thought none of my adversaries
would inest me; so I appeared among thens
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•on the sudden, and fell don-n flat on the earth, with me ; and when they had sent in o
and bedewed the ground with my tears: then the boldest of them all, I had him wb
I seemed to them all an object of compassion; severely; and I commanded that one i
and when I perceived the change that was hands should be cut off, and hung aboi
made in the multitude, I tried to divide their neck ; and in this case was he put out to
opinions before the armed men should return that sent him. At which procedure of
from my house; so I granted them that I they were greatly affrighted, and in no
hud been as wicked as they supposed me to consternation ; and were afraid that they s
be; but still I entreated them to let me first themselves be served in like manner, il
inform them for what use I had kept that stayed there ; for they supposed that I
money which arose from the plunder ; and the house more armed men than they had
that they might then kill me, if they pleased : selves; so they ran away immediately,
and, upon the multitude's ordering me to I, by the use of this stratagem, escape
speak, the armed men came upon me, and their second treacherous design against i
when they saw me they ran to kill me; but 31. But there were still some that in
when the multitude bade them hold their the multitude against me, and said that
hands, they complied ; and expected that as great men that belonged to the king
soon as I should own to them that I kept the not to be suffered to live, if they won
money for the king, it would be looked on as change their religion to the religion of
a confession of my treason, and they should to whom they fled for safety; they spa
proachfully of them also, and said, tba
then be allowed to kill me.
29. When, therefore, silence was made by were wizards, and such as called in th
the whole multitude, I spake thus to them : mans upon them. So the multitude wa
— •' O my countrymen! I refuse not to die, deluded by such plausible pretences a:
if justice so require. However, I am desirous agre able to their own inclinations, am
to tell you the truth of this matter before I prevailed on by them ; but when I war i
die ; for as I know that this city of yours ed of this, I instructed the multitude
[Tarichea;] was a city of great hospitality, and that those who fled to them for refuge
rilled with abundance of such men as have not to be persecuted: I also laughed
left their own countries, and are come hither allegation about witchcraft;* and tol<
to be partakers of your fortune, whatever it that the Komans would not maintain si
be, 1 had a mind to build walls about it, out ten thousand soldiers, if tbey could ov
of this money, for which you are so angry their enemies by wizards. Upon my
with ine, while yet it was to be expended in this, the people assented for a while; b
building your own walls." Upon my saying returned again afterwards, as irritated I
this, the people of Tarichea: and the strangers ill people against the great men ; nay, th
cried out, That "they gave ma thanks; and made an assault upon the house in whii
desired me to be of good courage," although dwelt at Tarichea!, in order to kill
the Galileans and the people of Tiberius con which when I was informed of, I wai
tinued in their wrath against me, insomuch lest so horrid a crime should take efft
that there arose a tumult among them, while nobody else would make that city theii
some threatened to kill me, and some bade me any more. I therefore c;ime myself, hi
nut to regard them; but when I promised others with me, to the house where the
them that 1 would build them walls at Tibe men lived, and locked the doors, am
rias, and at other cities that wanted them, trench drawn from their house leading
they gave credit to what I promised, and re- , lake, and sent for a ship, und embarkei
turned every one to his own home. So I in with them, and sailed to the con
escaped the forementioned danger, beyond all Hippos: I also paid them the value <
my hopes; and returned to my own house, horses; nor in such a flight could 1 ha
accompanied with my friends, and twenty horses brought to them. I then di
armed men also.
them ; and begged of them earnestly tl
30. However, these robbers and other au would courageously bear this distres:
thors of this tumult, who were afraid on their befel them. I was also myself grea
own account, lest I should punish them for pleased that I whs compelled to expos
what they had done, took six hundred armed that had fled to me. to go again into
men, and came to the house where 1 abode, my's country; yet did I think it more
in order to set it on tire. When this their in that they should perish among the 1
sult was told me, I thought it indecent for if it should so happen, than in the
me to run away, and I resolved to expose my that was under my jurisdiction. H
self to danger, and to act with some boldness; they escaped at length, and king Agri
so I gave order to shut the doors, and went gave tbem their offences; and this
up into an upper room, and desired that tbey conclusion of what concerned these m
would send in some of their men to receive • Here we may observe the vulgar Jewish
the money [from the spoils] ; for I told them wrchcraft;
hut that oarJusephus was tou wi
they would then have no occasion to be angry any countenance tu it.
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82. But as for the inhabitants of the city of them, and follow him to the city of Tiberias'.
Tiberias, they wrote to the king, and desired 1 also myself went on board one of those ships,
him to send-them forces sufficient to be a guard with my friends, and the seven armed men al
to their country ; for that they were desirous ready mentioned, and sailed for Tiberias.
to come over to him. This was what tbey 33. But now, when the people of Tiberias
wrote to him ; but when I came to them, they perceived that there were no forces come from
desired me to build their walls, as I bad pro the king, and yet saw the whole lake full of
mised them to do; for they had heard that the ships, they were in fear what would become
w»lls of Tarichea? were already built. I agreed of their city, and were greatly terrified, as
to their proposal accordingly ; and when I had supposing that the ships were full of men on
nude preparation for the entire building, I board; so they then changed their minds, and
en.' order to the architects to go to work ; but threw down their weapons, and met me with
on the third day, when I was gone to Tari- their wives and children, and made acclama
chKe.^which was thirty furlongs distant from tions to ine with great commendations; for
Tibenas, it so fell out, that some Roman horse they imagined that I did not know their for
men were discovered on their march, not far mer inclinations [to have been against me], ■
from the city, which made it to be supposed so tbey persuaded me to spare the city; but
that the forces were come from the king ; when I was come near enough, I gave order
upon which they shouted, and lifted up their to the masters of the ships to cast anchor a
voices in commendations of the king, and in good way off the land, that the people of Ti
reproaches against me. Hereupon one came berias might not perceive that the ships had
running to me, and told me what their dispo no men on board; but I went nearer to the
sitions were; and that they bad resolved to people in one of the ships, and rebuked them
rrrolt from me: — upon hearing which news for their folly, and that they were so tickle as,
I was very much alarmed ; for I had already without any just occasion in the world, tu re
sent away my armed men from Taricbeae to volt from their fidelity to me. However. I
their own homes, because the next day was assured them that I Would entirely forgive
our Sabbath ; for I would not have the people them for the time to come, if they would send
of Taricheae disturbed [on that day] by a mul ten ofthe ringleaders of the multitude to me;
titude of soldiers; and indeed, whenever I and when they complied readily with this prosojourned at that city, I never took any par | posal, and sent me the men forementioned. I
ticular care for a guard about my own body, put them on board a ship, and sent them away
because I had bad frequent instances of the to Taricheae, and ordered thein to be kept in
fidelity its inhabitants bore to me. I had now prison.
34. And by this stratagem it was that I
•bout me no more than seven armed men, be
tides some friends, and was doubtful what to gradually got all the senate of Tiberias into
do; for to send to recall my own forces I did my power, and sent them to the city foremen
not think proper, because the present day was tioned, with many of the principal men among
tlmosl over ; and had those forces been with the populace; and those not fewer in number
me, I could not take up arms on the next day, than the other: but, when the multitude saw
because our laws forbade us so to do, even into what great miseries they had brouuh'
though our necessity should be very great ; and themselves, they desired me to punish the au
if I should permit the people of Taricheae, thor of this sedition: his name was Plit'iand the strangers with them, to guard the city, young man,' bold and rash in his undcrtak-*
I ■«■ that they would not be sufficient for that ings. Now, since I thought it not agreeable
purpose, and I perceived that 1 should be to piety to put one of my own people to deat Ii.
obliged to delay my assistance a great while ; and yet found it necessary to punish hiiu. I
fur 1 thought with myself that the forces that ordered Levi, one of my own guards, to go to
ctme from the king would prevent me, and him, and cut off one of Clitus's hands; but
that I should be driven out of the city. 1 con- as he that was ordered to do this, was afraid
•iilered, therefore, how to get clear of these to go out of the ship alone among so great a
forces by a stratagem ; so 1 immediately placed multitude, I was not willing that the tnnor.
tho*e my friends of Taricheae, on whom 1 oiisness of the soldier should uppear to the
could best confide, at the gates, to watch those people of Tiberias; — so I called to Clitus
very carefully who went out at those gates; I himself, and said to him, " Since thou deserv
slw called to me the heads of families, and es! to lose both thine hands for thy ingrati
bade every one of them to seiie upon a ship." tude to me, be thou thine own executioner,
to go on board it, and to take a master with lest, if thou rcfusest so to be, thou undergo a
worse punishment." And when he earnestly
In ibi* section, ss wen a» in wet '.8 and 33, those Iwgired of me to spare him one of his hands,
ih.il sailed on the vn
mi nf(4-,'il
ofUJilee, am caller] it was with difficulty tb it I granted it. So,
•Wall truth'■ lh.il
hr JwrpHai Narr. and1 NAwm.
UJUr*. and 2sa^a,;
Zxafmi;
plainly
*mfi mi that we need not wonder at ourr F.v.inerlista. in order to prevent the loss of both his hands,
who still call tbm Mo** / nor ought we toi render tliem he willingly took his sword, iind cut off his
hasM. at some do. Their number we*— inJl aa'l tflu. nit we own left hand; and this put an end to the
Jewish W»r, b. ii. cb •editioi
hwra Crosa our aauior elsewhere. Jewish^
-&
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35. Now the men of Tiberias, after I was 37. Now there was one Joseph, the *or
gone to Tarichea;, perceived what stratagem I a female physician, who excited a great mi
had used against them, and tbey admired how young men to join with him. He also in
I had put an end to their foolish sedition, lently addressed himself to the principal p
without shedding of blood. But now, when sons at Gamala, and persuaded them to ret
I had sent for some of those multitudes of from the king, and take up arms, and g:
the people of Tiberias out of prison, among them hopes that -hey should, by his meH
whom were Justus and his father Pistus, 1 recover their liberty: and some they for
made them to sup with me; and during our into the service; and those that would
supper-time I said to them, that I knew the acquiesce in what they had resolved on, t
power of the Romans was superior to all slew. They also slew Chares, and with 1
others; but did not say so [publicly] because Jesus, one of his kinsmen, and a brother
of the robbers. So I advised them to do as Justus of Tiberias, as we have already s
I diil, and to wait for a proper opportunity, Those of Gamala also wrote to me, «lesii
and not to be uneasy at my being their com me to send them an armed force, and wc
mander ; for that they could not expect to have men to raise up the walls of their city;
another who would use the like moderation did I reject either of their requests. '
that I bad done. I also put Justus in mind region of Gaulanitis did also revolt from
how the Galileans had cut off his brother's king, as far as the village of Solyma. I ;
hands before ever I came to Jerusalem, upon built a wall about Seleucia and Soga
an accusation laid against bim, as if he had which are villages naturally of very gi
been a rogue, and had forged some letters ; as strength. Moreover, I, in like manner, wa
also how the people of Gamala, in a sedition several villages of Upper Galilee, though t
they raised against the Babylonians, after the were very rocky of themselves. Their na
departure of Philip, Blew Chares, who was a are Jamnia, and Meroth, and Achabare.
kinsman of Philip, and withal how they had also fortified, in the Lower Galilee, the ci
wisely punished Jesus, his brother Justus's sis Tarichete, Tiberias, Scpphoris, and the
ter's husband [with death]. When I had said lages, the cave of Arbela, Bersobe, Selai
this to tbem during supper-time, I in the morn Jotapata, Capharecho, and Sigo, and Ja|
ing ordered Justus, and all the rest that were in and Mount Tabor.* I also laid up a g
prison, to be loosed out of it, and sent away. quantity of corn in these places, and n
36. But before this it happened that Philip, withal, that might be for their security at
the son of Jacimus, went out of the cita ward.
del of Gamala upon the following occasion- 38. But the hatred that John, the soi
When Philip had been informed tnat Varus Levi, bore to me, grew now more viol
was put out of his government by king Agrip- while he could not bear my prosperity v
pa and that Equiculus Modius, a man that patience. So he proposed to himself, bj
was of old his friend and companion, was means possible, to make away with me;
come to succeed him, he wrote to him, and built the walls of Gischala, which wa* the p
related what turns of fortune he had had, and of his nativity. He then sent his bro
desired him to forward the letters he sent to Simon, and Jonathan, the son of Sisenna,
the king and queen. Now, when Modius had about a hundred armed men, to Jerusalem
received these letters he whs exceedingly glad, Simon, the son of Gamaliel, f in order to
T and sent the letters to the king and queen, who suade him to induce the commonalty of J
were then about Berytus. But when king salem to take from me the government ovet
Agrippa knew that the story about Philip was Galileans, and to give fheir suffrages for i
false (for it had been given out, that the Jews ferring that authority upon him. This Si'
had begun a war with the Romans, and that was of the city of Jerusalem, and of a >
this Philip had been their commander in that noble family, of the sect of the Pharif
war), he sent some horsemen to conduct Philip which are supposed to excel others in tb<
to him; and when he was come, he saluted curate knowledge of the laws of their ci
him very obligingly, and showed him to the try. He was a man of great wisdom
Roman commanders, and' told them that this reason, and capable of restoring public af
was the man of whom the report had gone by his prudence, when tbey were in ar
about as if he had revolted from the Romans. posture. He was also an old friend and c
He also bid him to take some horsemen with panion of John; but at that time be hi
him, and to go quickly to the citadel of Ga difference with me. When therefore he
mala, and to bring out thence all his domes • Part of these fortification* on Mount Tabor
tics, and to restore the Babylonians to Batanea he those Mill remaining, and which were at-en talc
See his IraTcls. p. Ill,
again. He also gave it him in charge to take Mr.+ 1Manndrel.
ft&roalfel may be the »i ry same that ia
ail possible care that none of his subjects tiom-d his
hv Ihr rabbins in the Mishnn. in Jiirbasin. a
should be guilty of making any innovation. Porta Monis. as is observed in the Latin notes,
he also that ftamabel II. whose irranHfathei
Accordingly, upon these directions from the nveht
Onm:iliel I. who is oteniioned in Acts v. :14 1 ai
king, he made hast.; to do what he was com whose
fevt St IVil na> brought up, Acts xxil. 3.
manded.
Prid at tha >ear 440
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received such an exhortution, be persuaded ed at Jerusalem, whose name was Jesus, who
tne high priests, Ananus, antl Jesus tbe sun had about him a band of six hundred armed
of Gainala, and some others of the same se men, they sent for bim, and gave him three
ditious fat-tioii, to cut ine down, now I wus months' pay, and gave him orders to follow
growing so great, and not to overlook ine Jonathan and his companions, and be obedi
while I was aggrandizing myself to tbe height ent to them. They also gave money to three
of glory; and he said that it would be lor tbe hundred men that were citizens of Jerusalem,
■dvantage of the Galileans if 1 were deprived to maintain them all, and ordered them also
of my government there. Ananus also, and to follow the ambassadors; mid w hen they bail
hi: friends, desired! them to make no delay complied, and were gotten ready for the march,
stoat the nutter, lest 1 should get the know, Jonathan and his companions went out with
hslge of what was doing too soon, and should I them, having along with them John's brnthrr
come and make an assault upon tbe city with and a hundred armed men. The charge that
i
army. This was the counsel of Simon ; was given them by those that sent them was
hat Ananus the high priest demonstrated to this: That if I would voluntarily lay down
them that tins- was not an easy thing to be tny«rms, tbey should send me alive to the
done, because many of the high priests and city of Jerusalem; hut that, in case I op
of the rulers of the people, bore witness that posed them, they should kill me, and fear
1 hail acted like an excellent general, and that nothing; for that it was their command for
it mi tbe work of ill men to accuse one them so to do. They also wrote to John
to make all ready for fighting me, and gave
against whom tbey bad nothing to say.
•U). When Simon heard Ananus say this, orders to the inhabitants of Seppboris, and
l>? ilcsired that the messengers would conceal Gabara, and Tiberias, to send auxiliaries to
the thing, and not let it come among many ; John.
for that be would take care to have Josepbus 4 1 . Now, as my father wrote me an accoun t
removed out of Galilee very quickly. So he of this (for Jesus the son of Gamala, who
railed for John's brother [Simon], and charg was present in that council, a friend and com
ed biro that they should send presents to Ana panion of mine, told him of it), I was very
nus sod his friends ; for, as he said, they might much troubled, as discovering thereby that my
|>robably, by that means, persuade them to fellow-citizens proved so ungrateful to me, as,
change their minds. And indeed Simon did out of envy to give order that I should be
at length thus compass what he aimed at; for slain ; my father earnestly pressed me also in
Atlantis, and those with him, being corrupted his letter to come to him, for that he longed
• bribes, agreed to expel me out of Galilee, to see his son before he died. I informed
•rithout making the rest of the citizens ac my friends of these things, and that in three
quainted with what they were doing. Ac- days' time I should leave the country and go
eunlitigty they resolved to send men of dis homi . Upon bearing this, they were all very
tinction as to their families, and of distinction sorry, and desired me, with tears in their eyes,
a* to their learning also. Two of these were not to leave them to be destroyed; for so they
of the populace, Jonathan* and Ananias, by thought they should be, if I were deprived oi
Krt Pharisees; while the third, Jozar, was of tbe command over them: but as I did not
the stock of the priests, and a Pharisee also; grant their request, but was taking care of my
vul Simon, the last oft hem, was of the young own safety, the Galileans, out of their dread
est of the high priests. Th-ise had it given of the consequence of my departure, that they
a in charge, that, when they were come to should then be at the mercy of the robbers,
Uk multitude of the Galileans, they should sent messengers over all Galilee to inform them
»-k them what was the reason of their love to of my resolution to leave them. Whereupon,
aw? and if tbey said that it was because I whs as soon as tbey heard it, they got together in
horn at Jerusalem, that they should reply, that great numbers, from all parts, with their wives
'iey foor were all born at the same place; and and children; and this they did. as it appeared
if tbey should say, it was because 1 was well to me, not more out of their affection to me,
reused in their law, they should reply, that than out of their fear on their own accouin ■.
neither were they unacquainted with the priic- for, while I staid with them, they supposed
Iices of their country ; but if, besides these, that they should suffer no harm. So they all
tbey should say they loved me because I was came into the great plain, wherein I lived, the
s priest, they should reply, that two of these name of which was Asochis
4'i. But wonderful it was what a dream 1
nrere priests also.
40. Now. when tbey had given Jonathan saw lhat very night; for when I hud betaken
sial his companions these instructions, tbey myself to my bed, as grieved and disturbed at
rave them forty thousand [drachma] out of tbe news that had been written to me, it seem
tar public money: but when they heard that ed to me, that a certain person stooil by nie.t
there was a certain Galilean that then sojourn- + 'I his I take to be the flrsl of Josephni's remarkable
fir diviiir Imw which were predictive of tbe Rrr.it
a This Jonathan n a'«o taken notice of in the latin tttiints thai afterwards cam*- tn p«**i of which see miire
asm. u um nunc that la mentioned by tbe rabbins in in thf nntr on Antiq,. b iii. chap. viii. sect 9. I'D*
other Is in the VV it. h. liL eh. vUL "ecu 3, 9.
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and said, "O Josephus! leave off to afflict
thy soul, and put away all fear; for what now
grieves thee will render thee very considera
te, and in all respects most happy ; for thou
shalt get over not only these difficulties, but
many others, with great success. However,
be not cast down, but remember that thou art
to right with the Romans." When I had seen
this dream, I got up with an intention of go
ing down to the plain. Now, when the whole
multitude of the Galileans, among whom were
the women and children, saw me, they threw
themselves down upon their faces, and, with
tears in their eyes, besought me not to leave
them exposed to their enemies, nor to go away
and permit their country to be injured by
them; but, when 1 did not comply with their
entreaties, tbey compelled me to take an oath,
that I would stay with them: they also cast
abundance of reproaches upon the people of
Jerusalem, that tbey would not let their coun
try enjoy peace.
43. When I heard this, and saw what sor
row the people were in, I was moved with com
passion to them, and thought it became me to
undergo the most manifest hazards for the sake
of so great a multitude; so I let them know
I would stay with them; and when I had
given order that five thousand of them should
come to me armed, and with provisions for
their maintenance, I sent the rest away to
their own homes; and, when those five thou
sand were come, I took them, together with
three thousand of the soldiers that were with
me before, and eighty horsemen, and marched
to the village of Chabolo, situated in the con
fines of I'toli'inais, and there kept my forces
together, pretending to get seady to fight with
Placidut, who was come with two cohorts of
footmen, and one troop of horsemen; and was
sent thither by Cestius Gallus to burn those
villages of Galilee that were near Ptolcmais.
Upon whoso casting up a bank before the city
Ptoleinais, 1 also pitched my camp at about
the distance of sixty furlongs from that vil
lage; and now we frequently brought out our
forces as if we would light, but proceeded no
farther than skirmishes at a distance ; for when
Placid us perceived that I was earnest to come
to battle, he was afraid, and avoided it; yet
did he not remove from the neighbourhood
of Ptolemais.
44. About this time it was that Jonathan
and bis fellow-legates came. They were sent,
as we have said already, by Simon, and Ana.
mis the high-priest; and Jonathan contrived
how lie might catch me by treachery; fur he
durst not make any attempt upon me openly.
So he wrote me the following epistle: — "Jona
than and those that are with lii in. and are sent by
the people of Jerusalem to Josephus. send
greeting. We are sent by the principal men
of Jerusalem, who have heard that John of
Uischal.i hath laid many snares fur thee, to
rebuke him. and to exhort him to lie subject

to thee hereafter. We are also desirous to
consult with thee about our common concerns,
and what is fit to be done. We, therefore,
desire thee to come to us quickly, and to
bring only a few men with thee ; for this vil
lage will not contain agreat number ofsoldiers."
Thus it was that they wrote, as expecting one
of these two things: either that I should come
without armed men, and then they should have
me wholly in their power: or, if I came with a
great number, they should judge me to be a
public enemy. Now it was a horseman who
brought the letter, a man at other times bold,
and one that bad served in the army undei
the king. It was the second hour of the
night that he came, when I was feasting with
my friends and the principal of the Galileans.
This man, upon my servant's telling me that
a certain horseman of the Jewish nation was
come, was called in at my command, but did
not so much as salute me at all, but held out
a letter, and said, " This letter is sent thee by
those that are come from Jerusalem ; do thou
write an answer to it quickly, for I am obliged
to return to them very soon." Now my guests
could not but wonder at the boldness of the
soldier; but I desired him to sit down and
sup with us; but when be refused so to do,
I held the letter in my hands as I received it,
and fell a-talking with my guests about other
matters; but, a few hours afterwards, I got
up, and, when I had dismissed the rest to go
to their beds, I bid only four of my intimate
friends to stay ; and ordered my servant to get
some wine ready. I also opened the letter
so that nobody could perceive it; and under
standing thereby presently the purport of the
writing, I sealed it up again, and appeared as
if I had not yet read it, but only held it
in my hands. I ordered twenty drachma;
should be given the soldier for the charges of
his journey; and when he took the money,
and said that he thanked me for it, I perceived
that he loved money, and that he was to he
caught rhielly by that means; and I said In
him, " If thou wilt but drink with us, thou
shalt have a drachma for every glass tbou
drinkest." So he gladly embraced this pro
posal, and drank agreat deal of wine, in order
to get the more money, and was so drunk,
that at last he could not keep the secrets he
was intrusted with, but discovered them with
out my putting questions to him, viz. That a
treacherous design was contrived against me;
and that I was doomed to die by those that
sent him. When I heard this, I wrote back
this answer: — "Josephus to Jonathan, and
those that are with him, sendeth greeting.
Upon the information that you are come in
health into Galilee, I rejoice, and this espe
cially because I can now resign the care of
public affairs here into your hands, and return
into my native country, — which is what I
have desired to do a great while ; and I con
fess I ought not only to come to you as fat
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u Xaloth, but farther, and this without your being no more than forty furlongs. Whence
commands: but I desire you to excuse me, I wrote thus to them:—" If you are very de
Vwause 1 cannot do it now, since I watch the sirous that I should come to you, you know
motions of Placidus, who hath a mind to go there are two hundred and forty cities and
up into Galilee; and this' I do here at Cha- villages in Galilee: I will come to any of
bolo. Do you, therefore, on the receipt of! them which you please, excepting Gabara and
tbi» epistle, come hither to me. Fare you Gischala,—the one of which is John's native
welt"
city, and the other in confederacy and friend
4o. When I had written thus, and given ship with him."
the letter to be carried by the soldier, I sent 46. When Jonathan and his partners had
along with him thirty ofthe Galileansofthe best' received this letter, they wrote me no more
characters, and gave them instructions to salute answers, but called a council of their friends
those ambassadors, but to say nothing else to together ; and taking John into their consul
them. I also gave orders to as many of those tation, they took counsel together by what
armed men, whom I esteemed most faithful to means tbey might attack me. John's opinion
nie, to go along with the others, everyone with was, that they should write to all the cities
him whom he was to guard, lest some conversa and villages that were in Galilee ; for that
tion might pass between those whom I sent and there must be certainly one or two persons in
those who were with Jonathan. So those men every one of tbem that were at variance with
went [to Jonathan]. But, when Jonathan and me; and that they should be invited to come,
sis partners had railed in this their first at to oppose me as an enemy. He would also have
tempt, they sent me another letter,the contents tnem send this resolution of theirs to the city
whereof were as follows : —" Jonathan, and ofJerusalem, that its citizens, upon the know
those with him, to Josephus, send greeting. ledge of my being adjudged to be an enemy
We require thee to come to us to the village by the Galileans, might themselves also con
on the third day, without any firm that determination. He said also, that
, that we may hear what thou hast when this was done, even those Galileans who
to lay to the charge of John [of Gischala]." were well affected to me, would desert me, out
When they had written this letter they sa offear. When John had given them this coun
luted the Galileans whom I sent ; and came to sel, what he had said was very agreeable to
Japha, which was the largest village of all the rest of tbem. I was also made acquainted
Galilee, and encompassed with very strong with these affairs about the third hour of the
walls, and had a great number of inhabitants night, by the means of one Saccheus, who had
in it. There the multitude of men, with their belonged to them, but now deserted them and
•rives and children, met them, and exclaimed came over to me, and told me what they were
sinst them; and desited them to be about; so I perceived that no time was to be
, and not to envy them the advantage of lost. Accordingly I gave command to Jacob,
an excellent commander. With these clamours an armed man of my guard, whom I esteemed
Jonathan and his partners were greatly pro faithful to me, to take two hundred men, and
voked, although they durst not show their to guard the passages that led from Gabara
anger openly ; so they made them no answer, to Galilee, and to seize upon the passengers,
but went to other villages. But still the same and send them to me, especially such as were
clamours met them from all the people, who caught with letters about them : I also sent
said, " Nobody should persuade them to have Jeremia9 himself, one of my friends, with six
any other commander besides Josephus." So hundred armed men, to the borders of Galilee,
Jonathan and his partners went away from in order to watch the roads that led from the
them without success, and came to Seppho- country to the city ofJerusalem ; and gave him
ri», the greatest city of all Galilee. Now the charge to lay hold of such as travelled with
men of that city, who inclined to the Romans letters about them, to keep the men in bonds
in their sentiments, met them indeed, but nei upon the place, but to send me the letters.
ther praised nor reproached me; and when 47. When I bad laid these commands upon
they were gone down from Sepphoris to them, I gave them orders, and bid them take
Asochia. the people of that place made a cla their arms and bring three days' prevision
mour against them, as those of Japha had with them, and be with me the next day. I
"■one ; whereupon they were able to contain also parted those that were about me into
themselves no longer, but ordered the armed four parts, and ordained those of them that
men that were with tbem to beat those that were most faithful to me to be a guard to my
mule the clamour with their clubs ; and when body. I also set over them centurions ; and
they came to Gabara, John met them with commanded them to take cure that not a sol
tlirre thousand armed men ; but, as I under- dier m hich they did not know should mingle
Wood by their letter that they bad resolved to himself among them. Now, on the fifth day
fytht against me, I arose from Chaholo, with following, w hen I was at Gabaroth, I found
"Vee thousand armed men also, hut left in m> the entire plain that was before the village
nn-n one ofnit Curtest friends, and came to Jo- lull ot armed men, who were come out of
fyata,** drsiniiisto be near them, tbe distance Galilee to assist me: many others of the
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multitude also out of the village, ran along
with me; but as soon as I had taken my
place, and began to speak to them, tbey all
made an acclamation, and called me the Be
nefactor and Saviour of the country; and
when I had made them my acknowledge
ments, and thanked them [for their affection
to me], I also advised them to fight with no
body,* nor to spoil the country, but to pitch
their tents in the plain, and be content with
the sustenance they had brought with them;
for I told them I had a mind to compose
these troubles without shedding any blood.
Now it came to pass, that on the very same
day those wbo were sent by John with letters,
fell among the guards whom I had appointed to
watch the roads; so the men were themselves
kept upon the place, as my orders were; but
I got the letters, which were full of reproaches
and lies; and I intended to fall upon :hese
mm, without saying a word of these matters
to any body.
4H. Now, as soon as Jonathan and his com
panions heard of my coming, they took all
their own friends, and John with them, and
retired to the house of Jesus, which indeed
was a large castle, and no way unlike a cita
del; so they privately led a band of armed
men therein, and shut all the other doors but
one, which they kept open, and they expected
that I should come out of the road to them,
to salute them; and indeed they had given
orders to the armed men, that when I came
they should let nobody besides me come in,
but should exclude others ; as supposing that,
by this means, they should easily get me
under their power: but they were deceived
in their expectation, for I perceived what
snares they had laid for me. Now, as soon
as I was got off my journey, I took up my
lodgings over against them, and pretended to
be asleep ; so Jonathan and his party, think
ing that I was really asleep and at rest, made
haste to go down into the plain to persuade
the people that I was an ill governor: but
the matter proved otherwise; for, upon their
appearance, there was a cry made by the Gali
leans immediately, declaring their gfcod opi
nion of me as their governor; and they made
a clamour against Jonathan and his partners
for coming to them when they had suffered
no harm, and as though they would overturn
their happy settlement; and desired them by
all means to go back again, for that they
would never be persuaded to have any other
to rule over them but myself. When I heard
of this, I did not fear to go down into the
midst of them; I went therefore myself down
presently, to hear what Jonathan and his
• Joeephns's direction! to bis soldieis here are much
the Mine that John the Baptist cave (Luke iii. M)i —
* Do violence to no man, neither accuse any falsely, and
oe content with your wages.'* Whence Or. Hudson
confirms this conjecture, that Josephus, in some things,
was, even now, a lollower of John the Itaptist, wIiil-Ii is
no way improbable. See 'be note on sect. 1.

companions said.
As soon as I appeared,
there was immediately an acclamation marie
to me by the whole multitude, and a cry in
my commendation by them, who confessed
their thanks were owing to me for mv food
government of them.
49. When Jonathan and his companions
heard this they were in fear of their own
lives, and in danger lest they should be as
saulted by the Galileans on my account; so
they contrived how they might run away; but
as they were not able to get off, for 1 desired
them to stay, they looked down with concern
at my words to them. I ordered, therefore,
the multitude to restrain entirely their accla
mations, and placed the most faithful of my
armed men upon the avenues, to be a guard
to us, lest John should unexpectedly fall
upon us; and I encouraged the Galileans to
take their weupons, lest they should be dis
turbed at their enemies, if any sudden insult
should be made upon them; and then, in the
first place, I put Jonathan and his partners in
mind of their [former] letter, and after what
manner they had written to me, and declared
they were sent by the common consent of the
people of Jerusalem, to make up the differ
ences I had with John, and how they had
desired me to come to them; and as I spake
thus, I publicly showed that letter tbey had
written, till they could not at all deny what
they bad done, the letter itself convicting them.
I then said, " O Jonathan, and you that are
sent with him as his colleagues, if I were to
be judged as to my behaviour, compared with
that of John's, and had brought no more than
two or three witnesses,! good men and true,
it is plain you had been forced, upon the exa
mination of their characters beforehand, to
discharge the accusations : that, therefore, you
may be informed that I have acted well in the
affairs of Galilee, I think three witnesses tnu
few to be brought by a man that hath done
as he ought to do; so I give you all these
for witnesses. Inquire of them J how 1 have
lived, and whether I have not behaved myself
with all decency, nnd after a virtuous manner
among them. And I farther conjure you, O
Galileans! to hide no part of the truth, but
to speak before these men as before judges,
whether I have in any thing acted otherwise
than well."
50. While I was thus speaking, the united
voices of all the people joined together, and
called me their Benefactor and Saviour, and
attested to my former behaviour, and exhorted
+ We here Warn the practice of the Jews, in the day
of Josephus. to inquire into the characters of witnesse
before they were admitted ; and that their number uugh
tti be three, or two at the Iroal. alsu exactly as in. the law
ot Moses, and in the Apostolical Constitutions h. it ch
xxxvii Kee Iloreh Covenant Hevived. pace !»7,9a.
t This appeal to the whole body of the f.nllleans by
Josephus, and the testimony they gave him of integrity is
hi* conduct as their governor, is very like that appeal an*
testimony in the caw ol the prophet Samite, (t Sam sit
I - .".); and perhaps was doue by Josephus tu initial1*
of buu.
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u to continue so to do hereafter ; and they ]| ready as fast as they could, I sent them on
i\ aid, upon their oaths, that their wi res bad this errand the third day after tbey had been
taa preserved free from injuries, und thai no assembled : 1 also sent five hundred armed
one had ever been aggrieved by me. After men with them [as a guard]. I then "wrote
this, I read to the Galileans two of those epis to my friends in Samaria, to take care that
tle! which had been sent by Jonathan and his they might safely pass through the country :
colleagues, and which those whom I had ap for Samaria was already under the Romans,
pointed to guard the road had taken, and sent and it was absolutely necessary for those that
to me. These were full of reproaches and of go quickly [to Jerusalem] to pass through
Uea. as if I had acted more like a tyrant than that country; for in that road you may, in
a governor against them ; with many other three days' time, go from Galilee to Jerusa
things besides therein contained, which were lem. I also went myself, and conducted the
no better indeed than impudent falsities. I old men as far as the bounds of Galilee, and
also informed the multitude how I came by set guards in the roads, that it might not be
tbe*e letters, and that those who carried them easily known by any one that these men were
delivered them up voluntarily ; for I was not gone. And when I had thus done, I went
willing that my enemies should know any and abode at Japba,
thing of the guards I had set, lest they should 53. Now Jonathan and his colleagues, bar
be afraid, and leave off writing hereafter.
ing failed of accomplishing what they would
51. When the multitude heard these things, have done against me, sent John back to
they were greatly provoked at Jonathan and Gischala, but went themselves to the city of
his colleagues that were with him, and were Tiberias, expecting it would submit itself to
coine to attack them, and kill them ; and this them ; and this was founded on a letter whicb
they had certainly done, unless I had restrained Jesus, their then governor, had written them,
the anger of the Galileans, and said, that promising that, if they came, the multitude
" I forgave Jonathan and his colleagues what would receive them, and choose to be under
was past, if they would repent, and go to their government ; so they went their ways
their own country, and tell those who sent with this expectation. But Silas, who, as
them the truth, as to my conduct." When I I said, had been left curator of Tiberias by
had said this, I let them go, although I knew me, informed me of this, and desired me to
they would do nothing of what they had pro make haste thither. Accordingly, I complied
mised. But the multitude were very much with his advice immediately, and came thither ;
enraged against them, and entreated me to but found myself in danger of my life, from
cive them leave to punish them for their inso the following occasion : Jonathan and his col
lence ; yet did I try all methods to persuade leagues had been at Tiberias, and had per
them to spare the men; for I knew that every suaded a great many of such as had a quarrel
instance of sedition was pernicious to the pub- with me to desert me; but when they heard
Is: welfare. But the multitude was too angry ' of my coming, they were in fear for them
with them to be dissuaded ; and all of them selves, and came to me ; and when they had
went immediately to the house in which Jona saluted me, they said that I was a happy man
than and his colleagues abode. However, in having behaved myself so well in the go
when I perceived tnat their rage could not be vernment of Galilee; and they congratulated
restrained, I got on horseback, and ordered me upon the honours that were paid me: for
the multitude to follow me to the village So- they said that my glory was a credit to them,
gane, which was twenty furlongs off Gabara ; since tbey had been my teachers and fellowusing this stratagem, I so managed citizens ; and they said farther, that it was but
as not to appear to begin a civil war just thaUliey should prefer my friendship to
amongst them.
them ranter than John's, and that they would
5*2. But when I was come near Sogane, I have immediately gone home, but that they
caused the multitude to make a halt, and ex staid that they might deliver up John into my
horted them not to be so easily provoked to power; and when they said this, they took
anger, and to the inflicting such punishments as their oaths of it, and those such as are most
could not be afterwards recalled: I also gave tremendous amongst us, and.such as I did not
order, that a hundred men, who were already think fit to disbelieve. However, they desired
in years, and were principal men among them, me to lodge somewhere else, because the next
should get themselves ready to go to the city of day was the Sabbath; and that it was not fit
Jerusalem, and should make a complaint before the city of Tiberias should be disturbed [on
the people, of such as raised seditions in the that day].
"ountry. And I said to them, that " in case 54. So I suspected nothing, and went away
they he moved with what you say, you shall de- to Tarichea; yet did I withal leave some to
awe the community to write to me, and toenjoin make inquiry in the city how matters wept,
ae to continue in Galilee, and to order Jona and whether any thing was said about me: I
than and his colleagues to depart out of it." hUo set many persons all the way that led
"hen I had suggested these instructions to from Tarichea; to Tiberias, that they might
'tan, and while they were getting themselves cuiuinuiii -at* from one to another, if they
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learned any news from those that were left in of the burdens of war, and as one that lived
the city. On the next day, therefore, they luxuriously. And as they were discoursing
all came into the Proseucha;* it was a large thus, they produced four letters as written to
edifice, and capable of receiving a great num them, from some people that lived at the bor
ber of people ; thither Jonathan went in, and ders of Galilee, imploring that they would
though he durst not openly speak of a revolt, come to their assistance, for that there was an
yet did he say that their city stood in need of army of Romans, both horsemen and foot
abetter governor than it then had. But Jesus, men, who would come and lay waste the coun
who was the ruler, made 'no scruple to speak try on the third day ; they desired tbem also
out, and said openly, " O fellow-citizens I it to make haste, and not to overlook them
is better for you to be in subjection to four When the people of Tiberias heard this, they
than to one ; and those such as are of high thought they spake truth, and made a clamour
birth, and not without reputation for their against me, and said I ought not to sit still,
wisdom;" and pointed to Jonathan and his but to go away to the assistance of tbeir coun
colleagues. Upon his saying this, Justus came trymen. Hereupon I said (for I understood
in and commended him for what he had said, the meaning of Jonathan and his colleagues)
and persuaded some of the people to be of that I was ready to comply with what they
his mind also. But the multitude were not proposed, and without delay to march to the
pleased with what was said, and had certainly war which they spake of, yet did I advise
gone into a tumult, unless the sixth hour, them, at the same time, that since these let
which was now come, had dissolved the as ters declared that the Romans would make
sembly, at which hour our laws require us to their assault in four several places, they should
go to dinner on Sabbath-days ; so Jonathan part their forces into five bodies, and make
and his colleagues put off their council till the Jonathan and his colleagues generals of each
next day, and went off without success. When body of them, because it was fit for brave men
I was informed of these affairs, I determined not only to give counsel, but to take the place
to go to the city of Tiberias in the morning. of leaders, and assist their countrymen when
Accordingly, on the next day, about the first such a necessity pressed them ; for, said I, it
hour of the day, I came from Taricbeae, and is not possible for me to lead more than one
found the multitude already assembled in the party. This advice ot mine greatly pleased
Proseucha; but on what account they were the multitude; so they compelled them to go
gotten together, those that were assembled did forth to the war. But their designs were put
not know. But when Jonathan and bis col into very much disorder, because they had not
leagues saw me there unexpectedly, they done what they had designed to do, on account
were in disorder; after which they raised a of my stratagem, which was opposite to theii
report of their own contrivance, that Roman undertakings.
horsemen were seen at a place called Union,
56. Now there was one whose name was
in the borders of Galilee, thirty furlongs dis Ananias (a wicked man he was, and very mis
tant from the city. Upon which report Jo chievous); he proposed that a general religi
nathan and his colleagues cunningly exhorted ous fastf should be appointed the next day
me not to neglect this matter, nor to suffer for all the people, and gave order that at the
the land to be spoiled by the enemy. And same hour they should come to the same place,
this they said with a design to remove mc out without any weapons, to make it manifest be
of the city, under the pretence of the want of fore God, that while they obtained bis assis
extraordinary assistance, while they might dis tance, they thought all these weapons useless.
pose the city to be my enemy.
This he said, not out of piety, but that they
55. As for myself, although I knew of might catch me and my friends unarmed.
their design, yet did I comply with what they I Now, I was hereupon forced to comply, lest
proposed, lest the people of Tiberias should I should appear to despise a proposal that
have occasion to suppose that I was not care tended to piety. As soon, therefore, as we
ful of their security. I therefore went out; were gone home, Jonathan and his colleagues
but, when I was at the place, I found not the wrote to John to come to tbem in the morn
least footstep of any enemy ; so I returned as ing, and desiring him to come with as many
fast as ever I could, and found the whole soldiers as he possibly could, for that they
council assembled, and the body of the peo should then be able easily to get me into their
ple gotten together, and Jonathan and his col hands, and to do all they desired to do.—
leagues bringing vehement accusations against When John had received this letter, he resolv
me, as one who had no concern to ease them ed to comply with it. As for myself, on the
next day, I ordered two of the guards of ray
• It is worth Doting here, that there m now a great body, whom I esteemed the most courageous
Proseucha, or place of prayer, in the city of Tiberias and most faithful, to hide daggers under their
Itself, though such Proseucha used to be out of cities, us
the synagogues were within tbem. Of them, see l<e
Moyue on rolycorp's Epistle, page 76. It is also worth
+ One may observe here, thst this lay-Pharisee, Ana).
.Kir remark, that the Jews, in the days of Joscphus. naed Dias. as *r have vrn he was (sect. 3tf). took upon him la
to dine at the sixth hour, or noon ; and that, in obedience appoint a mit at I ibrrias. and was obeyed; though la.
to tbeir uetions of the law of Moses also.
deed it was not out ul religion, but knavish poliey.
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garments, and to go along with me, that we endeavoured to kill me: but as soon as those
might defend ourselves, if any attack should that were with me saw what they did, they
W made upon us by our enemies. I also my drew their swords, and threatened to smite
self took my breast-plate, and girded on my them, if they offered any violence to me.
•word, so that it might be, as far as it was pos The people also took up stones, and were
sible, concealed, and came into the Proseucha. about to throw them at Jonathan ; and so
57. Now Jesus, who was the ruler, com they snatched me from the violence of my
manded that they should exclude all that came enemies.
with me, for he kept the door himself, and 59. But as I was gone out a little way, I
suffered none but his friends to go in. And was just upon meeting John, who was march
while we were engaged in the duties of the ing with his armed men. So I was afraid of
day, and had betaken ourselves to our pray him, and turned aside, and escaped by a nar
er-, Jesus got up, and inquired of me what row passage to the lake, and seized on a ship,
was become of the vessels that were taken out and embarked in it, and sailed over to Tariof the king's palace when it was burnt down, cheie. So, beyond my expectation, I escaped
[and] of that uncoined silver: and in whose this danger. Whereupon I presently sent for
possession they now were? This he said, in the chief of the Galileans, and told them after
order to drive away time tillJohn should come. what manner, against all faith given, 1 had
I said that Capellus, and the ten principal men been very near to destruction from Jonathan
of Tiberias, had them all ; and 1 told him that and his colleagues, and the people of Tiberias.
they might ask them whether I told a lie or Upon which the multitude of the Galileans
not. And when they said they had them, he were very angry, and encouraged me to delay
asked me, What is become of those twenty no longer to make war upon them, but to
pieces of gold which thou didst receive upon permit them to go against John, and utterly
the sale of a certain weight of uncoined mo to destroy him, as well as Jonathan and his
ney? I replied, that I had given them to colleagues. However, I restrained them,
those ambassadors of theirs, as a maintenance though tbey were in such a rage, and desired
for them, when they were sent by them to Je them to tarry awhile, till we should be in
rusalem. So Jonathan and his colleagues said formed what orders those ambassadors that
that I had not done well to pay the ambassa were sent by them to the city of Jerusalem
dors out of the public money. And when should bring thence ; for I told tbem that it
the multitude were very angry at tbem for was best to act according to their determina
this, for they perceived the wickedness of the tion; whereupon they were prevailed on. At
own, I understood that a tumult was going to which time also John, when the snares be
arise; and being desirous to provoke the peo had laid did not take effect, returned back to
ple to a greater rage against the men, I said, Gischala.
" But if I have not done well in paying our 60. Now, in a few days those ambassadors
ambassadors out of the public stock, leave off whom we had sent, came back again and in
your anger at me, for I will repay the twenty formed us that the people were greatly pro
pieces of gold myself."
voked at Ananus, and Simon the son of Ga
58. When I had said this, Jonathan and maliel, and their friends ; that, without any
his colleagues held their peace ; but the peo public determination, tbey had sent to Gali
ple were still more irritated against them, lee, and had done their endeavours that I
upon their openly showing their unjust ill-will might be turned out of the government. The
to me. When Jesus saw this change in the ambassadors said farther, that the people were
people, he ordered them to depart, but desired ready to burn their houses. They also brought
the senate to stay, for that they could not letters, whereby the chief men of Jerusalem,
examine things of such a nature in a tumult ; at the earnest petition ofthe people, confirmed
and as the people were crying out that they me in the government of Galilee, and en
would not leave me alone, there came one joined Jonathan and his colleagues to return
and told Jesus and his friends privately, that home quickly. When I had gotten these
John and his armed men were at hand : where letters, I came to the village Arbela, where I
upon Jonathan and his colleagues, being able procured an assembly of the Galileans to meet,
to contain themselves no longer (and perhaps and bid the ambassadors declare to them the
the providence of God hereby procuring my anger of the people of Jerusalem at what had
deliverance, for, had not this been so, I had been done by Jonathan and his colleagues,
certainly been destroyed by John), said, " O and bow much they hated their wicked doings,
you people of Tiberias 1 leave off this inquiry and how they had confirmed me in the go
about the twenty pieces of gold ; for Josephus vernment oftheir country, as also what related
hath not deserved to die for them ; but he to the order they had in writing for Jona
bath deserved it by his desire of tyrannizing, than and his colleagues to return home. So
and by cheating the multitude of the Gali I immediately sent them the letter, and bid
leans with his speeches, in order to Rain the him that carried it to inquire, as well as be
dominion over them." When he h id said could, how they intended to act [on this occa
tats, they presently laid hands upon me. and sion].
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61. Now when they nad received that let furlongs distant from Tiberias; and gave
ter, and were thereby greatly disturbed, they orders, that when they saw my signal, they
sent for John, and for the senators of Tibe should come down immediately, while I my
rias, and for the principal men of the Gaba- self lay with my soldiers in the sight of every
rens, and proposed to hold a council, and de body. Hereupon the people of Tiberias, >t
sired tbem to consider what was to be done the sight of me, came running out of the city
by them. However, the governors of Tibe perpetually, and abused me greatly. Nay,
rias were greatly disposed to keep the govern their madness was come to that height, that
ment to themselves; for they said it was not they made a decent bier for me, and, standing
tit to desert their city, now it was committed about it, they mourned over me in the way of
to their trust, and that otherwise I should not jest and sport; and 1 could not but be my
delay to fail upon them; for they pretended self in a pleasant humour upon the sight of
falsely that so I bad threatened to do. Now this madness of theirs.
John was not only of their opinion, but ad
63. And now being desirous to catch Simon
vised tbem, that two of them should go to by a wile, and Joazar with him, I sent a mes
eccuse me before the multitude [at Jerusa sage to them, and desired them to come a
lem], that I did not manage the affairs of little way out of the city, and many of their
Galilee as I ought to do; and that they would friends to guard them; for I said I would
easily persuade the people, because of their come down to tbem, and make a league with
dignity, and because the whole multitude were them, and divide the government of Galilee
very mutable When^tberefore, it appeared with them. Accordingly Simon was deluded,
that John had suggested the wisest advice to on account of his imprudence, and out of the
them, they resolved that two of them, Jona hopes of gain, and dill nut delay to come;
than and Ananias, should go to the people of but Joazar, suspecting snares were laid foi
Jerusalem, and the other two [Simon and him, staid behind. So when Simon was come
Joazar] should be left behind to tarry at Tibe out, and his friends wit if him for his guard
rias. They also took along with them a hun I met him, mid saluted him with great civi
lity, and professed that 1 was obliged to hin
dred soldiers for their guard.
62. However, the governors of Tiberias for his coining up to me ; but a little whili
took care to have their city secured with walls, afterwards I walked along with him, as thougl
and commanded their inhabitants to take their I would say something to him by bimsell'
arms. They also sent for a great many sol and when I bad drawn him a good way fron
diers from John, to assist them against me, if his friends, I took him about the middle, am
there should be occasion for them. Now gave him to my friends that were with me
John was at Gischala. Jonathan, therefore, to carry him into a village; and commandiii;
and those that were with him, when they were my armed men to mine down, I with then
departed from Tiberias, and as soon as they made an assault upon Tiberias. Now, as tb
were come to Dabaritta, n village that lay in fight grew hot on both sides, and the soldier
the utmost parts of Galilee, in the great plain, belonging to Tiberias were in a fair way t
they, about midnight, fell among the guards conquer me (for tm armed men were alread
i had set, who both commanded them to lay fled awayJ, 1 saw the posture of my affairs
aside their weapons, and kept them in bonds and encouraging those that were with me,
upon the place, as I had charged them to do. pursued those of Tiberias, even when the
This news was written to me by Levi, who were already conquerors, into the city,
had the command of that guard committed to also sent another baud of soldiers into th
him by me. Hereupon I said nothing of it city by the lake, and 'gave them orders to st
for two days; and, pretending to know no on fire the first bouse they could seize upot
thing about it, I sent a message to the people When this was done the people of Tiberiu
of Tiberias, and advised them to lay their thought that their city was taken by forci
arms aside, and to dismiss their men, that they and so threw down their arms for fear ; an
might go home; but supposing that Jona implored, they, their wives, and children, tlu
than, and those that were with them, were al I would spare their city. So I was overpei
ready arrived at Jerusalem, they made re suaded by their entreuiies, and restrained th
proachful answers to me ; yet was I not terri soldiers from the vehemeucy with which the
fied thereby, but contrived another stratagem pursued them; while 1 myself, upon the coir
against them; for I did not think it agreeable ing on of the evening, returned back with re
with piety to kindle the fire of war against the soldiers, and went to refresh myself. I ah
citizens. As I was desirous to draw those invited Simon to sup with me, and comforte
men away from Tiberias, I chose out ten him on occasion of what had happened ; an
thousand of the best of my armed men, and I promised that I would send him safe an
divided them into three bodies, and ordered secure to Jerusalem, and withal would gi>
them to go privately, and lie still as an am him provisions for bis journey thither.
bush, in the villages. I also led a thousand 64. But on the next day, 1 brought t«
into another village, which lay indeed in the thousand armed men with me, and came to T
mountains, as did the others, but only four bciias. 1 then sent f.ir ike principal uieu of tt
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nuhitade into the public place, and enjoined — for before ever I was appointed governor
them to tell ine who were the authors af the of Galilee by the community of Jerusalem,
revolt; and when they told me who the men both thou and all the people of Tiberias had
•fere, I sent them bound to the city Jotapata; not only taken up arms, but had made war
but as to Jonathan and Ananias, I freed them with Decapolis of Syria. Accordingly, thou
from their bond-, and gave theiu provisions hadst ordered their villages to be burnt, and a
for their journey, together with Simon and domestic servant of thine fell in the battle.
Joazar, and five hundred armed men who Nor is it I only who say this; but so it is
should guard them; ami so 1 sent them to written in the Commentaries of Vespasian,
Jerusalem. The people of Tiberias also came the emperor; as also bow the inhabitants of
to me again, and desired that 1 would forgive Decapolis came clamouring to Vespasian at
then) for what they had done; and they said 1'toleiuais, and desired that thou, who wast
they would amend what they had done amiss the author [of that war], mightst be brought
with regard to me, by their fidelity for the to punishment; and thou hadst certainly been
rime to come ; and they besought ine to pre punished at the command of Vespasian, had
serve what spoils remained upon the plunder not king Agrippa, who had power given him
of the city, for those that had lost them. to have thee put to death, at the earnest en
Accordingly, I enjoined those that had got treaty of his sister Bernice, changed the pu
them, to bring them all before us; and when nishment from death into a long imprison
thej did not comply for a great while, and I saw ment. Thy political administration of affairs
one of the soldiers that were about me with a afterward doth also clearly discover both thy
garment un that was more splendid than ordi- other behaviour in life, and that tiou wast the
siry, I asked him whence he had it; and when occasion of thy country's revolt from the Ro
he replied that be had it out of the plunder mans; plain signs of which I shall produce
of the city, I had him punished with stripes; presently. I have also a mind to say a few
and 1 threatened all the rest to inflict a severer things to the rest of the people of Tiberias on
punishment upon them, unless they produced thy account; and to demonstrate to those
before us whatsoever they had plundered; and that light upon this history, that you bear no
when a great many spoils were brought to good-will, neither to the Romans nor to the
gether, I restored to every one of Tiberias king. To be sure, the greatest cities of Gali
what they claimed to be their own.
lee, O Justus I were Sepphoris, and thy coun
65. And now I am come to this part of try Tiberias; but Sepphoris, situated in the
say narration, I have a mind to say a few very midst of Galilee, and having many vil
things to Justus, who hath himself written a lages about it, and able with ease to have been
history concerning these affairs; as also to bold and troublesome to the Romans, if they
others who profess to write history, but have had so pleased, — yet did it resolve to con
little regard to truth, and are not afraid, either tinue faithful to those their masters, and at
out of ill-will or good-will to some persons, the same time excluded me out of their city,
to relate falsehoods. These men do like those and prohibited all their citizens from joining
who compose forged deeds and conveyances; with the Jews in the war ; and, that they might
aad because they are not brought to the like be out of danger from me, they, by a wile,
punishment with them, they have no regard got leave of me to fortify their city with walls ;
to truth. When, therefore, Justus undertook they also, of their own accord, admitted of a
to write about these facts, and about the garrison of Roman legions, sent them by CesJewish war, that be might appear to have tius Gallus, who was then president of Syria,
been an industrious man, be falsified in what and so had me in contempt, though I was then
he related about me, and could not speak very powerful, and all were greatly afraid of
truth even about his own country ; whence it me ; and at the same time that the greatest of
is, that, being belied by him, I am under a our cities, Jerusalem was besieged, and that
necessity to make my defence; and so 1 shall temple of ours, which belonged to us all, was
say what I have concealed till now ; and let in danger of falling under the enemy's power;
no one wonder that I have not told the world they sent no assistance thither, as not willing
these things.a great while ago; for although to have it thought they would bear arms
it be necessary for a historian to write the against the Romans; but as for thy country,
truth, yet is such a one not bound severely to O Justus! situated upon the lake of Geneanimadvert on the wickedness of certain men, sareth, and distant from Hippos thirty fur
— not out of any favour to them, but out of longs, from Gadara sixty, and from Scythoan author's own moderation. How then polis, which was under the king's jurisdiction,
comes it to pass, O Justus! thou most saga a hundred and twenty; when there was no
cious of writer* (that 1 may address myself Jewish city near, it might easily have pre
to him as if he were here present), for so thou served its fidelity [to the Romans] if it had so
boastest of thyself, that I and the Galileans pleased them to do ; for the city and its peo
t»»e been the authors of that sedition which ple had plenty of weapons; but, as thou gay
tir country engaged in. both against the Ro- est, I was then the author [of their revolt] ;
mth avid ajfaimtt the king [Agrippa, junior]? and pray, O Justus! who was that author af
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terwards t—for thou knowest that I was in the what was done against the people of Jerusa
power of the Romans before Jerusalem was lem exactly. Hut how should that be? f«
besieged, and before the same time Jotapata neither wast thou concerned in th.it .war, no*
was taken by force, as well as many other for hast thou read the commentaries of Cwsar ;
tresses, and a great many of the Galileans of which we have evident proof, because thou
fell in the war. It was therefore then a pro hast contradicted those commentaries ofCa?sar
per time, when you were certainly freed from in thy history. But if thou art so hardy as
any fear on my account, to throw away your to affirm thut thou hast written that history bet
weapons, and to demonstrate to the king and ter than all the rest, why didst thou not pub
to the Romans, that it was not of choice, but lish tby history while the emperors Vespasian
as farced by necessity, that you fell into the and Titus, the generals in that war, as weil as
war against them ; but you staid till Vespasian king Agrippa and his family, who were meu
came himself as far as your walls, with his very well skilled in the learning of the Greeks,
whole army; and then you did indeed lay were all alive? for thou hast bad it written
aside your weapons out of fear, and your city these twenty years, and then mightst thou
had for certain been taken by force, unless have had their testimony of thy accuracy. But
Vespasian had complied with the king's sup now when these men are no longer with us,
plication for you, and had excused your mad and thou thinkest thou canst not be contra
ness. It was not I, therefore, who was the dicted, tTnou ventnrest to nublish it. But theT
author of this, but your own inclinations to I was not in like manner afraid of my own
war. Do not you remember how often I got writing, but I offered my books to the emper
you under my power, and yet put none of you ors themselves, when the facts were almost
to death? May, you once fell into a tumult under men's eyes; for I was conscious to my
one against another, and slew one hundred self that I had observed the truth of the facts;
and eighty-five of your citizens, not on ac and as I expected to have their attestation to
count of your good-will to the king and to them, so I was not deceived in such expecta
the Romans, but on account of your own tion. Moreover, 1 immediately presented my
wickedness, and this while I was besieged by history to many other persons, some of whom
the Romans in Jotapata. Nay, indeed, were were concerned in the war, as was king Agrip
there not reckoned up two thousand of the pa bad some of his kindred. Now the em
people of Tiberias during the siege of Jeru peror Titus was sodesirous that the knowledge
salem, some of whom were slain, and the rest of th^se affairs should be taken from these
caught and carried captives? But thou wilt books alone, that he subscribed bis own hand
pretend that thou didst not engage in the war, to them, and ordered that, they should be pub
since thou didst flee to the king! Yes, indeed, lished ; and for kingAgrippa, he wrote me sixtythou didst flee to him ; but I say it was out of two letters, and attested to the truth of what
fear of me. Thou sayest, indeed, that it is I 1 had therein delivered; two of which letters
who am a wicked man. But then, for what I have here subjoined, and thou mayst thereby
reason was it that king Agrippa, who procured know their contents: —" King Agrippa to
thee thy life when thou wast condemned to Josephus, bis dear friend, sendclh greeting. I
die by Vespasian, and who bestowed so much have read over thy book with great pleasure,
riches upon thee, did twice afterward put thee and it appears to me that thou hast done it
in bonds, and as often obliged thee to run much more accurately, and with greater care,
away from thy country, and, when he hnd once than have the other writers. Send ine the rest
ordered thee to be put to death, he granted of these books. Farewell, my dear friend."
thee a pardon at the earnest desire of Bcr- " King Agrippa to Josephus, his dear friend,
nice ? And when (after so many ofthy wicked sendeth greeting. It seems by what thou hast
pranks) he had made thee his secretary, he written, that thou standest in need of no in
caught thee falsifying his epistles, and drove struction, in order to our information from the
thee away from his sight. But I shall not beginning. However, when thou comest to
inquire accurately into these matters of scan ine, I will inform thee of a great many things
dal against thee. Yet cannot I but wonder which thou dost not know." So when this
at thy impudence, when thou hast the assur history was perfected, Agrippa, neither by way
ance to say, that thou hast better related these of flattery, which was not agreeable to him,
affairs [of the war] than have all the others nor by way of irony, as thou wilt say (for he
that have written about them, whilst thou didst was entirely a stranger to such an evil dispo
ot know what was done in Galilee; for thou sition of mind), but he wrote this by way of
/ast then at Berytus with the king; nor didst attestation to what was true, as all that read
thou know how much the Romans suffered at histories may do. And so much shall be said
the siege of Jotapata, or what miseries they concerning Justus,* which I am obliged to
brought upon us; nor couldst thou learn by add by way of digression.
inquiry what I did during that siege myself ;
for all those that might afford such informa • The character nf this hlntonr or Jitnhis of Tiheria*,
the rival of onr Joarnkua. which i* Mi-w lo*t, with its
tion were quite destroyed in that siege. But ooly
remaining fntt^m-nl, nre tjiven u» by a Ten ithle
perhaps thou wilt say, thou bust written of critic,
fholiu.*, who read that liint'iiy It IB iu the 33d
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60. Now, when I had settled the affairs of upon the people of Sepphoris, ana took the
Tiberias, and had assembled my friends as a city by force. The Galileans took this op
tanbedrim, I consulted what I should do as to portunity, as thinking tbey had now a proper
John: whereupon it appeared to be the opin time for showing their hatred to them, since
ion of all the Galileans that I should arm they bore ill-will to that city also. They then
t&'in all, and march against John, and punish exerted themselves, as if they would destroy
hiin as the author of all the disorders that bad them all utterly, with those that sojourned
happened. Yet was not I pleased with their there also. So tbey ran upon them, and Bet
^termination ; as purposing to compose these their bouses on fire, as finding them without
troubles without bloodshed. Upon this I ex inhabitants; for the men, out of fear, ran to
horted them to use the utmost care to learn gether to the citadel. So the Galileans car
the names of all that were under John; which ried off every thing, and omitted no kind of
■ben they had done, and I thereby was ap desolation which they could bring upon their
prized who the men were, I published an edict, countrymen. When I saw this, I was ex
wherein I offered security and my right band ceedingly troubled at it, and commanded them
to such of John's party as bad a mind to re to leave off, and put them in mind that it was
pent; and I allowed twenty days' time to such not agreeable to piety to do such things to
a-- would take this most advantageous course their countrymen: but since tbey neither
for themselves. I also threatened, that unless would hearken to what I exhorted, nor to
the; threw down their arms, I would burn what I commanded them to do (for the hatred
their houses and expose their goods to public ! they bore to the people there was too hard for
sale. When the men beard of this, they were iI my exhortations to them), I bade those my
in no small disorder, and deserted John; and friends, who were most faithful to me, and
to the number of four thousand threw down were about me, to give out reports, as if the
their arms, and came to me. So that no others Romans were falling upon the other part of
Maid with John but his own citizens, and about the city with a great army ; and this 1 did,
bfieen hundred strangers that came from the that, by such a report being spread abroad, 1
metropolis of Tyre; and when John saw that might restrain the violence of the Galileans,
be had been outwitted by my stratagem, he and preserve the city of Sepphoris. And at
raatiuued afterward iu his own country, and length this stratagem bad its effect; for, upmi
in great fear of me.
hearing this report, they were in fear for them
t>7. But about this time it was that the peo selves, and so they left off plundering, and ran
ple nf Sepphoris grew insolent, and took up away; and this more especially, because they
mm, out of a confidence they had in the saw me, their general, do the same also ; for,
streiurth of their walls, ami because they saw that I might cause this report to be believed,
* engaged in other affairs also. So they I pretended to be in fear as well as they
*'it u> Cestius Gallus, who was president of Thus were the inhabitants of Sepphoris un
Stria, and desired that he would either come expectedly preserved by this contrivance of
1■lirkly to them, and take their city under bis mine.
(•"•lection, or send them a garrison. Accord- G8. Nay, indeed, Tiberias had like to have
"triy Gallus promised' them to come, but been plundered by the Galileans also upon the
oil not send word when he would come: and following occasion: — The chief men of the
when 1 had learned so much, I took the sol senate wrote to the king, and desired that he
diers that were with me, and made an assault would come to them, and take possession of
f*l* of his Itlhltotheca, and runs thus:— u I hare read their city. The king promised to come, and
Issyi Phonos) the chronology of Justus of Tiberias, wrote a letter in answer to theirs, and gave it
■■►)>« tille is this, [7ae Ckronoiom ef) (At Kingi <tf to one of his bed-chamber, whose name was
'•ass, whek rarrrraVd one another. This [Justus] came
ail of the city of Tiberias in Galilee. He begins bis Crispus, and who was by birth a Jew, to carry
»'»tory Iron Moses, and ends it not till the death of it to Tiberias. When the Galileans knew that
*cnpsa. the srrenth [rulerJ of the family of Herod, and this man carried such a letter, they caught him
tat tine of the Jews; who took the government
war Claudius, bad it augmented under Nero, and still and brought him to me; hut as soon as the
<M*v loemeoled by Vespasian. He died in the thin! whole multitude heard of it, they were en
t*rofTrsisn, when also his history ends. He is rerj
rmetse ia his laaguage, and slightly pastes orer thosr raged, and betook themselves to their arms.
*a*irs that were most necessary to be insisted on j and So a great many of them got together from
under the Jewish prejudices, as indeed he war blni" flits a Jew by birth, he makes not the least mention all quarters the next day, and came to the city
of thr appearance of Christ, of what things happened to Asochis, where I then lodged, and made heavy
Inn. or of the wonderful works that he did. He was tlie clamours, and called the city of Tiberias a
^ oft certaia Jew. whose name was Pistus. He w;m
to them, and a friend to the king; anu
1 wan. as he is described by Joaephus. of a most pr»fli- traitor
t*i*rharacter; a slare both to money and to pleasure. desired leave of me to go down and utterly de
' < |Mit»licthataffairs
be was
opposite
Jusephust
fr,iK
he laid
many
plots toagainst
him; and
hut itthati* stroy it; for they bore the like ill-will to the
Jim-pius. thongb be bod hit enemy frequently under hi.* people of Tiberias as they did to those of Sep
'""rr. did oaly reproach him in words, and so let him phoris.
t-> *nK.,ut farther punishment- He says also, th it the GO. When I heard this, I was in doubt what
Mr.ry which this man wrote is for the main fabulous, to do, and hesitated by what means I mijxbt
awj chicly u to those pawla whrre he drscrilies the Motus war with the Jews, aud tlie taain< ot Jeruatlcm " deliver Tiberius from the r.ig. of the Gali
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leans; for I could not deny that those of Ti incursions upon them ; and at the last thev
berias had written to the king, and invited him did prevail with Gallus to send them a consi
to come to them; for his letters to them, in derable army, both of horse and foot, which
answer thereto, would fully pro* c the truth of came in the night-time, and which they ad
that. So 1 sat a long time musing with my mitted into the city. But when the country
self, and then said to them, " 1 know well round about it was harassed by the Roman
enough that the people of Tiberias have of army, I took those soldiers that were about
fended; nor shall I forbid you to plunder the me, and came to Garisme, where 1 cast up a
city. However, such things ought to be done bank, a good way off the city Sepphoris ; and
with discretion; for they of Tiberias have not when 1 was at twenty furlongs distance, I
been the only betrayers of our liberty, but came upon it by night, and made an assault
many of the most eminent patriots of the upon its walls with my forces: and when I
Galileans, as they pretended to be, have done had ordered a considerable number of my sol
the same. Tarry therefore till 1 shall thor diers to scale them with ladders, I became
oughly find out those authors of our danger, master of the greatest part of the city. Rut
and then you shall have them all at once under soon after, our unacquainteditess with the
your power, with all such as you shall your places forced us to retire, after we had killed
selves bring in also." Upon my saying this, twelve of the Roman footmen, and two horse
I pacified the multitude, and they left off their men, and a few of the people of Sepphoris,
anger, and went their ways ; and I gave or with the loss of only a single man of our o» n.
ders that he who brought the king's letters And when it afterwards came to a battle in
should be put into bonds; but in a few days the plain against the horsemen, and we had
I pretended that I was obliged, by a necessary undergone the dangers of it courageously lor
affair of my own, to go out of the kingdom. a long time, we were beaten; for upon the
I then called Orispus privately, and ordered Romans encompassing me about, my soldiers
him to make the soldier that kept him drunk, were afraid, and fled back. There fell in that
and to run away to the king. So when Ti battle one of those that had been intrusted to
berias wus in danger of being utterly destroyed guard my body; his name was Justus, who
a second time, it escaped the danger by my at this time had the same post with the king.
skilful management, and the care that I had At the same time also there came forces, hot h
for its preservation.
horsemen and footmen, from the king, and
70. About this time it was that Justus, the Sylla their commander, who was the captain
son of Pistus, without my knowledge, ran of his guard; this Sylla pitched his camp at
away to the king ; the occasion of which I five furlongs distance from Julias, and set a
will here relate. Upon the beginning of the guard upon the roads, both that which led to
war between the Jews and the Roman*, the Cana, and that which led to the fortress
people of Tiberias resolved to submit to the Gamala, that he might hinder their Inhabi
king, and not to revolt from the Romans; tants from getting provisions out of Galilee.
while Justus tried to persuade them to betake 72. As soon as I had got intelligence of
themselves to their arms, as being himself de this, I sent two thousand armed men, and a
sirous of innovations, and having hopes of captain over them, whose name was Jeremiah,
obtaining the government of Galilee, as well who raised a bank a furlong off Julias, near
as of his own country [Tiberias] also. Yet to the river Jordan, and did no more than
did he not obtain what he hoped for, because skirmish with the enemy; till I took three
the Galileans bore ill-will to those of Tiberias, thousand soldiers myself, and came to tin. in
and this on account of their anger at what But on the next day, when I had laid an am
miseries they had suffered from them before bush in a certain valley, not far from the
the war ; thence it was that they would not banks, I provoked those that belonged to the
endirre that Justus should be their governor. king to come to a battle, and gave orders to
I myself also, who had been intrusted by the my own soldiers to turn their backs upon
community of •Jerusalem with the govern them, until they should have drawn the ene
ment of Galilee, did frequently come to that my away from their camp, and brought them
degree of rage at Justus, that I had almost out into the field, which was done accord
resolved to kill him, as not able to bear his ingly ; for Sylla, supposing that our party did
mischievous disposition. He was therefore really run away, was ready to pursue them,
much afraid of me, lest at length my passion when our soldiers that lay in ambush took
should come to extremity; so he went to the them on their backs, and put them ull into
king, as supposing that he would dwell better great disorder. 1 ulso immediately made a
and more safely with him.
sudden turn with my own forces, and met
71. Now when the people of Sepphoris those of the king's party, and put them to
had, ir so surprising a manner, escaped their flight. And I had performed great things
first dancer, they sent to Cestius Gallus, and that day, if a certain fate bad not been niv
desired him to come to them immediately, ami binderaiice ; for the horse on which I rone,
take possession of their city, or else to semi and upon whose back I fought, fell into a
forces iullicieut to rcprnM .ill ibuir enemies' quagmire, and threw me on the ground ; and
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1 was bruised on my wrist, and carried into a have accurately related them in the books
village named Ceph&rnome, or Capernaum. concerning the War of the Jews. However,
When my soldiers beard of this, they were it will, I think, be fit for me to add now an
afraid I bad been worse hurt than I was; account of those actions of my life which I
and so they did not go on with their pursuit have not related in that book of the Jewish
any farther, but returned in very great con war.
cern for me. I therefore sent for the phy
75. For, when the siege of Jotapata was
sicians, and while I was under their hands, I over, and I was among the Romans, I was
continued feverish that day; and as the phy kept with much care, by means of the great
sician* directed, I was that night removed to respect tbat Vespasian showed me. More
Tarichem.
over, at his command, I married a virgin, who
73. When Sylla and his party were in was from among the captives of that country ,*
formed what happened to me, they took cou yet did she not live with me long, but was
rage again; and understanding that the watch divorced, upon my being freed from my bonds,
was negligently kept in our camp, they by and my going to Alexandria. However, I
night placed a body of horsemen in ambush married another wife at Alexandria, and was
beyond Jordan, and when it was day they then sent, together with Titus, to the siege
pruroked us to fight; and us we did not re of Jerusalem, and was frequently in danger
fuse it, but came into the plain, their horse of being put to death, — while both the Jews
men appeared out of that ambush in which were very desirousto get me under theirpower,
they had lain, and put our men into disorder, in order to have me punished ; and the Romans
and made them run away; so they slew six also, whenever they were beaten, supposed
men of our side. Yet did they not go off that it was occasioned by my treachery, and
with the victory at last; for when they heard made continual clamours to the emperors,
that some armed men were sailed from Ta- and desired that they would bring me to pun
ncheae to Julias, they were afraid, and retired. ishment, as a traitor to them: but Titus
1 4. It was not now long before Vespasian Caesar was well acquainted with the uncer
came to Tyre, and king Agrippa with him ; tain fortune of war, and returned no answer
but the Tyrians began to speak reproachfully to the soldiers' vehement solicitations against
of the king, and called him an enemy to the me. Moreover, when the city Jerusalem was
Romans ; for they said that Philip, the gene taken by force, Titu3 Csesar persuaded me
ral of his army, bad betrayed the royal palace frequently to take whatsoever I would of the
and the Roman forces that were in Jerusa ruins of my country, and said that he gave
lem, and that it was done by his command. me leave so to do; but when my country was
When Vespasian heard of this report, he re destroyed, I thought nothing else to be of any
buked the Tyrians for abusing a man who value which I could take and keep as a coinwas both a king and a friend to the Romans ; fort under my calamities; so I made this re
but he exhorted the king to send Philip to quest to Titus, that my family might have
Rome, to answer for what he had done before their liberty : I bad also the holy booksf by
Nero. But when Philip was sent thither, be Titus's concession; nor was it long after,
diil not come into the sight of Nero, for he that I asked of him the life of my brother,
found him very near death, on account of the and of fifty friends with him ; and was not
troubles that then happened, and a civil war; denied. When I also went once to the tem
•n.l so he returned to the king. But when ple, by the permission of Titus, where there
Vespasian was come to Ptolemais, the chief were a great multitude of captive women and
men of Decapolis of Syria made a clamour children, I got all those that I remembered
acunst Justus of Tiberias, because he had as among my own friends and acquaintances,
set their villages on fire: so Vespasian de to be set free, being in number about one
livered him to the king, to be put to death by hundred and ninety ; and so I delivered them,
those under the king's jurisdiction; yet did without their paying any price of redemption,
toe king [only] put him into bonds, and con and restored tbem to their /ormcr fortune ;
cealed what he had done from Vespasian, as I and when I was sent by Titus Caesar with
h».e before related. But the people of Sep- Cerealius, and a thousand horsemen, to a cer
pburis met Vespasian, and saluted him, and tain village called Thecoa, in order to know
had forces sent him, with Placidus their com whether it was a place fit for a camp, as I
mander: be also went up with them, as I came back, I saw many captives crucified;
also followed them, till Vespasian came fnto ♦ HereJosepnus,a priest, honestly confesses that he did
the command of Vespasian, which he had before
Galilee. As to which coming of his, and that asat was
not lawful for a priest to do by the law of
•fter what manner it was ordered, and how told
Moses, Antiu. b. Hi. chap. xii. sect 2. I mean, tbo
he fought his first battle with me near the taking; a captive woman to wife. See also Against ApBut he seems to have been quickly
village Taricheae, and how from thence they pton, b. i.thatsect.his7.compliance
with the commands of an
went to Jotapata, and how I was taken alive, sensible
emperor would not excuse him, for he soon put ber
as
Reland
justly
observes
here.and its most impor
md bound, and bow I was afterwards loosed, away,
+ *t If this most remarkable clause,
with aQ that was done by me in the Jewish tant
ennsequeoces, see Essay on tbt Old Testament,
fir, and during the siege of Jerusalem, I pas. \<n—laa.
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and remembered three of them as my former
acquaintance. I was very sorry at this in my
mind* and went with tears in my eyes to
Titus, and told him of them ; so he imme
diately commanded them to be taken down,
mid to have the greatest care taken of them,in order to tivir recovery; yet two of them
died UD.1-. the physician's bands,' while the
third recovered.
76. But when Titus had composed the
troubles in Judea, and conjectured that the
lands which I had in Judea would bring me
no profit, because a garrison to guard the
country was afterward to pitch there, he gave
me another country in the plain ; and, when
ho was going away to Rome, he made choice
of me to suil along with him, and paid me
(Treat respect ; and when we were come to
Rome, I had great care taken of me by Ve3p.isian ; for he gave me an apartment in his
own house, which he lived in before be came
to the empire. lie also honoured me with
the privilege of a Roman citizen, and gave
me an annual pension ; and continued to
respect me to the end of bis life, without any
abatement of his kindness to me; which very
thing made me envied, and brought me into
danger ; for a certain Jew, whose name was
Jonathan, who had raised a tumult in Cyrene,
and had persuaded two thousand men of that
country to join with him, was the occasion of
their ruin; but when he was bound by the
governor of that country, and sent to the em
peror, he told him that I had sent him both
weapons and money. However, he could not
conceal his being a liar from Vespasian, who
condemned him to die; according to which
sentence he was put to death. Nay, after
that when those that envied my good fortune
did frequently bring accusations against me,
by God's providence I escaped them all. I

also received from Vespasian no small qi.an.
tity of land, as a free gift, in Judea; about
which time I divorced my wife also, as not
pleased with her behaviour, though not till
she had been the mother of three children;
two of whom are dead, and one, whom I
named Hyrcanus, is alive, A.ft»" this I mar
ried a wife who had lived at Cr»»p, 'jit a Jew
ess by birth ; a woman she was of aminent
parents, and such as were the most illustrious
in all the country, and whose character whs
beyond that of most other women, as her fu
ture life did demonstrate. By her 1 had two
sons; the elder's name was Justus, and the
next Simonides, who was also named Agrippa:
and these were the circumstances of my do
mestic affairs. However, the kindness of the
emperor to me continued still the same; for
when Vespasian was dead, Titus, who suc
ceeded him in the government, kept up the
same respect for me which I had from his
father; and when I had frequent accusations
laid against me, he would not believe them :
and Domitian, who succeeded, still augmented
his respects to me; for he punished those
Jews that were my accusers; and gave com
mand that a servant of mine, who was a
eunuch, and my accuser, should be punished.
He also made that country I had in Judea
tax free, which is a mark of the greatest ho
nour to him who hath it; nay, Domitia, tit;
wife of Caesar, continued to do me kindnesse?:
And this is the account of the actions of my
whole life ; and let others judge of my cha
racter by them as they please; but to thee, O
Epaphroditus,* thou most excellent ofc men I
do I dedicate all this treatise of our Antiqui
ties; and so, for the present, I here conclude
the whole.
• Of this Epaphroditus, see the note on the Preute*
to the Aotiqaities.
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PREFACE*
§ I . Those who undertake to write histories,
do not, I perceive, take that trouble on one
and the same account, but for many reasons,
and those such as are very different one from
another; for some of them apply themselves
to this part of learning to show their skill in
composition, and that they may therein acquire
areputation for speaking finely; others ofthem
there are who write histories, in order to gra
tify those that happened to be concerned in
them, and on that account have spared no
pains, but rather gone beyond their own abi
lities in the performance; hut others there are,
who, of necessity and by force, are driven to
write history, because they were concerned in
the facts, and so cannot excuse themselves
from committing them to writing, for the ad
vantage of posterity: nay, there are not a few
who are induced to draw their historical facts
out of darkness into light, and to produce
them for the benefit of the public, on account
of the great importance of the facts them
selves with which they have been concerned.
Now of these several reasons for writing his
tory, I must profess the two last were my own
reasons also; for since I was myself interested
in that war which we Jews had with the Ro
mans, and knew myself its particular actions,
and what conclusion it had, I wes forced to
civc the history of it, because I saw that
others perverted the truth of those actions in
their writings.
2. Now I have undertaken the present
work, as thinking it will appear to all the
Greek- f worthy of their study; for it will
contain all our antiquities, and the constitu
tion of our government, as interpreted out of
the Hebrew Scriptures; and indeed I did for
merly intend, when I wrote of tbe war.J to
explain who the Jews originally were,—what
fortunes they bad been subject to,—and by

what legislator they had been instructed in
piety, and the exercise of other virtues,—
what wars also they had made in remote ages,
till they were unwillingly engaged in this last
with the Romans ; but because this work
would take up a great compass, I separated it
into a set treatise by itself, with a beginning
of its own, and its own conclusion ; but in
process of time, as usually happens to such
as undertake great things, I grew weary, and
went on slowly, it being a large subject, and
a difficult thing to translate our history into
a foreign, and to us unaccustomed language.
However, some persons there were who de
sired to know our history, and so exhorted
me to go on with it; and, above all the rest,
Epaphroditus,§ a man who is a lover of all
kind of learning, but is principally delighted
with tbe knowledge of history; and this on
account of his having been himself concerned
in great affairs, and many turns of fortune,
and having shown a wonderful vigour of an
excellent nature, and an immoveable virtuous
resolution in them all. I yielded to this man's
persuasions, who always excites such as have
abilities in what is useful and acceptable, to
join their endeavours with his. I was also
ashamed myself to permit any laziness of dis
position to have a greater influence upon me
t han the delight of taking pains in such studies
as were very useful: I thereupon stirred up
myself, and went on with my work more
cheerfully. Besides the foregoing motives, I
had others which I greatly reflected on ; and
these were, that our forefathers were willing
to communicate such things to others ; and
that some of the Greeks took considerable
pains to know the affairs of our nation.
3. I found, therefore, that the second of
the Ptolemies was a king who was extraor
dinarily diligent in what concerned learning
• Thin preface of Joeephna is excellent in [U kind, and the collection of books ; that he was also

•nd highly worthy the repeated peru<nl of the reader,
before he net about the prriisal of the work itself.
♦ that is. all Ihe flentiles. both (in-eks and Romans.
* We may seasonably note here, that Jnsephils wrote
has Seyen Books of tbe Jewish War. lory? before be
srnte thrae his Antiqnitiea Those hoo' * of the War
arerr published about A. II. 75; and thrae tnliqiiitt ■.
A 1>. UJ, about eighteen years later.

I This F.paphroditns was certainly aliTe in the third
year nf Trajan, A. D. 100. See the note on the lint
hook Airainst Apinn. sect I. Who he was we do not
mow; for as to hpaphroditiia, the freed-man of Nero,
noil afterwards Doreitinn's secretary, who was put to
■lentil bv Domitiaii. ia lite llth or 15th year of his reign,
lie r.oil.l not be alive In the third of Trajan.
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peculiarly ambitioua to procure a translation ly ; I mean, ln-cause otherwise those that reus}
of our law, and of the constitution of our my book may wonder how it comes to pass
government therein contained, into the Creek that my discourse, uhieh promises an account
tongue. Now Eleazar, the high priest, one of laws and historical facts, contains so muck
not inferior to any other of that dignity of philo«ophy. The reader is therefore toknow,
among us, did not envy the forenamed king that Moses deemed it exceeding necessary,
the participation of that advantage, which tbat he who would conduct his own life well,
otherwise he would for certain have denied and give laws to others, in the first place
him, but that he knew the custom of our should consider the divine nature, and, upou
nation was, to hinder nothing of what we the contemplation of God's operations, should
esteemed ourselves from being communicated thereby imitate tbe best of all patterns, so far
to others. Accordingly, I thought it became as it is possible for human nature to do, and
me both to imitate the generosity of our high to endeavour to follow after it; neither ceulsl
priest, and to suppose there might even now the legislator himself have a right mind with
be many lovers of learning like the king, for out such a contemplation; nor would any
he did not obtain all our writings at that time ; thing he should write tend to the promotior
but those who were sent to Alexandria as in of virtue in his readers: I mean, unless they
terpreters, gave him only the books of the be taught first ef all, that God is the Father
law, while there were a vast number of other and Lord of all things, and sees all things,
matters in our sacred books. They indeed and tbat thence he bestows a happy lire upon
contain in them the history of five thousand those that follow him; btit plunges such m
years ; in which time happened many strange do not walk in the paths of virtue into inevit
accidents, many chances of war, and great able miseries. Now when Moses wssdesirour
actions of the commanders, and mutations of to teach this lesson to bis countrymen, he did
the form of our government. Upon the not begin the establishment of his laws after
whole, a man that will peruse this history, the same manner that other legislators did ; I
may principally learn from it, that all events mean, upon contracts and other rites between
succeed well, even to an incredible degree, one man and another, bat by raising their
and the reward of felicity is proposed by God; minds upwards to regard God, and his crea
but then it is to those tbat follow Bis will, and tion ef the world; and l>y persuading them,
do not venture to break his excellent laws;— that we men are the most excellent of the
and that so far as men any way apostatize creatures of God upon earth. Now, when
from the accurate observation of them, what once he had brought them to submit to reli
was practicable before, becomes impractica gion, he easily persuaded them to submit in
ble;* and whatsoever they set aliout as a good all other things ; for, as to other legislators,
thing is converted into an incurable calamity : they followed fables, and, by their discourses,
—and now I exhort all those that peruse these transferred the most reproachful of human
books to apply their minds to God; and to vices unto the gods, and so afforded wicked
examine the mind of our legislator, whether men the most plausible excuses for their
be hath not understood his nature in a man crimes- but, as for our legislator, when he had
ner worthy of him; and bath not ever ascrib once demonstrated that Gcd was possessed of
ed to him such operations as become his perfect virtue, he supposed that men alsss
power, and hath not preserved his writings ought to strive after the paiticipntinn of it;
from those indecent fables which others have and on those who did not se think and s*
framed, although, by the great distance of believe, he inflicted the severest punishment >.
time when he lived, he might have securely I exhort, therefore, my readeis to examir*
forged such lies; for he lived two thousand this whole undertaking in that view ; f.»
years ago; at which vast distance of ages the thereby it will appear to them that there is
poets tbemsclves have not been so hardy as to nothing therein disagreeable either to the ma
fix even the generations of their gods, much jesty of God, or to his love to mankind ; for
less the actions of their men, or their own all things have here a reference to the nature
laws. A I proceed, therefore, I shall accu of the universe-; while our legislator speak»
rately d< tfibe what is contained in our re some things wisely, but enigmatically, and
cords, in tbe ■yrder of time tbat belongs to others under a decent allegory, hut still ex
them; for I have already promised so to do plains such things as required a direct expli.
throughout this undertaking, and this without cation plainly and expressly. However, those
adding any thing to what is therein contained, that have a mmd to know the reasons of every
or taking away any thing therefrom.
thing, may find here a very curious philoso
4. But because almost all our constitution phical theory, which I now indeed >hidl waive
depends on the wisdom of Moses, our legisla the explication of; but if God afford me time
tor, I cannot avoid sayinjj somewhat concern for it, I will set about writing it, f after I
ing him beforehand, thotgh I shall do it briefAs to this intended work of Josenhns. concerning
• Josephos here plainly alludes to the famous Greek Ihe+ n-it>ons
of many of die Jewish laws, and what phi.
Eroverbi If Uod be witb us, every thing tbat is imposti ■lump' ical or allegorical irnse Ihcy would lienr. the Jess
le becomes possible.
f wl.kh work is by »oac of the Irarut-a aot lourli ra
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bare finished the present work. I shall now creation of the world, which I find described
betake myself to the history before me, after in the sacred books after tbe manner follow*
1 bare first mentioned what Moses says of the ing.

r
BOOK I.
COXTA'sHMO Till INTXRVAL Or THREE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY-THREE TEARS.
FROM THE CREATION TO THE DEATH OP ISAAC.

CHAPTER 1

day he produced the living creatures, both
those that swim and those that fly; the former
THE COXSTITnTlOH OF THE WORLD, AND THE in the sea, the latter in the air: he also sorted
DISPOSITION OF THE ELEMENTS.
them as to society and mixture, for procrea
tion, and that their kinds might increase and
5 1. In the beginning God created the hea multiply. On the sixth day he created the
ven and the earth ; but when the earth did four-footed beasts, and made them male and
not come iratA? sight, but was covered with female : on the same day he also formed man.
thick darkness, an<^ a wind moved upon its Accordingly Moses says, That in just six days
'urface, God commanded that there should be the world and all that is therein was made;
li;ht ; and when that was made, he considered and that the seventh day was a rest, and a re
the whole mass, and separated the light and lease from the labour of such operations ; —
the darkness ; and the name be gave to one whence it is that we celebrate a rest from our
wis Sly'it, and the other he called Day; and labours on that day, and call it the Sabbath ;
he n uneil the beginning of light and the time which word denotes rest in the Hebrewtongue.
of rest. The Evening and The Morniny ; and 2. Moreover, Moses, after the seventh day
thU ins indeed the first day: but Moses said was over,* begins to talk philosophically; and
it was one day, — the cause of which I am concerning tbe formation of man, says thus:
»hle to give even now; but because I have That ddA took dust from the ground, and
protniised 1o give such reasons for all things formed man, and inserted in him a spirit and
in a treatise by itself, I shall put off its expo- a soul.f This man was called Adam, which
•lU'tn till that time. After this, on the second in the Hebrew tongue signifies one that is red,
day. he placed the heaven over the whole because he was formed out of red earth com
world, and separated it from the other parts; pounded together; for of that kind is virgin
and he determined it should stand by itself. and true earth. God also presented the living
He also placed a crystalline [finn'amentj round creatures, when he had made them, according
it. and put it together in a manner agreeable to their kinds, both male and female, to Adam,
to the earth, and fitted it for giving moisture who gave them those names by which they are
and rain, and for affording the advantage of still called. But when he saw that Adam had
dews. On tbe third day be appointed the
• Since Joaephu*. in his Preface, sect. 4, says that
dry land to appear, with the sea itself round Moses
wrote tome things enigmatically, Sjprae allegnriabout it ; and on the very same day he made cally.
and the rest in plain words, aiince in'^j' account
the plants and the seeds to spring out of the or the first chapter of Genesis, and the first three verses
the second, he rives us no hints of i 'y mystery at all j
earth. On the fourth day he adorned the nf
when he here comes to ver. i. &c. he says that Mo
heaven with the sun, the moon, and the other but
tes, after the s-ventli day was over. b*gan to talk philo
»tars; and appointed them their motions and sophically, it is ii'it very improbable that he understood
rest of the second and the third chapters in some enig
courses, that the vicissitudes of the seasons the
matical, or nltesnrieal. or philosophical sense. Tho
might be clearly signified. And on the fifth ■'hancP
«>f the name ol Ood. just at this place, from Eloliim to .Irhovaii Klohim. from (Jod to l,ord God, in the
Hebrew.
Samaritan, an 1 Septnsgint, does also not a little
«*vrled.
|
am
inclinable
in
part
to
Pahrieins's
opinion,
s» Ha*ercamp, p. rij, ot. tliat *• we need not doubt bill. favour some
such change in the narration or construction.
wawe vain and frigid eonj-Ttures derived b-om + We mriy observe here, mat Josephus supposed man
j'-wi.-i ioarinatimit, Jiiv pbns wtmM biv.- taught us a to he compounded tit spirit, soul, and body, with St. Paul,
I Thess v. 23. and the n-st of 'he ancients: he elsewhere
V*1** namber of excellent and nsi-fitl tilings, wlitr.n aiys
th:il the lilmv! of animn's was forbidden to be
*~V»P» nob,*!,, neither ain-m^ the Jrvs\s itur aiming Ibe eaten,also.
as haviug in it soul and spirit. Anlio,. b. iiLehap.
' aaa. can nw inform n« "f: *' that I Would give
drii to dad tt »fatI rtijinU"
I xi. sect i.
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no female companion, no society, for there then lived together with Adam and his wife,
was no such created, and that he wondered at shewed an envious disposition, at his supposal
the other animals which were male and female, of their living happily, and in obedience to
he laid him asleep, and took away one of his the commands of God ; and imagining, that,
ribs, and out of it formed the woman ; where when they disobeyed them, they would fall
upon Adam knew her when she was brought into calamities, he persuaded the woman, out
to him, and acknowledged that she was made of a malicious intention, to taste of the tree
out of himself. Now a woman is called in of knowledge, telling them, that in that tree
the Hebrew tongue Issa ; but the name of was the knowledge of good and evil; which
this worn in was Eve, which signifies the mo knowledge when they should obtain, they
ther of all liviny.
would lead a happy life, nay, a life not infe
3. Moses says farther, that God planted a rior to that of a god : by which means he
paradise in the east, flourishing with all sorts overcame the woman, and persuaded her to
of trees; and that among them was the tree despise the command of God. Now when
of life, and another of knowledge, whereby she had tasted of that tree, and was pleased
was to be known what was good and evil; with its fruit, she persuaded Adam to make
and that when he brought Adam and his wife use of it also. Upon this they perceived that
into this garden, he commanded them to take they were become naked to one another; and
core of the plants. Now the garden was wa being oshamed thus to appear abroad, they
tered by one river,* which ran round about invented somewhat to cover them ; for the tree
the whole earth, and was parted into four sharpened their understanding; anil they co
parts. And Phison, which denotes a multi vered themselves with fig-leaves; and tying
tude, running into India, makes its exit into these before them, out of modesty, they
the sea, and is by the Greeks called Ganges. thought they were happier than they were
Euphrates also, as well us Tigris, goes down before, as they had discovered what they were
into the lied Sea.f Now the name Euphra in want of. But when God came into the
tes, or Phrath, denotes either a dispersion, or garden, Adam, w ho was wont before to come
a flower: by Tigris, or Diglath, is signified and converse with him, being conscious of his
what is swift, with narrowness: and Geon wicked behaviour, went out of the way. This
runs through Egypt, and denotes what arises behaviour surprised God; at,d be asked what
was the cause of this his procedure; and why
from the east, which the Greeks call Nile.
4. God therefore commanded that Adam he, that before delighted in that conversation,
and his wife should eat of all the rest of the did now fly from it, and avoid it. When ho
plants, but to abstain from the tree of know made no reply, as conscious to himself that
ledge; and foretold to them, that, if they he had transgressed the command of God,
touched it, it would prove their destruction. God said, " I had before determined about
But while all the living creatures had one you both, how you might lead a happy life,
language, { at that time the serpent, which without any affliction, and care, and vexation
of soul; and that all things which might con• Whence this strange notion carae. whieYrl yet is not tribute to your enjoyment and pleasure should
peculiar !o Jnsephus, buf, as Dr. Hudson says here, is grow
up by my providence, of their own ac
derived from older authors, as if four of the greatest
rivers in the world, running two of them at vast dis cord, without your own labour and pains
tances from the uther two. hy some means or other wa taking; which state of labour and pains-tak
tered paradise, is hard to say. t Inly, since Josephus has
already appeared to allegorize this history, and takes no ing would soon bring on old age; and death
tice that these four names had a particular signification ; would not be at any remote distance: but
■'Instill fur Ganges, a multitude i I'hrath for Euphrates,
either a di./iersinn or a _/?»mrr / Diglath for Tigris, rrhat now thott hrtst abused this my good-will, ami
is swift, with fi'irroicRess i and (>eon for Nile, iraat hast disobeyed my commands; for thy silence
antes /nun the east.— we perhaps mistake him when is not the sign of thy virtue, but of thy evil
we suppi.se lit- literally means those for rivers; especially
as to tietni or Nile, which arises from the east, while he conscience." However, Adam excused his
very well knew the literal Nile arises from the sooth; sin, and entreated God not to be angry tit hint,
tlioii^h tvltat farther allegorical sense he had in view, is and laid the blame of what was done upon
now, I li-.-ir, impos.ihle to be determined.
+ By the Ked Sea is not here meant the Arabian Gulf, his wife; and said that be was deceived by
whicn alone we now call by that name, but all that South her, anil thence became an offender; while she
Sea, winch included the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, ngain accused the serpent. But God allotted
a> far as the F.ast Indies; as lteland and Hudson here
him punishment, because he weakly submitted
truly note, rrotu the old geographer*.
t Hence it appears that Josephus thought several, at
the counsel of bis wife; and said, the ground
least, of the hrtite animals particularly the serpent. couM to
s)*-«k before the Kali. And I think few of the mure per- should not henceforth yield its fruits of its
fi-rt kinds of those animals want the organs of speech a'
accord, but that when it should be ha
tins day. Many inducements theie are also to a notion, own
that the present stale they are ill is not their original rassed by their labour, it should bring forth
state; and that their capacities have been once much spine of its fruits, and refuse to bring forth
greater than we now see them, and aro capable of heme
restored to their lormer condition. Hut as to this most posterity, any farther than as same way the cause or oe
ancient, and authentic, and probably allegorical account casion of man's mortality, seems almost entirely ground
of that grand allair of tlte fall of our first parents. I less; and that rt'ttli man. and the uther suhonlintitc crea
have somewhat more to say in w:iy of conjecture, but tures, arc hereafter to h- delivered from the curse thru
being only a ennjectnrr. I omit it; only thus far, that brought up'in them, and at last In hi- ilelivered fmimthut
too imputation of the sin of our first parents to Unit hnmla^'e of corruption. Itoin. viit. lit—Ui.
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lie also made Eve liable to the in- him of many days, whereas be used to observe
eonveniency of breeding, and the sharp pains them con versing together at other times. But
of bringing forth children, and this because Cain was in doubt with himself, and knew not
the persuaded Adam with the same arguments what answer to give to God. At first be said
wherewith the serpent had persuaded her, and that he was himself at a loss about his bro
had thereby brought him into a calamitous ther's disappearing; but when be was pro
r 'million. He also deprived the serpent of voked by God, who pressed him vehemently,
speech, out of indignation, at his malicious as resolving to know what the matter was, he
disposition towards Adam. Besides this, be replied, be was not his brother's guardian or
inserted poison under his tongue, and made keeper, nor was he an observer of what be
him an enemy to men ; and suggested to them did. But in return, God convicted Cain, as
that they should direct their strokes against having been the murderer of bis brother ; and
bis bead, that being the place wherein lay his said, " I wonder at thee, that tbou knowest
mischievous designs towards men, and it being not what has become of a man whom tbou thy
easiest to take vengeance on him that way self hast destroyed." God therefore did not
and when he had deprived him of the use of inflict the punishment [of death] upon him,
his feet, be made him to go rolling all along, on account of his offering sacrifice, and there
aad dragging himself upon tbe ground. And by making supplication to him not to be ex
»hen God had appointed these penalties for treme in his wrath to him; but he made him
them, he removed Adam and Eve out of the accursed, and threatened his posterity in tbe
seventh generation. He also cast him, to
garden into another place.
gether with his wife, out of that land. And
when he was afraid, that in wandering about
he should fall among wild beasts, and by that
CHAPTER IL
means perish, God bid him not to entertain
such a melancholy suspicion, and to go over
THI POSTERITY OF ADAM, AND all
the earth without fear of what mischief be
THE TEN GENERATIONS TIOH HIM TO TUE might
suffer from wild beasts ; and setting a
DEXOGC
mark upon bim that he might be known, he
§ I. Adam and Eve had two sons; the elder commanded him to depart.
•f them was named Cain; which name, when 2. And when Cain had travelled over many
it i« interpreted, signifies a possession. The countries, he, with his wife, built a city, name?
younger was Abel, which signifies sorrow. Nod, which is a place so called, and there he
They had also daughters. Now, the two settled his abode ; where also he had children.
brethren were pleased with different courses However, he did not accept of his punish
atf life; for Aliel, the younger, was a lover of ment in order to amendment, but to increase
righteousness, and. believing thnt God was his wickedness ; for he only aimed to procure
present at all his actions, he excelled in vir every thing that was for his own bodily plea
tue; and his employment was that of a shep sure, though it obliged him to be injurious
herd. But Cain was not only very wicked to his neighbours. He augmented his house
in other respects, but was wholly intent upon hold substance with much wealth, by rapine
retting; anil he first contrived to plough the and violence; he excited bis acquaintance to
ground. He slew his brother on the occasion procure pleasures and spoils by robbery, and
following:—They had resolved to sacrifice to became a great leader of men into wicked
God. Now Cain brought the fruits of the courses. He also introduced a change in that
earth, and of his husbandry; but Abel brought way of simplicity wherein men lived before;
milk, ami the first-fruits of his flocks; but God and was tbe author of measures and weights.
was more delighted with the latter oblation,* And whereas they lived innocently and gene
when he was honoured with what grew natur- rously while they knew nothing of such arts,
aily of its own accord, than he was with what he changed the world into cunning craftiness.
wa* the invention of a covetous man, and got He first of all set boundaries about lands ; he
ten by forcing tbe ground ; whence it was that built a city, and fortified it with walls, and be
Ca;n was very angry that Abel was preferred compelled his family to come together to it;
!iy God before him ; ami he slew his brother, and called that city Enoch, after the name of
and hid hi. dead Iwxly. thinking to escape dis his eldest son Enoch. Now Jared was the
covery. But God, knowing what had been son of Enoch ; whose son was Malaliel ; whose
done, came to Cain, and asked him what was son was Mathusela; whose son was Lamech;
become of bis brother, because he had not seen who had seventy-seven children by two wives,
• »l John'! ,r. u m of the reason why Ood accepted Silla and Ada. Of those children by Ada,
Iw mentor >.( Ihrt, and rejected thai of Caini as alio one was Jabel; he erected tents, and loved
whs Cain clem 4hr1. on account ol that his acceptance the life of a shepherd. But Jubal, who was
colli fto4.~i» much heiter than this of Jnsephns: I born of the same mother with him, exercised
m-3«.
Cain wasslew
of theheevil
stew his
his himself inmusic-.t and invented the psaltery
hssraw.because
And -wheo-f»re
himone,
J and
Because
n.. woris were evil, and his brother's rirhteons " I
came Jobet, th*
rri 14. Jcoephii'i'* Prawsn »-*ms to be no better * ♦ From this Jnbal, not ,improbably,
im
trumpet uf Jobcl or Jubileei that Urgt and loud music*1
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■nd the harp. But Tttbsl, one of his chil of stone : they inscribed their discoveries on
dren by the other wife, exceeded all men in them both, that in case the pillar of brick
strength, and was very expert and famous in should be destroyed by the flood, the pillar of
martial performances. He procured what stone might remain, and exhibit those disco
tended to the pleasures of the body by that veries to mankind ; and also inform them that
method; and first of all invented the art of there was another pillar of brick erected by
making brass. Lantech was also the father them. Now this remains in the land of Si
of a daughter, whose name was Naamah; riad to this day.
nd because he was so skilful in matters of
divine revelation, that he knew he was to be
punished for Cain's murder of his brother, he
CHAPTER Hi.
made that known to his wives. Nay, even
while Adam was alive, it came to pass that CONCERNING THE FLOOD; AND AFTER WHAT
the posterity of Cain became exceeding wicked, MANNER NOAH WAS SAVED IN AN ARE, WITH
every one successively dying one after ano
HIS KINDRED, AND AFTERWARDS DWELT IN
ther, more wicked than the former. They THE
PLAIN OF SHINAR.
were intolerable in war, and vehement in
robberies ; and if any one were slow to mur § 1. Now this posterity of Seth continued to
der people, yet was he bold in his profligate esteem God as the Lord of the universe, and
behaviour, in acting unjustly, and doing in to have an entire regard to virtue, for seven
juries for gain.
generations; but in process of time they were
3. Now Adam, who was the first man, perverted, and forsook the practices of theii
and made out of the earth (for our discourse forefathers, and did neither pay those honour*
must now be about him), after Abel was to God which were appointed them, nor had
slain, and Cain fled away on account of his they any concern to do justice towards men.
murder, was solicitous for posterity, and had But for what degree of zea) they had formerly
a vehement desire of children, he being two shown for virtue, they now showed by their
hundred and thirty years old; after which actions a double degree of wickedness; where
time he lived other seven hundred, and then by they made God to be their enemy; for
died. He had indeed many other children,* many angels § of God accompanied with wo*
but Seth in particular. As for the rest, it men, and begat sons that proved unjust, atid
would be tedious to name them; I will there despisers of all that was good, on account uf
fore only endeavour to give an account of the confidence they had in their own strength ;
those that proceeded from Seth. Now this for the tradition is. That these men did what
Seth, when he was brought up, and came to resembled the acts of those whom the Grecian*
those years in which he could discern what call giants. But Noah was very uneasy at
was good, became a virtuous man; and as what they did; and, being displeased at theii
he was himself of an excellent character, so conduct, persuaded them to change their dis
did he leave children behind him who imita positions and their acts for the better; — but,
ted his virtues.f All these proved to be of seeing that they did not yield to him, but
good dispositions. They also inhabited the were slaves to their wicked pleasures, he was
same country without dissensions, and in a afraid they would kill him, together with Ins
happy condition, without any misfortunes wife and children, and those they had mar
tilling upon them till they died. They also ried ; so he departed out of that laud.
were the inventors of that peculiar sort of 2. Now God loved this man for bis righte
wisdom which is concerned with the heavenly ousness; yet he not only condemned those
bodies, and their order. And that their in other men for their wickedness, but determi
ventions might not be lost before they were ned to destroy (he whole race of mankind, and
sufficiently known, upon Adam's prediction to make another race that should be pure from
that the world was to be destroyed at one wickedness; and cutting short their lives, in d
time by the force of fire, and at another time making their years not so mmy as they for
by the violence and quantity of water, they merly lived, but one hundred and twenty
made two pillars;}: the one of brick, the other only, | he turned the dry land into sea; and
Instrument, used in proclaiming the liberty at the year foretell a conflagration and a deluee, which all antiquity
ofjubilee.
witnesses tn lie nil ancient tradition! na), Seth's postr* The number of Adam'! children, as says the old tra- rity miclit enclave tlieir inventions in astronomy on two
dltion.was
thirty-three
sons,
and
twenty-lhreedaughters.
such
pillars, >el it Is no »a) fiedlhlc that the) could sur
-f What is here said of Seth and bis posterity, that
tile deliiRr. w hirh has buried all snrli pillars and
they were very eood and virtuous, and at the same time vive
edifices inr under ground, in tl.e sexlirorul ut its waters,
very bappy, without any considerable mislurlunea, for especially since the tike pillars of the Kavptian Selh or
seven generations [see ch. ii. sect 1, beforei and ch. iii Sesostris wert extant alter tlie Avon, in Ihr land ut Si
sect. 1, hereafter] is exactly agreeable to the stMte of the riad. and perhaps in the ila\sol Jusephus a!su,as is blitiwn
world and the conduct of Providence in all the first aces. in the place hi re leli-rreil lu.
t Of Joeephus's mistake here, when lie took Seth 'the ) *l las notion, tlmt the fallen angels w-ere. In some
son of Adam for Seth or Sesostris. king of Ecypt, the sense, the falln-rs uf the old giants, was tbe constant
erecter of this pillar in the land of siriad, see l>*nv on opinion of ainh|oit>.
the Old Testament. Appendix, p. ISO, li4K Althcueh Ii Jniu-plill* t.tie Miupnses. thai II.e life of these
tbe main of Ibis relation might be true, and Adam anient ciauts loi ol thru ouly no 1 omlersuoil him. was now
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thus were all these men destroyed : but Noah 4^ For indeed Seth was born when Adam
alone was saved; for God suggested to him was in his two hundred and thirtieth year,
the following contrivance ai-ji way of escape : who lived nine hundred and thirty years.
— That he should make an ark of four stories Seth begat Enos in his two hundred and
high, three hundred* cubits long, fifty cubits fifth year ; who, when he had lived nine hun
broad, and thirty cubits high. Accordingly dred and twelve years, delivered the govern
he entered into that ark, and his wife and ment to Cainan his son, whom he had in his
sons, and their wives; and put into it not hundred and ninetieth year; he lived nin
only other provisions, to support their wants hundred and five years. Cainan, when h
there, but also sent in with the rest all sorts had lived nine hundred and ten years, had hi
of living creatures, the male and his female, son Malaleel, who was born in his hundred
for the preservation of their kinds; and others and seventieth year. This Malaleel, having
of them by sevens. Now this ark had firm lived eight hundred and ninety-five years, died,
walls, and a roof, and was braced with cross leaving his son Jared, whom he begat when he
beams, so that it could not be any way drown- was in his hundred and sixty-fifth year." He
ed or overborne by the violence of the water; lived nine hundred and sixty-two years ; and
and thus was Noah, with his family, preserved. then his son Enoch succeeded him, who was
Now he was the tenth from Adam, as being born when bis father was one hundred and
the son of Lamech, whose father was Mathu- sixty-two years old. Now he, when he had
sala. He was the son of Enoch, the son of lived three hundred and sixty-five years, de
Jared; and Jared was the son of Malaleel, parted, and went to God ; whence it is that
who, with many of his sisters, were the chil they have not written down his death. Now
dren of Cainan, the son of Enos. Now Enos Mathusala, the son of Enoch, who was born to
was the son of Seth, the son of Adam.
him when he was one hundred and sixty-five
3. This calamity happened in the six hun years old, had Lamech for his son when he
dredth year of Noah's government [age], in was one hundred and eighty-seven years of
the second month,f called by the Macedonians age; to whom he delivered the government,
Dint, but by the Hebrews Marchcsuan ; for so when he had retained it nine hundred ami
did they order their year in Egypt; but Mo sixty-nine years. Now Lamech, when he hod
ses appointed that Ai'son, which is the same governed seven hundred and seventy-seven
•rith Xantbicus, should be the first month for years, appointed Noah, his son, to be ruler of
their festivals, because he brought them out the people, who was born to Lamech when he
of Egypt in that month : so that this month was one hundred and eighty-two years old,
i the year as to all the solemnities they and retained the government nine hundred
1 to the honour of God, although he and fifty years. These years collected to
preserved the original order of the months as gether make up the sum before set down;
to selling and buying, and other ordinary af but let no one inquire into the deaths of these
fairs. Now he says that this flood began on men, for they extended their lives along to
the twenty-seventh [seventeenth] day of the gether with their children and grandchildren;
forementioned month; and this was two thou but let him have regard to their births only.
sand six hundred and fifty-six [one thousand 5. When God gave the signal, and it began
six hundred and fifty-six] years from Adam, to rain, the water poured down forty entire
the rirst man; and the time is written down days, till it became fifteen cubits higher than
m our sacred books, those who then lived hav the earth ; which was the reason why there
ing noted down,J with great accuracy, both was no greater number preserved, since they
had no place to fly to. When the rain ceased,
the births and deaths of illustrious men.
frJucA to 130 years; which it eonBrned by the frur- the water did but just begin to abate, after
aral at Enoch, sect. 10. in Anthent. Ree. Par. I. p. 9tift. one hundred and fifty days (that is, on the
F-Tasto
restmuch
of mankind.
•■■ir
luesIn*were
longer Josepbus
than 120 himselfconfesses
yean, for many seventeenth day of the seventh month), it then
reaeraliona after the Flood, as we shall see presently; ceasing to subside for a little while. After this
sad he says they were gradually shortened till the days the ark rested on the top of a certain moun
Ti Moses, and then fixed [for some timeJ at 1'iU, chap vi.
serL i Nor indeed need we suppose that either Enorh tain in Armenia; which, when Noah under
r* J'-sephus aseant to interpret these 1:10 years for the stood, he opened it; and seeing a small piece
life of men before the Flood, to be different from the 1*1 of land about it, he continued quiet, and con
yeses of Ood's patience [jierhaps while the ark was pre
paring) t II Ihr Deluge; which I take to he the nicanint- ceived some cheerful hopes of deliverance;
Rod, when he thrp it^n<-d this wicked wnrM. t'nt if
tr*y sw S'Hi.' continued impenitent, their da)S shuultl be 1 lull a few (lays afterward, when the water was
decreased to a greater degree, he sent out a
t» m-a-e than Ija years.
• A cubit is about twenty-one English inches.
as desirous to learn whether any other
* Josepha* here truly determines that the year at the raven,
Flood begaa shout the autumnal equinox. As to what part of the earth were left dry by the water,
Slav af the month the Flood began. *<»r Hebrew and SasaariUn. and perhaps Josephus's own copy, more rightly from them were transmitted down to posterity; which
adassed it an the i7th Hay. instead of the 17th. as here; I suppose to be the true account of that matter. For
fjr Jasephus sprees with them as tn the distance of 130
is no reason to imagine that men were not taught
days, to the t;tti day of the 7th month: as Gen. vii. ult. there
to read and write soon after they were taught to speaki
with rtti. I.
and
perhaps
the Messiah
himself,ofwho,
under and
the
S Joarphrts ftrre takes nolle**, that these anrient gene- Father, was all
thebyCreator
or Governor
mankind,
■ Were Sr.i set down b* Ibosa that then lived, aad who frequently,
in those early days, appeared to thvru.
C
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BOOK 1.
and whether he might go out of the ark with goodness spare the remainder, and such as he
safety ; but the raven, rinding all the And had hitherto judged fit to be delivered from
«till overflowed, returned to Noah again. so severe a calamity; for that otherwise these
And after seven days he sent out a dove, to last must be more miserable than the first,
know the state of the ground ; which came and that they must be condemned to a worse
back to him covered with mud, and bringing condition than the others, unless they he suf
an olive branch. Hereby Noah learned that fered to escape entirely ; that is, if they be
the earth was become clear of the flood. So reserved for another deluge, while they must
alter he had staid seven more days, he sent be afflicted with the terror and sight of the
the living creatures out of the ark ; and both he first deluge, and must also be destroyed by a
and his family went out, when be also sacrificed second. He also entreated God to accept of
to Ood, and feasted with his companions. his sacrifice, and to grant that the earth might
— However, the Armenians call this place never again undergo the like effects of his
( AToCarijg/Gv*) The Place ofDescent ; for the wrath ; that men might be permitted to go on
ark being saved in that place, its remains are cheerfully in cultivating the same — to build
shown there by the inhabitants to this day. cities, and live happily in them ; and that
6. Now all the writers of barbarian histo they might not be deprived of any of those
ries make mention of this flood and of this good things which they enjoyed before the
ark; among whom is Uerosus the Chaldean; Flood; but might attain to the like length of
for when he is describing the circumstances days and old age which the ancient people
of the flood, he goes on thus:—" It is said had arri ved at before.
there is still some part of this ship in Arme- 8. When Noah had made these supplica
nin, at the mountain of the Cordyaeans; and tions, God, who loved the man for his righte
that some people carry off pieces of the bitu ousness, granted entire success to his prayers;
men, which they take away, and use chiefly and said, that it was not he who brought the
as amulets for the averting of mischiefs." destruction on a polluted world, but that they
Hieronymus the Egyptian, also, who wrote underwent that vengeance on account of their
the Phoenician Antiquities, and Mnaseas, own wickedness; and that he had not brought
and a great many more, mabe mention of the men into the world if be had himself deter
same. Nay, Nicolaus of Damascus, in his mined to destroy them, it being an instance
ninety-sixth book, bath a particular relation of greater wisdom not to have granted them
about them, where he speaks thus:—" There life at all, than, after it was granted, to pro
is a great mountain in Armenia, over Minyas, cure their destruction; "but the injuries,"
called Baris. upon which it is reported that said he, " they offered to my holiness and vir
many who fled at the time of the Deluge were tue, forced me to bring this punishment upon
saved ; and that one who was carried in an them ; but I will leave off for the time to
ark came on shore upon the top of it ; and come to require such punishments, the effects
that the remains of the limber were a great of so great wrath, for their future wicked ac
while preserved. This might be the man tions, and especially on account of thy pray
about whom Moses, the legislator of the Jews, ers; but if I shall at any time send tempests
of rain in an extraordinary manner, be not
wrote."
7- But as for Noah, he was afraid, since affrighted at the largeness of the showers, for
Ood had determined to destroy mankind, lest the waterB shall no more overspread the earth.
he should drown the earth every year; so he However, I require you to abstain from shed
offered burnt-offerings, and besought God ding the blood of men, and to keep yourselves
that nature might hereafter go on in its for pure from murder; and to punish those that
mer orderly course, and that he would not commit any such thing. 1 permit you to
bring on so great a judgment any more, by make use of all the other living creatures at
which the whole race of creatures might be your pleasure, and as your appetites lead you ;
in danger of destruction ; but that, having for I have made you lords of them all, both
now punished the wicked, he would of his of those that walk on the land, and those that
in the waters, and of those that fly in
• This Aa-eC«.Tr,etoe, or Place of Descent, ia the pro swim
the regions of the air on high — excepting
per rrnilerine ill the Armenian name of this very city. their
blood, for therein is the life : but I will
It ia called in Ptolemy Naxnana, ami hy Mosea Cnorenenais, the Armenian historian. Idsheuan ; but at the give you a sign that I have left off my anger,
place itself, Nachtdshnian, which signifies The Jrrst
place of descent ; and ia a lasting monument of the pre by my bow ' [whereby is meant the rainbow,
servation of Noah in the ark, upon the top of that for they determined that the rainbow was the
mruntuin, at whose foot it waa built, as the first city or
town after the Flood. See Antiq. b. xx. ch. ii. sect. 3i bow of God]; and when God had said and
and Moses Chorencnsia. who also says elsewhere, that promised thus, he went away.
another town was related by tradition to have been i). Now when Noah had lived three hun
called Seron, or The. Place of Dispersion, on account dred
and fifty years after the Flood, and that
o? the dispersion of Xisuthrua's or Noah'a sons, from
thence first made. Whether any remains of this ark be all that time happily, he died, having lived
still preserved, as the people of the country suppose, f the number of nine hundred and fifty years:
cannot certaioly tell. Mons. Tonrnefort h.id, not verv but let no one, upon comparing the lives of
Ionic since, a mind to see the place himself, hot met with
too «rcat dangers and difficulties to venture throng tt them the ancient* with our lives, and with the few
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fears which we now live, think that what we I nqt obey bim. Nay, tbey added to this their
have said of tbem is false; or make the disobedience to the divine will, the suspicion
shortness of our lives at present an argu that they were therefore ordered to send out
ment that neither did they attain to so long separate colonies, that, being divided asunder,
a duration of life; for those ancients were they might tbe more easily be oppressed.
beloved of God, and [lately] made by God 2. Now it was Nimrod who excited them
himself; and because their food was then to such an affront and contempt of God. He
fitter for the prolongation of life, might well was the grandson of Ham, the son of Noah
li re so great a number of years ; and besides, — a bold man, and of great strength of hand
Gnd afforded them a longer time of life on He persuaded them not to ascribe it to God
account of their virtue, and the good use they as if it was through his means they were
made of it in astronomical and geometrical happy, but to believe that it was their own
discoveries, which would not have afforded courage which procured that happiness. He
the time of foretelling [the periods of the also gradually changed the government into
stars] unless they had lived six hundred years; tyranny,— seeing no other way of turning men
fur the Great Year is completed in that inter from the fear uf liud, but to bring them into
val. Now I have for witness to what I a constant dependence upon his [lower. He
have said, all those that have written Antiqui also said he would be revenged on God, if be
ties, both among the Greeks and barbarians ; should have a mind to drown the world again;
fur even Manetho, who wrote the Egyptian for that he would build a tower too high for
History, and Berosus, who collected the Chal the waters to be able to reach ! and that he
dean Monuments, and Morbus, and Hes- would avenge himself on God for destroying
tiaeus. and besides these, Hieronymus the their forefathers!
3. Now the multitude were very ready to fol
Egyptian, and those who composed the Phoe
nician History, agree to what I here say: low the determination of Nimroil.and to esteem
llesiod also, and Hecatrcus, Hellanicus, and it a piece of cowardice to submit to God; and
Acusilaus; and besides these, Ephorus and they built a tower, neither sparing any pnins,
Nicolaus relate that the ancients lived a thou nor being in any degree negligent about the
sand years: but as to these matters, let every work; and by reason of the multitude of
one look upon tbem as be thinks tit.
hands employed in it, it grew very high,
sooner than any one could expect; but the
thickness of it was so great, and it was aqj
strongly built, that thereby its great height
seemed, upon the view, to be less than it real
CHAPTER IV.
ly was. It was built of burnt brick, cement
CONCERNING THE TOWER OF BABYLON, AND ed together with mortar, made of bitumen,
THE CONFUSION OP TONUUES.
that it might not be liable to admit water.
When God saw that they acted so madly, he
§ 1. Now the sons of Noah were three, — did not resolve to destroy them utterly, sinco
Shem, Japhet, and Ham, born one hundred they were not grown wiser by the destruction
years before the Deluge. These first of all of the former sinners ; but he caused a tu
descended from the mountains into the plains, mult among them, by producing in them di
and fixed their habitation there; and persuad vers languages; and causing that, through the
ed others, who were greatly afraid of the lower multitude of those languages, they should not
grounds on account of tbe flood, and so were be able to understand one another. The place
very loth to come down from the higher places, wherein they built tbe tower is now called
to venture to follow their examples. Now the Babylon; because cf the confusion of that
plain in which they first dwelt was called Slii- language which they readily understood be
a-tr. God also commanded them to send co fore; for the Hebrews mean by the word Ba
lonics abroad, for tbe thorough peopling of the bel, Confusion. The Sibyl also makes mention
earth, — that they might not raise seditions of this tower, and of the confusion of tbe
awing themselves, but might cultivate a great language, when she says thus:— " When all
pirt uf the earth, and enjoy its fruits nftcr a men were of one language, some of tbem built
plentiful manner: but they were so ill in a high tower, as if they would thereby ascend
structed, that they did not oliey (Joil; for up to heaven ; but the gods sent storms of
wbirh reason they' fell into calamities, and wind and overthrew the tower, and gave every
*tTe made sensible, by experience, of what one his peculiar language ; and for this reason
■i they hail been guilty; for when they flour- it was that the city was called Babylon." But
■baa with a numerous youth, God admonish- as to the plain of Shinar, in the country of
«i tbem again to send out colonies; but they., Babylonia, Hestiaeus mentions it, when he
warming the prosperity they enjoyed was nut says thus:—14 Such of the priests as were sav
derived from the favour of God. but suppos- ed, took the sacred vessels of Jupiter Enya
"% that their own power was the proper cause lius, and came to Shinar of Babylonia."
•f tie plentiful condition they were in, did
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that are able to understand, that so was the
entire nation once called. Thiras also called
those whom he ruled over TViirasians; but
CHAPTER V.
the Greeks changed the name into Thracians.
AFTER WHAT MANNER THE POSTERITY OP And so many were the countries that had the
NOAH 8ENT OUT COLONIES, AND INHA children of Japhet for their inhabitants. Of
the three sons of Gomer, Aschanax founded
BITED THE WHOLE EARTH.
the Aschanaxians, who are now called by the
After this they were dispersed abroad, on Greeks Rheginians. So did Riphath found
uccount of their languages, and went out by the Ripheans, now called Paphlagonians; and
colonies every where; and each colony took Thrugramma the Thrugrammeans, who, as
possession of that land which they light upon, the Greeks resolved, were named Phrygians.
and unto which God led them; so that the Of the three sons of Javan also, the son of
whole continent was filled with them, both Japhet, EUsR gave name to the Eliseans, who
the inland and maritime countries. There were his subjects; they are now the jEolians.
were some also who passed over the sea in Tharsus to the Tbarsians; for so was Cilicia
ships, and inhabited the islands; and some of of old called ; the sign of which is this, that
those nations do still retain the denominations the noblest city they have, and a metropolis
which were given them by their first founders ; also, is Tarsus, the ran being by change put
but some have lost them also ; and some have for the theta. Cethimus possessed the island
only admitted certain changes in them, that Cethima; it is now called Cyprus: and from
they might be the more intelligible to the in that it is that all islands, and the greatest part
habitants; and they were the Greeks who be of the sea-coasts, are named Cethim by the
came the authors of such mutations ; for when, Hebrews: and one city there is in Cyprus
hi after-ages, they grew potent, they claimed that has been able to preserve its denomina
to themselves the glory of antiquity,—giving tion; it is called Citius by those who use ihe
names to the nations that sounded well (in language of the Greeks, and has not, by the
Greek) that they might be better understood use of that diaject, escaped the name of Ce
among themselves; and setting agreeable thim. And so many nations have the children
forms of government over them, as if they and grand-children of Japhet possessed. Now
when I have premised somewhat, which per
weie a people derived from themselves.
haps the Greeks do not know, I will return
and explain what I have omitted; for such
names are pronounced here after the manner
of the Greeks, to please my readers; for our
CHAPTER VI.
own country language does not so pronounce
HOW EVERY NATION WAS DENOMINATED PROM them : but the names in all cases are of one
and the same ending; for the name wc here
THEIR FIRST INHABITANTS.
pronounce Noeas is there Noah, and in every
§ 1. Now they were the grand-children of ease retains the same termination.
2. The children of Ham possessed the land
Noah, in honour of whom names were im
posed on the nations by those that first seized from Syria and Amanus, and the mountains
upon them. Japhet, the soji of Noah, had of Libanus, seizing upon all that was on its
seven sons: they inhabited so, that, beginning sea-coasts and aa far as the ocean, and keep
at the mountains Taurus and Amanus, they ing it as their own. Some indeed of its names
proceeded along Asia, as far as the river Ta- are utterly vanished away; others of them
nais, and along Europe to Cadiz; and settling being changed, and another sound given them,
themselves on the lands which they light upon, are hardly to be discovered ; yet a few there
which none had inhabited before, they called are which have kept their denominations entire :
the nations by their own names; for Gomer for of the four sons of Ham, time has not at
founded those whom the Greeks now call Ga- all hurt the name of Chus; for the Ethiopians,
latiaus [Galls], but were then called Gomer- over whom he reigned, are even at this cay,
ites. Magog founded those that from him both by themselves and by all men in Asia,
were named Magogites, but who are by the called Chusites. The memory also of the
Greeks called Scythians. Now as to Javan Mesraitcs is preserved in their name; for all
and Madai, the sons of Japhet ; from Madai we who inhabit this country [of Judea] mil
came the Madeans, who are called Medcs by Egypt Mestre, and the Egyptians Mestreans.
the Greeks; but from Javan, Ionia and all Phut also was the founder of Libya, ami
the Grecians are derived. Thobel founded called the inhabitants Phutites, from himself:
the Thobelites, who are now called Iberes; there is also a river in the country of the
and the Mosocheni were founded by Mosoch ; Moors which bears that name; whence it is
now they are Cappadocian*. There is also a that we may see the greatest part of the Gre
mark of their ancient denomination still 10 be cian historiographers mention that river and
shown ; for there is even now among them a tlie adjoining country by the appellation of
city called Mazaca, which may inform those Phut: but the naint it has now has been by
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change li ve:i it from one of the sons of Mes- what bad been done, he prayed for prosperity
raim, who was called Lybyos. We will in* to his other sons; but for Ham, he did not
form you presently what has been the occasion curse him, by reason of bis nearness in blood,
why it das been called Atrura also. Canaan, but cursed his posterity. And when the rest
the fo.irth son of Ham, uih tbitetj the country of them escaped that curse, God inflicted it
now called Judea, and called it from his own on the children of Canaan. But as to these
i*atne Canaan. The c nliiren of these [four] matters, we shall speak more hereafter.
were these: Sabas, wh > founded the Sabeans; 4. Shem, the third son of Noah, had five
Evilas, who founded the Evileans, who are sons, who inhabited the land that began at
called Getuli; Sabatbes founded the Sabath- Euphrates, and reached to the Indian ocean ;
en 3; they are now called by the Greeks, Asta- for Elam left behind him the Elatnites, the
bnrans; Sabactas settled the Sabactens; and ancestors of the Persians. Ashur lived at
Kagmus the Ragmeans; and he had two sons, the city Nineve; and named his subjects As
the one of whom, Judadas, settled the Juda- syrians, who became the most fortunate na
•!•>•.., a nation of the western Ethiopians, tion, beyond others. Arphaxad named the
and left them his name ; as did Sabas to the Arphaxadites, who arc now called Chaldeans.
Sabeans. But Nimrod, the son of Chus, staid Aram had the Aramites, which the Greek*
and tyrannized at Babylon, as we have already call Syrians; as Laud founded the Laudites,
informed you. Now all the children of Mes- which are now called Lydians. Of the four
raira, being eight in number, possessed the sons of Aram, Uz founded Trachonitis and
country from Gaza to Egypt, though it re Damascus; this country lies between Pales
tained the name of one only, the Philistim; tine and Celcsyria. Ul founded Armenia:
for the Greeks call part of that country Pa and Gather the Bactrians; and Mesa the
lestine. As for the rest, Ludieim, and Ene- Mesaneans; it is now called Charax Spasini.
mini, and Labim, who alone inhabited in Li Sala was the son of Arphaxad; and his son
bya, and called the country from himself, was Heber, from whom they originally called
Medina, and Phetbrosiin, and Chesloiin, and the Jews Hebrews.f Heber begat Joctan and
Cepbtborim, we know nothing of them be Phaleg: he was railed Phaleg, because he
sides their names; for the Ethiopia war,* was born at the dispersion of the nations to
which we shall describe hereafter, was the their several countries; for Phaleg, among
cause that those cities were overthrown. The the Hebrews, signifies division. Now Joctan,
sons of Canaan were these: Sidonius, who one of the sons of Heber, had these sons,
al-o built a city of the same name ; it is called Elmodad, Saleph, Aserinoth, Jera, Adoram,
by the Greeks, Sidon; Amathus inhabited in Aizel, Decla, Ebal, Abimael, Sabeus, Ophir,
Amathine, which is even now called Amathe Euilat, and Jobab. These inhabited from
by the inhabitants, although the Macedonians Cophen, an Indian river, and in part of Asia
named it Epiphania, from one of his poste adjoining to it. And this shall suffice con
rity: Arudeus possessed the island Aradus: cerning the sons of Shem.
Aru.-as possessed Arce, which is in Labanus; 5. I will now treat of the Hebrews. The
—but for the seven others, [ Eueus], Chetteus, son of Phaleg, whose father was Heber, was
Jebuseus, Araorreus, Gergesus, Eudeus, Sin- ftagau; whose son was Serug, to whom was
e is, Samareus, we have nothing in the sacred born Nahor ; his son was Terah, who was the
books but their names, for the Hebrews over tiither of Abram, who accordingly was the
threw their cities; and their calamities came tenth from Noah, and was born in the two
upon them on the occasion following: —.
hundred and ninety-second year after the
3. Noab, when, after the Deluge, the earth Deluge; for Terah begat Abram in his se
was re-settled in its former condition, set ventieth year. Nahor begat Huron when he
about its cultivation; and when he bad plant was one hundred and twenty years old; Na
ed it with vines, and when the fruit was ripe, hor was born to Serug in his hundred and
and he had gathered the grapes in their sea thirty-second year; Ragnu had Serug at one
son, and the wine was ready for use, he of. hundred and thirty; at the same age also Pha
fered sacrifice, and feasted, and, being drunk, leg had Rugau; Heber begat Phaleg in liia
be fell asleep, and lay naked in an unseemly hundred ami thirty-fourth year; he Uimstlf
manner. When his youngest son saw this, being begotten by Sala when he was an hun
he rame laughing, and showed bim to his bre dred and thirty years old, whom Arphaxad
thren; but they covered their father's naked + That the Jews were called Hebrews, from this their
ness. And when Noah was made sensible of progenitor
Mcber, our author Josrpbtis here rightly alnrtnv and not from Abram the Hebrew, or patstngrr
• One observation ought not here to be neglected, over Knphrales. as many of the moderns suppose, shem
with regard to that Klliiupie war. which Muses, is ge is alts) called the father of all the children of Heber. or
neral ofthe Kgyptians, P"1 *n tn'* Afir"l h. ii. chap. of all the HelirrWK. in a history lone, before Abtam pas.ied
S-. aad about which nor lato writers Mem very much over Kitphnites (den. X. XI), though it must be confessed
•eeoaccrned, *ix- I hat it was a w.irol that consequence, th.it (lien *iv 1:1). where Ihe original says they (old
Abmm Ihe HrbrrHi, the Heptuagint renders it the pesieaas to occaaioa Ihe removal or destruction ol «tx or seven •er.
Hut this is spoken only of Ahram himself,
Mom at the posterity of Mifccraim. with their cities: who tiluil«T'f.
lieen lalely passed over K.tiphrates: and is ano
wsweh J uvpMji would not have aaid. if he hail not had ther .wmhcali-m
Hebrew word, taken as an e.paacarat records to justify those bis assertions, though ! pellatire, and uolofasthe
a proper name.
■aoee rasordi bi now all . ■ «■
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had for his son in the hundred and thirty- plain, that so far as they co-operate to our
hfth year of his age. Arphaxad was the son advantage, they do it not of their own abili
of Shem, and born twelve years after the ties, but as they are subservient to Him that
Deluge. Now Abram had two brethren, commands tbem; to whom alone we ou^ht
Nailor and Haran : of these Haran left a son, justly to offer our honour and thanksgiving."
Lot ; as also Sarai and Milcha his daughters, For which doctrines, when the Chaldeans and
and died among the Chaldeans, in a city of other people of Mesopotamia raised a tumult
rhe Chaldeans, called Ur; and his monument against him, he thought fit to leave that
is shown to this day. These married their country; and at the command, and by the
nieces. Nahor married Milcha, and Abram assistance of God, be came and lived in the
u;arried Sarai. Now Terah hating Chaldea, land of Canaan. And when he was there
on account of bis mourning for Haran, they settled, he built an altar, and pel formed a
all removed to Haran of Mesopotamia, where sacrifice to God.
Terah died, mid was buried, when he had lived 2. Berosus mentions our father Abram
to lie two hundred and five years old; for without namiitg him, when he says thus: —
the life of man was already, by degrees, di " In the tenth generation after the Flood,
minished, and became shorter than before, till there was among the Chaldeans a man righte
the birth of Muses ; after whom the term of ous and great, and skilful in the celestial sci
human life was one hundred and twenty years, ence." But Hecataeus docs more than barely
God determining it to the length that Moses mention him; for he composed and left be
happened to live. Now Nahor had eight sons hind him a book concerning him. And Niby Milcha; Uz and Buz, Kemuel, Cbesed, culaus of Damascus, in the fourth book of
Azau, Pheldas, Jadelph, and Itethuel. These his history, sajs thus:—"Abram reigned at
were all the genuine sons of Nahor; for Teba Damascus, being a foreigner, who came with
and Gaam, and Tachas, and Maaca, were an army out of the land above Babylon,
born of Reuma his concubine; but Bethuel called the laud of the Chaldeans. But after a
bad a daughter, Rebecca,—and a son, Luban. long time he got him up, and removed from
that country also with his people, and went
into the land then called the land of Canaan,
but now the land of Judea, and this when
his posterity were become a multitude ; as to
CHAPTER VII.
which posterity of his, we relate their history
HOW ABRAM OUR FOREFATHER WENT OUT OF in another work. Now the name of Abram
is
even still famous in the country of Da
THE LAND OF THE CHALDEANS, AND LIVED
IN THE LAND THEN CALLED CANAAN, BUT mascus; and there is shown a village named
from him, The Habitation uj Abram."
NOW JUDEA.
§ 1. Now Abram having no son of his own,
adopted Lot, his brother Haran's son, and his
wife Sarai's brother ; and he left the land of
Chaldea when he was seventy-five years old,
and at the command of God went into Ca
naan, and therein he dwelt himself, and left
it to his posterity. He was a person of great
sagacity, both for understanding all things
and persuading his hearers, and not mistaken
in his opinions; for which reason he began to
have higher notions of virtue than others had
and he determined to renew and to change
the opinion all men happened then to have
concerning God; for he was the first that
ventured to publish this notion, That there
was but one God, the Creator of the universe;
and that, as to other [gods], if they contri
buted any thing to the happiness of men, that
each of them afforded it only according to his
appointment, and not by their own power.
This his opinion was derived from the irregu
lar phenomena that were visible both at land
and sea, as well as those that happen to the
sun and moon, and all the heavenly bodies,
thus:—M If fjsnid he] these bodies had power
of their own, they would certainly take care
of their own regular motions; but since ihev
do not preserve such regularity, they make it

CHAPTER Vlll.
THAT WHEN THERE WAS A FAMINE IN CANAAN
ABRAM WENT THENCE INTO EGYPT: AND
AFTER HE HAD CONTINUED THERK A
WHILE, HE RETURNED BACK AGAIN.
§ 1. Now, after this, when a famine had in
vaded the land of Canaan, and Abram hail
discovered that the Egyptians were in a flour
ishing condition, he was disposed to go down
to them, both to partake of the plenty they
enjoyed, and to become an auditor of their
priests, and to know what they said concern
ing the gods; designing either to follow them,
if they had lietter notions than he, or to con
vert them into a better way, if his own notions
proved the truest. Now, seeing he was to take
Sarai with him, and was afraid of the madness
of the Egyptians with regard to women, lest
the king should kill him on account of his
wife's great beauty, he contrived this device.
— he pretended to be her brother, and di
rected her in a dissembling way to pretend the
same, for he said it would be for their benefit.
Now, as soon as he came into Egypt, it hup
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pened to Abram as he supposed it would ; for
idc fame ofbis wife's beauty was greatly talked
i>f. for which reason Pharaoh the king of
CHAPTER IX.
Ki'ypt would not be satisfied with what was
reported of her, but would needs see her him THE DESTRUCTION or THE SODOMITES BT
self, and was preparing to enjoy her; but God
THE ASSYRIAN WAB.
put a stop to his unjust inclinations, by send
ing upon him a distemper, and a sedition At this time, when the Assyrians had the
against his government. And when he in dominion over Asia, the people of Sodom
quired of the priests, bow he might be freed were in a flourishing condition, both as to
from these calamities, they told him that this riches and the number of their youth. There
bis miserable condition was derived from the were five kings that managed the affairs of
"rath of God, upon account of his inclina this country; Ballas, Barsas, Senabar, and
tions to abuse the stranger's wife. He then Sumobor, with the king of Bela ; and each
out of fear asked Sarai who she was, and who king led on bis own troops ; and tbe Assy
it was that she brought along with her. And rians made war upon them; and, dividing
when he had found out the truth, be excused their army into four parts, fought against
himself to Abram, that supposing the woman them. Now every part of the army hud its
to be his sister, and not his wife, he set his own commander; and when the battle was
affections on her, as desiring an affinity with joined, the Assyrians were conquerors ; and
him by marrying her, but not as incited by imposed a tribute on the kings of the Sodom
ln-t to abuse her. He also made hiin a large ites, who submitted to this slavery twelve
present in money, and gave him leave to enter years ; and so long they continued to pay
into conversation with the most learned among their tribute; but on the thirteenth year they
the Egyptians; from which conversation, his rebelled, and then the army of tbe Assyrians
virtue and his reputation became more con came upon them, under their commanders
Amraphel, Arioch, Chodorlaomer, and Tidal.
spicuous than they had been before.
2. For whereas the Egyptians were formerly These kings had laid waste all Syria, and
addicted to different customs, and despised overthrown the offspring of the giants; and
one another's sacred and accustomed rites, and when they were come over against Sodom,
were very angry one with another on that ac they pitched their camp at the vale called the
count, Abram conferred with each of them, Slime Pits, for at that time there were pits in
and, confuting the reasonings they made use that place; but now, upon tbe destruction of
' of, every one for their own practices, demon the city of Sodom, that vale became the
strated that such reasonings were vain and Lake Aspbaltites, as it is called. However,
void of truth ; whereupon he was admired by concerning this lake we shall speak more
them in those conferences as a very wise man, presently. Now when the Sodomites joined
and one of great sagacity, when be discoursed battle with tbe Assyrians, and the fight was
on any subject he undertook; and this not only very obstinate, many of them were killed, and
in understanding it, but in persuading other the rest were carried captive ; among which
men also to assent to him. He communicated captives was Lot, who had come to assist the
V to them arithmetic, and delivered to them I Sodomites.
the science of astronomy; for, before Abram
came into Egypt, they were unacquainted with
those parts of learning; for that science came
CHAPTER X.
from the Chaldeans into Egypt, and from
thence to tbe Greeks also.
3. As soon as Abram was come back into HOW ABRAM FOUGHT WITH THE ASSYRIANS,
Ctnaan, he parted the land between him and AND OVERCAME THEM, AND SAVED TUB
SODOMITE PRISONERS, AND TOOK FROM THE
Lot, upon account of tbe tumultuous behavi
our of their shepherds, concerning tbe pastures ASSYRIANS THE PREY THEY HAD GOTTEN.
wherein tbey should feed their flocks. How
ever, he gave Lot bis option, or leave, to § 1. When Abram heard of their calamity,
choose which lands he would take ; and he he was at once afraid for Lot his kinsman,
look himself what the other left, which were and pitied the Sodomites, his friends and
the lower grounds at tbe foot of the moun- neighbours; and thinking it proper to afford
Uins; and he himself dwelt in Hebron, which them assistance, he did not delay it, but
'»» city seven years more ancient than Tunis marched hastily, and the fifth night fell upon
if Ecypt. But Lot possessed the land of the the Assyrians, near Dan, for that is tbe name
:'juh, and the river Jordan, not far from tbe of the other spring of Jordan ; and before
rit> of Sodom, which \va« then a fine city; they could arm themselves, he slew some as
but is row destroyed by the will and wrath of they were in their beds, before they could
Gi»l;— tbe cause of which I shall show in its suspect any harm; and others, who were not
yet gone to shtep, but were so drunk they
ptopcr place hereafter.
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could not fight, ran away. Abram pursued
»fter them, till on the second day he drove
tbem in a body unto Hobo, a place belong
ing to Damascus ; and thereby demonstrated
that victory does not depend on multitude
■iiid the number of hands, but the alacrity and
courage of soldiers overcome the most nume
rous bodies of men, while he got the victory
over so great an army with no more than
three hundred and eighteen of his servants,
and three of his friends: but all those that
fled returned home ingloriously.
2. So Abram, when he had saved the cap
tive Sodomites who had been taken by the
Assyrians, and Lot also, his kinsman, return
ed borne in peace. Now the king of Sodom
met him at a certain place, which they called
The King's Dale, where Melchiscdec, king
of the city Salem, received him. That name
signifies the righteous king; and such he was
without dispute, insomuch that, on this ac
count, he was made the priest of God: how
ever, they afterward called Salem Jerusalem.
' Now this Melchiscdec supplied Abram's army
m a hospitable manner, and gave them provi
sions in abundance ; and as they were feasting,
he began to praise him, and to bless God for
subduing his enemies under him. And when
Abram gave him the tenth part of his prey,
he accepted of the gift: but the king of So
dom desired Abram to take the prey, but en
treated that he might have those men restored
to him whom Abram had saved from the As
syrians, because tbey belonged to him ; but
Abram would not do so; nor would make
any other advantage of that prey than what
his servants had eaten; but still insisted that
he should afford n part to his friends that had
assisted him in the battle. The first of them
was called Eschol, and then Enner, and
Mambre.
3. And God commended his virtue, and
■aid. Thou shalt not, however, lose the rewards
thou hast deserved to receive by such thy glo
rious actions. He answered, And what ad
vantage will it be to me to have such rewards,
when I have none to enjoy them after me?
for he was hitherto childless. And God pro
mised that he should have a son, and that his
posterity should be very numerous, insomuch
that their number should be like the stars.
When he heard that, hi offered a sacrifice to
God, as he commanded him. The manner
of the sacrifice was this: — He took an heifer
of three years old, and a she-goat of three
years old, and a ram in like manner of three
years old, and a turtle dove and a pigeon;*
and, as he was enjoined, be divided the three
former; but the birds he did not divide. After
which, before he built his altar, where the
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birds of prey flew about, as desirous c blood,
a divine voice came to him, declaring that
their neighbours would be grievous to his
posterity when they should be in Egypt, for
four hundred years, f during which time they
should be afflicted; but afterwards should
overcome their enemies, should conquer the
Canaanites in war, and possess themselves of
their land, and of their cities.
4. Now Abram dwelt near the oak called
Ogyges, — the place belongs to Canaan, not
far from the city of Hebron : but being un
easy at his wife's barrenness, he entreated
God to grant that he might have male issue ;
and God required of him to be of good cou
rage; and said, that he would add to all the
rest of the benefits that he had bestowed on
him ever since he led him out of Mesopota
mia, the gift of children. Accordingly Sarai,
at God's command, brought to bis bed one ot
her handmaidens, a woman of Egyptian de
scent, in order to obtain children by her; and
when this handmaid was with child, she tri
umphed, and ventured to affront Sarai, as if
the dominion were to come to a son to be
born of her: but when Abram resigned her
into the hand of Sarai, to punish her, she
contrived to fly away, as not able to beat the
instances of Sarai 's severity to her; and she
entreated God to have compassion on her.
Now a divine angel met her, as she was go
ing forward in the wilderness, and bid her re
turn to her master and mistress; for, if she
would submit to that wise advice, she would
live better hereafter; for that the reason of
her being in such a miserable case was this,
that she bad been ungrateful and arrogant to
wards her mistress. He also told her, that if
she disobeyed God, and went on still in her
way, she should perish; but if she would
return back, she should become the mother of
a son who should reign over that country.
These admonitions she obeyed, and returned
to her master and mistress, and obtained for
giveness. A little while afterwards, she bare
Ismael, which may be interpreted Heard of
God, because God had heard his mother's
prayer.
5. The forementioned son was born to
Abram when he was eighty-she years old;
but when he was ninety-nine God appeared
to him, and promised him that he should have
a son by Sarai, and commanded that his name
should be Isaac; and showed him, that from this
son should spring great nations and kings, and
that they should obtain all the land of Canaan
by war, from Sidon to Egypt. But he charged
him, in order to keep his posterity unmixed
with others, that they should be circumcised
in the flesh of their foreskin, and that this
should be done on the eighth day after they
were born : the reason of which circumcision
I will explain in another place. And Abram

• It if worth noting heir, that God required no other
raerinces under the law of Moses, than what were taken
from these tivt- kinds of animals which he here required
of Abram. Nor did the Jewi feed upon any other do
+ As to this affliction of Ahmm's posterity for 401
mestic animals than the three here named, as Kctand
years, see Antiq. b. ii. cii. ix. sect. 1.
observes oo Antiq b. iv ch. it. sect. 4
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inquiring also concerning Ismacl, whether he a lodging with him; for be was a very gene
should \ive or not, God signified to him that rous and hospitable man, and one that had
he. should live to be very old, and should be learned to imitate the goodness of Abraham.
ibe father of great nations. Abram, there Now when the Sodomites saw the young
fore, rave thanks to God for these blessings ; men to be of beautiful countenances, and
and then he, and all his family, and his son this to an extraordinary degree, and that they
bmael, were circumcised immediately, the took up their lodgings with Lot, they resolved
too being that day thirteen years of age, and themselves to enjoy those beautiful boys by
he ninety-nine.
force and violence ; and when Lot exhorted
them to sobriety, and not to offer any thing
immodest to the strangers, but to have re
gard to their lodging in his house ; and pro
CHAPTER XL
mised, that if their inclinations could not be
governed, be would expose his daughters to
•IOW OOD OVERTHREW THE NATION OF THE their lust, instead of these strangers—neither
SODOMITES, OUT OF HIS WRATH AGAINST thus were they made ashamed.
THEM FOR THEIR SINS.
4. But God was much displeased at their
impudent behaviour, so that he both smote
J I. About this time the Sodomites grew those men with blindness, and condemned the
proud, on account of their riches and great Sodomites to universal destruction. But Lot,
wealth: they became unjust towards men, upon God's informing him of the future de
and impious towards God, insomuch that struction of the Sodomites, went nway, taking
they did not call to mind the advantages they with him his wife and daughters, who were
received from him : they hated strangers, two, and still virgins; for those that were be
and abused themselves with Sodomitical prac trothed * to them were nbove the thoughts of
tices. God was therefore much displeased going, and deemed that Lot's words were tri
at them, and determined to punish them for lling. God then cast a thunderbolt upon the
their pride, and to overthrow their city, and city, and set it on fire, with its inhabitants;
to lay waste their country, until there should and laid waste the country with the like burn
neither plant nor fruit grow out of it.
ing, as I formerly said when I wrote the Jew
2. When God had thus resolved concern ish war.f But Lot's wife continually turn
ing the Sodomites, Abraham, as he sat by the ing back to view the city as she went from it,
oak of Mambre, at the door of his tent, saw and being too nicely inquisitive what would
three angels ; and, thinking them to be stran- become of it, although God had forbidden her
ren, he rose up and saluted them, and de so to do, was changed into n pillar of salt;*
sired they would accept of an entertainment, for I have seen it, and it remains at this day.
and abide with him ; to which when they Now he and bis daughters fled to a certain
•Treed, he ordered cakes of meal to be made small place, encompassed with the fire, and
presently : and when he had slain a calf, be settled in it. It is to this day called Zoar,
roasted it, and brought it to them, us they for that Is the word which the Hebrews use
sat under the oak. Now they -mnde a show for a small thing. There it was that he lived
of eating; and besides, they asked him about a miserable life, on account of bis having no
his wife Sarah, where she was ; and when he company, and his want of provisions.
said she was within, they said they would 5. But his daughters, thinking that all
come again hereafter, and find her become a mankind were destroyed, approached to their
mother. Upon which the woman laughed, • These sons-in-law to l.ot, as they are called (Gen.
and said that it was impossible she should xix. lx - H). might be so Ityled because tbey were be
to Lot's daughter*, though not yef married to
bear children, since she was ninety years of trothed See
the note on Antiq. b. xiv. cb. xiii. sect 1.
are, and her husband was an hundred. Then them.
+ Of the War, b. It. eh. viii. sect. 4.
t This pillar of salt wax, we see here, standing in the
tbey concealed themselves no longer, but de days
of Josephnsi and he hud seen it. That it was
clared that they were angels of God ; and that standing
then, is also attested by Clement of Home, con
one of them was sent to inform them about temporarywith ^nsetthui; aa also that it was ao in the next
is attested by Iremeus, with the addition of an
the child, and two of the overthrow of So century,
hypothesis, huw it came to last so long, with all its mem
dom.
bers entire —Whether the account that some modern tra
vellers give he true, that it is still standing. I do not know.
3. When Abraham heard this, he was Its
situation, at the utmost southern point of
grieved for the Sodomites ; and he rose up, the remote
Sea of Sodom, in the wild and dangerous deserts of
and besought God for them, and entreated Arabia,
makes it exceeding difficult for inquisitive tra
vellers to examine the placet and for common reports of
him that he would not destroy the righteous country
at a distance, they are not very satisfac
with the wicked. And when God had replied tory. Inpeople,
the mean time, I have no opinion of l.e Clerc's
that there was no good man among the So dissertation or hypothesis about this question, which can
be determined by eye-witnesses. When Christum
domites; for if there were but ten such men only
so called, lay aside their foolish and unchristian
among them, he would not punish any of princes,
wars and quarrels, and send a body of dt persons to tra
over the east, and bring us faithful accounts of all
them for their sins, Abraham held his peace. vel
monuments, and procure us copies of all ancient
And the angels nunc to the pity of the So iincieut
recor.lv, al presen. l.rtt umoog u«. we may hope for full
domite*, .in.!
entreated thiiin to accept of 1 satLsluctiou in such inquiries, l»ut hardly nature.
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father," though taking carenot tobe perceived. I and that if he thought fit to continue with him,
This they did, that human kind might not ut he should have what he wanted in abundance ;
terly fail. And they bare sons: the son of but that if he designed to go away, he should
the elder was named Moab, which denotes one be honourably conducted, and have whatso
derived from his father. The younger bare ever supply he wanted when he caine thither.
Ammon, which name denotes one derived Upon his saying .this, Abraham told hint that
from a kinsman. The former of whom whs his pretence of kindred to his wife was no lie,
the father of the Moabites, which is even still because she was his brother's daughter; and
a great nation ; the latter was the father of the that he did not think himself safe in his tra
Ammonites: and both of them are inhabitants vels abroad, without this sort of dissimulation ;
- of Celesyria, And such was the departure and that he was not the cause of bis distem
per, but was only solicitous for his own safety.
of Lot from among the Sodomites.
He said also, that he was ready to stay wilh
him. Whereupon Abimelech assigned him
land and money; and they covenanted to
CHAPTER XIL
live together without guile, and took an
oath at a certain well called Beersheba, which
CONCERNING ABIMELECH; AND CONCERNING may be interpreted TheWell ofthe Oath. And
ISMAEL, THE 80N OF ABRAHAM; AND CON so it is named by the people of the country
CERNING THE ARABIANS, WHO WERE HIS unto this day.
POSTER1TT.
2. Now in a little time Abraham had a son
§ 1, Abraham now removed to Gerar of by Sarah, as God had foretold to him, whom
Palestine, leading Sarah along with him, tin he named Isaac, which signifies LaugliUr ;
der the notion of his sister, using the like dis and indeed they so called him, because Sarah
simulation that he had used before, and this laughed when Godf said that she should bear
out of fear; for he was afraid of Abimelech, a son, she not expecting such a thing, as be
the king of that country, who did also him ing past the age of child-bearing, for she was
self fall in love with Sarah, and was disposed ninety years old, and Abraham a hundred;
to corrupt her; but he was restrained from so that this son was born to them both in the
satisfying his lust by a dangerous distemper, last year of each of those decimal numbers.
which befell him from God. Now when his And they circumcised him upon the eighth
physicians despaired of curing him, he fell tlay. And from that time the Jews continue
asleep, and saw a dream, warning bim not to the custom of circumcising their sons within
abuse the stranger's wife; and when be re that number of days. But as for the Arab
covered, he told his friends that God had in ians, they circumcise after the thirteenth year,
flicted that disease upon hi id. by way of pu because Isniael, the founder of their nation,
nishment, for his injury to the stranger, and who was born to Abraham of the concubine,
in order to preserve the chastity of his wife ; was circumcised at that age; concerning
for that she did not accompany him as his sis whom I will presently give a particular ac
ter, but as his legitimate wife ; and that God count with great exactness.
had promised to be gracious to him for the 3. As for Sarah, she at first loved Istnael,
time to come, if this person be once secure of who was born of her own handmaid H.-tgar,
his wife's chastity. When he had said this, with an affection not inferior to that of her own
by the advice of his friends, he sent for Abra son, for he was brought up, in order to succeed
ham, and bid him not be concerned about in the government; but when she herself had
his wife, or fear the corruption of her chastity ; born Isaac, she was nut willing that Ismai 1
for that God took care of him, and that it was should be brought up with him, as being too
by his providence that he received his wife old for him, and able to do him injuries when
again, without her suffering any abuse ; and he their father should be dead ; she therefore per
appealed to God, and to his wife's conscience, suaded Abraham to send him aud his mother
and said that he had not any inclination to some distant country. Now, at the first be
at first to enjoy her, if he bad known she was did not agree to what Sarah xvas so zealous tor,
his wife; but since, said he, thou ledst her aud thought it an instance of the greatest bar
about as thy sister, I was guilty of no offence. barity to send away a young child J and a woHe also entreated him to lie at peace with + It is well worth observation, that Josephus here
that principal angrl. who appeared to Abraham,
him, and to make God propitious to him; calls
and foretold the birth of Isaac, directly (i"d ; wtuch
luncuaLe
of Josephus here, prepares us to believe those
• I see no proper wicked intention in these daughters
expressions of his, that .!■■:<■ nus a wue man, tj
of l.ot, when in a case which appeared to them of un olher
lo nit *iw rt ittan, Anliq b. xviii. chap. li.
avoidable necessity, they procured thpiiisrlvcs to tie with tlsect,tir o;lawjmi
and of 6'<mX tht Wutd. in his homily concerning
child hy their father. Without such an unavoidahle Hades, may
both genuine. Nor is the other expres
uecessily, incest is a horrid crime t but whether in sur.li sion,of tiictnetieONyef,
used presently, and before, ajsu ot
a case of necessity as they upprrliended this to be. ac
siiMiitication.
cording to Josephus, it was any such nunc, I urn nut any: otuer
Josephus heiei alls Isroael a young child or infant,
satisfied. In the mean time, their mukntg their lather though
about 13 yeui s ul age i Ms Judas calls biiu
drunk, and their solicitous concealment ot w hat they did m II aielhehiswasbrethren
young men. when he was and
from him. shows that they despaired of persuading him hud two children. Anliu.
chap. vi. sect. H, and they
to an action which, at the tiest. could not hut he very sus- wire of touch Ihe sameb. li.avct
us is a iluHi«el of Itl
I'i i us aud shocking to so good a man.
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man unprovided of necessaries ; but at length
he agreed to it, because God was pleased with
what Sarah had determined; so he delivered
l-inael to his mother, as not yet able to go by
himself; and commanded her to take a bottle
of water, and a loaf of bread, and so to depart,
and to take Necessity fur her guide. But as
soon as her necessary provisions failed, she
found herself in an evil case; and when the
water was almost spent, she laid the young
child, who was ready to expire, under a fig-tree,
and went on farther, that so he might die while
>he was absent. But a divine angel came to
her, and told her of a fountain hard by, and
bid her take care and bring up the child, be
cause she should be very happy by the preser
vation of Ismael. She then took courage, upon
the prospect of what was promised her, and,
meeting with some shepherds, by their care she
got clear of the distresses she had been in.
4. When the lad was grown up, he married
a wife, by birth an Egyptian, from whence the
mother was herself derived originally. Of this
wife were born to Ismael twel » e sons: Nabaioth,
Ked.ir, Abdeel, M ili-ain, Idutnas, Masmaos,
Masaos, Chodad, Them.in, Jetur, Naphesus,
Cadmas. These inhabited all the country from
Euphrates to the Red Sea, and called it Nabatene. They arc an Arabian nation, and name
their tribes from these, both because ot their
own virtue, and because ot the dignity of Ab
raham their father.

CHAPTER XIII.
l»M 1 RN'IXG ISAAC, THE LEGITIMATE SON OF
ABRAHAM.

§ I. Now Abraham greatly loved Isaac, as be
ing his only begotten.* and given to him at the
borders of old age, by the favour of God. The
child also endeared himself to his parents still
more, by the exercise of every virtue, and ad
hering to his dutv to his parents, and being
zealous in the worship of God. Abraham also
placed his own happiness in this prospect, that,
when be should die, he should leave this his son
in a safe and secure condition; which accord
ingly he obtained by the will nf God; who, be
ing desirous to make an experiment of Abra
ham's religious disposition towards himself ap
peared to him, and enumerated all the blessings
he bad bestowed on him ; how he had made him
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superior to his enemies; and that his son Isaac,
who was the principal part of his present hap
piness, was derived from him; and be said
that be required this son of his as a sacrifice
and holy oblation. Accordingly he command
ed him to carry him to the mountain Moriah,
and to build an altar, and offer him for a
burnt-offering upon it; for that this would
best manifest his religious disposition towards
him, if he preferred what was pleasing to God,
before the preservation of his own son.
2. Now Abraham thought that it was not
right to disobey God in any thing, but that he
was obliged to serve him in every circumstance
of life, since all creatures that live enjoy their
life by his providence, and the kindness he liestows on them. Accordingly he concealed
this command of God, and his own intentions
about the slaughter of his son, from his wife,
as also from every one of bis servants, other
wise he should have been hindered from his
obedience to God ; and he took Isaac, together
with twoof his servants, and laying what things
were necessary for a sacrifice upon an nss, he
went away to the mountain. Now the two
servants went along with him two days; but
on the third day, as soon as he saw the moun
tain, he left those servants that were with him
till then in the plain, and, having his son alone
with him, he came to the mountain. It was
that mountain upon which king David after
wards built the temple.f Now they bad
brought with them every thing necessary for
a sacrifice excepting the animal that was to be
offered only. Now Isaac was twenty-five years
old. And as he was building the altar he asked
his father what hewas about to offer, since
there was no animal there for an oblation: —
to which it was answered, " That God would
provide himself an ollation, he being able to
make a plentiful provision for men out of what
they have not, and to deprive others of what
they already have, when they put too much trust
therein ; that therefore, if God pleased to be
present and propitious at this sacrifice, he
would provide himself an oblation."
3. As soon as the altar was prepared, and
Abraham had laid on the wood, and all things
were entirely ready, he said to his son, " O
son I I poured out a vast number of prayers
that I might have thee for my son; when thou
wastcome into the world, there was nothing
that could contribute to thy support for which
I wag not greatly solicitous, nor any thing
wherein I thought myself happier than to sec
thee grown up to man's estate, and that I might
lecve thee at my death the successor to my
dominion ; but since it was by God's will that
I became thy father, and it is now his will that

years old called a liltle child. Mark v. 39— 42. live scle
ral times. Henri also is sain by Jose pliu* lo be a very
yuune; man at 'in See the note on Ant ti. xiv cli ix.s 2.
and of the War, b.i eh. x. Anil Aristoluiliis is sl)leu u
srry iitile chikt at Hi years of aire, \nt h, xv. rh. ii ». fi,
7. Oiiinitian ii also called by iiiin a very vomit; child,
when lie went on his German rxocililinn at aluiut Irt
4 Here Is a plain error in the copies, which say that
years of age. of the War. b. vii. clt. iv. s. -2. *am«nn's
wife, and Hnth. when tbry were willows, are called chil king David afterwards built the temple nn this mount Mo
riah. while it was certainly no other than kinR Solomon
dren. AdL b. v. ch. vii;. s. fi, anil eh. ix. sect. 2, 3.
• N. ilc. tli.it IiijtIi here and tleh.xi.17. Isaac is called who built that temple, as indeed Procopius cites it from
Ahiaham's only begotten son, th.uub lie at llie same Josephus. For it was for certain David, and not Solo
time luil another sun. Iim-iel. Tin- *epluii«int ex|irc».-et mon, who built tiie first altar there, as we learn, 2 Sam,.
xxiv.lH. dr.- I I'li.xxi. ■.".>, (cc.aial Ant.b.vU.ch. xlU. s.4.
Ibe true meaning, by n-Dilerinit tlie text lAr btit-rrtl son.
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I relinquish thee, hear this consecration to God should leave behind them an everlasting name,
with a generous mind ; for I resign thee up to that they should obtain tbe possession of the
God, whohas thought fit now to require this tes land of Canaan, and be envied by all men.
timony of honour to himself, on account of the When God had said this, be produced to
favours he hath conferred on me, in being to them a ram, which did not appear before, for
me a supporter and defender. Accordingly tbe sacrifice. So Abraham and Isaac receiv
thou, my son, wilt now dje, not in any common ing each other unexpectedly, and having ob
way of going out of the world, but sent to tained the promises of such great blessings,
God, the Father of all men, beforehand, by embraced one another; and when they had
thy own father, in the nature of a sacrifice-. ! sacrificed, they returned to Sarah, and lived
suppose he thinks thee worthy to get clear of happily together, God affording them his as
this world neither by disease, neither by war, sistance in all things they desired.
nor by any other severe way, by which death
usually comes upon men, but so that he will
receive thy soul with prayers and holy offices
of religion, and will place thee near to him
CHAPTER XIV.
self, and thou wilt there be to me a succourer
and supporter in my old age ; on which ac CONCERNING SARAH, ABRAHAM'S WIFE; AND
count I principally brought thee up, and thou
1IOW SHE ENDED HER DAYS.
wilt thereby procure me God for my Com
forter instead of thyself."
Now Sarah died a little while after, having
4. Now Isaac was of such a generous dis lived one hundred and twenty-seven years'.
position as became the eon of such a father, They buried her in Hebron; the Canaanites
and was pleased with this discourse; and said publicly allowing them a burying- place : —
" That he was not worthy to be born at first, which piece of ground Abruhainbought, for
if he should reject the determination of God four hundred shekels, of Ephron, an inhabi
and of bis father, atid should not resign him tant of Hebron ; and both Abraham and his
self up readily to both their pleasures; since it descendants built themselves sepulchres in
would have been unjust if he had not obeyed, that place.
even if his father alone had so resolved." So
he went immediately to the altar to be sacri
ficed. And the deed had been done if God
CHAPTER XV.
had not opposed it ; for he called loudly to
Abraham by bis name, and forbade him to HOW THE NATION OF THE TROGLODYTES WERE
slay his sou ; and said, " It was not out of a DERIVED FROM ABRAHAM BY KETCRAH.
desire of human blood that he was commanded
to slay his son, nor was he willing that be Abraham after this married Eeturah, bywhom
should be taken away from him whom he had
sons were born to him ; men of cour
made his father, but to try the temper of his six
age and of sagacious minds: — Zambran, and
mind, whether be would be obedient to such Jazar,
and Modaii, and Madian, and Josabak,"
a command. Since, therefore, he now was and Sous.
Now the sons of Sous were Sabasatisfied as to that his alacrity, and the sur thnn and Dadan;
— the sons of Dadan were
prising readiness he showed in this his piety, Latusim, and Assur,
and Luom; — the sons
tie was delighted in having bestowed such of Madian were Ephas,
and Ophren, and
blessings upon him ; and that he would not Anoch, and Ebidas, and Eldas.
Now, for
be wanting in all sorts of concern about him, all these sons ami grandsons, Abraham
con
and in bestowing other children upon him ; trived to settle them in colonies; and they took
and tbat his son should live to a very great possession of Troglodytis, and tbe country of
age; tbat he should live a happy life, and Arabia the Happy, us far as it reaches to tbe
bequeath a large principality to his children, Red Sea. It is related of this Ophren, that
who should be good and legitimate." He he made war against Libya, and took it; and
foretold also, that his family should increase that
his grandchildren, when they inhabited
into many nations;* and that those patriarchs it, called
it (from his name) Africa; and in
• It Mffli both here, and in God's parallel blessing to deed Alexander
I'ohhistor gives bis attesta
Jacob (chap. xix. sect. I}, thai Josephus had yet no no
tion
of
the
nidden
meaning
of
that
most
important
and
tion
to
what
1
here
sav; who speaks thus:—
most eminent promise, •* In thy seed shall all the fami " Cleodciuus the prophet,
who was also called
lies of tbe earth be blessed I tie saith not, And to seeds,
M of many, but as of onei and to thy seed, which is them in visible and invisible *ars; and should be among
Christ," GaL iii. 16. Nor is it any wonder, he being, 1
an eternal king." Nor is that observation of a
think, as yet not a Christian t and had be been a Chris them
learned foreigner of my acquaintance to be despised,
tian, yet since be was, to be sure, till the latter part of his who
takes
Holier, that, as seed's, in the plural, must
life, no more than an Ehionite Christian, who, above signify posterity;
so srrrf. in the singular, may aiirnity
all tbe apostles, rejected and despised St. Paul, it would either
petteritjf.
or a nngte person; and that in this
be no great wonder if he did not now follow his inter {iromise of all nnlious
in theused
seedinoftheAbm&»•. ithappy
is always
sin
relation. In the mean time, we have tn effect St. lam. or Isaac, or Jacob. being
Paul's exposition in the Testament of Kcuben, sect. 6, gular. To whirl' I shall add. thut It is sometimes. o>a
In Authrnt. tlec. Part i. p. 30i. who charges bis sons it were, paraphrased 1<> -lie >on ol Abraham, the son of
"to worship tbe seed of Judih, who should die for Daviu, flic, w liicli i» eapuliie uf uo Such ambiguity.
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MaloW ~o wrote a history of the Jews, Ian obliging manner; and now he began to
a agreement with the History of Hoses, their hope that his grand affair would succeed ; but
legislator, relates, that there were many sons desiring still to know the truth, he commended
horn to Abraham by Keturah; nay, be names her for her, generosity and good nature, that
three of them, Apher, and Surim, and Japh- she did not scruple to afford a sufficiency
ran: that from Surim was the land of Assyria of water to those that wanted it, though it
denominated; and that from the other two cost her some pains to draw it; and asked
(Apher and JaphranJ the country nf Africa who were her parents, and wished them joy
took its name; becau-e these men were auxi of such a daughter. " And mayest thou be
liaries to Hercules, when he fought against espoused," said he, " to their satisfaction, in
Libya and Antaeus; and that Hercules mar to tbe family of an agreeable husband, and
ried Aphra's daughter, and of her he begat a bring bim legitimate childrenl" Nor did she
ton, Diodorus; and that Sophou was his son; disdain to satisfy his inquiries, hut told him
from whom that barbarous people called So- her family. " They," says she, " call me Rephucians were denominated."
beka ; my father was Bethuel, but he is dead ;
' and Laban is my brother ; and, together with
my mother, takes care of all our family af
fairs, and is tbe guardian of my virginity."
When the servant heard this, he was very glad
CHAPTER XVL
at what had happened, and at Vbat was told
BOW ISAAC TOOK KEBEKA TO WIFE.
him, as perceiving that God had thus plainly
directed his journey: and producing his brace
f 1. Now when Abraham, the fathei of Isaac, lets, and some other ornaments which it was
had resolved to take Rel>eka, who was grand esteemed decent for virgins to wear, he gave
daughter to his brother Nahor, for a wife to them to the damsel, by way of acknowledg
his son Isaac, who was then about forty years ment, and as a reward for her kindness in
old, he sent the ancientest of his servants giving him water to drink; saying, it was but
to betroth her, after be had obliged them to just that she should have them, because she
give him the strongest assurances of his fide was so much more obliging than any of tbe
lity;— which assurances were given after the rest. She desired also that he would come
manner following: — They put each other's and lodge with them, since the approach of
tunds under each other's thighs; then they the night gave him not time to proceed far
called upon God as the witness of what was ther; and producing his precious ointments
to be done. He also sent such presents to for women, he said he desired to trust them
those that were there, as were in esteem on to none more safely than to such as she had
account that tbey either rarely or never were shown herself to be ; and that he believed he
«een in that country. The servant got thi might guess at the humanity of her mother
ther not under a considerable time ; fur it re and brother, that they would not be displea
quires much time to pass through Mesopota sed, from the virtue he found in her; for he
mia, in which it is tedious travelling, both in would not be burdensome, but would pay tbe
winter, for the depth of the clay — and in hire for his entertainment, and spend his own
summer, for want of water; and, besides this, money. To which she replied, that he guess
for the robberies ther? committed, which are ed right as to the humanity of her parents;
aot to be avoided by travellers but by caution but complained that he should think them so
beforehand. However, the servant came to parsimonious as to take money, for that he
Haran; and when he was in the suburbs, he i should have all on free cost : but she said she
met a considerable number of maidens going would first inform her brother Laban, and, if
to the water; he therefore prayed to God that he gave her leave, she would conduct him in.
Aebeka might be found among them, or her 3. As soon then as this was over, she in
whom Abraham sent him as bis servant to troduced the stranger; and for the camels,
espouse to his son, in case bis will were that the servants of Laban brought them in, and
this marriage should be cousumm >ted ; and . took care of them; and be was himself brought
that she might be made known to biui by the in to supper by Laban. And, after supper,
sign. That while others denied him water to he says to him, and to the mother of the dam
sel, addressing himself to her, " Abraham is
drink, she might give it him.
2. With this intention he went to the well, the son of Terah, and a kinsman of yours; for
and desired the maidens to give him some Nahor, the grandfather of these children, was
water to drink: but while tbe others refused, the brother of Abraham, by both father and
on pretence that they wanted it all at home, mother; upon which account he bath sent me '
and could spare none for bim, one only of the to you, being desiious to take tbis damsel for
company rebuked them for their peevish be his son to wife. He is his legitimate son,
haviour towards tbe stranger; and said, What and is brought up as his only heir. He could
U there that you will ever communicate to any indeed have bad the most happy of all the
body, who hare not s:> much a> given the man women in that country for him, but he would
wice water? She then offered bim wnter in not have his son marry any of tbam ; but, out)
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of regard to his own relations, he desired to ness, for the Hebrews call such an hairy
match him here, whose affection and inclina roughness [Esau.f or] Seir; but Jacob the
tion I would not have you despise; for it younger was best beloved by his mother.
was by the good pleasure of God that other 2. When there was a famine in the land,
accidents fell out in my journey, and that Isaac resolved to go into Egypt, the land
thereby I lighted upon your daughter and your there being good; but he went to Gerar, as
house; for when I was near to the city, I saw God commanded him. Here Abimelech the
a great many maidens coming to a well, and I king received him, because Abraham had for
prayed that I might meet with this damsel, merly lived with him, and had been his
which has come to pass accordingly. Do friend; and as in the beginning he treated
you, therefore, confirm that marriage, whose him exceeding kindly, so he was hindered
espousals have been already made by a divine from continuing in the same disposition to
appearance; and show the respect you have the end, by his envy at him; for when he
for Abraham, who hath sent me with so much saw that God was with Isaac, and took such
solicitude, In giving your consent to the mar great care of him, he drove him away from
riage of this damsel." Upon this they un him. But Isaac, when he saw how envy had
derstood it to be the will of God, and greatly changed the temper of Abimelech, retired to
approved of the offer, and sent their daugh a place called the Valley, not far from Gerar;
ter, as was desired. Accordingly Isaac mar and as be was digging a well, the shepherds'
ried her, the inheritance being now come to fell upon him, and began to fight, in order to
him; for the children by Keturah were gone hinder the work; and because he did not de
sire to contend, the shepherds seemed to get
to their own remote habitations, .
the better of him ; so he still retired, and dug
another well; and when certain other shep
herds of Abimelech's began to offer him vio
lence, he left that also, and still retired; thus
CHAPTER XVII.
purchasing security to himself by a rational
CONCERNING THE DEATH OF ABRAHAM. and prudent conduct. At length the king
gave him leave to dig a well without disturb
A little while after this, Abraham died. ance. He named this well Reboboth, which
He was a man of incomparable virtue, and denotes « large space ; but of the former wells,
honoured by God in a manner agreeable to one was called Eseon, which denotes strife;
his piety towards him. The whole time of the other Sitenna, which name signifies «•»his life was one hundred seventy and five mitt/.
years; and he was buried in Hebron, with 3. It was now that Isaac's affairs increased,
his wife Sarah, by their sons Isaac and Is- and his power was in a flourishing condition;
and this from his great riches. But Abi
maeL
melech, thinking Isaac throve in opposition
to him, while their living together made them
suspicious of each other, and Isaac's retiring,
CHAPTER XVIII.
showing a secret enmity also, be was afraid
CONCERNING THE SONS OF ISAAC, ESAU AND that his former friendship with Isaac would
JACOB, or THEIR NATIVITY AND EDUCA not secure him, if Isaac should endeavour
to revenge the injuries he had formerly offer
TION.
ed him; he therefore renewed his friend.-hip
§ I. Now Isaac's wife proved with child, with him, and brought with him Philoc, one
after the death of Abraham;* and when her of his generals. And when he had obtained
belly was greatly burdened, Isaac was very every thing he desired, by reason of Isaac*
anxious, and inquired of God; who answer good nature, who preferred the earlieiafriended, that Rebeka should bear twins; and that sbip Abimelech had shown to himself and his
two nations should take the names of those father to his later wrath against him, he re
pans; and that he who appeared the second turned home.
should excel the. elder. Accordingly she, in 4. Now when Esau, one of the sons of
n little time, as God had foretold, bare twins; Isaac,' whom the father principally loved, was
the elder of whom, from his head to his feet, now eome to the age of forty years, he mar
was very rough and hairy ; but the younger ried Adah, the daughter of Helon, and Ahotook hold of bis heel as they were in the birth, libamab, the daughter of Esebcon; which
v Sow the father loved the elder, who was Melon and Esebeon were great lords Miens;
called Esau, a name agreeable to his rough- the Canoanites, thereby taking upon himself
the authority, and pretending to have domi
« The birth of Jacob and Esan Is here said to he after nion over his own marriages, without so much
Abraham's death; it should have been afler Sarah's as asking the advice of his father; for had
death.exactly
The order
of thetonarration
not at.
wav*
according
the orderinofGenesis,
time, seems
to Isaac been the arbitrator, he hud not given
V" Jo»*pl"» into this error, as Or. ueniard ob- + For Seir in .l.tsrphii.. the coherence requires that wa
road Etau or Krtr, wfcii signify the sume tbiug
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him leave to marry thus, for he was not plications, he should be caught in his evil
pleased with contracting any alliance with the practice; and lest he should, on the contrary,
people of that country ; but not caring to be provoke his father to curse him. So he
uneasy to hit son, by commanding him to put brought in the supper to his father. Isaac
away these wives, he resolved to be silent. perceiving, by the peculiarity of his voice, who
5. But when he was old, and could not he was, called his son to him, who gave him
see at all, he called Esau to him, and told his hand, which was covered with the goat's
him, that besides his blindness, and the dis skin. When Isaac felt that, he said, " Thy
order of his eyes, his very qld age hindered voice is like the voice of Jacob, yet, because
tiim from his worship of God [by sacri6ce] ; of the thickness of thy hair, thou seemest to
he bid bim therefore to go out a hunting, be Esau." So suspecting no deceit, he ate
and when he had caught as much venison a* the supper, and betook himself to his prayers
he could, to prepare him a supper,* that after and intercessions with God ; and said, " O
this he might make supplication to God, to be Lord of all ages and Creator of all substance;
to him a supporter and an assister during the for it was thou that didst propose to my fa
whole time of bis life-, saying, that it was un ther great plenty of good things, and hast
certain when he should die, and that he was vouchsafed to bestow on me what I have ;
desirous, by his prayers for him, to procure, and hast promised to my posterity to be their
beforehand, God to be merciful to him.
kind supporter, and to bestow on them still
6. Accordingly Esau went out a hunting; greater blessings,—do thou, therefore, con
but Rebeka f thinking it proper to have the firm these thy promises, and do not overlook
supplication made for obtaining the favour of me, because of my present weak condition,
God to Jacob, and that without the consent on account of which I most earnestly pray to
of Isaac, bid bim kill kids of the goats, and thee. Be gracious to this my son ; and pre
,.n'|ure a supper. So Jacob obeyed his mo serve him, and keep him from every tnnig
ther, according to all her instructions. Now that is evil. Give him a happy life, and the
wh>-n the supper was got ready, he took a possession of as many good things as thy
cmt's skin, and put it about bis arm, that by power is able to bestow. Make him terrible
reason of its hairy roughness, he might by his to his enemies, and honourable and beloved
father be believed to be Esau ; for they being among bis friends!"
twins, and in all things else alike, differed 7. Thus did Isaac pray to God, thinking
only in this thing. This was done out of his his prayers had been made for Esau. He
fear, that before his father had made his sup- had but just finished them, when E«»u c-ne
* The sapper cf savonry meat, ai we call it (Gen. in from hunting; and when Isaac perceived
xarii 1). to he caught by huat ng, was intended plainly his mistake, he was silent; but Esau required
for a festival or a sacrifice; and upon the prayers that that he might be made partaker of the like
were freqoent at sacrifices, Isaac expected, as was then blessing from his father that his brother had
osual in such eminent cases, that a divine impulse would partook
of; but his father refused it, because
come apun him, in order to the solemn blessing of his
son torre present, and his foretelling his future behavi all his prayers had been spent upon Jacob;
our and fortune. Whence it must be, that when Isaac so Esau lamented the mistake. However,
h i \ unwittingly blessed Jacob, and was afterwards made
seasible of his mistake, yet did he not attempt to alter his father being grieved at his weeping, said,
it. bow earnestly soever his affection for Esau might in that " he should excel in hunting and strength
cline bim to wish it might be altered, because he knew of body, in arms, and all such sorts of work;
that this blessing came not from himself, but from God,
and that an alteration was out of his power. A second and should obtain glory for ever on those ac
aluatus then came upon him, and enabled him to foretell counts, he and his posterity after him ; but
I hu'i fotunr behaswoi aad fortune also.
* Whether Jacob or his mother Kebeka were most still should serve his brother."
btancahtc in* this imposition upon Isaac in his old age, 8. Now the mother delivered Jacob, when
1 cannot determine. However, the blessing, being de she was afraid that his brother would inflict
livered as a prediction of future events, by a divine im
pulse, and toreteiling things to betaI to the posterity of some punishment upon him, because of the
Jacob and Esau in future ages, was for certain provi mistake about the prayers of Isaac ; for she
dential
and according
what Rebeka
knew tou bebefore
tbe persuaded her husband to take a wife for
purposei ofGod,
when betoanswered
her inquiry,
the children were born" (Gen. xxv. 23), that one peo- Jacob out of Mesopotamia, of her own kin
p'e should he stronger than tbe other people; and the
Esau having married already Basemelder, Esau, should serve tbe younger, Jacob." Whether dred,
Isaac knew or remeinbeied this old oracle, delivered in math, the daughter of Ismael, without his
oar copies only to Rebeka; or whether, if he knew and father's consent; for Isaac did not like tbe
renvrabered it, he did not endeavour to alter the divine
so that he disapproved of Esau's
drterminarion, out of hut fondness for his elder and Canaanites,
worse son Eaau, to the damage of his younger and bet former marriages, which made bim take Bater son Jacob; as Josephus elsewhere supposes, Antiq. semmath to wife, in order to please him; and
h. U ch. vfl. sect. 3. 1 cannot certainly say. If so, this indeed he had a great affection for her.
might tempt Kebeka to contrive, and Jacob to put this
tmposibon upon him. However, Josepbus ssys here,
trial ii was Isaac and not Rebeka. who inquired of God
at Brit, and received the forementioned oracle (sect. 1);
which. If it be the true reading, renders Isaac's proce
dure more inexcusable. Nor waa it probably any thing
else last so much encouraged Esau formerly to. marry
<"• Csnaanitish wives, without his parents' consent, aa
Lasr's nnhappy fnndne.ee for bim.
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of Dethel, which, in the Greek, is interpreted,
The House of God.
4. So be proceeded on his journey to Me
CHAPTER XIX.
sopotamia, and at length came to Haran >
concerning Jacob's flight into Mesopo and meeting with shepherds in the suburbs,
tamia, BY REASON OF THE FEAR HE WAS with boys grown up, and maidens sitting
about a certain well, he staid with them, as
in or his brother.
wanting water to drink; and beginning to
§ I. Now Jacob was sent by his mother to discourse with them, he asked them whether
Mesopotamia, in order to many Luban her they knew such a one as Laban, and whether
brother's daughter (which marriage was per. he was still alive. Now they all said they
mitted by Isaac, on account of his obsequi haew bim, for he was not so inconsiderable a
ousness to the desires of bis wife.); and he person as to be .unknown to any of them ;
accordingly journeyed through the land of and-that his daughter fed her father's flock
Canaan ; and because he hated the people of together with them; and that indeed tbey
that country, he would not lodge with any of wondered that she was not yet come, for by
them, but took up his lodging in the open her means thou mightest learn more exactly
air, and laid his head on a heap of stones whatever thou desirest to know about that
that he had gathered together. At which time family. While they were saying this the
he saw in his sleep such a vision standing by damsel came, and the other shepherds that
him :—he seemed to see a ladder, that reached came down along with her. Then they
from the earth unto heaven, and persons de showed her Jacob, and told ber that lie was a
scending upon the ladder that seemed more stranger, who came to inquire about her fa
excellent than human; and at last God him ther's affairs. But she, as pleased, after the
self stood above it, and was plainly visible to custom of children, with Jacob's coming,
him ; who, calling him by his name, spake to asked him who he was, and whence he came
him these words: —
to them, and what it was he lacked that he
2. " O Jacob, it is not fit for thee, who came thither. She also wished it might He
art the son of a good father, and grandson of in their power to supply the wants be came
one who had obtained a great reputation for about.
a
bis eminent virtue, to be dejected at thy pre
5. But Jacob was quite overcome, not so
sent circumstances, but to hope for better much by their kindred, nor by that affection
times, for thou shalt have great abundance of which might arise thence, as by his love to
all good things by my assistance; for I hrouglit the damsel, and his surprise at her beauty,
Abraham hither, out of Mesopotamia, when which was so flourishing, as few of the women
he was driven away by his kinsmen, and I of that age could vie with. He said then,
made thy father a happy man; nor will I be " There is a relation between thee and tnc,
stow a less degree of happiness on thyself; elder than either thy or my birth, if thou be
be of good courage, therefore, and under my the daughter of Laban; for Abraham was the
conduct proceed on this thy journey, for the son of Terah, as well as Haran and Nxhor.
marriage tbou goest so zealously about shall Of the last of whom (Nahor) Bethuel thy
be consummated; and thou shult have chil grandfather was the son. Isaac my father
dren of good characters, but their multitude was the son of Abraham and of Sarah, who
shall be innumerable; and they shall leave was the daughter of Haran. But there is a
what they have to a still more numerous pos nearer and later cement of mutual kindred
terity, to whom, and to whose posterity, I which we bear to one another, for my mother
give the dominion of all the land, and their Itebeka was sister to Laban thy father, both
posterity shall fill the entire earth and sea, so by the same father and mother; I therefore
far as the sun beholds them ; but do not thou and thou are cousins-german; and I am now
fear any danger, nor be afraid of the many come to salute you, and to renew that affinity
labours thou must undergo, for by my provi which is proper between us." Upon this the
dence I will direct thee what thou art to do damsel, at the mention of Rebeka, as usually
in the time present, and still much more in happens to young persons, wept, and that out
the time to come."
of the kindness she bad for her father, and
3. Such were the predictions which God embraced Jacob, she having learned bji ac
made to Jacob; whereupon be became very count of Rebeka from her. father, and knew
joyful at what he had seen and heard; and that her parents loved to hear her named; mid
he poured oil on the stones, because on them when she bad saluted him, she said that " he
the prediction of such great benefits was brought the most desirable and greatest plea
made. He also vowed a vow, that he would sures to her father, with all their family, who
offer sacrifices upon them, if he lived and re wos always mentioning his mother, and alwny a
turned safe; and if he came again in such a thinking of ber, and her alone; and that tin*
condition, he would give the tithe of what he will make thee eiraal in his eyes to any advan
had gotten to God. He also judged the tageous circumstances whatsoever." Then
place to be honourable, and gave it the name <hr bid hiui go to her father, and follow her
48
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while she conducted him to him; and not to and said he would do this, if he would stay
deprive him of such a pleasure, by staring any with him some time, for he was not willing to
longer away from him.
send his daughter to be among tbe Canaanites,
6. When she bud said thus, she brought for he repented of the alliance be had made
him to Laban ; and being owned by his uncle, already by marrying his sister there. And
be was secure himself, as being among his when Jacob had given his consent to this, he
friends; and he brought a great deal of pies- agreed to stay seven years; for so many years
sure to tbem by bis unexpected coming. But he bad resolved to serve his father-in-law, that,
a little while afterward, Laban told him that having given a specimen of his virtue, it might
he could not express in words the joy he had be better known what sort of a man he was :
at his coming ; but still he inquired of him and Jacob accepting of his terms, after the
the occasion of his coming, and why be left tjme was over, he made tbe wedding feast;
his aged mother and father, when they wanted and when it was night, without Jacob's per
to be taken care of by him; and that he ceiving it, he put his other daughter into bed
would afford him all the assistance he wanted. to him, who was both elder than Rachel, and
Then Jacob gave him an account of the of no comely countenance: Jacob lay with her
whole occasion of bis journey, and told him, tbat night, as being both in drink and in the
" that Isaac had two sons that were twins, dark. However, when it was day, he knew
himself and Esau; who, because he failed of what had been done to him ; and he reproached
his father's prayers, which by his mother's Laban for his unfair proceeding with him;
wisdom were put up for him, sought to kill who asked pardon for that necessity which
him, as deprived of the' kingdom* which was forced him to do what he did ; for he did not
to be given him of God, and of the blessings give him Lea out of any ill design, but as
for which their father prayed; and that this overcome by another greater necessity ; that,
was the occasion of bis coming hither, as his notwithstanding this, nothing should hinder
mother had commanded him to do: for we him from marrying Rachel; but that when
are all (says he) brethren one to another; but he had served another seven years, he would
our mother esteems an alliance with your fa give him her whom he loved. Jacob sub
mily more than she does one with the families mitted to this condition, for his lore to the
of the country; so I look upon yourself and damsel did not permit him to do otherwise ;
Ood to be the supporters of my travels, and and when another seven years were gone, he
think myself safe in my present circum- took Rachel to wife.
fcV Now each of these had handmaids, by
7. Now Laban promised to treat him with their father's donation. Zilpba was hand
great humanity, both on account of his an maid to Lea, and Bilba to Rachel; by no
cestors, and particularly for the sake of his means slaves,* but however subject to tbeir
mother, towards whom, he said, he would show mistresses. Now Lea was sorely troubled at
bis kindness, even though she were absent, by her husband's love to her sister; and she ex
taking care of him; for he assured him he pected she should be better esteemed if she
would make him the head shepherd of his bare him children • so she entreated God per
fbx-k; and give him authority sufficient for petually ; and wben she had born a son, and
that purpose; and wben he should have a her husband was on that account better recon
mind to return to his parents, be would send ciled to her, she named her son Reubel, be
him back with presents, and this in as honour cause God had had mercy upon her, in giving
able a manner as the nearness of tbeir relation her a son ; for that is the signification of this
should require. This Jacob beard gladly; name. After some time she bare three more
and said he would willingly, and with plea sons ; Simeon, which name signifies that God
sure, undergo any sort of pains while he tar had hearkened to her prayer. Then she bare
ried with bim, but desired Rachel to wife, as Levi, the confirmer of theirfriendship. After
the reward of those pains, who was not only bim was born Judah, which denotes thanksgiv
on other accounts esteemed by him, but also ing. But Rachel, fearing iest the fruitfulness
because she was the means of bis coming to of her sister should make herself enjoy a less
lum , for be said he was forced by the love of share of Jacob's affections, put to bed to him
the damrel to make this proposal. Laban * Here we have the difference between slaves for life
servants, such as we now hire for a time agreed upon
was well pleased with this agreement, and andboth
sides, and dismiss again after the time contracted
consented to give the damsel to bim, as not on
for is over, which are no slaves, but free men and fno
desirous to meet with any better son-in-law; women. Accordingly, wben the apostolical constitutions
forbid a clergyman to marry perpetual servants or slaves,
• Br this "deprivation of the kingdom that was to be b. vL ch. xv(f. it is meant only of the former sort ; as
sites) Kun of God," as the first-born, it appean tbat we learn elsewhere from the same constitutions, ch.xlvii.
Jowybus thought tbat a ~ kingdom to be derifed from Can.lxxxil. But concerning tbese twelve sonsofJacobf
t.^d<* waa due to bim whom Isaac shonld bless aa bit the reasons of their several names, and tbe times of their
■•- > -i . wbieb I take to be that kingdom which wai several births in the intervals here assigned,—their sever
tlpeeled BSder tbe Messiah, who therefore was to be al excellent characters, their several faults and repent
the several ataccidents
of theirseelives,
with tbeir seof
born
of bit posterity whom laaae
b-'ruofbit
Isaac should so bless. Jacob, ance,
prophecies
their deaths,
the Testaments
therefore, by obtaining this blessing
blei of the first-bora, veral
these twelve patriarchs, still preserved at large in tbo
became the genuine beir of that
Aulbent. Ilcc parti, p. 294—44*.
to tarn
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her handmaid Bilha; by whom Jacob had and on the seventh day overtook them, ana
Dan: one may interpret that name into the found them resting on a certain hill; and then
Greek tongue, a divine judgment. And after indeed he did not meddle with them, for it was
him Nepthaum, as it were, unconquerable in even-tide ; but God stood by him in a dream,
stratagems, since Rachel tried to conquer the and warned him to receive his son-in-law and
fruitfulness of her sister by this stratagem. his daughters in a peaceable manner; and not
Accordingly, Lea took the same method, and to venture upon any thing rashly, or in wrath
used a counter-stratagem to that of her sister ; to them, but to make a league with Jacob ■
for she put to bed to him her own handmaid. and he told him, that if he despised their
Jacob therefore had by Zilpha a son, whose small number, and attacked them in a hostile
name was Gad, which may be interpreted manner, he would himself assist them. When
fortune ; and after him Asher, which may be Laban had been thus forewarned by God, he
called a happy man, because he added glory called Jacob to him the next day, in order to
to Lea, Now Reubcl, the eldest son of Lea, treat with him, and showed him what dream
brought apples of mandrakes* to his mother. he had; in dependence whereupon he came
When Rachel saw them, she desired that she confidently to him, and began to accuse him;
would give her the apples, for she longed to alleging that he had entertained him when he
eat them ; but when she refused, and bid her was poor, and in want of all things, and bad
be content that she had deprived her of the given him plenty of all things which be had;
benevolence she ought to have had from her " For," said he, *' I have joined my daugh
husband, Rachel, in order to mitigate her ters to thee in marriage, and supposed that thy
sister's anger, said she would yield her hus kindness to me would be greater than before ;
band to her; and be should lie with her that but thou hast had no regard to either thy mo
evening. She accepted of the favour; and ther's relation to 'me, nor to the affinity now
Jacob slept with Lea, by the favour of newly contracted between us; nor to those
Rachel. She bare then these sons: Issacbar, wives whom thou hast married; nor to those
denoting one born by hire; and Zabulon, one children, of whom I am the grandfather. Thou
born as a pledge of benevolence towards her; host treated me as an enemy, by driving away
and a daughter, Dina. After some time my cattle; and by persuading my daughters
Rachel had a son, named Joseph, which sig to run away from their father; and by carry
nified there should be another added to him. ing home those sacred paternal images which
9. Now Jacob fed the flocks of Laban, his were worshipped by my forefathers, and have
father-in-law, all this time, beingtwenty years been honoured with the like worship which
after which he desired leave of his father-in-law they paid them, by myself. In short, tbou
to take his wives and go home ; but when bis hast done this. whilst thou art my kinsman,
father-in-law would not give him leave, he con and my sister's son, and ibe husband of my
trived to do it secretly. He made trial, there daughters, and wast hospitably treated by me,
fore, of the disposition of his wives, what they and didst eat at my table." When Laban
thought of this journey ;—when they appeared had said this, Jacob made his defence: —
glad, and approved of it. Rachel took along That he was not the only person in whom
with her the images of the gods which, accord God had implanted the love of his native
ing to their laws, they used to worship in their country, but that he had made it natural to
own country, and ran away together with her all men ; and that therefore it was but reason
sister. The children also of them both, and able that, after so long time, he should go back
the hand-maids, and what possessions they had, to it. "But as to the prey, of whose driving
went along with them. Jacob also drove away tbou accusest me, if any other person
away half the cattle, without letting Laban were the arbitrator, thou wouldst be found in
know of it beforehand; but the reason why the wrong; for, instead of those thanks I
Rachel took the images of the gods, although ought to have had from thee, for both keeping
Jacob had taught her to despise such worship thy cattle and increasing them, how is it that
of those gods, was this, That in case they were thou art unjustly angry at me because I have
pursued, and taken by her father, she might taken, and have with me a small portion ot
have recourse to these images, in order to ob them? But then, as to thy daughters, take
tain his pardon.
notice, that it is not through any evil practices
10. But Laban, after one day's time, being of . mine that they follow me in my return
acquainted with Jacob's and his daughters' home, but from that just affection wUich
departure, was much troubled, and pursued wives naturally have to their husbands. They
after them, leading a band of men with him ; follow, therefore, not so properly myself as
their own children." And thus far of his
M-ty explained
the Septuagint, and Josrphus, render the Hebrew word apology was made, in order to clear himself
Vudaim, of the Hyrian Manx, with Ludotnhus, Authent of having acted unjustly. To which be added
Rec. Fart i. p. tJUt but hare since seen such a very pro
bable account in MS. of my learned Iricnd Mr. Samnel his own complaint and accusation of Laban;
Barker, of what we Kill call Mandnthft. and Iheir de- i saying. While I was thy sister's son, and thou
■caption by the ancient naturalists and physicians, as hadst given me thy daughters in marriage,
inclines me to think these bare mentioned were really
mandrakes, and uo other.
thou hast worn ine out with thv harsh com
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viands, and detained me twenty years under | of his absence must have made up their dif
tnein. That, indeed, which was required in ferences, was returning; that he brought with
order to my marrying thy daughters, bard as him his wives, and his children, with what pos
it was, I own to have been tolerable; but as sessions he had gotten ; and delivered himself,
to those that were put upon me after those with what was most dear to him, into his hands;
marriages, they were worse, and such indeed and should think it his greatest happiness to
as an enemy would have avoided," For cer partake together with his brother of what God
tainly Laban bad used Jacob very ill ; for had bestowed upon him." So these messen
when he saw that Ood was assisting to Jacob gers told him this message. Upon which
in all that he desired, he promised him, that Esau was very glad, and met his brother with
of tbe young cattle which should be born, he four hundred men. And Jacob, when he
should bave sometimes what was of a white heard that he was coming to meet him with
colour, and sometimes wbat should be of a such a number of men, was greatly afraid :
Mack colour; but when those that came to however, he committed his hope of deliver
Jacob's share proved numerous, he did not ance to God; and considered how, in his pre
keep his faith with him, but said he would sent circumstances, he might preserve himself
give them to him the next year, because of and those that were with him, and overcome
hk envying him the multitude of his pos bis enemies if they attacked him injuriously.
sessions. He promised him as before, because | He therefore distributed his company into
he thought such an increase was not to be ex | parts; some he sent before the rest, and the
pected ; bnt when it appeared to be fact, he others he ordered to come close behind, that
so, if the first were overpowered when his bro
deceived him.
II. But then, as to the sacred images, he ther attacked them, they might have those that
hid him search for them ; and when Laban ac followed as a refuge to fly unto. And when
cepted of the offer, Rachel, being informed of he had put his company in this order, he sent
it, put those images into that camel's saddle some of them to carry presents to bis brother.
on which she rode, and sat upon it; and said, The presents were made up of cattle, and a
that her natural purgation hindered ber rising great number of four-footed beasts, of many
up: so Laban left off searching any farther, kinds, such as would be very acceptable to
not supposing that his daughter in such cir those that received them, on account of their
cumstances would approach to those images. rarity. Those who were sent went at certain
So he made a league with Jacob, and bound intervals of space asunder, that, by following
it by oaths, that he would not bear him any thick one after another, they might appear to
malice on account of wbat had happened; and be more numerous; that Esau might remit
Jacob made the like league, and promised to of his anger on account of these presents,
love Laban's daughters. And these leagues if he were still in a passion. Instructions
tbey confirmed with oaths also, wbich they were also given to those that were sent to
nadexupon certain mountains, whereon they speak gently to him.
erected a pillar, in the form of an altar: 2. When Jacob had made these appoint
whence that bill is called Gilead; and from ments all the day, and night came on, he moved
thence tbey call that land tbe Land of Gilead on with his company; and, as they were gone
at this day. Now when they had feasted, over a certain river called Jabboc, Jacob
after the making of the league, Laban returned was left behind ; and meeting with an angel
he wrestled with him, the angel beginning the
struggle; but he prevailed over the angel,
who used a voice, and spake to bim in words,
exhorting him to be pleased with what had
CHAPTER XX.
happened to him, and not to suppose that bis
C0»CE»!!ISG THE MEETING OF JACOB AND victory was a small one, but that be had over
come a divine angel, and to esteem the vic
ESAU.
tory as a sign of great blessings that should
{ 1. Now as Jacob was proceeding on his come to bim ; and that his offspring should
journey to tbe land of Canaan, angels appeared never fail ; .and that no man should be too
to him, and suggested to him good hope of hard for his power. He also commanded him
his future condition ; and that pi ice he named to be called Israel, which in the Hebrew
the Camp of God. And beitig desirous of tongue signifies one that struggled with the di
knowing what his brother's intentions were to vine angel.' These promises were made at the
him, he sent messengers, to give him an exact prayer of Jacob; for when he perceived him
account of every thing, as being afraid, on to be the angel of God, he desired he would
account of the enmities bet wee i them. He signify to him what should befal him hereafter.
charged those that were sent, to say to Esau, • Perbane this may be the proper meaning of the:
" Jdcob bad thought it wrong to live toge word Israel, hy the present and the old Jerusalem analogy
ther with him, while lie was in anger against of the Hebrew tongue. In the mean time, it is certain
of the first century, in Egypt and
him, and so had gone out of the country; that the HeJIenists
interpreted Israel to be a man seeino God, am
and that he now. thinking the length of time elsewhere,
is evident from the argument forecited.
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And when the angel had said what is before city, slew all the males ;* as also tbe king an/
related, be disappeared ; but Jacob was pleased his son with them; but spared the women
with these things, and named tbe place and when they bad done this without then
Pbanuel which signifies the face of God. Now father's cousent, they brought away theii
when he felt pain, by this struggling, upon sister.
his broad sinew, he abstained from eating that 2. Now while Jacob was astonished at th»
sinew himself afterward; and for his sake it greatness of this act, and was severely blaming
is still not eaten by us.
his sous for it, tied stood by bim, and bid bim
3. When Jacob understood that his bro be of good courage; but to purify his tents,
ther was near, he ordered his wives to go be and to offer those sacrifices which he had vowed
fore, each by herself, with the handmaids, that to offer when he went first into Mesopotamia,
they might see the actions of the men as they and saw his vision. As he was therefore
were fighting, if Esau were «o disposed. He purifying his followers, he lighted upon the
then went up to his brother Esau, and bowed gods of Laban (for he did not before know they
down to him, who had no evil design upon were stolen by Rachel); and he bid them us
him, but saluted him; and asked him about the earth, under an oak, in Shechem; and de
the company of the children and of the wo parting thence, he offered sacrifice at Bethel,
men; and desired, when he had understood all the place where he saw his dream, when he
he wanted to know about them, that he would went first into Mesopotamia.
go along with him to their father; but Jacob 3. And when he was gone thence, and was
pretending that the cuttle were weary, Esau come over-against Ephrata, he there buried
returned to Seir, for there was his place of Rachel, who died in child-bed; she was the
habitation; he having named the place Rough-9] only one of Jacob's kindred thai had not the
ness, from his own hairy roughness.
honour of burial at Hebron ; and when he had
mourned for her a great while, he called tho
son that was born of her Benjamin,! because
of the sorrow the mother had with him. These
are all tbe children of Jacob, twelve males
CHAPTER XXL
and one female ; — of them eight were legiti
mate, viz. six of Lea, and two of Rachel ; and
CONCERNING THE VIOLATION OF DINA's
four were of the handmaids, two of each; all
CHASTITY.
„
whose names have been set down already.
§ 1. Hereupon Jacob came to the place, till
this day called Tents (Succoth) ; from whence
he went to Shcchem, which is a city of the
Canaanites. Now as the Shechemitcs were
CHAPTER XXIX
keeping a festival, Dina, who was the only
daughter of Jacob, went into the city to see HOW ISAAC DIED, AND WAS BURIED IN HEBRON.
the finery of the women of that country. But
when Shechem, the son of Hamor the king, From thence Jacob came to Hebron, a city
saw her, he defiled her by violence; and, be situate among the Canaanites ; and there it
ing greatly in love with her, desired of his fa was that Isaac lived: and so they lived toge
ther that be would procure the damsel to him ther for a little while; for as to Rebcka, .lafor a wife:—to which desire he condescended, cob did not find her alive. Isaac also died
and came to Jacob, desiring him to give leave not long after the coming of his son ; and
that his son Shechem might, according to law, was buried by his sons, with his wife, in He
marry Dina. But Jacob, not knowing how bron, where they had a monument belonging
to deny the desire of one of such great dig to them from their forefathers. Now Isaac
nity, and yet not thinking it lawful to marry • Of Ibis slaughter of the Shechemitcs by Simeon unit
his daughter to a stranger, entreated him to Levi, see Auth. Rrc. Part 1. p. 3(19, 418, 432—139. But
why Joscphus has omitted the* circumcision of these
give him leave to have a consultation about Shechem
as the occasion of their death ; and of Ja
what he desired him to do. So the king went cob's treatrtra,grief,
as in the Testament of Levi, I &. 1 can
away, in hopes that Jacob would graut bim nott tell.
Since.
Benoni
the son of my joreanr, and
this marriage. But Jacob informed his sons Benjamin the ion ofsignifies
days, or one born fa las father's old
of the defilement of their sister, and of tbe aye (Gen. xliv. 20.), I suspect Joscphus'* present copies
be here imperfect,- and I suppose that, in correspon
address of Hamor; and desired them to give todence
to other copies, he wrote that Rachel called hef
their advice what they should do. Upon this, son's name
llcnoni; but his father called bim Benjamin.
the greatest part said nothing, not knowing Gen.xxxT. 18. Asfor Benjamin, ascotnmeolycxplained,
ton of the ripht hand, it makes no sense at all, and)
what advice to give. But Simeon and Levi, lAe
seems lobes gross modem error only. T1:e Samaritan,
the brethren of the damsel by the same mo always
writes this name truly Uenjnmim. which probably
ther, agreed between themselves upon the is here of Hie same signification, only with the Chaldew
termination in. instead of ita in the lit brew, as we pnw
action following: It being now the time of a nounco
or Cherubim indinVrentsy. Accord
festival, when the Shechemitcs were employed ingly, bothCheruhm
the Testament of Benjamin (sect. 2, p. +Ul)»
Pht/o ile .\onunum Mutatione (p. IfVjO). write
in ease and feasting, they fell upon the watch and
name Benjamin : but explain it not tAc son of the lw*a.
when they were asleep, and, coming into the hand,
but the son ofdays.
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was a man who was beloved of God, and was be exceeding old; for when he had lived virvouchsafed great instances of providence by tuously one hundred and eighty-five years, he
God, after Abraham his father, and lived to then died.

BOOK II.
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY TEARS.
FEOM THE DEATH OF ISAAC TO THE EXODUS OUT OF EGYPT.

CHAPTER L

) mea was a large country, and did then pre' serve the name of the whole, while in its seve
■OW ESAU AND JACOB, ISAAC'S SONS, DIVIDED ral parts it kept the names of its peculiar
THEIR HABITATIONS; AND ESAU POSSESSED inhabitants.
IDUMEA, AND JACOB CANAAN.
§ 1. After the death of Isaac, his sons di
vided their habitations respectively; nor did
they retain what they had before; but Esau
departed from the city of Hebron, and left it
to hit brother, and dwelt in Seir, and ruled
over Idumea. He called (he country by that
name from himself, for he was named Adoin;
which appellation he got on the following oc
casion: — One day returning from the toil of
hunting very hungry (it was when he was a
child in age), he lighted on his brother when
he was getting ready lentile- pottage for hisdinner, which was of a very red colour ; on which
account he the more earnestly longed for it,
and desired him to give him some of it to
eat: but he made advantage of his brother's
hunger, and forced him to resign up to him
his birthright; and he, being pinched with
famine, resigned it up to him, under an oath.
Whence it came, that,-on account of the red
ness of this pottage, he was, in way of jest,
by his contemporaries, called Adam, for the
Hebrews call what is red Adorn; and this
was the name given to this country : but the
Greeks gave it a more agreeable pronuncia
tion, and named it Idumea.
2. He became the father of five sons; of
whom Jaus, and Jalomus, and Coreus, were
by one wife, whose name was Alibaina; but
of the rest, Aliphaz was born to him by Ada,
and Raguel by Basen-.math: and these were
the sons of Esau. Aliphaz had five legiti
mate sons: Theman, Otner, Saphus, Go
tham, and Kanaz; for Amalek was not legi, but bv a concubine, whose name was
These dwelt in that part of Iduivhich is c-illcil Gcbalitis, ami thaL deuom Am*!ek, Amalekitis; for Idu-

CHAPTER IL
HOW JOSEPH, THE YOUNGEST OF JACOB'S
SONS, WAS ENVIED BY HIS BRETHREN,
WHEN CERTAIN DREAMS HAD FORESHOWN
HI8 FUTURE HAPPINESS.
§ 1 . It happened that Jacob came to so great
happiness as rarely any other person had ar
rived at. He was richer than the rest of the
inhabitants of that country; and was at once
envied and admired for such virtuous sons,
for they were deficient in nothing, but were
of great souls, both for labouring with their
hands ami enduring of toil; and shrewd also
in understanding; and God exercised such a
providence over him, and such a care of his
happiness, as to bring him the greatest bless
ings, even out of what appeared to be the
most sorrowful condition; and to make him
the cause of our forefathers' departure out of
Egypt, him and his posterity. The occasion
was this: — When Jacob had his son Joseph
born to him by Rachel, his father loved him
above the rest of his sons, both because of the
beauty of his body, and the virtues of his
mind; for he excelled the rest in prudence.
This affection of his father excited the envy
and the hatred of his brethren; as did also
his dreams which he saw, and related to his
lather and to them, which foretold his future
happiness, it being usual with mankind to
envy their very nearest relations such their
prosperity. Now the visions which Joseph
saw ir his sleep were these: —
2. When they were in the middle of harvsst, and Joseph was sent by his father, will.
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bis brethren, to gather tbe fruits of tbe earth, choly suspicions about them, as being igno
he saw a vision in a dream, but greatly ex rant of his sons' condition, and receiving no
ceeding the accustomary appearances that messenger from the flocks tbat could inform
come when we are asleep; which, when he him of the true state tbey were in; so, because
was got up, he told his brethren, that they he was in great fear about them, he sent Jo
might judge what it portended. He said, he seph to the flocks, to learn the circumstances
saw the last night, that his wheat-sheaf stood his brethren were in, and to bring him word
still in the place where he set it, but that their bow they did.
sheaves ran to bow down to it, as servants
bow down to their masters ; but as soon as they
perceived the vision foretold that he should
obtain power and great wealth, and that his
CHAPTER III
power should be in opposition to tbem, they
gave no interpretation of it to Joseph, as if HOW JOSEPH WAS THUS SOLD BY BIS BRETH
the dream were not by them understood : but REN INTO EGYPT, BY REASON OP THEIR
HATRED TO HIM; AND HOW HE THERE
they prayed that no part of what they sus
pected to be its meaning might come to pass ; GREW FAMOUS AND ILLUSTRIOUS, AND HAD
and tbey bare a still greater hatred to him on HIS BRETHREN UNDER HIS POWER.
that account.
3. But God, in opposition to tbeir envy, § 1. Now these brethren rejoiced as soon as
sent a second vision to Joseph, which was they saw their brother coming to tbem, not
much more wonderful than the former; for indeed as at tbe presence of a near relation,
it seemed to him that the sun took with him or as at the presence of one sent by their fa
the moon and tbe rest of the stars, and came ther, but as at the presence of an enemy, and
down to the earth, and bowed down to him. one that by divine providence was delivered
He told this vision to bis father, and that, as into their hands; and tbey already resolved
suspecting nothing of ill-will from his breth to kill him, and not let slip tbe opportunity
ren, when they were there also, and desired tbat lay before them , but when Reubel, the
him to interpret what it should signify. Now eldest of them, saw them thus disposed, and
Jacob was pleased with the dream; for, con that they bad agreed together to execute their
sidering the prediction in his mind, and purpose, he tried to restrain them, showing
shrewdly and wisely guessing at its meaning them the heinous enterprise they were going
he rejoiced at the great things thereby signi about, and the horrid nature of it ; that this
fied, because it declared the future happiness action would appear wicked in the sigbt of
of bis son; and that, by the blessing of God God, and impious before men, even though
the time would come when he should be ho they should kill one not related to them, but
noured, and thought worthy of worship by his much more flagitious and detestable to appear
parents and brethren, as guessing that the to have slain their own brother ; by which
moon and sun were like his mother and fa act tbe father must be treated unjustly in the
ther ; the former, as she that gave increase son's slaughter, and the mother* also be in
and nourishment to all things, and the latter, perplexity while she "laments that her son is
he that gave form and other powers to them; taken away IY»m her, and this not in a na
and that the stars were like his brethren, tural way neither. So he entreated them to
since they were eleven in number, as were have a regard to their own consciences, and
the stars that receive their power from the wisely to consider what mischief would betide
sun and moon.
them upon the death of so good a child, and
A. And thus did Jacob make a judgment their youngest brother; that they would also
of this vision, and that a shrewd one also; fear God, who was already both a spectator
but these interpretations caused very great and a witness of the designs they had against
gnef to Joseph's brethren; and they were their brother; that he would love tbem, if
affected to him hereupon as if he were a cer they abstained from this act, and yielded to
tain stranger tbat was to have those good repentance and amendment ; but in cose tbey
things which were signified by the dreams, proceeded to do the fact, all sorts of punish
and not as one that was a brother, with whom ments would overtake them from God for
it was probable they should be joint partakers; this murder of their brother, since they pol
and as tbey had been partners in the same luted his piovidence, which wa9 everywhere
parentage, so should tbey be of the same present, and which did not overlook what was
hiippiness. They also resolved to kill the I done, either in deserts or in cities ; for wherelad ; and having fully ratified that intention I soevcr a man is, there ought he to suppose
of (heirs, as soon as their collection of the
here observe, that in correspondence to
fiuits was over, tbey went to Sbechem, which • We may
second dream, which implied that his motlirr,
is a country good for feeding of cattle, and Joseph'!
who was then alive, as well as his father, should come
for pasturage; there they fed their flocks and bow down to him, Josephns repiesent* hrr here as
after she was dead, for the decorum t>t tbe
without acquainting their'father with their![ still ali\e
thatiuforetold
it; as tbeGen.
interpretation
removal thither; whereupon lie had melan- !|■ dream
dues also
all our copies.
xxxvii 10.of thedream
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that God is alto. He told them farther, that of Ismael, carrying spices and Syrian wares
their consciences would be their enemies, if out of the land of Gilead to the Egyptians,
they attempted to go through so wicked an after Reubel was gone, advised his brethren
enterprise, which they can never avoid, whether to draw Joseph out of the pit, and sell him
it be a good conscience, or whether it be such to the Arabians; for if he should die among
a one as they will have within them when strangers a great way off, they should be
once they have killed their brother. He also freed from this barbarous action. This,
a Med this besides to what he bad before said, therefore, was resolved on; so they drew Jo
that it was not a righteous thing to kill a seph up out of the pit, and sold him to the
brother, though he had injured them ; that it merchants for twenty pounds.* He was now
is a good thing to forget the actions of such seventeen years old : but Reubel, coming in
near friends, even in things wherein they the night-time to the pit, resolved to save
might seem to have offended ; but that they Joseph, without the privity of his brethren ;
were going to kill Joseph, who had been and when, upon bis calling to bim, he made
guilty of nothing that was ill towards them, no answer, he was afraid that they had de
in whose case the infirmity of bis small age stroyed him after he was gone; of which he
should rather procure him mercy, and move complained to his brethren ; but when they
them to unite together in the care of his pre had told him what they had done, Reubel
servation : that the cause of killing him made left off his mourning.
the act itself much worse, while they deter
4. When Joseph's brethren had done thus
mined to take him off out of envy at bis fu to him, they considered what they should dn
ture prosperity, an equal share of which tbey to escape the suspicions of their father. Now
would naturally partake while he enjoyed it, they had taken away from Joseph the coat
since they were to him not strangers, but the which be had on when he came to them at
nearest relations, for they might reckon upon the time they let him down into the pit ; so
what God bestowed upon Joseph as their they thought proper to tear that coat to pieces,
own; and that it was 6t for them to believe, and to dip it into goat's blood, and then to
that the anger of God would for this cause be carry it and show it to their father, that he
more severe upon them, if they slew him who might believe he was destroyed by wild
was j udged by God to he worthy of that pros beasts; and when they hud so done, they
perity which was to be hoped for; and while, came to the old man, but this not till what
by murdering him, they made it impossible had happened to bis son had already come to
for God to bestow it upon him.
bis knowledge. Then they said that they
2. Reubel said these, and many other had not seen Joseph, nor knew what mishap
things, and used entreaties to them, and had befallen him, but that they had found
thereby endeavoured to divert them from the his coat bloody and torn to pieces, whence
murder of their broiher; but when he saw they had a suspicion that he had fallen among
that his discourse bad not mollified them at wild beasts, and so perished, if that was the
all. and that they made haste to do the fact, coat be had on when he came from home.
he advised them to alleviate the wickedness Now Jacob had before some better hopes that
they w<?re going about, in the manner of tak his son was only made a captive; but now he
ing Joseph off; for as he had exhorted them laid aside that notion, and supposed that this
first, when they were going to revenge them coat was an evident argument that he was
selves, to be dissuaded from doing it, so, since dead, for he well remembered that this was
the sentence for killing their brother had pre the coat he had on when he sent him to his
vailed, be said that they would not, however, brethren ; so he hereafter lamented the lad as
be so grossly guilty, if they would be per now dead, and as if he had been the father of
suaded to follow his present advice, which no more than one, without taking any com
would include what they were so eager about, fort in the rest ; and so he was also affected
but was not so very bid, but, in the distress with his misfortune before he met with Jo
they were in, of a lighter nature. He begged seph's brethren, when he also conjectured that
of tbem, therefore, not to kill their brother Joseph was destroyed by wild beasts. He
with their own bands, but to east him into sat. down also clothed in sackcloth and in
the pit that was h ird by, and so to let him heavy affliction, insomuch that he found no
die. by which they would gain so much, that ease when bis sons comforted him, neither did
they would not defile their own hands with his pains remit by length of time.
his blood. To this the young men readily • The Septnamnt hare twenty piece! of goldi the
of Gad thirty; the Hebrew and Samaritan
■greed ; so Reubel took the lad and tied him Testament
twentytheoftrue
iilvers
and and
the vulgar
Latinoannot
thirty.therefore
What
to a cord, and let him down gently into the •was
number
true aum,
pit, for it had no water at all in it; who, now be known.
when he had done this, went his way to seek
for such pasturage as was fit for feeding his
flocks.
3. But Judas, being one of Jacob's sons
also, seeing some Arabians, of the posterity
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have given her no repulse, both because of tt
reverence he ought to bear to her dignity wh
CHAPTER IV.
solicited him, and because of the vehemem
CONCIBNING THE SIGNAL CHASTITY OT ' of her passion, by which she was force'
though she were his mistress, to condescei
JOSEPH.
beneath her dignity; but that he may no\
§ 1. Now Potiphar, an Egyptian, who was by taking more prudent advice, wipe off tl
chief cook to king Pharaoh, bought Joseph imputation of bis former folly ; for, whetb
of yie merchants, who sold him to him. He it were that he expected the repetition
*bad him in the greatest honour, and taught her solicitations she had now made, and th
him the learning that became a free man, with greater earnestness than before, for tb
and gave him leave to make use of a diet she had pretended sickness on this very a
better than was allotted to slaves. He in count, and had preferred his conversation b
trusted also the care of bis house to him. So fore the festival and its solemnity ; or whetb
he enjoyed these advantages, yet did not he be opposed her former discourses, as not b
leave that virtue which he had before, upon lieving she could be in earnest, she now ga
such a change of his condition; but he de him sufficient security, by thus repeating h
monstrated that wisdom was able to govern application, that she meant not in the lea
the uneasy passions of life, in such as have it by fraud to impose upon him; and assur
in reality, and do not only put it on for a him, that if he complied with her affectioi
be might expect the enjoyment of the ndva
show, under a present state of prosperity.
2. For when his master's wife was fallen tages he already had ; and if be were subm
in love with him, both on account of bis sive to her, he should have still greater a
beauty of body and his dexterous management vantages; but that be must look for reven
of affairs; and supposed, that if she should and hatred from her, in case he rejected h
make it known to him, she could easily per desires, and preferred the reputation of chi
suade him to come and lie with her, and that tity before his mistress; for that he woi
he would look upon it as a piece of happy for gain nothing by such procedure, because s
tune that his mistress should entreat him, as would then become his accuser, and woi
regarding that state of slavery he was in, and falsely pretend to her husband that he h
not his moral character, which continued after attempted her chastity; and that Potipl
his condition was changed: so she made would hearken to her words rather than
known her naughty inclinations, and spake his, let bis be ever so agreeable to the trut
to him about lying with her. However, he 4. When the woman had said thus, a
rejected her entreaties, not thinking it agree even with tears in her eyes, neither did pi
able to religion to yield so far to her, as to dissuade Joseph from his chastity, nor (
do what would tend to the affront and injury fear compel him to a compliance with hi
of him that purchased him, and had vouch but he opposed her solicitations, and did n
safed him so great honours. He, on the con yield to her threatenings, and was afraid
trary, exhorted her to govern that passion; do an ill thing, and chose to undergo t
and laid before her the impossibility of her sharpest punishment rather than to enjoy 1
obtaining her desires, which he thought might present advantages, by doing what his o<
be conquered, if she had no hope of succeed conscience knew would justly deserve tl
ing: and he said, that as to himself, he would he should die for it. He also put her
endure any thing whatever before he would mind that she was a married woman, and tl
be persuaded to it; for although it was fit she ought to cohabit with her husband onl
for a slave, as he was, to do nothing contrary and desired her to suffer these consideratic
to his mistress, he might well be excused in a to have mora weight with her than the slu
case where the contradiction was to such sort pleasure of lustful dalliance, which woi
■fof commands only. But this opposition of bring her to repentance afterwards, woi
Joseph, when she did not expect it, made her cause trouble to her, and yet would not ame
still more violent in her love to him; and as what had been done amiss. He also su
she was sorely beset with this naughty pas gestcd to her the fear she would be in lest th
sion, so she resolved to compass her 'design should be caught; and that the advantage
concealment was uncertain, and that oi
by a second attempt.
3. When, therefore, there was a public fes while the wickedness was not known [woi
tival coming on, in which it was the custom there be any quiet for them]; but that s
for women to come to the public solemnity, might have the enjoyment of her husbani
she pretended to her husband that she was company without any danger: and he tc
sick, as contriving an opportunity for solitude her, that in the company of her husband s
and leisure, that she might entreat Joseph might have grent boldness from a good co
again; which opportunity being obtained, she science, both before (jod and before nie
used more kind words to him than before ; nay, that she wofild act hotter like bis raistre;
and said that it had been good for him to and make use of her authority over him bctt
have yielded to bcr first solicitation, and to while she persisted in hrr chastity, than wh
M
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they were both ashamed for what wickedness was a modest woman, and condemning Joseph
they had been guilty of; and that it is much as a wicked man, he threw him into the male
better to depend on a good life, well acted, factors' prison; and had a still higher opinion
and known to have been so, than upon the of his wife, and bare her witness that she was
hopes of the concealment of evil practices.
a woman of a becoming modesty and chastity.
5. Joseph, by saying this, and more, tried
to restrain the violent passion of the woman,
and to reduce her affections within the rules
of reason ; but she grew more ungovernable
CHAPTER V.
and earnest in the matter ; and since she des
paired of persuading him, she laid her hands WHAT THINGS BEFELL JOSEPH IN PRIEON.
upon him, and had a mind to force bim. But
as soon as Joseph bad got away from her an § I. Now Joseph, commending all his affairs
ger, leaving also his garment with her, for he to God, did not betake himself to make his
'.eft that to ber, and leaped out of her chamber, defence, nor to give an account of the exact
she was greatly afraid lest he should discover circumstances of the fact, but silently under
her lewdness to her husband, and greatly trou went the bonds and the distress he was in,
bled at the affront he had offered her; so she firmly believing that God, who knew the
resolved to be beforehand with him, and to cause of his affliction and the truth of the fact,
accuse Joseph falsely to Potiphar, and by that would be more powerful than those that in
means to revenge herself on him for his pride flicted the punishments upon him: — a prooi
and contempt of her; and she thought it a of whose providence he quickly received ; for
wise thing in herself, and also becoming a the keeper of the prison taking notice of his
woman, thus to prevent his accusation. Ac care and fidelity in the affairs he had set bim
cordingly she sat sorrowful and in confusion, about, and the dignity of his countenance,
framing herself sojiypocritically and angrily, relaxed his bonds, and thereby made his heay_y
that the sorrow, which was really for her calamity lighter, and more supportable to
being disappointed of her lust, might appear him : he also permitted him to make use of
to be for the attempt upon her chastity; so a diet better than that of the rest of the pri
that when her husband came home, and was soners. Now, as his fellow-prisoners, when
disturbed at the sight of her, and inquired their hard labours were over, fell to discours
what was the cause of the disorder she was in, ing one among another, as is usual in such as
she began to accuse Joseph: and, "0 hus are equal sufferers, and to inquire one of ano
band," said she, " mayst thou not live a day ther, what were the occasions of their being
longer if thou dost not punish the wicked condemned to a prison: among them the
slave who has desired to defile thy bed; who king's cup-bearer, and one that had been res
has neither minded who he was when he came pected by him, was put in bonds, on the king's
to our house, so as to behave rumself with anger at him. This man was under the same
modesty; nor has he been mindful of what bonds with Joseph, and grew more familiar
farours be had received from thy bounty fas with him ; and upon his observing that Joseph
he must be an ungrateful man indeed, unless bad a better understanding than the rest had,
he. in every respect, carry himself in a man he told him of a dream he had, and desired he
ner agreeable to us) : this man, I say, laid a would interpret its meaning, complaining that,
private design to abuse thy wife, and this at besides the afflictions he underwent from the
the time of a festival, observing when thou king, God did also add to bim trouble from
wouldst be absent. So that it now is clear bis dreams.
2. He therefore said, that in his sleep he
that his modesty, as it appeared to be formerly,
was only because of the restraint he was in saw three clusters of grapes hanging upon
out of fear of thee, but that he was not really of three branches of a vine, large already, and
a good disposition. This has been occasioned ripe for gathering; and that he squeezed
hy his being advanced to honour beyond what them into a cup which the king held in his
he deserved, and what be hoped for; insomuch hand; and when be bad strained the wine,
that he concluded, that he who was deemed he gave it to the king to drink, and that he
fit to be trusted with thy estate and the govern received it from him with a pleasant counte
ment of thy family, and was preferred above nance. This, he said, was what he saw; and
ihv eldest servants, might be allowed to touch lie desired Joseph, that if he had any portion
thy wife also." Thus when she had ended o' understanding in such matters, he would
ber discourse, she showed him his garment, tell him what this vision foretold : — who bid
as if he then left it with her when he attempted htm lie of good cheer, and expect to be loosed
to force ber. But Potipbar not being able from his bonds in three days' time, because
to disbelieve what his wi e's te irs showed, and the king desired bis service, and was about to
what his wife said, and what lie saw himself, restore him to it again; for he let him know
and being seduced by his love tci his wife, did that God bestows the fruit of the vine upon
1,0' set biniseif about the exam'nHtioii of the men for good: which wine is poured out to
U.»*b; but. taking it for granted that bis wife him. and is the pledge of fidelity aid mutual
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confidence among men ; and puts an end to had the interpretation! of them both given
tlu'ir quarrels, takes away passion and grief him. He had forgotten the latter, but re
out of the minds of them tbat use it, and makes tained the dreams themselves. Being there
them cheerful. " Thou sayest that thou didst fore troubled at what be bad seen, for it
squeeze this wine from three clusters of grapes seemed to him to be all of a melancholy na
with thine hands, and that the king received ture, the next day he called together the
it : know, therefore, that this vision is for thy wisest men among the Egyptians, desiring to
good, and foretells a release from thy present learn from them the interpretation of his
distress within the same number of days as dreams. But when they hesitated about them,
the branches had whence thou gatheredst thy the king was so much the more disturbed.
grapes in thy sleep. However, remember And now it was tbat the memory of Joseph,
what prosperity I have foretold thee when and his skill in dreams, came into the mind
thou hast found it true by experience ; and of the king's cup-bearer, when he saw the
when thou art in authority, do not overlook us confusion that Pharaoh was in j so he came
in this prison, wherein thou wilt leave us when and mentioned Joseph to him, as also the
thou art gone to the place we have foretold ; vision he had seen in prison, and how the
for we are not in prison for any crime j but event proved as he bad said ; as also that the
for the sake of our virtue and sobriety arc we chief baker was crucified on the very same
condemned to suffer the penalty of malefac day ; and that this also happened to bim ac
tors, and because we are not willing to injure cording to the interpretation of Joseph. Tbat
him that has thus distressed us, though it were Joseph himself was laid in bonds by Potiphar,
far our own pleasure." The cup-bearer, there who was his head cook, as a slave ; but, he
fore, as was natural to do, rejoiced to hear such said, he was one of the noblest of the stock
an interpretation of his dream, and waited the of the Hebrews ; and said farther, his father
completion of what bad been thus shown him lived in great splendour. " If, therefore,
thou wilt send for him, and not despise bim
beforehand,
3. But another servant there was of the on the score of his misfortunes, thou wilt
king, who had been chief baker, and was now learn what thy dreams signify." So the
bound in prison with the cup-bearer; he also king commanded that they should bring Jo
was in good hope, upon Joseph's interpre seph into his presence ; and those who received
tation of the other's vision, for he had seen a the command came and brought him with
dream also; so he desired that Joseph would them, having taken care of his habit, that it
tell him what the visions he had seen the might be decent, as the king had enjoined
night l>efore might mean. They were these tbem to do.
that follow: — " Methought," says he, "I 5. But the king took him by the hand ;
carried three baskets upon my head ; two were and, " O young man," says he, " for my ser
full of loaves, and the third full of sweatmeats vant bears witness that thou art at present the
and other eatables, such as are prepared for best and most skilful person I can consult
kings ; but that the fowls came flying, and with ; vouchsafe me the same favours which
eat them all up, and hiui no regard to my at thou bestowedst on this servant of mine, and
tempt to drive them away;"—and he expected tell me what events they are which the visions
a prediction like to that of the cup-bearer. of my dreams foreshow ; and I desire thee to
But Joseph, considering and reasoning about suppress nothing out of fear, nor to flatter
the dream, said to him, that he would willingly me withlving words, or with what may please
be an interpreter ofgood events to him, and not me, although the truth should be of a melan
of such aft his dream denounced to him ; but he choly nature. For it seemed to me that, as I
told him that he had only three days in all to walked by the river, I saw kine fat and very
live, for that the [three] baskets signify,that on large, seven in number, going from the river
the third day he should be crucified, and de to the marshes; and other kine of the same
voured by fowls, while he was not able to help number like them, met them out of the
himself. Now both these dreams had the same marshes, exceeding lean and ill-favoured,
several events that Joseph foretold they should which ate up the fat and the large kine, and
have, and this to both the parties; for on the yet were no better than before, and not less
third day before mentioned, when the king so miserably pinched with famine. After I had
lemnized his birth-day, he crucified the chief seen this vision, I awaked out of my sleep;
baker, but set the butler free from his bonds, and being in disorder, and considering with
and restored him to his former ministration. myself what this appearance should be, I fell
4. But God freed Joseph from his confine asleep again, and saw another dream, much
ment, after he had endured his bonds two more wonderful than the foregoing, which
years, and bad received no assistance from still did more affright and disturb me: — I
the cup-bearer, who did not remember what saw seven ears of corn growing out of one
be had said to him formerly; and God con root, having their heads borne down by the
trived this method of deliverance for him. weight of tbe grains, and 'bending down with
Pharaoh the king had seen in his sleep the the fruit, which was now ripe and fit for reap
same evening two visions; and after them ing; and near these I saw seven other ears .
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of corn, meagre and weak, for want of rain,
which fell to eating and consuming those that
were fit for reaping, and put me into great
CHAPTER VL
astonishment."
6. To which Joseph replied : "Thisdream," HOW JOSEPH, WHEN HE WAS BECOME FAMOUS
said he, "O king, although seen under two IN EGYPT, HAD HIS BUETIIHEN IN SUBJEC
forms, signifies one and the same event of TION.
things; for when thou sawest the fat kine,
which is an animal made for the plough and § 1. Joseph was now grown up to thirty
for labour, devoured by the worse kine, and years of age, and enjoyed great honours from
the ears of corn eaten up by the smaller ears, tbe king, who called him Psothom Phanecb,
they foretell a famine, and want of the fruits out of regard to his prodigious degree of
of the earth for the wme number of years, wisdom; for that name denotes the revealer
and equal with those when Egypt was in a of accrete. He also married a wife of very
happy state; and this so far, that the plenty high quality; for he married tbe daughter of
of these years will be spent in the same num Petephres.f one of the priests of Helionolis:
ber of years of scarcity, and that scarcity of she was a virgin, and her name was Asenath.
necessary provisions will be very difficult to By her he had children before the scarcity
be corrected; as a sign whereof, the ill-fa came on: Manasseh, the elder, which signi
voured kine, when tbey had devoured the fies forgetful, because bis present happiness
better sort, could not be satisfied. But still made him forget bis former misfortunes; and
God foreshows what is to come upon men, Ephraim, the younger, which signifies restored,
not to grieve them, but that, when they know because he was restored to the freedom of
it beforehand, they may by prudence make his forefjthers. Now after Egypt had hap
the actual experience of what is foretold the pily passed over seven years, according to Jo
more tolerable. If thou, therefore, carefully seph's interpretation of the dreams, the famine
dispose of the plentiful crops which will come came upon them in the eighth year; and be
in "the former years, tbou wilt procure that cause this misfortune fell upon them when
Ibe future calamity will not be felt by the they bad no sense of it beforehand,J they
Egyptians."
were all sorely afflicted by it, and came run
7. Hereupon the king wondered at the ning to the king's gates; and be called upon
discretion and wisdom of Joseph; and asked Joseph, who sold the corn to them, being be
bim by what means he might so dispense the come confessedly a saviour to the whole mul
foregoing plentiful crops, in the happy years, titude of the Egyptians. Nor did he open
a* to make the miserable crops more tolerable. this market of corn for the people of that
Joseph then added this his advice: To spare country only, but strangers bad liberty to
the good crops, and not permit the Egyptians buy also; JoBeph being willing that all men,
to spend them luxuriously; but to reserve who are naturally akin to one another, should
what they would have spent in luxury beyond have assistance from those that lived in happi
their necessity, against the time of want. He ness.
2. Now Jacob also, when he understood
also exhorted bim to take the corn of the hus
bandmen, and give them only so much as will tbat foreigners might come, sent all his sons
be sufficient for their food. Accordingly into Egypt to buy corn ; for the land of Ca
Pharaoh being surprised at Joseph, not only naan was grievously afflicted with the famine,
for his interpretation of the dream, but for and this great misery touched the whole con
the counsel he had given him, entrusted bim tinent. He only retained Benjamin, who
with dispensing the corn ; with power to do was born to him by Rachel, and was of the
what he thought would be for the benefit of same mother with Joseph. These sons of
the people of Egypt, and for the benefit of Jacob then came into Egypt, and applied
the kiug, as believing that he who first disco themselves to Joseph, wanting to buy corn;
vered this method of acting, would prove tbe for nothing of this kind was done without his
best overseer of it. But Joseph having this approbation, since even then only was the
power given bim by the kiug, with leave to honour tbat was paid the king himself advanmake use of bis seal, and to wear purple, + This Potiphar, or. as Josrphus, IVtephres, who wai
now a prieit of On, or Heliopulis, is the same name in
drove in his chariot through all the land of Josephus,-and
perhaps in Mo.es also, wilt) him who is
Egypt, and took the corn of the husbandmen,* before called bead
cook or captain of the gnanl, and to
allotting as much to every one as would be whom Joseph was sold. See Gen. xxxvii 3-i, xxxix. 1,
with xti.oO. They are also affirmed to be one and tbe
sufficient for seed and for food, but without I same
in the Testament of Joseph (a. 18). for he is
discovering to any one tbe reason why he did there person
said to have married Ibe daughter „f his muster and
mistress.
Nor
Is this a notion peculiar to that testa
M.
ment, hut. as Or. Bernard confesses {note on Antiq b it*
iv.a. I), common to Josephus, to the Septnagint in .
* That is, bought it far Pharaoh at a very low price. i eh
terpreters, and to other learned Jews ofold time.
.1 Ibis entire ignorance ot the bvyptians of these
years of famine before they came, told us before, as well
i as here (chap. ▼. Beet. ?t, by Josephus, seems to be al| most incredible. It is in no other copy tbat I know oU
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tageous to the persons that paid it, when they
took care to honour Joseph al-v. Now when
he well knew his brethren.they thought nothing
of him; for he was but a youth when be left
them, and was now come to an age so much
greater, that the lineaments of his face were
changed, and he was not known by them :
besides this, the greatness of the dignity
wherein he appeared, suffered them not so
much as to suspect it was be. He now made
trial what sentiments they had about affairs of
the greatest consequence; for be refused to sell
them corn, and said they were come as spies
of the king's affairs ; and that they came
from several countries, and joined themselves
together, and pretended that they were of
kin, it not being possible that a private man
should breed up so many sons, and those of
so great beauty of countenance as they were,
such an education of so many children being
not easily obtained by kings .themselves.
Now this he did in order to discover what
concerned his father, and what happened to
bim after his own departure from him, and as
desiring to know what was become of Benja
min his brother ; for he was afraid that they
had ventured on the like wicked enterprise
against him that they bad done to himself,
and had taken bim off also.
8. Now these brethren of his were under
distraction and terror, and thought that very
great danger hung over them ; yet not at all
reflecting upon their brother Joseph, and
standing firm under tbe accusations laid
against them, tbey made their defence by
Reubel, the eldest of them, who now became
their spokesman : " We come not hither,"
said be, " with any unjust design, nor in
order to bring any barm to the king's affairs;
we only want to be preserved, as supposing
your humanity might be a refuge for us from
the miseries which our country labours under,
we having beard that you proposed to sell
corn, not only to your own countrymen, but to
strangers also, and that you determined to
allow that corn, in order to preserve all that
want it; but that we are brethren, and of the
same common blood, the peculiar lineaments
of our faces, and those not so much different
from one another, plainly show. Our father's
name is Jacob, an Hebrew man, who had
twelve of us for his sons by four wives ; which
twelve of us, while we were all alive, were a
bappy family; but when one of our brethren,
whose name was Joseph, died, our affairs
changed for the worse; for our father could
not forbear to make a long lamentation for
bim ; and we are in affliction,- both by the
calamity of the death of our brother, and tbe
miserable state of our aged fatfter. We are
now, therefore, come to buy corn, hiving in
trusted the care of our father, and the provition for our family, to Benjamin, our young
est brother; and if thou sendee to our house,
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thou mayest Irani whether we are guilty * •
the least falsehood in what we say."
4. And thus did Reubel endeavour to per
suade Joseph to have a better opinion of them.
But when be had learned from them that Ja
cob was alive, and that his brother was not
destroyed by them, he for tbe present put them
in prison, as intending to examine more into
their affairs when be should be at leisure.
But on the third day he brought them out,
and said to them, " Since you constantly
affirm that you are not come to do any harm
to the king's affairs; that you are brethren,
and the sons of tbe father whom you named,
you will satisfy me of tbe truth of what you
say, if you leave one of your company with
me, who shall suffer no injury here; and if,
when ye have carried corn to your father, you
will come to me again, and bring your bro
ther, whom you say you left there, along with
you, for this shall be by me esteemed an as
surance of the truth of what you have told
me." Hereupon they were in greater griet
than before; they wept, and perpetually de
plored one among another the calamity of Jo
seph; and said, " They were fallen into this
misery as a punishment inflicted by God for
what evil contrivances tbey had against him."
And Reubel was large in his reproaches ol
them for their too late repentance, whence no
profit arose to Joseph ; and earnestly exhorted
them to bear with patience whatever they suf
fered, since it was done by God in way of pun
ishment, on his account. Thus they spake
to one another, not imagining that Joseph un
derstood their language. A general sadness
also seized on them, at Reubel's words, and a
repentance for what tbey had done; and tbey
condemned the wickedness they had perpetra
ted, for which they judged tbey were justly
punished by God. Now when Joseph saw thai
they were in this distress, he was so affected
at it that he fell into tears, and, not being
willing that tbey should take notice of him, he
retired ; and after a while came to them again,
and taking Symeon,* in order to his being a
pledge for his brethren's return, he bid them
take tbe corn they had bought, and go their
way. He also commanded his steward pri
vily to put the money which tbey had brought
with them for the purchase of corn into their
sacks, and to dismiss tbem therewith; who
did what be was commanded to do.
5. Now when Jacob's sons were come into
the land of Canaan, they told their father what
had happened to them in Egypt, and that they
were taken to have come thither as spies upon
the king; and how they said they were bre
thren, and had left their eleventh brother with
their father, but were not believed; and bow
• The reason why Symeon might be •elected out ol
the reft for Joseph's prisoner. In plain in the Testament
of Symeon, viz. that he wat one of the uitterr .1 of all
Joseph's brethren at.'»iii.! him. mtI. *J; which appears
also in part by tbe Testament of Zabulon, accL &
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they had left Symeon with the governor, un
6. As soon as they came into Egypt, they
til Benjamin should go thither, and be a tes were brought down to Joseph: but here no
timonial of the ti nth of what they bud said : small fear disturbed them, lest they should ba
•ml they begged of their father to fear nothing, accused about the price of the corn, as if they
but to send the lad along with them. But had cheated Joseph. They then made a long
Jacob was not pleased with any thing his sons apology to Joseph's steward; and told him,
had done; and he took the detention of Sy that « hen they came home they found the mo
meon heinously, and thence thought it a fool ney in their sacks, and that they had now
ish thing to give up Benjamin also. Neither brought it along with them. He said he did
did he yield to Reubel's persuasion, though he not know what they meant: —so they were
begged it of him ; and gave leave that the grand delivered from that fear. And when he had
father might, in way of requital, kill his own loosed Symeon, and put him into a handsome
sons, in case any harm came to Benjamin in habit, he suffered htm to be with his brethren;
the journey. So they wcredistressed.andknew at which time Joseph came from bis attend
not what to do: nay, there was another acci ance on the king. So they offered him their
dent that still disturbed them more,—the mo- presents; and upon his putting the question
->cv that was found hidden in I heir sacks of corn, to them about their father, they answered, that
fet when the corn they had brought failed they found him well. He also, upon bis dis
•hem, and when the famine still afflicted them, covery that Benjamin was alive, asked whether
and necessity forced them, Jacob did* [not] this was their younger brother? for he bad
still resolve to send Benjamin with his breth seen him. Whereupon they said he was: he
ren, although there was no returning into replied, that the God over all was his protec
Egypt unless they came with what they had tor. But when his affection to him made him
promised. Now the misery growing every shed tears, he retired, desiring be might not
day worse, and his sons begging it of him, he be seen in that plight by his brethren. Then
had no other course to take in his present cir Joseph took them to supper, and they were set
cumstances. And Judas, who was of a bold down in the same order as they used to sit at
temper on other occasions, spake his mind very their father's table. And although Joseph
freely to him: " That it did not become him treated them all kindly, yet did" he send a
to be afraid on account of his son, nor to sus mess to Benjamin that was double to what
pect the worst, as he did; for nothing could the rest of the guests had for their shares.
be done to his son but by the appointment of 7. Now when after supper they had com
God, which must also for certain come to pass, posed themselves to sl^ep, Joseph commanded
though he were at borne with him; that he , his steward both to give them their measures
ought not to condemn them to such manifest of corn, and to hide its price again in their
destruction; nor deprive them of that plenty of sacks; and that withal tbey should put into
food they might have from Pharaoh, by his un Benjamin's sack the golden cup, out of which
reasonable fear about his son Benjamin, but he loved himself to drink: — which things be
oui;ht to take care of the preservation of Sy did, in order to make trial of bis brethren,
meon, lest, by attempting to hinder Benjamin's whether they would stand by Benjamin when
journey, Symeon should perish. He exhorted he should be accused of having stolen the cup,
him to trust God for him ; and said he would and should appear to be in danger; or whether
either bring his son back to him safe, or toge tbey woufd leave bim, and, depending on their
ther with hi*, lose his own life." So that Jacob own innoce:icy, go to their father without
at length persuaded, and delivered Benja him. —Wbeu the servant had done as he was
min to them, with the price of the corn dou bidden, the sons of Jacob, knowing nothing
bled; he also sent presents to Joseph of the of all this, went their way, and took Symeon
fruits of the land of Canaan ; balsam and rosin, along with them, and had a double cause of
a- alio turpentineand honey. f Now their father joy, both because they had received him again,
shed many tears at the departure of his sons, and because they took back Benjamin to their
ai well as themselves. Hisconcern was, thathe father, as they had promised. But presently
might receive them back again safe after their a troop of horsemen encompassed them, and
journey; and their concern was, that they brought with them Joseph's servant, who had
might find theirfathcrwell.andnowayafflicted put the cup into Benjamin's sack. Upon,
with grief for them. And this lamentation last- which unexpected attack of the horsemen they
Mi a whole day ; so that the old man was at last were much disturbed, and asked what the rea
tired with grief, and staid behind; but they son was that they came thus upon men, who
went on their way for Egypt, endeavouring to a little before bad been by their lord thought
mitigate their gri^f for their present misfor worthy of an honourable and hospitable re
tunes,withthe hopes ofbetter success hereafter. ception! They replied, by calling them wick
• The coherence veins to roe to aVow that the nrga- ed wretches, who had forgot that very hospi
O.p particle ia here wantinz, which 1 hare supplied in table and kind treatment which Joseph had
wararta; and I wonder none have hitherto auspecUd given them, and did not scruple to be injuri
that it ought to be supplied.
to him, and to carry off that cup out of
* Of th* prectiais t'alaaun of Judea, and the turpentine, ous
which he ban in so friendly a manner, drank
are Uk auk ua Antiq. b. viii. eh. lecl. 6
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to thcin, and not regarding their friendship with following him ; who, when he nv
Joseph, no more thau the danger tbey should custody, and them in the babit of i
be in if they were taken, in comparison of the said, "Howcame you, vile wretches a
unjust gain. Hereupon he threatened that to have such a strange notion of* my
the/ should be punished ; for though tbey bad to you, and of God's providence, as ii
esrajwil the knowledge of him who was but Iy to do thus to your benefactor, whi
a servant, yet had they not etcaped the know an hospitable manner bad entertainc
ledge of God, nor had gone off with what tbey —Whereupon tbey gave up themselv
b*d stolen; and after all, asked why we come punished, in order to save Benjami
upon them ? as if they knew nothing of the called to mind what a wicked enterpr
matter : and he told them that they should had been guilty of against Joseph,
immediately know it by their punishment. also pronounced him more happy thar
This, and more of the same nature, did the selves, if he were dead, in being fret
servant say, in way of reproach to them: but the miseries of this life; and if he wer
they being wholly ignorant of any thing here that he enjoyed the pleasure of seeing
that concerned them, laughed at what be said ; vengeance upon them. They said fart he
and wondered at the abusive language which they were the plague oftheir father, sim
the servant gave them, when he was so hardy should now add to his former affiicti
ns to accuse those who did not before so much Joseph, this other affliction for Ben
as retain the price of their corn, which was Iteubel also was large in cutting their
found in their sacks, but brought it again, this occasion. But Joseph dismissed
though nobody else knew of any such thing,— for he said tbey had been guilty of no of
so far were they from offering any injury to and that be would content himself wit
Joseph voluntarily. Hut still, supposing that lad's punishment; for he said it was not
a search would be a more sure justification of thing to let him go free, for the sake of
themselves than their own denial of the fact, who had not offended; nor was it a fit
they bid him search them, and that if any of to punish them together with him who had
them had been guilty of the theft, to punish guilty of stealing. And when he promis>
them alitor being no way conscious to them give them leave to go away in safety, the
selves ofany crime, they spake with assurance, of them were under great consternation,
and, as they thought, without any danger to were able to say nothing on this sad oeea>
themselves also. The servants desired there But Judas, who had persuaded their fathe
might be a search made; but they said the,i send the lad from him, being otherwise a)
punishment should extend to him alone who very bold and active man, determined to ha;
should be found guilty of the theft. So tbey himself for the preservation of his brotl
made the search; and, having searched all the " * It is true," said he, " O governor, that
rest, they came last of all to Benjamin, as have been very wicked with regard to thee, :
knowing it was Benjamin's sack in which they on that account deserve punishment; even
had hidden the cup, they havingindeed searched of us may justly be punished, although the th
the rest only for a show of accuracy : so were not committed by all, but only by one
the rest were out of fear for themselves, and us, and he the youngest also: but yet the
were now only concerned ahout<Benjamin, but remains some hope for us, who otherwise mij
still were well assured that he would also be he under despair on his account, and tl
found innocent ; and they reproached those from thy goodness, which promises us a d>
that came after them for their hindering them, liverance out of our present danger. An
while they might, in the mean while, have got now I beg thou wilt not look at us, or at tbi
ten a good way on their journey. But as soon great crime we have been guilty of, but at th
as they had searched Benjamin's sack, they own excellent nature, and take advice jf thin,
found the cup, and took it from him; and all own virtue, instead of that wrath thou has
was changed into mourning and lamentation. against us; which passion those that other
They rent their garments, arid wept for the wise arc of lower character indulge, as tbey
punishment which their brother was to under do their strength, and that not only on girai,
go Tor bis theft, and for the delusion they had but also on very trifling occasions. Overcome,
put on their father, when they promised they Sir, that passion, and be not subdued bv it,
would bring Benjamin safe to him. What nor suffer it to slay those that do not other
added to their misery was, that this melan wise presume upon their own safety, but are
choly accident came unfortunately at a time desirous to accept of it from thee; for this is
when they thought they had been gotten off not the first time that thou wilt bestow it on
clear: but they confessed that this misfortune us, but before, when we came to buy corn,
of their brother, as well as the grief of their fa
• This oration germs to me too laree, and too un
ther for him, was owing to themselves, since usual
a digression, to have been composed hy Judas on
\t was they that forced their fai her to send bin) this occasion
It seems 10 me a speech or dectanutinn
with them, when he was averse to it.
composed formerly, in the person of Judas, and in rise
way
of
oratory,
that
lay by him, and which he ttlolnrtil
8. The horsemen then took Benjamin, and tit to insert on this occasion.
See two mure such speeches
brought him to Jofteuh bis blethreu also or
'UsclatnatioDS, An uq h, vl CD. xiv. seel. 4.
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thou affordedat us great plenty of food, and will on that account die an immature death;
gavest us leave to carry ao much home to our and the reproachful manner of our ruin will
family as has preserved them from perishing hasten his end, and will directly kill him, nay,
by famine. Nor is there any difference between will bring him to a miserable death, while he
not overlooking men that were perishing for will make haste to rid himselfout of the world,
want of necessaries, and not punishing those and bring himself to a state of insensibility,
that seem to be offenders, and have been so un before the sad story of our end come abroad
fortunate as to lose the advantage ofthat glori into the rest of the world. Consider these
ous benefaction which they received from thee. things in this manner, although our wicked
This will be an instance of equal favour, ness does now provoke thee with a just desire
though bestowed after a different manner; of punishing that wickedness, and forgive it
for thou wilt save those this way whom thou for our father's sake ; and let thy commise
didst feed the other; and thou wilt hereby ration of him weigh more with thee than our
preserve alive, by thy own bounty, those souls wickedness. Have regard to the old age of
which thou didst not suffer to be distressed by our father, who, if we perish, will be very
famine,. it being indeed at once a wonderful lonely while he lives, and will soon die him
and a great thing to sustain our lives by corn, self also. Grant this boon to the name of
and to bestow on us that pardon, whereby, fathers, for thereby tbou wilt honour him
now we are distressed, we may continue those that begat thee, and wilt grant it to thyself
lives. And I am ready to suppose, that God also, who enjoyest already that denomination ;
is willing to afford thee this opportunity of thou wilt then, by that denomination, be pre
showing thy virtuous disposition, by bringing served of God, the Father of all, — by show
us into this calamity, that it may appear thou ing a pious regard to which, in the case of
canst forgive the injuries that are done to thy our father, thou wilt appear to honour him
self, and mayst be esteemed kind to others, who is styled by the same name; I mean, if
besides those who, on other accounts, stand in thou wilt have this pity on our father, upon
need of thy assistance; since it is indeed a this consideration, how miserable he will be if
right thing to do well to those who are in be be deprived of his sonsl It is thy part
distress for want of food, but still a more therefore to bestow on us what God has given
glorious thing to save those who deserve to be us, when it is in thy power to take it away,
punished, when it is on account of heinous and so to resemble him entirely in charity ;
offences against thyself; for if it be a thing for it is good to use that power, which can
deserving commendation to forgive such as either give or take away, on the merciful side;
bat e been guilty of small offences, that tend and when it is in thy power to destroy, to for
to a person's loss, and this be praiseworthy in get that thou ever hadst that power, and to
him that overlooks such offences, to restrain look on thyself as only allowed power for
a man's passion as to crimes which are capi preservation ; and that the more any one ex
tal to the guilty, is to be like the most excel tends this power, the greater reputation docs
lent nature of God himself: — and truly, as he gain to himself. Now, by forgiving our
for myself, bad it not been that we had a brother what he has unhappily committed,
father, who had discovered, on occasion of thou wilt preserve us all; for we cannot
the death of Joseph, bow miserably he is think of living if he be put to death, since we
always afflicted at the loss of his sons, I had dare not show ourselves alive to our father
nut made any words on account of the saving without our brother, but here must we par
uf our own lives; I mean, any farther than take of one and the same catastrophe of his
as that would be an excellent character for life; and so far we beg of thee, O governor,
thyself, to preserve even those that would that if thou condemnest our brother to die,
have nobody to lament tbem when they were thou wilt punish us together with him, as
dead, but we Mould have yielded ourselves up partners of his crime,—for we shall not think
to suffer whatsoever thou pleasedst; but now it reasonable to be reserved to kill ourselves
(for we do not plead for mercy to ourselves, for grief of our brother's death, but so to die
though indeed, if we die, it will be while we rather as equally guilty with him of this
are young, anil before we have had the enjoy crime! I will only leave with thee this one
ment of life) have regard to our father, and consideration, and then will say no more, viz.
take pity of his old age, on whose account it That our brother committed his fault when
u that we make these supplications to thee. he was young, and not yet of confirmed
We beg thou wilt give us those lives which wisdom in his conduct; and that men natu
this wickedness of ours has rendered obnoxi- rally forgive such young persons. I end
oas to thy punishment ; and this for his sake here, without adding what more I have to
who is not himself wicked, nor does his betnj; say, that in case thou condemnest us, that
our father ui*ke us wicked. He is a good omission may be supposed to have hurt us,
wan, and not worthy to have such triuls of and permitted thee to take the severer side ;
his patience; and now, v\e arc absent, he is but in case thou settest us free, that this may
aiCirted with care for us: hut if he hear of be ascrilied to thy own goodness, of which
our deaths, uud what wjs the cause ••( it, he thou art inwardly conscious, that thou freest
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us from condemnation ; and that not bjUjarely
preserving us, but by granting us sucn a fa
vour as will make us appear more righteous
tban we really are, and by representing to
thyself more motives for our deliverance than
we are able to produce ourselves. If, there
fore, thou rcsolvest to slay him, I desire thou
wilt slay me in his stead, and send him back
to his father; or if thou pleasest to retain him
with thee as a slave, I am fitter to labour for
thy advantage in that capacity, and, as thou
secst, am better prepared for either of those
sufferings."* So Judas, being very willing
to undergo any thing whatever for the deliver
ance of his brother, cast himself down at Jo
seph's feet, and earnestly laboured to assuage
and pacify his anger. All his brethren also
fell down before him, weeping and delivering
themselves up to destruction for the preserva
tion of the life of Benjamin.
10. But Joseph, as overcome now with his
affections, and no longer able to pt rsonate an
angry man, commanded all that were present
to depart, that he might make himself known
to his brethren when they were alone; and
when the rest were gone out, be made him
self known to his brethren ; and said, " I
commend you for your virtue, and your kind
ness to our brother : I find you better men
than I could have expected from what you
contrived about me. Indeed, I did all this
to try your love to your brother; so I believe
you were not wicked by nature in what you
did in my case, but that all has happened ac
cording to God's will, who has hereby pro
cured our enjoyment of what good things we
have ; and, if he continue in a favourable
disposition, of what we hope for hereafter.
Since, therefore, I know that our father is
safe and well, beyond expectation, and I see
you so well disposed to your brother, I will
no longer remember what guilt you seem to
have had about me, but will leave off to hate
you for that your wickedness; and do rather
return you my thanks, that you have concur
red with the intentions of God to bring things
to their present state. I would have you
also rather to forget the same, since that im
prudence of yours is come to such a happy
conclusion, than to be uneasy and blush at
those your offences. Do not, therefore, let
your evil intentions, when you condemned
me, and that bitter remorse which might fol
low, be a grief to you now, because those in
tentions were frustrated. Go, therefore, your
way, rejoicing in what has happened by the
Divine Providence, and inform your father
of it, lest he should be spent with cares for
you, and deprive me of the most agreeable
part of my felicity ; I mean, lest he should
die before be comes into my sight, and en• In all this apeerh of Jodaa we may ohaerve, that
JoMplmi Kill aoppoaed that death waa the puniahment
of theft io Egypt, in the Hays of J»*;ph,'lhom,h it never
Was to anionic the Jt wa, by the law of Moica.
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joys the good things that we now have.
Bring, therefore, with you our father, and
your wives and children, and all your kin
dred, and remove your habitations hither; for
it is not proper that the persons dearest to me
should live remote from me, now my afTair9
are to prosperous, especially when they must
endure five more years of famine." When
Joseph had said this, he emDraced bis breth
ren, who were in tears and sorrow ; but the
generous kindness of their brother seemed to
leave among them no room for fear, lest they
should be punished on account of what they
had consulted and acted against him ; and
they were then feasting. Now the king, aa
soon as he beard that Joseph's brethren were
come to bim, was exceeding glad of it, as if
it had been a part of bis own good fortune ;
and gave them waggons full of corn, and gold
and silver, to be conveyed to his father. Now
when they had received more of their brother,
part to be carried to their father, and part as
free gifts to every one of themselves, Benja
min having still more than the rest, they de
parted.

CHAPTER VII.
THE REMOVAL OF JOSEPH'S FATHER.WITII All
HIS FAMILY, TO HIM, ON ACCOUNT 07 TUB
FAMINE.

§ 1. As soon as Jacob came to know, by his
sons returning home, in what state Joseph
was ; that he bad not only escaped death, for
which yet he lived all along in mourning, but
that he lived in splendour and happiness, and
ruled over Egypt, jointly with the king, and
had intrusted to his care almost all his affairs,
he did not think any thing he was told to be
incredible, considering the greatness of the
works of God, and his kindness to him, al
though that kindness had, for some late times,
been intermitted ; so he immediately and
zealously set out upon his journey to him.
2. When he came to the Well of the Oath
(Beersheba), he offered sacrifice to God ;
atid being afraid that the happiness there was
in Egypt might tempt his posterity to fall in
love with it and settle in jt, and no more
think of removing into the land of Canaan,
and possessing it, as God had promised them ;
as also being afraid, lest, if this descent into
Egypt were made without the will of God,
his family might be destroyed there; out of
fear, withal, lest he should depart this life
before he came to the sight of Joseph, he fell
asleep, revolving these doubts in his mind.
3. But God stood by him, and called to
him twice by his name ; and when he askeo.
who he was, God said, " No, sure ; it is not
just that thou, Jacob, shouldst be unac
quainted with that God who has been ever

'^\p!v<m$(*
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i protector and a helper to thy forefathers, these, which are sixteen, to the fifty-four, the
and after them to thyself: for when thy fa forementioned number [70] is completed,* Ja
ther would have deprived thee of the domi cob not being himself included in that numbc*
nion, I gave it thee ; and by my kindness it 6. When Joseph understood that his father
was that, when thou wast sent into Mesopo was coming, for Judas his brother was come
tamia all alone, thou obtainedst good wives, before him, and informed him of his approach,
and retomedst with many children, and much he went out to meet him ; and they met to
wealth. Thy whole family also has been gether at Heroopohs. But Jacob almost
preserved by my providence; and it was I fainted away at this unexpected and great
who conducted Joseph thy son, whom thou joy ; however, Joseph revived him, being yet
caveat up for lost, to the enjoyment of great not himself able to contain from being affect
prosperity. I also made him lord of Egypt, ed in the same manner, at the. pleasure he
so that he differs but little from a king. Ac now had ; yet was he not wholly overcome
cordingly, I come now as a guide to thee in with his passion, as his father was. After
this journey ; and foretell to thee, that thou this he desired Jacob to travel on slowly;
•halt die in the arms of Joseph: and I in but he himself took five of his brethren with
fant thee, that thy posterity shall be many him, and made haste to the king, to tell him
•g«s in authority and glory, and that I will that Jacob and his family were come ; which
■Hue them in the land which I have promised was a joyful hearing to him. He also bid
Joseph tell him what sort of life his brethren
them."
4- Jacob, encouraged by this dream, went loved to lead, that he might give them leave
on more cheerfully for Egypt with his sons, to follow the same ; who told him they were
and all belonging to them. Now they were good shepherds, and had been used to follow
in all seventy. I once, indeed, thought it no other employment but this alone. Where
best not to set down the names of this family, by he provided for them, that they should
especially because of their difficult pronunci not be separated, but live in the same place,
ation [by the Greek*] ; but, upon the whole, and take care of their father ; as also hereby
I think it necessary to mention those names, he provided, that they might be acceptable to
that I nuy disprove such as believe that we the Egyptians, by doing nothing that would
earoe not originally from Mesopotamia, but be common to them with the Egyptians ; for
are Egyptians. Now Jacob had twelve sons ; the Egyptians are prohibited to meddle with
of these Joseph waa come thither before. We feeding of shcep.t
will therefore set down the names of Jacob's 6. When Jacob was come to the king, and
children and grandchildren. Reubel had saluted him, and wished all prosperity to his
four sons—Anoch, Phallu, Assaron, Charmi ; government, Pharaoh asked him how old he
Svmeon had six—Jamuel, Jamin, Avod, Ja- now was ; upon whose answer, that he was a
chin. Soar, Saul ; Levi had three sons—Ger- hundred and thirty years old, he admired Ja
•om, Caath, Merari ; Judas had three sons— cob on account of the length of his life. And
Sala, Phares, Zorah ; and. by Phares two when he had added, that still he had not lived
grandchildren—Esrom and Amar; Issachar so long as his forefathers, he gave him leave
had four sons—Thola, Phua, Jasob, Samaron; to live with his children in Hcliapolis; for
Zabaton had with him three sons—Sarad, in that city the king's shepherds had their
Heion, Jalel. So far is the posterity of Lea ; pasturage.
7. However, the famine increased among
with whom went her daughter Dina. These
are thirty-three. Rachel had two sons, the the Egyptians; and this heavy judgment
one of whom, Joseph, had two sons also, grew more oppressive to them, because nei
Manasseh and Ephraim. The other, Bcnja- ther did the river overflow the ground, for it
min, had ten sons—Bolau, Bacchar, Asabel, did not rise to its former height, nor did God
Geraa, Naamon, Jea, Ros, Momphis, Opphis, send rain upon it;J nor did they indeed make
Arad. These fourteen added to the thirty- * All the Greek copies ofJoeephos have the negative
particle here, that Jacob himself waa not reckoned one
time before enumerated, amount to the num of
the seventy souls that came into Egypt: but the old
ber forty-seven ; and this was the legitimate Latin
copies want it, and directly assure as be was one
posterity of Jacob. He had besides, by Bilbao, of them. It is therefore hardly certain which of these
Joeephus's true reading, since the number seTenty
the handmaid of Rachel, Dan and Nephthali ; was
up without him, if we reckon Leah for one;
which last had four sons that followed him— labutmade
if she be not reckoned, Jacob must himselfbe one,
iestJ, Guni, Issmri, and 8ellim. Dan had an to complete the number.
f Josephus thought that the Egyptians hated or de
only-begotten eon, Usi. If these be added spised
the employment of a shepherd in the days of Jolo those before mentioned, they complete the seph ; whereas
Bishop Cumberland has shown that they
number fifty-four. Gad and Aser were the rather hated such Phoenician or Canaanlte shepherds
had long enslaved the Egyptians of old time. Ses
sons of Zilpha, who was the handmaid of Lea. that
p. 301,
These had with them. Gad seven—Saphoniah, hisJ Sanchoniatho,
Keland here puts
the 382.
question, how Josephus could
of its not raining in Egypt during thia famine,
i, Azabon, Aerin, Eroed, Ariel ; complain
while
the
ancienla
affirm
it never does naturally
daughter, Sarah, and six male rain there. His answer is, that
that when the ancients deny
oae name* were Jomne, Isus, that it rains In Egypt, they only mean the Upper EK.VP»
, Bans, Abar, and Melchiel. If ws add above the Delta, which la called Egypt in the i
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the least provision for themselves, so ignorant remembered the evil doings of his brethren to
were they what was to be done; but Joseph their disadvantage; nay, on the contrary, was
aold them corn for their money. But when kind to them, bestowing upon them so many
their money failed them, they bought com benefits, as seldom are bestowed on men s
with their cattle and their slaves; and if any own benefactors. He then commanded his
af them had a small piece of land, they gave own sons that they should admit Joseph's
up that to purchase them food, by which sons, Ephraim and Manasseh, into their num
means the king became the owner of all their ber, and divide the land of Canaan in com
substance; and they were removed, some to mon with them ; concerning whom we shiill
one place and some to another, that so the treat hereafter. However, he made it his re
possession of their country might be firmly quest that he might be buried at Hebron. So
assured to the king, excepting the lands of he died, when he had lived full a hundred
the priests; for their country continued still and fifty years, three only abated, having not
in their own possession. And indeed this been behind any of his ancestors in piety tosore famine made their minds as well as their words God, and having such a recompense
bodies slaves; and at length compelled them for it, as it was fit those should have who w ere
to procure a sufficiency of food by such dis so good as these were. But Joseph, by the
honourable means. But when this misery king's permission, carried his father's dead
ceased, and the river overflowed the ground, body to Hebron, and there buried it, at a
and the ground brought forth its fruits plen great expense. Now his brethren were at
tifully, Joseph came to every city, and ga first unwilling to return back with him, be
thered the people thereto belonging together, cause they were afraid lest, now their father
and gave them back entirely the land which, was dead, be should punish them for their
by their own consent, the king might have secret practices against him; since he was
possessed alone, and alone enjoyed the fruits now gone, for whose sake he had been so
of it. He also exhorted them to look on it as gracious to them. But he pensuaded them to
every one's own possession, and to fall to fear no harm, and to entertain no suspicious
their husbandry with cheerfulness; and to of him: so he brought them along with him,
pay, as a tribute to the king, the fifth part* ot and gave tbetn great possessions, and nevei
the fruits for the land which the king, when left off his particular concern for them.
it was his own, restored to them. These men 2. Joseph also died when he had lived a
rejoiced upon their becoming unexpectedly hundred and ten years; having been a matt
owners of their lands, and diligently observed of admirable virtue, and conducting all hitwhat was enjoined them; and by this means affairs by the rules of reason ; and used his
Joseph procured to himself a greater autho authority with moderation, which was the
rity among the Egyptians, and greater love cause of his so great felicity among the Eg\ p.
to the king from them. Now this law, that tians, even when he came from another coun
they should pay the fifth part of their fruits try, and that in such ill circumstances also,
as tribute, continued until their latter kings. as we have already described. At length his
brethren died, after they had lived happily in
Egypt. Now the posterity and sons of these
men, after some time, carried their bodies,
CHAPTER VIII.
and buried them at Hebron; but as to the
Or THE DEATH OF JACOB AND JOSEPH.
bones of Joseph they carried them into the
land of Canaan afterward, when the Hebrews
§ 1. Now when* Jacob had lived seventeen went out of Egypt, for so had Joseph made
years in Egypt, he fell into a disease, and them promise him upon oath ; but what be
died in the presence of his sons; but not till came of every one of these men, and by what
he made bis prayers for their enjoying pros toils they got the possession of the land of
perity, and till he had foretold to thein pro Canaan, shall be shown hereafter, when I
phetically how every one ofthem was to dwell
first explained upon what account it was
in the land of Canaan. But this happened have
that
they
left Egypt.
many years afterward. He also enlarged
upon the praises of Joseph ;f how he had not own family, and to be admitted for two tribes, which
here mentions, ail our copies of Genesis omit
sense t but that in the Del'a [and by consequence in the J.isephus
(rh. xl v iii.) ; nor do we know whence ne loot it,
Lower Kicypt adjoining to it], it did of old. and itill itwhether
it
be not Mi own embellishment Cb-'y.
does, rain sometimes. See the Note ou AnUq. b. iii.
ob.* i.Josephus
stct 6. snpposes that Joseph now restored the
EftTPtians their lands again, upon the payment of a fifth
part as tribute. It seems to me rather that the land
was now considered as Ifiaraoh's land, and this tilth
fiarl as its rent, to he paid to him, as lie was their landor«t, and they his tenants; and that the lands were not
properly restored, and this fifth part reserved as tribute
only till the duvs of Kesosinn. **ee Essay on the Old
Testament, Append. 1 18. II '.
+ As In th'S encomium upon Joseph, as preparatory
to J.uiaj'l adopting- Kphialtn and Maiiasseb into has
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tain a glory that would be remembered through
CHAPTER IX.
all ages. Which thing was so feared by the
COJfcERJfflWO TK.I AFFLICTIONS THAT BEFELL king, that, according to this man's opinion,
THE HEBREWS IN EGYPT, DUBING FOUE he commanded thai mscj should cast every
male child, which was born to the Israelites,
HUNDRfcD YEARS.*
into the ri ver, and destroy it ; that besides this,
I. Now it happened that the Egyptians the Egyptian midwives§ should watch the la
grew delicate and lazy, as to pains-taking; bours of the Hebrew women, ai.d observe
and cave themselves up to other pleasures, what is born, for those were the women wlm
and in particular to the love of gain. They were enjoined to do the office of mid wives to
also became very ill affected towards the He them ; and by reason of their relation to the
brews, as touched with envy at their prospe king, would not transgress his commands. He
rity; for when tbey saw how the nation of enjoined also, That if any parents should dis
the Israelites flourished, and were become obey him, and venture to save their male
eminent already in plenty of wealth, which children alive, ]| they and their families should
they had acquired by their virtue and natural be destroyed. This was a severe affliction in
love of labour, they thought their increase deed to those that suffered it, not only as they
* to their own detriment; and having, in were deprived of their sotis, and, while they
length of time, forjjotten the benefits they were the parents themselves, they were obliged
had received from Joseph, particularly the to be subservient to the destruction of their
crown being now come into another family, own children, but as it was to be supposed to
they became very abusive to the Israelites, tend to the extirpation of their nation, while
and contrived many ways of afflicting them; upon the destruction of their children, and
for they enjoined them to cut a great number their own gradual dissolution, the calamity
of channels for the river, and to build walls would become very hard and inconsolable to
for their cities and ramparts, that they might tbem: and this was the ill state they were in.
restrain the river, ami binder its waters from But no one can he too bard for the purpose
stagnating, upon its running over its own of God, though he contrive ten thousand
banks: they set the in also to build pyramids,! subtile devices for that end ; for this child,
and by all this wore them out; and forced whom the sacred scribe foretold, was brought
them to learn all sorts of mechanical arts, up and concealed from the observers appointed
and to accustom themselves to hard labour. by the king; and he that foretold him did
And four hundred years did they spend under not mistake in the consequences of his preser
these afflictions, for they strove one against vation, which were brought to pass after the
the other which should Ret the mastery, the manner following: —
Egyptians desiring; to destroy the Israelites 3. A man, whose name was Amram, one
oy these labours, and the Israelites desiring of the nobler sort of the Hebrews, was afraid
to holj out to the end under them.
tor his whole nation, lest it should fail, by the
2 While the affairs of the Hebrews were want of young men to be brought up here
in tbiscondition, there was this occasion offered after, and was very uneasy at it, his wife be
itself to the Egyptians, which made them ing then with chili, and he knew not what to
more solicitous for the extinction of our na do. Hereupon he betook himself to prayer
tion. One of those sacred scribes.J who are to God; and entreated him to have compas
very sagacious in foretelling future events tru sion on those men who had nowise transgressed
ly, told the kinic, that alwut this time there the laws of his worship, and to afford them
would a child be born to the Israelites, who. deliverance from the miseries they at that time
if he were reared, would bring the Egyptian | endured, and to render abortive their enemies'
dominion low, a .d would raise the Israelites; hopes of the destruction of their nation. Ac
that he would excel all men in virtue, and ob- cordingly God had mercy on him, and was
• As Is the affliction of Abraham's posterity for 400 moved by his supplication. He stood by him
yeare. Mt Antiq. book i chap. a. aect. :ij and as to what in his Bleep, and exhorted him not to despair
Cities they built in Egypt, un-ier I'iianvih Sesostris, and of his future favours. He said farther, that
of Pharaoh Seaostris's drowning >■■ lt-e lied Sea, see
Eaaay on lac Old Testament, Append, p 130—I8i
it clear that these rnidwlves were Reyp+ l*T Una building of the pyramids of Egypt by the I Josephnt
and nnt Israelite!, as in our other copies: which
Israelites, are Perizonlue < Wj JEgyptiac. chap xxi. It istians,
very
prohibit-,
it oeine. not easily to be supposed tha
u sot laapoasiMe they might baild one nr mere of the
eon'*) tmst the Israelite rnidwives to execute
email ooeaj bat the Urge ones seem much later, Only, *oPharaoh
barbarous
a
command
against their own nation. Con
if the* be all built of atone, this does not so well a^r™ sult, therefore, and correct
hence, our ordinary copies,
with the Israelites' labours, which are said to have teen Esod. L I.-., -it. And, Indeed.
Josephus seems to have
■a brick, and sot in atone, u Mr. Sandys observes in his bad much completer eopies of the
Pentateuch, or other
Travels,
p.
1X7.
lata.
authentic
recorde
now
lost,
about
birth and actions
I Or. Bernard informs n« here, that Instead of this of Moses, than either our Hebrew, the
Samaritan,
or Greek
without a Bibles afford us. which enabled him to be so large
ftertrle priest or prophet of theofEgyptians,
and
Jonathan
namea
the
name
in
Joaephaa.
lite
I
<
particular
about
him.
• , Rameasei
the Great,
two
tanaona
antajconists
of
Muara
Janne*
and
Jamhres
1
Of
this
grandfather
or
Seeostris,
Rame
I*or is it at all unlikely that it tniglil be one of these I who slew the Israelite infants, and of the inscription on
" ao match misery tu the Egyptians, and I tits obelisk, containing, in my opinion, one of the oldest
news to Um Israelites, (runt the rearing of I record* of mankind, see Eaaay on the Old Test Append,
I p ISW. 144. 147, 217—«20.
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he did not forget their piety towards him, and
would always reward them for it, as he had
formerly granted hU favour to their forefathers,
and made them increase from a few, to so
great a multitude. He put him in mind, that
when Abraham was come alone out of Meso
potamia into Canaan, he had been made hap
py, not only in other respects, but that when
his wife was at first barren, she was afterwards
by him enabled to conceive seed, and bear
him sons. That he left to Ismael and to his
posterity the country of Arabia; as also to his
sons by Ketura, Troglodytis: atid to Isaac,
Canaan. That by luy assistance, said he, he
did great exploits in war, which, unless you
be yourselves impious, you must still remem
ber. As for Jacob, he became well known to
strangers also, by the greatness of that pros
perity in which he lived, and left to his sons,
who came into Egypt with no more than seven
ty souls, while you are now become above six
hundred thousand. Know, therefore, that I
shall provide for you all in common what is
for your good, and particularly for thyself
what shall make thee famous ; for that child,
out of dread of whose nativity the Egyptians
have doomed the Israelite children to destruc
tion, shall be this child of thine, and shall be
concealed from those who watch to destroy
him ; and when he is brought up in a surpris
ing way, he shall deliver the Hebrew nation
from the distress* they are under from the
Egyptians. His memory shall be famous while
the world lasts; and this not only among the
Hebrews, but foreigners also ;—all which shall
be the effect of my favour to thee, and to thy
posterity. He shall also have such a brother,
that he shall himself obtain my priesthood,
and his posterity shall have it after him to
the end of the world.
4. When the vision had informed him of
these things, Amram awaked and told it to
Jochebed, who was his wife. And now the
fear increased upon them on account of the
prediction in Amram's dream; for they were
under concern, not only for the child, but on
account of the great happiness that was come
to him also. However, the mother's labour
was such as afforded a confirmation to what
was foretold by God ; for it was not known
to those that watched her, by the easiness of
her pains, and because the throes of her deli
very did not fall upon her with violence. And
now they nourished the child at home private
ly for three months; but after that time Am
ram, fearing he should be discovered, and by
falling under the king's displeasure, both he
and his child should perish, and so he should
make the promise of God of none effect, he
determined rather to intrust the safety and care
of the child to God, than to depend on his
own concealment of him, which he looked
upoa as a thing uncertain, and whereby both
the child, so privately to be nourished, and
himself, should be in imminent danger; but
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he believed that God would some way foi
certain procure the safety of the child, in or
der to secure the truth of his own predictions
When they had thus determined, they made
an ark of bulrushes, after the manner of i
cradle, and of a bigness sufficient for an in
fant to be laid in, without being too straitened
they then daubed it over with slime, whicl
would naturally keep out the water from en
tering between the bulrushes, and put the in
fant into it, and setting it afloat upon the ri
ver, tbey left its preservation to God ; so tin
river received the child, and carried him along
But Miriam, the child's sister, passed alon;
upon the bank over against him, as her mothe
had bid her, to see whither the ark would b
carried ; where God demonstrated that hu
man wisdom was nothing, but that the
preme Being is able to do whatsoever he pie:
ses: that those who, in order to their ow
security, condemn others to destruction, an
use great endeavours about it, fail of the
purpose ; but that others are in a surprisin
manner preserved, and obtain a prospcroi
condition almost from the very midst of the
calamities ; those, I mean, whose dange
arise by the appointment of God. And, i
deed, such a providence was exercised in tl
case of this child, as showed the power i
God.
5. Thermuthis was the king s daughti
She was now diverting herself by the banks
the river ; and seeing a cradle borne along
the current, she sent some that could swi
and bid them bring the cradle to her. Wh
those that were sent on this errand, came
her with the cradle, and she saw the little chi
she was greatly in love with it, on account
its largeness and beauty ; for God had tali
such great care in the formation of Mot
that he caused him to be thought worthy
bringing up, and providing for, by all th
that had taken the most fatal resolutions,
account of the dread of his nativity, for
destruction of the rest of the Hebrew nati
Thermuthis bid them bring her a woman 1
might afford her breast to the child ; yet wc
not the child admit of her breast, but tur
away from it, and did the like to many ot
women. Now Miriam was by when this I
pencd, not to appear to be there on purp
but only as staying to see the child; and
said, " It is in vain that thou, O queen, ■
est for these women for the nourishing of
child, who are no way of kin to it ; but
if thou wilt order one of the Hebrew wo
to be brought, perhaps it may admit the bi
of one of its own nation." Now since
seemed to speak well, Thermuthis bid her
cure such a one, and to bring one of t
Hebrew women that gave suck. So whei
had such authority given her, she came
and brought the mother, who was know
nobody there. And now the child gladl
mitttd the breast, and soemed to stick clo
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it ; and so it was, that, at the queen's desire, ing the kingdom oi Egypt But when the
the nursing of the child was entirely intrusted sacred scribe saw this (he was the same per
to the mother.
son who foretold that his nativity would bring
6. Hereupon it was that Thermuthis im the dominion of that kingdom low), he made
posed this name Mouses upon him, from what a violent attempt to kill him ; and crying out
had happened when he was put into the river ; in a frightful manner, he said, "This, O
for the Egyptians call water by the name king! this child is he of whom God foretold,
of Mo, and such as are saved out of it, by the that if we kill him we shall be in no danger;
name of Uses; so by putting these two words he himself affords an attestation to the predic
together, they imposed this name upon him ; tion of the same thing, by his trampling upon
and he was, by the confession of all, according thy government, and treading upon thy dia
to God's prediction, as well for his greatness dem. Take him, therefore, out of the way,
of mind as for his contempt of difficulties, the and deliver the Egyptians from the fear they
best of all the Hebrews ; for Abraham was his are in about him ; and deprive the Hebrews
ancestor, of the seventh generation. For Mo of the hope they have of being encouraged
st* was the son of Arm-am, who was the son by him." But Thermuthis prevented him,
of Caath, whose father, Levi, was the son of and snatched the child away. And the king
Jacob, who was the son of Isaac, who was the was not hasty to slay him, God himself,
son of Abraham. Now Moses's understand whose providence protected Moses, inclining
ing became superior to his age, nay, far be the king to spare him. He was, therefore,
yond that standard ; and when he was taught, educated with great care. So tho Hebrews
Rediscovered greater quicknessof apprehension depended on him, and were of good hopes
. than was usual at his age ; and his actions at that great things would be done by him ; but
•hat time promised greater, when he should the Egyptians were suspicious of what would
come to the age of a man. God did also give follow such his education. Yet because, if
him that tallness, when he was but three years Moses had been slain, there was no one, either
old, as was wonderful ; and as for his beauty, akin or adopted, that had any oracle on his
•hers was nobody so unpolite as, when they side for pretending to the crown of Egypt,
saw Moses, they were not greatly surprised at and likely to be of greater advantage to them,
the beauty of his countenance ; nay, it hap they abstained from killing him
pened frequently, that those that met him as
he was carried along the road, were obliged
to torn again upon seeing the child ; that they
(eft what they were about, and stood still a
great while to look on him ; for the beauty of
CHAPTER X.
the child was so remarkable and natural to
him on many accounts, that it detained the HOW MOSES MADE WAR WITH THE ETHIOPIAN'S.
spectators, and made them stay longer to look
§ 1 . Moses, therefore, when • he was bom,
upon him.
7. Thermuthis, therefore, perceiving him and brought up in the foregoing manner, and
to be so remarkable a child, adopted him for came to the age of maturity, made his virtue
her son, having no child of her own. And manifest to the Egyptians ; and showed that
when one time sho had carried Moses to her he was born for the bringing them down, and
father, the showed him to him, and said she raising the Israelites; and the occasion he
thought to make him her father's successor, laid hold of was this :—The Ethiopians, who
if it should please God she should have no are next neighbours to the Egyptians, made
bxitimate child of her own ; and said to him, an inroad into their country, which they seized
"I have brought up. a child who is of a di upon, and carried off the effects of the Egyp
vine form,* and of a generous mind ; and as tians, who, in their rage, fought against them,
I have received him from the bounty of the and revenged the affronts they had received
nver, in a wonderful manner, I thought pro from them; but, being overcome in battle,
per to adopt him for my son, and the heir of some of them were slain, and the rest ran
thy kingdom." And when she had said this, away in a shameful manner, and by that
•he put the infant into her father's hands : so means saved themselves; whereupon the
he took him, and hugged him close to his Ethiopians followed after them in the pur
breast; and on his daughter's account, in a suit, and thinking that it would be a mark of
pleasant way, put his diadem upon his head ; cowardice if they did not subdue all Egypt,
but Moses threw it down to the ground, and, they went on to subdue the rest with greater
in a puerile mood, he wreathed it round, and vehemence; and when they had tasted the
trod upon it with his feet: which seemed to sweets of the country, they never left off the
''ring along with it an evil presage concern- prosecution of the war; and as the nearest
parts had not courage enough at first to fight
* That Jotepbn* her* says of tho beauty of Hoses,
them, they proceeded as far as Memphis,
tbst be wu of a divine form, is very like what St. with
the sea itself; while not one of the cities
S^Leo savs of tlie same beauty, that Moses was beau and
was able to oppose them. The Egyptians,
tiful m the right ofGoo, Acta vu. a».
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under this sad oppression, betook themselves unacquainted with this sort of Mrd. As toon,
to their oracles and prophecies ; and when therefore, as Moses was come to the land
God had given them this counsel, to make which was the breeder of these serpents, he
use of Moses the Hebrew, and take his assist let loose the ibes, and by their means repelled
ance, tne king commanded his daughter to the serpentine kind, and used them fur bis
produce him, that be might be the general * assistants before the army came upon that
of their army. Upon which, when she had ground. When be bad therefore proceeded
made him swear he would do him no harm, thus on his journey, he came upon tbe Ethio
she delivered him to the king, and supposed pians before they expected him; &nd, joining
his assistance would be of great advantage to battle with them, he beat them, and deprived
them. She withal reproached the priest, who, them of the hopes they had of success against
when they had before admonished the Egyp the Egyptians, and went on in overthrowing
tians to kill him, was not ashamed now to own their cities, and indeed made a great slaugh
ter of these Ethiopians. 1 Now when the
their want of bis help.
2. So Moses, at the persuasion both of Egyptian army had once tasted of this pros
Thermuthis and the king himself, cheerfully perous success, by the means of Moses, they
undertook the business: and the sacred scribes did not slacken their diligence, insomuch that
of both nations were glad; those of the Egyp the Ethiopians were in danger of being re
tians, that they should at once overcome their duced to slavery, and all sorts of destruction;
enemies by his valour, and that by the same and at length they retired to Saba, which was
piece of management Moses would be slain ; a royal city of Ethiopia, which Cambyses
but those of the Hebrews that tbey should afterwards named Meroe, after the name of
escape from the Egyptians, because Moses his own sister. The place was to be besieged
was to be their generaL^but Moses prevented with very great difficulty, since it was both
the enemies, and took and led his army before encompassed by the Nile quite round, and
those enemies were apprized of his attacking the other rivers, Astapus and Astaboras, made
them ; for he did not march by the river, but it a very difficult thing for such as attempted
by land, where he gave a wonderful demon to pass over them; for tbe city was situate
stration of his sagacity; for when the ground in a retired place, and was inhabited after the
was difficult to be passed over, because of the manner of an island, being encompassed witl
multitude of serpents (which it produces in a strong wall, and having the rivers to guun
vast numbers, and indeed is singular in some them from their enemies, and having grea
of those productions, which other countries ramparts between the wall und the rivers, in
do not breed, and yet such as are worse than somuch, that when the waters come with thi
others in power and mischief, and an unusual greatest violence it can never be drowned
fierceness of sight, some of which ascend out which ramparts make it next to impossibl
of the ground unseen, and also fly in the air, for even such as are gotten over the rivers t
and so come upon men at unawares, and do take the city. However, while Moses wi
them a mischief), Moses invented a wonder uneasy at the army's lying idle (for tbe enc
ful stratagem to preserve the army safe, and mies durst not come to a battle), this arc
without hurt; for he made baskets, like unto dent happened: —Tharbis was fhe daughn
arks, of sedge, and filled them with ibes,I of the king of the Ethiopians: she happene
and carried them along with them ; which to see Moses as he led the army near tl
animal is the greatest enemy to serpents ima walls, and fought with great courage ; at
ginable, for they fly from them when they admiring the subtilty of bis undertaking
come near them ; and as they fly they are and believing him to be tbe author of t)
caught and devoured by them, as if it were Egyptians' success, when they had before A
done by the harts ; but the ibes are tame spaired of recovering their liberty, and to I
creatures, and only enemies to the serpentine the occasion" of the great danger the Ethi
kind: but about these ibes I say no more at pians were in, when they had before boast
present, since the Greeks themselves are not of their great achievements, she fell deei
. The history of Moses, as general of the Egyptians in love with him; and upon the prevalen
against the Ethiopians, is wholly omitted in our Uiblesi of that passion, sent to him the most faith
but is thus cited hy frenBMis, from Josephus, ami that ofall ber servants to discourse with him abc
toon <ifter bit own agei — "Josephus says, that when
Moses was nourished to the king's palace, he was ap their marriage. He thereupon accepted t
pointed general of the army against the Ethiopians, and offer, on cpndition she would procure the i
rniii|iiered tbetu, when be married that king's daugh livering up of the city; and gave her the ass
ter; because, out of ber affection for him. she delivered
the city Dp to him." See the Fragments of trenaaua.
of an oatb to take her to his wife ; t
Bp. edit. Grab. p. 473. Nor perhaps did St. Stephen mice
refer to any thing else when he said of Moses, before he that when he had once taken possession
was sent by God to the fsraelites, that he was not only the city, he would not break his oath to V
learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, but was No sooner was the agreement made, but it t <
also mighty in words and in deeds. Ac's vii. 22.
+ Pliny speaks of these birds called Hies, and says. effect immediately; and when Mos.es had
" The Egyptians invoked them against the serpents." off the Ethiopians, be gave thanks to G
Hist. Nat. book x. chap. 2a Strabo speaks of this and consummated his marriage, and Icti
island Meroe, and the rivers Astapus and Astaboras
Egyptians back to their own landSoak ivi. p. T7L, 796, and Wok xvu. p. HI.
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and told him how they bad been affronted by
the shepherds, and assisted by a stranger, a;*d
entreated that he would not let this generous
CHAPTER XL
action be done in vain, nor go without a re
WW MOSES FLED OCT OF EGYPT INTO M1DIAN. ward. Now the father took it well from bis
daughters that they were so desirous to re
§ 1. Now the Egyptians, after they had been ward their benefactor; and bid them bring
preserved by Moses, entertained a hatred to Moses into bis presence, that he might be
bin), and were very eager in compassing their rewarded as he deserved; and when Mose;
designs against him, as suspecting that he came, he told him what testimony his daugh
would take occasion, from his good success, ters bare to him, that he had assisted them ;
to raise a sedition, and bring innovations into and that, as he admired bim for his virtue, he
Egypt; and told the king he ought to be said that Moses had bestowed such bis assist
slain. The king had also some intentions of ance on persons not insensible of benefits,
himself to the same purpose, and this as well but where they were both able and willing to
out of envy at his glorious expedition at the return the kindness, and even to exceed the
be id of his army, as out of fear of being measure of his generosity. So he made him
brought low by him ; and being instigated by his son, and gave him one of bis daughters in
the sacred scribes, be was ready to undertake marriage; and appointed him to be the
to kill Moses; but when he had learned be guardian and superintendant over his cattle;
forehand what plots there were against him, for of old, all the wealth of the barbarians
he weut away privately; and, because the was in those cattle.
public roads were watched, he took his flight
through the deserts, and where his enemies
could not suspect he would travel ; and,
CHAPTER XII.
though he was destitute of food, he went on,
■nd despised that difficulty courageously ; CONCERNING THE BURNING BOSH, AND THE
and when be came to the city Midian, which
ROD OF MOSES.
lay upon the Red Sea, and was so denomi
nated from one of Abraham's sons by Ketu- § 1. No\v Moses, when he had obtained the
rah, be sat upon a certain well, and rested favour of Jethro, for that was one of tbe
himself there after his laborious journey, and names of Raguel, staid there and fed his
the affliction he had been in. It was not far flock ; but some time afterward, taking his
i: "in the city, and the time of the day was station at the mountain called Sinai, he drove
noon, where he had an occasion offered bim his flocks thither tcfeed them. Now this is
by the custom of the country of doing what tbe highest of all the mountains thereabout,
recommended his virtue and afforded him an and the best for pasturage, tbe herbage being
. opportunity of bettering his circumstances. there good ; and it had not been before fed
A Por that country having but little water, upon, because of the opinion men bad that
the >hepberds used to seize on the wells be God dwelt there, the shepherds not daring to
fore others came, lest their docks should want ascend up to it; and here it was that a won
water, and lest it should be spent by others be derful prodigy happened to Moses ; for a lire
fore they came. There were now come, there fed upon a thorn-bush, yet did the green
fore, to this well seven sisters that were virgins, leaves and the flowers continue untouched,
i lie daughters of Raguel, a priest, and one
the fire did not at all consume the fruit• thought worthy by the people of the country of and
branches, although the flame was great and
preat honour. These virgins, who took care of tierce. Moses was affrighted at this strange
their father's flocks, which sort of work it was sight, as it was to him , but he was still more
customary and very familiar for women to do astonished when the fire uttered a voice, and
in the country of the Troglodites, they came called to him by name, and spake words to
i'ir.1 of all, and drew water out of the well in him, by which it signified how bold he had
a quantity sufficient for their tloi'ks, into been in venturing to come into a place whither
troughs, which avere made for the reception no man had ever come before, because the
ol thai water; but when the shepherds came place was divine; and advised him to remove
"(poo the maidens, and nrove them away, that a great way off from the (lame, and to be con
they might have the command of the water tented with what he bad seen; and though
themselves, Moses, thinking it would oe a he were himself a good man, and the off
terrible reproach upon bim if he overlooked spring of great men, yet that he should not
the >outtg women under unjust oppression, pry any farther: and he foretold to him, that
and -hould suffer the violence of the men to he should have glory and honour among men,
prevail over the right of the maidens, he drove by the blessing of God upon him. He also
away the men, who had a mind to more than commanded him to go away thence with con
Iheir share, and afforded a proper assistance fidence to Egypt, in order to his being the
to the women; who. when tbe; had received coiii'mmder and conductor of the body of the
•Ccii a beiielil from bim. came tn their lathe! , Hebrews, and to his delivering his own peo
CHAP. XII.
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of
his
own
name;
and,
since
he
had heard
7»le from (be injuries they suffered there;
■For," said God, "they shall inhabit this and scon him, that he would also tell him his
happy land which your forefather Abraham name, that when he offered sacrifice he might
inhabited, and shall have the enjoyment of all invoke him by such his name in his oblations.
sorts of good things; and thou, by thy pru Whereupon God declared to him his holy
dence, shalt guide them to those good things." name, which had never been discovered to
But still he enjoined him, when he had brought men before; concerning which it is not law
the Hebrews out of the land of Egypt, to come ful for me to say any more.* Now these
to that place, and to offer sacrifices of thanks signs accompanied Moses, not then only, but
giving there. Such were the divine oracles always when he prayed for them: of all
which were delivered out of the fire.
which signs he attributed the firmest assent to
2. But Moses was astonished at what he the fire in the bush ; and believing that God
saw, and much more at what he heard ; and would be a gracious supporter to him, he
he said, " I think it would be an instance of hoped he should be able to deliver his own
too great madness, O Lord, for one of that nation, and bring calamities on the Egyptians.
regard I bear to thee, to distrust thy power,
since I myself adore it, and know that it has
been made manifest to my progenitors; but
CHAPTER m
I am stiir in doubt how I, who am a private
man, and one of no abilities, should either
BOW XOSES AND AAEON RETURNED INTO
persuade my own countrymen to leave the
EGYPT TO PHARAOH.
country they now inhabit, and to follow me
to a land whither I lead them ; or, if they § 1. So Moses, when he understood that the
should be persuaded, how can I force Pha Pharaoh, in whose reign he fled away, waa
raoh to permit them to depart, since they dead, asked leave of Raguel to go to Egypt,
augment their own wealth and prosperity by for the benefit of his own people: and he
the labours and .works they put upon them?" took with him Zipporah, the daughter of Ra
3. But God persuaded him to be cou guel, whom he had married, and the children
rageous on all occasions, and promised to be he had by her, Gersom and Elcazar, and
with him, and to assist him in his words, made haste into Egypt. Now the former of
when he was to persuade men; and in his those names, Gersom, in the Hebrew tongue,
deeds, when he was to perform wonders. He signifies that he tvas in a strange land; and
bid him also to take a signal of the truth of Elcazar, thai, by the assistance of the God of
what he said, by throwing his rod upon the hisfathers, he hadescapedfrom the Egyptians
ground ; which when he Jiail done, it crept Now when they were near the borders, Aoror
along, and was become a serpent, and rolled his brother, by the command of God, met
itself round in its folds, and erected its bead, him, to whom he declared what had befallen
• as ready to revenge itself on such as should him at the mountain, and the commands that
assault it; after which it became a rod again God had given him. But as they were Ro
as before. After this God bid Moses to pat il.'g forward, the chief men among the He
his right hand into his bosom: he obeyed, brews, having learned that they were coming,
and^when he took it out it was white, and in met them ; to whom Moses declared the signs
colour like to chalk, but afterward it returned he Lad seen; and while they could not be
to its wonted colour again. He also, upon lieve them, he made them sec them. So they
God's command, took some of the water that took courage at these surprising and unex
was near him, and poured it upon the ground, pected sight*, and hoped well of their entire
and saw the colour was that of blood. Upon deliverance, as believing now that God took
the wonder that Moses showed at these signs, care of th.^ir p-t&srvation.
God exhorted him to be of good courage, 2. Since tiien Moses found that the He
and to be assured that he would be the great brews would bs obodient to whatsoever he
est support to him ; and bid him make use of should direct, as they promised to be, and
those signs, in order to obtain belief among were in love wfth libtrt/,he came to the king,
all men, that "thou art sent by me, and who had indeed but lately received the governdost all things according to my commands. * This superstitious foar o'diwinjn-f the name with
Accordingly, I enjoin thee to make no more four lpIters, which of lata ve tov* been lued falsely to
Belays, but to make haste to Egypt, and to pronounce Jehovah, hut t^eni' tr-La,'6 b.x*:i originally
Jehoh, or Jao, Id u vrn, I tivU'k. ffeanlof t'll
travel night and day, and not to draw out the pronounced
passage ofJosephus; anl tb's sun. mtition. in nut
time, and so make the slavery of the Hebrews this
pronouncing that name, has ccutii-u «d among the Rab
and their Bufferings to last the longer."
binical Jews to thisday (though \»r ethir the Samaritans
and Curaites observed it so early, doss not appear).
4. Moses, having* now seen and heard these Josephus
also durst not set down the very words of the
wonders that assured him of the truth of these ten commandments,
as we shall fee hereafter. Antiq.
promises of God, had no room left him to dis book iii- chap. v. se"t. 4; which superstitious silence, I
has vet not be-n continued even by the KhIiMuh.
believe them : he entreated him to grant him think,
It is however no doubt, but both these cautious conceal
that power when he should be in Egypt; and ments
were taught Jisephus by the Pharisees ; a body
uesought him to vouchsafe him the knowledge of uiou at coos very w'ok<Hi and very superstitious.
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rami, and told him how much he had done thus doubled upon them, they laid the blame
for the good of the Egyptians, when they upon Moses, because their labour and their
were despised by the Ethiopians, and their misery were on his account become more se
country laid waste by them ; and how he had vere to them. But Moses did not let his cour
been toe commander of their forces, and had age sink for the king's threatenings ; nor did
laboured for them, as if they had been his he abate of his zeal on account of the 'He
own people; and he informed him in what brews' complaints ; but he supported himself,
danger he had been during that expedition, and set his soul resolutely against them both,
without having any proper returns made him and used his own utmost diligence to procure
as he had deserved. He also informed him liberty to his countrymen. So he went to
distinctly what things happened to him at the king, and persuaded him to let the He
mount Sinai; and what God said to him; brews go to mount Sinai, and there to sacri
and the signs that were done by God, in order fice to God, because God had enjoined them
to assure him of the authority of those com so to do. He persuaded him also not to
mands which he had given him. He also ex counterwork the designs of God, but to esteem
horted him not to disbelieve what we told him, his favour above all things, and to permit
nor to oppose the will of God.
them to depart, lest, before he be aware, he
3. But when the king derided Moses, he lay an obstruction in the way of the divine
made him in earnest see the signs that were commands, and so occasion his own suffering
done at mount Sinai. Yet was the king very such punishments as it was probable any one
angry with him, and called him an ill man, that counterworked the divine commands
who had formerly run away from his Egyp should undergo, since the severest afflictions
tian slavery, and came now back with deceit arise from every object to those that provoke
ful tricks, and wonders and magical arts, to the divine wrath against them; for such as
astonish him. And when he had said this, these have neither the earth nor the air for
be commanded the priests to let him see the their friends ; nor are the fruits of the womb
time wonderful sights ; as knowing that the according to nature, but every thing is un
Egyptians were skilful in this kind of learn friendly and adverse towards them. He said
ing, and that he was not the only person who farther, that the Egyptians should know this
knew them, and pretended them to be divine ; by sad experience ; and that besides, the He
as also he told him, that when he brought brew people should go out of their country
such wonderful sights before him, he would without their consent
only be believed by the unlearned. Now
when the priests threw down their rods, they
became serpents. But Moses was not daunted
at it; and said, "O king, I do not myself
CHAPTER XIV.
despise the wisdom of the Egyptians, but I
•ay that what I do is so much superior to CONCERNING THE TEN PLACCES WHICH CAKE
what these do by magic arts and tricks, as
UPON THE EGYPTIANS.
divine power exceeds the power of man : but
I will demonstrate that what I do is not done § 1 . But when the king despised the words
by craft, or counterfeiting what is not really of Moses, and had no regard at all to them,
true, but that they appear by the providence grievous plagues seized the Egyptians ; every
snd power of God." And when he had said one of which I will describe, both because no
this, he cast his rod down upon the ground, such plagues did ever happen to any other
and commanded it to turn itself into a ser nations as the Egyptians now felt,—and be
pent It obeyed him, and went all around, and cause I would demonstrate that Moses did not
devoured the rods of the Egyptians, which fail in any one thing that he foretold them ; and
seemed to be dragons, until it had consumed because it is for the good of mankind, that they
them alt It then returned to its own form, may learn this caution :—Not to do any thing
and Moses took it into his hand again.
that may displease God, lest he be provoked
4. However, the king was no more moved to wrath, and avenge their iniquities upon
when this was done than before; and being them. For the Egyptian river ran with bloody
very angry, he said that he should gain no water at the command of God, insomuch that
thingbythushis cunning and shrewdness against it could not be drunk, and they had no other
the Egyptians;—and he commanded him spring of water neither; for the water was
■hat was the chief task-master over the He not only of the colour of blood, but it brought
brews, to give them no relaxation from their upon those that ventured to drink of it, great
labours, but to compel them to submit to pains and bitter torment. Such was the river
greater oppressions than before; and though to the Egyptians ; but it was Bweet and fit for
he allowed them chaff before for making drinking to the Hebrews, and noway different
•heir bricks, he would allow it them no longer ; from what it naturally used to be. As the king
but he made them to work hard at brick- therefore knew not what to do in these sur
mating, in the day-time, and to gather chaff prising circumstances, and was in fear for tho
in the night. Now when their labour was Egyptians, he gave the Hebrews leave to go
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eway; but when the plague ceased, he changed was destitute of husbandmen for its culti
hi* mind again, and would not suffer tbemtogo. vation; but if any thing escaped destruction
2. But when God saw that he was un from them, it was killed by a distemper which
grateful, and upon the ceasing of this calam the men underwent also.
ity would not grow wiser, he sent another 4. But when Pharaoh did not even then
plague upon the Egyptians: — An innumer yield to the will of God, but, while he gave
able multitude of frogs consumed the fruit of leave to the husbands to take their wives with
the ground ; the river was also full of them, them, yet insisted that the children should be
insomuch that those who drew water had it left behind, God presently resolved to |iui>i.-n
spoiled by the blood of these animals, as they his wickedness with several sorts of calamities,
died in, and were destroyed by, the water; and those worse than the foregoing, which yet
and the country was full of filthy slime, as bad so generally afflicted them ; for their bo
tbey were born and as they died : they also dies bad terrible boils, breaking forth with
spoiled their vessels in their houses, which blains, while they were already inwardly con
they used, and were found among what they sumed; and a great part of the Egyptians per
ate and what they drank, and came in great ished in this manner. But when tbe king
numbers upon their beds. There was also an was not brought to reason by this plague, hail
ungrateful smell, and a stink arose from them, was sent down from heaven ; and such bail it
as they were born, and as they died therein. was, as the climate of Egypt had never suffered
Now, when the Egyptians were under the before, nor was it like to that which falls in
oppression of these miseries, the king ordered other climates in winter time,* but was larger
Moses to take the Hebrews with biin, and be than that which falls in the middle of spring
gone. Upon which the whole multitude of to those that dwell in the northern and north
the frogs vanished away ; and both the land western regions. This hail broke down tbeir
and the river returned to their former natures. boughs laden with fruit. After this a tribe
But as soon as Pharaoh saw the land freed of locusts consumed the seed which was not
from this plague, he forgot the cause of it, hurt by tbe bail; so that to the Egyptians all
and retained the Hebrews ; and, as though hopes of the future fruits of the ground were
he had a mind to try the nature of more such entirely lost.
judgments, be would not yet suffer Moses 5. One would think the forementioned ca
and bis people to depart, having granted that lamities might have been sufficient for one that
liberty rather out of fear than out of any good was only foolish, without wickedness, to make
him wise, and to make him sensible what was
consideration.*
3. Accordingly God punished his falseness for his advantage. But Pharaoh, led not so
with another plague, added to the former; much by bis folly as by his wickedness, even
for there arose out of the bodies of the Egyp when he saw the cause of his miseries, he still
tians an innumerable quantity of lice, by which, contested with God, and wilfully deserted the
wicked us they were, they miserably perished, cause of virtue; so he bid Moses take the He
as not able to destroy this sort of vermin brews away, with their wives and children, but
either with washes or with ointments. At to leave their cattle behind, since tbeir own
which terrible judgment the king of Egypt cattle were destroyed. But when Moses said
was in disorder, upon the fear into which he that what he desired was unjust, since they
reasoned himself, lest his people should be were obliged to offer sacrifices to God of thost
destroyed, and that the manner of this death cattle; and the time being prolonged on this
was also reproachful, so that be was forced account, a thick darkness, without the least
in part to recover himself from bis wicked light, spread itself over the Egyptians, where
temper to a sounder mind, for he gave leave for by their sight being obstructed, and theii
the Hebrews themselves to depart. But when breathing hindered by tbe thickness of the air
the plague thereupon ceased, he thought it they died miserably, and under a terror lest
proper to require that they should leave their they should be swallowed up by the dark cloud.
children and wives behind tbem, as pledges Besides this, when the darkness,after three days
of their return ; whereby he provoked God and as many nights, was dissipated, and when
to be more vehemently angry at him, as if he Pharaoh did not still repentant! let the Hebre \vs
thought to impose on his providence, and asifit go, Moses came to him and said, " How long
were only Moses, and not God, who punished wilt thou be disobedient to the command ot
the Egyptians for the sake of the Hebrews ; God ? for be enjoins thee to let the Hebrews
for be filled that country full of various sorts go ; nor is there any other way of being freed
of pestilential creatures, with their various from the calamities you are under, unless you
properties, such indeed, as had never come do 60." But the king was angry at what he
into the sight of men before, by whose means said, and threatened to cut off his head if he
the men perished themselves, and the land came any more to trouble him about these mat
ters. Hereupon Moses said be would not
• Of this judicial hardening the hearts, and blinding
the eyes of wicked men, or Infatuating them, as a just * As to this winter or spring hail near F.cypt and Ju.
punishment for their other wilful sins, to their own de dea, are the like on thunder and lightning there, in
struction* see the note on Aoliq. b. til cb. ix. sect. 6. the
note on Autiq. b. vi. ch. v. meet, vi.
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■peak to Kim any more about them, for that took theirjourney by Letopolis, a place at that
be tiimeelf, together with the principal men time deserted, but where Babylon was built
among the Egyptians, should desire the He afterwards, when Cambyses laid Egypt waste :
brews to go away. So when Mose9 had said but as they went away hastily, on the third
this, he went bis way.
day tbey came to a place called Baalzephon,
6 But when God had signified, that with one on the Red Sea; and when they had no food
more plague be would compel the Egyptians to out of the land, because it was a desert, they
let the Hebrews go, he commanded Mo-cs to eat of loaves kneaded of flour, only warmed by
tell the people that they should have a sacrifice a gentle heat; and this food they made use ol
ready, and that they should prepare them for thirty days; for what they brought with
selves on the tenth day of the month Xan- them out of Egypt? would not suffice theiu
thicus, against the fourteenth (which month any longer time; and this only while they
is called by the Egyptians Pharmuth, and dispensed it to each person, to use so much
Ni-an by the Hebrews; but the Macedonians only as would serve for necessity, but not for
call it XanthicusJ and that be should carry satiety. Whence it is that, in memory of the
away the Hebrews with all they bad. Accord want we were then in, we keep a feast fur
ingly, he having got the Hebrews ready for eight days, which is culled the feast of un
tbeir departure, and having sorted the people leavened bread. Now the entire multitude of
into tribes, he kept them together in one those that went out, including the women and
place: but when the fourteenth day was come, children, was not easy to be numbered; but
and all were ready to depart, they offered the those that were of an age fit for war, were six
sacrifice, and purified their houses with the hundred thousand.
blood, using bunches of hyssop for that pur
2. They left Egypt in the month Xanthipose; and when they had supped, they burnt cus, on the fifteenth day of the lunar month,
the remainder of the flesh, as just ready to de four hundred and thirty years after our fore,
part. Whence it is that we do still offer this father Abraham came into Canaan, but two
sacrifice in like manner to this day, and call hundred and fifteen years only after Jacob re
this festival Pascha, which signifies thefeast of moved into Egypt.f It was the eightieth
the pastocer ; because on that day God passed year of the age of Moses, and of that of Aaron
us over, and sent the plague upon the Egyp three more. They also carried out the bones
tians; for the destruction of the first-born of Joseph with them, as- he had charged his
came upon the Egyptians that night, so that sons to do.
many of the Egyptians who lived near the 3. But the Egyptians soon repented that
king's palace, persuaded Pharaoh to let the the Hebrews were gone; and the king also
Hebrews go. Accordingly he called for Mo was mightily concerned that this had been
ses, and bid them begone; as supposing, that procured by the magic arts of Moses; so
if once the Hebrews were gone out of the they resolved to go after them. Accordingly
country, Egypt should be freed from its they took their weapon's, and other warlike
miseries. They also honoured the Hebrews furniture, and pursued after them, in order
with gifts;* some, in order to get them to to bring tbem back, if once they overtook
depart quickly, and others on account of tbeir them, because they would now have no pre
neighbourhood, and the friendship they had tence to pray to God against them, since they
had already been permitted to go out ; and
with them.
tbey thought they should easily overcome
them, as they had no armour, and would be
weary with their journey; so they made baste
CHAPTER XV.
in their pursuit, and asked of every one they
which way they were gone. And indeed
HOW THE HEBREWS, UNDER THE CONDUCT OF met
that land was difficult to be travelled over,
MOSES, LtFT EGTFT.
not only by armies, but by single person*.
$ 1. So the Hebrews went out of Egypt, Now Moses led the Hebrews this way, tint
while the Egyptians wept, and repented that in case the Egyptians should repent and be
they had treated them so hardly.— Now they desirous to pursue after them, they might
• Ttw* large present* made to the IsraeHies, of ves- undergo the punishment of their wickedness,
■els of silver, and vessel* of : >M . and raiment, were, as and of the breach of those promises they had
Joftrpbus truly ealla them, gifts really given themt not made to them. As also he led them this way
leal them, aa our English falsrly renders then. They on account of the Philistines, who had quarwere spoil* required, not borrowed of tbem, Qen. xv. 14,
I- sod. ui. M, xi, % PrsJm ce. 37, as the same versiun + Why onr Masorete copy so groondlessly abridges this
ftlsrty readers lae Hebrew word here used, Eiod. xiL account
in F.xod. xii. 40. as to ascribe 4 10 years to the
3n- Hod had ordered the Jews to demand ttiese as
their pay an>1 reward, during their lone and bitter slavrn sole neregrinatiim of the Israelites in €rvpt. when it is
even by that Masorete chronology elsewhere, as
inF.eypt.aa aloutaaeot* for the lives id the Egyptians, clear
as from the rxpress text itself, in the Samaritan,
and *■ the eooditioo of the Jews' departure, anil nt tbr well
>eptuagint. and Josephus. that.they sojourned in Egypt
Egyptians' deliverance from lhe.e teriih.e judgment.- bat
that time, — and that by consequence, the other
«huh bad Ihry not DOW ceased, they had sunn been i halfhalf
their peregrination was in the land of Canaan,
dead men. as IBs** themselves confess, ch aii. 33. Sol beforeof they
came into Egypt,—is hard to say. Bee Essay
was there any aense in borrowing or lending, when the
Isass lite* wens Baauy departing oat of the land for ever. on the Old Testament, p. 02, 63.
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relied with them, and hated them of old, that their freedom; and this so far, that their in
by all means they might not know of their credulity prompted them to throw stones a*
departure, for their country is near to that of the prophet, while he encourged them and
Egypt; and thence it was that Moses led promised them deliverance ; and they resolved
them not along the road that tended to the that they would deliver themselves up to the
land of the Philistines, but he was desirous Egyptians. So there was sorrow and lamen
that they should go through the desert, that tation among the women and children, who
so after a long journey, and after many had nothing but destruction before their eyes,
afflictions, they might enter upon the land of while they were encompassed with mountains,
Canaan. Another reason of this was, that the sea, and their enemies, and discerned no
God commanded him to bring the people to way of flying from them.
mount Sinai, that there they might offer him 5. But Moses, though the multitude looked
sacrifices. Now when the Egyptians had fiercely at him, did not, however, give over
overtaken the Hebrews, they prepared to the care of them, but despised all dangers,
fight them, and by their multitude they drove out of his trust in God, who, as he had
them into a narrow place; for the number afforded them the several steps already taken
that pursued after them was six hundred cha for the recovery of their liberty, which he had
riots, with fifty thousand horsemen, and two foretold them, would not now suner them to
hundred thousand footmen, all armed. They be subdued by their enemies, to be either
also seized upon the passages by which they made slaves or be slain by them : and, stand
imagined the Hebrews might fly, shutting ing in the midst of them, he said, "It is not
them up* between inaccessible precipices and just of us to distrust even men, when they
the sea ; for there was [on each sidej a [ridge have hitherto well managed our affairs', as if
of] mountains that terminated at the sea, they would not be the same men hereafter ; but
which were impassable by reason of their it is no better than madness, at this time, to
roughness, and obstructed their flight ; where despair of the providence of God, by whose
fore they there pressed upon the Hebrews power all those things have been performed
with their army, where [the ridges of] the which he promised when you expected no
mountains were closed with the sea; which such things: I mean all that I have been
army they placed at the chops of the moun concerned in for your deliverance and escape
tains, that so they might deprive them of any from slavery. Nay, when we are in the ut
passage into the plain.
most distress, as you see we are, we ought
4. When the Hebrews, therefore, were rather to hope that God will succour us, by
neither able to bear up, being thus, as it were, whose operation it is that we are now encom
besieged, because they wanted provisions, nor passed within this narrow place, that he may
saw any possible way of escaping; and if deliver us out of such difficulties as are other
they should have thought of fighting, they wise insurmountable, and out of which nei
had no weapons; tfiey expected a universal ther you nor your enemies expect you can be
destruction, unless they delivered themselves delivered, and may at once demonstrate his
up to the Egyptians. So they laid the blame own power and his providence over us. Nor
on "Moses, and forgot all the signs that had does God use to give his help in small diffi
been wrought by God for the recovery of culties to those whom he favours, but in such
• Take the main part ofReland's excellent note here, cases where no one can see how any hope in
which greatly Illustrates Josephus, and the Scripture, in man can better their condition. Depend,
this history, as follows :—" fA traveller, says Keland, therefore, upon such a protector as is able to
whom name was] Eneman,*when he returned out of
small things great, and to show that
Egypt, told me that he went the same way from Egypt make
to mount Sinai, which he supposed the Israelites of old this mighty force against you is nothing but
travelled; and that he found several mountainous weakness, and be not affrighted at the Egyp
tracks, that ran down towards the Bed Sea. He thought tian army, nor do youy despair of being pre
the Israelites had proceeded as far as the desert of served, because the sea before, and the moun
Etham (Exod. xiii. 20), when they were commanded by
God to return back (Exod. xir. 2), and to pitch their tains behind, afford you no opportunity for
camp between Migdql and the sea; and that when they flying ; for even these mountains, if God so
were not able to fly, unless by sea, they were shut in on
each side by mountains. lie also thought we might please, may be made plain ground for yov,
evidently learn hence, how it might be said that the Is and the sea become dry land."
raelites were in Etham before they went over the sea.
and yet might be said to have come into Etham after
they had passed over the sea also. Besides, he gave me
an account how he passed over a river in a boat near the
city Suez, which he says must needs be the Heroopolis
CHAPTER XVI.
of the ancients, since that city oould not bo situate any
where else in that neighbourhood^
As to the famous passage produced here by Dr. Ber HOW TT1E SEA WAS DIVIDED ASUNDER TOR THH
nard, out of Herodotus, as tile most ancient heathen HEBREWS, WHEN THEY WERE PURSUED BT
testimony of the Israelites coming from the Red e'ea
EGYPTIANS, AND SO GAVE THEM AM
into Palestine, Bishop Cumberland has shown that it THE
belongB to the old Canaanite or Phoenician shepherds, OPPORTUNITY OK ESCAPING FROM THEM.
and their retiring out of Egypt into Canaan or Phoe § 1. When Mo;cs had said this, he led them
nicia, long before the days of Mote*. Senchouiatbo,
to the sea, while the Egyptians looked on .
p. 374 Ae.
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lor they were within sight Now these were into a road made for the Hebrews, and not
so distressed by the toil of their pursuit, that for others; that this road was made for the
they thought proper to put off fighting till the deliverance of those in danger, but not for
next day. But when Moses was come to the those that were earnest to make use of it for
«ea-«hore, he took his rod, and made suppli the others' destruction. As soon, therefore,
cation to God, and called upon him to be as ever the whole Egyptian army was within
their helper and assistant; and said, "Thou it, the sea flowed to its own place, and came
art not ignorant, O Lord, that it is beyond down with a torrent raised by storms of wind,*
human strength and human contrivance to and encompassed the Egyptians. Shower!
avoid the difficulties we are now under ; but of rain also came down from the sky, and
it must be thy work altogether to procure de dreadful thunders and lightning, with flashes
liverance to this army, which has left Egypt of fire. Thunder-bolts also were darted upon
at thy appointment. We despair of any them ; nor was there any thing which used to
other assistance or contrivance, and have re be sent by God upon men, as indications of
course only to that hope we have in thee; his wrath, which did not happen at this time;
and if there be any method that can promise for a dark and dismal night oppressed them.
us an escape by thy providence, we look up And thus did all these men perish, so that
to thee for it. And let it come quickly, and there was not one man left to be a messenger
manifest thy power to us ; and do thou raise of this calamity to the rest of the Egyptians.
up this people unto good courage and hope 4. But the Hebrews were not able to con
of deliverance who are deeply sunk into a tain themselves for joy at their wonderful deli
disconsolate state of mind. We are in a verance, and destruction oftheir enemies. Now
helpless place, but still it is a place that thou indeed, supposing themselves firmly delivered,
possessest ; still the sea is thine, the mountains when those that would have forced them
also that enclose us arc thine ; so that these into slavery were destroyed, arid when they
mountains will open themselves if thou com- found they had God so evidently for their
mandest them, and the sea also, if thou com- protector; and now these Hebrews having
mandest it, will become dry land. Nay, we escaped the danger they were in, after this
might escape by a flight through the air, if manner, and besides that, seeing their ene
thou shouldst determine we should have that mies punished in such a way as is never re
way of salvation."
corded of any other men whomsoever, were
3. When Moses had thus addressed him all the night employed in singing of hymns,
self to God, he smote the sea with his rod, and in mirth."|~ Moses also composed a song
which parted asunder »t the stroke, and re * Of these storms of wind, thunder and lightning, at
ceiving those waters intn itself, left the ground this drowning of Pharaoh's army, almost wanUng in our
of Exodus, but fully extant in that of David,
dry, as a road and a place of flight for the copies
Psalm lxxvii. 10, 17, 18, and in that of Josephus here,
Hebrews. Now when Moses saw this ap see
Essay on the Old Test. Append, p. 154, 155.
pearance of God, and that the sea went out f What some have here objected against this passage
the Israelites over the Red Sea, in this one night,
of its own place, and left dry land, he went of
the common maps, viz. that this sea being here
first of all into it and bid the Hebrews to from
about thirty miles brood, so great an army could not
follow him along that divine road, and to re pass over it in so short a time, la R great mistake. Mons.
an authentic eyo-witness, informs, us, that
joice at the danger their enemies that followed Thevenot,
sea, for about five days' journey, is nowhere more
them were in; and gave thanks to God for this
than about eight or nine miles overcrops, and in one
this so surprising a deliverance which appeared place but four or Ave miles, according to De Lisle's map,
which is made from the best travellers themselves, and
trom him.
not copied from others. What has been further ob
3. Now, while these Hebrews made no jected
against this passage of the Israelites, and drown
stay, but went on earnestly, as led by God's ing of the Egyptians, being miraculous also, viz. that
'Moses
might
carry the Israelites over at a low tide with
presence with them, the Egyptians supposed out any miracle,
yet the Egyptians, not knowing
at first that they were distracted, and were the tide sowell aswhile
he, might be drowned upon the return
going rashly upon manifest destruction. But of the tide, is a strange story indeedl That Moses, who
had lived there, should know the quanUty and
when they saw that they were gone a great never
time of the flux and reflux of tho Red Sea better than
way without any harm, and that no obstacle the
Egyptians themselves in its neighbourhood! Yet
or difficulty fell in their journey, they made does Artapanus, an ancient heathen historian, inform
us, that this was what tho more ignorant Memphites,
haste to pursue them, hoping that the sea who
lived at a greater distance, pretended, though ho
would be calm for them also. They put their confesses,
that the more learned Heliopolitans, who
horse foremost, and went down themselves lived much nearer, owned the destruction of the Egyp
tians,
and
tho
deliverance ofthe Israelites, to have been
into the sea. Now the Hebrews, while these
; and De Castro, a mathematician, who sur
were putting on their armour, and therein miraculous
veyed this sea with great exactness, Informs us, that
spending their time, were beforehand with there la no great flux or reflux in this port of the Red
to give a colour to this hypothesis ; nay, that at
them, and escaped them, and got first over to Sea, elevation
of the tide there is little above half tho
the land on the other aide without any hurt. the
height of a man. See Essay on the Old Test. Append,
Whence the others were encouraged, and p. 239, 240. So vain and groundless are these and the
evasions and subterfuges of our modern sceptics
more courageously pursued them, as hoping tike
and unbelievers, and so certainly do thorough inquiries
, no harm would come to them neither: but and
authentic evidence disprove and confute such eva
the Egyptians were not aware that they went sions and subterfuges upon all occasions 1
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unto God, containing his praises, and a to destroy the monarchy of the Persians;
thanksgiving for his kindness, in hexameter and this is confessed to be true by all that
have written about the actions of Alexander;
verse.*
5. As for myself, I have delivered every but as to these events, let every one determine
part of this history as I found it in the sacred as he pleases.
books; nor let any one wonder at the strange- ] 6. On the next day Moses gathered to
ness of the narration, if a way were disco /(red gether the weapons of the Egyptians, which
to those men of old time, who were free from were brought to the camp of the Hebrews by
the wickedness of the modern ages, whether the current of the sea, and tbe force of the
it happened by the will oi vJoJ, or whether it winds assisting it; and he conjectured that
happened of its own accord,—while, for the this also happened by Divine Providence,
sake of ibcfc that accomnanied Alexander, that so they might not be destitute of weapons.
king of
t'doh.w, who yet lived, compare- So when he had ordered the lieOicwsto arm
tivcly, but a little while ago, the Pamphylian themselves with them, he led them to mount
Sea retired and afforded them a passage f Sinai, in order to offer sacrifice to God, and
through itself, when they had no other way to render oblations for the salvation of the
to go; I mean, when it was the will of God multitude, as he was charged to do beforehand.
• What that hexameter verse, in which Modm'i tri himself conducted those that were with biro hy the sea
umphant song is here said to be written, diatiuctty shore. This road is impassable at any other time than
means, our present urnoranee of the old Hebrew metre when the north wind blows; but if the south wind preor measure will not let us determine. Nor does it ap rail, there is no passing by the shore. Now at this time,
pear to me ccrtaio that even Josephus himself had a dis after strong south winds, a north wind blew; and that
tinct notion of it. though he speaks of several sorts of not without the Divine Providence (as both he and they
that metre or measure, both here and elsewhere. Antiq. that were with him supposed) and afforded him an easy
book iv. ch. viii. sect 44; and book viL ch. xii. sect. 3. and quick passage." Appian. when he compares Caesar
4 Take here the original passages of the four old e.a- and Alexander together (De Bel. Civil, book ii. p 52-JJ
tbors that still remain, as to this transit of Alexander says, " I hat they both depended on tbeir boldness and
the Great over the Pamphylian Sea: 1 mean, of Callis- fortune, as much as on their skill in war " As an instance
thenes, Sirabo, Arrian, and Appian. As to Callisthrnes, of which, Alexander journeyed over a country without
who himself accompanied Alexander In this expedition. water, in the beat of summer, to the oracle of [JupiterJ
Eustathius,
in his
on us)
thesays.
thirdThat
Iliadu this
of Homer,
Hammon, and quickly passed over the Bay of Pam
(as Or. Bernard
hereNotes
informs
Callis phylia,
when, by Divine Providence, the sea was cut
thenes wrote how the Pamphyliaa Sea did not only open off:
— thus Providence restraining the sea on bis ac
aw»ters,dtd
passage forpayAlexander,
but,
by
rising
and
elevating
its
count,
as
it had sent him rain wben be travelled [over
hiin homage as its king.w Strata's account desertJ."
is this (Geog. book xiv. p. tiGti): *• Now about Phaselis tbeN.B.—Since,
in the days of Josephus, as he assures ns,
Is that narrow passage, by the sea-side, through which all the more numerous original historians of Alexander
Alexander led his army. There is a mountain called gave tbe account he has here set down, as to the provi
Climax, which adjoins lo the Sea of Pamphylia, leaving dential going back of the waters of the Pamphylian Sea,
a narrow passage on the shore, which, in calm weather, when he was going with his array to destroy the Persian
is hare, so as to be passahle hy travellers) but when the monarchy, which tbe forenamed authors now remaining
sea overflows, it is covered to a great degree hy the fully confirm, it is without all just foundation that Jo*
waves Now then, the ascent by the mountains being sephus ia here blamed hy some late writers for quoting
round about and steep, in still weather they make use those ancient authors upon the present occasion; nor
of the road along the const; hut Alexander fell into the can tbe reflections of Plutarch, or any other author later
winter season, and committing himwlf chiefly to fortune than Joeophus, he in the least here alleged to contradict
he marched on before the waves retired; and so it hap him. Josephus went by all the evidence he then had,
penedwere
thatunder
they water
were aupwhole
in journeying
over it, and that evidence of the most authentic sort also So
and
to tbeday
navel.n
Arrian's account
that whatever the moderns may think of the thing itself
is this (book i. p. ?.J, 73): •• When Alexander removed there
is hence not the least colour for finding fault with
from PhaseIU, he sent some part of bis army over the Josephus: he would rather have been snoch to blame
mountains to Pergaj which road tbe Tbracians showed had be omitted these quotations.
him. A difficult way it wet, but abort However he
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BOOK m.
CONTAINING TH1 INTERVAL OF TWO IUM
FROM THE EXODUS OUT OF EGYPT, TO THE REJECTION
OF THAT GENERATION.

CHAPTER L
BOW MOSES, WHEN HE HAD BROUGHT THE
PEOPLE OUT OF EGTPT, LED THEM TO MOUNT
SINAI; BUT NOT TILL THEY HAD SUFFERED
MUCH IN THEIR JOUB.NET.
| 1. Wiiem the Hebrews had obtained such
a wonderful deliverance, the country was a
great trouble to them, for it was entirely a
desert, and without all sustenance for them ;
and also bad exceSding little water, so that it
not only was not at all sufficient for tbe men,
but not enough to feed any of tbe cattle; for
it was parched up, and had no moisture that
might afford nutriment to the vegetables ; so
they were forced to travel over this country,
as having no other country but this to travel
in. They had indeed carried water along
with them, from the land over which tbey
had travelled before, as their conductor had
bidden them : but when that was spent, they
were obliged to draw water out of wells, with
pain, by reason of the hardness of the soil.
Moreover, what water they found was bitter,
and not fit for drinking, and this in small
quantities also ; and as they thus travelled,
they came late in the evening to a place called
Marah,* which had that name from the bad
ness of its water, for Mar denotes bitterness.
Thither tbey came, afflicted both by the tediousness of their journey, and by their want
cf food, for it entirely failed them at that
lime. Now here was a well, which made
them choose to stay in the place, which, al
though it were not sufficient to satisfy so
great an army, did yet afford tbem some com
fort, as found in such desert places; for tbey
beard from those who had been to search, that
there was nothing to be found, if they tra
velled on farther. Yet was this water bitter,
• Dr. Bernard taaea notice here, that this place, Afar,
where the water* wrra hitter, 19 called by the Syrians
and Arabian* Marin, and by tbe Syrian* sometime* Mo
nth, all derived from the Hebrew Mmr. He also takes
notice, that it is called The Bitter Fountain by Pliny
himself; which water* remain there to this day, and are
*tiU bitter, a* Thwvenot aasure* nsi and that there are
also abundance at palm-trees. See hi* Travels, part i.
aaap, xf.fi. p. 106-

and not fit for men to drink; and not only
so, but it was intolerable even to the cattle
themselves.
2. When Moses saw how much the people
were cast down, and that the occasion of it
could not be contradicted, for the people were
not in the nature of a complete army of men,
who might oppose a manly fortitude to tbe
necessity that distressed them; the multitude
of the children, and of the women also, being
of too weak capacities to be persuaded by rea
son, blunted the courage of the men them
selves, — he was therefore in great diffi
culties, and made every body's calamity bis
own; for tbey ran all of them to him, and
begged of him; the women begged for tbeir
infants, and tbe men for tbe women, that he
would not overlook them, but procure some
way or other for their deliverance. He there
fore betook himself to prayer to God, that he
would change the water from its present bad
ness, and make it fit for drinking. And when
God had granted him that favour, be took the
top of a stick that lay down at his feet, and
divided it in tbe middle, and made the section
lengthways. He then let it down into tbe
well, and persuaded the Hebrews that God
had hearkened to bis prayers, and had pro
mised to render the water such as they desired
it to be, in case tbey would be subservient to
him in what be should enjoin him to do, and
this not after a remiss or negligent manner.
And when they asked what tbey were to do
in order to have the water changed for the bet
ter, he bid tbe strongest men among tbem that
stood there, to draw up water f ; and told tbem,
+ The additions here to Moses's account of the aweeteninzofthe water* at Marah. seem derived from soma
ancient profaoe author, and he such an author also a»
look* less authentic than am usually followed by Josephus. Philo has not a syllable of these addition*, nor any
other aoeicnter writer that we know of. Had Josephu,
written these his Antiquities for the use of Jews, ha
would hardly hare ziven them these vety improbable
circumstances i but writinc to Gentiles, that they loiztr
not complain of his omission of any accounts of such
miracles derived from Gentiles, ho did not think proper
to conceal what he had met with there shout this mat
ter: which procedure is perfectly agreeable to the rha.
acter and usaee of Josephus upon many occasions. This
nivte is. I confess, barely conjectural, and since Jose,
pbus never tells us when his own copy, taken out of lb.
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that when the greatest part was drawn up, the count of their present uneasiness, to cast those
remainder would be fit to drink : so they la great and wonderful favours and gifts, which
boured at it till the water was so agitated and they had obtained of God, ont of their minds,
but to expect deliverance out of those their
purged as to be fit to drink.
3. And now removing from thence they ■present troubles which thsy could not free
came to Elim ; which place looked well at a themselves from, and this by the means of that
distance, for there was a grove of palm-trees ; Divine Providence which watched over them ;
but when they came near to it, it appeared to seeing it is probable that God tries their vir
be a bad place, for the palm-trees were no tue, and exercises their patience by these ad
more than seventy ; and they were ill grown versities, that it may appear what fortitude
and creeping trees, by the want of water, for they have, and what memory they retain of
the country about was all parched, and no his former wonderful works in their favour,
moisture sufficient to water them, and make and whether they will not think of them upon
them hopeful and useful, was derived to them occasion of the miseries they now feel. He
from the fountains, which were in number told them, it appeared they were not really
twelve : they were rather a few moist places good men, either in patience, or in remember
than springs, which not breaking out of the ing what had been successfully done for them,
ground, nor running over, could not suffi sometimes by contemning God and his com
ciently water the trees. And when they dug mands, when by those commands they left the
into the sand, they met with no water ; and land of Egypt ; and sometimes by behaving
if they took a few drops of it into their hands, themselves ill towards him who was the ser
they found it to be useless, on account of its vant of God, and this when he bad never de
mud. The trees also were too weak to bear ceived them, either in what he said, or had or
fruit, for want of being sufficiently cherished dered "them to do by God's command. He
and enlivened by the water. 80 they laid the also put them in mind of all that had passed :
blame on their conductor, and made heavy how the Egyptians were destroyed when they
complaints against him ; and said that this attempted to detain them, contrary to the com
their miserable state, and the experience they mand of God; and afte» what manner the
had of adversity, were owing to him ; for that very same river was to the others bloody, and
they had then journeyed an entire thirty days not fit for drinking, but was to them sweet and
and had spent all the provisions they had fit for drinking ; and how they went a new
brought with them ; and meeting with no re road through the sea, which fled a long way
lief, they were in a very desponding condition. from them, by which very means they were
And by fixing their attention upon nothing themselves preserved, but saw their enemies
but their present misfortunes, they were hin destroyed; and that when they were in want
dered from remembering what deliverances of weapons, God gave them plenty of them :
they had received from God, and those by the —and so he recounted all the particular in
virtue and wisdom of Moses also ; so they stances, how when they were, in appearance,
were very angry at their conductor, and were just going to be destroyed, God had saved
zealous in their attempt to stone him, as the them in a surprising manner; that he bad still
the same power; and that they ought not even
direct occasion of their present miseries.
4. But as for Moses himself, while the now to despair of his providence over them ;
multitude were irritated and bitterly set and accordingly he exhorted them to continue
against him, he cheerfully relied upon God, quiet, and to consider that help would not come
and upon his consciousness of the care he had too late, though it come not immediately, if
taken of these his own people : and he came it be present with them before they suffer any
into the midst of them, even while they clam great misfortune ; that they ought to reason
oured against him, and had stones in their thus : that God delays to assist them, not be
hands in order to dispatch him. Now he was cause be has no regard to them, but becauso
of an agreeable presence, and very able to per he will first try their fortitude, and the plea
suade the people by his speeches ; according sure they take in their freedom, that he may
ly he began to mitigate their anger, and ex learn whether you havo sonls great enough to
horted them not to be over-mindful of their bear want of food, and scarcity of water, on
present adversities, lest they should thereby its account ; or whether you rather love to be
suffer the benefits that had formerly been be slaves, as cattle are slaves to such as own them,
stowed on them to slip out of their memo and feed them liberally, but only in order Vj
ries ; and he desired them by no means, on ac- make them more useful in their service. That
temple, had such editions, or when any ancient notes as for himself, he shall not be so much con
supplied them ; or indeed when they are derived from cerned for his own preservation ; for if he die
Jewish, and when from Oentile antiquity,—we can go unjustly, he shall not reckon it any affliction :
no farther than bare conjectures in such cases ; only the but that he is concerned for them, lest, by
notions of Jews were generally so different from those
of Uoutiles; that we may sometimes make no improba casting stones at him, they should be thought
ble conjecturee to which sort such auditions belong. to condemn God himself.
See also somewhat like these additions in Josephus's
By this mentis Moses pacified the people
account of Elisha's making sweet the bitter and barren and5. restrained
them from stoning him, ant
spring near Jericho, War, b. iv. eh. riii. sect 3.
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brought them to repent of what they were go come in too small a quantity, lest the weaker
ing to do ; and because he thought the neces might not be able to get their share, by rea
sity they were under made their passion less son of the overbearing of the strong in col'
unjustifiable, he thought he ought to apply lecting it. However, these strong men, when
himself to God by prayer and supplication ; they had gathered more than the measure ap
and, going up to an eminence, he requested of pointed for them, had no more than others,
God tfbr some succour for the people, and but only tired themselves more in gathering
some way of deliverance from the want they it, for they found no more than an ome
were in, because in him, and in him alone, a-piece ; and the advantage they gut oy wha
was their hope of salvation : and he desired was surperfluous was none at all, it corrupting,
that he would forgive what necessity had forced both by the worms breeding in it, and by its
the people to do, since such was the nature bitterness. So divine and wonderful a food
of mankind, hard to please, and very complain was this ! It also supplied the want of other
ing under adversities. Accordingly, God pro sorts of food to those that fed on it; and even
mised be would take care of them, and afford now, in all that place, this manna comes down
them the succour they were desirous of. Now in rain.f according to what Moses then ob
when Moses had heard this from God, he tained of God, to send it to the people for their
came down to the multitude : but as soon as sustenance. Now the Hebrews call this food
they saw him joyful at the promises he had manna; for the particle man, in our language,
received from God, they changed their sad is the asking of a question, What is this ?
countenances into gladness. So he placed So the Hebrews were very joyful at what was
hirn*Mf in the midst of them, and told them sent them from heaven. Now they made use
he came to bring them from God a deliverance of this food for forty years, or as long as they
from their present distresses. Accordingly, were* in the wilderness.
a little after came a vast number of quails, 7. As soon as they were removed thence,
which is a bird more plentiful in this Arabian they came to Repbidim, being distressed to the
gulf than anywhere else, flying over the sea, last degree by thirst; and while in the fore
and hovered over them, till, wearied with their going days they had lit on a few small foun
laborious flight, and, indeed, as. usual, flying tains, but now found the earth entirely desti
very near to the earth, they fell down upon tute of water, they were in an evil case.
the Hebrews, who caught them, and satisfied They again turned their anger against Moses ;
their hunger with them, and supposed that thin but he at first avoided the fury of the multi
was the method whereby God meant to sup tude, and then betook himself to prayer to
ply them with food. Upon which Moses re God, beseeching him, that as he had given
turned thanks to God for affording them his them food when they were in the greatest
assistance so suddenly, and sooner than he want of it, so he would give them drink, since
had promised them.
the favour of giving them food was of no va
6. But presently after this first supply of lue to them while they had nothing to drink:
{bod, he sent them a second; for as Moses and God did not long delay to give it them,
was lifting up his hands in prayer, a dew fell but promised Moses that he would procure
down : and Moses, when he found it stick to them a fountain, and plenty of water from a
bis hands, supposed this was also come for place they did not expect any ; so he com
food from God to them : he tasted it ; and manded him to smite the rock which they saw
perceiving that the people knew not what it lying there,J with his rod, and out of it to re
was, and thought it snowed, and that it was ceive plenty of what they wanted; for he had
what usually fell at that time of the year, he t This supposal, that the sweet honey dew or manna,
informed them that this dew did not fall from so celebrated in ancient and modern authors, as falling
usually in Arabia, was of the very same sort with this
heaven after the manner they imagined, but manna
to the Israelites, savours more of(lentilism
came for their preservation and sustenance. than of sent
Judaism or Christianity. It Is not improbable
So he tasted it, and gave them some of it, that some ancient Gentile author, read by Josephus, so
thought ; uor would he here contradict him ; though
that they might be satisfied about what he just
and Antiq. b. jr. chap. iii. sect. 2. he seems
told them. They also imitated their con dim before,
v to allow that it had not been seen before. Uowductor, and were pleased with the food, for it ever, tlthis
food from heaven is here described to be like
snow ; and in Artapanus, a heathen writer, it is com.
was like honey in sweetness and pleasant pared
meal, like to oatmeal, In colour like to snow,
taste, but like in its body to bdellium, one of minedtodown
< Essay on the Old Test. Append,
the sweet spices, and in bigness equal to cori p. 2J!>>: but asby toflod''
the derivation of the word manna,
from man. which Josephus says then signified
ander seed. And very earnest they were in whether
it it I or from mannah, to divide, i. t. a dividend
gathering it; but they were enjoined to gather or}yiiat
porliim allotted to every one, it is uncertain : I in
it equally ;* the measure of an omer for each cline to the latter derivation. This manna is called
food ( Psalm lxxvlii. 26), and by our Saviour
one every day, because this food should not angels'
(John vt 31, Ac), as well as by josephus here and else
• It seems to me. from what Mrwes (Exod. xvl. 18), where (Antiq. b. ill. ch. v. sect. 3), said to be sent the
from heaven.
8L Paul (2 Cot. vlii. 15), and Josephus here, pay, com Jews
+ This rock is there at this day, as the travellers
pares together, that the quantity of manna that fell agree,
ami must be the same that was there in the
sadly, and did not putrefy, was just so much as caine days
Moses, as being too large to be brought thither
to as omer a-ptece, through the whole host of Israel, by ourof modern
carriages.
sod oo mora.
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BOOK III
taken care tbat drink should come to them come to be in prosperity ; and perhaps attack
without any labour or pains-taking. When them first in a hostile manner, as presuming
Moses had received this command from God, upon our indolence in not attacking them
he came to the people, who waited for him, before; and that we ought to avenge our
and looked upon him ; for they saw already selves of them for what they have done in the
that he was coming apace from his eminence. wilderness, but that this cannot be so well
As soon as he was come, he told them tbat done when they have once laid their hands on
God would deliver them from their present our cities and our goods : that those woo en
distress, and had granted them an unexpec deavour to crush a power in its first rise, are
ted favour; and informed them, that a river wiser than those that endeavour to put a stop
should run for their sakes out of the rock ; to its progress when it is become formidable ;
but they were amazed at that bearing, sup for these last seem to be angry only at the
posing they were of necessity to cut the rock flourishing of others, but the former do not
in pieces, now they were distressed by their leave any room for their enemies to become
thirst, and by their journey — while Moses, troublesome to them. After they had sent
only smiting the rock with his rod, opened a such ambassages to the neighbouring nations,
passage, and out of it burst water, and that and among one another, they resolved to at
in great abundance, and very clear ; but they tack the Hebrews in battle.
were astonished at this wonderful effect, and, 2. These proceedings of the people of
as if were, quenched their thirst by the very those countries occasioned perplexity and
sight of it. S<f they drank this pleasant, this trouble to Moses, who expected no such war
sweet water; and such it seemed to be, as like preparations; and when these nations
might well be expected where God was the were ready to light, and the multitude of the
donor. They were also in admiration how Hebrews were obliged to try the fortune of
Moses was honoured by God; and they made war, they were in a mighty disorder, and in
grateful returns of sacrifice to God for bis want of all necessaries, and yet were to make
providence towards them. Now that Scrip war with men who were thoroughly well pre
ture which is laid up in the temple,* informs pared for it. Then, therefore, it was that
us, how God foretold to Moses, that water Moses began to encourage them, and to ex
should in this manner be derived out of the hort them to have a good heart, and rely op
rock.
God's assistance, by which they had been ad
vanced into a state of freedom, and to hope
for victory over those who were ready to fight
with them, in order to deprive them of tbat
blessing: that tbey were to suppose their own
CHAPTER IL
army to be numerous, wanting nothing, nei
HOW THE AMALEKITES, AND THE NEIGHBOUR ther weapons, nor money, nor provisions, nor
ING NATIONS, MADE WAR WITH THE HE such other conveniences as, when men aie in
BREWS, AND WERE BEATEN, AND LOST A possession of, they fight undauntedly; and
GREAT FART OF THEIR ARMY.
that they are to judge themselves to have all
these advantages in the divine assistance.
§ 1. The name of the Hebrews began already They are also to suppose the enemy's army
to be everywhere renowned, and rumours to be small, unarmed, weak, and such as want
about them ran abroad. This made the in 'hose conveniences which they know must be
habitants of those countries to be in no small wanted, when it is God's will that tbey sbali
fear. Accordingly, tbey sent ambassadors to be beaten ; and how valuable God's assistance
one another, and exhorted one another to de is, they had experienced in abundance of
fend themselves, and to endeavour to destroy trials ; and those such as were more terrible
these men. Those that induced the rest to than war, for that is only against men ; but
do so, were such as inhabited Gobolitis and these were against famine and thirst, things
Petra. ' They were called Amaleltites, and indeed that are in their own nature insupe
were the most warlike of the nations that rable ; as also against mountains, and that sea'
lived thereabout; and whose kings exhorted which afforded them no way of escaping; yet
one another and their neighbours to go to had all these difficulties been conquered by
this war against the Hebrews; telling them God's gracious kindness to them. So he ex
that an army of stringers, and such a one as horted tbetn to be courageous at this time,
had run away from slavery under the Egyp and to look upon tbeir entire prosperity to
tians, lay in wait to ruin them ; which army depend on the present conquest of tbeir ene
they were not, in common prudence and re mies.
gard to their own safety, to overlook, but to 3. And with these words did Moses encou
crush them before they gather strength, and rage the multitude, wfio then called together
• Note bere, that the small book of the principal the princes of their tribes and tbeir chief men;
laws of Mp»:as ever said to be laid up <n tlie holy house both separately and conjointly. The young
itself; but the larger Pentateuch, as here, somewhere men
he charged to obey their elders, and the
within the limits of the temple and its courts only. See
elders to hearken to their leader. So the
Antiq. b. v. ch. i. sect 17.
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side
of
him,
and
take
bold
of
his
bands,
and
people were elevated in their minds, and
ready to try their fortune in battle, and hoped not permit bis weariness to prevent it, but to
to be thereby at length delivered from all assist him in the extension of his hands.
their miseries : nay, they desired that Moses When this was done, the Hebrews conquered
would immediately lead them against their the Amalekites by main force ; and indeed
enemies without the least delay, that no back they bad all perished, unless the approach of the
wardness might be a hinderance to their pre- night had obliged the Hebrews to desist from
lent resolution. So Moses sorted all that killing any more. So our forefathers obtained
were fit for war into different troops, and set a most signal and most seasonable victory
Joshua, the son of Nun, of the tribe of Eph- for they not only overcame those that fough
raim, over them; one that was of great cou against them, but terrified also the neighbour
rage, and patient to undergo labours; of great ing nations, and got great and splendid advan
abilities to understand, and to speak what was tages, which they obtained of their enemies by
proper-, and very serious in the worship of theirhard painsin thisbattle: for when they had
God ; and indeed made, like another Moses, taken the enemy's ramp, they got ready booty
a teacher of piety towards God. He also for the public, and for their own privat.
appointed a small party of the armed men to families, whereas till then they bad not any
be near the water, and to take care of the sort of plenty, of even necessary food. The
children, and the women, and of the entire foremcntioned battle, when they had once got
camp. So that whole night they prepared it, was also the occasion of their prosperity,
themselves for the battle; they took their not only for the present, but for the future
weapons, if any of them had such a3 were ages also; for they not only made slaves of well made, and attended to their commanders the bodies of their enemies, but subdued tbeir
as ready to rush forth to the battle as soon as minds also, and after this battle, became
Moses should give the word of command. terrible to all that dwelt round about them.
Moses also kept awake, teaching Joshua after Moreover, they acquired a vast quantity of
what manner he should order his camp. But riches; for a great deal of silver and gold was
when the day began, Moses called for Joshua left in the enemy's camp ; as also brazen
again, and exhorted him to approve himself vessels, which they made common use of in
hi deeds such a one as his reputation made their families; many utensils also that were
men expect from him ; and to gain glory by embroidered, there were of both sorts, that is
the present expedition, in the opinion of those of what were weaved, and what were the or
under him, for bis exploits in this battle. naments of their armour, and other things that
He also gave a partirular exhortation to the served for use in the family, and for the fur
principal men of the Hebrews, and encouraged niture of their rooms; they got also the prey
the whole army as it stood armed before him. of their cattle, and of whatsoever uses to
And when he bad thus animated the army, follow camps, when they remove from one
both by his words and works, and prepared place to another. So the Hebrews now valued
every thing, he retired to a mountain, and themselves upon their courage, and claimed
committed the army to God and to Joshua. great merit for their vulour; and they perpet
4. So the armies joined battle, and it ually inured themselves to take pains, by
came to a close fight, hand to hand, both sides which they deemed every difficulty might, be
shoving great alacrity, and encouraging one surmounted. Such were the consequences of
another. And indeed while Moses stretched this battle.
out hi? hands towards beaven,' the Hebrews 5. On the next day, Moses stripped the
were too hard for the Amalekites: but Moses dead bodies of their enemies, and gathered
not being able to sustain his hands thus together the armour of those that were fled,
stretched out (for as often as be let down his and gave rewards to such as had signalized
hinds, so often were his own people worsted), themselves in the action ; and highly coinhe had his brother Aaron, and Hur their mended Joshua, tbeir general, who was at
sister Miriam's husband, to stand on each tested to by all the army, on account of the
• This eminent circumstance, that while *Moses's great actions he had done. Nor was any one
band* were lifted op towards heaven, the Israelite* pre of the Hebrews slain ; but the sluin of the
vailed, and while theywere let down towards the can h, the enemy s army were too many to be enumera
An aiekjtrs prevailed, seems to me the earliest intiraa- ted. So Moses offered "sacrifices of thatiksbva we have of the proper posture used of old in solemn <| giving
to God, and built an altar, which he
prayer, whirl) was the stretching out of the hands [and I
*T*»] towards heaven, as other passages of the t Hd and named The Lord the Conqueror. He also
K*w Testament inform as Nay. by the way, this pus- I' foretold that the Amalekites should utterly be
mo? seems to have continued in the Christian church, |
h" the r-lerry. instead of learning their prayers by heart, j! destroyed ; and that hereafter none of them
read them oat of a hook, which Is in a ereat measure should remain, because they fought against
"•consistent with such an elevated posture, and whlrh the Hebrews, and this when they were in the
werss to ma to have been only a later practice, intro- I
dee*d under the enrrapt state of the church; though I wilderness, and in their distress also. More
the ennstaat use of divine forms of prayrr. praise, and j| over, he refreshed the army with feasting.
•hariilfivtnr. appears f" me to have liren the practice | And thus did they fight this first battle with
•ffjiM'n people, parriarchs. Jews, aod Christians, in all |
those that ventured to opuosc them, after thejr
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were gone ont of Egypt But when Moses ward he took him to himself, and when he
had celebrated this festival for the victory, he had him alone, he instructed him in what he
permitted the Hebrews to rest for a few days, ought to do; and advised him to leave the
and then he brought them out after the fight, trouble of lesser causes to others, but himself
in order, of battle ; for they had now many to take care of the greater, and of the people's
soldiers in light armour. And going gradually safety ; for that certain others of the Hebrews
on, he came to mount Sinai, in three months' might be found that were fit to determine
time after they were removed out of Egypt ; causes, but that nobody but a Moses could
at which mountain, as wo have before related, take care of the safety of so many ten thou
the vision of the Bush, and the other wonder sands. " Be not, therefore," says he, " insen
sible of thine own virtue, and what thou hast
ful appearances, had happened.
done by ministering under God to the people's
preservation. Permit, therefore, the deter
mination of common causes to be done by
others, but do thou reserve thyself to the atten
CHAPTER III.
dance on God only, and look out for methods
of preserving the multitude from their pre
THAT MOSES KINDLY RECEIVED HI3 FATHER-IN- sent
distress. Make use of the method I
LAW, JETHRO, WHEN HI CAME TO HIM TO suggest
to you, as to human affairs; and take
MOUNT SINAI.
a review of the army, and appoint chosen
Now when Raguel, Moses's father-in-law, rulers over tens of thousands, and then over
understood in what a prosperous condition his thousands; then divide them into five hun
affairs were, he willingly came to meet him. dreds, and again into hundreds, and into
And Moses took Zipphorah, his wife, and his fifties ; and set rulers over each of them, who
children, and pleased himself with his com may distinguish them into thirties, and keep
ing. And when he had offered sacrifice, he them in order; and at last number them by
made a feast for the multitude, near the Bush twenties and by tens: and let there be one
he had formerly seen ; which multitude, every commander over each number, to be denomi
one, according to their families, partook of nated from the number of those over whoir
the feast. But Aaron and his family took they are rulers, but such as the whole multi
Raguel, and sung hymns to God, as to him tude have tried, and do approve of, as bcinj
who had been the author and procurer of good and righteous men ;* and let these ruler:
their deliverance, and their freedom. They decide the controversies they have one witl
also praised their conductor, as him by whose another. But if any great cause arise, le
virtue it was that all things had succeeded so them bring the cognisance of it before th
well with them. Raguel also, in his eucha- rulers of a higher dignity ; but if any gres
ristical oration to Moses, made great enco difficulty arise that is too hard for even thci
miums upon the whole multitude : and he determination, let them send it to thee. B
could not but admire Moses for bis fortitude, these means two advantages will be gained
and that humanity he had shown in the deli the Hebrews will have justice done then
very of his friends.
and thou wilt be able to attend constantl
on God, and procure him to be more favou
able to the people."
. 2. This was the admonition of Rague
and Moses received his advice very kinill
CHAPTER IV.
and acted according to his suggestion. IV
HOW RAGCEL SUGGESTED TO MOSES TO SET did he conceal the invention of this metlic
HIS PEOPLE IN ORDER, UNDER THEIR RULERS nor pretend to it himself, but informed t
OP THOUSANDS, AND RULERS OP HUNDREDS, multitude who it was that invented it: ni
WHO LIVED WITHOUT ORDER BEFORE J AND he has named Raguel in the books he wro
HOW MOSES COMPLIED IN ALL THINGS WITH as the person who invented this ordering
the people, as thinking it right to give a tr
HIS FATHER-IN-LAW'S ADMONITION.
testimony to worthy persons, although
§ 1. The next day, as Raguel saw Moses in might have gotten reputation by ascribing
the midst of a crowd of business (for he deter himself the inventions of other men ; whei
mined the differences ofthose that'referred them we may learn the virtuous disposition
to him, every one still going to him, and sup Moses: but of such his disposition, we si
posing that they should then only obtain jus have proper occasion to speak in other pla
tice, if he were the arbitrator ; and those that of these books.
lost their causes thought it no harm while they * This manner of electing the judges and officer
thought they lost them justly, and not by par the Israelites by the testimonies and suffrages of
tiality); Raguel, however, said nothing to people, before they were ordained by God, or by >li
to be carefully noted, because it was the
him at 4hat time, as not desirous to be any deserves
of the like manner of the choice and ordirjfl
hinderance to such as had a mind to make use .tern
of Bifibops, Presbyters, and Beacons, in the Chris
of the virtue of their conductor. But after church.
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terrible to those that saw it; and thunder,
with its thunder-bolts, was sent down, and
CHAPTER V.
declared God to be there present in a gra
BOW 1I0SS3 ASCENDED UP TO MOUNT SINAI, cious way to such as Moses desired he should
be
gracious. Now, as to those matters, every
AND RECEIVED LAWS TROX GOD, AND DE
one of my readers may think as he pleases :
LIVERED THE* TO THE HEBREWS.
but I am under a necessity of relating this
§ 1. Now Moses called the multitude to history as it is described in the sacred books.
gether, and told them that he was going from This sight, and the amazing sounds that came
them unto mount Sinai to converse with God ; to their ears, disturbed the Hebrews to a pro
to receive from him, and to bring back with digious degree, for they were not such as
him, a certain oracle ; but he enjoined them they were accustomed to; and' then the ru
to pitch their tents near the mountain, and mour that was spread abroad, how God fre
prefer the habitation that was nearest to God, quented that mountain, greatly astonished
before one more remote. When he had said their minds, so they sorrowfully contained
this, he ascended up to mount Sinai, which is themselves within their tents, as both suppos
the highest of all the mountains that are in ing Moses to be destroyed by the divine
that country,* and is not only very difficult wrath, and expecting the like destruction for
to be ascended by men, on account of its vast themselves.
altitude, but because of the sharpness of its 3. When they were under these apprehen
precipices also; nay, indeed, it cannot be sions, Moses appeared as joyful and greatly
looked at without pain of the eyes : and be exalted. When they saw him, they were
sides this, it was terrible and inaccessible, on freed from their fear, and admitted of more
account of the rumour that passed about, that comfortable hopes as to what was to come.
God dwelt there. But the Hebrews removed The air also was become clear and pure of its
their tent* as Moses had bidden them, and former disorders, upon the appearance of
took possession of the lowest parts of the Moses; whereupon he called together the
mountain ; and were elevated in their minds, people to a congregation, in order to their
in eipectation that Moses would return from hearing what God would say to them; and
God with promises of the good things he had when they were gathered together, he stood
proposed to them. So they feasted and waited on an eminence whence they might all hear
for their conductor, and kept themselves pure him, and said, "God has received me gra
at in other respects, and not accompanying ciously, O Hebrews, as he has formerly done,
with their wives for three days, as he had and has suggested a happy msjfcod of living
before ordered them to do. And they prayed for you, and an order of political government,
to God that he would favourably receive and is now present in the camp : I therefore'
Moses in his conversing with him, and be charge you, for his sake and tho sake of his
stow some such gift upon them by which works, and what we have done by his means,
they might live well. They also lived more that you do not put a low value on what I
plentifully as to their diet ; and put on their am going to say, because the commands have
wives and children more ornamental and de- been given by me that now deliver them to
' cent clothing than they usually wore.
you, nor because it is the tongue of a man
J. So they passed two days in this way of that delivers them to you ; but if you have a
feasting; but on the third day, before the due regard to the great importance of the
sun was up, a cloud spread itself over the things themselves, you will understand the
whole camp of the Hebrews, such a one as greatness of him .whose institutions they are,
none had before seen, and encompassed the and who has not disdained to communicate
place where they had pitched their tents ; and them to me for our common advantage; for
while all the rest of the air was clear, there it is not to be supposed that the author of
came strong winds, that raised up large these institutions is barely Moses, the son of
showers of rain, which became a mighty tem Amram and Jochebed, but he who obliged
pest. There was also such lightning, as was the Nile to run bloody for your sakes, and
haughtiness of the Egyptians by
• SIdm this mountain, Sinai, is here said to b« the tamed thesorts
of judgments; he who pro
highest of all the mountains that are in that country, various
it most be that now called St. Katharine1!, which is one- vided a way through the sea for us ; he who
titipl higher than that within s mile of it. now called contrived a method of sending us food from
final as Mods. Thevenot informs us, Travels, part i.
when we were distressed for want of
chap. xxHi. p. 168. The other name of it, Horeb, la itheaven,
Barer used by Jewephua, and perhaps was its name ; he who made the water to issue out of a
*a»eg the Egyptians only, whence the Israelites were rock, when we had very little of it before;
lv'!r come, as Sinai was its name among the Arabians, he by whose means Adam was made to par
Caoeanltca. and other nations. Accordingly, when (1 take
of the fruits both of the land and of the
King* ix. . the Scripture says that Elijah came to
Horab, the meant of Uod. Josephus justly says (Antiq. sea; he by whose means Noah escaped the
a. •■ UL chap. xliL sect. 7), that he came to the moun deluge ; he by whose means our forefather
tain called Sinai : and Jerome, here cited by Dr. llud- Abraham, of a'wandering pilgrim, was made
wa, sara, thai be took this mountain to have two
the heir of the land of Canaan , he by whose
■uue, sua! and Choreb. IX Nomin. Ileb. p. 427.
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means Isaac was born of parents that were 7. When matters were brought to this state,
very old ; he by whose means Jacob was adorn Moses went up again to Mount Sinai, of wbich
ed with twelve virtuous sons; be by whose he had told them beforehand. He made bis
means Joseph became a potent lord over the ascent in their sight; and while he staid there
Egyptians: he it is who conveys these instruc so long a time (for he was absent from tbem
tions to you by me as his interpreter. And forty days), fear seized upon the Hebrews,
let them be to you venerable, and contended lest M,oses should have come to any barm ;
for more earnestly by you than your own nor was there any thing else so sad, and that
children and your own wives; for if you will so much troubled them, as this supposal tbat
follow them, you will lead a happy life; yon Moses was perished. Now there was a va
will enjoy the land fruitful, the sea calm, and riety in tbeir sentiments about it; some say
the fruit of the womb born complete, as na ing that he was fallen among wild beasts ;
ture requires; you will be also terrible to and those that were of thi* opinion were
your enemies : for I have been admitted into fhiefly such as were ill-disposed to him ; but
the presence of God, and been made a hearer others saying that be was departed, and gone
of his incorruptible voice ; so great is bis con to God ; but the wiser sort were led by tbeir
reason to embrace neither of those opinions
cern for your nation, and its duration."
4. When he had said this, be brought the with any satisfaction, thinking, that as it was
people, with their wives and children, so near a thing that sometimes happens to men to
the mountain, that they might bear God him fall among wild beasts, and perish that way
selfspeaking to tbem about the precepts which so it was probable enough that he might de
they were to practise ; that the energy of what part and go to God, on account of bis virtue;
should be spoken migbt not be hurt by its they therefore were quiet, and expected the
utterance by the tongue of a man, which event: yet were they exceeding sorry upon
could but imperfectly deliver it to tbeir un the supposal that they were deprived of a go
derstanding. And they all beard a voice that vernor and a protector, such a one indeed as
came to all of them from above, insomuch they could never recover again; nor would
that no one of these words escaped them, this suspicion give them leave to expect any
wbich Moses wrote on two tables; which it is comfortable event about this man, nor could
not lawful for us to set down directly, but they prevent their trouble and melancholy
upon this occasion. However, the camp
their import we will declare.*
5. The first commandment teaches us, That durst not remove all this while, because Mo
there is but one God, and that we ought to ses had bidden them afore to stay there.
worship hi%only; — the second commands 8. But when the forty days, and as many
us not to make the image of any living crea nights, were over, Moses came down, having
ture to worship it;—the third. That we must tasted nothing of food usually appointed for
not swear by God in a false matter; — the the nourishment of men. His appearance
fourth, That we must keep the seventh day, filled the army with gladness, and he declared
by resting from all sorts of work;—the fifth. to them what care God had of them, and by
That we must honour our parents; — the what manner of conduct of their lives they
sixth. That we must abstain from murder;— migbt live happily; telling them, that during^
the seventh. That we must not commit adul these days of his absence he had suggested to
tery;—the eighth. That we must not be guil him also tbat he would have a tabernacle built
ty of theft;—the ninth. That we must not for him, into which he would descend when
bear false witness;—the tenth, That we must he came to them ; and how we should carry
not admit of the desire of any thing that is it about with us when we remove from this
place; and that there would be no longer ary
another's.
(i. Now when the multitude had heard God occasion for going up to mount Sinai, but
himself giving those precepts wbich Moses that he would himself come and pitch his ta
had discoursed of, they rejoiced at what was bernacle amongst us, and be present at our
said; and the congregation was dissolved: prayers ; as also, that the tabernacle should he
but on the following days they came to his of such measures and" construction as be had
tent, and desired him to bring them, besides, shown him ; and tbat you are to fall to the
other laws from God. Accordingly he ap work, and prosecute it diligently. When he
pointed such laws, and afterwards informed had said this, be showed tbem the two tables,
them in what manner they should act in all with the ten commandments engraven upon
cases; which laws I shall make mention of them, five upon each table; and the writing
in their proper time ; but I shall reserve most was by the hand of God.
of those laws for another work.f and make
f many of the laws of Mo:
there a distinct explication of them.
re Preface,
4.
• Of this ami Another tike superstitious notion of the
Pharisees, which Josephu* complied with, see the note
on Antiq. h. ii. c-ip. xii. sect. iv.
+ This other work of Joseplius: here referred to,
seems to he that which doc. not apprar to huve heen
over Duhlished, which jet he iatendt-d to publish, ab.Mil
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fifty cubits broad and a hundred long, he set
up brazen pillars, five cubits high, twenty on
each of the longer sides, and ten pillars for
the breadth behind; every one of the pillars
CONCERWINO THE TABERNACLE WHICH HOSES also had a ring. Their chapiters were of sil
BCILT IN THE WILDERNESS FOR THE HO ver, but their bases were of brass: they re
NOUR OF COD, AND WHICH SEEMED TO BE sembled the sharp ends of spears, and were
A
of brass, fixed into tbe ground. Cords were
also put through the rings, and were tied at
$ I. Hkreofon tbe Israelites rejoiced »t what their farther ends to brass nails of a culut
they had seen ami beard of tbeir conductor, long, which, at every pillar, were driven into
and were not wanting in diligence according the floor, and would keep the tabernacle from
to their ability; for they brought silver, and being shaken by the violence of winds; but
gold, and brass, and of tbe best sorts of wood, a curtain of line soft linen went round all the
and such as would not at all decay by putre pillars, and bung down in a flowing and loose
faction; camels' hair also, and sheep-skins, manner from their chapiters, and enclosed the
some of them dyed of a blue colour, and whole space, and seemed not at all unlike to
some of a scarlet; some brought the flower a wall about it. And this was the structure of
for the purple colour, and others for white, three of the sides of this enclosure; but us for
with wool dyed by tbe flowers aforemention the fourth side, which was fifty cubits in ex
ed ; and fine linen and precious stones, which tent, and was the front of the whole, twenty
those that use costly ornaments set in ouches cubits of it were for the opening of the gates,
of gold; they brought also a great quantity wherein stood two pillars on each side, after
of spires; for of these materials did Moses the resemblance of open gates. These were
build the tabernacle, which did not at all dif made wholly of silver, and polished, and tbut
fer from a moveable and ambulatory temple. all over, excepting tbe bases, which were of
Now when these things were brought together brass. Now on each side of tbe gates there
with great diligence, (for every one was am stood three pillars, which were inserted into
bitious to further the work even beyond their the concave bases of tbe gates, and were
ability,) he set architects over the works, and suited to them; and round them was drawn u
this by the command of God ; and indeed the curtain of fine linen; but to tbe gates them
very same which the people themselves would selves, which were twenty cubits in extent,
have chosen, bad tbe election been allowed to and five in height, the curtain was composed
them. Now their names are set down in of purple, and scarlet, and Mue, and fine
writing in the sacred books; and they were linen, and embroidered with many and divers
these : Besaleel the son of Uri, of the tribe sorts of figures, excepting the figures of ani
of Judab, the grandson of Miriam, the sister mals. Within these gates was the brazen
of tbeir conductor; and Aholiab, the son of laver for purification, having a basin beneath
Ahisamach, of tbe tribe of Dan. Now the of the like matter, whence the priests might
people went on with what they had under wash their hands and sprinkle tbeir feet; and
taken with so great alacrity, that Moses was th's was the ornamental construction of the
obliged to restrain them, by making procla inclo»"ire about the court of the tabernacle,
mation, that what had been brought was suf which Was exposed to the open air.
ficient, as the artificers hod informed him ; so 3. As to the tabernacle itself, Moses placed
♦hcy fell to work upon the building of thej it in the middle of that court, with its front
tabernacle- Moses also informed them, ac-] to the east, that, when the sun arose, it might
cording to the direction of God, both wli.it ; send its first rays upon r. Its ;ngth, when
the measures were to be, and its largeness; I it was set up, was t.nrty doits, and its
and how many vessels it ought to contain for j breadth was twelve [ten] cuoits. The one
tbe use t the sacrifices. The women also • of its walls was on the south, and the other
«ere amoitious to do.their parts, aliout the was exposed to the north, and on the back
garments of tbe priests, and about other part of it remained the west. It was neces
things that would be wanted in this work, sary that its height should be equal to its
both for ornament, and for the divine service breadth [ten cubits]. There were also pillars
made of wood, twenty on each side; they
itself
2. Now when all things were prepared, the were wrought into a quadrangular figure, in
gold, and the silver, and the bras'!, and what breadth a cubit and a half, but the thickness
»»■• woven, Moses, when he had appointed was four fingers: they had thin plates of gold
beforehand that there should be a festival, anil affixed to them on both sides, inwardly and
that sacrifices should be offered according to outwardly : they had each of them two tenons
every ones ability, reared up the tabernacle ;* belonging to them, inserted into their bases,
and when he hail measured the open court, and these were of silver, in each of which
there was a socket to receive the tenon;
• <»f ubrmartr ,,f >!.**•., with its ■rrrral ■Vti basestbe
pillars on the west wall were six.
awH Harnrtirr. »rr mt it^cr-(.ti <tt • Ur<-» ctlii|«. *i. *ii but
Now all thest tenons and sockets accurately
•tu. i M &. \i xit. avert* Lwluoiiuj.
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fitted one another, insomuch that the joints tnc four pillars, and to which none were ad
were invisible, and both seemed to be one mitted, was called The Holy of Holies. This
entire and united wall. It was also covered veil was very ornamental, and embroidered
with gold, both within and without. The with all Borts of flowers which the earth pro
number of pillars was equal on the opposite duces; and there were interwoven into it all
sides, and there were on each part twenty, sorts of variety that might be an ornament,
and every one of them had the third part of excepting the forms of animals. Another
a span in thickness ; so that the number of veil there was which covered the five pillars
thirty cubits were fully made up between that were at the entrance. It was like the
them ; but as to the wall behind, where the former in its magnitude, and texture, and
six pillars made up together only nine cu colour; and at the corner of every pillar a
bits, they made two other pillars, and cut them ring retained it from the top downwards half
out of one cubit, which they placed in the the depth of the pillars, the otb*r half afford
comers, and made them equally fine with the ing an entrance for the priests, who crept un
other. Now every one of the pillars had rings der it. Over this there was a veil of linen,
of gold affixed to their fronts outward, as if of the same largeness with the former : it was
they had taken root in the pillars, and stood to be drawn this way or that way by cords,
one row over against another round about, the rings of which, fixed to the texture of the
through which were inserted bars gilt over veil, and to the cords also, were subservient
with gold, each of them five cubits long, and to the drawing and undrawing of the veil,
these bound together the pillars, the head of and to the fastening it at the corner, that then
one bar running into another, after the nature it might be no hinderance to the view of the
of one tenon inserted into another ; but for sanctuary, especially on solemn days ; but that
the wall behind, there was but one row of on other days, and especially when the wea
bars that went through nil the pillars, into ther was inclined to snow, it might be ex
which row ran the ends of the bars on each panded, and afford a covering to the veil of
side of the longer walls; the male with its divers colours; whence that custom of ours
female being so fastened in their joints, that is derived, of having a fine linen veil, after
they held the whole firmly together; and for the temple has been built, to be drawn over
this reason was all this joined so fast together, the entrances ; but the ten other curtains were
that the tabernacle might not be shaken, four cubits in breadth, and twenty-eight in,
either by the winds, or by any other means, length; and had golden clasps, in order to
but that it might preserve itself quiet and join the one curtain to the other, which was
immovable efentinually.
done so exactly that they seemed to be one
4. As for the inside, Moses parted its length entire curtain. These were spread over tho
into three partitions. At the distance of ten temple, and covered all the top and parts of
cubits from the most secret end, Moses placed the walls, on the sides and behind, so far as
four pillars, the workmanship of which was within one cubit of the ground. There were
the very same with that of the rest ; and they other curtains of the same breadth with these,
stood upon the like basis with them, each a but one more in number, and longer, for they
small matter distant from his fellow. Now were thirty cubits long ; but these were woven
the room within those pillars was the most of hair, with the like subtilty as those of wool
holy place ; but the rest of the room was the were made, and were extended loosely down
tabernacle, which was open for the priests. to the ground, appearing like a triangular
However, this proportion of the measures of front and elevation at the gates, the eleventh
the tabernacle proved to be an imitation of curtain being used for this very purpose.
the system of the world : for that third part There were also other curtains made of skins
thereof which was within the four pillars, to above these, which afforded covering and pro
which the priests were not admitted, is, as it tection to those that were woven, both in hot
were, a Heaven peculiar to God; but the weather and when it rained ; and great was
space of the twenty cubits, is, as it were, sea the surprise of those who viewed these cur
and land, on which men live, and so this part tains at a distance, for they seemed not at all
is peculiar to the priests only; but at the to differ from the colour of the sky ; but those
front, where the entrance was made, they that were made of hair and of skins, reached
placed pillars of gold, that stood on bases of down in the same manner as did the veil at
brass, in number seven ; but then they spread the gates ; and kept off the heat of the sun,
ever the tabernacle veils of fine linen and and what injury the rains might do; and after
purple, and blue, and scarlet colours, embroi this manner was the tabernacle reared.
dered. The first veil was ten cubits every 5. There was also an ark made sacred to
way, and this they spread over the pillars God, of wood that was naturally strong, and
which parted the temple, and kept the most could not be corrupted. This was called Eron,
holy place concealed within; and this veil in- our own language. Its construction was
was that which made this part not visible to thus : Its length was five spans, but its breadth
any. Now the whole temple was called The and height was each of them three spans.
Holy Plate ,- but that part which was within | It was covered all over with gold, both with-
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in and without, bo that the wooden part was guage, it denotes i talent. It was made 'with
not seen. It had also a cover united to it, by its knobs, and lilies, and pomegranates, and
golden hinges, after a wonderful manner; bowls (which ornaments amounted to seventy
which cover was every way evenly fitted to it, in all) ; by which means the shaft elevated
and had no eminences to hinder its exact con itself on high from a single base, and spread
junction. There were also two golden rings itself into as many branches as there arc pla
belonging to each of the longer boards, and nets, including the sun among them. It ter
passing through the entire wood, and through minated in seven heads, in one row, all stand
them gilt bars passed along each board, that ing parallel to one another ; and these branches
it might thereby be moved, and carried about, carried seven lamps, one by one, in imitation of
as occasion should require; for it was not the number of the planets. These lamps looked
drawn in a cart by beasts of burden, but borne to the east and to the south, the candlestick
on the shoulders of the priests. Upon this its being situate obliquely.
cover were two images, which the Hebrews 8. Now between this candlestick and the
call Cherubims ; they are flying creatures, but table, which, as we said, were within the sanc
their form is not like to that of any of the crea tuary, was the altar of incense, made of wood
tures which men have seen, though Moses indeed, but of the same wood of which the
said he had seen such beings near the throne foregoing vessels were made, such as was not
of God. In this ark he put the two tables liable to corruption ; it was entirely crusted
whereon the ten commandments were writ over with a golden plate. Its breadth on each
ten, five upon each table, and two and a half side was a cubit, but the altitude double.
upon each side of them ; and this ark he Upon it was a grate of gold, that was extant
placed in the most holy place.
above the altar, which had a golden crown en
6. But in the holy place be placed a table, compassing it round about, whereto belonged
like those at Delphi ; its length was two cu- rings and bars, by which the priests carried it
< bits, and its breadth one cubit, and its height when they journeyed. Before this tabernacle
three spans. It bad feet also, the lower part there was reared a brazen altar, but it was
of which were complete feet, resembling those within made of wood, five cubits by measure
•bach the Dorians put to their bedsteads; but on each side, but its height was but three, in
the upper parts towards the table were wrought like manner adorned with brass plates as
into a square form. The table had a hollow bright as gold. It had also a brazen hearth
towards every side, having a ledge of four of net-work; for the ground underneath re
fingers' depth, that went round about like a ceived the fire from the hearth, because it had
spiral, both on the upper and lower part of the no basis to receive it Hard by this altar lay
body of the work. Upon every one of the the basins, and the vials, and the censers, and
feet was there also inserted a ring, not far the chaldrons, made of gold ; but the other ves
from the cover, through which went bars of sels, made for the use of the sacrifices, were
wood beneath, but gilded, to be taken out all of brass. And such was the construction
upon occasion, there being a cavity where it of the tabernacle ; and these were the vessels
was joined to the rings; for they were not en thereto belonging.
tire rings ; but before they came quite round
they ended m acute points, the one of which
wis inserted into the prominent part of the
table, and the other into the foot ; and by these
it was carried when they journeyed. Upon
CHAPTER VII.
this table, which was placed on the north side
of the temple, not far from the most holy place, CONCERNING THE GARMENTS OF THE PRIESTS,
were laid twelve unleavened loaves of bread,
AND OF TB
<u upon each heap, one above another : they
were made of two tenth-deals of the purest § 1 . There were peculiar garments appoint
flour, which tenth-deal fan omer] is a mea ed for the priest?, and for all the rest, which
sure ot the Ilebrews, containing seven Athe- they call Cahamex [priestly] garments, as also
nitn colulsB; and above those loaves were put for the high-priest, which they call Cahanax
two vials full of frankincense. Now after Rabbse, and denote the high-priest's garments.
seven days other loaves were brought in their Such was therefore the habit of the rest ; but
tod, on the day which is by us called the when the priest approaches the sacrifices, he
Sabbath; for we call the seventh day the purifies himself with the purification which
Sabbath. But for the occasion of this inven- the law prescribes; and, in the first place, he
t»o of placing loaves here, we will speak to puts on that which is called Machanate, which
it in another place.
means somewhat that is fast tied. It is a girdle,
1- Over against this table, near the south- composed of fine twined linen, and is put
• wall, was set a candlestick of cast gold, about the privy parts, the feet being to be
within, being of the weight of one inserted into them, in the nature of breeches ;
hundred pounds, which the Hebrews call but about half of it is cut off, and it ends at
CHnebaru,- if it be turned into the Greek lan- I the thighs, and is there tied fast.
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2. Over this he wore a linen vestment, made tween two bells hangs a pomegranate, and be
of line flax doubled : it is railed Chethone, and tween two pomegranates a bell. Now tbis
denotes linen, for we call linen by the name vesture was not composed of two pieces, nor
of Chethone. This vestment reaches down to was it sewed together upon the shoulders and
the feet, and sits close to the body ; and has tbe sides, but it was one long vestment so
sleeves that are tied fast to the arms: it ia woven as to have an aperture for tbe neck ;
girded to the breast a little above the elbows, not an oblique one, but parted all along the
by a girdle often going round, four fingers breast and the back. A border also was
broad, but so loosely woven, that you would sewed to it, lest the aperture should look too
think it were the skin of a serpent. It ia em indecently: it was also parted where the
broidered with flowers of scarlet, and purple, bands were to come out.
and blue, and fine twined linen ; but the warp 5. Besides these, the high-priest put on a was nothing but fine linen. The beginning third garment, which is called the Ephod,
of its circumvolution is at the breast; and which resembled the Epomis of the Greeks.
when it has gone often round, it is there tied, Its make was after this manner: it was wo
and hangs loosely there down to the ancles : ven to the depth of a cubit, of several colours,
I mean this, all the time the priest is not with gold intermixed, and embroidered, but
about any laborious service, for in tbis position it left the middle of the breast uncovered : it
it appears in the most agreeable manner to the was made with sleeves also ; nor did it appear
spectators; but when he is obliged to assist to be at all differently made from a short coat.
at the offering sacrifices, and to do the appoint But in the void place of this garment thera
ed service, that he may not be hindered in his was inserted a piece of the bigness of a span,
operations by its motion, he throws it to the embroidered with gold, and the other colours
left, and bears it on bis shoulder. Moses in of the ephod, and was called Essen [the breast
deed calls this belt Abaneth; but we have plate], which in the Greek language signifies
learned from the Babylonians to call it Emia, the Oracle. This piece exactly filled up tbe
for so it is by them called. This vestment void space in the ephod. It was united to it by
has no loose or hollow parts any where in it, golden rings at every corner, the like rings
but only a narrow aperture about the neck ; being annexed to the ephod, and a blue riband
and it is tied with certain strings banging was made use of to tie them together by those
down from the edge over the breast and back, rings: and that the space between the rings
and is fastened above each shoulder: it is might not appear empty, they contrived to fill
it up with stitches of blue ribands. There
called Ma&sabazanes.
3. Upon his head he wea. - 'a3-cap, not were also two sardonyxes upon the ephod, at
brought to a conic form nor encircling the the shoulders, to fasten it in the nature of but
whole head, but still covering more than the tons, having each end running to the sardo
half of it, which is called Masnacmphthes : and nyxes of gold, that they might be buttoned by
its make is such that it seems to be a crown, them. On these were engraven tbe names of
being made of thick swathes, but tbe contex tbe sons of Jacob, in our own country letters,
ture is of linen ; and it is doubled round many and in our own tongue, six on each of tbe
times, and sewed together: besides which, a stones, on either side; and the elder sons'
piece of fine linen covers the whole cap from names were on the right shoulder. Twelve
the upper part, and reaches down to the fore stones also were there upon the breast-plate,
head, and hides the seams of the swathes, which extraordinary in largeness and beauty; and
would otherwise appear indecently: this ad they were an ornament not to be purchased
heres closely upon the solid part of the bead, by men, because of their immense value.
and is thereto so firmly fixed, that it may These stones, however, stood in three rows,
not fall off during the sacred service about by four in a row, and vveie inserted into the
the sacrifices. So we have now shown you breast-plate itself, and they were set in ouches
what is tbe habit of tbe generality of the of gold, that were themselves inserted in tbe
priests.
i
breast-plate, and were so made that they might
4. The high-priest is indeed adorned with not fall out. Now the first three stones were a
the same garments that we have described, sardonyx, a topaz, and an emerald. Tbe second
without abating one; only over these he puts
on a vestment of a blue colour. This also is That by shaking his garment at tbe time or his offering
in the temple, on the great day of expiation, of
a long robe, reaching to his feet [in our lan atincense
proper periods of his sacred ministrations tbere,
guage it is called Meeir], and is tied round on other
the great festival*, tbe people might have noUct- ol
with a girdle, embroidered with the same co it, and might full to their own prayers at the time of in
or other proper periods; and so the whole con
lours and flowers as tbe former, with a mixture cense
gelation might at once offer those common prayers
of gold interwoven. To the bottom of which jointly
with the high priest himself to the Almighty.
garment are hung fringes, in colour like See Luke i. 10. Kev. viii. 3,4. Nor probably is the son
of
Sirach
otherwise understood, when he says of
pomegranates, with golden bells,* by a curi Aaron the tofirstbebigh-priest.
Erclus xlv. H. "And God
ous and beautiful contrivance ; so that be- encotupaised
Aaron with pomegranates, and with many
ROlden
bells
round
about,
that
he went there micht be
• Thi- dm of tlieiw- cnlden bells at the bottom of the sound, And a noise made thatas might
be heard in t!*a
fctgb- pleat's long garment, seems to me to have been laiei «temple,
fo* a memorial to tbe ehildren of bis people.'*
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row contained a carbuncle, a jasper, and a with its notches. And indeed such a coat
sapphire. The tirst of the third row was a grows over this plant us renders it an hemi
ligure, then an amethyst, and the tbird an agate, sphere, and that, as pne may say, turned ac
being the ninth of the whole number. Tbe curately in a lathe, and having its notches ex
first of tbe fourth row was a chrysolite, the tant above it, which, as I said, grow like a
next was an onyx, and then a beryl, which pomegranate, only that they are sharp, atid
was tbe last of all. Now the names of all end in nothing but prickles. Now tbe fruit is
tluse sons of Jacob were engraven in these preserved by this coat of the calyx, which fruit
stones, whom we esteem the headsofourtribes, is like the seed of the herb Sideritis: it sends
each stone haiing the honour of a name, in out a flower that may seem to resemble that
tbe order according to which they were born. of poppy. Of this was a crown made, as far
And whereas the rings were too weak ofthem as from the hinder part of the head to each of
selves to bear tbe weight of the stones, tbey the temples; but this Ephielis, for so this
made two other rings of a larger size, at tbe calyx may be called, did not cover the fore
edge of ihat part of tbe breast-plate which head, but it was covered with a golden, plate,*
reached to the neck, and inserted into the which bad inscribed upon it the name of God*
very texture of tbe breast-plate, to receive in sacred characters. And such were the or
chains finely wrought, which connected them naments of the high-priest.
with golden bands to tbe tops of the shoul
7. Now here one may wonder at the illders, whose extremity turned backwards, and will which men bear to as, and which they
went into tbe ring, on the prominent back profess to bear on account of our despising
part of the epbod ; and this was for the secu that Deity which they pretend to honour ;
rity of tbe breast-plate, that it might not fall for if any one do but consider the fabric of
out of its place. There was alsoagirdle sewed tbe tabernacle, and take a view of the gar
to the breast-plate, which was of the fore- ments of the high-priest, and of those vessels
mentioned colours, with gold intermixed, which we make use of in our sacred minis
which, when it had gone once round, was tied tration, he will find that our legislator was a
again upon tbe seam, and hung down. There divine man, and that we are unjustly re
were also golden loops that admitted its proached by others: for if any one do without
fringes at each extremity of the girdle, and prejudice, and with judgment, look upon
included tbem entirely.
these things, he will find they were every one
6. The high-priest's mitre was the same made in way of imitation and representation
that we desi-ribed before, and yras wrought of the universe. When Moses distinguished
like that of all the other priests; above which the tabernacl jn^ihree parts.f and allowed
there was another, with swathes of blue em two of them to the priests, as a place accessi
broidered, and round it was a golden crown ble and common, he denoted tbe land and
polished, of three rows, one above another; the sea, these being of general access to all ;
out of which arose a cup of gold, which re but he set apart the third division for God,
sembled the herb which we call Saccharin; because heaven is inaccessible to men. And
bur those Greeks that are skilful in botany when he ordered twelve loaves to be set on the
call it Hyoscyamus. Now, lest any one that table, he denoted the year, as distinguished
has seen this herb, but has not been taught its into so many months. By branching out the
name, and is unacquainted with its nature, or, candlestick into seventy parts, he secretly in
baring known its name, knows not the herb timated the Decani, or seventy divisions of
when be sees it, I shall give such as these are a the planets ; and as to the seven lamps upon
description ofit. This herb is oftentimes in tall. the candlesticks, they referred to the course
ne*s above three spans, but its root is like that of the planets, of which that is the number.
of a turnip (for be that should compare it there The veils, too, which were composed of four
to would not be mistaken); but its leaves are things, they declared the four elements ; for
like tbe leaves of mint. Out of its branches the fine linen was proper to signify tlie
it sends oat a calyx, cleaving to the branch ; earth, because the flax grows out of the earth j
and a coat encompasses it, which it naturally the purple signified the sea, because that co
puts off when it is changing, in order to pro lour is dyed by the blood of a sea sbell-fisb ;
duce iu fruit. This calyx is of the bigness • The reader oueht to take notice here, that the very
of tbe bone of the little finger, but in tbe com Mosaic Petalon, or golden plate, for the forehead of the
tush-priest, was itself preserved, not only till the
pass of its aperture is like a cup. This I will Jewish
but of Qrigen ; and that its inscription,
farther describe, for the use of those that are rtaysofJosephus.
Holiness to the Lord, was in the Samaritan characters.
—See
Antiq.
b.
viii.
ch. Hi. sect 8, Essay on the Old
unacquainted with it. Suppose a sphere be
p. 164, and Reland, lie Spot. Templi, p 13*.
divided into two parts, round at the bottom, Test.
t When Josephus, both here and chap. rl. sect. 4,
but baring another segment that grows up to supposes the tabernacle to have been parted into three
seems to esteem the bare entrance to be a third
a circumference from that bottom; sappose parts, he distinct
from the Imiy and the most holy placesi
it become nariower by degrees, and that the division,
and this the rather, because in the temple afterwarri them
Ovitfof that part grow decently smaller, and w;ts -i real distinct third part, which was called the Porch
Josephus would contradict his own description
then gradually grow wider again at tbe brim, otherwise
of thr taliernacle, which give* us a particular account of
sueo m§ ire see in the naval of a poraegmnata. d i loore than two parts.
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the blue is fit to signify the air; and the
scarlet will naturally be an indication of fire.
Now the vestment of the high-priest being
made of linen, signified the earth; the blue
denoted the sky, being like lightning in its
pomegranates, and in the noise of the bells
resembling thunder. And for the ephod, it
showed that God had made the universe of
four [elements] ; and as for the gold inter
woven, I suppose it related to the splendour
by which all things are enlightened. He
also appointed the breast-plate to be placed
in the middle of the ephod, to resemble the
earth, for that has the very middle place of
the world. And the girdle which encompassed
the high-priest round, signified the ocean,
for that goes round about and includes the
universe. Bach of the sardonyxes declares
to us the sun and the moon ; those, I mean,
that were in the nature of buttons on the
high-priest's shoulders. And for the twelve
stones, whether we understand by them the
months, or whether we understand the like
number of the signs of that circle which the
Greeks call the Zodiac, we shall not be mis
taken in their meaning. And for the mitre,
which was of a blue colour, it seems to me
to mean heaven ; for how otherwise could the
name of God be inscribed upon it? That it
was also illustrated with a crown, and that of
gold also, is because of that splendour with
which God is pleased. Let this explication*
suffice at present, since the course of my nar
ration will often, and on many occasions,
afford me the opportunity of enlarging upon
the virtue of our legislator.
CHAFrER vni.
OP THE r-RIESTIIOOD OK AARON
§ 1. When what has been described was
brought to a conclusion, gifts not being yet
presented, God appeared to Moses, and en
joined him to bestow the high-priesthood upon
Aaron his brother, as upon him that best of
* This explication of the mystical meaning of the
Jewish tabernacle and its vessels, with the garments of
the high-priest, is taken out of Philo, and fitted to Gen
tile philosophical notions. This may possibly be for
given In Jews, greatly versed in heathen learning and
philosophy, as Philo had ever been, and as Josephus
had long been when he wrote these Antiquities. In the
mean time, it is not to be doubted, but in their edu
cation they must have both learned more Jewish inter
pretations, such as we meet with in the Epistle of Bar
nabas, in that to the Hebrews, and elsewhere among the
old Jews. Accordingly, when Josephus wrote his books
of the Jewish War, for the use of the Jews, at which
time he was comparatively young, and less used to Gen
tile books, we find one specimen of such a Jewish in
terpretation ; for then (b. vii. ch. v. sect. 6,) he makes
the seven branches of the temple-candlestick, with their
seven lamps, an emblem of the seven days of creation
and rest, which are here emblems of the seven planets.
Nor certainly ought ancient Jewish emblems to be ex
plained any other way than according to ancientJewish,
and not Uentile, notions. See of the War, b. i. ch.
xxxili. seat. 2.
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them all deserve to obtain that honour, on
account of its virtue. And when he had
gathered the multitude together, he gave
them an account of Aaron's virtue, and of
his good-will to them, aad of the dangers he
had undergone for their sakes. Upon which,
when they had given testimony to him ill all
respects, and showed their readiness to receive
him, Moses said to them, " O you Israelites,
this work is already brought to a conclusion, in
a manner most acceptable to God, and accord
ing to our abilities. And now since you see
that he is received into this tabernacle, we
shall first of all stand in need of one that may
officiate for us, and may minister to the sacri
fices, and to the prayers that are to be put up
for us ; and indeed had the inquiry after such
a person been left to me, I should have
thought myself worthy of this honour, both
because all men are naturally fond of them
selves, and because I am conscious to myself
that I have taken a great deal of pains for
your deliverance; but now God himself has
determined that Aaron is worthy of this ho
nour, and has chosen him for his priest, as
knowing him to be the most righteous person
among you. So that he is to put on the vest
ments which are consecrated to. God; he is
to have the care of the altars, and to make
provision for the sacrifices ; and he it is that
must put up prayers for you to God, who will
readily hear them, not only because he is
himself solicitous for your nation, but also
because he wdl receive them as offered by
one that he hath himself chosen to this
office."-!" The Hebrews were pleased with
what was said, and they gave their approba
tion to him whom God had ordained ; for
Aaron was, of them all, the most deserving
of this honour, on account of his own stock
and gift of prophecy, and his brother's virtue.
He had at that time four sons, Nadab, Abihu,
Eleazer, and Ithamar.
2. Now Moses commanded them to make
use of all the utensils which were more than
were necessary to the structure of the taber
nacle, for covering the tabernacle itself, the
candlestick, and altar of incense, and the other
vessels, that they might not be at all hurt
when they journeyed, either by the rain, oi
by the rising of the dust. And when he hail
gathered the multitude together again, he or
dained that they should offer half a shekel
for every man, as an oblation' to God; which
shekel is a piece among the Hebrews, and is
equal to four Athenian drachmss.J Wheret It is well worth our observation, that the two prin«
cipal qualifications required in this section, for the con
stitution of the first high-priest, (vix. that be should
have an excellent character for virtuous and■ good ac
tions; as also that he should have tho approbation of
the people.) are here noted by Josephus, even where the
nomination belonged to God himself, which are the very
same qualification* which the Christian religion requires
in the choice of Christian bishops, priests, and deacons ;
as the Apostolical Constitutions inform us, b. ii. chap. UL
J This weight and value of the Jewish shekel, in tho
days of Josephus, equal to about 3s. lOd. starling, is, by
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upon they readily obeyed what Moaes had 6. Now God showed himself pleased with
commanded ; and the number of the offerer* the work of the Hebrews, and did not permit
was til handled and five thousand fire hun their labours to be in vain; nor did he dis
dred and fifty. Now this money that was dain to make use of what they had made, but
brought by the men that were free, was given he came and sojourned with them, and pitched
by tuch ik were above twenty years old, but his tabernacle in the holy house. And in
under fifty; and what was collected was spent the following manner did he come to it:—
in the uses of the tabernacle.
The sky was clear, but there was a mist over
3. Moses now purified the tabernacle and the tabernacle only, encompassing it, but not
the priests; which purification was performed with such a very deep and thick cloud as is
after the following manner :—He commanded seen in the winter season, nor yet in so thin a
them to take five hundred shekels of choice one as men might be able to discern any thing
myrrh, an equal quantity of cassia, and half through it; but from it there drooped a sweet
the foregoing weight of cinnamon and cala dew, and such a one as showed the presence
mus (this last is a sort of sweet spice); to of God to those that desired and believed it.
beat them small, and wet them with an hin of 6. Now when Moses had bestowed such
oil of olives (an hin is our own country mea honorary
presents on the workmen, as it was
sure, and contains two Athenian ehoaa, or fit they should
receive, who had wrought so
eongitues); then mix them together, and boil well, he offered sacrifices
in the open court of
them, and prepare them afrer the art of the the tabernacle, as God commanded him; a
apothecary, and make them into a very sweet bull, a ram, and a kid of the goats, for a
ointment; and afterward to take it to anoint sin-offering. Now I shall speak of what we
and to parity the priests themselves, and all the do in oar sacred offices in my discourse about
tabernacle, as also the sacrifices. There were sacrifices;
therein shall inform men in
also many, and those of various kinds, of what cases and
bid us offer a whole burnttweet spices, that belonged to the tabernacle, offering, andMoses
what cases the law permits us
and such as were of very great price, and were to partake ofinthem
as of food. And when
brought to the golden altar of incense, the na Moses had sprinkled Aaron's
vestments, him
ture of which I do not now describe, lest it self,
his sons, with the blood of the beasts
■heuld be troublesome to my readers ; but in that and
slain, and had purified them with
cense* was to be fljfered twice a-day, both be springwere
waters and ointment, they became
fore son-rising and at sun-setting. They were God's priests.
After this manner did he con
abo to keep oil ready purified for the lamps; secrate them and
garments for seven
three of which were to give light all day long,t days together. Thetheir
same
he did to the taber
upon the sacred candlestick, before God, and nacle, and the vessels thereto
belonging, both
the rest were to be lighted at the evening.
with
oil
first
incensed,
as
I
said,
the
)• Now all was finished. Besaleel and blood of bulls and of rams, slainanddaywith
by
day
Aholiab appeared to be the most skilful of one, according to its kind. But on the eighth
the workmen ; for they invented finer works day
he appointed a feast for the people, and
than what others had done before them, and commanded
them to offer sacrifice according
were of great abilities to gain notions of what to their ability.
they contended
•hey were formerly ignorant of; and of these, one with another,Accordingly
and were ambitious to ex
Beaaled was judged to be the best. Now ceed each other in the sacrifices which they
the whole time they were about this work was brought, and so fulfilled Moses's injunctions.
|he interval of seven months; and after this But as the sacrifices lay upon the altar, a sud
it was that was ended the first year since their den
was kindled from among them of its
departure out of Egypt. But at the beginning own fire
accord, and appeared to the sight like
of the aecond year, on the month Xanthicut, fire
from a flash of lightning, and consumed
" the Macedonians call it, but on the month whatsoever was upon the altar.
Auan, as the Hebrews call it, on the new 7. Hereupon an affliction befell Aaron, con
moon, they consecrated the tabernacle, and sidered as a man and a father, but was un
«u its vessels, which I have already described. dergone by him with true fortitude; for he
the learned Jewa, owned to be one-fifth larger than had indeed a firmness of soul in such acci
*<re their old shekel*; which determination agrees dents,
and he thought this calamity came upon
PwfreUy with the remaining shekels that have Sama
ritan hiacripuone, coined generally by Simon the Mac- him according to God's will; for whereas
°*bee,ahont
230 years
his he had four sons, as I have said before, the two
antiquities, which
neverbefore
weighJosephus
more thanpublished
2a. aid., and
elder of them, Nadab and Abihu, did not
""oonlj
but
2a.
eld.
Bee
ltelaud
De
Nummis
Samsniaoorum, p. 188.
bring those sacrifices which Moses bade them
* The taeniae was here offered, according to Joee- bring, but which they used to offer formerly,
Pboi'g opinion, before Bun-rising, and at sun-netting ; and
were burnt to death. Now when the firs
bat in the dayi of Pompey, according to the same Joeeahaa, the eecrincee were offered in the morning, and rushed upon them, and began to burn them,
•t the ninth hour. Antiq. b. xiv. ch. lv. eect. 8,
nobody1 could quench it. Accordingly they
B t Hence wa may correct the opinion of the modern died
this manner. And Moses bid then"la, who any that only one of the seven lamps fatherinand
their brethren to take up their
I in the day-tune ; whereae our Joeephna, an eye
a, aaye there were three.
bodies, to carry them out of the camp, and to
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bury them magnificently. Now the multi
tude lamented them, and were deeply affected
at this their death, which so unexpectedly be
fell them. But Moses entreated their breth
ren a.,d their father not to be troubled for
them, and to prefer the honour of God before
their grief about them ; for Aaron had already
put on his sacred garments.
8. Rut Moses refused all that honour which
he saw the multitude ready to bestow upon
bun, and attended to nothing else but the ser
vice of God. He went no more up to mount
Sinai; but be went into the tabernacle, and
brought back answers from God for what he
prayed for. His habit was also that of a pri
vate man ; and in all other circumstances be
behaved himself like one of the- common peo
ple, and was desirous to appear without dis
tinguishing himself from the multitude, but
would have it known that he did nothing else
but take care of them. He also set down in
writing the form of their government, and those
laws, by obedience whereto they would lead
their lives so as to please God, and so as to have
no quarrels one among another. However, the
laws he ordained were such as God suggested
to them; so I shall now discourse concern
ing that form of government, and those laws.
9. 1 will now treat of what I before omit
ted, the garment of the higb-priest: for be
[Moses] left no room for the evil practices of
[false] prophets; but if some of that sort
should attempt to abuse the divine authority,
he left it to God to be present at his sacrifices
when he pleased, and when he pleased to be
absent.* And he was willing this should be
known, not to the Hebrews only, but to those
foreigners also who were there. For as to
those stones,f which we told you before the
• Of this strange expression, that Moses * left it to
God to he present at his sacrifices when be pleased, and
when lie pleaded to be abs?nt," see the note on b. ii.
against Apion, sect. 16.
+ Tbsbm answers by the oracle of Urim and Thummim, which words signify light and perjection, or, as
the Heplu -K'nil render them, revelation and truth, and
denote nothing further, that 1 see, but the shining stones
themselves, which were u->ed. in this method of illuiuination. in revealing the will of God, after a perfect and
true manner, to his people Israel: I say, these answers
were not made by the shining of the precious stones,
after an awkward manner, in the high-priest's breast
plate, as the modern Habbins vainly suppose; for cer
tainly the shining of the stones might precede or ac
company the oracle, without itself delivering that oracle
{,.-e Antiq. b vi. chap. vi. sect. 4), but rather by an
rmlible voice from the mercy-seat between the cheruMui*. See Prideaux's Connect at the year 634. This
oracle had been silent, as Jusephus here infurms.ua, two
bundled years before he wrote his Antiquities, or ever
star« the days of the last good high-priest of the family
<>l tiie Maccabees, John Hyrcanus. Now it is here very
wHl worth our observation, that the oracle before us was
llul by which God appeared to be present with, and gave
directions to. his people Israel as their king, all the while
they submitted to him in that capacity; and did not set
over them such independent kings as governed accord
ing tn their own wills and political maxims, Instead of
divine directions. According, we meet with this ora
cle (besides angelic and prophetic admonitions) all along
[run thcdjysof Mose* and Joshua to the anointing of
e>an I. the first of the succession ui the kings (Numb
*Vt* JU, «U *fc Its, 21, W^ ». *»l Mi- 1, &C| I Sam. i.
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high-priest bare on his shoulder?, which were
sardonyxes (and I think it needless to describe
their nature, they being known to every body),
the one of them shined out when God was
present at their sacrifices; I mean that which
was in the nature of a button on his right
shoulder, bright rays darting out thence, ar<)
17, 18; iii. prr tot. iv. per tot.); nay, till Saul's rejec
tion of the divine commands in ihe war with Amalek,
when lie took upon him to act as lie thought fit (1 Sam.
xiv. a, 18, I1.'. 36, 37L then this oracle irit Saul entirely
(which indeed be had seldom consulted, before, 1 Sam.
xiv. 36; I Chron. x. 14; xiii. :t, Autiq. b. vii. chap. it.
sect. U\, and accompanied David, wbo was anointed to
succeed him, and who consulted. God by it frequently,
and complied with its directions constantly (1 Sam. xiv.
37, 41; xv. Xflf xxii. 13, 16 1 xxiii. 9, 10; xxx 7, H, H*j
2 Sam. ii. 1, v. Ii'. 33; xxL I , xxiii. 14; 1 Chron. xiv10,14; Antiq. b vi. chap. xii. sect. 6). Saul, indeed,
long after his rejection by God, and when God bad given
him up to destruction for his disobedteoce, did once after
wards endeavour to consult God when it was too late ;
but God would not then answer him, neither by dreams,
nor by Urim, nor by prophets ( 1 Sam. xxvm. 61. Nor
did any of David's successors, the kings of Juda, lhal
we know of, consult God by this oracle, till the very*
Babylonish captivity itself, when those kings were at an
end; they taking upon them, I suppose, too much of
despotic power and royally, and too little owning the
God of Israel fur the supreme King of Israel, though a
few of them consulted the prophets sometimes, and weie
answered by them. At the return of the two trrnes, with
out the return of the kingly government, the restoration
of this oracle was expected (Neh. viL 66; 1 Esd. v, 40i
1 Mace. iv. 46; xiv. ill. And indeed it may seem to have
been restored for some lime alter the Babylonish capti
vity, at least in the days of that excellent higb-pnest,
John Hyrcanus, whom Josephus esteemed as a king, a
priesi, and a prophet; and who, he says, foretold scleral
things that came to pass accordingly; hut about the
time of his death, he here implies, that this oracle quite
ceased, and not before. The following high-priests now
pulling diadems on their heads, and ruling according to
their own will, and by their own authority, like the -tfher
kings of the I'agaa countries about them; so that while
the God of Israel was allowed to be the supreme Kiug
of Israel, and his directions to be their authentic guides,
God gave tliem such directions as their supreme king
and governor; and they were properly under a theocracy,
by this oracle of Urim, but no lunger (see Dr. Bernard's
notes here), though I confess I cannot bat esteem the
high-priest Jaddns's divinu dream (Antiq. b. xi. chap,
viii. sect. 4}, and the high-priest Caiaphas's most remark
able prophecy (John xi 47— 5a), as two small remains or
specimens of this ancient oracle, which properly belonged
to the Jewish high-priests: uor perhaps ought we en
tirely to forget that eminent prophetic dream of our
Josephus himself (one next to a high-priest, as of the
family of the Asamoneans or Maccabees), as to tbe suc
cession of Vespasian and Titus to tbe Koaian Empire,
and that in Ibe days of Nero, and before either Galba,
tubo, or Vitellius were thought of to suceeed him. ((if
the War, b. iii. chap. viii. sect, a.) This, I think, may
well be looked on us the very last instance of any thing
like the prophetic L'rim among the Jewish nation, and
just preceded their fatal desolation: but bow it could
possibly come to pas* thai such great men as Sir John
Marsham and Dr. Spenser, should imagine that this
oracle of Unround Thutnmim. with other practices, at
old or older than the law or Moses, should have been
ordained in imitation of somewhat like them among the
Egyptians, which we never bear of till the days of IMo.
dorus Nirulus, ./Elian, and Maimonides, or little earlier
than the Christian era at the highest, is almost unac
countable; while the main business of the law of Mosea
was evidently to preserve the Israelites from tbe idola
trous and superstitious practices of the neighbouring
Pagan nations) and while it Is so undeniable, thai the
evidence for the great antiquity of Motes's law is incom
parably beyond that for the like or greater anliquity of
such customs in Egypt or other iialions, which indeed
is generally none at all. it is most ab.urd to derive any
of Moses's laws irom the initiation ol those heaihan
practices. .Such hyp.. flits*-* deittoi-Mratr U; us Uuv, Ur
inclination ran nrev.nl ..»v-r evidence, mc\tn some of
lb* most learned j.ail u| luauktud.
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been seen even by those that were most re any of those laws, either as tempted in times
mote; which splendour yet was not before of peace by luxury, or in times of war by dis
natural to the stone. This his appeared a tress of affairs. But I say no more here con
wonderful thing to such as hare not so far cerning them, because I have resolved to com
indulged themselves in philosophy, as to de pose another work concerning our laws,
spise Divine Revelation. Yet will I mention
what is still more wonderful than this: for God
CHAPTER IX.
declared beforehand, by those fwelve stones
which the higb-priest bare on his breast, and THE MANNER OF OUR OFFERING SACRIFICES.
which were inserted into his breast-plate,
when they should be victorious in battle; for §1.1 will now, however, make mention of
so great a splendour shone fortb from them a few of our laws which belong to purifica
before the army began to march, that all the tions, and the like sacred offices, since I am
people were sensible of God's being present accidentally come to this matter of sacrifices.
for their assistance. Whence it came to pass These sacrifices were of two sorts; of those
that those Greeks, who bad >i veneration for sorts one was offered for private persons, and
our laws, because tbey could not possibly the other for the people in general; and they
contradict this, called that breast-plate the are done in two different ways : in the one
Oracle. Now this breast-plate, and this sar case, what is slain is burnt, as a whole burntdonyx, left off shining two hundred years be offering, whence that name is given to it ; but
fore I composed this book, God having been tbe other is a thank-offering, and is designed
displeased at the transgression of his laws. Of for feasting those that sacrifice. I will speak
which things we shall further discourse on a of the former. Suppose a private man offer
fitter opportunity; but I will now go on with a burnt-offering, be must slay either a bull, a
ray proposed narration.
lamb, or a kid of the goats, and the two latter
10. The tabernacle being now consecrated, of tbe first year, though of bulls he is per
and a regular order being settled for the mitted to sacrifice those of a greater age ; but
priests, the multitude judged that God now all burnt-offerings are to be of males. When
dwelt among them, and betook themselves to they are slain the priests sprinkle the blood
sacrifices and praises to God, as being now round about the altar: they then cleanse the
delivered from all expectation of evils, and bodies, and divide tbem into parts, and salt
as entertaining a hopeful prospect of better them with salt, and lay them upon the altar,
times hereafter. They offered also gifts to while the pieces of wood are piled one upon
God, some as common to the whole nation, another, and the fire is burning ; tbey next
and others as peculiar to themselves, and cleanse the feet of the sacrifices and the in
these tribe by tribe; for the heads of the wards in an accurate manner, and so lay them
trifies combined together, two by two, and to the rest to be purged by the fire, while
brought a waggon and a yoke of oxen. These the priests receive the hides. This is the way
amounted to six, and they carried the taber- of offering a burnt-offering.
iiicle when they journeyed. Besides which, 2. But those that offer thank-offerings do
each head of a tribe brought a bowl, anil a indeed sacrifice the same creatures, but such
ilnr^er, and a spoon, of ten darics, full of as are unblemished, and above a year old;
incense. Now the charger anil the bowl were however, tbey may take either males or fe
of silver, and together they weighed two hun males. They also sprinkle the altar with their
dred shekels, but the bowl cost no more than blood; but they lay upon the altar the kid
seventy shekels; and these were full of line neys and the caul, and all the fat, and the
Hnir mingled with oil. such as they used on lobe of the liver, together with the rump of
the altar about the sacrifices. Tbey brought the lamb ; then, giving the breast and tbe
also a young bullock, and a ram, with a lamb right shoulder to the priest, the offerers feast
of a year old, for a whole burnt-offering; as upon the remainder of the flesh for two days;
also a goat for the forgiveness of sins. Every and what remains they burn.
one of the beads of the tribes brought also 3. Tbe sacrifices for sins are offered in the
oher sacrifices, called peace-pjf'erinyt for every same manner as is the thank-offering. But
day two bulls, and five rams, with lambs of those who are unable to purchase complete
a year old, and kids of the goats. These sacrifices, offer two pigeons, or turtle doves;
he ids of tribes were twelve days in sacrificing, the one of which is made a burnt-offering to
one sacrificing every day. Now Moses went God, the other they give as food to the priests.
no longer up to mount Sinai, but went into But we shall treat more accurately about the
the tabernacle, and learned of God what they oblation of these creatures in our discourse
were to do, and what laws should be made; concerning sacrifices. But if a person fall
which laws were preferable to what have been into sin by ignorance, he offers an ewe lamb, of
deviled by human understanding, and proved a female kid of tbe goats, of the same age;
to Ik- firmly observed for all time t<> come, as and tbe priests sprinkle the blood at the altar,
being believed to li the gift ol God. inso not al ter the former manner, but at tbe corners
much that the Hebrew* did not transgress of iu They also bring the kidneys und tbe
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.est of the fat, together with the lobe of the
liver, to the altar, while the priests bear away
the hides and the flesh, and spent it in the
holy place, on the same day;* for the law
does hot permit them to leave of it until the
morning. But if any one sin, and is conscious
of it himself, but hath nobody that can prove
it upon him, he offers a ram, the law enjoin
ing him so to do ; the flesh of which the priests
eat as before, in the holy place, on the same
day. And. if the rulers offer sacrifices for
their sins, they bring the same oblations that
private men do ; only they so far differ, that
they ore to bring for sacrifice a bull or a kid
of the goats, both males.
4. Now the law requires, both in private
and public sacrifices, that the finest flour be
also brought ; for a lamb the measure of one
tenth-deal,—for a ram two,—and for a bull
three. This they consecrate upon the altar,
when it is mingled with oil ; for oil is also
brought by those that sacrifice ; for a bull the
half of an hin, and for a ram the third part of
the same measure, and one quarter of it for
a lamb. This hin is an ancient Hebrew mea
sure, and is equivalent to two Athenian choas
(or congiuses). They bring the same quantity
of oil which they do of wine, and they pour the
wine about the altar ; but if any one does not
offer a complete sacrifice of animals, but brings
fine flour only for a vow, he throws a handful
upon the altar as its first fruits, while the priests
take the rest for their food, either boiled or
mingled with oil, but made into cakes of bread.
But whatsoever it be that a priest himself of
fers, it must of necessity be all burnt. Now
the law forbids us to sacrifice any animal at
the same time with its dam: and, in other
cases, not till the eighth day after its birth
Other sacrifices there are also appointed for
escaping distempers, or for other occasions, in
which meat-offerings are consumed, together
with the animals that are sacrificed ; of which
it is not lawful to leave any part till the next
day, only the priests are to take their own
share.

CHAPTER X.
CONCERNING THE FESTIVALS J AND HOW EACH
DAY OF SUCH FESTIVAL IS TO BE OBSERVED.

§ 1. TnE law requires, that out of the pub
lic expenses a lamb of the first year be killed
every day, at the beginning and at the' ending
• What Reland well observes here, out of Josephus,
as compared with the taw of Moses, Lev. viii. 15 (that
the eating of the sacrifice the same day it was offered,
seems to mean only before the morning of the next, al
though tbe latter part, i. e. the night, be in strictness
part ofthe next day, according to the Jewish reckoning)
U greatly to be observed upon other occasions also. The
Jewish maxim, in such cases, it seems, is this : That the
day goes before the night ; and this appears to me to be
tbe language both of the Old and New TestBmont. See
also the note on Antlq. b. Iv. cb. iv. seat. 4, and Reland s
not* on k. iv. ehep. vUi. sect. 38.
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of the day ; but on the seventh day, which is
called the Sabbath, they kill two, and sacrifice
them in the same manner. At the new moon,
they both perform the daily sacrifices, and slay
two bulls, with seven lambs of the first year,
and a kid of the goats also, for the expiation
of sins ; that is, if they have sinned through
ignorance.
2. But on the seventh month, which the
Macedonians call Hyperberetwui, they make
an addition to those already mentioned, and
sacrifice a bull, a ram, and seven lambs, and
a kid of the goats, for sins.
3. On the tenth day of the same lunar
month, they fast till the evening ; and this day
they sacrifice a bull, and two rams, and seven
lambs, and a kid of the goats, for sins. And,
besides these, they bring two kids of the goats ;
the one of which is sent alive out of the limits
of tlic" camp into the wilderness for the scape
goat, and to be an expiation for the sins of the
whole multitude; but the other is brought
into a place of great cleanness within the
limits of the camp, and is there burnt, with its
skin, without any sort of cleansing. With
this goat was burnt a bull, not brought by the
people, but by the high-priest, at his own
charges; which, when it was slain, he brought
of the blood into the holy place, together with
the blood of the kid of the goats, and sprinkled
the ceiling with his finger seven times, as also
its pavement, and again as often toward the
most holy place, and about the golden altar :
he also at last brings it into the open court;
and sprinkles it about the great altar. Besides
this, they set the extremities, and the kidneys,
and the fat, with the lobe of the liver, upon
the altar. The high-priest likewise presents
a ram to God as a burnt-offering.
1. Upon the fifteenth day of the same
month, when the season of the year is chang
ing for winter, the law enjoins us to pitch
tabernacles in every one of our houses, so that
we preserve ourselves from the cold of that
time of the year ; as also that when we should
arrive at our own country, and come to that
city which we should have then for our metro
polis, because of the temple therein to be built,
and keep a festival for eight days, and offer
burnt-offerings, and sacrifice thank-offerings,
that we should then carry in our hands a
branch of myrtle, and willow, and a bough of
the palm-tree, with the addition of the pomecitron. That the burnt-offering on the first
of those days was to be a sacrifice of thirteen
bulls, and fourteen lambs, and fifteen rams,
with the addition of a kid of the goats, as an
expiation for sins: and on the following days
the same number of lambs, and of rams, with
the kids of the goajs ; but abating one of the
bulls every day till they amounted to seven
only. On the eighth day all work was laid
aside, and then, as we said before, they sacri
ficed to God a bullock, a ram, and seven Iambs,
with a kid of the goats, for an expiation ol
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rinc And this a the accustomed solemnity bread], without leaven, of twenty-four tenth
of the Hebrews, when they pitch their taber deals of flour, for so much is spent upon this
bread; two heaps of these were baked; they
nacles.
5. In the month of Xanthicus, which is by were baked the day before the Sabbatb, but
us called Nun, and is the beginning of our were brought into the boly place on the mornvoir, on the fourteenth day of the lunar month, ixg of the Sabbatb, and set upon the noly tawhen the sun is in Aries (for in this month it ble, six on a heap, one loaf still standing overwas that we were delivered from bondage un against another ; where two golden cups full of
der the Egyptians), the law ordained that we frankincense were also set upon them, and
should every year slay that sacrifice which I there they remained till another Sabbath, and
before told you we slew when we came out of then other loaves were brought in their stead,
Egypt, and which was called tne Pastover; white the loaves were given to the priests for
uid su we do celebrate this passover in com- toeir food, and the frankincense was burnt in
panie. , leaving1 nothing of what we sacrifice that sacred fire wherein all tbeir offerings were
till tlie day following. The feast of unlea burnt also; and so other frankincense was set
vened bread succeeds that of the passover, and upon the loaves instead of what was there
falls an the fifteenth day of the month, and before. The [high] priest also, of bis own
continues seven days, wherein they feed on charges, offered a sacrifice, and that twice
unl javened bread ; on every one of which days every day. It was made of flour mingled
tv j bulls are killed, and one ram, and seven with oil, and gently baked by the fire; the
1» obs. Now these lambs are entirely burnt, quantity was one tenth deal of flour; he
I rsides the kid of the goats which is added to brought the half of it to the fire in the morn
Jl the rest for sins; for it is intended as a ing, and the other half at night. The account
feast for the priests on every one of those days. of these sacrifices I shall give more accurately
But on the second day of unleavened bread, hereafter; but I think I have premised what
which is the sixteenth day of the month, they for the present may be sufficient concerning
first partake of the fruits of the earth, for be them.
fore that day they do not touch them. And
while they suppose it proper to honour God,
from whom they obtain a plentiful provision,
CHAPTER XL
in the first place, they offer the first-fruits of
OF THE PURIFICATIONS.
their barley, and that in the manner following:
They take a handful of the ears, and dry them,
then beat them small, and purge the barley § 1. Moses took out the tribe of Levi from
from the bran; they then bring one tenth deal communicating with the rest of the people,
to the altar, to God; and, casting one handful and set them apart to be a holy tribe ; and
of it upon the fire, they leave the rest for the purified them by water taken from perpetual
u« of the priests; and after this it is that they springs, and with such sacrifices as were usu
may publicly or privately reap their harvest. ally offered to God on the like occasions. He
They also at this participation ofthe first-fruits delivered to them also the tabernacle, and the
rf the earth, sacrifice a lamb, az a burnt-offer sacred vessels, and the other curtains, which
were made for covering the tabernacle, that
ing to God.
6. When a week of weeks has passed over they might minister under the conduct of the
after this sacrifice fwhich weeks contain forty priests, who bad been already consecrated to
and nine days), on the fiftieth day, which is God.
Pentecost, but is called by the Hebrews Asar- j 2. He also determined concerning animals;
tha which signifies Pentecost, they bring to which of them might be used for food, and
God a loaf, made of wheat flour, of two tenth which they were obliged to abstain from;
draU, with leaven ; and for sacrifices they bring which matters, when tlirs work shall give me
two lambs; and when they have only present occasion, shall be farther explained ; and the
ed them to God, they are made ready for sup causes shall be added, by which he was moved
per for the priests ; nor is it permitted to leave to allot some of them to be our food, and en
sciy thing of them till the day following. They joined us to abstain from others. However,
also slay three bullocks for a burnt-offering, he entirely forbade us the use of blood for
and two rams; and fourteen lambs, with two food, and esteemed it to contain the soul and
kis?s of the goats, for sins; nor is there any spirit. He also forbade us to eat the flesh of
one of the festivals but in it tbey effer burnt- an animal that died of itself, as also the caul,
. offerings; they also allow themselves to rest and the fat of goats, and sheep, and bulls.
on every one of them. Accordingly, the law 3. He also ordered, that those whose bodies
prescribes in them all what kinds they are to were afflicted with leprosy, and who had a
sacrifice, and ho>v tbey are to rest entirely, and gonorrhea, should not come into the city ;"
must slay sacrifices, in order to feast upon • We may here Dote, that Josephus frequently ealui
the camp the city, and the court of the Mosaic taberna
tbem.
cle a temple, and the tabernacle itself a hoty house, wttto
7. However, out of the common charges, allusion
to the latter city, temple, and holy house wbico
baked bread [was set on the table of shew- br knew so well long afterwards.
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nay, be removed the women, when they had
their natural purgations, till the seventh day;
after which he looked on them as pure, and
permitted them to come in again. The law
permits those also who have taken care of fu
nerals to come in after the same manner, when
this number of days is over; but if any continued longer than that number of days in a
state of pollution, the law appointed the of
fering two lambs for a sacrifice ; the one of
which they are to purge by fire, and for the
other, the priests take it for themselves. In
the same manner do those sacrifice who have
had the gonorrhoea. But he that sheds his
seed in his sleep, if he go down into cold wa
ter, has the same privilege with those that have
lawfully accompanied with their wives. And
for the lepers, he suffered them not to come
into the city at all, nor to live with any others,
as if they were in effect dead persons; but if
any one bad obtained, by prayer to God, the
recovery from that distemper, and bad gained
a healthful complexion again, such a one re
turned thanks to God, with several sorts of
sacrifices; concerning which we will speak
hereafter.
4. Whence one cannot but smile at those
who say that Moses was himself afflicted with
the leprosy when he fled out of Egypt, and
that he became the conductor of those wbo
on that account left that country, and led them
into the land of Canaan ; for, had this been
true, Moses would not have made these laws
to bis own dishonour, which indeed it was
more likely he would have opposed, if others
had endeavoured to introduce them; and this
the rather, because there are lepers in many
nations, wbo yet are in honour, and not only
free from reproach and avoidance, but who
have been great captains of armies, and been
entrusted with high offices in the common
wealth, and have had the privilege of enter
ing into holy places and temples; so that no
thing hindered, but if either Moses himself,
or the multitude that was with him, had been
liable to such a misfortune in the colour of
his skin, he/night have made laws about thorn
for their credit and advantage, and have bud
no manner of difficulty upon them. Accord
ingly, it is a plain case, that it is out of vio
lent prej udice only that they report these thing!
about us; but Moses was pure from any such
distemper, and lived with countrymen who
were pure of it also, and thence made the
laws which concerned others that had the dis
temper. He did this for the honour of God;
but as to these matters, let every one consider
them after what manner he pleases.
5. As to the women, when they have born
a child, Moses forbade them to come into the
temple, or touch the sacrifices, before forty
days were over, supposing it to be a boy; but
if sbe has born a girl, the law is that >he can
not De admitted before twice that ihiihImt of
days be over; and when after tlu- before-men
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tioned time appointed for them, they perform
their sacrifices, the priests distribute them Defore God.
6. But if any one suspect that his wite has
been guilty of adultery, he was to brine a
tenth deal vl barley flour; they ther cast one
handful to God, and gave the rest ot it to t lv;
priests for food. One of the priests set tbe
woman at tbe gates that are turned towards
tbe temple, and took tbe veil from her bead,
and wrote the name of God on parchment,
and enjoined her to swear that she had not at
all injured her husband ; and to wish that, if
sbe had violated her chastity, her right thigh
might be put out ofjoint; that her belly might
swell, and that she might die thus: but that
if her husband, by the violence of his affec
tion, and of the jealousy which arose from it,
had been rashly moved to this suspicion, that
she might bear a male child in the tenth
month. Now when these oftfbs were over,
the priest wiped the name of Goo out ol tb«'
parchment, and wrung tbe water into a viai.
He also took some dust out of the temple (it
any happened to be there), and put a little of
it into the vial, and gave it her to drink ;
whereupon the woman, if she were unjustly
accused, conceived with child, and brought it
to perfection in her womb: but if fhe had
broken her faith of wedlock to her husband,
and had sworn falsely before God, she died
in a reproachful manner: her thigh fell off
from her, and her belly swelled with a dropsy
And these are the ceremonies about sacrifices,
and about the purifications thereto belonging,
which Moses provided for his countrymen.
He also prescribed the following laws to
them:—

CHAPTER XII.
BETEItAL LAWS.

§ 1. As for adultery, Moses forbade it en
tirely, as esteeming it a happy thing that men
should be wise in the affairs of wedlock ; and
that it was profitable both to cities and fami
lies that children should be known to be ge
nuine. He also abhorred men's lying with
their mothers, as one of the greatest crimes
and the like for lying with the father's wife
and with aunts, and sisters, and son's wives
as all instances of abominable wickedness
He also forbade a man to lie with his wif»
when she was defiled by her natural purga
tion: and not to come near brute beasts; noi
to approve of the lying with a male, which
was to hunt after unlawful pleasures on ac
count of beauty. To those who were guilty
of such insolent behaviour, he ordained dealt
for their punishment.
2. As for the priests, he prescribed to them
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» double degree of purity:* for he restrained this method of slavery. This year also re
tueo-. in the instances above, and moreover for- stores the laud to its former possessors in thn
'"•!<■• the hi to marry harlots. He also forbade manner following : — When the Jubilee is
them to marry a slave, or a captive, and such come, which name denotes liberty, he that
as c»*. their living by cheating trades, and by sold the land, and he that bought it, meet to
keeping inns: as also a woman parted from gether, and make an estimate, on one band,
her husband, on any account whatsoever. of the fruits gathered ; and, on tbe other hand,
-Viy, he did not think it proper for the high- of the expenses laid out upon it. If the fruits
priest to marry even the widow of out tint gathered come to more than the expenses laid
was dead, though be allowed that to the out, he that sold it takes the land again; but
priests; but he permitted biin only to marry if tbe expenses prove more than the fruits,
a virgin, and to retain ber. Whence it is the present possessor receives of the former
that the high-priest is not to come near to one owner the difference that was wanting, and
that is dead, although the rest are not prohi leaves the land to him ; and if the fruits re
bited from coming near to their brethren, or ceived, and the expenses laid out, prove equal
parents, or children, when they are dead; but to one another, the present possessor relin
they are to be unblemished in all respects. quishes it to the former owners. Moses would
He ordered that the priest, who had any blem have the same law obtain as to those houses
ish, should have his portion indeed among the also which were sold in villages; but he made
priests; but he forbade him to ascend the al a different law for such as were sold in a city ;
tar, or to enter into the holy house. He also for if he that sold it tendered the purchaser
enjoined them, not only to observe purity in his money again within a year, he was forced
their sacred ministrations, but in their daily to restore it; but in case a whole year had in
conversation, that it might be unlilaineable tervened, the purchaser was to enjoy what he
also; and on this account it is that those who had bought. This was the constitution of the
wear the sacerdotal garments are without spot, laws which Moses learned of Qod when tbe
and eminent for their purity and sobriety : nor camp lay under mount Sinai; and this he de
are they permitted to drink wine so long as livered in writinf to the Heb'ew;,
they wear those garments, f Moreover, tney 4. Now whenthissettlement ot laws seemed
offer sacrifices that are entire, and have uo to be well over, Moses thought fit at length
to take a review of the host, as thinking it
defect whatsoever.
3. And truly Moses gave them all these proper to settle the affairs of war 8o he
precepts, being such as were observed during charged the heads ot tbe tribes, excepting the
disown life-time; but though be lived now tribe of Levi, to take an exact account ot tDi:
ia the wilderness, yet did be make provision number of those that were able to go to war;
how they might observe the same laws when for as to the Levites they were Holy, and tree
they should have taken the laud of Canaan. from all such burdens. Now when tne peo
He gave then rest to the land from plough ple had been numbered, there were found six
ing and planting every seventh year, as he had hundred thousand that were able to go to
prescribed to them to rest from working every war, from twenty to^fty years of age, besides
serenthday; and ordered, that then whatgrew three thousand six hundred and titty. Instead
of its own accord out of the earth, should in of Levi, Moses took Manasseh, the son of
common belong to all that pleased to use it, Joseph, among the heads of tribes; and Ephmaking no distinction in that respect between raim instead of Joseph. It was indeed the de
their own countrymen and foreigners: and he sire of Jacob himself to Joseph, that be would
ordained, that they should do the same after give him his sons to be bis own by adoption,
seven times seven years, which in all are fifty as I have before related*
years; and that fiftieth year is called by the 5. When they set up the tabernacle, tbey
Hebrews Tie Jubilee, wherein debtors are received it into the midst of their camp, three
freed from their debts, and slaves are set at 'of the tribes pitching their tents on each side
kuerty: which slaves became such, though of it ; and roads were cut. througu tbe midst
they were of the same stock, by transgressing of these tents. It was like a well-appointed
some of those laws the punishment of which market ; and every thing was there ready for
was not capital, but they were punished by sale in due order; and all sorts of artificers
were in the shops; and it resembled nothing
* These wards af Josephas are remarkable, that tbe so much as a city that sometimes was move
lawgiver of the Jews required of the priests a doable able,
and sometimes fixed. The priests had
decree oT purity, ia comparison of that required of the
•mole, of which he fives several instances immediately. the first places about tbe tabernacle; then the
It was for certain the case also among Ihe first Christians, Levites, who, because their whole multitude
of the clergy. In eoenparifoa of Ih- laity, as the Aposto
lical Constitutiens and Canons every where inform as. was reckoned from thirty days old, were
♦ We asusf here Bote, with Krlantt. that the precept
thousand eight hundred and
firm to the prieats of out iviahiasf wine while they wore twenty-three
males; and, during the time that the
th— sacred ffsriaeirls, ia equivalent to their abstinence eighty
cloud
stood
over
tbe tabernacle, they thought
turn it all the while they aaiiiisteied in the temple; he—as they then always, aud then o ily, wore those sacred proper to stay in the same place, as suppos
nrmfal.. which were laid uji loere troui one time of ing that God there inhabited among them ;
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but when that removed they journeyed also. them who exhorted tbem not to be unmind
6. Moreover, Moses was the inventor of ful of Moses, and of what great pains he had
the form of their trumpet, which was made been at about their common safety; and not
of silver. Its description is this:— In length to despair of assistance from God. The mul
it was little less than a cubit. It was com titude thereupon became still more unruly,
posed of a narrow tube, somewhat thicker and more mutinous against Moses than be
than a flute, but with so much breadth as was fore. Hereupon Moses, although be was so*
sufficient for admission of the breath of a basely abused by them, encouraged them in
man's mouth: it ended in the form of a bell, their despairing condition, and promised that
like common trumpets. Its sound was called he would procure them a great quantity of
in the Hebrew tongue Asosra. Two of these flesh-ineat, and that not for a few days only,
being made, one of them was sounded when but for many days. This they were not will
they required the multitude to come together ing to believe; and when one of them asked
to congregations. When the first of them whence he could obtain such vast plenty of
gave a signal, the heads of the tribes were to what he promised, he replied, " Neither God
assemble, and consult about the affairs to nor I, although we hear such opprobrious lan
them properly belonging; but when they gave guage from you, will leave off our labours
the signal by both of them, they called the for you; and this shall soon appear also."
multitude together. Whenever the tabernacle As soon as ever be had said this, the whole
was removed, it was done in this solemn or camp was filled with quails, and they stood
der: At the first alarm of the trumpet, those round about them, and gathered them in great
whose tents were on the east quarter prepared numbers. However, it was not long ere
to remove; when the second signal was given, God punished the Hebrews for their inso
those that were on the south quarter did the lence, and those reproaches they had used to
like; in the next place, the tabernacle was wards him, for no small number of them
taken to pieces, and was carried in the mklst died ; and still to this day the place retains
of six tribes that went before, and of six that the memory of this destruction, and is named
followed, all the Levites assisting about the Kibroth-hattaavah, which is, The Grave* of
tabernacle; when the third signal was given, Lust.
that part which had their tents towards the
west put themselves in motion; and at the
fourth signal those on the north did so like
CHAPTER XIV.
wise. They also made use of these trumpets
in their sacred ministrations, when they were HOW MOSES SENT SOME PERSONS TO SEARCH
bringing their sacrifices to the altar, as well OUT THE LAND OF THE CANAANITES, AND
on the Sabbaths as on the rest of the [festival] THE LARGENESS OF THEIR CITIES; AND
days; and now it was that Moses offered that FARTHER, THAT WHEN THOSE WHO WBSB
sacrifice which was called the Passover in the SENT WERE RETURNED, AFTER FORTY DAYS,
Wilderness, as the first he had offered after AND REPORTED THAT THEY SHOULD NOT
the departure out of Egypt.
BE A MATCH FOR THEM, AND EXTOLLED
THE STRENGTH OF THE CANAANITES, THB
MULTITUDE WERE DISTURBED, AND FELL
INTO DESPAIR; AND WERE RESOLVED TO
CHAPTER XIII.
STONE MOSES, AND TO RETURN BACK AGAIN
INTO EGYPT, AND SERVE THE EGYPTIANS,
BOW MOSES REMOVED PROM MOUNT SINAI,
AND CONDUCTED THE PEOPLE TO THE § 1. When Moses had led the Hebrews away
BORDERS OF THE CANAANITES.
from thence to a place called Paran, which was
near to the borders of the Canaanites, and a
A little while afterwards he rose up, anif place difficult to he continued in, he gathered
went from mount Sinai; and, having passed the multitude together to a congregation;
through several mansions, of which we and standing in the midst of them, he said,
will speak anon, he came to a place called " Of the two things that God determined to
Hazeroth, where the multitude began again to bestow upon us. Liberty, and the Possession
be mutinous, and to blame Moses for the mis of a Happy Country, the one of them ye al
fortunes they had suffered in their travels; ready are partakers ot, by the gift of God,
aud that when he had persuaded them to leave and the other you will quickly ubtain ; for
a good land, they at once bad lost that land, we now have our abode near the borders of
and instead of that happy state he bad pro the Canaanites, and nothing can binder the
mised them, they were still wandering in their acquisition of it, when we now at hurt are
present miserable condition, being already in fallen upon it : I say, not only no king nor
want of water; and if the manna should hap city, but neither the whole race of mankind,
pen to fail, they must then utterly perish. if they were all gathered together, could do
Jfet while they generally spake many and it. Let us therefore prepare ourselves fo»
sera things against the man, there was ooe of the work, for the Caiuutnites will uot reaigp
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up their land to us without fighting, but it could hinder men of true courage from at
must be wrested from them by great struggles tempting them, especially while God would
in tvar. Let us then send spies, who may take care of tbem beforehand, and be assis
take a view of the goodness of the land, and tant to them. " Let us then go," said they,
what strength it is of; but, above all things, " against our enemies, and have no suspicion
let us be of one mind, and let us honour God, of ill success, trusting in God to conduct us,
and following those that are to be our lead
who above all is our helper and assister."
2. When Moses had said thus, the multi ers." Thus did these two exhort them, and
tude requited him with marks of respect ; endeavour to pacify the rage they were in.
and chose twelve spies, of the most eminent But Moses and Aaron fell on the ground, and
men, one out of each tribe, who, passing over besought God, not for their own deliverance,
all the land of Canaan from the borders of but that he would put a stop to what the
Egypt, came to the city Hamath, and to people were unwarily doing, and would bring
mount Lebanon; and having learned the na their minds to a quiet temper, which were
ture of the land, and of its inhabitants, they now disordered by tbeir present passion. The
came borne, having spent forty days in the cloud also did now appear, and stood over the
whole work. Tbey also brought with them tabernacle, and declared to them the presence
of the fruits which the land bare; they also of God to be there.
showed them the excellency of those fruits,
and gave an account of the great quantity of
the good things that land afforded, which were
motives to the multitude to go to war. But
CHAPTER XV.
then they terrified them again with the great
difficulty there was in obtaining it; that the HOW MOSES WAS DISPLEASED AT THIS, AND
rivers were so large and deep that they could
PORETOLD THAT GOD WAS ANGRY, AND
not be passed over; and that, the hills were so THAT THEY SHOULD C0NT1N UE IN THE WIL
high that they could not travel along for DERNESS FOR FORTY YEARS, AND NOT,
them; that the cities were strong with walls, DURING THAT TIME, EITHER RETURN INTO
and tbeir firm fortifications round about EGYPT, OR TAKE POSSESSION OF CANAAN.
tbem. Tbey told them ulso, that they found
at Hebron, the posterity of the giant*. Ac § 1. Moses came now boldly to the multi
cordingly these spies, who had seen the land tude, and informed them that God was moved
of Canaan, wheii they perceived that all these at their abuse of him, and would inflict pun
tlilliculties were greater there than they had ishment upon them, not indeed such as they
met with since they came out of Egypt, they deserved tor their sins, but such as parents
were affrighted at them themselves, and en inflict on their children, in order to tbeir cor
deavoured to affright the multitude also.
rection: For, be said, that when he was in the
3. So tbey supposed, from what they had tabernacle, and was bewailing with tears that
beard, that it was impossible to get the pos- destruction which was coming upon tbem, God
jrssion of the country. And when the congre put him in mind what things he had done for
gation was dissolved, tbey, their wives and them, and what benefits they had received
children, continued their lamentation, as if from him, and vet how ungrateful they had
God would not indeed assist them, but only been to him ; that just now they bad been in
promised them fair. They also again blamed duced, through the timorousness of the spies,
Mo-ses, and made a clamour against liiin and his to think that their words were truer than his
brother Aaron, the high-priest. Accordingly own promise to them ; and that on this ac
they passed that night very ill, and with count, though he would not indeed destroy
contumelious language against them; but in them all, nor utterly exterminate their nation,
the morning they ran to a congregation, in which he had honoured more than any other
tending to stone Moses and Aaron, and so to part of mankind, yet he would not permit
return back into Egypt.
them to take possession of the land of Canaan,
4. But of the spies, there were Joshua, the nor enjoy its happiness ; but would make
son of Nun, of the tribe of Epbraim, and them wander in the wilderness, and live with
Caleb of the tribe of Judah, that were afraid out a fixed habitation, and without a city, for
Dt t be consequence, and came into the midst forty years together, as a punishment for this
of them, and stilled the multitude, and\de- tbeir trangression ; but that be bath promised
rired them to be of good courage; and nei to give that land to our children, and that be
ther to condemn God as having told tbem would make them the possessors of those
lies, nor to heaiken to those who had affright good things which, by your ungoverned pas
ed them, by telling them what was not true sions, you have deprived yourselves of
concerning the Canaanites, but to those that 2. When Moses had discoursed thus to
encouraged them to hope for good success ; them, according to the direction of God, the
and that they should gain possession of the multitude grieved, and were in affliction; and
happiness promised them, because neither the entreated Moses 10 procure their reconcilia
height of mountains nor the depth of risers tion to God. and to permit them no longe~
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wander in the wilderness, but to bestow cities I toms made inconsistent therewith ; some of
upon tbem ; but he replied, that God would I these did not sacrifice at all, and others left
not admit of any such trial, for that God was ' their sacrifices in an imperfect condition; nay,
not moved to this determination from any hu many were not able, even at first, so much as
man levity or anger, but that he had judici to enter into the temple, but went their ways
ally condemned them to that punishment. in this state, as preferring a submission to the
Now we are not to disbelieve that Moses, laws of Moses before the fulfilling of their own
who was but a single person, pacified so many inclinations, even when they had no fear upon
ten thousands when they were in anger, and them that any body could convict thein, hut
converted them to a mildness of temper; for only out of a reverence to their own con
God was with him, and prepared the way to science. Thus this legislation, which appeared
his persuasions of the multitude; and as they to be divine, made this man to be esteemed
had often been disobedient, they were now as one superior to his own nature. Nay, far
sensible that such disobedience was disadvan ther, a little before the beginning of this
tageous to them, and that they had still there war, when Claudius was emperor of the IComans, and Ismael was our high-priest, and
by fallen into calamities.
3. But this man was admirable for his vir when so great a famine* was come upon us,
tue, and powerful in making men give credit that one tenth deal [ofwheat] was sold for four
to what he delivered, not only during the drachmae, and when no less than seventy cori
time of his natural life, but even there is still of flour were brought into the temple, at the
no one of the Hebrews who does not act even feast of unleavened bread (these cori are
now as if Moses were present, and ready to thirty-one Sicilian, but forty-one Athenian
punish him if he should do any thing that is medimni), not one of the priests was so hardy
indecent ; nay, there is no one but is obe as to cat one crumb of it, even while so great
dient to what laws he ordained, although tbey a distress was upon the land; and this out of
might be concealed in their transgressions. a dread of the law, and of that wrath which
There are also many other demonstrations God retains against acts of wickedness, evei,
that his power was more than human, for still when no one can accuse the actors. Whence
some there have been, who have come from we are not to wonder at what was then done,
tho parts beyond Euphrates, a journey of four while to this very day the writings left by Mo
months, through many dangers, and at great ses have so great a force, that even those that
expenses, in honour of our temple; and yet, hate us do confess, that he who established
when they had offered their oblations, could this settlement was God, and that it was by
not partake of their own sacrifices, because the means of Moses, and of his virtue: but
Moses had forbidden it, by somewhat in the as to these matters, let every one take them
law that did not permit them, or somewhat as he thinks fit.
that had befallen them, which our ancient cus
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CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF THIRTY-EIGHT TEARS.

FROM THE REJECTION OF THAT GENERATION, TO THE
DEATH OF MOSES.

CHAPTER I.

that although God had forbidden them to
meddle with the Canaanites, yet could they
THE FIGHT OF THE HEBREWS WITH THE 0A- not be persuaded to be obedient to the words
naamtes, without the CONSENT of MO- j of Moses, and to bo quiet; but supposing
BES ; AND THEIR DEFEAT.
they should be able to beat their enemies,
even without his approbation, they accused
§ 1. Now this life of the Hebrews in the
* Tbi* great famine in the d*rs of Clandlua, la asmio
wilderness was so disagreeable and trouble
mentioned in Antiq. b. xx. chap. ii. sect. 6: ajd Acta
some to them, and they were so uneasy at it, xl.28.
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him, and suspected that he made it his busi themselves up again to his conduct; for they
ness to keep them in a distressed condition were sensible that, without his care for them,
that they might always stand in need of his their affairs could not be in a good condition;
assistance. Accordingly they resolved to fight and he caused the host to remove, and be went
with the Canaanites, and said that God gave farther into the wilderness, as intending there
them bis assistance, — not out of regard to to let them rest, and not to permit them to
Moses's intercessions, but because he took care fight the Canaanites before God should afford
of tbeir entire nation, on account of theu them a more favourable opportunity.
forefathers, whose affairs be took under his
own conduct; as also, that it was on account
of their own virtue that he had formerly pro
cured them their liberty, and would be assist
CHAPTER IL
ing to them, now they were willing to take
pains tor it. Tbey also said that they were pos THE SEDITION OF CORAH AND OF THE MULTI
sessed of abilities sufficient for the conquest of TUDE AGAINST MOSES, AND AGAINST HIS
their enemies, although Moses should have a BROTHER, CONCERNING THE PRIESTHOOD.
snind to alienate God from them; that, bowever, it was for their advantage to be their § 1. That which is usually the case of great
own masters, and not so far to rejoice in their armies, and especially upon ill success, to be
deliverance from the indignities they endured hard to be pleased, and governed with diffi
under the Egyptians, as to bear the tyranny culty, did now befall the Jews ; for they be
of Moses over them, and to suffer themselves ing in number six hundred thousand, and, by
to be deluded, and live according to his plea reason of their great multitude, not readily
sure, as though God did only foretell what con subject to their governors, even in prosperity,
cerns us out of his kindness to him, as if they they at this time were more than usually an
were not all the posterity of Abraham ; that gry, both against one another and against
God made him alone the author of all the tbeir leader, because of the distress they were
Knowledge we have, arid we must still learn in, and the calamities they theu endured. Such
t from him; that it would be a piece of pru a sedition overtook them, as we have not the
dence to oppose bis arrogant pretences, and like example either among the Greeks or tbe
to put their confidence in God, and to resolve Barbarians, by which tbey were in danger of
to take possession of that land which he bad being all destroyed, but were notwithstanding
promised them, and not to give ear to him, saved by Moses, who would not remember
who, on this account, and under the pretence that he had been almost stoned to death by
•f divine authority, forbade them so to do. them. Nor did God neglect to prevent their
Considering, therefore, the distressed state ruin ; but, notwithstanding the indignities they
they were in at present, and that in those de had offered their legislator and the laws, and
sert places they were still to expect things their disobedience to the commandments which
would be worse with them, they resolved to he had sent them by Moses, he delivered them
fight with the Canaanites, as submitting only from those terrible calamities, which, without
to God, their supreme commander, and not his providential care, had been brought upon
waiting fur any a-sistanee from their legislator. them by this sedition. So I will first explain
2. When, therefore, they bad come to this tbe cause whence this sedition arose, and then
resolution, as being best for them, they went will give an account of the sedition itself ; as
against their enemies; but those enemies were also of what settlements Moses made for their
not dismayed either at the attack itself, or at government, after it was over.
the great multitude that made it, and received 2. Corab, a Hebrew of principal account,
them with great courage. Many of the He both by his family and by his wealth, one that
brews were slain ; and the remainder of the was also able to speak well, and one that could
army, upon the disorder of their troops, were easily persuade the people by his speeches, saw
pursued, and fled, after a shameful manner, that Moses was in an exceeding great dignity,
u their i-.unp. Whereupon this unexpected and was uneasy at it, and envied him on that
misfortune made them quite despond; and account (he was of the same tribe with Moses,
tbey hoped for nothing that was good; as ga and of kin to him), was particularly grieved,
thering from it, that this affliction came from because be thought he better deserved that
the wrath of God, because they rashly went honourable post on account of his great riches,
and not inferior to him in his birth. So he
out to war without his approbation.
3. But when Moses saw how deeply they raised a clamour against him among the Lewere affected with this defeat, and being afraid vites, who were of tbe same tribe, and espe
lest the enemies should grow insolent upon cially among his kindred, saying, " That it was
this victory, and should be desirous of gaining a very sad thing that they should overlook
still greater glory, and should attack them, be Moses, while be hunted after, and paved the
resolved that it was proper to withdraw the way to glory for himself, and by ill arts should
arm r into tbe wilderness to a farther diMancu obtain it, under tbe pretence of God's com
from the Cana/vites: so tbe multitude gave mand, while, contrary to the laws, he had
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given the priesthood to Aaron, not by the produced such a one as was inferior to many
common suffrage of the multitude, but by others, nor have given him that office; and
his own rote, as bestowing dignities in a that in case he had judged it fit to bestow
tyrannical way on whom he pleased." He it on Aaron, he would have permitted it to
added, " That this concealed way of impos the multitude to bestow it, and not have
ing on them was harder to be borne than if left it to be bestowed by his own brother.
it had been done by anopen force upon them, 4. Now although Moses had a great while
because he did now not only take away ago foreseen this calumny of Corah, and
their power without their consent, but even had seen that the people were irritated, yet
/while they were unapprised of his contri- was he not affrighted at it; but being of
■ ranees against them; for whosoever is con good courage, because he had given them
scious to himself that he deserves any dig right advice about their affairs, and know
nity, aims to get it by persuasion, and not ing that his brother had been made par
by an arrogant method of violence; but taker of the priesthood at the command of
those that believe it impossible to obtain God, and not by his own favour to him, he
those honours justly, made a show of good came to the assembly; and, as for the mul
ness, and do not introduce force, but by cun titude, he said not a word to them, but spake
ning tricks grow wickedly powerful: that as loud to Corah as he could; and being
it was proper for the multitude to punish very skilful,in making speeches, and having
such men, even while they think themselves this natural talent, among others, that he
concealed in their designs, and not suffer could greatly move the multitude with his
them to gain strength till they have them discourses, he said, " O Corah, both thou
lor their open enemies. " For what account," and all these with thee (pointing to the
added he, " is Moses able to give, why he two hundred and fifty men) seem to be
has bestowed the priesthood on Aaron and worthy of this honour; nor do I pretend
his sons? for if God had determined to be but that this whole company may be worthy
stow that honour on one ofthe tribe of Levi, of the like dignity, although they may not
I am more worthy of it than he is; I myself be so rich, or so great as you are; nor have
being equal to Moses by my familv, and I taken and given this office to my brother,
superior to him both in riches and m age: because he excelled others in riches, for
but if God had determined to bestow it on thou exceedeth lis both in the greatness of
the eldest tribe, that of Reuben might thy wealth ;• nor indeed because he was of
have it most justly; and then Dathan, and an eminent family, for God, by giving us
Abiram, and [On, the son of] Peleth, the same common ancestor, has made our
would have it; for these are the oldest men families equal ; nay, nor was it out of
of that tribe, and potent on account of their brotherly affection, which another might
yot have justly done; for certainly, unless
great wealth also."
3. Now Corah, when he said this, had a I had bestowed this honour oat of regard
mind to appear to take care of the public to God, and to his laws, I had not passed
welfare; but in reality he was endeavouring by myself and given it to another, as being
to procure to have that dignity transferred nearer of kin to myself than to my brother,
by the multitude to himself. Thus did he, and having a closer intimacy with myself
out of a malignant design, but with plausi than I have with him; for surely it would
ble words, discourse to those of his own not be a wise thing for me to expose mysel f
tribe; and when these words did gradually to the dangers of offending, and to bestow
spread to more of the people, and when the the happy employment on thisaccouut upon
hearers still added to what tended to the another. But I am above such base pi acscandals that were cast upon Aaron, the tices; nor would God have overlooked this
whole army was full of them. Now of those matter, and seen himself thus despised ; nor
that conspired with Corah, there were two would he have suffered you to be ignorant
hundred and fifty, and those of the principal of what you were to do in order to please
men also, who were eager to have the him ; but he hath himself chosen one that
priesthood taken away from Moses's bro is to perform that sacred office to him, and
ther, and to bring him into disgrace: nay. thereby freed us from that care. So ihat
the multitude themselves were provoked to it was not a thing that 1 pretend to give,
be seditious, and attempted to stone Moses, but only according to the determination oi
and gathered themselveB together after an God; I therefore propose it still to lie con
indecent manner, with confusion and dis tended for by sueh as please to put in for
order. And now they all were, in a tumul it, only desiring, that he who has been al
tuous manner, raising a clamour before the ready preferred, and has already obtained
tabernacle of God, to prosecute the tyrant, it, may be allowed now also to offer himself
and to relieve the multitude from their for a candidate. He prefers your peace,
slavery under him who, under colour of the and your living without sedition, to this
divine commands, laid violent injunctions honourable employment, although in truth
upon them; for that had it been God who
Reland here fairs D'tice, thnt allhoni^li our Bible,
chose one that was to perform the office of ■ay* little
nr nuthinfr 'hear riches Corah, yet thai
a priest, he would have raised a worthy both the Jews
person to that dignity, and would not have are full of it. and Mahummedans, at well &» Joeepbus
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it wis with your approbation that he obtained wiser sort desired that they might be delivered
it; for though God were the donor, yet do we from the present disorder and disturbance:
not offend when we think fit to accept it with for they were afraid, that if this sedition went
jour good-will; yet would it have been an on, the good order of their settlement would
Instance of impiety not to have taken that ho rather be destroyed; but the whole body of
nourable employment when he offered it; nay, the people do naturally delight in clamours
it bad been exceedingly unreasonable, when against their governors, and, by changing their
God hid thought fit any one should have it opinions upon tbe harangues of every speaker
for ill time to come, and had made it secure disturb the public tranquillity. And now Mo
and firm to him, to have refused it. How- ses sent messengers for Abiram and Dathan,
eytr, he himself will judge again who it shall and ordered them to come to the assembly,
be vvbom be would have to offer sacrifices to and wait there for the holy offices that were
bin), and to have the direction of matters of to be performed. But they answered the
religion; for it is absurd that Corah, who is messengers, that they would not obey his sum
ambitious of this honour, should deprive God mons; nay, would not overlook Moses's be
of tbe power of giving it to whom he pleases. haviour, who was^rowing too great for thein
Tut in end, therefore, to your sedition and by evil practices. Now when Moses heard
disturbance on this account ; and to-morrow of this their answer, be desired the heads of
morning do every one of you that desire the the people to follow him, and he went to the
priesthood bring a censer from home, and come faction of Dathan, not thinking it any fright
hither with incense and fire : and do thou, O ful thing at all to go to these insolent people;
Corab, leave the judgment to God, and await so they made no opposition, but went along
to see on which side he will give his determin with him. But Dathan and his associates,
ation upon this occasion, but do not thou make when they understood that Moses and the
thyselfgreater than God. Do thou also come, principal of the people were coming to them,
that this contest about this honourable employ came out, with their wives and children,
ment may receive determination. And I sup and stood before their tents, and looked to see
pose we may admit Aaron without offence, to what Moses would do. They had also their
"Jer himselfto this scrutiny, since be is of the servants about them to defend themselves, in
ajine lineage with thyself, and has done nothing case Moses should use force against them.
"i his priesthood that can be liable to exception. 2. But he came near, and lifted up his
Come ye therefore together, and offer your hands to heaven, and cried out with a loud
incense in public before all tbe people ; and voice, in order to be heard by the whole mul
when you offer it, he whose sacrifice God shall titude, and said, " O Lord of the creatures
accept shall be ordained to tbe priesthood, and that are in tbe heaven, in the earth, and in the
shall be clear of tbe present calumny on Aaron, sea; for thou art the most authentic witness
** if I had granted him that favour because to what I have done, that it has all been done
«e was my brother."
by thy appointment, and that it was thou that
affordedst us assistance when we attempted
any thing, and showedst mercy to the Hebrews
in all their distresses, do thou come now, and
hear all that I say, for no action nor thought
CHAPTER III.
escapes thy knowledge; so that thou wilt not
■0W THOSE THAT STIRRED UP THI» SEDITION disdain to speak what is true for my vindica
wUt DESTROYED, ACCORDING TO THE WILL tion, without any regard to the ungrateful im
<" 00D; AND HOW AARON, MOSES'S BRO- putations of these men. As fpr what was
'HE», 10TII IIS AND HIS POSTERITY, RE done before I was born, thou knowest best, as
TAINED THE PRIESTHOOD.
not learning them by report, but seeing them,
and being present with them when they were
5 1. When Moses had said this, the multi done; but for what has been done of late, and
file h-ft off the turbulent behaviour they had which these men, although tbey know them
bulged, and the suspicion they had of Mo well enough, unjustly pretend to suspect, be
ws, and commended what he had said; for thou my witness. When I lived a private
taose proposals were good, and were so es- quiet life, I left those good things, which by
'retned of the people. At thut time therefore my own diligence, and by thy counsel, I en
'bet dissolved the assembly ; but on the next joyed with Miguel my father-in-law; and I
"J they came to the coneregation, in order gave myself up to this people, and underwent
10 !» present at the sacrifice, and at the de- many miseries on their account. I also bore
•frownation that was to be made between great labours at first, in order to obtain liberty
•he candidates for the priesthood. Now this for them, and now in order to their preser
concrefration proved a turbulent one, and vation; and have always showed myseli ready
">e multitude were in great suspense in ex- to assist tbem in every distress oftheirs. Now,
P*cumon of what was to be done ; for some therefore, since I am suspected by those very
of them would hare been pleased if Moses men whose being is owing to my labours,
W been convicted of evil practices; but tbe come thou, as it is reasonable to hope thou -
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wilt; thou, I soy, who showedst me that lire every evil accident, and bring nil that destruc
at mount Sinai; and madcst me to hear its tion on me which I have imprecate'' 'ipon
voice, and to see the several wonders which them. And when thou bast inflicted ounishthat place afforded me; thou who command- inent on those that have endeavoured to HesJ
edstme to go to Egypt, and declare thy will unjustly with this people, bestow upo" 'hem
to this people; thou who disturbedst the happy concord and peace. Save this multitude that
estate of the Egyptians, and gavest us the op follow thy commandments, and preserve them
portunity of flying away from our slavery un free from harm, and let them not partake of
der them, and madest the dominion of Pha the punishment of those that have sinned; for
raoh inferior to my dominion ; thou who didst thou knowest thyself it is not just, that for the
make the sea dry land for us, when we knew wickedness of those men the whole body of
not whither to go, and didst overwhelm the the Israelites should suffer punishment."
Egyptians with those destructive waves which 3. When Moses had said this, with tears in
had been divided for us; thou who didst be bis eyes, the ground was moved on a sudden ;
stow upon us the security of weapons when and the agitation that set it in motion was like
we were naked ; thou who didst make the that which the wind produces in waves of the
fountjains that were corrupted to flow, so as sea. The people were all affrighted; and the
to be fit for drinking, and didst furnish us ground that was about their tents sunk down
with water that came out of the rocks, when at the great noise, with a terrible sound, and
we were in the greatest want of it; thou who carried whatsoever was dear to the seditious
didst preserve our lives with [quails, which into itself, who so entirely perished, that there
was] food from the sea, when the fruits of the was not the least appearance that any man had
ground failed us ; tbou who didst send us ever been seen there, the earth that bad opened
such food from heaven as bad never been seen itself about tbem, closing again, and be
before ; thou who didst suggest to us the coming entire as it was before, insomuch that
knowledge of thy laws, and appoint to us a such as saw it afterward, did not perceive that
form of government,— come thou, I say, 0 any such accident had happened to it. Thus
Lo(d of the whole world, and that as such a did these men perish, and become a demon
Judge and a Witness to me as cannot be stration of the power of God. And truly,
bribed, and show how I have never admitted any one would lament, them, not only on ac
of any gift against justice from any of the He count of this calamity that befell them, which
brews, and have never condemned a poor man yet deserves our commiseration, hut also oethat ought to have been acquitted, on account cause their kindred were pleased with their
ofone that was rich ; and have never attempted sufferings ; for they forgot the relation they
to hurt this commonwealth. 1 am now bare to them, and at the sight of this sad ac
here present, and ain suspected of a thing the cident approved ot the judgment given against
remotest from my intentions, as if I bad given them ; and because they looked upon the
the priesthood to Aaron, not at thy command, people about Dathan as pestilent men, they
but out of my own favour to him; do thou at thought they perished as such*, and did not
this time demonstrate that all things are ad grieve for them.
ministered by thy providence, and that no
4. And now Moses called for those that
thing happens by chance, but is governed by contended about the priesthood, that trial
thy will, and thereby attains its end: as also might be made who should be priest, and that
demonstrate that thou takest care ofthose that be whose sacrifice God was best pleased with
have done good to the Hebrews; demonstrate might be ordained to that function. There
this, I say, by the punishment of Abiram and attended two hundred and fifty men, who in
Dathan, who condemn thee as an insensible deed were honoured by the people, not only
Being, and one overcome by my contrivances. on account of the power ot their ancestors, but
This wilt thou do by indicting such an open also on account of' their own, in which they
punishment on these men who so madly fly excelled the others : Aaron also and Corah
in the face of thy glory, as will take them out came forth, and they all offered incense, in
of the world, not in an ordinary manner, but those censers of theirs which toey bfouabt
so that it may appear they do not die after the with them, before the tabernacle. Here
manner of other men : let that ground which upon so great a fire shone out as no one ever
they tread upon open about them and con saw in any that is made by the hand ot man,
sume them, with their families and goods. neither in those eruptions out ot the earth
This will be a demonstration of tby power to that are caused by subterraneous burnings,
all men : and this method of their sufferings nor in such fires as arise of their own accord
will be an instruction of wisdom for those that in the woods, when the agitation is caused by
entertain profane s-. ntiments of thee. By the trees rubbing one against anuiner : but
this means I shall be found a good servant, in this fire was very bright, and baa a terrible
the precepts thou hast given by me. But if flame, such as is kindled at the command of
the calumnies tbey have raised against me be God; by whose irruption on tbem, all the
true, mayst thou preserve these men from company, and Corah himself, were destroy
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ed,* and this so entirely, that tbeir very good while that the people were fumnitnous,
bodies left no remains behind them. Aaron was afraid that they wouid attempt some
alone was preserved, and not at all hurt by the ocner innovation, and tbat some greacand sad
fire, because it was God that sent the fire to catati.ity would be the consequence. He
burn those only who ought to be burned. railed the multitude to u congregation, and
Hereupon Hoses, after these men were de patiently heard what apology tney had to
stroyed, was desirous that the memory of this make for themselves, witnout opposing them,
judgment might be delivered down to poster and this lest he should imbittii the multi
ity, and that future ages might be acquainted tude: he only desired tbe heads of the tribe
with it; and so he commanded Eleazar, the to bring their rods.f with the names of their
•on of Aaron, to put their censers near the tribes inscribed upon them, and that he should
brazen altar, that they might be a memorial receive the priesthood in wuosc rod God should
to posterity of whpt these men suffered, for give a sign. This was agreed to. So the
supposing that the power of God might be rest brought their rods, as did Aaron also,
eluded. And thus Aaron was now no longer who had written the tribe oi' Levi on bis rod.
esteemed to have the priesthood by tbe fa Tnese rods Moses laid up in the tabernacle of
vour of Moses, but by the public judgment God. On the next day he brought out the
c-f God; and thus he and his children peace rods, which were known from one another by
ably enjoyed the honour afterward.
those who brought them, they having dis
tinctly noted them, as had the multitude also;
ar,a as to the rest, in the same form Moses
had received them, in that they saw them
still; but they also saw buds and branches
CHAPTER IV?
grown out of Aaron's rod, with ripe fruits
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE HEBREWS DURING upon them: they were almonds, the rod hav
THUTT-KIGHT YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS. ing been cut out of that tree. The people
were so amazed at this strange sight, that
§ I. However, this sedition was so far from though Moses and Aaron were beiore under
ceasing upon this destruction, that it grew some degree of hatred, they now laid that
much stronger, and became more intolerable. hatred aside, and tiegan to admire the judg
And tbe occasion of its growing worse was of ment of God concerning tbem ; so that here
that nature, as made it likely the calamity after they uppluudcd wuat God had deciecd,
would never cease, but last for a long time ; ana permitted Aaron to enjoy the priesthood
for the men, believing already that nothing is peaceably. And tuns Uod otdained* him
done without the providence of God, would priest three stverai times, and he retained
bare it that these things came thus to pass, that honour without farther distui oance. And
rot without God's favour to Moses ; they hereby this sedition ol tbe Hebrews, which
therefore laid the blame upon him, that God had been a great one, and had lasted a great
wis so angry, and that this happened, not so while, was at last composed.
much because of the wickedness of those that 3. And now- Moses, because the tribe of
were punished, as because Moses procured Levi was made Tree from war and warlike
the punishment , and that these men bad been expeditions, and was set apart for tbe divine
destroyed without any sin of theirs, only be worship, lest they should want and seek after
cause they were zealous about thedivine wor the necessaries of life, anil so neglect the
ship; as also, that he who had been the cause temple, commanded the Hebrews, according
of this diminution of the people, by destroy to the will of God, that when they should
ing so many men, and those the most excel gain the possession of the land of Canaan,
lent of them all, besides his escaping any pun- they should assign forty-eight good and fair
•-. lit himself, had now given the priest cities to the Levites; and permit them to en
hood to his brother so firmly, that nobody joy their suburbs, as far as the limit of two
ooiild any longer dispute it with biin ; for no tnousand cubits would extend from the walls
e:ie else, to be sure, could now put in for it, of the city. And beside* this, he appointed
since he must have seen those that first did that the people should pay the tithe of their
so to have miserably perished. Nay, besides annual fruits of the earth, both to the Levites
this, the kindred of those that were destroyed and to the priests. And this is what that
uiade great entreaties to tbe multitude to tribe receives of the multiude; but I think
abate tbe arrogance of Moses, because it would it necessary to set down what is paid by ail,
be safest for them so to do.
peculiarly to the priests.
2. Now Moses, upon bis hearing for a 4. Accordingly be commanded the Levites
to yield up to the prjests thirteen of their
• II appears here, and from the Samaritan Pentateuch,
aid in ewect. from tbe I'aalmist, as als.» from the Apu*- forty-eight cities, and to set apart tor theto
tslscal Constitutions, from l'lemenl*s first episile to the
Corinthian*, from Igwalius's epistle to the Magnesiaus, * Concerning these twelve rods of the twelve tribe*
asal from Eusebius. that Corah wat not swallowed up of Israel, see St. Clement's account, maun laii(M Ifcap
with the Keubeailet, but burned with the Lentes of his I that in our Bibles. 1 F.pisl. sect. 45; as is Joseptius'a prw
ww» tnbs. See East) on the Old Testament, p. 51, 66. sent account In some measure larger also.
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the tenth part of the tithes which they every sage from Mosea: nor did he allow a passage
year receive of the people; as also, that it was for the army, but brought bis people armed to
but just to offer to God the first-fruits of the meet Moses, and to binder them, in case they
entire product of the ground; and that they should endeavour to force their passage. Up
should offer the first-born of those four-footed on which Moses consulted God by tbe oracle,
beasts that are appointed for sacrifices, if it be who would not have him begin the war first,
a male, to the priests, to be slain, that tbey and so be withdrew his forces, and travelled
and their entire families may eat them in tbe round about through tbe wilderness.
holy city; but that the owners of those first
6. Then it was tbal Miriam, tbe sister of
born which hi not appointed for sacrifices in Moses, came to her end, having completed bcr
the laws of our country, should bring a shekel fortieth yearf since she left Egypt, on the first
and a half in their stead : but for the first day | of the lunar month Xanthicus. They
born of a man, five shekels: that tbey should then made a public funeral for ber, at a great
also have the first-fruits out of the (hearing expense. She was buried upon a certain
of the sheep; and that when any baked mountain, which they call £»tn; and when they
bread-corn, and made loaves of it, they should bad mourned for ber thirty days, Moses puri
give somewhat of what they had baked to fied tbe people after this manner: He brought
them. Moreover, when any have made a sa a heifer that had never been used to tbe plough
cred vow, I mean those that are called Naza- or to husbandry, that was complete in all its
riles, that suffer their hair to grow long, and parts, and entirely of a red colour, at a little
use no wine, when they consecrate their hair,* distance from the camp, into a place perfectly
and offer it for a sacrifice, they are to allot clean. This heifer was slain by the high-priest,
that hair for the priests [to be thrown into the and her blood sprinkled with his finger seven
fire]. Such also as dedicate themselves to times before tbe tabernacle of God; after this,
God, as a corban, which denotes what tbe the entire heifer was burnt in that state, to
Greeks call a gift, when they are desirous of gether with its skin and entrails; and they
being freed from that ministration, are to lay threw cedar-wood, and hyssop, and scarlet
down money for tbe priests; thirty shekels if wool, into the midst of the fire; then a clean
it be a woman, and fifty if it be a man; but man gathered all her ashes togethe', and laid
if any be too poor to pay the appointed sum, tbem in a place perfectly clean. When there
it shall be lawful for the priests to determine fore any persons were defiled by a dead body,
that sum as they think fit. And if any slay they put a little of these ashes into spring
beasts at home for a private festival, but not for water, with hyssop, and, dipping part of these
a religious one, tbey are obliged to bring the ashes in it, they sprinkled them with it, both
maw and the cheek [or breast], and the right on the third day, and on the seventh, and af
shoulder of the sacritice,to the priests. With ter that they were clean. This he enjoined
these Moses contrived that the priests should them to do also when tbe tribes should come
be plentifully maintained, besides what they into their own land.
bad out of those offerings for sins, which the 7. Now when this purification, which their
people gave them, as I have set it down in leader made upon tbe morning for bis sister,
the foregoing book. He also ordered, that as it has been now described, was over, he
out of every thing allotted for the priests, caused the army to remove and to march
their servants, [their sons,] their daughters, through the wilderness and through Arabia;
and their wives, should partake, as well as and when he came to a place which the Ara
themselves, excepting what came to them out bians esteem their metropolis, which was for
of the sacrifices that were offered for sins; merly called Arce, but has now the name of
for of those none but the males of the family Petra, at this place, which was encompassed
cf the priests might eat, and this in tbe temple with high mountains, Aaron went up one of
also, and that the same day they were offered. them in the sight of tbe whole army, Moses
5. When Moses had made these constitu having before told him that he was to die, for
tions, nfter the sedition was over, he removed, this place was over against them. He put off
together with the whole army, and came to his pontifical garments, and delivered them to
the borders of Idutnea, He then sent am Eleazar his son, to whom the high-priesthood
bassadors to the king of the Idumeans, and belonged, because he was tbe elder brother ;
desired him to give him a passage through bis and died while tbe multitude looked upon
country; and agreed to send him what hos him. He died in the same year wherein he
tages he should desire, to secure him from an
injury. He desired bim also, that he would
this phrase "wherithefortieth year
allow his army liberty to buy provisions; and was+ Joseprmsherenset
completed," for when it Wat beeun; as does St. l.uke,
if he insisted upon it, be would pay down a •* when the day of Pentecost was completed,** Acts ii 1.
price for the very water tbey should drink. t Whether Miriam died, as Josephu**s Greek copies
imply, on the Ant day of the month, may be doubted,
But tbe king was not pleased with this ambas- because
the Latin copies say it was on the tenth, and so
sSfV
Jowish calendars also, as Dr. Bernard assures us.
• Ground, on Numo. vl 18, takes notice that thr It isthe
said
is still eltant near Petia, the oU
Greeks also, as well as tbe Jews, sometimes consecrated capital citytierofsepnlchie
Araliia tvn.ru, at this day; as also tost of
tbe hair of their heads to the Rods.
Aaron, not far off.
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lost bit lister, having lived in all a hundred
twenty and three years. He died on the
lint day of that lunar month which is called
by tbe Athenians Hecatombaon, by the Mace
donians Lous, but by the Hebrews Abba.
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ous: so they could not sustain the first onset,
nor bear up against the Hebrews, but tied
away, as thinking this would afford them a
more likely way for their escape than fighting;
for tbey depended upon tbeir cities, which
were strong, from which yet they reaped no
advantage when they were forced to fly to
them; for as soon as the Hebrews saw them
giving ground, they immediately pursued them
CHAPTER V.
close; and when they had broken their ranks,
ROW MOSES CONQUERED SIHON AND nr., KINKS they greatly terrified them, and some of them
OF THE AMORITES, AND DESTROYED THEIR broke off from the rest, and ran away to the
WHOLE ARMY, AND THEN DIVIDED THEIR cities. Now the Hebrews pursued them briskly,
LAND BY LOT TO TWO TRIBES AND A HALF and obstinately persevered in the labours they
OF THE BE1REWS.
had already undergone; and being very skilful
in slinging, and very dexterous in throwing of
§ I. The people mourned for Aaron thirty darts, or any thing else of that kind; and also
nays, ind when this mourning was over, Mo having nothing but light armour, which made
le* rtrooved the army from that pluce, and them quick in the pursuit, they overtook their
came to tbe river Anion, which, issuing out enemies; and for those that were most remote,
of tbe mountains of Arabia, and running and could not be overtaken, they reached them
through all that wilderness, falls into the lake by their slings and their bows, so that many
A<phaltitis, and becomes the limit between the were slain; and those that escaped the slaugh
land of the Moabites and the land of the ter were sorely wounded, and these were more
Amorites. This land is fruitful, and suffi distressed with thirst than with any of thosa
cient to maintain a great number of men, that fought against them, for it was the sum
with tbe good things it produces. Moses mer season; and when the greatest number of
therefore sent messengers to Sihon, the king them were brought down to the river out of a
of .this country, desiring that he would grant desire to drink, as also when others fled away
bis army a passage, upon what security he by troops, the Hebrews came round them, and
ihould please to require; he promised that he shot at them ; so that, what with darts and what
should be no way injured, neither as to that with arrows, they made a slaughter of them
country which Sihon governed, nor as to its all. Sibon their king was also slain. So the
inhabitants; and that he would buy his provi Hebrews spoiled the dead bodies, and took
sions at such a price as should be to their ad- tbeir prey. The land also which they took
rantage, even though he should desire to sell was full of abundance of fruits, and the army
them their very water. But Sihon refused his went all over it without fear, and fed tbeir
offer, and put his army into battle array, and cattle upon it; and they took the enemies pri
*»s preparing every thing in order to hinder soners, for they could no way put a stop to
their passing over Arnon.
them, since all the fighting men were destroy
i When Moses saw that the Amorite king ed. Such was tbe destruction which overtook
■vas disposed to enter upon hostilities with the Amorites, who were neither ■sagacious in
them, be thought he ought not to bear that counsel, nor courageous in action. Hereupon
insult; and, determining to wean the Hebrews the Hebrews took possession of their land,
from their indolent temper, and prevent the which is a country situate between three rivers,
disorden which arose thence, which had been and naturally resembling an island: the river
the occasion of their former sedition (nor in Arnon being its southern limit; tbe river Jabdeed were they now thoroughly easy in their bok determining its northern side, which,
minds), he inquired of God, whether he would running into Jordan, loses its own name, and
ci*e him leave to fight? which when he had takes the other ; while Jordan itself runs along
done, ami God also promised him the victory, by it, > n its western coast.
be was himself very courageous, and ready to 3. When matters were come to this state,
foceed to fighting. Accordingly he encou- Ug, the king of Gilead and Gaulanitis, fell
r«ed tbe soldiers; and he desired of them upon the Israelites. He brought an urmy with
that they would take the pleasure of fighting, him, and came in haste to the assistance of his
oow Cod gave them leave so to do. They friend Sihon ; but though he found him al
upon the receipt of this permission, ready slain, yet dW he resolve still to come
*bich they so much longed for, put on their and fight the Hebrews, supposing he should
"bole armour, and set about the work with be too hard for them, and being desirous to
out delay. But the Amorite king was not try tbeir valour; but failing of bis hope, he
*o* like to himself when the Hebrews were was both himself slain in the battle, and all
fdj to attack him; but both he him -ell' was his army was destroyed. So Moses passed
•frighted at the Hebrews, and his army, over the river Jabbok, and overran the king
which belbre had showed themselves to be of dom of ()g. He overthew their cities, and
food courage, were then found to be tim r •'•-■•.v all their inhabitants, who yet exceeded in
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riches all llie men in that part of the conti by words: but he did not judge it prudent to
nent, on Recount of the goodness of the soil, fight against them, after they had such i-rosand the great quantity of their wealth. Now perous successes, and even became out of ill
Og bud very few equals, either in the large successes more happy than before; but he
ness of his body or handsomeness of his thought to hinder them, if he could, trom
appearance. lie was also a man of great growing greater, and so be resolved to send
activity in t'oe use of bis hands, so tbat bis ambassadors to the Midianites about tbem.
actions were not unequal to the vast largeness Now these Midianites knowing there was one
and handsome appearance of his body; and Balaam, who lived by Euphrates, and was the
men could easily guess at his strength and greatest of 'the prophets at that time, and one
magnitude when they took bis bed at Rabbatb, that was in friendship with them, sent some
the royai city of the Ammonites; its structure of their honourable princes along with the
was of iron, its breadth four cubits, and its ambassadors of Balak, to entreat the prophet
length a cubit more than double thereto. to come to them that be might imprecate
However, bis tall did not only improve the curses to the destruction of the Israelites. So
circumstances of the Hebrews for the present, Balaam received the ambassadors, and treated
but by bis death he was the occasion of fur them very kindly; and when he had supped,
ther good success to t hem ; for they presently he inquired what was God's will, and what
took those sixty cities which were encom this matter was for which tbe Midianites en
passed wub excellent walls, and had been treated him to come to them. But when God
suuject to uun; and ail got tratu in general opposed bis going, he came to the ambassa
and in particular a great prey.
dors, and told thein that he was himself very
willing and desirous to comply with their re
quest, but informed them that God was oppo
site to his intentions, even that God who had
CUAFIr-R VI.
raised him to great reputation on account of
tbe truth of his predictions; for that this army,
CONCERNING (ALAta'lHt i-iiul'II L I', AND which they entreated him to come and curse,
was in. the favour of God; on which account
WHIT KIND OF VAN HE WAS.
he advised them to go home again, and not
i) I. Now Moses, when he had brought his to persist in their enmity against the Israelites:
armv to Joraan. ritcned his ramn in the great and when he had given them that answer, he
piaii, ovur against Jencno. Tnis city is a very dismissed the amliassadors.
nappy summon ana very fit for producing 3. Now the Midianites, at tbe earnest re
palm-tree* ana oaisam; and now the Israel quest and fervent entreaties of Balak, sent
ites organ to be very proud of themselves, and other ambassadors to Balaam, who, desiring
were very eager for fighting. Moses then, to gratify the men, inquired again of God ;
after he had othred for a tew days sacrifices but be was displeased at this [second] trial.f
of thanksgiving to God, and feasted the peo and bid him by no means to contradict tbe
ple, sent a party of aimed men to lay waste ambassadors. Now Balaam did not imagine
the country of the Midianites, and to take that God gave this injunction in order to de
their cities* Now the occasion which he took ceive him, so he went along with the ambas
for making war upon tnem was this that fol sadors; but when tbe divine angel met biin
in the way, when he was in a narrow passage,
lows : —
2. When Balak, the king of the Moabites, and hedged in with a wall on both sides, the
who had from his ancestors a friendship and ass on which Balaam rode understood that it
Vague with the Miuiunit es, saw how great + Not?, that Josephus never suppoari Balaam to be
the Israelites were grown, he was much af an idolater, aur to seek idolatrous enchantments, or lo
frighted on account of his own and his king peopliesy falsely, but lo be no other than an iil-disposetl
pmj-het of the 'rue God; and intimates that God's an
dom's danger; for be was not acquainted swer
Ihe second lime, permitting him to go, was ironi
with tins, that the Hebrews would not meddle cal, and
on design that he should be deceived (which
with anv otner country, but were to be con sort of deception, by way of punishment for former
Josephus never scruples to admit, as ever
tented with the possession of the land of Ca crimes,
esteeming such wicked men justly and providentially
naan, God having forbidden them to go any deceived).
But perhaps we had better keep hete close
lo Ihe lent, which says (Numb, xxiii. 30. 31.) Ihat God
farther." Sso he, with more baste than wis only
permitted
to go along with the ambassa
dom, resolved to make an attempt upon them dors, in case theyBalaam
came and called him, or positively
insisted on his going along with them orr any terms;
• Wtifct Josephus heie remarks i* well worth our re whereas Balaam seems out oi impatience lo have risen
mark in 1Mb place alsoSevlx. That the Israelites were up in the morning, and saddled his ass. and rather to
never to meddle with the Moahites or Ammonite*, .or have called them, than slaid for their calling him; so
•ny otner pcuple. bill those belonging lu Ihe land of aealous does he seem to have been for his reward for di
Ci.iiaa.ti. and Ilie countries of Sihnn ami Ok beyond Jor
his wages of unrighteousness (Numb xxii. 7,
dan. ?i far a. the ileseit and I'.uphrates; and that "here- vination.
17, lei, 37 ; '2 Pel. ii. 15; Jinle v. II); which rew;i d or
fore no other people hud reason to fear Ihe conquests ot wages
the
truly religious prophets ot God never required
the lanaclitosi Inn thai those eonnlriea given Ihem In
accepted, as our Josephus justly takes notice in
Gtd r'fre lli-it proper ami peenliar i-oriit n among l' i nor
the
rases
nf
Anliq. h. v cliap. iv. sel l. I, and
natiera; an I lhal a I who eiiile «\ onreil lo disposal-** lliei Daniel, Antiq.Samuel,
b. x chap. si. sect. 3. See also t.en.
Blight ever .ie jn»ll> deatrnyed l.y litem.
XIV. tt, 21; 2 Kiugl v. lu, lli, Ju, i7 Acts Jill, it)—av
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was a divine spirit that met him, and thrust armyl wonder that you are become so many
Balaam to one of the walls, without regard from one father: and truly, the land of Ca
to the stripes which Balaam, when he was naan can now hold you, as being vet compa
hurt by the wall, gave her; but when the ass, ratively few; but know ye that the whose world
•run the angel's continuing to distress her, is proposed to be your place of sanitation tor
and upon the stripes which were given her, ever. The multitude of your posterity a,so
fell down, by the will of God she made use shall live as well in the islands as on the con
of the voice of a man, and complained of Ba tinent, and that more in number than are the
laam as acting unjnstly to her; that whereas stars of heaven. And when you are Decoioe
he had no fault.to find with her in her former so many, God will not relinquish toe care o!
service to him, he now inflicted stripes upon you, but will afford you an abundance ol ail
her, as not understanding that she was hin good things in times of peace, with victory
dered from serving him in what he was now and dominion in tunes of war. May the chil
going about, by the providence of God. And dren of your enemies have an inclination to
when he was disturbed by reason of the voice fight against you, and may they be so hardy
of the an, which was that of a man, the an as to come to arms, and to assault you in
gel plainly appeared to him, and blamed him battle, for they will not return with victory,
for the stripes he bad given bis ass; and in nor will their return be agreeable to their
formed bim that the brute creature was not children and wives. I'o so great a degree of
in fault, but that be was himself come to ob valour will you be raised oy tbe providence of
struct his journey, as being contrary to the God, who is able to diminish the affluence of
will of God. Upon which Balaam was some, and to supply the wants ot others."
afraid, and was preparing to return back 5. Thus did Balaam speak by inspiration, as
again: yet did God excite bim to go on bis not being in his own power, but moved to say
intended joumey, but added this injunction, what he did by the divine Spirit. But then
tbit he sbould declare nothing but what he Balak was displeased, and said he bud broken
himself should suggest to bis mind.
the contract he had made, wnereby he was to
4. When God had given him this charge, come, as he and his confederates had invited
be came to Balak ; and when the king had him, by the promise of great presents: for
entertained him in a magnificent manner, he whereas he came to curse their enemies, be
desired him to go to one of the mountains to had made an encomium upon them, and had
take a view of the state of the camp of the declared that they were the happiest of men.
Hebrews. Balak himself also came to the To which Balaam replied, " () Balak, it tnou
mountain, and brought the prophet along rightly considercst this whole matter, canst
*ith bim, with a royal attendance. This thou suppose that it is in our power to he si
mountain lay over their heads, and was dis lent, or to say any thing, when the Spirit of
tant sixty furlongs from the camp. Now God seizes upon us?— for he puts such words
*ben he saw them, he desired the king to as be pleases in our mouths, and such disbuild him seven altars, and to bring him as courses as we are not ourselves conscious of.
many bulls and rams; to which desire the I well remember by what entreaties both you
king did presently conform. He then slew and the Midianites so joyfully brought me
the saeri6ees, and offered them as burnt-offer hither, and on that account I took this jour
ings, that he might observe some signal of ney. It was my prayer, tbat I might not put
<be light of the Hebrews. Then said be, any affront upon you, as to what you desired
" Happy U this people, on whom God be- of me; but God is more powerful than the'
rtows the possession of innumerable good purposes I had made to serve you ; for those
things, and grants tbem bis own providence that take upon them to foretell the affairs of
lo be their assistant and their guide ; so that mankind, as from their own abilities, are en
there is not any nation among mankind but tirely unable to do it, or to forbear to utter
you will be esteemed superior to them in vir what God suggests to them, or to offer vio
tue, and in the earnest prosecution of the lence to his will ; for when he prevents us and
•»<( rules of life, and of such as are pure enters into us, nothing that we say is our own.
from wickedness, and will leave those rules I then did not intend to praise this army, nor
lo your excellent children, and this out of the to go over the several good things which God
tttvi that God bears to you, and the provi intended to do to their race; but since he was
sion of such things for you as may render so favourable to them, and so ready to bestow
jou happier than any other people under the upon them a happy life and eternal glory, he
sun. You i!i ill retain that land to which he suggested the declaration of those things to
lutb sent you, and it shall ever he under the me : but now, because it is my desire to
■•"inmand of your children; and both all the' oblige
thee thyself, as will as the Midianites,
evth, as well as the sea, shall he filled with \ whose entreaties it is not decent for me to
your glory: and you shall lw sufficiently reject, go to, let us again rear other altars, and
Buuieroiii to supply the world in general, and offer the like sacrifices that we did before, tbat
'very region of it in particular, with inhabi I imiy see whether I can persuade God to
tants out of your sti-ck. However, O blessed permit me to bind these men with curses- '
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Which, when Balak had agreed to, God would worship ofthat God who established them, rod
not even upon second sacrifices, consent to to worship the gods of the Midianites ami
hit cuning the Israelites.* Then fell Ba Moabites; for by this means God will bo
laam upon his face, and foretold what cala angry at them." J Accordingly, when Ba
mities would befall the several kings of the laam had suggested this counsel to theai, he
nations, and the most eminent cities, some went his way.
7. So when the Midianites had sent thei'
of which of old were not so much as inha
bited; which events have come to pass among daughters, as Balaam bad exhorted them, the
the several people concerned, both in the fore Hebrew young men were allured by their
going ages, and in this, till my own memory, beauty, and came to discourse with them, and
both by sea and by land. From which com besought them not to grudge them the enjoy
pletion of all these predictions that he made, ment of their beauty, nor to deny them their
one may easily guess that the rest will have conversation. These daughters of the Midi
anites received their words gladly, and con
their completion in time to come.
6. But Balak being very angry that the sented to it, and staid with them; but when
Israelites were not cursed, sent away Balaam they had brought them to be enamouredofthem,
without thinking him worthy of any honour. and their inclinations to them were grown tc
Whereupon, when he was just upon his jour ripeness, they began to think of departiiu
ney, in order to pass the Euphrates, he sent from them: then it was that these men be
for Balak, and for the princes of the Midian- came greatly disconsolate at the women's de
ites, and spake thus to them: — O Balak, parture, and they were urgent with them ne
and you Midianites that arc here present (for to leave them, but begged they would ca
I am obliged even without the will of God, tinue there, and become their wives; and U
to gratify you), it is true no entire destruction promised the in they should be owned as in
can seize upon the nation of the Hebrews, tresses of all they had. This tbey said w it
neither by war, nor by plague, nor by scar an oath, and called God for the arbitrator ■
city of the fruits of the earth, nor can any what they promised; and this with tears
other unexpected accident be their entire their eyes, and ajl other such marks ofconcer
ruin; for the providence of God is concerned as might show how miserable they thotig
to preserve them from such a misfortune; nor themselves without tbem, and so might mo
will it permit any such calamity to come up their compassion for them. So the women,
on them whereby they may all perish; but soon as they perceived tbey had made thi
some small misfortunes, and those for a short their slaves, and had caught them with tb
time, whereby they may appear to be brought conversation, began to speak thus to them :
low, may still befall them; but after that they 8. " O you illustrious young menl we hi
will flourish again, to the terror of those that houses of our own at home, and great pie:
brought those mischiefs upcn them. So that of good things there, together with the
if you have a mind to gain a victory over tural affectionate love of our parents ;
them for a short spare of time, you will ob friends; nor is it out of our want of any s
tain it by following my directions: — Do you things that we came to discourse with y
therefore set out the handsomest of such of nor did we admit of your invitation with
your daughters as are most eminent for beau- sign to prostitute the beauty of our bodies
ty,f and proper to force and conquer the mo gain; but taking you fot brave and wo
desty of those that behold them, and these men, we agreed to your request, that we m
decked and trimmed to the highest degree you treat you with such honours as hospitality
are able. Then do you send them to be near quired: and now seeing you say that
the Israelites' camp, and give them in charge, hare a great affection for us, and are trou
that when the young men of the Hebrews de when you think we are departing, we art
sire their company, they allow it them; and averse to your entreaties; and if we ma
when they see that they are enamoured of ceive such assurance of your good- will a
them, let them take their leaves; and if tbey think can be alone sufficient, we will beentreat them to stay, let them not give their to lead our lives with you as y our wives
consent till they have persuaded them to leave we are afraid that you will in time be >
off their obedience to their own laws and the of our company, and will then abuse us
send us back to our parents, nfter an ig
• Whether Josephus had in hii copy but two attempt*
manner." And they desired that
of Hataam in all to curse larael ; or whether by this iiis nious
twice offering sacrifice, he meant twice besides that first woultl excuse them in their guarding a
that
danger.
But the young men pro
time already mentioned, which yet is not very probable
cannot now be certainly determined. In the mean time, they would give them any assurance
all other copies hare three such attempts of Balaam to should desire ; nor did they at all com
curse them in the present history.
+ Such a large and distinct account of this perversion t This grand maxim, That God's people o
of the Israelites by the Midiauite women, of which our could
be hurt nor destroyed, but by drawii
ether copies give us but short Intimations (Numb xxxi. to sin never
God, appears to be true, by the en
10; a- Pet. ii. IS, JuJe 11, Her. ii. U). is preserted, tory ofagainst
that
people,
both in the Bible and in Jc
as Reland informs us, in the Samaritan Chronicle, in and is often taken notice
in tnem both. See !
Philo, and in other writings of the Jews, as well as here cular a oio«t remarkuhleofAmmonite
testimony
by Joscphua
purpose Judith v. £—21.
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what they requested, so creat was the passion after a manner different from hi> own, Mid by
they had for them. " If then," said they, taking a stranger to wife. When things were
"this be your resolution; since you make use thus, Moses was afraid that matters should
of such customs and conduct of life as are en grow worse, and called the people to a con
tirely different from all other men," insomuch gregation, but then accused nobody by name,
that your kinds of food are peculiar to your as unwilling to drive those into despair who,
selves, and your kinds of drink not common by lying concealed, might come to repent
to others, it will be absolutely necessary, if ance ; but he said that tbey did not do what
tou would hare us for your wives, that you was either worthy of themselves, or of their
<>o withal worship our gods; nor can there be fathers, by preferring pleasure to God, and to
inf other demonstration of the kindness which the living according to his will ; that it was
>ou say you already have, and promise to have fit tbey should change tbeir courses while
hereafter to us, tban this, that you worship the their affairs were still in a good state ; and
same cods that we do. For has any one reason think that to be true fortitude which offers not
to complain, that now you are come into this violence'tq. their laws, but that which resists
country, you should worship the proper gods their lusts. And besides that, he said it was
of the same country? especially while our not a reasonable thing, when they had lived so
cods are common to all men, and yours such berly in the wilderness, to act madly now when
»s Selong to nobody else but yourselves." So they were in prosperity; and that they ought
tbey said they must either come into such not to lose, now they have abundance, what
methods of divine worship as all others came they had gained when they had little: — and
into, or else they must look out for another so did he endeavour, by saying this, to correct
world, wherein they may lire by themselves, the young men, and to bring them to repent
according to their own laws.
ance for what they had done.
9. Now the young men were induced by the 11. But Zimri arose up after him, and said,
fo.idness they bad for these women, to think " Yes, indeed, Moses, thou art at liberty to
they spake very well ; so they gave them make use of such laws as thou art so fond of,
selves up to what tbey persuaded them, and and hast, by accustoming thyself to them,
transgressed their own laws; and supposing made them firm; otherwise, if things had not
there were many gods, and resolving that they been thus, thou hadst often been punished be
would sacrifice to them according to the laws fore now, and hadst known that the Hebrews
of that country which ordained them, they are not easily put upon , but thou shalt not
both were delighted with their strange food, have me one of thy followers in thy tyran
•nd went on to do every thing that the nical commands, for thou dost nothing else
"•omen would have them do, though in contra hitherto but, under pretence of laws, and ol
diction to their own laws; so far, indeed, that God, wickedly impose on us slavery, and gain
this transgression was already gone through dominion to thyself, while thou deprivest us
the whole army of the young men, and they of the sweetness of life, which consists in act
fell into a sedition that was much worse than ing according to our own wills, and is the
the former, and into danger of the entire abo right of free men, and of those that have no
lition of their own institutions ; for when lord over them. Nay, indeed, this man is
once the youth had tasted of these strange cus harder upon the Hebrews than were the Egyp
toms, they went with insatiable inclinations tians themselves, as pretending to punish, ac
into them; and even where some of the prin- cording to his laws, every one's acting what
ripal men were illustrious on account of the is most agreeable to himself; but thou thyself
virtues of their father-, they also were cor better deservest to suffer punishment, who
rupted together with the rest.
presumest to abolish what every one acknow
10. Even Zimri, the head of the tribe of ledges to be what is good for him, and aimed
Simeon, accompanied with Cozbi, a Midianit- to make thy single opinion to have more force
>*b woman, who was the daughter of Sur, a than that of all tjie rest: and what I now do,
™*n of authority in that country ; and being and think to be right, I shall not hereafter
■iestred by his wife to disregard the laws of deny to be according to my own sentiments.
Moses, and to follow those she was used to, he I have married, as thou sayest rightly, a
wmpUed with her; and this both by sacrificing strange woman, and thou hearest what 1 do
myself as from one that ia free; for
" wast Josephus
hereemme
puts tointoentire
the mouths
of theseto from
truly I did not intend to conceal myself. I
■Hisaite
Women, who
the Israelites
^seusnd idolatry, via. that their worship of the God also own that I sacrificed to those gods to
jliriac
'<rut,
in opposition
to their
leeordinz
to the holy
lawsIdol
whichrods,
the implied
true Godtheir
had whom you do not think it fit to sacrifice; and
t "i xhrra by Moses, in opposition to those impure laws I think it right to come at truth by inquiring
*Meti weie observed ooder their hire rods, well deserves of many people, and not like one that lives
*sr esnwderniion : and rives oo a substantial reason for under
to suffer the whole hope of my
y cmt concern that was ever shown, under the law of life to tyranny,
depend upon one man ; nor shall any
nT"'
to ("♦serve
the God
Israeli's*
from ofIdolatry,
w woe*hip
of the true
: it beinjc
no less and
eonse-In one find cause to rejoice who declares himself
r^esce thin. Whether God's people should he governed to have more authority over my actions than
?*s bolt
of theQjsdcr
true God.
or n* tiie
impure laws
s*rn»d
(r„mUws
hrmons
thf Patrso
idolatry.
myself."
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12. Now when Zimri had paid these things, by making use of which our enemies had wel'
about what he and some others bud wickedly nigh corrupted the whole multitude of the
done, the people held their peace, both out of Hebrews with their wiles, till some of them
fear of what might come upon them, and be were deeply infected with their opinions; yet
cause they saw that their legislator waa not did be do him great honour, by setting down
willing to bring his insolence before the pub his prophecies in writing. And while it w as
lic any farther, or openly to contend with in bis power to claim this glory to himself,
him ; for he avoided that, lest many should and make men believe they were his own pre
imitate the impudence of his language, and dictions, there being no one that could be a
thereby disturb the multitude. Upon this the witness against him, and accuse hkn for so
assembly was dissolved. However, the mis doing, he still gave his attestation to him,
chievous attempt had proceeded farther, if and did him the honour to make mention of
Zimri bad not been first slain, which came to him on this account. But let every one think
pass on the following occasion: — Phineas, a of these matters as he pleases.
man in other respects better than the rest of
the young men, and also one that surpassed
his contemporaries in the dignity of his father
CHAPTER VII.
(for he was the son of Eleazar the high-priest,
and the grandson of [Aaron] Moses"s bro
THE HEBBEW8 FOUGHT WITH THE
ther), who was greatly troubled at what was HOW
MIDIANITES, AND OVERCAME THEM.
done by Zimri, he resolved in earnest to indict
punishment on him, before his unworthy be
1. Now Moses sent an army against the
haviour should grow stronger by impunity, §land
Midian, for the causes forementioned,
and in order to prevent this transgression from in alloftwelve
thousand, taking an equal num
proceeding farther, which would happen if the ber out of every
tribe, and appointed Phineas
ringleaders were not punished. lie was of for their commander;
of which Phineas we
so great magnanimity, both in strength of made mention a little before,
as he that had
mind and body, that when he undertook any guarded the laws of the Hebrews,
had
very dangerous attempt, he did not leave it inflicted punishment on Zimri when and
he had
off till he overcame it, and got an entire vic transgressed them. Now the Midianites
per
tory. So he came to Zimri's tent, and slew ceived beforehand how the Hebrews were
him with his javelin, and with it be slew coining, and would suddenly be upon them
Cozbi also. Upon which all those young so they assembled their army together, and
men that had a regard to virtue, and aimed fortified the entrances into their country, and
to do a glorious action, imitated Phineas's there awaited the enemy's coming. When
boldness, and slew those that were found to they were come, and they had joined battle
be guilty of the same crime with Zimri. Ac with them, an immense multitude of the Mi
cordingly, many of those that had transgressed dianites fell; nor could they he numbered,
perished by the magnanimous valour of these they were so very many: and among them
young men, and the rest all perished by a plague, fell all their kings, five in number, viz. Evi,
which distemper God himself inflicted upon Zur, Reba, Hur, and Rekem, who was of the
them. So that all tho > their kindred, who, same
with a city, the chief and capital
instead of hindering them from sui+' wi< ' of all name
Arabia, which is still now so called by
action*, as they ought to have done, had peri' the whole
nation, Arecem, from the
suaded them to go on, were esteemed by God name of theArabian
king that built it; but is by the
as partners in their wickedness, and died. Greeks
called Pelra. Now when the enemies
Accordingly, there perished out of the army were discomfited,
the Hehrews spoiled their
no fewer than fourteen" [twenty-four] thou country,
and took a great prey, and destroyed
sand at this time.
men that were its inhabitants, together
13. This was the cause why Moses was the
with the women; only they let the virgins
provoked to send an army to destroy the Mi alone,
as Moses had commanded Phineas to
dianites, concerning which expedition we shall do, who
indeed came back, bringing with
speak presently, when we have first related him an army
had received no harm, and
what we have omitted; for it is but just not a great deal that
of prey; fifty-two thousand
to pass over our legislator's due encomium, beeves, seventy-five
thousand six hundred
on account of his conduct here, because, al sheep, sixty thousand asses,
an immense
though this Balaam, who was sent for by the quantity of gold and silver with
which
Midianites to curse the Hebrews, and wnen the Midianites made use of furniture,
their houses:
he was hindered from doing it by divine nro- for they were so wealthy, thatin they
were very
videncc, did still suggest that advice to them, luxurious. There were also led captive
about
• The mistake in all Josephus's copies. Greek and thirty-two thousand virgins,t So Moses parted
Lain, which have here fourteen thousand, instead of
twenty-four thousand, is so flagrant, that our very learned + The slaughter of all the Midianite women that had
editors, Bernard and Hudson. have put the latter num. prostituted themselves to the lewd Israelites, and the
ber directly into the text I choose rather to put it in preservation of those that had not been guilty therein:
nm-Lrta
the last- of which were nu fttwtr than thirty.two thou
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the prey into parts, and gave one fiftieth part Hut tlie-e tribes, when they saw that Moses
to Eleazar and the two priests, and another was angry with them, and when they could
fiftieth port to the Levites; and distributed nut deny but he had a just cause to be dis
the rest of tbe prey among the people. After pleased at their petition, made an apology for
which they lived happily, as having obtained an themselves; and said, that it was not on ac
abundance of good things by their valour, and count of their fear of dangers, nor on account
tttcr* being no misfortune that attended them, of their laziness, that they made this request
or hindered their enjoyment of that happiness. to him, but that they might leave the prey
.'. But Moses was now grown oid, and they had gotten in places of safety, and there
appointed Joshua for his successor, both to by might be more expedite, and ready to un
receive directions from God as a prophet, dergo difficulties, and to tight battles. They
anil tor a commander of the army, if they added this also, that when they had built
should at any time stand in need of such a cities, wherein they might preserve their chil
one; and this was done by the command of dren, and wives, and possessions, if he would
God, that to him the care of the public bestow them upon them, they would go along
should be committed. Now Joshua had been with the rest of the army. Hereupon Moses
instructed in all those kinds of learning was pleased with what they said; so he called
which concerned the laws; and God himself, for Eleazar, the high-priest, and Joshua, and
and Moses, had been his instructor.
tbe chief of the tribes, and permitted these
3. At this time it was that the two tribes tribes to possess the land of the Amorites;
of Gad and Reube'., and tbe half tribe of Ma- but upon this condition, that they should
nasseh, abounded in a multitude of cattle, as join with their kinsmen in the war until all
well as in all other kinds of prosperity ; whence things were settled. Upon which condition
they bad a meeting, and in a butty came and they took possession of the country, and built
besought Moses to give them, as their pecu them strong cities, and put into them their
liar portion, tuat land of the Aiuorites which children, and their wives, and whatsoever else
they bad taken !>v right of war, because it they had that might be an impediment to the
was fruitful, and good tor feeding of cattle ; labours of their future marches.
but Moses, supposing that they were afraid of 4. Moses also now built those ten cities
fighting with the Oauaanite*. una invented which were to be of the number of the fortythis provision tor tneir cattle as n handsome eight [for the Levites] ; three of which he al
excuse lor avoiding tt'ai war. lie tailed them lotted to those that slew any persons involunta
errant rosparrls, and sunt the. Im(1 only con rily, and fled to them; and he assigned the
trived a decent excuse lor that cowardice ; same time for their banishment with that of
and that they bad a mind to live in luxury the life of that high-priest under whom the
and ease, while ad ibe rest were labouring slaughter and flight happened; after which
with great pains to obtain tne Unit they were death of the high priest he permitted the
desirous to bave ; and that thev were not slayer to return home. During the time of
willing to match along, a.id undergo the re his exile, the relations of him that was slain
maining bard service, whereby they were, may, by this law, kill the manslayer, if they
under tbe divine promise, to pass over Jordan, caught him without the bounds of the city to
and overcome those our enemies which God which he Bed, though 'his permission was not
itail shown them, and so obtain their land. gr-- ted In any other person. Now the cities
uich were set apart for this flight were these :
•tat, both tore and Numb mi 15. IS. 17. 3$, 40. 48, Bezer, at the borders of Arabia; Ramoth, of
and bulb, by Ihe particular command of (Jud i arr hichlj the land of Gilead ; and Golan, in tbe land
remarkable, and show that, even in nations otherwise.
fat their wickedness doomed to ilestruclion, the inno
Bashun. There were to be also, by Moses's
cent were sometimes particularly and providentially of
taken care of, and delivered from thai destruction; command, three other cities allotted for the
whtrfe directly implies, that it was Die wickedness of the habitation of these fugitives out of the cilies
aahasas of Canaan, and nothing else, th.it occasioned of the Levites, but not till after they should
their excision- See Gen. xv. 16; 1 Sam. xv. Is. .11. be in possession of the land of Canaan.
Aposf. Caastit b. vtit eh. xii p. 40-2 In the flrst of
wbsrb places, lbs reason of the delay of the punishment 5. At this time the chief men of the tribe
of the Ansorttes is' given, because " Ihair iniquity was of Manasseh came to Moses, and informed
not Jet fall * In the second, Saul is ordered to £0 and
*- destroy tbe sinners, the Amalekitrs;" plainly irr.p!y. him that there was an eminent man of their
ag that tbey were therefore to he destroyed, hecause tribe dead, « hose name was Zelophehad, who
ttary were sinners, and not otherwise. In the third, the left
no male children, but left daughters; and
araaoQ is given wby sine A gag was not to he spared,
via because of bis former cruelty: " As thy sword hath asked him whether these daughters might in
saade the (Hebrew) women childless, so shall thy mother herit his land or not. He made this answer,
be made childless amonsT women by the Hebrews.*' In That if tbey shall marry in their own tribe,
tbe last place, Ibe apostles, or their amanuensis 7[esassat, cave Ibis reasop for tbe necessity of the coming they shall carry their estate along with them;
of Cortsl, that " toco bad formerly perverted botn tba but if they dispose of themselves in marriage
positive law, and that of nature; and had cast out of to men of another tribe, they shall leave their
their Bind tba memory of the Flood, the burning of
s-.ljfu. the pburnes of the Egyp'ians. and the slaughter
in their father's tribe. And then it
sf I'm* inhabitants of Palestine." as sier.s of the most inheritance
was that Muses ordained, that every one's in
i and insensibility, under the pun- heritance
should continue in his own tribe.
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; for while God is present with you
to assist you, it is to be expected that you will
CHA PTER VIII.
be able to despise the opposition of ull man
kind; and great rewards of virtue are pro
SETTLED RI MOSES; AND HUM posed for you, if you preserve that virtue
HE DISAPPEARED FKOM AMONG MANRIMi. through your whole lives. Virtue itself is
indeed1 the principal and the first reward, and
5 1. When forty years were completed, with after that it bestows abundance of others; so
in thirty days, Moses gathered the congrega that j our exercise of virtue towards other men
tion together near Jordan, where the city will make your own lives happy, and render
Abila now stands, a place full of palm-trees; you more glorious than foreigners can be, anil
and all the people being come togethei he procure you an undisputed reputation with
posterity. These blessings you will be able
spake thus to them:—
2. " O you Israelites and fellow-sol'-iers, to obtain, in case you hearken to and observe
who have been partners with me in this long those laws which, by divine revelation, I have
and uneasy journey ; since it is now the 'will ordained for you; that is, in case you withal
of God, and the course of old age, at a hun meditate upon the wisdom that is in them. I
dred and twenty, requires it that I should am going from you myself, rejoicing in the
depart out of this life ; and since God has good things you enjoy ; and I recommend
forbidden me to be a patron or an assistant to you to the wise conduct of your law, to the
you in what remains to be done beyond Jor becoming order of your polity, and to the vir
dan, I thought it reasonable not to leave off tues of your commanders, who will take care
my endeavours even now for your happiness, of what is for your advantage; and that God,
but to do my utmost to procure for you the who has been till now your leader, and by
eternal enjoyment of good things, and a me whose good- will 1 have myself been useful to
morial for myself, when you shall be in the you, will not put a period now to his provi
fruition of great plenty and prosperity: come, dence over you, but, as long as you desire to
therefore, let me suggest to you by what means have him your Protector in your pursuits after
you may be happy, and may leave an eternal virtue, so long will you enjoy his care over
prosperous possession thereof to your children you. Your high-priest uUo Eleazar, as well
after you, and then let me thus go out of the as Joshua, with the senate, and i-hief of your
world; and I cannot butvtleserve to be be tribes, will go before you, and suggest the best
lieved by you, both on account of the great advices to you ; by following which advices
things I have already done for you, and because, you will continue to be happy: to whom do
when souls are about to leave the body, they you give ear without reluctance, as sensible
speak with the sincerest freedom. O children that all such us know well how to be govern
of Israel! there is but one source of happi ed, will also know how to govern, if they be
ness for all mankind, the favour of God,* promoted to that authority themselves; and
for he alone is able to give good things to do not mmi esteem liberty to consist in op
those that deserve them, and to deprive those posing such dirertious as your governors think
of them that sin against him; towards whom, fit to give you for your practice, — as at pre
if you behave yourselves according to his will, sent indeed you place your liberty in nothing
and according to what I, who well understand else but abusing your benefactors; which
his mind, do exhort you to, you wilt both be error if you can avoid for the time to come,
esteemed blessed, and will be admired by all jour affairs will be in a better condition than
men; and will never come into misfortunes, they have hitherto been; nor do you ever in
nor cease to be happy: you will then preserve dulge such a degree of passion in these mat
the possession of the. good things you already ters as you have oftentimes done when you
have, and will quickly obtain those that you have been very angry at me; for you know
are at present in want of, — only do you be that 1 have been ottener in danger of death
obedient to those whom God would have you from you 'than from our enemies. What I
to tollow: — nor do you prefer any other con now put you in mind of, is not done in order
stitution of government before the laws now to reproach you ; for I do not fhink it proper,
given you; neither do you disregard that way now 1 am going out of the world, to bring
of divine worship which you now have, nor this to your remembrance, in order to leave
change it for any other form : and if you do you offended at me, since, at the time when I
this, you will be the most courageous of all underwent those hardships from you, I was
men, in undergoing the fatigues of war, and not angry at you; but I do it in order to make
will not be easily conquered by any of your you wiser hereafter, and to teach you that this
will be for jour security: I mean, that you
* Josephus here, in this one sentence, mmi up his never be injurious to those that preside over
of Moses's very long and very serious exhortations you, even when you are become rich, as you
la toe book of Deuteronomy ; and his words are so true,
and of such importance, that they
hey deserve to he had in will be to a great degree when you have pas
mbrance, both by Jews and Christians : — sed
over Jordan, and are in possession of the
** O children of Israel .' there is but one sour
laud of Canaan. Since, when you shall have
Mas for all mankiaa,— Uu favour of Vast,*'
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once proceeded so far by your wealth, as to a Now those settlements are all still in writing,
contempt and disregard of virtue, you will as he left them ; and we shall add nothing by
also forfeit the favour of God; aid when you. way of ornament, nor any thing besides what
have made him your enemy, you will be Moses left us ; only we shall so far innovate,
beaten in war, and will have the land which as to digest the several kinds of laws into a
you possess taken away again from you by regular system: for they were by him left in
your enemies, and this with great reproaches writing ns they were accidentally scattered in
upon your conduct. You will be scattered their delivery, and as he upon inquiry had
over the whole world, and will, as slaves, en-; learned them of God. On which account I
tirely fill both sea and land; and when once; have thought it necessary to premise this ob
you have had the experience of what I now servation beforehand, lest any of my own
say, you will repent and remember the laws' countrymen should blame me, as having been
you have broken, when it is too late. Whence guilty of an offence herein. Now part of our
I would advise you, if you intend to preserve constitution will include the laws that belong
these laws, to leave none of your enemies alive to our political state. As for those laws which
when you have conquered them, but to look Moses left concerning our common conversa
upon it as for your advantage to destroy them tion and intercourse one with another, I have
all, lest, if you permit them to live, you taste reserved that for a discourse concerning our
of their manners, and thereby corrupt your manner of life, and the occasions of those
«wn proper institutions. I also do farther laws; which I propose to myself, with God's
exhort you, to overthrow their altars, and assistance, to write, after I have finished the
their groves, and whatsoever temples they have work I am now upon.
among them, and to burn all such, their nation, 5. When you have possessed yourselves of
and their very memory with fire; for by this the land of Canaan, and have leisure to en
means alone the safety of your own happy joy the good things of it, and when you have
constitution can be firmly secured to you. afterward determined to build cities, if you
And in order to prevent your ignorance of will do what is pleasing to God, you will have
virtue, and the degeneracy of your nature a secure state of happiness. Let there be then
into vice, I have also ordained you laws, one city of the land of Canaan, and this si
by divine suggestion, and a form of govern tuate in the most agreeable place for its good
ment, which are so good, that, if you regu ness, and very eminent in itself, and let it be
larly observe them, you will be esteemed of that which God sball choose for himself by
prophetic revelation. Let there also be one
all men the most happy."
3. When be had spoken thus, he gave them temple therein, and one altar, not reared of
the laws and the constitution of government hewn stones, but of such as you gather to
written in a book. Upon which the people gether at random ; which stones, when they
fell into tears, and appeared already touched are wbited over with mortar, will have a bandwith the sense that they should have a great some appearance, and be beautiful to the sight.
want of their conductor, because they remem Let the ascent to it be not by steps,* but by
bered what a number of dangers he had passed an acclivity of raised earth. And let there
through, and what care he had taken of be neither an altar nor a temple in any other
their preservation : they desponded about what city ; for God is but one, and the nation of
would come upon them after he was dead, and the Hebrews is but one.
6. He that blasphemeth God, let. him be
thought they should never have another go
vernor like him; and feared that God would stoned, and let him hang upon a tree all that
then take less care of them when Moses was day, and then let him be biiried,in an igno
(one, who used to intercede for them. They minious and obscure manner.
also repented of what they had said to him in 7. Let those that live as remote as the
the wilderness when they were angry ; and bounds of the land which the Hebrews shall
were in mrief on those accounts, insomuch possess, come to that city where the temple
'hat the whole body of the people fell into shall be, and this three times in ayear, that they
Mars with such bitterness, that it was past the may give thanks to God for his former benepower of words to comfort them in their af • Thii law, both here and Exod. xx. 21, 36, of not
fliction. However, Moses gave them some going up to God's altar by ladder-steps, but on an accli
not to have belonged to the altar of the ta
consolation ; and by calling them off the vity, leemfWhich
was in all but three cubit* high, Exod.
thought, how worthy he was of their weeping bernacle.
xxviL 1 j nor to that of Erekiel, which was expressly to
be gone up toby steps, xliii. IT) bat rather to occasional
for him, he exhorted them to keep to that altars
of any considerable altitude and largeness; aa also
form of government he had given them; and probably
to Solomon's altar, to which it is here applied
then the congregation was dissol ved at thattiroe. by Josephua, as well as to that in Zorobabel's and He
temple, which were, I think, all ten cubits high.
4. Accordingly, I shall now first describe rod's
See a Chron. iv. 1, and Antiq. h. viiL chap. iii. sect. 7
tins lurui of government which was agreeable The
reason why these temples, and these only, were to
to the dignity and virtue of Moses ; and sball have this ascent on an acclivity, and not by steps, is obvi
ousj
that before the invention of stairs, such as we now
thereby inform those that read these Antiqui use, decency
not be otherwise provided for in tbe
ties, what our original settlements were, and loose garmentscould
which the priests wore,as the law required.
shall then proceed ta the remaining histories. See Laasff of the Tabernacle and Temple, p. 444,
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fits, and may entreat him for those they shall this hearing what they command them to do,
want hereafter ; and let them, by this means, that so there may always be within their minds
maintain a friendly correspondence with one that intention of the laws which they have
another by such meetings and feastings together despised and broken, and have thereby been
for it is a good thing for those that are of the the causes of their own mischief. Let the
same stock, and under the same institution of children also learn the laws, as the first thing
laws, not to be unacjuainfed with each othe-; they are taught, which will be the best thing
which acquaintance will be maintained by thus tbey can be taught, and will be the cause ol
-onversing together, and by seeing and talk their future felicity.
ing with one another, and go renewing the me
13. Let every one commemorate before
morials of this union ; for if tbey do not thus God the benefits wh!"h he bestowed upon
converse together continually, they wili ap tbem at their deliverance out of the land of
Egypt, and this twice every day, both when
pear like mere strangers to one ai.nther.
8. Let there be taken out of your fruits ■ the day begins, 'and when the honr of sleep
tenth, besides that which you have allotted to com?s on, gratitude being in its own nature
give to the priests and Levites. This you a just thing, and serving not only by way of
may indeed sell in the country, but it is to be return for oast, but also by way of invitation
used in those feasts and sacrifices that are to o' future favours. They are also to inscribe
be celebrated in the hoty city : for it is tit that the principal blessings they have received
you should enjoy those fruits of the earth from God upon their doors, and show the
which God gives you tq possess, so as may be same remembrance of them upon their arms ;
to the honour of the donor.
as also they are to bear on thtir forehead and
9. You are not to offer sacrifices out of their arm those wonders which declare the
the hire of a woman who is a harlot,* for the power of God, and his good-will towards
Deity is not pleased with any thing that arises them, that God's readiness to bless them may
from such abuses of nature ; of which sort appear everywhere conspicuous about them. §
none can be worse than this prostitution of 14. Let there be seven men to judge in
the body. In like manner no one may take every city,J] and these stick as have been be
the price of the covering ofa bitch, either of fore most zealous in the exercise of virtue and
one that is used in hunting, or in keeping of righteousness. Let every judge have two
sheep, and thence sacrifice to God.
officers allotted him out of the tribe of Levi.
10. Let no one blaspheme those gods which Let those that are chosen to judge in the se
other cities esteem such ; f nor may any one veral cities he bad in great honour; and let
steal what belongs to strange temples, nor take none be permitted to revile any others when
away the gifts that are dedicated to any god. these are present, nor to carry themselves in
11. Let not any one of you wear a gar an insolent manner to tbem; it being natural
ment made of woollen and linen, for that is that reverence towards those in high offices
appointed to be for the priests alone
among men should procure men's fear and
12. When the multitude are assembled to reverence towards God. Let those that judge
gether unto the holy city for sacrificing every be permitted to determine according as they
seventh year, at the Feast of Tabernacles, let think to be right, unless any one can show
the high-priest stand upon a high desk, whence that they have taken bribes, to the perversion
he may be heard, and let him read the laws of justice, or can allege any other accusation
to all the people;*, and let neither the women against tbem, whereby it may appear that they
nor the children be hindered from hearing, have passed an unjust sentence; for it is not
no, nor the servants neither ; for it is a good fit that causes should be openly determined
thing that those laws should be engraven in out of regard to gain, or to the dignity of the
their souls, and preserved in their memories, suitors, but that the judges should esteem what
that so it may not be possible to blot them I Whether these phylacteries, and other Jewish me
out ; for by this means they will not be guilty, morials of the law here mentioned by Josrphnt, and by
Moses (besides the Cringes on the borders of their fearof sin, when they cannot plead ignorance of meuta.
Numb. xv. 37), wens literally meant by God, 1
what the laws have enjoined them. The la-vs much question.
Tltai they have been Ions observed by
also will have a greater authority among them the I'hariiees and Rabbinical Jews, Is certain ; however,
the Karaites, who receive not the unwritten traditions of
as foretelling what they will suffer if they the
but keep close to the written law. with Je
break them : and imprinting in their souls by romeciders,
and Grotiua, think they were not literally to be
understood;
and Keland here take notice.
• The hire of public or secret harlots wis given to Nor indeed doasI Bernard
remember that, either In the ancientcf
Venal in Syria, as Lucian informs us, p. 878 ,- and aga'nst . books
of
the
Old
Testameot,
hooks we coll
some such vile practice of the old idolaters, this law Apocrypha, there are any signsorof insuchtheliteral
observa
seems to have been made.
tions
appearing
among
the
Jews,
though
their real off
* The Apostolical Constitutions, b. ii. cbap. xxvL mystical signification, t e. the constant remembrance
sect 31, expound tbls law of Moms (Exod. xxii. S8', and observation of the laws of God by Moses, be fre
"Thou shalt not revile or blaspheme the tods." of raa.
inculcated in all tne sacred writings.
gtstratesf which is a much mora -probable exposition quently
If Here, as well as elsewhere, sect. 31. ot his Lifb,
than this of Joscphus, of.beathea gods, as heie, and sect.
14,
and of the War, b. ii. ch. xx. sect. A, are hat
against Apion, b. ii. sect. 34
judges appointed for small cities. inMead offM-city» What book of the law was thus pnhlirlv rend, see seven
tAree in the modern Rabbins; which modrrn Rnhbiiu)
tbejiot. an Antiq, b. x. chap. t. sect, i«. ami I bad ix. are
always but of very little authority iu eumparisua of
our Jusvpbus.
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is right before all other things, otherwise God nors, and govern all your actions according
will by that means be despised; and esteemed to them; for you need no supreme governor
inferior to those the dread of whose power but God. But if you shall desire a king, let
has occasioned the unjust sentence; for jut- him be one of your own nation ; let bira be
tire is the power of God. He, therefore, that always careful of justice and other virtues
gratifies those in great dignity, supposes them perpetually; let him submit to the laws, and
more potent than God himself. But if these esteem God's commands to be his highest
judges be unable to give a just sentence about wisdom ; but let him do nothing without the
the causes that come before them (which case high-priest and the votes of the senators : let
it not (infrequent in human affairs), let them him not have a great number of wives, nor
send the cause undetermined to the holy city, pursue after abundance of ticbes, r.or a mul
and there let the high-priest, the prophet, and titude of horses, whereby he may grow too
the sanhedrim, determine as it shall seem proud to submit to the laws. And if he af
good to them.
fect any such things, let him be restrained,
15. But let not a single witness be credit lest he become so potent that his state he ined; but three, or two at the least, and those consistent with your welfare.
such whose testimony is confirmed by their 18. Let it not be esteemed lawful to re
good lives. But let not the testimony of wo move boundaries, neither our own, nor of
men be admitted, on account of the levity those with whom we are at peace. Have a
and boldness of their sex;* nor let servants care you do not take those land-marks away
be admitted to give testimony, on account of which are, as it were, a divine and unshaken
the ignobility of their soul; since it is pro limitation of rights made by God himself, to
bable that they may not speak truth, either out last for ever ; since this going beyond limits
of hope of gain, or fear of punishment. But and gaining ground upon others, is the occa
if any one be believed to have borne false wit sion of wars and seditions ; for those that re
ness, let him, when he is convicted, suffer all move boundaries are not far off an attempt
the very same punishments which be against to subvert the laws.
whom be bore witness was to have suffered.
19. He that plants a piece of land, the
Iti. If a murder be committed in any place, trees of which produce fruits before the fourth
and he that did it be not found, nor is there year, is not to bring thence any first-fruits to
any suspicion upon one as if he had hated the God, nor is he to make use of that fruit him
man. and to had killed him, let there be a self, for it is not produced in its proper sea
very diligent inquiry made after the man, and son ; for when nature has a force put upon
re if irds proposed to any one who will discover her at an unseasonable time, the fruit i> not
him; but if still no information can be pro proper for God, nor for the master's use ; but
cured, let the magistrates and senate of those let the owner gather all that is grown on the
cities that lie near the place in which the fourth year, for then it is in its proper season ;
murder was committed, assemble together, I and let him that has gathered it carry it to
a ni measure the distance from the place | the holy city, and spend that, together with
it er- the dead body lies; then let the ma- the tithe of his other fruits, in feasting with
P>:raie» of the nearest city thereto pin chase his friends, with the orphans, and the widows.
a lieifir, and bring it to a valley, and to a But on the fifth year the fruit is his own,
place therein where there is no land ploughed and he may use it as he pleases.
or trees planted, and let them cut the sinews 20. You are not to sow with seed a piece
of the heifer; then the priests and Levites, of land which is planted with vines; for it
and the senate of that city, shall take water is enough that it supply nourishment to that
and wash their hands over the head of the plant, and be not harassed by ploughing also.
heifer; and they shall openly declare that You are to plough your land with oxen, and
their bands are innocent of this murder, and not to oblige other animals to come under the
that they have neither done it themselves, nor same yoke with them, but to till your land
been assisting to any that did it. They shall with those beasts that are of the same kind
also beseech God to be merciful to them that with each other. Tbe seeds are also to be
no such horrid act may any more be done in pure, and without mixture, and not to be
compounded of two or three sorts, since Na
that land.
17. Aristocracy, and the way of living un ture does not rejoice in the union of things
der it, is the best constitution: and may you that are not in their own nature alike: nor
never have any inclination to any other form are you to permit beasts of different kinds to
of government ; and may you always love gender together, for there is reason to fear
that form, and have the laws for your gover- that this unnatural abuse may extend from
beasts of different kinds to men, though it
its first rise from evil practices about
* I have never observed elsewhere, that in the Jewish takes
BOTernoseot, women were not admitted as legal witness such smaller things. Nor is any thing to be
es in efforts ofjustice. None of our copies of the f'euta- allowed, by imitation whereof any degree of
trtvh wy a word of H- It is very probable, however, subversion may creep into the constitution;
thai ibis was the exposition of the bVribes and Pharaaai.snil the practice ofthe Jews in thedajsofJosepbus. nor do tho laws neglect small matters, but
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provide that even those may be managed after
an unblameable manner.
21. Let not those that reap and gather in
the com that is reaped, gather in the glean
ings also, but let them rather leave some
bandfuls for those that are in want of the ne
cessaries of life, that it may be a support and a
supply to them, in order to tbeir subsistence.
In like manner when they gather tbeir grapes,
.et them leave some smaller bunches for- the
ooor, and let them pass over some of the fruits
of the olive trees, when they gather them, and
leave them to be partaken of by those that
have none of their own; for the advantage
arising from the exact collection of all, will not
be so considerable to the owners as will arise
from the gratitude of the poor ; and God
will provide that the land shall more willing
ly produce what shall be for the nourishment
of its fruits, in case you do not merely take
care of your own advantage, but have regard
to the support of others also : nor are you to
muzzle the mouths of the oxen when they
tread the ears of corn in the thrashing-floor;
for it is not just to restrain our fellow-labour
ing animals, and those that work in order to
•ts production, of this fruit of their labours:
nor arc you to prohibit those that pass by at
the time when your fruits are ripe to touch
them, but to give them leave to nil themselves
full of what you have; and this whether they
be of your own country or strangers, —as be
ing glad of the opportunity of giving them
some part of your fruits when they are ri|>e ;
but let it not be esteemed lawful for them to
carry any away: nor let those that gather the
grapes, and carry them to the wine-presses,
restrain those whom they meet from eating of
them; for it is unjust, out of envy, to hinder
those that desire it, to partake of the good
things that come into the world according to
God's will, and this while the season is at the
height, and is hastening away us it pleases
God. Nay, if some, out of bashfulncss, are
unwilling to touch these fruits, let them be
encouraged to take of them (I mean, those
that are Israelites) as if they were themselves
the owners and lords, on account of the kin
dred there is between them: nay, let them
desire men that come from other countries, to
partake of these tokens of friendship which
God has given in their proper season ; for
that is not to be deemed us idly spent, which
any one out of kindness communicates to an
other, since God bestows plenty of good things
on men, not only for themselves to reap the ad
vantage, but also to give to others in a way of
generosity; and he is desirous, by this means,
to make known to others his peculiar kind
ness to the people of Israel, and how freely
he communicates happiness to them, while
they abundantly communicate out of their
great superfluities to even these foreigners
also. But for biin that acts contrary to this
law let him be beaten with forty stripes, mi«
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one," by the public executioner; let bim undergo this punishment, which is a most igno
minious one for a free man, and this because
he was such a slave to gain as to lay a blot
upon bis own dignity; for it is proper for
you who have bad the experience of the afflic
tions in Egypt, and of those in the wilder
ness, to make provision for those that are in
the like circumstances ; and while you have
now obtained plenty yourselves, through the
mercy and providence of God, to distribute
of the same plenty, by the like sympathy, to
such as stand in need of it.
22. Besides those two tithes, which I have
already said you arc to pay every year, the
one for the Levites, the other for the festivals,
you are to bring every third year a tithe to
be distributed to those that want; J to wo
men also that are widows, and to children that
are orphans. But as to the ripe fruits, let them
carry that which is ripe first of all into the
temple; and when they have blessed God for
that land which bare them, and which be bad
given them for a possession, when they have
also offered those sacrifices which the law has
commanded them to bring, let them give the
first-fruits to the priests. But when any one
hath done this, and bath brought the tithe of
all that he hath, together with those first-fruits
that are for the Levites, and for the festivals,
and when he is about to go home, let him
stand before the holy house, and return thanks
to God, that he hath delivered them from the
injurious treatment they had in Egypt, and
hath given them a good land, and a large, and
lets them enjoy the fruits thereof; and when
he hath openly testified that he hath fully paid
the tithes [and other dues] according to the
laws of Moses, let him entreat God that he
will be ever merciful and gracious to him ;
and continue so to be to all the Hebrews,
both by preserving the good things which he
hath already given them, and by adding what
it is still in his power to bestow upon them.
23. Let the Hebrews marry, at the age fit
for it, virgins that are free, and born of good
parents. And he that does not marry a virgin,
let him not corrupt another man's wife, and
marry her, nor grieve her former husband :
nor let free men marry slaves, although their
affections should strongly bias any of them so
to do; for it is decent, and for the dignity of
the persons themselves, to govern those their
affections. And farther, no one ought to marry
a harlot, whose matrimonial oblations, aris
ing from the prostitution of her body. God
will not receive ; for by these means the dis• ThU penally of M forty stripes, save one,** here men
tioned, and arcL 2J, wa» five tiroes indicted on St. l*aul
himself by the Jews, 3 Cor. li. *4.
- + Josephtts's plain and express interpretation of this
law of Moses. Drill xiv. ax. Si; xxri. 12. la- that the
Jews were board every third year to pay three tithes;
that to the Leviles. that for sacrifices at Jerusalem, and
this for the indigent, the willow. BDd the orphans. Is
fully confirmed by the practice of rood old Tobit, even
when he was a captive in Assyria, against tbe opinion' ol
»» ttahhins. Tohlt. L li, 7. B.
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position! of the children will be liberal and come to her assistance, let him only be put
virtuous; I mean, when they are not born of to death. Let him that bath corrupted a
bate parents, and of the lustful conjunction of virgin not yet espoused, marry her; but if the
such as marry women that are not free. If father of the damsel be not willing that she
any one has been espoused to a woman as to should be his wife, let him pay fifty shekels
a virgin, and does not afterward find her so as the price of her prostitution. He that de
to be, let him bring bis action, and accuse sires to be divorced from his wife for any causef
her, and let him make use of such indications * whatsoever (and many such causes happen
to prove his accusation as be is furnished among men), let him in writing give assurance
withal ; and let the father or the brother of the that he will never use her as his wife any more ;
damsel, or some one that is after them nearest for by this means she may be at liberty to
of kin to her, defend her. If the damsel ob marry another husband, although before this
tain a sentence in her favour, that she had not bill of divorce be given, she is not to be per
been guilty, let her live with her husband mitted so to do : but if she be misused by him
that accused her ; and let him not have any also, or if, when he is dead, her first husband
farther power at all to put her away, unless would marry ber again, it shall not be lawful
she give him very great occasions of suspicion, for her to return to him. If a woman's hus
and such as can be no way contradicted ; but band die, and leave her without children, let
for him that brings an accusation and calumny bis brother marry her; and let him call the
against his wife in an impudent and rash man son that is born to him by his brother's name,
ner, let him be punished by receiving forty and educate him as the heir of his inheritance ;
stripes save one, and let him pay fifty shekels for this procedure will be for the benefit of
to her father: but if the damsel be convicted, tbe public, because thereby families will not
as having been corrupted, and is one of the fail, and the estate will continue among the
common people, let ber be stoned, because kindred; end this will be for tbe solace of
she did not preserve her virginity till she were wives under their affliction, that they are to
lawfully married; but if she were the daugh be married to the next, relations of their for
ter of a priest, let her be burnt alive. If any mer husbands; but if the brother will not
one has two wives, and if he greatly respect marry her, let tbe woman come before tbe se
and be kind to one of them, either out of his nate, and protest openly that this brother will
■flection to her, or for her beauty, or for some not admit her for bis wife, but will injure
other reason, while the other is of less esteem the memory of his deceased brother, while she
with him; and if the son of her that is beloved is willing to continue in the family, and to
be the younger by birth than another born bear him children; and when the senate have
of the other wife, but endeavours to obtain inquired of him for what reason it is that he
the right of primogeniture from his father's is averse to this marriage, whether he gives a
kindness to his mother, and would thereby bad or a good reason, the matter must come to
obtain a double portion of his father's sub this issue. That the woman shall loose the san
stance, for that double portion is what I have dals of the brother, and shall spit in his' face,
allotted him in the laws,—let not this be per and say. He deserves this reproachful treat
mitted ; for it is unjust that he who is the elder ment from her, as having injured the memory
by birth should be deprived of what is due of the deceased; — and then let him go away
to him, on the father's disposition of his estate, out of the senate, and bear this reproach upon
because his mother was not equally regarded him all his life long; and let her marry to whom
by him. He that hath corrupted a damsel she pleases, of such as seek her in marriage.
espoused to another man, in case he had her But now, ifany man take captive, either a vir
consent, let both bim and her be put to death, gin, or one that hath been married, J and has a
for they are both equally guilty; the man, be mind to marry her, let him not be allowed to
cause he persuaded the woman willingly to bring her to bed to bim, or to live with her
submit to a most impure action, and to prefer as his wife, before she bath ber bead shaven,
it to lawful wedlock ; the woman, because she and hath put on her mourning habit, and
was persuaded to yield herself to be corrupted, lamented her relations and friends that were
either for pleasure or for gain. However, slain in the battle, that by thiameans she may
if a man light on a woman when she is alone, give vent to ber sorrow for them, and after
and forces her, wbere nobody was present to that may betake herself to feasting and matri
• TV* tokens of virginity, u the Hebrew end Sep- mony; for it is good for him that takes a
toarint style them. Dent. xxiC IA, 17, 20, Mem to me woman, in order to have children by her, to be
rrry diitereot from what oar later interpreters suppose. complaisant to her inclinations, and not merely
They appear rather to have been such close linen Ksr- to pursue his own pleasure, while he bath
ahrola as were never put off virclns, after a certain age,
till they were married, but before witnesses, and which,
while they were entire, were certain evidences of such + These words of Josephna are very like those of the
virrHufe. See these, Antiq. b. vit chap. viiL sect, li Pharisees to our Saviour upon this very subject. Matt,
> *arn. xjii. |S| Ian. vi, 1. Josephus here determines xix. 3, ** la it Lawful for a man to put away bia wife for
canse V*
nothing what went tbeae particular token-* of virginity everyHere
it is supposed that this captive's husband, if
•r of corruption : perhaps he thought he could not easily shet were
a married woman, was dead before, or
describe them to the heathens, without saying what they rather wasbefore
slain in this very battlei otherwise it would
esieht have thoorbt a breach of modesty ; which seem- have been adultery
in him that married ber.
tar breach ofmodesty laws cannot always wholly avoid.
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no regard to what is agreeable to her; but
when thirty days are past, as the time of
mourning, for so many are sufficient to pru
dent persons for lamenting the dearest friends,
then let them proceed to the marriage; but
in case, when he hath satisfied his lust, he be
too proud to retain her for his wife, let him
not have it in his power to make her a slave,
but let her go away whither she pleases, and
hare that privilege of a free woman.
24. As to those young men that despise
their parents, and do not pay them honour,
but offer them affronts, either because they
are ashamed of them, or think themselves
wiser than they,— in the first place let their
parents admonish them in words (for they are
by. nature of authority sufficient for becoming
their judges), and let them say thus to them:
—That they cohabited together, not for the
sake of pleasure, nor for the augmentation of
their riches, by joining both their stocks to
gether, but that they might have children,
to take care of them in their old age, and
might by them have what they then should
want;—and say farther to him, " That when
thou wast born, we took thee up with gladness,
and gave God the greatest thanks for thee,
and brought thee up with great care, and
spared for nothing that appeared useful for
thy preservation, and for tby instruction in
what was most excellent ; and now, since it
is reasonable to forgive the sins of those that
are young, let it suffice thee to have given so
many indications of thy contempt of us; —
reform thyself, and act more wisely for the
time to come; considering that God is dis
pleased with those that are insolent towards
their parents, because he is himself the Father
of the whole race of mankind, and seems to
bear part of that dishonour which fails upon
those that have the same name, when they do
not meet with due returns from their chil
dren ; and on such the law inflicts inexorable
punishment; of which punishment tnayst tbou
never have the experience I" Now if the in
solence of young men be thus cured, let them
escape the reproach which their former errors
deserved ; for by this means the lawgiver will
appear to be good, and parents happy, while
they never behold either a son or a daughter
brought to punishment; but if it happen that
these words and instructions, conveyed by them
in order to reclaim the man, appear to be use
less, then the offender renders the laws impla
cable enemies to the insolence he has offered
his parents ; let him therefore be brought
forth* by these very parents, out of the city,
with a multitude following him, and there let
bim be stoned ; and when he has continued
there for one whole day, that all the people
may see him, let him be buried in the night ;
and thus it in that we bury all whom the laws
• See Herod the Great Insisting on the exerntion of
this law, with relation to two of his own sons, before tlie
liidfts at Bvrytus, Aotiq. li. x»i. ch. xi. sect, i
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condemn to die, upon any account whatso
ever. Let our enemies that fall in battle lie
also buried, nor 'let any one dead body lie
above the ground, or suffer a punishment be
yond what justice requires.
25. Let no one lend to any one of the He
brews upon usury, neither usury of what is
eaten or what is drunken; for it is not just to
make advantage of the misfortunes of one of
thy own countrymen : but when thou hast
been assistant to his necessities, think it tby
gain, if thou obtaineet their gratitude to thee;
and withal that reward which will come to
thee from God, for thy humanity towards bim.
26. Those who have borrowed either silver
or any sort of fruits, whether dry or wet (I
mean this, when the Jewish affairs shall, by
the blessing of God, be to their own mind), let
the borrowers bring them again, and restore
them with pleasure to those who lent them;
laying them up, as it were, in their own trea
suries, and justly expecting to receive them
thence, if they shall want them again; but if
they be without shame, and do not restore it. let
not the lender go to the borrower's house, and
take a pledge himself, before judgment be
given concerning it ; but let him require the
pledge, and let the debtor bring it of himself,
without the least opposition to bim that comes
upon him under the protection of the law ;
and if he that gave the pledge be rich, let the
creditor retain it till what he lent be paid bim
again ; but if he be poor, let him that takes
it return it before the going down of the sun,
especially if tbe pledge be a garment, that the
debtor may have it for a covering in his sleep,
God himself naturally showing mercy to the
■>oor. It is also not lawful to take it mill-stone,
nor any utensil thereto belonging, for a pledge,
tnat the debtors may not be deprived of instru
ments to get their food withal, and lest they
oe undone by their necessity.
27. Let death be the punishment for steal
ing a man ; but he that hath purloined gold
or silver, let him pay double. If any one kill
a man that is stealing something out of his
house, let him be esteemed guiltless, although
the man were only breaking in at the wall. Let
him that hath stolen cattle pay fourfold what
is lost, excepting the case of an ox, for which
let the thief pay fivefold. Let him that is so
poor that he cannot pay what mulct is laid
upon him, be his servant to whom he was ad
judged to pay it.
28. If any one be sold to one of his own
nation, let him serve him six years, and on
the seventh let him go free. But if be have
a son by a woman-servant in his purchaser's
nottsc, and if, on account of his good-will to
nis master, and his natural affection to his wife
and children, he will be bis servant still, .i't
Jim he set free only at tbe coming of the year
of jubilee, which is the fiftieth year, anu iet
mm then take away with bim his childteu and
wife, and let them be free also.
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If any oiie Hud gold or silver on the inuncy instead of it;{ for tbe law makes tbe
road, let biiu inquire after bim that lost it, sufferer the judge of the value of what be
and make proclamation of the place where he , hath suffered, and permits him to estimate it,
found it, and then restore it to him again, as unless he will be more severe.
not thinking it right to make his own prolit 36. Let bim that is the owner of an ox
by the loss of another. And the same rule which pusheth with bis horn, kill bim: but if
is to be observed in cattle found to have be pushes and gores any one in the thrashingwandered away into a lonely place. If the floor, let him be put to death by stoning, and
owner be not presently discovered, let him let him not be thought fit for food: but if
that is the finder keep it with himself, and his owner be convicted as having known what
appeal to God that be has not purloined what his nature was, and bath not kept him up, let
him also be put to death, as being tbe occa
belongs to another.
30. It is not lawful to pass by any beast sion of the ox's having killed a man. But if
that is in distress, when in a storm it is fallen tbe ox .have killed a man-servant, or a maid
down in the mire, but to endeavour to preserve servant, let him be stoned ; and let the owner
it, as having a sympathy with it in its pain. of tbe ox pay thirty shekels § to the master
31. It is also a duty to show the roads to of him that was slain: but if it be an ox
those woo do not know them, and not to esteem that is thus smitten and killed, let both the
it a matter for sport, when we hinder-others' oxen, that which smote the other and that
advantages, by setting them in a wrong way. which was killed, be sold, and let the owners
32. In like manner, let no one revile a of them divide their price between them.
37. Let those that dig a well or a pit, be
person blind or dumb.
33. If men strive together, and there be no careful to lay planks over them, and so keep
instrument of iron, let him that is smitten be tbem shut up, not in order to hinder an) per
a. e need immediately, by inflicting the same sons from drawing water, but that there may
rnnisbmeat on him that smote bim : but if je no danger of falling into them : but if any
when he is carried borne be lie sick many one's beast fall into such a well or pit thus
dais, and then die, let bim that smote bim digged and not shut up, and perish, let the
escape punishment; but if he that is smitten owner pay its price to the owner of the beast.
>
death, and yet be at great expense for Let there be a battlement round the tops of
his cure, the smiter shall pay for all that has your bouses instead ofa wall, that may prevent
been expended during the time of his sickness, any persons from rolling down and perishing.
and for all that he has paid the physician. He 38. Let him that has received any thing in
that kicks a woman with child, so that the wo trust for another, take care to keep It as a sa
man miscarry, * let him pay a fine in*money, cred and divine thing; and let no one invent
as the judges shall determine, as having dimin any contrivance, whereby to deprive bim that
ished tbe multitude by the destruction of what hath intrusted it with bim of the Bame, and
was in her womb; and 1st money also be given this whether be be a man or a woman ; no,
the woman's husband by him that kicked her; not although he or sbe were to gain an im
but if sbe die of tbe stroke, let him also be mense sum of gold, and this where he cannot
put to death, the law judging it equitable that be convicted of it by any body; for it is fit
that a man's own conscience, which knows
life should go for life.
34. Let no one of the Israelites keep any what he hath, should, in all cases, oblige hint
poison f that may cause death, or any other to do well. Let this conscience be bis wit
harm; but if be be caught with it, let him ness, and make him always act so as may pro
be put to death, and suffer the very same mis cure him commendation from others; but let
chief that he would have brought upon them him chiefly have regard to God, from whom
fur whom the poison was prepared.
no wicked man can lie concealed: but if be
,15. He that maimeth any one, let him un in whom the trust was reposed, without any
dergo tbe like himself, and be deprived of the deceit of his own, lose what he was intrusted
same member of which he hath deprived the withal, let him come before the seven judges,
other, unless he that is maimed will accept of and swear by God that nothing bath been lost
■ Phil.» and others appear to hare understood toil law willingly, or with a wicked intention, and
(EsimI sxi. *3) better than Josepbus. who seems to that he sath not made use of any part thereof,
alUw, that though the infant in the mothers womb, and to let him depart without blame ; but if
cvei after the mothei were quick, son so the infant had he hath made use of the least part of what
a rational tool were killed hy the stroke upon the moCher. tc< if tbe mother escaped, the )Hender should only was committed to him, and it be lost, let him
be Cnod. mad not put to denlb; while tbe law seems oe condemned to repay all that he had re
rather to mean, that if tbe infant in that case bo killed, ceived. After the same manner as in these
though raw mother escape, the offender must be put to
a and aot only when the mother ia killed, as Jopermission of redeeming this penalty with mo
arphos DnHmlonil it. It aenni this was the exposiuon neyX Thli
ia not in our copies, Exod. xxi. 24, Sdf Lev. axiv.
at the Pharisees in the days of Joaephua
♦ What we render a witch, according to oat modern 20;I We
Dent.mayill.here
21. note, that thirty shekels, tbe price our
■sSsons as* witchcraft. Kaorf sxit. IS, I'hilo and Joaephua Saviour was sold for
Judas to tbe Jews, Matt. xxvi.
■neWstood of a poisoner, or one who attempted, by ferret Its, and xxrii. 3, was by
the old value of a bought servant
tad inlawfnl drags or phillra, tu take away tbe senses or
or slave among tl
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trust*, it h to be, if any one defraud those those laws which God hath approved of, and
that undergo bodily labour for him. And let hath delivered to you. Let all sort of war
it be always remembered, that we are not to like operations, whether they befall you now
defraud a poor man of his wages ; as being in your own time, or hereafter in the times oi
sensible that God has allotted these wages to your posterity, be done out of your own bor
him instead of land and other possessions ; ders ; but when you are about to go to war,
nay, this payment is not at all to be delayed, send ambassages and heralds to those who are
but to be made that very day, since God is your voluntary enemies, for it is a right thing
not willing to deprive the labourer of the im to make use of words' to them before you
come to your weapons of war; and assure
mediate use of what be hath laboured for.
39. You are not to punish children for the them thereby, that although you have a nu
faults of their parents, but on account of their merous army, with horses and weapons, and,
own virtue rather to vouchsafe them commise above these, a God merciful to you, and ready
ration, because they were born of wicked pa >to assist you, you do however desire them not
rents, than hatred, because they were born of to compel you to fight against them, nor tobad ones: nor indeed ought we to impute the take from them what they have, which wilt
sin of children to their fathers, while young indeed be our gain, but what they will have
persons indulge themselves in many practices no reason to wish we should take to ourselves ;
different from what they have been instructed and if they hearken to you, it win be proper
in, and this by their proud refusal of such in for you to keep peace with tbem; but if they
trust in their own strength as superior to
struction.
40. Let those that have made themselves yours, and will not do you justice, lead your
eunuchs be bad in detestation ; and do you army against them, making use of God as your
avoid any conversation with them who have supreme commander, but ordaining for a lieu
deprived themselves of their manhood, and of tenant under him, one that is of the greatest
that fruit of generation which God has given courage among you ; for these different com
to men for the increase of their kind : let such manders, besides their being an obstacle to>
be driven away, as if they had killed their actions that are to be done on the sudden, are
children, since they beforehand have lost what a disadvantage to those that make use of them.
should procure tbem ; for evident it is, that Lead an army pure, and of chosen men, coinwhile their soul is become effeminate, they posed of all such as have extraordinary
have withal transfused that effeminacy to their strength of body and hardiness of soul ; but
body also. In like manner do you treat all do you send away the timorous part, lest tfcey
that is of a monstrous nature when it is looked run away in the time of action, and so afford)
on ; nor is it lawful to geld men or any other an advantage to your enemies. Do you also*
give leave to those that have lately bunt then*
animals.*
41. Let this be the constitution of your houses, and have not yet lived in them a year's
political laws in time of peace, and God will time ; and to those that have planted them
be so merciful as to preserve this excellent set vineyards, and have not yet been partakers of
tlement free from disturbance : and may that their fruits,—to continue in their own coun
time never come which may innovate any try; as well as those also who have betrothed,
thing, and change it for the contrary. But or lately married them wives, rest they have
since it must needs happen that mankind fall such an affection for these things that they be
into troubles and dangers, either undesigned too sparing of their lives, and, by reserving
ly or intentionally, come let us make a few themselves for these enjoyments, they become
constitutions concerning them, that so being voluntary cowards, on aceount of their wivesapprized beforehand what ought to be done, 42. When you have pitched your camp,
you may have salutary counsels ready when take care that you do nothing that is cruel ;
you want them, and may not then be obliged and when you are engaged in a siege, and
to go to seek what is to be done, and so be want timber for the making of warlike en
unprovided, and fall into dangerous circum gines, do not you render the land naked by
stances. May you be a laborious people, and cutting down trees that bear fruit, but spare
exercise your souls in virtuous actions, and tbem, as considering that they were made fos
thereby possess and inherit the land without the benefit of men ; and that if they coulil
wars; while neither any foreigners make war speak, they would have a just plea against you,
upon it, and so afflict you, nor any internal because, though they are not occasions of the
sedition seize upon it, whereby you may do war, they are unjustly treated, and suffer in.
things that are contrary to your fathers, and it; and would, if they were able, remove them
so lose the laws which they have established : selves into another land. When you have
and may you continue in the observation of beaten your enemies in battle, slay these that
• Thil law against castration, even of brutes, is said have fought against you; but preserve the
to hp so rigorous elsewhere, as to inflict death on him
alive, that they may pay you tribute,
that does it; which seems only a Pharisaical interpreta others
tion in the days of Josephus of that tow, Kev. xxi. 20. excepting the nation of the Canaankes; for as
to that people, you must entirely destroy tbem
and
onlynoweoxen
maywhich
henceare
observe,
thatonly
the Jews
couldxxii.
thenSithare
gelt,but
bulls 43. Take care, especially in your battle*
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CHAP. VIII.
that no woman use the habit of a man, nor stood, and then sacrificed and offered burntofferings; though, after that day they never
man the garment of a woman.
44. This was the form of political govern offered upon it any otber sacrifice, for it was
ment which was left us by Moses. Moreover, not lawful so to do. These are tbe constitu
be had already delivered laws in writing,* in tions of Moses; and tbe Hebrew nation still
tie fortieth year [after tbey came outof Egypt], live according to them.
concerning which we will discourse in another 45. On the next day, Moses called the peo
book. But now on the following days (for be ple together, with the women and children, trj.
called them to assemble continually) be deli a congregation, so as the very slaves were pre *
vered blessings to them, and curses upon those sent also, that they might engage theinselvig
that should not live according to the laws, but to tbe observation of these laws by oath ; and
should transgress the duties that were deter that, duly considering the meaning of God in
mined for them to observe. After this, be them, they might not, either for favour of
read to them a poetic song, which was com their kindred, or out of fear of any one, or
posed in hexameter verse; and left it to them indeed for any motive whatsoever, think any
in the holy book: it contained a prediction of I thing ought to be preferred to these laws, and
what was to come to pass afterward; agreea- ' so might transgress them ; that in case any one
bl v whereto all things have happened all along, of their own blood, or any city, should at
and do still happen to us; and wherein he tempt to confound or dissolve their constitu
!n- not at all deviated from the truth. Ac tion of government, they should take venge
cordingly, he delivered these books to the ance upon them, both all in general, and each
priests,f with the ark ; into which be also put person in particular; and when tbey had con
tbe Ten Commandments, written on two ta quered them, should overturn their city to the
bles. He delivered to them the tabernacle very foundations, and, if possible, should not
also; and exhorted the people, that when tbey leave the least footsteps of such madness: but
had conquered the land, and were settled in that if they were not able to take such venge
it, they should not forget the injuries of tbe ance, they should still demonstrate that what
Amalekites, but make war against them, and was done was contrary to their wills. So the
indict punishment upon them for what mis multitude bound themselves by oath so to do.
chief tbey did them when tbey were in the 46. Moses taught them also by what means
wilderness ; und "that, when they had got pos their sacrifices might be the most acceptable
session of the land of the Canaanites, and to God ; and how they should go forth to war,
when they bad destroyed the whole multitude making use of the stones (in the high-priest's
of its inhabitants, as they ought to do, they breast-plate) for their direction,§ as I have
should erect an altar that should face the ris before signified. Joshua also prophesied while
ing sun, not far from the city of Shecbera, be Moses was present. And when Moses bad
tween the two mountains, that of Gerizzim, recapitulated whatsoever he had done for the
situate on the right hand, and that called preservation of the people, both in their wars
Ebsd, on the left; and that" the army should and in peace, and had composed them a body
be so divided, that six tribes should stand of laws, and procured them an excellent form
upon each of the two mountains, and with of government, he foretold, as God had de
them tbe Levites and the priests. And that clared to him, " That if they transgressed
first, those that were upon mount Gerizzim that institution for" the worship of God, tbey
should pray for tbe best blessings upon those should experience the following miseries: —
who were diligent about the worship of God, Their land should be full of weapons of war
and the observation of his laws, and who did from their enemies, and their cities should be
not reject what Moses bad said to them ; while overthrown, and their temples should be burnt ;
the other wished them all manner of happi- that they should be sold for slaves, to such
ne-s also; and when these last put up the like men as would have no pity on them in their
prayers, the former praised them. After this, afflictions; that they would then repent, when
curses were denounced upon those that should that repentance would no way profit thein un
transgress those laws, tbey answering one ano der their sufferings. " Yet," said he, " will that
ther alternately, by way of confirmation of God who founded your nation, restore your
what had been said. Moses also wrote their cities to your citizens, with their temple also
blessings and their curses, that they migbt and you shall lose these advantages, not once
'■am them so thoroughly, that tbey migbt only, but often."
never be forgotten by length of time. And lag to Josephus, see Essay on the Old Testament, p. 168
when he was ready* to die, he wrote these -171
Bernard well observes here, how unfortunate
blessings and curses upon tbe, altar, on each thisi n<l>r.gleet
of consulting the Urim was to Joshua himside of it; J where he says also the people «tf lu the case
of the (iibeonites; who put a tries: upon
lim and ensnared him. together with tbe rest of the
* Tbeae laws seem to be tho.e above mentioned, sect. I Jewish rulers, with a solemn oath to prrserve them, con
4, of um chapter.
trary t.> hi. commission to extirpate all the Canaanites,
♦ What iawi were now delivered to the priests, we root aud braucli; whirl, oath he and tie other rulers
ntver durst hrr;ik. >n- Scripture Politics, p, 6o,£iV, aud
Dm aote «n Antio,. b. iii. chap. i. venL 7.
t Of tfie rlvt plstre where lh;s altar was to be built. this- snare they wera brought into because they -did
<,* the inuutli of the lx»nlw Josh. ix. 14.
■Inaer bearer mount Uenaxim or ai.ju.il fcbal, accord- nut atk
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47. Now when Moses had encouraged Jo pened to the legislator himself; for although
shua to lead out the army against the Ca- he was always persuaded that he ought not to
naanitcs, by telling him that God would be cast down at tbe approach of death, since
the undergoing it was agreeable to the will of
assist himn in all his
bis ui
blessed the whole multitude, he said, " Sine* God and the law of nature, yet what the peo
1 am going to my forefathers, and God has ple did so overbore him, that he wept him
determined that this should be the day of my self. Now as he went thence to the place
departure to them, I return him thanks while where be was to vanish out of their sight,
I am still alive and present with you, for that they all followed after him weeping; but
providence he bath exercised over you, which Moses beckoned with his hand to those that
biith not only delivered us from the miseries were remote from him, and bade them stay
we lay under, but hath bestowed a state of behind in quiet, while be exhorted those that
prosperity upon us; as also, that he hath were near to him that they would not render
assisted me in tbe pains I took, and in all the his departure so lamentable. Whereupon they
contrivances I had in my care about you, in thought they ought to grant him that favour,
order to better your condition, and bath on all to let him depart, according as he himself de
occasions showed himself favourable to us; or sired ; so they restrained themselves, though
rather he it was who first conducted our weeping still towards one another. All those
aifuirs, and brought them to a bappy conclu who accompanied bim were the senate, and
sion, by making use of me as a vicarious Eleazar tbe bigh-priest, and Joshua their com
general under him, and as a minister in those mander. Now as soon as they were come to
matters wherein he was willing to do you the mountain called Abarim (which is a very
good: on which account I think it proper to high mountain, situate over against Jericho,
bless that Divine Power which will take care and one that affords, to such as are upon it,
of you for tbe time to come, and this in order a prospect of the greatest part of the excellent
to repay that debt which I owe him, and to land of Canaan), he dismissed tbe senate;
leave behind me a memorial that we are and as he was going to embrace Eleazar and
obliged to worship and honour him, and to Joshua, and was still discoursing with tbem,
keep those laws which are the most excellent a cloud stood over him on the sudden, and he
gift of all those he hath already bestowed disappeared in a certain valley, although he
upon us, or which, if he continue favourable wrote in the holy books that he died, which
to us, he will bestow upon us hereafter. Cer was done out of fear, lest they should venture
tainly a human legislator is a terrible enemy to say that, because of his extraordinary vir
when his laws are affronted, and are made to tue, he went to God.
no purpose. And may you never experience 49. Now Moses lived in all one hundred
that displeasure of God which will be tbe con and twenty years; a third part of which time,
sequence of the neglect of these his laws, whU'ii abating one month, he was the people's ruler;
he, who is your Creator, hath given you!" and he died on the last month of the year,
48. When Moses had spoken thus at the which is called by the Macedonians Dystrus,
end of his life, and had foretold what would but by us Adar, on the first day of the month.
befall to every one of their tribes* afterward, He was one that exceeded all men that ever
with the addition of a blessing to them, the were in understanding, and made the best use
multitude fell into tears, insomuch that even of what that understanding suggested to bim.
tbe women, by beating their breasts, mace He had a very graceful way of speaking and
manifest the deep concern they had when he addressing himself to the multitude: and us
was about to die. The children also la to his other qualifications, he had such a full
mented still more, as not able to contain theii command of bis passions, as if he hardly had
grief; and thereby declared, that even at any such in his soul, and only knew them by
tbeir age they were sensible of his virtue and their names, as rather perceiving them in other
mighty deeds ; and truly there seemed to be men than in himself. He was also such a
a strife betwixt the young and the old, who general of an army as is seldom seen, as well
should most grieve for him. The old grieved, as such a prophet as was never known, and
because they knew what a careful protector this to such a degree, that whatsoever he pro
they were to be deprived of, and so lamenteo nounced, you would think you beard the
their future state ; but the young grieved, not voice of God himself. So the people mourn
only fci that, but also because it so hRppeneii ed for him thirty days: nor did ever any
that they were to be left by him before they grief so deeply affect the Hebrews as did this
hail well tasted of his virtue. Now one may upon the death of Moses; nor were those
make a guess at the excess of this sorrow and that had experienced his conduct the Only
lamentation of the multitude, from what hap- persons that desired him, but those also that
* Since .losephus assures ui here, as ii moat :>.ttoral]y perused the laws he left behind him had a
to he supposed, and as the Septuieint cieea 'he text strong desire after him, and by them fa
(IVut. axxiii. Ii), that Muses blessed every .ne of the thered the extraordinary virtue he was master
tribes of Israel, it is erident that >imeon was ..ii oin tied of. And this shall suffice for tbe declaration
hi his copy, as it nnhnppilv now U. both in ■! Hebrew
and Samaritan copies.
of the manner of the death of Moses.
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FROM THE DEATH OF MOSES TO THE DEATH OF ELI.

CHAPTER L

him, and he marched from Abila to Jordan,
sixty furlongs.
2. Mow when he had pitched his camp, the
spies came to him immediately, well acquaint
ed with the whole state of the Canaanites;
for at first, before they were at all discovered,
they took a full view of the city of Jericho
without disturbance, and saw which parts of the
5 1. When Moses wms taken away from walls were strong, and which parts were other
among men, in the manner already described, wise, and indeed insecure, and which of the
nd when all the solemnities belonging to the gates were so weak as might afford an entrance
mourning for him were finished, and the sor- totheirarmy. Now those that met thein tookno
ow for him was over, Joshua commanded notice of them when they saw them, and sup
the multitude to get themselves ready for ar posed they were only strangers, who used to
expedition. He also sent spies to Jericho, be very curious in observing every thing in
to discover what forces they had, and what the city, and did not take them for enemies ;
were their intentions; but he put his camp in but at even they retired to a certain inn that
order, as intending soon to pass over Jordan was near to the wall, whither tbey went to
at a proper season. And calling to him the eat their supper; which supper when they
rulers of the tribe of Reubet, and the gover had done, and were considering how to get
nors of the tribe of Oad, and [the half tribe away, information was given to thanking as
of] Manasseh, for half of this tribe had been he was at supper, that there were some per
permitted to have their habitation in the coun- sons come from the Hebrews' camp to view
try of the Amorites, which was the seventh the city as spies, and that they were in the inn
part of the land of Canaan,* he put them in kept by Rahab, and were very solicitous that
mind what tbey had promised Moses; and he they might not be discovered. So. he sent
exhorted them that, for the sake of the care immediately some to them, and commanded
tbat Moses had taken of them, who bad never to catch them, and bring them to him, that he
been weary of taking pains for them, no not might examine them by torture, and learn
when be was dying, and for the sake of the what tbeir business was there. As soon as
public welfare, they would prepare themselves, Rabab understood that these messengers were
and readily perform what they had promised; coming, she hid the spies under stalks of
so he took fifty thousand of them who followed flax, which were laid to dry on the top of her
• The Amorite* were one of the seven nation* of house ; and said to the messengers that were
Canaan Hence Reland is willing to suppose tbat Jo- sent by the king, that certain unknown stransrphus did not here mean that their land beyond Jordan 1 gers had supped with her a little before sunwaa a seventh part of the whole land of Canaan, hut
■scant the Anoritea aa a seventh nation. His reason is, setting, and were gone away, who might easily
thai Josephos, as well aa our Bible, generally distinguish be taken, if they were any terror to the city,
the Una beyond Jordan from the land of Canaan; nor
can it be drnied, that in strictness they were different; or likely to bring any danger to the king. So
art after two tribes and a half of the twelve tribes cane these messengers being thus deluded by the
to inherit it, it might in a general way altogether be well woman.f and suspecting no imposition, went
included under the land of Canaan, or Palestine, or Jndeau uf° which we haven clear example here before us, their ways, without so much as searching the
in JosepVis, whose words evidently imply, that taking ion; but they immediately pursued them
the whale land of Canaan, or that inhabited by all the
twelve tr.bes together, and parting it into seven parts,
the part beyond Jordan was in quantity of ground one ' * It plainly appears by the history of these spies,
seventh part uf tlie whole. And this well enough agree* and the inn-keeprr Rahab^s deception of the king of
to Retand's own map of that country. although this Jerirho's messengers, by telling them what was false, inland beyond Jordan was so peculiarly fruitful, and g»od order to save the lives of the spies, and yet the great
of Hrr faith and good works in the riew
fir pasturage, aa the two tribes and a naif took notirv ro Ninendallon
(He's, il. 3I| James ii. 25), as well a» by
(*umh. xxxii I, 4. I6J. that it maintained about a tilth Testament
mail) ulbcr paral«l examples, both in tba Old Tewtav
pan of the whole people.
HOW JOSHUA, THE COMMANDER OF THE HEHEWS, MADE WAS WITH THE CANAANITES,
AND OVERCAME THEM, AND DESTROYEL
THEM, AND DIVIDED THEIR LAND BY LOT
TO THE TRIRES OF ISRAEL.
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along those roads which they most probably while he suspected, that if he should attempt
supposed them to have gone, and those parti to make a bridge, that their enemies would
cularly which led to the river, but could hear not afford him time to perfect it, and for fer,
no tidings of them; so they left off the pains ry-boats they had none,— God promised so to
of any farther pursuit. But when the tumult dispose of the river, that they might pass over
was over, Rahab brought the men down, and it, and that by taking away the main part of
desired them as soon as they should have ob its waters. So Joshua, after two days, caused
tained possession of the land of Canaan, when tbe army and the whole multitude to pass over
it would be in their power to make her amends in the manner following:—The priests went
for her preservation of them, to remember first of all, having the ark with them ; then
what danger she had undergone for their sakes ; went the Levites bearing tbe tabernacle and the
for that if she had been caught concealing vessels which belonged to the sacrifices ; after
them, she could not have escaped a terrible which the entire multitude followed, accord
destruction, she and all her family with her, ing to their tribes, having their children and
and so bid them go home; and desired them their wives in the midst of them, as being ato swear to her to preserve her and her fami fraid for them, lest tbey should be borne away
ly when they should take the city and destroy by tbe stream. But as soon as the priests had
all its inhabitants, as they had decreed to do ; entered the river first, it appeared fordable,
for so far she said she had been assured by the depth of the water being restrained, and
those divine miracles of which she had been the sand appearing at the bottom, because the
informed. So these spies acknowledged that current was neither so strong nor so swift as
they 'owed her thanks for what she had done to carry it away by its force ; so they all passed
already, and withal swore to requite her kind over the river without fear, finding it to be in
ness, not only in words, but in deeds ; but the very same state as God bad foretold he
they gave her this advice, That when she would put it in ; but the priests stood still in
should perceive that the city was about to be tbe midst of the river till tbe multitude should
taken, she should put her goods, and all her be passed over, and should get to the shore in
family, by way of security, in her inn, and to safety; and when all were gone over, the
bang out scarlet threads before her doors [or priests came out also, and permitted the cur
windows], that the commander of the He rent to run freely as it used to do before.
brews might know her house, and take care to Accordingly the river, as soon as the Hebrews
do her no harm; for, said they, we will in were come out of it, arose again presently, and
form him of this matter, because of the con came to its own proper magnitude as before.
cern tbou hast had to preserve us; but if any 4. So the Hebrews went on farther fifty
one of thy family fall in the battle, do not furlongs, and pitehed tbeir camp at the dis
thou Blame us; and we beseech that God, by tance of ten furlongs from Jericho: but Jo
whom we have sworn, not then to be displeas shua built an altar of those stones which all
ed with us, as though we had broken our tbe beads of the tribes, at the command of the
oaths. So these men, when they had made prophet, had taken out of the deep, to be after
this agreement, went away, letting them wards a memorial of the division of the stream
selves "down by a rope from the wall, and of this river, and upon it offered sacrifice to
escaped, and came and told their own peo God; and in that place celebrated the passple whatsoever they had done in their jour over, and had great plenty of all the things
ney to this city. Joshua also told Eleazar, which they wanted hitherto; for they reaped
the high-priest, and the senate, what the the corn of the Canaanites, which was now
spies had sworn to Rahab ; who confirmed ripe, and took other things as prey; forthes
what had been sworn.
it was that their former food, which was man
S. Now while Joshua the commander was in nn, and of which they had eaten forty years
fear about their passing over Jordan, for the failed them.
river ran with a strong current and could not 5. Now wbilethelsraelitesdid this and the
be passed over with bridges, for there never Canaanites did not attack them, but kept
had been bridges laid over it hitherto ; and themselves quiet within their own walls, Jo
resolved to besiege them ; so on the fi rst
neat and in Jofephna, that the best men did not then shua
scruple to deceive {hose public enemies who might justly day of the feast [of thepossover] the priests
be destroyed j as also might deceive ill men in, order to carried the ark round about, with some part
save life, and deliver themselves from the tyranny of of tbe armed men to be a guard to it These
their unjust oppressors, and this by telling direct false priests went forward blowing with their sev
hoods; J mean, all this where no oatb was demanded of
them, otherwise tbey never durst venture on sucb a pro en trumpets; aud exhorted tbe annv to be of
cedure. Nor was Josephus himself of any other opinion good courage, and went roundabout the city
or practice, as 1 shall remark in tbe note on Ant. b.ix.ch. with thesenate following them,u ml when Oie
Iv. a. 3, And observe, that I still call this woman Rahab,
an tnn-keeper, not a harlot ; the whole history, both in
had only blowu with the ti utupets.for
our copies, and especially in Josephus, impl)ing no more. priests
It was indeed so frequent a thing, that women who were they did nothing more at all, they returned
inn-kee]<ers were also harlots, or maintainers of harlots, to the camp; and when they bad done this
that the word commonly used for real harlots was usu lor six days, on the seventh Joshua gath
ally given tbem. See Dr. Bernard's note btre, and ered
the ai med men, aud all the people to
Judge* xx 1| aad Antiq. b. v. ah. vii. seat K
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{ether, and told them these good tidings, That if any should desire to rebuild it : how; upon
the city should now be taken, since God his laying the foundation of the walls, he
would on that day give it them, by the falling should be deprived of his eldest son; and up
down of the walls, and this of their own on finishing it, he should lose his youngest
accord, and without their labour. However, son. But what happened hereupon, we shall
be charged them to kill every one they should speak of hereafter.
take, and not to abstain from the slaughter 9. Now there was an immense quantity of
of their enemies, either for weariness or for silver and gold, and besides those of brass also
pity, and not to fall on the spoil, and be there that was heaped together out of the city whei
by diverted from pursuing their enemies as it was taken, no one transgressing the decree,
they ran away ; but to destroy all the animals, nor purloining for their own peculiar advan
, and to take nothing for their own peculiar ad tage; which spoils Joshua delivered to the
vantage. He commanded them also to bring priests, to be laid up among their treasures.
together all the silver and gold, that it might And thus did Jericho perish.
*
be set apart as first-fruits unto God out of this 10. But there was one Achar.T the son [of
glorious exploit, as having gotten them from Charmi, the son] -of Zebedias, of the tribe of
the city they first took ; only that they should Judah, who, finding a royal garment woven
save Rahab and her kindred alive, because of entirely of gold, and a piece of gold that
the oath which the spies had sworn to her. weighed two hundred shekels ;| and thinking
6. When he had said this, and had set his it a very hard case, that what spoils he, by
army in order, he brought it against the city : running some hazard, had found, he must give
so they went round the city again, the ark away, and offer it to God, who stood in no
going before them, and the priests encouraging need of it, while he that wanted it must go
the people to be zealous in the work; and without it, — made a deep ditch in his own
when they had gone round it seven times, and tent, and laid tbem up therein, as supposing
hail stood still a little, the wall fell down, he should not only be concealed from his fel
while no instruments of war, nor any other low-soldiers, but from God himself also.
force, was applied to it by the Hebrews. *
11. Now the place where Joshua pitched
7. So they entered into Jericho, and slew his camp was called Gilgal, which denotes
all the men that were therein, while they were liberlt/;§ for since now they had passed over
affrighted at the surprising overthrow of the Jordan, they looked on themselves as freed
walls, and their courage was become useless, from the miseries which they had undergone
and they were not able to defend themselves; from the Egyptians, and in the wilderness.
to they were slain, and their throats cut, some in 12. Now, a few days after the calamity that
the ways, and others as caught in their houses, befell Jericho, Joshua sent three thousand
"—nothing afforded them assistance, but they armed men to take Ai, a city situate above
all perished, even to the women and the chil Jericho; but, upon the sight of the pedple of
dren; and the city was filled with dead Ai, with them they were driven back, and lost
bodies, and not one person escaped. They thirty-six of their men. When this was told
lso burnt the whole city, and the country the Israelites, it made them very sad, and ex
aboitit; but they saved alive Rahab, with ceeding disconsolate, not so much because of
her family, who had fled to her inn; and the relation the men that were destroyed bare
when she was brought to him, Joshua owned to them, though those that were destroyed
to her that they owed her thanks for her pre were all good men, and deserved their esteem,
servation of the spies: so he said he would as by the despair it occasioned; for while they
not appear to be behind her in his benefaction believed that they were already, in effect, in
to her; whereupon he gave her certain lands possession of the land, and should bring buck
immediately, and had her in great esteem ever the army out of the battles without loss, as
God had promised beforehand, they now saw
afterwards.
8. And if any part of the city escaped the unexpectedly their enemies bold with success;
lire, be overthrew it from the foundation ; and
be denounced a curse* against its inhabitants, * That the nam? of this chief was not Aehon, as in
the common copies hut dranr, as here in Josephns,
• Upon occasion of tbia devoting of Jericho to de- and in the Apostolical Constit. b. vti. chap. ii. and else,.
wVre, is rvident bv the allusion to that name in thn
itroction, and the exemplary punishment of Aehar. wh-i curse
of Joshua. Wtiv hast thou troubled us? — the
bruke that carreer or analhrmn. and >>f (he punishment
at Irte nitrjrc breaker of it. i I < (I Kings an. 31). ae «J*i L .r.l aha I tr ruble, ihem" where the Hebrew words
only to tire name AcAnr, but not to Aekan. Ac
at lac punishment of Saul, (or breaking ttie like t-nema allude
or eaalarmo, against Mrs Amalekiles (I Sam. lv), we cordingly, this Valley of Achar, or Achor, was and it a
May observe what was the true meaning, of that law known place, a little north of Gilgal, so called from thn
[I er. xxvii. 39): * None devoted, which shall he devoted days of Joshua till this day- See Josb.vii. tf>; Jsa. lxr.
, of men, shall be redeemed; but ahull ninety be put to 10: Una. ii. 10: and Dr. Bernard's notes here.
deals," i. t. whenever any of the Jews' public anemias t Here Dr. Bernard very justly observes, that a few
had been, tor their wickedness, solemnly devoted to words are dropped out of Josephus** copies, on account
the repetition of the word shekett ; and that it ought
aettnirtion. according t% the divine command, as were ; of
generally the seven wicked nations of Canaan, and to be read thus :-■•* A piece of gold that weighed fifty
and one of silver that weighed two hundred
t»"*e sinners the amaletitea (I Sam. xv. 18), it was 1 shekels,
as In our other conies, Joshua vit SI.
aarrry oalawfnl to permit those enemies lo be redeemed ; [ shekels."
I I agree
here with ofUrtjilgal
llernanl,
and approve
of Jrran-u
ha- tfcry were*ln be all utterly destroyed. See also ' pbus's
interpretation
for libtjlySee Joan.v.
hxu. uii. 1,3.
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bo they put sackcloth over their garments, and
continued in tears and lamentation all the day,
without the least inquiry after food, but laid
what had happened greatly to heart.
13. When Joshua saw the army so much
afflicted, and possessed with forebodings of
evil as to their whole expedition, he used free
dom with God, and said, " We are not come
thus far out of any rashness of our own, as
though we thought ourselves able to subdue
this land with our own weapons, but at the
instigation of Moses thy servant for this pur
pose, because thou hast promised us, by many
signs, that thou wouldst give us this land for
a possession, and that thou wouldst make our
army always superior in war to our enemies,
and accordingly some success has already at
tended upon us agreeably to thy promises;
but because we have now unexpectedly been
foiled, and have lost some men out of our
army, we are grieved at it, as fearing what
thou hast promised us, and what Moses fore
told us, cannot be depended on by us ; and
our future expectation troubles us tbe more,
because we have met with such a disaster in
this our first attempt ; but do thou, O Lord,
free us from these suspicions, for thou art
able to find a cure for these disorders, by giv
ing us victory, which will both take away the
grief we are in at present, and prevent our
aistrust as to what is to come."
14. These intercessions Joshua put up to
God, as he lay prostrate on his face : where
upon God answered him, That he should rise
up, and purify bis host from the pollution
that had got into it; that "things conse
crated to me have been impudently stolen from
me," and that " this has been tbe occasion
why this defeat had happened to them;" and
that when they should search out and punish
the offender, he would ever take care they
should have the victory over their enemies.
This Joshua told the people: and calling for
Eleazar tbe bigh-priest and the men in au
thority, he east lots, tribe by tribe; and when
the lot showed that this wicked action was
done by one of the tribe of Judah, he then
again proposed the lot to the several families
thereto belonging; so the truth of this wicked
action was found to belong to the family
of Zachar ; and when the inquiry was made,
man by man, they took Achar, who, upon
God's reducing him to a terrible extremity,
could not deny the fact: so he confessed the
theft, and produced what he had taken in the
midst of them, whereupon he was immediately
put to death ; and attained no more than to
be buried in the night in a disgraceful man
ner, and such as was suitable to a condemned
malefactor.
15. When Joshua had thus purified the
host, be led them against Ai : and having by
night laid an ambush round about the city,
he attacked the enemies as soon as it was
day; but as they advanced boldly against the
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Israelites, because of their former victory, ha
made them believe he retired, and by liuit
means drew them a great way from the city,
they still supposing that they were pursuing
their enemies, and despised them, as tbo-.vjh
the case had been the same with that in the
former battle; after which Joshua ordered 'lis
forces to turn about, and placed them against
their front; he then made the signals agreed
upon to those that lay in ambush, and so ex
cited them to fight; so they ran suddenly into
the city, the inhabitants being upon the walls,
nay, others of them being in perplexity, and
coming to see those that were without the
gates. Accordingly, these men took the city,
and slew all that they met with; but Joshua
forced those that came against him to come to
a close fight, and discomfited them, and made
them run away; and when they were driven
towards the city, and thought it had not been
touched, as soon as they saw it was taken, and
perceived it was burnt, with their wives and
children, they wandered about in the fields in
a scattered condition, and were no way able
to defend themselves, because they had none
to support them. Now when this calamity was
come upon the men of Ai, there were a great
number of children, and women, and servants,
and an immense quantity of other furniture.
Tbe Hebrews also took herds of cattle, and
a great deal of money, for this was a rich
country. So when Joshua came to Gilgal,
he divided all these spoils among tbe soldiers.
1C. But the Gibeonites, who inhabited very
near to Jerusalem, when they saw what mise
ries had happened to the inhabitants of Jeri>
cho, and to those of Ai, and suspected that
the like sore calamity would come as far as
themselves, they did not think fit to ask for
mercy of Joshua ; for they supposed they
should find little mercy from him, who made
war that he might entirely destroy the nation
of tbe Canaanites; but they invited the peo
ple of Cephirah and Kiriathjearim, who were
their neighbours, to join in league with them;
and told them, that neither could they them
selves avoid tbe danger they were all in, if
the Israelites should prevent tbem, and seize
upon them ; so when they had persuaded
them, they resolved to endeavour to escape
the forces of the Israelites.
Accordingly,
upon tbeir agreement to what they proposed,
they sent ambassadors to Joshua to make a
league of friendship with him, and those such
of the citizens as were best approved of, and
most capable of doing what was most advan
tageous to the multitude. Now these ambissadors thought it dangerous to confess them
selves to be Canaanites, but thought they
might, by this contrivance, avoid the danger,
namely, by saying that they bare no relation
to the Canaanites at alls but dwelt at a very
great distance from them : and they said fur
ther, that they came a long way, on account
of the reputation he had gained Tor his virtue:
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: of tbe truth of what they said, saved by those that came for the destruc
'.bey showed him the habit they were in, for tion of the Canaanites, because of the league
'.bat their clothes were new when they came of friendship that was between them. Ac
out, but were greatly worn by the length of cordingly, Joshua made baste, with his whole
time they had been on their journey; for in army to assist them, and marching day and
deed they took torn garments, on purpose night, in the morning he fell upon the ene
(bat they might make him believe so. So mies as tbey were going up to the siege ; and
'hey stood in the midst of tbe people, and when he had discomfited them be followed
mid that they were sent by the people of them, and pursued them down the descen
Gibeon, and of the circumjacent cities, which of tbe bills. The place is called Beth-hpron
were very remote from tbe land where they where he also understood that God assisted
n >w were, to make such a league of friend him, which he declared by thunder and thun
ship with them, and this on such conditions der-bolts, as also by tbe falling of hail larger
as were customary among their forefathers; than usual. Moreover, it happened that the
for when they understood that, by the favour day was lengthened,* that the night might
of God, and his gift to "them, they were to not come on too soon, and be an obstruction
have the possession of tbe land of Canaan to the zeal of the Hebrews in pursuing tbeir
bestowed upon them, they said that they were enemies; insomuch, that Joshua took tbe
very glad to hear it, and desired to be admitted kings, who were hidden in a certain cave at
into the number of their citizens. Thus did Makkedah, and put tbem to death. Now,
these ambassadors speak ; and showing them that the day was lengthened at this time, and
the marks of their long journey, they entreat was longer than ordinary, is expressed in tbe
ed the Hebrews to make a league of friend books laid up in the temple.J
ship with them. Accordingly Joshua, be
18. These kings which made war with, and
lieving what they said, that they were not of were ready to fight the Gibeonites, bcini;
tbe nation of the Canaanites, entered into thus overthrown, Joshua returned again to
friendship with them; and Eleazar tbe high- the mountainous parts of Canaan; and when
priest, with the senate, aware to them that be had made a great slaughter of tbe people
tbey would esteem them their friends and as there, and took their prey, he came to the
sociates, and would attempt nothing that camp at Gilgal. And now there went a great
should be unfair against them, the multitude fame abroad among the neighbouring people,
alio assenting to the oaths that were made to of the courage of the Hebrews; and those that
them. So these men having obtained what heard w hat a number of men were destroyed,
tbey desired, by deceiving the Israelites, went were greatly airrigbted at it; so the kings that
borne: but when Joshua led his army to the lived about mount Lilmnus, who were Ca
country at the bottom of the mountains of naanites, and those Canaanites tbat dwelt in
this part of Canaan, he understood that the the plain country, with auxiliaries out of tbe
Gibeonites dwelt not far from Jerusalem, land of the Philistines, pitched their camp at
and that tbey were of the stock of the Ca Beroth, a city of the Upper Galilee, not far
naanites; so he sent for tbeir governors, and from Cadesh, which is itself also a place in
reproached them with the cheat they had put Galilee. Now the number of the whole ar
upon him; but tbey alleged, on tbeir own my was three hundred thousand armed foot
behalf, that they had no other way to save men, and ten thousand horsemen, and twenty
themselves but that, and were therefore forced thousand chariots; so that the multitude of
to have recourse to it. So he called for Ele the enemies affrighted both Joshua himself
azar tbe high-priest, and for the senate, who and tbe Israelites; and they, instead of being
thought it right to make them public servants,
Whether this lengthening of the day. by the stand,
that they might not break tbe oath they had in*,• still
of the sun and moon, were physical and real, by
made to them ; and they ordained them to be llie miraculous
stoppage of the diurnal motion of the
so:—and this was tbe method by which these earth for about half a revolution, or whether only appa
rent,
by
aeria]
phosphor:
imitating the fun and moon ns
nvm round safety and security under the stationary so long, while clonds
night hid the real
alamity that was ready to overtake them. ones, and tiiis parhelion or mockandsuntheaffording
sufficient
light for Joshua's pursuit and complete victory (which
17. But tbe king of Jerusalem took it to aerial
phosphori
in
other
shapes
have
been
more
thun
heart that the Gibeonites had gone over to ordinarily common of late years) cannot now he deter
Joshua; so he called upon the kings of tbe mined: philosophers and astronomers will naturally in
to this latter Hypothesis. In the mean time, the
nr'/hbouring nations to join together, and cline
fact itself was mentioned in the book of .lasher, now lost.
siake war against them. Now when the Gib. Josh. x. 13. and is confirmed by Isaiah (xxviii. SI). Ha(iii 11). and by the son of Sirach (Ecclns. xlvi
rotates taw these kings, which were four, be bakkuk
the IHth Psalm of Solomon, ver. ult. it is also said
sides tbe king of Jerusalem, and perceived of4). theInluminaries,
with relation, no doubt, to this and the
that tbey had pitched their camp at a certain other miraculous standing still and going back, in the
of Joshua and Hezekiah, "They have not wan
fountain not far. from their city, and were days
from the day that be created them | they have not
getting ready for the siege of it, they called dered,
forsaken their way from ancient generations, unless it
when <:od enjoined them [so to doj by tbe comupon Joshua to assist tbem; for such was their were
servants,"
p. 15*on
cue, as to expect to be destroyed by these mand
+ Ulofhis
the books
laid upSeein Aulhent.
the temple,Hecseepart
tbe I-note
but to suppose they shoiild be Antiq b. iii. chap, t, sect. 7.
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full of hopes of good success, were supcrsti- they bad already had, and what glorious things
tiously timorous, with the great terror with had been done, and those such as were worthy
which they were stricken. Whereupon God of that God who enabled them to do those
upbraided them with the fear they were in, things, and worthy of the virtue of those laws
and asked them whether they desired a greater which they followed. He took notice also,
help than be could afford them ; and pro that thirty-one of those kings that ventured
mised them that they should overcome their to give them battle were overcome, and every
enemies; and withal charged tbem to make 'army, how great soever it were, that confided
their enemies' horses useless, and to burn their in their own power, and fought with tbem,
chariots. So Joshua became full of courage was utterly destroyed; so that not so much
upon these promises of God, and went out as any of their posterity remained; and as for
suddenly against the enemies; and after five the cities, since some of them were taken, but
days' march be came upon them, and joined tbc others must be taken in length of time,
battle with tbem, and there was a terrible fight, by long sieges, both on account of the strength
and such a number were slain as could not of their walls, and of the confidence the in
be believed by those that heard it. He also habitants had in them thereby, he thought it
went on in the pursuit a great way, and de reasonable that those tribes that came along
stroyed the entire army of the enemies, few with them from beyond Jordan, and had par
only excepted, and all the kings fell in the taken of the dangers they had undergone, be
battle ; insomuch, that when there wanted ing their own kindred, should now be dis
men to be killed, Joshua slew their horses, missed and sent home, and should have thank «
and burnt their chariots, and passed all over for the pains they had taken together with
their country without opposition, no one dar them. As also, he thought it reasonable that
ing to meet him in battle; but be still went they should send one man out of every tribe,
on, taking their cities by siege, and again kill and he such as had the testimony of extraor
ing whatever he took.
dinary virtue, who should measure the land
19. The fifth year was now past, and there faithfully, and without any fallacy or deceit
was not one of the Canaanites remained any should inform them of its real magnitude.
longer, excepting some that had retired to 21. Now Joshua, when he bad thus spoken
places of great strength. So Joshua removed to them, found that the multitude approved
his camp to the mountainous country, and of his proposal. So he sent men to measure
placed the tabernacle in the city of Shiloh, for their country, and sent with them some geo
that seemed a fit place for it, because of the metricians, who could not easily fail of know
beauty of its situation, until such time as their ing the truth, on account of their skill in tbat
affairs would permit them to build a temple ; art. He also gave them a charge to estimate
and from thence he went to Shechem, together the measure of that part of the land tbat was
with all the people, and raised an altar where most fruitful, and what was not so good ; for
Aloses had beforehand directed ; then did be such is the nature of the land of Canaan, that
divide the army, and placed one half of thein one may see large plains, and such as arc ex
on mount Gerizzim, and the other half on ceeding fit to produce fruit, which yet, if they
mount Ebal, on which mountain the altar were compared to other parts of the country,
was;* he also placed there the tribe of Levi, might be reckoned exceedingly fruitful; yet if
and the priests. And when they had sacri it be compared with the fields about Jericbo,
ficed, and denounced the [blessings and the] and to those that belong to Jerusalem, will
;urses, and had left tbem engraven upon the appear to be of no account at all ; and al
altar, they returned to Shiloh.
though it so falls out that these people have
20. And now Joshua was old, and saw that but a very little of this sort of land, and that
the cities of the Canaanites were not easily to it is, for the main, mountainous also, yet does
be taken, not only because they were situate it not come behind other parts, on account
in such strong places, but because of the of its exceeding goodness nnd beauty ; for
strength of the walls themselves, which being which reason Josbua thought the land for the
built round about, the natural strength of tbc tribes should be divided by estimation of its
places on which the cities stood, seemed ca goodness, rather than the largeness of its mea
pable of repelling their enemies from besieg sure, it often happening, tbat one acre of some
ing them, and of making those enemies des sort of land was equivalent to a thousand
pair of taking them; for when the Canaan other acres. Now the men that were sent,
ites had learned that the Israelites came out which were in number ten, travelled all about,
of Egypt in order to destroy them, they were and made an estimation of the land, and in
busy all that time in making their cities strong. the seventh month came to him to the city of
So he gathered the people together to a con Shiloh, where they bad set up the tabernacle.
gregation at Shiloh ; and when they, with 22. So Joshua took both F.leazar and the
great zeal and haste, were come thither, he senate, and with them the heads of the tribes,
observed to them what prosperous successes and distributed the land to the nine tribes,
• Of th* Bitoatinn of this altar, k« E«»*y or the Old and to the half tribe of Manasseh, appointing
Ttjtamrnt, p 170, 171.
the dimensions to be according to the large
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■■ess of each tribe. So when he had east lo:s, rest fully satisfied about it, that their own se
Judah had assigned him by lot the upper part curity and their observation of their own laws
of Judea, reaching as far as Jerusalem, and depended wholly upon it. Moreover, be en
irs breadth extended to the Lake of Sodom. joined them to give thirty-eight cities to the
Sunt in the lot of this tribe there were the Levites, fur they had already received ten in
cities of Askelon and Gaza. The lot of Si tbe country of the Amorites; and three of
meon, which was the second, included that these he assigned to those that fled from the
part of Idumea which bordered upon Egypt man-slayers, who were to inhabit there ; for
and Arabia. As to the Benjamites, their lot he was very solicitous that nothing should be
fell so, that its length reached from the river neglected which Moses had ordained. These
Jordan to the sea; but in breadth it was cities were of the tribe of Judah, Hebron; of
bounded by Jerusalem' and Bethel; and this that of Ephraim, Shechem ; and of that of
lot was the narrowest of all, by reason of the Naphthali, Cadesh, which is a place of the
goodness of the land; for it included Jericho Upper Galilee. He also distributed among
and the city of Jerusalem. The tribe of them the rest of the prey not yet distributed,
Ephraim had by lot the land that extended in which was very great; whereby they had an
length from the river Jordan to Gezer; but affluence of great riches, both all in general,
in breadth as far as from Bethel, till it ended and every one in particular : and this of gold
at the Great Plain. The half-tribe of Man- and of vestments, and of other furniture,
asset had the land from Jordan to the city besides a multitude of cattle, whose number
Dora ; but its breadth was at Bethshan, which could not be told.
U now called Seythopolis ; and after these 23. After this was over, he gathered the
to Issachar, which had its limits in length, army together to a congregation, and spake
Mount Carmel and the river, but its limit in thus to those tribes that had their settlement
breadth was Mount Tabor. The tribe of in the land of tbe Amorites, beyond Jordan,
Zcbulon's lot included the land which lay as — for fifty thousand of them had armed them
far as the Lake of Genesareth, and that which selves, and had gone to the war along with
belonged to Carmel and the sea. The tribe them : — " Since that God, who is tbe Father
of A -it had that part which was called the and Lord of the Hebrew nation, has now
Valley, for such it was, and all that part which given us this land for a possession, and pro
lay over-against Sidon. The city Arce be mised to preserve us in the enjoyment of
longed to their share, which is also named it as our own for ever; and since you have
Aciipos. Tbe Naphthalites received the east with alacrity offered yourselves to assist us
ern parts, as far as the city of Damascus and when we wanted that assistance on all occa
the Upper Galilei', unto Mount Libanus, and sions, according to bis command, it is but
the Fountains of Jordan, which rise out of just, now all our difficulties are over, that you
that mountain; that is, out of that part of it should be permitted to enjoy rest, and that we
whose limits belong to the neighbouring city should trespass on your alacrity to help us no
of Arce. Tbe Danites' lot included all that longer ; that so, if we should again stand in
■■iri of tbe valley which respects the sun-set need of it, we may readily have it on any
ting, and were bounded by Azotus and Dora ; future emergency, and not tire you out so
as also they bad all Jamnia and Gath, from much now as may make you slower in assist
Ekron to that mountain where the tribe of ing us another time. We, therefore, return
Judah begins.
you our thanks for tbe dangers you have un
After this manner did Joshua divide dergone with us, and we do it not at this time
the six nations that bear the name of tbe Sons only, but we shall always be thus disposed;
of Canaan, with their land, to be possessed and be so good as to remember our friends,
by the nine tribes and a half; for Moses had and to preserve in mind what advantages we
prerented him, and had already distributed have had from them; and how you have put
the land of tbe Amorites, which itself was so off the enjoyments of your own happiness for
railed also from one of the sons of Canaan, our sakes, and have laboured for what we
to th< two tribes and a half, as we have shown have now, by the good-will of God, obtained,
slready. But the parts about Sidon, as also and resolved not to enjoy your own prosperity
those that belonged to the Arkites, and tbe till you had afforded us that assistance. How
Amathites, and the Aradians, were not yet ever, you have, by joit.iug your labour with
regularly disposed of.
ours, gotten great plenty of riches, and will
24. But now was Joshua hindered by his carry home with you much prey, with gold
age from executing what he intended to do and silver, and, what is more than all these,
(as did those that succeeded him in the go our good- will towards you, and a mind will
vernment, take little care of what was for the ingly disposed to make a requital of your kindadvantage of tbe public); so be gave it in ness to us, in what case soever you shall de
barge to every tribe to leave no remainder sire it, for you have not omitted any thing
«f tbe race of tbe Canaanites in the land that which Moses beforehand required of you, nor
aad been divided to tbem by lot; that Moses have you despised hiin because he was dead
iad assured them beforehand, and they might and gone from you, so that there is nothing
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to diminish that gratitude which we owe to guilty of was of too heinous a nature to be
you. We therefore dismiss you joyful to your punished by words alone, or by them only te
own inheritances; and we entreat you to sup be amended for the future, yet that they did
pose, that there is no limit to be set to the in not so look at the beinousness of their trans
timate relation that is between us; and that gression as to have recourse to arms, and to
you will not imagine, because this river is in • battle for their punishment immediau.y;
terposed between us, that you are of a differ but that, on account of their kindred, and ..itent race from us, and not Hebrews; for we probability there was that they might be re
are all the posterity of Abraham, both we that claimed, tbey took this method of sending an
inhabit here, and you that inhabit there; and umbassage to them: "That when we have
it is the same God that brought our forefathers learned the true reasons by which you have
and yours into the world, whose worship and been moved to build this altar, we may nei
form of government we are to take care of, ther seem to have been too rash in assaulting
which he has ordained, and are most carefully you by our weapons of war, if it prove that
to observe; because, while you continue in you made the altar for justifiable reasons, and
those laws, God will also show himself merci may then justly punish you if tbe accusation
ful and assisting to you; but if you imitate prove true; for we can hardly suppose that
the other nations, and forsake those laws, *>e you, who have been acquainted with the will
will reject your nation." When Joshua had of God, and have been hearers of those laws
spoken thus, and saluted them all, both those which he himself hath given us, now you are
in authority one by one, and the whole multi separated from us, and gone to that patrimony
tude in common, he himself staid where he of yours, which you, through the grace ot
was; but the people conducted those tribes God, and that providence which he exercises
on their journey, and that not without tears in over you, have obtained by lot, can forget him,
their eyes; and indeed they hardly knew how and can leave that ark and that altar which is
to part one from the other.
peculiar to us, and can introduce strange gods
26. Mow when the tribe of Reubel, and that and imitate the wicked practices of the Caof Gad, and as many of the Manassites as naanites. Now this will appear to have been
followed them, were passed over theriver, they a small crime if you repent now, and proceed
built an altar on the banks of Jordan, as a mon no farther in your madness, but pay a due
ument to posterity, and a sign of their relation reverence to, and keep in mind the laws of
to those that should inhabit on the other side.- your country; but if you persist in your sins,
But when those on the other side heard that we will not grudge our pains to preserve our
those who bad been dismissed bad built an laws; but we will pass over Jordan and dealtar, but did not bear with wh.it intention they fund them, and defend God also, and shall .
built it, but supposed it to be by way of inno esteem of you as of men no way differing from
vation, and for the introduction ofstrangrgods, tbe Canaanites, but shall destroy you in the
they did not incline to disbelieve it; but think like manner as we destroyed them; for do not
ing this defamatory report, as if it were built you imagine that, because you are got over
for divine worship, was credible, they appear the river, you are got out of the reach of
ed in arms, as though they would avenge them God's power; you are everywhere in places
selves on those that built the altar; and they that belong to him, and impossible it is to
were about to pass over the river, and to pun overrun his power, and the punishment he
ish them for their subversion of the laws of will bring on men thereby; but if you think
their country; for they did not think it tit to that your settlement here will be any obstruc
regard them on account of their kindred, or tion to your conversion to what is good, no
the dignity of those that had given the occa thing need binder us from dividing tbe laud
sion, but to regard the will of God, and the anew, and leaving this old land to be for tbe
manner wherein be desired to be worshipped; feeding of sheep; but you will do well tu
so these men put themselves in array for war. return to your duty, and to leave off these
But Joshua, and Eleazar the high-priest, and new crimes; and we beseech you, by your
the senate, restrained them ; and persuaded children and wives, not to force us to punish
them first to make trial by words of their in you. Take therefore such measures in this
tention, and afterwards, if they found that assembly, as supposing that your own safety,
their intention was evil, then only to proceed and the safety of those that are dearest to you,
to make war upon them. Accordingly, they is therein concerned, and believe that it is
nent as ambassadors to them Phincas the son of better for you to be conquered by words, than
Eleazar, and ten more* persons that were in to continue in your purpose, and to experience
esteem among the Hebrews, to learn of them deeds and war therefore."what was in their mind when, upon passing 27. When Phineas had discoursed thus,
over the river, they had built an alur upon the governors of the assembly, and the wholo
its banks; and as soon as these P-rabassadurs multitude, began to make an apology for
were passed over, und were come to them, and themselves, concerning what they were ac
• congregation was assembled, Phincas stood cused of; and they said, That they neither
up and siid, That ihe offence they had been would depart from the relation they bare to
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them, nor bad they built the altar by way of sons. He was buried in the city of Timnah,
liwiiliiMl that they owned one and the of the tribe of Ephraim.* About the same
•ime common God with all the Hebrews, time died Eleazar the high-priest, leaving the
vt4 that brazen altar which was before the high-priesthood to his son Phineas. His mo
tabernacle, on which they would offer their nument also, and sepulchre, are in the city of
sacrifices; that as to the altar they had raised, Gabatha,
on account of which they were thus suspect
ed, it was not built for worship, " but that it
CHAPTER II.
rricht be a sign and a monument of our re
lation to you for ever, and a necessary caution HOW, AFTER THE DEATH OF JOSHUA THEIR
•" us to act wisely, and to continue in the COMMANDER, THE ISRAELITES TRANSGRESS
laws of oub* country, but not a handle for ED THE LAWS OP THEIR COUNTRY, AND EX
transgressing them, as you suspect : and let PERIENCED GREAT AFFLICTIONS ; AND WHEN
God be our authentic witness, that this was . THERE WAS A SEDITION ARISEN, THE TRIBE
the occasion of our building this altar; OP BENJAMIN WAS DESTROYED, EXCEPTING
whence we beg you will have a better opinion ONLY SIX HUNDRED MEN.
of us, and do not impute such a thing to us § 1. After the death of Joshua and Eleazar,
as would render any of the posterity of Abra Phineas prophesied,! that according to God's
ham well worthy of perdition, in case they will they should commit the government to
attempt to bring in new rites, and such as are the
tribe of Judah, and that this tribe should
different from our usual practices."
the race of the Canaanites; for then
28. When they bad made this answer, and destroy
people were concerned to learn what was
Phineas had commended them for it, be came the
will of God. They also took to their as
to Joshua and explained before the people the
sistance the tribe of Simeon ; but upon this
what answer they had received. Now Joshua condition,
when those that had been tribu
was glad that he was under no necessity of tary to thethat
tribe of Judah should be slain, they
setting them in array or of leading them to should
do the like for the tribe of Simeon.
shed blood, and make war against men of 2. But
the affairs of the Canaanites were
their own kindred; and accordingly he offered at this time
flourishing condition, and
sacrifices of thanksgiving to God for the they expectedinthea Israelites
a great army
tame. So Joshua after that dissolved this at the city Bezek, having putwith
the government
great assembly of the people, and sent them into the bands of Adunibezek,
which name
to their own inheritances, while he himself
the Lord of Bezek, for Adoni in the
lived in Shechem. But in the twentieth year denotes
Hebrew tongue signifies Lord, Now they
after this, when be was very old, be sent for hoped
to have been too hard for the Israel
those of the greatest dignity in the several ites, because
was dead ; but when the
cities, with those in authority, and the senate, Israelites had Joshua
battle with them, I mean
and as many of the common people as could th/i two tribesjoined
mentioned, they fought
be present; and when tbey were come he put gloriously, and before
slew above ten thousand of
ihem in mind of all the benefits God had them, and put the
rest to flight; and in the
which could not but be a
rreat many, since from a low estate they were pursuit they took Adonibezek, who, when his
* since not only Procopios and Suidaa, but an earlier
advanced to so great a degree of glory and arithor.
Mows Chorenensis (p. 62, 63), and perhaps from
plenty ; and exhorted them to take notice of his original
anthor Marina Catioa, one a* old as Alex
the intentions of God, which had been so ander the Great, seta down the famous inscription at
concerning the old Canaanites driven out of
gracious towards tbem; and told them that Tangier
by Joshua, take it here in that author's own
the Deity would continue their friend by no Palestine
words: "We are those exilea that were governors of
Canaanites, but have been driven away by Joshua
thing else but their piety; and that it was
and are come to Inhabit here." See the note
proper for him, now that be was about to de- there.robber,
Nor is it unworthy of our notice what Moses
pirt out of tbis life, to leave such an admo Chorenensis adds {p. A3), and this upon a diligent ex
if i. that '-on'- of those eminent men among
nition to them ; and he desired that they would amination,
Canaanites came at the same time into Armenia,
kreo in memory this his exhortation to them. the
and founded the GenthunianJamily or tribe t and th:it
by the manners of the same family
'29. So Joshua, when he had thus dis this was asconfirmed
being like those of the Canaanites.^
missed to tbem, died, having lived a hun- or +tribe,
By
prophrtiiinq,
when spoken of a high-priest, Jose<tr»>1 aid ten years; forty of which he lived pbus, both here and frequently
elsewhere, means no more
than consulting God by Urim, which the reader is still to
<rtb Moses, in order to learn what might be bear
in
mind
upon
all
occasions.
And if St. John, who
his advantage afterwards. He also be- was contemporary with Jusepbus. and
of the same coun
upr their commander after his death for try, made use of this style, when he says that " Caiaphua
being high-priest that year, prophesied that Jesus should
twenty-five years. He was a man that wanted die
nation, and not for that nation only, but that
art wisdom nor eloquence to declare his in- alsoforhe that
should gather together in one the children of God
were scattered abroad " (xi. 61, 52J, be may possibly
'^'ion? to the people, but very eminent on that
me-in, that this waa revealed to the high-priest by an exHth armunts. He was of grout courage and traonlinary
voice from between the cherubims, when he
matmanimity in action and in dangers, and had his brrast-plate. or Urim and Thummim, on before*
or
in
the
most
holy place of the temple, which was no
IWX sagacious in procuring the peace of the
thftn the oracle of Urim and Thummim. Of whicl
people, and of great virtue at all proper sea- other
above, In the note on atntiq. b. iiL chap. viiL sect. 9.
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fingers and toes were cut off by them, said, part of Canaan, as also Askelnn and Ashdod,
" Nay, indeed, I was not always to lie con of those that lay near the sea; but Gaza and
cealed from God, as I find by what I now Ekron escaped them, for they, lying in a flat
endure, while I have not been ashamed to do country, and having a great number of cha
the same to seventy-two kings."* So they riots, sorely galled those that attacked them :
carried him alive as far as Jerusalem ; and so these tribes, when they were grown very
when be was dead, they buried him in the rich by this war, retired to their own cities,
earth, and went on still in taking the cities: and laid aside their weapons of war.
and when tbey had taken the greatest part of 5. But the Benjamites, to whom belonged
them, they besieged Jerusalem ; and when they Jerusalem, permitted its inhabitants to pay
had taken the lower city, which was not un tribute. So they all left off, the one to kill,
der a considerable time, tbey slew all the inha and the other to expose themselves to danger
bitants ; but the upper city was not to be taken and had time to cultivate the ground. Tb<
without great difficulty, through the strength rest of the tribes imitated tbat of Benjamin,
and" did the same; and, contenting themselves
of its walls, and the nature of the place.
3. For which reason they removed their with the tributes tbat were paid them, per
camp to Hebron ; and when they had taken it, mitted the Canaanites to live in peace.
they slew all the inhabitants. There were 6. However, the tribe of Ephraim, when
till then left the race of giants, who had bo they besieged Bethel, made no advance, nor
dies so large, and countenances so entirely performed any thing worthy of the time they
different from other men, that tbey were sur Bpent, and of the pains they took about that
prising to the sight, and terrible to the hear siege; yet did tbey persist in it, still sitting
ing. The bones of these men are still shown down before the city, though they endured great
to this very day, unlike to any credible rela trouble thereby: but, after sometime, they
tions of other men. Now they gave this caught one of the citizens that came to them
city to the Levites as an extraordinary re to get necessaries, and they gave bim some
ward, with the suburbs of two thousand assurances, tbat if he would deliver up the
cities; but the land thereto belonging they city to them, they would preserve him and his
gave as a free gift to Caleb, according to the kindred ; so he sware that, upon those terms,
injunctions of Moses. This Caleb was one of he would put the city into tbeir hands. Ac
the spies which Moses sent into the land of cordingly, he that thus betrayed the city was
Canaan. They also gave land for habitation preserved with his family; and the Israelites
to the posterity of Jethro, the Midianite, who slew all the inhabitants, and retained the city
was the father-in-law to Moses ; for they had for themselves.
left their own country, and followed them, and i 7. After this, the Israelites grew effeminate
accompanied them in the wilderness.
as to righting any more against their enemies,
4. Now the tribes of Judah and Simeon but applied themselves to the cultivation of
took the cities which were in the mountainous the land, which producing them great plenty
• This great number of seventy-two reguli, or small and riches, they neglected the regular dispo
■Jags, over whom Adonibezet l*»d tyrannized, and for sition of their settlement, and indulged them
which he was punished according to the lex talionit, as selves in luxury and pleasures; nor were they
well a* the thirty-one kings of Canaan subdued by Jo
shua, and named in one chapter (Josh. Bii), and thirtylonger careful to hear the laws that be
two kings, or royal auxiliaries to uVniiadad king of any
to their political government : where
Syria (1 Kings xx. If Antiq. b. viiu chap. Kiv. sect. 1), longed
intimate to us what was the ancient fore of govern upon God was provoked to anger, and put
ment among several nations before the monarchies be them in mind, first, how, contrary to his di
gan, vis. tbat every city or large town, wtrh Its n-igk- rections, they had spared the Canaanites; and,
bouring villages, was a distinct government by itself;
which Is the more remarkable, because this was cei- after that, how those Canaanites, as opportu
tainly the form of ecclesiastical government that was nity !<erved, used them very barbarously. But
settled by the apostles, and preserved throughout the
Christian church in the first aies of Christianity. Mr. thb Israelites, though they were in heaviness
Addison it of opinion, that " it would certainly be for
the good of mankind to have all the mighty empires at these admonitions from God, yet were thev
and monarchies of the world cantoned out into petty still very unwilling to go to war; and since
states and principalities, -which, like so many large fami they got large tributes from the Canaanites,
lies, might lie under the observation of tbeir proper
were indicpo-ed for taking pains by their
governors, so that the care of the prince might extend and
itself to every individual person under bis protection : luxury, they suffered their aristocracy to be
though he despairs of such a scheme being brought corrupted also, and dvi not ordain themselves a
about, and thinks tbat if it were, it would quickly be de senate, nor any other such magistrates as their
stroyed." Remarks on Italy, 4to, p. 151. Nor is it
unfit to be observed here, tbat the Armenian records, laws had formerly required, but they were
though tbey give us the history of thirty-nine of their very much given to cultivating their fields,
ancienteat heroes or governors after the Flood, before
the days of Sardaoapalus, had no proper king till the in order to get wealth; which great indolence
fortieth, Parserui See Moses Chnrenensis, p. &&. And of theirs brought a terrible tsdition upon
that Almighty. God does not approve of such absolute
and tyrannical monarchies, any one may learn tbat them, and they proceeded so far at to fight one
reads I>ut xvli. 14—30, and 1 Sam. viil. 1—Hi al against another, from the followinf occasion :
though, if such kings are set np as own him for tbeir 8. There was a Levite,' a mat, r-( vui_
supreme king, and aim to govern according to his laws,
be hath admitted of tliem, and protected tlieln and their • Josephns's eariy date of this history, b-'oo the
subjects in all generations. *•
beginning of the Judges, or when there was no «ur
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pi family, that belonged to the tribe of Eph- when they understood that she lodged with
uim. and dwelt therein: this man married a the old man, came to the doors, as contemning
wife from Bethlehem, which is a place oclong- the weakness and fewness of the old mane
iog to the tribe of Judab. Now he was very family; and when the old man desired them
fond of his wife, and overcome with her beauty ; to go away, and not to offer any violence oi
but be was unhappy in this, that he did not abuse there, they desired him to yield them
meet with the like return of affection from up the strange woman, and then he should
ber, for she was averse to biro, which did more have no barm done to him: and when the old
inflame his passion for her, so that they quar man alleged that the Levite was of his kin
relled one with another perpetually; and at dred, and that they would be guilty of horrid
last the woman was so disgusted at these quar wickedness if they suffered themselves to be
rels, that she left her husband, and went to overcome by their pleasures, and so offend
ber parents in the fourth month. The hus against their laws, they despised his righteous
band being very uneasy at this her departure, admonition, and laughed him to scorn. They
and that out of his fondness for ber, came to also threatened to kill him if he became an
his father and mother-in-law, and made up obstacle to their inclinations; whereupon,
their quarrels, and was reconciled to ber, and when he found himself in great distress, and
lived with them there four days, as being yet was not willing to overlook his guests,
kindly treated by her parents. On the fifth and see them abused, he produced his own
day he resolved to go home, and went away daughter to them ; and told them that it was
in the evening; for his wife's parents were a smaller breach of the law to satisfy their
loth to part with their daughter, and delayed lust upon her, than to abuse his guests, sup
the time till the day was gone. Now they posing that he himself should by this means
bad one servant that followed them, and an prevent any injury to be done to those guests.
•m on which the woman rode; and when they When tbey no way abated of their earnestness
were near Jerusalem, having gone already for the strange woman, but insisted absolutely
thirty furlongs, the servant advised them to on their desires to have her, be entreated them
tike up their lodgings somewhere, lest some not to perpetrate any such act of injustice;
misfortune should befall them if they travelled but they proceeded to take her away by force,
in the night, especially since they were not and indulging still more the violence of their
far off enemies, that season often giving rea inclinations, they took the woman away to
son for suspicion of dangers from even such their house, and when they had satisfied their
as are friends ; but the husband was not pleas lust upon her the whole night, they let ber go
ed with this advice, nor was he willing to take about day-break. So she came to the place
up his lodging among strangers, for the city where she had been entertained, under great
belonged to the Cunaanites, but desired ra affliction at what had happened; and was very
ther to gb twenty furlongs farther, and so to sorrowful upon occasion of what she had suf
take their lodgings in some Israelite city. fered, and durst not look her husband in the
Accordingly, he obtained his purpose, and face for shame, for she concluded that be
came to Gibeab, a city of the tribe of Ben- would never forgive her for what she had
jarnin, when it was just dark ; and while no done; so she fell down, and gave up the ghost:
one that lived in the market-place invited him but her husband supposed that his wife was
to lodge with him, there came an old man only fast asleep, and, thinking nothing of a
cat of the field, one that was indeed of the more melancholy nature had happened, endea
tribe of Ephraim, but resided in Gibeah, and voured to raise her up, resolving to speak com
net him, and asked him who he was, and for fortably to her, since she did not voluntarily
what reason he came thither so late, and why expose herself to these men's lust, but was
be was looking out for provisions for supper forced away to their house ; but as soon as he
"ben it was dark? To which he replied, that perceived she'was dead, he acted as prudently
be was a Levite, and was bringing his wife as the greatness of his misfortunes would ad
from her parents, and was going home ; but mit, and laid his dead wife upon the beast,
be told him his habitation was in the tribe of and carried her home; and cutting her, limb
Ephraim; so the old man, as well because of by limb, into twelve pieces, he sent them to
their kindred as because they lived in tho same every tribe, and gave it in charge to those that
tribe, and also because tbey had thus acci carried them, to inform the tribes of thosu
dentally met together, took him in to lodge that were the causes of his wife's death, and
with him. Now certain young men of the of the violence they had offered to ber.
inhabitants of Gibeab, having seen the woman 9. Upon this the people were greatly dis
is the market-place, and admiring her beauty, turbed at what tbey saw, and at what they
heard, as never having had the experience of
•■ael (Jodtn mix. 1), la strongly confirmed by tin Ursa such a thing before; so tbey gathered them
aawWr of Henjainitea. both in the days of Aia and Je. selves to Shiloh, out of a prodigious and a
hoahaphal {3 Chron. ale. H; and avi. 17), wbo yet were
here reduced to «x hundred men ; nor can those num
anger, and assembling in a great congre
bers be at aj| auppoMri rrnuims if they w-rr refluent to just
before the tabernacle, they immediate
■He aj •** rn() of Jud»e», where our other copiet gation
ly resolved to take arms, and to treat the in
f» reduction.
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habitants of Gibeah as enemies ; but tbe se their camp, and fasted on the next day ; and
nate restrained them from doing sq, and per besought God, by Phineas the high-priest,
suaded them, that they ought not so hastily that his wrath against them might cease, and
to make war upon people of the same nation that he would be satisfied with these two
with them, before they discoursed them by defeats, and give them tbe victory and power
words concerning the accusation laid against over their enemies. Accordingly, God pro
them ; it being part of their law, that they mised them so to do, by the prophesying of
should not bring an army against foreigners Phineas.
themselves, when they appear to have been 1 1. When therefore they had divided the
injurious, without sending an ambassage first, army into two parts, they laid the one half of
and trying thereby whether they will repent them in ambush about tbe city Gibeah, by
or not: and accordingly they exhorted them night, while the other half attacked the Ben
to do what they ought to do in obedience jamites, who retiring upon tbe assault, tbe
to their laws, that is to send to the inha Benjamites pursued them, while the Hebrews
bitants of Gibeah, to know whether they retired by slow degrees, as very desirous to
would deliver up the offenders to them, and, draw tbem entirely from the city; and the
if they deliver them up, to rest satisfied with other followed them as they retired, till both
the punishment of those offenders; but if the old men and the young men that were
they despised the message that was sent tbem, left in the city, as too weak to fight, came
to punish them, by taking up arms against running out together with them, as willing to
them. Accordingly they sent to the inhabi bring their enemies under. However, when
tants of Gibeah, and accused the young men they were a great way from the city, the He
of the crimes committed in the affair of tbe brews ran away no longer, but turned back
Levite'a wife, and required of them those to tight them, and lifted up the signal they
that had done what was contrary to the law, had agreed on to those that lay in ambush,
that they might be punished, as having justly w ho rose up, and with a great noise fell upou
deserved to die for what they had done ; but the enemy. Now, as soon as ever they per
the inhabitants of Gibeah would not deliver ceived themselves to be deceived, they knew
up the young men, and thought it too reproach not what to do; and when they were driven
ful to them, out of fear of war, to submit to into a certain hollow place which was in a val
other men's demands upon them; vaunting ley, they were shot at by those that encom
themselves to be no way inferior to any in war, passed them, till they were all destroyed, ex
neither in number nor in courage. The rest cepting six hundred, which formed themselves
of their tribe were also making great prepa into a close body of men, and forced their
ration for war, for they were so insolently passage through the midst of their enemies,
inad as also to resolve to repel force by force. and fled to tbe neighbouring mountains, and,
10. When it was related to the Israelites seizing upon them, remained there; but the
what the inhabitants of Gibeah had resolved rest of tbem, being about twenty-five thou
upon, they took their oath that no one of them sand, were slain. Then did the Israelites
would give his daughter in marriage to a Ben- burn Gibeah, and slew the women, and the
jamite, but make war with greater fury against males that were under age; and did the same
them than we have learned our forefathers also to the other cities of the Benjamites;—
made war against the Canaanites; and sent and, indeed, they were enraged to that de
out presently un army of four hundred thou gree, that they sent twelve thousand men out
sand against them, while the Benjamites' army of tbe army, and gave them orders to destroy
was twenty-five thousand and six hundred ; Jabesh Gilead, because it did not join with
five hundred of whom were excellent at sling them in fighting against the Benjamites. Ac
ing stones with their left hands, insomuch that cordingly, those that were sent slew the men
when the battle was joined at Gibeah the Ben of war, with their children and wives, except
jamites beat the Israelites, and of them there ing four hundred virgins. To such a degree
fell two thousand men; and probably more had they proceeded in their anger, because
had been destroyed had not the night come on they not only bod the suffering of the Le
and prevented it, and broken off the fight; so vite'a wife to avenge, but tbe slaughter of
the Benjamites returned to the city with joy, their own soldiers.
and tbe Israelites returned to their camp in a 12. However, they afterward were sorry
great fright at what had happened. On the for the calamity they had brought upon tbe
next day, when they fought again, tbe Ben Benjamites, and appointed a fast on tbat ac
jamites beat them; and eighteen thousand of count, although they supposed those men bad
the Israelites were slain, and the rest deserted suffered justly for their offence against the
their camp out of fear of a greater slaughter. laws; so they recalled by their ambassadors
So they came to Bethel," a city that was near those six hundred which had escaped. These
• Josrphui v-eroi herr to have made & unaII mistake, had seated themselves on a certain rock called
when be lot L the Hebrew wont Ittth-El, which denotes that the tabernacle wat ever at Bethel ; only to far it is
Uie Mdee mj
or the looemoc/r, Jnde. xx. 18, for
thai Sbiloh, the place of the tabernacle in Uto days
(be proper nan.« of a place, U-lliel. it no way appearing •ittroe,
Hie Judgi-p. *it ne> tat Irufn Uelbcl.
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ftiBimon, whicb was in the wilderness. So the tbem : by this means these Benjamites got
ambassadors lamented not only the disaster them wives, and fell to agriculture, and took
'Mt had befallen the Benjamites, but them- good care to recover their former happy state.
.selves also, by this destruction of their kin And thus was this tribe of the Benjamites,
dred ; and persuaded them to take it patiently, after they had been in danger of entirely pe
Lid to come and unite with t,hem, and not, so rishing, saved in the manner fore-mentioned,
far as in them lay, to give their suffrage to the by the wisdom of the Israelites : and accord
utter destruction of the tribe ofBenjamin ; and ingly it presently flourished, and soon in
•aid to them, " We give you leave to take the creased to be a multitude, and came to enjoy
whole land of Benjamin to yourselves, and as all other degrees of happiness. And such was
aiich prey as you are able to carry away with the conclusion of this war.
pu." So these men with sorrow confessed,
that-what had been done was according to the
CHAPTER IIL
decree of God, and had happened for their
own wickedness; and assented to those that HOW THE ISRAELITES AFTER THIS MISFOR
invited them, and came down to their own TUNE GREW WICKED, AND SERVED THE
tribe. The Israelites also gave tbem the four ASSYRIANS ; AND HOW GOD DELIVERED
hundred virgins of Jabesh Gilcad for wives ; THEM BY OTHNIEL, WHO RULED OVER
but as to the remaining two hundred, they THEM FORTY YEAR8.
deliberated about it how they might compass
wives enough for tbem, and that they might § 1 . Now it happened that the tribe of Dan
have children by them; and whereas they had, suffered in like manner with the tribe of Ben
Before the war began, taken an oath, that no jamin ; and it came to do so on the occasion
one would give his daughter to wife to a Ben- following: —When the Israelites had already
jaroite, some advised them to have no regard left off the exercise of their arms for war, and
to what they had sworn. Iiecause the oath had were intent upon their husbandry, the Canot been taken advisedly and judiciously, but naanites despised them, and brought together
in a passion, and thought that they should do an army, not because they expected to suffer
nothing against God, if they were able to save by them, but because they had a mind to
a whole tribe which was in danger of perish have a sure prospect of treating the Hebrews
ing; and that perjury was then a sad and ill when they pleased, and might thereby for
dangerous thing, not when it is done out of the time to come dwell in their own cities the
necessity, but when it is done with a wicked more securely; they prepared therefore their
intention. But when the senate were affright chariots, and gathered their soldiery together,
ed at the very name of perjury, a certain per their cities also combined together, and drew
son told them that he could show them a way over to them Askelon and Ekron, which were
whereby they might procure the Benjamites within the tribe of Judah, and many more of
wire* enough, and yet keep their oath. They those that lay in the plain. They also forced
asked him what his proposal was. He said, the Danites to fly into the mountainous coun
" That three times in a year, when we meet try, and left tbem not the least portion of the
m Shiloh, our wives and our daughters ac plain country to set their foot on. Since then
company us: let then the Benjamites be al these Danites were not able to fight them,
lowed to steal away, and marry such women and had not land enough lo sustain them,
as they can catch, while we will neither in they sent five of their men inio the midland
cite them nor forbid them; and when their country to see for a land to which they might
parents take it ill, and desire us to inflict remove their habitation. So these men went
punishment upon them, we will tell tbem, that as far as the neighbourhood of mount Lihathey were themselves the cause of what had nus, and the fountains of the Lesser Jordan,
happened, by neglecting to guard their daugh at the great plain of Sidon, a day's journey
ters, and that they ought not to be over- from the city ; and when they had taken a
onjrry at the Benjamites, since that anger was view of the land, and found it to be good and
permitted to rise too high already." So the exceeding fruitful, they acquainted their tribe
Israelites were persuaded to follow this ad with it, whereupon they made an expedition
vice, and decreed, That the Benjamites should with the army, and built there the city Dan,
ie allowed thus to steal themselves wives. of the same name v. ith the son of Jacob, and
So when the festival was coming on, these of the same name with their own tribe.
iwj hundred Benjamites lay in ambush be- 2. The Israelites grew so indolent, and
£»re the city, by two and three together, and unready of taking pains, that misfortunes
•railed for the coming of the virgins, in the came heavier upon them, which also proceed
vineyards and other places where they could ed in part from their contempt of the divine
lie concealed Accordingly the Virgins came worship; for when they had once fallen off
aUng playing, and suspected nothing of what from the regularity of their political govern
was coming upon them, and walked after an ment, thev indulged themselves farther in liv
•iiciarded manner, so those thtt lay scattered ing nccording to their own pleasure, and ac
h* the road, rose up, and caught hold of cording to their own will, till thay were full
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of the evil doings that were common among
the Canaanites. God therefore was angry
with them, and they lost that their happy state
which they had obtained by innumerable la
bours, by their luxury; for when Chushan,
king of the Assyrians, had made war against
them, they lost many of their soldiers in the
battle, and when they were besieged, they
were taken by force ; nav, there were some,
who, out of fear, voluntarily submitted to him,
and though the tribute laid upon them was
more than they could bear, yet did they pay
it, and underwent all sort of oppression for
eight years; after which time they were freed
from them in the following manner:—
3. There was one whose name was Othniel,
the son of Kenaz, of the tribe' of Judah, an
active man and of great courage. He had
an admonition from God, not to overlook the
Israelites in such a distress as they were now
in, but to endeavour boldly to gain them their
liberty; so when he had procured some to as
sist him in this dangerous undertaking (and
few they were, who, either out of shame at
their present circumstances, or out of a desire
of changing them, could be prevailed on to
assist him), he first of all destroyed that gar
rison which Chushan had set over them ; but
when it was perceived that he had not failed
in his first attempt, more of the people came
to bis assistance; so they joined battle with
the Assyrians, and drove them entirely before
them, and compelled them to pass over Eu
phrates. Hereupon Othniel, who had given
such proofs of his valour, received from the
multitude authority to judge the people: and
when he had ruled over them forty years, he
died.

CHAPTER IV.
HOW OUR PEOPLE SERVEDTIIE MOABITES EIGH
TEEN TEARS, AND WERE THEN DELIVERED
FROM SLAVERY BY ONE EH UD, WHO RETAIN
ED THE DOMINION EIGHTY YEARS.

_§ 1. When Othniel was dead, the affairs of
the Israelites fell again into disorder: and
while they neither paid to God the honour
due to him, nor were obedient to the laws,
tbeir afflictions increased, till Eglon, king of
the Moabites, did so greatly despise them on
account of the disorders of their political go
vernment, that he made war upon them, and
overcame them in several battles, and made
the most courageous to submit, and entirely
subdued their army, and ordered them to pay
him tribute. And when he had built him a
royal palace at Jericho,* he omitted no me-
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thod whereby he might distress them; and in
deed he reduced them to poverty for eighteen
years. But when God had once taken pity
of the Israelites, on account of their afflic
tions, and was moved to compassion by their
supplications put up to him, he freed them
from the hard usage they had met with under
the Moabites. This liberty he procured for
them in the following manner:—
2. There was a young man of the trihe of
Benjamin, whose name was Ehud, the son of
Gera, a man of very great courage in boh!
undertakings, and of a very strong body, tit
for hard labour, but best skilled in using his
left hand, in which was his whole strength ;
and he also dwelt at Jericho. Now this
man became familiar with Eglon, and that by
means of presents, with which he obtained his
favour, and insinuated himself into his good
opinion; whereby he was also beloved of those
that were about the king. Now, when on a
time he was bringing presents to the king,
and had two servants with him, he put a dag
ger on his right thigh secretly, and went in tc
him : it was then summer time, and the mid
dle of the day, when the guards were not
strictly on their watch, both because of the
heat, and because they were gone to dinner.
So the young man, when he had offered his
presents to the king, who then resided in a
small parlour that stood conveniently to avoid
the heat, fell into discourse with him, for they
were now alone, the king having bid his ser
vants that attended him to go their ways, liecause he had a mind to talk with Ehud. He was
now sitting on his throne ; and fear seized upon
Ehud lest he should miss his stroke, and not
give him a deadly wound; so he raised him
self up, and said he had a dream to impart to
him by the command of God; upon which
the king leaped out of his throne for joy of
the dream; so Ehud smote him to the heart,
and, leaving his dagger in his body, he went
out and shut the door after him. Now tho
king's servants were very still, as supposing
that the king had composed himself to sleep.
3. Hereupon Ehud informed the people, of
Jericho privately of what he had done, and
exhorted them to recover their liberty , who
heard him gladly, and went to their arms, and
sent messengers over the country, that should
sound trumpets of rains' horns; for it was our
custom to call the people together by them.
Now the attendants of Eglon were ignorant of
what misfortune had befallen him for a great
while ; but, towards the evening, fearing some
uncommon accident had happened, they en
tered into his parlour, and when they found
him dead, they were in great disorder, and

the demolished city. Accordingly Josephus says It was
at Jericho, or rather in that One country of palm. trees,
upon, or near to. the same spot of ground on which Je
• It appears by the iaend history (Jude. I. IS; lit richo had formerly *tnn,l, and on which it was rebuilt
13). that Eglon's pavilion or palace was at the city of by Hiel. 1 Kiner xvi 31. I lur other copies that avoid
Palm-Trres. as tilt place wlmre Jericho bad stood if its proper name Jericho, and call it the city of Palm*
sajlwl afte' 't» dotniotios b| Joshna, that is, at or near TratS'Mly. speak here mum accurately tkau Jusaphu
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knew not what to do ; and before the guards due their obstinacy and ingratitude towcils
could be got together, the multitude of the himself: so when at length they were become
Israelite* came upon them, so that some of penitent, and were so wise as to learn that
them were slain immediately, and some were their calamities arose from their contempt of
put to fight, and run away toward the coun the laws, they besought Deborah, a certain
try of Moab, in order lo save themselves. prophetess among them {which name in tbe
Their number was above ten thousand. The Hebrew tongue signifies a Bee), to pray toGod
Israelites seized upon the ford of Jordan, and' to take pity on them, and not to overlook
pursued then, and slew them, and many of them, now they were ruined by the Canaatithem they killed at the ford, nor did one of ites. So God granted them deliverance, and
them escape out of their hands ; and by this chose them a general, Barak, one that was of
Means it was that the Hebrews freed them the tribe of Naphtali. Mow Barak, in the
selves from slavery, under the Moabites. Hebrew tongue, signifies Lightning.
Ehud also was on this account dignified with 3. So Deborah sent for Barak, and bade
the government over all the multitude, and him choose out ten thousand young men to go
died after he had held the .government eighty against the enemy, because God had said that
years.* He was a man worthy of commen that number was sufficient, and promised tbem
dation, even besides what he deserved for the victory. But when Barak said that he would
fbrementioned act of his. After him Sham- not be the general unless she would also go
r»r. the son of Anath, was elected for their as a general with him, she had indignation at
governor, but died in the first year of his what he said, and replied, " Thou, O Barak,
deliveriest up meanly that authority which
God hath given thee into the hand of a wo
man, and I do not reject itl" So they collected
ten thousand men, and pitched their camp at
Mount Tabor, where, at the king's command,
CHAPTER V.
Sisera met them, and pitched his camp not
■0W THF CANAAKITES BROUeHT THE ISRAEL far from the enemy; whereupon the Israelites,
ITES CNDEB SLAVERY FOR TWENTY YEARS ; and Barak himself, were so affrighted at tbe
ATTIR WHICH THEY WERE DELIVERED BY multitude of those enemies, that they were
ItUI AND DEBORAH, WHO RULED OYER resolved to march off, had not Deborah re
tained them, and commanded them to fight
THEM FOB FOBTY YEARS.
the enemy that very day, for that tbey should
J 1. Ahd now it was that the Israelites, tak conquer them, and God would be their assist
ing no warning by their former misfortunes ance.
4. So the battle began ; and when they
to amend their manners, and neither worship
ping God nor submitting to the laws, were were come to a close fight, there came down
brought under slavery by Jabin the king of from heaven a great storm, with a vast quan
tbe Canaanitea, and that before they bad a tity of rain and hail, and the wind blew tbe
short breathing time after the slavery under! rain in the face of the Canaanites, and so
the Moabites; for this Jabin came out of darkened their eyes, that their arrows and
Hazor, a city that was situate over the lake slings were of no advantage to them, nor
Semechonitis, and had in pay three hundred would the coldness of tbe air permit the sol
thousand foot-men, and ten thousund horse diers to make use of their swords; while this
men, with no fewer than three thousand cha storm did not so much incommode the Is
riots. Si-era was the commander of all his raelites, because it came in their backs. They
army, and was the principal person in the also took such courage, upon the apprehension
king's favour. He so sorely beat th« Israel that God was assisting tbem, that they fell
ites when they fought with him, that be or upon the very midst of their enemies, and
slaw a great number of tbem ; so that some,
dered them to pay tribute.
2. So they continued to undergo that bard- of them fell by the Israelites, some fell by
their
own horses, which were put into disor
ship for twenty years, as not good enough of
themselves to grow wise by their misfortunes. der, and not a few were killed by their own
God was willing also hereby tbe more to sub- chariots. At last Sisera, as soon as he saw
himself beaten, fled away, and came to a wo
• These eighty yrtn for tbe government of F.bnd man whose name was Jael, a Kenite, who re
art necessary to Joseubns's usual large number* between ceived
him, when he desired to be concealed; a*
the etodua and tbe building of tbe temple, of Ave hnnAral and ninety-two. or six hundred and twelve years, and when he asked for somewhat to drink,
bat ant to the sntalleot namber af four hundred and she gava him sour milk, of which he drank
l (I Kings vi I); which lesser number Jo*
i to have followed. And since so unmeasurably that he fell asleep; but
in Ike beginning of the next chapter, it is said by Jo- when be was asleep, Jael took an iron noil,
i hardly a breathing time for tbe and with a hammer drove it through his tem
before Jabin came and enslaved them, it is
Irlghiy probable that some of the copies in bis time had ples into the floor ; and when Barak came a
here only eight yearn instead of eighty .- as had that of littleafterward,
she showed Sisera nailed teste
raenphiluiof Aotioch. -*-< Aurofpc I iu, aad thij most ground ■ and thus
was this victory gained by
psabably from bis eopy ol Joaaphaa.
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and
immediately
there
was
an
army
of ten
■ woman, as Deborah bad foretold. Barak
also fought with Jabin at Bator ; and when thousand men got ready for fighting. But
he met with him, he slew him : and when the God stood by Gideon » his sleep, and told
general was fallen, Barak overthrew the city him, that mankind were too (bud of them
to the foundation, and was the commander selves, and were enemies to such as excelled
in virtue. Now that they might not pas*
of the Israelites for forty years.
God over, but ascribe the victory to him, ai d
might not fancy it obtained by their *n
power, because they were a great army, and
able of themselves to fight their enemies, but
CHAPTER VL
might confess that it was owing to his assist
HOW THE MIDIANITES AND OTHER NATIONS ance, he advised him to bring his army about
FOUGHT AGAINST THE ISRAELITES, AMI noon, in the violence of the heat, to the river,
BEAT THEM, AND AFFLICTED THEIR COUN and to esteem those that bent down on their
TRY FOR SEVEN TEARS. HOW THEY WERE knees and so drank, to be men of courage;
DELIVERED BY GIDEON, WHO RULED OVER but for all those that drank tumultuou»ly,
that he should esteem them to do it out of
THE MULTITUDE FOR FORTY YEARS.
fear, and as in dread of their enemies. And
§ 1. Now when Barak and Deborah were when Gideon had done as God had suggest
dead, whose deaths happened about the same ed to him, there were found three hundred
time, afterwards the Midianites called the men that took water with their hands tuAinalekites and Arabians to their assistance, multuously; so God bid him take the%e men,
and made war against the Israelites, and were and attack the enemy. Accordingly they
too hard for those that fought against them ; pitched their camp at the river Jordan, as
and when they had burnt the fruits of the ready the next day to pass over it.
earth, they carried off the prey. Now when 4. But Gideon was in great fear, for God
they had done this for three years, the multi had told him beforehand that he should set
tude of the Israelites retired to the mountains, upon his enemies in the night-time; but God,
and forsook the plain country. They also being willing to free him from his fear, bid
made themselves hollows under ground, and him take one of his soldiers, and go near to
caverns, and preserved therein whatsoever had the Midianites' tents, for that be should from
escaped their enemies; for the Midianites that very place have his courage raised, and
made expeditions in harvest-time, but permit grow bold. So be obeyed, and went awl
ted them to plough the land in winter, that took his servant Phurah with him; and as he
so, when the others had taken the pains, they came near to one of the tents, he discovered
might have fruits for them to carry away. t hat those that were in it were awake, and
Indeed, there ensued a famine and a scarcity '.hat one of them was telling to his fetlow-soiof food; upon which they betook themselves ' (lier a dream of his own, and that so plainly,
to their supplications to God, and besought that Gideon could hear him. The dream was
him to save them.
this: — He thought he saw a barley-cake,
2. Gideon also, the son of Joash, one of such a one as could hardly be eaten by men,
the principal persons of the tribe of Manas- it was so vile, rolling through the camp, and
seh, brought his sheaves of corn privately, overthrowing the royal tent, and the tents ot
and thrashed them at the wine-press ; for he all the soldiers. Now the other soldier ex
was too fearful of their enemies to thrash them plained this vision to mean the destruction of
openly in the thrashing-floor. At this time the army; and told him what his reason was
somewhat appeared to him in the shape of a which made him so conjecture, viz. That the
young man, and told him that he was a happy seed called barley was all of it allowed to be
man, and beloved of God. To which he im of the vilest sort of seed, and that the Israel
mediately replied, "A mighty indication of ites were known to be the vilest of all the
God's favour to me, that I am forced to use people of Asia, agreeably to the seed of bar
this wine-press instead of a thrashing-floor!" ley, and that what seemed to look big among
But the appearance exhorted him to be of the Israelites was this Gideon and the army
good courage, and to make an attempt for the that was with him; "and since thou sayest
recovery of their liberty. He answered, that thou didst see the cake overturning our tents,
■tit was impossible for him to recover it, be I am afraid lest God hath granted the vic
cause the tribe to which he belonged was by tory over us to Gideon."
no means numerous; and because he was but 5. When Gideon had heard this dream,
young himself, and too inconsiderable to think good hope and courage came upon him; and
of such great actions; but the other promised he commanded his soldiers to arm thenise' ves,
him, that God would supply what he was de and told them of this vision of their enemies.
fective in, and would afford the Israelites vic They also took courage at what was tc>!d
tory, under his conduct.
them, and were ready to perform what Se
3. Now, therefore, as Gid»on was relating should enjoin them; so Gideon divided hia
$his to *onw young man, th«y believed him, army into three parts, and brought it out
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•bout the fourth watch of the night, each he haa against these enemies, tor he thereby
\atX containing a hundred men : they all delivered them from a sedition which was
lure empty pitchers and lighted lamps in arising among them; yet did this tribe after
tbeir hand*, that their onset might not be wards suffer the punishment of this their in
uncovered by their enemies. They had also jurious treatment of Gideon, of which we will
each of them a ram's horn in his right hand, give an account in due time.
which he used instead of a trumpet. The 7. Hereupon Gideon would have laid down
enemy's camp took up a large space of the government, but was over-persuaded to
ground, for it happened that they had a great take it, which he enjoyed forty years, and dis
many camels; and as they were divided into tributed justice to them, as the people came
different nations, so they were all contained to him in their differences; and what he de
in one circle. Now when the Hebrews did termined was esteemed valid by all ; and when
as they were ordered beforehand, upon their be died, he was buried in his own country of
approach to their enemies, and, on the signal Ophrab,
given, sounded with their rams' horns, and
brake their pitchers, and set upon their ene
mies with their lamps, and a great shout, and
cried, " Victory to Gideon, by God's assist
CHAPTER VIL
ance," a disorder and a fright seized upon
the other men while they were half asleep, for THAT THE JUDGES WHO SUCCEEDED GIDEON
it was night-time, as God would have it ; so MADE WAR WITH THE ADJOINING NATIONS
that a few of them were slain by their ene
FOR A LONG TIME.
mies, but the greatest part by their own sol
diers, on account of the diversity of their lan § I. Now Gideon had seventy sons that were
guage; and when they were once put into legitimate, for he had many wives, but he
unorder, they killed all that they met with, had also one that was spurious, by his .concu
a* thinking them to be enemies also. Thus bine Drumah, whose name was Abimelech,
there was a great slaughter made; and as the who, after his father's death, retired to Shereport of Gideon's victory came to the Israel chem to his mother's relations, for they were
ites, they took their weapons and pursued of that place ; and when he had got money of
their enemies, and overtook them in a certain such of them as were eminent for many in
val!<ry encompassed with torrents, a place stances of injustice, he came with tbem to
which these could not get over; so tbey en- his father's house, and slew all bis brethren,
ro.unused them, and slew them all, with except Jotbam, for he had the good fortune
tucir kings, Oreb and Zeeb; but the remain to escape and be preserved ; but Abimelech
ing captains led those soldiers that were left, made the government tyrannical, and consti
which were about eighteen thousand, and tuted himself a lord, to do what be pleased,
(■itched their camp a great way off the Israel- instead of obeying the laws ; and be acted
However, Gideon did not grudge his most rigidly against those that were the pa
pains, but pursued them with all his army, trons of justice.
and joining battle with them, cut off the whole 2. Now when, on a certain time, there was
enemies' army, and took the other leaders, a public festival at Shechem, and all the inu.Z**b*h and Zalmuna, and made them captives. titude was there gathered together, Jotham his
.Voir there were slain in this battle of the brother, whose escape we before related, went
Midianites, and of their auxiliaries the Ara up to Mount Gerizzim, which hangs over the
bians, about a hundred and twenty thousand'; city Shechem, and cried out so as to be heard
and the Hebrews took a great prey, gold, and by the multitude, who were attentive to him.
stiver, and garments, and camels, and asses; He desired they would consider what be was
and when Gideon was come to his own coun going to say to them ; so when silence was
try of Ophrab, he slew the kings of the Mi made, be said. That when the trees had a hu
man voice, and there was an assembly of them
dianites.
8. However, the tribe of Ephraim was so gathered together, they desired that the 6g.displeased at the good success of Gideon, that tree would rule over them ; but when that
they resolved to make war against him, ac tree refused so to do, because it was contented
cusing him because he did not tell them of to enjoy that honour which belonged pe
expedition against their enemies; but Gi-I culiarly to the fruit it bare, and not that
oeoii, as a man of temper, and that excelled I which should be derived to it from abroad,
ui every virtue, pleaded, that it was not the the trees did not leave off their intentions to
. j-iilt of his own authority or reasoning, that have b ruler, so they thought proper to make
ujae him attack the enemy without them, j the offer of that honour to the vine ; but when
uj: that it was the command of God, and the vine was chosen, it made use of the s ime
...II the victory belonged to them as well as words which the 6g-tree had used before, and
:«_»»■ in the army; —and by this method of excused itself from accepting the governm 'nt ;
fouling their passions, he brought more ad- and when the olive-tree had done the s n»e,
tdjiuge to the Hebrews, than by the success the brier, whom the trees had desired to i.ike
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tic kingdom (it is a sort of wood good for fell ; whereupon he fled into the city, and took
firir.g), it promised to take the government, his men with him. But Zebul manage il hu
and to be zealous in the exercise of it; but matters so in the city, that he procured them
th&t then they must sit down under its sha to expel Gaal out of the city, and this by ac
dow, and if they should plot against it to de cusing him of cowardice in this action with
stroy it, the principle of fire that was in it the soldiers of Abimelech. But Abimelech,
should destroy them. He told them, that when he had learned that the Shechemites
what he had said was no laughing matter ; for were again coming out to gather their grapes,
that when they had experienced many bless placed" ambushes before the city, and when
ings from Gideon, they overlooked Abime they were coming out, the third part of his
lech, when be over-ruled all, and had joined army took possession of the gates, to hinder
with him in slaying his brethren; and that he the citizens from returning in again, while the
was no better than a fire himself. So when rest pursued those that were scattered abroad,
. he had said this, he went away, and lived pri and so there was slaughter everywhere; and
vately in the mountains for three years, out when he had overthrown the city to the very
foundations, fog it was not able to bear a siege,
of fear of Abimelech.
3. A little while after this festival, the She- and had sown its ruins with salt, he proceeded
chemites, who had now repented themselves on with his army till all the Shechemites were
of having slain the sons of Gideon, drove Abi slain. As for those that were scattered about
melech away both from their city and their the country, and so escaped the danger, they
tribe; whereupon he contrived how he might were gathered together unto a certain strong
distress their city. Now at the season of vin rock, and settled themselves upon it, and pre
tage, the people were afraid to go out ami pared to build a wall about it: and when Abi
gather their fruits, for fear Abimelech should melech knew their intentions he prevented
do them some mischief. Now it happened them, and came upon them with his forces,
that there had come to them a man of autho and laid faggots of dry wood round the place,
rity, one Gaal, that sojourned with them, hav he himself bringing some of them, and by his ex
ing his armed men and his kinsmen with him; ample encouraging the soldiers to do the same*
so the Shechemites desired that he would allow And when the rock was encompassed round
them a guard during their vintage ; where about with these faggots, they set them on fire,
upon he accepted of their desires, and so the and threw in whatsoever by nature caught lire
people went out, and Gaal with them at the the most easily : so a mighty flame was raised,
nead of his soldiery; so they gathered their and nobody could fly away from the rock, but
fruit with safety ; and when they were at every man perished, with their wives and
Bupper in several companies, they then ven children, in all about fifteen hundred men, and
tured to curse Abimelech openly; and the the rest were a great number also. And such
magistrates laid ambushes in places about the was the calamity which fell upon the Shechem
city, and caught many of Abimelech's follow ites; and men's grief on their account bad
ers, and destroyed them.
been greuter than it was, had they not brought
4. Now there was one Zebu], a magistrate so much mischief on a person who had so well
of the Shechemites, that had entertained Abi deserved of them, and had they not themselves
melech. He sent messengers, and informed esteemed this as a punishment for the same.
him how much Gaal had irritated the people 5. Now Abimelech, when he had affright
against him, and excited him to lay ambushes ed the Israelites with the miseries he had
before the city, for that he would persuade brought upon the Shechemites, seemed open,
Gaal to go out against him, which would leave ly to affect greater authority than he now had,
it in his power to be revenged on him ; and and appeared to set no bounds to his violence,
when that was once done, he would bring him unless it were with the destruction of all.
to be reconciled to the city. So Abimelech Accordingly he marched to Thebes, and took
laid ambushes, and himself lay with them. the city on the sudden; and there being a
Now Gaal abode in the suburbs, taking little great tower therein, whereunto the whole
care of himself; and Zebul was with him. multitude fled, he made preparations to besiege
Now as Gaal saw the armed men coining on, it. Now as he was rushing with violence (
he said to Zebul, That some armed men were near the gates, a woman threw a piece of n
coming ; but the other replied, They were only mill-stone upon his head, upon which Abi
shadows of huge stones: and when they were melech fell down, and desired his armourcome nearer, Gaal perceived what was the bearer to kill him, lest his death should be
reality, and said, They were not shadows but thought to be the work of a woman; — who
men lying in ambush. Then said Zebul, did what he was bid to do. So he underwent
" Didst not thou reproach Abimelech for cowar this death as a punishment for the wickedness
dice? why dost thou not then show how very he had perpetrated against his brethren, and
courageous thou art thyself, and go and fight his insolent barbarity to the Shechemites.
him?" So Gaal, being in disorder, joined Now the calamity that happened to those Slieoattlewith Abimelech, and some of his nwii chemitea was according to the prediction of
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Jothmm. However, the army that was with monite [king], complaining of his unjust pos
Abimelech, upon his fall, was scattered' session of their land. But that king sent a
contrary message ; and complained of the ex
abroad, and went to their own homes.
6. Now it was that Jair the Gileadite,* of odus of the Israelites out of Egypt, and desi
the tribe of Manasseh, took the government. red him to go out of the land of the Amorites,
He was a man happy in other respects also, and yield it up to him, as at first his pater
but particularly in his children who were of nal inheritance. But Jephtha returned this
a good character. They were thirty in num answer : That he did not justly complain of
ber, and very skilful in riding on horses, and his ancestors about the land of the Amorites,
were intrusted with the government of the and ought rather to thank them that they left
cities of Gilead. He kept the government the land of the Ammonites to them, since
twenty-two years, and died an old man; and Moses could have taken it also; and that nei
ther would he recede from that land of their
he was buried in Camon, a city of Gilead.
7. And now all the affairs of the Hebrews own, which God had obtained for them, and
were managed uncertainly, and tended to dis they had now inhabited [above] three hun
order, and to the contempt of God and of the dred years, but would fight with them about it.
laws. So the Ammonites and Philistines had 10. And when he had given them this an
them in contempt, and laid waste the country swer, he sent the ambassadors away. And
with a great army; and when they had taken when he had prayed for victory, and had vowed
all Perea, they were so insolent as to attempt to perform sacred offices, and if he came
to gain the possession of all the rest: but the home in safety, to offer in sacrifice what living
Hebrews, being now amended by the calami creature soever should first meet him:f he
ties they had undergone, betook themselves joined battle with the enemy, and gained a
to supplications to God; and brought sacri great victory, and in his pursuit slew the ene
fices to him, beseeching him not to be too mies ail along as far as the city Miiuiith. He
severe upon them, but to be moved by their then passed over to the land of the Ammonites,
prayers to leave off his anger against them. and overthrew many of their cities, and took
So God became more merciful to them, and their prey, and freed his own people from that
was ready to assist them.
slavery which they had undergone for eighteen
H. When the Ammonites had made an ex years. But as he came back, he fell into a
pedition into the land of Gilead, the inhabi calamity no way correspondent to the great
tants of the country met them at a certain actions he had done; for it was his daughter
mountain, but wanted a commander. Now that came to meet him ; she was also an only
there was one whose name was Jephtha, who, child and a virgin: upon this Jephtha heavily
both on account of his father's virtue, and on lamented the greatness of his affliction, and
account of that army which he maintained at blamed his daughter for being so forward in
bi-t own expenses was a potent man: the Is meeting him, for he had vowed to sacrifice her
raelite* therefore sent to him, and entreated to God. However, this action that was to
him to come to their assistance, and promised befall her was not ungrateful to her, since she
him the dominion over them all his life-time. should die upon occasion of her father's vic
But he did not admit of their entreaty ; and tory, and the liberty of her fellow-citizens : she
accused them, that they did not come to his only desired her father to give her leave, for
assistance when he was unjustly treated, ami two months, to bewail her youth with her fel
this in an open manner by his brethren; for low-citizens ; and then she agreed, that at the
they cast him off, as not having the same mo forementioned time he might do with her ac
ther with the rest, but born of a strange mo cording to his vow. Accordingly, when that
ther, that was introduced among them by his time was over, he sacrificed bis daughter as a
father's fondness; and this they did out of a burnt-offering, offering such an oblation as was
contempt of his inability [to vindicate him neither conformable to the law nor acceptable
self]. So be dwelt in the country of Gilead, to God, not weighing with himself what opi
as it is called and received all that came to nion the bearers wculd have of such a practice.
him, let tbem come from what place soever, 11. Now the tribe of Ephraim fought
anil paid them wages. However, when they against him, because he did not take them
pressed him to accept the dominion, and sware along with him in his expedition against tbe
they would grant him the government over Ammonites, but because he alone had the
them all his life, he led them to the war.
prey, and the glory of what was done to him
9. And when Jephtha had taken immediate self. As to which he said, first, that tbey were
care of their affairs, he placed his army at the
* Joaephos Jostly condemns Jephtha, as do the Apos
city ilispelh, and sent • message to the Aui- tolical
Constitutions, b. vit eh. xxxvii. for his nub vow,
whether
for sacrificing his daughter, as Josephns
* Oor present copies ofJoaephus all omit Tola among thought, itorwere
for dedicating her, who was his onl child,
the Judges, though tbe other copies have him next after to perpetual virginity, at the tabernacle or elsewhere,
Abtoielech. and allot twenty-three years to hia adminis. which I rather suppose. If he had vowed her for a aatntioa (Jodgeex. 1, 9)i yet do all Josephos's commeo- i-rifiee. she onght to have been redeemed, Lev. xxvil. 1
talon conclude, that in Joeephus'a tarn of the year* of the
but of tbe sense of ver. 28, 29, as relating n to
jadges. hia twenty-three years areincliided; hence are are —8;
vowrd to God, but devoted to destruction, see tbe
to.oofrai thatsomew bat baa heen here lostoutofhisonpiea ihings
note on Antiq. b. V. ch.L secL8-
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not ignorant how his kindred had fought
against him, and that when they were invited,
they did not come to his assistance, whereas
they ought to have come quickly, even before
tbey were invited. And in the next place, that
they were going to act unjustly; for while
they had not courage enough, to fight their
enemies, they came hastily against their own
kindred: and be threatened them that, with
God's assistance, he would inflict a punish
ment upon them, unless they would grow
wiser. But when he could not persuade them,
he fought with them with those forces which
he sent for out of Gilead, and be made a great
slaughter among them; and when they were
beaten, be pursued them, and seized on the
passages of Jordan by a part of his army which
he had sent before, and slew about forty-two
thousand of them.
12. So when Jephtba had ruled six years,
he died, and was buried in his own country,
Sebee, which is a place in the land of Gilead.
13. Now, when Jephtba was dead, Ibzan
took the government, being of the tribe of
Judah, and of the city of Bethlehem. He
had sixty children, thirty of them sons, and
the rest daughters; all whom he left alive
behind, bim, giving tbe daughters in marriage
to husbands, and taking wives for his sons.
He did nothing in the seven years of his ad, ministration that was worth recording, or de
served a memorial. So be died an old man,
and was buried in his own country.
14. When Ibzan was dead after this man
ner neither did Helon, who succeeded him
in the government, and kept it ten years, do
any thing remarkable : he was of the tribe of
Zebulon.
15. Abdon also, tbe son of Hilcl, of tbe
tribe of Ephraim, and born at tbe city Pyratbon, was ordained their supreme governor
after Helon. He is only recorded to have
been happy in his children ; for the public
affairs were then so peaceable, and in such
security, that neither did he perform any glo
rious action. He bad forty sons, and by them
left thirty grand-children; and be marched in
state with these seventy, who were all very
skilful in riding horses ; and be left them all
alive after him. He died an old man, and
obtained a magnificent burial in Pyratbon.

BOOK V

son of his country. He had a wife celebrated
for her beauty, and excelling her contem
poraries. He had no children; and, being
uneasy at his want of posterity, he entreated
God to give them seed of their own bodies to
succeed them ; and with that intent be cme
constantly into the suburbs,* together witb
his wife; which suburbs were in the Great
Plain. Now, be was fond of his wife to a
degree of madness, and on that account wan
unmeasurably jealous of her. Now, when his
wife was once alone, an apparition was seen
by her: it was an angel of God, and resem
bled a young man, beautiful and tall, and
brought her tbe good news, that she should
have a son, born by God's providence, that
should be a goodly child, of great strength ;
by whom, when be was grown up to man's
estate, the Philistines should be afflicted. He
exhorted ber also not to poll his hair, and
that be should avoid all other kinds of drink
(for so had God commanded), and be entirely
contented with water. So the angel, when
he had delivered that message, went his way,
his coming having been by tbe will of God.
3. Now the wife informed her husband
when he came home of what tbe angel had
said, who showed so great an admiration ot
the beauty and tallness of the young man that
bad appeared to her, that her husband was
astonished, and out of himself for jealousy,
and such suspicions as are excited by that
passion; but she was desirous of having her
husband's unreasonable sorrow taken away;
accordingly, she entreated God to send the
angel again, that be might be seen by her
husband. So tbe angel came again by the fa
vour of God, while they were in the suburbs,
and appeared to her when she was alone with
out ber husband. She desired tbe angel to stay
so long till she might bring her husband ; and
that request being granted, she goes to call
Manoah. When he saw the angel he was not
yet free from suspicion, and be desired him
to inform bim of all that he bad told bis wife;
but when he said it was sufficient that she
alone knew what be had said, be then re
quested of him to tell who be was, that when
the child was born they might return bim
thanks, and give bim a present. He replied
that he did not want any present, for that be
did not bring them the good news of the birth
of a son out of the want of any thing; and
CHAPTER VIIL
when Manoah had entreated him to stay, and
CONCERNING THE FORTITUDE OT SAMSON, partake of his hospitality, he did not give bis
However, he was persuaded, at tbe
AND WHAT MISCHIEFS HE BBOUGHT LT'ON consent.
earnest request of Manoah. to stay so long as
THE PHILISTINES.
while he brought him one mark of bis hospi
§ I. After Abdon was dead, the Philistines tality;—so he slew a kid of the goats, and bid
overcame the Israelites, and received tribute bis wife boil it. When nil was ready, tbe
of them for forty years ; from which distress angel enjoined him «<> «et the loaves and tbe
they were delivered after this manner:— ■
2. There was one Manoah, a person of * I ran discover no reason why Manoah and h's wife
m> conttnmly into these suburbs to pray for rhilsuch great virtue, that he had few men bis rnmc
ilien. but ht-ntnise Ihrre was a synagogue or place u(
equals, and without dispute tbe principal per <lfv.'t'o:t
in ilv n* Miburhs.
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flesh, bat without the vessels, upon the rock ; able, in three days' time, to find out the mean
which when they had done, he touched the ing of the riddle, they desired the damsel to
Beth with the rod which be had in his hand, discover it by the means of her husband, and
i the breaking out of a flame, wag tell it them ; and tbey threatened to burn her
, together with the loaves ; and the if she did not tell it them. So when the dam
openly, in their sight, up to sel entreated Samson to tell it her, he at first
heaven, by mean* of the smoke, as by a ve- refused to do it; but when she lay hard at
bids. Now Manoah was afraid that some him, and fell into tears, and made his refu
danger wouM come to them from this sight sal to tell it a sign of his unkindness to her,
of God ; but hia wife bade him be of good he informed her of his slaughter of a lion,
, for that Qod appeared to them for and how he found bees in his breast, and car
ried away thfee honey combs, and brought
4. So the woman proved with child, and them to her. Thus he, suspecting nothing of
was careful to observe the injunctions that deceit, informed her of all, and she revealed
were given her; and they called the child, it to those that desired to know it. Then on
when he was born, Samson, which name sig the seventh day, whereon they were to ex
nifies one that is Mtrvmg. So the child grew pound the riddle proposed to them, they met
apace ; and it appeared evidently that he would together before sun-setting, and said, "No
be a prophet,* both by the moderation of his thing is more disagreeable than a lion to those
diet, and the permission of his hair to grow. that light on it; and nothing is sweeter than
5. Now when he once came with his pa honey to those that make use of it." To
rents to Timnath, a city of the Philistines, which Samson made this rejoinder: "No
when there was a great festival, he fell in love thing is more deceitful than a woman, for such
with a maid of that country, and he desired was the person that discovered my interpreta
of his parents that they would procure him tion to you." Accordingly he gave them the
the damsel for his wife: but they refused so presents he had promised them, making such
to do, because she was not of the stock of Askelonites as met him upon the road his
Israel ; yet because this marriage was of God, prey, who were themselves Philistines also.
who intended to convert it to the benefit of But hs divorced this his wife; and the girl
the Hebrews, he over-persuaded them to pro despised his anger, and was married to his
cure her to be espoused to him; and as he companion, who made the former match be
was continually coming to her parents, he met tween them.
a lion, and though he was naked, he received 7. At this injurious treatment Samson was
his onset, and strangled him with his hands, so provoked, that he resolved to punish all
and cast the wild beast into a woody piece of the Philistines, as well as her: so it being
ground on the inside of the road.
then summer-time, and the fruits of the land
6. And when he was going another time being almost ripe enough for reaping, he
to the damsel, he lit upon a swarm of bees caught three hundred foxes, and joining light
ntakiag their combs in the breast of that lion; ed torches to their tails, he sent them into the
and taking three honey-combs away, he gave fields of the Philistines, by which means the
them, together with the rest of his presents, fruits of the fields perished. Now when the
to the damsel. Now the people of Timnath, Philistines knew that this was Samson's doing,
out of a dread of the young man's strength, and knew also for what cause he did it, they
gave him during the time of the wedding- sent their rulers to Timnath, and burnt his
feast (for he then feasted them all) thirty of former wife, and her relations, who had been
the most stout of their youth, in pretence to be the occasion of their misfortunes.
his companions, but in reality to be a guard 8. Now when Samson had -slain many of
upon him, that he might not attempt to give the Philistines in the plain country, he dwelt
them any disturbance. Now as they were at Etam, which is a strong rock of the tribe
el/inking merrily and playing, Samson said, of Judah; for the Philistines at that time
as was usual at such times, " Come, if I pro made an .expedition against that tribe: but
pose you a riddle, and you can expound it in the people of Judah said that they did not act
these seven days' time, I will give you every justly with them, in inflicting punishments
one a linen shirt and a garment, as the reward upon them while they paid their tribute, and
of your wisdom." So they being very ambi this only on account of Samson's offences.
tious to obtain the glory of wisdom, together They answered, that in case they would not
with the gains, desired him to propose bis be blamed themselves, they must deliver up
riddle: hi* said, " That a devourer produced Samson, and put him into their power. So
sweet food out of itself, though itself were they being desirous not to be blamed them
very disagreeable:"—and when they were not selves, came to the rock with three thousand
• Here, fty a erepeW. Jovephoi »e*tn» only to mean armed men, and complained to Samson of the
•ar that was born by a particular providence, lived after bold insults he had made upon the Philistines,
r of a Naearile devoted to God, and was to who were men able to bring calamity upon
affliction and strength from the whole nation of the Hebrews; and they
avenging hit people larael, told him they were come to take him, and to
tie revelation* al all.
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deliver kim up to them, and put him into their the laws of his country, and altered his own
power i. so they desired him to bear this will regular way of living, and imitated tbe strange
ingly. Accordingly, when he had received customs of foreigners, which thing was the
assurance from them upon oath, that they beginning of his miseries ; for he fell in love
would do him no other harm than only to with a woman that was a harlot among the
deliver him into his enemies' hands, he came Philistines: her name was DehTah, and he
down from the rock, and put himself into the lived with her. So those that administered
power of his countrymen. Then did they the public affairs of the Philistines came to
hind him with two cords, and led him on, in her, and, with promises, induced her to get
order to deliver him to the Philistines ; and out of Samson wtiat was the cause of that his
when they came to a certain place, which is strength, by which he became unconquerable
now called the Jaw-bone, on account of the to his enemies. Accordingly, when they
great action there performed by Samson, were drinking, and had the like conversation)
though of old it had no particular name at together, she pretended to admire the actions
all, the Philistines, who had pitched their camp he had done, and contrived to get out of hiia
not far off, came to meet him with joy and by subtilty, by what means he so much excell
shouting, as having done a great thing, and ed others in strength. Samson, in order to de
gained what they desired; but Samson broke lude Delilah, for he had not yet lost his senses,
his bonds asunder, and catching up the jaw replied, that if he were bound with seven
bone of an ass that lay down at his feet, fell such green withs of a vine as might stiTl be
upon his enemies, and smiting them with his wreathed, he should be weaker than any other
jaw-bone, slew a thousand of them, and put man. The woman said no more then, but
told this to the rulers of the Philistines, and
the rest to flight and into great disorder.
9. Upon this slaughter Samson was too hid certain of the soldiers in ambush within
proud of what he hod performed, and said the house; and when he was disordered in
that this did not come to pass by the assist drink and asleep, she bound him as fast as
ance of God, but that his success was to be possible with the withs ; and then upon her
ascribed to his own courage; and vaunted awakening him, she told him some of the peo
himself, that it was out of a dread of him that ple were upon him; but he broke the withs,
some of his enemies fell, and the rest ran and endeavoured to defend himself, as though
away upon his use of the jaw-bone; but when some of the people were upon him. Now
a great thirst came upon him, he considered this woman, in the constant conversation Sam
that human courage is nothing, and bare his son had with her, pretended that she took it
testimony that all is to be ascribed to God, very ill that he had such little confidence in
and besought him that he would not be angry ' her affections to him, that he would not teH
at any thing he had said, nor give him up into her what she desired, as if she wouTd not con
the hands of his enemies, but afford him ceal what she knew it was for his interest te>
help under his affliction, and deliver him from have concealed. However, he deluded her
the misfortune he was under. Accordingly, again, and told her, that if they bound him
God was moved with his entreaties, and raised with seven cords, he should lose his strength.
him up a plentiful fountain of sweet water at And when upon doing this, she gained n».
a certain rock; whence it was that Samson thing, he told her the third time, that his hai«
called the place the Jaw-bone' and so it is should be woven into a web; but when, upon
doing this, the truth was not yet discovered,
called to this day.
10. After this fight Samson held the Phil at length Samson, upon Delilah's prayer (for
istines in contempt, and came to Gaza, and he was doomed to fall into some affliction),
took up his lodgings in a certain inn. When was desirous to please her, and told her that
the rulers of Gaza were informed of his com God took care of him, and that he was born
ing thither, they seized upon the gates, and by his providence, and that " thence it is that
placed men in ambush about them, that he I suffer my hair to grow, God having charged
might not escape without being ' perceived ; me never to poll my head, and thence ray
but Samson, who was acquainted with their strength is according to the increase and con
contrivances against him, arose about mid tinuance of my hair." When she had learned
night, and ran by force upon the gates, with thus much, and had deprived him of his
their posts and beams, and the rest of their hair, she delivered him up to his enemies,
wooden furniture, and carried them away on when he was not strong enough to defenr?
his shoulders, and bare them to the mountain himself from their attempts upon him ; so
that is over Hebron, and there laid them down. they put out his eyes, and bound him, and had
11. However, he at length f transgressed him led about among them.
* Thii fountain, called Lehi, or tbe jaiv-bon*. is BtiH 12. But in process of time Samson's hair
in being, aa travellers assure us, and was known by this grew again. And there was a public festival
▼rry name in tbe days of Josephus, and has been known among the Philistines, when the rulers and
by the same name in all those past ages. See Antiq. b.
ru. cbap. xil. sect %.
+ Sea this Justly observed in the Apostolical Consti those of the-most eminent character were feast
tutions, b. fit. chap. xxxvii. that Namson's prayer was ing together (now the room wherein they were
had its roof supported by two pillars); so the*
heard, tat that it was before this bis transgression.
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lent for Samson, and he was brought to their
feast, Uut they might insult him in their cups.
Hereupon be, thinking it one of the greatest
misfortunes, if he should not be able to re
venge himself wben he was thus insulted,
persuaded the bdy that led him by the hand,
that he was weary and wanted to rest himself,
and desired he would bring bim near the pil
lars; and as soon as he came to them, he rush
ed with force against them, and overthrew the
house, by overthrowing its pillars, with three
thousand men in it, who were all slain, and
Samson with them. And such was the end
»f this man, when he had ruled over the Is■aelites twenty years. And indeed this man
deserves to be admired for bis courage and
rtrengtb, and magnanimity at his death, and
that his wrath against his enemies went so far
as to die himself with them. But as for his
l>eing ensnared by a woman, that is to be
ascribed to human nature, which is too weak
(o resist the temptations to that sin; but we
ought to bear him witness, that in all other
respects he was one of extraordinary virtue.
Bat his kindred took away his body, and
buried it in Sarasat, his own country, with
the rest of bis family.

CHAPTER IX.
ROW UNDER Ill's GOVERNMENT Or THE IS
RAELITES, BOOZ HARRIED RUTH, FROM
WHOM CAME OBED, THE GRANDFATHER OP
DAVID.
§ I. Now after the death of Samson, Eli the
high-priest was governor of the Israelites.
Under him, when the country was afflicted
with a famine, Elimelech of Bethlehem,
which is a city of the tribe of Judah, being
not able to support his family under so sore
a distress, took with bim Naomi his wife, and
the children that were born to him by her,
Chilion and Mahlon, and removed bis habi
tation into the land of Moab ; and upon the
happy prosperity of his affairs there, he took
for bis sons wives of the Moabitca, Orpah for
Chilion, and Ruth for Mahlon. But in the
compass of ten years both Elimelech, and a
little while after him, the sons died ; and
Naomi being very uneasy at these accidents,
and not being able to bear her lonesome con
dition, now those that were dearest to her were
dead, on whose account it was that she had
gone away from her own country, she returned
to it again, for she had been informed it
was now in a flourishing condition. However,
her daughters-in-law were not able to think of
parting with her ; and when they had a mind
to go out of the country with her, she oould
aot dissuade them from it; but when they in
•istcd upon it. s'ie wished them h more happy
l edlock than they ha'' with her son', and that
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they might have prosperity in other respects
also ; and seeing her own affairs were so low,
she exhorted them to stay where they were, and
not to thirlk of leaving their own country, and
partaking with her of that uncertainty under
which she must return. Accordingly Orpah
staid behind ; but she took Ruth along witb
her, as not to be persuaded to stay behind her
but would take her fortune with her, whatsc /
ever it should prove.
?
2. When Ruth was come with her motherin-law to Bethlehem, Booz, who was nearofkin
to Elimelech, entertained her; and when Na
omi was so called by her fellow-citizens, accordingto her true name, she said, " You might
more truly call me Mara." Now Naomi signi
fies in the Hebrew tongue happiness, and Mo
ra, sorrow. It was now reaping time ; and Ruth,
by the leave of her mother-in-law, went out to
glean, that they might get a stock of corn for
their food. Now it happened that she came
into Booz's field ; and after some time Booz
came thither, and when he saw the damsel be
inquired of his servant that was set over the
reapers, concerning the girl. The servant had
a little before inquired about all her circum
stances, and told them to his master, who kind
ly embraced her, both on account of her affec
tion to her mother-in-law, and her remem
brance of that son of hers to whom she had
been married, and wished that she might ex
perience a prosperous condition; so he desired
her not to glean, but to reap what she was
able, and gave her leave to carry it home. He
also gave it in charge to that servant who was
over the reapers, not to hinder her when she
took it away, and bade him give her her din
ner, and make her drink when he did the like
to the reapers. Now what corn Ruth received
of him, she kept for her mother-in-law,
and came to her in the evening, and brought
the ears of corn with her; and Naomi bad
kept for her a part of such food as her neighhours had plentifully bestowed upon her.
Ruth also told her mother-in-law what Booz
had said to her; and when the other had in
formed her that he was near of kin to them,
and perhaps was so pious a man as to make
some provision for them, she went out again
on the days following, to gather the gleanings
with Booz's maid-servants.
3. It was not many days before Booz, after
the hiirley was winnowed, slept in his thrash
ing-floor. When Naomi was informed of this
circumstance, she contrived it so that Ruth
should tie down by him, for she thought it
might be for their advantage that he should
discourse with the girl. Accordingly she sent
the damsel to sleep at his feet; who went os
she bade her, for she did not think it consist
ent with her duty to contradict any command
of her mother-in-law. And at first she lay
concealed from Booz, as he was fast asleejj ;
but when he awaked about midnight, and per
ceived a woman Ijing by him, he asked who
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she was; —and when she told him her name,
and desired that he whom she owned for her
lord would excuse her, he then said no more ;
but in the morning, before the servants began
to set about their work, he awaked her, and
bid her take as much barley as she was able
to carry, and go to her mother-in-law before
any body there should see that she had lain
down by him, because it was but prudent to
avoid any reproach that might arise on that
account, especially when there had been no
thing done that was ill. But as to the main
point she aimed at, the matter should rest
here,—" He that is nearer of kin than I am,
shall be asked whether he wants to take thee
to wife: if he says he does, thou shalt follow
him ; but if he refuse it, I will marry thee,
according to the law."
4. When she had informed her mother-inlaw of this, they were very glad of it, out of
the hope they had that Booz would make pro
vision for them. Now about noon Boor went
down into the city, and gathered the senate
together, and when he had sent for Ruth, he
called for her kinsman also; and when he
was come, he said, " Dost not thou retain the
inheritance of Elimelcch and his sons?" H<>
confessed that he did retain it, and that he (ho
as he was permitted to do by the laws, be
cause he was their nearest kinsman. Then
said Booz, " Thou must not remember the
laws by halves, but do every thing accoiding
to them; for the wife of Mahlon is come
hither, whom thou must marry, according to
the law, in case thou wilt retain their fields."
So the man yielded up both the fields and the
wife to Booz, who was himself of kin to those
that were dead, as alleging that he had a wife
already, and children also; so Booz called
the senate to witness, and bid the woman to
loose his shoe and spit in his face, according
to the law; and when this was done Booz
married Ruth, and they had a son within a
year's time. Naomi was herself a nurse to
this child; and by the advice of the women,
called him Obed, as being to be brought up
in order to be subservient to her in her old
age, for Gbcd in the Hebrew dialect signifies
a servant. Ths son of Obed was Jesse, and
David was his son, who was king, and left
his dominions to his sons for one-and-twenty
generations. I was therefore obliged to re
late this history of Ruth, because I had a
mind to demonstrate the power of God, who,
without difficulty, can raise those that are
of ordinary parentage to dignity and splen
dour, to which he advanced David, though hi
wire born of such mean parents.

BOOK V.

CHAPTER X
CONCERNING THE BIRTH OF SAMCEL; AND
HOW HE FORETOLD TH?E CALAMITY THAT
BEFELL THE SONS OF ELL

§ 1. And now upon the ill state of the af
fairs of the Hebrews, they made war again
upon the Philistines. The occasion was this:
Eli, the high-priest, had two sons, Hophni
and Phineas. These sons of Eli were guilty
of injustice towards men, and of impiety to
wards God, and abstained from no sort of
wickedness. Some of their gifts they carried
off, as belonging to the honourable employ
ment they had; others of them they took
away by violence. They also were guilty of
impurity with the women that came to wor
ship God [at the tabernacle], obliging some
to submit to their lust by force, and enticing
others by bribes; nay, the whole course
of their lives was no better than tyranny.
Their father therefore was angry at them
for such their wickedness, and expected that
God would suddenly inflict his punishments
upon them for what they had done. The
multitude took it heinously also: and as soon
as God had foretold what calamity would be
fall Eli's sons, which he did both to Eli him
self and to Samuel the prophet, who was yet
but a child, he openly showed his sorrow for
his sons' .destruction.
2. I will first dispatch what I have to say
about the prophet Samuel, and after that win
proceed to speak of the sons of Eli, and the
miseries they brought on the whole people of
the Hebrews. Elcanah, a Levite, one of a
middle condition among his fellow-citizens,
and one that dwelt at Ramathaim, a city of
the tribe of Ephraim, married two wives,
Hannah and Peninnah. He had children by
the latter; but he loved the other best, al
though she was barren. Now Elcanah came
with his wives to the city Shiloh to sacrifice,
for there it was that the tabernacle of God
was fixed, as we have formerly said. Now
when, after he had sacrificed, he distributed
at that festival portions of the flesh to his
wives and children, and when Hannah saw
the other wife's children sitting round about
their mother, she fell into tears, and lamented
herself on account of her barrenness and loivesomeness; and suffering her grief to prevail
over her husband's consolations to her, she
went to the tabernacle to beseech God to give
her seed, and to make her a mother; and to
vow to consecrate the first son she shouli tear
to the service of God, and this in such A way.
that his manner of living should not be like
that of ordinary men. And as she continued
at her prayers a long time, Eli, the high-priest,
for he sat there before the tabernacle, bid he'
go away, thinking she bad been disordered
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with wine; but when she said she had drank
water, bat was in sorrow for want of children,
and was beseeching God for them, he bid her
CHAPTER XL
be of good cheer, and told her that God would
**nd h-7 children.
HEREIN IS DECLARED WHAT BEFELL THE SONS
3. Si she came to her husband full of OF ELI, THE ARK, AND THE PEOPLE; AND
hope, and eat her meal with gladness. And HOW ELI HIMSELF DIED MISERABLY.
u ben they had returned to their own country
sh» rrvind nsrself with child, and they had a § 1. About this time it was that the Philis
son born to them, to whom they gave the tines made war against the Israelites, and
name of Samuel, which may be styled one that pitched their camp at the city Aphek. Now
was asked of God. They therefore came to when the Israelites had expected them a little
the tabernacle to offer sacrifice for the birth while, the very next day they joined battle,
of the child, and brought their tithes with and the Philistines were conquerors, and slew
them; but the woman remembered the row above four thousand of the Hebrews, and
she had made concerning her son, and deli pursued the rest of the multitude to their
vered him to Eli, dedicating him to God, that camp.
he might become a prophet. Accordingly, his 2. So the Hebrews being afraid of the
hair was suffered to grow long, and his drink worst, sent to the senate, and to the highwas water. So Samuel dwelt and was brought priest, and desired that they would bring the
up in the temple. But Elcanah had other ark of God, that, by putting themselves in
sons by Hannah, and three daughters.
array, when it was present with them, they
4. Now when Samuel was twelve years old, might be too hard for their enemies, as not
he began to prophesy : and once when he was reflecting tbat he who had condemned tbem
asleep. God called to him by his name; and to endure these calamities was greater than the
he supposing he had been called by the high- ark, and for whose sake it was that this ark
priest, came to him: but when the high-priest came to be honoured. So the ark came, and
said he did not call him, God did so thrice. the sons of the high-priest with it, having re
Eli was then so far illuminated, that he said ceived a charge from their father, that if they
to hi mi. " Indeed, Samuel, I was silent now pretend to survive the taking of the ark,
as well as before: it is God that calls thee ; they should come no more into his presence ;
do tbou, therefore, signify it to bim, and say I for Phineas officiated already as high-priest,
am here ready." So when he heard God his father having resigned bis office to him
speak again, he desired him to speak, and to by reason of his great age. So the Hebrews
deliver what oracles be pleased to him, for be were full of courage, as supposing that, by
would not fail to perform any ministration the coming of the ark, they should be too
whatsoever he should make use of him in ;— hard for their enemies: their enemies also
to which God replied, " Since thou art here were greatly concerned, and were afraid of
ready, learn what miseries are coming upon the ark's coming to the Israelites; however,
the Israelites, —such indeed as words cannot the upshot did not prove agreeable to the ex
deelare. nor faith believe; for the sons of Eli pectation of both sides, but when the battle
shall die on oue day, and the priesthood shall was joined, that victory which the Hebrews
be transferred into the family of Eleazar; for expected was gained by the Philistines, and
Eli hath loved his sons more than he hath that defeat the Philistines were afraid of, fell
loved rev worship, and to such a degree, as to the lot of the Israelites, and thereby they
is not for their advantage." Which message found that they had put their trust in the ark in
Eli obliged the prophet by qath to tell him, vain, for they were presently beaten as soon as
for otherwise he had no inclination to afflict they came to a close fight with their enemies,
bim by telling it. And now Eli had a far and lost about thirty thousand men, among
more sure expectation of the perdition of his whom were the sons of the high-priest ; but
sons; but the glory of Samuel increased the ark was carried away by the enemies..
more and more, it being found by experience 3. When the news of this defeat came to
that whatsoever he prophesied came to pass Shiloh, with that of the captivity of the ark
(for a certain young man, a Benjaraite, who
accordingly.*
was in the action, came as a messenger thither),
• AltJiiMixh titer* had Been a few occasion*! prophets the
whole city was full of lamentations. And
tefore. yet was this SainMet the first u( a constant Morett -in of prophets in the Jewish nalion. as is implied in Eli, the high-priest, who sat upon a high
M. Peter's words. Act. iii. "Yea. and all the pro throne at one of the gates, heard their mourn
phet*. tr.Ttn Harapel. and those that follow after, as many
a* tare soften. Vaee likewise foretold of these days." ful cries, and supposed that some strange
thing had befallen his family. So he sent for
ISee «J», Arts xiii. PH. The others were rather —
I nthtMssa Hen, Matt. x. 41 ; Kits. 17.
the young man; and when he understood
what had happened in the battle, he was not
. much uneasy as to his sons, or what was told
him withal about the army, as having before' hand known by divine revelation that those
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thing! would happen, and having himself de Icabod, which name signifies disgrace, —and
clared them beforehand,—for what sad thinga this because the army received a disgrace at
come unexpectedlythey distress men the most; this time.
but as soon as [he heard] the ark was carried 5. Now Eli was the first of the family of
captive by their enemies, be was very much Ithamar, the other son of Aaron, that had the
grieved at it, because it fell out quite differ government ; for the family of Eleazar offi
ently from what he expected ; so he fell down ciated as high-priest at first, the son still re
from his throne and died, having in all lived ceiving that honour from the father which
ninety-eight years, and of them retained the Eleazar bequeathed to his son Pbineas ; after
whom Abiezer his son took the honour, and
government forty.
4. On the same day his son Phineas's wife delivered it to his son, whose name was Bukdied also, as not able to survive the misfor ki, from whom his son Ozi received it; after
tune of her husband; for they told her of her whom Eli, of whom we have been speaking,
husband's death aa she was in labour. How had tbe priesthood, and so he and bis posterity
ever, she bare a son at aeven months, who until the time of Solomon's reign ; but then
lived, and to whom they gave the name of the posterity of Eleazar reassumed it.

BOOK VI.
CONTAINING TBI INTERVAL OF THIRTY-TWO VIAE*,
FROM THE DEATH OF ELI TO THE DEATH OF SATTL.

CHAPTER T.

could, as usual in easy deaths, be well loosed
from the body, they brought up their entrails,
THE DESTRUCTION THAT CAME UPON THE and vomited up what they had eaten, which
PHILISTINES, AND UPON THEIR LAND, BY was entirely corrupted by the disease. And
THE WRATH Off GOD, ON ACCOUNT OP THEIR ' as to the fruits of their country, a great mul
HAVING CARRIED THE ARK AWAT CAPTIVE; titude of mice arose out of the earth and hurt
AND AFTER WHAT MANNER THET SENT IT tbem, and spared neither the plants nor tbe
fruits. Now while the people of Ashdod
BACK TO THE HEBREWS.
were under these misfortunes, and were- net
§ I. When the Philistines had taken the ark able to support themselves under their cala
of the Hebrews captive, as I said a little be mities, they perceived that they suffered thus
fore, they carried it to the city of Ashdod, because of the ark, and that the victory they
and put it by their own god, who was called had gotten, and their having taken the ark
Dagon,* as one of their spoils; but when captive, had not happened for their good ; they
they went into his temple the next morning therefore sent to the people of Askelon, and
to worship their god, they found hirif paying desired that they would receive the ark nmong;
the same worship to the ark, for he lay along, tbem. This desire of the people of Ashdod
as having fallen down from the basis whereon was not disagreeable to those of Askelon, so
he had stood: so they took him up and they granted them that favour. But when they
set him on his basis again, and were much had gotten the ark, they were in the snme
troubled at what had happened ; and as they miserable condition; for the ark carried along
frequently came to Dagon and found him still with it the disasters that the people of Ashdod
lying along, in a posture of adoration to the bad suffered, to those who received it from
ark, they were in very great distress and con them. Those of Askelon also sent it away
fusion. At length God sent a very destruc from themselves to others; nor did it staj
tive disease upon the city and country of among those others neither ; for since they were
Ashdod, for they died of the dysentery or pursued by the same disasters, they still sent
Dux, a sore distemper, that brought death it to the neighbouring cities; so that the ark
upon them very suddenly; for before the soul went round, after this intuitier, to the five
* Dagon, « famous maritime god or idol, it generally cities of tbe Philistine*, as though it exacted
tqeposrd to have been like a man above tbe navel, and these disasters as a tribute to be paid it for
its coming among thein.
laV» a flab beneath it.
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2. When those that had experienced these the flams might return the faster out of a de
miseries were tired out with them, and when sire of those calves ; then to drive these milch
those that heard of them were taught thereby kine that carried the ark, and leave it at a
not to admit the ark among them, since they place where three ways met, and to leave it
paid so dear a tribute for it, at length they to the kine to go along which of those ways
sought for some contrivance and method bow they pleased ; that in case they went the way
they might get free from it: so the governors to the Hebrews, and ascended to their coun
of the fire cities, Gath, and Ekron, and As- try, they should suppose that the ark was the
kelon, as also of Gaza, and Ashdod, met to cause of their misfortunes; but if they turned
gether, and considered what was fit to be done ; into another road, they said, " We will pursue
and at first they thought proper to send the after it, and conclude that it has no such force
ark back to its own people, as allowing that in it."
God bad avenged its cause ; that the miseries 3. So they determined that these men spake
they had undergone came along with it, and well; and they immediately confirmed their
that these were sent on their cities upon its opinion by doing accordingly. And when
account, and together with it. However, there they had done as has been already described,
were those that said, they should not do so, they brought the cart to a place where three
nor suffer themselves to be deluded, as ascri ways met, and left it there, and went their
bing the cause of their miseries to it, because ways ; but the kine went the right way, and
it could not here such power and force up as if some persons had driven them, while the
on them; for, had God had such a regard to rulers of the Philistines followed after them,
it, it would not have been delivered into the as desirous to know where they would stand
hands of men: so they exhorted them to be still, and to whom they would go. Now there
quiet, and to take patiently what had befallen was a certain village of the tribe of Judah,
them, and to suppose there was no other cause the name of which was Bethshemesh, and to
of it but nature, which, at certain revolutions that village did the kine go ; and though there
of time, produces such mutations in the bodies was a great and good plain before them to
of men, in the earth, in plants, and in all proceed in, they went no farther, but stopped
things that grow out of the earth. But the the cart there. This was a sight to those of
counsel that prevailed over those already de that village, and they were very glad; for it
scribed, was that of certain men, who were being then summer-time, and all the inhabi
believed to have distinguished themselves in tants being then in the fields gathering in
former times for their understanding and pru their fruits, they left off the labours of their
dence, and who. in their present circumstan hands for joy, as soon as they saw the ark,
ces, seemed above all the rest to speak pro and ran to the cart, and taking the ark down,
perly. These men said, it was not right either and the vessel that had the images in it, and
to send the ark away, or to retain it, but to the mice, they set them upon a certain rock
dedicate five golden images, one for every which was in the plain; and when they hail
city, as a thank-offering to God, on account of offered a splendid sacrifice to God, and feast
his having taken care of their preservation, ed, they offered the cart and the kine as a
and having kept them alive when their lives burnt-offering: and when the lords of the
were likely to be taken away by such distem Philistines saw this, they returned back.
pers as they were not able to bear up against. 4. But now it was that the wrath of God
They also would have them make five golden overtook tbem, and struck seventy persons {
mice like to those that devoured and destroyed of the village of Bethshemesh dead, who, not
their country,* to put them in a bag, and lay being priests, and so not worthy to touch the
them upon the ark ; to make them a new cart ark, had approached to it. Those of that vil
also for it, and to yoke milch kine to it;f but lage wepl for these thot had thus suffered,
to shut up their calves, and keep them from and mode such a lamentation as was naturally
them, lest, by following after them, they should to be expected on so great a misfortune thxt
prove a binderanee to their dams, and that was sent from God; and every one mourned
for his own relation. And since they acknow
• as here, that upon theroinsofTcthemselves unworthy of the ark's abode
e ofother cities, a field-mouse it engraven, ledged
with Apollo Smintheua, or. Apolto, tke driver with them, they sent to the public »ena».c of
r mfJfrM-mict, on acroont of his lieing stlppo*t'H to the Israelites, and informed there, ths*. the ark
' certain tract* of ground from tho«r mire; was restored by the Philistines ; which when
i sb<>w how grrat a jiutement men mire lm\e
I been, ami how t)te <telivcrance from them wag they knew, they brought it away to Kirjathsard the efleet of a divine power; which obser- jearim, a city in the neighbourhood of Bcthi are highly »nital»le to Ibis hutory.
-f Tbi* device of the Philistine*, of having; a volte of
tie* to draw this cart, into which tbey put the ark of the t These seventy men, being not so mnch as Invites,
Hebrews, ta greatly illustrated by Sanchoniatho's ac- touched the ark in a rash or profane manner, and were
eoont, under hia ninth generation, that Agrouerus. or slain by thti hand of Gon tor suoh their rashness and
profaneness, according to the divine threatening*. Numb,
Aerate*, the k*iba*dman. had a much worshipped statue iv.
I'j. SO: but how our other copies come to add *ueh at
and temple. earrVd aboot by one or more yoke of oxen. incredible
number as fifty thousand in this one town M
m line. In I'huraieia, in the neighbourhood of these Philiinoea See CumherUnl's "anchotiiatlio, pp v7 and small city, I know not See Dr. Wall's Critical Notes
on 1 Sun. vL IV.
Hr, and K*iay on the <»ld Tenement, A pp. p. 174
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sbemesh. In this city lived one Abinadab, poured it out to God, and fasUd all day,
by birth ■ Levite, and who was greatly com betook themselves to their prayers.
mended for his righteous and religious course 2. This their assembly did not escape
of life ; so they brought the ark to his bouse, notice of the Philistines : so when they
as to a place fit for God himself to abide in, learned that so large a company had met
since therein did inhabit a righteous man. His gether, they fell upon the Hebrews wit
sons also ministered to the divine service at the great army and mighty forces, as hoping
ark, and were the principal curators of it for assault them when they did not expect it,
twenty years ; for so many years it continued were prepared for it. This thing aflngl
in Kirjatbjeorim, having been but four months the Hebrews, and put them into disorder
terror; so they came running to Samuel,
with the Philistines.
said that their souls were sunk by their it
and by the former defeat they had recei
and " that thence it was that we lay still,
we should excite the power of our ene
CHAPTER IL
against us. Now while thou hast brougl
THE EXPEDITION OFTHE PHILISTINES AGAINST hither to offer up our prayers and sacril
THE HEBREWS, AND THE HEBREWS' VICTORY and take oaths [to be obedient], our ene
UNDER THE CONDUCT OF SAMUEL THE PRO are making an expedition against us, v
we are naked and unarmed ; wherefore
PHET, WHO WAS THEIR GENERAL.
have no other hope of deliverance but thi
§ 1. Now while the city of Kirjatbjearim had thy means, and by the assistance God sha
the ark with them, the whole body ofthe peo ford us upon thy prayers to him, we shall ol
ple betook themselves all that time to offer deliverance from the Philistines." Here
prayers and sacrifices to God, and appeared Samuel bade them be of good cheer, and
greatly concerned and zealous about his wor raised them that God would assist them ;
ship. So Samuel the prophet, seeing how taking a sucking lamb, he sacrificed it fo
ready they were to do their duty, thought this multitude, and besought God to bold his
a proper time to speak to tbem, while they tecting hand over them when they should
were in this good disposition, about the reco with the Philistines, and not to overlook t
very of their liberty, and of the blessings that nor suffer them to come under a second
accompanied the same. Accordingly he used fortune. Accordingly God hearkened t
such words to them as he thought were most prayers, and accepting their sacrifice v
likely to excite that inclination, and to per gracious intention, and sucb as was dis
suade them to attempt it: " O you Israelites," to assist them, he granted tbem victor
said he, " to whom the Philistines are still power over their enemies. Now whil
grievous enemies, but to whom God begins to altar bad the sacrifice of God upon it, an
be gracious, it behoves you not only to be de not yet consumed it wholly oy its sacre
sirous of liberty, but to take the proper me the enemy's army marched out of their
thods to obtain it. Nor are you to be con and was put in order of battle, and t
tented with an inclination to get clear of your hope that they should be conquerors, sin
lords and masters, while you still do what will Jews* were caught in distressed circur
procure your continuance under them. Be ces, as neither having their weapons with
righteous then,' and cast wickedness out of nor being assembled there in order to
your souls, and by your worship supplicate But things so fell out, that they would 1
the Divine Majesty with all your hearts, and have been credited though they had beet
persevere in the honour you pay to him; for told by any body; for, in the first placi
if you act thus, you will enjoy prosperity; disturbed their enemies with an eartht
you will be freed from your slavery, and will and moved the ground under there to f
get the victory over your enemies : which bless degree, that he caused it to tremble, anc
ings it is not possible you should attain, either them to shake, insomuch that by its tren
hy weapons of war, or by the strength of your he made some unable to keep tbeir fet
bodies, or by the multitude of your assistants; made them fall down, and, by openi
lor God has not promised to grant these bless chasms, he caused that others should li
ings by those means, but by being good and ried down into them; after which he
righteous men; and if you will be sucb, I will such b noise of thunder to come among
be security to you for the performance of and marie fiery lightning shine so t
God's promises." When Samuel had said round about them, that it was ready t
thus, the multitude applauded bis discourse, their faces; and he so suddenly shoo'
and were pleased with his exhortation to tbem, weapons out of their bands, that he
and gave their consent to resign themselves up them fly and return borne naked. »o S
to do what was pleasing to God. So Samuel • This is Ihe first place, so far ss I remember.
gathered them together to a certain city called Antiquities, where Jnscphns txR'tis to call oi
s, he having hitherto usually, if not constant!
Mizpeh, which, in the Hebrew tongue, signi Jew
them either Hebrews or Isruei tes. The erect
fies a watth-tower ; there they drew water, and soon
follows, see also chao ul a*e.t. A.
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with the multitude pursued them to Betbcar,
• plate so called ; and there he set up a stone
a- a boundary of their victory and their ene
mies' flight, and called it the Store of Power,
as a signal of that power God had given them
a^iinst their enemies.
i. So the Philistines, after this stroke, made
no more expeditions against the Israelites, but
lay still out of fear, and out of remembrance
of what had befallen them : and what courage
the Philistines had formerly against the He
brews, that, after this victory, was transferred
to the Hebrews. Samuel also made an expe
dition against the Phili:>tines, and slew many
of them, and entirely humbled their proud
hearts, and took from them that country,
which, when they were formerly conquerors
in battle, they had cut off from the Jews,
which was the country that extended from the
borders of Gath to the city of Ekron : but the
remains of the Canaanites were at this time
in friendship with the Israelites.
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courses, and taking a course that was contrary
to tbem, perverted justice for the filthy lucre
of gifts and bribes, and made their determi
nations not according to truth, but according
to bribery, and turned aside to luxury, and a
costly way of living; so that as, in the first
place, they practised what was contrary to the
will of God, so did they, in the second place,
what was contrary to the will of the prophet
their father, who had taken a .great deal ot
care, and made a very careful provision that
the multitude should be righteous.
3. But the people, upon these injuries
offered to tbeir former constitution and go
vernment by tbe prophet's sens, were very un
easy at their actions, and came running to the
prophet who then lived at the city Ramah,
and informed him of the transgressions of his
sons; and said, That, as he was himself old
already, and too infirm by that age of his to
oversee their affairs in the manner he used to
do, so they begged of him, and entreated him,
to appoint some person to be king over tbem,
who might rule over the nation, and avenge
them ofthe Phi listines, who ought to be punish
CHAPTER IIL
ed for their former oppressions. These words
greatly afflicted Samuel, on account of his in
BOW SAMUEL, WHEN HE WAS SO INFIRM WITH nate love of justice, and his hatred to kingly
OLD AGE THAT HE COULD NOT TAKE CARE government, for he was very fond of an aris
OP THE PUBLIC APrAIRS, INTRUSTED THEM tocracy, as what made the men that used it of
TO HIS SONS; AND HOW, UPON THE EVIL a divine ami happy disposition; nor could he
ADMINISTRATION OP THE GOVERNMENT BY either think of eating or sleeping, out of bis
THEM, THE MULTITUDE WERE SO ANGRY, concern and torment of mind at what they had
THAT THEY REQUIRLD TO HAVE A KING TO said, but all the night long did he continue
GOVERN THEM, ALTHOUGH SAMUEL WAS | awake, and revolved these notions in his mind.
4. While he was thus disposed, God ap
MUCH DISPLEASED THEREAT.
peared to him, and comforted him, saying,
That
he ought not to be uneasy at what the
; 1. But Samuel the prophet, when he had
ordered the affairs of the people after a con multitude desired, because it was not be, but
venient manner, and had appointed a city for Himself whom they so insolently despised, and
every district of them, be commanded tbem to would not have to be alone their king: that
cone to such cities, to have the controversies they had been contriving these things from
tliat they had one with another determined in the very day that they came out of Egypt;
them, he himself going over those cities twice that however in no long time they wotdd sorely
in a year, and doing them justice; and by repent of what they did, which repentance yet
hat means he kept them in very good order could not undo what was thus done for futu
rity: that they would be sulliciently rebuked
for a long time.
2. But afterwards he found himself op for their contempt, and the ungrateful con
pressed with old age, and not able to do what duct they have used towards me, and towards
he used to do, so he committed the govern, thy prophetic office. " So I command thee
acnt and the rare of the multitude to his sons, to ordain them such a one as I shall name be
—the *lder of whom was called Joel, and the forehand to be their king, when thou hast first
name of the younger was Abiah. He also described what mischiefs kingly government
enjoined them to reside and judge the people, will bring upon tbem, and openly testified
the one at tbe city of Bethel, and the other at before them into what a great change of affairs
H*?rsheba, and divided the people into dis they are hasting."
tricts that should be under the jurisdiction of 5. When Samuel had heard this, he called
earh of them. Now these men afford us an the Jews early in the morning, and confessed
evident example and demonstration how some to them that he was to ordain them a king;
children are no*, of the like dispositions with but he said that he was first to describe to
tfteir parents; but sometimes perhaps good them what would follow, what treatment they
and moderate, though born of wicked parents; would receive from their kings, and with how
■no sometimes showing themselves to be wick many mischiefs they must struggle. " For
ed, though born of good parents: for these know ye," said he, " that, in the first place.
from their father's good I they will take your sons away from you, and
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they will command some of them to be dri
vers of their chariots, and some to be their
, horsemen, and the guards of their body, and
CHAPTER IV.
others of them to be runners before them, and
captains of thousands, and captains of hun THE APPOINTMENT OF A KINO OVER THE
dreds; they will also make them their artifi
ISRAELITES, WHOSE NAME WAS SAUL; AND
cers, makers of armour, and of chariots, and of
THI3 BY THE COMMAND OF GOD.
instruments; they will make them their hus
bandmen also and the curators of their own § 1. There was one of the tribe of Benjamin,
fields, and the diggers of their own vineyards ; a man of a good family, and of a virtuous
nor will there be any thing which they will disposition: his name was Kish. He had a
not do at their commands, as if they were son, a young man of a comely countenance,
slaves bought with money. They will also and of a tall body, but his understanding and
appoint your daughters to be confectioners, his mind were preferable to what was visible
and cooks, and bakers ; and these will be ob in him: they called him Saul. Mow this
liged to all sorts of work which women Kish had some fine she-asses that were wan
slaves that are in fear of stripes and torments dered out of the pasture wherein they fed, for
submit to. They will, besides this, take be was more delighted with these than with
away your possessions, and bestow them upon any other cattle he had, so he sent out his
their eunuchs, and the guards of their bodies, son, and one servant with him, to search for
and will give the herds of your cattle to then- the beasts; but when he had gone over his
own servants : and to say briefly all at once, own tribe in search after the ■asses, he went
you, and all that is yours, will be servants to to other tribes; and when he found them not
your king, and will become no way superior there neither, he determined to go his way
to his slaves ; and when you suffer thus, you home, lest he should occasion any concern to
will thereby be put in mind of what I now his father about himself; but when his ser
say ; and when you repent of what you have vant that followed him told him as they were
done, you will beseech God to have mercy near the city of Ramah, that there was a true
upon you, and to grant you a quick deliver prophet in that city, and advised him to go to
ance from your kings ; but he will not accept him, for that by him they would know the
your prayers, but will neglect you, and permit upshot of the affair of their asses, he replied.
you to suffer the punishment your evil con That if they should go to him, they had no
duct has deserved."
thing to give him as a reward for his pro
6. But the multitude was still to foolish as phecy, for their subsistence-money was spent.
to be deaf to these predictions of what would The servant answered, that be bad still the
befall them; and too peevish to suffer a de fourth part of a shekel, and he would present
termination which they had injudiciously once him with that; for thay were mistaken out of
made, to be taken out of their mind; for they ignorance, as not knowing that the prophet
could not be turned from their purpose, nor received no such reward.* So they went to
did they regard the words of Samuel, but per him; and when they were before the gates,
emptorily insisted on their resolution, and de they lit upon certain maidens that were go
sired him to ordain them a king immediately, ing to fetch water; and they asked them
and not to trouble himself with fears of what which was the prophet's house. They showed
would happen hereafter, for that it was ne them which it was ; and bid them make haste
cessary they should have with them one to before he sat down to supper, for be had
fight their battles, and to avenge them of then- invited many guests to a feast, and that he
enemies, and that it was no way absurd, when used to sit down before those that were in
their neighbours were under kingly govern vited. Now Samuel had then gathered many
ment, that they should have the same form of together to feast with him on this . very ac
government also. So when Samuel saw that count; for while he every day prayed to God
what he had said had not diverted them from to tell him beforehand whom he would make
their purpose, but that they continued reso king, he had informed him of this man the
lute, he said, " Go you every one home for day before, for that he would send him a cer
the present; when it is fit I will send for tain young man out of the tribe of Benjamin
you, as soon as 1 shall have learned from about this hour of the day : and he sat on the
God who it is that he will give you for your top of the house in expectation of that time's
king."
being come. And when the time was com
pleted, he came down and went to supper;
so he met with Saul, and God discovered to
him that this was he who should rule over
them. Then Saul went up to Samuel and
• Of Ihii great mistake of Saul and his arrvant, aa if
A tror prophet of God would accept of a eift or prrarnt
f> r foretelling what was drairrd uf hitn tee the note oti
I). It. ch. vi. aeel a
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saluted him, and desired him to inform bim sees thee shall be astonished, and wonder, and
which was the prophet's house; for he said say, W hence is it thot the son ot Ivish has
he was a stranger and did not know it. When arrived at this degree of happiness? And
Samuel had told him that he himself was the when these signs have happened to thee, know
n, he led him in to supper, and assured that God is with thee ; then do thou salute thy
him that the asses were found which he hud been father and thy kindred. Thou shalt also come
to seek, and that the greatest of good things when I send for thee to Gilgal, that we may
were assured to him: he replied, "I am too offer thank-offerings to God for these bless
inconsiderable to hope for any such thing, and ings " When Samuel had said this, and fore
of a tribe too small to have kings made out of told these things, he sent the young man away.
it, and of a family smaller than several other Now all things fell out to Saul according to
families; but thou tellest me this in jest, and the prophecy of Samuel.
makest me an object of laughter, when thou 3. But as soon as Saul came into the house
discoursest with me of greater matters than of his kinsman Abner, whom indeed he loved
'.<li.it I -find in need of." However, the itetter than the rest of his relations, he was
prophet led him in to the feast, and made him asked by him concerning his journey, and what
•it down, him and his servant that followed accidents happened to him therein; and be
him, above the other guests that were invited, concealed none of the other things from him,
which were seventy in number;* and he gave no, not his coming to Samuel the prophet, nor
orders to the servants to set the royal portion how he told him the asses were found ; but he
before Saul. And when the time of going to said nothing to him about the kingdom, and
bed was come, the rest rose up, and every one whatbelonged thereto, whichhethought would
of them went home; but Saul staid with the procure him envy, and when such things are
prophet, he and his servant, and slept with him. heard, they are not easily believed; nor did he
"2. Now as soon as it was day, Samuel raised think it prudent to tell those things to bim,
up Saul out of his bed, and conducted him although he appeared very friendly to him,
homeward ; and when he was out of the city, and one whom he loved above the rest of his
he desired him to cause his servant to go be relations, considering, I suppose, what human
fore, but to stay behind himself, for that he nature really is, that no one is a firm friend,
had somewhat to say to him, when nobody else neither among our intimates nor of our kin
was present. Accordingly, Saul sent away dred ; nor do they preserve that kind disposi
his servant that followed him; then did the tion when God advances men to great pros
prophet take a vessel of oil, and poured it perity, but they are still ill-natured and en
upon the head of the young man, and kissed vious at those that are in eminent stations.
4. Then Samuel called the people together
him, and said, " Be thou a king, by the ordi
nation of God, against the Philistines, and for to the city Mizpeh, and spake to them in the
avenging the Hebrews for what they have words following, which he said he was to speak
suffered by them; of this thou shalt have a by the command of God: — That when he had
sign, which I would have thee take notice of: granted them a state of liberty, nnd brought
— As soon as thou art departed hence, thou their enemies into subjection, they were be
wilt find three men upon the road, going to come unmindful of his benefits, and rejected
worship God at Bethel; the first of whom God that he should not be their king, as not
thou wilt see carrying three loaves of bread, considering that it would he most for their ad
the second carrying a kid of the goats, and the vantage to be presided over by the best of be
third will follow them carrying a bottle of ings, for God is the best of beings, and they
wine. These three men will salute thee, and chose to have a man for their king, while kings
•peak kindly to thee, and will give thee two of will use their subjects as beasts, according to
their loaves, which thou shalt accept of. And the violence oftheir own wills and inclinations,
thence thou shalt come to a place called Ra and other passions, as wholly carried away with
cket> Monument, where thou shalt meet with the lust of power, but will not endeavour so to
those that will tell thee thy asses nre found ; preserve the race of mankind as his own work
sfter this, when thou contest to Gabatha, thou manship and creation, which, for that very
shalt overtake a company of prophets, and thou reason, God would take care of. "But since
shalt be seized with the divine spirit,f and you have come to a fixed resolution, and this
prophesy along with tacm, till every one that injurious treatment of God has quite prevailed
over you, dispose yourselves by your tribes and
• It mi to me not improbable thit the«e seventy
and cast lots."
sweats ef fsaanii I. as bere, witb himself it the newt nf sceptres,
When the Hebrews had so done, the lot .
ttra, wen a Jewish sanhedrim, ami that hereby Samuel fell5. upon
the tribe of Benjamin; and when
intjnwled to Saul that these seventy.one were to be his
roasuot counsellors, anil that he was to art not tike
lot was cast for the families of this tribe,
s sale mowarcb, but with the aririee and din . t. .-i of the
UVar arventy-one members of the Jewish sanhedrim that which was called Matri was taken; and
as**, all occasions, which yet we never read that he when the lot was cast for the single persons of
cuosnlted afterward.
that family, Saul, the son of Kish, was taken
for their king. When the young man knew
this, he prevented [their tending for him].
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and immediately went away and hid himself.
I suppose that it was because he would not
have it thought that he willingly took the go
vernment upon himj nay, he showed such a
degree of command over himself, and of mo
desty, that while the greatest part are not
able to contain their joy, even in the gaining
of small advantages, but presently show them
selves publicly to all men, this man did not
only show nothing of that nature, when he
was appointed to be the lord of so many and
so great tribes, but crept away and concealed
himself out of the sight of those he was to
reign over, and made them seek him, and that
with a good deal of trouble. So when the
people were at a loss, and solicitous, because
Saul disappeared, the prophet besought God
to show where the young man was, and to
produce him before them.' So when they had
learned of God the place where Saul was
hidden, they sent men to bring him ; and
when he was come, they set him in the midst
of the multitude. Now be was taller than
any of them, and his stature was very ma
jestic
0. Then said the prophet, " God gives you
this man to be your king: see how he is
higher than any of the people, and worthy of
this dominion.'* So as soon as the people
had made acclamation, God save the King, the
prophet wrote down what would come to pass
in a book, and read it in the bearing of the
king, and laid up the book in the tabernacle
of God, to be a witness to future generations
of what be had foretold. So when Samuel
had finished this matter, he dismissed the mul
titude, and came himself to the city Ramah,
for it was his own country. Saul also went
away to Gibeah, where be was born ; and
many good men there were who paid him the
respect that was due to him; but the greater
part were ill men, who despised him and de
rided the others, who neither did bring him
presents, nor did they in affection, or even in
words, regard to please him.

CHAPTER V.
sadl's expedition against the nation op
the amorites, and victory over theh,
and the 8poils he took from them.
§ 1. After one montli, the war which Saul
had with Nahash. the king of the Ammonites,
obtained him respect from all the people; for
this Nahash had done a great deal of mischief
to the Jews that lived beyond Jordan by the
expedition be had made against them with a
great and warlike army. He also reduced
their cities into slavery, and that not only bv
subduing them for the present, which he did
by force and violence, but by weakening them
by tubtilty and cunning, that they iiiiB'lit not
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be able afterward to ptt clear of the slavery
they were under to him: for he put out the
right eyes* of those that either delivered
themselves to him upon terms, or were taken
by him in war ; and this he did, that when
their left eyes were covered by their shields,
they might be wholly useless in war. Now
when the king of the Ammonites bad served
those beyond Jordan in this manner, he led
bis army against those that were called Gilead
ites; and having pitched his camp at the nee
tropolis of his enemies, which was the city of
Jabesh, he sent ambassadors to tbcm, com
manding them either to deliver themselves up,
on condition to have their right eyes plucked
out, or to undergo a siege, and to have their
cities overthrown. He gave them their choice.
Whether tbey would cut off a small member
of their body, or universally perish. How
ever, the Gileadites were so affrighted at these
offers, that they had not courage to say any
thing to either of them, neither that they
would deliver themselves up, nor that they
would fight him ; but they desired that be
would give them seven days respite, that they
might send ambassadors to their countrymen,
and entreat their assistance; and if they came
to assist them tbey would fight; but if that
assistance were impossible to be obtained
from them, thc-y said they would deliver
themselves tip to suffer whatever be pleased
to inflict upon them.
2. So Nahash, contemning the multitude of
the Gileadites and the answer tbey gave, al
lowed them a respite, and gave them leave to
send to whomsoever they pleased for assist
ance. So they immediately sent to the Is
raelites, city by city, and informed them what
Nabash had threatened to do to tbcm, and
what great distress they were in. Now the
people fell into tears and grief at the hearing
of what the ambassadors from Jabesh said ;
and the terror they were in permitted them to
do nothing more ; but when the messengers
were come to the city of king Saul, and de
clared the dangers in which the inhabitants of
Jabesh were, the people were in the same af
fliction as those in the other cities, for they la
mented the calamity of those related to them;
and when Saul was returned from his hus
bandry into the city, he found his fellow-citi
zens weeping; and when, upon inquiry, be
had learned the cause of the confusion a.nl
sadness they were in, he was seized with a
divine fury, and sent away the ambassadors
from the inhabitants of Jabesh, and promised
them to come to their assistance on the third
day, and to beat their enemies before sun-:ising, that the sun upon its rising might see
that tbey bad already conquered, aud were
• Take here TheodoreCs note, cited by Dr. Hudson:
—" Ht* that fipow* his shield to the enemy w,-. oU
left hand, therrhy hide* his li-ft eye. and tx»k« i* "'*
enemy with his Ftiebt eye: he Therefore that pluofcS i''U
tliat eye makes men useless in war.*
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fired from the fears they were under; but he anointed Saul with the holy oil in the sight of
j'd tome of them stay to conduct them the the multitude, and declared him to be king
ht way to Jabesh.
the second time ; and so the government of
i. So being desirous to turn the people to the Hebrews was changed into a regal govern
this nr against the Ammonites by fear of the ment ; for in the days of Moses and his dis
losses tbey should otherwise undergo, and ciple Joshua, who was their general, the*
r.iat tbey might the more suddenly be gathered continued under an aristocracy; but after the
together, he cut the sinews of his oxen, and death of Joshua, for eighteen years in all, the
-hreatened to do the same to all such as did multitude had no settled form of government,
oot come with their armour to Jordan the next but were in an anarchy; after which tbey re
dsy, and follow him and Samuel the prophet turned to their former government, they then
whithersoever tbey should lead them. So they permitting themselves to be judged by hitn
came together, out of fear of the losses they who appeared to be tbe best warrior and most
were threatened with, at the appointed time; courageous, whence it was that they called
and the multitude were numbered at the city this interval of their government the Judges.
Bezek; and he found the number of those 5. Then did Samuel the prophet call ano
that were gathered together, besides that of ther assembly also, and said to them, " I so
the tribe of Judah, to be seven hundred thou lemnly adjure you by God Almighty, who
sand, while those of that tribe were seventy brought those excellent brethren, I mean Mo
thousand. So be passed over Jordan and pro- ses and Aaron, into tbe world, and delivered
reeded in marching all that night, thirty fur our fathers from the Egyptians, and from the
longs, and came to Jabesh before sun-rising. shivery they endured under them, that you
So he divided the army into three companies; will not speak what you say to gratify me,
and fell upon their enemies on every side on nor suppress any thing out of fear of me, nor
the sudden, and when they expected no such be overborne by any other passion, but say,
thing; aud joining battle with them, tbey slew What have I ever done that was cruel or un
i great many of the Ammonites, as also their just ? or what have I done out of lucre or
king Nabash. This glorious action was done covetousness, or to gratify others? Bear wit
by Saul, and was related with great commen ness against me, if I have taken an ox or a
dation of him to all the Hebrews: and he ' sheep, or any such thing, which yet when they
thence gained a wonderful reputation for his are taken to support men, it is esteemed blame
valour ; for although there were some of them less; or have I taken an ass for mine own use
that contemned him before, they now changed of any one to his grief?—lay some one such
their minds, and honoured him, and esteemed crime to my charge, now we are in your
him as the best of men : for he did not con king's presence." But they cried out, that
tent himself with having saved the inhabitants no such thing had been done by him, but
of Jabesh only, but be made an expedition that he had presided over tbe nation after a
into tbe country of the Ammonites, and laid it holy and righteous manner.
i.l waste, and took a large prey, and so re
6. Hereupon Samuel, when such a testi
turned to his own country most gloriously -. mony bad been given bim by them all, said,
to tbe people were greatly pleased at these ex " Since you grant that you are not able to lay
cellent performances of Saul, and rejoiced that any ill thing to my charge hitherto, come on
they had constituted him their king. Tbey now, and do you hearken while I speak with
■In made a clamour against those that pre great freedom to you. You have been guilty
tended he would be of no advantage to their of great impiety against God, in asking you
affairs; and tbey said. Where now are these a king. It behoves you to remember, tbat
men? — let them be brought to punishment, our grandfather Jacob came down into Egypt,
uith all tbe like things that multitudes usually by reason of a famine, with seventy souls only
ny when they are elevated with prosperity of our family, and that their posterity multi
-..■.-I those that lately had despised the au plied there to many ten thousands, whom the
thors of it ; but Saul, although he took the Egyptians brought into slavery and bard op
food-will and the affection of these men very pression; tbat God himself, upon tbe prayers
Hnjly, yet did he swear that he would not of our fathers, sent Moses and Aaron, who
*■■< any of his countrymen slain that day, were brethren, and gave them power to de
«?e it was absurd to mix this victory, w hich liver the multitude out of their distress, and
lid had given them, with tbe blood and this without n king. These brought us into
' i lighter ofthose that were ofthe same lineage this very land which you now possess ; and
ui'i themselves; and that it was more agree- when you enjoyed these advantages from God.
'3i; to tie men of a friendly disposition, and you betrayed his worship and religion ; nay,
moreover, when you were brought under the
» to betake themselves to feasting.
4. And when Bssnel bad told them that hands of your enemies, be delivered you, first
he o-jgbt to rotifinn the kingdom to Saul by by rendering you superior to tbe Assyrians
> second ordination of bim, they all came to- and their forces, he then made you to over
Seuier to the city of Gilgal, for thither did come the Ammonites and the Moabites, and
•* command them ta come. So the prophet last of b11 tbe Philistines -, and these things
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bare been achieved under the conduct of
Jephtha and Gideon. What madness there
fore possessed you to fly from God, and to
desire to be under a king'— yet have I or^1 lined him for king whom he chose for you.
Tfowever, that I may make it plain to you
that God is angry and displeased at your
choice of kingly government, I will so dispose
him that he shall declare this very plainly to
you by strange signals ; for what none of you
ever saw here before, I mean a winter storm
in the midst of harvest,* I will entreat of God,
and will make it visible to you." Now, as
soon as he had said this, God gave such great
signals by thunder and lightning, and the
descent of hail, as attested the truth of all
that the prophet bad said, insomuch that they
were amazed and terrified, and confessed they
had sinned, and had fallen into that sin through
ignorance ; and besought the prophet, as one
that was a tender and gentle father to them,
to render God so merciful as to forgive this
their sin, which they had added to those other
offences whereby they had affronted him and
transgressed against him. So he promised
them that he would beseech God, and per
suade him to forgive them these their sins. How
ever, be advised them to be righteous, and to
be good, and ever to remember the miseries
that had befallen them on account of their
departure from virtue: as also to remember
the strange signs God bad shown them, and
tbe body of laws that Moses had given them,
if they had any desire of being preserved and
made happy with their king: but be said, that
if they should grow careless of these things,
great judgments would come from God upon
them, and upon their king: and when Sam
uel had thus prophesied to the Hebrews, be
dismissed them to their own homes, having
confirmed tbe kingdom to Saul the second
time.
CHAPTER VL
HOW THE PHILISTINES MADE ANOTHER EX
PEDITION AGAINST THE HEBREWS, AND
WERE BEATEN.

§ 1. Now Saul chose out of the multitude
about three thousand men, and he took two
thousand of them to be the guards of his own
body, and abode in tbe city Bethel, but he
gave the rest of them to Jonathan his son, to
be the guards of his uody ; and sent him to
Gibeah, wbere he besieged and took a certain
garrison of the Philistines, not far from Gilgal ; for the Philistines of Gibeah bad beaten
the Jews, and taken their weapons away, and
had put garrisons into the strongest places of
• Mr. Rcland observes here, nnd prove! elsewhere in
his note on Antlq. b. HI. ch. 1. »ect. 6, that although
thunder end lightning with t» usually happen in mm.
■Mr, )tet in Palestine and Syria the; are chiefly confined
to winter. Josephus takes notice of the same thing
•fain, War, b. iv. ch. ii. seel .1.
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the country, and had forbidden them to carry
any instrument of iron, or at all to make use
of any iron in any case whatsoever ; and on
account of this prohibition it was that tbe hus
bandmen', if they had occasion to sharpen any
of their tools, whether it were the coulter or
the spade, or any instrument of husbandry,
they came to the Philistines to do it. Now
as soon as the Philistines heard of this slaugh
ter of their garrison, they were in a rage about
it, and, looking on this contempt as a terrible
affront offered them, they made war against
the Jews, with three hundred thousand foot
men, and thirty thousand chariots, and six
thousand horses; and they pitched their camp
at the city Michmash. When Saul, the king
of tbe Hebrews, was infotincil of Ilia, be went
down to the city Gilgal, and made proclama
tion over all the country, that they should try
to regain their liberty ; and called them to
tbe war against the Philistines, diminishing
their forces, and despising them as not very
considerable, and as not so great but they
might hazard a battle with them. But when
the people about Saul observed how numerous
the Philistines were, they were under a great
consternation; and some of them hid them
selves in caves, and in dens under ground ;
but the greater part fled into the land beyond
Jordan, which belonged to Gad and Reuben.
2. But Saul sent to tbe prophet, and railed
him to consult with bim about the war and
tbe public affairs; so he commanded bim to
stay there for him, and to prepare sacrifices,
for he would come to him within seven days,
that they might offer sacrifices on the seventh
day, and might then join battle with tbeir
enemies. So be waited,! as tbe prophet sent
+ Saul seems to hare staid till near the time of the
evening sacrifice, on the seventh day, which Samuel -the
prophet of God had appointed him, but not till the end
of that day, ns he ought to have done; and Samuel ap
pears, by delaying to come till the full time of tbe even
ing sacrifice on th.it seventh day, to have tried bim (who
seems to have been already for some time declining
from bis strict and bounden subordination to God and
his prophet,- to have taken life-guards for himself and
his son, which was entirely a new thing in Israel, and
savoured of a distrust of God's providence; and tn hare
affected more than he ought, that independent autho
rity which the paean kincs took to themselves); >amuel, I say, seems to have here tried Saul, whether lie
would stay till the priest came, who alone coold law
fully offer the sacrifices, nor would boldly and profanely
usurp the priest's office, which he venturing upon, was
justly rejected for his profaneness. See Apost. Constit.
b ii, ch. xxvii. And, indeed; since Saul had accepted
kingly power, which naturally becomes ungovernable
and tyrannical, as God foretold, and the experience of
all ages has shown, tbe divine settlement by Moses had
soon in en laid aside under the kings, had not God, by
keeping strictly to bis laws, and severely executing the
threatenings therein contained, restrained Saul and other
kings in some degree of obedience to himself; nor was
even this severity sufficient to restrain most of the future
kings of Israel and Judah from the grossest idolatry and
impiety. Of the advantage of which strictness, in the ob
serving divine laws, and inflicting their threatened penal
ties, see Antiq. b. vi. ch. xii. sect 7; and Against Apion.
b. ii. sect. 30. where Josephus speaks of that matter;
though it must be noted that ft seems, at least in three
instances, that good men did not always immediately ap
prove nf such divine severity. There seems to he one
instance. 1 Sam. vi. ID, *0; another, 1 Sam. xv. 11; and
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to him to do; yet did not he, however, observe
die command that was given him, but when
be saw that the prophet tarried longer than he
expected, and that he was deserted by the sol
diers, he took the sacrifices and offered them ;
and when he heard that Samuel was come, he
vent out to meet him. But the prophet said
be had not done well in disobeying the inj unc
tions be had sent to him, and had not staid
till his coming, which being appointed accord
ing to the will of God, he had prevented him
m offering up those prayers and those sacrifi
ce that he should have made for the multibide, and that be therefore had performed
divine offices in an ill manner, and had been
rash in performing them. Hereupon Saul
made an apology for himself, and said that he
hid waited as many days as Samuel had ap
pointed him; that he had been so quick in
offering his sacrifices, upon account of the ne
cessity he was in, and because his soldiers were
departing from him, out of their fear of the
enemy's camp at Michmash, the report being
gone abroad that they were coming down up
on him to Gilgal. To which Samuel replied,
" Nay, certainly, if thou badst been a righ
teous man,* and hadst not disobeyed me, nor
slighted the commands which God suggested
to me concerning the present state of affairs,
and hadst not acted more hastily than the pre
sent circumstances required, thou wouldst have
been permitted to reign a long time, and thy
posterity after thee." So Samuel, being
grieved at what happened, returned home; but
Saul came to the city Gibeah, with his son
Jonathan, having only six hundred men wit h
him ; and of these the greater part had no
weapons, because of the scarcity of iron in
that country, as well as of those that could
nuke such weapons: for as we showed a little
before, the Philistines had not suffered them
to have such iron or such workmen. Now
the Philistines divided their army into three
companies, and took as many roads, and laid
waste the country of the Hebrews, while king
Saul and his son Jonathan saw what was done,
but were not able to defend the land, having
• tart. 1 ! . tL 8, 9i Antio, b. tL chap. Vtl wet. 2;
lauoeh they ail at last acquiesced in ththe divine conduct,
ai (.towing that God is wiser than men
* By this answer of Samuel, and that
tbdivine
, which it faller io 1 Sam. xiii-fromHia and
by
taal parallel note in the Apostolical Constitutions just
saw Qootrd, eoocerntag the treat wickedness of Haul in
"staring, even aoder a terrain; necessity of affairs, to
tiers the priest's office, nod oUer sacritice without the
treat, we are in tome degree able to answer that qurshsa which 1 hare ever thought a very hard one, via.
Whether, if there were a city or country of lay Christaai without any clergyman, it were lawful for the laity
baptile. t - celebrate tbe euchar . &e. or in
hether they alone could ordain thei cises eitlter
priests, or deacons, for tbe due | Mrmaiioe of
l sacerdotal administrations; or whetl tbey ought
rather, till they procure clergymen tc une among
to confine themselves within thr bounds of
tieti and Christi
o the laity i
■sea ,particularly as are recommended ■„ the tir-t b.iok
af The Apostolical Constitutions, which p-culiarly con
tent the laity, and are intimated n Clrrnent'a undoubted
vsmU*, eact. 4U. To watch Utter opinion I :-
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no more than six hundred men with them ;
but as he, and his son, and Ahiah the highpriest, who was of the posterity of Eli the
high-priest, were sitting upon a pretty high
hill, and seeing the land laid waste, they wer
mightily disturbed at it. Now Saul's son
agreed with his armour-bearer, that they would
go privately to tbe enemy's camp, and make
a tumult and a disturbance among them ; and
when the armour-bearer had readily promised
to follow him whithersoever he should lead
him, though he should be obliged to die in
the attempt, Jonathan made use of the young
man's assistance, and descended from the hill,
and went to their enemies. Now the enemy's
camp was upon a precipice which had three
tops, that ended in a small but sharp and long
extremity, while there was a rock that sur
rounded them, like lines made to prevent the
attacks of an enemy. There it so happened,
that the out-guards of the camp were neglect
ed, because of the security that here arose
from the situation of the place, and because
they thought it altogether impossible, not
only to ascend up to the camp on that quarter,
but so much as to come near it. As soon,
therefore, as they came to the camp, Jonathan
encouraged his armour-bearer, and said to
him, " Let us attack our enemies; and if,
when they see us, they bid us come up to
them, take that for a signal of victory ; but if
they say nothing, as not intending to invite
us to come up, let us return back again." So
when they were approaching to the enemy's
camp, just after break of day, and the Philis
tines saw them, they said one to another,
" The Hebrews come out of their dens anil
caves;" and they said to Jonathan and to his
armour-bearer, "Come on, ascend up to us,
that we may inflict a just punishment upon
you, for your rash attempt upon us." So
Saul's son accepted of that invitation, as what
signified to him victory, and he immediately
came out of the place whence they were seen
by their enemies: so he changed his place,
and came to the rock which had none to guard
it, because of its own strength; from thence
they crept up with great labour and difficulty,
and so far overcame by force the nature of
the place till they were able to fight with, their
enemies. So they fell upon them as they were
asleep, and slew about twenty of tbem, and
thereby filled them with disorder and surprise,
insomuph that some of them threw away their
entire armour and fled ; but the greatest part,
not knowing one another, because they were
of different nations, suspected one another to
be enemies (for they did not imagine there
were only two of the Hebrews that came up),
and so they fought one against another; and
some of them died in the battle, and some, as
they were flying away, were thrown down
from the rock headlong.
3. Sow Saul's watchmen told the king that
the camp of the Philistines was in confusion L
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then he Inquired whether any body was gone
tway from the army; and when he heard that
his son, and with him his armour-bearer, were
absent, he bade the high-priest take the gar
ments of his high-priesthood, and prophesy to
him what success they should have ; who said
that they should get the victory, and prevail
against their enemies. So he went out after
the Philistines, and set upon them as they
were slaying one another. Those also who
bad fled to dens and caves, upon hearing that
Saul was gaining a victory, came running to
him. When, therefore, the number of the
Hebrews that came to Saul amounted to
about ten thousand, he pursued the enemy,
who were scattered all over the country; but
then he fell into an action, which was a very
unhappy one, and liable to be very much
blamed; for, whether out of ignorance, or
whether out of joy for a victory gained so
strangely (for it frequently happens that per
sons so fortunate are not then able to use their
eason consistently), as he was desirous to
avenge himself, and to exact a due punish
ment of the Philistines, he denounced a curse*
upon the Hebrews: That if any one put a
stop to his slaughter of the enemy, and fell
on eating, and left off the slaughter or the
pursuit before the night came on, and obliged
them so to do, he should be accursed. Now
after Saul had denounced this curse, since they
were now in a wood belonging to the tribe of
Ephraim, which was thick and full of bees,
Saul's son, who d! not hear his father de
nounce that curse, nor hear of the approbation
the multitude gave to it, broke off a piece of
a honey-comb, and ate part of it. But, in the
mean time, he was informed with what a curse
his father had forbidden them to taste any
thing before sun-setting: so he left off eating,
and said his father had not done well in this
prohibition, because, had they taken some food,
they had pursued the enemy with greater
vigour and alacrity, and had both taken and
slain many more of their enemies.
4. When, therefore, they had slain many
ten thousands of the Philistines, they fell
upon spoiling the camp of the Philistines, but
not till late in the evening. They also took
a great deal of prey and cattle, and killed
them, and ate them with their blood. This
was told to the king by the scribes, that the
multitude were sinning against God as they
sacrificed, and were eating before the blood
was well washed away, and the flesh was made
clean. Then did Saul give ordi-r that a great
• This rash vow or enrse of Saul, which Josephnssays
wmt confirmed by the people, and yet not executed, I
suppose principally because Jonathan did not know or
it. is very remarkable i it l*einj{ of the essence of the
obligation of all law*, that tbey be nulTiciently known
and promulgated, otherwise the conduct of Providence.
at to the saerrdness of solemn oaths and tows, in God's
refaslcg to answer by I'rim till this breach of Saul's
vow or curse was understood and set right, and God
propitiated by public prayer, is here very rrmarkahle,
aj indeed It is every where else in the Old Testl'benL
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stone should be rolled into the midst of them,
and he made proclamation that they should kill
their sacrifices upon it, and not feed upon the
flesh with the blood, for that was not accepts*
ble to God. And when all the people did as the
king commanded them, Saul erected an altar
there, and offered burnt-offerings upon it to
God. f This was the first altar that Saul built.
5. So when Saul was desirous of leading1
his men to the enemy's camp before it was
day, in order to plunder it, and when the sol
diers were not unwilling to follow him, but
indeed showed great readiness to do as be
commanded them, the king called Ahitub the
high-priest, and enjoined him to know of God
whether he would grant them the favour and
permission to go against the enemy's camp, in
order to destroy those that were in it; and
when the priest said that God did not give
any answer, Saul replied, " And not without
some cause does God refuse to answer what
we inquire of him, while yet a little while ago
he declared to us all that we desired before
hand, and even prevented us in his answer.
To be sure, there is some sin against him that
is concealed from us, which is the occasion of
his silence. Now I swear by him himself,
that though he that hath committed talis no
should prove to be my own son Jonathan, I
will slay him, and by that means will appease
the anger of God against us, and that in the
very same manner as if I were to punish a
stranger, and one not at all related to me, for
the same offence." So when the multitude
cried out to him so to do, he presently set all
the rest on one side, and he at d his son stood
on the other side, and he sought to discover
the offender by lot. Now the lot appeared to
fall upon Jonathan himself. So when he was
asked by his father what sin he had been guilty
of, and what he was conscious of in the course
of his life that might be esteemed instances of
guilt or profaneness, his answer was this:
" O father, I have done nothing more than
that yesterday, without knowing of the curse
and oath thou hadst denounced, while I was
in pursuit of the enemy, I tasted of a honey
comb." But Saul sware that he would slay
him, and prefer the observation of his oath
before all the ties of birth and of nature; and
Jonathan was not dismayed at this threatening
of death, but, offering himself to it generously,
and undauntedly, he said, " Nor do I desire
you, father, to spare me: death will be to
me very acceptable, when it proceeds from thy
piety, and after a glorious victory; for it is the
greatest consolation to me that I leave the
Hebrews victorious over the Philistines."—
Hereupon all the people were very sorry, and
f Here we have still more indications of Saul's afJee
tation of despotic power, and of his entrenching upon
the priesthood, and raakinf, and endeavonrint; to exe
cute a rash vow or curse, without consulting; Samuel o*
the sanhedrim. In this view it is also that I look upon
this erection of a new altar by Saul, and his offering o
biirnl-iiftVrines himself upon it. and nut as any proper in
stance i f deroliou or religion, with other ruiiunentatora
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greatly afflicted for Jonathan ; and they 8ware 2. So Saul promised to do what he waa
mat they would not overlook Jo*""ithan, and commanded; and supposing tbat his obedience
•N him die, who w.n the author of their vic to God would be shown, not only in making
tory. By which meant tbey snatched him out war against the Amalekites, but more fully in
of the danger he was in from his father's the readiness and quickness of his proceedings,
curse, while tbey made their prayers to God be made no delay, but immediately gathered
•l«o for the young man, that he would remit together all his forces; and when he had num
bered them in Gilgal, he found them to lie
his sin.
rJL So Saul, having slain about sixty thou- about four hundred thousand of tbe Israelites,
tar d of tbe enemy, returned home to bit own betides the tribe of Judab, for that tribe con
city, and reigned happily: and he also fought tained by itself thirty thousand. Accordingly
against tbe neighbouring nations, and subdued Saul made an irruption into the country of the
tbe Ammonites, and Moabites, and Philistines, Amalekites, and set many men in several
and Edoraites, and Amalekites, at also the parties in ambush at the river, tbat so he might
king of Zobah. He bad three male children, not only do them a mischief, by open fighting,
Jonathan, and Isui, and Melchishua; with but might fall upon them unexpectedly in the
Merab and Michal hit daughters. He bad ways, and might thereby compass them round
»:-• Abier, his uncle's son, for the captain of about, and kill tbem. And when he had joined
bis host : that uncle's name was Ner. Now battle with the enemy, be beat tbem; and pur
Ner, and Kish tbe father of Saul, were bro suing them as they fled, he destroyed tbem all.
thers. Saul had also a great many chariots and And when that undertaking had succeeded, ac
horsemen, and against whomsoever he made cording as God had foretold, be set upon tbe
war be returned conqueror, and advanced tbe cities of the Amalekites; he besieged them, and
affairs of the Hebrews to a great degree of took them by force, partly by warlike machines,
success and prosperity, and made them supe partly by mines dug under ground, and partly
rior to other nations ; and he made such of by building walls on tbe outsides. Some tbey
the young men as were remarkable for tall- starved out with famine, and some they gained
aett and comeliness the guards of bis body. by other methods; and after all, he betook
himself to slay the women and the children, and
thought he did not act therein either barbar
ously or inhumanly; first, because tbey were
CHAPTER VII.
enemies whom he thus treated, and, in the next
taUL't WAS WITH THE AMALEKITES, AND place, because it was done by the command of
God, whom it was dangerous not to obey. He
CONQUEST or THEM.
also took Agag, the enemies' king, captive;
§ I. Now Samuel came unto Said, and said — the beauty and tallness of whose body he
to him. that he was sent by God to put bim in admired to much, tbat he thought him worthy
mind that God had preferred bim before all of preservation ; yet was not this done how
others, and ordained him king; that he there ever according to the will of God, but by
fore ought to be obedient to him, and to sub giving way to human passions, and suffering
mit to his authority, as considering, that himself to be moved with an unseasonable com
though he bad tbe dominion over the other miseration, in a point where it was not safe
tribes, yet tbat God had tbe dominion over for bim to indulge it; for God hated tbe nation
him, and over all things; that accordingly of tbe Amalekites to such a degree, that he
God said to bim, that " because the Amalek commanded Saul to have no pity on even those
ites did the Hebrews a great deal of mischief infants which we by nature chiefly compassion
white tbey were in the wilderness, and when, ate; but Saul preserved their king and gover
upon their coming out of Egypt, they were nor from the miseries which the Hebrews
Baking their way to tbat country which is now brought on the people, as if he preferred the
'heir own, I enjoin tbee to punish the Ama- fine appearance of the enemy to the meinorv
k-kitet, by making war upon them ; and, of what God had sent him about. The mul
*hen thou hast subdued them, to leave none titude were also guilty, together with Saul ;
of them alive, but to pursue them through for they spared the herds and the flocks, anil
'very age, and to slay them, beginning with took tbem for a prey, when God had command
(be women and tbe infants, and to require ed they should not spare them. They also
this as a punishment to be inflicted upon tbem carried off with tbem the rest of their wealth
for the mischief they did to our forefathert : and riches ; but if there were any thing that
' spare nothing, neither asses nor other was not worthy of regard, that they destroyed.
busts; nor to reserve any of them for your
Amalekites:** nor Indeed do we ever meet with then
own advantage and possession, but to devote tbe
Amalekltrt but as very eravl tad bloody people, and
particularly aeokia-- to injure and utterly to deitroy tbe
tbem universally to God, and, in obedience nation
Israel. See Exod. svil. 9—16) Num. xiv. 4d|
to the commands of Moses, to blot out the rVnt. of
xxv. 17—l»i Judg. it 1 ti 1 Sam. XV. 33,
name of Amalek entirely."*
Paul. Ixxxiii. 7; and. above all, the most barbarous of
• The raaaon at* this erverits it >li«tii>etly eis-ru all enieliirs, that ot Human the Agaglte, nr one of ttie
1 Hoot at. to)t - Oo, and nlUffll Cotlroy Uw •.DO*'*. jiosterity nf Ag«g, tbe old king of the Amalekites, Ealta.
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3. But when Saul had conquered all these with sacrifices, but with good and with righ
Amalekites that reached from Pelusium of teous men, who are such as follow his will and
Egypt to the Red Sea, he laid waste all the rest his laws, and never think that any thing
of the enemy's country: but for the nation of is well done by them but when they do it ap
the Shecheinites, he did not touch them, God had commanded them: that he then
although they dwelt in the very middle of the looks upon himself as affronted, not when any
country of Midian ; for before the battle, Saul one does not sacrifice, but when any one ap
had sent to them, and charged them to depart pears to be disobedient to him. But that
thence, lest they should be partakers of the from those who do not obey him, nor pay him
miseries of the Amalekites; for he had a just that duty which is the alone true and accep
occasion for saving them, since they were of table worship, he will not kindly accept their
the kindred of Rogue], Moses's father-in-law. oblations, be those they offer ever so many air I
4. Hereupon Saul returned home with joy, so fat, and be the presents they make him ever
for the glorious things he had done, and for so ornamental, nay, though they were made of
the conquest of his enemies, as though he had gold and silver themselves, but be will reject
not neglected any thing which the prophet had them, and esteem them instances of wicked.
enjoined him to do when he was going to ness, and not of piety. And that he is delighted
make war with the Amalekites, and as though with those that still bear in mind this one
he had exactly observed all that he ought to thing, and this only, how to do that, whatso
have done. But God was grieved that the ever it be, which God pronounces or commands
king of the Amalekites was preserved alive, for them to do, and to choose rather to die than
and that the multitude had seized on the cattle t» transgress any of those commands; nor does
for a prey, because these things were done he require so much as a sacrifice from them.
without his permission ; for ho thought it an And when these do sacrifice, though it be a
intolerable thing that they should conquer and mean oblation, he better accepts of it as the
overc6me their enemies by that power which honour of poverty, than such oblations as
he gave them, and then that he himself should come from the richest men that offer them to
be so grossly despised and disobeyed by them, him. Wherefore take notice, that thou art
that a mere man that "was a king would not under the wrath of God, for thou hast de
bear it. He therefore told Samuel the prophet, spised and neglected what he commanded
that he repented that he had made Saul king, thee. How dost thou then suppose that he
while he did nothing that he had commanded will respect a sacrifice out of such things as
him, but indulged his own inclinations. When he hath doomed to destruction? unless per
Samuel heard that, he was in confusion; and haps thou dost imagine that it is almost all
began to beseech God all that night to be re one to offer it in sacrifice to God as to destroy
conciled to Saul, and not to be angry with it. Do tbou therefore expect that thy king
him ; but he did not grant that forgiveness to dom will be taken from thee, and that autho
Saul which the prophet asked for, as not rity which thou hast abused by such insolent
defining it a tit thing to grant forgiveness of behaviour, as to negket that God who be
[such] sins at his entreaties, since injuries do stowed it upon thee." Then did Saul con
not otherwise grow so greai as by the easy fess that he had acted unjustly, and did not
tempers of those that are injured; for while deny that he had sinned, because he had trans
they hunt after the glory of being thought gressed the injunctions of the prophet; but
gentle and good-natured, bifou they are he said that it was out of a dread and fear of
aware, they produce other sins. As soon the soldiers, that he did not prohibit and re
therefore as God had rejected the intercession strain them when they seized on the prey.
of the prophet, and it plainly appeared he "But forgive me," said he, "and be merciful
would not change his mind, at break oi :'ay ♦o me, for I will be cautious how I offend
Samuel came to Saul at Gilgal. When the. for the time to come." He also entreated
king saw him, he ran to him, and embraced ' the prophet to go back with him, that he
him, and said, " I return thanks to God, who might offer nis thank-offerings to God; hut
hath given me the victory, for I have performed Samuel wenv home, because he saw that God
every thing that he hath commanded me." would not be reconciled to him.
To which Samuel replied, " How is it then that
5. But then Saul was so desirous to re.
I hear the bleeting of the sheep and the low tain Samuel, that he took hold of bis cloak,
ing of the greater cattle in the camp?" Saul and because the vehemence of Samuel's de
made answer, That the people had reserved parture made the motion to be violent, the
them for sacrifices ; but that, as to the nation cloak was rent. Upon which the prophet
of the Amalekites, it was entirely destroyed, said, that after the same manner should the
as he had received it in command to see done, kingdom be rent from him, and that a good
and that no one man was left ; but that he had and a just man should take it; that God per
saved alive the king alone, and brought him to severed in what he had decreed about him;
him, concerning whom, he said, they would that to be mutable and changeable in what ii
advise together what should be done with him. determined, is agreeable to human passions
But the prophet said, " God is not delighted only, but u not agreeable to the Divine l'owur.
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Hereupon Saul said that he hat] been wicked;
but that what was done could not be undone: be therefore desired him to honour him
to far, that the multitude might nee that he
would accompany him in worshipping God.
$0 Samuel granted him that favour, and went
vith bin and worshipped God. Agag also,
the king of the Amalekites, was brought to
bim; and when the king asked, How bitter
death was? Samuel said " As thou hast
made many of the Hebrew mothers to lament
and bewail the loss of their children, so sbalt
thou, by thy death, cause thy mother to la
ment thee also." Accordingly he gave order
to slay bim immediately at Gilgal, and then
went away to the city Rainaa.
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and obedience; for in them consists the come,
iiness of the soul." When God had said this,
Samuel bade Jesse to show him all his sons.
So be made five others of his sons to come to
him ; of all of whom Eliab was the eldest,
Aminadab the second, Shammah the third,
Nathaniel the fourth, Bael the fifth, and
Asam the sixth. And when the prophet saw
that these were no way inferior to the eldest
in their countenances, he inquired of God
which of them it was whom he chose for their
king< and when God said it was none of them,
he asked Jesse whether he had not some other
sons besides these; and when he said that be
had one more, named David, but that he was
a shepherd, and took care of the docks, Saj muel bade tbem call him immediately, for
j that till he was come they could not possibly
I sit down to the feast. Now, as soon as his
I father had sent for David, and he was come,
CHAPTER VIII.
j he appeared to be of a yellow complexion, of
r, opotr iaul's transgression of the a sharp sight, and a comely person in other
PROPHET'S COMMANDS, SAMUEL ORDAINED respects also. This is be, said Samuel pri
ANOTHER PERSON TO BE KINO PRIVATELY, vately to himself, whom it pleases God to
WHOSE NAME WA8 DAVID, AS GOD COM make our king. So he sat down to the feast,
and placed the youth under him, and Jesse
MANDED HIM.
also, with his other sons ; after which he took
§ 1. Now Saul, being sensible of the miser j oil in the presence of David, and anointed
able condition he had brought himself into, j him, and whispered him in the ear, and ac
and that be bad made God to be his enemy, quainted him that God chose him to be their
up to his royal palace at Gibeah, king; and exhorted him to be righteous, and
> name denotes a hill, and after that day obedient to his commands, for that by this
s no more into the presence of the pro means his kingdom would continue for a long
phet. And when Samuel mourned for him, time, and that his bouse should be of great
God bid him leave off his concern for him, splendour, and celebrated in the world ; that
and to take the holy oil, and go to Bethlehem be should overthrow the Philistines; and that
to Jesse the son of Obed, and to anoint such against what nations soever be should mako
of his sons as he should show him for their war, be should be the conqueror, and survive
future king. But Samuel said, he was afraid the fight; and that while he lived he should
lest Saul, when he came to know of it, should enjoy a glorious name, and leave such a name
kill him, either by some private method or to his posterity also,
even openly. But upon God's suggesting to 2. So Samuel, when he had given him
him a safe way of going thither, he came to these admonitions, went away. But the Di
the forementioned city ; and when they all vine Power departed from Saul, and removed
saluted him, and asked what was the occasion to David, who, upon this removal of the Di
of his coming, he told them, he came to sacri vine Spirit to him, began to prophesy; but
fice to God. When, therefore, he had gotten as for Saul, some strange and demoniacal dis
the sacrifice ready, he called Jesse and his orders came upon bim, and brought upon
sons ej partake of those sacrifices ; and when him such suffocations as were ready to choke
he saw his eldest son to be a tall and hand* him ; for which the physicians could find no
some man, he guessed by his comeliness that other remedy but this. That if any person
he was the person who was to be their future could charm those passions by singing, and
king. But be was mistaken in judging about playing upon the harp, they advised them to
God's providence; for when Samuel inquired inquire for such a one, and to observe when
of God whether he should anoint this youth, these demons came upon him and disturbed
whom he so admired, and esteemed worthy him, and to take care that such a person
of the kingdom, God said, " Men do not see might stand over him, and play upon the
as God seeth. Thou indeed hast respect to barp, and recite hymns to him.* According
the fine appearance of this youth, and thence ly Saul did not delay, but commanded them
etteemest htm worthy of the kingdom, while to seek out such a man ; and when a certain
I propose the kingdom as a reward, not of the
takes notice hens that
- -„
beauty of bodies, but of the virtue of souls, ■□eh Spanbeim
singers of hymns; and that usually children or
were picked out for that service s also, thi
and I inquire after one that is perfectly comely youtha
txnqrrt to tht harp, did the sa that Dnvi
la that respect ; I mean one who is beauti- those called
Le. Jobl their own voeal and ins
U in piety, and rightuouinsss, and fortitude,
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this
Goliath
stood
between
the
two
snniei, 8
stander-by said that lie had seen in the city of
Bethlehem a son of Jesse, who was yet no they were in battle-array, and sent out alou
more than a child in age, but comely and voice, and said to Saul and the Hebrews, '*
beautiful, and in other respects one that was will free you from fighting and from dai
deserving of great regard, who was skilful in gers; for what necessity is there that yoi
pitying on the harp, and in singing of hymns army should fall and be afflicted? Give rr
[and an excellent soldier in war], he sent to a man of you that will fight with me, and V
Jesse, and desired him to take David away that conquers shall have the reward of tl
from the flocks, and send him to him, for he conqueror, and determine the war; for the;
had a mind to see him, as having heard an shall serve those others to whom the eonnu
advantageous character of his comeriness and ror shall belong; and certainly it is mu<
his valour. So Jesse sent his son, and gave better and more prudent to gain what yc
him presents to carry to Saul; and when he desire by the hazard of one man than of all
was come, Saul was pleased with him, and When he had said this, he retired to Us ov
made him his armour-bearer, and had him in camp; but the next day ne came again, ai
very great esteem; for he charmed his pas used the same words, and did not leave (
sion, and was the only physician against the for forty days together, to challenge the en
trouble he had from the demons, whensoever my in the same words, till Saul and his am
it was that it came upon him, and this by re were therewith terrified, while they put thei
citing of hymns, and playing upon the harp, selves in array as if they would fight, but (I
and bringing Saul to his right mind again. not come to a close battle.
However, he sent to Jesse, the father of the 2. Now while this war between the P
child, and desired him to permit David to brews and the Philistines was going on, St
stay with him, for that he was delighted with sent away David to his father Jesse, and cc
his sight and company, which stay, that he tented himself with those three sons of '
whom he had sent to his assistance, and to
might not contradict Saul, he granted.
partners in the dangers of the war: and
first David returned to feed his sheep and
flocks ; but after no long time he came to I
camp of the Hebrews, as sent by his fath
CHAPTER IX.
to carry provisions to his brethren, and
HOW THE PHILISTINES MADE ANOTHER EXPE know what they were doing; while Goli
DITION AGAINST THE HEBREWS, UNDER THE came again, and challenged them and
REIGN OP SAUL; AND HOW THET WERE proached them, that they had no man of
OVERCOME BY DAVID'S SLAYING GOLIATH lour among them that durst come down
fight him; and as David was talking with
IN SINGLE COMBAT.
brethren about the business for which his
§ 1. Now the Philistines gathered themselves ther had sent him, he heard the Philisl
together again, no very long time afterward; reproaching and abusing the army, and
and having gotten together a great army, they indignation at it, and said to his brethren,
made war against the Israelites; and having am ready to fight a single combat with
seized a place between Shochoh and Azekah, adversary." Whereupon Eliab, his eh
they there pitched their camp. Saul also brother, reproved him, and said that he sp
drew out his army to oppose them; and by too rashly and improperly for one of his
pitching his own camp upon a certain hill, he and bid him go to his flocks, and to hi;
forced the Philistines to leave their former ther. So he was abashed at his brotl
ramp, and to encamp themselves upon such words, and went away, but still he gpaki
another hill, over-against that on which Saul's some of the soldiers that he was willinj
army lay, so that a valley, which was between fight with him that challenged them,
the two hills on which they lay, divided their when they had informed Saul what was
camps asunder. Now there came down a resolution of the young man, the king
man out of the camp of the Philistines, whose for him to come to him : and when the
name was Goliath, of the city of Gath, a man asked what he had to say, he replied,
of vast bulk, for he was of four cubits and a king, be not cast down, nor afraid, for I
span in tallness, and had about him weapons depress the insolence of this adversary,
suitable to the largeness' of his body, for he will go down and fight with him, and
had a breast-plate on that weighed five thou bring him under me, as tall and as grei
sand shekels: he had also a helmet and greaves he is, till he shall be sufficiently laughei
of brass, as large as you would naturally sup and thy army shall get great glory who
pose might cover the limbs of so vast a body. shall be slain by one that is not yet of r
His spear was also such as was not carried like estate, neither fit for fighting, nor cupab
a tight thing in his right hand, but he carried being intrusted with the marshalling an a
it as lying on his shoulders. He had also a or ordering a battle, but by one that look>
lance of six hundred shekels; and many fol a child, and is really no elder in age tl
lowed hiss to carry his armour. Wherefore child.'
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3. Now Saul wondered at the boldness and should slay him who was both unarmed and
alacrity of David, but durst not presume on a child also, without any trouble at all.
bis ability, by reason of bis age; but said, he 5. But the youth met bis antagonist, being
must on that account be too weak to fight accompanied with an invisible assistant, who
with one that was skilled in the art of war. was no other than God himself. And taking
" I undertake this enterprise," said David, one of the stones that be had out of the brook,
" in dependence on God's being with me, for and bad put into his shepherd's bag, and
I have had experience already of his assist fitting it to his sling, he slang it against the
ance ; for I once pursued after and caught a Philistine. This stone fell upon. his forehead,
lion that assaulted my flocks, and took away and sank into his brain, insomuch that Go
a lamb from them, and I snatched the lamb liath was stunned, and fell upon his face.
out of the wild beast's mouth, and when he So David ran, and stood upon his adversary
leaped upon me with violence, I took him by as be lay down, and cut off bis head with his
the tail, and dashed him against the ground. own sword ; for he had no sword himself.
In the same manner did I avenge myself on And upon the fall of Goliath, the Philistines
a hear also; and let this adversary of ours be were beaten, and fled ; for when they saw
esteemed like one of these wild beasts, since their champion prostrate on the ground, they
he has a long while reproached our army and were afraid of the entire issue of their affairs,
blasphemed our God, who yet will reduce him and resolved not to stay any longer, but com
mitted themselves to an ignominious and in
under ray power."
4. However, Saul prayed that the end decent flight, and thereby endeavoured to save
might be, by God's assistance, not disagree themselves from the dangers they were in.
able to the alacrity and boldness of the child; But Saul and the entire army of the Hebrews
and said, " Go thy way to the fight." So he made a shout and rushed upon tbem, and
put about bim his breast-plate, and girded on slew a great number of them, and pursued the
his sword, and fitted the helmet to his head, rest to the borders of Gatb, and to the gates
and sent him away. But David was burdened of Ekron ; so that there were slain of the Phi
with his armour, for he had not been exer listines thirty thousand, and twice as many
cised to it, nor had he learned to walk with wounded. But Saul returned to their camp,
it ; so he said, " Let this armour be thine, O and pulled their fortifications to pieces, and
king, who art able to bear it ; but give me burnt it ; but David carried the head of Go
i •<>•>• to fight as thy servant, and as I myself liath into his own tent, but dedicated his
dfiire." Accordingly he laid by the armour, sword to God [at the tabernacle].
and taking his staff with him, and putting five
•innes out of the brook into a shepherd's bag,
ami having a sling in his right hund, he went
t .i > arils Goliath. But the adversary seeing bim
CHAPTER X.
c.»i»r in such a manner, disdained him, and
:ested upon bim, as if he had not such wta- SAUL ENVIES DAVID FOR HIS GLORIOUS SUC
l> ■ is with him as are usual when one man CESS, AND TAKES AN OCCA9I0N OF ENTRAP
futits against another, but such as are used PING HIM, FKOM THE PROMISE HE MADE
in driving away and avoiding of dogs ; and HIM OF GIVING HIM HIS DAUGHTER IN
• •id. " Dost thou take me not for a man hut MARRIAGE; BUT THIS UPON CONDITION OF
a ilog?" To which he replied, " No, not for HIS BRINGING HIM SIX HUNDRED HEADS
a d»g, but for a creature worse than a dog." OF THE PHILISTINES.
This provoked Goliath to anger, who there
upon cursed him by the name of God, anil § 1. Now the women were an occasion of
threatened to give his Sesh to the beasts of Saul's envy and hatred to David ; for they
the earth, and to the fowls of the air, to be came to meet their victorious army with cym
torn in pieces by them. To whom David an bals and drums, and all demonstrations of
swered. " Thou comest to me with a sword, joy, and sang thus; the wives said, that "Saul
and with a spear, and with a breastplate ; but has slain his many thousands of the Philis
I hate God for my armour in coming against tines :" tba virgins replied, that " David has
thee, who will destroy thee and all thy army slain his ten thousands." Now, when the
hv my bands; for I will this day cut off thy king heard them singing thus, and that he
head, and cast the other parts of thy body to had himself the smallest share in their com
the dogs; and all men shall learn that God mendations, and the greater number, the ten
i» the protector of the Hebrews, and that our thousands, were ascribed to the young man :
armour and our strength is in his providence; and when be considered with bimseif that
"and thai without God's assistance, all other there was nothing more wanting to David,
warlike preparations and power are useless." after such a mighty applause, but the king
So t be Philistine lieing retarded by the weight dom, he began to De afraid and suspicious
David. Accordingly he removed biu>
of his armour, when he attempted to meet of
the station he- was in before, for be
David in halite, came on hut slowly, as de- from
w
is
his armour-bearer, which, out of fear,
spring him. and depending upon it that he
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of
his
father's
house,
but
only
so
he revest
to him much too near a station for
him j and so he made him captain over a thou on the Philistines, and indeed six hundred i
sand, and bestowed on him a post better their heads, than which a more desirable or
indeed in itself, but, as he thought, more for more glorious present could not be brougl
his own security ; for he had a mind to send him ; and that he bad much rather obtain th
him against the enemy, and into battles, as than any of the accustomed dowries for li
hoping he would be slain in such dangerous daughter, viz. that she should be married
a man of that character, and to one who hi
conflicts.
2. But Da,vid had God going along with a testimony as having conquered his eneniic
him, whithersoever he went, and accordingly 3. When these words of Saul were broug
he greatly prospered in his undertakings, and to David, he was pleased with them, and su
it was visible that he had mighty success, in posed that Saul was really desirous of tl
somuch that Saul's daughter, who was still a affinity with him; so that without bearing
virgin, fell in love with him; and her affec deliberate any longer, or casting about in 1
tion so far prevailed over her, that it could mind whether what was proposed was pt
not be concealed, and her father became ac sible, or was difficult or not, he and his coi
quainted with it. Now Saul heard this gladly, panions immediately set upon the enemy, a
as intending to make use of it for a snare went about doing what was proposed as t
against David, and he hoped that it would condition of the marriage. Accordingly, 1
prove the cause of destruction and of hazard cause it was God who made all things en
to him ( so he told those that informed him and possible to David, he slew many [of t
of his daughter's affection, that he would will Philistines], and cut off the heads of six hi
ingly give David the virgin in marriage, and dred of them, and came to the king, and
said, " I engage myself to marry my daughter showing him these heads of the Philistin
to him if he will bring me six hundred heads required that he might have his daughter
of my enemies,* supposing that when a re marriage. Accordingly, Saul, having no v>
ward so ample was proposed to him, and of getting off his engagements, as thinking
when he should aim to get him great glory, a base thing either to seem a bar when
by undertaking a thing so dangerous and in promised him this marriage, or to appear
credible, he would immediately set about it, have acted treacherously by him, in putt
and so perish by the Philistines; and my de him upon what was in a manner impossil
signs about him will succeed finely to my in order to have him slain, he gave him
mind, for I shall be freed from him, and get daughter in marriage : her name was Mich
him slain, not by myself, but by another
man." So he gave order to his servants to
try how David would relish this proposal of
marrying the damsel. Accordingly, they
CHAPTER XI.
began to speak thus to him : That king Saul
loved him, as well as did all the people, how david, upon saul's layino snares i
and that he was desirous of his affinity by the him, did yet escape tub dangers
marriage of this damsel. To which he gave was in, by the affection and care
this answer : — " Seemeth it to you a fight jonathan, and the contrivances
thing to be made the king's son-in-law? It
wife michal; and how he came
does not seem so to me, especially when I am his
samuel
the prophet.
one of a family that is low, and without any
glory or honour." Now when Saul was in § 1. However, Saul was not disposed to ]
formed by his servants what answer David severe long in the state wherein he was ;
had made, he said,—" Tell him, that I do not when he saw that David VT1T in great est
want any money nor dowry from him, which
with God and with the multitude,
would be rather to set my daughter to sale both
was afraid; and being not able to conceal
than to give her in marriage; but I desire fear
as concerning great things, his king'
only such a son-in-law as hath in him for
his life, to be deprived of either of w
titude, and all other kinds of virtue," of which and
a very great calamity, he resolved to 1
be saw David was possessed, and that his de was
David slain; and commanded his son J
sire was to receive of him, on account of his than
and his most faithful servant to kill 1
marrying his daughter, neither gold nor silver, but Jonathan
wondered at his father's chi
nor that he should bring such wealth out with
relation to David, that it should he r
* Josepbus says thrice in this chapter, and twice after to so great a degree, from showing hin
wards^ cbap. xt. sect. 9, and b. eii. cb. i. aecL 4. i. e. five small good- will, to contrive how to have
times in all, that Saul required not a bare hundred ol killed. Now, because be loved tlie yi
"» f°re^in" of the PbiliaUnei. but aiz hundred of iheir man, and reverenced him for his virtut
heads. The aeptuagint have 1< 0 foreskins, but the Syria,
end Arabiac stoo. Now that theae were not Jmntlsau. informed him of the secret charge his fa
with our other copies, but k»vlt, with Jo«-|.tiu«'» cm, had given, and what his intentions were
anna
somewhat
I Sam. ancr
xsis.I'lilllMu
t: »l.e-.all
copies
«ay llial itprobably
was withfrom
tin- heads..I
bim. However, he advised Jiir
(tat Uand might reconcile liiuiKirio his masler. a.. certiing
take cure mini be absent the next day, tor
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be would salute his father, and, if be met with perity, because he thought he would be more
a favourable opportunity, be would discourse dangerous to him by having acted so glorious
with him about him, and learn the cause of ly: but wben the demoniacal spirit came
his disgust, and show how little ground there upon him, and put him into disorder, and
was for it, and that for it he ought not to kill disturbed him, he called for David into his
a man that had done so many good things to bed-chamber wherein he lay, and having >
the multitude, and had been a benefactor to spear in his hand, he ordered him to cbarm
himself, on account of which he ought in rea him with playing on his harp, and with sing
son to obtain pardon, had he been guilty of ing hymns; which when David did at bis
the greatest crimes: and " I will then inform command, be with great force threw the spear
thee of my father's resolution." Accordingly at him ; but David was aware of it before it
David complied with such an advantageous came, and avoided it, and fled to his own
' ' and kept himself then out of the bouse, and abode there all that day.
4. But at night the king sent officers, and
s sight.
On the next day Jonathan came to Saul, commanded that he should be watched till the
as soon as he saw him in a cheerful and joy- morning, lest he should get quite away, that
fi.1 disposition, and began to introduce a dis be might come into the judgment-ball, and so
course about David : " What unjust action, might be delivered up, and condemned and
O father, either little or great, hast thou slain. But when Michal, David's wife, the
found so exceptionable in David, as to induce king's daughter, understood what her father
thee to order us to slay a man who hath been designed, she came to her husband, as having
if great advantage to thy own preservation, small hopes of his deliverance, and as greatly
and of still greater to the punishment of the concerned about ber own life also, for she
Philistines? A man who hath delivered the could not bear to live in case she were deprived
people of the Hebrews from reproach and de of him ; and she said,—" Let not the sun
rision, which they underwent for forty (lays find thee here when it rises, for if it do, that
together, when he alone had courage enough will be the last time it will see thee: fly away
to sustain the challenge of the adversary, and then while the night may afford the opportuni
after that brought as many heads of our ene ty, and may God lengthen it for thy sakel
mies as he was appointed to bring, and bad, for know this, that if my father find thee, thou
as a reward for the same, my sister in mar art a dead man." So she let him down by a
riage; insomuch that his death would be very cord out of the window, and saved him: and
sorrowful to us, not only on account of his after she had done so, she fitted up a bed for
virtue, but on account of tbe nearness of our bim as if he were sick, and put under the
relation ; for thy daughter must be injured at bed-clothes a goat's liver;' and when her
the same time that be is slain, and must be. father, as soon as it was day, sent to seize
obliged to experience widowhood before she ' David, she said to those that were there, That
can come to enjoy any advantage from their' he had not been well that night, and showed
mutual conversation. Consider these things, them the bed covered, and made them believe,
and change your mind to a more merciful by the leaping of tbe liver, which caused the
temuer, and do no mischief to a man who, in bed-clothes to move also, that David breathed
the first place, hath done us the greatest like one that was asthmatic. So when those
kindness of preserving thee; for when an that were sent told Saul that David had not
evil spirit and demons had seized upon thee, been well in the night, be ordered him to be
he cast tbem out, and procured rest to tby brought in that condition, for he intended to
soul from their incursions : and, in the se kill him. Now when they came, and un
cond place, hath avenged us of our enemies ; covered the bed, and found out tbe woman's
for it is a base tbing to forget such benefits." contrivance, they told it to the king; and
So Saul was pacified with these words ; and when ber father complained of her that she
'ware to his son that he would do David no bad saved bis enemy, and bad put a trick upon
harm ; for a righteous discourse proved too himself, she invented this plausible defence
bard for the king's anger and fear. So Jo for herself, ana said, That when he threatened
nathan sent for David, and brought him good to kill her, she lent him her assistance for
news from his father, that he was to be pre his preservation, out of fear; for which her
served. He also brought him to his father ; assistance she ought to be forgiven, because
and David continued with the king as for it was not done of her own free choice, but
out of necessity: " For," said she, " I do not
merly.
3. About this time it was that, upon the suppose that thou wast so zealous to kill thy
Philistines making a new expedition against
the modern Jews have lost tbe signification
the Hebrews, Saul sent DaVid with an army of *theSince
word here used, eeftir / and since the
to fight with them ; and joining battle with lxnii. ullehrew
well
Josephus, render It the liver of the pat i
toem he slew many of
01 them,
mem, and after
atter his
nit vic- and fince thisas rendering,
and Josephni*s account, are
more clear and probable than tboae of
tory be returned to the king. But bis rrecep- here soit much
is almost unaccountable that our commenta
lion by Saul was not as he expected upoti others,
tor* should so much as hesitate about its true Interpre
such success, for be was grieved at his
bis pros-
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enemy, as thou wast that I should be saved." on him, and take courage ; for that bis fx.
Accordingly, Saul forgave the damsel; but ther had no such intentions, since he wouli
David, when he had escaped this danger, came have acquainted him with that matter, cm
to the prophet Samuel to Ramah, and told have taken his advice, had it been so, as h
him what snares the king had laid for him, used to consult with him in common when h
and how he was very near to death by Saul's acted in other affairs. But David iware t
throwing a spear at him, although he had him that so it was ; and he desired him rathe
been no way guilty with relation to him, nor to believe him, and to provide for his safet;
had he been cowardly in his battles with bis than to despise what he, with great sincerity
enemies, but had succeeded well in them all, told him : that he would believe what he suit
by God's assistance; which thing was indeed when he should either see him killed himsel
or learn it upon inquiry from others: and thi
the cause of Saul's hatred to David.
5. When the prophet was made acquainted the reason why his father did not tell him i
with the unjust proceedings of the king, he these things, was this, that he knew of tl
left the city Ramah, and took David with him, friendship and affection that be bore towan
to a certain place called Naioth, and there he him.
abode with him. But when it was told Saul 7. Hereupon, when Jonathan found th:
that David was with the prophet, he sent sol this intention of Saul was so well attested, I
diers to him, and ordered them to take him, asked him what he would have him do f
and bring him to him ; and when they came him? To which David replied, " I am se
to Samuel, and found there a congregation of sible that thou art willing to gratify me
prophets, they became partakers of the Divine every thing, and procure me what I desii
Spirit, and began to prophesy; which when Now, to-morrow is the new moon, and 1 «
Saul heard of, he sent others to David, who accustomed to sit down then with the king
prophesying in like manner as did the first, he supper: now, if it seem good to thee, I w
again sent others; which third sort prophesy go out of the city, and conceal myself p
ing also, at last he was angry, and went thither vately there; and if Saul inquire why I i
in great haste himself; and when he was absent, tell him that I am gone to my own ci
just by the place, Samuel, before he saw him, Bethlehem, to keep a festival with my c
made him prophesy also. And when Saul tribe; and add this also, that thou gavest i
came to him, he was disordered in mind,* and leave so to do. And if he say, as is usua
under the vehement agitation of a spirit; and, said in the case of friends that are gone abro
putting off his garments,! he fell down, and It is well that he went, then assure thyself tl
lay on the ground all that day and night, in no latent mischief or enmity may be feared
the presence of Samuel and David.
his hand ; but ifhe answer otherwise, that \
6. And David went thence, and came to be a sure sign that he hath some designs agai
Jonathan, the son of Saul, and lamented to me. Accordingly thou sb'alt inform me of •
him what snares were laid for him by his father's inclinations; and that, out of pity
father; and said, that though he had been my case and out of thy friendship for me,
guilty of no evil, nor had offended against instances of which friendship thou hast vou
him, yet he was very zealous to get him killed. safed to accept of the assurances of my V
Hereupon Jonathan exhorted him not to give to thee, and to give the like assurances to
credit to such his own suspicions, nor to the that is, those of a master to his servant;
calumnies of those that raised those reports, if thou discoverest any wickedness in me
if there were any that did so, but to depend thou prevent thy father, and kill me thyst
8. But Jonathan heard these last wi
• These violent and wild agitations of Saul seem to with indignation, and promised to do wba
me to bave been no other loan deoioniaeal i and that desired of him, and to inform bim if his
the annw demon which Died to seize htm, since he was ther's answer implied any thing of a me
forsaken of God, and which the divine hymns and
psalms which were sung to the harp by David used to choly nature, and anyenmity against him.
expel, was now in a judicial way brought upon him, not that he might the more firmly depend t
only in order to disappoint his intentions against inno him,
he took him out into the open field,
cent David, but to expose him to the laughter and con
tempt of all that saw him. or heard of those agitations j
pure air, and aware that he would nej
such violent and wild agitations being never observed in the
true prophets when they were under the inspiration of nothing that might tend to the preservatir
the Spint of God. Our other copies, which say the David ; and he said, " I appeal to that <
Spirit ofGod came upon him, seem not so ri^ht here as who, as thou seest, is diffused everywhere
Josephus's copy, whirh mentions nothing of God at all knoweth
this intention of mine, before I
Nor does Josephus seem to ascribe this impulse and
ecstacy of Suul to any other than to his old demoniacal plain it in words, as the witness of this
spirit, which on all accounts appears the most probable. covenant with thee, that I will not leav
Nor does the former description of Saul's real inspiration
hy the Divine Spirit, 1 Ham. x. 9— lx; Antiq. b. vi, to make frequeut trials of the purpose o
crisp. It. sect 3, which was before he was become father till I learn whether there be any hi:
wicked,
the description
+ Whatwellis agree
meantwith
by Saul's
lying downbefore
nakedus.nil that distem|H;r in the most secret parts of his
day, and all that night, 1 Sam xix. 24, and whether any ami when I have learnt it, I will not co
more than laying aside his roynl apparel, or upper gar it from thee, but will discover it. to
ments, as Josephus seems 1o understand it, is by fio means
certain. See the note on Antio,. b. viii. eti 14, sect. x. whether lie be gently or peevishly dispose!
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tb:« God himself knows, that I pray he may
always be with thee, for be is with thee now,
and will not forsake tbee, and will make thee
superior to thine enemies, whether my father
be one of them, or whether I myself be such.
Do thou only remember what we now do;
. and if it fall out that I die, preserve my chil
dren alive, and requite what kindness thou
hast bow received, to them." When he had
thus sworn, be dismissed David, bidding him
go to a certain place of that plain wherein be
used to perform his exercises ; for that, as
soon as lie knew the mind of his father, he
would come thither to him, with one servant
only; " and if," says he, " I shoot three darts
at the mark, and then bid my servant to carry
these three darts away, for they are before him,
— know thou that there is no mischief to be
feared from my father ; but if thou hearest
me say the contrary, expect the contrary from
the king. However, thou shalt gain security
by my means, and shalt by no means suffer
any harm; but see thou dost not forget what
I have desired of tbee in the time of thy pros
perity, and be serviceable to my children."
Now David, when he had received these as
surances from Jonathan, went his way to the
place appointed.
9. But on the next day, which was the new
moon, the king, when he bad purified himself,
as the custom was. came to supper; and when
there sat by him his son Jonathan on his right
band, and Abner, the captain of bis host, on
the other hand, he sa^v David's seatwas empty,
but said nothing, supposing that he had not
purified himself since be bad accompanied
with his wife, and so could not be present ;
but when he saw that he was not there the
second day of the month neither, he inquired
of his son Jonathan why tbe son of Jesse did
not come to tbe supper and the feast, neither
tbe day before nor that day. So Jonathan
said that he was gone, according to the agree
ment between them, to bis own city, where
hit tribe kept a festival, and that by his per
mission : that be also invited him to come to
their sacrifice; " and," says Jonathan, " ifthou
wile give me leave, I will go thither, for thou
knowest tbe good-will that I bear him;" ami
(hen it was that Jonathan understood his fa
ther's batred to David, and plainly saw his
entire disposition ; for Saul could not restrain
bis anger, but reproached Jonathan, and called
him the son of a runagate, and an enemy;
and said he was a partner with David, and his
M«i«tant, and that by bis behaviour he showed
he bad no regard to himself, or to his mother,
and would not be persuaded of this,— that
wbile David is alive, their kingdom was not
secure to them ; yet did he hid him send for
him, tbat be might be punished: and when
Jonathan said in answer, " What hath he
done that thou wilt punish him?" Saul no
longer contented him->elf to express his anger
in bare nords. but snatched up his spear, and
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leaped upon him, and was desirous to kill him.
He did not indeed do what he intended, bt
cause he was hindered by his friends; but i:
appeared plainly to bis son that be bated Da
vid, and greatly desired to dispatch bim, inso
much that be had almost slain his son with bis
own hands on his account.
10. And then it was that the king's son
rose hastily from supper; and being unable to
admit any thing into bis mouth for grief, lit
wept all night, both because he had himself
been near destruction, and because tbe death
of David was determined ; but as soon as it
was day, be went out into the plain that was
before the city, as going to perform bis exer
cises, but in reality to inform his friend what
disposition bis father was in towards him, as
he had agreed with him to do; and when Jona
than had done what had been thus agreed, he
dismissed his servant that followed him, to re
turn to the city; but he himself went into the
desert, and came into his presence, and com
muned with him. So David appeared and fell
at Jonathan's feet, and bowed down to him, and
called him the preserver of his soul; but be
lifted him up from the earth, and they mutu
ally embraced one another, and made a long
greeting, and that not without tears. They
also lamented their age, and that familiarity
which envy would deprive them of, and that
separation which must now be expected, which
seemed to them no better than death itself.
So recollecting themselves at length from their
lamentation, and exhorting one another to be
mindful of the oaths tbey had sworn to each
other, they parted asunder.

CHAPTER XIL
now DAVID FI.FD TO AHIMELECH, AND AFTER
WARDS TO THE KINGS OF THE PHILISTINES,
AND OF THE MOABITES ; AND HOW SAUL
SLEW AHIMELECH AND HIS FAMILY.
§ I. But David fled from tbe king, and that
death he was in danger of by him, and came
to the city Nob, to Ahimelecb the priest,
who, when he saw him coming all alone, anc
neither a friend nor a servant with him, hi
wondered at it, and desired to learn of hire
the cause why there was nobody with him.
To which David answered, Tbat the king
had commanded bim to do a certain thing
that was to be kept secret, to which, if he had
a mind to know so much, he had no occasion
for any one to accompany him ; " however,
I have ordered my servants to meet me at
such and such a place." So he desired him to
let him have somewhat to eat ; and that in
case be would supply him, he would act the
part of a friend, and be assisting to tbe busi
ness he was now about: and when he had
obtained what he desired, he also asked him
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whether he had any weapons with him, either and the guards of his body, being with ln'i
•word or spear. Now there was at Nob a he spake thus to them: — "You that are ro
servant of Saul, by birth a Syrian, whose mime of my own tribe, I conclude that jou remei
was Doeg, one that kept the king's mules. ber the benefits that I have bestowed upi
The high-priest said that he had no such you, and that I have made lome of y<
weapons j but, he added, " Here is the sword owners of land, and made ym coinmantk'
of Goliath, which, when thou hadst slain the and bestowed posts of honour upon you, a
set some of you over the common people, a
Philistine, thou didst dedicate to God."
2. When David had received the sword, others over the soldiers; I ask you, therefoi
he fled out of the country of the Hebrews Whether you expert greater ana more doi
into that of the Philistines, over which Achish tions from the son of Jesse? fur I know tl
reigned; and when the king's servants knew you are all inclinable to him (even my o<
him, and he was made known to the king son Jonathan himself is of that opinion, a
himself, the servants informing him that he persuades yea to he of the same); for 1 i
was that David who had killed runny ten not unacquainted with the oaths and the co'
thousands of the Philistines, David was afraid nants that are between him and David, a
lest the king should put him to death, and that Jonathan is a counsellor, and an assist;
that he should experience that danger from to those that conspire against me, and none
him which he had escaped from Saul; so he you are concerned about these things, but v
pretended to be distracted and mad, so that keep silence and watch, to see what will
his spittle ran out of his mouth ; and he did the upshot of these things." When the k!
other the like actions before the king of Gath, had made this speech, not one of the rest
which might make him believe that they pro those that were present made any answ
ceeded from such a distemper. Accordingly, but Doeg the Syrian, who fed his mules, sn
the king was very angry at his servants that that he saw David when he came to the c
they had hrought him a madman, and he gave Nob to Ahimelech the high-priest, and tl
orders that they should eject David imme he learned future events by his prophesyii
that he received food from him, and i
diately [out of the city].
3. So when David had escaped in this sword of Goliath, aud was conducted by 1
manner out of Gath, he came to the tribe of with security to such as he desired to go t
Judah, and abode in a cave by the city of &. Saul, therefore, sent for the high-prii
Adullam. Then it was that he sent to his and for all his kindred, and said to tlx
brethren, and informed them where he was, " What terrible or ungrateful thing hast tl
who then came to him with all their kindred, suffered from me, that thou hast received
and as many others as were either in want or son of Jesse, and bast bestowed on him b
in fear of king Saul, came and made a body food and weapons, when he was contriv
together, and told him they were ready to to get the kingdom 1—and farther, Why di
obey his orders; they were in all about four thou deliver oracles to him concerning ft
hundred. Whereupon he took courage, rlbw rities? for thou couldst not be unacquain
such a force and assistance was come to him ; that he was fled away from me, and that
so he removed thence, and came to the king hated my family." But the high-priest
of the Moabitcs, and desired him to entertain not betake himself to deny what he had dc
his parents in his country while the issue of but confessed boklly that he had supplied !
his affairs were in such an itncertain condition. with these things, not to gratify David,
The king granted him this favour, and paid Saul himself: and he said, " I did not ki
great reject to David's parents all the time that he was thy adversary, but a servan
they were with him.
thine, who wa« very faithful to thee, an
4. As far himself, upon the prophet's com captain over a thousand of tby soldiers, i
manding hia to leave the desert, and to go what is more than these, thy son-in-law
into the portion of the tribe of Judah, and I kinsman, Men do not choose to confer s
abide there, he complied therewith ; and com favours on their adversaries, but on those
ing to the city Ilireth, which was in that are esteemed to bear the highest gooiltribe, he remained there. Now vhen Saul and respect to them. Nor is this the
heard that David had been seen with a multi time that I prophesied for him, but I 1
tude about him, he fell into no small distur dose it often, aud at other times, as we
bance and trouble; but as he knew that David now. And when he told me that he
was a bold and courageous man, he suspected sent by thee in great haste to do soanewhi
that somewhat extraordinary would appear I had furnished him with nothing that be
from him, and that openly also, which would sired, I should have thought that it was ra
make him weep and put him into distress; in contradiction to thee that to him ; \vl
so he called together to him his friends, and fore do not tbou enteitain "ur- if opiuk
bis commanders, and the tribe from which he me, nor do thou have a suspicion ae wl
was himself derived, to the hill where his pa then thought an act of humanity, iron- <
lace was; and sitting upon a place called is now told thee of David's attempts tu^
Aroura, his courtiers that were is dignities, thee, for 1 did then to him as tu tby tl
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son-in-law, and captain of a thousand, I all the actions of their lives, and that he
and not as to thine adversary."
not only see the actions that are done, but
6. When the high-priest had spoken thus, clearly knows those their thoughts also,
he did not persuade Saul, bia fear was so whence those actions do arise: but when once
prevalent, that he could not give credit to an they are advanced into power and authority,
apology that was very just. So be commanded then they put off all such notions, and, as if
his armed men that stood about him to kill they were no others than actors upon a
him, and all his kindred ; but as they durst theatre, their disguised parts and manners
not touch the high-priest, but were more and take up boldness, insolence, and a con ■
afraid of disobeying God than the king, he tempt of both human and divine laws, and
ordered Doeg the Syrian to kill them. Ac this at a time when they especially stand in
cordingly, he took to his assistance such need of piety and righteousness, because they
wicked men as were like himself, and slew are then most of all exposed to envy, and all
Ahimelech and all bis family, who were in all they think and all they say are in the view of
three hundred and eighty-five. Saul also all men ; then it is that they become so inso
sent to Nob,* the city of the priests, and slew lent in their actions, as though God saw them
all that were there, without sparing either no longer, or were afraid of them because of
women or children, or any other age, and their power : and whatsoever it is that they
b'irnt it; only there was one son of Abime either are afraid of by tbe rumours they hear,
lech, whose name wasAbiathar, who escaped. or they hate by inclination, or they love with
However, these things came to pass as God out reason, these seem to them to be authen
had foretold to Eli the high-priest, when he tic, and firm, and true, and pleasing both to
said that his posterity should be destroyed, on men and to God ; but as to what will come
account of the transgression of his two sons. hereafter, they have not the least regard to it.
7. t Now this king Saul, by perpetrating They raise those to honour indeed who have
so barbarous a crime, and murdering the been at a great deal of pains for them, and
whole family of the high-priestly dignity, by after that honour they envy them ; and when
having no pity of the infants, nor reverence they have brought them into high dignity,
for the aged, and by overthrowing the city they do not only deprive them of what tbey
which God had chosen for the property, and had obtained, but also on that very account
for the support of the priests and prophets of their lives also, and that on wicked accu
which were there, and had ordained as the sations, and such as on account of their ex
only city allotted for the education of such travagant nature are incredible. They also
men, gives all to understand and consider the punish men for their actions, not such as de
disposition of men, that while they are private serve condemnation, but from calumnies and
persons, and in a low condition, because it accusations without examination ; and this
is not in their power to indulge nature, nor extends not only to such as deserve to be pun
u> venture upon what tbey wish for, they are ished, but to as many as tbey are able to
equitable and moderate, and pursue nothing kin. This reflection is openly confirmed to
but what is just, and bend their whole minds us from the example of Saul, the 6on of
and labours that way : then it is that they Kish, who was the first king who reigned af
have this belief about God, that he is present to ter our aristocracy and government under the
judges were over; and that by his slaughter
• This city N<b was not a city allotted to ths priests, of three hundred priests and prophets, on oc
nor bail the prophets, that we know of. any particular casion of his suspicion about Ahimelech, and
ritics allotted trsem. II irfmi the tabernacle was now by the additional wickedness of the overthrow
it Nob. and proAably a school of the prophets was here
slto. li was fsjll two davs' Jiwroey un foot from Jem. of their city, and this as if be were endeavour
s-ilrm, I Sam. axi 5. Tbe noraher of priests here slain
in Jmepbns. is three hundred and eight) -five, anil hut ing in some sort to render the temple [taber
eighty.ftse in our Hebrew copies; vet nre they three nacle] destitute both of priests and prophets;
hundred and five in tbe septungtnt. I prefer Josephn«'s which endeavour he showed by slaying so
number, the Hebrew hiving. I suppose, only dropped many
of them, and not suffering the very city
the hnndreds. the other tbe tens. This city Nob seems
to hare been tbe chief, or perhaps the only sent of the belonging to them to remain, that no others
uuaily of Ithamar, which here perished, according to might succeed thetg.
flod's former terrible threatenings to Eli, 1 Sam. it 27 8. But Abiathar, the son of Ahimelech,
-Jo: Hi. 11—18. See chap. xiv. sect 9. hereafter.
r This section contains an admirable reflection ofJo- who alone could be saved out of the family
tri-hui concerning the general wickedness of men in great of priests slain by Saul, fled to David, and
sntSohty. and the danger they are in of rejecting that re. informed him of the calamity that had befallen
fart to Justice and hnmnnity, to Divine Providence and
tbe sear of God, which tbey either really had, or pre. their family, and of the slaughter of his fa
traded to have, while they wi re in a lower condition. ther: who hereupon said. He was not unIt ran never be too often perused hy kings and great men.
■why those who espect to obtain such elrviited dignities ipprized of what would follow with relation
"inst mankind. *Ve the like reflections of onrJuae- to thretn when he saw Doeg there ; for he
ssos. satso,. b. vll ch. i. sect '>. at the eno; and b. vol. had then a suspicion that the high-priest
rh. a. sect t, at the hejpnning. They are to the ike
! branch ot tgnr's prase-: ' One thing would be falsely accused by him to the k'mg ;
I Mist* I 'He
iiie. i.tve Md he blamed himself as having been tbe
an say. .
Qp tkjs rjyrafortrjne. But he desired him
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to stay there, and abide with him, as in a and returned home. Now the men of Ziph,
place where he might be better concealed than to gratify Saul, informed him that David abode
with them, and [assured him] that if he would
anywhere ajo.
come to them, they would deliver him tip, for
Hurt if the king would seize on the straits of
Ziph, David would not escape to any other
CHAPTER XIIL
people. So the king commended them, and
HOW r> win. WHEN HE HAD TWICE THE OP confessed that he had reason to thank them,
PORTUNITY OF KILLING SAUL, DID NOT KILL because they had given him information of
HIM. ALSO, CONCERNING THE DEATH OP his enemy; and he promised them, that it
should not be long ere he would requite their
SAMUEL AND NABAL.
kindness. He also sent men to seek for David,
§ 1. About this time it was that David heard and to search the wilderness wherein he was ;
how the Philistines had made an inroad into and he promised that he himself would follow
the country of Keilah, and robbed it; so he them. Accordingly they went before the king,
offered himself to fight against them, if God, to hunt for and to catch David, and used en
when he should be consulted by the prophet, deavours not only to show their good-will to
would grant him the victory. And when the Saul, by informing him where his enemy was,
prophet said that God gave a signal of victory, but to evidence the same more plainly by de
he made a sudden onset upon the Philistines livering him up into his power. But these
with his companions, and he shed a great deal men failed of those their unjust and wicked
of their blood, and carried off their prey, and desires, who, while they underwent no hazard
staid with the inhabitants of Keilah till they had by not discovering such an ambition of reveal
securely gathered in their corn and their fruits. ing this to Saul, yet did they falsely accuse
However, it was told Saul the king that David and promise to deliver up a man beloved nf
was with the men of Keilah ; for what had God, and one that was unjustly sought after
been done, and the great success that had to be put to death, and one that might other
attended him, were not confined among the wise have lain concealed, and this out of flat
people where the things were done, but the tery, and expectation of gain from the king;
fume of it went all abroad, and came to the for when David was apprised of the malignant
hearing of others, and both the fact as it stood intentions of the men of Ziph, and the approach
and the author of the fact, were carried to the of Saul, he left the Straits of that country, and
king's ears. Then was Saul glad when he fled to the great rock that was in the wilder
heard David was in Keilah: and be said, "God ness of Maon.
kith now put him into my hands, since he hath 3. Hereupon Saul made haste to pursue
obliged him to come into a city that hath walls, him thither; for, as he was marching, he
and gates, and bars;" so he commanded all learned that David was gone away from the
the people to set upon Keilah suddenly, and, Straits of Ziph, and Saul removed to the other
when they had besieged and taken it, to kill side of the rock. But the report that the
David. But when David perceived this, and Philistines had again made an incursion into
learned of God that if he staid there the men the country of the Hebrews, called Saul ano
of Keilah would deliver him up to Saul, he ther way from the pursuit of David, when
took his four hundred men and retired into a he was ready to be caught* for be returned
desert that was over against a city called En-, back again to oppose those Philistines, who
gedi. So that when the king heard he was were naturally their enemies, as judging it
fled away from the men of Keilah, he left off more necessary to avenge himself of them
bis expedition against him.
than to take a great deal of pains to catch an
2. Then David removed thence, and came enemy of his ownf and to overlook the ravage
to a certain place called the New Place, be that was made in the land.
longing to Ziph; where Jonathan, the son of 4. And by this means David unexpectedly
Saul, came to him, and saluted him, and ex escaped out of the danger he was in, and came
horted him to be of good courage, and to hope to the Straits of Engedi ; and when Saul had
well as to his condition hereafter, and not to driven the Philistines out of the land, there
despond at his present circumstances, for that came some messengers, who told him that
he should be king, and have all the forces of David abode within the bounds of Engedi;
the Hebrews under him: he told him that so he took three thousand chosen men that
such happiness uses to come with great labour were armed, and made haste to him; and
and pain-: they also took oaths, that they when he was not far from those places, he
would, all their lives long, continue in good saw a deep and hollow cave by the way-side;
will and fidelity one to another; and he called it was open to a great length and breadth, and
God to witness its to what execrations he had i there it was, that David with his four hundred
made upon himself if he should transgress his men were concealed. When therefore he bad
covenant, and should change to a contrary be occasion to ease nature, he entered into it by
haviour. So Joiwthan left him there, having himself a'one; and being seen by one of Da
rendeie'f 'lis carei and fours somewhat lighter. vid's poini anions, and he that saw him saying
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to him that be
tion of the young man, he groaned; and when
an opportunity of avenging himself of his ad David bad done the same, the king answertu
versary; and advising bim to cut off his head, that he had the justest occasion to gruu:.,
and m> deliver himself out of that tedious wan " for thou hast been the author of good to
dering condition, and the distress he was in, me, as I have been the author of calamity to
he rose up and only cut off the skirt of that thee; and thou hast demonstrated this da y,
garment which Saul bad on ; but he soon re that thou possessest the righteousness of tlie
pented of what he bad done ; and said it was ancients, who determined that men ought to
not right to kill him that was his master, and save their enemies, though they caught them
whom God bad thought worthy of the in a desert place. I am now persuaded thai
: "for that although he were wickedly God reserves the kingdom for thee, and that
osed towards us, yet does it not behove thou wilt obtain the dominion over all the
■ to be so disposed towards bim." But when Hebrews. Give me then assurances upon
ill bad left the cave, David came near and oath, That thou wilt not root out my familv.
cried out aloud, and desired Saul to hear him ; nor, out of remembrance of what evil I have
whereupon the king turned his face back, and done thee, destroy my posterity, but save ami
David, according to custom, fell down on his preserve my house." So David sware as he
face before the king, and bowed to him; and desired, and sent back Saul to his own king
said, " O king, thou ougbtest not to hearken dom; but he, and those that were with him,
to wicked men, nor to such as forge calum went up the Straits of Mastberoth.
nies, nor to gratify them so far as to believe 5. About this time Samuel the prophet
what they say, nor to entertain suspicions of died. He was a man whom the Hebrews ho
such as are your best friends, but to judge of noured in an extraordinary degree; for that
the dispositions of all men by tbeir actions ; lamentation which the people made for bim.
for calumny deludes men, but men's own ac- and this during a long time, manifested his
tiMM are a clear demonstration of their kind virtue, and the affection which the people bore
ness. Words indeed, in their own nature, for him; as also did the solemnity and concern
may be cither true or false, but men's actions that appeared about bis funeral, and about the
ecpnse their intentions nakedly to our view. complete observation of all his funeral rites.
By these, therefore, it will be well for thee to They buried him in his own city of Rainah ;
believe me, as to my regard to thee and to thy and wept for him a very great number of days,
hou«e, and not to believe those that frame such not looking on it as a sorrow for the death ol
ac 'illations against me as never came into my another man, but as that in which they were
mind, nor are possible to be executed, and do every one themselves concerned. He was a
this farther by pursuing after my life, and righteous man, and gentle in his nature ; and
have no concern either day or night, but bow on that account he was very dear to God.
to compass my life and to murder me, which Now be governed and presided over the peo
tiling I think thou dost unj ustly.prosecute ; ple alone, after the death of Eli the bighfor ho >» conic- it about that thou hast embraced priest, twelve years, and eighteen years toge
this false opinion about me, as if I bad a ther with Saul the king. And thus we have
desire to kill thee?—or how canst thou escape finished the history of Samuel.
the crime of impiety towards God, wben thou 6. There was a man that was a Ziphite, of
wi*hest thou couldst kill, and deemest thine the city of Maon, wbo was rich, and had a
adversary a man who had it in his power this vast number of cattle; for he fed a flock of
day to avenge himself, and to punish thee, three thousand sheep, and another flock of a
but would not do it? — nor make use of such thousand goats. Now David had charged his
an opportunity, which, if it bad fallen out to associates to keep these flocks without hurt
thee against me, thou hadst not let it slip, for and without damage, and to do them no mis
*hen I cut off the skirt of thy garment, I chief, neither out of covetousness, nor because
could have done the same to thy head." So they were in want, nor because they were in
he showed him the piece of his garment, and the wilderness, and so could not easily be dis
thereby made him agree to what he said covered, but to esteem freedom from injustice
to be true ; and added, " I, for certain, have above all other motives, and to look upon the
•hstained from taking a just revenge upon touching of what belonged to another man as
thee, yet art thou not ashamed to prosecute a horrible crime, and contrary to the will of
■ne with unjust hatred.* May God do jus God. These were the instructions be gave,
tice and determine about each of our disposi thinking that the favours be granted this man
tions!"— But Saul was amazed at the strange were granted to a good man, and one that de
delivery he had received ; and, being greatly served to have Biich care taken of his affairs.
affected with the moderation and the disposi- This man was Nabal, for that Wat his name
a harsh man, and of a very wicked lite .
like a cynic in the course of his bob*
• TV phraar ta T»a*MN tperc.h to Saul, at act down beiag
in Jo*-pbu<. thai h» had thsliinrl from juit re«pn|p-. viour, but still had obtained for his wife a «
pit. si* in mind of ll* ti't» wont' in th* Annstolir.il man of a good character, wise and handaOl1
• That m-renge i» not evil, To this Nabal, therefore, P-ivid sont tei
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dt his attendants at the time when he sheared thee from shedding human blood; for K> long;
nis sheep, and by them saluted him ; and also as thou keepest thyself innocent, he will a'-enp
wished he might do what he now did for many thee of wicked men,f for what miseries await
years to come, but desired him to make him a Nabal, they will fall upon the head* of thine
present of what he was able to give him, since enemies. Be thou gracious to me, and think
he had, to be sure, learned from his shepherds me so far worthy as to accept ofthese presents
that we had done them no injury, but had been from me ; and, out of regard to me, remit that
their guardians a long time together, while we wrath and that anger which t hou hast against
continued in the wilderness; and he assured my husband and his house, for mildness and
him he should never repent of giving any humanity become thee, especially as thou art
thing to David. When the messengers had to be our king." Accordingly David accepted
carried this message to Nabal, he accosted her presents, and said, " Nay, but, 0 woman,
them after an inhuman and rough manner; it was no other than God's mercy which
for he asked them who David was? and when brought thee to us to-day ; for, otherwise, thou
lie heard that he was the son of Jesse, he said, hadst never seen another day, I having sworn
" Now is the time that fugitives grow inso to destroy Nabal's house this very night, { and
lent, and make a figure, and leave their mas to leave alive not one of you who belonged to
ters." When they toM David this, he was a man that was wicked and ungrateful to me
wroth, and commanded four hundred armed and my companions ; but now hast thou pre
men to follow him, and left two hundred to vented me, and seasonably mohfied my an
take care of the stuff (for he had already six ger, as being thyself under the care of God's
hundred*), and went against Nabal: he also providence : but as for Nabal, although for thy
swore that he would that night utterly destroy sake he now escape punishment, he will not
the whole bouse and possessions of Nabal; always avoid justice; for his evil conduct, on
for that he was grieved, not only that he had some other occasion, will be his ruin."
proved ungrateful to them, without making 8. When David had said this, he dismissed
any return for the humanity tbey had shown the woman. But when she came home and
him, but that he had also reproached them, found her husband feasting with a great com
and used ill language to them, when he had pany, and oppressed with wine, she said no
received no cause of disgust from them.
thing to him then about what had happened ;
7. Hereupon one of those that kept the but on the next day, when he was sober, she
flocks of Nabal, said to his mistress, Nabal's told him all the particulars, and made bis
wife, that when David sent to her husband he whole body to appear like that of a dead man
had received no civil answer at all from him, by her words, and by that grief which arose
but that her husband had moreover added very from them; so Nabal survived ten days, and
reproachful language, while yet David had no more, and then died. And when David
taken extraordinary care to keep his flocks heard of his death, he said that God had justly
from harm, and that what had passed would avenged him of this man, for that Nabal hat)
prove very pernicious to his master. When died by his own wickedness, and had suffered
the servant had said this, Abigail, for that was punishment on his account, while he had kept
his wife's name, saddled her asses, and loaded his own hands clean. At which time he un
them with all sorts of presents; and, without derstood that the wicked are prosecuted by
telling her husband any thing of what she was God; that he does not overlook any man,
about (for he was not sensible on account of but bestows on the good what is suitable to
his drunkenness), she went to David. She them, and inflicts a deserved punishment on
was then met by David as she was descending the wicked. So he sent to Nabal's wife, and
a hill, who was coming against Nabal with invited her to come to him, to live with him,
four hundred men. TYhcn the woman saw and to be his wife. Whereupon she replied
David, she leaped down from her ass, and fell to those that came, that she was not worthy
on her face, and bowed down to the ground ;
+ In this and the two next sections, wa> may perceive
and entreated him not to bear in mind the bow
nay, how Abigail herself. wnuM nndrr.
words of Nabal, since he knew that he re standJosephus.
the "not avenging ourselves, but he-aping coal*
sembled his name. Now Nabal, in the He of fire on the bend of Ihe injurious" (Prow, xxs. '22 ;
Rom. ali. Stt)i not as we commonly do now, ol melttuq
brew tongue, signifies folly. So she made her them
into kindness, bnt of leaving tbe-ra to tl»e? juris:
apology, that she did not see the messengers ment
of God, " to whom vengeance bf-tonsreth ** (Of,it
whom he sent. " Forgive me therefore," XXliLSii Ps. xcie. Ii Heb. x 30), and «. ho will laV.
on the wicked. Ami sinee all 0«-J'a joilgmtut
said she, "and thank God, who hath hindered Tengeance
are just, and all fit to-be enertited, and all at le-nsrth f«the good of the persons punished. I incline to thin*, tin
of this phrase of "heaping coals <
. • The number of men that came first to David, are to be the meaning
heads.'*
distinctly in Josephus and In our common copies, but firet onWitheir
may
note
here,
how secret nvrrrr an oa
(bur hundred, when be was at Keilah still but (bur was esteemed nsuutig thethatpeople
of lueses in r, let time
1 both in Josephus and in the IxxiU bsrt six they did not think it -ihligatory where
llie uetton m
dred, in out Hebrew copies (i Sam. xxiri. 13;
plainly
unlawful
hoi
so
we
see
it
ess in tli-s case
xax. 9. 10). Now the six hundred there mentioned ore David, who, allbnHkjh he had sworn tnnVatrov
Nabal a
here estimated by .losephus to hare been so many, only his family, yet doe* lie here, and I *aeie, x'stv.
J2 :
try an augmentation of two hundred afterword, which 1 bless
tiod
for
prrvetilttlg
his
krrping
hia
oath,
&IM1 tr
suppose is the Una soluUon of this seeming disagreement shedding at blood, a* he had swuru to do.
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to touch his feet; however, »he came, with ment to be inflicted on you, who never per.
ill her servants, and became his wife, having ceived when, a little while ago, some of us
received that honour on account of her wise entered into your camp, nay, as far as to the
wd righteous course of life. She also ob king himself, and to all the rest of you. If
tained the same honour partly on account of thou look for the king's spear and his cruse
ber beauty. Now David had a wife before, of water, thou wilt learn what a mighty mis
whom he married from the city Abesar ; for fortune was ready to overtake you in your very
u to Michal, the daughter of king Saul, who camp without your knowing it." Now when
had been David's wife, her father had given Saul knew David's voice, and understand th t
ber in marriage to Phalti, the son of Laish, when be bad bim in bis power while he was
asleep, and his guards took no care of him,
who was of the city of Gallim.
9. After this came certain of the Zipbites, yet did not he kill him, but spared him, when
and told Saul that David was come again into he might justly have cut him off, he said that
their country, and, if he would afford them he owed bim thanks for bis preservation; and
his assistance, they could catch him. So he exhorted him to be of good courage, and not
came to them with three thousand armed be afraid of suffering any mischief from bim
men; and upon the approach of night, he any more, and to return to his own home, for
pitched his camp at a certain place called Ha. he was now persuaded that be did not love
chilah. But when David heard that Saul was himself so well as he was loved by bim : that
coming against him, he sent spies, and bid he bad driven away him that could guard
them let him know to what place of the coun bim, and had given many demonstrations of
try Saul was already come; and when they his good-will to him: that he bad forced him
told him that he was at Hachilab, he concealed to live so long in a state* of banishment, and
his going away from bis companions, and in great fears of his life, destitute of his friends
nmf to Saul's camp, having taken with him and his kindred, while still he was often saved
A'iNbai, his sister Zeruiah's son, and Auime- by him, and frequently received his life again
lerh the Hittite. Now Saul was asleep, and when it was evidently in danger of perishing,
the armed men, with Abner their commander, j So David bade tbcm send for the spear and
Uy round about him in a circle. Hereupon i the cruse of water, and take them back ; addDavid entered into the king's tent ; but be j ing tbis withal. That God would be the judge
did neither kill Saul, though he knew where of both their dispositions, and of the actions
he lay, by ihe spear that was stuck down by that flowed from the same, " who knows that
him, nor did he give leave to Abisbai, who when it was this day in my power to have
would have killed him, and was earnestly killed thee, I abstained from it."
lent upon it so to do; fur be said it was a 10. Thus Saul having escaped the bands
horrid crime to kill one that was ordained of David twice, he went his way to his royal
king by God, although he was a wicked man ; palace, and his own city: but David wns
lor that he who gave him the dominion would afraid, that if he staid there he should be
in time indict punishment upon him. So he caught by Saul ; so he thought it better to
ioirumed his eagerness : but that it might go up into the land of the Philistines and
apoear to have been in his power to have abide there. Accordingly he came with the
•died him when he refrained from it, be six hundred men that were with him to Achtook his spear, and the cruse of water which ish, the king of Gath, which was one of their
itood by Saul as he lay asleep, without being five cities. Now the king received both him
perceived by lany in the camp, who were all and his men, and gave them a place to inhabit
asleep, and went securely away, having per in. He had with him also his two wives,
formed every thing among the king's atten Ahinoam mid Abigail; and he dwelt in Gath.
dants that the opportunity afforded, and his But when Saul heard this, he took no farther
boldness encouraged him to do. So when care about sending to him, or going after bim,
be had passed over a brook, and was gotten because he had been twice in a manner caught
up to the top of a hill, whence he might be by him, while he was himself endeavouring to
mftV-iently heard, he cried aloud to Saul's catch him. However. David had no mind to
soldiers, and to Abner their commander, and continue in the city of (lath, but desired the
awaked tbera out of their sleep, and called king, that since he had received him with
both to him and to the people. Hereupon such humanity, that he would grant him ano
tiie commander heard him, am] asked who il ther favour, and bestow upon him some place
■M that called bim. To whom David re of that country for his habitation, for he was
plied.—" It is I, the son of Jesse, whom you ashamed, by living in the city, to be grievous
Hake a vagabond. But what is the matter? end burdensome to him. So Achish gave
Dost thou, that art a man of to great dignity, him a certain village called Ziklag; which
i ot the tir-t rank in the king's court, take place David and his sons were fond of when
ire of thy master's body ? and is he was king, and reckoned it to be their pe
of more consequence to thee than bis culiar inheritance. But about those matters
preservation and thy care of him ? This nc- we shall give the reader farther information
I of yours deserves death, and puuish- elsewhere. Now the time that David dwelt
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in 3T:klag, in the land of the Philistines, was when God did not answer him, Saul l
ft ir months and twenty days. And now he der a still greater dread, and bis court
privately attacked those Geshurites and Ama- foreseeing, as was but reasonable to s
iekites that were neighbours to the Philistines, that mischief would befall him, now G
and laid waste their country, and took much not there to assist him ; yet did he bid
prey of their beasts and camels, and then re vants to inquire out for him some wom
turned home; but David abstained from the was a necromancer, and called up th
men, as fearing they should discover him to of the dead, that so he might know >
king Achish; yet did he send part of the his affairs would succeed to his mind ;
prey to him as a free gift. And when the sort of necromantic women that bring
king inquired whom they had attacked when souls of the dead, do by them foretell
they brought away the prey, he said, those events to such as desire them. And
that lay to the south of the Jews, and inha his servants told him that there was
bited in the plain; whereby he persuaded woman in the city Cndor, but was kn
Achish to approve of what he had done, for nobody in the camp ; hereupon Saul
he hoped that David had fought against his his royal apparel, and took two of tt
own nation, and that now he should have servants with him, whom he knew to 1
him for bis servant all his life long, and that faithful to him, and came to Endor
he would stay in feis country.
woman, and entreated her to act the p
fortune-teller, and to bring up such a
him as he should name to her. Ku
the woman opposed his motion, and sa
did not despise the king, who had b
CHAPTER XIV.
this sort of fortune-tellers, and that he
HOW SAUL, UPON GOD'S NOT ANSWERING RIM do well himself, when she had done
CONCERNING THE FIGHT WITH THE PHILIS harm, to endeavour to lay a snare for I
TINES, DESIRED A NECROMANTIC WOMAN TO to discover that she exercised a forbidc
RAISE UP THE SOUL OP SAMUEL TO HIM; in order to procure her to be punishe
AND HOW HE DIED, WITH HIS SONS, UPON sware that nobody should know what t
THE OVERTHROW OF THE HEBREWS IN and that he would not tell any one eh
she foretold, but that she should in
BATTLE.
danger. As soon as he had induced
§ 1. About the same time the Philistines re this oath to fear no harm, he bade he
solved to make war against the Israelites, and up to him the soul of Samuel. She not
sent to all their confederates that they would ing who Samuel was, called him out of
go along with them to the war to Reggan, When he appeared, and the woman s
[near the city Shunem], whence they might that was venerable, and of a divine
gather themselves together and suddenly at she was in disorder, and, being ast
tack the Hebrews. Then did Achish, the king at the sight, she said, — "Art not thi
of Gath, desire David to assist them with his Saul?" for Samuel had informed h<
armed men against the Hebrews. This he he was. When he had owned that
readily promised; and said that the time was true, and had asked her whence her <
now come wherein he might requite him for arose, she said, that she saw a certain
his kindness and hospitality; so the king pro ascend, who in his form was like to
mised to make him the keeper of his body after And when he bid her tell him what
the victory, supposing that the battle with the sembled, in what habit he appeared,
enemy succeeded to their mind; which pro what age he was, she told him he wa
mise of honour and confidence he made on man already, and of a glorious persons
purpose to increase his zeal for his service. had on a sacerdotal mantle. So the k
2. Now Saul, the king of the Hebrews, had covered by these signs that he was S
cast out of the country the fortune-tellers, and and he fell down upon the ground and
the necromancers, and all such as exercised and worshipped him. And when the
the like arts, excepting the prophets; but Samuel asked him why he had disturb
when he heard that the Philistines were al and caused him to be brought up, he h
ready come, and had pitched thair camp near the necessity he was under ; for he st
the city Shunem, situate in the plain, he made his enemies pressed heavily upon hii
haste to oppose them with his forces; and he was in distress what to do in his
when he was come to a certain mountain called circumstances ; that he was forsaken
Gilboa, be pitched his camp ovcr-against the and could obtain no prediction of w
enemy ; but when he saw the enemy's army coming, neither by prophets nor by
he was greatly troubled, because it appeared and that " these were the reasons wh;
to him to be numerous, and superior to his recourse to thee, who always tookest
own ; and he inquired of God by the prophets me." But* Samuel, seeing that thi
concerning the battle, that he might know be
history of Sanl'i ronMilutinn. not wit
forehand what would be the event of it; and qj *weThi*
render the Hebrew wo.d here, but with
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i life was come, said,—" It is in vain for that she had hod no
thee to desire to learn of me any thing farther, she had compassion upon him, and comforted
ivln-n God hath forsaken thee : however, hear him, and exhorted him to do what he was
what I say, that David is to be king, and to greatly averse to, and offered him the only
finish this war with good success ; and thou creature she had, as a poor woman, and that
art to lose thy dominion and thy life,- because earnestly, and with great humanity, while she
••>.«'! didst not obey God in the war with the had no requital made her for her kindness,
Amalelrites, and hast not kept his command nor hunted after any future favour from him,
ments, as 1 foretold thee while 1 was alive. for she knew he was to die; whereas men ate
, therefore, that the people shall be made naturally either ambitious to please those that
: to their enemies, and that thou, with bestow benefits upon them, or are very ready
thy sons, shall fall, in the buttle to-morrow, to serve those from whom they may receive
and thou shalt then he with me [in Hades]." some advantage. It would be well therefore
3. When Saul heard thit-, he enuld not to imitate the example of this woman, and to
speak for grief, and fell down oti the duor, do kindnesses to »!l such as are in want; and
whether it were from the sorrow that arose to think thai nothing is better, nor more be
i what Samuel had said, or from bis emp- coming mankind, than such a general benefi
, for he had taken no food the foregoing cence, nor what will sooner render God fa
day nor night, he easily fell quite down : vourable, and ready to bestow good things
and when with dilficulty he had recovered upon us. And so far may suffice to have
himself, the woman would force him to eat, spoken concerning this woman. But I shall
begging this of him as a favour on account of speak farther upon another subject, which
her concern in that dangerous instance of for will afford me an opportunity of discoursing
tune-telling, which it was not lawful for her to on what is for the advantage of cities, and
have done, because of the fear she w as under of people, and nations, and suited to the taste of
the king, while she knew not who he was, yet good men, and will encourage them all in thedid she undertake it, and go through with it; prosecution of virtue, and is capable of show
on which account she entreated him to admit ing them the method of acquiring glory, and
that a table and food might be set before him, an everlasting fame; and of imprinting in
that he might recover his strength, and so get the kings of nations, and the rulers of cities,
safe to his own camp. And when he opposed great inclination and diligence of doing well ;
her motion, and entirely rejected it, by rea as also of encouraging them to undergo dan
son of bis anxiety, she forced him, and at last gers, and to die for their countries, and of in
persuaded, him to it. Now she had one calf structing them how to despise all the most
that she was very fond of, and one that she terrible adversities ; and I have a fair occa
took a great deal of care of, and fed it herself, sion offered me to enter on such a discourse
for she was a woman that got her living by by Saul the king of the Hebrews; for al
the labour of her own hands, and had no other though he knew what was coming upon him,
possession but that one calf; this she killed, and that he was to die immediately by the
and made ready its flesh, and set it before his prediction of the prophet, he did not resolve
servants and himself. So Saul came to the to fly from death, nor so far to indulge the
ramp while it was yet night.
love of life as to betray his own people to the
4. Now it is but just to recommend the ge- enemy, or to bring a disgrace on his royal
: i ty of this woman,* because when the dignity; but, exposing himself, as well as all
king had forbidden her to use that art whence his family and children to dangers, he thought
her circumstances were bettered and improved, it a brave thing to fall together with them, as
and when she had never seen the king before, he was fighting for his subjects, and that it
she still did not remember to his disadvantage was better his sons should die thus, showing
1 be had condemned her sort of learning, their courage, than to leave them to their un
I did not refuse him as a stranger, and one certain conduct afterward, while, instead of
! history shows, is easily understood, succession and posterity, they gained com
J If we consult the Recognitions ol ClenirnL b. mendation and a lasting name. Such a one
T. at larrc. and more briefly, and nrnrcr the
seems to me to be a just, a courageous,
dassef Samuel. Ecelua. llrf. 90. "Samuel prophesied alone
• trr baa drain, and showed Ihr kin' hia end. a d lift tip and a prudent man ; and when any one hits
a • soke from the earth in prophery.7 to blot out 14 the arrived at these dispositions, or shall hereaf
•esrdaeas of the people." Nor doe. the exactness of ter arrive at them, he is the man that ought
the irrora ptishmrnt of this prediction, the very next dav, to
be by all honoured with the testimony of a
aertnit as to suppose any imposition upon Saul in (he pre
sent history . for as to nil modern hypotheses arainst tbe virtuous or courageous man; for as tothose that
natural sense of such ancient and authentic histories. I go out to war with hopes of success, and that
use then to be of eery small value or consideration.
* These rrvat enmmendatinns of this necromantic they shall return safe, supposing they should
vmaan of Eodor. and of Saul's martial ennnure. when
performed some glorious action, I think
yet ha knew he should die in the battle, are somewhat have
al ditreesiona in Josepbns. I hey seem to me as> those do not do well who call those valian
I from some speeches or declamations of his corn, men, as so many historians, and other writers
erly. tn the seay of oratory, that lay by him who treat of them are wont to do, although 1
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so; but those only may be styled me, and on that account It wu that I took
courageous and bold in great undertakings, tbee for my confederate ; however, what 1
and despisers of adversities, who imitate Saul; have done does not please the commanders o(
for as for those who do not know what the event the Philistines; go therefore within a day's
of war will be as to themselves, and though time to the place I have given thee, without
they do not faint in it, but deliver themselves suspecting any barm, and there keep my
up to uncertain futurity, and are tossed this country, lest any of our enemies should make
way and that way, this is not so very eminent an incursion upon it, which will be one part
an instance of a generous mind, although of that assistance which I expect from thee."
they happen to perform many great exploits : So David came to Ziklag, as the king of Gtth
but w;hen men's minds expect no good event, bade him ; but it happened that while he was
but they know beforehand they must die and gone to the assistance of the Philistines, the
that they must undergo that death in the Amalekites had made an incursion, and taken
battle also, after this, neither to be affrighted Ziklag before, and had burnt it; and when
nor to be astonished at the terrible fate that is they had taken a great deal of other prey out
coming, but to go directly upon it when they of that place, and out of the other parts of the
know it beforehand,—this it is that I esteem Philistines' country, they departed.
the character of a man truly courageous. Ac
6. Now when David found tbat Ziklag
cordingly this Saul did, and thereby demon was laid waste, and that it was all spoiled,
straled, that all men who desire fame after and that as well his own wive who were two,
they are dead, are so to act as they may ob as the wives of his companions, with their
tain the same : this especially concerns kings, children, were made captives, he presently
who ought not to think it enough in their rent bis clothes, weeping and lamenting, to
high stations that they are not wicked in the gether with bis friends ; and indeed he was
government oftheir subjects, but to be no more so cast down with these misfortunes, that at
tlmn moderately good to them. I could say length tears themselves failed him. He was
more than this about Saul and his courage, also in danger of being stoned to death by his
the subject affording matter sufficient; but companions, who were greatly afflicted at «he
that I may not appear to run out improperly captivity of tbeir wives and children, for they
in his commendation, I return again to that laid the blame upon him of what had happened ;
history from which I made this digression.
but when be had recovered himself out of
5. Now when the Philistines, as'I said be his grief, and had raised up his mind to
fore, had pitched their camp, and had taken God, he desired the high-priest Abiathar to
an account of their forces, according to their put on his sacerdotal garments, and to en
nations, and kingdoms, and governments, quire of God, and to prophecy to him, Whe
king Achish came last of all with his own ther God would grant, that if be pursued aftei
army ; after whom came David with his six the Amalekites, be should overtake them, and
hundred armed men. And when the com save their wives and tbeir children, and avenge
manders of the Philistines saw him, they asked himself on the enemies?— and when the hiphthe king whence these Hebrews came, and at priest bade him to pursue after them, h<
whose invitation. He answered, That it was marched apace, 'Mtb his four hundred men, af
David, who was fled away from his master tertbe enemy; and when he was come to a ccr
Saul, and that he had entertained him when tain brook called Uesor, and had lighted ope
he came to him, and that now he was willing to one that was wandering about, an F.gyptia
make him this requital for bis favours, and to by birth, who was almost dead with want nr
avenge himself upon Saul, and so was become famine (for he had continued wandering abo
bis confederate. The commanders complained without food in the wilderness three days'), '
of this, that he had taken him for a confe first of all gave him sustenance, both mi
derate who was an enemy ; and gave him and drink, and thereby refreshed him. 1
counsel to send him away, lest he should un then asked him to whom be belonged, c
awares do his friends a great deal of mischief whence he came. Whereupon the inan t
by entertaining him, for that he afforded him him he was an Egyptian by birth, and *
an opportunity of being reconciled to his left behind by bis master, because he wai
master, by doing a mischief to our army. sick and weak tbat be could not follow \
They thereupon desired him, out of a prudent He also informed him that he was one of tl
foresight of this, to send him away with his who bad burnt and plundered, not only o
six hundred armed men, to the place he had parts of Judea, but Ziklag itself also.
given him for his habitation ; for that this was David made use of bim as a guide to
that David whom the virgins celebrated in out the Amalekites ; and when he had r
\he\r hymns, as having destroyed many ten taken them, as they lay scattered aboi
thousands of the Philistines. When the king the ground, some at dinner, some disorc)
of Oath heard this, he thought they spake and entirely drunk with wine, and. in tlx
well ; so he called David, and said to him, tion of their spoils and their prey, he fell
'• As for myself, I can bear witness that thou (hem on the sudden, and made a great si
hast shown great diligence Bnd kindness about ter among them, for they were nakei
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expected no such thing, but had betaken them titude of the Hebrews were put to (light, and
selves to drinking and feasting, and so they all was disorder, and confusion, and slaugh
: all easily destroyed. Now some of them ter, upon the Philistines pressing in upon
were overtaken as they lay at the table, them. But Saul himself fled, having a strong
slain in that posture; and their blood body of soldiers about bim ; and upon the
ht up with it their meat and their drink. Philistines sending after him those that threw
They slew others of them as they were drink javelins and shot arrows, he lost all his com
ing to one 'another in their cups; and some pany except a few. As for himself he fought
of thetn when their full bellies had made them with great bravery; and when he had received
fall asleep; and for so many as bad time to so many wounds that he was not able to bear
put on their armour, they slew them with the up, nor to oppose any longer, and yet was
sword, with no less ease than they did those not able to kill himself, be bid his armourthat were naked; and for the partisans of bearer to draw his sword and run him through,
David, they continued also the slaughter from before the enemy should take him alive. But
the first hour of the day to the evening, so his armour-bearer not daring to kill his mas
that there were not above four hundred of the ter, he drew his own sword, and placing him
Amalekites left ; and they only escaped by- self over against its point, he threw himself
getting upon their dromedaries and camels. upon it; and when he could neither run it
Accordingly David recovered not only all the through him, nor, by leaning against it, make
other spoils which the enemy had carried the sword pass through him, he turned him
away, but his wives also, and the wives of his round, and asked a certain young man that
companions; but when they were come to the stood by who he was; and when he under
place where they had left the two hundred stood that he was an Amalekite, he desired
men, which were not able to follow them, but him to force the sword through him, because
were left to take care of the stuff, the four he was not able to do it with his own hands,
hundred men did not think fit to divide among and thereby to procure him such a death as
them any other parts of what they had got he desired. This the young man did accord
ten, or of the prey, since they did not accom ingly; and he took the golden bracelet that
pany them, but pretended to be feeble, and was on Saul's arm, and his royal crown that
did not follow them in the pursuit of the ene was on his head, and ran away. And when
my, but said they should lie contented to have Saul's armour-bearer saw that he was slain,
safely recovered their wives; yet David did he killed himself; nor did any of the king's
pronounce that this opinion of theirs was evil guards escape, but they all fell upon the moun
and unjust, and that when God had granted tain called Gilboa. But when those Hebrews
them such a favour, that they had avenged that dwelt in the valley beyond Jordan, and
themselves on their enemies, and had recovered those who had their cities in the plain, heard
all that belonged to themselves, they should that Saul and his sons were fallen, and that
make an equal distribution of what they had the multitude about them were destroyed,
gotten to all, because the rest had tarried be they left their own cities, and fled to s"ch as
hind to guard their stuff; and from that time were the best fortified and fenced; and the
this law obtained among them that those who Philistines finding those cities deserted, came
guarded the stuff should receive an eijual and dwelt in them.
share with those that had fought in the battle. 8. On the next day, when the Philistines
Now when David was come to Ziklag, be came to strip their enemies that were slain,
seat portions of the spoils to all that had been they got the bodies of Saul and of his sous
familiar with him, and to his friends in the and stripped them, and cut off tbeir beads.
tribe of Jtidah ; and thus ended the affairs of And they sent messengers all about tbeir
toe plundering of Ziklag, and of the slaughter country, to acquaint them that their enemies
were fallen ; and they dedicated their armour
of the Amalekites.
7. Now upon the Philistines joining battle, in the temple of Astarte, but hung their bo
there followed a sharp engagement, and the dies on crosses at the walls of the city BethPhilistines became the conquerors, and slew shan, which is now called Scythopolis. But
• great number of their enemies; but Saul when the inhabitants of Jabesh-Gilead heard
the iing of Israel, and bis sons, fought cou that they had dismembered the dead bodies
rageously, and with the utmost alacrity, as of Saul and of his sons, they deemed it so
knowing that their entire glory lay in nothing horrid a thing to overlook this barbarity, and
else but dying honourably, and exposing to suffer them to be without funeral rites, that
thcaselvet to the utmost danger from the the most courageous and hardy among them
enemy (for they had nothing else to hope for) ; (and indeed that city had in it men that were
so they brought upon themselves the whole very stout both in bedy and mind) journeyed
power ofthe enemy, till they were encompassed all night, and came to Bethshan, and ap
I and slain, but not before they had kill- proached to the enemy's wall, and taking
■ of the Philistine*. Now the sons of do\* ii the bodies of Saul and of his sous, tbey
i Mat-j carrii (1 thrin to Jahesh, w hile the t
e mul
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cording
to
the
prophecy
of
Samuel,
because he
them, because of their great courage; so the
peupie of Jabesh wept all in general, and disobeyed the commands of God about the
burn-d their bodies in the best place of their Amalekites, and on the account of his destroy,
com.try, which was called Aroura; and they ing the family of Ahimelech, the bigh-pricst,
observed a public mourning for them seven with Ahimelech himself, and the city of the
days, with their wives and children, beating high-priests. Now Saul, when he had reigned
their breasts, and lamenting the king and his eighteen years while Samuel was alive, and
soi.a, without tasting either meat or drink* after his death two [and twenty], ended hii
life in this manner.
[till the evening],
it. To this his sad end' did Saul come, ac
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CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OP fORTT TIARS.
FROM THE DEATH OF SAUL TO THE DEATH OF DAVID.

his son, slain. He also said that he could
well give him this information, because he
BOW DAVID REIGNED OVEB ONE TRIB". AT HE was present at the victory gained over the
BRON, WHILE THE SON OF SAUL REIGNED Hebrews, and was with the king when he
OVER THE REST OF THE MULTITUDE; AND fled. Nor did he deny that he bad himself
HOW, IN THE CIVIL WAR WHICH THEN slain the king, when he was ready to be taken
AROSE, ASAHEL AND AB.NER WERE SLAIN. by the enemy, and he himself exhorted him
to do it, because, when he was fallen on his
§ 1. This fight proved to be on the same day sword, his great wounds had made hi in so
whereon David was come back to Ziklag, weak that he was not able to kill himself. He
after he had overcome the Amalekites. Now also produced 'demonstrations that the king
when he had been already two days at Zik was slain, which were the golden bracelets
lag, there came to him the man who slew that had been on the king's arms, and his
Saul, which was the third day after the fight. crown, which he had taken away from Saul's
He had escaped out of the battle which the dead body, and had brought them to him. So
Israelites had with the Philistines, and had David having no longer room to call in ques
his clothes rent, and ashes upon his head. tion the truth of what he said, but seeing most
And when he made his obeisance to David, evident marks that Saul was dead, he rent his
he inquired of him whence he came. He garments, and continued all that day, with his
replied, from the battle of the Israelites : and companions, in weeping and lamentation. This
he informed him that the end of it was unfor grief was augmented by the consideration of
tunate, many ten thousands of the Israelites Jonathan, the son of Saul, who had been his
having been cut off, and Saul, together with most faithful friend, and the occasion of his
• Thin way of speaking in Josephus. of " fasttag own deliverance. He also demonstrated him
seven days without meat or drink/' is almost like that self to have such great virtue, and such great
of Si. PaiiL Arts axvtl. 33: -This day is the four kindness for Saul, as not only to take his death
teenth day that ye have tarried and continued fasting, to heart, though he had been frequently in
laving taken nothingi" and as the nature ol the thing,
and the impossibility of strictly fasting so long, require danger of losing his life by his means, but to
us here to understand both Josrplius and the sacred au punish him that slew him: for when David
thor ol this history, 1 Sam. xxx. I:}, from whence he
look it, of only fasting till the evening; so must we had said to him, that he was become his own
understand St. Paul, either that this was really the accuser, as the very man who had sluin the
fourteenth day of their tcmnestuuus weather in the king, and when he understood that he was the
Adriatic Sea, as ver. 87, and that on this limrteenth
day alone they had continued lasting, and hud Uiken son of an Amalekite, he commanded him to
nothing before the evening. The mention of their long be slain. He also committed to writing some
abstinence, ver il. inclines me to believe the former
explication to be the truth, and that the case was then lamentations and funeral commendations of
for a fortnight what it was here lor a week, that they
kept all those days entirely as last* til the ev> hinir. bill Saul and Jonathan, which have continued to
no) lonevr. -ee Judges xx. x <i xxi. 4. lsam.xiv.Mi my own age.
8 Samuel L l?i Antiu,b. vii chap, viu sect. t.
I 2. Now when David had paid these ho
CHAPTER I.
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noon to the king, he left off his mourning, too hard for men, but is reported to hare over
and inquired of God, by the prophet, which run a horse, when they had a race together.
of the cities of the tribe of Judah he would This Asahel ran riolently after Abner, and
bestow upon him to dwell in; who answered would not turn in the least out of the straight
that be bestowed upon him Hebron. So he way, either to the one side or to the other.
left Ziklag and came to Hebron, and took Hereupon Abner turned back, and attempted
with him his wires, who were in number two, artfully to avoid his violence. Sometimes he
and his armed men ; whereupon all the people bade him leave off the pursuit, and take the
of the forementioned tribe came to him, and armour of one of his soldiers; and sometirus
ordained him their king. But when he heard when he could not persuade him so to do, 1;
that the inhabitants of Jabesh-Gilead had bu exhorted him to restrain himself, and not to
ried Saul and his sons [honourably], he sent pursue him any longer, lest he should force
to them and commended them, and took what him to kill him, and he should then not be
they had done kindly, and promised to make able to look his brother in the face ; but when
them amends for their care of those that were Asahel would not admit of any persuasions,
dead ; and at the same time he informed them but still continued to pursue him, Abner smote
that the tribe of Judah had chosen him for him with his spear, as he held it in his dight.
and that by a back-stroke, and gave him a
their king.
3. But as soon as Abner, the son of Ner, deadly wound, so that he died immediately,
who was general of Saul's army, and a very but those that were with him pursuing Abner,
active man, and good-natured, knew that tLe when they came to the place where Asahel lay,
king and Jonathan, and his two other sons, they stood round about the dead body, and
were fallen in the battle, he made haste into left off the pursuit of the enetry. K jwever,
the camp; and, taking away with him the re both Joab* himself, and his brother Abishai,
maining son of Saul, whose name was Isb- ran past the dead corpse, and making their
bosheth, he passed over to the land beyond anger at the death of Asahel an occasion of
Jordan, and ordained him the king of the greater zeal against Abner, they went on with
whole multitude, excepting the tribe of Ju incredible haste and alacrity, and pursued
dah ; and made his royal seat in a place called Abner to a certain place called A mm ah : it
in our language Mahanaim, but in the lan was about sun-set. Then did Joab os'-en^ n
guage of the Grecians, The Camps; from certain hill, as he stood at that place, having
whence Abner made haste with a select body the tribe of Benjamin with him, whence he
of soldiers, to fight with such of the tribe of took a view of them, and of Abner also.
Judah as were disposed to it, for he was angry Hereupon Abner cried aloud, and said that it
that this tribe had set up Darid for their king; was not fit that they should irritate men of the
but Joab, whose father was Suri, and his mo same nation to fight so bitterly one against
ther Zeruiah, David's sister, who was general another; that as for Asahel his brother, he was
3f David's army, met him, according to Da- himself in the wrong, when he would not be
rid's appointment. He had with him his bre advised by him not to pursue him any farther,
thren, Abishai and Asahel, as also all David's which was the occasion of his wounding and
armed men. Now when he met Abner at a cer death. So Joab consented to what he suid,
tain fountain, in the city of Gibeon, he prepar and accepted these words as an excuse [about
ed to fight; and when Abner said to him that Asahel], and called the soldiers back with the
he had a mind to know which of them had the sound of the trumpet, as a signal for their
more raliant soldiers, it was agreed between retreat, and thereby put a stop to any farther
them that twelre soldiers of each side should pursuit. After which Joab pitched his camp
fight together. So those that were chosen out there that night; but Abner marched all that
by both the generals for this fight, came be night, and passed over the river Jordan, and
tween the two armies, and throwing their came to Ishbosheth, Saul's son, to Mahanaim.
lances one against the other, they drew their On the next day Joab counted the dead men,
•words, and catching one another by the head, and took care of all their funerals. Now there
they held one another fast, and ran each other's were slain of Abner's soldiers about three
Mrords into their sides and groins, until they hundred and sixty; but of those of David
ill. as it were by mutual agreement, perished nineteen, and Asahel, whose body Joab and
together. When these were fallen down dead, Abishai carried to Bethlehem ; and when they
the rest of the army came to a sore battle, and had buried him in the sepulchre of their fa
Abner'* men were beaten; and when they thers, they came to David to Hebron. From
were beaten, Joab did not leare off pursuing this time, therefore, there began an intestine
than, but he pressed upon them, and excited war, which lasted a great while, in which the
tLe soldiers to follow them close, and not to followers of David grew stronger in the dan
frow weary of killing them. His brethren gers they underwent; and the servants and sub•l^o pursued tbem with great alacrity, especi
• It uiiftht lo be hrre noted, that Jnab, Abiahai, and
ally the younger Asahel, who was the most A.ahtl.
were ill Ihrvr David*! nephewa. the subs ofMa
rojineiit of them. He was rerjr famous for ai*irr Zritrah.
aa I Chron. ii. 16; and that Amasawaa
ai< awiftuc** of foot, fur be could not only be alf-o Lit nr|,hew by hit other staler Abigail, rer. 17.
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jeets of Saul's son did almost every day be this, and understood that Abner was come
over to those sentiments about the public af
come weaker.
4. About this time David was become the fairs which they were of before, they changed
father of six sons, born of as many mothers. their measures, and came in to David. When
The eldest was by Ahinoam, and he was called these men had agreed to Abner's proposal, be
Amnion ; the second was Daniel, by his wife called together the trilie of Benjamin, for all
Abigail j the name of the third was Absa of that tribe were the guards of Ishbosheth'a
lom, by Maacah, the daughter of Talmai, body, and he spake to them to the same pur
king of Geshur; the fourth he named Ado- pose; and when he saw that they did not in
nijah, by his wife Haggith; the fifth was the least oppose what he said, but resigned
Shephatiah, by Abitail ; the sixth he called themselves up to his opinion, he took about
Ithream, by Eglah. Now while this intes twenty of his friends and came to David, in
tine war went on, and the subjects of the two order to receive himself security upon oath
kings came frequently to action and to fight from him; for we may justly esteem those
ing, it was Abner, the general of the host of things to be firmer which every one of us da
Saul's son, who, by his prudence, and the by ourselves, than those which we do by an
great interest he had among the multitude, other. He also gave him an account of what '
made them all continue with Ishboshcth ; and he had said to the rulers, and to the wholo
indeed it was a considerable time that they tribe of Benjamin ; and when David had re
continued of his party ; but afterwards Abner ceived him in a courteous manner, and had
was blamed, and an accusation was laid against treated him with great hospitality for many
him, that he went in unto Saul's concubine: days, Abner, when he was dismissed, desired
her name was Rispah, the daughter of Aiah. him to permit him to bring the multitude
So when he was complained of by Ishbosbeth, with him, that be might deliver up the govern
he was very uneasy and angry at it, because he ment to him when David himself was present,
had not justice done him by Ishbosheth, to and a spectator of what was done.
whom he had shown the greatest kindness ; 5. When David had sent Abner away, Joab,
whereupon be threatened to transfer the king the general of his army, came immediately
dom to David, and demonstrate that he did to Hebron; and when he bad understood
not rule over the people beyond Jordan by that Abner had been with David, and had
his own abilities and wisdom, but by bis war parted with him a little before under leagues
like conduct and fidelity in leading his army. and agreements that the government should
So he sent ambassadors to Hebron to David, be delivered up to David, he feared lest David
and desired that he would give him security should place Abner, who had assisted him to
upon oath that he would esteem him his com gain the kingdom, in the first rank of dignity,
panion and his friend, upon condition that he especially since he was a shrewd man in
should persuade the people to leave Saul's other respects, in understanding affairs, and
son, and choose him king of the whole coun in managing them artfully, as proper seasons
try; and when David had made that league should require, and that he should himself be
with Abner, for he was pleased with his mes put lower, and deprived of the command of
sage to him, he desired that he would give the army; so he took a knavish and a wicked
this as the first mark of performance of the course. In the first place, he endeavoured to
present league, that he might have his wife calumniate Abner to the king, exhorting him
Michal restored to him, as her whom he had to have a care of him, and not to give atten
purchased with great hazards, and with those tion to what he had engaged to do for him,
six hundred heads of the Philistines which be because all he did tended to confirm the go
had brought to Saul her father. So Abner vernment to Saul's son : that he came to him
took Michal from Phaltiel, who was then her deceitfully, and with guile, and was gone
husband, and sent her to David, Ishbosheth away in hopes of gaining his purpose by this
himself affording him his assistance; for David management; but when he could not thus
had written to him that of right he ought persuade David, nor saw him at all exaspe
to have this his wife restored to him. Abner rated, he betook himself to a project bolder
also called together the elders of the multi than the former: —he determined to kill Ab
tude, the commanders and captains of thou ner ; and, in order thereto, he sent some mes
sands, and spake thus to them: That he had sengers after him, to whom he gave in charge,
formerly dissuaded them from their own re that when they should overtake him, they
solution, when they were ready to forsake should recall him in David's name, and tell
Ishbosbeth, and to join themselves to David; him that he had somewhat to say to him about
that, however, he now gave them leave so to his affairs, which be had not remembered to
do, if they had a mind to it, for they knew sneak of when he was with him. Now when
that God had appointed David to be king of Abner heard what the messengers said (for
all the Hebrews, by Samuel the prophet; and they overtook him in a certain place called
nad foretold that he should punish the Phi Befira, which was distant from Hebron t went y
listines, and overcome them, and bring them furlongs), he sufpeoted none of the mischwf
uuder. Now when the elders and rulers heard which wus bcfal'ing him, and came back.
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Hereupon Joab met him in the gate, and re monstrating his good-will toward.- him,
ceived him in the kindest manner, as if he he was alive, and his sorrow for him now he
were Abner's most benevolent acquaintance was dead, and that he was not taken off with
»vi friend ; for such as undertake the vilest his consent. So he buried him at Hebron in
•coons, in order to prevent the suspicion of a magnificent manner, and indited funeral
any private mischief intended, do frequently elegies for him ; he also stood first over the
make the greatest pretences to what really monument weeping, and caused others to do
rood men sincerely do. So he took him aside the same; nay, so deeply did the death of
from his own followers, as if he would speuk Abner disorder him, that his companions could
with him in private, and brought him into a by no means force him to take any food, for
mid place of the gate, having himself nobody he affirmed with an oath that he would taste
«ith him but his brother Abishai; then he nothing till the sun was set. This procedure
drew his sword, and smote him in the groin ; gained him the good-will of the multitude;
upon which Abner died by this treachery of for such as had an affection for Abner were
Joab, which, as he said himself, was in the mightily satisfied w ith the respect he paid him
way of punishment for his brother Asahel, when he was dead, and the observation of that
«hom Abner smote and slew as he was pur- faith he had plighted to him, which was shown
suing after him in the battle of Hebron, but in his vouchsafing him all the usual ceremo
M the truth was, out of his fear of losing hi nies, as if he had been his kinsman and his
command of the army, and his dignity with friend, and not suffering him to be neglected
the king, and lest he should be deprived of and injured with a dishonourable burial, as if
those advantages, and Abner should obtain he had been his enemy; insomuch that the
the firtt rank in David's court. By these ex- entire nation rejoiced at the king's gentleness
ample* any one may learn how many and how and mildness of disposition, every one being
preat instances of wickedness men will ven ready to suppose that the king would have
ture upon for the sake of getting money and taken the same care of tbem in the like cir
authority, and that they may not fail of either cumstances, which they saw he showed in the
■ them; for as when they are desirous of burial of the dead body of Abner. And in
obtaining the same, they acquire them by ten deed David principally intended to gain a good
thousand evil practices; so when they are reputation, and therefore he took care to do
airuid of losing them, they get them confirm what was proper in this case, whence none
1 <! to them by practices much worse than the had any suspicion tbut he was the author of
former, ax if [no] other calamity so terrible Abner's death. He also said this to the mul
rould befall them as the failure of acquiring titude. That he was greatly troubled at the
• exalted an authority; and when they have death of so good a man; and that the af
acquired it, and by long custom found the fairs of the Hebrews had suffered great detri
"wectness of it, the losing it again: and since ment by being deprived of him, who was of
this Uut would be the heaviest ofall afflictions, so great abilities to preserve them by his ex
they all of them contrive and venture upon cellent advice, and by the strength of his hands
the moat difficult actions, out of the fear of in war. But he added, that "God, who
losing the same. But let it suffice, that 1 hath a regard to all men's actions, will nut
have made these short reflections upon that suffer this man [Joab] to go off unrevenjaed ;
•object.
but know ye, that I am not able to do any
6. When David heard that Abner was slain, thing to these sons of Zeruiah, Joab, and Abi
it grieved his soul : and he called all men to shai, who have more power than I have; but
witness, with stretching out his hands to God, God will requite their insolent attempts upon
and crying out that he was not a partaker in their own heads." And this was the fatal
the murder of Abner, and that his death was
of the life of Abner.
not procured by his command or approbation.
He also wished the heaviest curses might light
upon him that slew him, and upon his whole
home; and he devoted those that had assisted
him in this murder to the same penalties on
:'-» account ; for be took care not to appear to
CHAPTER IL
hare had any hand in this murder, contrary
to the assurances he had given, and the oaths THAT UPON THE SLAUGHTER C
he had taken to Abner. However, be com
BY THE TREACHERY OF HIS FRIENDS, DA
manded all the people to weep and lament VID RECEIVED THE WHOLE KINGDOM.
<hn) man, and to honour his dead body with
•h* usual solemnities; that is, by rending their § 1. When Ishbosheth, the son of Saul, had
prnrnts, and putting on sackcloth, and that beard of the death of Abner, he took it to
uii thoUd be the habit In which they should heart to be deprived of a man that was of Ids
bier; after which he followed kindred, and had indeed given him the king
e that were dom, but was greatly afflicted, and Abner's
l tears de death very inucb troubled mm; not did ho
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himself outlive any long time, but was treach
erously set upon by the sons of Rimmon
(Baannh and Rechab were their names), and
was slain by them ; for t,hese being of a family
of the Benjamites, and of the first rank among
them, thought that if they should slay Ishbosheth, they should obtain large presents from
David, and be made commanders by him, or,
however, should have some other trust com
mitted to them. So when they once found
him alone, and asleep at noon, in an upper
room, when none of his guards were there, and
when the woman that kept the door was not
watching, but was fallen asleep also, partly on
account of the labour she had undergone, and
partly on account of the heat of the day, these
men went into the room in which Ishbosheth,
Saul's son, lay asleep, and slew him; they
also cut off his head, and took their journey
all that night, and the next day, as supposing
themselves flying away from those they had
injured, to one that would accept of this action
as a favour, and would afford them security.
So they came to Hebron and showed David
the head of Ishbosheth, and presented them
selves to him as his well-wishers, and such as
had killed one that was his enemy and anta
gonist. Yet David did not relish what they
had done as they expected, but said to them,
" You vile wretches, you shall immediately
receive the punishment you deserve. Did
not you know what vengeance I executed on
him that murdered Saul, and brought me his
crown of gold, and this while be who made
this slaughter did it as a favour to him, that
he might not be caught by his enemies? Or
do you imagine that I am altered in my dis
position, and suppose that I am not the same
man I then was, but am pleased with men that
are wicked doers, and esteem your vile ac
tions, when you are become murderers of your
master, as grateful to me, when you have slain
a righteous man upon his bed, who never did
evil to any body, and treated you with great
good-will and respect? Wherefore you shall
suffer the punishment due on his account, and
the vengeance I ought to inflict upon you for
killing Ishbosheth, and for supposing that 1
should take his death kindly at your hands;
for you could not lay a greater blot on my
honour than by making such a supposal."
When David had said this, he tormented them
with all sorts of torments, and then put them
to death ; and he bestowed all accustomed rites
on the burial of the head of Ishbosheth, and
laid it in the grave of Abner.
2. When these things were brought to this
conclusion, all the principal men of the He
brew people came to David to Hebron, with
the heads of thousands, and other rulers, and
delivered themselves up to him, putting him
in mind of the good-will they had borne to
him in Saul's lifetime, and the respect they
then had not ceased to pay him when he whs
taptain of a thousand, as also that he was cho
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sen of God by Samuel the prophet, he and his
sons:* and declaring besides, how God had
given him power to save the land of the He
brews, and overcome the Philistines. Where
upon he received kindly this their alacrity en his
account; and exhorted them to continue in it,
for that they should have no reason to repent
of being thus disposed to him. So when he
had feasted them, and treated them kindly, he
sent them out to bring all the people to him ;
upon which there came to him about six thou
sand and eight hundred armed men of the tribe
of Judah, who bare shields and spears for their
weapons, for these had [till now] continued
with Saul's son, when the rest of the tribe oi
Judah had ordained David for their king.
There came also seven thousand and one hun
dred out of the tribe of Simeon. Out of the
tribe of Levi came four thousand and seven
hundred, having Jehoiada for their leader.
After these came Zadok the high-priest, with
twenty-two captains of his kindred. Out ot
the tribe of Benjamin the armed men were
four thousand ; but the rest of the tribe con
tinued, still expecting that some one of the
house of Saul should reign over them. Those
of the tribe of Ephraim were twenty thousand
and eight hundred; and these mighty men of
valour, and eminent for their strength. Out
of the naif-tribe of Manasseh came eighteen
thousand of the most potent men. Out of the
tribe of Issachar came two hundred, who fore
knew what was to come hereafter, t but of
armed men twenty thousand. Of the tribe ol
Zebulon fifty thousand chosen men.
This
was the only tribe that came universally in to
David; and all these had the same weapons
witn the tribe of Gad. Out of the tribe of
Naphthali the eminent men and rulers were
one thousand, whose weajions were shields
and spears ; and the tribe itself followed after,
being (in a maimer) innumerable [thirty-seven
thousand]. Out of the tribe of Dan there
were of chosen men twenty-seven thousand
and six hundred. Out of the tribe of Ashcr
were forty thousand. Out of the two tribes
that were beyond Jordan, and the rest of the
tribe of Manasseh, such as used shields, and
spears, and head-pieces, and swords, were an
hundred and twenty thousand. The rest of
the tribes also made use of swords. This
multitude came together to Hebron to David,
with a great quantity of com and wine, and
• This may I*- a true observation of Joaephos. tbat
Samuel, by command from (lod, entailed the crown on
David and his posterity; for no farther did that entail
ever reach, — Solomon himself having never bad any
promise made him that hia posterity should always bava
the right to it.
+ These words of Joscphns, concerning the tribe of
Issachnr, " who foreknew what waa to come hereafter,"
are best paraphrased hy the parallel text (1 Chron. xiL
;)-.'): *• VI ho had understanding of the times, to know
what Israel ought to do;'* that is. Who had so much
inu»W« in astronomy as to make calendars for the
Israelites, that they might keep their festivals, and plough
and sow, and gather in their hiu vests and vintage :a doe
stasuo.

Crucifixion of Christ.—Page 187.
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ill other aorta of food, and established David
in his kingdom with one consent ; and when
the people bad rejoiced for three days in
Hehron, David and all the people removed
and came to Jerusalem.
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2. When David had cast the Jebusitei
out of the citadel, be also rebuilt Jerusalem,
and named it The City of David, and abode
there all the time of his reign : but for the
time that he reigned over the tribe of Judah
only in Hebron, it was seven years and six
months. Now when he bad chosen Jerusa
CHAPTER IIL
lem to be his royal city, his affairs did more
and more prosper, by tbe Providence of God,
HOW DAVID LAID SEIGE TO JERUSALEM; AND who took care that they should improve and
WHEN HI HAD TAKEN THE CITY, HE CAST be augmented. Hiram also, the king of the
THE CANAANITES OUT OF IT, AND BROUGHT Tyrians, sent ambassadors to him, and made
IN THE JEWS TO INHABIT THEREIN.
a league of mutual friendship and assistance
§ 1. Now the Jebusites, who were the inha with bim. He ulso sent him presents, cedarbitant* of Jerusalem, and were by extraction trees, and mechanics, and men skilful in build
Caiiaanitea, shut their gates, and placed the ing and architecture, that they might build
blind, and the Ume, and all their maimed per him a- royal palace at Jerusalem. Now Da
sons, upon the wall, in way of derision of the vid made buildings round about the lower
king; and said that the very Ume themselves city: be also joined tbe citadel to it. and
would hinder his entrance into it. This they made it one body; and when he had encom
did out of contempt of his power, and as de passed all with walls, he appointed Joab. to
pending on the strength of their walls. Da take care of them. It was David, therefore,
rid was hereby enraged, and began the siege who first cast the Jebusitea out of Jerusalem,
of Jerusalem, and employed his utmost dili and called it by his own name, The City of
gence and alacrity therein, as intending, by David; for under our forefather Abraham it
the taking of this place, to demonstrate his was called (Salem or) Solyma; I1 but after
power, and to intimidate all others that might that time, some say that Homer mentions it
be of the like [evil] disposition towards bim: by that name of Solyma, [for he named the
so be took tbe lower city by fbrar, but the ci temple Solyma, according to the Hebrew lan
tadel held out still ;* whence it was that the guage, which denotes security.] Now the
king, knowing that the proposal of dignities' whole time from the warfare under Joshua
our general against the Canaanites, and from
and rewards would encourage (he soldiers to that
war in which he overcame them, and
irreater actions, promised that be who Bbould
tir.t go over the ditche* that were beneath tbe distributed tbe "land amon^^ie Hebrews (nor
citadel, and should ascend to the citadef itself could the Israelites ever cast the Canaanites
and take it, should have the command of the out of Jerusalem until this time, when David
entire people conferred upon him. So they took it by sieire), this whole time was five
and fifteen years.
all were ambitious to ascend, and thought no hundred
3. I shall now make mention of Araunah,
pains too great in order to ascend thither, out who
was a wealthy man among the Jebusites,
of their desire of the chief command. How but was
slain by David in the siege of Je
ever, Joab, the son of Zeruiah, prevented the rusalem, not
because
good-will
he boreand
to
re*t; and a. won m he-jn got up to the d-f^ Hebrews,
andofa the
particular
benignity
tide , cried out to the king, and claimed the affection which be had to the king hiinM;|f;
: our 111
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r■ Ifcis itscalled
of Ihsvid
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ana nity to speak of a little afterwards. Now
siege the
endCity
conquest
nuw{*by*am.
David,
Josephns
David married other wives over and above
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cubines. The sons whom he had were in as numerous as before, and pitched their
number eleven, whose names were Amnon, camp on the same spot of ground as before.
Emuos, Eban, Nathan, Solomon, Jcban, Elien, The king of Israel therefore inquired of God
Phalna, Ennaphen, Jenae, Eliphale; and a again concerning the event of the battle ; and
daughter, Tamar. Nine of these were born the high-priest prophesied to him, that he
of legitimate wives, but the two last-named should keep his army in the groves, called the
of concubines; and Tamar hud the same mo Glares if Weeping, which were not far from
the enemy's camp, and that he should not
ther with Absalom.
move, nor begin to fight, till the trees of the
grove should be in motion without the wind's
blowing; but as soon as these trees moved,
and the time foretold to him by God was
CHAPTER IV.
come, be should, without delay, go out to
THAT WHEN DAVID HAD CONUUEItED THE gain what was an already prepared and evi
PHILISTINES, WHO MADE WAR AGAINST dent victory; for the several ranks of the
HIM AT JERUSALEM, HE BEHOVED THE ABE enemy's army did not sustain him, but re
TO JERUSALEM, AND HAD A MIND.. TO treated at the first onset, whom he closely
followed, and slew them as he went along,
BUILD A TEMPLE.
and pursued them to the city of Gaza (which
§ 1. When the Philistines understood that is the limit of their country): after this he
David was made king of the Hebrews, tbey spoiled their camp, in which he found great
made war against him at Jerusalem; and riches ; and he destroyed their gods.
when they had seized upon that valley which 2. When this had proved the event of the
is called The Valley of the Oiantt, and is a battle, David thought it proper, upon a consul
place not far from the city, they pitched their tation with the elders and rulers, and captains
camp therein: but the king of the Jews, who of thousands, to send for those that were in
never permitted himself to do any thing with the flower of their age out of all his country
out prophecy,* and the command of God, and men, and out of the whole land, and withal
without depending on him as a security for for the priests and the Levites, in order to
the time to come, bade the high-priest to fore their going to Kirjathjearim, to bring up the
tell to him what was the will of God, and ark of God out of that city, and to carry it to
what would be the event of this battle. And Jerusalem, and there to keep it, and offer be
when be foretold that he should gain the vic fore it those sacrifices and those other honours
tory and the dominion, he led out his army with which God used to be well pleased ; for
against the Philistines; and when the battle had they done thus in the reign of Saul, they
was joined, he came himself behind, and fell had not undergone any great misfortunes at
upon , the enemy %n the sudden, and slew all. So when the whole body of the people
some of them, and put the rest to flight. And | were come together, as they had resolved to
let no one suppose that it was a small army do, the king came to the ark, which the priest*
of the Philistines that came against the He brought out of the bouse of Aminadab, am'
brews, as guessing so from the suddenness of laid it upon a new cart, and permitted their
their defeat, and from their having performed") brethren and their children to draw it, toge
no great action, or that was worth recording, thcr with the oxen. Before it went the king,
from the slowness of their march and want of and the whole multitude of the people wit)
couiage; but let him know that all Syria and him, singing hymns to God, and making use
Phoenicia, with many other nations besides of all sorts of songs usual among them, witl
tltein, and those warbke nations also, came variety of the sounds of musical instruments,
to their assistance, and had a share in this and with dancing and singing of psalms, a>
war: — which thing was the only cause why, also with the sounds of trumpets and of cym
when they hud been so often conquered, and bals, and so brought the ark to Jerusalem
had lost so many ten thousands of their men, But as they were come to the threshing-flooi
they still came upon the Hebrews with greater of Chidou, a place so called, Uzzah was slain
armies; nay, indeed, when they had so often by the anger Of God ; for as the oxen shook
failed of their purpose in these battles, they the ark, he stretched out his hand, and would
came upon David with an army three times needs take hold of it. Now because he was
* It deserves here to be remarked, that Saul very not a priest,* and yet touched the ark, God
rarely, and David very frequently, consulted God by * Josephus seems to be partly in the right, when he
Uriiu; and that David aimed always to depend not on observes here that Uaaali was no priest (though peruana
his own prudence or abilities, but on the divine dlrec he might lie a l^-vite). and was theretole struck dead for
Mod, contrary to Haul's practice. See sect 2, and the touching the art , contrary to the law, and for which pro
note on Anttq. b. UL chap. vilL sect 9 ; and when Saul's fane rashness death was the penalty by that law. Numb,
daughter (but David's wife) Michal lunched at David's iv
See the lUe brume. Anliq.h. vl. ch. I sect 4.
dancing before the ark. 2 Sam. vi. 16, &c ; and here, It is15,notSO.impr..b»hle
the putting this ark in a cart,
sect. 1, 2, s. it is probable she did so, because her fa when it ousht to havetlctt
Iteen earned by the priests or Le
ther Saul did not use to pay such a regard to the ark, vites, as it was pieKenlty
here in Joaepbus so carried
to the Lrim there inquired by, or to God's worship be from Obededatn's hon-e ia David's,
be also an oc
fore it: and because she thought it beneath the dignity casion of the s-ieer ot ' »d an that Uiight
broach of his law
of a king to be a» religious.
ISM Numb, tv L»( i Ch'uu. Be 19
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im dead. Hereupon both the king 4. Now when the king saw that his affairs
and the people were displeased at the death grew better almost every day, by the will of
of Uzzah ; and the place where he died ia still God, he thougnt he should offend him, if,
called the Breach of Uzzah unto this day. So while he himself continued in houses made of
David was afraid; and supposing that if he cedar, such as were of a great height, and had
received the ark to himself into the city, he the most curious works of architecture in
might suffer in the like manner as Uzzah had them, he shonld overlook the ark while it was
sntfered, who, upon his hare putting out bis laid in a tabernacle, and was desirous to build
hand to the ark, died in the manner already a temple to God, as Moses had predicted such
mentioned, he did not receive it to himself a temple should be built.* And when he
into the city, but he took it aside unto a cer had discoursed with Nathan the prophet about
tain place belonging to a righteous man, these vhings, and had been encouraged by
whose name was Obededom, who was by his him to do whatsoever he had a mind to do,
family a Levite, and deposited the ark with as having God with him and his helper in all
uiui ; ami it remained there three entire things, he was thereupon the more ready to
months. This augmented the house of Obed- | set about that building. But God appeared
rdom, and conferred many blessings upon it; to Nathan that very night, and commanded
tad when the king had heard what had befal him to say to David.f that he took his pur
len Obededom, how he was become of a poor pose and his desires kindly, since nobody bad
man in a low estate, exceedingly happy, and before now taken it into their head to build
'.be object of envy to all those that «aw or in him a temple, although upon his having such
quired after bis house, he took courage, and a notion he would i,ot permit him to build him
loping that he should meet with no misfor that temple, because be had made many wars,
tune thereby, he transferred the ark to his and was defiled with the slaughter of his ene
own house, the priests carrying it, while seven mies; that, however, after his death, in his old
companies of singers, who were set in that age, and when he had lived a long life, there
order by the king, went before it, and while should be a temple built by a son of his, who
»e himself played upon the harp, and joined should take the kingdom after him, and
in the music, insomuch that when his wife should be called Solomon, whom he promised
Michal, the daughter of Saul, who was our to provide for, as a father provides for bis
first king, saw him so doing, she laughed at son by preserving the kingdom for his son's
him; but when they had brought in the ark, posterity, and delivering it to them ; but that
they placed it under the tabernarle which he would still punish him if he sinned, with
David had pitched for it, and he offered cost diseases and barrenness of land. When Da
ly sacrifices and peace-offerings, and treated vid understood this from the prophet, and
the whole multitude, and dealt Iwth to the was overjoyful at this knowledge of the sure
women, and the men, and the infants, a loaf continuance of the dominion to his posterity,
of bread and a cake, and another cake baked and that his house should be splendid, and
in a pan, with a portion of the sacrifice. So very famous, he came to the ark, and fell
when he had thus feasted the people, he sent down on his face, and began to adore God,
them away, and be himself returned to bis and to return thanks to him for all bis bene
fits, as well for those that he had already be
3. Dut when Michal his wife, the daughter stowed upon him in raising him from a low
of Saul, came and stood by him, she wished state, and from the employment of a shep
him all other happiness; and entreated that herd, to so great dignity of dominion and
whatsoever he should farther desire, to the ut glory, as for those also which he had pro
most possibility, might be given him by God, mised to his posterity ; and, besides, for
ind that be might be favourable to him ; yet that providence which he had exercised over
'£d she blame him, that so great a king as he the Hebrews, in procuring them the liberty
was should dance after an unseemly manner, • Josephos here informs as, that, according to hU
and in his dancing uncover himself among the understanding
iderstanding of tbe sense of his cop]
copy of the Penta
tench. Moses
Mows bad himself foretold the building of the
servants and the hand-maidens; but he re teuch,
temple,
which
yet
is
nowhere,
that
know of, in our
plied, that he was not ashamed to do what present copies. And that this is not aI mistake
down
acceptable to God, who had preferred by him unwarily, appears by what be observedsetbefore,
Antiq. b. iv. ch. viii. sect. 40, how. Moses foretold,
aim before ber father, and before all others; on
that upon the Jews' future disobedience, their temple
that be would play frequently, and dance, should
burnt and rebuilt, and that not once only, but
sitbout any regard to what the hand-maidens several betimes
afterward. See also Josephus's mention
of God's former commands to build such a temple pre
u>d she herself thought of it. So this Michal sently
siv. sect. 21, contrary to our other copies, or
tad no children ; however, when she was at least(ch.
to our translation of the Hebrew, ¥ Sam. vii. 6,
•forwards married to him to whom Saul ber 7 i 1 Cbron. xviL £, 6.
+ Josepbns seems, in this place, with oar modern in.
father had given her (for at this time David terpreters,
confound the two distinct predictions
tad taken her away from him, and had her which God tomade
to David and to Nathan, concerning
tbe boilding bins a temple by one of David's. posterity :
*is«»eli"), she bare five children. But con tbe
one
belongelh
to
Solomon, tbe other to the Messiah;
cerning those matters I shall discourse in a tbe distinction between
which is ef the greatest asSSSS■
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they enjoyed. And when he had said thus, of his purpose, and lost in the battle a great
nnd had sung a hymn of praise to God, he number of his soldiers; for there were slain
of tbe army of Hadad twenty thousand, and
went bis way.
all the rest fled. Nicolaus [of Damascus] al-o
makes mention of this king in tbe fourth book
of his histories; where he speaks thus: "A
CHAPTER V.
great while after these things had happened,
HOW DAVID BROUGHT UNDER THE PHILIS there was one of that country whose nam*
TINES, AND THE HOABITES, AND THE KINGS was Hadad, who was become very potent : he
or SOFHENE, AND 07 DAMASCUS, AND OF reigned over Damascus and the other parts
THE SYRIANS, AS ALSO THE IDLMEANS, IN of Syria, excepting Phoenicia. He made war
WAR; AND HOW HE MADE A LEAOUE WITH against David, the king of Judea, and tried
THE KING OF HAMATH; AND WAS MIND his fortune in many battles, and particularly
FUL OF THE FRIENDSHIP THAT JONATHAN, in the last battle at Euphrates, wherein he warbeaten. He seemed to have been the most
THE SON OF SAUL, HAD BORNE TO HIM.
excellent of all their kings in strength and
§ 1. A little while after this, he considered manhood." Nay, besides this, he says of his
thut he ought to make war against the Philis posterity, that " they succeeded one another
tines, and not to see any idleness or laziness in his kingdom, and in his name;" where hepermitted in bis management, that so it might thus speaks : "When Hadad was dead, hiss
prove, as God had foretold to him, that, when posterity reigned for ten generations, each of
he had overthrown his enemies, he should his successors receiving from his father that
leave his posterity to reign in peace afterward : his dominion, and this his name; as did the
so he called together his army again, and when Ptolemies in Egypt. But the third was the
he had charged them to be ready and prepar most powerful of them all, and was willing to
ed for war, and when be thought that all things avenge the defeat his forefather had received:
in his army were ;n a good state, he removed so he made an expedition against the Jews,
from Jerusalem, ana came against the Philis and laid waste the city which is now called
tines ; and when he had overcome them in bat Samaria." Nor did he err from the truth ; for
tle, and had cut off a great part of their coun this is tbat Hadad who made the expedition
try, and adjoined it to the country of the He against Samaria, in the reign of Ahab, king
brews, he transferred the war to the Moabites ; of Israel; concerning whom we shall speak
and when he had overcome two parts of their in due place hereafter.
army in battle, he took the remaining part cap- 3. Now when David had made an expedi
tive, and imposed tribute upon them, to be tion against Damascus and the other parts of
paid annually. He tben made war against Syria, and had brought it all into subjection,
Hadadezer, the son of Rehob, king of So- and had placed garrisons in the country, and
phene; and when he had joined battle with appointed that they should pay tribute, he re
him at the river Euphrates, he destroyed turned home. He also dedicated to God at
twenty thousand of his footmen, and about Jerusalem the golden quivers, the entire ar
seven thousand of his horsemen; he also mour which the guards of Hadad used to
took a thousand of his chariots, and destroyed wear; which Shislmk, the king of Egypt,
the greatest part of them, and ordered that took away when he fought with David's
no more than one hundred should be kept.* grandson, Rehoboam, with a great deal of
2. Mow when IIadad,t king of Damascus other wealth which he carried out of Jerusa*
and of Syria, heard that David fought against lem. However, these things will come to be
Hadadezer, who was his friend, he came to explained in their proper places hereafter.
his assistance with a powerful army, in hopes Now as for the king of the Hebrews, be was
to rescue him ; and when he had joined battle assisted by God, who gave him great success
with David at the river Euphrates, he failed in his wars; and he made an expedition ngains'
the best cities of Hadadezer, Betah and Ma.
• Davld'a reserving only one hundred chariots Tor
so he took them by force, and laid them
him*e!f, out of one thousand be hod taken from Harla- chon;
draer. was most probably done in compliance with the waste. Therein was found a very great quan
law of Moses, which forbade a king of Israel " to mul- tity of gold and silver, besides that sort of
til.lv bones to himself," Dent. xvIL li>. one of the brats which is said to be more valuable than
principal uses of Horses in Judea at that time brine, for gold
; of which brass Solomon made tbat large
■Irawing their chariots. See Josh. xii. 6i and Antiq. b.
vessel which wascalled Tht [Brazen] Sea, and
v. chap. L sect. 18.
+ It deserves here to be remarked, that this Hadad, those most curious lavers, when he built the
being a very great king, was conquered by David, whose temple for God.
posterity yet for several generations wens called Benhadad, or ibe son of Hudad. till the days of llaxael. whose 4. But when the king of Hamath was in
son Adar or Ader is also in our Hebrew copy (S Kings, formed of the ill success of Hadadezer, and
xiii- 24), written Benhadad; but in Josephus, Adad Dr
Adar. And strange it is, tbat the son of llasneL said to had heard of the ruin of bis army, he was
be such in the same text, and in Josephus (Antiq. b Is.
on his own ai-t-ount, and resolved to
chap, tiii Sect 7} should still be called tbe son of Ha afraid
dad. vould therefore here correct our Hebrew copy n.nkc a lentfuc of friendship ami fidelity wi
from las—basal whieb seems to have the true restating. , David, before be should come against him; SB
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he sent to him his ion Joram, and professed from Jonathan. And when he said that a son
that he owed him thanks for fighting against of bis was remaining, whose name was MeHadadezer, who was his enemy, and made a phibosheth, but that he was lame of his feet
league with him of mutual assistance and for that when his nurse beard that the father
friendship. He also sent him presents, ves and grandfather of the child were fallen in
sels of ancient workmanship, both of gold, of the battle, she snatched him up, and fled away,
silver, and of brass. So when David had and let him fall from her shoulders, and his
made this league of mutual assistance with feet were lamed. So when he had learned
Toi (for that was the name of the king of where, and by whom he was brought up, he
Hamatb), and had received the presents he sent messengers to Machir, to the city of I,osent him. he dismissed his son with that re debar, for with bim was the son of Jonathan
spect which was due on both sides; but then brought up, and sent for him to come to him.
David brought those presents that were sent So when Mcphibosheth came to the king, he
by him, as also the rest of the gold and silver fell on his face and worshipped him; but Da
which be had taken of the cities whom he had vid encouraged him, and bade him be U good
conquered, and dedicated them to God. Nor cheer, and expect better times. So he gave
did God give victory and success to him oidy him his father's house, and all the estate which
when he went to the battle himself, and led his grandfather Saul was in possession of, and
his own army, but he gave victory to Abishai, bade him come and diet with him at his own
the brother of Joab, general of his forces, table, and never to be absent one day from
over the Idumeans,* and by him to David, that table. And when the youth had wor
when be sent him with an army into Idumea; shipped him, on account of his words and
for Abishai destroyed eighteen thousand of gifts given to him, he called for Ziba, and told
them in the battle; whereupon the king [of him that he had given the youth his father's
Israel] placed garrisons through all Idumea, house, and all Saul's estate. He also ordered
and received the tribute of the country, and that Ziba should cultivate his land, and take
of every head among them. Now David was care of it, and bring him the profits of all to
in his nature just, and made his determination Jerusalem. Accordingly David brought him
with regard to truth. He had for the general to bis table every day; and bestowed upon the
of his whole army Joab; and he made Je- youth, Ziba and his sons, who were in num
hoshaphat, the son of Ahilud, recorder: he ber fifteen, and his servants, who were in num
also appointed Zadok, of the family of Phi- ber twenty. When the king had made these
neas, to be high-priest, together with Abiathar, appointments, and Ziba had worshipped him,
for he was btt friend: he also made Seisan the and promised. to do all that he had bidden
scribe; and committed the command over the him, he went his way; so that this son of
guards of his body to Benaiah, the son of Je- Jonathan dwelt at Jerusalem, and dieted at the
hniada. His elder sons were near his body, king's table, and had the same care that a son
could claim taken of him. He also had him
and had the care of it also.
5. He also called to mind the covenants self a son, whom he named Micba.
and the oaths he had made with Jonathan,
t he ioii-of Saul, and the friendship and affec
tion Jonathan had for him; for besides all the
CHAPTER VI.
rat of hia excellent qualities with which he
was endowed, he was also exceeding mindful
or such as had at other times bestowed bene HOW TIIK WAR WAS WAGED AGAINST THE
fits i.pon him. He therefore gave order that AMMONITES, AND HAPTILY CONCLUDED.
inquiry should be made, whether any of Jo
nathan's lineage were living, to whom be § 1. These were the honours that such as
mi.'ht make return of that familiar acquain were left of Saul's and Jonathan's lineage re
tance which Jonathan had had with him, and ceived from David. About this time died
fur which he was still debtor. And when one Nahash, the king of the Ammonifies, who was
of Saul's freed men was brought to him, who a friend of David's; and when his son had suc
was acquainted with those of his family that ceeded his father in the kingdom, David sent
were still living, he asked him whether be ambassadors to him to comfort him ; and ex
rouid tell him of any one belonging to Jona horted him to take his father's death patiently,
than that was now alive, and capable of a re and to expect that he would continue the same
quital of the benefits which he had received kindness to himself which he had shown to his
father. But the princes of the Amii.onites
• Rf Ihi* creat fictorf over the Idumeans or hdom>
this message in evil part, and not as
rt-a. IS? posterity of Esau, and by the consequent tri- took
boie paid by thai nation to the Jews, were the prophecies David's kind dispositions, gave reason to take
deiirrred to Kenrcca before Jacob ami Esau were horn, it; and they excited the king to resent it;
and ry o'd Isaac before bis death, that the elder. Esau
said that David had sent men to spy out
(•rfHe Edomites), should «erve the tounrer, Jacob (or nnd
th* Jraiite*)! and Jacob (or the Israelites) should be the country, and what strength it had, under
Esaa's (of the ri—IMs") ,,lrd. remarkably fulfilled. See th>? pretence of humanity and kindness. Thej
Avrm a. rUL chap. rfi vet 6. Gen. ut. 23; and the farther advised him to have a care, and not to
»■» on «ur,<] b L chap "to. art 5 *
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give heed to David's words, lest he should be longer, but imitated their auxiliaries, and fled
deluded by him, and so fall into an inconsol to the city. So Joab, when he had thus over
able calamity. Accordingly Nahash's [son], come the enemy, returned with great joy to
the king of the Ammonites, thought these Jerusalem to the king.
princes spake what was more probable than 3. This defeat did not still induce the Am
the truth would admit, and so abused the am monites to be quiet, nor to own those that
bassadors after a very harsh manner; for he were superior to them to be so, and be still,
shaved the one half of their beards, and cut off but they sent to Chalaman, the king of the
one half of their garments, and sent his an Syrians, beyond Euphrates, and hired him for
swer not in words but in deeds. When the an auxiliary. He bad Shobach for the captain
king of Israel saw this, he had indignation at of his host, with eighty thousand footmen,
it, and showed openly that he would not over and ten thousand horsemen. Now when the
look this injurious and contumelious treat king of the Hebrews understood that the Am
ment, but would make war with the Ammon monites had again gathered so great an army
ites, and would avenge this wicked treatment together, he determined to make war with
of his ambassadors on their king. So that the them no longer by his generals, but he passed
king's intimate friends and commanders, un over the river Jordan himself with all his army;
derstanding that they had violated their league, and when he met them he joined battle with
and were liable to be punished for the same, them and overcame them, and slew forty
made preparations for war; they also sent a thousand of their footmen, and seven thou
tho sand talents to the Syrian king of Meso sand of their horsemen. He also wounded
potamia, and endeavoured to prevail with him Shobach, the general of Chalaman's forces,
to assist them for that pay, and Shobach. Mow who died of that stroke; but the people of
these kings had twenty thousand footmen. Mesopotamia, upon such a conclusion of the
They also hired the king of the country called battle, delivered themselves up to David, and
Maacah, and a fourth king, by name Ishtob ; sent him presents, who at winter-time return
which last had twelve thousand armed men. ed to Jerusalem. But at the beginning of the
2. But David was under no consternation spring he sent Joab, the captain of his host, to
at this confederacy, nor at the forces of the fight against the Ammonites, who overran all
Ammonites; and, putting his trust in God, their country, and laid it waste, and shut them
because he was going to war in a just cause, up in their metropolis Rabbah, and besieged
on account of the injurious treatment he bad them therein.
met with, he immediately sent Joab, the cap
tain of his host, against tbem, and gave him
the flower of his army, who pitched his camp
by Rabbath, the metropolis of the Ammonites;
CHAPTER VIL
whereupon the enemy came out, and set them
HOW
DAVID
FELL
IN LOVE WITH BATHSHKBA,
selves in array, not all of them together, but
AND SLEW HER HGSBAND URIAH, FOB
in two bodies; for the auxiliaries were set in
WHICH HE IS REPROVED BY NATHAN.
array in the plain by themselves, but the army
of the Ammonites at the gates over against the
Hebrews. When Joab saw this he opposed § 1. But David fell now into a very griev
one stratagem against another, and chose out ous sin, though he were otherwise naturally
the most hardy part of his men, and set tbem a righteous and a religious man, and one that
in opposition to the king of Syria, and the firmly observed the laws of our fathers ; for
kings that were with him, and gave the other when late in an evening he took a view round
part to his brother Abishai, and bid him set him frpm the roof of his royal palace, where
them in opposition to the Ammonities ; and he useil to walk at that hour, be saw a woman
said to him, That in case he should see that washing herself in her own house: she was
the Syrians distressed him and were too hard one of extraordinary beauty, and therein sur
for him, he should order his troops to turn passed all other women; her name was Bath,
about and assist him : and he said, That he sheba. So he was overcome by that woman's
himself would do the same to him, if he saw beauty, and was not able to restrain his desires,
him in the like distress from the Ammonites. but sent for her and lay with her. Hereupon
So he sent bis brother before, and encouraged she conceived with child, and sent to the kinp
him to do every thing courageously and with that be should contrive some way for conceal
alacrity, which would teach them to be afraid ing her sin (for, according to the laws of tbeir
of disgrace, and to fight manfully; and so he fathers, she who bad been guilty of adultery
dismissed him to fight with the Ammonites, ought to be put to death). So the king sent
while he fell upon the Syrians. And though for Joab's armour-bearer from the siege, who
they made a strong opposition for a while, was the woman's husband; and bis name was
Joab slew many of them, but compelled (he Uriah : and when he was come, the king in
rest to betake themselves to flight ; which, quired of him about the army, and about the
when tlw Ammonites saw, and were withal siege; and when he had made answer, tlwt
afraid of Abi-bui and his »rmy^ they staid no all their a/fairs went according to their wishes,
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the king took some portions of meat from ran violently upon them. When those that were
his supper, and gave them to him, and bade with Uriah saw this,! hey all retreated backward,
him go home to his wife, and take his rest as Joab hail directed them beforehand; but
with her. Uriah did not do so, but slept Uriah, as ashamed to run away and leave bis
near the king with the rest of his armour post, sustained the enemy, and receiving the
bearers. When the king was informed of violence of their onset, he slew many of them;
this, he asked him why he did not go home but being encompassed round, and caught in
to bis bouse, and to his wife, after so long an the midst of them, he was slain, and some
absence; which is the natural custom of all other of his companions were slain with him.
men, when they come from a long journey, 2. When this was done, Joab sent messen
lie replied, that it was not right, while his gers to the king, and ordered them to tell him
fellow-soldiers, and the general of the army, that be did what be could to take the city soon ;
slept upon the ground, in the camp, and in but that a« they made an assault on the wall,
an enemy's country, that he should go and they had been forced to retire with great loss;
take his rest, and solace himself with his wife. and bade them, if they saw the king was
So when he had thus replied, the king order angry at it, to add this, that Uriah was slain
ed him to stay there that night, that be might also. When the king had heard this of the
dismiss him the next day to the general. So messengers, he took it heinously, and said
the king invited Uriah to supper, and after that they did wrong when they assaulted the
a cunning and dexterous manner plied him wall, whereas they ought, by undermining
with drink at supper till he was thereby and other stratagems of war, to endeavour
disordered; yet did he nevertheless sleep at the taking of the city, especially when they
the king's gates, without any inclination to go had before their eyes the example of Abimeto his wife. Upon this the king was very lech, the son of Gideon, who would needs
angry it him; and wrote to Joab, and com take the tower in Thebes by force, and was
manded him to punish Uriah, for he told him killed by a large stone thrown at him by an
that he bad olfended him; anil he suggested old woman; and, although he was a man of
to him the manner in which he would have great prowess, he died ignominiously by the
him punished, that it might not be discovered dangerous manner of his assault. That they
that he was himself the author of this his pun should remember this accident, and not come
ishment; for he charged him to set him near the enemy's wall, for that the best me
over-against that part of the enemy's army thod of making war with success was to call
where the attack would be most hazardous, to mind the accidents of former wars, and
and where he might be deserted, and be in the what good or bad success had attended them
greatest jeopardy; for he bade him order his in the like dangerous cases, that so they might
fellow-soldiers to retire out of the fight. imitate the one, and avoid the other. But
When he had written thus to him, and sealed when the king was in this disposition, the
the letter with his own seal, he gave it to messenger told him that Uriah was slain also;
Uriah to carry to Joab. When Joab had re- whereupon he was pacified. So be bade the
reived it, and upon reading it understood the messenger go back to Joab, and tell him that
Icing's purpose, he set Uriah in that place this misfortune is no other than what is com
where he knew the enemy would be most mon among mankind; and that such is the
troublesome to them; and gave him for his nature, and such the accidents of war, inso
partners some of the best soldiers in the army; much that sometimes the enemy will have
and said that he would also come to their assist- success therein, and sometimes others; but
; with the whole army, that if possible they that he ordered him to go on still in his care
. break down some part of the wall, and about the siege, that no ill accident might be
enter the city. And he desired him to be fall bim in it hereafter: that they should
glad of the opportunity of exposing himself raise bulwarks and use machines in besieging
to such great pains, and not to be displeased the city; and when they have gotten it, to
at it, since be was a valiant soldier, and had a overturn its very foundations, and to destroy
great reputation for his valour, both with the all those that are in it. Accordingly the mes
king and with his countrymen. And when senger carried the king's message with which
Uriah undertook the work he was set upon he was charged, and made haste to Joab.
with alacrity, he gave private orders to those But Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah, when she
who were to be his companions, that when was informed of the death of her husband,
they saw the enemy make a sally, they should mourned for his death many days; and when
leave him. When, therefore, the Hebrews her mourning was over, and the tears which
! an attack upon the city, the Ammonites she shed for Uriah were dried up, the king
afraid that the enemy might prevent took her to wife presently; and a son was
I get up into the city, and this at the born to him by her.
very piacs. whither Uriah was ordered; so they 3. With this marriage God was not well
1 their best soldiers to be in the fore- pleased, but was thereupon angry at David;
enly, and and he appeared to Nathan the prophet in
sleep, and complained of the king. Now
N
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Nathan was n fair and prudent man; and con said, that seeing he repented of the things he
sidering that kings, when they fall into a pas had done, he was no longer displeased with
sion, are guided more by that passion than him. So Nathan, when he had delivered this
they are by justice, he resolved to conceal the prophecy to the king, returned home.
threatening5 that proceeded from God, and 4. However, God sent a dangerous dis
made a good-natured discourse to him, and temper upon the child that was born to David
this after the manner following: —He desired of the wife of Uriah ; at which the king was
that the king would give him his opinion in troubled, and did not take any food for seven
the following case: — " There were," said he, days, although his servants almost forced
" two men inhabiting the same city, the one him to take it ; but he clothed himself in a
of them was rich and [the other poor]. The black garment, and fell down, and lay upon
rich man had a great many flocks of cattle, the ground in sackcloth, entreating God for
of sheep, and of kine ; but the poor man had the recovery of the child, for he vehemently
hut one ewe-lamb. This he brought up with loved the child's mother ; but when, on the
his children, and let her eat her food with seventh day, the child was dead, the king's
them; and he had the same natural affection servants durst not tell him of it, as supposing
for her which any one might have for a daugh that when he knew it, he would still less ad
ter. Now upon the coining of a stranger to mit of food and other care of himself, by rea
the rich man, he would not vouchsafe to kill son of his grief at the death of his son, since
any of his own flocks, and thence feast his when the child was only sick, he so greatly
friend ; but be sent for the poor man's lamb, afflicted himself, and grieved for him; but
and took her away from him, and made her when the king perceived that his servants
ready for food, and thertce feasted the stran were in disorder, and seemed to be affected as
ger. This discourse troubled the king ex those are who are very desirous to conceal
ceedingly; and he denounced to Nathan, that something, he understood that the child was
" this man was a wicked man, who could dead ; and when he had called one of his ser
dare to do such a thing ; and that it was but vants to him, and discovered that so it was,
just that he should restore the lamb fourfold, he arose up and washed himself, and took a
and be punished with death for it also." white garment, and came into the tabernacle
Upon this, Nathan immediately said, that he of God. He also commanded tbem to set
was himself the man who ought to suffer supper before him, and thereby greatly sur
those punishments, and that by his own sen prised his kindred and servants, while he did
tence; and that it was he who had perpe nothing of this when the child was sick, but
trated this great and horrid crime. He also did it all when he was dead. Whereupon, hav
revealed to him, and laid before him, the ing first begged leave to ask him a question,
anger of God against him, who bad made him they besought him to tell tbem the reason of
king over the army of the Hebrews, and lord this his conduct; he then called them unskil
of all the nations, and those many and great ful people, and instructed them how he had
nations round about him ; who had formerly hopes of the recovery of the child while it was
delivered him out of the hands of Saul, and alive, and accordingly did all that was proper
had given him such wives as he had justly and for him to do, as thinking by such means to
legally married ; and now this God was des render God propitious to him; but that when
pised by him, and affronted by his impiety, the child was dead, there was uo longer any
when he had married, and now had another occasion for grief, which was then to no pur
man's wife ; and by exposing her husband to pose. When he had said this, they com
the enemy, had really slain him; that God mended the king's wisdom and understanding.
would Inflict punishments upon him on ac He then went in unto Bathsheba bis wife,
count of those instances of wickedness; that and she conceived and bare a son; and by
his own wives should be forced by one of his the command of Nathan the prophet, called
sons; and that he should be treacherously his name Solomon.
supplanted by the same son; and that al
5. But Joab sorely distressed the Ammon
though he had perpetrated his wickedness ites in the siege, by cutting off their waters,
secretly, yet should that punishment which and depriving them of other means of sub
he was to undergo be inflicted publicly upon sistence, till they were in the greatest want of
him; "that, moreover," said he, "the child meat and drink, for they depended only on
who was born to thee of her, shall soon die." one small well of water, and this they duist
When the king was troubled at these mes not drink of too freely, lest the fountain
sages, and sufficiently confounded, and said, should entirely fail them. So he wrote to the
with tears and sorrow, that he had sinned (for king, and informed him thereof; and per
tie was without controversy a pious man, and suaded him to come himself to take the city,
guilty of no sin at all in his whole life, ex that he might have the honour of the victory.
cepting those in the matter of Uriah), God Upon this letter of Jonb's, the king accepted
hod compassion on him, and wils reconciled of his good-will and fidelity, and took with
to him, ana promised that he would preserve him his army, and came to tlie destruction of
to him both his life and his kingdom; for be Rabbah ; unit when he had taken it by force.
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he pave it to his aoidiera to plunder it; but contrivance he might obtain bis desires; tm
he himself took the king of the Ammonites' he persuaded him to pretend sickness, and
crown, the weight of which was a talent of bade him, when his father should come to hint,
gold:* and it had in its middle a precious to beg of him that his sister might come an.l
stone called a sardonyx; which crown David minister to him; for, if that were done, lie
ever alter wore on his own head. Ue also should be better, and should quickly recov r
found many other vessels ir the city, and those from his distemper. So Amnon lay down ot
both splendid and of great price; but as for his bed, and pretended to be sick, as Jonadnl'
the men, he tormented thetn.f and then de hod suggested. When his father came, and
stroyed them: and when he had taken the inquired how he did, he begged of him to semi
•ther cities of the Ammonites by force, he his sister to him. Accordingly, he presently
i after the
ordered her to be brought to him ; and wher
she was come, Amnon bade her make cakes
for him, and fry them in a pan, and do it an
CHAPTER VIIL
with her own hands, because he should take
them better from her hand [than from any
HOW ABSALOM MURDERED AMNON, WHO HAD one's
else]. So she kneaded the flour in the
FORCED HIS OWH SISTER; AND HOW HE WAS
sight of her brother, and made him cakes, and
BANISHED, AND &TTERWAKD3 RECALLED BY baked
them in a -pan, and brought them to
DAVID.
him; but at that time he would not taste them,
§ 1. When the king was returned to Jerusa but gave order to his servants to send all that
lem, a sad misfortune befell his house, on the were there out of his chamber, because be bad
occasion following: He had a daughter, who a mind to repose himself, free from tumult
was yet a virgin, and very handsome, inso and disturbance. As soon as what he had
much that she surpassed all the most beauti commanded was done, he desired his Bister to
ful women; her name was Taraar; she had bring his supper to him into tbe inner parlour;
the same mother with Absalom. Now Am- which, when the damsel had done, he took
non, David's eldest son, fell in love with her, hold of her, and endeavoured to persuade her
and being not able to obtain his desires, on ac to lie with him. Whereupon the damsel cried
count of her virginity, and the custody she out, and said, " Nay, brother, do not force
was under, was so much out of order, nay, me, nor be so wicked as to transgress the laws,
his grief so eat up his body, that he grew lean, and bring upon thyself the utmost confusion.
and his colour was changed. Now there was Curb this tby unrighteous and impure lust,
one Jonadab, a kinsman and friend of his, from which our house will get nothing but
who discovered this his passion, for he was an reproach and disgrace." She also advised him
extraordinary wise man, and of great sagacity to speak to his lather about this affair; for
of mind. When, therefore, he saw that every he would permit him [to marry her]. This
morning Aranon was not in body as he ought she said, as desirous to avoid her brother's vio
to be, he came to him, and desired him to tell lent passion at present But he would not
hun what was the cause of it: however, he yield to her; but, inflamed with love, and
said that he guessed that it arose from the pas blinded with the vehemency of his passion, he
sion of love. Amnon confessed his passion, forced his sister : but as soon as Amnon had
that he was in love with a sister of his, who satisfied his lust, he hated her immediately,
had the same father with himself. So Joria- and giving her reproachful words, bade her
dab suggested to him by what method and rise up and be gone. And when she said
that this was a more injurious treatment than
• That m talent ofgold was about seven pounds weight, the former, if, now he had forced her, he would
see the description of tbe tempies. chap. xiiL Nor not let her stay with him till the evening, but
eotild Josephus well estimate it higher, since he here bid her go away in the day-time, and while it
says thai David wore it on his bead perpetually.
♦ Whether Josepbus saw tbe wonts of otir copies. 9 was light, that she might meet with people
flam. aU. 31, sod 1 Chroo. XX. 3, that David put tbe in that would be witness of her shame,—he com
habitants, or at least the carrison of Rabbnh, and of the manded his servant to turn her out of his
ether Ammonite etltea wbicn he besieged and took, under,
ee cat them with saws, and under, or with harrows of
Whereupon she was sorely grieved
•Jroa. aad undm*. or with aaes of iron, and made them house.
pa-s throneh the brick kiln, is not here directly ex- at the injury and violence that had been offer
passed. If he aaw them, as it is most probable he did, ed to her, and rent her loose coat (for the vir
at certainly expounded them of tormenting these Am.
of old time wore such loose coats tied at
notutes to death, who were none of those seven nations gins
of Csnuo, whose wickedness had rendered them inca the bands, and let down to the ankles, that
pable of mercy : otherwise 1 should be inclinable to think the inner coats might not be seen), and
that the meaning, at least as tbe words are in Samuel,
fcisrht only he this: That they were made rhe lowest sprinkled ashes on her head; and went up
**area, to week in sawing timber or stone, in harrowing the middle of the city, crying out and lament
_ in hewing timber, in making and burning
•ad tbe like hard services, but without taking ing for tbe violence that had been offered her.
IPir HVes. We never elsewhere, that I remem- Now Absalom, her brother, happened to meet
»t with such methods of cruelty in putting men to her, and asked her what sad thing had beail tbe Uitile, or in any other ancient history I fallen her, that she was in that plight; and
| when she had told him what injury had been
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offered ber, lie comforted ber, and desired ber he expected to see those his sons again, whom
to be quiet, and take all patiently, and not to be had a little before beard to have perished'.
esteem her being corrupted by ber brother as However, there were tears on both sides; they
an injury. So sbe yielded to his advice, and lamenting their brother who was killed, and
left off her crying out, and discovering the the king lamenting bis sun who was killed
force offered her to the multitude: and she also; but Absalom fled to Geshur, to his
continued as a widow with ber brother Absa grandfather by bis mother's side, who was king
of that country, and be remained with hin>
lom a long time.
2 When David bis father knew this, be three whole years.
was grieved at the actions of Amnon ; but 4. Now David bad a design to send to Ab
because be had an extraordinary affection for salom, not that he should come to be punished,
him, for he was his eldest son, be was com but that he might be with him, for the effects
pelled not to afflict bim ; but Absalom watch of his anger were abated by length of time.
ed for a fit opportunity of revenging this crime It was Joab, tbe captain of his host, that chief
upon him, for he thoroughly hated him. Now ly persuaded him so to do; for he suborned
the second year after this wicked affair about an ordinary woman, that was stricken in age.
bis sister was over, and Absalom was about to to go to the king in mourning apparel, who
go to shear his own sheep at Baalhazor, whien said thus to bim That two of ber sons, in at
is a city in the portion of Ephraim, he be coarse way, had gome difference between tbem,
sought bis father, as well as his brethren, to and that in tbe progress of that difference they
come and feast with him; but when David came to an open quarrel, and that one was
excused himself, as not being willing to be smitten by the other, and was dead; and she
burdensome to bim, Absalom desired be would desired him to interpose in this case, and to
however send his brethren; whom he did send do her tbe favour to save this her son from her
accordingly. Then Absalom charged his own kindred, who were very zealous to have him
servants, that when they should see Amnon that had slain his brother put to death, that so
disordered and drowsy with wine, and be she might not be farther deprived of the hopes
should give them a signal, they should fear she bad of being taken care of in her old age
nobody, but kill him.
by bim; and that if he would hinder this
3. When they had done as they were com slaughter of her son by those that wished for
manded, the rest of his brethren were aston it, he would do her a great favour, because
ished and disturbed, and were afraid for them the kindred would not be restrained from their
selves, so they immediately got on horseback, purpose by any thing else than by the fear of
and rode away to their father; but somebody him;—and when the king had given his con
there was who prevented them, and told their sent to what the woman had begged of him,
father they were all slain by Absalom; where she made this reply to bim;—" I owe thes
upon he was overcome with sorrow, as for so thanks for thy benignity to me in pitying my
many of his sons that were destroyed at once, old age, and preventing the loss of my only
and that by their brother also ; and by this con remaining child ; but in order to assure me of
sideration that it was their brother that ap this thy kindness, be first reconciled to thine
peared to have slain tbem, he aggravated his | own son, and cease to be angry with him ; for
sorrow for them. So he neither inquired what how shall I persuade myself that thou bast
was the cause of this slaughter, nor staid to bear really bestowed this favour upon me, while
anything else, which yet it was but reasonable thou thyself continuest after the like manner
to have done, when so very great, and by that in thy wrath ts thine own son ? for it is a fool
greatness so incredible a misfortune was relat ish thing to add wilfully another to thy dead
ed to biin, he rent his clothes, and threw him son, while the death of tbe other was brought
self upon tbe ground, and there lay lamenting about without thy consent;"—and now the
the loss of all his sons, both tbose who, as he king perceived that this pretended story was a
was informed, were slain, and of him who slew subornation derived from Joab, and was of
them. But Jonadab, tbe son of bis brother his contrivance; and when, upon inquiry of
Shemeah, entreated him not to indulge his the old woman, he understood it to be so in
sorrow so far, for as to the rest of his sons he reality, he called for Joab, and told him he
did not believe that they were slain, for he had obtained what he requested According to"
found no cause for such a suspicion ; but he his own mind; and he bid him bring Absalom
said it might deserve inquiry as to Amnon, back, for he was not now displeased, but had
for it was not unlikely that Absalom might already ceased to be angry with bim. So Joab
venture to kill him on account of the injury bowed himself down to the king, and took his
be had offered to Tamar. In the mean time, words kindly, and went immediately to Ge
a great noise of horses, and a tumult of some shur, and took Absalom with him, and came
people that were coming, turned their attention to Jerusalem.
to them ; they were the king's sons, who were 5. However, the king sent a message to his
lied away from the feast. So their father met son beforehand, as he was coming, and com
them as they were in their grief, and he him- manded him to retire to his own bouse, for
wlf grieved with them.; but it was more than he was not yet in such a disposition u to .
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think fit at present to see him. Accordingly,
Accordi
horses, and many chariots, and that in a little
upon the Cither's command, he avoided com time also. He had moreover fifty armouring into his presence, and contented him bearers that were about him, and he came
self with the respects paid him by his own early every day to the king's palace, and
family only. Now his beauty was not im spake what was agreeable to such as came 'or
paired, either by the grief he had been justice and lost their causes, as if that hap
under, or by the want of such care as was pened for want of good counsellors about the
proper to be taken of a king's son, for he king, or perhaps because the judges mistook
still surpassed and excelled all men in the in that unjust sentence they gave; whereby
tallness of his body, and was more eminent he gained the good-mil of them all. He
[in a fine appearance] than those that dieted told them, that bad he but such authority
the most luxuriously; and, indeed, such was committed to bim, he would distribute justice
the thickness of the hair of his head, that it to them in a most equitable manner. When
was with difficulty he was polled every eighth he had made himself so pcps.ar among the
day; and his hair weighed two hundred she multitude, he thought he had already the
kels,* which are five pounds. However, he good-will of the people secured to him; but
dwelt in Jerusalem two years, and became when four years f had passed since his fa
the father of three sons, and one daughter ; ther's reconciliation to him, he came to him,
which daughter was of very great beauty, and besought him to give him leave to go to
and which Rehoboam, the son of Solomon, Hebron, and pay a sacrifice to God, because
took to wife afterward, and had by her a son he vowed it to him when he fled out of the
named Abijah; but Absalom sent to Joab, country. So when David had granted his
and desired him to pacify his father entirely request, he went thither, and great multitudes
towards him; and to beseech him to give him came running together to him, for he had
leave to come to him to see him, and speak sent to a great number so to do.
with him ; but when Joab neglected so to do, he 2. Among them came Ahithophel the Gisent some of his own servants, and set fire to lonite, a counsellor of David's, and two hun
the field adjoining to him ; which, when Joab dred men out of Jerusalem itself, who knew
understood, he came to Absalom, and accused not his intentions, but were sent for as to a
him of what he had done; and asked him the sacrifice. So he was appointed king by all
reason why he did so? To which Absalom of them, which he obtained by that stratagem.
replied, that " I have found out this strata As soon as this news was brought to David,
gem that might bring thee to us, while thou and he was informed of what he did not ex
hast taken no care to perform the injunction pect from his son, he was affrighted at this his
I laid upon thee, which was this, to reconcile impious and bold undertaking, and wondered
my father to me; and I really beg it of thee, that he was so far from remembering how hig
now tbou art here, to pacify my father as to offence had been so lately forgiven him, that
me, since I esteem my coming hither to be he undertook much worse and more wicked
more grievous than my banishment, while my enterprises; first, to deprive him of that
father's wrath against me continues." Here kingdom which was given him of God ; and,
by Joab was persuaded, and pitied the distress secondly, to take away his own father's life.
that Absalom was in, and became an interces He therefore resolved to fly to the parts be
sor with the king for him; and when he had yond Jordan; so he called his most intimate
discoursed with his father, he soon brought friends together, and communicated to them
him to that amicable disposition towards Ab all that he had heard of his son's madness.
salom, that he presently sent for him to come He committed himself to God, to judge be
to bim ; and when he bad cast himself down tween them about all their actions; and left
■pom the ground, and had begged for the the care of his royal palace to his ten concu
forgiveness of bis offences, the king raised bines, and went away from Jerusalem, being
him up, and promised him to forget what he willingly accompanied by the rest of the mulor to somewhat above six pounds avoirdupois, see tbc
had formerly done.
Literal Accomplishment of Prophecies, page 77, 78.
But a late very judicious author thinks that the lxxli.
meant not Its weight, but its value was twenty shekels.
Dr. Wall's Critical Notes on the Old Testament, upon
CHAPTER IX.
2 Samuel xiv. 20. It does not appear what was Joaepbua'a opinion : he l*eta the text down honestly as he
I Or ABSALOM found it in his copies, only be thought, that " at the
when Absalom polled or weighed his hair,
DAVID; AND CONCERNING AHI- end ofdays,"
a week.
THOPHEL AND H08HAI; AND CONCERNING wast once
This is one of tho best corrections that Josepbus's
ZIBA AND iHIMEI; AND HOW AIIITHOPHEL copy affords us of a text that, in our ordinary copies, Is
/Tosaly corrupted. Tbey say that tbia rebellion of Ab
HANGED HIMSELF.
salom waa forty years after what went before (of his re
conciliation to his lather), whereas the series of the
- I. Now Absalom, upon this his success with history shows it could not be more than four years after
whose number Is directly con*
the king, procured to himself a great many it, as here In Joaephua,' the
Septuagint version whence
Ion
was made, which gives us
* Of this wetgM of Absalom', hair, how in■ir.1Iwrnly
or
ibdcl..
of four >
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titude, who went hastily away with him, and so called, there came out a kinsman of 3aoTi
particularly by those six hundred armed men, whose name was Shimei, and threw stones at
who had been with him from his first flight in him, and gave him reproachful words; and
the days of SauL But he persuaded Abia- as bis friends stood about the king and pro
thar and Zadok, the high-priests, who had de tected him, he persevered still more in his re
termined to go away with him, as also all the proaches, and called him a bloody man, and
. Levites, who were with the ark, to stay be the author of all sorts of mischief. He bade
hind, as hoping that God would deliver him him also go out of the land as an impure and
without its removal; but he charged them to accursed wretch; and he thanked God for
let him know privately how all things went depriving him of his kingdom, and causing
on ; and he had their sons, Ahimaaz the son him to be punished for what injuries he had
of Zadok, and Jonathan the son of Abiathar, done to his master [Saul], and this by the
for faithful ministers in all things ; but Ittai means of his own son. Now when they were
the Gittite went out with him whether David all provoked against him, and angry at him,
would let him or not, for he would have per and particularly Abishai, who had a mind to
suaded him to stay, and on that account he kill Shimei, David restrained his anger. " Let
appeared the more friendly to him; but as he us not," said he, "bring upon ourselves anwas ascending the mount of Olives barefoot otherfresh misfortune to those we have already,
ed, and all his company were in tears, it was for truly I have not the least regard nor con
told him that Ahithophel was with Absalom, cern for this dog that raves at me : I submit
and was of his side. This hearing augment myself to God, by whose permission this man
ed his grief; and he besought God earnestly treats me in such a wild manner; nor is it
to alienate the mind of Absalom from Ahitho any wonder that I am obliged to undergo these
phel, for be was afraid that he should persuade abuses from him, while I experience the like
him to follow his pernicious counsel, for he from an impious son of my own ; but perhaps
was a prudent man, and very sharp in seeing God will have some commiseration upon us;
what was advantageous. -When David was if it be bis will we shall overcome them." So
gotten upon the top of the mountain, he took he went on his way without troubling himself
a view of the city; and prayed to God with with Shimei, who ran along the other side of
abundance of tears, as having already lost his the mountain, and threw out his abusive lan
kingdom: and here it was that a faithful guage plentifully. But when David was come
friend of his, whose name was Hushai, met to Jordan, he allowed those that were with
him. When David saw him with his clothes him to refresh themselves; for they were
rent, and having ashes all over his head, and weary.
in lamentation for the great change of affairs, 5. But when Absalom, and Ahithophel his
he comforted him, and exhorted him to leave counsellor, were come to Jerusalem, with all
off grieving; nay, at length he besought him the people, David's friend, Hushai, came to
to go back to Absalom, and appear as one of them ; and when he had worshipped Absalom,
his party, and to fish out the secretest coun he withal wished that his kingdom might last
sels of his mind, and to contradict the coun a long time, and continue for all ages. But
sels of Ahithophel, for that he could not do when Absalom said to him, " How comes
him so much good by being with him as this, that he who was so intimate a friend of
he might by being with Absalom. So he my father's, and appeared faithful to him in all
was prevailed on by David, and left him, and things, is not with him now, but hath left him, *
came to Jerusalem, whither Absalom himself and is come over to me?" Hushai'r answer
came also a little while afterward.
was very pertinent and prudent; for he said,
3. When David was gone a little farther, " We ought to follow God and the multitude
there met him Ziba, the servant of Mepbi- of the people ; while these, therefore, my lord,
bosheth (whom he had sent to take care of and master, are with thee, it is fit that I should
the possessions which had been given him, as follow them, for thou hast received the king
he son of Jonathan, the son of Saul), with a dom from God. I will, therefore, if thou beouple of asses, loaden with provisions, and lievest me to be thy friend, show the same
desired him to take as much of them as he fidelity and kindness to thee, which thou
and his followers stood in need of. And knowest I have shown to thy father: nor is
when the king asked him where he had left there any reason to be in the least dissatisfied
Mephibosheth, he said he bad left him in with the present state of affairs, for the king
Jerusalem, expecting to be chosen king in the dom is not transferred into another, but re
present confusions', in remembrance of the mains still in the same family, by the son's
benefits Saul had conferred upon them. At receiving it after his father." This speech
this the king had great indignation, and gave persuaded Absalom, who before suspected
to Ziba all that he had formerly bestowed on Uusbai. And now be called Ahithophel,
Mephibosheth, for he determined that it was tind consulted with him what be ought to do;
»iuch fitter that he should have them than the he persuaded him to go in unto his father's
other; at which Ziba greatly rejoiced.
eoneubines; for he said, that "by this ac
4. When David was at Buhurun, a place tum '.he people would heliive thst thy differ-
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with thy father is irreconcileablc, and city with machines of war, and by undermi
will thence fight with great alacrity against ning it," When Hushai had said this, be ob
thy father, for hitherto they are afraid of ta tained his point against Ahithophel, for his
king ap open enmity against him, out of an opinion was preferred by Absalom before the
expectation that you will be reconciled again." other's: however, it was no other than God*
Accordingly Absalom was prevailed on by who made the counsel of Hushai appear best
this advice, and commanded his servants to to the mind of Absalom.
pitch him a tent upon the top of the royal 7. So Hushai made haste to the high-priests
palace, in the sight of the multitude; and he Zadok and Abiathar, and told them the opi
went in and lay with bis father's concubines. nion of Ahithophel, and bis own, and that tbe
Mow this came to pass according to tbe pre resolution was taken to follow this latter ad
diction of Nathan, when he prophesied and vice. He therefore bade them send to David,
signified to him that his son would rise up in and tell him of it, and to inform him of the
counsels that had been taken; and to desire
rebellion against him.
6. And when Absalom had done what he him farther to pass quickly over Jordan, lest
was advised to by Ahithophel, be dcBired his his son should change his mind, and make
advice, in the second place, about the war, haste to pursue bim, and so prevent bim, and
against his hither. Now Abithophel only ask seize upon bim before he be in safety. Now
ed him to let him have ten thousand chosen the high-priests bad their sons concealed in a
men, and he promised he would slay bis fa proper place out of the city, that they might
ther, and bring the soldiers back again in carry news to David of what was transacted.
safety ; #nd he said, that then tbe kingdom Accordingly, they sent a maid-servant, whom
would be firm to him when David \va> dead they could trust, to them, to carry tbe new[but not otherwise]. Absalom was pleased of Absalom's counsels, and ordered tbem to
with this advice, and called for Hushai, Da signify the same to David with all speed. So
vid's friend (for so did he style bim), and in they made no excuse nor delay, but, taking
formed him of the opinion of Ahithophel: he along with tbem their fathers' injunctions.
asked, farther, what was his opinion concern ' became pious and faithful ministers ; and
ing that matter. Now he was sensible that 'judging that quickness and suddenness was
if Abithophel's counsel were followed, David the best mark of faithful service, they made
would be in danger of being seized on, and haste to meet with David. But certain horse
■lain ; so he attempted to introduce a contrary men saw them when they were two furlongs
opinion, and said, M Thou art not unacquaint from the city, and informed Absalom of 'hew,
ed, O king, with the valour of thy father, and who immediately sent some to take them ; but
of those that are now with him; that be hath when the sous ofthe high-priests perceived thi-,
made many wars, and hath "always come off they went out of the road, and betook them,
with victory, though probably he now abides selves to a certain village (that village wa«
in the camp, for he is very skilful in strata called Bahurim): there they desired a certain
gems, and in foreseeing the deceitful tricks of woman to hide them, and afford them secu
his enemies; yet will be leave his own soldiers rity. Accordingly she let the young men
in tbe evening, and will either hide himself in down by a rope into a well, and laid fleecesome valley, or will place an anr.bush at some of wool over them; and when those that pur
rork ; so that, when our army joins battle sued them came to her, and asked her whether
with him, bis soldiers will retire for a little she saw them, she did not deny that she had
while, but will come upon us agnin, as en seen them, for that they staid with her some
couraged by tbe king's being near them ; and time, but she said they then went their ways ;
in the meantime your father will show him and she foretold, that, however, if they would
self suddenly in the time of the battle, and follow them directly, they would catch them ;
will infuse courage into his own people when
• This reflection of Josephos's, that God brought to
they are in danger, but bring consterniition to ■ought
the dangerous counsel of Ahithophel. and di
thine. Consider, therefore, my advice, and rectly infatuated
wicked Absalom to reject it (wbiiM in
is what the Scripture styles the Judicial harden
reason upon it, and if thou canst not but ac fatuation
the hearts, and blinding the eyes of men, who, by
knowledge it to be tbe best, reject the opinion ing
their former voluntary wicaedrjess, bare justly deserved
of Ahithophel. Send to tbe entire country of to be destroyed, and are thereby brought to destruction).
Is a very just one. and in him not unfrequeat Nor does
the Hebrews, and order them to come and Josephua
puzzle himself, or perplex his readers,
fight with thy father; and do thou thyself with subtleever
hypotheses as to the manner of such judicial
infatuations by (jod. while the justice of them U gene
take tbe army, and be thine own general in rally
so obvious. That peculiar manner of tbe divine
this war, and do not trust its management to operations,
or permissions, or the ruraos God makes use
another; then expect to conquer him with of in such cases, is often impenetrable by lis. "Seca't
belong to tbe Lord our Godi but those things
ease, when thou overtake-! him openly with things
that are revealed belong to us, and to our children for
his frw partisans, but bast thyself many tea ever,
that we may do all the words of this law,11 Dent,
thousands, who will be desirous to demon xxix. 'J9. Nor have all the subtilties of tbe moderns, a,
far
as
I see. given any considerable light in this, and
strate to thee their diligence and alacrity. And many other
the. Use points of difficulty relating either U
if thy lather shall shut himself up in some divine or human operations.—"See the notes on Anliq.
city, and bear a siege, we will overthrow that b. v. ch. L sect. 2: aiet Aatiq. b. ix* cb. iv. sect A
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but when, after a long pursuit, they could not sat down not far off Mahanaim, in the country
catch them, they came back again; and when of Gilead. He appointed Amasa to be cap
the woman saw those men were returned, and tain of all his host, instead of Joab his kins
that there was no longer any fear of the young man: his father was Ithra, and his mother
men's being caught by them, she drew them Abigail : now she and Zeruian, the mother of
up by the rope, and bade them go on their Joab, were David's sisters; but when David
•ourney. Accordingly they used great dili had numbered his followers, and found them
gence in the prosecution of that journey, and to be about four thousand, he resolved not to
came to Darid and informed him accurately tarry till Absalom attacked him, but set over
of all the counsels of Absalom. So he com his men captains of thousands, and captains of
manded those that were with him to pass over hundreds, and divided his army into three
Jordan while it was night, and not to delay at parts ; the one part he committed to Joab, the
all on that account.
next to Abishai, Joab's brother, and the third
8. But Ahithophel, on rejection of his ad to Ittai, David's companion and friend, but
vice, got upon his ass and rode away to his one that came from the city Gath ; and when
own country, Gilon; and, calling his family he was desirous of fighting himself among
together, he told them distinctly what advice them, his friends would not let him: and this
he had given Absalom ; and since be had not refusal of theirs was founded upon very wise
been persuaded by it, he raid he would evi reasons: —" For," said they, "if we be con
dently perish, and this in no long time, and quered when he is with us, we have lost all
that David would overcome him, and return good hopes of recovering ourselves; but if we
to his kingdom again ) so be said it was better should be beaten in one part of our army,
that he should take his own life away with the other parts may retire to him, and may
freedom and magnanimity, than expose him thereby prepare a greater force, while the ene
self to be punished by David, in opposition my will naturally suppose that he hath another
to whom he had acted entirely for Absalom. army with him." So David was pleased with
When he had discoursed thus to them, he this their advice, and resolved himself to tarry
went isto the inmost room of his house, and at Mahanaim ; and as be sent his friends and
hanged himself; and thus was the death of] commanders to the battle, he desired them to
Ahithophe!, who was self-condemned; and show all possible alacrity and fidelity, and to
when his relations had taken him down from bear in mind what advantages they had received
the hatter they took care of his funeral. Now, from him, which, though they had not been
as for David, he passed over Jordan, as we very great, yet had they not been quite incon
have said already, and came to Mahanaim, a siderable ; and he begged of them to spare the
very fine and very strong city; and all the young man Absalom, lest some mischief should
chief men of the country received him with befall himself, if,he should be killed ; and thus
great pleasure, both out of the shame they did he send out his army to the battle, and
had that he should be forced to flee away wished them victory therein.
[from Jerusalem], and out of the respect they 2. Then did Joab put his army in battle
bare him while he was in his former prospe array over-against the enemy in the Great
rity. These were Barzillai the Gileadite, and Plain, where be had a wood behind him. Ab
Siphar the ruler among the Ammonites, and salom also brought his army into the field to op
Machir the principal man of Gilead; and pose him. Upon the joining of the battle, both
these furnished him with plentiful- provisions sides showed great actions with their hands
fur himself and his followers, insomuch that and their boldness; the one side exposing
they wanted no beds nor blankets for them, themselves to the greatest hazards, and using
loaves of bread, nor wine; nay, they their utmost alacrity, that David might recover
brought them a great many cattle for slaugh his kingdom ; and the other being no way de
ter, and afforded them what furniture they ficient, either in doing or suffering, that Ab
wanted for their refreshment when they were salom might not be deprived of that kingdom,
weary, and for food, with plenty of other ne and be brought to punishment by his father,
for his impudent attempt against him. Those
cessaries.
also that were the most numerous were solici
tous that they might not be conquered by those
few that were with Joab.and with the other com
CHAPTER X.
manders, because that would be the greatest
disgrace to them; while David's soldiers
HOW WREN ABSALOM WAS BEATEN, HE WAS strove greatly to overcome so many ten thou
CAUGHT IN A TREE BY HIS HAIB, AND WAS sands as the enemy had with them. Now
SLAIN.
David's men were conquerors, as superior in
strength and skill in war ; so they followed the
§ 1 . And this was the state of David and his others as they fled away through the forests
followers: but Absalom got together a vast and valleys; some tbey took prisoner>s and
•irrny of the Hebrews to oppose his father, and many they slew, and more in the flight than
passed therewith o'ver the river Jordan, and in the battle, for thnre fell about twenty thou
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•and that day. But all David's men ran vio David. Now he took a nearer rosd than the
lently upon Absalom, for he was easily known former did, for nobody knew it but himself,
by bis beauty and tallness. lie was himself and he came before Cushi. Now as David
also afraid lest his enemies should seize on him, was sitting between the gates," and waiting
so be got upon the king's mule and fled; but to see when somebody would come to bim
as he was carried with violence, and noise, and from the battle, and tell bim how it went, one
a great motion, as being himself light, he en of the watchmen saw Ahimaaz running, and
tangled his hair greatly in the large boughs of before be could discern who be was, he told
a knotty tree that spread a great way, and David that be saw somebody coming to him,
there be hung, after a surprising manner; and who said, he was a good messenger. A little
as for the beast it went on farther, and that while after, he informed him, that another
swiftly, as if his master bad been still upon messenger followed him ; whereupon the king
his back; but he banging in the air upon the said that be also was a good messenger: but
boughs, was taken by bis enemies. Now when, when the watchman saw Ahimaaz, and that
one of David's soldiers saw this, be informed he was already very near, he gave the king
Joab of it; and when the general said. That if notice, that it was the son of Zadok the
he had shot at and killed Absalom, he would high-priest, who came running. So David
have given him fifty shekels, he replied,—" I was very glad, and said he was a messenger
would not have killed my master's son if of good tidings, and brought him some such
thou wouldst have given me a thousand news from the battle as be desired to hear.
shekels; especially when he desired that the 5. While the king was saying thus, Ahi
young man might be spared, in the bearing maaz appeared, and worshipped the king.
of us all." But Joab bade him show bim And when the king inquired of him about
where it was that he saw Absalom bang; the battle, he said he brought bim the good
whereupon be shot bim to the heart, and slew news of victory and dominion. And when
him, and Joab's armour-bearers stood round he inquired what he had to say concerning
the tree, and pulled down bis dead body, and his son, he said that he came away on the
cast it into a great chasm that was out of sudden as soon as the enemy was defeated,
sight, and laid a heap of stones upon him, till but that he heard a great noise of those that
the cavity was filled up, and had both the pursued Absalom, and that he could icarn no
appearance and the bigness of a grave. Then more, because of the haste he made when
Joab sounded a retreat, and recalled his own Joab sent him to inform him of the victory.
soldiers from pursuing the enemy's army, in But when Cushi was come, and had worship
ped him, and unformed him of the victory,.he
order to spare their countrymen.
3. Now Absalom bad erected for himself asked him about his son, who replied, 44 May
a marble pillar in the king's dale, two fur the like misfortune befall thine enemies as
longs distant from Jerusalem, which he named hath befallen Absalom." That word did not
Absalom's Hand, saying, that if his children permit either himself or his soldiers to rejoice
Ifl killed, his name would remain by that at the victory, though it was a very great one ;
pillar; for he had three sons and one daugh but David went up to the highest part of the
ter, named Tamar, as we said before, who, city.f and wept for his son, and beat his
when she was married to David's grandson, breast, tearing ['.he hair of| his head, torment
Rehoboam, bare a son, Abijah by name, who ing himself all manner of ways, and crying
succeeded his father in the kingdom; but of out, 44 Oh, my son! I wish that I had died
these we shall speak in a part of our history myself, and ended my days with thee!" for
which will be more proper. After the death he was of a tender natural affection, and had
of Absalom, they returned every one to 'heir extraordinary compassion for this son in par
ticular. But when the army and Joab heard
own homes respectively.
4. But now Ahioiaaz, the son of Zadok the that the king mourned for his son, they were
high-priest, went to Joab, and desired he would ashamed to enter the city in the habit of con
permit him to go and tell David of this vic querors, but they all came in as cast down,
* The reader need not be surprised at this account of
tory, and to bring him the good news that David's
throne, both here and £ Sam. mviii. 24, thai it
God had afforded his assistance and bis pro was
between two gates, or portals i gate* being in cities^
vidence to him. However, he did not grant as well as at the temple, large open places, with a portal
at the entrance, and another at the exit, between which
fus request, but said to him, 44 Wilt thou, judicial
were heard, and public consultations ta
*hn hast always been the messenger of good ken, as iscauses
well known from several places of Scripture,
a Chron. iiil 2: Psal. U. 14 1 exxvii. i, IrW. I. 21j
Bears, now go and acquaint the king that his vlii
xxiLWi and often elsewhere.
wo is dead?" So he desired him to desist. + 3.3-II
Since David was now in Mahanaim, and in the
He then called Cushi, and committed the open place of that city-gate, which seems still to have
been built the highest ofany part of the wal.; and since
bMiacaa to bim, that be should tell the king our
copies say he went up to the r-h.iniber over the
what he bad seen. But when Ahimaaz again gateother
{2 Sam. xviii. 33), I think we ought to correct our
desired hiin to let bim go as a messenger, and present reading In Josephus, and for rify should read
i.e. instead of the highest part of the city should sar
assured hiin that he would only relate what fair.highesl
part of the gate. Accordingly we find David
concerned ibe victory, but not concerning the nie
presently,
in Jusephus. as well as In our other copras,
Ceath of Ai-solom. be gave hiin leave to go to ■i Sam. xii f. sitting as before, in the gtie of the city.
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and in tears, ai if they had been beaten. to leave off his anger at them, and to become
Now while the king covered himself, and friends with them, and, as he used to do, to
grievously lamented his son, Joab went in to resume the care of their affairs, and take the
him, and said, " O my lord the king, thou kingdom again. This was often told to Da
art not aware that thou layest a blot on thy vid. And, this notwithstanding, David sent
self by what thou now doest ; for thou now to Zadok and AWatbar the high-priests, that
seemest to hate those that love thee, and un tbey should speak to the rulers of the tribe ot
dergo dangers for thee; nay to bate thyself Judah after the manner following: That it
and thy family, and to love those that are thy would be a reproach upon them to permit the
bitter enemies, and to desire the company of other tribes to choose David for their king,
those that are no more, and who have been before their tribe, and this, said he, while you
justly slain; for had Absalom gotten the vic are akin to him, and of the same common
tory, and firmly settled himselfin the kingdom, blood. He commanded them also to say the
there bad been none of us left alive, but all of same to Amasa the captain of- their forces,
us, beginning with thyself and thy children, That whereas he was his sister's son, he had
had miserably perished, while our enemies not persuaded the multitude to restore the
had not wept for us, but rejoiced over us, kingdom of David: that he might expect from
and punished even those that pitied us in our him not only a reconciliation, for that was al
misfortunes; and thou art not ashamed to do ready granted, but that supreme command of
this in the case of one that has been thy bit the army also which Absalom had bestowed
ter enemy, who, while he was thine own son, upon him. Accordingly the high-priests,
hath proved so wicked to thee. Leave off, when they had discoursed with the rulers of
therefore, thy unreasonable grief, and come the tribe, and said what the king had ordered
abroad and be seen by thy soldiers, and return them, persuaded Amasa to undertake the care
_ them thanks for the alacrity they showed in of his affairs. So be persuaded that tribe to
the fight; for I myself will this day per send immediately ambassadors to him, to be
suade the people to leave thee, and to give seech him to return to his own kingdom. The
the kingdom to another, if thou continuest same did all the Israelites, at the like persua
to do thus; and then I shall make tbee to sion of Amasa.
grieve bitterly and in earnest-" Upon Joab's 2. When the ambassadors came to him, he
speaking thus to him, he made the king leave came to Jerusalem; and the tribe of Judah
off his Borrow, and brought him to the consi was the first that came to meet the king at the
deration of his affairs. So David changed river Jordan; and Shimei, the son of Gere,
bis* habit, and exposed himself in a manner came with a thousand men, which he brought
fit to be seen by the multitude, and sat in the with him out of the tribe of Benjamin ; and
gates; whereupon all the people heard of it, Ziba, the freedman of Saul, with his sons,
and ran together to him, and saluted him. fifteen in number, and with his twenty ser
And this was the present state of David's vants. All these, as well as the tribe of Ju
dah, laid a bridge [of boats] over the river,
ailuirs.
that the king, and those that were with him,
might with ease pass over it. Now as soon
as he was come to Jordan, the tribe of Judah
saluted him. Shimei also came upon the
CHAPTER XL
bridge, took hold of his feet, and prayed bim
ROW DAVID, Win s HE HAD RECOVERED HIS to forgive him what he had offended, and not
KINGDOM, WAS RECONCILED TO SHI Ml I, AND to be too bitter against him, nor to think fit
TO ZIBA; AND SHOWED A GREAT AFFEC to make him the first example of severity un
TION TO BARZILLAI: AND HOW, UPON THE der his new authority ; but to consider that
RISE OF A SEDITION, HE HADE AMASA CAP he had repented of his failure of duty, and
TAIN OF HIS HOST, IN ORDER TO PURSUE had taken care to come first of all to him.
8I1EBA ; WHICH AMASA WAS SLAIN BY JOAB. While he was thus entreating the king, and
moving him to compassion, Abishai, Joab's
§ I. Now those Hebrews that had been with brother, said. And shall not this man die for
this,
that he bath cursed that king whom God
Absalom, and bad retired out of the battle,
when tbey were all returned home, sent mes hath appointed to reign over us? But Da
sengers to every city to put tbem in mind of vid turned himself to him, and said, " Will
what benelits David hid bestowed upon them, you never leave off, ye sons of Zeruiah? Do
and of that liberty which he had procured not you, I pray, raise new troubles and sedi
them, by delivering them from many and great tions among us, now the former are over ; for
wars. But they complained, that whereas I would not have you ignorant, that I this dny
they had ejected him out of his kingdom, and begin my reign, and therefore swear to remit to
committed it to another governor, which all offenders their punishments, and not to
other governor, whom they had set up, wa> animadvert on any one that has sinned. Be
already dead; they did not now beseech Davii: thou, therefore," said he, " O Shimei, of good
courage, and do not at all fear being put to
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death." So he worshipped him, and went on ite, that great and good man, and one that
before him.
bad made a plentiful provision for him at
3. Mephibosheth also, Saul's grandson, Mahanaim, and had conducted him as far as
met David, clothed in a sordid garment, and Jordan, to accompany him to Jerusalem, for
having his hair thick and neglected ; for after he promised to treat him in his old age with
David was fled away, he was in such grief all manner of respect—to take care of him,
that he had not polled his head, nor had be and provide for bim. But Barzillai was so
washed bis clothes, as dooming himself to un desirous to live at home, that he entreated
dergo such hardships* upon occasion of the him to excuse bim from attendance on him;
change of the king's affairs. Now he had and said, that bis age was too great to enjoy
been unjustly calumniated to the king by the pleasures [of a court], since he was four
Ziba, his steward. When he had saluted the score years old, and was therefore making
king, and worshipped him, the king began to provision for his death ard burial ; so he de
ask him why be did not fto out of Jerusalem sired him to gratify him in this request, and
with him, and accompany hitn during his dismiss him; for he hnd no relish of his meat
flight? He replied, that this piece of injus or his drink, by reason of his age; and that
tice was owing to Ziba; because, when he his ears were too much shut up to hear the
was ordered to get things ready for his going sound of pipes, or the melody of other musi
out with bim, be took no care of it, but re cal instruments, such as all those that live
garded him no more than if be had been a with kings delight in. When he entreated
slave; "and, indeed, had 1 had my feet sound for this so earnestly, the king said, " 1 dis
and strong, I had not deserted tbec, for I miss thee; but tbou shalt grant me thy son
could then have made use of tbem in my Chimbam, and upon him I will bestow all
Might; but this is not all the injury that Ziba sorts of good things." So Barzillai left his
has done me, as to my duty to thee, my lord son with him, and worshipped the king, and
and master, but he hath calumniated me be wished him a prosperous conclusion of all his
tides, and told lies about me of bis own in affairs according to his own mind, and then
vention; but I know thy mind will not ad returned home: but David came to Gilgal,
mit of such calumnies, but is righteously dis having about him half the people [of Israel]
posed, and a lover of truth, which it is also and the [whole] tribe of Judah.
the will of God should prevail. For when 5. Now the principal men of the country
thou wast in the greatest danger of suffering came to Gilgnl to bim with a great multitude,
by my grandfather, and when, on that ac and complained of the tribe of Judah, that
count, our whole family might justly have they had come to him in a private manner,
been destroyed, thou wast moderate and mer whereas they ought all conjointly, and with
ciful, and didst then especially forget all those one and the same intention, to have given
injuries, when, if thou had»t remembered him the meeting. But the rulers of the tribe
tbem, thou hadst the power of punishing us of Judah desired them not to be displeased if
for them; but tbou bast judged me to be thy they had been prevented by tbem: for, said
friend, and hast set me every day at thine they, " We are David's kinsmen, and on that
osrn table; nor have I wanted any thing account we the rather took care of him, and
which one of thine own kinsmen, of great loved bim, and so came first to him;" yet
est esteem with thee, could have expected.'1 had they not, by their early coming, received
W hen he bad said this, David resolved nei arty gifts from him, which might give them
ther to punish Mephibosheth, nor to con who came last any uneasiness. When the
demn Ziba. as having belied his master; but rulers of the tribe of Judith had said this, the
said to him, that as be bad [before] granted rulers of the other tribe were not quiet, but
all his estate to Ziba. because be did not come said farther, " O brethren, we cannot but
Along with fciitn, so he [now] promised to for wonder at you when jou call the king your
give him, and ordered that the one half of his kinsman alone, whereas be that hath received
estate should be restored to him.* Where from God the power over nil of us in com:
upon Mephibosheth said, •* Nay, let Ziba take nion, ought to be esteemed a kinsman to us
all; it suffice* me that thou hast recovered all; for which reason the whole people have
eleven parts in him, and you but one part:f
thy kingdom."
4. But David desired Barzillai the Gilead- we are also elder than you; wherefore you
• By David's disposal of half Mephihoaheth*s estate to have not done justly in coming to the king ir
Ziba, on* would imagine that he was a cond deal dissa this private and concealed manner."
tisfied, ai-d doubllul whether Mephiboshelh'a story weie
entirely true or not : nor duett David now invite him to 6. While these rulers were thus disputing
atet with htm. aa he did hefor-, but only 'orgives him, + 1 clearly prefer Josephus's reading here, when it sup
» he bad bren at all guilty Nor i> tliia odd way or poses eleven tribes, including Benjnmin. to be on theotia
tDouroina; that Mephihosheth made use ot here, and * siile, and the tribe of Judah alone on the other, since
rase. six. 14. wholiy free irom suspicion of hypocrisy. Benjamin, in general, had been still founder of the house
If Z<ha nerlected or related to bring Mephibosheth en of Nasi, and less firm to David hilherto. than any of Out
hi hu> wv*u. wb -huh he might ride to Itavid, it is rest, and so cannot be snpposed to be Joined with Jodah
Sard tat soppoac that so ureal a man as he war. should si this time, to make it double, especially when the fol
sat be ahbe to procure aotne other beast for the same lowing rebellion was headed by a Benjamite. See sect,
. 1 1 - and 9 Sam. xx. % *.
Jraruiaat.
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one with another, a certain wicked man, who
took a pleasure in seditious practices (his
name was Sheba, the son of Bicbri, of the
tribe of Benjamin), stood up in the midst of
the multitude, and cried aloud, and spake thus
to them:— " We have no part in David, nor
inheritance in the son of Jesse." And when
he had used those words, be blew with a
trumpet, and declared war against the king;
and they all left David, and followed bim ;
the tribe of Judah alone staid with him, and
settled him at bis royal palace at Jerusalem.
But as for bis concubines, with whom Absa
lom his son bad accompanied, truly he re
moved them to another bouse; and ordered
those that bad the care of them to make a
plentiful provision for them; but he came
not near them any more. He also appointed
Amasa for the captain of bis forces, and gave
him the same high office which Joab before had ;
and he commanded him to gather together,
out of the tribe of Judah, as great an army as
be could, and come to bim within three days,
that he might deliver to bim bis entire army,
and might send him to fight against [Sheba]
the son of Bicbri. Now while Amasa was gone
out, and made some delay in gathering tbe
army together, and so was not yet returned,
on tbe third day the king said to Joab,—
" It is not fit we should make any delay in
this affair of Sbeba, lest he get a numerous
army about him, and be tbe occasion of great
er mischief and hurt our affairs more than
did Absalom himself; do not thou therefore
wait any longer, but take such forces as thou
bast at hand, and that [old] body of six hun
dred men and tby brother Abisbai with thee,
and pursue after our enemy, and endeavour
to fight him wheresoever thou canst overtake
him. Make haste to prevent him, lest he
seize upon some fenced cities, and cause us
great labour and pains before we take him."
7. So Joab resolved to make no delay, but
taking with him his brother, and those six
hundred men, and giving orders that tbe rest
of tbe army which was at Jerusalem should
follow him, he marched with great speed
against Sheba; and when he was come to
Gibeon, which is a village forty furlongs dis
tant from Jerusalem, Amasa brought a great
army with him, and met Joab.
Now Joab
was girded with a sword, and his breast-plate
on ; and when Amasa came near him to sa
lute him, be took particular care that his
sword should fall out, as it were, of its own
accord; so he took it up from the ground,
and while he approached Amasa, who was
then near him, as though he would kiss him,
he took hold of Amasa's beard with his other
hand, and he smote bim in bis belly when he
did not foresee it, and slew him. This im
pious and altogether profane action, Joab did
to a good young man and bis kinsman, and one
that bad done him no injury, and this out
of jcalousv Hun be «w>unl olitain tbe chief
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command of tbe army, and be in equal dig
nity with himself about tbe king; and for
tbe same cause it was that be killed Abner;
but as to that former wicked action, the death
of his brother Asahel, which he seemed to
revenge, afforded him a decent pretence, and
made that crime a pardonable one; but in
this muider of Amasa there was no such
covering for it. Now when Joab had killed
this general, he pursued after Sheba, having
left a man with the dead body, who was or
dered to proclaim aloud to the army that Ama
sa was justly slain, and deservedly punished.
" But," said he, " if you be for the king, fol
low Joab bis general, and Abisbai, Joab's bro
ther;" but because the body lay on the road,
and all the multitude came running to it, and,
as is usual with the multitude, stood wonder
ing a great while at it, be that guarded it
removed it thence, and carried it to a certain
place that was very remote from the road,
and there laid it, and covered it with his gar
ment. When this was done, all the people
followed Joab. Now as be pursued Sheba
through all the country of Israel, one told
him that be was in a strong city called Abclbetb-maachab. Hereupon Joab went thither,
and set about it with bis army, and cast up a
bank round it, and ordered bis soldiers to
undermine the walls, and to overthrow them ;
and since the people in tbe city did not admit
him, he was greatly displeased at them.
8. Now there was a woman of small ac
count, and yet both wise and intelligent, who
seeing her native city lying at tbe last extre
mity, ascended upon tbe wall, and, by means
of the armed men, called for Joab; and wheu
he came to her, she began to say, " That God
ordained kings and generals of armies, that
they might cut off tbe enemies of the He
brews, and introduce a universal peace among
them ; but tbou art endeavouring to over
throw and depopulate a metropolis of the
Israelites, which hath been guilty of no of
fence." But be replied, ■' God continue to
be merciful unto me: I am disposed to avoid
killing any one of the people, much less would
I destroy such a city as this; and if they will
deliver me up Sheba. the son of Bicbri, who
bath rebelled against the king, I will leave off
the siege, and withdraw the army from the
place." Now as soon as tbe woman heard
what Joab said, she desired bim to intermit
the siege for a little while, for that he should
have the head of his enemy thrown out to
him presently. So she went down to the ci
tizens and said to them, " Will you be so
wicked as to perish miserably, with your chil
dren and wives, for the sake of a vile fellow,
and one whom nobody knows who he is?
And will you have him for your king instead
of David, who hath been so great a benefactor
to you, and oppose your city alone to such a
mighty and strong army?" So she prevailed
with them, and thev cut off the head of She-
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ha. and threw it into Joab's army. When sbai, Joab'i brother, appeared on the sudden,
this was done, the king's general sounded a and protected the king with his shield, as he
retreat, and raised the siege. And when be lay down, and slew the enemy. Now the
was come to Jerusalem, he was again appoint multitude were very uneasy at these dangers
ed to be general of all the people. The king of the king, and that he was very near to be
also constituted Benaiah captain of the guards, slain : and the rulers made him swear that be
and of the six hundred men. He also set would no more go out with them to battle,
Adoram over the tribute, and Sabathes and lest he should come to some great misfortune
Achilaus over the records. He made Sheva by bis courage and boldness, and thereby de
the scribe; and appointed Zadok and Abia- prive the people of the benefits they now en
thar the high-priests.
joyed by bis means, and of those that they
might hereafter enjoy by his living a long time
among tbem.
2. When the king beard that the Philis
CHAPTER XII.
tines were gathered together at the city Gazara, be sent an army against them, when SibHOW THE HEBREWS WERE DELIVERED FROM becbai the Hittite, one of David's most cou
A FAMINE WHEN THE GIBEONITES HAD rageous men, behaved himself so as to deserve
CAUSED PUNISHMENT TO BE INFLICTED FOR great commendation, for he slew many ofthose
THOSE OF THEM THAT HAD BEEN SLAIN: that bragged tbey were the posterity of the
AS ALSO, WHAT GREAT ACTIONS WERE PER giants, and vaunted themselves highly on
FORMED AGAINST THE PHILISTINES BY DA that account, and thereby was the occasion of
VID, AND THE MEN OF VALOUR ABOUT HIM. victory to the Hebrews. After which defeat,
the Philistines made war again; and when
§ 1. After this, when the country was great David had sent an army against them, Nephan
ly afflicted with a famine, David besought his kinsman fought in a single combat with
God to have mercy on the people, and to dis the stoutest of all the Philistines, and slew
cover to him what was the cause of it, and him, and put the rest to Sight. Many of them
how a remedy might be found for that dis also were slain in the fight. Now a little
temper. And when the prophets answered, while after this, the Philistines pitched their
that God would have the Gibeonites avenged, camp at a city which lay not far off the bounds
whom Saul the king was so wicked as to be of the country of the Hebrews. Tbey had a
tray to slaughter, and had not observed the man who was six cubits tall, and had on each
oath which Joshua the general and the senate of his feet and bands one more toe and fin
had (worn to them. If, therefore, said God, ger than men naturally have. Now the per
the king would permit such vengeance to be son who was sent against them by David out
taken for those that were slain as the Gibeon of his army was Jonathan, the son of Sbimea,
ites should desire, he promised that he would who fought this man in a single combat, and
be reconciled to them, and free the multitude slew him; and as be was the person who gave
from their miseries. As soon therefore as the the turn to the battle, he gained the greatest
king understood that this it was which God reputation for courage therein. This man
sought, he sent for the Gibeonites, and asked also vaunted himself to be of the sons of the
them what it was they would have;—and giants. But after this fight, the Philistines
when th*y desired to have seven sons of Saul made war no more against the Israelites.
delivereo to them to be punished, he delivered 3. And now David being freed from ware
them up, but spared Mephibosheth the son of and dangers, and enjoying for the future a
Jonathan. So when the Gibeonites bad re profound peace,* composed songs and hymns
ceived the men, they punished them as they • This section is a very remarkable one, and shows
pleased ; upon which God began to send rain, that, ;n the opinion of Josephus, David composed the
Book of Psalms, not at several times before, as their
and to recover the earth to bring forth its fruits present
frequently imply, hut generally at
as usual, and to free it from the foregoing the lanerinscriptions
end of bis life, or after bis ware were over.
drought ; so that the country of the Hebrews Nor does Josephus.
nor the authors of the known books
the Old and New Testament, nor the Apostolical
nourished again. A little afterward the king of
seem to have ascribed any of them to any
made war against the Philistines: and when Constitutions,
other author than to tiavitl himself. See Essay on the
be had joined battle with them, and put Old Testament, pages 174, 174. Of these metres of tbe
see the note on Antiq. b il. cb. xvi. sect 4.
them to Sight, he was left alone, as he was in Psalms,
However, we must observe here, that as Josephus says,
pursuit of them : and when be was quite tired Antiq.
b. it ch. xvi. sect. 4, that tbe sons at the Red
down, he was seen by one of the enemy, Sea. F.xod. xt. 1—31, was composed by Mom* in tbe
tune or metre t as also, Antiq. b. ir. chap,
bis name was Acbmon, the son of Arapb ; he hexameter
viii. sect. 44, that the song of Mores. Deut. xxxii. 1—
was one of the sons of the giants. He had a 43.
was an hexameter poem ; so does he say that the
of David were of twriwi kinds of metre, and
spear, the handle of which weighed three hun Ptaluu
particularly, that they contained trimetert and penfadred shekels, and a breast-plate of chain-work, mrtm,
Antiq. b. it. ch xil. sect. 3; all which implies,
and a sword. He turned back, and ran vio that he thought these Hebrew poems might be best de
to the Greeks and Romans under those names
lently to slay [David] their enemy's king, for scribed
characters of Hexameters* Trimetert, and Peitrthe was quite tired out with labour : but Abi- and
mctm. ISow it appears that the instruments of musio
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to God, 'of several sorts of metre; some pitched their camp at a place called Lehi,
of those which he made were trimeters and and when the Hebrews were again afraid
some were pentameter!. He also made instru of their army, and did not stay, be stood still
ments of music, and taught the Levitea to alone, as an army and a body of men; and
sing hymns to God, both on that called the some of them he overthrew, and some who
Sabbath-Day, and on other festivals. Now were not able to abide his strength and force,
the construction of the instruments was thus: he pursued. These are the works of the
The viol was an instrument of ten strings, hands, and of fighting, which these three per
it was played upon with a bow; the psaltery formed. Now at the time when the king
had twelve musical notes, and was played was once at Jerusalem, and the army of the
upon by the ringers; the cymbals were broad Philistines came upon him to fight* him, Da
and large instruments, and were made ofj vid went up to the top of the citadel, as we
brass. And so much shall suffice to be spoken have already said, to enquire of God concern
by us about these instruments, that the rea ing the battle, while tbe enemy's camp lay in
ders may not be wholly unacquainted with the valley that extends to the city Bethlehem,
which is twenty furlongs distant from Jeru
their nature.
4. Now all the men that were about David, salem. Now David said to his companions,
were men of courage. Those that were —" We have excellent water in my own city,
most illustrious and famous of them for their especially that which is in the pit near the
actions were thirty-eight; of five of whom I gate," wondering if any one would bring him
will only relate the performances, for these some of it to drink; but he said that he would
will suffice to make manifest the virtues of rather have it than a great deal of money.
the others also; for these were powerful When these three men heard what he said, they
enough to subdue countries, and conquer ran away immediately, and burst through the
great nations. First, therefore, was Jessai, midst of their enemy's camp, and came to Beth
the son of Achimaas, who frequently leaped lehem; and when they had drawn the water,
upon the troops of the enemy, and did they returned again through the enemy's camp
not leave off fighting till he overthrew nine to the king, insomtirh that the Philistines were
hundred of them. After him was Eleazar, so surprised at their boldness and alacrity, that
the son of Dodo, who was with the king at they were quiet, and did nothing against them,
Arasam. This man, when once the Israelites as if they despised their small number. But
were under a consternation at the multitude when the water was brought to the king, he
of the Philistines, and were running away, would not drink it, saying, that it was brought
stood alone, and fell upon the enemy, and by the danger and the blood of men, and that
slew many of them, till his sword clung to it was not proper on that account to drink it.
his hand by the blood he had shed, and till But he poured it out to God, and gave him
the Israelites, seeing the Philistines retire by thanks for the salvation of the men. Next to
his means, came down from the mountains these was Abishai, Joab's brother; for he in
and pursued them, and at that time won a one day slew six hundred. The fifth of these
surprising and a famous victory, while Eleazar was Benaiah, by lineage a priest; for being
slew the men, and the multitude followed challenged by [two] eminent men in the coun
and spoiled their dead bodies. The third was try of Moab, he overcame them by his valour.
Sheba, the son of Hub. Now this man, Moreover, there was a man, by nation an
when, in the wars against the Philistines, they Egyptian, who was of a vast bulk, and chal
lenged him, yet did he, when he was unarmed,
that were originally nsed, by the command of king David kill him with his own spear, which he threw
and Solomon, and were carried to Bahylon at the at bim, for he caught him by force, and took
captivity of the two tribes, were brought bark after that
captivity t at also, that tbe singers and musicians, who away his weapons while he was alive and fight
out-lived that capUvity, came back with those instru ing, and slew him with his own weapons.
ments, Ezra it. 41 j vlL 24i Nch. vii. 44; Antiq. b. xi. One may also add this to the forementioned
ch. iii. sect. 8; and ch. iv sect, ill and that this music actions of the same man, either as the princi
and these instruments at the temple, could not but be
well known to Joscphus, a priest belonging to that tem pal of them in alacrity, or a3 resembling the
ple j who accordingly (rives us a short description of rest. When God sent a snow, there was a
three of the iustruments. Antiq. b. vii. ch. xii. sect 3;
and gives us a distinct account, that such psalms and lion who slipped and fell into a certain pit,
hymns were sung in his da\s at that temple. Antiq. b. and because the pit's mouth was narrow, it
ax. ch. ix. secLGi so that JosephuVs authority is beyond was evident he would perish, being enclosed
exception In these matters. Nor can any hypothesis of with
the snow; so when be saw no way tc
the moderns that does not agree with Josephus's cha- I
racters, be justly supposed the true metre of the ancient get out and save himself, he roared. Wher,
Hebrews; nor indeed is there, I think, any other origi Benaiab heard tbe wild beast, he went to
nal authority now extant, hereto relating, to be opposed i
to these testimonies before os. That the ancient music wards him, and coming at the noise he made,
of the Hebrews was eery complete also, and had iu it he went down into tbe mouth of the pit, and
great variety of tunes, is evident by the number of their smote him, as he struggled, with a stake tbut
musical instruments, and by the testimony of another
most authentic witness. Jesus, the son at Nirach. Kcclus. lay there, and immediately slew him. The
I. 18, who says that, at the temple, in his diys,-The other thirty-three were like these in valour
Sfi rs sang praises w'th their voice; with great variety
vl svundl waa there made sweet iueiod>."
I
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David that God was angry at him, he began
CHAPTEB XHL
to entreat him, and to desire he would be
mercifial to him, and forgive him his sin.
THAT WHEN DAVID HAD NtTkfBEKED THE But God sent Nathan the prophet to him, to
FEOrLE, THEY WERE PUNISHED; AND HOW propose to him the election of three things,
TBI DIVINE COMPASSION KEST&AINED that he might choose which he liked best:
TUAT PCNISHMENT.
Whether he would have a famine come upon
the country for seven years, or would have a
§ 1. Now king David was desirous to know war, and be subdued three months by his
how many ten thousands there were of the enemies? or, whether God should send a pes
people, but forgot the commands of Moses,* tilence and a distemper upon the Hebrews for
who tolii them beforehand, that if the multi three days? But as he was fallen to a fatal
tude were numbered, they should pay half a choice of great miseries, he was in trouble,
shekel to God for every head. Accordingly, and sorely confounded; and when the pro
the king commanded Joab, the captain of his phet had said that he must of necessity make
host, to go and number the whole multitude ; his choice, and had ordered him to answer
but when be said there was no necessity for quickly, that he might declare what he had
such a numeration, he was not persuaded [to chosen to God, the king reasoned with him
countermand it], but he enjoined him to make self, that in case he should ask for famine, he
no delay, but to go about the numbering of would appear to do it for others, and without
the Hebrews immediately. So Joab took with danger to himself, since he had a great deal
him the heads of the tribes, and the scribes, of corn hoarded up, but to the harm of others ;
and went over the country of the Israelites, that in case he should choose to be overcome
and took notice how numerous the multitude [by his enemies] for three months, he would
were, and returned to Jerusalem to the king, appear to have chosen war, because he had va
after nine months and twenty days ; and he liant men about hifti, and strong holds, and that
gave in to the king the number of the people, therefore he feared nothing therefrom: so he
without the tribe of Benjamin, for he had not chose that affliction which is common to kings
yet numbered that tribe, no more than the and to their subjects, and in which the fear was
tribe of Levi, for the king repented of his hav equal on all sides; and said this beforehand,
ing sinned against God. Now the number that it was much better to fall into the hands
of the rest of the Israelites was nine hundred of God than into those of his enemies.
thousand men, who were able to bear arms 3. When the prophet bad heard this, he de
and go to war; but the tribe of Judah, by clared it to God ; who thereupon sent a pes
tilence and a mortality upon the Hebrews;
itself, was four hundred thousand men.
2. Now when the prophets had signified to nor did they die after one and the same man
• The wordf of God by Moses (Exod. xxx. It}, snfll- ner, nor so that it was easy to know what the
ciroUy justify the reason here given by Josephus tor tho distemper was. Now, the miserable disease
cml plague mentioned in this chapter: — "When thou ' was one in deed, but it carried them off" by ten
takes* the nun of the children of Israel, after their num thousand causes and occasions, which those
ber, then shall the; give every man a ransom for his that were afflicted could not understand ; for
tool unto the Lord, when thou numberest them, that
there be Bo plague amongst them when thou numberest one diet! upon the neck of another, and the
them.** Nor indeed could David's or the Sanhedrim's terrible malady seized them before they were
neglect at executing this law at this numeration, excuse aware, and brought them to their end suddenly,
tbt people, who ought still to have brought their bonnden
oblation of hair a shekel a- piece with them, when they some giving up the ghost immediately with
came to be numbered. The great reason why nations
are so constantly punished by and with their wicked very great pains and bitter grief; and some
kings and governors is this, that they almost con. were worn away by their distempers, and had
stanUf comply with thetn In their neglect of, or disobe nothing remaining to be buried, but as soon
dience to. the divine laws, and suffer those divine laws as
ever they fell, were entirely macerated;
to go into disuse or contempt, in order to please those
wieked kings and governors! and that they submit hi some were choked, and greatly lamented their
several wicked political laws and commands of thosr case, as being also stricken with a sudden
kiors and governors, instead of the righteous laws of
tiuH, which all mankind ought ever to obey, let their darkness; some there were who, as they were
kings and governors say what they please to the con. burying a relation, fell down dead,f without
traryi this preference of human before divine laws seem
ing to roe toe principal character of Idolatrous or anti- finishing the rites of the funeral. Now there
christian nations. Accordingly, Josephus well observes perished of this disease, which began with the
(kntiq.b iv. ch viil. sect 17), that, it waa the duly of morning, and lasted till the hour of dinner,
the people of Israel to take care that their kings, when seventy
thousand. Nay, the angel stretched
they should have them, did not exceed their proper
h.-nits of power, and prove ungovernable by the laws of out his hand over Jerusalem, as sending this
God. which would certainly be a most pernicious thing terrible judgment upon it; but David had
to Iheir divine settlement. >nr do I think that negli
gence peculiar to ti.e Jews: those nations which are put on sackcloth, and lay upon the ground, encIW Ckrtmlwu are sometimes in'lecd very solicitous
t-» r-rtrain their Lings and governors from breaking the- f Whence Josephus took these his distinct and me
h'rosn laws of their several kingdoms, but without the
of the particular symptoms, and most
hkr care for n-straioing them from breaking the laws lancholy aeewnts
methods of dying, in this terrible pestilence,
nt r;.>t. « Wh-thrr it or right itt tile si<ht of find, to miserable
we cannot now tell, our other copies aflording as no
krarkcit unto men more th in to 'iod. judge ye." Arts v. such
accounts.
IS: " We ought to obey Go I rsther than men," v. KSk
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treating; God, and begging that the distemper the prophet to him, and told him that there
might now cease, and that he would be satis should his son build him an altar, —that son
fied with those that had already perished; and who was to take the kingdom after him.
when the king looked up into the air, and saw
the angel carried along thereby into Jerusalem,
CHAPTER XIV.
with his sword drawn, he said to God, that he
might justly be punished, who was their shep that david made great preparations por
herd ; but that the sheep ought to be preserved,
hoc8e op ood; and that upon
as not having sinned at all; and he implored tub
attempt to oain the king
God that he would send his wrath upon him, adonijah's
and upon all bis family, but spare the people. dom, HE APPOINTED SOLOMON TO REION.
4. When God heard his supplication, he § 1. After the delivery of this prophecy, the
caused the pestilence to cease; and sent Gad king commanded the strangers to be numbered,
the prophet to him, and commanded him to and they were found to be one hundred and
go up immediately to the thrashing-floor of eighty thousand; of these he appointed four
Araunah the Jebusite, and build an altar there score thousand to be hewers of stone, and the
to God, and offer sacrifices. When David rest of the multitude to carry the stones, and of
beard that, he did not neglect bis duty, but them he set over the workmen three thousand
made haste to the place appointed him. Mow and five hundred. He also prepared a great
Araunah was thrashing wheat; and when he quantity of iron and brass for the work, with
saw the king and all his servants coming to many (and those exceeding large) cedar-trees,
him, he ran before, and came to him, and the Tynans and Sidonians sending them to
worshipped him: he was by his lineage a Jebu him, for he had sent to them for a supply of
site, but a particular friend of David's , and for those trees; and he told his friends that these
that cause it was that, when he overthrew the things were now prepared, that he might leave
. city, he did him no harm, as we informed the materials ready for the building of the temple
reader a little before. Now Araunah inquired, to his son, who was to reign after him, and
wherefore is my lord come to his servant? that he might not have them to seek then, when
He answered, to buy of him the thrashing- he was very young, and, by reason of his age,
floor, that he might therein build an altar to unskilful in such matters, but might have them
God, and offer a sacritice. He replied, that lying by him, and so might the more readily
he freely gave him both the thrashing-floor, complete the work.
and the ploughs and the oxen for a burnt- 2. So David called his son Solomon, and
offering; and he besought God graciously to charged him, when he had received the king
accept his sacrifice. But the long made an dom, to build a temple to God; and said, " I
swer, that he took his generosity and magnani was willing to build God a temple myself, but
mity kindly, and accepted his good-will; but he prohibited me, because I was polluted with
he desired him to take the price of them all, blood and wars; but he hath foretold that
for that it was not just to offer a sacrifice that Solomon, my youngest son, should build him
cost nothing. And when Araunah said be a temple, and should be called by that name ;
would do as he pleased, he bought the thrash over whom he hath promised to take the like
ing-floor of him for fifty shekels; and when care as a father takes over his son; and that he
he had built an altar, he performed divine would make the country of the Hebrews happy
service, and brought a burnt-offering, and under him, and that not only in other respects,
offered peace-offerings also. With these God but by giving it peace, and freedom from wars,
was pacified, and became gracious to them and from internal seditions, which are the
again. Now it happened that Abraham* came greatest of all blessings. Since, therefore,"
and offered his son Isaac for a burnt-offering says be, "thou wast ordained king by God
at that very place; and when the youth was himself before thou wast bom, endeavour to
ready to have his throat cut, a ram appeared render thyself worthy of* this his providence,
on a sudden, standing by the altar, which as in other instances, so particularly in being
Abraham sacrificed in the stead of bis son, as religious, and righteous, and courageous.
we have before related. Now when king Keep thou also his commands, and bis laws,
David saw that God had heard bis prayer, and which he hath given us by Moses, and do not
had graciously accepted of his sacrifice, he re permit others to break them. Be zealous also
solved to call that entire place The Altar of all to deuicate to Qoi a temple, which he hath
the People, and to build a temple to God there ; chosen to be built under thy reign; nor be
which words he uttered very appositely to thou affrighted by the vastness of the work,
what was to be done afterward; for God sent nor set about it timorously, for I will make all
• What Josephus adds here is very remarkable, thai things ready before I die: and take notice,
this mount Moriah was cot only the very place where that there are already ten thousand talents of
Abraham offered up Isaac long ago, but lhat God had gold, and a hundred thousand talents of silver,!
r"S5?!Jhimto aUavid
by awhich
prophet,
here hisin son
build
templet
is notthatdirectly
any should
of our
other copie,, though very agreeable to what is in them, + Of the quantity of cold and silver exp-nded in Mm
l".,","l;ri! i" 1 Cbron. xxl S6, 28; and xxii. It to building of Solomon's temple, and whence it arose, set
which places I refer f-- of tbe temple, chap. xiii.
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him Joab, the captain of the army, and AM*,
it. I have also laid
brass and iron without number, and an im thar, and the rulers of the tribe of Judah;
mense quantity of timber, and of stones. More but had not invited to this feast either Zadok
over, thou hast many ten thousand stone the high-priest, or Nathan the prophet, or
cutters, and carpenters ; and if thou shall want Benaiah the captain of the guards, nor any of
any thing farther, do thou add somewhat of those of the contrary party. This matter was
thine own. Wherefore, if thou performest this told by Nathan the prophet to Bathsheba, So
work, thou wilt be acceptable to God, and have lomon's mother, that Adonijah was king, and
him for thy patron." David also farther exhort that David knew nothing of it; and he advised
ed the rulers of the people to assist his son in her to save herself and her son Solomon,
this building, and to attend to the divine ser and to go by herself to David, and say to
vice, when they should be free from all their him, that he had indeed sworn that Solomon
mUfortuncs, for that they by tbis means should should reign after him: but that, in the mean
en>ov. instead of them, peace and a happy time. Adoniiah had already taken the king
se'tlement; with which blessings God rewards dom. He said that he, the prophet himself,
sach men as are religious and righteous. He would come after her, and when she hfd
also gave orders, that when the temple should spoken thus to the king, would confirm what
be once built, they should put the ark therein, she had said. Accordingly Bathsheba agreed
with the holy vessels; and he assured them, : witn Nathan, and went in to the king, and
that they ought to have had a temple long ago, ' worshipped him; and when she had desired
if their fathers had not been negligent of leave to speak with him, she told him all things
God's commands, who had given it in charge, in the manner that Nathan had suggested to
that when they had got the possession of this her; and related what a supper Adonijah had
land they should build him a temple. Thus made, and who they were whom be had invi
did David discourse to the governors, and to ted; Abiathar the high-priest, and Joab the
his son.
general, and David's sons,
3. David was now in years, and his body, mon and his intimate friends,
by length of time, was become cold and be that all the people had their eyes
numbed, insomuch that he could get no heat to know whom he would choose for
by covering himself with many clothes ; and She desired him also to consider, how, after
when the physicians came together, theyagreed his departure, Adonijah, if he were king,
to this advice, that a beautiful virgin, chosen would slay her and her son Solomon.
out of the whole country, should sleep by the | 5. Now, as Bathsheba was speaking, the
king's side, and that this damsel would com keeper of the king's chambers told him that
municate heat to him, and be a remedy against Nathan desired to see him; and when the
his numbness. Now there was found in the king had commanded that he should be ad
city one woman, of a superior beauty to all mitted, he came in, and asked him whether
other women (her name was Abishag), who, he had ordained Adonijah to be king, and de
j with the king, did no more than com- livered the government to him, or not; for
nicate warmth to him, for he was so old that he had made a splendid supper and invi
that he could not know her as a husband ted all his sons, except Solomon; as a.so that
knows his wife ; but of this woman we shall he had invited Joab, the captain of his host
■peak more presently.
[and Abiathar the high-priest], who are feast
4. Now the fourth son of David was a ing with applauses, and many joyful sounds
beautiful young man, and tall, born to him of of instruments, and wish that his kingdom
Haggith his wife. He was named Adonijah, may last for ever; but he hath not invited
and was in his disposition like to Absalom ; me, nor Zadok the high-priest, nor Benaiah
and exalted himself as hoping to be king, the captain of the guards; and it is but fit
and told his friends that he ought to take the that all should know whether this be done by
t-orernment upon him. He also prepared thy approbation or not. When Nathan had
many chariots, and horses, and fifty men to said thus, the king commanded that they
run before him. When his father saw this, should call Bathsheba to him, for she had gone
he did not reprove him, nor restrain him from out of the room when the prophet came ; and
hii purpose, nor did he go so far as to ask when Bathsheba was come, David said, " I
wherefore he did bo. Now Adonijah had for swear by Almighty God, that thy son Solo
nts Joab, the captain of the army, mon shall certainly be king, as I formerly
the high-priest; nnd the only swore, and that he shall sit upon my throne,
i that opposed him were Zadok the high- and thatthisverydayalso." So Bathsheba wor
priest, and the prophet Nathan, and Benaiah, shipped bim, and wished him a long life; and
who was captain of the guards, and Sbimei, the king sent for Zadok the high-priest, and
David's friend, with all the other most mighty Benaiah the captain of the guards; and when
men. Now Adonijah had prepared a supper they were come, he ordered them to take with
o jt of the city, near the fountain that was in them Nathan the prophet, and all the armed
the king's paradise, and bad invited all "bis men about the palace, and to set his son SoloCHAP. XIV.
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out of tbe city to tbe fountain called Gibon, bis son king of all tbe people, called together
and to anoint him there with the holy oil, and their rulers to Jerusalem, with the priests and
to make bim king. This he charged Zadok the Lewies; and having first numbered tbe
tbe high.priest, and Nathan the prophet, to Levites, he found them to be thirty-eight thou
do ; and commanded them to follow Solomon sand, from thirty years old to fifty ; out of
through the midst of the city, and to sound which he appointed twenty-three thousand to
the trumpets, and to wish aloud that Solomon take care of the building of tbe temple, and
tbe king may sit upon the royal throne for out of tbe same six thousand to be judges of
ever, that so all tbe people may know that he the people and scribes ; four thousand for
is ordained king by his father. He also gave porters to the bouse of God, and as many for
Solomon a charge concerning bis government, singers, to sing to the instruments which Da
to rule the whole nation of the Hebrews, and vid had prepared, as we have said already.
particularly the tribe of Judab, religiously and He divided them also into courses; and when
righteously. And when Benaiah had prayed he had separated the priests from them, he
to God to be favourable to Solomon,—with found of these priests twenty-fonr courses,
out any delay, they set Solomon upon tbe sixteen of the house of Eleazar, and eight of
mule, and brought him out of the city to the that of Itbamar ; and be ordained that one
fountain, and anointed him with oil, and course should minister to God eight days,
brought him into the city again, with accla from Sabbath to Sabbath. And tbus were
mations and wishes that his kingdom might the courses distributed by lot, in the presence
continue a long time ; and when they had in of David, and Zadok and Abiathar tbe hightroduced bim into the king's house, they set priests, and of all the rulers; and that course
him upon tbe throne ;—whereupon all the which came up first was written down as the
people betook themselves to make merry, and first, and accordingly the second, and so on to
to celebrate a festival, dancing and delighting the twenty-fourth ; and this partition hath
themselves with musical pipes, till both tbe remained to this day. He also made twentyearth and the air echoed with the multitude four parts of the tribe of Levi ; and when they
of the instruments of music.
cast lots they came up in the same manner for
6. Now when Adonijah and hie guests per their courses of eight days; he also honoured
ceived this noise, tbey were in disorder ; and the posterity of Moses, and made them the
Joab the captain of tbe host said he was not keepers of the treasures of God, and of tbe
pleased with these echoes, and the sound of donations which the kings dedicated; he also
these trumpets. And when supper was set ordained that all tbe tribe of Levi, as well as
before them, nobody tasted of it, but tbey were tbe priests, should serve God night and day,
all very thoughtful what could be the matter. as Moses had enjoined them.
Then Jonathan, the son of Abiatharthe high- 8. After this he parted the entire army into
priest, came running to them ; and when twelve parts, with their leaders [and captains
Adonijah saw the young man gladly, and said of hundreds], and commanders. Now every
to him that he was a good messenger, he de part bad twenty-four thousand, which were
clared to them tBe whole matter about Solo- ordered to wait on Solomon, by thirty days
men, and the determination of king David ; at a time, from the first day to the last with
hereupon both Adonijah and all his guests rose the captains of thousands and captains of hun
hastily from the feast and every one fled to dreds ; he also set rulers over every part, such
their own homes. Adonijah also, as afraid as he knew to be good and righteous men; be
of the king for what he had done, became a set others also to take charge of the treasures,
Bupplicant to God, and took hold of the horns and of the villages, and of the fields, and of
of the altar, which were prominent. It was the beasts, whose names I do not think it ne
also told Solomon that he had so done ; and cessary to mention. When David had or
that he desired to receive assurances from him dered all these offices after the manner before
that he would not remember the injury he had mentioned, he called tbe rulers of tbe Hebrews,
done, and not inflict any severe punishment and their heads of tribes, and the officers over
for it. Solomon answered very mildly and tbe several divisions, and those that were ap
prudently, that he forgave him this his of pointed over every work and every possession ;
fence , but said withal, that if be were found and standing upon a high pulpit, he said to
out in any attempt for new innovations, that the multitude as follows:—"My brethren
he would be the author of his own punish and my people, I would have you know that
ment. So he sent to him, and raised him up I intended to build a bouse for God, and pre
from tbe place of his supplication. And when pared a large quantity of gold, and a hundred
he was come to tbe king, and had worshipped thousand talents of silver; but God prohibited
him, the king bid bim go away to his own me by the prophet Nathan, because of the wars
bouse, and have no suspicion of any harm ; I had on your account, and because my right
and desired him to show himself a worthy hand was polluted with the slaughter of our
man, as what would tend to his own advan enemies; but he commanded that my son,
tage.
who was to succeed me in the kingdom, should
7. But David being desirous of ordaining build a temple for him Now therefore, since
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CHAP. XV.
jgu know that of the twelve sons whom Jacob and the priests, and of ail the rest; and he be
our forefather had, Judah was appointed to be gan to bless God with a loud voice, calling him
king, and that I was preferred before my six the Father and Parent of the universe, and the
brethren, and received the government from Author of human and divine things, with
God, and that none of them were uneasy at it, which he had adorned Solomon, the patron and
ui do 1 also desire that my sons be not seditious guardian of the Hebrew nation, and of its hap
one against another, now Solomon has received piness, and of that kingdom which he hath
the kingdom, but to bear him cheerfully for given his son. Besides this, be prayed for
tbeir lord, as know ing that God hath chosen happiness to all the people ; and to Solomon
aini; for it is not a grievous thing to obey his son, a sound and a righteous mind, and
even a foreigner as a ruler if it be God's will, confirmed in all sorts of virtue ; and then he
but it is fit to rejoice when a brother hath ob commanded the multitude to bless God. Upon
tained that dignity, since the rest partake of it which they all fell down upon the ground and
with him. Arid I pray that the promises of worshipped him. They also gave thanks to
God may be fulfilled ; and that this happiness David, on account of all the blessings which
which he hath promised to bestow upon king they had received ever since he bad taken the
Solomon, over all the country, may continue kingdom. On the next day he presented sa
therein for all time to come. And these crifices to God, a thousand bullocks, and as
promises, 0 son, will be firm, and come to a many lambs, which they offered for burntHappy end, if thou sbowest thyself to be a re offerings. They also offered peace-offerings;
ligious and a righteous man, and an observer and slew many ten thousand sacrifices; and
of the laws of thy country; but if not, expect the king feasted all day, together with all the
people ; and they anointed Solomon a second
adversity upon thy disobedience to them."
9. Now when the king had said this, he time with the oil, and appointed him to be
left off; but gave the description and pattern king; and Zadok to be the high-priest of the
of the building of the temple in the sight of whole multitude. And when they had brought
them all, to Solomon ; of the foundations and Solomon to the royah^Milace, and had set him
of the chambers, inferior and superior; how upon his father's throne, they were obedient
many there were to be, and how lisfge in height to him from that day.
and in breadth ; as also he determined the
weight of the golden and silver vessels; more
over, he earnestly excited them with his words,
to use the utmost alacrity about the work: he
CHAPTER XV.
exhorted the rulers also, and particularly the
tribe of Levi, to assist him, both ^erause of his WHAT CHARGE DAVID GAVE TO HIS SON SOLO
youth, and because God had chosen him to MON AT THE APPROACH OF HIS DEATH;
take care of the building of the temple, and of AND HOW MANY THINGS HE LEFT HIM FOR
THE BUILDING OF THE TEMPLE.
the government of the kingdom. He also de
clared to them that the work would be easy,
and not very laborious to them, because he § 1. A little afterward, David also fell into
••ad prepared lor it many talents of gold, anu a distemper, by reason of his age; and per
tuore of silver, with timber, and a ureat man} ceiving that he was near to death, he called
nirpenteis and stone-cutters, and a large quan his son Solomon, and discoursed to him thus :
tity of emeralds, and all sorts of precious —" I am now, O my son, going to my grave,
Jtones:—and he said, that even now he would and to my fathers, which is the common way
K'tcul the proper goods of his own dominion which all men that now are, or shall be here
tuobundred talents, and three hundred other after, must go ; from which way it is no longer
i-if/its ot pure gdld. fur tlir most holy place; possible to return, and to know any thing that
and for the chariot of God, the cherubim, which is done in this world. On which account I
are to stand over and cover the ark. Now, exhort thee, while I am still alive, though al
'*oen David had done speaking, there ap ready very near to death, in the same manner
peared great alacrity among the rulers, and the as I have formerly said in my advice to thee,
priests, and the Levites. who now contributed to be righteous towards thy subjects, and re
tnd made great and splendid promises for a ligious towards God, that hath given thee thy
future contribution; for they undertook to kingdom ; to observe his commands, and Lis
bring ot gold five thousand talents, and ten laws, which he hath sent us by Moses; and
tbousand drachms, and ot silver ten thousand neither do thou, out of favour nor flattery, al
talents, and many ten thousand talents ofiron low any lust or other passion to weigh with
if any one had a precious slone he brought thee to disregard them ■ for if thou transgressit, and bequeathed it to be put among the trea est his laws, thou wilt lose the favour of God,
sures; of which Jacbiel, one of the posterity and thou wilt turn away his providence from
If Mores, had the care.
thee in all things; but if thou behave thyselfso
10. Upon this occasion all the people re- as it behoves thee, and as I exhort tbee, tbou
l««td, as in particular did David, when he wilt preserve our kingdom to our family, and
10 » the leal and forward ambition ofthe rulers. no other house will hear rule over the Ha-
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brews, but we ourselves for all ages. Be thou
also mindful of the transgressions of Joab,* the
captain of the host, who hath slain two ge
nerals out of envy, and those righteous and
good men, Abner the son of Ner, and Amass
the son of Jet her; whose death do thou avenge
as shall seem good to thee, since Joab hath
been too hard for me, and more potent than
myself, and so hath escaped punishment hither
to. I also commit to tbee the son of Barzillai, the Gileadite, whom, in order to gratify
me, thou shult have in great honour, and take
great care of; for we have not done good to
him first, but we only repay that debt which
we owe to bis father, for what he did to me in
my flight. There is also Shimei, the son of
Gera, of the tribe of Benjamin, who, after lie
had cast many reproaches upon me, when, in
my flight, I was going to Mahanaim, met me
at Jordan, and received assurances that he
should then suffer nothing. Do thou now
seek out for gome just occasion, and punish
him."
2. When David had given these admoni
tions to bis son about public affairs, and about
his friends, and about those whom he knew
to deserve punishment, be died, having lived
seventy years, and reigned seven years and
six months in Hebron, over the trjbe of Judah, and thirty-three years in Jerusalem, over
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all the country. This man was of an excellent
character, and was endowed with all the vir
tues that were desirable in a king, and in one
that had the preservation of so many tribes
committed to him ; for he was a man of va
lour in a very extraordinary degree, and went
readily and first of all into dangers, when he
was to fight for his subjects, as exciting the
soldiers to action by his own labours, and light
ing for them, and not by commanding them
in a despotic way. He was also of very great
abilities in understanding and apprehension of
present and future circumstances, when be
was to manage any affairs. He was prudent
and moderate, and kind to such as were under
any calamities ; he was righteous and humane,
which are good qualities peculiarly fit for
kings ; nor was he guilty of any offence in
the exercise of so great an authority, but in
the business of the wife of Uriah. He also
left behind him greater wealth than any other
king, either of the Hebrews or of other na
tions, ever did.
S. He was buried by his son Solomon, in
Jerusalem, with great magnificence, and with
all the other funeral pomp which kings use
to be buried with; moreover, he had great
and immense wealth buried with him, the vastness of whicbjrnay be easily conjectured at by
what I shall now say; for a thousand and
three hundred years afterwards, Hvrcanus the
• David in here greatly blamed by tome for recom
mending Joab and Shimei to be punished by Solomon, if high-priest, when he was besieged by Antibe could Sod a proper occasion, after he bad borne with
the tint a long while, and seemed to have pardoned the ochus, that was called the Pious, the sod of
other entirely, which Solomon executed accordingly: yet Demetrius, and wa» lesirous of giving him
1 cannot discern any fault cither io David or Solomon in money to get him to raise the siege, and draw
these cases. Joan's murder of Abner and Amasa were
very barbarous, and could not properly be forgiven either off his army ; and having no other method of
by David or Solomon i for a dispensing power in kings compassing the money, opened one room of
for the crime of wilful murder is warranted by no law of David's sepulchre, and took out three thou
God, nay, is directly against it every where ; nor is it, for
certain, in the power of men to grant such a prerogative sand talents, and gave part of that sum to
to any of their kings, though Joab was so nearly related Antiochus, and by this means caused the siege
to David, and so potent in the army under a warlike ad to be raised, as we have informed the reader
ministration, that David durst not himself put him to
Nay, after him, and that many
death, 2 Sam. iii. &>. and xix. 7. Shimei'a cursing the elsewhere.
Lord's anointed, and this without any just cause, was the years, Herod the king opened another room,
highest act of treason against God and his anointed king,
and justly deserved death: and though David could for and took away a great deal of money, and
give treason against himself, yet bad he done no more in I yet neither of them came at the coffins of the
the rase of Shimei than promised him that he would not | knurs themselves, for their bodies were buried
then, on the day of his return and re-inauguration, or
noon that occasion, himself put him to death, 2 Sam. xix. 1 uw.er the earth so artfully, that they did not
Sx; and be swore to bim no farther, ver. 83, aa the words I appear even to those that entered into rb»!r
are in Josephus, than that be would not then put In u to
death, which be ]<erformed : nor was Solomon under xxj I monuments: — but so much shall suffiM us to
have said concerning these matters.
ehluration to spare such a traitor.
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BOOK VIII.
COHTAI5.TNG THB INTERVAL OF ONII HUNDRED AND aiXTT-THBEB YKAM.
FROM THE DEATH OF DAVID TO THE DEATH OP AHAB.

CHAPTER I.
■OW SOLOMON, WHEN HE HAD EECEITED THE
KINGDOM, TOOK OFF HI) ENEMIES.
§ 1. We have already treated of David and
bis virtue, and of the benefits he was the au
thor of to his countrymen ; of his wars also
•ad battles, which he managed with success,
and then died an old man, in the foregoing
book. And when Solomon his s»n, who was
but a youth in age, had taken the kingdom,
and whom David had declared, while he was
alive, the lord of that people, according to
God's will; when he sat upon the throne, the
whole body of the people made joyful accla
mations to him, as is usual at the beginning
of a reign; and wished that all his affairs
might come to a blessed conclusion ; and that
he might arrive at a great age, and at the
most happy state of affairs possible.
2 But Adonijah, who, while his father
*>> living, attempted to gain possession of
•be government came to the king's mother
Bathsheba, and saluted her with great civi
lity; and when she asked him, whether he came
to her as desiring her assistance in any thing
or not; and bade him tell berif that were the
a*e, for that she would cheerfully afford it
aim; he began to say, that she knew herself
•bst the kingdom was his, both on account of
bis elder age, and of the disposition of the
multitude; and that yet it was transferred to
Solomon her son, according to the will of God.
He also said that he was contented to be a
•errant under him, and was pleased with the
present settlement; but he desired her to be
• means of obtaining a favour from his bro
ther to him, and to persuade him to bestow
on him in marriage Abishag, who had indeed
ilept by his father, but, because his father was
too old, be did not lie with her, and she was
•till a virgin. So Bathsheba promised him
to afford him her assistance very earnestly,
•ad to bring this marriage about, because the
king would be willing to gratify him in such
■ tbiog, and because she would press it to him
«

very earnestly. Accordingly, he went nway,
in hopes of succeeding in tnis matcn. So So
lomon's mother went presently to her son, to
speak to him about what she had promised,
upon Adonijah's supplication to her. And
when her son came forward tc meet her, and
embraced her, and when he had brought her
into the house where his royal throne was set,
he sat thereon, and bid them set another throne
on the right hand for his mother. When
Bathsheba was set down, she said, "O my son,
grant me one request that I make of thee, and
do not any thing to me that is disagreeable
or ungrateful, which thou wilt do if thou dcnicst me." And when Solomon bid her to
lay her commands upon him, because it was
agreeable to his duty to grant her every thing
she should ask, and complained that she did
not begin her discourse with a firm expectation
of obtaining what she desired, but had some
suspicion of a denial, — she entreated him to
grant, that his brother Adonijah might marry
Abishag.
3. But the king was greatly offended at
these words, and sent away his mother, and
said that Adonijah aimed at great things; and
that he wondered that she did not desire him
to yield up the kingdom to him, as to his elder
brother, since she desired that he might marry
Abishag; and that he had potent friends, Joab
the captain ofthe host, and Abiathar the priest.
So he called for Benaiah, the captain of the
guards, and ordered him to slay his brother
Adonijah; he also called for Abiathar, the
priest, and said to him, " I will not put thee
to death, because of those other hardships
which thou hast endured with my father, and
because of the ark which thou hast borne along
With him; but I inflict the following punish
ment upon thee, because thou wast among
Adonijah's followers, and wast of his party. Do
not thou continue here, nor come any more into
my sight, but go to thine own town, and live
on thy own fields, and there abide all thy life ;
for thou hast offended so greatly, that it'is not
just that thou shouldest retain thy dignity any
longer." For the forementioned causa, there
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fore, it was that the house of Ithamar was de reived it, and was much displeased that he had
prived of the sacerdotal dignity, as God had contemned bis commands, and what was more,
foretold to Eli the grandfather of Abiathar. had no regard to the oaths be bad sworn to
So it was transferred to the family of Phineas, God ; so be called him, and said to him,
to Zadok. Now those that were of the family " Didst not thou swear never to leave me, nor
of Phineas, but lired privately during the time to go out of this city to another? Thou shalt
that the high-priestbood was transferred to the not therefore escape punishment for thy per
house of Ithamar (of which family Eli was the jury ; but I will punish thee, tbou wicked
first that received it), were these that follow: wretch, both for this crime, and for those
Bukki, the son of Abishua the higb-priest; wherewith tbou didst abuse my father when be
his son was Joatham ; Joat ham's son was Me- was in bis flight, that thou mayesi know that
raioth ; Meraioth's son was Arophaus ; Aro- wicked men gain nothing at last although tbey
phxus's son was Abitub; and Abitub's son be not punished immediately upon their unjust
was Zadok, who was first made high-priest in practices ; but that in all the time wnerein they
think themselves secure, because they have yet
the reign of David.
4. Now when Joab the captain of the host suffered nothing, their punishment increases,
heard of the slaughter of Adonijab, he was and is heavier upon them, and that to a greater
greatly afraid, for be was a greater friend to degree than if they had been punished immedi
hi in than to Solomon; and suspecting, not ately upon the commission oftheir crimes." So
without*reason, that be was in danger, on ac Benaiah, on the king's command, slew Sbimei.
count of bis favour to Adonijab, he fled to the
altar, and supposed he might procure safety
thereby to himself, because of the king's piety
towards Ood. But when some told the king
CHAPTER II.
what Joab's supposal was, he sent Benaiah,
and commanded him to raise him up from the CONCERNING THE WIFE 07 SOLOMON; CON
altar, and bring to the judgment-seat, in or
CERNING HIS WISDOM AND BICHB9 j AID
der to make his defence. However, Joab CONCERNING WHAT HE OBTAINED Of HIRAM
said he would not leave the altar, but would FOR THE BUILDING Or THE TEMPLE.
die there rather than in another place. And
when Benaiah had reported his answer to the § 1. Solomon having already settled himself
king, Solomon commanded him to cut off his firmly in his kingdom, and having brought
head there,* and let him take that as a punish bis enemies to punishment, he married the
ment for those two captains of the host whom daughter of Pharaoh, king of Egypt, and
he had wickedly slain, and to bury bis body, built the walls of Jerusalem much larger and
that bis sins might never leave his family, but stronger than those that had been before,* and
that himself and his father, by Joab's death, thenceforward he managed public affairs very
might be guiltless; and when Benaiah had peaceably : nor was his youth any hinderance
done what he was commanded to do, be was in the exercise of justice, or in the observation
himself appointed to be captain of the whole of the laws, or in the remembrance of what
army. The king also made Zadok to be alone charges his father had given him at his death ;
the high-priest, in the room of Abiathar, whom but he discharged every duty with great ac
curacy, that might have been expected from
bp had removed.
5. But as to Sbimei, Solomon commanded such as are aged, and of the greatest prudence.
that he should build him a house, and stay at He now resol ved to go to Hebron, and sacri
Jerusalem, and attend upon him, and should fice to God upon the brazen altar that was
not have authority to go over the brook Ced rem ; built by Moses. Accordingly he offered there
and that if be disobeyed that command, death burnt offerings, in number a thousand; and
should be his punishment. He also threatened when he had done this, he thought be had
him so terribly, that he compelled him to take paid great honour to God ; for, as he was
an oath that he would obey. Accordingly asleep that very night, God appeared to him,
Sliimei said that he had reason to thank So. and commanded bim to ask of him some gifts
lomnu for giving him such an injunction; and which he was ready to give htm as a reward
added an oath, that he would do as be bade for his piety. So Solomon asked of God
him ; and leaving his own country, he made what was most excellent, and of the greatest
his abode in Jerusalem ; but three years after worth in itself, what God would bestow with
wards, when he heard that two of his servants the greatest joy, and what it was most profit
were run away from him, and were in Gath, able for man to receive ; for he did not desire
he went for his servants in haste; and when to have bestowed upon him cither gold or
he was comu back with them, the king per- silver, or any other riches, as a man and a
• Tali execution upon Joab, as a murderer, by slay
building of the walls of Jerusalem, soon after
ing him, even when bo had taken sanctuary at God's . Thisdeath,
illustrate*
conclusion
of the
•liar, n perfectly agreeable to the law of Moses, which David's
psalm,
where
David
prays.the•' Build
thou the
wallsAlsf
at
enjoins, that, " if a man come presumptuously opon his Jerusalem ;"—then
being,
it
seems,
unfinished
or im
neighbour to iley him with luile. thou shall take him perfect at that time. See chap. vL aecL t| and eh.
viL
D«» Bin* altar, thmt haste.* Exod. xxi. 14.
sect. 7; Mso I Kings ix. Id,
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youth might naturally have done, for these out this riddle, the king alone invented the
are the things that generally are esteemed by following way how to discover it : He bade
most men, as alone of the greatest worth, and them bring in both the dead child and the
the best gifts of God; but, said he, "Give living child; and sent one of his guards, and
me, O Lord, a sound mind and a good under commanded him to fetch a sword, and draw
standing, whereby I may speak and judge the it, and to cut both the children into two pieces,
people according to truth and righteousness." that each of the women might have half the
With these petitions God was well pleased; living and half the dead child. Hereupon all
and promised to give him all those things that the people privately laughed at the king, is
he had not mentioned in his option, riches, no more than a youth. But in the mean
glory, victory over his enemies; and, in the time, she that was the real mother of the liv
first place, understanding and wisdom, and ing child cried out, that he should not do so,
this in such a degree, as no other mortal man, but deliver that child to the other woman as
neither kings nor ordinary persons, ever had. her own, for she would be satisfied with the
He also promised to preserve the kingdom to life of the child, and with the sight of it, al
his posterity for o very long time, if he con though it were esteemed the other's child;
tinued righteous and obedient to him, and but the other woman was ready to see the
imitated his father in those things wherein child divided, and was desirous, moreover,
he excelled. When Solomon heard this from that the first woman should be tormented.
God, he presently leaped out of his bed; and When the king understood that both their
when he had worshipped him, he returned to words proceeded from the truth of their pas
Jerusalem; and after he had offered great sa sions, he adjudged the child to her that cried
crifices before the tabernacle, he feasted all his out to save it, for that site was the real mother
of it ; and he condemned the other as a wick
own family.
2. In these days a hard cause came before ed woman, who had not only killed her own
him in judgment, which it was very difficult child, but was endeavouring to see her friend's
to find any end of; and I think it necessary child destroyed also. Now the multitude
to explain the fact about which the contest looked on this determination as a great sign
was, tbat such as light upon my writings may and demonstration of the king's sagacity and
know what a difficult cause Solomon was to de wisdom; and, after that day, attended to him
termine; and those that are concerned in such as to one that had a divine mind.
matters may take this sagacity of the king for 3. Now the captains of his armies, and
■ puttefll, that they may the more easily give officers appointed over the whole country,
sentence about such questions. There were were these: — Over the lot of Ephraim was
t wo women, who were harlots in the course of Ures; over the toparchy of Bethlehem was
their lives, that came to him, of whom she Dioclerus; Abinadab, who married Solomon's
that wemed to be injured began to speak first, daughter, had the region of Dora and the
and said, " O king, I and this other woman sea-coast under him; the Great Plain was
dwell together in one room. Now it came to under Benaiah, the son of Achilus; he also
p iss that we both bore a son at the same hour governed all the country as far as Jordan;
of the same day; and on the third day this wo- Gabaris ruled over Gilead and Gaulantis,
tnaa overlaid her son, and killed it, and then and had under him the sixty great and fenced
took my son out of my bosom, and removed cities [of Og]; Achinadab managed the af
bin to herself; and as I was asleep she laid fairs of all Galilee, as far as Sidon, and had
her dead son in my arms. Now, when in the himself also married a daughter of Solomon's,
morning I was desirous to give the breast to whose name was Basima; Banacates had the
the child, I did not find my own, but saw the sen-coast about Arce; as had Shaphot Mount
woman's dead child lying by me ; for I con Tabor, and Carmel, and [the lower] Galilee
sidered it exactly, and found it so to be. as far as the river Jordan; one man was ap
Half it was that I demanded my son, and pointed over all this country; Shimei was in
when I could not obtain him, I have recourse, trusted with the lot of Benjamin; and Gatay lord, to thy assistance; for since we were bares had the country beyond Jordan, over
aione, and there was nobody there that could whom there was again one governor appoint
convict her, she aires for nothing, but perse ed. Now the people of the Hebrews, and
veres in the stout denial of the fact." When particularly the tribe of Judah, received a
tins woman had told this her story, the king wonderful increase when they betook them
asked the other woman what she-had to say in selves to husbandry and the cultivation of
contradiction to that story. But when she their grounds; for as they enjoyed peace, and
denied that she had (lone what was charged were not distracted with wars and troubles,
ti| M her, and said that it was. her child and having besides an abundant fruition of
that was living, and that it was her antago- the most desirable liberty, every one was busy
ni-t'« child that was dead, and when no one in augmenting the product of their own lands,
rouM devise what judgment could be given, and making them worth more than they had
were blind in their un- formerly been.
4. The king had also other rulers, whP
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were over the land of Syria and the Philis him to learn that skill which expells
ns,f
tines, which reached from the river Euphrates which is a science useful and sanative
sai
to
to Egypt, and these collected his tributes of men. He composed such incantations also
the nations. Now these contributed to the by which distempers are alleviated. And he
king's table, and to his supper every day,* left behind him the manner of using exor
thirty cori of fine flour, and sixty of meal; cisms, by which they drive away demons, so
as also ten fat oxen, and twenty oxen out of that tbey never return, and this method of
the pastures, and a hundred fat lambs; all cure is of great force unto this day; for I
these were besides what were taken by hunt have seen a certain man of my own country,
ing harts and buffaloes, and birds and fishes, whose name was Eleazar, releasing people
which were brought to the king by foreigners that were demoniacal in the presence of Ves
day by day. Solomon had also so great a num pasian, and his sons, and his captains, and the
ber of chariots, that the stalls of his horses whole multitude of his soldiers. The man
for those chariots were forty thousand; and ner of the cure was this: — He put a ring
besides these, he had twelve thousand horse that had a root of one of those sorts men
men, the one half of whom waited upon the tioned by Solomon to the nostrils of the deking in Jerusalem, and the rest were dis monaic, after wheh he drew out the demon
persed abroad, and dwelt in the royal vil through his nostrils; and when the man fell
lages; but_the same officer who provided for down immediately, he abjured him to return
the king's expenses, supplied also the fodder into him no more, making still mention of
for the horses, and still carried it to the place Solomon, and reciting the incantations which
where the king abode at that time.
he composed. And when Eleazar would per
5. Now the sagacity and wisdom which suade and demonstrate to the spectators that
God had bestowed upon Solomon was so he had such a power, he set a little way off a
great, that he exceeded the ancients, inso cup or bason full of water, and commanded
much that he was no way inferior to the the demon, as he went out of the man, to
Egyptians, who are said to have been beyond overturn it, and thereby to let the spectators
all men in understanding; nay, indeed, it is know that he had left the man ; and when
evident that their sagacity was very much in this was done, the skill and wisdom of Solo
ferior to that of the king's. He also excelled mon was shown very manifestly: for which
and distinguished himself in wisdom above reason it is that all men may know the vastthose who were most eminent among the He ness of Solomon's abilities, and how he was
brews at that time for shrewdness: those I beloved of God, and that the extraordinary
mean were Ethan, and Heman, and Cbalcol. virtues of every kind with which this king
and Darda, the sons of Mahul. He also was endowed, may not be unknown to any
composed books of odes and songs, a thou people under the sun; for this reason, 1 say,
sand and five; of parables and similitudes, it is that we have proceeded to speak so '.argciy
three thousand; for he spake a parable upon of these matters.
every sort of tree, from the hyssop to the 6. Moreover Hiram, king of Tyre, when
cedar ; and in like manner also about beasts, he had heard that Solomon succeeded to his
about all sorts of living creatures, whether father's kingdom, was very glad of it, for he
upon the earth, or in the seas, or in the air; was a friend of David's. So he sent ambas
for he was not unacquainted with any of their sadors to him, and saluted j'un, and congratu
natures, nor omitted inquiries about them, lated him on the present happy state of ills
but described them all like a philosopher, alTairs. Upon which Solomon sent llini an
and demonstrated his exquisite knowledge of epistle, the contents of wuich jere iollow : —
their several properties. God also enabled
SOLOMON TO KING HIRAM.
"
J
Know
thou that my father would have
• It may not be amiss to compare the daily furniture
of king Solomon's table, here set down, and I Kings iv. ♦ Some pretended fragment 'H-* V-r~v» of con
S2. S3, with 'he like daily furniture of Neceiiiah the
governor's table, af'er the Jews were come oack from juration of Solomon are at.l) fc.x?.»nt .a :aWl*J.oe'i Cod.
abylon: and to remember withal, that Nchemiah was I'seudepigr. Vet Test, page 10A4, though 1 entirely
now building the walls of Jerusalem, and maintained, differ from Josephlts in this bis supposal, that such
more than ustvl- rbove 150 considerable men every bookl and arts of Solomon were saris it that w.adoin
day; and that, because the nation was then very poor, which was impailro io mm «*j m in his younger
at bis own charges also, without laying any burden upon days; they must rather have belonged to such profane
the people at all. " Now that which was prepared 1 but curious arts as we find mentioned. Acts xix. 1:1—SO,
for me daily was an ox, and six choice sheep : also (owls [and had been derived Irom the idolatry and superstition
were prepared for me; and once in ten days, store ot of his heathen, wives and concubines in his old age.
all sorts of wine; and yet for all this 1 required nut the when he bad forsaken <iod, and (>od had forsaken him,
bread of the governor, because the bondage was heavy and given him np to demoniacal delusions. Nor dues
upon this people." Neh. v. 18. See the whole context, Josephus's strange account of the root Basra (of the
ver 14 — Nor did the governor's usual allowance War, b. viii. ch. vi. sect. 31 seem to be other than tbat
of 40 shekels of silver a day, ver. 15, amount to £5 a day, of its magictfl use in such conjurations. As for the
nor to £lo00a year. Nor dors it indeed appear, that, following history, it confirm* what Christ says (Matt
under the Judgrs, or under Samuel the propliet, there xii. 27), "If I by Berlaebub cast out demons, by whom
was any such public allowance to those governors at all;
sons cast them out
those great charge* upon the public f.»r maintaining do tyour
The*,' epistles of Solomon and llirnm are those to
•°"ft«. came In Willi kinga. — as liod foretold they 1 Kinijs
v. :i—9. and. as enlarged, in it Chron. iL 3— Id;
would, 1 Sun viii It- Hi
i bt.l tivrr giv.ii us hy Josrpltus io his own i
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built a temple to God, but was hindered by 8. The copies of these epistles remain at
wars, and continual expeditions: for be did this day, and are preserved not only in our
not leave off to overthrow his enemies till he books, but among the Tyrians also; inso
made them all subject to tribute. But I give much that if any one would know the cer
thanks to God for the peace I at present en tainty about them, he may desire of the keep
joy, and on that account I am at leisure, and ers of the public records of Tyre to show
design to build a house to God, for God fore him them, and be will find what is there set
told to my father that such a house should be down to agree with what we have said. I
built by me; wherefore I desire thee to send have said so much out of a desire that my
some of thy subjects with mine to Mount readers may know that we speak nothing but
Lebanon, to cut down timber; for the Sido- the truth, and do not compose a history out
nians are more skilful than our people in cut of some plausible relations, which deceive
ting of wood. As for wages to the hewers men and please tbem at the same time, nor
of wood, I will pay whatsoever price thou attempt to avoid examination, nor desire men
to believe us immediately; nor are we at
shalt determine."
7. When Hiram bad read this epistle, he liberty to depart from speaking truth, which
was pleased with it, and wrote back this an is the proper commendation of a historian,
and yet to be blameless. But we insist upon
swer to Solomon: —
no admission of what we say, unless we be
HIBAM TO KING SOLOMON.
able to manifest its truth by demonstration
" It is fit to bless God, that be hath commit and the strongest vouchers.
ted thy father's government to thee, who art 9. Now king Solomon, as soon as this
a wise man, and endowed with all virtues. epistle of the king of Tyre was brought him,
As for myself, I rejoice at the condition thou commended the readiness and good-will he
art in, and will be subservient to thee in all declared therein, and repaid him in what he
that thou sendest to me about; for when by desired, and sent him yearly twenty thousand
my subjects I have cut down many and large cori of wheat, and as many baths of oil: now
trees of cedar and cypress wood, I will send the bath is able to contain seventy-two sextatbem to sea, and will order my subjects to rics. He also sent him the same measure of
make floats of them, and to sail to what place wine. So the friendship between Hiram and
soever of thy country thou shalt desire, and Solomon hereby increased more and more;
leave them there, after which thy subjects and they swore to continue it for ever. And
may carry them to Jerusalem: but do tbou the king appointed a tribute to be laid on all
take care to procure us corn for this timber, the people, of thirty thousand labourers, whose
which we stand in need of, because we inha work he rendered easy to them, by prudently
dividing it among them; for he made ten
bit in an island."*
thousand cut timber in mount Lebanon for
• What Josepbus here pati Into his copy of Hiram's one
month, and then to come home ; and to
epistle to Solomon, and repeats afterwards (ch. v. sect 3),
that Tyre was nnw an island, is not in any of the three rest two months, until the time when the
other copies, viz. that of the Kings, Chronicles, or Kuse- other twenty thousand had finished their task
tius; nor is it any other, I suppose, than bis own con at the appointed time; and so afterward it
jectural paraphrase; for when I, many years ago, inquired
ioto this matter, 1 found the state of this famous city, and came to pass, that the first ten thousand re
of the island whereupon it stood, to have been very dif turned to their work every fourth month:
ferent at different times. The result of my inquiries in and
it was Adoram who was over this tribute.
this matter, with tlie addition of some later improve
ments, stands thus: — That the best testimonies hereto There were also of the strangers who were
relating, imply, that Paleetyrus. or Oldest Tyre, was no left
by David, who were to carry the stones
other than that most ancient smaller fort or cityTyre, sifoaled on the continent, and mentioned in Josh six. 39, and other materials, seventy thousand; and
out of which the Canaanite or Phoenician inhabitants of those that cut the stones, eighty thousand.
were driven into a large island, that lay not far off in the
sea, by Josbua: that this island was then joined to the Of these three thousand and three hundred
continent, at toe present remains of Palretyrus, by a neck were rulers over the rest. He also enjoined
of land, over against Solomon's cisterns, still so called ; them to cut out large stones for the founda
and ihe city's fresh water, probably, was carried along in tions
of the temple, and that they should fit
pipes by that neck of land: and that this island was
therefore, in strictness, no other than a peninsula, having them and unite them together in the moun
tn its Jitlda (Ezek. xzvL b), and a n ail about it tain, and so bring them to the city. This
( Amos i. 10} ; and the city was not of so great reputation
as sidon fur some ages i that it was attacked both by sea
aad Und by Salmanasser,as Josephus informs us (Antiq. connected to Old Tyre itself by Hiram, which was after
a. is eh. xiv. sect 3), and afterwards came to be the me-* wards inhabited; tn which Alexander the Great, with
■rupolis of Phoenicia! and was afterwards taken and de incredible pains, raised a new bank or causeway: and
it plainly appears from Maundrell, a most autbentio
stroyed by Nebucbadnrszar, according to the nnmerous that
scripture prophecies thereto relating, Isa.xxiii; Jer.xxv. eye-witness, that the old, large, and famous city, on the
32; xxvii. 3j xlvii. 4; Esek. xxvi. xxvil. xxviii. That original large island, is now laid so generally under wa
ter that scarce mora than forty acres of it, or rather of
seventy years after that destruction by Nebuchadnezzar, that
adjoining small island, remain at this day: so that,
this city was in some measure revived and rebnilt (Isa. perhaps,
above a hundredth part of the first island
xriii. 17, 18), but that, as the prophet Ezekiel had fore and city isnotnow
water. This was foretold in the
told fxxvi. J, 4, 5, 14; xxvii. 31), the sea arose higher same prophecies above
of Ezekiel; and, according to Item, as
thin before, till at last It overflowed, not only the neck Mr. Maundrell distinctly
observes, these poor remains of
of land, but the main island or peninsula itself, and de Old Tyre are now4* become
like the top of a rock; a
stroyed that old and famous city for ever: that, however,
Ojrr* srQl remained an adjoining smaller :*land, once place for the spreading of nets in the midst of tha sea."
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was done, not only by our own country and the same in length, but in height twenty.
•vorkmen, but by those workmen whom Hiram Above these were other rooms, and others
above them, equal, both in their measures
sent also.
and number; so that these reached to a height
equal to the lower part of the house; for the
upper part had no buildings about it. The
roof that was over the bouse was of cedar;
CHAPTER m.
and truly every one of these rooms bad a roof
of their own, that was not connected with the
OF THE BUILDING Of THE TEMPLE.
other rooms; but for the other parts, there
§ 1. Solomon began to build the temple in was a covered roof common to them all, and
the fourth year of his reign, on the second built with very long beams, that passed
month, which the Macedonians call Artemi- through the rest, and through the whole
sius, and the Hebrews Jut; five hundred and building, that so the middle walls, being
ninety-two years after the exodus out of strengthened by the same beams of timber,
Egypt, but one thousand and twenty years might be thereby made firmer; but as for
from Abraham's coming out of Mesopotamia that part of the roof that was under the beams,
into Canaan ; and after the Deluge one thou it was made of the same materials, and was
sand four hundred and forty years ; and from all made smooth, and had ornaments proper
Adam, the first man who was created, until for roofs, and plates of gold nailed upon
Solomon built the temple, there had passed them; and as he enclosed the walls with
in all three thousand one hundred and two boards of cedar, so he fixed on them plates
years. Now that year on which the temple of gold, which had sculptures upon them ; so
began to be built, was already the eleventh that the whole temple sinned, and dazzled the
year of the reign of Hiram; but from the eyes of such as entered, by the splendour of
building of Tyre to the building of the temple, the gold that was on every side of them.
there had passed two hundred and forty years. Now the whole structure of the temple was
2. Now, therefore, the king laid the foun made, with great skill, of polished stones,
dations of the temple very deep in • the and those laid together so very harmoniously
ground,* and the materials were strong stones, and smoothly, that there appeared to the spec
and such as would resist the force of time: tators no sign of any hammer, or other inthese were to unite themselves with the earth, strument of architecture, but as if, without
and become a basis and a sure foundation for any use of them, the entire materials had na
that superstructure which was to be erected turally united themselves together, that the
over it: they were to be so strong, in order agreement of one part with another seemed
to sustain with ease those vast superstructures, rather to have been natural, than to have
and precious ornaments, whose own weight arisen from the force of tools upon them.
was to be not less than tbe weight of those The king also had a fine contrivance for an
other high and heavy buildings which tbe ascent to the upper room over the temple,
king designed to be very ornamental and and that was by steps in the thickness of its
magnificent. They erected its entire body, wall; for it had no large door on the east
quite up to the roof, of white stone: its end, as the lower house had, but the entrances
height was sixty cubits, and its length was were by the sides, through very small doors.
the same, and its breadth twenty. There He also overlaid the temple, both within and
was another building erected over it, equal without, with boards of cedar, that were kept
to it in its measures; so that tbe entire alti close together by thick chains, so that this
tude of tbe temple was a hundred and twenty contrivance was in the nature of a support
cubits. Its front was to tbe east. As to the and a strength to the building.
3. Mow when the king had divided the tem
porch, they built it before the temple: its
length was twenty cubits, and it was so order ple into two parts, be made the inner house of
ed that it might agree with the breadth of twenty cubits [every way], to be the most se
the house ; and it had twelve cubits in lati cret chamber, but he appointed that of forty
tude, and its height was raised as high as a cubits to be the sanctuary; and when he had
hundred and twenty cubits. He also built rut a door-place out of the wall, be put therein
round about the temple thirty small rooms, doors of cedar, and overlaid them with a great
which might include the whole temple, by deal of gold, that had sculptures upon it. lie
their closeness one to another, and by their also had veils of blue, and purple, and scarlet,
number, and outward position round it. He, and the brightest and softest of linen, with the
also made passages through them, that they must curious Sowers wrought upon them,
might come into one through another. Every which were to be drawn before those doors,
one of these rooms had five cubits in breadth,f He also dedicated for the most secret place,
• (H the temple of Solomon here described b? Jose- been ny Joscphus's description, no leM than twenty
phus, in this and the followinc sections of this chapter, 'cubit* hiith u piece, otherwise there must hare been a
see toy description of the temples belonging to this , larce interval between one and the other that was oTer
work. ch. xui
{i, at,d this with double floors, the one of six cubits duv.
f These small rooms, or side chambers, seem to have, unce from tbe floor beneath it, as 1 Kings vl 6.
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whose breadth was twenty cubits, and the cubits in diameter. There stood round about
length the same, two cherubims of solid gold; t twelve oxen that looked to the four winds
the height of each of tbem was five cubits:* of heaven, three to each wind, having their
they bad each of them two wings stretched hinder parts depressed, that so the hemisphe
oat as far as five cubits; wherefore Solomon rical vessel might rest upon them, which itself
set tbem up not far from each other, that with was also depressed round about inwardly.
one wing they might touch the southern wall Now this sea contained three thousand baths.
6. He also made ten brazen bases for so
ofthe secret place, and with another the north
ern; their other wings, which joined to each many quadrangular lavers: the length of every
other, w«re a covering to the ark, which was one of these bases was five cubits, and the
set between tbem: but nobody can tell, or breadth four cubits, and the height six cubits
even conjecture, what was the shape of these This vessel was partly turned, and was thus
cherubims. He also laid the floor of the contrived : There were four small quadran
Urnple with plates of gold; and he added gular pillars, that stood one at each corner;
doors to the gate of the temple agreeable to these had the sides of the base fitted to the in
the measure of the height of the wall, but in on each quarter; they were parted into three
breadth twenty cubits, and on them he glued parts; every interval had a border fitted to
gold plates; and, to say all in one word, be support [the laver] ; upon which was engraven,
left no part of the temple, neither internal nor in one place a lion, and in another place a
external, but what was covered with gold. He bull, and an eagle. The small pillars had the
also had curtains drawn over these doors, in same animals engraven that were engraven on
like manner as they were drawn over the inner the sides. Thj3 whole work was elevated, and
doors of the most holy place; but the porch stood upon four wheels, which were also cast,
of the temple had nothing of that sort.
which had also naves and felloes, and were a
4. Now Solomon sent for an artificer out foot and a half in diameter. Any one who
of Tyre, whose name was Hiram : ho was by saw the spokes of the wheels, how exactly
birth of the tribe of Naphtali, on the mother's they were turned, and united to the sides of
tide (for she was of that tribe); but his father the bases, and with what harmony they agreed
was Ur, of the stock of the Israelites. This to the felloes, would wonder at them. How
man was skilful in all sorts of work ; but his ever, their structure was this: Certain shoul
chief skill lay in working in gold, in silver, ders of hands stretched out held the corners
and brass ; by whom were made all the me above, upon which rested a short spiral pillar,
chanical works about the temple, according to that lay under the hollow part of the laver,
the will of Solomon. Moreover, this Hiram resting upon the fore part of the eagle and
made two [hollow] pillars, whose outsides were Ihe lion, which were adapted to them, inso
of brass ; and the thickness of the brass was much that those who viewed them would
four fingers' breadth, and the height of the think they were of one piece: between these
pillars was eighteen cubits,! and their circum were engravings of palm trees. This was
ference twelve cubits; but there was cast with the construction of the ten bases: he also
each of their chapiters lily-work, that stood made ten large round brass vessels, which
upon the pillar, and it was elevated five cubits, were the lavers themselves, each of which con
round about which there was net-work inter tained forty baths;! for it had its height four
woven with small palms, made of brass, and cubits, and its edges were as much distant
:overed with lily-work. To this also were hung from each other: he also placed these lavers
two hundred pomegranates in two rows. The upon the ten bases that were called Mechoone of these pillars he set at the entrance of noth : and he set five of the lavers on the left
the porch on the right hand, and called it Ja side of the temple,§ which was that side to
chin; and the other at the left hand, and wards the north wind, and as many on the
called it Booz.
t The round or cylindrical lavers of four cubits in
5. Solomon also cast a brazen sea, the diameter, and four in height, both in our copies,
t Kings .ii. 3H, 39, and here in Josephus, must have
(•cure of which was that of an hemisphere. contained
a great deal more than these forty baths,
This brazen vessel was called a sea for its which are always
assigned them. Where the error lies
is hard to say: perhaps Josephus honestly followed his
largeness, for the laver was ten feet in diame copies
here,
though
been corrupted, and he
ter, and cast of the thickness of a palm: its was not able to restoretheythehad
true reading. In the mean
middle part rested on a short pillar, that had time, the forty baths are probably
the true quantity
in each laver, since they went upon wheels, and
ten spirals round it, and that pillar was ten contained
were
to
be
drawn
by
the
Levites
about
the courts of the
* Josephus savs tore that the cherubims were of priests, for the washings they were designed
fori and
■olid (old, and only five cubits bitch ; while our Hebrew had
they
held
much
more,
they
would
have been too
copies 'I Kings vi. *A 28) say 'hey were of the olive- heavy to have been so drawn.
tnrt and the htxii. of the eypress.lree, and only over
Here Josephus gives us a key to his own language,
laid witb (old i and both agree they were ten Cobits hieh. of I right
and left hand in the tabernacle and temple;
I Kipjxwe the number here is falsely transcribed, and that by the
right hand he means what is against our
that Josephus wrote ten cubits also.
left,
wben
supposetowards
ourselves
up fromor the
east
the going
tabernacle
temple
♦ *• for these two fatuous pillars, Jachin and Booz, ■ it« i of thewe courts
their height could be no more than 1H cubits, as bere, themselves, and so rice vtrga; whence it follows, that
aad I Hints rii. lit i Kings »«». I7i Jer. Mi. 31, those the pillar Jachin. on the right hand of the temple, was
Mewhit* in ' Chron. fii. 15, being contrary to all the on
the south, against our left hand; and Bool on the
rates of architecture in the world.
north, against our right band
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right tide, towards the south, but looking to thousand trumpets, according to the command
wards the east; the same [eastern] way he also of Moses; also two hundred thousand gar
set the sea. Now, he appointed the sea to be ments of fine linen for the singers that were
for washing the hands and the feet of the Levites; and he made musical instruments,
priests when they entered into the temple and and such as were invented for singing of
were to ascend the altar; but the lavers to hymns, called JVabla and Cinyra [psalteries
cleanse the entrails of the beasts that were to and harps], wbich were made of electrum [the
be burnt-offerings, with their feet also.
finest brass], forty thousand.
7. He also made a brazen altar, whose 9. Solomon made all these things for tbe
length was twenty cubits, and its breadth the honour of God, with great variety and mag
same, and its height ten, for the burnt-offer nificence, sparing no cost, but using all pos
ings: he also made all its vessels of brass; sible liberality in adorning the temple; and
the pots, and the shovels, and the basons, and these things he dedicated to the treasures of
besides these, the snuffers and the tongs, and God. He also placed a partition round about
all its other vessels he made of brass, and such the temple, which, in our tongue, we call
brass as was in splendour and beauty like gold. Gison, but it is called Thrigcos by the Greeks,
The king also dedicated a great number of and he raised it up to the height of three cu
tables, but one that was large and made of bits ; and it was for the exclusion of the multi
gold, upon which they set the loaves of God; tude from coming into the temple, and show
and he made ten thousand more that resem ing that it was a place that was free and open
bled them, but were done after another man only for the priests. He also built beyond
ner, upon which lay the vials and the cups ; this court a temple, the figure of which was
those of gold were twenty thousand, those of that of a quadrangle, and erected for it great
silver were forty thousand. He also made and broad cloisters; this was entered into by
ten thousand candlesticks, according to the very high gates, each of which had its front
command of Moses, one of which he dedica exposed to one of the [four] winds, and were
ted for the temple, that it might burn in the shut by golden doors. Into this temple all
day-time, according to the law ; and one table the people entered that were distinguished
with loaves upon it, on the north side of the from the rest by being pure, and observant 61
temple, over against the candlestick ; for this the laws ; but he made that temple which was
he set on the south side, but the golden altar beyond this a wonderful one indeed, and such
stood between them. All these vessels were as exceeds all description in words; nay, if I
contained in that part of the holy house, which may so say, is hardly believed upon sight; for
was forty cubits long, and were before the when he had filled up great valleys with earth,
vail of that most secret place wherein the ark which, on account of their immense depth,
could not be looked on when you bended
was to be set.
8. The king also made pouring vessels, in down to see them, without pain, and had ele
number eighty thousand, and a hundred thou vated the ground four hundred cubits, he
sand golden vials, and twice as many silver made it to be on a level with the top of the
vials: of golden dishes, in order therein to of mountain on which the temple was built, and
fer kneaded fine flour at the altar, there were by this means the outmost temple, wbich was
eighty thousand, and twice as many of silver. exposed to the air, was even with the temple
Of large basons also, wherein they mixed fine itself.f He encompassed this also with a
flour with oil, sixty thousand of gold, and building of a double row of cloisters, which
twice as many of silver. Of the measures stood on high upon pillars of native stone,
like those which Moses called the Hin, and while the roofs were of cedar, and were pohshthe Aasaron (a tenth deal), there were twenty ed in a manner proper for such high roofs; but
thousand of gold, and twice as many of silver. he made all the doors of this temple of silver.
The golden eensers, in which they carried the
incense to the altar, were twenty thousand:
the other censers, in which they carried fire
CHAPTER IV.
from the great altar to the little altar, within
the temple, were fifty thousand. The sacer
dotal garments which belong to the high- HOW SOLOMON REMOVED THE ARK INTO THE
priest, with the long robes, and the oracle, TEMPLE; HOW HE MADE SUPPLICATION TO
and the precious stones, were a thousand; but GOD, AND OFFERED PUBLIC SACRIFICES TO
the crown upon which Moses wrote [the name HIM.
of God],* was only one, and hath remained
to this very day. He also made ten thousand § 1. When king Solomon had finished these
sacerdotal garments of fine linen, with purple works, these large and beautiful buildings,
girdles, for every priest; and two hundred + When Jssepbus here aavs that the floor of tbe out
temple or court of the Gentiles was with vaat
• Of the golden plate on the high-priest's forehead most
labour raised to be even, or of equal height, with tha
thn'.was in brine, in tbr days of Josephus, and a century floor of the inner, or court of tbe priests, he must meaai
or two at *a»t later, fee the note on Anu'q b. iii. cb. Til. this in a gross estimation only: fur he and all otheas
agree that tha inner temple, or court of tbe priesU, was)
MO*. 8.
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and bad laid up his donations in the temple, nothing else but those two tables of stone that
and all this in the interval of seven years,* preserved the ten commandments, which God
and had given a demonstration of his riches spake to Moses in mount Sinai, and which
and alacrity therein; insomuch, that any one were engraved upon them ; but they set the
who saw it would have thought it must have candlestick, and the table, and the golden altar
been an immense time ere it could have been in the temple, before the most secret place, in
finished, and [would be surprised] that so the very same places wherein they stood till
much should be finished in so short a time; that time in the tabernacle. So they offered
—short, I mean, if compared with the great up the daily sacrifices; but for the brazen
ness of the work: he also wrote to the rulers altar, Solomon set it before the temple, over
and elders of the Hebrews, and ordered all the against the door, that when the door was open
people to gather themselves together to Jeru ed, it might be exposed to right, and the
salem, both to see the temple which he had sacred solemnities, and the richness of the
built, and to remove the ark of God into it; sacrifices, mig'ct be thence seen; and all the
and when this invitation of the whole body of rest of the vessels they gathered together, and
the people to come to Jerusalem was every put them within the temple.
where carried abroad, it wag the seventh month 2. Now, as soon as the priests had put all
Vefore they came together; which month is, things in ordet> about the ark, and were gone
oy our countrymen, called Thisri; but by the out, there came down a thick cloud, and stood
Macedonians, Hyperbtretam. The Feast of there; and spread itself after a gentle man
Tabernacles happened to fall at the same time, ner, into the temple: such a cloud it was as
which was kept by the Hebrews as a most holy was diffused and temperate,—not such a
and most eminent feast. So they carried the rough one as we see full of rain in the winark and the tabernacle which Moses bad pitch ter season. This cloud so darkened the place,
ed, and all the vessels that were for ministra that one priest could not discern another;
tion to the sacrifices of God, and removed them but it afforded to the minds of all a visible
to the temple.f The king himself, and all the image and glorious appearance of God's hav
people and the Levites, went before, rendering ing descended into this temple, and of his
the ground moist with sacrifices, and drink- having gladly pitched his tabernacle therein.
offerings, and the blood of a great number of So these men were intent upon this thought ;
oblations, and burning an immense quantity but Solomon rose up (for he was sitting be
of incense; and this till the very air itself fore), and used such words to God as he
every where round about was so full of these thought agreeable to the divine nature to re
odours, that it met, in a most agreeable man ceive, and fit for him to give; — for he said,
ner, persons nt a great distance, and was an " Thou hast an eternal house, O Lord, and
indication of God's presence, and, as men's such a one as thou hast created for thyself
opinion was, of his habitation with them in out of thine own works; — we know it to be
this newly-buiit and consecrated place, for they the heaven, and the air, and the earth, and
did not grow weary, either of singing hymns, the sea, which thou pervadest, nor art thou
or of dancing, until they came to the temple; contained within their limits. I have indeed
and in this manner did they carry the ark: built this temple to thee, and thy name, that
but when they should transfer it into the most from thence, when we sacrifice, and perform
secret places, the rest of the multitude went sacred operations, we may send our prayers
away, and only those priests that carried it set up into the air, and may constantly believe
it between the two cherubims, which embra that thou art present, and art not remote from
cing it with their wings (for so they were what is thine own; for neither when thou
framed by the artificer), they covered it, as un seest all things, and hearest all things, nor now,
der a teut or a cupola. Now the ark contained when it pleases thee to dwell here, dost thou
leave off the care of all men, but rather thou
i few eajbita more derated than the mi'l Mr rourt, the art very near to them all, but especially thou
court of Israel, and that much more wai the court of the art present to those that address themselves
pneata elevated aeveral cubits above the outmost court.
Race the court of Israel wa* lower than the one, and to thee, whether by night or by day." When
M,her than the other.
• The Septnaejnt say, that " they prepared timber and lie had thus solemnly addressed himself to
steees to build the temple for three years." I Kinirsv. let; (iod, he converted his discourse to the mul
sad although neither our present Hebrew copy, nor Jo- titude, and strongly represented the power
sephna. directly name that number of years, yet do they and* providence of God to them; — how he
Both say the building itself did not begin till Solomon's
fmrtk year; and both speak of the preparation of mate, had shown all things that were come to pass
rials beforehand, 1 Kings v. 18; Antiq. b.viii. ch A, sect to David his father, as many of those things
L There is no reason, therefore, to alter the Saptoajriat's
Masher,- but ire axe to suppose three years to have been had already come to pass, and the rest would
the Just time of tbe preparation, as 1 have "lone in my certainly come to pass hereafter; and how
deputation of the eapense in building tlie temple.
♦ This solemn removal of the ark from mount Slon he had given him his name, and told to David
teokaaat sloriab. at the distance of almost three quar what he should be called before be was born;
ter, sf a mile, euofutea that n.rtion of the modern Jews, and foretold, thnt when he should be king af
aad fulkmed by many Christians also, as il tho>e two
his father's death, he should build him a
wee*, after a sort, otir and tin* same mountain: for which ter
temple, which since they saw accomplished,
there is, I think, very little foundation.
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according to his prediction ; he required them are in distress, but when any shall coma
to bless God, and by believing him, from the hither from any ends of the world whatso
sight of what they had seen accomplished, ne ever, and shall return from their sins and im
ver to despair of any thing that he had pro plore thy pardon, do thou then pardon them,
mised for the future, in order to their happi and hear their prayer! for hereby all shall
ness, or suspect that it would not come to past leant that thou thyself wast pleased with the
3. When the king had thus discoursed to building of this house for tbee ; and that we
the multitude, he looked again towards the are not ourselves of an unsociable nature, nor
temple, and lifting up his right hand to the behave ourselves like enemies to such as are
multitude, he said, " It is not possible by what not of our own people, but are willing that
men can do to return sufficient thanks to God thy assistance should be communicated by
for his benefits bestowed upon them, for the thee to all men in common, and that they
Deity stands in need of nothing, and is above may have the enjoyment of thy benefits be
any such requital; but so far as we have been stowed upon them."
made superior, O Lord, to other animals by 4. When Solomon had said this, and had
thee, it becomes us to bless thy Majesty, and cast himself upon the ground, and worshipped
it is necessary for us to return thee thanks a long time, he rose up and brought sacri
for what thou hast bestowed upon our house, fices to the altar; and when he bad filled it
and on the Hebrew people; for with what with unblemished victims, he most evidently
other instrument can we better appease thee, discovered that God had with pleasure ac
when thou art angry at us, or more properly cepted of all that he had sacrificed to him, for
preserve thy favour, than with our voice; there came a fire running out of the air, and
which, as we have it from the air, so do we rushed with violence upon the altar, in the
know that by that air it ascends upwards [to sight of all, and caught hold of and consumed
wards thee]. I therefore ought myself to the sacrifices. Now, when this divine appear
return thee thanks thereby, in the first place, ance was seen, the people supposed it to be a
concerning my father, whom thou hast raised demonstration of God's abode in the temple,
from obscurity unto so great joy; and, in and were pleased with it, and fell down upon
the next place, concerning myself, since thou the ground, and worshipped. Upon which
hast performed all that thou hast promised the king began to bless God, and exhorted
unto this very day; and I beseech thee, for the multitude to do the same, as now having
the time to come, to afford us whatsoever sufficient indications of God's favourable dis
thou, O God, hast power to bestow on such position to them ; and to pray that they might
as thou dost esteem; and to augment our always have the like indications from him,
house for all ages, as thou hast promised to and that he would preserve in them a mind
David my father to do, both in his lifetime pure from all wickedness, in righteousness
and at his death, that our kingdom shall con and religious worship, and that they might
tinue, and thut his posterity should successive continue in the observation of those precept*
ly receive it to ten thousand generations. Do which God had given them by Moses, because
nut thou therefore fail to give us these bless by that means the Hebrew nation would be
ings, and to bestow on my children that vir happy, and indeed the most blessed of all na
tue in which thou delightest! and besides all tions among all mankind. He exhorted them
this, I humbly beseech thee, that thou wilt also to be mindful, that by what methods they
let some portion of thy Spirit come down and hud attained their present good things, by the
inhabit in this temple, that thou mayest ap same they must preserve them sure to them
pear to be with us upon earth. As to thy selves, and make them greater, and more than
self, the entire heavens, and the immensity they were at present; for that it was not suf
of the things that are therein, are but a small ficient for them to suppose they had received
habitation for thee, much more is this poor them on account of their piety and righteous
temple so ; but 1 entreat thee to keep it as thine ness, but that they had no other way of pre
>wn house, from being destroyed by our ene serving them for the time to come; for that
mies for ever, and to take care of it as thine it is not so great a thing for men to acquire
own possession; but if this people be fouud somewhat which they want, as to preserve
to have sinned, and be thereupon afflicted what they have acquired, and to be guilty of
by thee with any plague, because of their no sin, whereby it may be hurt.
sin, as with dearth, or pestilence, or any other 5. So when the king had spoken thus to
affliction which thou usest to inflict on those the multitude, he dissolved the congl-egatinn,
that transgress any of thy holy laws, and if but not till he had completed bis oblations,
they fly all of them to this temple, beseech both for himself and for the Hebrews, inso
ing thee, and begging of thee to deliver them, much that he sacrificed twenty and two thou
then do thou hear their prayers, as being sand oxen, and a hundred and twenty thou
within thine house, and have mercy upon sand sheep; for then it was that the temple
them, and deliver them from their afflictions! did first of all taste of the victims; and all the
nay, moreover, this help is what I implore of Hebrews, with their wives and children, feast
thee, not for the Hebrews only, when they ed therein: 'iays besides this, the kin^ tbtn
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observed splendidly and magnificently the
feast which M called the Feast of Tabernacies,
before the temple, for twice seven days, and
he then feasted together with all the people.
CHAPTER. V.
6. When all these solemnities were abun
dantly satisfied, and nothing was omitted that BOW SOLOMON BUILT HIMSELF A ROYAL FALACE, VERY COSTLY AND SPLENDID; AND
concerned the divine worship, the king dis
missed them; and every one went to their HOW HE SOLVED TRB RIDDLES WHICP
own homes, giving thanks to the king for the WERE SENT HIM BY HIRAM.
care be had taken of them, and the works he
had done for them; and praying to God to § I. After the building of the temple,
preserve Solomon to be their king for a long which, as we have before said, was finished
time. They also took their journey home in seven years, the king laid the foundation
with rejoicing, and making merry, and sing of his palace, which he did not finish tinder
ing hymns to God: and indeed the pleasure thirteen years ; for he was not equally zealous
they enjoyed, took away the sense of the pains in the building of this palace as he had been
they all underwent in their journey home. about the temple; for as to that, though it
So when they had brought the ark into the was a great work, and required wonderful
temple, and had seen its greatness, and how and surprising application, yet God, for whom
fine it was, aad had been partakers of the it was made, so far co-operated therewith,
many sacrifices that had been offered, and of that it was finished in the forementioned
the festivals that had been solemnized, they number of years; but the palace, which was
every one returned to their own cities. But a building much inferior in dignity to the
« dream that appeared to the king in his sleep, temple, both on account that its materials had
informed him, that God had heard his pray not been so long beforehand gotten ready,
ers; and that he would not only preserve the nor had been so zealously prepared, and on
temple, but would always abide in it; that is, account that this was only a habitation for
in case his posterity and the whole multitude kings, and not for God, it was longer in
would be righteous. And for himself, it said, finishing. However, this building was raised
that if he continued according to the admo so magnificently, as suited the happy state of
nitions of his father, he would advance him the Hebrews, and of the king thereof: but
tn an immense degree of dignity and happi- it is necessary that I describe the entire struc
aeaa, aad that then his posterity should be ture and disposition of the parts, that so those
kings of that country, of the tribe of Judah, that light upon this book may thereby make
for ever; but that still, if he should be found a conjecture, and, as it were, have a prospect
a lietrayer of the ordinances of the law, and of its magnitude.
forget them, and turn away to the worship of 2. This house was a large and curious
utrange gods, he would cat him off by the building, and was supported by many pillars,
roots, and would neither suffer any remainder which Solomon built to contain a multitude
ef hU family to continue, nor would overlook for hearing causes, and taking cognizance of
the people of Israel, or preserve them any suits. It was sufficiently capacious to con
longet from afflictions, but would utterly de tain a great body of men, who would come
stroy them with ten thousand wars and mis together to have their causes determj^ed. It
fortunes; would cast them out of the land was a hundred cubits long, and fifty broad,
which he had given their fathers, and make and thirty high, supported by quadrangular
them sojourners in strange lands; and deliver pillars, which were all of cedar ; but its roof
that temple which was now built, to be burnt was according to the Corinthian order,* with
and spoiled by their enemies; and that city folding doors, and their adjoining pillars of
to be utterly overthrown by the hands of their equal magnitude, each fluted with three cavienemies; and make their miseries deserve to
* This mention of the Corinthian ornaments of archi
be a proverb, and such as should very hardly tecture
Solomon1! palace by Josepbos, aeema to bo
be credited for their stupendous magnitude, here Bet indown
by way of prolepsis,' for although it ap
pears
to
me
that the Grecian and Roman moat ancient
till their neighbours, when they should hear urders of architecture
taken from Solomon's tern pie,
of them, should wonder at their calamities, as from their original were
patterns, yet it is not so clear that
and very earnestly inquire for the occasion, the last and most ornamental order of the Corinthian
was so ancient, although what the same Josepbus says
why the Hebrews, who had been so far ad (Of
the War, b. t. ch. v. sect. 3). that one of the gates of
vanced by God to such glory and wealth, Herod's
temple was built according to the rules ef this
order, is no way improbable, that order heing,
should be then so hated by him? And that Corinthian
dispute, much older thao the reign oi Herod.
the answer that should be made by the re without
However, upon some trial, I confess I nave not hitherto
mainder <>f the people should be, by confess been ab'e full* to understand the structure of this palace
either as described in our Bibles, or even
ing their sins and their transgression of the ofwithSolomon,
additional help of this description bere by Joaelaws of their country. Accordingly, we htve phus;theonly
the reader may easily observe with me, that
measures of this first building in Josephus, 100 cubits
it transmitted to us in writing, that thus did the
long, and 60 cubits broad, are the very same with the
God -j . jk to Solomon in his sleep.
area of the court of the Ubernacle of Moses, and jus*
half an Egyptian imu, or acre
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ties: which building was at once firm and that looked towards his back ; but still all
very ornamental. There was also another was fastened together with gold.
house so ordered, that its entire breadth was 3. When Solomon bad completed all this
placed in the middle; it was quadrangular, in twenty years' time, because Hiram king oi
and its breadth was thirty cubits, having a Tyre had contributed a great deal of gold,
.emple over against it, raised upon massy pil and more silver to these buildings, as also
lars; in which temple there was a large and cedar-wood and pine-wood, he also rewarded
very glorious room, wherein the king sat in Hiram with rich presents; corn he sent him
judgment. To this was joined another house, also year by year, and wine and oil, which
that was built for his queen. There were were the principal things that he stood in
sther smaller edifices for diet, and for sleep, need of, because he inhabited an island, as
after public matters were over; and these we have already said. And besides these,
Were all floored with boards of cedar. Some he granted him certain cities of Galilee, twen
of these Solomon built with stones of ten ty in number, that lay net far from Tyre;
cubits, and wainscoted the walls with other which, when Hiram went to, and viewed, and
stones that were sawed, and were of great did not like the gift, he sent word to Solo
value, such as are dug out of the earth for mon that he did not want such cities as they
the ornaments of temples, and to make fine were; and after that time those cities were
prospects in royal palaces, and which make called the land of Cabulj which name, if it
the mines whence they are dug famous. be interpreted according to the language of
Now the contexture of the curious workman the Phoenicians, denotes what does not please.
ship of these stones was in three rows, but Moreover, the king of Tyre sent sophisms
the fourth row would make one admire its and enigmatical sayings to Solomon, and de
sculptures, whereby were represented trees, sired he would solve them, and free there
and all sorts of plants, with the shades that from the ambiguity that was in them. Now
arose from their branches, and leaves that of so sagacious an understanding was Solo
hung down from them. Those trees and mon, that none of these problems were too
plants covered the stone that was beneath hard for him ; but be conquered them all by
them, and their leaves were wrought so pro his reasonings, and discovered their hidden
digious thin and subtile, that you would meaning, and brought it to light. Menanthink they were in motion; but the other der also, one who translated the Tyrian ar
part, up to the roof, was plastered over, and, chives out of the dialect of the Phoenicians
as it were, embroidered with colours and pic into the Greek language, makes mention ot
tures. He, moreover, built other edifices these two kings, where he says thus:—" When
for pleasure ; as also very long cloisters, and Abibalus was dead, his son Ilirain received
those situate in an agreeable place of the pa the kingdom from him, who, when he had
lace; and among them a most glorious di lived fifty-three years, reigned thirty-four.
ning-room, for feastings and compotations, and He raised a bank in the large place, and de
full of gold, and such other furniture as so dicated the golden pillar which is in Jupiter's
fine a room ought to have for the conveniency temple. He also went and cut down mate
of the guests, and where all the vessels were rials of timber out of the mountain called Limade of gold. Now it is very hard to reck banus, for the roof of temples; and when he
on up the magnitude and the variety of the had pulled down the ancient temples, he
royal apartments; how many rooms there both built the temple of Hercules and that ol
were of the largest sort, how many of a big Astarte; and he first set up the temple of
ness inferior to those, and how many that Hercules in the month Peritius; he also made
were subterraneous and invisible; the curi an expedition against the Euchii [or Titii],
osity of those that enjoyed the fresh air ; and who did not pay their tribute; and when he
the groves for the most delightful prospect, had subdued them to himself he returned.
for the avoiding the heat, and covering of Under this king there was Abdemon, a very
their bodies. And to say all in brief, Solo youta in age, who always conquered the dif
mon made the whole building entirely of ficult problems which Solomon, king of Je
white stone, and cedar-wood, and gold, and rusalem, commanded lum to explain." Dius
silver. He also adorned the roofs and walls also makes mention of him, where he says
with stones set in gold, and beautified them thus: — " When Abibulus was dead, his son
thereby in the same manner as he had beau Hiram reigned. He raised the eastern parts
tified the temple of God with the like stones. of the city higher, and made the city itself
He also made himself a throne of prodigious larger. He also joined the temple of Jupi
bigness, of ivory, constructed as a seat of jus ter, which before stood by itself, to the city,
tice, and having six steps to it; on every one by raising a bunk in the middle between them ;
of which stood, on each end of the step, two and he adorned it with donations of gold.
lions, two other lions standing above also; Moreover, he went up to Mount Lihnnus
but at the sitting place of the throne, hands and cut down materials ot" wood for the build
come out, and received the king; and when ing of the temples." He says also, thai
he set backward, he retted on half a bullock, ** Solomon, who was then king of Jerusalem,
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sent riddles to Hiram, and desired to receive w ith very strong walls, he gave it the name
the like from him ; but that he who could of Tadmor; and that is the name it is still
not wire them should pay money to them called by at this day among the Syrians; but
that did solve them ; and that Hiram ac the Greeks name it Palmyra.
cepted the conditions; and when he was not 2. Now Solomon the king was at this time
able to solve the riddles [proposed by So engaged in building these cities. But if any
lomon], he paid a great deal of money for inquire why all the kings of Egypt from
his fine ; but that be afterwards did solve the Menes, who built Memphis, and was man,
proposed riddles by means of Abdemon, a years earlier than our forefather Abraham
man of Tyre; and that Hiram proposed until Solomon, where tbe interval was more
other riddles, which, when Solomon could than one thousand three hundred years, were
not solve, be paid back a great deal of called Pharaohs, and took it from one Pha
money to Hiram." This it is which Dius raoh tbat lived after the kings of that inter
wrote.
val, I think it necessary to inform them of it,
and this in order to cure their ignorance, and
to make tbe occasion of that name manifest.
Pharaoh, in the Egyptian tongue, signifies a
king,' but I suppose they made use of other
CHAPTER VI.
names from their childhood; but when they
HOW SOLOMON FORTIFIED THE CITY OF JERU were made kings, they changed them into the
SALEM, AND BUILT GREAT CITIES ; AND name which, in their own tongue, denoted
HOW HE BROUGHT SOME OF THE CANAAN- their authority ; for thus it was also that the
ITES INTO 8DBJECTION, AND ENTEUTAf*JED kings of Alexandria, who were called formerly
THE QUEEN OF EGYFT AND OF ETHIOPIA. by other names when they took the king
dom, were named Ptolemies, from their first
§ I. Now when the king saw that the walls of king. Tbe Roman emperors also were, from
Jerusalem stood in need of being better se their nativity, called by other names, but are
cured, and made stronger (for be thought the styled Cresars, their empire and tbeir dignity
walls that encompassed Jerusalem ought to imposing that name upon them, and not suffer
correspond to the dignity of tbe city) he both ing them to continue in those names which their
repaired tbem and made them higher, with fathers gave them. I suppose also that Herodo
great towers upon them ; be also built cities tus of Halicarnassus, when he said there were
which might be counted among the strongest, three hundred and thirty kings of Egypt after
H.izor and Megiddo, and the third Gezer, Menes, who built Memphis, did therefore not
which had indeed belonged to the Philistines; tell us their names, because they were in com
but Pharaoh, the king of Egypt, had made mon called Pharaohs ; for when after their death
an expedition against it, and besieged it, and there was a queen reigned, he calls her by her
taken it by forfe; and when he had slain all name Nicaule, as thereby declaring, that while
its inhabitants, he utterly overthrew it, and the kings were of tbe male line, and so ad
cave it as a present to his daughter, who had mitted of the same name, while a woman did
been married to Solomon: for which reason not admit tbe same, he did therefore set down
tbe king rebuilt it, as a city that was natu that her name, which she could not naturally
rally strong, and might be useful in wars, and have. As for myself, I have discovered from
the mutations of affairs that sometimes hap our own books that after Pharaoh, the fatherpen. Moreover, he built two other cities not in-law of Solomon, no other king of Egypt
far from it; Beth-horon was the name of one did any longer use that name; and that it was
of them, and Balaath of tbe other. He after that time when the forenamed queen of
also built other cities that lay conveniently Egypt and Ethiopia came to Solomon, con
for these, in order to the enjoyment of plea cerning whom we shall inform the reader pre
sures and delicacies in them, such as were sently ; but I have now made mention ol
naturally of a good temperature of tbe air, these thitigs, that I may prove that our books
and agreeable for fruit- ripe in their proper * This signification of the name Pharaoh appears to
be true. Hut what Josephus adds presently, that no
seasons, and well watered with springs. Nay, kin*
of Egypt was called Pharaoh after Solomon's fatherSolomon went as far as the desert above Sy in-law.
does hardly agree to our copies, which hare
ria, and possessed himself of it, find built lnni| afterward* the names of Pharaoh Ncchoh and
I'harmob
(1 Kings xxiii. 29: J<r. zllv. 30);
tncrre a very great city, which was distant two besides theHuiihrsb
frequent mention of that name in the pro
divs' journey from the Upper Syria, and one phets
HowflVer, Josepbua himself, in his own speech
the Jews (< If the War, b. y. chap. ix. sect. 4), speaks of
day's journey from Euphrates, and six long toNechao,
who was also called Pharaoh, aa the name of
davs' journey from Babylon tbe Great. Now that
kin.' of Egypt with whom Abraham was concern,
the reason why this city lay so remote from ed; of which name Nechao yet we have elsewhere no
till the days of Josiah, but only of Pharaoh,
(be Darts of Syria that are inhabited, is this: mention
and indeed it must be confessed tbat here, and sect. 6,
liiat below there is no water to be had, and wr
hate more mistakes made by Josephus. and those
to tbe kings of 1 gypt, and to tbe queen of
tnat it is in that place only that there are relating
and Ethiopia, whom he supposes to have ror.ie
springs and pits "f water. When he bad toEgypt
see
Solomon,
than almost any where else in alt bis
therefore built t'1'* "Jty. •"<! encompassed it I Antiquities.
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and those of the Egyptians agree together in wisdom, while she proposed questions of very
great difficulty, and entreated that he would
many things.
3. But king Solomon subdued to himself solve their hidden meaning. Accordingly
the remnant of the Canaanites that had not she came to Jerusalem with great splendour
bifore submitted to bim ; — those I mean that and rich furniture; for she brought with her
dwelt in mount* Lebanon, and as far as the camels laden with gold, with several sorts of
city Hamath; and ordered them to pay tri sweet spices, and with precious stones. Now,
bute. He also chose out of thein every year upon the king's kind reception of her, he both
Eich as were to serve him in the meanest showed a great desire to please her, and easily
offices, and to do his domestic works, and to comprehending in bis mind the meaning of
follow husbandry; for none of the Hebrews the curious questions she propounded to him,
were servants [in such low employments]; he resolved them sooner than any body could
nor was it reasonable that, when God Lad have expected. So she was amazed at the
brought so many nations under their power, wisdom of Solomon, and discovered that it
they should depress their own people to such was more excellent upon trial than what she
mean offices of life, rather than those nations j had heard by report beforehand; and espe
but all the Israelites were concerned in war cially she was surprised at the fineness and
like affairs, and were in armour, and were set largeness of his royal palace, and not less so at
over the chariots and the horses rather than the good order of the apartments, for she ob
leading the life of slaves. He appointed also served that the king had therein shown great
five hundred and fifty rulers over those Ca- wisdom; but she was beyond measure asto
nsxnites who were reduced to such domestic nished at the house which was called the Fo.
slavery, who received the entire care of them rest\f Lebanon, as also at the magnificence of
from the king, and instructed them in those his daily table, and the circumstances of its
labours and operations wherein he wanted preparation and ministration, with the apparel
their assistance.
of his servants that waited, and the skilful
4. Moreover, the king built many ships in and decent management of their attendance:
the Egyptian Bay of the Red Sea, in a cer nor was she less affected with those daily
tain place called Ezion-geber: it is now called sacrifices which were offered to God, and the
Berenice, and is not far from the city Eloth. careful management which the priests and
This country belonged formerly to the Jews, Levites used about them. When she saw
and became useful for shipping, from the do this done every day, she was in the greatest
nations of Hiram, king of Tyre; for he sent a admiration imaginable, insomuch that she was
sufficient number of men thither for pilots, not able to contain the surprise she was in,
and such as were skilful in navigation; to but openly confessed how wonderfully she
whom Solomon gave this command: That was affected; for she proceeded to discourse
they Bhould go along with his own stewards with the king, and thereby owned that she
to the land that was of old called Ophir, but was overcome with admiration*at the things
now the Aurea Chersonesus, which belongs before related ; and said, " All things, in
to India, to fetch him gold. And when they deed, O king, that came to our knowledge
had gathered four hundred talent? together, by report, came with uncertainty as to our
belief of them; but as to those good things
they returned to the king again.
5. There was then a woman, queen of that to thee appertain, both such as thou thy
Egypt and Ethiopia;* she was inquisitive into self possessest, I mean wisdom and prudence,
philosophy, and one that on other accounts and the happiness thou hast from thy king
also was to be admired. When this queen dom, certainly the same that came to us was
heard of the virtue and prudence of Solo no falsity; it was not only a true report, but
mon, she had a great mind to see him ; and it related thy happiness after a much lowe.
the reports that went every day abroad in manner than I now see it to be before my
duced her to come to him, she being desirous eyes. For as for the report, it only attempted
to be satisfied by her own experience, and not to persuade our hearing, but did not so
by a bare hearing (for reports thus heard are make known the dignity of the things themlik ely enough to comply with a false opinion, selves as does the sight of them, and being
while they wholly depend on the credit of the present among them. I, indeed, who did
relaters); so she resolved to come to him, and not believe what was reported, by reason of
that especially, in order to have a trial of his the multitude and grandeur of the things 1
inquired about, do see them to be much more
• That this queen of Sheba was a qneen of Sana?*. In
than they were reported to be.
South Arabia, and not of Egypt and Ethiopia, al Jose- numerous
Accordingly, I esteem the Hebrew people,
phua here asserts. Is, 1 suppose, now generally agreed; as
well as thy servants and friends, to be
and since Sahara is well known to be a country near the
sea in tbe sooth of Arabia Felix, which lay south from happy, who enjoy thy presence, and hear th;'
Jodea
also;
and
since
our
Saviour
calls
this
queen
" the queen of the south," and says, *• she came frpre wisdom every day continually. One would
the
parts of the earth
(Mattto sit
l.tikethan
xi. therefore bless God, who hath so loved this
31), utmost
wliirh descriptions
airree "better
this4iiArabia
io forvpt and Ethiopia, there is little occasion for country, and those that inhabit therein, as to
doubting in tbis matter.
make thee king over them."
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G. Now when the queen had thus demon
strated in words how deeply the king had
affected her, her disposition was known by
certain presents, for she gave him twenty
talents of gold, and an immense quantity
of spices and precious stones. (They say
also that we possess the root of that bal
sam which our country still bears by this
woman's gift).* Solomon also repaid her
with many good things, and principally by
bestowing upon her what she chose of her
own inclination, for there was nothing that
she desired which he denied her; and as
he was very generous and liberal in his
own temper, so did he show the greatness
of his soul in bestowing on her what she
herself desired of him. So when this
queen of Ethopia had obtained what we
already given an account of, and had again
communicated to the king what she brought
with her, she returned to her own kingdom.
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jy those that purchase them; for those we
speak of were to the sight like the wood of
the fig-tree, but were whiter and more
shining. Now we have said thus much,
that nobody may be ignorant of the differ
ence between these sorts of wood, nor unac
quainted with the nature of the genuine
pine-tree; and we thought it both a season
able and humane thing when we mentioned
it, and tbe uses the king made of it, to ex
plain this difference so tar as we have dono
2. Now the weight of gold that was
brought him was six hundred and sixtysix talents, not including in that sum what
was brought by the merchants, nor what
the toparchs and kings of Arabia gave him
in presents. He also cast two hundred
targets of gold, each of therfFweighing six
hundred shekels: he also made three hun
dred shields, every oue weighing three
pounds of gold, and he had them carried
and put into that house which was called
The Forest of Lebanon. He also mado
cups of gold, and of [precious] stones, for
the entertainment of his guests, and had
them adorned in the most artificial manner;
CHAPTER VII.
and he contrived that all his other furniture
HOW SOLOMON GREW RICH, ANDFELLDESrE- of vessels should be of gold, for there was
KATELT IN LOVE WITH WOMEN, AND HOW nothing then to be sold or bought for silver;
the king had many ships which lay upon
O0D, BEING INCENSED AT IT, RAISED UP for
the Sea of Tarsus, these he commanded to
ADER AND JEROBOAM AGAINST HIM. CON carry out all sorts of merchandise into the
CERNING THE DEATH OF SOLOMON.
remotest nations, by the sale of which silver
and gold were brought to the king, and a
4, 1. About the same time there were great quantity of ivory, and Ethiopians,
brought to the king from the Aurea Cher- and apes; and they finished their voyage,
sonesus, a country so called, precious stones going and returning, in three years' time.
and pine-trees, and these trees he made use 3. Accordingly there went a great fame all
of for supporting the temple and the palace, around the neighbouring countries, which
as also for the materials of musical instru proclaimed the virtue and wisdom of Solo
ments, the harps, and the psalteries, that mon, insomuch that all the kings every
the Levi tea might make use of them in where weredesirous to see him, as not giving
their hymns to God. The wood which wa« credit to what was reported, on account of
brought to him at this time was larger and its being almost incredible: they also de
fin' r than any that had ever been brought monstrated the regard they had for him
before; but let no one imagine that these by the presents they made him; for they
pine-trees were like those which are now so sent him vessels of gold and silver, and
named, and which take that thcirdenomiim- purple garments, and many sorts of spices,
tion from the merchants, who so call them, and horses, and ohariots, and as many mules
that they may procure them to be admired for his carnages as they could find proper
the king's eyes, by their strength
• Some blame Josephus for supposing that the balsam - to please
beauty. This addition that he made
free might bp first brought out ol Arabia, or Kgypt, or and
Eth opia, into Jndfa. by this quri-n of Shrbs since seve to those chariots and horses which he had
ral hare said, that of old noroilnlry bore (his pr nous before from those that were sent him aug
aalsam butJttdea; yet it is not only false that this balsam mented the number of his chariots by above
was peculiar to Judra, but both t gyptand Arabia, and four hundred, for he had a thousand before,
particularly Sabxa.had it ; which last a asthat vcrye-untry whence Jusephus. if understood not of Kthiopia but of and augmented the number of his horses
Arabia, Intimmtes thia queen might bring it first Into Ju- by two thousand, lor he had twenty thou
Va. Sor are we to suptaise that the queen of Sahara
3or.ld will omit such a present, as thisbalsnm-ln-e wouU sand before. These horses also were so
oa esteemed by * lomon.ill case it were then almost |>e- much exercised, in order to their making a
eiiliar to nerown ountry: nor is tbe mention of balm or fine appearance, and running swiftly, that
bm aam. as carried by meribants, and senl as a present no others could, upon the comparison, appear
•of of Judea by Jacob, to the governor of Egypt (lien. either finer or swifter; but they were at once
Ixxvii 565. and xitii II). to be alleged to tne contrary, the most beautiful of all others, and their
airjce
balmcallor aafaata
denotes
that f,<what
r i • ■ we
: rtethere
whichrenlc'
we now
Tarawafiar
of frtlher
a/„.,r swiftness was incomparable. Their riders
f\rr*r«*, thejuice ol Ibe tsirpentlna-tree.than this iirece.m also were a further ornament to them.being,
ba'sam. I his last is also the same wool it,,,t we ,-Ue- in the first place, young men in tho most
wa.ee render, by the same ratwake B:>lu at Hiirmnt i'
■bould be rend -red the 7 mrr*Mtturit fW'ead.Jer vi.i. 2V. delightful flower oftheir age, and being emi
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nent for their largeness, and far taller than ned many wives out of foreign nations: SiOther men. They had also very long heads of donians, and Tyrians, and Ammonites, and
hair hanging down, and were clothed in gar Edomites; and he transgressed the luws of
ments of Tyrian purple. They had also dust Moses, which forbade Jews to marry any but
of gold every day sprinkled on their hair, so those that were of their own people. He
that their heads sparkled with the reflection also began to worship their gods, which he
of the sun-beams from the gold. The king did in order to the gratification of his wives,
himself rode upon a chariot in the midst of and out of his affection for them. This very
these men, who were still in armour, and had thing our legislator suspected, and so admo
their bows fitted to them. He had on a white nished us beforehand, that we should not
garment, and used to take his progress out of marry women of other countries, lest we
the city in the morning. There was a certain should be entangled with foreign customs,
place, about fifty furlongs distant from Jeru and apostatize from our own; lest we should
salem, which is called Etham, very pleasant leave off to honour our own God, and should
it is in fine gardens, and abounding in rivu worship their gods. But Solomon was fallen
lets of water;* thither did he use to go out in headlong into unreasonable pleasures, and
the morning, ajtting on high [in his chariot]. regarded not those admonitions; for when
4. Now Solomon had a divine sagacity in he had married seven hundred wives.f the
all things, and was very diligent and studious daughters of princes, and of eminent persons,
to have things done after an elegant manner ; and three hundred concubines, and these be
so he did not neglect the care of the ways, sides the king of Egypt's daughter, he soon
but he laid a causeway of black stone along was governed by them, till he came to imitate
the roads that led to Jerusalem, which was the their practices. He was forced to give them
royal city, both to render them easy for tra this demonstration of his kindness and affec
vellers, and to manifest the grandeur of his tion to them, to live according to the laws of
riches and government. He also parted his their countries. And as he grew into years,
chariots, and set them in a regular order, that and his reason became weaker by length of
a certain number of them should be in every time, it was not sufficient to recall to his
city, still keeping a few about him; and those mind the institutions of his own country; so
cities he called the cities of his chariots; and he still more and more contemned his own
the king made silver as plentiful in Jerusa God, and continued to regard the gods that
lem as the stones in the street; and so multi his marriages had introduced: nay, before
plied cedar-trees in the plains of Judea, which this happened, he sinned, and fell into an
did not grow there before, that they were like error about the observation of the laws, when
to the multitude of common sycamore-trees. he made the images of brazen oxen that sup
He also ordained the Egyptian merchants ported the brazen sea,t and the images of
that brought him their merchandise, to sell lions about his own throne; for these he
him a chariot, with a pair of horses, for six made, although it was not agreeable to piety
hundred drachms of silver, and he sent them so to do; and this he did, notwithstanding
to the kings of Syria, and to those kings that that he had his father as a most excellent and
domestic pattern of virtue, and knew what a
were beyond Euphrates.
5. But although Solomon was become the glorious character be had left behind him,
most glorious of kings, and the best beloved because cf his piety towards God; nor did
by God, and had exceeded in wisdom and he imitate David, although God had twice ap
riches those that had been rulers of the He peared to him in his sleep, and exhorted him
brews before him, yet did not he persevere in to imitate his father: so he died ingloriously.
this happy state till he died. Nay, he for There came therefore a prophet to him, who
sook the observation of the laws of his father, was sent by God, and told him that his wicked
and came to an end no way suitable to our + These 700 wives, or the daughters of great men, and
300 concubines, the daughters of the ignoble, make
foregoing history of him. He grew mad in the
1000 in all: and are. I suppose, those very 101)0 women
his love of women, and laid no restraint on intimated
elsewhere by Solomon himself, when he speaks
himself in his lusts; nor was he satisfied with of bis not having found one [good] woman among that
number. Eccles. vii. *.?8.
the women of bis country alone, but he mar- veryt Josephua
is here certainly too severe upon Solomon,
• Whether these fine gardens and rivulets of Etham, who, in making the cherubiras and these twelve hmzen
about six miles from Jerusalem, whither Sulomun rode so oxen, seems to have done no more than imitate the paloften in state, be not those alluded to, Eccles. 11. 6, 6; terns left him by David; which were all given David hy
where he says, " Me made him gardens and orchards, and divine inspiration. See my description of the temples,
planted trees in them ot all kinds of fruits; he made him ch. x. ; and although God gave no direction for the lions
pools of water, to water the wood that bringeth forth that adorned his thrune, yet does not Solomon s»em
trees;" and lo the finest part whereof he seems to allude, therein to have broken any law of Moses; for although
when, in the Canticles, he compares his spouse to a " gar the Pharisees and latter Itabhins have extended the se
den enclosed,1* to a spring shut up," to a "fountain cond commandment, to forbid the very making of an*
sealed,** ch. [v. IS(part of which fountains are still extant, image.though withoutany intention to have it worshipped,
as Mr. rtlaundrell informs us, pp H7, 691. cannot now lie yet do not I suppose that Solomon so understood it, nor
certainly determined, but may very probably be conjec that it ought to be so understood. The making any other
tured. But.
whether
Etham hasonce
any dried
relation
for worship but that at the tabernacle, was equally
rivcranf
Etham,
whichthisProvidence
up toin those
a mi altar
forbidden by Moses, Ant. b. iv. ch. viii. s. 5; yet did not
raculous maunei. Ps Ixxiv. 15, in the *>epluaclnt, 1 can the two tribe* and a hsif utfcnd when they made an altar
for a memorial only. Josh, xxit; Ant. b.v.cu. L s. 9A, Z3*
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actions were not concealed from God; and of robbers about him. So he went up, and
threatened him that he should not long re- seized upon that part of Syria, and was made
ioice in what he had done: that indeed the king thereof. He also made incursions into
kingdom should not be taken from him while the land of Israel, and did it no small mis
be was alive, because God had promised to chief, and spoiled it, and that in the life-time
his father David that he would make him his of Solomon. And this was the calamity which
successor, but that he would take care that the Hebrews suffered by Hadad.
this should befall his son when he was dead ; 7. There was also one of Solomon's own
not that he would withdraw all the people nation that made an attempt against him,
from him, but that he would give ten tribes Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who had an ex
to a servant of his, and leave only two tribes pectation of rising, from a prophecy that had
to David's grandson for his sake, because he been made to him long before. He was left
loved God, and for the sake of the city of a child by his father, and brought up by his
Jerusalem, wherein he should have a temple. mother ; and when Solomon saw that he was
6. When Solomon heard this he was grieved, of an active and bold disposition, he made him
and greatly confounded, upon this change of the curator of the walls which he built round
almost all that happiness which had made about Jerusalem; and he took such care of
him to be admired, into so bad a state ; nor those works, that the king approved of his
had there much time passed after the prophet behaviour, and gave him, as a reward for the
had foretold what was coming, before' God same, the charge of the tribe of Joseph. And
raised up an enemy against him, whose name when about that time Jeroboam was once
was Ader, who took the following occasion going out of Jerusalem, a prophet of the city
of his enmity to him: — He was a child of the Shilo, whose name was Ahijah, met him, and
stock of the Edomites, and of the blood royal; saluted him; and when he had taken him a
and when Joab, the captain of David's host, little aside, to a place out of the way, where
laid waste the land of Edom, and destroyed there was not one other person present, he
all that were men grown, and able to bear rent the garment he had on into twelve pieces,
arms, for six months' time, this Hadad fled and bid Jeroboam take ten of them ; and told
away, and came to Pharaoh, the king of Lim beforehand, that "this is the will of
Egypt, who received him kindly,'and assigned God: he will part the dominion of Solomon,
him a house to dwell in, and a country to and give one tribe, with that which is next it,
supply him with food; and when he was grown to his son, because of the promise made to
up, he loved him exceedingly, insomuch that David for his succession, and will give ten
he gave him his wife's sister, whose name was tribes to thee, because Solomon hath sinned
Tahpenes, to wife, by whom he had a son, againsthim, and delivered uphimselfto women,
who was brought up with the king's children. and to their gods. Seeing therefore thou
When Hadad heard in Egypt that both David knowest the cause for which God hath changed
and Joab were dead, he came to Pharaoh, and his mind, and is alienated from Solomon, be
desired that he would permit him to go to his thou righteous and keep the laws, because he
own country: upon which the king asked bath proposed to thee the greatest of all re
what it was that he wanted, and what hardship wards for thy piety, and the honour thou
he had met with, that he was so desirous to. shalt pay to God, namely, to be as greatly
leave him ; and when he was often trouble exalted as thou knowest David to have been."
some to him, and entreated him to dismiss 8. So Jeroboam was elevated by these
him, be did not then do it. But at the time words of the prophet; and being a young
when Solomon's affairs began to grow worse, man.f of a warm temper, and ambitious of
on account of his forementioned transgres greatness, he could not be quiet; and when
sions,* and God's anger against him for the he had so great a charge in the government,
same, Hadad, by Pharaoh's permission, came and called to mind what had been revealed to
to Edom ; and when he was not able to make him by Ahijah, he endeavoured to persuade
the people forsake Solomon, for it was kept the people to forsake Solomon, to make a dis
under by many garrisons, and an innovation turbance, and to bring the government over
was not to be made with safety, he removed to himself; but when Solomon understood
thence, and came into Syria; there he lighted his intention and treachery, he sought to catch
upon one Rezon, who had run away from Ha- him and kill him; but Jeroboam was informed
dadezer, king of Zobah, his master, and was of it beforehand, and fled to Shishak, the king
ttcome a robber in that country, and joined of Egypt, and there abode till the death of
friendship with him, who bad already a band
+ This youth of Jeroboam, when Solomon built the
* Since tb> beginning of Solomon1! evil life and ad- walls of Jerusalem, not very long after he had finished
reriity was the lime when Hadad or Ader, who was born his twenty years building of the temple and bis own
a: least 90 or 30 scar* before Solomon name to the crown, palace, or not very Ions; after the twenty-fourth of hit
in the days of David, began to give bim disturbanre. reigu (I Kings ix.'i4; 2 Chron. riii. U), and his youth
this implies that Solomon's evil life began early, and here still mentioned, when Solomon's wickedness was
intolerable, fully confirm my former observation,
continued very lone, which the multitude of his wires become
ud concubines does imply also: I suppose when he was that such hi* wickedness began early, aad continued very
long. See Eocles. xlvii. 14.
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Solomon; by which means he gained these
two advantages, — to suffer no harm from So
lomon, and to be preserved for the kingdom.
So Solomon died when he was already an old
man, having reigned eighty years, and lived
ninety-four. He was buried in Jerusalem,
having been superior to all other kings in
happiness, and riches, and wisdom, excepting
that when be was growing into years he was
deluded by women, and transgressed the law;
concerning which transgressions, and the
miseries which befell the Hebrews thereby, I
think proper to discourse at another oppor
tunity.

CHAPTER VIII.
HOW, UPON THE DEATH OF SOLOMON, THE
PEOPLE FORSOOK HIS SON REHOBOAM, AND
ORDAINED JEROBOAM KING OVER THE TEN
TRIBES.

§ 1. Now when Solomon was dead, and his
son Rehoboam (who was born of an Ammon
ite wife, whose name was Naamali) had suc
ceeded him in the kingdom, the rulers of the
multitude sent immediately into Egypt, and
called back Jeroboam; and when he was
come to them, to the city Shechem, Reho
boam came to it also, for he had resolved
to declare himself king to the Israelites, while
they were there gathered together. So the
rulers of the people, as well as Jeroboam,
came to him, and besought him, and said that
he ought to relax, and to be gentler than his
father, in the servitude he had imposed on
them, because they had borne a heavy yoke,
and that then they should be better affected
to him, and be well contented to serve him
under his moderate government, and should do
it more out of love than fear; but Rehoboam
told them tbey should come to him again in
three days' time, when he would give an answer
to their request. This delay gave occasion to a
present suspicion, since he bad not given them
a favourable answer to their mind immediately,
for they thought that he should have given
them a humane answer offhand, especially
since he was but young. However, they
thought that this consultation about it, and
that he did not presently give them a denial,
afforded them some good hope of success.
2. Rehoboam now called his father's friends,
and advised with them what sort of answer
he ought to give to the multitude: upon
which they gave him the advice which became
friends, and those that knew the temper of
such a multitude. Th^y advised him to speak
in a way more popular than suited the grandeur
of a king, because he would thereby oblige
them to submit to bim with good-will, it be
ing most agreeable to subjects that their kings
should be almost upon the level with them;
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— but Rehoboam rejected this so good, and
hi general so profitable advice (it was such at
least, at that time when he was to be made
king), God himself, I suppose, causing what
was most advantageous to be condemned by
him. So he called for the young men who
were brought up with him, and told them
what advice the elders had given bim, and
bade them speak what they thought he ought
to do. They advised him to give the follow
ing answer to the people (for neither their
youth nor God himself suffered them to dis
cern what was best): — That his little finger
should be thicker than his lather's loins ; and
if they had met with hard usage from his fa
ther, they should experience much rougher
treatment from him; and if his father bad
chastised them with whips, they must expect
that he would do it with scorpions.* The
king was pleased with this advice, and thought
it agreeable to the dignity of his government
to give them such an answer. Accordingly,
when the multitude was come together to hear
his answer on the third day, all the people
were in great expectation, and very intent to
hear what the king would say to them, and
supposed they should hear somewhat of a kind
nature ; but he passed by his friends, and an
swered as the young men had given him
counsel. Now this was done according to
the will of God, that what Abijah had fore
told might come to pass.
3. By these words the people were struck.
as it were, by an iron hammer, and were so
grieved at the words, as if they had already
felt the effects of them ; and they had great
indignation at the king; and all cried out
aloud, and said, " We will have no longer any
relation to David or his posterity after this
day;" and they said farther, " We only leave
to Rehoboam the temple which his father
built;" and they threatened to forsake him.
Nay, they were so bitter, and retained their
wrath so long, that when he sent Adoram,
who was over the tribute, that he might pacify
them, and render them milder, and persuade
them to forgive him, if he had said any
thing that was rash or grievous to tbem in his
youth, they would not hear it, but threw
stones at him and killed him. When Rehoboam
saw this, he thought himself aimed at by those
stones with which they had killed his servant,
and feared lest he should undergo the last of
punishments in earnest; so he got immedi
ately into his chariot, and fled to Jerusalem,
where the tribe of Judah and that of Benja
min ordained him king; but the rest of the
multitude forsook the sons of David from thai
day, and appointed Jeroboam to be the ruler
of their public affairs. Upon this Rehoboam,
• That l>y seorpfont Is not here meant that small ant
mat so called, which was never used in corrections ; Iwit
either a shrub with sharp prickles, like the stings of
scorpions, such as our furst-hush. or else some trrnbl*
s>.rt of whip of the like nature. Sec Hudson's and Spa,n~
hi-ini's notes here.
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Solomon's ton, assembled a great congrega you, certain priests and LevHes from among
tion of those two tribes that submitted to him, yourselves, that you may have no want of tbe
and was ready to take a hundred and eighty tribe of Levi, or of the sons of Aaron; but
thousand chosen men out of the army, to let him that is desirous among you of being a
make an expedition against Jeroboam and his priest, bring to God a bullock and a ram,
people, that be might force them by war to which they say Aaron the first priest brought
be bis servants; but he was forbidden of God also." When Jeroboam had said this, he de
by the prophet [Shemaiah] to go to war; for luded the people., and made them to revolt
that it was not just that brethren of the same from the worship of their forefathers, and to
country should right one against another. transgress their laws. This was the beginning
He also said that this defection of the multi of miseries to the Hebrews, and the cause
tude was according to the purpose of God. why they were overcome in war by foreigners,
So he did not proceed in this expedition:— and so fell into captivity. But we shall relate
and now I will relate first the actions of Je those things ir. their proper places hereafter.
roboam the king of Israel, after which we 5. When the feast [of Tabernacles] was
will relate what are therewith connected, the just approaching, Jeroboam was desirous to
actions of Rehoboam, the king of the two celebrate it himself in Bethel, as did the two
tribes; by this means we shall preserve the tribes celebrate it in Jerusalem. Accordingly
he built an altar before the heifer, and under
good order of the history entire.
4. When therefore Jeroboam had built a took to be high-priest himself. So be went
palace in the city Shechem, he dwelt there. up to the altar, with bis own priests about hjm ;
He also built him another at Penuel, a city but when he was going to offer the sacrifices,
so called; and now the Feast of Tabernacles and the burnt-offerings in the sight of all tbe
was approaching in a little time, Jeroboam people, a prophet, whose name was Jadon, was
considered if he should permit the multitude sent by God, and came to him from Jerusa
to go to worship God at Jerusalem, and there lem, who stood in tbe midst of the multitude,
to celebrate the festival, they would probably and in the hearing of tbe king, and directing
repent of what they had done, and be enticed bis discourse to the altar, said thus:—" God
by the temple, and by the worship of God foretells that there shall be a certain man of
there performed, and would leave him, and tbe family of David, Josiab by name, who
return to their first king; and if so he should shall slay upon thee those false priests that
run the risk of losing his own life: so be in shall live at that time, and upon tbee shall
vented this contrivance: He made two golden burn tbe bones of those deceivers of tbe peo
beiferajavid built two little temples for them, ple, those impostors and wicked wretches.
the one in the city Bethel, and the other in However, that this people may believe that
Dan, which last was at the fountains of the these things shall so come to pass, I foretell
Lesser Jordan,* and he put the heifers into a sign to them that shall also come to pass:
both the little temples, in the forementioned This altar shall be broken lo pieces immedi
aties. And when he had called those ten ately, and all tbe fat of the sacrifices that is
tribes together, over whom he ruled, he made upon it, shall be poured upon tbe ground.''
a speech to the people in these words: "I When the prophet had said this, Jeroboam
suppose, my countrymen, that you know this, fell into a passion, and stretched out his hand,
that every place hath God in it; nor is there and bid them lay hold of him : but tbe band
any one determinate place in which be is, but which he stretched out was enfeebled, and he
he every where bears and sees those that wor was not able to pull it in again to him, for it
ship him; on which account I do not think was become withered, and hung down as if
it right for you to go so long a journey to it were a dead hand. The altar also was
Jerusalem, which is an enemy's city, to wor- broken to pieces, and all that was upon it was
thip him. It was a man that built the temple: poured out, as the prophet had foretold should
I have also made two golden heifers, dedi come to pass. So the king understood that
cated to the same God; and one of them I he was a man of veracity, and had a divine
ha>e consecrated in the city Bethel, and the foreknowledge; and entreated him to pray
other in Dan, to the end that those of you to God that be would restore his right hand.
that dwell nearest those cities may go to them, Accordingly the prophet did pray to God to
and worship God there: and I will ordain for grant bim that request. So. the king having
* Whether these " fountain* ofthe Isssst Jordan'' were his hand recovered to its natural state, rejoiced
sear a place called Dan, and the fountain* of the Oreater at it, and invited the prophet to sup with
I Jot, before their conjunction ; or whewaa only one fountain, arising at the lake him; but Jadon said, that he could not en
Drat sinking under ground, and then arising dure to come into his bouse, nor to taste of
Mintain Paneum. and thence running through bread or water in this city, for that was a
sonitia to tlie *ra of <*alilee. and *o lar thing God had forbidden him to do; as also
r Jordan, it haidly certain, even in Jnse• himself, though the latter account he ttte most pro- to go back by tbe same way which he came;
However,
the little
northern
idolatrous
up by but he said he was to return by another way.
im, «r&« where
Jordan
tell intocalf,
GreatsetJordan.
So the king wondered at the abstinence of the
' ar a place called l>*phiue. as Ju«eiiiuis elsewhere in- man
; but was himself in fear, as i
4|asus((*f tbe W«r,b. iv. c i. a, I). See Ibe note there.
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• change of his affairs for the worse, from bim i yet did be not at all hurt the ass, but sat
what had been said to him.
by bim, and kept him, as also the prophet's
body. -This continued till some travellers
that saw it came and told it in the city to the
false prophet, who sent his sons and brought
CHAPTER IX.
the body into the city, and made a funeral for
HOW JADON THE PROPHET WAS PERSUADED BY him at great expense. He also charged bis
ANOTHER LYING PROPHET, AND RETURNED sons to bury himself with him ; and said, tbat
[TO BETHEL], AND WAS AFTERWARDS SLAIN all which he had foretold against that city,
BY A LION. AS ALSO WHAT WORDS THE and the altar, and priests, and false prophets,
WICEED PROPHET HADE USE OP TO PER would prove true; and that if he were buried
SUADE THE KINO, AND THEREBY ALIEN with him, be should receive no injurious
treatment after bis death, the bones not being
ATED HIS MIND PROM GOD.
then to be distinguished asunder. But now
§ 1. Now there was a certain wicked man in when he had performed those funeral rites to
that city who was a false prophet, whom Je the prophet, and had given that charge to hia
roboam had in great esteem, but was deceived sons, as he was a wicked and impious man,
by him and his flattering words. This man he goes to Jeroboam, and says to him, " And
was bedrid by reason of the infirmities of wherefore is it now that thou art disturbed at
old age; however, he was informed by his the words of this silly fellow?" And when
9041s concerning the prophet that was come the king had related to him what bad hap
from Jerusalem, and concerning the signs pened about the altar, and about his own
done by him; and how, when Jeroboam's hand, and gave him the names of divine nun,
right hand had been enfeebled, at the pro and an excellent prophet, he endeavoured by a
phet's prayer, he had it revived again. Where wicked trick, to weaken that his opinion; and
upon be was afraid that this stranger and by using plausible words concerning whit
prophet should be in better esteem with the had happened, he aimed to injure the truth
king than himself, and obtain greater honour that was in them ; for he attempted to per
from him ; and he gave order to his sons to suade bim that his hand was enfeebled by
saddle his ass presently, and make all ready the labour it bad undergone in supporting
that he might go out. Accordingly they the sacrifices, and that upon its resting a
made haste to do what they were commanded, while it returned to its former nature again;
and he got upon the ass and followed af and that as to the altar, it was but new, and
ter the prophet; and when he had overtaken had borne abundance of sacrifices, agd those
him, as he was resting himself under a very large ones too, and was accordingly broken
large oak-tree that was thick and shady, he to pieces, and fallen down by the weight of
at first saluted, him, but presently he com what had been laid upon it. He also inform
plained of him, because he had not come in ed him of the death of him that had foretold
to his house, and partaken of his hospitality. those things, and how he perished; [whence
And when the other said, that Ood had for he concluded that] he had not any thing in
bidden him to taste of any one's provision in him of a prophet, nor spake any thing like
that city, he replied, that " for certain God one. When he had thus spoken, be persuaded
had not forbidden that I should set food be the king, and entirely alienated his mind
fore thee, for I am a prophet as thou art, from God, and from doing works that were
and worship God in the same manner that righteous and holy, and encouraged him to
thou dost; and I am now come as sent by go on in his impious practices;* and accord
him, in order to bring tbee into my house, ingly, he was to that degree injurious to
and make thee my guest." Now Jadon gave God, and so great a transgressor, that he
credit to this lying prophet, and returned sought for nothing else every day but how
back with him. But when they were at din be might be guilty of some new instances of
ner, and merry together, God appeared to wickedness, and such as should be more de
Jadon, and said, that he should suffer pun testable than what he had been so insolent as
ishment for transgressing his commands,— * How much a larger and better copy Josephns bad to
and he told him what that punishment should this remarkable history of the true prophet of Judea, and
be for he said that he should meet with a his concern with Jeroboam, and with the false prophet
Bethel, than oor other copies have, is evident at first
lion as he was going on his way, by which of
sight. The prophet's very name, Jadon, or. as the Con
lion he should be torn in pieces, and be de stitutions
call him, Adonais, is wanting in our other
and it is there, with no little absurdity, aaid
prived of burial in the sepulchres of his fa copies;
that
God
revealed
Jadon the true prophets death, not to
thers;—which things came to pass, as I sup himself, as here, but
to the false prophet W nether the
pose, according to the will of God, that so particular account of the arguments, made use of, after
all,
by
the
false
prophet
against his own belief, and his
Jeroboam might not give heed to the words
conscience, in order to persnarfe Jerohoam to per
of Jadon, as of one that had been convicted own
severe in his idolatry and wickedness, than which
of lying. However, as Jadon was again go more plausible could not be invented, was intimated
in Juscphua's copy, or in some other ancient book, can
ing to Jerusalem, a lion assaulted him, and not
be determined; our otber copies say not on*
pulled him off the beast ht rode on, and slew wordnow
of it.
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la do before. And so much shall at present a reproof of their governors' Artemperate
courses, and follow their wickedness as if it
suffice to bare said concerning Jeroboam.
were virtue; for it is not possible to show
that men approve of the actions of their kings,
unless they do the same actions with them.
Agreeable whereto it now happened to the
CHAPTER X.
subjects of Rehoboam; for when he was
COXtKBNING EEHOBOAM, AND HOW GOD IN- grown impious, and a transgressor himjelf,
N.1CTKD PUNISHMENT UPON H1H FOR HIS they endeavoured not to offend him by re
IMPIETY, BY 8HISHAK [KING OF EOYPT]. solving still to be righteous; but God sent
Shishak, king of Egypt, to punish them for
J 1. Now Rehoboam, the son of Solomon, their unjust behaviour towards him; concern
woo, as we said before, was king of the two ing whom Herodotus was mistaken, and ap
tribes, built strong and large cities, Betb- plied his actions to Sesostris; for this Shi
lehem, and Etam, and Tekoa, and Bethzur, shak,* in the fifth year of the reign of Reho
and Shoco, and Adullam, and Ipan, and Ma- boam, made an expedition [into Judea] with
resha, and Ziph, and Adoriam, and Lachish, many ten thousand men; for he had one
and Azekah, and Zorah, and Aijalon, and thousand two hundred chariots in number
Hebron; these he built first of all in the that followed him, and threescore thousand
tribe of Judah. He also built other large horsemen, and four hundred thousand foot
cities in the tribe of Benjamin, and walled men. These he brought with him, and thjaa
tnem about, and put garrisons in them all, were the greatest part of tbem Libyans ana
and captains, and a great deal of corn, and Ethiopians. Now, therefore, when he fell
wine, and oil ; and he furnished every one of upon the country of the Hebrews, he took
them plentifully with other provisions that the strongest cities of Rehoboam's kingdom
were necessary for sustenance: moreover, he without fighting; and when he had put gar
put therein shields and spears for many ten risons in them, he came last of all to Jerusathousand men. The priests also that were lem.
in all Israel, and the Levites, and if there 3. Now when Rehoboam, and the multi
were any of the multitude that were good tude with him, were shut up in Jerusalem by
and righteous men, they gathered themselves the means of the army of Shishak, and when
together to him, having left their own cities, they besought God to give them victory and
that they might worship God in Jerusalem; deliverance, they could not persuade God to
for they were not willing to be forced to wor be on their side; but Shemaiah the prophet
ship the heifers which Jeroboam had made; told tbem, that God threatened to forsake
and they augmented the kingdom of Reho them, as they had forsaken his worship.
boam for three years. And after he had When they heard this, they were immediately
married a woman of his own kindred, and in a consternation of mind, and seeing no way
had by her three children born to him, he of deliverance, they all earnestly set them
married also another of his own kindred, who selves to confess that God might justly over
was daughter of Absalom by Tamar, whose look them, since they had been guilty of im
name was Maacbah; and by her -he had a piety towards him, and had let his laws lie
son, whom he named Abijah. He had more in confusion. So when God saw them in
over many other children by other wives, but that disposition, and that they acknowledged
he loved Maarhah above them all. Now he their sins, he told the prophet that he would
had eighteen legitimate wives, and thirty con not destroy them, but that he would, how
cubines, and he had born to him twenty-eight ever, make them servants to the Egyptians,
sons and threescore daughters; but he ap that they maj; learn whether they will suffer
pointed Abijah, whom he had by Maachab, less by serving men or God. So when Shi
to be his successor in the kingdom, and in shak had taken the city without fighting, be
trusted him already with the treasures and the cause Rehoboam was afraid, and received
strongest cities.
him into it, yet did not Shishak stand to the
i Now I cannot but think that the great covenants he had made, but he spoiled the
ness of a kingdom, and its change into pro temple, and emptied the treasures of God and
sperity, often become the occasion of mischief those of the king, and carried off innumerable
and of transgression to men; for when Reho ten thousands of gold and silver, and left no
boam saw that his kingdom was so much in thing at all behind him. He also took away
creased, he went out of the right way, unto the bucklers of gold, and the shields, which
unrighteous and irreligious practices, and be Solomon the king had made; nay, he did
dVspued the worship of God, till the people not leave the golden quivers which David
themselves imitated his wicked actions; for • That this Shlahak was not the him person with the
so it c**jally happens, that the manners of famous SeaoBtrifS as some have very lately, in contradtetion to all antiquity, supposed, and that our Joaephnsdid
subjects are corrupted at the same time with not
lake him to be tJte fame, as they pretend, but that
thi/»< ot their governors; which subjects then Se«oMn*
was many centuriea earlier than Sbisbak, see
lay aside their own sober way of living, as Aufhent, Records, I'art ii. p^aw I0U4.
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bad taken from the king of Zobah, and had high mountains, and went on
prieasts
dedicated to God: and when be had thus out of the multitude.
done, he returned to his own kingdom. Now
Herodotus of Halicarnassus mentions this ex
pedition, having only mistaken the king's
name; and [in saying that] he made war upon
CHAPTER XL
many other nations also, and brought Syria
of Palestine into subjection, and took the CONCERNING THE DEATH OF A SON OF JERO
BOAM. HOW JEROBOAM WAS BEATEN BY
men that were therein prisoners without fight
ing. Now it is manifest that he intended to ABIJAH, WHO DIED A LITTLE AFTERWARDS,
declare that our nation was subdued by him ; AND WAS SUCCEEDED IN HIS KINGDOM BT
for he saith, that he left behind him pillars in ASA. AND ALSO HOW, AFTER THE DEATH
the land of those that delivered themselves up OF JEROBOAM, BAASHA DESTROYED HIS EON
to him without fighting, and engraved upon NADAB, AND ALL THE HOUSE OF JEROBOAM.
them the secret parts of women. Now our
king Rehoboam delivered up our city with . § 1. However, God was in no long time
out fighting. He says withal,* that the ready to return Jeroboam's wicked actions,
Ethiopians learned to circumcise their privy and the punishment they deserved, upon his
parts from the Egyptians; with this addition, own head, and upon the heads of all his bouse:
that the Phoenicians and Syrians that live in and whereas a son of his lay sick at that time
FGHstine confess that tbey learned it of the who was called Abijah, he enjoined his wifa
Egyptians; yet it is evident that no other of to lay aside her robes, and to take the gar
the Syrians that live in Palestine, besides us ments belonging to a private person, and to
alone, are circumcised. But as to such mat go to Ahijah the prophet, for that he was a
ters, let every one speak what is agreeable to i wonderful man in foretelling futurities, it
bis own opinion.
' having been he who told me that I should be
4. When Shishak was gone away, king Re- . king. He also enjoined her, when she came
boboam made bucklers and shields of brass, \ to him, to inquire concerning the child, as if she
instead of those of gold, and delivered the were a stranger, whether he should escape this
same number of them to the keepers of the distemper. So she did as her husband bads
king's palace: so, instead of warlike expedi I her, and changed her habit, and came to the
tions, and that glory which results from those , city Shiloh, for there did Ahijah live: and as
public actions, he reigned in great quietness, she was going into his house, bis eyes being
though not without fear, as being always an then dim with age, God appeared to him, and
enemy to Jeroboam ; and he died when he had informed him of two things; that the wife of
lived fifty-seven years and reigned seventeen. Jeroboam was come to him, and what answer
He was in his disposition a proud and a fool he should make to her inquiry. Accordingly,
ish man, and lost [part of his] dominions by as the woman was coming into the house like
not hearkening to his father's friends. He a private person and a stranger, he cried out,
was buried in Jerusalem, in the sepulchres of "Come in, O thou wife of Jeroboam 1 Why
the kings; and his son Abijah succeeded him concealest tbou thyself? Tbou art not con
in the kingdom, and this in the Eighteenth cealed from God, who hath appeared to me,
year of Jeroboam's reign over the teir tribes; and informed me that thou wast coining, and
and this was the conclusion of these affairs. hath given me in command what I shall say
It must be now our business to relate the af to thee." So he said that she should go away
fairs of Jeroboam, and how he ended his life; to her husband, and speak to him thus:—
for he ceased not, nor rested to be injurious " Since I made thee a great man when thou
to God, but every day raised up altars upon wast little, or rather wast nothing, and rent
• Herodotus, as here quoted by Josephus, and as this the kingdom from the house of David, and
paosage still stands in his present copies, b. fi.chap. cir. gave it to thee, and thon hast been unmindful
affirms that "the Phoenicians and Syrians in Palestine of
these benefits, ha6t left off my worship,
[which last are generally supposed to denote the Jews]
owned their receiving circumcision from the Egyptians;" hast made thee molten gods, and honoured
whereas it is abundantly evident that the Jews received them, I will in like manner cast thee down
their circumcision from the patriarch Abraham, Gen. xvii. again,
and destroy all thy house, and make
9—14, John vii. 22, 23, as 1 conclude the Egyptian
priests did also. It is not therefore very unlikely, that them food for the dogs and the fowls; for n
Herodotus, because the Jews had lived long in Egypt, certain
king is rising up, by appointment, over
and came out of it circumcised, did thereupon think
they had learned that circumcision in Egypt, and all this people, who shall leave none of the
bad it not before Manetho, the famous Egyptian chronidogerand historian, who knew the history or bis own family of Jeroboam remaining. The multi
country much better than Herodotus, complains fre tude also shall themselves partake of the sane
quently of his mistakes about their affairs; as does Jose- punishment, and shall he cast out of this good,
phus more than once in this chapter. Nor, indeed, does
Herodotus seem at all acquainted with the affairs of Ihe land, and shall be scattered into the psoases be
Jews; for as be never names th**m, m lit'le or nothing yond Euphrates, because they have followed
of what he says about them, their couotry. or maritime the wicked practices of their king, and hav»
i.nes, twoproves
of wbich
mentions.
•lenysns.
true; henor.alone
indeed,
do thereCadytis
appearandto worshipped the gods that he made, and for
bava ever been anjr suah cities oo their eeast.
saken my sacrifices. But do thou. O woman.
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make histe back to thy husband, and tell him
to offer, and hath persuaded you to do
this message; but thou shalt then find thy the same ; yet when you were not any farther
son dead, for as thou enterest the city he shall unjustly treated by my father, than that he did
depart this life; yet shall he be buried with not speak to you so as to please you, and this
the lamentation of all the multitude, and ho only in compliance with the advice of wicked
noured with a general mourning, for he is men, you in anger forsook him, as you pre
the only person of goodness of Jeroboam's tended, but, in reality, you withdrew your
fam'l" When the prophet had foretold these selves from God, and from his laws, although
pvppra. th** woman went hastily away with a it had been right for you to have forgiven a
reordered raind, and greatly grieved at the man that was young in age, and not used to
death of the forenamed child: so she was in govern people, not only some disagreeable
lamentation as she went along the road, and words, but if his youth and his unskilfulness
mourned for the death of her son, that was in affairs had led him into some unfortunate
just at band. She was indeed in a miserable actions, and that for the sake of his father So
condition, at the unavoidable misery of his lomon, and the benefits you received from
death, and went apace, but in circumstances him; for men ought to excuse the sins of pos
very unfortunate, because of her son ; for the terity on account of the benefactions of pa
greater haste she made, she would the sooner rents: but you considered nothing of all this
see her son dead, yet was she forced to make then, neither do you consider it now, hut come
such haste, on account of her husband. Ac with so great an army against us. And what
cordingly, when she was come back, she found is it you depend upon for victory? Is it upon
that the child had given up the ghost, as the these golden heifers, and the altars that you
prophet had said ; and she related all the cir have on high places, which are demonstrations
of your impiety, and not of religious worship?
cumstances to the king.
2. Yet did not Jeroboam lay any of these Or is it the exceeding multitude of your army
things to heart, but he brought together a very which gives you such good hopes? Yet cer
numerous army, and made a warlike expedi tainly there is no strength at all in an army of
tion against Abijah, the son of Hehoboam, many ten thousands, when the war is unjust;
who h.i'l succeeded his father in the kingdom for we ought to place our" surest hope of suc
of the two tribes; for he despised him because cess against our enemies in righteousness alone,
of his age. But when he heard of the ex and in piety towards God; which hope we
pedition of Jeroboam, he was not affrighted justly have, since we have kept the laws from
at it, but proved of a courageous temper of the beginning, and have worshipped our own
i/iind, superior both to his youth and to the Ood, who was not made by hands out of cor
hopes of his enemy ; so he chose him an army ruptible matter; nor was he formed by a
out of the two tribes, and met Jeroboam at a wicked king, in order to deceive the multitude ;
pUce called .Mount Zemaraim, and pitched but who is his own workmanship," and the
his camp near the other, and prepared every beginning and end of all things. I therefore
thing necessary for the tight. His army con give you counsel even now to repent, and to
sisted of four hundred thousand, but the army take better advice, and t6 leave off the prose
of Jeroboam was double to it. Now, as the cution of the war; to call to mind the laws of
stood in array, ready for action and your country, and to reflect what it hath been
, and were just going to fight, Abijah that hath advanced you to so happy a state as
stood upon an elevated place, and, beckoning you are now in."
with his hand, be desired the multitude and 3. This was the speech which Abijah made
Jeroboam himself to hear first with silence to the multitude. But, while he was still
what be had to say. And when silence was speaking, Jeroboam sent some of his sol
, he began to speak, and told them, — diers privately to encompass Abijah round
1 consented that David and his pos- about, on certain parts of the camp that were
be their rulers for all time to not taken notice of; and when he was thus
come, and this you yourselves are not unac within the compass of the enemy, his army
quainted with; but 1 cannot but wonder how was affrighted, and their courage fiuled them.
you should forsake my father, and join your But Abijah encouraged them, and exhorted
selves to his servant Jeroboam, and are now them to place their hopes on God, for that he
here with him to fight against those who, by was not encompassed by the enemy. So they
God's own determination, are to reign, and to all at once implored the divine a
deprive them of that dominion which they while the priests sounded with the I
nave still retained; for as to the greater part and they made a
of it, Jeroboam is unjustly in possession of it. enemies, and God brake the <
However I do not suppose be will enjoy it down the force of their enemies, and made
an; longer; but when he bath suffered that Abijah's army superior to them, for God
punisnmeiii which God thinks due to him for • This U a atran|re expression in Jotepha*, that God
i* his own workmanship, or that he made himself, con
t is past, he will leave offthe transgressions trary
sense and to catholic t-'hristianityi perr of, and the injuries he hath I haps tohe common
~l con- I was oi—'only means that he was not made by our, tut
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vouchsafed to grant them a wonderful and to God, and neither did no- designed any
very famous victory : and such a slaughter thing but what had relation to the observation
was now made of Jeroboam's army* as is of the laws. He made a reformation of hia
never recorded to have happened in any other kingnom, and cut off whatsoever was wicked
war, whether it were of the Greeks or of the therein, and purified it from every impurity.
Barbarians, for they overthrew [and slew] fiv/e Now he had an army of chosen men, that
hundred thousand of their enemies, and they were armed with targets and spears: out of
took their strongest cities by force, and spoiled the tribe of Judah three hundred thousand;
them; and besides those, they did the same and out of the tribe of Benjamin, that bore
to Bethel and her towns, and Jeshanah and shields and drew bows, two hundred and fifty
her towns. And after this defeat, Jeroboam thousand; but when he had already reigned
never recovered himself during the life of ten years, Zerah, king of Ethiopia,f made an
Abijah, who yet did not long survive, for he expedition against him, with a great army of
reigned about three years, and was buried in nine hundred thousand footmen, and one
Jerusalem in the sepulchres of his forefathers. hundred thousand horsemen, and three hun
He left behind bim twenty-two sons and six dred chariots, and came as far as Mareshah,
teen daughters, and he bad also those children a city that belonged to the tribe of Judah.
by fourteen wives; and Asa his son succeeded Now when Zerah had passed so far with his
in the kingdom; and the young man's mother own army, Asa met him, and put his army in
was Micbaiah. Under his reign the country array over-against him, in a valley called
of the Israelites enjoyed peace for ten years. Zephathah, not far from the city; and when
4. And so far concerning Abijab, the son he saw the multitude of the Ethiopians, he
of Rehoboam, the son of Solomon, as his his cried out, and besought God to give him the
tory hath come down to us; but Jeroboam, victory, and that he might kill many ten thou
the king of the ten tribes, died when he bad sands of the enemy: "For," said he, "I
governed them two and twenty years ; whose depend on nothing else but that assistance
son Nadab succeeded bim, in the second year which I expect from thee, which is able to
of the reign of Asa. Now Jeroboam's son make the fewer superior to the more nume
governed two years; and resembled his father rous, and the weaker to the stronger; and
in impiety and wickedness. In these two thence it is alone that I venture to meet Ze
years he made an expedition against Gibbe- rah and fight him."
tbon, a city of the Philistines, and continued 2. While Asa was saying this, God gave
the siege in order to take it ; but he was con him a signal of victory, and joining battle
spired against while he was there, by a friend cheerfully on account of what God had fore
of his, whose name was Baasha, the son of told about it, he slew a great many of the
Abijab, and was slain; which Baasha took the Ethiopians; and when he had put tbem to
kingdom after the other's death, and destroy flight, be pursued tbem to the country of
ed the whole house of Jeroboam. It also Gerar; and when they left oif killing their
came to pass, according as God had foretold, enemies, they betook themselves to spoiling
that some of Jeroboam's kindred that died in them (for the city Gerar was already taken),
the city were torn to pieces and devoured by and to spoiling their camp, so that tbey car
dogs; and that others of tbem that died in ried otf much gold, and much silver, and a
the fields, were torn and devoured by the great deal of [other] prey, and camels, and
fowls. So the house of Jeroboam suffered great cattle, and flocks of sheep. Accord
the just punishment of his impiety and of his ingly, when Asa and his army had obtained
wicked actions.
such a victory, and such wealth from God,
they returned to Jerusalem. Now, as they
were coming, a prophet, whose name was
Azariah, met them on the road, and bade
CHAPTER XII.
them stop their journey a little, and began to
say to them thus:—That the reason why they
HOW ZERAH, KINO OF THE ETHIOPIANS, WAS had obtained this victory from God was this,
BEATEN BY ASA; AND HOW ASA, UPON that they bad showed themselves righteous and
BAASHA's MAKING WAR AGAINST HIM, IN religious men, and hud done every thing ac
VITED THE KING OF THE DAMASCENS TO cording to the will of God ; that therefore, he
ASSIST HIM; AND HOW, ON THE DESTRUC said, if they persevered therein, God would
TION OF THE HOUSE OF BAASHA, ZIMRI GOT against that idolatry and rebellion fully appeared) the
THE KINGDOM, AS DID HIS SON AHAB AFTER remainder were thereby seriously cautioned not to per
sist in them, and a kind of balance or equilibrium was
HIM.
made between the ten and the two tribes for the time to
come; while otherwise the perpetually idolatrous and
§ 1. Now Asa, the king of Jerusalem, was rebellious ten tribes would naturally have been too
powerful for the two tribe*, which were pretty frequently
of an excellent character, and had a regard free
both from surh idolatry and rebellion; nor is there
any
reason to doubt of the truth of tbe prodigious num
*
B/
Kill
terrible
and
perfectly
unparallrlled
slaughter
ber
slain
upon so signal an occasion.
of .500,000 men of the newly idolatrous and rebellious
The reader is tu remember, that CksA is not I
S*n trie**, wad's high displeasure and indignation pia,+ but
Arabia. Kea Hweh.il t, b. iv, sth U>
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grant that they should always overcome their good things ; and, as if he were a combatant
enemies, and live happily; but that if they for wickedness, he every day took more and
left off his worship, all things shall fall out more pains for it ; and at last he took his
on the contrary; and a time should come,* army, and assaulted a certain considerable
wherein no true prophet shall be left in your city called Ramab, which was forty furlongs
whole multitude, nor a priest who shall deli distant from Jerusalem; and when he had
ver you a true answer from the oracle; but taken it, he fortified it, having determined
your cities shall be overthrown, and your na beforehand to leave a garrison in it, mat they
tion scattered over the whole earth, and live might thence make excursions, and do mis
the life of strangers and wanderers. So he chief to the kingdom of Asa.
a>l vised them, while they had time, to be good, 4. Whereupon Asa was afraid of the at
and not to deprive themselves of the favour tempts the enemy might make upon him ;
of God. When the king and the people heard and considering with himself what mischiefs
this, they rejoiced; and all in common, and this army that was left in Raman might do
every one in particular, took great care to to the country over which he reigned, be sent
behave themselves righteously. The king ambassadors to the king of the Damascens,
also sent some to take care that those iiU&e with gold and silver, desiring his assistance,
and putting him in mind that we have had a
country should observe the laws also.
3. And this was the state of Asa, king of friendship together from the times of our
the two tribes. I now return to Baasha, forefathers. So he gladly received that sum
the king of the multitude of the Israelites of money, and made a league with him, and
who slew Nodab, the son of Jeroboam, and broke the friendship he had with Baasha, and
retained the government. He dwelt in the sent the commanders of his own forces unto
city Tirzah, having made that his habitation, the cities that were under Baasha's dominion,
ami reigned twenty-four years. He became and ordered them to do them mischief. So
more wicked and impious than Jeroboam or they went and burnt some of them, and spoiled
his son. He did a great deal of mischief to others ; Ijon, and Dan, and Abelmain, f
the multitude, and was injurious to God, who and many others. Now when the king of
aent the prophet Jehu, and told him before Israel heard this, he left off building and
hand, that his whole family should be de fattifying Ramah, and returned presently to
stroyed, and that he would bring the same assist his own people under the distresses they
miseries on his bouse which had brought that were in; but Asa made use of the materials
of Jeroboam to ruin; because when he had that were prepared for building that city, for
been made king by him, he had not requited building in the same place two strong cities,
bis kindness, by governing the multitude the one of which was called Geba, and the
righteously and religiously; which things, in other Mizpab ; so that after this, Baasha had ,
the first place, tended to their own happi no leisure to make expeditions against Asa,
ness; and, in the next place, were pleasing to for he was prevented by death, and was bu
God: that he had imitated this very wicked ried in the city Tirzah; and Elah, his son,
king Jeroboam ; and although that man's took the kingdom, who, when he had reigned
•oul had perished, yet did he express to the two years, died, being treacherously slain by
life his wickedness; and he said that he Zimri, the captain of half his army; for when
should therefore justly experience the like he was at Arza, his steward's house, he per
calamity with him, since he had been guilty suaded some of the horsemen that were un
wt the like wickedness. But Baasha, though der him to assault Elah, and by that means
he heard beforehand what miseries would be he slew him when he was without his armed
fall him and his whole family for their inso- j men, and his captains, for they were all busied
lent behaviour, yet did not he leave off his I in the siege of Gibbethon, a city of the Phi
wicked practices for the time to come, nor] listines.
did he care to appear to be other- than worse i 5. When Zimri, the captain of the army,
and worse till he died; nor did he then re-' had killed Elah, he took the kingdom him
pent of his past actions, nor endeavour to ob self, and, according to Jehu's prophecy, slew
tain pardon of God for them, but did as those all the house of Baasha; for it cama^to pass
do who have rewards proposed to them, when that Baasha's house utterly perished, on aothey have once in earnest set about their work, t Tbia Abelmain, or, in Josepbtu'i copy, Abellane,
that belonged to the land of Israel, and bordered on the
they do not leave off their labours; for thus country
of Damascus, is supposed, both by Hudson and
did Baasha, when the prophet foretold to him Spanhcim,
to be the same with Abel, or Abila, whence
Abilene. This may be that city so denominated
*rhat would come to pass, grow worse, as if came
from
Abel
righteous, there bnriedi concerning tbe
what were threatened, the perdition of his fa shedding of the
whose blood witbin the compaas of the land
mily, and the destruction of his house (which of Israel, I understand our Saviours words, about the
war and overthrow of Judea by Titns and bis Ra
ire really among the greatest of evils), were fatal
man army, "That upon you may come all the righteous
blood shed upon the land, from the blood of righteous
* Here is a »ery great error in oar Hebrew cuiiy in Abel to the blood of Zacharias, son of Baraehias, whom
mis place (2 Cbron. vi. 3—6). as applying what follows ye slew between the temple and the altar. Verily 1 say
lo tinsee past, and not to times future ; wbanca tbat text unto you, all these things shall oome upoa this fl
as qsute miaappued ->> Sir Isaac Nawtoa
sua." Matt xxui. 34, 36, Luaa a. M.
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count of his impiety, in the same manner as
we have already described the destruction of
the bouse of Jeroboam ; but the army that
was besieging Gibbethon, when they heard
what hud befallen the king, and that when
Zimri bad killed him he had gained the king
dom, they made Omri their general king,
who drew off his army from Gibbethon, and
came to Tirzah, where the royal palace was,
atid assaulted the city, and took it by force,
liut when Zimri saw that the city had none
to defend it, he fled into the inmost part of
the palace, and set it on fire, and burnt him
self with it, when he had reigned only seven
days. Upon which the people of Israel were
presently divided, and part of them would
have Tibni to be king, and part Omri ; but
when those that were for Oinri's ruling had
beaten Tibni, Omri reigned over all the mul
titude. Now it was in the thirtieth year of
the reign of Asa that Omri reigned for twelve
years ; six of these years he reigned in the
city of Tirzah, and the rest in the city called
Semareon, but named by the Greeks Sama
ria ; but he himself called it Semareon, from
Semer, who sold him the mountain whereon
he built it. Now Omri was no way different
from those kings that reigned before him,
but that he grew worse than they, for they
all sought how they might turn the people
away from God, by their daily wicked prac
tices; and on that account it was that God
made one of them to be slain by another, and
that no one person of their families should
•remain.
This Omri also died at Samaria,
and Ahab his son succeeded him.
6. Now by these events we may learn what
concern God hath for the affairs of mankind,
and how be loves good men, and hates the
wicked, and destroys them root and branch;
for many of these kings of Israel, they and
their families, were miserably destroyed, and
taken away one by another, in a short time,
for their transgression and wickedness; but
Asa, who was king of Jerusalem, and of the
two tribes, attained, by God's blessing, a long
and a blessed old age, for his piety and righ
teousness, and died happily, when he had
reigned forty and one years; and when he
wan dead, his son Jehoshaphat succeeded him
in the government. He was born of Asa's
wilti Aziajah. And all men allowed that he
followed the works of David his forefather,
ii i nl i his both in courage and piety ; but we
ure not obliged now to speak any more of the
affairs of this king.

CHAPTER X1IL
HOW ATIAI1, WHEN UK HAD TAKEN JEZEBEL 19
WIFE, BECAME MOKE WICKED THAN ALL Till
KINGS THAT HAD BEEN BEFORE HIM. OF TUB
ACTIONS OF THE PROPHET ELIJAH ; AND WHAT
BEFEL NABOTH.

§ 1. Now Ahab, the king of Israel, dwelt in
Samaria, and held the government for twentytwo years; and made no alteration in the
conduct of the kings that were his predeces
sors, but only in such things as were of bis
own^nvention for the worse, and in his most
gross wickedness. He imitated them in their
wicked courses, and in their injurious beha
viour towards God ; and more especially he
imitated the trangression of /eroboam; for
be worshipped the heifers that he had made;
and he contrived other absurd objects of wor
ship besides those heifers; he also took to
wife the daughter of Ethbaal, king of the
Tyriansand Sidonians, whose name was Jeze
bel, of whom he learned to worship her own
gods. This woman was active and bold, and
fell into so great a degree of impurity and
wickedness, that she built a temple to the god
of the Tyrians, which they called Belus, and
planted a grove of all sorts of trees; she also
appointed priests and false prophets to this
god. The king also himself had many such
about him ; and so exceeded in madness and
wickedness all [the kings] that went before
him.
2. There was now a prophet of God Al
mighty, of Thesbon, a country in Gilead, that
came to Ahab, and said to him that God
foretold he would not send" rain nor dew in
those years upon the country but when be
should appear. And when he had confirmed
this by an oath, he departed into the southern
parts, and made his abode by a brook, out ot
which be had water to drink; for as for his food,
ravens brought it to him every day; but when
that river was dried up for want of rain, he cu un
to Zarephatb, a city not far from Sidon and
Tyre, for it lay between them, and this at the
command of God, for [God told him] that he
should tbere find a woman, who was a widow,
that should give him sustenance: so when be
was not far off the city, he saw a woman that
laboured with her own hands, gathering of
sticks ; sp God informed him that this was
the woman who was to give him sustenance ;
so he came and saluted her, and desired her
to bring him some water to drink; but as she
was going so to do, he called to her, and
would have her to bring him a loaf of bread
also; whereupon she affirmed upon oath,
that she bad at home nothing more than one
handful of meal ami a little oil, and that she
was going to gather some »rit-k*. that -he
might knead it. and mak» bread for u. \t*M
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>nd her son; after which, she said, they must had seized upon the whole country, and there
perish, and be consumed by the famine, for was a great want of what was necessary for
they bad nothing for themselves any longer. sustenance, insomuch that it was not only
Hereupon he said, "Go on with good cou men that wanted it, but the earth itself also,
rage, and hope for better things; and first which did not produce enough for the horses
of all make me a little cake, and bring it to and the other beasts, of what was useful for
me, lor i loretel to tbee that this vessel of meal them to feed on, by reason of the drought.
and this cruise of oil shall not fail until God So the king called for Obadiab, who was
send rain." When the prophet had said this, she steward over his cattle, and said to bitn, that
came to him, and made him the before-named he would have him go to the fountains of
cake: of which she had part for herself, and water, and to the brooks, that if any herbs
gave the rest toher son , ami to the prophetalso ; could be found for them, they might mow it
nor did any thing of this fail until the drought down, and reserve it for the beasts. And
ceased. Now Menander mentions this drought when he bad sent persons all over the habi
in bis account of the act of Ethbaal, king table earth.f to discover the prophet Elijah,
of the Tyrians; where he says thus:—" Un and they could not find him, he bade Obadiah
der him, there was a want of rain from the accompany bim : so it was resolved they
month Hyperberetaus till the month Hyper- should make a progress, and divide the ways
beretxus of the year following; but when he between them; and Obadiah took one road,
made supplications, there came great thun and the king another. Now it happened, that
ders. This Ethbaal built the city Botrys, in the same time when queen Jezebel slew the
Phoenicia, and the city Auza, in Libya." By prophets, this Obadiah had bidden a hun
these words he designed the want of rain that dred prophets, and had fed them with no
was in the days of Ahab; for at that time it thing but bread and water. But when Oba
was that Ethbaal also reigned over the T y- diah was alone, and absent from the king,
. nans, as Menander informs- us.
the prophet Elijah met him; and Obadiah
3. Now this woman, of whom we spake asked him who he was; and when he had
before, that sustained the prophet, when her learned it from him, he worshipped bim.
son was fallen into a distemper till he gave Elijah then bid him go to the king, and teU
up the ghost, and appeared to be dead, came him that I am here ready to wait on him.
to the prophet weeping, and beating her But Obadiah replied, " What evil have I
breasts with her hands, and sending out such done to thee, that thou sendest me to one
expressions as her passions dictated to her, who seeketb to kill thee, and bath sought over
and complained to him that he had come to all the earth for thee? Or was he so ignoher to reproach her for her sins, and that on rant as not to know that the king had left no
this account it was that her son was dead. place untouched unto which he had not sent
Hut he bid her be of good cheer, and deliver persons to bring him back, in order, if they
ber <on to him, for that be would deliver him could take him, to have him put to death;"
a^aiu to her alive. So when she had delivered For he told him he was afraid lest God should
Iter son up to him, be carried him into an up- appear to him again, and he should go away
l>er room, where he himself lodged, and laid into another place; and that when th'e king
him down upon the bed, and cried unto God, should send him for Elijah, and he should
and said, that God bad not done well in re miss of bim, and not be able to find him any
warding the woman who had entertained him where upon earth, he should be put to death.
and sustained him, by taking away her sou; He desired him therefore to take care of his
and he prayed that he would send again the preservation; and told him how diligently he
s»ul of the child into him, and bring him to had provided for those of his own profession,
life again. Accordingly God took pity on the and had saved a hundred prophets, when
mother, and was willing to gratify the pro Jezebel slew the rest of them, and had kept
phet, that he might not seem to have come them concealed, and that they had been sus
toilo her a mischief; and the child, beyond all tained by him. But Elijah bade hiin fear
expectation, came to life again. So the mo nothing, but go to the king; and he assured
ther returned the prophet thanks, and said him upon oath that he would certainly show
she was then clearly satisfied that God did himself to Ahab that very day.
converse with hiin.
5. So when Obadiah bad informed the king
4. After a little while Elijah came to king that Elijah was there, Ahab met him, and
Ahab, according to God's will, to inform bim asked bim in anger, if he were the man that
that rain was coming.* Now the famine nander informs us hens, lasted one whole vearji and
our Savioor and St James affirm, that this drought
• Josephas. ta hU present copies, sivi. That a little both
lasted three years and six months, as their copies of th*
while after the recovery of the widow's ion of Sarepta. Old
Testament
then informed them, Luke iv. 25i James
0"d aeot ptia upon the earth, whereas, in our othrr v. 17.
CJpte*. it is after many days, I Kinirs xriii. 1. Several + Josrphus here seems to mean, that this drought
J£ *ra also intimated there, and in Jotephus (sect. i). affected all the habitable earth, and presently all tha
"sj» iH-«nfme; to this dron^ht ami famine; nay, we have earth, as onr Saviour says it was upon all the earth,
ln»- 'tpeees mentiiin of the thiol year, which. 1 suppose, l.uke iv. 24 They who restrain these expressions to
•"reckoned from the p-i-nrery <»f lh«- widow's ton and
la-iU nf Judoa atone, go without sufficient authority
the vMat of this drought in PfcaMilsia (which. a» Mr- oftheexamples.
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afflicted the people of the Hebrews, and was the water poured into it When he had dom»
the occasion of the drought they lay under? this, he began to pray to God, and to invocate
But Elijah, without any (lattery, said that he him to make manifest his power to a people
was himself the roan; he and his house, which that had already been in an error a long time ;
brought such afflictions upon them ; and that upon which words a fire came on a sudden
by introducing strange gods into their country, from heaven, in the/ sight of the multitude,
and worshipping them, and by leaving their and fell upon the altar, and consumed the
own, who wai the only true God, and having sacrifice, till the very water was set on fire,
no manner of regard to him. However, he and the place was become dry.
bade him go his way, and gather together all 6. Now when the Israelites saw this, they
the people to him, to mount Carmel, with his fell down upon the ground, and worshipped
own prophets, and those of his wife, telling one God, and called him The great and the
him how many there were of them, as also the only true God; but they called the others
prophets of the groves, about four hundred mere names, framed by the evil and wild
in number. And as all the men whom Ahab opinions of men. So they caught their pro
sent for ran away to the forenamed mountain, phets, and, at the command of Elijah, slew
the prophet Elijah stood in the midst of them, them. Elijah also said to the king, that he
and said, "How long will you live thus in un should go to dinner without any farther con
certainty of mind and opinion?" He also ex cern; for that in a little time he would see
horted them, that in case they esteemed their God send them rain. Accordingly, Ahab
own country God to be the true and only God, went his way; but Elijah went up to the
they would follow him and his commandments ; highest top of Mount Carmel, and sat down
but in case they esteemed him to be nothing, upon the ground, and leaned his head upon
but had an opinion of the strange gods, and his knees, and bade his servant go up to a
that .they ought to worship them, his counsel certain elevated place, and look towards the
was, that they should follow them. And sea, and when he should see a cloud rising
when the multitude made no answer to what anywhere, he should give him notice of it, for
he said, Elijah desired, that, for a trial of the till that time the air had been clear. When
power of the strange gods and of their own the servant had gone up, and bad said many
God, he, who was his only prophet, while they times that he saw nothing, at the seventh
had four hundred, might take a heifer and kill time of his going up, he said that he saw a
it as a sacrifice, and lay it upon pieces of wood, small black thing in the sky, not larger than
and not kindle any fire, and that they should do a man's foot. When Elijah heard that, he
the same things, and call upon their own gods sent to Ahab, and desired him to go away to
to set the wood on fire, for if that were done, the city before the rain came down. So he
they would thence learn the nature of the true came to the city Jezreel; and in a little time
God. This proposal pleased the people. So the air was all obscured, and covered with
Elijah bade the prophets to choose out a heifer clouds, and a vehement storm of wind came
first, and kill if, and to call on their gods; upon the earth, and with it a great deal ot
but when there appeared no effect ofthe prayer rain; and the prophet was under a divine
or invocation of the prophets upon their sa fury, and ran along with the king's chariot
crifice, Elijah derided them, and bade them unto Jezreel, a city of Izarf [Isochar].
call upon their gods with a loud voice, for they 7. When Jezebel, the wife of Ahab, under
might either be on a journey or asleep ; and stood what signs Elijah had wrought, and how
when these prophets had done so from morn he had slain her prophets, she was angry, and
ing till noon, and cut themselves with swords sent messengers to him, and by them threa
and lances,* according to the customs of their tened to kill him, as he had destroyed her pro
country, and he was about to offer his sacri phets. At this Elijah was affrighted, and fled
fice, he bid [the prophets] go away; but bade to the city called Beersheba, which is situate at
[the people] come near and observe what he the utmost limits of the country belonging to
did, lest he should privately hide fire among the tribe of Judah, towards the land of Edom;
the pieces of wood. So, upon the approach and there he left his servant, and went away
of the multitude, be took twelve stones, one into the desert. He prayed also that he
for each tribe of the people of the Hebrews, might die, for that he was no better than his
and built an altar with them, and dug a very fathers, nor need he be very desirous to live,
jeep trench ; and when he had laid the pieces when they were dead ; and he lay and slept
of wood upon the altar, and upon them had under a certain tree; and when somebody
laid the pieces of the sacrifices, he ordered awakened him, and he was risen up, he found
them to fill four barrels with the water of the food set by him and water; so when he had
fountain, and to pour it upon the altar, till it eaten, and recovered his strength by that his
ran over it, and till the trench was filled with • For Ixar we may here read (with Hndson and Coc/seotar. i t of the tribe of Isarliar, for to that
• Mr. Spanbeim taken notice here, that in the uorship ceius)
tribe di<l Jeiteel belong; and presently, at tfie he^sea.
fcf Milhra (the ei>d of the Persian*' the priests rut tlietn- ni .ir ni *.ct B. .-in also eb. xv. sect. 4, we may r^-ed lw?
arlM-» in the same miini^r a. rfj.l thrfie nrir.ts in llie.r Ixar Willi o'lr M- neatly, ami tlte >eripture. Jrtrrrl i
InvucaUou of ijaal (U>e god «l llir l i.ieni. i.. ,1.1.
lur tt*u was be eili meant ia the history
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food, he came to that mountain which is or supper, he related to her the perverseness
clled Sinai, where it is related that Moses of Naboth ; and how when he bad made use
received his laws from God; and finding of gentle words to him, and such as were be
there a certain hollow cave, he entered into neath the royal authority, be had been affront
it, and continued to make bis abode in it. ed, and bad not obtained what he desired.
lint when a certain voice came to him, but However, she persuaded him not to be cast
from whence he knew not, and asked him, down at this accident, but to leave off bis
why he was come thither, and had left the grief, and return to the usual care of his body,
city? he said, that because he had slain the for that she would take care to have Naboth
prophets of the foreign gods, and had per punished : and she immediately sent letters
suaded the people that he alone whom they to the rulers of the Israelites [Jezreelites] in
had worshipped from the beginning was God, Abab's name, and commanded them to fast,
he was sought for by the king's wife to be and to assemble a congregation, and to set Na
punished for so doing. And when he had both at the head of them, because be was of
heard another voice, telling him that he an illustrious family, and to have three bold
should come out the next day into the open men ready to bear witness that he had blas
air, and should thereby know what he was to phemed God and the king, and then to
do, he came out of the cave the next day stone him, and slay him in that manner.
accordingly, when he both heard an earth Accordingly, when Naboth had been thus tes
quake, and saw the bright splendour of a fire; tified against, as the queen had written to
and after a silence made, a divine voice ex them, that he had blasphemed against God
horted him not to be disturbed with the cir and Abab the king, she desired him to take
cumstances he was in, for that none of his possession of Naboth's vineyard on free cost.
enemies should have power over him. The So Ahab was glad at what had been done,
roice also commanded him to return home, and rose up immediately from the bed wherein
and to ordain Jehu, the son of Nimshi, to be he lay, to go to see Naboth's vineyard; but
king over tbeir own multitude; and Hazael, God had great indignation at it, and sent
of Damascus, to be over the Syrians; and Elijah the prophet to the field of Naboth, to
Elisha, of the city Abel, to be a prophet in speak to Ahab, and to say to him, that he
his stead: and that of the impious multitude, bud slain the true owner of that field unjustly.
some should be slain by Hazael, and others And as soon as he came to him, and the king
by Jehu. So Elijah, upon hearing this charge, had said that he- might do with him what he
returned into the land of the Hebrews. And pleased (for he thought it a reproach to him
when he found Elisha, the son of Shaphat, to be thus caught in his sin), Elijah said, that
ploughing, and certain others with him, driving in that very place in which the dead body of
twelve yoke of oxen, he came to him, and Naboth was eaten by dogs, both bis own blood
cast his own garment upon bim; upon which and that of his wife should be shed; and that
Elisha began to prophesy presently, and leav all his family should perish, because he had
ing his oxen, he followed Elijah. And when been so insolently wicked, and had slain a citi
he desired leave to salute bis parents, Elijah zen unjustly and contrary to the laws of his
gave him leave so to do: and when be had country. Hereupon Ahab began to be sorry
taken his leave of them, he followed him, for the things he bad done, and to repent of
and became the disciple and the servant of them; and he put on sackcloth, and went
Elijah all the days of his life. And thus barefoot,* and would not touch any food: he
have I dispatched the affairs in which this also confessed his sins, and endeavoured thus
prophet was concerned.
to appease God. But God said to the pro
8. Now there was one Naboth, of the city phet, that while Ahab was living be would
Izar [Jezreel], who had a field adjoining to put off the punishment of his family, because
that of the king: the king would have per he repented of those insolent crimes he hod
suaded bim to sell him that his field, which been guilty of, but that still be would fulfil
lay so near to his own lands, at what price he his threatening under Abab's son. Which
pleased, that he might join them together, and message the prophet delivered to the king.
make them one farm; and if he would not
• "The Jews weep to this day (says Jerome, here
accept of money for it, he gave bim leave to cited
KelandJ and roll themselves upon sackcloth, in
choose any of his other fields in its stead. ashes,bybarefoot,
upon such occasions." To which HpanBut Naboth said be would not do so, but beim adds, ■* that after tbe same manner Bernice, wben
life was In danger, stood at the tribunal of Florus
would keep the possession of that land of his her
barefoot." (Of tbe War, b. ii. cbap. 1 \ sect I.)—See the
own, which he had by inheritance from his like
of David, % Sam. nr. 3a. Antiq. b. yii. chap. ix.
father. Upon this the king was grieved, as sect 2.
if be had received an injury, when he could
not get another man's possession, and he
would neither wash himself, nor take any
Ik. J. and when Jezebel asked him what it
wa<< that troubled bim, and why he would
neither wash himself, nor eat either dinner
Q
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shall resolve is fit to be done." But the mul
titude advised him to hearken to none of his
proposals, but to despise him, and be in readi
CHAPTER XIV.
ness to fight him. Accordingly, when he had
HOW HADAD, KING OF DAMASCUS AND OF given the ambassadors this answer to be leSYRIA, MADE TWO EXPEDITIONS AGAINST ported—that, he still continued in the mind to
comply with w hat terms he at first desired, for
AHAB, AND WAS BEATEN.
the safety of the citizens; but as for bis se
§ I. When the affairs of Ahab were thus, at cond desires, be cannot submit to them,—he
that very time the eon of Hadad [Benhadad], dismissed them.
who was king of the Syrians and of Damascus, 2. Now when Benhadad beard this, he had
got together an army out of all his country, indignation, and sent ambassadors to Ahab
and procured thirty-two kings beyond Eu the third time, and threatened that his army
phrates, to be his auxiliaries: so he made an would raise a bank higher than those walls,
expedition against Ahab; but because Ahab's in confidence of whose strength be despised
army was not like that of Bcnhadad, be did him, and that by only each man of bis army
not set it in array to fight him, but having shut taking a handful of earth; hereby making a
up every thing that was in the country, in the show of the great number of his army, and
strongest cities he had, he abode in Samaria aiming to affright him. Abab answered, that
himself, forthe walls about it were very strong, he ought not to vaunt himself when be had
and it appeared to be not easily to be taken only put on his armour, but when he should
in other respects also. So the king of Syria have conquered his enemies in tbe battle. So
took his army with him, and came to Samaria, the ambassadors came back, and found the
and placed his army round about the city, and king at supjier with his thirty-tw o kings, and
besieged it. He also sent a herald to Ahab, informed him of Ahab's answer; who then
and desired he would admit the ambassadors immediately gave orders for proceeding thus:
he would send him, by whom he would let —To make lines round the city, and raise a
him know bis pleasure. So upon the king of bulwark, and to prosecute the siege all man
Israel's permission for him to send, those am ner of ways. Now, as this was doing, Ahab
bassadors came, and by their king's command was in a great agony and all bis people with
spake thus: — That Ahab's riches, and his him; but be took courage, and was freed from
children, and his wives, were Benbadad's, and his fears, upon a certain prophet coming to
if he would make an agreement, and give him him, and saying to him, that God had pro
leave to take as much of what he had as he mised to subdue so many ten thousands of
pleased, be would withdraw his army, and bis enemies under him; and when he inquired
leave off the siege. Upon this Ahab bade the by whose means the victory was to be ob
ambassadors to go back, and tell their king tained, he said, "By the sons of the princes;
that both he himself, and all that he hath, but under thy conduct as their leader, by rea
were his possessions. And when these am son of their unskilfulness [in war]." Upon
bassadors had told this to Benhadad, he sent which be called for the sons of the princes,
to him again, and desired, since he confessed and found them to be two hundred and thirty,
that all he bad was his, that be would admit two persons. So when he was informed that
those servants of his which he should send the the king of Syria bad betaken himself to feast
next day; and he commanded him to deliver ing and repose, he opened the gates, and sent
to those whom he should send, whatsoever, out the princes' sons. Now when the senti
upon their searching his palace and the houses nels told Benhadad of it, he sent some to meet
of bis friends and kindred, they should find to them, and commanded them that if these men
be excellent in its kind ; but that what did not were come out for fighting, tbey should bind
please them tbey should leave to him. At them, and bring them to bim; and that if
this second embassage of the king of Syria, they came out peaceably tbey should do the
Abab was surprised, and gathered together same. Now Ahab bad another army ready
the multitude to a congregation, and told within the walls, but the sons of tbe princes
them, that for himself"he was ready, for their fell upon the out-guard, and slew many of
safety and peace, to give up bis own wives and them, and pursued the rest of them to the
children to the enemy, and to yield to him all camp; and when the king of Israel saw tbat
his own possessions, for that was what the Sy these had the upper hand, he sent out all the
rian king required at his first embassage; but rest of his army, which, falling suddenly
that nowhe desires to send his servants to search upon tbe Syrians, beat them, for they did not
all their bouses, and in them to leave nothing think they would have come out; on which
that is excellent in its kind, seeking an occa account it was that they assaulted them when
sion of fighting against him, "as knowing that they were naked * and drunk, insomuch that
I would not spare what is mine own for your • Mr. Reland notes here very truly, that the word
does not alwnys signify entirely nafcc/ i but some
lakes, but taking a handle from the disagree naked
times without men's usual armour, without their usca.
able terms he offers concerning you to bring robes
or upper garments; as when Virgil bids the hits*
a war upon us; however, I will do what you bouitrjian
plough Dated, and sow naked; wheo Jona.
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they left all their amour behind them when seven days; but on the last of those days,
they ie<l out of the camp, and the king him when the enemies came Out of their camp,
self escaped with difficulty, by flying away on and put themselves in array in order to fight,
horseback. But Ahab went a great way in Ahab also brought Out his own army; and
pursuit of the Syrians; and when he had when the battle was joined, and they fought
spoiled their camp, which contained a great valiantly, he put the enemy to Sight, and
deal of wealth, and moreover a large quantity pursued them, and pressed upon them, and
of gold and silver, he took Benhadad's cha slew them ; nay, they were destroyed by their
riots and horses, and returned to the city: but own chariots; and by one another; nor could
as the prophet told him he ought to have his any more than a few of them escape to their
army ready, because the Syrian king would own city Aphek, who were also killed by the
nuke another expedition against him the next walls falling upon them, being in number
year, Ahab was busy in making provision for twenty-seven thousand.* Now there were
slain in this battle a hundred thousand more ;
it accordingly.
3. Now, Benhadad, when he had saved him but Benhadad, the king of the Syrians, fled
self, and as much of his army as he could, out away, with certain others of bis most faithful
of the battle, he consulted with his friends how servants, and hid himself in a cellar under
he might make another expedition against the ground; and when these told him that the
Israelites. Now those friends advised him not kings of Israel were humane and merciful
to fight with them on the hills, because their men, and that they might make use of the
God was potent in such places, and thence it usual manner of supplication, and obtain de
had come to pass that they, had very lately liverance from Ahab, in case he would give
been beaten; but they said, that if they joined them leave to go to him : he gave them leave
battle with them in the plain they should accordingly. So they came to Ahab, clothed
beat them. They also gave him this farther in sackcloth, with ropes about their heads
advice, to send home those kings whom he (for this was the ancient manner of supplica
had brought as his auxiliaries, but to retain tion among the Syrians),! and said, that Ben
their army, and to set captains over it instead hadad desired he would save him; and that
of the kings, and to raise an army out of he would ever be a servant to him for that
their country, and let them be in the place of favour. Ahab replied he was glad that he
the former who perished in the battle, toge was alive, and not hurt in the battle; and he
ther with horses and chariots. So he judged further promised him the same honour and
their counsel to be good, and acted according kindness that a man would show to his bro
ther. So they received assurances upon oath
to it in the management of the army.
4. At the beginning of the spring, Benha from him, that when he came to him he should
dad took his army with him, and led it against receive no harm from him, and then went and
the Hebrews; and when he was come to a brought him out of the cellar wherein he was
certain city which was called Aphek, he hid, and brought him to Ahab as he sat in
pitched his camp in the Great Plain. Ahab his chariot. So Benhadad worshipped him;
alio went to meet him with his army, and and Ahab gave him his hand, and made him
pitched his camp over against him, although come up ~to him into his chariot, and kissed
nis army was a very small one, if it were com him, and bid him be of good cheer, and not
pared with the enemy's; but the prophet came to expect that any mischief should *oe done to
aexin to him, and told him, that God would him. So Benhadad returned him thanks,
give him the victory, that he might demon and professed that he would remember his
strate his own power to be not only on the kindness to him all the days of his life ; and
mountains, but on the plains also ; which it promised he would restore those cities of the
seems was contrary to the opinion of the Israelites which the former kings had taken
Syrians. So they lay quiet in their camp from them, and grant that he should have
leave to come to Damascus, as bis forefathers
pbua tar* (Antlq-b- br.eh.iii.seet.2), that God had (riven
the Jews the security of armour when tbey were naked ( had to come to Samaria. So they confirmed
and when be here.aavs, that Ahab felt oa the Syrian! • Josephns*s number,two myriads and seven thousand,
when they were both naked and drunk ; when ( Antiq. b.
si, eh. v. sect. 8) be says, that Nehemlah commanded agrees here with that in our other copies, as those that
those Jews that were building the walls of Jerusalem to were slain by the falling down oftbe walls of Apbek ; but
•ate eat* to have their armour on upon occasion, that the I suspected at first that this number in Josepbus's present
enemy might not fall upon tbem naked. I may add, that copies could not be his original number, because he calls
the case seems to be the same In the Scripture, when it them "oligoi," a fern, which could hardly be said of so
•ays that Saul lay down naked among the prophets (1 many as twenty-seven thousand, and because of the im
Sam. six. 24); when it says that Isaiah walked naked probability ofthe fall ofa particular wall killing so many ;
and barefoot flsa.xx. 2,3}; and wheo it also says that yt4*whrn 1 consider Josephus'a next voids, how the rest
Peter, before be girt his fisher's coat to him. was naked, which were slain in the battle were "ten other myriads,"
Jena zxi. T What is said of David also gives light to that twenty-seven thousand were but a few in compari
laia, who was reproached by Michal for "dancing before son of a hundred thousand ; and that it was not "a wall,"
fne arm, and uncovering himself in the eves of his hand- as in our English version, but " the wall," or 44toe entire
of the city that fell down, as in all the originals.
cisids. as one of the vain fellows shamefully uncovereth walls"
This manner of supplication for men's lives among
himself" (3 Sam.vi 14, SO) i yet it is there expreosly said the+ Syrians,
with ropes or halters about their heads or
(v. 14 1, that "David was girded with a linen epnod,"i.e. he
is, I suppose, no strange thing in later ages, even
bad laid aside his robes of state, anil put on lUe sacerdotal. innecks,
f«vitseal,or sacred garment*, pmjvr for suck a solemnity. oor own counter.
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their covenant by oaths; and Abab ui.uk- hoshapbat, the king of Jerusalem, who, when
him many presents, and scut him back to hie he had augmented his kingdom, and had tot
own kingdom. And this was the conclusion garrisons in the eitii-s of the countries belong
uf the war that Benhadad made against Ahab ing to his subjects, and had put sueh garri
sons no less into those cities whieh wereami the Israelites.
5. But a certain prophet, whose name was taken out of the tribe of Epbraim, by his
Micaiab,* came to one of the Israelites, and grandfather Abijab, when Jeroboam reigned1
bade him smite him on the head, for by so do over tbe ten tribes [than he did into the
ing he would please God; but when he would other]. But then he had God favourable
not do so, he foretold to him, that since he and assisting to him, as being both righteous,
disobeyed the commands of God, he should and religious, and seeking to do somewhat
meet with a Hon, and be destroyed by him. every day that should be agreeable and ac
When this sad accident had befallen the man, ceptable to God. The kings also that were:
the prophet came again to another, and gave round about hitn honoured him with tbe pre
him the same injunction; so he smote him, sents they made bim, till the riches that he had
and wounded his skull: upon which he acquired were immensely great, and the glory
bound up his head, and came to the king, he had gained was of a most exalted nature.
and told him that he had been a soldier of 2. Now, in the third year of his reign, he
his, and had the custody of one of the prison called together the rulers of the country, and
ers committed to him by an officer, and that tbe priests, and commanded them to go round
the prisoner being run away, he was in dan the land, and teach all the people that were
cer of losing his own life by the means of under him, city by city, the laws of Moses,
that officer, who had threatened him, that if and to keep them, and to be diligent in the
the prisoner escaped he would kill him ; and worship of God. With this the whole mul
when Ahab had said that he would justly die, titude was so pleased, that they were not so
he took off the binding that was about his head, eagerly set upon or affected with any thing
und was known by the king to be Micaiah so much as the observation of the laws. The
the prophet, who made use of this artifice as I neighbouring nations also continued to love
a prelude to the following words; for he Jehoshaphat, and to be at peace with bim
said that God would punish him who had | The Philistines paid their appointed tribute,
suffered Benhadad, a blasphemer against him, and the Arabians supplied him every year
to escape punishment; and that he would so with three hundred und sixty lambs, and as
bring it about, that he should die by the many kids of the goats. lie ako fortified
other's means,f and his people by the other's the great cities, which were many in number,
army. Upon which Ahab was very angry and of great consequence. Ue prepared also
at the prophet, and gave commandment that a mighty army of soldiers and weapons against
he should be put in prison, and there kept ; their enemies. Now the army of men that
but, for himself, he was in confusion at the wore their armour, was three hundred thou
words of Micaiab, and returned to his own sand of the tribe of Judah, of whom Adnah
was the chief; but John was chief of two.
house.
hundred thousand. The same man was chief
of the tribe of Benjamin, and had two hun
dred thousand archers under him. There was
CHAPTER XV.
another chief, whose name was Jehozabad„
CONCERNING: JEHOSHAPHAT, THE KINO OF who bad a hundred and fourscore thousand
JERUSALEM; AND HOW AHAB MADE AN armed men. This multitude was distributed
EXPEDITION AGAINST THE SYRIANS, AND to be ready lor the king's service, besides
WAS ASSISTED THEREIN BY JEHOSHAPHAT, those whom he sent to the best fortified cities.
BUT WAS HIMSELF OVERCOME IN BATTLE, 3. Jehoshaphat took tor bis son Jehoram.
to wife, the daughter of Ahab, the king of
AND PERISHED THEREIN.
the ten tribes, whose name was Athaliah.
§ 1. And these were the circumstances in And when, after some time, he went to Sa
which Ahab was. But I now return to Je- maria, Ahab received him courteously, and
treated the army that followed him in a splen
• It is here remarkable that In Josephus's copy, this did manner, with great plenty of corn and
prophet, whose severe denunciation of a disobedient wine, and of slain beasts; and desired that
person's slaughter by a lion bad latelv come to pass, was
no other than Micaiah, the son of Lmlah, whu, as he he would join with him in his war against
now denounced God's judgment on disobedient Ahab, the king of Syria, that he might recover from
seems directly to bare been that very prophet whom the
a
same Ahab, in I Kings xxii. 8, 18, complains of "at
one whom be hated, because he did not pmphocy good te this, that, during the Jewish theocracy, God acted en
concerning him, but evil ;" and who, in that chapter, tirely as the Supreme King of Israel, and the Soprerocopenly repeats his denunciations against him all which General of tbeir armies; and alwuys expected that the
came to pass accordingly i nor is there any reason to Israelites should be in such absolute subjection to Dim,
doubt
and Heavenly King, and General of 'arte
phet but this and the former were tbe very same pro
r their Supreme
as subjects and soldiers are to their earthly klogn
+ What is most remarkable in this history, and in armies,
and generals, aud that usually without knowing to* yu»
tioulsr reasons of their injunctions.
• in the Old '
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im the city of Bamoth, in Gilead ; for though all, whatsoever it be, that God foretells ; and
it had belonged to his father, yet had the that in particular, they were false prophets
king of Syria's father taken it away from that encouraged him to make this war in
him ; and upon Jehoshaphat's promise to af hope of victory, whereas he must fight and
ford him his assistance (for indeed his army be killed. Whereupon the king was in sus
na not inferior to the other), and his sending pense with himself; but Zedekiah, one of
for his army from Jerusalem to Samaria, the those false prophets, came near, and exhorted
two kings went out of the city, and each of him not to hearken to Micaiah, for he did no
them saton his own throne, and each gave their at all speak truth ; as a demonstration
orders to their several armies. Now Jeho- which, he instanced in what Elijah had said,
sbaphat bade tbem call some of the prophets, who was a better prophet in foretelling futu
if there were any there, and inquire of them rities than Micaiah ;* for be foretold that the
concerning this expedition against the king dogs should lick his blood in the city of Jezof Syria, whether they would give them coun reel, in the field of NabOth, as they licked the
sel to make that expedition at this time, for blood of Nabotb, who by his means was there
there was peace at that time between Ahab stoned to death by the multitude; that there
and the king of Syria, which had lasted three fore it was plain that this Micaiah was a liar,
years, from the time he had taken him captive as contradicting a greater prophet than him
till that day.
self, and saying that be should be slain at
4. So Ahab called his own prophets, being three days' journey distance : "and [said he]
in number about four hundred, and bade you shall soon know whether be be a true
them inquire of God whether he would grant prophet, and hath the power of the Divine
him the victory, if he made an expedition Spirit; for I will smite him, and let him
against llenhadad, and enable him to over then hurt my hand, as Jadon caused the band
throw that city, for whose sake it was that he of Jeroboam the king to wither when he
was going to war. Now these prophets gave would have caught him ; for I suppose thou
their counsel for making this expedition; and hast certainly heard of that accident." So
said, that he would beat the king of Syria, when, upon his smiting Micaiah, no harm
and, as formerly, would reduce him under happened to him, Ahab took courage, and
his power. But Jehoshaphat, understanding readily led his army against the king of Sy
by their words that they were false prophets, ria; for, as I suppose, fate was too hard for
asked Ahab whether there were not some other him, and made him believe that the false
prophet, and he belonging to the true God, prophets spake truer than the true one, that
that we may have surer information concern it might take an occasion of bringing him to
ing futurities. Hereupon Ahab said, there his end. However, Zedekiah made horns of
was indeed such a one, but that he hated iron, and said to Ahab, that God made those
him, as having prophesied evil to him, and horns signals, that by tbem he should over
having foretold that he should be overcome throw all Syria. But Micaiah replied, that
and slain by the king of Syria, and that for Zedekiah, in a few days, should go from one
this cause be had him now in prison, and that secret chamber to another, to hide himself,
that he might escape the punishment of his
bis name was Micaiah, the son of Imlah
But upon Jehoshaphat's desire that be might lying. Then did the king give orders that
be produced, Abab sent a eunuch, who brought they should take Micaiah away, and guard
H:raiah to him. Now the eunuch had in him to Amon, the governor of the city, and
formed him by the way, that all the other to give him nothing but bread and water.
prophets had foretold that the king should 5. Then did Ahab, and Jehoshaphat the
gain the victory; but he said, that it was king of Jerusalem, take their forces, and
not lawful for him to lie against God ; but marched to Ramoth, a city of Gilead ; and
thit be must speak what he should say to when the king of Syria heard of this expedi
hint about the king, whatsoever it were
tion, he brought out his army to oppose them,
When he came to Ahab, and he had adjured and pitched his camp not far from Ramoth.
him upon oath to speak the truth to him, he Now Ahab and Jehoshaphat had agreed that
said that God had shown to him the Israelites Ahab should lay aside his royal robes, but
running away, and pursued by the Syrians, that the king of Jerusalem should put on bis
and dispersed upon the mountains by them, [Ahab's] proper babit, and stand before the
as flocks of sheep are dispersed when their army, in order to disprove, by this artifice,
shepherd is slain. He said farther, that God
reasonings of Zedekiah the fal* prophet, in
signified to him that those Israelites should « These
to persuade Ahab not to believe Micaiah the true
retain in peace to their own home, and that order
prophet, are plausible; but being omitted in our other
he only should fall in the battle. When Mi copies, we cannot now tell whence Josephus had tbcini
from his own temple copy, from soma other
caiah had thus spoken, Ahab laid to Jehosha whether author,
or from certain ancient notes. That
phat. " I told tbee, a little while ago, I he original
some such plausible objection was now raised against
oiih is very likely, otherwise Jehoshaphat. whoasrd
disposition of the man with regard to me. and toMiidisbelieve
such false prophets, could never havo
that he uaes to prophesy evil to me." Upon been inducedallto accompany
Ahab in these desperate oil»
which Micaiah replied, that he ought to hear curav>aiicea.
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what Micaiah had foretold.* But Ahab'g
fate found him out without his robes ; for
Benhadad, the king of Assyria, had charged
his anry, by means of their commanders, to
kill nobody else but only the king of Israel.
So when the Syrians, upon their joining bat
tle with the Israelites, saw Jehoshaphat stand
before the army, and conjectured that he was
Ahab, they fell violently upon him, and en
compassed him round ; but when they were
near, and knew that it was not he, they all
returned back; and while the fight lasted
from the morning light till late in the even
ing, and the Syrians were conquerors, they
killed nobody, as their king had commanded
Shum ; and when they Bought to kill Ahab
alone, but could not find him, there was a
young nobleman belonging to king Benhadad,
whose name was Naaman; he drew his bow
against the enemy, and wounded the king
through his breastplate, in his lungs. Upon
this Ahab resolved not to make his mischance
known to bis army, lest they should run
away; but he bid the driver of his chariot
to turn it back, and carry him out of the
battle, because be was sorely and mortally
wounded. However, he sat in his chariot
and endured the pain till sun-set, and then
he fainted away and died.
6. And now the Syrian army, upon the
coming on of the night, retired to their camp;
and when the herald belonging to the camp
* This reading of Joaephus, that Jehoshaphat put on
not his own but Ahab's robes, in order to appear to be
Ahab, while Ahab was without any robes at all, and
hoped thereby to escape his own evil fate, and disprove
Micaiah's prophecy apiinst him, is exceeding probable.
It gives great light also to this whole history, and shows,
that although Aliab hoped Jehoshaphat would be mis
taken for him, and ran the only risk of being slain in the
battle, yet was he entirely disappointed; while still the
escape of the good man Jehosiiiphat, and the slaughter
of the bad man Ahah, demonstrated the grrat distinction
that DiriDB Provioenoe made oetwixt them.

book vra.

gave notice that Ahab was dead, they returned
home ; and they took the dead body of Ahab
to Samaria, and buried it there; but when
they had washed his chariot in the fountain
of Jezreel, which was bloody with the dead
body of the king, they acknowledged that the
prophecy of Elijah was true, for the dogs
licked his blood, and the harlots continued
afterwards to wash themselves in that foun
tain ; but still he died at Ramoth, as Micaiah
had foretold. And as what things were fore
told should happen to Ahab by the two pro
phets came to pass, we ought thence to have
high notions of God, and every where to ho
nour and worship him, and never to suppose
that what is pleasant and agreeable is worthy
of belief before what is true; and to esteem
nothing more advantageous than the gift of
prophecy,f and that foreknowledge of future
events which is derived from it, since God
shews men thereby what we ought to avoid.
We may also guess, from what happened to
tbis king, and have reason to consider the
power of fate, that there is no way of avoid
ing it, even when we know it. It creeps
upon human souls, and flatters them with
pleasing hopes, till it leads them about to the
place where it will be too hard for them.
Accordingly Ahab appears to have been de
ceived thereby, till he disbelieved those that
foretold his defeat; but by giving credit to
such as foretold what was grateful to him, was
slain; and his son Ahaziah succeeded him.
+ We hare here a very wise reflection of Josephus
abont Divine Providence, and what is derived from it,
prophecy, and the inevitable certainty of its accomplish
ment; and that when wicked men think tbey take pro
per methods to elude what is denounced against litem,
and to escape the divine judgments thereby threatened
them, without repentance, they are ever by Providence
infatuated to bring about Ih-ir own destruction, and
the.Vjy withal to demonstrate tot perftel veracity of
that God whose predictions they In vain endeavour to

elude.
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BOOK IX.
COJTTAIXDH3 TES INTBBVAI, Or ONE HUNDRED AND BUTT-flKVET TEA2S,
FROM THE DEATH OF AHAB TO THE CAPTIVITY OF THE TEN
TRIBES.

judges, who would be obliged to give righ
teous sentences concerning such causes; and
tOMCBMOira JEHOSHAPHAT AGAIN; HOW HE this with the greater care, because it is pro
CONSTITUTED JUDGES, AND, BY GOD'S AS per that the sentences which are given in that
city wherein the temple of God is, and where
SISTANCE, OVERCAME HIS ENEMIES.
in the king dwells, be given with great care
§ I. When Jehoshaphat the king was come and the utmost justice. Now he set over
to Jerusalem, from the assistance he had af I them Amariah the priest, and Zebediah, [both]
forded Ahab, the king of Israel, when he | of the tribe of Judah : and after this manner
fought with Benhadad, sing of Syria, the pro I it was that the king ordered these affairs.
phet Jehu met him, and accused him for as | 2. Aoout the same time the Moabites and
sisting Ahab, a man both impious and wicked; I Ammonites made an expedition against Jeboand said to him, that God was displeased I shaphat, and took with them a great body of
with him for so doing, but that he delivered | Arabians, and pitched their camp at Engedi,
him from the enemy, notwithstanding he had a city that is situate at the lake Asphaltitis,
sinned, because of his own proper disposition, and distant three hundred furlongs from Je
which was good. Whereupon the king be rusalem. In that place grows the best kind
took himself to thanksgivings and sacrifices of palm-trees, and the opobalsamum.f Now
to God; after which he presently went over Jehoshaphat heard that the enemies had passed
all that cointry which he ruled round about, over the lake, and had made an irruption
and taught the peop.e. is well the laws which into that country which belonged to his king
God ; gave them by Moses, as that religious dom, at wjicn news he was aff-;gh'«d, and
worship that was due to him. He also con. called the people of Jerusalem to a congrega
stituted judges in every one of the cities of tion in the temple, and standing over-against
his kingdom; and charged them to have re the temple itself, he called upon God to afford
gard to nothing so much in judging the mul him power and strength, so as to inflict pun
titude as to do justice, and not to be moved by ishment on those that made this expedition
bribes, nor by the dignity of men eminent for against them (for that those who built this his
either their riches or their high birth, but to temple had prayed that he would protect that
distribute justice equally to all, as knowing city, and take vengeance on those that were
that God is conscious of every secret action so bold as to come against it) ; for they are
of theirs. When he had himself instructed come to take from us that land which thou
them thus, and gone over every city of the hast given us for a possession. When he had
two tribes, he returned to Jerusalem. He prayed thus, he fell into tears; and the whole
there also constituted judges out of the priests multitude, together with their wives and chil
and the Levites, and principal persons of the dren, made their supplications also: upon
multitude, and admonished them to pass all which a certain prophet, Jahaziel by name,
their sentences with rare and justice.* And came into the midst of the assembly, and cried
that if any of the people of his country had out, and spake both to the multitude and to
differences of great consequence, they should the king, that God heard their prayers, and
■end them out of the other cities to these promised to tight against their enemies. He
order that the king should draw his
• Then* Judges, constituted by Jeboshapbat. were a also gave
out the next day, for that he should
Kind of Jerusalem daubedrim, out of the priests, the forces
find
them
between Jerusalem and the ascent
I'tiies. and the principal of the people, both bere and
* Chronicles, xix-ch much like the old Christian judi■wsree of the bishop. 111* presbyters, the deacons, and Anliq. b. Tiii. this preciou
vL sect, 5.
UV pvupk-.
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of Engedi, at a place called The Eminence, but he failed of his gains, for the ships wein
and that be should not fight against them, but destroyed by being so great [and unwieldy];
only stand still, and see how God would fight on which account he was no longer concerned
against them. When the prophet had said about shipping And this is the history of
this, both the king and the multitude fell Jehoshaphat, the king of Jerusalem.
on their faces, and gave thanks to God, and
worshipped him: and the Levites continued
Binging hymns to God with their instruments
CHAPTER H.
of music
> 3. As soon as it was day, and the king was CONCERNING AHAZIAH, THE KING OF ISRAEL;
come into that wilderness which is under the AND AGAIN CONCEBNINO THE FKOPHET
city of Tekoa, he said to the multitude, "that ELIJAH.
they ought to give credit to what the prophet
had said, and not to set themselves in array § 1. And now Ahaziah, the son of Ahab,
for fighting ; but to set the priests with their reigned over Israel, and made his abode in
trumpets, and the Levites with the singers of Samaria. He was a wicked man, and in all
hymns, to give thanks to God, as having respects like to both bis parents, and to Jero
already delivered our country from our ene boam, who first of all transgressed, and began
mies." This opinion of the king pleased [the to deceive the people. In the second year of
people], and they did what be advised them his reign, the king of Moab fell off from his
to do. So God caused a terror and a com obedience, and left off paying those tributes
motion to arise among the Ammonites, who which he before paid to his father Ahab. Now
thought one another to be enemies, and slew it happened that Ahaziah, as he was coming
one another, insomuch that not one man out down from the top of his house, fell down
of so great an army escaped; and when Je- from it, and in bis sickness Bent to the Fly,
hoshaphat looked upon that valley wherein which was the god of Ekron, for that was this
their enemies bad been encamped, and saw it god's name, to inquire about his recovery : f
full of dead men, be rejoiced at so surprising but the God of the Hebrews appeared to Eli
an event as was this assistance of God, while jah the prophet, and commanded him to go
he himself by his own power, and without and meet the messengers that were sent, and
their labour, had given them the victory. He to ask them, whether the people of Israel had
also gave his army leave to take the prey of not a God of their own, that the king sent to
the enemy's camp, and to spoil their dead a foreign god to inquire about his recovery ?
bodies; and indeed so they did for three days and to bid them return and tell the king that
together, till they were weary, so great was he would not escape this disease. And when
the number of the slain ; and on the fourth Elijah had performed what God had com
day, all the people were gathered together, manded him, fcnd the messengers had heard
unto a certain hollow place or valley, and what he said, they returned to the king im
blessed God for his power and assistance; mediately; and when the king wondered how
from which the place had this name gjven it, they could return so soon, and asked tbem the
the Valley of [Berachah, or} Blessing.
reason of it, they said that a certain man met
4. And when the king had brought his them, and forbade them to go on any farther;
army back to Jerusalem, he betook himself to but to return and tell thee, from the command
celebrate festivals, and offer sacrifices, and of the God of Israel, that this disease will have
this for many days; and indeed, after this de a bad end. And when the king bade them
struction of their enemies, and when it came describe the man that said this to them, they
to the ears of the foreign nations, they were replied, that he was a hairy man, and was girt
all greatly affrighted, as supposing that God about with a girdle of leather. So the king
would openly fight for him hereafter. So understood by this, that the man who was de
Jehoshaphat from that time lived in great scribed by the messengers was Elijah ; where
glory and splendour, on account of his righ upon he sent a captain to him, with fifty
teousness and his piety towards God. He soldiers, and commanded them to bring Elijah
was also in friendship with Ahab's son, who to him; and when the captain that was sent
was king of Israel ; and he joined with him found Elijah sitting upon the top of a hill, he
in the building of ships that were to sail to commanded liim to come down, and to come
Pontua and the traffic cities of Thrace ; * to the king, for so had he enjoined; but that
in case be refused, he would carry him by
* What are here Pontua and Thrace, as the places
whither Jehoshapbat'a fleet sailed, are in our other copies
Opbir and Tarshish, and the place whence it sailed South Sea. though perhaps there mieht be another
la in them Eziongeber, which lay on the Red Sea, Ophir in that S.mh *eu also, and that ll rts might then
whence it was impossible for an; ships to sail to Pontus sail both from I'hccn cia and Irum the hetl Sea, to fetch
of Ophir.
or Tbrace; so that Josephus's copy diHeied Iron) our the+ gold
This God of Flirt seems tn hare been so »wlW, V
other copies, as is farther plain from bis own words,
was the like god among the Greeks, from his s'i)*po*-d
waieh render what we read, that * the ships were broken power
ovrr fli*-s. in driving tlirm away from the LECl ''I
at Eatongeber, from their unwieldy greatness." llul so their sacrifices,
whn'h otherwise would have been >e»3
tat we may conclude, that Josepbus thought one Ophir
to bo somewhere in the Mediterranean, and not in the i troublesome la them.
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fcrce. Elijah said to him, " That you may
have a trial whether I be a true prophet, I will
pray that fire may fall from heaven, and de
stroy both the soldiers and yourself."* So he
prayed, and a whirlwind of fire fell [from
heaven], and destroyed the captain and those
that were with him. And when the king was
informed of the destruction of these men, he
was very angry, and sent another captain with
the like number of armed men that were sent
before. And when this captain also threatened
the prophet, that unless he came down of his
own accord, he would take him and carry him
away ; upon his prayer against him, the fire
[from heaven] slew this captain as well as the
other. And when, upon inquiry, the king was
informed of what had happened to him, he sent
out a third captain. But when this captain,
who was a wise man, and of a mild disposition,
caine to the place where Elijah happened to be,
and spake civilly to him, and said, that he knew
that it was without his own consent, and only in
submission to the king's command that he came
to him ; and that those that came before did not
come willingly, but on the same account,— he
therefore desired him to have pity on those
armed men that were with him; and that he
would come down and follow him to the king.
So Elijah accepted of his discreet words and
courteous behaviour, and came down and
followed him. And when he came to the king,
he prophesied to him, and told him, that God
said,—" Since thou hast despised him as not
being God, and so unable to foretell the truth
about thy distemper, but hast sent to the god
of Ekron to inquire of him what will be the
end of this thy distemper, know this, that thou
•halt die."
2. Accordingly the king in a very little
time died, as Elijah had foretold; but Jeboram his brother succeeded him in the king
dom, for be died without children: but for
this Jehoram, he was like his father Ahab in
wickedness, and reigned twelve years, indulg
ing himself in all sorts of wickedness and im. It is commonly esteemed a very erne! action of Eli
jah* when be called for fire from heaven, and consumed
bo fewer than two captains and a hundred soldiers, and
tliia for Do other crime.than obe,in< the orders of their
king, in attempting to seize him ; and it is owned by our
Saviour, that it was an instance of greater severity than
the spirit of the New Testnment allows. Luke ix.'6l. But
then we must consider, that it is not unlikely that these
captains and soldiers believed that they were sent to fetch
the prophet, that he might be put to death for foretelling
the death of the king, and this while they knew him to he
the prophet of the true God, the Supreme King ol Israel
(for they were still under the theocracy), which was no
less than impiety, rebellion, and treason, in the highest
sVgree: nor would the command of a subaltern or inferior
captain, cootradirting the command»of the general, when
the captain and the soldiers both knew it to be. so, as I
suppose, justify or excuse such gross rebellion and diso
bedience in soldiers at this day. Accordingly, when Saul
commanded his guards to slay Ahimelecli and the priests
at Sob, they knew it to be an unlawful command, and
would oof obey it. I Sam xxii. 17. From which cases,
both officers and soldiers may learn that the commands
tt their leaders or kinns caunut justify ur excuse them
to doing whal is wicked in the sight ol tiud. or in fight
ing in an unjust cauar, when they know it so to bo.
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piety towards God, for, leaving off his worship,
he worshipped foreign gods; but in other re
spects he was an active man. Now at this
time it was that Elijah disappeared from among
men, and no one knows of his death to this
very day; but he left behind him his disciple
Elisha, as we have formerly declared. And
indeed, as to Elijah, and as to Enoch, who
was before the Deluge, it is written in tin
sacred books that they disappeared; but so
that nobody knew that they died.

CHAPTER Hi.
HOW JORAM AND JEHOSHAPHAT HADE A!
EXPEDITION AGAINST THE MOABITES; AS
ALSO CONCERNING THE WONDERS OF ELI
SHA; AND THE DEATH OP JEHOSHAPHAT.
§ 1. When Joram had taken upon him the
kingdom, he determined to make an expedi
tion against the king of Moab, whose name
was Mesha; for, as we told you before, he
was departed from his obedience to his bro
ther [Ahaziah], while he paid to his father
Ahab two hundred thousand sheep, with their
fleeces of wool. When therefore he had ga
thered his own army together, he sent also to
Jehoshaphat, and entreated him, that since he
had from the beginning been a friend to his
father, he would assist him in the war that he
was entering into against the Moabites, who
had departed from their obedience, who not
only himself promised to assist him, but would
also oblige the king of Edom, who was under
his authority, to make the same expedition
also. When Joram had received these as
surances of assistance from Jehoshaphat, he
took his army with him, and came to Jeru
salem; and when he had been sumptuously
entertained by the king of Jerusalem, it was
resolved upon by them to take their march
against their enemies through the wilderness
of Edom : and when they had taken a com
pass of seven days' journey, they were in dis.
tress for want of water for the cattle and for
the army, from the mistake of their roads by
the guides that conducted them, insomuch
that they were all in an agony, especially Jo
ram; and cried to God, by reason of their
sorrow, and [desired to know] what wicked
ness had been committed by them that induced
him to deliver three kings together, with
out fighting, unto the king of Moab. But Je
hoshaphat, who was a righteous man, encou
raged him, and bade him send to the camp
and know whether any prophet of God was
come along with them, that we might by htm
learn from God what we should do. Ana
when one of the servants of Joram paid that
he had seen there Elisha, the son of Shapuat.
the disciple of Elijah, the three kings went tv
him ut the entreaty of Jehoshaphat; ami
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when they were come at the prophet's tent, as their enemies stood round about tbem.
which tent was pitched out of the camp, they some of them were cut to pieces, and others
■iked him, what would become of the army? of tbem were dispersed, and fled to their own
and Jorum was particularly very pressing with country; and when the kings fell into tile
him about it. And when he replied to him, land of Moab, they overthrew the cities that
that he should not trouble him, but go to his were in it, and spoiled their fields, and marred
father's and his mother's prophets, for they [to them, filling tbem with stones out of the
be sure] were true prophet*, — he still desired brooks, and cut down the best of their trees,
im to prophesy, and to save them. So he and stopped up their fountains of water, and
wore by God that he would not answer him, overthrew their walls to their foundations;
unless it were on account of Jehoshaphat, but the king of Moab, when he was pursued,
who was a holy and righteous man : and endured a siege, and seeing his city in dan
when, at his desire, they brought him a man ger of being overthrown by force, made a
that could play on the psaltery, the divine sally, and went out with seven hundred men,
spirit came upon him as the music played, in order to break through the enemy's camp
and he commanded tbem to dig many trenches with his horsemen, on that side where the
in the valley; for, said he, "though there watch seemed to be kept most negligently;
appear neither cloud, nor wind, nor storm of and when, upon trial, he could not get away,—
rain, ye shall see this river full of water, till for he lighted upon a place that was carefully
the army and the cattle be saved for you by watched, —he returned into the city, and did
drinking of it; nor will this be all the favour a thing that showed despair, and the utmost
that you shall receive from God, but you shall distress; for he took his eldest son, who was
Uo overcome your enemies, and take the best to reign after him, and lifting him up upon
and strongest cities of the Moabites, and you the wall, that he might be visible to all the
shall cut down their fruit-trees,* and lay waste enemies, he offered him as a whole burnttheir country, and stop up their fountains and offering to God, whom, when the kings aaw,
they commiserated the distress that was the
rivers."
2. When the prophet had said this, the occasion of it, and were so affected, in way of
next day, before the sun-rising, a great tor humanity and pity, that they raised tbe seige,
rent ran strongly ; for God had caused it, to and every one returned to his own house.
rain very plentifully at the distance of three So Jehoshaphat came to Jerusalem, and con
days' journey into Edom, so that the army tinued in peace there, and outlived this ex
and the cattle found water to drink in abun pedition but a little time, and then died,
dance. But when the Moabites heard that having lived in all sixty years, and of them
the three kings were coming upon them, and reigned twenty-five. He was buried in a
made their approach through the wilderness, magnificent manner in Jerusalem, for he had
the king of Moab gathered his army together imitated the actions of David.
presently, and commanded tbem to pitch their
camp upon the mountains, that when the ene
my should attempt to enter their country,
they might not be concealed from tbem.
But when, at the rising of the sun, they saw
CHAPTER IV.
the water in the torrent, for it was not far
from the land of Moab, and that it was of JEHORAM SUCCEEDS JEHOSHAPHAT; HOW JOthe colour of blood, for at such a time the RAM, HIS NAMESAKE, KINO 01 ISRAEL,
water especially looks red, by the shining of FOUGHT WITH THE SYRIANS; AND WHAT
the sun upon it, they formed a false notion of WONDERS WERE DONE BY THE PROPHET
the state of their enemies, as if they had slain ELISHA.
one another for thirst; and that the river ran
with their blood. However, supposing that § I. Jehoshaphat had a good number of
this was the case, they desired their king children ; but he appointed his eldest son, Jewould send them out to spoil their enemies ; horam, to be his successor, who had tbe same
whereupon tljey all went in haste, as to an name with his mother's brother, that was
advantage already gained, and came to the king of Israel, and the son of Ahab. Now
enemy's camp, as supposing them destroyed when the king of Israel was come out of the
already; but their hope deceived them, for land of Moab to Samaria, be had with him
Elisha the prophet, whose acts I have a mind
• Thit practice of catting down, or plucking np by to go over particularly, for they were illus
the note, the fruit-trees, was forbidden, even in ordi trious, and worthy to be related, as we have
nary wars, by tbe law of Moses, Deut. xl. 19. 20; aod them set down in the sacred books.
only allowed by God in this particular case, when tbe
Moabites were to be punished and cut off in an extra
2. For they say that the widow of Obaordinary manner for their wickedness. KeeJer. xlviii. diah,f
Ahab's steward, came to him, and said,
11, 12, 13, and many the like prophecies against them.
Nothing could therefore justify this practice but a parti + That this woman who cried to hlisha, and who, in
cular commission from liod by his prophet, as 'in tbe
Bible, is stvled " the wile of our of the sons of tbe
present case, which was ever a solhcient warmot for onr
breaking any such ritual or ceremonial law whatsoever. prophet* M x Kings iv. I, was n< oll-er than tbe widow
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that he wag not ignorant how her husband had place, for that therein were some Syrians lying
preserved the prophet-* that were to be slain in ambush to kill him. So the king did &s the
by Jezebel, the wife of Ahab; for she said that prophet exhorted him, and avoided his going
he hid a hundred of them, and had borrowed a-hunting; and when Benhadad missed of
monev for their maintenance, and that, after | tbe success of bis lying in ambush, he was
ber husband'i death, she and her children were wroth with his own servants, as if they had
carried away to be made slaves by the credi betrayed his ambusbment to Joraui; and he
tors; and the desired of bim to have mercy sent for them, and said they were the betrayer
upon her on account of what her husband did, of his secret counsels; and he threatened tha
and afford her some assistance. And when he he would put them to death, since such their
asked her what she had in the house, she said, practice was evident, because he had intrusted
" Nothing but a very small quantity of oil in this secret to none but them, and yet it was
a cruise." So the prophet bid her go away, made known to his enemy: and when one that
and borrow a great many empty vessels of her was present said, that he should not mistake
neighbours, and when she had shut her cham himself, nor suspect that they had discoveretl
ber-door, to pour the oil into them all; for to his enemy his sending men to kill him, but
that God would fill them full. And when the that he ought to know that it was Elisba the
worn in had done what she was commanded to prophet who discovered all to him, and laid
do, and bade her children bring every one of open all his counsels. So he gave order that
the vessels, and all were filled, and not one they should send some to learn in what city
left empty, she came to the prophet, and told Elisba dwelt. Accordingly, those that were
him that they were all full; upon which he sent brought word that he was in Dotban;
advised ber to go away, and sell the oil, and wherefore Benhadad sent to that city a great
pav the creditors what was owing to them, army, with horses and chariots, to take Elisba;
for that there would be some surplus of the so they encompassed the city round about by
price of the oil, which she might make use of night, and kept him therein confined; but
for the maintenance of ber children ;—and thus when the prophet's servant in the morning
did Elisha discharge tbe woman's debts, and perceived this, and that his enemies sought to
free her from the vexation of her creditors. take Elisha, he came running, and crying out
3. Elisha also sent a hasty message to Jo- after a disordered manner to him, and told him
ram,* and exhorted bim to tHke care of that of it; bit* be encouraged him, and bade him
be afraid, and to despise the enemy, and
of Obadiah, the good steward of Ahab, Is confirmed by not
the Chaldee paraphrast, and by the Kahbln* and olhera. trust in the assistance of God, and was himself
Not ia that ualikclv which Josephus heie adits, that those without fear; and he besought God to make
contracted
her husband
the support
•a wwere
hundred
of tae by-xrd's
propjets.lorwhim
he main-of manifest to his servant his power and presence,
led by MP. in a care,** n uV days of A hab and Jere so far as was possible, in order to the inspiring
bel. 1 Kings xviii 4- vrhicb circumstance rendered it him with hope and courage. Accordingly,
highly fit that the prnpoet Eiitna snould provide ber a
remedy, and enable her to redeem herself and her sons God heard the prayer of the prophet, and made
from tbe fear of that slavery which insolvent debtors were the servant see a multitude of chariots and
liable to by the law of Motes, Leviticus axe. U9; Matt horses encompassing Elisha, till he laid aside
xviii. '»; which he did accordingly, with God's help, at bis fear, and his courage revived at the sight
the expenae of a miracle
* Or. Hodson, w**h vary food reason, suspects, that
what he supposed was come to their assist
there ia no snail delect in our pr-aent copies of Jusepbus, of
ance. After this, Elisha did farther entreat
just
of thishesertinn
co thjbefore
I the beginning,
t, • wbtcb
bad givenandnschiefly,
reason asto God that he would dim the eyes of their ene
expect in tbe first section, and to w inch be seems to mies, and cast a mist before them, whereby
refer (en. viiL sect. 6;, concerning the glorious miracles they might not discern him. When this was
h I tisha wrought, w hich indeed in our Bibles are not
r 'x Kinga iv. to ix.) ; but of which we have several done, he went into the midst of his enemies,
lifted in Josephus's present copies. One of tho** bis- and asked them who it was that they came to
_ lies omitted at present, was evidently in bis Bible, I seek; and when they replied, " The prophet
mean that of theruringof Naaman'a leprosy (2 Kings
v.h for be plainly alludes to it (b.iii. chap. xi. sect. 4), Elisha," he promised he would deliver him to
where he observes, that " thrre were lepers in many na them,
if they would follow him to the city
tions who yet have been in honour, and not only free from
reproach and avoidance, but who have been greut rap- where be was. So these men were so darkened
taiasof armies, and been intrusted with high offices in by God in their sight and in their mind, that
the commonwealth, and have bad the privilege of enter they followed him very diligently; and when
ing Into holy places and trmpl' s." But what makes me
most to regret the. want of that history in our present Elisha had brought them to Samaria, he or
copies of Josephua is this, that we have here, aa it is com
Joram tbe king to shut the gates, and to
monly understood, one of the greatest difficulties in all dered
the Bible, that in X Kings v. la, 19. where Naaman. after place his own army round about them: and
he bad been miraculously cured by a prophet of the true prayed to God to clear the eyes of these their
God, and had thereupon promised (ver. 17) that he
and take the mist from before them.
would henceforth otter neither burntoflerings nor sacri enemies,
fices unto other gods, but unto the I 'ml. adds, in *his Accordingly, when they were freed from the
tJitac the Lord pardon thy servant, that when my master
they had been in, they saw them
toeth into the bouse of Kimmon to worship there, and be obscurity
i eth on my bands, and I bow down myself in tbe selves in the midst of their enemies; and as
ii» I the Syrians were strangely amazed and <!isKimmon, the Lord pardon thy srrvant in Ibis
1 Klisha said, fin in peace." this ' "
Jj* | tressed, as was but reasonable, at an action so
* t partaker in
' [ divine and surprising ; and aa king
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asked the prophet if he would give him leave say on, and let him know what she desired,
to shoot at them, Elisha forbade him so to she said, she bad made an agreement with the
do;' and said, that "it is just to kill those other women, who was her neighbour and her
that are taken in battle; but that these men friend, that because the famine and the want
had done the country no harm, but, without was intolerable, they should kill their children,
knowing it, were come thither by the Divine each of tbem having a son of their own, " and
Power."—So that his counsel was to treat we will live upon them ourselves for two days,
them m an hospitable manner at his table, and —the one day upon one son, and the other
'hen send them away without hurting them." day upon the other; and," said she, " I have
Wherefore Joram obeyed the prophet; and killed my son the first day, and we lived upon
when he had feasted the Syrians in a splendid my son yesterday ; but this other woman will
and magnificent manner, he let them go to not do the same thing, but hath broken her
agreement, and bath hid her son." This story
Benhadad, their king.
4. Now when these men were come back, mightily grieved Joram when be heard it; so
and hud showed Benhadad bow strange an he rent his garment, and cried out with a loud
accident had befallen them, and what an ap voice, and conceived great wrath against Eli
pearance and power they had experienced of sha the prophet, and set himself eagerly to
the God of Israel, he wondered at it, as also have bim slain, because be did not pray to
at that prophet with whom God was so evi God to provide tbem some exit and way of.
dently present: so he determined to make no escape out of the miseries with which they
more secret attempts upon the king of Israel, were surrounded ; and sent one away imme
out of fear of Elisha, but resolved to make diately to cut off his bead, who made haste
open war with them, as supposing he could to kill the prophet ; but Elisha was not unac
he too bard for his enemies by the multitude quainted with the wrath of the king against
of his army and power. So he made an ex bim; for as he sat in his house by himself,
pedition with a great army against Joram, with none but his disciples about him, he told
who, not thinking himself a match for him, them that Joram,^ who was the son of a mur
shut himself up in Samaria, and depended on derer, had sent one to take away his bead ;
the strength of its walls; but Benhadad sup " but," said he, " when he that is commanded
posed he should take the city, if not by his to do this comes, take care that you do not
engines of war, yet that he should overcome let him come in, but press the door against
the Samaritans by famine, and the want of him, and hold him fast there, for the king
necessaries, and brought his army upon them, himself will follow bim, and come to me,
and besieged the city; and the plenty of ne having altered his mind." Accordingly, they
cessaries was brought so low with Joram, that did as they were bidden, when he that was
from the extremity of want, an ass's head was sent by the king to kill Elisha came ; but Jo
sold in Samaria for fourscore pieces of silver; ram repented of bis wrath against the pro
and the Hebrews bought a sextary of dove's phet ; and for fear be that was commanded to
dung, instead of salt, for five pieces of silver. kill him should have done it before he came,
Now Joram was in fear lest somebody should he made baste to binder his slaughter, and to
betray the city to the enemy, by reason of the save the prophet: and when he came to bim,
famine, and went every day round the walls he accused him that he did not pray to God
and the guards, to see whether any such were for their deliverance from the miseries they
concealed among them; and by being thus now lay under, but saw them so sadly destroy
seen, and taking such care, he deprived them ed by them. Hereupon Elisha promised,
of the opportunity of contriving any such that the very next day, at the very same Dour
thing; and if they had a mind to do it, be by in which the king came to bim, tbey should
this means prevented them; but upon a cer have great plenty of food, and that two seahs
tain woman's crying.out, " Have pity on me, of barley should be sold in the market for a
my Lord," while he thought that she was shekel, and a seah of fine flour should be sold
about to ask for somewhat to eat, he impre for a shekel. This prediction made Joram,
cated God's curse upon her, and said, he had and those that were present, very joyful, for
neither thrashing-floor nor wine-press, whence they did not scruple believing what the pro
he might give her any thing at her petition. phet said, on account of the experience they
Upon which she said, she did not desire his bad of the truth of his former predictions ;
aid in any such thing, nor trouble him about and the expectation of plenty made the want
food, but desired that he would do her justice they were in that day, with the uneasiness
as to another woman ; and when he bade her
+ Tins son of a murderer was Jorom, the son of Ahob;
• Upon occasion of thii stratagem of Elisha, la Jo- whom
Ahub slew, or permitted his wife Jesehel to slay,
seplius. we take notice, that although Josephus was one the
prophets, and IVaboth (I Kings xviti.4; xxi.
ot the greatest lovers of truth in the world, yet, in a just 11*) ;Lord's
and
he is here called by this name, I stippore. he.
war, he seems to hare had no manner of scruple upon cause be had
now also himself sent an officer to murder
bim, by all such stratagems possible, to deceive public bim; yet is Joeephus's
account of Jorum's ooming him
enemies. on
Seethethisgreat
Joaephus's
Jeremiah'sa self at last, as repenting
of his intended cruelty, murh
imposition
men of theaccount
Jews inofsomewhat
more
probable
than
that
in our copies i Kings vL 39L
tike case, Antiq.. b. x. cb. rii. sect. 0; a 8ani. x»i. Ki, &c. which ratbrr implies tbe contrary.
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that accompanied it, appear a light thing to for several times, without the least interrup
them; but the captain of the third band, who tion from any body; so they gathered thereby
was a friend of the king, and on whose hand that the enemies were departed; whereupon
the king leaned, said, " Thou talkest of in they reproached themselves that they did not
credible things, O prophetl for as it is im inform Joram and the citizens of it. So they
possible for God to pour down torrents of came to the walls of Samaria, and called
barley, o* tine flour, out of heaven, so is it im aloud to the watchmen, and told them in what
possible that what thou sayest should come to state the enAiies were, as did these tell the
pass." To which the prophet made this re king's guards, by whose means Joram came
ply: " Thou shalt see these things come to to know of it ; who then sent for his friends,
;
but thou shalt hot be in the least a par and the captains of his host, and said to them,
that he suspected that this departure of the
taker of them."
5. Now what Elisha had thus foretold king of Syria was by way of ambush and
rame to pass in the manner following: — treachery ; " and that out of despair of ruin
There was a law at Samaria,* that those that ing you by famine, when you imagine them
had the leprosy, and whose bodies were not to be fled away, you may come out of the
cleansed from it, should abide without the city to spoil their camp, and he may then fall
city. And there were four men that oti this upon you on a sudden, and may both kill
account abode before the gates, while nobody you, and take the city without fighting; —
gave them any food, by reason of the extremity whence it is that I exhort you to guard the
of the famine; and as they were prohibited city carefully, and by no means to go out of
from entering into the city by the law, and it, or proudly to despise your enemies, as
they considered that if they were permitted though they were really gone away." And
to enter, they would miserably perish by the when a certain person said, that he did very
famine; as also, that if they staid where they well and wisely to admit such a suspicion, but
were, they should sutler in the same manner, that he still advised him to send a couple of
—they resolved to deliver themselves up to horsemen to search all the country as far ns
the enemy, that in case they should spare Jordan, that " if they were seized by an am
them, they should live; but if they should be bush of the enemy, they might be a security
killed, that would be an easy death. So when to your army, that they may not go out as if
they had confirmed this their resolution, they they suspected nothing, nor undergo the like
came by night to the enemy's camp. Now misfortune; and," said he, "those horsemen
God had begun to affright and disturb the may be numbered among those th»t have died
Syrians, and to bring the noise of chariots by the famine, supposing they b*. caught and
and armour to their ears, as though an army destroyed by the enemy." So tne king was
were coming upon them, and had made them pleased with this opinion, and sent such as
suspect that it was coming nearer and nearer might search out the truth, who performed
to them. In short, they were in such a dread their journey over a road that was without
of this array, that they left their tents, and any enemies; but found it full of provisions,
ran together to Benhadad, and said, that Jo- and of weapons, that they had therefore
ram, the king of Israel, had hired for auxilia thrown away, and left behind them, in order
ries both the king of Egypt and the king of to their being light and expeditious in their
the Islands, and led them against them; for flight. When the king heard this, he sent
they heard the noise of them as they were out the multitude to take the spoils of the
coming; and Benhadad believed what they camp; which gains of theirs were not of
•aid (for there came the same noise to his ears things of small value ; but they took a great
as well as it did to theirs) ; so they fell into a quantity of gold, and a great quantity of sil
mighty disorder and tumult, and left their ver, and flocks of all kinds of cattle. They
.horses and beasts in their camp, with immense also possessed themselves of [so many] ten
riches also, and betook themselves to flight. thousand measures of wheat and barley, as
And those lepers who had departed from Sa they never in the least dreamed of; and were
maria, and were gone to the camp of the Sy not only freed from their former miseries, bu<>
rians, of whom we made mention a little be had such plenty that two seahs of barley
fore, when they were in the camp, saw nothing were bought for a shekel, and a seah of tine
but great quietness and silence; accordingly flour for a shekel, according to the prophecy
they entered into it, and went hastily into one of Elisha. Now a seah is equal to an, Italian
of their tents; and when they saw nobody modius and a half. The captain of the third
there, they eat and drank, and carried gar band was the only man that received no be
ment*, and a great quantity of gold, and hid nefit by this plenty ; for as he was appointed
it out of the camp; after which they went by the king to oversee the gate, that he might
into another tent, and carried off what was in prevent the too great crowd of the multitude,
it, as they did at the former, and this did they and they might not endanger one another to
perish, by treading on one another in the press,
• This taw of the Jews for the exclusion of lepers out
suffered himself in that very way, and died
of the camp in the wilderness, nm] out of cities mjudt-a, he
in that very manner, as Elisha had foretold
m a known one, Lav. xiii. 46; Numb. v. 1—4.
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this his death, when he alone of them all dis this day as gods, by reason of their benefac
believed what he said concerning that plenty tions, and their building tbem temples by
of provisions which they should soon have. which they adorned the city of the Damat6. Hereupon, when Benhadad, tbe king of cens. They also every day do with great
Syria, had escaped to Damascus, and under pomp, pay their worship to these kings,f and
stood that it was God himself that cast all his value themselves upon their antiquity; nor
army into this fear and disorder, and that it do they know that these kings are much later
did not arise from the invasion of enemies, he than they imagine, and that they ore not yet
was mightily cast down at his "having God so eleven hundred years old. Now when Jogreatly for his enemy, and fell into a distem ram, tbe king of Israel, heard that Benhadad
per. Now it happened that Elisha the pro was dead, be recovered out of the terror and
phet, at that time, was gone out of his own dread he bad been in on bis account, and was
country to Damascus, of which Benhadad very glad to live in peace.
was informed; he sent Hazael, the most
faithful of all his servants, to meet him, and
to carry him presents; and bade him inquire
CHAPTER V.
of him about his distemper, and whether he
should escape tbe danger that it threatened.
So Hazael came to Elisha with forty camels, CONCERNING THE WICKEDNE8S OF JEHORAM,
that carried the best and most precious fruits KINO or JERUSALEM; HIS DEFEAT, AND
that the country of Damascus afforded, as DEATH.
well as those which the king's palace sup
plied. He saluted him kindly, and said, § 1. Now Jeboram, the king of Jerusalem,
that be was sent to bim by king Benhadad, for we have said before that he bad the same
and brought presents with him, in order to name with tbe king of Israel, as soon as be
inquire concerning his distemper, whether be had taken the government upon him, betook
should recover from it or not. Whereupon himself to the slaughter of his brethren and
the prophet bade him tell the king no melan bis father's friends, who were governors under
choly news; but still he said be would die. him, and thence made a beginning, and a
So the king's servant was troubled to bear it; demonstration of bis wickedness; nor was he
and Elisha wept also, and his tears ran down at all better than those kings of Israel who at
plenteously at his foresight of what miseries first transgressed against tbe laws of their
bis people would undergo after the death of country, and of the Hebrews, and against
Benhadad; and when Hazael asked bim what God's worship : and it was Athalia, tbe
was the occasion of this confusion be was daughter of Ahab, whom he had married,
in, be said, that he wept out of commisera who taught him to be a bad man in other
tion for the multitude of the Israelites, and respects, and also to worship foreign gods.
what terrible miseries they, will suffer by Now God would not quite root out this fa
tbee; " for thou wilt slay the strongest of mily, because of the promise he bad made to
them, and wilt burn their strongest cities, and David. However, Jeboram did not leave < it'
wilt destroy their children, and dash them the introduction of new sorts nf customs to
against the stones, and wilt rip up their wo the propagation of impiety, and to tbe ruin
men with child." And when Hazael said, of tbe customs of his own country. And
" How can it be that I should have power when the Edomites about that time had re
enough to do such things?" the prophet re volted from him, and slain their former king,
plied, that God had informed him that he who was in subjection to his father, and had
should be king of Syria. So when Hazael set up one of their own choosing, Jeboram
was come to Benhadad, be told him good fell upon tbe land of Edom, with the horse
news concerning his distemper;* but on the men that were about him, and the chariots,
next day he spread a wet cloth, in the nature by night, and destroyed those tbat lay near
of a net, over him, and strangled him, and to his own kingdom ; but did not proceed
took his dominion. He was an active man, further. However, this expedition did him
and had the good-will of the Syrians, and of + What M. T.e Clerc pretends In re, that It is more
the people of Damascus, to a great degree; probable that Hasael and his son were worshipped by
by whom both Benhadad himself, and Ha the Syrians and people ol Damascus till the days of Jo.
than Benhadad and Hasael, because under Ben
zael, who ruled after bim, are honoured to sephus,
hadad they had greatly suffered, and because it is almost
* Since Elijah did not live to anoint Hazael kinc or incredible,
that both a king and that king's murderer
Syria hirnsell, as he was empowered to do (I Kings sjix.
be worshipped by the same Syrians, Is of little
13), it was most probably now done, in his name, by should
forre against those records, out of which Josephos drew
bis servant aod successor Elishn i nor does it seem to
history, especially when it is likely that they thought
me otherwise, but that Beahadad immediately recovered this
Benhadad died of the distemper he laboured under, and
vf hisdisease, as the prophet foretold; and that Hazael, not
hy Hazael's treachery. Besides, the reason tbat
vpon his bring annintrd to succeed him. though he
Rives for this adoration, that these two kings
ought to have staid till he died hy the course of nature, Josephus
had
been great benefactors to the inhabitants of tJaraasor some other way of divine punishment, as did David cus, and
had built them temples, is too remote from the
'or many years in the like case, was too impatient, and political suspicions
of Le Ciere; nor onght such weak
tbe very next day smothered or strangled bim, in order suspicions to be deemed
of any force' against aatbenlia
to come directly to the succession.
testimonies of antiquity.
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no service, for they all revolted from him,
with those that dwelt in the country of Libnab. He was indeed so mad as to compel
CHAPTER VI.
the people to go up to the high places of the
HOW
JEHO
WAS
ANOINTED KING, AND SLEW
mountains, ihd worship foreign gods.
I As he was doing this, and had entirely BOTH JORAM AND AHAZIAH; A9 ALSO
east his own country laws out of his mind, WHAT HE DID FOR THE PUNISHMENT OP
there was brought him an epistle from Eli
THE WICKED.
jah the prophet,* which declared, that God
would execute great judgments upon him, § 1. Now ^oram, the king of Israel, after the
because he had not imitated his own fathers, death of Benhadad, hoped that he might now
but had followed the wicked courses of the take Ramoth, a city of Gilead, from the Sy
kings of Israel ; and had compelled the tribe rians. Accordingly, he made an expedition
of Judah and the citizens of Jerusalem to against it, with a great army; but as he was be
leave the holy worship of their own God, and sieging it, an arrow was shot at him by one of
to worship idols, as Ahab had compelled the the Syrians, but the wound was not mortal ; so
Israelites to do, and because he had slain his he returned to have his wound healed in Jezbrethren, and the men that were good and reel, but left his whole army in Ramoth,—
righteous. And the prophet gave him notice and Jehu, the son of Nimshi, for their general;
in this epistle what punishment he should for he bad already taken the city by force;
undergo for these crimes, namely, the destruc and he proposed, after he was healed, to make
tion of his people, with the corruption of the war with the Syrians; but Elisha the prophet
king's own wives and children; and that he sent one of his disciples to Ramoth, and gave
should himself die of a distemper in his bow him holy oil to anoint Jehu, and to tell Mm
els, with long torments, those his bowels fall that God had chosen him to be their king.
ing out by the violence of the inward rotten He also sent him to say other things to him,
ness of the parts, insomuch that, though he and bade him to take his journey as if he fled,
see his own misery, he shall not be able at that when he came away he might escape the
all to help himself, but shall die in that man knowledge of all men. So when he was
ner. This it was which Elijah denounced to come to the city, be found Jehu sitting in the
him in that epistle.
midst of the captains of the army, as Elisha
3. It was not long after this that an army had foretold he should find him. So he came
of those Arabians that lived near to Ethiopia, up to him, and said that he desired to speak
and of the Philistines, fell upon the kingdom with him about certain matters; and when
of Jehoram, and spoiled the country and the he was arisen, and had followed him into an
king's house; moreover, they slew bis sons inward chamber, the young man took the oil,
and his wives; one only of his sons was left and poured it on his head, and said that God
him, who escaped the enemy; his name was ordained him to be king, in order to his de
Ahaziah; after which calamity, he himself stroying the house of Ahab, and that he might
fell into that disease which was foretold by revenge the blood of the prophets that were
the prophet, and lasted a great while (for God unjustly slain by Jezebel, that so their house
inflicted this punishment upon him in his might utterly perish, as those of Jeroboam
belly, out of his wrath against him), and so he the son of Nebat and of Baasha had perished
died miserably, and saw his own bowels fell for their wickedness, and no seed might re
out. The people also abused his dead body ; main of Ahab's family. So when he had
I suppose it was because they thought that said this, he went away hastily out of the
fuch his death came upon him by the wrath chamber, and endeavoured not to be seen by
of God, and that therefore he was not worthy any of the army.
to partake of such a funeral as became kings. 2. But Jehu came out, and went to the
Accordingly, they neither buried him in the place where he before sat with the captains;
sepulchres of his fathers, nor vouchsafed him and when they asked him, and desifed him
any honours, but buried him like a private man, to tell them wherefore it was that this young
and this when he had lived forty years, and man came to him, and added withal thnt
reigned eight; and the people of Jerusalem he was mad, he replied, — " You guess right;
delivered the government to his son Ahaziah. for the words he spake were the words of
a madman:"— and when they were eager
• This epittle, in Home copies of Joscphas, is said to about the matter, and desired he would tell
e«ie to Jorain from Elijah, with thin addition, "for he them,
he answered, that God had said he had
*» yet upon earth i* which could not be true of Elijah.
*hn, as all agree, was gone from the earth above four chosen him to be king over the multitude.
fears beTtre. and could only be true of Elisha; nor per. When he ha d said this, every one of them put
asps ia there any more mystery here, than that the name
of Elijah haa tery anciently crept into the lext instead of off his garment,! and strewed it under him,
fc'Kha. by the copier*, there being nothing in any copy and blew with trumpets, and gave notice that
at laat epistle peculiar to Elijah.
+ Spanneim here notes, that this putting off men's
garments, and strewing them under a king, was an
eastern custom, which he had elsewhere explained.
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Jehu was king. So when he had gotten the But Jehu drew his bow, and smote him, the
army together, he was preparing to set out arrow going through his heart: so Joram fell
immediately against Joram, at the city of down immediately on his knee, and gave up
Jezreel, in which city, as we said before, he the ghost. Jehu also gave orders to Bidkar,
was healing of the wound which he had re the captain of the third part of his army, to
ceived in the siege of Ramoth. It happened cast the dead body of Joram into the field of
also that Abaziah, king ofJerusalem, was now Naboth, putting him in mind of the prophecy
come to Joram, for he was his sister's son, as which Elijah prophesied to Ahab bis father,
we have said already, to see how he did after when he had slain Nabotb, that both he and
his wound, and this upon account of their kin his family should perish in that place; for
dred: but as Jehu was desirous to fall upon that as they sat behind Ahab's chariot, they
Joram and those with him on the sudden, he heard the prophet say so, and that it was now
desired that none of the soldiers might run come to pass according to his prophecy. Upon
away, and tell to Joram what had happened ; for the fall of Joram, Ahaziah was afraid of his
that this would be an evident demonstration own life, and turned his chariot into another
of their kindness to him, and would show that road, supposing he should not be seen by
their real inclinations were to make him king. Jehu; but be followed after him, and over
3. So they were pleased with what he took him at a certain acclivity, and drew his
did, and guarded the roads, lest somebody bow, and wounded him ; so he left his chariot,
should privately tell the thing to those that and got upon his horse, and fled from Jehu
were at Jezreel. Now Jehu took bis choice to Megiddo; and though he was under care,
horsemen, and sat upon his chariot, and in ^ little time he died of that wound, and
went on for Jezreel; and when he was come was carried to Jerusalem, and buried there,
near, the watchman whom Joram had set after he had reigned one year, and had prored
there to spy out such as came to the city, a wicked man, and worse than bis father.
saw Jehu marching on, and told Joram that 4. Now when Jehu was come to Jezreel,
he saw a troop of horsemen marching on. Jezebel adorned herself and stood upon a
Upon which he immediately gave orders, that tower, and said, he was a fine servant that
one of his horsemen should be sent out to had killed bis master 1 And when he looked
meet them, and to know who it was that was up to her, he asked who she was, and com
coming. So when the horseman came up to manded her to come down to him. At last
Jehu, he asked him in what condition the army he ordered the eunuchs to throw ber down
was, for that the king wanted to know it; but from the tower; and being thrown down,
Jehu bade him not at all to meddle with such she besprinkled the wall with her blood, and
matters, but to follow him. When the watch was trodden upon by the horses, and so died.
man saw this, he told Joram that the horse When this was done, Jehu came to the pa
man had mingled himself among the com lace with his friends, and took some refresh
pany, and came along with them. And when ment after his journey, both with other things,
the king had sent a second messenger, Jebu and by eating a meal He also bade bis ser
commanded him to do as the former did ; and vants to take up Jezebel and bury her, l>eas soon as the watchman told this also to Jo c-ause of the nobility of her blood, for she was
ram, he at last got upon his chariot himself, descended from kings; but those that were
together with Ahaziah, the king of Jerusa appointed to bury her found nothing else re
lem; for, as we said before, he was there to maining but the extreme parts of her body,
see how Joram did, after be had been wound for all the rest were eaten by dogs. When
ed, as being his relation. So he went out to Jehu heard this, he admired the prophecy of
meet Jehu, who marched slowly,* and in good Elijah, for he foretold that she should perish
order; and when Joram met him in the field in this manner at Jezreel.
of Nabotb, he asked him if all things were 5. Now Ahab had seventy sons brought up
well in the camp; but Jebu reproached him in Samaria. So Jehu sent two epistles, the
bitterly, and ventured to call his mother a one to them that brought up the children, tho
witch and a harlot. Upon this the king fear other to the rulers of Samaria, which said, that
ing what be intended, and suspecting he had they should set up the most valiant of Ahab's
no good meaning, turned his chariot about as sons for king, for that they had abundance of
soon as he could, and said to Abaziah, " We chariots, and horses, and armour, and a great
are fought against by deceit and treachery." army, and fenced cities, and that by so doing
* Our copies say that this "driving of the charirts they might avenge the murder of Ahab. This
was like the driving of Jehu, the ton of Nimshi; for he wrote to try the intentions of those of Sa
he driveth furiously," S Kings ix. SO; whereas Jose- maria. Now when the rulers, and those that
phus's copy, as he understood it, was this, that, on the
contrary, Jehu marched slowly and in good order. Nor had brought up the children, had read the
can it be denied, that since there was an interval enough letter, they were afraid; and considering that
for king toJoram
sendatoutlength
two tohorsemen,
one after
another,
Jebn,toand
go out with
king they were not at all able to oppose him, who
Ahaziah to meet him, and all this after he was come had already subdued two very great kings,
within sight of the watchman, and before he was come they returned him this answer: — That they
to Jeareel, the probability is greaUy on the side of Joaephus's copy or interpretation.
owned him for their lord, and would do what
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soever he bade them. So he wrote back to and that if any of his priests were wanting,
tbem such a reply as enjoined them to obey they should be punished with death. Now
uhat he gave order for, and to cut off the Ahab's god was called Baal; and when be
heid* of Ahab's sons, and send them to him. bad appointed a day on which he would offer
Arrordingly the rulers sent for those that these sacrifices, he sent messengers through
brought up the sons of Ahab, and command all the country of the Israelites, that tbey
ed tbem to slay tbcm, to cut off their beads, might bring the priests of Baal to him. So
and tend them to Jehu. So they did what Jehu commanded to give all tbe priests vest
soever they were commanded, without omit ments; and when they had received them, he
ting any thing at all, and put them up in went into the house [of Baal], with his friend
wicker baskets, and sent them to Jezreel. Jehonadab, and gave orders to make search
And when Jehu, as he was at supper with his whether there were not any foreigner or stran
friends, was informed that the heads of Ahab's ger among tbem, for he would Jjave no one of
sons were brought, he ordered them to make a different religion to mix among their sacred
two heaps of them, one before each of tbe offices. And when they said that there waB
gates; and in the morning he went out to take no stranger there, and they were beginning
a view of them, and when he saw them, he their sacrifices, he set four-score men without,
jegsn to say to the people that were present, they being such of bis soldiers as he knew
that he did himself make an expedition against to be most faithful to him, and bade them
his master [Joram], and slew him; but that slay the prophets, and now vindicate the
it was not he that slew all these : and he dc- laws of their country, which had been a long
* aired them to take notice, that as to Ahab's time in disesteera. He also threatened, that
family, all things had come to pass according if any one of them escaped, their own lives
to God's prophecy, and his house was perished, should go for them. So they slew them all
according as Elijah bad foretold. And when with the sword; and burnt the house of Baal,
he had farther destroyed all the kindred of and by that means purged Samaria of foreign
Ahab that were found in Jezreel, be went to customs [idolatrous worship]. Now this Bual
Samaria; and as be was upon the road, he was the god of the Tyrians ; and Ahab, in
met tbe relations of Ahaziab, king of Jeru order to gratify his father-in-law, Ethbaal,
salem, and asked tbem whither they were who was the king of Tyre and Sidon, built a
going? they replied, that they came to salute temple for him in Samaria, and appointed
Joram, and their own king Ahaziah, for they him prophets, and worshipped him with all
knew not that be bad slain them both. So sorts of worship, although, when this god was
Jehu gave ordera that they should catch these demolished, Jehu permitted tbe Israelites to
and kill them, being in number forty-two worship the golden heifers. However, be
persons.
cause be had done thus, and taken care to
6. After these, there met bim a good and punish the wicked, God foretold by his pro
a righteous man, whose name was Jehonadab, phet, that his sons should reign over Israel
and who had been bis friend of old. He sa for four generations; and in this condition
luted Jehu, and began to commend him, be was Jehu at this I
cause he bad done every thing according to
tbe will of Ood, in extirpating the house of
Abab. So Jehu desired bim to come up into
bit chariot, and make his entry with him into
Simaria, and told him tbat be would not
CHAPTER VII.
spare one wicked man, but would punish the
false prophets and false priests, and those that HOW ATHALIAH REIGNED OVER JERUSALEM
deceived the multitude, and persuaded them FOR FIVE [six] YEARS, WHEN JEHOIADA
to leave the worship of God Almighty, and THE HIGH-PRIEST SLEW HER, AND MADE
<o worship foreign gods; and that it was a JEHOASH, THE SON OF AHAZIAH, KINO.
most excellent and a most pleasing sight to a
good and a righteous man to see the wicked § 1. Now when Athaliab, the daughter of
punished. So Jehonadab was persuaded by Ahab, heard of the death of her brother Jo
these arguments, and came up into Jehu's ram, and of her son Ahaziah, and of the royal
chariot, and came to Samaria. And Jehu family, she endeavoured tbat none of tbe house
•ought out for all Ahab's kindred, and slew of David might be left alive, but tbat the
tbem. And being desirous that none of the whole family might be exterminated, that no
f«fee prophets, nor the priests of Ahab's god, king might arise out of it afterward; Bnd, as
night escape punishment, be caught them de she thought:, she had actually done it; but
ceitfully by this wile : for be gathered all the one of Ahaziah 's sons was preserved, who
people together, and said, that he would wor- escaped death after the manner fol.owing: —•
•hip twice as many gods as Ahali worshipped, Ahaziah had a sister by the same father,
and desired that bis priests, and prophets, and whose name was Jehosheba, and she was mar
ht be present, because be would ried to the high-priest .lehniuila. She went
)'s god; into the king's palace, and found Jehoash, for
R
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that was the little child's name, who was not
above a year old, among those that were slain,
but concealed with bis nurse ; so she took him
with her into a secret bed-chamber, and shut
him up there; and she and her husband Jehoiada brought him up privately in the temple
six years, during which time Athaliah reigned
over Jerusalem and the two tribes.
2. Now, on the seventh year, Jehoiada
communicated the matter to certain of the
captains of hundreds, five in number, and
persuaded them to be assisting to what at
tempts he was making against Athaliah, and
to join with him in asserting the kingdom to
the child. Ha also received such oaths from
them as are proper to secure those that assist
one another from the fear of discovery; and
he was then of good hope that they should
depose Athaliah. Now those men whom Je
hoiada the priest had taken to be his partners,
went into all the country, and gathered toge
ther the priests and the Levites, and the heads
of the tribes out of it, and came and brought
them to Jerusalem, to the high-priest. So
be demanded the security of an oath of them,
to keep private whatsoever he should discover
to them, which required both tbeir silence and
their assistance. So when they had taken the
oath, and had thereby made it safe for him to
speak, he produced the child that he had
brought up, of the family of David, and said
to them, " This is your king, of that house
which you know God hath foretold should
reign over you for all time to come : I exhort
you, therefore, that one third part of you guard
him in the temple, and that a fourth part
keep watch at all the gates of the temple, and
that the next part of you keep guard at the
gate which opens and leads to the king's pa
lace, and let the rest of the multitude be un
armed in the ternple, and let no armed person
go into the temple, but the priest only." He
also gave them this order besides, " Tbat a
part of tbe priests and the Levites should be
about the king himself, and be a guard to him,
with their drawn swords, and to kill tbat man
immediately, whoever he be, that should be
so bold as to enter armed into the temple;
and bade them be afraid of nobody, but per
severe in guarding the king." So these men
obeyed what the high-priest advised them to,
and declared the reality of their resolution by
their actions. Jehoiada also opened that ar
moury which David had made in the temple,
and distributed to the captains of hundreds,
as also to the priests and Levites, all the
spears and quivers, and what kind of weapons
soever it contained, and set them armed in a
circle round about tbe temple so as to touch
one another's hands, and by that means ex
cluding those from entering tbat ought not to
enter. So they brought tbe child into the
midst of tbem and put on him tbe royal
crown, and Jehoiada anointed him with the
ml, and made him king; and the multitude
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rejoiced, and made a noise, and cried, " God
save the king! "
3. When Athaliah unexpectedly heard t hn
tumult and the acclamations, she was greasy
disturbed in her mind, and suddenly Usuei
out of the royal palace with her own arm,- :
and when she was come to the temple, the
priests received her, but as for those that stood
round about tbe temple, as they were ordered
by the high-priest to do, tbey hindered tbe
armed men tbat followed her from going in.
Hut when Athaliah saw the child standing
upon a pillar, with the royal crown upon bis
head, she rent her clothes, and cried out vehe
mently, and commanded [her guards] to kill
him that had laid snares for ber, and en
deavoured to deprive ber of tbe government:
but Jehoiada called for tbe captains of hun
dreds, and commanded them to bring Athaliah
to the valley of Cedron, and slay ber there,
for he would not have the temple defiled with
(the punishments of this pernicious woman;
and be gave order, that if any one came near
to help ber, he should be slain also; wherefore
those tbat had the charge of her slaughter took
hold of her, and led ber to the gate of the
king's mules, and slew ber there.
4. Now as soon as what concerned Athaliah
was, by this stratagem, after this manner, dis
patched, Jehoiada called together the people1
and the armed men into the temple, and made
them take an oath that they would be obedient
to the king, and take care of his safety, and
of tbe safety of his government; after which
be obliged the king to give security [upon
oath] that he would worship God, and not
transgress the laws of Moses. They then ran
to the house of Baal, which Athaliah and her
husband Jehoram had built to tbe dishonour ot
the God of their fathers, and to the honour
of Ahab, and demolished it, and slew Mattan,
that had bis priesthood. But Jehoiada in
trusted the care and custody of the temple to
the priests and Levites, according to the ap
pointment of king David, and enjoined them
to bring their regular burnt-offerings twice
a day, and to offer incense according to the law.
He ulso ordained some of tbe Levites, with
the porters, to be a guard to tbe temple, that
no one that was defiled might come there.
5. And when Jehoiada had set these things
in order, he, with the captains of hundreds,
and the rulers, and all t'.ie people, took
Jehoash out of the temple into the king's
palace, and when he bad set him upon the
king's throne, the people shouted for jty, »nd
betook themselves to feasting, and kept a fes
tival for many days; but the city was quiet
upon the death of Athaliah. Now Jehoash.
was seven years old when he took the kingdom ;
his mother's name was Zibiah, of the city
Beershr'.'a. And all the time that Jehoiada,
lived, Jehoash was careful that tbe laws should
be kept, and very tealous in the worship of
God; and when he was of age, he married
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the prest that were over the treasuries had
emptied the chest, and counted the money hi
the king's presence, they then set it in its for
mer place, and thus did they every day. But
when the multitude appeared to have cast in
as much as was wanted, the high-priest Je
hoiada, and king Joash, sent to hire masons
and carpenters, and to buy large pieces of
timber, and of the most curious sort; and
when they had repaired the temple, they made
CHAPTER VIII.
use of the remaining gold and silver, which
R.VZAEL HAKES AN EXPEDITION AGAINST THE was not a little, for bowls, and basons, and
PEOPLE or ISRAEL AND THE INHABITANTS cups, and other vessels, and they went on to
Or JERUSALEM. JEHU DIES, AND JEHOA- make the altar every day fat with sacrifices of
HAZ SUCCEEDS IN THE GOVERNMENT. JE- great value. And these things were taken
HOASH, THE UNO Or JERUSALEM, AT FIRST suitable care of as long as Jehoiada lived.
UNCAREFUL ABOUT THE WORSHIP Or GOD, 3. But as soon as he was dead (which was
BUT AFTERWARDS BECOMES IMPIOUS, AND when he had lived one hundred and thirty
COMMANDl ZECHARIAH TO BE STONED. years, having been a righteous, and in every
WHEN JEHOASH [KING OF JUDAIl] WAS respect a very good man, and was buried in
DEAD, AMAZIAH SUCCEEDS HIM IN THE the kings' sepulchres at Jerusalem, because
he had recovered the kingdom to the family
KINGDOM.
of David), king Jehoash betrayed his [want
§ I. Now Hazacl, king of Syria, fought of] care about God. The principal men of
against the Israelites and their king Jehu, the people were corrupted also together with
and spoiled the eastern parts of the country him, and offended against their duty, and
beyond Jordan, which belonged to the Reu- what their constitution determined to be most
benites and Gadites, and to [the half tribe of] for their good. Hereupon God was displeased
Manassites; as also Gilead and Bashan, burn with the change that was made #n the
ing and spoiling, and offering violence to all king, and on the rest of the people, and sent
that be laid his hands on, and this without prophets to testify to them what their actions
impeachment from Jehu, who made no haste were, and to bring them to leave off their
to defend the country when it was under this wickedness: but they had gotten such a strong
distress: nay, he was become a contemner of affection, and so violent an inclination to it,
religion, and a despiser of holiness, and of that neither could the examples of those that
the laws, and died when he hail reigned over had offered affronts to the laws, and had been
the Israelites twenty-seven years. He was so severely punished, they and their entire
buried in Samaria, and left Jeboahaz bis son families; nor could the fear of what the pro
phets now foretold bring them to repentance,
his successor in the government,
2. Now Jehoash, King of Jerusalem, had and turn them back from their course of
an inclination to repair the temple of God; transgression to their former duty. But the
so be called Jehoiada, and bade him send the king commanded that Zechariah, the son of
Levites and priests through all the country, to the high-priest Jehoiada, should be stoned to
require half a shekel of silver for every head, death in the temple, and forgot the kindnesses
towards the rebuilding and repairing of the he had received from his father; for when
tfinple, which was brought to decay by Jeho- God had appointed him to prophesy, he stood
ram, and Atbaliah and her sons. But the in the midst of the multitude, and gave this
high-priest did not do this, as concluding that counsel to them ;ind to the king: That they
no one would willingly pay that money; but should act righteously; and foretold to them,
in the twenty-third year of Jehoash's reign, that if they would not hearken to his admo
wlien the king sent for him and the Levites, nitions, they should suffer a heavy punish
and complained that they had not obeyed ment: but as Zechariah was ready to die, he
what he enjoined them, and still commanded appealed to God as a witness of what be suf
them to take care of the rebuilding the tem fered for the gootl counsel he had given them,
ple, be used this stratagem for collecting the and how he perished, after a most severe and
money, with which the multitude was pleased. violent manner, for the good deeds his father
He made a wooden chest, and closed it up had done to Jehoash.
fast on all sides, but opened one hole in it; 4. However, it was not long before the king
he then set it in the temple, beside the altar, suffered punishment for his transgressions;
and desired every one to cast into if, through for when Hazael, king of Syria, made an
tse hole, what he pleased, for the repair of irruption into his country, and when he .had
toe temple. This contrivance was art ptahle overthrown Gath, and spoiled it, be made an
to die people; and they strove one with an- expedition against Jerusalem; upon which
ouier. and brought in jointly large quantities Jehoash was afraid, and emptied all the trea
M uiver aad gutd: and wnen the scribe and sures of God, and of the kings [before bim I.
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high-priest, by whom were born to him both
sons Kxd daughters. And thus much shall
suffice to have related concerning king JehoaJi, Low he escaped the treachery of Athaliab,
aial how he received the kingdom.
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and took down the gifts that had been dedi at all like his father. Now at this time it
cated [in the temple], and sent them to the was that when Elisha the prophet, who was
king of Syria, and procured so much by them, already very old, and was now fallen into a
that he was not besieged, nor his kingdom disease, the king of Israel came to visit him ,
quite endangered; but Hazael was induced, and when he found him very near death, he
by the gTeatness of the cum of money, not began to weep in his sight, and lament, to
to bring his army against Jerusalem ; yet Je- call him his father, and bis weapons, because
hoash fell into a severe distemper, and was it was by his means that he never made use
set upon by his friends, in order to revenge of his weapons against his enemies, but that
the death of Zechariah, the soti of Jehoiada. he overcame his own adversaries by his pro
These laid snares for the king, and slew him. phecies, without fighting; and that he was
He was indeed buried in Jerusalem, but not now departing this life, and leaving him to
in the royal sepulchres of his forefathers, be the Syrians, that were already armed, and to
cause of his impiety. He lived forty-seven other enemies of his that were under their
years; and Amaziau his son succeeded him power; so he said it was not safe for him to
live any longer, but that it would be well for
in the kingdom.
5. In the one and twentieth year of the him to hasten to his end, and depart out of
reign of Jehoash, Jehoahaz, the son of Jehu, this life with him. As the king was thus
took the government of the Israelites in Sa bemoaning himself, Elisha comforted him,
maria, and held it seventeen years. He did and bade the king bend a bow that was
not [properly] imitate his father, but was brought him; and when the king had fitted
guilty of as wicked practices as those that the bow for shooting, Elisha took hold of his
first had God in contempt. But the king of hands and bade him shoot; and when he had
Syria brought him low, and, by expeditions shot three arrows, and then left off, Elisha
against him, did so greatly reduce his forces, said, " If thou hadst shot more arrows, thon
that there remained no more of so great an hadst cut the kingdom of Syria up by the
army than ten thousand armed men, and roots; but since thou hast been satisfied with
fifty horsemen. He also took away from shooting three times only, thou shalt fight
him his great cities, and many of them also, and beat the Syrians no more times than three,
and destroyed his army. And these were the that thou roayest recover that country which
things that, the people of Israel suffered, ac they cut off from thy kingdom in the reign of
cording to the prophecy of Elisha, when he thy father." So when the king had heard that,
foretold that Hazael should kill bis master, he departed; and a little while after the pro
and reign over the Syrians and Damascens. phet died. He was a man celebrated for
But when Jehoahaz was under such unavoid righteousness, and in eminent favour with
able miseries,, he had recourse to prayer and God. He also performed wonderful and
supplication to God, and besought him to surprising works by prophecy, and such as
deliver him out of the hands of Hazael, and were gloriously preserved in memory by the
not overlook him, and give him up into his Hebrews. He also obtained a magnificent
bands. Accordingly, God accepted of his funeral, such a one indeed as it was tit a per
repentance instead of virtue; and, being de son so beloved of Gof should have. It also
sirous "Tather to admonish those tbat might happened, that at tbat time certain robbers
repent, and not to determine that they should cast a man, whom they had slain, into Elisha's
be utterly destroyed, he granted him deliver grave, and upon his dead body coming close
ance from war and dangers. So the country to Elisha's body, it revived again. And thus
having obtained peace, returned again to its far have we enlarged about the actions of
former condition, and flourished as before.
Elisha the prophet; both such as he did while
6. Now after the death of Jehoahaz, his he was alive, and how he had a divine power
son Joash took the kingdom, in the thirty- after his death also.
seventh year of Jehoash, the king of the tribe 7. Now upon the death of Hazael, the
of Judah. This Joash then took the king king of Syria, that kingdom came to Adad,
dom of Israel in Samaria, for he had the same his son, with whom Joash, king of Israel, made
name with the king of Jerusalem, and he war; and when he had beaten him in three
retained the kingdom sixteen years. He was battles, he took from him all that country,
a good man,* and in his disposition was not and all those cities and villages which his
of Joash,
of Jehoahaz,
copies, and suppose this king to hare been
M he• This
was character
a rood man,
ami inthebiston
disposition
not atthat
all Josephas's
then a good man, and no idolater, with whom God'a
like to his father," soems a direct contradiction to oni prophets used not to be so familiar. Upon the whole,
ordinary copies, which say (2 Kings xiii. 11), tbat "he since it appears, even by Josepbus's own account, that
did ctU in the sight of the Lord; and that he departed Ainaziah, the good king of Judab, while he was a good
not from all the sins of Jeroboam, the son of Ivebat, king, was forbidden to make use of the 100.000 auxilia
who made Israel to sin: be walked therein." Which ries he had hired of this Joash, the kingof Israety&s if t>e
copies are here the truest, it is hardly possible to deter and they were then idolaters (2 Chron. xxv. b*—9), it is
mine.
true,thethis
likely that these J ihYreiit characters of Joash suited
.v-tanceIfof Josephns's
a K"»d kingbeoyer
ten Joash
tribes ; isifthe
the single
other most
the different parts of liis irit;n,and that, according to our
.tbat 'pllows,
™e B,Tl
nrt
°"«
»uch
example.
The
account
common
he wax at first a wicked king, and after
of Elisha
the greatly
prophet'sfavours
con wards wasconic*.
reclaimed, and became a good one, accordinr
tra lor him, inandallhiscopies,
concern
fur Elisha,
to Joscphua.
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fuller Hazael had taken from the kingdom of deal of prey and vast riches from those na
Uriel, which came to pass, however, accord tions; but while Amaziah was engaged in
ing to the prophecy of Elisha. But when this expedition, those Israelites whom he had
Joash happened to die, be waa buried in Sa hired and then dismissed, were very uneasy
maria; and the government devolved on his at it, and taking their dismission for an af
ion Jeroboam.
front (as supposing that this would not have
been done to them but out of contempt), they
fell upon his kingdom, and proceeded to spoil
the country as far as Beth-horon, and took
CHAPTER IX.
much cattle, and slew three thousand men.
eoWAMAZIAII MADE AN EXPEDITION AGAINST 2. Now upon the victory which Amaziah
THEEDOMTES AND AMALEK1TI.S, AND CON- hnd gotten, and the great acts he bad done,
yi'ERED THF.M; BUT WHEN HEAFTEKWARD9 he was puffed up, and began to overlook
HADE WAS AGAINSTJOASH, HE WAS BEATEN, God, who had given him the victory, and
AND NOT LONG AFTER WAS SLAIN* ; AND UE- proceeded to worship the gods he had brought
ZIAH SUCCEEDED IN THE GOVERNMENT. out of the country of the Amalekites. So a
prophet came to him, and said, that he won
§ 1. Now in the second year of the reign of dered how he could esteem these to be gods,
Joash over Israel, Amaziah reigned over the who had been of no advantage to their own
tribe of Judah in Jerusalem. His mother's people who paid tbem honours, nor had de
name was Jehoaddan, who was born at Jeru livered tbem from his bands, but bad over
salem. He was exceeding careful of doing looked the destruction of many of them, and
what was right, and this when he was very had suffered themselves to be carried captive,
young; but when he came to the manage for that tbey had been carried to Jerusalem in
ment of affairs, and to the government, he the same manner as any one might have taken
resolved that he ought finst of all to avenge some of the enemy alive, and led tbem thither.
his father Jehoash, and to punish those his This reproof provoked the king to anger, and
friends that had laid violent hands upon him; he commanded the prophet to hold his peace,
•o he seized upon them all, and put them to and threatened to punish him if he meddled
death; yet did he execute no severity on their with his conduct. So be replied, that he
children, but acted therein according to the should indeed hold his peace; but foretold
laws of Moses, who did not think it just to withal, that God would not overlook his at
punish children for the sins of their fathers. tempts for innovation ; but Amaziah was not
After this he chose him an army out of the able to contain himself under that prosperity
tribe of Judah and Benjamin of such as were which God had given him, although be had
in the Bower of their age, and about twenty affronted God thereupon ; but in a vein of
years old ; and when he bad collected about insolence he wrote to Joash, the king of Is
three hundred thousand of them together, he rael, and commanded that he and all his
set captains of hundreds over them. He also people should be obedient to him, as they bad
sent to the king of Israel, and hired a hun formerly been obedient to his progenitors,
dred thousand of his soldiers for a hundred David and Solomon; and he let him know,
talents of silver, for he had resolved to make that it be would not be so wise as to do what
an expedition against the nations of the Ama- he commanded him, he must fight for his do
lekites, and Edomites, and Gebalites : but as minion. To which message Joash returned
he was preparing for hisexpedition.and ready this answer in writing:—"King Joash to
to go out to the war, a prophet gave him king Amaziah. There was a vastly tall cy
counsel to dismiss the army of the Israelites, press-tree in mount Lebanon, as also a this
Because they were bad men, and because God tle ; this tbistle sent to the cypress-tree to
foretold that he should be beaten if he made give the cypress-tree's daughter in marriage
use of them as auxiliaries; but that he should to the thistle's son; but as the thistle was
overcome his enemies, though he bad but a few saving this, there came a wild beast, and
soldiers, when it so pleased God. And when trode down the thistle; and this may be a
the king grudged at his having already paid the lesson to thee, not to be so ambitious, and to
hire ofthe Israelites, the prophet exhorted him have a care, lest upon thy good success in the
to do what God would have him, because he tight against the Amalekites, thou growest so
should thereby obtain much wealth from God. proud, as to bring dangers upon thyself, and
So be dismissed them, and said, that he still, upon thy kingdom."
freely gave them their pay, and went himself 3. When Amaziah had read this letter, he
with his own army, and made war with the was more eager upon this expedition; which,
nations before mentioned ; and when he had I suppose, was by the impulse of God, that
beaten them in battle, he slew of tbem ten he might be punished for his offence against
thousand, and took as many prisoners alive, him. But as soon as he led out his army
whom he brought to the great rock which is against Joash, and they were going to join
in Arabia, and threw them down from it battle with him, there came sucb a fear and
bud!ong. He also brought away a great consternation upon the army of Amaaiab, as
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GoJ, when be ii displeased, sends upon men,
uj.il discomfited them, even before tbey came
to a close fight. Mow it happened, that as
they were scattered about by the terror that
was upon them, Amaziah was left alone, and
was taken prisoner by the enemy: where
upon Joasb threatened to kill him, unless be
would persuade the people of Jerusalem to
open their gates to him, and receive him and
his army into the city. Accordingly Ama. i.ih was so distressed, and in such fear of
his life, that he made bis enemy to be received
into the city. So Joasb overthrew a part
of the wall, of the length of four hundred
cubits, and drove his chariot through the
breach into Jerusalem, and led Amaziah cap
tive along with bim; by. which means he be
came muster of Jerusalem, and took away the
treasures of God, and carried nil" all the gold
and silver that was in the king's palace, and
then freed the king from captivity, and
returned to Samaria.
Now these things
happened to the people of Jerusalem in the
fourteenth year of the reign of Amaziah, who
after this had a conspiracy made against him
by bis friends, and fled to tbe city Lacbish, and
was there slain by tbe conspirators, who sent
men thither to kill him. So they took up
his dead body, and carried it to Jerusalem,
and made a royal funeral for him. This was
the end of the life of Amaziah, because of his
innovations in religion, and his contempt of
God, when he had lived fifty-four years, and
had reigned twenty-nine. He was succeeded
by his son, whose name was Uzziah.

CHAPTER X.

BOOK IX.

and foreign. He was also the cause of ten
thousand misfortunes to the people of Israel.
Now one Jonah, a prophet, foretold to him
that be should make war with the Syrians,
and conquer their army, and enlarge tbw
bounds of his kingdom on tbe northern parts,
to the city Hamath, and on the southern, to
the lake Asphaltitis; for tbe bounds of tbe
Canaanites originally were these, as Joshua
their general bad determined them. So Jero
boam made an expedition against the Syrians,
and over-ran all their country, as Jonah had
foretold.
2. Now I cannot but think it necessary
for me, who have promised to give an ac
curate account of our affairs, to describe the
actions of this prophet, so far as I have found
them written down in the Hebrew books.
Jonah had been commanded by God to go to
the kingdom of Nineveh ; and, when he was
there, to publish it in that city, how it should
lose the dominion it had over the nations.
But he went not, out of fear; nay, he ran
away from God to the city of Joppa, and
finding a ship there, be went into it, and sailed
to Tarsus, to CU^ciajf and upon the rise
of a most terrible storm, which was so great
that the ship was in danger of sinking, the
mariners, the master, and tbe pilot himself,
made prayers and vows, in case they escaped
tbe sea. But Jonah lay still and covered [in
tbe ship], without imitating any thing that the
others did; but as the waves grew greater,
and the sea became more violent by the winds,
they suspected, as is usual in such cases, that
some one of the persons that sailed with them
was the occasion of this storm, and agreed
to discover by lot which of them it was.
When they had cast lots, X the lot fell upon
the prophet; and when they asked him whence
be cam,e, and what be had done? he replied,
tbat be was an Hebrew by nation, and a pro
phet of Almighty God; and he persuaded
them to cast hitn into the sea, if tbey would

CONCERNING JEROBOAM, KINO OF ISRAEL, AND
JONAH, THE PROPHET; AND HOW, AFTER
THE DEATH OP JEROBOAM, HIS SON ZECHA
RIAH TOOK THE GOVERNMENT. HOW UZ
ZIAH, KING OF JERUSALEM, SUBDUED THE
NATIONS THAT WERE ROUND ABOUT HIM;
* When Jonah is said In our Bibles to have gone to
AND WHAT REPEL HIM WHEN HE ATTEMPT Tarxhish
(Jonah i. 3), Josepbos understood it, that be
ED TO OFFER INCENSE TO GOD.
Went to Tarsus in Cilicia, or to tbe Mediterranean Sea,
upon utiich Tarsus lay: so ths lie does not appear to
§ 1. In the fifteenth year of the reign of have n-ad the text, I Kings * *iL 48. as oar copies do,
»hips of Tarshish cou1 ' fie at Ezion Geber, upon
A inaziah, Jeroboam the son of Joash reigned that
the Red Sea: hut as to Josrphns's assertion, that Jonah's
over Israel in Samaria forty years. This king fish was carrird by the strength of the current, apan
was guilty of contumely against God,* and a storm, as far as the koxine Sea- it is no way impossi
ble; and since the storm might have driven the ship,
became very wicked in worshipping of idols, while
Jonah was in it, near to tbat Euxine Sea, and)
and in many undertakings that were absurd since in three more days, while be was in the fish's
belly, that current might bring bim to tbe Assyrian
. What I have above noted concerning Jehoash, coast, and since withal that coast conld bring htm nearer
.. i :u- to ne to have been true also concerning hit son toNineveh than could any coast of the Mrditerrancan.it
J.ruboam II, viz. that although he began wickedly, as is by no means an improbable determination in Josephus.
Jusephus agrees with our other copies, and as he adds.
t This ancient piece of religion, of supposing there
" was tbe cause of a vast number of misfortunes to tbe was great sin where there was great misery, end of cast
Israelite* " in those his first years (the particulars of ing lots to discover great sinners, not only among tbe
which are unhappily wanting both in Josephus and in Israelites, but among these beatben mariners, seems a
all our copies); so does it seem to me that he was after remarkable remain of tbe ancient tradition which pre
wards reclaimed, and became a good king, and so was vailed of old over all mankind, that Huvidencs nseif
encouraged by tbe prophet Jonah, and had great suc to interpose visibly in all human affairs, and news Us
cesses afterwards, when "God bad saved the Israelites bring, or at least not long to nuntinoe, notor.ous judg
by the hand of Jeroboam, the son of Joash." 8 Kings ments but for notorious sins, which the most sie'rnt
aiv. iff; which encouragement by Joash. and great suc book of Job shows to have been the state of mantiiMi
cesses, are squally observable in Josephus, and in tbe for about the fomirr thrur Lhou*s.nd years of tlw wuctd,
oussr copies
w
till the days of tub and Mures.
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t s.-ap.; the danger they were in, for that he
wis the occasion of the storm which wav upon
them. Now at the first they durst not do
so, us esteeming it a wicked thing to cast a
man, who was a stranger, and who had com
mitted his life to them, into such manifest
perdition; but at last, when their misfortunes
overbore them, and the ship was just going
to be drowned, and when they were animated
to do it by the prophet himself, and by the
fear concerning their own safety, they cast him
into the sea; upon which the sea became calm.
It is also related that Jonah was swallowed
down by a whale, and that when he had been
there three days, and as many nights, he was
vomited out upon the Euxiue Sea, and this
alive, and without any hurt upon his body;
and there, on his prayer to God, he obtained
pardon for his sins, and went to the city Nineveh, where he stood so as to be heard; and
preached, that in a very little time they should
lose the dominion of Asia; and when he had
published this, he returned. Now I have
given this account about him, as I found it
written [in our books].
3. When Jeroboam th»J> king had passed
his life in great happiness, and had ruled forty
years, he died, and was buried in Samaria,
ami his son Zechariuh took the kingdom.
After the same manner did Uzziah, the son of
Anmziah, begin to reign over the two tribes
in Jerusalem, in the fourteenth year of the
reign of Jeroboam. He was born of Jecoliah, his mother, who was a citizen of Jeru
salem. He was a good man, and by nature
righteous ond magnanimous, and very labo
rious in taking care of the affairs of his king
dom.
He made an expedition also against
tlit' Philistines, and overcame them in buttle,
iunl took the cities of Gath and Jabneb, and
brake down their walls; after which, expedi
tion, he assaulted those Arabs that adjoined
to Egypt. He also built a city upon the Red
8,'u, utid put a garrison into it. lie after this
overthrew the Ammonites, and appointed that
tli.'v -hotild pay tribute. He also overcame
all the countries a? far as the bounds of Egypt,
mill then began tci^ake care of Jerusalem it
self lor the rest of hi* life; for he rebuilt and
repaired all those parts of the wall which had
e.tlier f.tllen down by length of time, or by
the carelessness of the kings his predecessors,
as well as all that part which had been thrown
down by the king of Israel, when he took his
father Amaziah prisoner, and entered with him
into the city. Moreover, he built a great many
lowers, of one hundred and tifty cubits high,
and built walled towns in desert places, and
put irarrisons into them, and dug many chan
nels for conveyance of water. He had also
manv beasts for labour, and an immense numbrf of rattle; for his country was fit for pastmgt. He was also given to husbandry, and
t4»»»'* care to cultivate the ground, and planted
X with all torts of pLuits, and sowed it with
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all sorts of seeds. He had a.so about him
an army composed of chosen men, in number
three hundred and seventy thousand, who
were governed by general officers and cap
tains of thousands, who were men of valour
and of unconquerable strength, in number two
thousand. He also divided his whole army
into bands, and armed them, giving every otic
a sword, with brazen bucklers uud breast
plates, with bows and slings; and besides
these, he made for them many engines of
war for besieging of cities, such as cast stones
and darts, with grapplers, and other instru
ments of that sort.
4. While Uzziah was in this state, and
making preparations [for futurity], he was
corrupted in his mind by pride, and became
insolent, and this on account of that abun
dance which he had of things that will soon
perish, and despised that power which is of eter
nal duration (which consisted in piety towards
God, and in the observation of his laws) ; so
he fell by occasion of the good success of his
affairs, and was carried headlong into those
sins of his father, which the splendour of
that prosperity he enjoyed, tun! the glorious
actions he had done, led him into, while ht
was not able to govern himself well about
them. Accordingly, when a remarkable day
was come, and a general festival was to bo
celebrated, he put on the holy garment, and
went into the temple to ofTer incense to God
upon the golden altar, which he was prohi
bited to do by Azariah the high-priest, who
had fourscore priests with him, and who told
him that it was not lawful for him to offer
sacrifice, and that " none besides the poste
rity of Aaron were permitted so to do."
And when they cried out, that he must go
out of the temple, and not transgress against
God, he was wroth at them, and threatened
to kill them, unless they would hold their
peace. In the mean time, a great earthquake
shook the ground,* and a rent was made in
the temple, and the bright rays of the sim
shone through it, and fell upon the king's
face, insomuch that the leprosy seized upon
him immediately; and before the city, at a
place called Erogc, half the mountain broke
off o-oin the rest on the west, and rolled itself
four furlongs, and stood still at the east moun
tain, till the roads, as well as the king's gar
dens, were spoiled by the obstruction. Now,
as soon as the priests saw that the king's face
was infected with the leprosy, they told him
of the calamity he was under, and commanded
• Thii account of an earthquake at Jerusalem, at the
very name lime when Uzziah usurped the priest's office,
ann went into the sanctuary to burn incense, and of the
consequences of the earthquake, is entirely wanting Jn
our other copies, though it be exceeding like to a pro
phecy ul Jeremiah, now in Zech. xiv. 4, S< in which
prophecy mention is made of "fleeini; from that earth
quake, as Ihey (led from this earthquake in the days of
I zziuli. king of Judah;" so that there st-euis to have
Iti-cii s.ime ennsiderab'e resemblance between these bistvrsaal and nruplielicaj eurltjouai ev
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that he should go out of the city as a pol
luted person.
Hereupon he was so con
founded at the sad distemper, and sensible
that he was not at liberty to contradict, that
he did as he was commanded, and underwent
this miserable and terrible punishment for an
intention beyond what befitted a man to have,
and for that impiety against God which was
implied therein. So he abode out of the city
for some time, and lived a private life, while
his son Jotham took the government; after
which he died with grief and anxiety at what
bad happened to him, when he had lived
sixty -eight years, and reigned of them fiftytwo; and was buried by himself in his own
gardens.

CHAPTER XI.
HOW ZECHARIAH, SHALLCM, MENAHEM, PEKAHIAH, AND PEKAH, TOOK THE GOVERN
MENT OVER THE ISRAELITES; AND HOW
I'LL AND TIOLATH-PILESER MADE AN EX
PEDITION AGAINST THE ISRAELITES. HOW
JOTHAM, THE SON OF UZZIAH, REIGNED
OVER THE TRIBE OF JUDAH; AND WHAT
THINGS NA1IUM PROPHESIED AGAINST THE
AS8TRIAN8.

§ 1. Now when Zechariah, the son of Jero
boam, had reigned six months over Israel, he
was slain by the treachery of a certain friend
of his, whose name was SIihIIuiii, the son of
Jabesh, who took the kingdom afterward, but
kept it no longer than thirty days; for Menahem, the general of his army, who was at that
time in the city Tirzah, and beard of what
had befallen Zechariah, removed thereupon
with all his forces to Samaria, and, joining
battle with Shallum, slew him; and when be
had made himself king, he went thence, and
came to the city Tiphsah ; but the citizens
that were in it shut their gates, and barred
them against the king, and would not admit
him; but, in order to be avenged on them,
he burnt the country round about it, and took
tbe city by force upon a siege ; and being
very much displeased at what the inhabitants
of Tiphsah had done, he slew them all, and
spared not so much as the infants, without
omitting the utmost instances of cruelty and
barbarity; for he used such severity upon
his own countrymen, as would not be par
donable with regard to strangers who had
been conquered by him.
And after this
manner it was that this Menahem continued
to reign with cruelty and barbarity for ten
years: but when Pul, king of Assyria, had
nutde an expedition against him, he did not
think meet to fight or engage in battle with the
Assyrians, but he persuaded him to accept of
a thousand talents of silver, and to go away,
and so put an end to the war. This sum the
Oiultitutiv culhscted tor Menabcin. by exact
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ing fifty drachms as poll-money for every
head;* after which be died, and was buried
in Samaria, and left his sou Pukahiah his sue*
cessor in the kingdom, who followed the bar
barity of his father, and so ruled but two years
only, after which he was slain with his friends
at a feast, by the treachery of one Pekafa, the
general of his horse, and the son of Remaliah,
who had laid snares for him. Now this IVkah held the government twenty years, and
proved a. wicked man and a transgressor.
Bi't the king of Assyria, whose name was
Tiglath-Pilcser, when he had made an expe
dition against the Israelites, and had overrun
all the land of Gilead, and the region beyond
Jordan, and the adjoining country, which is
called Galilee, and Kadesh, and Hazor, lie
made the inhabitants prisoners, and trans
planted them into his own kingdom. And so
much shall suffice to have related here con
cerning the king of Assyria.
2. Now Jotham, tbe son of Uzziah, reigned
over the tribe of Judah in Jerusalem, being a
citizen thereof by his mother, whose name was
Jerusha. This king was not defective in any
virtue, but was religious towards God, and
righteous towards men, and careful of the good
of the city (for what part soever wanted to be
repaired or adorned, he magnificently repaired
and adorned them). He also took care of
the foundations of the cloisters in the temple,
and repaired the walls that were fallen down,
and built very great towers, and such as were
almost impregnable; and if any thing else in
his kingdom had been neglected, he took great
care of it.
He also made an expedition
against the Ammonites, and overcame them in
battle, and ordered them to pay tribute, a hun
dred talents, and ten thousand cori of wheat,
and as many of barley, every year, and so aug
mented his kingdom that his enemies could not
despise it; and his own people lived happily.
3. Now there was at that time a prophet,
whose name was Nah um, who spake after this
manner concerning the overthrow of the As
syrians and of Nineveh: — " Nineveh shall be
a pool of water in motion ;f so shall all her
• Dr. Wall, in his Critic*! Notes on t King! »» SO,
observes, " that when this Menahem ii aaid to bare
exacted the money of Israel of all the mighty men of
wealth, of each roan fifty shekels of silver, to frire I'nl,
the king of Assyria, a thousand talents, this is tie first
public money raised by any [Israelite] king by a tax on
the people; that they used before to raise it out of the
treasures of the house of the Lord, or of their own hou*e;
that it was a poll-money ou the rich men [and thru
only], to raise 4-*3&3,OUO. or, aa others count a ta'ent,
£100,000. at the rate of £6 or £7 per head; and that God
commanded, by Exekiel (cb. xle. 9, and x I v i . 18). that
no such thing should be done [at tbe Jews' restoiatiun J j
but tbe king should have land of his own.'f
+ This passage is taken out of the prophet Nnhnm,
ch. ii. 8— l.l, and is tbe principal, or rather the only one
that is given us almost verftarias, but a little abridged,
in ali Josephus's known writings! by which quotation
we learn what he biioself always assert** fix. that he
made use of the Hebrew original, [and not of the tiierL
feraionj; as also we learn, that his Hebrew copy con
siderably differed Iroin ours.
Set- all these texts particulurls set down, and compared together in the Essay on
li.e old Icstameut. page r*7.-
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people be troubled, and tossed, and go away
by flight, while they say one to another, Stand
stand still, seize their gold and silver, for there
shall be no one to wish them well, for they
will rather save their lives than their money;
for a terrible contention shall possess them
one with another, and lamentation, and loosing
ot' the members, and their countenances shall
he perfectly black with fear. And there will
be the den of the lions, and the mother of the
young lions! God says to thee, Nineveh,
that they shall deface thee, and the lion shall
no longer go out from thee to give laws to
the world." And indeed this prophet pro
phesied many other things besides these conccrning Nineveh, which I do not think ne
cessary to repeat, and I here omit tbem, that
I may not appear troublesome to my readers;
all which things happened about Nineveh a
hundred and fifteen years afterward:— so this
may suffice to have spoken of these matters.

CHAPTER XII.
HOW, UPON THE DEATH OF JOTHAH, AHAZ
REIGNED IN HIS STEAD; AGAINST WHOM
BEZIN, KINO OF SYRIA, AND PEKAH, KINO
OF ISRAEL, MADE WAR; AND HOW TIGLATH-PILESER, KING OP ASSYRIA, CAME TO
THE ASSISTANCE OP AHAZ, AND LAID SYRIA
WASTE, AND REMOVING THE DAMASCENS
INTO MEDIA, PLACED OTHER NATIONS IN
THEIR ROOM.
§ 1. Now Jothan died when ne had lived
forty-one years, and of them reigned sixteen,
and was buried in the sepulchres of the kings ;
ami the kingdom came to his son Ahaz, who
proved most impious towards God, and a
transgressor of the laws of his country. He
imitated the kings of Israel, and reared altars
in Jerusalem, and offered sacrifices upon them
to idols; to which also he offered his own son
as a burnt-offering, according to the practices
of the Canaanites. His other actions were
also of the same sort. Now as he was going
on in this mad course, Rezin, the king of Sy
ria and Damascus, and Pekah, the king of
Israel, who were now at amity one with an
other, made war with him ; and when they had
driven him into Jerusalem, they besieged that
city a long while, making but a small pro
gress, on account of the strength of its walls;
and when the king of Syria had taken the city
Elath, upon the Red Sea, and had slain
the inhabitants, he peopled it with Syrians;
■nd when he had slain those in the [other]
garrisons, and the Jews in their neighbour
hood, and had driven away much prey, he re
turned with his army back to Damascus. Now
when the king of Jerusalem knew that the
6vrians were returned home, he, supposing
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himself a match for the king of Israel, drew
out his army against him, and joining battle
with him was beaten; and this happened be
cause God was angry with him, on account
of his many and great enormities. Accord
ingly, there were slain by the Israelites one
hundred and twenty thousand of his men that
day, whose general, Ainaziah by name, slew
Zechariah the king's son in his conflict with
Ahaz, as well as the governor of the kingdom,
whose name was Azricam. He also carried
Elkanah, the general of the troops of the tribe
of Judah, into captivity. They also carried
the women and children of the tribe of Ben
jamin captives; and when they had gotten
a great deal of prey, they returned to Sa
maria.
2. Now there was one Obed, who was a
prophet at that time in Samaria; he met the
army before the city walls, and with a loud
voice told them that they had gotten the vic
tory not by their own strength, but by reason
of the anger God had against king Ahaz.
And he complained that they were not satis
fied with the good success they had had against
him, but were so bold as to make captives
out of their kinsmen the tribes of Judah and
Benjamin. He also gave them counsel to
let them go home without doing them any
harm, for that if they did not obey God herein,
they should be punished. So the people of
Israel came together to the assembly, and
considered of these matters, when a man
whose name was Berecbioh, and who was one
of chief reputation in the government, stood
up, and three others with him, and said,—
" We will not suffer the citizen* to bring these
prisoners into the city, lest we be all destroyed
by God: we have sins enough of our own
that we have comiiuttea against him, as the
prophets assure us; nor ought we tnereiore
to introduce the practice of new crimes."
When the soldiers heard that, they permitted
them to do what they thought best. So the
forenamed men took the captives and let them
go, and took care of them, and gave them
provisions, and sent them to their own coun
try, without doing them any harm. How
ever, these four went along with them, and
conducted them as far as Jericho, which is
not far from Jerusalem, and returned to Sa
maria.
3. Hereupon king Ahaz, having been so
thoroughly beaten by the Israelites, sent to
Tiglath-Pileser, king of the Assyrians, and
sued for assistance from him in his war
against the Israelites, and Syrians, and Da
mascene, with a promise to send him much
money; be sent him also great presents at the
same time. Now this king, upon the recep
tion of those ambassadors, came to assist
Ahaz, and made war upon the Syrians, and
laid their country waste, and took Damascus
by force, and slew Rezin their king, and
transpalnted the people of Damascus into tho
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Tipper Media, and brought a colony of As Levites, and made a speech to fb.em, nnl
syrian*, and planted them m Damascus. He said, —"You are not ignorant how, by til
also afflicted the land of Israel, and took sins of my father, who transgressed tbwt anmany captives out of it. While Be was do cred honour which was due to God, you hni-t
ing thus with the Syrians, king Ahaz took all had experience of many and great miseries
the gold that was in the king's treasures, and while you were corrupted in your mind bj
the silver, and what was in the temple of him, and were induced to worship those wh>-l
God, and what precious gifts were there, and he supposed to be gods: I exhort you, tb?re
he carried them with him, and came to Da fore, who have learned by sad experience how
mascus, and gave it to the king of Assyria, dangerous a thing impiety is, to put that imaccording to his agreement. So he confessed mediately out of your memory, and to purity
that he owed him thanks for all that he had yourselves from your former pollutions, and to
done for him, and returned to Jerusalem. Mow open the temple to these priests and Levite
this king was so sottish and thoughtless of who are here convened, and to cleanse it witi
what was for his own good, that he would the accustomed sacrifices, and to recover all
not leave off worshipping the Syrian gods to the ancient honour which our fathers paid
when he was beaten by them, but he went on to it; for by this means we may render Go*
in worshipping them, as though they would favourable, and he will remit the anger h«
procure him the victory; and when he was hath had to us."
beaten again he began to honour the gods of 2. When the king had said this, the priesti
the Assyrians; and he seemed more desirous opened the temple; and when they had set
to honour any other gods than his own pater in order the vessels of God, and cast out what
nal and true God, whose anger was the cause was impure, they laid the accustomed sacri
of his defeat: nay, he proceeded to such a fices upon the altar. The king also sent to
degree of despite and contempt [of God's the country that was under nim. and called
worship], that he shut up the temple entirely, the people to Jerusalem to celebrate the least
and forbade them to bring in the appointed ofunleavened bread, for it had been intermitted
sacrifices, and took away the gifts that had a long time, on account of the wickedness of
been given to it. And when he had offered the forementioned kings. He also sent to the
these indignities to God, he died, having Israelites, and exhorted them to leave off their
lived thirty-six years, and out of them reigned present way of living, and to return to their
sixteen; and he left his son Hezekiah for his ancient practices, and to worship God, for
that he gave them leave to come to Jerusalem,
and to celebrate, ail in one body, the least of
unleavened bread; and this be said was by
way of invitation only, and to be done of their
own good- will, and for their own advBntage,
CHAPTER XIII.
and not out of obedience to him, because it
HOW PEKAH DIED BY THE TREACHERY 07 H0- would make them happy. But the Israelites,
BHEA, WHO WAS A LITTLE AFTER SUBDUED upon the coming of the ambassadors, and
BY SHALMANESER; AND HOW HEZEKIAH upon their laying before them what they had
REIGNED INSTEAD OF AHAZ; AND WHAT in charge from their own king, were so tar
ACTIONS OF PIETY AND JUSTICE HE DID. from complying therewith, that they laughed
the ambassadors to scorn, and mucked them
§ 1. About the same time Pckah the king of as fools: as also they affronted the prophets
Israel died, by the treachery of a friend of who gave them the same exhortations, and
his, whose name was Hoshea, who retained foretold what they would suffer if they did
the kingdom nine years' time; but was a not return to the worship of God, insomuch
wicked man,' and a despiser of the divine that at length they caught them, and slew
worship : and Shalmaneser, the king of As them; nor did this degree of transgressing
syria, made an expedition against him, and suffice them, but they had more wicked conovercame him (which must have been because trivances than what have been described : not
he had hot God favourable nor assistant to did they leave off, before God, as a punish
him), and brought him to submission, and or ment for their impiety, brought them under
dered him to pay an appointed tribute. Now their enemies:—but of that more hereafter.
in the fourth year of the reign of Hoshea, However, many there were of the tribe of
Hezekiah, the son of Ahaz, began to reign in Manassch, and of Zebulou, and of Issathar,
Jerusalem; and his mother's name was Abi- who were obedient to what the prophets ex
jah, a citizen of Jerusalem. His nature was horted them to do, and returned to the wor
good, and righteous, und religious; for when ship of God. Now all these came running
he come to the kingdom, he thought that no to Jerusalem, to Hezekiah, that they might
thing was prior, or more necessary, or more worship God [there].
advantageous, to himself and to his subjects, 3. When these men were come, king lleiothan to worship God. Accordingly, he called kiah went up into the temple, with the luicrs
the people together, and the priests, and the and all the people, and offered fur uiiiisuii
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•even bulls, and as many rams, with seven prophet, by whom he inquired, and accurately
laiubs, and as many kids of the goats. The knew, all future events:—and thus much shall
king also himself, and the rulers, laid their suffice for the present concerning this hung
hands on the heads of the sacrifices, and Hezekiah.
permitted the priests to complete the sacred
office* about them. So they both slew the
sacrifice* and burnt the burnt-offerings while
the Levitts stood round about them, with
CHAPTER XIV.
their musical instruments, and sang hymns to
God, and played on their psalteries, as they HOW SIIAI.MANESER TOOK SAMARIA BY roRCK,'
were instructed by David to do, and this while AND HOW HE TRANSPLANTED THE TKN
the rest of the priests returned the music, and TRIBES INTO MEDIA, AND BROUGHT THE
ounded the trumpets* which they had in their NATION OF THE CUTHEANS INTO THEIR
vids: and when this was done, the king COUNTRY [IN THEIR ROOM].
and the multitude threw themselves down
upon their faces, and worshipped God. He § 1. When Shalmaneser, the king of Assyria,
also sacrificed seventy bulls, one hundred had it told him, that [Hoshea] the king of
rams, and two hundred lambs. He also Israel had sent privately to So, the king of
granted the multitude sacrifices to feast upon, Egypt, desiring his assistance against him, he
six hundred oxen, and three thousand other was very angry, and made an expedition
cattle; and the priests performed all things against Samaria, in the seventh year of the
according to the law/ Mow the king was so reign of Hoshea; but when he was not ad
pleased herewith, that he feasted with the peo- mitted [into the city] by the king,* he be
le, and returned thanks to God ; but as the sieged Samaria three years, and took it by
east of unleavened bread was now come, when force in the ninth year of the reign of Hoshea,
they had oS'ered tnat sacrifice which is called and in the seventh year of Hezekiah, king
the Passover, tftey alter that offered other sa ofJerusalem, and quite demolished the govern
crifices for seven days. When the king had ment of the Israelites, and transplanted all
bestowed on the multitude, besides what they the people into Media and Persia, among
sanctified of themselves, two thousand bulls, whom he took king Hoshea alive; and when
and seven tnousand other cattle, the same he had removed these people out of this their
thing was done by the rulers; for they gave land, he transplanted other nations out of
them a thousand balls, and a thousand and Cuthah, a place so called (for there is [still]
forty other cattie. Nor had this festival been a river of that name in Persia), into Samaria,
so well observed from the days of king Solo and into the country of the Israelites. So
mon, as it was now first observed with great the ten tribes of the Israelites were removed
splendour and magnificence; and when the out of Judea, nine hundred and forty-seven
festival was ended, they went out into the years after their forefathers were come out of
country, and purged it; and cleansed the city the land of Egypt, and possessed themselves
of all the pollution of the idols. The king of this country, but eight hundred years after
also gave order that the daily sacrifices should Joshua bad been their leader, and, as I have
be offered, at his own charges, and according already observed, two hundred and forty years,
to the law; and appointed that the tithes and seven months, and seven days, after they had
the first-fruits should be given by the mul revolted from Rehoboam, the grandson of
titude to the priests and Levites, that they David, and had given the kingdom to Jero
mij,'ht constantly attend upon divine service, boam. And such a conclusion overtook the
and never be taken off from the worship of Israelites, when they had transgressed the
God. Accordingly, the multitude brought laws, and would not hearken to the prophets,
together all sorts of their fruits to the priests who foretold that this calamity would come
and the Levites. The king also made gamers upon them, if they would not leave off their
and receptacles for these fruits, and distributed evil doings. What gave birth to these evil
them to every one of the priests and Levites, doings, was that sedition which they raised
•nd to their children and wives; and thus did against Rehoboam, the grandson of David,
they return to their old form of divine wor when they set up Jeroboam, his servant, to be
ship. Now when the king had settled these their king, who, by sinning against God, and
Blatters after the manner already described, bringing them to imitate his bad example,
he marie war upon the Philistines, and beat
sirge of Samaria, though not given a parti
them, and possessed himself of all the enemy's • This
account of, either in oar Hebrew or Ureek Bitdrs,
d'iei, trim Gaza to Gath; hut the king of cular
or in Josephus, was so very lone, no less than three years,
A<«yrii sent to him, and threatened to over (hat it was no way improbable but thai parents, and
particularly mothers, might therein be reduced to eat
turn ail his dominions, unless he would pay their
children, as the law of Moses had threatened
him t.ae tribute which his father paid him upon own
their disobedience (1-rviL xxvL 29; IteuL xavni.
t and was accomplished in the other shorter siege*
fo"mrr!y; but king Hezekiah was not con- &1—3*)
both the capital cities, Jerusalem and Samaria* the
c*r»M at his threatening*, but depended on offormer
Jer. xix. 9; Antiq. b. ix. chap, ir.
li t piety towards God, and upon Isaiah the sect, it mentioned
and the latter. 2 Kings vL 26—29.
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made God to be their enemy, while Jeroboam 3. But now the Cutheans, who removed
underwent that punishment which he justly into Samaria (for that is the name they liava
been called by to this time, because they were
deserved.
2. And now the king of Assyria invaded brought out of the country called Cuthah,
all Syria and Phoenicia in a hostile manner. which is a country of Persia, and there is a
The name of this king is also set down in the river of the same name in it), each of them,
archives of Tyre, for he made an expedition according to their nations, which were in
against Tyre in the reign of Eluleus; and number five, brought their own gods into Sa
Menander attests to it, who, when he wrote maria, and by worshipping them, as was the
his Chronology, and translated the archives of custom of their own countries, they provoked
Tyre into the Greek language, gives us the Almighty God to be angry and displeased
following history: — "One whose name was at them, for a plague seized upon them, by
Eluleus, reigned thirty-six years: this king, which they were destroyed; and when they
upon the revolt of the Citteans, sailed to found no cure for their miseries, they learned
them, and reduced them again to a submis by the oracle that they ought to worship Al
sion. Against these did the king of Assyria mighty God, as the method for their deliver
send an army, and in a hostile manner over ance. So they sent ambassadors to the king
run all Phoenicia, but soon made peace with of Assyria, and desired him to send them
them all, and returned back; but Sidon, and some of those priests of the Israelites whom
Ace, and PaUetyrus, revolted; and many he had taken captive. And when he there
other cities there were which delivered them upon sent them, and the people were by them
selves up to the king of Assyria. Accord taught the laws, and the holy worship of God,
ingly, when the Tynans would not submit to they worshipped him in a respectful manner,
him, the king returned, and fell upon them and the plague ceased immediately; and in
again, while the Phoenicians had furnished deed they continue to make use of the very
him with threescore ships, and eight hundred same customs to this very time, and are called
men to row them; and when the Tyrinns had in the Hebrew tongue Cutheans; but in the
come upon them in twelve ships, and the ene Greek Samaritans. And when they see the
my's ships were dispersed, they took five Jews in prosperity, they pretend that they
hundred men prisoners; and the reputation are changed, and allied to them, and call
of all the citizens of Tyre was thereby in them kinsmen, as though they were derived
creased; but the king of Assyria returned, from Joseph, and had by that means an ori
and placed guards at their rivers and aque ginal alliance with them: but when they see
ducts, who should hinder the Tyrians from them falling into a low condition, they say
drawing water. This continued for five years ; they are no way related to them, and that the
and still the Tynans bore the siege, and drank Jews have no right to expect any kindness or
of the water they had out of the wells they |, marks of kindred from them, but they declare
dug." Ana Uus is what is wntten in the that they are sojourners, that coiLe from ot hex
Tynan archives concerning fanalmaneser, the countries. Put of &ese w e .shall have a rccia
seasonable opportunity to discourse hereafter.
krng of Assyria.
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CHAPTER L

2. Now as soon as they were come before
the walls, they pitched their camp, and sent
messengers to Hezekiah, and desired that
they might speak with him; but he did not
himself come out to them for fear, but he
sent three of his most intimate friends; the
name of the one was Eliakiu), who was over
the kingdom, and Shebna, and Joah the re
corder. So these men came out, and stood
over against, the commanders of the Assyrian
army; and when Rabshakeh saw them, he
bade tbem go and speak to Hezekiah in the
manner following: — That Sennacherib, the
great king,* desires to know of him, on whom
§ 1. It was now the fourteenth year of the it is that he relies and depends, in flying from
government of Uezekiah, king of the two his lord, and will not hear him, nor admit
tribes, when the king of Assyria, whose name his army into the city? Is it on account of
was Sennacherib, made an expi dition against the Egyptians, and in hopes that his army
him with a great army, and took all the cities would be beaten by them? Whereupon he
of the tribes of Judalt and Benjamin by force; lets him know, that if this be what he expects,
and when he was ready to bring his army he is a foolish man, and like one who leans
against Jerusalem, Hezekiah sent ambassa on a broken reed ; while such a one will not
dors to him beforehand, and promised to sub only fall down, but will have his hand pierced
mit, and pay what tribute he should appoint. and hurt by it. That he ought to know he
Hereupon Sennacherib, , when he heard of makes this expedition against him by the will
what offers the ambassadors made, resolved of God, who bath granted this favour to him,
not to proceed in the war, but to accept of that he shall overthrow the kingdom of Israel,
the proposals that were made him : and if he and that in the very same manner he shall
might receive three hundred talents of silver, destroy those that are his subjects also. When
and thirty talents of gold, he promised that Rabshakeh had made this speech in the He
he would depart in a friendly manner; and brew tongue, for he was skilful in that lan
he gave security upon oath to the ambassa guage, Eliukim was afraid lest the multitude
dors that he would then do him no harm, but that heard him should be disturbed; so he
go away as be came. So Hezekiah submit desired him to speak in the Syrian tongue.
ted, and emptied his treasures, and sent the But the general understanding what he meant,
money, as supposing he should be freed from and perceiving the fear that he was in, he
His enemy, and from any farther distress made his answer with a greater and a louder
about his kingdom. Accordingly, the As voice, but in the Hebrew tongue; and said,
syrian long took it, and yet had no regard that "since they all heard what were the
to what he had promised; but while he him king's commands, they would consult their
self went to the war against the Egyptians own advantage in delivering up themselves
and Ethiopians, he left his general Rabshakeh, to us; for it is plain that both you and your
and two other of his principal commanders,
• This title of threat King, both it* our Riblps (i Kings
with great forces, to destroy Jerusalem. The xviit.
1'J; Isa. xxsvl 4). ami here in Josephus, is (be
namer ot the two other commanders were very
same that Herodotus ^ivrs this Sjeouacbcrib; as
i ui tan and Rabsaris.
I SpunheitB takes notice on this pUo.
DOW SENNACHERIB MADE AN EXPEDITION
AOAINST HEZEKIAH; WHATTHREATENINQS
RABSHAEEH MADE TO HEZEKIAH WHEN
8ENNACHERIB WAS OONE AGAINST THE
EGTPTIANS; HOW ISAIAH THE PROPHET
ENCOURAGED HIM; HOW SENNACHERIB,
HATINQ FAILED OF 8UCCESS IN EGYPT, RE
TURNED THENCE TO JERUSALEM; AND
HOW, UPON HIS FINDING HIS ARMY DE
STROYED, HE RETURNED HOME; AND WHAT
HI 1 1 I.I. HIM A LITTLE AFTERWARD.
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king dissuaded the people from submitting by for the future, he might be secure of not
rain hopes, and so induce them to resist ; but being at all disturbed by him; and that the
If you be courageous, and think to drive our people might go on peaceably, and without
forces away, I aui ready to deliver to you two fear, with their husbandry and other affairs;
thousand of these horses that are with me for but after a little while, the king of Assyria,
your use, if you can set as many horsemen when he had failed of his treacherous designs
on their backs, and show your strength; but against the Egyptians, returned* home with
what you have not, you cannot produce. out success on the following occasion: —He
Why, therefore, do you delay to deliver up spent a long time in the siege of Pelusium ,
vourselves to a superior force, who can take and when the banks that he had raised over
you without your consent? although it will against the walls were of a great height, and
be safer for you to deliver yourselves up vo when he was ready to make an immediate as
luntarily, while a forcible capture, when you sault upon them, but heard that Tirhaka, king
are beaten, must appear more dangerous, and of the Ethiopians, was coining, and bringing
great forces to aid the Egyptians, and was,
will bring farther calamities upon you."
3. When the people, as well as the ambas resolved to march through the desert, and so
sadors, heard what the Assyrian commander to fall directly upon the Assyrians, this kiiif?
said, they related it to Hezekiah, who there Sennacherib was disturbed at the news; ami,
upon put off his royal apparel, and clothed as I said before, left Pelusium, and returned
himself with sackcloth, and took the habit of back without success. Now concerning this
a mourner, and, after the manner of his coun Sennacherib, Herodotus also says, in the se
try, he fell upon his face, and besought God, cond book of his histories, how "this king
and entreated him to assist them, now they came against the Egyptian king, who was the
had no other hope of relief. He also sent priest of Vulcan; and that as he was besieg
some of his friends, and some of the priests, ing Pelusium, he broke up the siege on the
to the prophet Isaiah, and desired that he following occasion:— This Egyptian priest
would pray to God, and offer sacrifices for prayed to God, and God heard his prayer,
their common deliverance, and so put up and sent a judgment upon the Arabian king."
supplications to him, that he would have in But in this Herodotus was mistaken when
dignation at the expectations of their enemies, he called this king not king of the Assyrians,
and have mercy upon his people. And when but of the Arabians; for he saith, that "a
the prophet had done accordingly, an oracle multitude of mice gnawed to pieces in one
came from God to him, and encouraged the night both the bows and the rest of the ar
king and his friends that were about him; mour of the Assyrians; and that it was on
and foretold, that their enemies should be that account that the king, when he had no
beaten without fighting, and should go away bows left, drew off his army from Pelusium."
in an ignominious manner, and not with that And Herodotus does indeed give us this his
insolence which they now show, for that God tory; nay, and lierosus, who wrote of the
would take care that they should be de affairs of Chaldea, makes mention of this king
stroyed. He idso foretold that Sennacherib, Sennacherib, and that he ruled over the Assy
the king of Assyria, should fail of his purpose rians, and that he made an expedition against
against Egypt, and that when he came home, all Asia and Egypt; and says thus:')'
5. "Now. when Sennacherib was return
he should perish by the sword.
4. About the same time* also the king of ing from his Egyptian war to Jerusalem, he
Assyria wrote an epistle to Hezekiah, in found his army under Rahshakeh his general
which he said he was a foolish man in sup in danger [by a plague], for God had sent a
posing that he should escape from being his pestilential distemper upon his army; and on
servant, since he had already brought under the very first night of the siege, a h'tndred
many and great nations; and he threatened, fourscore and five thousand, with their cap
thut, when he took him, he would utterly tains and generals, were destroyed. So the
destroy him, unless he now opened the gates, king was in a great dread, and in a terrible
and willingly received his army into Jerusa agony at this calamity; and being in great
lem. When he had read this epistle, he de anrl without fear, with their husbandry, and otheraffairs,*'
spised it; on account of the trust that he had it more distinct in our other copies, both of the kings and
in God ; but he rolled up the epistle, and laid of Isaiah, and deserves very great consideration. The
aie these: — "This shall be a sign unto tbeej Ye
it up within the temple; and as he made his words
shall eat this year such as groweth of itself; and the se
farther prayers to God for the city, and for cond
year that which spriogeth ot the same; and in the
the preservation of all the people, the pro- third year sow ye, and reap, and plant vineyards, and eat
fruit thereof" (2 Kings xix. 20; lsa. xxxvii. 30);
ohet Isaiah said, that God had heard his the
which seem to me plainly to design a .Sabbatic year, a
Eraver, and that he should not at this time year
ol jubilee next after it, and the succeeding usu^l la
and fruits of tbeni on the third and following years.
c besieged by the king of Assyria;* that, bours
+
That
this terrible calamity of the slaughter ol the
• What Josephus says here, how Isaiah the prophet 1KX0U0 Assyrians
deliveied in the wonts of lie
assrred ll-ttkiah, thai "at thin time he should not de rosus the Chaldean;is here
and that it was certainly anil fre
r»»i-grd
by
the
king
of
Assyria;
that
for
the
future
l.e
quently
foirtohl
by
the
Jewish
prophets; anil thai it waa
oiiiM l>e wrure of not being at all disturbed by him i certainly and undeniably acci-iuplishi-d,
see AuthenL
end that faiterwardl the people might go on peaceably. Itec Part, ii page 86a
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fear for his whole army, he (led with the rest under at his supposed death was not because
of his fureesHo his own kingdom, and to his he was soon to leave the advantages he en
city Nineveh; and when he had abode there joyed in the kingdom; nor did he on that ac
a little while, he was treacherously assaulted, count pray that he might have a longer life
and died by the hands of his elder sons,* afforded him, but in order to have tons, that
Ai'rammelech and Seraser, and was slain in might receive the government after him. And
jn own temple, which was called Araske. God sent Isaiah the prophet, and commands
Now these sons of his were driven away, on him to inform Hezekiah, that within Ihres
account of the murder of their father, by the days' time he should get clear of his distent
citizens, and went into Armenia, while As- per, and should survive it fifteen years, aid
s»rachoddas took the kingdom of Sennache that he should have children also. Now up
rib." And this proved to be the conclusion on the prophet's saying this, as God had com
of this Assyrian expedition against the peo manded him, he could hardly believe it, both
on account of the distemper he was under,
ple of Jerusalem.
which was very sore, and by reason of the
surprising nature of what was told him; so
he desired that Isaiah would give him sonu
CHAPTER IL
sign or wonder, that he might believe him in
BOW HEZEKIAH WAS SICK, AND READY TO what he had said, and be sensible that he came
DIE, AND HOW GOD BESTOWED UPON HIM from God: for things that are beyond expec
FIFTEEN YEARS LONGER LIFE [AND SE tation, and greater than our hopes, are made
CURED THAT PROMISE], BY THE GOING credible by actions of the like nature. Anil
when Isaiah had asked him what sign he tieBACK OF THE SHADOW TEN DEGREES.
sired to be exhibited, he desired that he wouh
§ I . Now Hezekiah being thus delivered, af make the shadow of the Bun, which he bar
ter a surprising manner, from the dread he already made to go down ten steps [or tie
was in, offered thank-offerings to God, with grees] in his house, to return again to the
mil his people; because nothing else had de same place,} and to make it as it was before.
stroyed some of their enemies, and made the And when the prophet prayed to God to ex
rest so fearful of undergoing the same fate, hibit this Bign to the king, he saw what he
Chat they departed from Jerusalem, but that desired to see, and was freed from his distem
divine assistance: yet, while he was very zea per, and went up to the temple, where he wor
lous and diligent about the worship of God, shipped God and made vows to him.
did he soon afterwards fall into a severe dis
2. At this time it was that the dominion of
temper, f insomuch, that the physicians de the Assyrians was overthrown by the Medes ;«>
spaired of him, and expected no good issue but of these things I shall treat elsewhere.
of his sickness, as neither did his friends: and But the king of Babylon, whose name was
besides the distemper itself, there was a very Baladan, sent ambassadors to Hezekiah with
melancholy circumstance that disordered the presents, and desired be would be his ally anil
Icing, which was the consideration that he was bis friend. So he received the ambassadors
childless, and was going to die, and leave his
to this repress of the shadow, either upon a sun
bouse and his government without a successor t As
or the steps of the royal palace built by A baz.whether
of his own body: so be was troubled at the dial,
it were physically done by the real miraculous revolution
the earth in its diurnal motion backwards from east t<>
thoughts of this his condition, and lamented of
west for a while, and its return attain to its old natural
himself, and entreated of God that he would revolution
from west to east; or whether it were not ap
prolong his life for a little while till he had parent only, and performed by an aerial phosphorus,
which imitated the sun's motion backwards, while u
wrae children, and not suffer him to depart cloud
hid the real sun, cannot now he determined. Phi
this life before be was become a father. Here losophers
and astronomers will naturally incline to the
upon God had mercy upon him, and accepted latter hypothesis. However, it must be noted, that Jose
pbus
seems
understood it otherwise than we ge
of his supplication, because the trouble be was nerally doi tothathave
the shadow was accelerated as much at
• We are here to -take notice, that these two sons of first forward as It was made to go backward afterwards,
Sewiarherti) that ran away into Armenia, became the and so the day was neither longer nor shorter than usual;
beads of two famous families there, the Arzerunii and the which, it must be cnofessed, agrees best ot all to astro
Oenunii ; of which see the particular histories in Moses nomy, whose eclipses, older than that time, were ob
served at the same times of the day^s if this miracle had
Chorenensia,
00. all our copies, place the sickness of never
happened. After all, this wonderful signal was
t JWphns,p.and
H-zekiati after the destruction of Sennacherib'sarmy, be not, it seems, peculiar to Judea, but either seen, or at
cause It appears to have been after his first assault, as he least beard of. at Babylon also, as appears by * Chrnn.
was going into Arabia and Egypt, where be pushed his ZXXii. 31; where we learn that the Babylonian ambas
conquests as far astbey would go. and in order to dispatch sadors were sent to Hezekiah, among other things, to
his story altogether; yet does no copy but this ofJosephns inquire of the wonder that was done in the land.
•ay it was after that destruction, but only that it happened I This expression of Josepbus, that the Medes, upon
destruction
the Assyrian
** overthrew
" the
in those days, or about that Umc of Hezekiah's life. Nor this
Assyrian
empire,ofseems
to be tooarmy,
strong;
for although
will the Btteen years' prolongation of bis life after his sick they
immediately cast off the Assyrian yoke, and set up
ness, allow that sickness to bare been later than the for
mer part of the fifteenth yearof his rrign. since chronology Detoces, a king of their own, vet it was some time be
durs not allow him in all above twenty-nine years and a fore the Medes and Babylonians overthrew Mneven;
fewmonths; whereas the first assault of Sennacherib was and some generations before the Medes and Persian.,
Cyaxares and Cyrus, overthrew the Assymu m
'n t"r fourteentli sear nf Helekiiih; hut the destruction I iiniler
M* keaaacberth's army was not tili Ins eighteenth year. Babylonian empire, and took Babylon.
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gladly, and made them a feast, and showed
them his treasures, and his armoury, and the
other wealth he was possessed of, in precious
stones, and in gold, and gave them presents
to be carried to Baladan, and sent them back
to him. Upon whicn the prophet Isaiah came
to him, and inquired of him whence those
ambassadors came: to which he replied, that
they came from Babylon, from the king; and
that he bad showed them all he had, that by
the sight of his riches and forces be might
thereby guess at [the plenty he was in], and
be able to inform the king of it. But the
prophet rejoined, and said, — " Know thou,
that, after a little while, these riches of thine
shall be carried away to Babylon, and thy
posterity shall be mads eunuchs there, and
lose their manhood, and be servants to the
king of Babylon; for that God foretold such
things would come to pass." Upon which
words Hezekiah was troubled, and said, that
he was himself unwilling that his nation
should fall into such calamities; yet, since it
is not possible to alter what God bad deter
mined, he prayed that there might be peace
while he lived. Berosus also makes mention
of this Baladan, king of Babylon. Now as
to this prophet [Isaiah], he was, by the con.
fession of all, a divine and wonderful man in
speaking truth; and out of the assurance that
he had never written what was false, he wrote
down all his prophecies, and left them behind
him in books, that their accomplishment might
be judged of from the events by posterity.
Nor did this prophet do so alone; but the
others, which were twelve in number, did the
same. And whatsoever is done among us,
whether it be good, or whether it be bad,
comes to pass according to their prophecies;
but of every one of these we shall speak here
after.

CHAPTER IIL
HOW MANASSEH REIGNED AFTER HEZEKIAH;
AND HOW, WHEN HE WAS IN CAFTIVITY, HE
RETURNED TO GOD, AND WAS RESTORED TO
HIS KINGDOM, AND LEFT IT TO [HIS SON]
AMON.
§ 1. When king Hezekiah had survived the
interval of time already mentioned, and had
dwelt all that time in peace, he died, having
completed fifty-four years of his life, and
reigned twenty-nine. But when his son Manasseh, whose mother's name was Hcphzibah,
of Jerusalem, had taken the kingdom, he de
parted from the conduct of his father, and
fell into a course of life quite contrary there
to, and showed himself in his manners most
wicked in all respects, and omitted no sort of
impiety, but imitated those transgressions of
the Israelites, by the commission of which
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against God, they had been destroyed; for he
was so hardy as to defile the temple of God, •>
and the city, and the whole country; for, by
setting out from a contempt of God, he bar
barously slew all the righteous men that were
among the Hebrews; nor would he spare the
prophets, for he every day slew some of them,
till Jerusalem was overflown with blood. So
God was angry at these proceedings, and sent
prophets to the king, and to the multitude, by
whom he threatened the very same calamities
to them which their brethren the Israelites,
upon the like affronts offered to God, were
now under. But these men would not be
lieve their words, by which belief they might
have reaped the advantage of escaping all
those miseries ; yet did they in earnest learn
that what the prophets had told them was
true.
2. And when they persevered in the same
course of life, God raised up war against them
from the king of Babylon and Chaldea, who
sent an army against Judea, and laid waste the
country; and caught king Manasseh by trea
chery, and ordered him to be brought to him,
and had him under his power to inflict what
punishment he pleased upon him. But then
it was that Manasseh perceived what a mise
rable condition he was in, and esteeming him
self the cause of all, he besought God to ren
der his enemy humane and merciful to him.
Accordingly, God heard his prayer, and
granted him what he prayed for. So Manasseh
was released by the king of Babylon, and
escaped the danger he was in ; and when be
was come to Jerusalem, he endeavoured, if it
were possible, to cast out of his memory those
his former sins against God, of which he now
repented, and to apply himself to a very reli
gious life. He sanctified the temple, and
purged the city, and for the remainder of his
days he was intent on nothing but to return
his thanks to God for his deliverance, and to
preserve him propitious to him all his life
long. He also instructed the multitude to do
the same, as having very nearly experienced
what a calamity he was fallen into by a con
trary conduct. He also rebuilt the altar, and
offered the legal sacrifices, us Moses com
manded; and when he had re-established
what concerned the divine worship, as it ought
to be, he took care of the security of Jerusa
lem: he did not only repair the old walls
with great diligence, but added another wall
to the former. He also built very lofty towers,
and the garrisoned places before the city he
strengthened not only in other respects, but
with provisions of all sorts that they wanted;
and indeed, when he had changed his former
course, he so led his life for the time to come,
that from the time of his return to piety to
wards God, he was deemed a happy man, and
a pattern for imitation. When therefore he
had lived sixty-seven years, he departed this
life, having reigned fifty-live years, and wus
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buried in his own garden; and the kingdom
oame to his son Anion, whose mother's name
was Meshuleineth, of the city of Jotbath.

CHAPTER IV.
KOW AXON EEXGNED INSTEAD OF MANASSEH;
AND AFTER AMON, REIGNED JOSIAH; BE
WAS BOTH RIGHTEOUS AND RELIGIOUS.
AS ALSO CONCERNING HULDAH THE PBOPHETES8.
§ I. This Amon imitated those works of his
father which he insolently did when he was
young: so he bad a conspiracy made against
him by his own servants, and was slain in his
own house, when he had lived twenty-four
years, and of them had reigned two; but the
multitude punished those that slew Amon,
and buried him with his father, and gave the
kingdom to his son Josiah, who was eight
years old. His mother was of the city of
Boscatb, and her name was Jedidah. He
was of a most excellent disposition, and
naturally virtuous, and followed the actions
of king David, as a pattern and a rule to him
in the whole conduct of his life; and when
he was twelve years old he gave demonstra
tions of his religious and righteous behaviour ;
for he brought the people to a sober way of
riving, and exhorted them to leave off the opi
nion they had of their idols, because they were
not gods, but to worship their own God; and
by reflecting on the actions of his progenitors,
he prudently corrected what they did wrong,
like a very elderly man, and like one abun
dantly able to understand what was fit to be
done ; and what he found they had well done,
be observed all the country over, and imitated
the same ; and thus he acted in following the
wisdom and sagacity of his own nature, and
in compliance with the advice and instruction
of the elders; for by following the laws it
was that be succeeded so well in the order of
his government, and in piety with regard to
the divine worship; and this happened be
cause the transgressions of the former kings
were seen no more, but quite vanished away ;
for the king went about the city, and the
whole country, and cut down the groves,
which were devoted to strange gods, and over
threw their altars ; and if there were any gifts
dedicated to them by his forefathers, he made
them ignominious, and plucked them down ;
and by this means he brought the people buck
from their opinion about them to the worship
of God. He also offered his accustomed sa
crifices and burnt-offerings upon the altar.
Moreover, be ordained certain judges and
overseers, that they might order the matters
to them severally belonging, and have regard
to justice above all things, and distribute it
with the same concern they would have about
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their own soul. He also sent over all the
country, and desired such as pleased to bring
gold and silver for the repairs of the temple,
according to every one's inclinations and abi
lities; and when the money was brought in,
he made one Maaseiah the governor of the
city, and Shaphan the scribe, and Joah the re
corder, and Eliakim the high-priest, curator
of the temple, and of the charges contributed
thereto; who made no delay, nor put the work
off at all, but prepared architects, and what
soever was proper for those repairs, and set
closely about the work. So the temple was
repaired by this means, and became a public
demonstration of the king's piety.
2. But when he was now in the eighteenth
year of his reign, he sent to Eliakim the highpriest, and gave order, that out of what
money was overplus, he should cast'eups, and
dishes, and vials, for ministration [in the tem
ple] ; and besides, that they should bring all
the gold or silver which was among the trea
sures, and expend that also in making cups
and the like vessels; but as the high-priest
was bringing out the gold, he lighted upon the
holy books of Moses that were laid up in the
temple ; and when he had brought them out,
he gave them to Shaphan the scribe, who,
when he had read them, came to the king,
and informed him that all was finished which
he had ordered to be done. He also read
over the books to him, who, when he had
heard them read, rent his garment, and called
for Eliakim the high-priest, and for [Shaphan]
the scribe, and for certain [other] of his mo*t
particular friends, and sent them to Huldah
the prophetess, the wife of Shallum (which
Shallum was a man of dignity, and of an
eminent family), and bade them go to her and
say that [he desired] she would appease God,
and endeavour to render him propitious to
tbem, for that there was cause to fear lest,
upon the transgression of the laws of Moses
by their forefathers, they should be in peril
of going into captivity, and of being cast out
of their own country; lest they should be in
want of all things, and so end their days mi
serably. When the prophetess had heard this
from the messengers that were sent to her by
the king, she bade them go back to the king,
and say, that God had already given sentence
against tbem, to destroy the people, and cost
them out of their country, and deprive them
of all the happiness they enjoyed; which sen
tence none could set aside by any prayers of
theirs, since it was passed on account of theii
transgressions of the laws, and of their not
having repented in so long a time, while the
prophets had exhorted them to amend, and
had foretold the punishments that would ensue
on their impious practices; which threatening
God would certainly execute upon them, that
they might be persuaded that he is God, and
had not deceived them in any respect as to
what he had denounced by his prophets; that
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yet, because Josiah was a righteous man, he and what thing soever there was besides
would at present delay those calamities, but which they worshipped as a god. 'And wbern
that, after his death, he would send on the he had thus purged all the country, be called
multitude what miseries he had determined the people to Jerusalem, and there celebrated
the feast of unleavened bread, and that called
for them.
3. So these messengers, upon this prophecy the Passover. He also gave the people for
of the* woman, came and told it to the king; paschal sacrifices, young kids of the goats,
whereupon he sent to the people everywhere, and lambs, thirty thousand, and three thou
and ordered that the priests and the Levites sand oxen for burnt-offerings. The princi
should come together to Jerusalem ; and pal of the priests also gave to the priests
commanded that those of every age should be against the passover two thousand and six
present also; and when they were gathered hundred lambs ; the principal of the Levites
together, he first read to them the holy books; also gave to the Levites five thousand lambs,
after which he stood upon a pulpit, in the and five hundred oxen, by which means there
midst of the multitude, and obliged them to was great plenty of sacrifices; and they of
make a covenant, with an oath, that they fered these sacrifices according to the laws of
would worship God, and keep the laws of Moses, while every priest explained the mat
Moses. Accordingly, they gave their assent ter, and ministered to the multitude. And
willingly, and undertook to do what the king indeed there had been no other festival thus
had recommended to them. So they imme celebrated by the Hebrews from the times of
diately offered sacrifices, and that after an ac Samuel the prophet; and the plenty of sacri
ceptable manner, and besought God to be fices now was the occasion that all things
gracious and merciful to them. He also en were performed according to the laws, and
joined the high-priest, that if there remained according to the custom of their forefathers.
in the temple any vessel that was dedicated So when Josiah had after this lived in peace,
to idols, or to foreign goils, they should cast nay, in riches and reputation also, anions all
it out; so when a great number of such ves men, he ended bis life in the manner follow ing.
sels were got together, he burnt them, and
scattered their ashes abroad, and slew the
priests of the idols that were not of the family
CHAPTER V.
of Aaron.
4. Ajid when he had done thus in Jerusa
how
josiah
fought
with neco [ktsg of
lem, he came into the country, and utterly
destroyed what buildings hud been made Egypt], and was wounded ani> died i v
therein by king Jeroboam, in honour of a little time afterwards: as also
strange gods; and he burnt the bones of the. how neco carried jffloabaz. who had
been made kino, into egypt, and de
false prophets upon that altar which Jero
boam first built; and as the prophet, [Jadon], livered the kingdom to jeiwiakmi:
who came to Jeroboam, when he was offering and [lastly], concerning jerjcmiah
sacrifice, and when all the people heard him, and exekiel.
foretold what would come to pass, viz. that
a certain man of the house of David, Josiah § 1. Now Neco, king of Egypt, raised an
by name, should do what is here mentioned. army, and marched to the river Euphrates,
And it happened that those predictions took in order to fight with the Medes and Baby
effect after three hundred and sixty one years. lonians, who had overthrown toe dominion of
5. After these things, Josiah went also to the Assyrians.f for he had a desire to reign
such other Israelites as had escaped captivity over Asia. Now when he was come to the
and slavery under the Assyrians, and per city Mendes, which belonged to the kingdom
suaded tbem to desist from their impious of Josiah, he brought an army to hinder him
practices, and to leave off the honours they from passing through his own country, in his
paid to strange gods, but to worship rightly expedition against the Medes. Now Neco
their own Almighty God, and adhere to him. sent a herald to Josiah, and told him. that he
He also searched the houses, and the villages, bad not made this expedition against him,
and the cities, out of a suspicion that some but was making haste to Euphrates; and de
body might have one idol or other in private; sired that he would not provoke bim to fight
nay, indeed, he' took away the chariots [of against him, because he obstructed bis march
the Sun] that were set up in his royal pa
people, which chariots were now " taken away," as Jo
lace,* which bis predecessors had framed, scphus
says, or, as toe book of Kings says, " burnt with
fire, by Josiah.1*
* It [a hard to reconcile the account in the second -f 1 his is a remarkable passage of chronology in Josc
book of Kings (ch. xxiii. 11) with this account in Jose- phus. that about the latter end of the reign of Josiah,
Medes and Babylonians overthrew the empire of
phus, and to translate this passage truly in Joscphus, the
the Assyrians! or, in the words of Tobit's contitinatcr,
whose copies are supposed to be hen: imperfect, how. that
"belore Tobias died, he heard of the des!rrtc.tic«>.
eser, the general sense of both seems to be thist — That of Mneveh,
which was taken hy Nebiichodonoscr ttw
there were certain chariots, with their horses, dedicated Babylonian, and
the Merle " Tob. xiv. Ms Sew
Id the idol of the Sun. or to Moi cb. which idol might Deau Pridenux'sAssurrus
Connexion, at the jear <ilS.
ie carried about in procession* and worshipped by the
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to the place whither he Lad resolved to go.
Bat josiali did not admit of this advice of
Kf co, but put himself into a posture to hin
der him from his intended march. I sup
pose it was fate that pushed him on to this
conduct, that it might take an occasion against
him; for as he was setting his army in array,*
and rode about in bis chariot, from one wing
of his army to another, one of the Egyptians
shot an arrow at bim, and put an end to his
eagerness for fighting; for, being sorelywounded, he commanded a retreat to be
sounded for his army, and returned to Jeru
salem, and died of that wound; and whs
magnificently buried in the sepulchre of his
fathers, when he had lived thirty-nine years,
und of them had reigned thirty-one. But all
the people mourned greatly for him, lament
ing and grieving on his account many days;
and Jeremiah the prophet composed an elegy
to lament him.f which is extant till this time
nlso. Moreover, this prophet denounced be
forehand the sad calamities that were coming
upon the city. He also left behind him in
writing, a description of that destruction of
our nation which has lately happened in our
days, and tbe taking of Babylon; nor was be
the only prophet who delivered such predic
tions beforehand to the multitude; but so
did Ezekiel also, who was the first person
that wrote, and hit behind him in writing
two books concerning these events. Now
these two oropnets were priests by birth, but
or them Jeremiah dwelt in Jerusalem, from
tne tnirteentn year of the reign of Josiab, un
til tne cuy and temple were utterly destroyed.
However, as to what befell this prophet, we
will relate it in its proper place.
"A. lipon tbe deatn or' Jasiab, which we
have already mentioned, his son, Jehoahaz
by name, took the kingdom, being about
twenty-thrce years old. He reigned in Je
rusalem; and his mother was Hamutal, of
the city Linnah. He was an impious man,
and impure in his course of life; but as the
king of Kgypt returned from the battle, he sent
for Jehoahaz to come to him to the city called
llamaih.t which belongs to Syria; and when
he was come, he put him in bonds, and de
livered the kingdom to a brother of his by
the father's side, whose name was Eliakim,
and changed his name to Jehoiakim, and laid
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a tribute upon the land of a hundred talents
of silver, and a talent of gold; and this sum
of money Jehoiakim paid by way of tribute ;
but Neco carried away Jehoahaz into Egypt,
where he died, when he had reigned three
months and ten days.
Now Jehoiakim's
mother was called Zebudah, of the city Rumah. He was of a wicked disposition, and
ready to do mischief: nor was he either reli
gious towards God, or good-natured toward
men.

CHAPTER VI.
HOW NEBUCHADNEZZAR, WHEN HB BAD
CONQUERED THE KING OT EGYPT, MADE AN
EXPEDITION AGAINST THE JEWS, AND
SLEW JEHOIAKIM, AND MADE JEHOIACHIN,
HIS SON, KING.

§ 1. Now in the fourth year of the reign of
Jehoiakim, one whose name was Nebuchad
nezzar took the government over the Babylo
nians, who at the same time went up with a
great army to the city Carchemish, which was
at Euphrates, upon a resolution he had taken
to fight with Neco, king of Egypt, under
whom all Syria then was. And when Neco
understood the intention of the king of Baby
lon, and that this expedition was made against
him, he did not despise his attempt, but made
haste with a great band of men to Euphra
tes to defend himself from Nebuchadnezzar;
and when they had joined battle, he was
beaten, and lost many ten thousands [of his
soldiers] in the battle. So the king of Ba
bylon passed over Euphrates, and took all
Syria, as far as Pelusmm, excepting Juden.
But when Nebuchadnezzar had already reign
ed four years, which was the eighth of Jehoi
akim's goverment over the Hebrews, the king
of Babylon made an expedition with mighty
forces against the Jews, and required tribute
of Jehoiakim, and threatened, on his refusal,
to make war against him. He was affrighted
at his threatening, and bought his peace with
money, and brought the tribute he was
ordered to bring for three years.
2. But on the third year, upon hearing
that the king of the Babylonians made an ex
pedition against tbe Egyptians, he did not pay
. This battle is Justly esteemed the very same thai
Herodotus (book ii. sect Io6) mentions, when he savs, his tribute; yet was he disappointed of his
tbat "Necao joined bailie with the Syrians [or Jews] hope, for the Egyptians durst not fight at this
at MaKdoium [Megiddo] and beat them,'* as Dr. Hud- time. And indeed the prophet Jeremiah fore
ton here observes.
t
+ Whether Josephns, from 2 Chron. xxxv. 2.5, here told every day how vainly they relied oh their
means the book of the Lamentations of Jeremiah, still. hopes from Egypt, and how the city would be
extant, which chiefly belongs to the destruction nf Je
rusalem under Nebuchadnezzar, or to any other like1 overthrown by the king of Babylon, and Je
melancholy poem now lost, but extant in the days nf hoiakim the king would be subdued by him.
Josephus. belonging peculiarly to Josiab, cannot now be But what he thus spake proved to be of no
determined,
I This ancient city Hamath. which is Joined with Ar-.' advantage to them, because there were none
pad, or Aradus, and with Damascus (2 Kings xviii. :>4; that should escape; for both the multitude,
Us. xxjvi. 19, Jer ilix. 2:1), cities of Syria and I'hceni
cu, ileal the borders nf JoftW w..s also itself evid<mlyi and the rulers, when they heard him, had no
fleae the same borders, though long ai;o ultelty destroy*!. | concern about what they heard ; . but being
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displensed at what was said, as if the prophet
were a diviner against the king, they accused
Jeremiah ; and bringing him before the court,
CHAPTER VII.
they required that a sentence and a punish
ment might be given against him. Now all THAT THE KING OF BABYLON REPENTED OF
the rest gave their votes for his condemnation, MAKING JEHOIACHIN KING, AND TOOK HIM
but the elders refused, who prudently sent AWAY TO BABYLON, AND DELIVERED THE
away the prophet from the court [of the pri
KINGDOM TO ZEDEKIAH. THIS KING WOULD
son], and persuaded the rest to do Jeremiah NOT BELIEVE WHAT WAS PREDICTED HI
no harm ; for they said that he was not the JEREMIAH AND EZEKIEL, BUT JOINED HIM
only person who foretold what would come SELF TO THE EGYPTIANS; WHO, WHEN
to the city, but that Micah signified the same THEY CAME INTO JtJDEA, WERE VANQUISH
before him, as well as many others, none of ED BY THE KING OF BABYLON; AS ALSO
whom suffered any thing of the kings that WHAT BEFELL JEREMIAH.
then reigned, but were honoured as the pro
phets of God. So they mollified the multi § 1 . But a terror seized on the king of Ba
tude with these words, and delivered Jeremiah bylon, who had given the kingdom to Jehoia
from the punishment to which he was con chin, and that immediately ; he was afraid
demned. Now when this prophet had written that he should bear him a grudge, because of
all his prophecies, and the people were fast his killing his father, and thereupon should
ing, and assembled at the temple, on the ninth make the country revolt from him ; where
month of the fifth year of Jehoiakim, he read fore he sent an army, and besieged Jehoiachin
the book he had composed of his predictions in Jerusalem ; but because he was of a gentle
of what was to befall the city, and the temple, and just disposition, he (lid not desire to see
and the multitude; and when the rulers heard the city endangered on his account, but he
of it, they took the book from him, and bade took his mother and kindred, and delivered
him and Baruch the scribe to go their ways, them to the commanders sent by the king
lest they should be discovered by one or other; of Babylon, and accepted of their oaths, that
but they carried the book, and gave it to the neither should they suffer any harm, nor the
king; so he gave order in the presence of his city; which agreement they did not observe
friends, that his scribe should take it and read for a single year, for the king of Babylon did
it. When the king heard what it contained, not keep it, but gave orders to his generals
he was angry, and tore it, and cast it into the to take all that were in the city captives, both
fire, where it was consumed. He also com the youth and the handicraftsmen, and bring
manded that they should seek for Jeremiah them bound to him: their number was ten
and Biiruch the scribe, and bring them to him, thousand eight hundred and thirty-two; as
that they might be punished. However, they also Jehoiachin, and his mother and friends;
escaped his anger.
and when these were brought to him, he kept
3. Now, a little time afterwards, the king them in custody, and appointed Jehoiachin>
of Babylon made an expedition against Je uncle, Zedekiah, to be king: and made him
hoiakim, whom he received [into the city], take an oath, that he would certainly keep tin
and this out of fear of the foregoing predic kingdom for him, and make no innovation,
tions of this prophet, as supposing that he nor have any league of friendship with th*
should suffer nothing that was terrible, be Egyptians.
cause he neither shut the gates, nor fought 2. Now Zedekiah was twenty and one j car*
Igainst him ; yet when he was come into the old when be took the government; and bad
city, he did not observe the covenants be had the same mother with his brother Jehoiakim,
made ; but he slew such as were in the flower but was a despiser of justice and of his duty;
of their age, and such as were of the greatest for truly those of the same age with him were
dignity, together with their king Jehoiakim, wicked about him, and the whole multitude
whom he commanded to be thrown before the did what unjust and insolent things they
walls, without any burial; and made his son pleased; for which reason the prophet Jere
Jehoiachin king of the country and of the miah came often to him, and protested to bim,
city: he also took the principal persons in and insisted, that be must leave off his im
dignity for captives, three thousand in num pieties and transgressions, and take care of
ber, and led them away to Babylon; among what was right, and neither give ear to the
whom was the prophet Ezekiel, who was then rulers (among whom were wicked men) nor
but young. And this was the end of king give credit to their false prophets who deluded
Jehoiakim, when he had lived thirty-six years, tbem. as if the king of Babylon would make
and of them reigned eleven. But Jehoiachin no more war against him, and as if the Egyp
succeeded him in the kingdom, whose mo tians would make war against him, and conquer
ther's name was Nehushta; she was a citizen hi in, since what tbeysaid was not true; and the
of Jerusalem. He reigned three months and events would not prove such [as they expect
ten days.
ed]. Now as to Zedekiah himself, while hi
beard the prophet speak, he believed him. and
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agreed to every thing as true, and supposed terly overthrow the city, and that they should
it was for bis advantage; but then his friends serve him and bis posterity seventy years;
perverted him, and dissuaded him from what and then the Persians and the Medea should
the prophet advised, and obliged him to do put an end to their servitude, and overthrow
what they pleased. Ezekiel also foretold in the Babylonians; "and that we shall be dis
Babylon what calamities were coming upon missed, and return to this land, and rebuild
the people, which when he heard, he sent ac the temple, and restore Jerusalem."*—When
counts of them unto Jerusalem; but Zede Jeremiah said this, the greater part believed
kiah did not believe tbeir prophecies, for the him; but the rulers, and those that were
reasoc following:— It happened that the two wicked, despised him, as one disordered m
prophets agreed with one another in what they his senses. Now he had resolved to go else
said as in all other things, that the city should where, to his own country, which was called
be taken, and Zedekiah himselfshould be taken Anathoth, and was twenty furlongs distant
• .ptive; but Ezekiel disagreed with him, and from Jerusalem ; and as he was going, one of
said, that Zedekiah should not see Babylon; the rulers met him, and seized upon him, and
while Jeremiuh said lo him, that the king of accused him falsely, as though he were going
Babylon should carry him away thither in as a deserter to the Babylonians ; but Jere
bonds; and because tbey did not both say miah said that he accused him falsely, and
the same thing as to this circumstance, he added, that be was only going to his own
disbelieved what they both appeared to agree country; but the other would not believe him,
in, and condemned them as not speaking but seized upon bim, and led him away to
truth therein, although all the things foretold the rulers, and laid an accusation against
him did come to pass according to their pro him, under whom be endured all sorts of
phecies, as we shall show upon a titter oppor torments and tortures, and was reserved to
be punished; and this was the condition he
tunity.
3. Now when Zedekiah had preserved the was in for some time, while he suffered what
league of mutual assistance be had made with I have already described unjustly.
the Babylonians for eight years, he brake it, 4. Now, in the ninth year of the reign of
and revolted to the Egyptians, in hopes, by Zedekiah, on the tenth day of the tenth month,
their assistance, of overcoming the Babylo the king of Babylon made a second expedition
nians. When the king of Babylon knew against Jerusalem, and lay before it eighteen
this, be made war against him: be laid his months, and besieged it with the utmost ap
country waste, and took his fortified towns, plication. There came upon them also two
and came to the city Jerusalem itself to be of the greatest calamities, at the same time
siege it; but when the king of Egypt heard that Jerusalem was besieged, a famine and a
what circumstances Zedekiah his ally was pestilential distemper, and made great bavoc
in, be took a great army with him, and came of them: and though the prophet Jeremiah
into Judea, as if he would raise the siege; was in prison, he did not rest, but cried out,
upon which the king of Babylon departed and proclaimed aloud, and exhorted the mul
from Jerusalem, and met the Egyptians, and titude to open tbeir gates, and admit the
joined battle with tbem and beat them ; king of Babylon, for that, if they did so, they
and when he had put them to flight, he should be preserved, and their whole families;
pursued them, and drove them out of all but if they did not so, they should be de
Syria. Now as soon as the king of Baby stroyed; and he foretold, that if any one staid
lon was departed from Jerusalem, the false in the city, he should certainly perish by one
prophets deceived Zedekiah, and said that of these ways,—either be consumed by the
the king of Babylon would not any more famine, or slain by the enemy's sword ; but
make war against him or bis people, nor re that if he would fly to the enemy he should
move them out of their own country into escape death: yet did not these rulers who
Babylon; and that those then in captivity heard believe him, even when they were in
would return, with all those vessels of the the midst of tbeir sore calamities; but tbey
temple, of which the king of Babylon had came to the king, and, in their anger, informed
despoiled that temple. But Jeremiah came bim what Jeremiah said, and accused him,
among them, and prophesied what contra and complained of the prophet as of a madman,
dicted those predictions, and what proved to and one that disheartened their minds, and,
be true, that tbey did ill, and deluded the by the denunciation of miseries, weakened
king; that the Egyptians would be of no ad the alacrity of the multitude, who were other
vantage to them, but that the king of Baby wise ready to expose themselves to dangers
lon would renew the war against Jerusalem, for him, and for tbeir country, while he, in a
and besiege it again, and would destroy the • Joscphas says her*, that Jeremiah prophesied not
people by famine, and carry away those that only of the return of the Jews from the Babylonian capremained into captivity, and would takeaway tivit), and this under the Persian! and Medea, aa in our
ropies: but of their rebuilding the temple, and
what they bad as spoils, and would carry oilier the
city Jerusalem, which doe* not appear in oar
otf those riches that were in the temple; nay, eren
copies under his name. See the nute on Anua> b. x£*
that, besides tbU, he would burn it, and ut cu. I. sect 0.
*
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«uy of threatening, warned them to fly to the When the king heard this, he said, that he
enemy, and told them that the city should would willingly do what he persuaded him to,
certainly lie taken, and be utterly destroyed. and what he declared would be to his advan
5. But for the king himself, be was not at tage, but that he was afraid of those of his
all irritated against Jeremiah, such was his own country that bad fallen away to the Ba
centle and righteous disposition; yet, that be bylonians, lest he should be accused by tbem
might not be engaged in a quarrel with those to the king of Babylon, and be punished.
rulers at such a time, by opposing what they Itut the prophet encouraged him, and said he
intended, he let them do with the prophet bad no cause to fear such punishment, for
whatsoever they would : whereupon, when that be should not have the experience of any
the king had granted them such a permission, misfortune, if he would deliver alt up to the
they presently came into the prison and took Babylonians; neither himself, nor his children,
bim, and let. him down with a cord into a pit nor bis wives, and that the temple should
full of mire, that he might be suffocated, and then continue unhurt. So when Jeremiah had
die of himself. So he stood up to the neck said this, the king let him go, and charged
in the mire, which was all about bim, and bo. him to betray what they bad resolved on to
continued: but there was one of the king's none of the citizens, nor to tell any of these
servants, who was in esteem with him, an matters to any of the rulers, if they should
Ethiopian by descent, who told the king what have learned that be had been sent for, and
a state the prophet was in, and said, that his should inquire of him what It was that be wus
friends and his rulers had done evil in put sent for, and what he had said to him; but to
ting the propbet into the mire, and by that pretend to them that he besought him that he
means 'contriving against him that he should might not be kept in bonds and in prison.
suffer a death more hitter than that by bis And indeed he said so to them, for they came
bonds only. When the king heard this, be to the prophet, and asked him what advice it
repented of his having delivered up the pro was that he came to give the king relating to
phet to the rulers, and bade the Ethiopian them: and thus I have finished what con
take thirty men of the king's guards, and cerns this matter.
cords with them, and whatsoever else they
understood to be necessnrv for the prophet's
preservation, and to draw him up' imme
diately. So the Ethiopian took the men that
CHAPTER VIII.
he was ordered to take, and drew up the pro
phet out of the mire, and left Sim at liberty HOW THE KING OF BABYLON TOOK JERUSALEM
AND BURNT THE TEMPLE, AND REMOVED
in the prison.
6. But when the king had sent to call him THE PEOPLE OP JERUSALEM AND 7.KDEprivately, and inquired what he could say to KIAH TO BABYLON. AS ALSO, WHO THEY
him from God, which might be suitable to bis WERE THAT HAD SUCCEEDED IN THE HIGHpresent circumstances, and desired him to in
PRIESTHOOD UNDER THE KINGS.
form him of it, Jeremiah replied, that he
had somewhat to say; but he said withal, be § 1. Now the king of Babylon was very intent
should not be believed, nor, if be admonished and earnest upon the siege of Jerusalem ; and
them, should be hearkened to; " for," said he, be erected towers upon great banks of earth,
" thy friends have determined to destroy me, and from them repelled those that stood upon
as though I bad been guilty of some wicked the walls: be also made a great number of
ness : and where are now those men who de such banks round about the whole city,
ceived us, and said that the king ot Babylon the height of which was equal to those w alls.
would not come and fight against us any However, those that were within bore the
more? but I am afraid now to speak the siege with courage and alacrity, for they were
truth, lest thou shouldest condemn me to not discouraged, either by the famine or by
die." And when the king had assured bim the pestilential distemper, but were of cheer
upon oath that he would neither himself put ful minds in the prosecution of the war, al
him to death, nor deliver him up to the rulers, though those miseries within oppressed them
he became bold upon that assurance that was also; and they did "not suffer themselves to
given him, and gave him this advice;—That be terrified, either by the contrivances of the
he should deliver the city up to the Baby enemy, or by their engines of war, but con
lonians; and be said, that it was God who trived still different engines to oppose all the
prophesied this by him, that [he must do so] other withal, till indeed there seemed to be
if he would be preserved and escape out of an entire struggle between the Babylonians
the danger he was i:., and that then neither and the people of Jerusalem, who had the
should the city fall to the ground, nor should greater sagacity and skill; the former party
the temple be burned; but that [if he dis- supposing they should be thereby too bard
ODeyed], he would be the cause of these mi for the other, for the destruction of the city;
series coming upon the citizens, and of the
latter placing their hopes of tfulivenmco
calamity that would befall Lis whole house. inthenothing
else but in persevering in such in
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v<pntions, in opposition to the other, as might own eyes; and thus far did Jeremiah pro
demonstrate the enemy's engines were use- phesy. But he was also made blind, and
l-» to them; and this siege they endured brought to Babylon, but did not see it, ac
for eighteen months, until they were destroyed cording to the prediction of EzekieL
by the famine, and by the darts which the 3. We have said thus much, because it was
sufficient to show the nature of God to such
enemy threw at them from the towers.
•2. Now the city was taken on the ninth as are ignorant of it, that it is various, and
day of the fourth month, in the eleventh year acts many different ways, and that all events
of the reign of Zedekiah. They were in happen after a regular manner, in their pro
deed only generals of the king of Babylon, per season, and that it foretells what tnn.-t
to whom Nebuchadnezzar committed the care come to pass. It is also sufficient to show
of the siege, for he abode himself in the city the ignorance and incredulity of men, whereby
of Riblah. The names of these generals who they are not permitted to foresee any thing
ravaged and subdued Jerusalem, if any one that is future, and are, without any guartl,
desired to know them, were these: Nergal exposed to calamities, so that it is impossible
Sharezer, Samgar Nebo, Rabsaris, Sarse- 1 for them to avoid the experience of those ca
chim, and Rabmag; and when the city was lamities.
taken about midnight, and the enemy's gene
4. And after this manner have the kings of
rals were entered into the temple, and when David's race ended their lives, being in num
Zedekiah was sensible of it, he took his ber twenty-one, until the last king, who all
wives and his children, and his captains and together reigned five hundred and fourteen
friends, and with them fled out of the city, years, and six months, and ten days: of whom
through the fortified ditch, and through the Saul, who was their first king, retained the
desert ; and when certain of the deserters had government twenty years, though he was not
informed the Babylonians of this, at break of of the same tribe with the rest.
day they made haste to pursue after Zede
5. And now it was that the king of Ba
kiah, and overtook him not far from Jericho, bylon sent Nebuzaradan, the general of his
tnd encompassed him about. But for those army, to Jerusalem, to pillage the temple;
friends and captains of Zedekiah who had who had it also in command to burn it and
fled out of the city with him, when they saw the royal palace, and to lay the city even with
their enemies near them, they left him, and the ground, and to transplant the people into
dispersed themselves, some one way and some Babylon. Accordingly he came to Jerusalem,
another, and every one resolved to save him- in the eleventh year of king Zedekiah, und
fk-li"; so the enemy took Zedekiah alive, when pillaged the temple, and carried out the ves
h^ was deserted by ill but a few, with his chil sels of God, both gold and silver, and parti
dren and his wives, and brought him to the cularly that large laver which Solomon dedi
king. When he was come, Nebuchadnezzar cated, as also the pillars of brass, and their
began to call him a wicked wretch, and a chapiters, with the golden tables and the can
covenant-breaker, and one that bad forgotten dlesticks: and when he bad carried these off,
his former words, when he promised to keep he set fire to the temple in the fifth mouth,
the country for him. He also reproached him the first day of the month, in the eleventh
for his ingratitude, that when he had received year of the reign of Zedekiah, and in the
the kingdom from him, who had taken it from eighteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar; be also
Jehoiachin, and given it him, be had made burnt the palace, and overthrew the city. Now
use of the power he gave him against him the temple was burnt four hundred and seventy
that gave it: " but," said he, " God is great, years, six months, and ten days, after it was
who hateth that conduct of thine, and hath built. It was then one thousand and sixtybrought thee under us." And when he had two years, six months, and ten days, from the
used these words to Zedekiah, he commanded departure out of Egypt; and from the De
hi* sons and his friends to be slain, while Ze luge to the destruction of the temple, the
dekiah and the rest of the captains looked on; whole interval was one thousand nine hundred
after which he put out the eyes of Zedekiah, and fifty-seven years, six months, and ten
and bound him, and carried him to Babylon. days; but from the generation of Adam,
And these things happened to him,* as Jere until this befell the temple, there were three
miah and Ezekiel had foretold to him, that thousand five hundred and thirteen years, six
he should be caught, and brought before the months, and ten days: so great was the num
king of Babylon, and should speak to him ber of years hereto belonging; and what ac
face to face, and should see his eyes with his tions were done during these years, we have
• T*el ob*erration of Jotephai ahoat the v.'mm.; particularly related. But the general of the
diwci-. M. : ; Jrremiah (ch xxxii 4, and vuiv. 3; IJabjlonian king now overthrew the city to
and 1 i-\ sit. l-ii 1'in real arreement at last, eanerra- the very foundation*, and removed all the
athe file" of Zr-drkiih. i» *ery true and vrry remark- people, and took lor prisoners the higb-priest
t_ See cb. »ii aect J Nor la il a| all unlikely thai
liar MAPI and fit** proph-li* IBU(ht make mm nl this Serai ih, anil Ze'ihaniah the priest that was
vrsiiai rootrodtctloo to dinauadr Zrd«-ki:th from hrliev- next to him, and ti e rulers that guarded the
ta>T either of thoae prophet*, as Joarpbits bere intimate* j temple, who were tLree in number, and tua
U * at (HtM thereby.
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who was over the armed men, and Jews into captivity, left the poor, and those
■even friends of Zedekiah, and his scribe, and that had deserted, in the country ; and made
sixty other rulers; all whom, together with one, whose name was Gedaliah, the son of
the vessels they had pillaged, he carried to the Ahikam, a person of a noble family, their
king of Babylon to Riblah, a city of Syria. governor; which Gedaliah was of a gentle
So the king commanded the heads of the and righteous disposition. He also com
high-priest and of the rulers to be cut off manded them that they should cultivate the
there; but he himself led all the captives and ground, and pay an appointed tribute to the
Zedekiah to Babylon. He also led Josedek king. He also took Jeremiah the prophet
the high-priest away bound. He was the son out of prison, and would have persuaded him
of Seraiah the high-priest, whom the king of to go along with him to Babylon, for that he
Babylon had slain in Riblah, a city of Syria, bad been enjoined by the king to supply him
with whatsoever he wanted; and if he did
as we just now related.
6. And now, because we have enumerated not like to do so, he desired him to inform
the succession of the kings, and who they bun where he resolved to dwell, that he might
were, and how long they reigned, I think it- signify the same to the king. But the pro
necessary to set down the names of the high- phet had no mind to follow him, nor to dwell
priests, and who they were.that succeeded one anywhere else, but would gladly live in the
another in the high-priesthood under the kings. ruins of his country, and in the miserable re
The first high-priest then at the temple which mains of it. When the general understood
Solomon built was Zadok ; after him his son what his purpose was, be enjoined Gedaliah,
Achimas received that dignity; after Achiinas whom he left behind, to take all possible care
was Azarias; his son was Joram, and Joram's of him, and to supply him with whatsoever
son was Isusj after him was Axioramus; his he wanted; so when be had given him rich
son was Phideas, and Phideas's son was Su- presents, he dismissed him. Accordingly,
deas, and Sudeas's son was Juelus, and Jue- Jeremiah abode in a city of that country,
lus's son was Jotham, and Jotham's son was which was called Mispah; and desired of
TJrias, and Urias's son was Nerias, and Ne- Nebuzaradan that he would set at liberty his
rias's son was Odeas, and his son was Sallu- disciple Baruch.f the son of Neriab, one ot a
mus, and Sallumus's son was Elcias, and his very eminent family, and exceeding skilful in
son [was Azarias, and his son] was Sareas,* the language of his country.
and his son was Josedec, who was carried 2. When Nebuzaradan had done thus, he
captive to Babylon. All these received the made haste to Babylon; but as to those that
high-priesthood by succession, the sons from lied away during the siege of Jerusalem, and
their father.
had been scattered over the country, when
7. When the king was come to Babylon, they heard that the Babylonians were gone
he kept Zedekiah in prison until he died, and away, and bad left a remnant in the land ol
buried him magnificently, and dedicated the Jerusalem, and those such as were to culti
vessels he bad pillaged out of the temple of vate the same, they came together from all
Jerusalem to his own gods, and planted the parts to Gedaliah to Mispah. Now the rulers
people in the country of Babylon, but freed *hat were over them were Johanan, the son ol
the high-priest from his bonds.
Kareah, and Jezaniah, and Seraiah, and others
beside them. Now there was of the royal
family, one Isbmael, a wicked man, and very
crafty, who, during the siege of Jerusalem,
CHAPTER IX.
fled to Baalis, king of the Ammonites, and
abode with him during that time; and Geda
HOW NEBUZARADAN 8ET OEDALIAII OVER liah persuaded them, now they were there,
THE JEWS THAT WERE LEFT IN JUDEA, to stay with him, and to have no fear of the
WHICH GEDALIAH WAS, A LITTLE AFTER Babylonians, for that if they would cultivate
WARD, SLAIN BY ISHMAEL; AND HOW JO- the country, they should suffer no harm.
HANAN, . AFTER ISHMAEL WAS DRIVEN This he assured them of by oath; and said
AWAY, WENT DOWN INTO EGYPT WITH THE that they should have him for their patron,
PEOPLE; WHICH PEOPLE NEBUCHADNEZ and that if any disturbance should arise, they
ZAR, WHEN HE MADE AN EXPEDITION should find him ready to defend them. He
AGAINST THE EGYPTIANS, TOOK CAPTIVE, also advised them to dwell in any city, as
AND BROCGHT THEM AWAY TO BABYLON. every one of them pleased; and that they
would send men along with his own servants,
§ 1. Now the general of the army, Nebuzanumber of the high-priests belonging to this interval
radan, when he had carried the people of the the
was eighteen (Antiq. b. XL cb. x), whereas his copies
here but seventeen.
• 1 have here inserted in brockets this bigh-pneM hare
Of this character of Barucb, the son of Neriah, ana
Axarias, though be be omitted in all Josephus's cupirs. + genuineness
of bis book, that stands Dow in our
out of the Jewish chronicle. Seder Olara, of how little the
Apocrypha, and that it is really a canonical book, ui\
•uthonty rarer I generally esteem «uch late Rabbinical an
Appendix
*
'
"
MJtonaos, bneausa we know from Josepbus himself, that page 1—II.
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and rebuild their houses upon the old foun
dations, and dwell there; and he admonished
them beforehand, that they should make pre
paration, while the season lasted, of corn, and
wine, and oil, that they might have whereon
to feed during the winter. When he had
tbus discoursed to them, he dismissed them,
that every one might dwell in what part of
the country he pleased.
3, Now when this report was spread abroad
as far as the nations that bordered on Judea,
that Gedaliah kindly entertained those that
came to him, after they had tied away, upon
this [only] condition, that they should pay
tribute to the king of Babylon, they also
came readily to Gedaliah, and inhabited the
country. And when Johanan, and the rulers
that were with him, observed the country, and
the humanity of Gedaliah, they were exceed
ingly in love with him, and told him that
Baalis, the kins of the Ammonites, had sent
Ishmael to kill him by treachery, and secret
ly, that he might have the dominion over the
Israelites, as being of the royal family; and
they said, that he might deliver himself from
this treacherous design, if he would give them
leave to slay Ishmael, and nobody should
know it, for they told him they were afraid
that when be was killed by the other, the
entire ruin of the remaining strength of the
Israelites would ensue. But he professed
that he did not believe what they said, when
they told bim of such a treacherous design,
in a man that had been well treated by him;
because it was not probable that one who,
under such a want of all things, had failed
of nothing that was necessary for him, should
be found so wicked and ungrateful towards
his benefactor, that when it would be an in
stance of wickedness in him not to save him,
had he been treacherously assaulted by others,
to endeavour, and that earnestly, to kill him
with his own hand: that, however, if he
ought to suppose this information to be true,
it was better for himself to be slain by the
other, than destroy a man who fled to him
for refuge, and entrusted his own safety to
him, and committed himself to his disposal.
4. So Johanan, and the rulers that were
with him, not being able to persuade Gedaliah,
went away: but after the interval of thirty
days was over, Ishmael came again to Geda
liah, to the city Mispah, and ten men with him:
and when he had feasted Ishmael, and those
that were with him, in a splendid manner at
his table, and had given tbem presents, he
tamme disordered in drink, while he endea
voured to be very merry with them: and when
Ishmael saw him in that case, and that he was
drowned in his cups to the degree of insensi
bility, and fallen asleep, he rose up on a sud
den, with his ten friends, and slew Gedaliah
and those tbat were with him at the feast ; and
when he had slain them, he went out by night,
tod slew all th* Jews that were in the city.
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and those soldiers also which were left therein
by the Babylonians; but the next day four
score men came out of the country with pre
sents to Gedaliah, none of them knowing what
had befallen him; when Ishmael saw them,
he invited them in to Gedaliah, and when they
were come in, he shut up the court, and slew
them, and cast their dead bodies down into a
certain deep pit, that they might not be seen ;
but of these fourscore men Ishmael spared
those that entreated him not to kill them, till
they had delivered up to him what riches they
had concealed in the fields, consisting of their
furniture, and garments, and corn : but he
took captive the people that were in Mispah,
with their wives and children; among whom
were the daughters of king Zedekiah, whom
Nebuzaradan, the general of the army of
Babylon, had left with Gedaliah; and when
he had done this, he came to the king of the
Ammonites.
5. But when Johanan and the rulers with
him heard of what was done at Mispah by
Ishmael, and of the death of Gedaliah, they
had indignation at it, and every one of them
took his own armed men, and came suddenly
to fight with Ishmael, and overtook him at
the fountain in Hebron : and when those tbat
were carried away captives by Ishmael, saw
Johanan and the rulers, they were very glad",
and looked upon them as coming to their as
sistance; so they left him that bad carried
them captives, and came over to Johanan:
then Ishmael, with eight men, fled to the king
of the Ammonites ; but Johanan took those
whom be had rescued out of the hands of Ish
mael, and the eunuchs, and their wives and
children, and came to a certain place called
Mandara, and there they abode that day ; for
they had determined to remove from thence
and go into Egypt, out of fear, lest the Baby
lonians should slay them, in case they con
tinued in the country, and that out of anger
at the slaughter of Gedaliah, who had been by
them set over it for governor.
6. Now while they were under this delibe
ration, Johanan, the son of Kareah, and the
rulers tbat were with him, came to Jeremiah
the prophet, and desired that he would pray
to God, that because they were at an utter
loss about what they ought to do, he would
discover it to them, and tbey sware that they
would do whatsoever Jeremiah should say to
them : and when the prophet said that he would
be their intercessor with God, it came to pass,
that after ten days God appeared to him, and
said, that he should inform Johanan and the
other rulers and all the people, that he would
be with them while they continued in that
country, and take car* of them, and keep
them from being hurt by the Babylonians, of
whom they were afraid; but that he would
desert them if they went into Egypt ; and,
out of his wrath against them, would inflict
the same punishments uoon them which the>
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>txew their brethren had already endured. be a desert for seventy years; but the erKiro
So when the prophet had informed Jobanan interval of time which passed from the ca-juand the people that God had foretold these vity of the Israelites, to the carrying awav of
things, he was not believed, when he said that the two tribes, proved to be a hundred mid
God commanded them to continue in that thirty years six months, and ten days.
country ; but they imagined that he said so
to gratify Baruch, his own disciple, and be
lied God, and that he persuaded them to stay
CHAPTER X
there, that they might be destroyed by the
Babylonians. Accordingly, both the peopie CONCERNING DANIEL, AND WHAT BEFELL IIIU
and Johanan disobeyed the counsel of God,
AT BABYLON.
which he gave them by the prophet, and re
moved into Egypt, and carried Jeremiah and § 1. But now Nebuchadnezzar, king of Ba
bylon, took some of the most noble of the
Baruch along with them.
7. And when they were there, God signi Jews that were children, and the kinsmen of
fied to the prophet that the king of Babylon Zedekiah their king, such as were remarkable
was about making an expedition against the for the beauty of their bodies and the comeli
Egyptians, and commanded him to foretell ness of their countenances, and delivered them
to the people that Egypt should be taken, into the hands of tutors, and to the improve
and the king of Babylon should slay some of ment to be made by them. He also made
them, and should take others captives, and -some of them to be eunuchs; which course
bring them to Babylon; which things came he took also with those of other nations whom
to pass accordingly; for on the filth year he bad taken in the flower of their age, and
after the destruction of Jerusalem, which was afforded them their diet from his own table,
the twenty-third of the reign of Nebuchad and had them instructed in the institutes of
nezzar, he made an expedition against Cele- the country, and taught the learning of the
syria; and when he had possessed himself of Chaldeans ; and they had now exercised them
it, he made war against the Ammonites and selves sufficiently in that wisdom which he
Moabites; and when he had brought all had ordered they should apply themselves to.
those nations under subjection, he fell upon Now among these there were four of the family
Egypt, in order to overthrow it ; and he slew of Zedekiah, of most excellent dispositions;
the king that then reigned,* and set up ano the one of whom was called Daniel, another
ther: and he took those Jews that were there was called Ananias, another Misacl, and the
captives, and led them away to Babylon; fourth Azarias: and the king of Babylon
and such was the end of the nation of the changed their names, and commanded that
Hebrews, as it hath been delivered down to they should make use of other names. Daniel
us, it having twice gone beyond Euphrates; he called Baltasar; Ananias, Shatlrnch; Mifor the people of the ten tribes were carried sael, Meshach; and Azarias, Abednego.
out of Samaria by the Assyrians in the days of These the king had in esteem, and continued
king Hoshea; after which the people ofthe two to love, because of the very excellent temper
tribes that remained after Jerusalem was taken they were of, and because of their application
[were carried away] by Nebuchadnezzar, the to learning, and the progress they had made
king of Babylon and Chaldea. Now as to in wisdom.
Shaltnanezer, he removed the Israelites out of 2. Now Daniel and his kinsman had re
their country, and placed therein the nation solved to use a severe diet, and to abstain from
of the Cutheans, who had formerly belonged those kinds of food which came from the king's
to the inner parts of Persia and Media, but table, and entirely to forbear to eat of all liv
were then called Samaritan*, by taking the ing creatures: so he came to Ashpenaz, who
name of the country to which they were re was that eunuch to whom the cure of them
moved ; but the king of Babylon, who brought was committed,* and desired him to take and
out the two tribes.f placed, no other nation spend what was brought for them from the
in their country, by which means all Judeu king; but to give them pulse and dates for
and Jerusalem, and the temple, continued to their food, and any thing else, besides the
flesh of living creatures, that be pleased, for
* Herodotus says, this Ling of Egypt (I'liaroah llophra, that their inclinations were to that sort 01
or A pries) was slain by the Egyptuns, as Jeremiah fore food,
and that they despised the other. He
told Ins slaughter by his enemies (Jer. xliv. ay, 30) ; and
that as a sign of the destnicUon of Egypt by Nebuchad replied, that he was ready to serve them in
nezzar. Josepbue says, this king was stain by Nebu what they desired, but he suspected that they
chadnezzar himself,
r We see hem that Judea was left in n manner deso- t That Daniel was made one of these eunuchs of
after the captivity of the two tribes, and was not re- which Isaiah prophesied (Isa. xxxiv 7), aud the three
peopled with foreign colonies, perhaps as an indication children his companions also, seems to me plain, both
*'tf Providence, that the Jews were to rrpeoule it without here in Josepbus. and in our copies of Daniel (Dan. L 3,
«( po«it>on
themselves. 1ofalsotheesteem
latter and pre 6, 7, II. 1H); although, it must be granted, that some
sent
sametothecountry,
married persons, that had children, were sometimes talesi
r»t^1 desolate
repeopledcondition
by foreign colonies,
be a like without
iiulica- eunuchs,
in a general acceptation lor roiirtiers. on ac
tbat the same Jews are hereafter to reuenple il count
that so many of the ane<«*t courtier* were real
their so loog-expected restoration. eunuchs. See, Cien. ■ sr'a «
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wotl'l be discovered by the king, from theiri he went to Arioch, who was captain of the
■MMM bodies, and the alteration of their king's guards, and desired to know of him
co'in*»r-aiices; because it could not be avoided what was the reason why the king had given
n i* <h ".r bodies and colours must be changed command that all the wise men, and Chal
»itli their diet, especially while they would deans, and magicians, should be slain. So
be clearly discovered by the finer appearance when he had learned that the king had bad a
of the other children, who would fare better, dream, and had forgotten it, and that when
and thus tbey should bring him into danger, they were enjoined to inform the king of it,
■:id occasion him to be punished: yet did they had said they could not do it, and had
they |»ert>uadc Arioch, who was thus fearful thereby provoked him to anger, he desired of
to give them what food they desired for ten Arioch that he would go in to the king, and
days, by way of trial; and in case the habit desire respite for the magicians for one night,
"t t'leir bodl'a were not altered, to go on in and to put off" their slaughter so long, for that
the tame way, as expecting that tbey should be hoped within that time to obtain, by prayer
not !>.• hurt thereby afterwards; but if he to God, the knowledge of the dream. Ac
taw them look meagre, and worse than the cordingly, Arioch informed the king of wbut
rest, he should reduce them to their former Daniel desired: so the king bade them delay
diet. Now when it appeared that they were the slaughter of the magicians till he knew
so far from becoming worse by the use of this what Daniel's promise would come to; but
food, that tbey grew plumper ami fuller in the young man retired to his own house, with
body than the rest, insomuch, that he thought his kinsmen, and besought God that whole
those who fed on what came from the king's night to discover the dream, and thereby de
table seemed less plump and full, while those liver the magicians nnd Chaldeans, with whom
that were with Daniel looked as if tbey had they were themselves to perish, from the king's
lived in plenty, and in all sorts of luxury, anger, by enabling biin to declare his vision,
Arioch, from that time, securely took himself and to make manifest what the king had seen
what the king sent every day from bis supper, the night before in his sleep, but had forgotten
according to custom, to the children, but gave it. Accordingly, God, out of pity to those that
them the fore-mentioned diet, while they had were in danger, and out of regard to the wis
their souls in some MMM more pure, and dom of Daniel, made known to him tbe dream
lest burdened, mid so titter for learning, and and its interpretation, that so the king might
hail their bodies in ttettcr tune lor hard labour; understand by him its signification also.
for they neither had the former oppressed When Daniel had obtained this knowledge
and heavy with variety of meats, nor were from God, he arose very joyful, and told it his
the other" effeminate on the same account; so brethren, and made them glad, and to hope
they readily understood all the learning that well that they should now preserve their lives,
was among the Hebrews, and among the of which they despaired before, and had their
Chaldeans, as especially did Daniel, who, be minds full of nothing but the thoughts of
ing already sufficiently skilled in wisdom, wot dying. So when he had with them returned
very busy about the interpretation ol dreams: thanks to God, who 'lal' commiserated their
youth, when it was day he came to Arioch, and
and God manifested himself to bin.
3. Now two years after the destruction of desired him to bring biin to the king, because
Egypt, king Nebuchadnezzar saw a wonderful he would discover to him that dream which
dream, the accomplishment of which God he bad seen the night before.
showed him in bis sleep ; but when he arose 4. When Daniel was come in to the king,
out of bis bed, he forgot the accomplishment: be excused himself first, that be did not pre
so be tent for the Chaldeans and magicians, tend to be wiser than the other Chaldeans and
and the prophets, and told them that he had magicians, when, upon their entire inability
seen a dream, und informed them tha*. he had to discover his dream, he was undertaking to
forgotten tbe accomplishment of what he had inform him of it; for this was not by his own
seen, and he enjoined tbcm to tell him both skill, or on account of his having better cul
what the dream was, ami what was its signi tivated his understanding than the rust; but
fication; and they said that this was a thing he said, " God hath Lad pity upon us, when
impossible to be discovered by men; but they we were in danger of death, and when I
promised him, that if he would explain to them prayed for the life of myself, and of those of
what dream he hud seen, they would tell him my owti nation, bath made manifest to me
its signification. Hereupon he threatened to both the dream and the interpretation there
put them to death, unless they told him his of; for I was not less concerned for thy glory
dream: and he gave command to have them than for the sorrow that we were by thee canall put to death, since they confessed they demned to die, while thou didst so unjustly
could not do what tbey were commanded to command men, both good and excellent in
do Now when Daniel heard that the king themselves, to be put to death, when thou
ha! |,iran a command that all the wi*e men enjoinedst them to do what was entirely above
: to death, and that among them the reach of human wisdom, and requiredst
of then what was only tht woik of God.
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Wherefore, as thou in thy 6leep wast eolici- 1 their enemies]; for they offended the king
tous concerning those that should succeed thee upon tbe occasion following: — He made an
in the government of the whole world, God image of gold, the height of which was sixty
was desirous to show thee all those that should cubits, and its breadth six cubits, and set it in
reign alter thee, and to that end exhibited to the great plain of Babylon ; and when be was
thee the following dream: — Thou seemedst going to dedicate the image, he invited the
to see a great image standing before thee, the principal men out of all the earth that were
bead of which proved to be of gold, the under his dominions, and commanded tbem,
shoulders and arms of silver, and the belly in tbe first place, that when they should heart
and the thighs of brass, but the legs and the the sound of the trumpet, they should then
feet of iron ; after which thou sawest a stone fall down and worship the image; and he
broken off from a mountain, which fell upon threatened, that those who did not do so should
tbe image and threw it down, and brake it to be cast into a fiery furnace. When, therefore,
pieces, and did not permit any part of it to all the rest, upon the hearing of tbe sound of
remain whole; but the gold, the silver, tbe the trumpet, worshipped the image, they re
brass, and the iron, became smaller than meal, late that Daniel's kinsmen did not do it, be
which, upon the blast of a violent wind, was cause they would not transgress the laws of
by force carried away, and scattered abroad; their country: so these men were convicted,
but the stone did increase to such a degree, i and cast immediately into the fire, but were
that the whole earth beneath it seemed to be saved by Divine Providence, and after a sur
filled therewith. This is the dream which thou prising manner escaped death; for the fire did
sawest, and its interpretation is as follows: — not touch them : and I suppose that it touched
The head of gold denotes thee, and the kings tbem not, as if it reasoned with itself, that
of Babylon that have been before thee; but they were cast into it without any fault of
the two hands and arms signify this, that your theirs, and that, therefore, it was too weak to
government shall be dissolved by two kings; burn the young men when they were in it.
but another king that shall come from the This was done by the power of God, who
west, armed with brass, shall destroy that go made their bodies so far superior to the tire,
vernment; and another government, that shall that it could not consume tbem. This it was
be like unto iron, shall put an end to the which recommended them to the king as
power of the former, and shall have dominion righteous men, and men beloved of God ;
over all the earth, on account of the nature of on which account they continued in great
iron, which is stronger than that of gold, of esteem with him.
silver, and of brass." Daniel did also de
(t. A little after this the king saw in his
clare the meaning of the stone to the king;* sleep again another vision; how he shoidd
but I do not thing proper to relate it, since I fall from his dominion, and feed among the
have only undertaken to describe things past wild beasts; and that, when he had lived in
or things present, but not things that are fu this manner ill the desert for seven years.f he
ture; yet if any one be so very desirous of should recover his dominion again. When
knowing truth, as not to wa*e such points of he bad seen this dream, he called the magi
curiosity, arO cannot curb his inclination for cians together again, and inquired of tbem
understanding the uncertainties of futurity, about it, and desired them to tell him what it
and whether they will happen or not, let him be + Since Josepbus here explains tbe seven propbetio
diligent in reading the book of Daniel, which times which were to pass over Nebuchadnezzar (Dan.
iv. lb) to be seven years, ue thence learn bow he most
he will find among the sacred writings.
probably must have uuderslood those other parallel
5. When Nebuchadnezzar heard this, and phrases,
of "a time, times, and a half" {Antiq. b. vii.
recollected his dream, he was astonished at ch. xxv), of so many prophetic years also, though he
withal lets us know, by his hint at the interpretation of
the nature of Daniel, and fell upon his face, the
weeks, as belonging to the fourth monarchy,
and saluted Daniel in the manner that men and seveuly
the destruction of Jerusalem by tbe Komans in the
worship God, and gave command that he days of Josrphus (ch. ii. sect. 7), that be did not think
years to be bare years, but rather days for yearsf
should be sacrificed to as a god. And this those
by which reckoning, mid by w hich alone, could seventy1
was not all, for he also imposed the name of weeks,
or lour hundred and ninety days, reach to the
of Josephus. But as to the truth of those seven
his own god upon him [Baltasar], and made age
years'
banishment
of Nebuchadnezzar from men, and
him and his kinsmen rulers of his whole king his living so long among
the beasts, the very small re
dom; which kinsmen of his happened to fall mains we have anywhere else of this Nebuchadnezzar,
prevent our ezpectatiuii of any other full account of it.
into great danger by the envy and malice [of So
far we know by Ptolemy's canon, a contemporary
as well as by Josepbus presently, that be reigned
• Of tbe most remarkable passage in Josephns con record,
in
all
forty.tbree years, that is, eight years after we meet
cerning the 11 atone cut out of tbe mountain, and destroy with any
account of his actions; one of tbe last of which
ing the image," which he wonld not explain, bat intimated was the thirteen
siege of Tyre (Antiq. b. xi ch.
to be a prophecy of futurity, and probably not safe fur xi); where yet theyears1
I.atin has but three yea" and tea
him to explain, as belonging to the destruction ol tbe months: yet weie*>ld
his aclious before so remarkable,
Roman empire by Jesus Christ, tbe true Messiah of the both
in sacred and piutaue authors, that such a vacuity
Jews,
of Havercamp
sect.now
4)t of eight
years at the least, at tbe latter end of his reign,
M Nor istake
thistbe
to bewords
wondered
at, that be (ch,
wouldX. not
must
allowed to atree very well with Daniel's ac
meddle with things future, for be bad nomind to provoke counts,bethat
a set en years' brutal lite, tie mighf
the Humans, bji speaking of the de.truclion of that city return to his alter
rrason, and to the exercise of bis roral
whuh they called the Eternal City."
authority, tor one whole year at least before his death.
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•ignified ; but when none of them couM find
out the meaning of the dream, nor discover
it to the king, Daniel was the ov'y person
that explained it; and as he foretold, so it
came to pass; for after he had continued in
the wilderness the forcmentioncd interval of
time, while no one durst attempt to seize his
kingdom during those seven years, he prayed
to God that he might recover his kingdom,
and he returned to it. But let no one blame
me for writing down every thing of this na
ture, as I find it in our ancient hooks; fur as
to that matter, I have plainly assured those
that think me defective in any such point, or
complain of my management, and have told
them in the beginning of this history, that I
intended to do no more than translate the
Hebrew books into the Greek language, and
promised them to explain those facts, without
adding any thing to them of my own, or tak
ing any thing away from thum.

CHAPTER XI.
CONCERNING NEBCCHADNEZZA*. AND HIS SUC
CESSORS, AND H0WTHEIR GOVERNMENT WAS
DISSOLVED BY THE PERSIANS; AND WHAT
THINGS BEFELL DANIEL IN MEDIA ; AND
WHAT PROPHECIES HE DELIVERED THERE.
§ I, Now when king Nebuchadnezzar had
reigned forty-three years,* he ended his life.
He was an active man, and more fortunate
than the kings that were before him. Now
Berosus makes mention of his actions in the
third book of his Chaldaic History, where he
says thus: — "When his father Nebuchodonosor [Nabopollassar] heard that the gover.
nor whom he had set over Egypt, and the
places about Celesyria and Phoenicia, had re
volted from him, while he was not himself
able any longer to undergo the hardships [of
war], he committed to hi*, son Nebuchadnez
zar, who was still but a youth, some parts of
his army, and sent them against him. So
when Nebuchadnezzar bad given battle,* and
fought with the rebel, he beat him, and re
duced the country from under bis subjection,
and made it a branch of his own kingdom;
but about that time it happened that his fa
ther Nebucbodonosor [Nabopollassar] fell ill,
1 -nded his life in the city of Babylon,
he had reigned twenty-one years ; f and
ry-three years for the duration of tbe reign
im are, as 1 have jost now observed, the
▼cry tame number in Ptolemy's canon. Moses Choreaensu does also confirm tbia captivity of the Jews under
Isebuchadoezzar; and adds, what is very remarkable,
Wat one of tbose Jews that were carried by him into
captivity, rot away into mneaii, and raised tbe great
family
of thetwenty-one
Bagratidas years
there. here ascribed to one Na♦ These
aotilassar. in the first book against Apion, or to Nabo
pollassar, tbe father of tbe great Nebuchadnezzar, are
also tlia very same with those given bim in Ptolemy's
•anon. And note here, that what Dr. Prideaux says,
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when be was made sensible, as he was In a
little time, that his father, Nebucbodonosor
[Nabopollassar], was dead, and having set
tled the affairs of Egypt, and the other coun
tries, as also those that concerned the captive
Jews, and Phoenicians, and Syrians, and tbose
of the Egyptian nations, and having com
mitted the conveyance of them to Babylon to
certain of his friends, together with the gross
of his army, and the rest of their ammunition
and provisions, he went himself hastily, ac
companied with a few others, over the desert,
and came to Babylon. So be took upon him
the management of public affairs, and of the
kingdom which had been kept for him by
one that was the principal of the Chaldeans,
and he received the entire dominions of his
father, and appointed, that when the captives
came, they should be placed as colonies, in
the most proper places of Babylonia; but
then be adorned the temple of Belus, and the
rest of the temples, in a magnificent manner,
with the spoils he had taken in the war. He
also added another city to that which was
there of old, and rebuilt it, that such as would
besiege it hereafter might no more turn the
course of the river, and thereby attack the
city itself: he therefore built three walls
round about the inner city, and three others
about that which was the outer, and this he
did with burnt brick. And after he had,
after a becoming manner, walled the city,
and adorned its gates gloriously, he built
another palace before his father's palace, but
so that they joined to it; to describe the vast
height and immense riches of which, it would
perhaps be too much for me to attempt; yet,
as large and lofty as they were, they were
completed in fifteen days.J He also erected
elevated places for walking, of stone, and
made it resemble mountains, and built it so
that it might be planted with all sorts of trees.
He also erected what was called a pensile pa
radise, because* his wife was desirous to have
things like her own country, she having been
bred up in the palaces of Media." Megasthenes also, in his fourth book of his Accounts
of India, makes mention of these things, and
thereby endeavours to show that this king
[Nebuchadnezzar] exceeded Herculus in for
titude, and in the greatness of his actions;
tbe yearname
61S, that
I kings of Babylon, besides the
aincommon
nf other
great Nebuchadnezzar himself, is a groundless mistake
of some modern chronologers only, and destitute of all
proper
original
I These
fifteenauthority.
days for finishing such vast buildings
at Babylon, in Josepbus's copy of Berosus, would seem
too absnnl to be supposed to be tbe true number, were
it not for the same testimony extant also in tbe first book
against Apion (sect I'.'), with the same number. It
thence indeed appears, that Josepbus's copy of Berosua
bad this small number; but that it is tbe true number J
still doubt Josephus assures us. that tbe wails of so much
a smaller city as Jerusalem were two years and four
months in building by Nebemiah, wbo yet hastened the
work all that he could, Antiq. b.zi.cv. sect R. I should
think one hundred and lifteen days, or a year and filieen
days, mueb more prepertioaable to so great a work.
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for he saith, that he conquered a great part
of Libya and Iberia. Diodes also, in the
second book of his Accounts of Persia, men
tions this king; as does Pbilostratus, in his
Accounts both of India and Phoenicia, say,
that this king besieged Tyre thirteen years,
while at the same time Ethbaal reigned at
Tyre. These are all the histories that I have
met with concerning this king.
2. But now, after the death of Nebuchad
nezzar, Evil-Merodach his son succeeded in
the kingdom, who immediately set Jeconiah
at liberty, and esteemed him amongst his
most intimate friends. He also gave him
many presents, and made him honourable
above the rest of the kings that were in Ba
bylon; for his father had not kept his faith
with Jeconiah, when he voluntarily delivered
up himself to him, with his wives and chil
dren, and his whole kindred, for the sake of
his country, that it might not be taken by
siege, and utterly destroyed, as we said be
fore. When Evil-Merodach was dead, after
a reign of eighteen years, Neglissar his son
took the government, and retained it forty
years, and then ended his life; and after him
the succession in the kingdom came to his
son Labosordocus, who continued in it in all
but nine months; and when he was dead, it
came to Baltasar,* who by the Babylonians
was called Naboandelu3: against him did
Cyrus, the king of Persia, and Darius, the
king of Media, make war; and when he was
besieged in Babylon, there happened a won
derful and prodigious vision. He was sat
down at supper in a large room, and there
were a great many vessels of silver, such as
were made for royal entertainments, and he
had with him his concubines and his friends;
whereupon he came to a resolution, and
commanded that those vessels of Ood which
Nebuchadnezzar had plundered out of Jeru
sidem, and had not made use of, but had put
them into his own temple, should be brought
out of that temple. He also grew so haughty
as to proceed to use them in the midst of his
cups, drinking out of them, and blaspheming
* It is here remarkable that Josephus, without the
knowledge of Ptolemy's canon, ihould call the same
kin* whom he himiell here (Bar. i. 11. and Dan. v. I,
». 9, 111. ii, 29,30) styles Beltazaror.Bclsbaie.ar, from
I he Babylonian god Bel, Ncboandelus also; and in
the first book against Anion (sect. 19. vol. iii), from the
same citation out of Berosus, Nabonnedon, Irom tbe
Main Ionian nod Nabo, or Nebo. Tim last it not rehiete from thB original pronunciation itself in I'tol.'my's
CttMun, Nabonadiusi for both tbe place of this king in
lii.il canon, aa tbe last of the Assyrian or Babylonian
kings, and the number of years of his reign, seventeen,
tin? same in both demonstrate that it is one and the
same king that is meant by them all. It ia also worth
noting, that Josephus knew that Darius, the partner of
Cyrus, was tbe sou of Astyages, and was called by ano
ther name among the Greeks, though it does not appear
he knew what that name was, as baring never teen the
be*.t history of this period, which is Acnophon'lt but
then what Josephus's present copies say presently (sect
4). that it waa only within no long time alter the hand
writing on the wall that Baltasar was slain, does not so
well agree with our copies of Daniel, which say it waa
On, saiaa aifht, Da*. V. 30.

against- God. In the mean timp. he saw a
hand proceed out of the wall, and writing
upon the wall certain syllables; at which
sight, being disturbed, he caiien toe mainciatis and Chaldeans together, and a.i mat
sort of men that are among these oarrwrians,
and were able to interpret signs and dreams,
that they might explain the writing to him,
But when the magicians said they could dis
cover nothing, nor did understand it, the
king was in great disorder of mind, and un
der great trouble, at this surprising accident;
so be caused it to be proclaimed through ail
the country, and promised, that to him who
could explain the writing, and give the signi
fication couched therein, he would give him a
golden chain for his neck, and leave to wear
a purple garment, as did the kings of Choidea, and would bestow on him the third part
of his own dominions. When this proclama
tion was made, the magicians ran together
more earnestly, and were very ambitious to
find out the importance of the writing; but
still hesitated about it as much as before.
Now when the king's grandmother saw him
cast down at this accident^ she began to en
courage him, and to say, that there was a
certain captive who came from Judea, a Jew
by birth, but brought away thence by Nebu
chadnezzar when he had destroyed Jerusa
lem, whose name was Daniel, a wise man,
and one of great sagacity in rinding out what
was impossible for others to discover, and
what was known to God oione ; who brought
to light and answered such riuestions to Nebuchadne-izar as no one else was able to an
swer when they were consulted. Sue there
fore desired that be would send for him, and
inquire of him concerning the writing, ano>
to condemn the unskilfulness of those that
could not find their meaning, and this, al
though what God signified thereby should be
of a melancholy nature.
3. When Baltasar heard this, he called for
Daniel : and when he hail, discoursed to him
what he had learned concerning him and his
wisdom, and how a divine spirit was with him,
and that he alone was fully capable of finding
out what others would never have thought of,
he desired him to declare to him what this
writing meant: that it he did so, he would
give him leave to wear purple, and to put a
chain of gold about his neck, and would be
stow on him the third part of his dominion,
as an honorary reward fur his wisdom, that
thereby he might become illustrious to those
who saw him, and who inquired upon what
occasion lie obtained such honours. But
Daniel desired that he would keep his girts
t This grandmother, or "mother of BaKaaar. rise
queen-dowager of Babylon (for she is distioguiVMai
from his queen (Dan. v. 10, 23), seems to have been
the fsmous Nitncrts, who fortified Babylon agonist to*
Medes arid Persians, and in all probability guverned un
der Baltasar, who seems to be a weak and effeniinato
prince.
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to himself; for what is the effect of wisdom with him into Media, and honoured him very
and of divine revelation admits of no gifts, greatly, and kept him with him ; for he was
anil bestows its advantages on petitioners one of the three presidents whom he set over
Irt-eiy- 0'it that still he would explain the his three hundered and sixty provinces; for
HIMug 'o nun; which denoted that he should into so many did Darius part them.
soon me, and this because he had not learnt 5. However, while Daniel was in so great
to Honour Ood, and not to admit things dignity, and in so great favour with Darius, and
(move human nature, by what punishments his was alone entrusted with every thing by him,
progenitor had undergone for the injuries he as having somewhat divine in him, he was enhad offered to God ; and because he had Vied by the rest: for those that see others in
quite forgotten how Nebuchadnezzar was re greater honour than themselves with kings,
moved to feed among wild beasts for his im envy them: and when those that were grieved
pieties, and did not^ecover his former life at the great favour Daniel was in with Darius,
among men and his kingdom, but upon God's sought for an occasion against hiin, he afforded
mercy to him, after many supplications and them no occasion at all, for he was ubove
prayers; who aid thereupon praise God all all the temptations of money, and despised
the days of his hie. as one of almighty power, bribery, and esteemed it a very base thing to
and who tafces care of mankind. [He also take any thing by way of reward, even when
put him in mind] how he had greatly blas it might be justly given him, he afforded those
phemed against God, and bad made use of that envied him not the least handle for an
his vessels amongst his concubines: that there accusation. So when they could find nothing
fore God saw this, and was angry with him, for which they might calumniate him to the
anil declared by this writing beforehand what king, nothing that was shameful or reproach
a sad conclusion of his life he should come to. ful, and thereby deprive him of the honour
And he explained the writing thus: — "Ma- he was in with him, they sought for some
sf.h. This, if it be expounded in the Greek other method whereby they might destroy
language, may signify a A"i/m6er, because him. When therefore they saw that Daniel
God hath numbered so long a time for thy prayed to God three times a day, they thought
life, and for thy government, and that there they had gotten an occasion by which they
r.-mains but a small portion Thekel. This might ruin him; so they came to Darius, and
signifies a Weight, and means that God hath told him, that " the princes and governors
weighed thy kingdom in a balance, and finds had thought proper to allow the multitude a
it going down already.—Phakes. This also, relaxation for thirty days, that no one might
m the Greek tongue, denotes a fragment ; offer a petition or pruycr either to himself, or
God will therefore break thy kingdom in to the gods, but that he who shall transgress
pict-ps, and divide it among tne Medes and this decree ahall be east into a den of lions,
Persians."
and there perish."
4. When Daniel had told the king that 0. Whereupon the king, not being acquaint
the writing upon the wall signified these ed with their wicked design, nor suspecting that
events, Baltasar was in great sorrow and afflic it was a contrivance of theirs against Daniel,
tion, as was to be expected, when the inter said he was pleased with this decree of theirs,
pretation was so heavy upon him. However, and he promised to confirm what they desired;
be lid not refuse what he had promised Da- he also published an edict to promulgate to
nitl, although he were became a foreteller of the people that decree which the princes had
in iortunes to him, but" bestowed it all upon made. Accordingly, all the rest took care
biui: as reasoning thus, that what he was to not to transgress those injunctions, and rested
reward was peculiar to himself, and to fate, in quiet; but Daniel had no regard to them,
nd did not belong to the prophet, but that but, as he was wont, he stood and prayed to
it was the part of a good and a just man to God in the sight of them all: but the princes
give what he had promised, although the having met with the occasion they so earnestly
events were of a melancholy nature. Accord- sought to find against Daniel, came presently
i itdv, the king determined so to do. Now, to the king, and accused him, that Daniel
•liter a little while, both himself and the city was the only person that transgressed the de
>vere taken by Cyrus, the king of Persia, who cree, while not one of the rest durst pray to
fought against him; for it was Baltasar, un their gods. This discovery they made, not
der whom Babylon was taken, when he had because of his impiety, but because they had
rei/ned seventeen years. And this is the end watched him, and observed him out of envy;
cii the |iosterity of king Nebuchadnezzar, as for supposing that Darius did thus out of a
history informs us; but when Babylon was greater kindness to him than they expected,
taken by Darius, and when he, with his kins- and that he was ready to grant him a pardon
ir.ia Cyrus, had put an end to the dominion for this contempt of his injunctions, and envy
"f the Babylonians, he was sixty-two years ing this very pardon to Daniel, they did not
ohI, He was the son of Astyages, and bad become more favourable to him, but desired he
Mother—te among the Greeks. Moreover, might be cast into the den of lions, according
to the law. So Darius, hoping that God
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would deliver him, and that he would under still remaining, and preserved to this day,
go nothing that was terrible by the wild beasts, and to such as see it, it .appears to have been
hade him bear this accident cheerfully; and lately built, and to have been no older than
when he was cast into the den, he put his seal that very day when any one looks upon it, it
to the stone that lay upon the mouth ofthe den, is so fresh,f flourishing, and beautiful, and no
and went his way; but he passed all the night way grown old in so long time; for buildings
without food and without sleep, being in great suffer the same as men do; they grow old as
distress for Daniel ; but when it was day, he well as they, and by numbers of years their
got up, and came to the den, and .found the strength is dissolved, and their beauty wi
seal entire, which he bad left the stone sealed' thered. Now they bury the kings of Media, of
withal ; he also opened the seal, and cried out, Persia, and Partbia, in this tower, to this day;
and called to Daniel, and asked him if he and he who was intrusted with the care of it,
were alive; and as soon as he beard the king's was a Jewish priest; which thing is also ob
voice, and said that he had suffered no harm, served to this day. Bit it is fit to give an
the king gave order that he should be drawn account of what this man did, which is most
up out of the den. Mow when his enemies admirable to hear ; for be was so nappy as to
saw that Daniel had suffered nothing which have strange revelations made to him, and
was terrible, they would not own that he was those as to one of the greatest of the prophets,
preserved by God, and by his providence; but insomuch, that while he was alive he had the
they said, that the lions had been tilled full with esteem and applause both of the kings and
food, and on that account it was, as they sup of the multitude; and now he is dead, he re
posed, that the lions would not touch Daniel, tains a remembrance that will never fail, for
nor come to him; and this they alleged to the several books that he wrote and left hethe king; but the king, out of an abhorrence hind him are still read by us till this time;
of their wickedness, gave order that tbey and from them we believe that Daniel con
should throw in a great deal of flesh to the versed with God ; for he did not only prophecy
lions; and when they had tilled themselves, of future events as did the other prophets,
he gave farther order that Daniel's enemies but he also determined the time of their ac
should be cast into the den, that he might complishment; and while the prophets used to
learn whether the lions, now they were full, foretell misfortunes, and on that account were
would touch them or not; and it appeared disagreeable both to the kings and to the mul
plain to Darius, after the princes had been titude, Daniel was to them a prophet of good
cast to the wild beasts, that it was God who things, and this to such a degree, that, by the
preserved Daniel,* for the lions spared none agreeable nature of bis predictions, he pro
of them, but tore them all to pieces, as if they cured the good-will of all men; and by the
had been very hungry, and wanted food. I accomplishment of them, he procured the be
suppose, therefore, it was not their hunger, lief of their truth, and the opinion of [a sort
which had been a little before satisfied with I of] divinity for himself, among the multi
abundance of flesh, but the wickedness of these i tude. He also wrote and left behind him what
men, that provoked them [to destroy the made manifest the accuracy and undeniable
princes]; for if it so please God, that wicked veracity of his predictions; for he saith, that
ness might, by even those irrational creatures, when he was in Susa, the metropolis of Per
be esteemed a plain foundation for their pun sia, and went out into the field with his com
ishment.
panions, there was, on the sudden, a motion,
7. When, therefore, those that had intended and concussion of the* earth, and that he wai
thus to destroy Daniel by treachery were left alone by himself, his friends flying away
themselves destroyed, king Darius sent [let from him, and that he was disturbed, and fell
ters] over all the country, and praised that on his face, and on his two hands, and that a
God whom Daniel worshipped, and said that certain person touched him, and, at tbe same
he was the only true God, and had all power, time, bade him rise, and see what would befall
lie had also Daniel in very great esteem, and bis countrymen after many generations. He
made him the principal of his friends. Now also related, that when he stood up, he was
when Daniel was become so illustrious and shown a great ram, with many horns growing
famous, on account of the opinion men had out of his head, and that the last was higher
that he was beloved of God, he built a tower than the rest ■ that after this he looked to tbe
at Ecbatana, in Media : it was a most elegant west, and saw a he-goat carried through the
building, and wonderfully made; and it is
here says, that the stones of the
• It tl no way improbable that Daniel's enemies might + What ofJosrphus
tbe kings of Persia at this tower, or those
suggest tbis reason to the king why tbe lions did not sepulchres
perhaps of the same sort that arc now commonly called
meVale with him, and that tliey might suspect tbe king's the Ruinn oj /'ersepofts, continued so entire and unal
kinaness to Daniel had procured these lions to be so filred tered
in his days, as it tbey were lately put there, "I
Beforehand, and that thence it was that be encouraged (says Iteland)
can show to be true, as to thosr stones
Daniel to submit to this experiment, in hopes of coming ol the Persian here
kings' mausoleum, which Corn. Brui.ius
°
,hat
<h' 'me rea.-on of making brake otT and gave
me." He ascribed this to the bsro!u ,h7,irt*V,^.^.',n'^, "<•"" 'b<"e enemies, and ness <>f the stones, which scarcely yields to iron tool?,
und
proves
frequently
too hnrd for cutting by Ute cliiscl.
40 not directly t,k^ uo»j„ of i(.
Out uftenlimes breaks it to pieces.
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air from that quarter; that he rushed
forbid the sacrifices to be offered for three
the ram with violence, and smote- him
years' time." And indeed it so came to pass,
with his horns, and overthrew him to the that our nation suffered these things under
ground, and trampled upon him: that after Antiochus Epipbanes, according to Daniel's
wards he saw a very great horn growing out vision, and what he wrote many years before
of the head of the he-goat; and that when it they came to pass. In the very same manner
was broken off, four horns grew up that were Daniel also wrote concerning the Roman go
exposed to each of the four winds, and he vernment, and that our country should be
wrote, that out of them arose another lesser made desolate by them. All these things did
horn, which, as he said, waxed great; and this man leave in writing, as God had showed
that God showed to him, that it should fight them to him, insomuch, that such as read his
against his nation, and take their city by force, prophecies, and see how they have been ful
and bring the temple-worship to confusion, filled, would wonder at the honour where
and forbid the sacrifices to be offered for one with God honoured Daniel; and may thence
thousand two hundred and ninety-six days. discover how the Epicureans are in an error,
Daniel wrote that he saw these visions in the who cast p-ovidence out of human life, and
plain of Susa; and he hath informed us that do not believe that God takes care of the
God interpreted the appearance of this vision affairs of the world, nor that the universe is
after the following manner :—"He said that the governed and continued in being by that
ram signified the kingdoms of the Medcs and blessed and immortal nature, but say that the
Persians, and the horns those kings that were world is carried along of its own accord,
to reign in them; and that the lust horn sig without a ruler and a curator; which, were
nified the last king, and that he should ex it destitute of a guide to conduct, as they
ceed all the kings in riches and glory; that imagine, it would be like ships without pilots,
the he-goat signified that one should come and which we see drowned by the winds, or like
reign from the Greeks, who should twice fight chariots without drivers, which are overturn
with the Persian, and overcome him in bat ed; so would the world be dashed to pieces
tle, and should receive his entire dominion; by its being carried without a Providence, and
that by the great horn which sprang out of so perish, and come to nought. So that, by
the forehead of the he-goat was meant the the fore-mentioned predictions of Daniel, those
first king; and that the springing up of four men seem to me very much to err from the
boms upon its falling off, and the conversion truth, who determine that God exercises no
of every one of them to the four quarters of providence over human affairs; for if that
the earth, signified the successors that should were the case, that the world went on by me
arise after the death of the first king, and the chanical necessity, we should not see that all
partition of the kingdom among them, and things would come to pass according to his
that they should be neither his children nor prophecy. Now, as to myself, 1 have so de
of his kindred that should reign over the ha scribed these matters as 1 have found them
bitable earth for many years; and that from and read them ; but if any one is inclined to
among them there should arise a certain king another opinion about them, let him enjoy his
nation and their different sentiments without eity blame from
laws, and should take »way our political go- 1 1me.
verninent, and should ipoil the temple, and ,
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BOOK XL
CONTAIMNO THB INTERVAL 07 TWO BUMDRXD AND 71FTY-THBEB TEAII PIT! MOUTHS.
FROM THE FIRST OF CYRUS TO THE DEATH OF ALEXANDER
THE GREAT.

power, an earnest desire and ambition seized
upon him to fulfil what was so written; so he
HOW CTRUS, KINO OF THE PERSIANS, DELI called for the most eminent Jews that were in
VERED THE JEWS OCT OF BABYLON, AND SOF- Babylon, and said to them, that he gave them
FERED THEM TO RETURN TO THEIR OWN leave to go back to their own country, and tc
COUNTRY, AND TO BUILD THEIR TEMPLE; rebuild their city Jerusalem,f and the temple
FOR WHICH WORK HE GAVE THEM MONEY. of God, for that he would be their assistant,
and that he would write to the rulers and go
§ 1. In the first year of the reign of Cyrus,' vernors that were in the neighbourhood of
which was the seventieth from the day that our their country of Judea, that they should con
people were removed out of their own land tribute to them gold and silver for the building
into Babylon, God commiserated the capti of the temple, and, besides that, beasts for
vity and calamity of these poor people, accord their sacrifices.
ing as he had foretold to them by Jeremiah 3. When Cyrus had said this to the Is
the prophet, before the destruction of the raelites, the rulers of the two tribes of Judith
city, that after they had served Nebuchadnez and Benjamin, with the Levites and pnests,
zar and his posterity, and after they had un went in haste to Jerusalem, yet did many of
dergone that servitude seventy years, he would them stay at Babylon, as not willing to leave
restore them again to the land of their fathers, their possessions; and when they were come
and they should build their temple, and enjoy thither, all the king's friends assisted them,
their ancient prosperity; and these things God and brought in, for the building of the tem
did afford them; for he stirred up the mind ofj ple, some gold, and some silver, and some a
Cyrus, and made him write this throughout great many cattle and horses. So they per
all Asia: — "Thus saith Cyrus the king: — formed their vows to God, and offered the
Since God Almighty hath appointed me to be sacrifices that had been accustomed of old
king of the habitable earth, I believe that he time; I mean this upon the rebuilding of
is that God which the nation of the Israelites their city, and the revival of the ancient prac
worship ; for indeed he foretold my name by tices relating to their worship. Cyrus also
the prophets, and that I should build him a sent back to them the vessels of God which
house at Jerusalem, in the country of Judea." king Nebuchadnezzar had pillaged out of the
2. This was known to Cyrus by bis read temple, and carried to Babylon. So he com
ing the book which Isaiah left behind him of mitted these things to Mithridates, the trea
his prophecies ; for this prophet said that God surer, to be sent away, with an order to give
had spoken thus to him in a secret vision: — them to Sanabassar, that he might keep them
'.' My will is, that Cyrus, whom I have ap + This leave to build Jerusalem {sect 2, 3), and this
pointed to be king over many and great na epistle of Cyrus to Misinnei and Sathrabtisanes. to the
same purpose, are roost unfortunately omitted in all our
tions, send back my people to their own land, copies,
this best and completest copy of Josepbuat
and build my temple." This was foretold by and by but
such omission the famous prophecy of Isaiah
Isaiah one hundred and forty years before the (Isa. x\ir. 2b*). where we are informed that tioA said of
to Cyrus, " He is my shepherd, and shall perform all
temple was demolished. Accordingly, when or
my pleasure) even saying to Jerusalem, thou Shalt be
Cyrus read this, and admired the divine built;
and to the temple, thy foundation shall be laid,**
cuu d not hitherto be demonstrated from the sacn-d
* This Cyrna ii called God'i Shepherd bv Xenophoti, history to have been completely fulfilled, I mean as us
as well as by Isaiah (Isa. xliv 4S;; %s also' ll is said of
part of it which concerned his eivinif leave or oruhim by the same prophet, that "I will make a man that
miatawej for rebuilding the city Jerusalem as distinct
more precious thafl fine (told, even a man than the golden from
the rebuilding of which is alone perwedge of Ophlr" (lea. xiii. IS), which character miAes tui'N-.ltheoi temple,
Xenoplion's moat cicelLeDt hlsto-i ai 'on. v:i > credible. rnpi- a. dtr-c'H «u Hie decree of Cyrus, to all OUI
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tiH the temple was built; and when it was
finished, he might deliver them to the priests
CHAPTER IX
and rulers of the multitude, in order to their
being restored to the temple. Cyrus also HOW, fjpON THE DEATH Of CYRUS, THE JEWS
sent an epistle to the governors that were in WERE HINDERED IN BUILDING OF THF
Syria, the contents whereof here follow :—
TEMPLE BY THE CUTHEAN8, AND THF
NEIGHBOURING GOVERNORS ; AND HOW
CAMBYSES ENTIRELY FORBADE THE JEWS
"KING CYROS TO gISINNES AND SATHRABUZA- TO DO ANY SDCH THING.
^
NKS, 8ENDETH GREETING."
§ 1. When the foundations of tb« temple
?3*f
C >
"I nave given leave to as many of the were laying, and when the Jews were very
Jew* that dwell in my country as please to zealous about building it, the neighbouring
return to their own country, and to rebuild nations, and especially the Cutheons, whom
their city, and to build the temple of God at Shalmanezer, king of Assyria, had brought
Jerusalem, on the same place where it was out of Persia and Medio, and had planted in
before. I have also sent my treasurer, Mith- Samaria, when he carried the people of Israel
ridates and Zorobabel, the governor of the captive, besought the governors, and those
Jews, that they may lay the foundations of that had the care of such affairs, that the
the temple, and may build it sixty cubits high, would interrupt the Jews, both in the rebuil
and of the same latitude, making three edi ing of their city, and in the building of their
fices of polished stones, and one of the wood temple. Now as these men were corrupted
of the country, and the same order extends to by them with money, they sold the Cutheons
the altar whereon they offer sacrifices to God. their interest for rendering this building a
I require also, that the expenses for these slow and a careless wotk, for Cyrus, who was
things may be given out of my revenues. busy about other wars, knew nothing of all
Moreover, I have also sent the vessels which this; and it so happened, that when he had
king Nebuchadnezzar pillaged out of the led bis army against the Massagetse, he ended
temple, and have given them to Mithridates his life, t But when Cambyses, the son of
the treasurer, and to Zorobabel the governor Cyrus, had taken the kingdom, the governors
of the Jews, that they may have them carried in Syria, and Phoenicia, and in the countries
to Jerusalem, and may restore them to the of Amnion, and Moab, and Samaria, wrote
temple of God. Now their number is as fol an epistle to Cambyses; whose contents were
lows:* — Fifty chargers of gold and five hun as follow:—" To our Lord Cambyses. We
dred of silver ; forty Thericlean cups of gold, thy servants, Katburaus the historiographer,
and five hundred of silver; fifty basons ofgold, and Semellius the scribe, and the rest that are
and five hundred of silver; thirty vessels for thy judges in Syria and Phoenicia, send greet
pouring [the drink-offerings], and three hun ing: It is fit, O king, that thou ■houlde«t
dred of silver, thirty vials of gold, and two know that those Jews who were carried to
thousand four hundred of silver; with a thou Babylon, are come into our country, and are
sand other large vessels. I permit them to building that rebellious and wicked city, and
have the same honour which they were used its market-places, and setting up its walls,
to have from their forefathers, as also for their and raising up the temple: know, therefore,
small cattle, and for wine and oil, two hun that when these things are finished, they wiU
dred and five thousand and five hundred not be willing to pay tribute, nor will tbey
drachmae; and for wheat-flour, twenty thou submit to thy commands, but will resist kings,
sand and five hundred artabc: and I give and will choose rather to rule over others,
order that these expenses shall be given tbem than be ruled over themselves. We there
out of the tributes due from Samaria. The fore thought it proper to write to tbee, O
priests shall also offer these sacrifices accord + Josephus ben followa Herodotua, and thnee Ibat
ing to the laws of Moses in Jerusalem ; and related liow Cyrua made war with the Scythian* and
when they offer them they shall pray to God Maasagrte*. near the Caspian Sea, and perlabed in It,
Xenophon'a Recount, which appears never to have
for the preservation of the king and of his fa while
seen by Joaephua, that Cyrus died in peace in his
mily, that the kingdom of Persia may conti been
own country of Persia, ia atteated to by the writers of
nue. But my will is that those who disobey the affairs of Alelander the Great, wben tbey agree
that he found Cyrus's sepulchre at Paeargadas, Dear Perthese injunctions, and make them void, shall sepolia.
This account of Xenophon ia also confirmed
be hung upon a cross, and their substance by tbe circumstances
of Cambyses, upon ins aucceasion
to Cyrua, who, instead of a war to avenge hla fathrr'a
brought into the king's treasury." And such death
upon tbe Scythiana and Maaaagetea, and to pre
was the import of this epistle. Now the vent those
nationa from overrunning his northern pro
number of those that came out of captivity to vinces, which would bave been the natural consequence
of hia fatber'a ill success and death there, went immedi
Jerusalem, were forty-two thousand four hun ately
to aa Egyptian war, long ago begun by Cyrua,
dred and sixty-two.
according to Xenophon. page 644, and conquered that
kingdom} nor ia there, that I ever beard of, tbe least
* Of the true number of golden and silver veseetahere mention in tbe reign of Cambysea of any war agaioat the
*" i elsewhrre belonging k> the temple of Solomun, eee Scythiana and Maaaagetea that be waa ever engaged ia,
iu all bla life.
ttw description of too temple, chap. rju.
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king, while the works about the temple are tbe vessels of God that were in Babylon t«
going on so fast, and not to overlook this the temple at Jerusalem. Now it so fell out,
matter, that thcu mayest search into t he books that about this time Zorobabel, who had been
of thy fathers; for thou wilt find in them that made governor of the Jews that had been in
the Jews have been rebels, and enemies to captivity, came to Darius, from Jerusalem : for
kings, as hath their city been also, which, for there had been an old friendship between him
that reason, bath been till now laid waste. and the king. He was also, with two others,
We thought proper also to inform thee of this thought worthy to be guard of the king's
matter, because thou mayest otherwise per body ; and obtained that honour which he
haps be ignorant of it, that if this city be hoped for.
once inhabited, and be entirely encompassed 2. Now, in the first year of the king's reign,
with walls, thou wilt be excluded from the Darius feasted those that were about him, and
those born in his house, with tbe rulers of the
passage to Gelesyria and Phoenicia."
2. When Cambyscs had read the epistle, Medes, and princes of the Persians, and the
being naturally wicked, he was irritated at toparchs of India and Ethiopia, and the gene
what they told him ; and wrote back to them rals of the armies of his hundred and twentyas follows: " Cambyses, the king, to Rathu- seven provinces; but when they had eaten and
mus the historiographer, to Beeltethmus, to drunken to satiety and abundantly, tbey every
Semellius the scribe, and the rest that are in one departed to go to bed at their own houses,
commission, and dwelling in Samaria and and Darius tbe king went to bed; but alter
Phoenicia, after this manner: I have read the he had rested a little part of the night, he
epistle that was sent from you; and I gave awaked, and not being able to sleep any more,
order that the books of my forefathers should he fell into conversation with tbe three guards
be searched into ; and it is there found, that of his body, and promised that to him who
this city bath always been an enemy to kings, should make an oration about points that he
and its inhabitants have raised seditions and should inquire of, such as should be most
wars. We also are sensible that their kings agreeable to truth, and to the dictates of wis
have been powerful and tyrannical, and have dom, he would grant it as a reward of his vic
exacted tribute of Cel'esyria and Phoenicia: tory, to put on a purple garment, and to drink
wherefore I give order that the Jews shall in cups of gold, and to sleep upon gold, and
not be permitted to build that city, lest such to have a chariot with bridles of gold, and a
mischief as they used to bring upon kings be head-tire of fine linen, and a chain of gold
greatly augmented." When this epistle was about his neck, and to sit next to himself, on
read, Rathumus, and Semellius the scribe, account of his wisdom: — "And," says he,
and their associates, got suddenly on horse " he shall be called my cousin." Now when
back, and made baste to Jerusalem; tbey also he had promised to give them these gifts, he
brought a great company with them, and asked the first of them, " Whether wine was
forbade the Jews to build the city and the not the strongest?"— the second, " Whether
temple. Accordingly, these works were hin kings were not such?"—and the third, " Whe
dered from going 011 t>u the second year of ther women were not such? or whether truth
the reign of Darius, for nine years more ; for was not the strongest of all?" When be had
Cambyses reigned six years, and within that proposed that they should make their inquiries
time overthrew Egypt, and when he was come about these problems, he went to rest ; but
back, he died at Damascus.
in the morning he sent for his great men, his
princes, and toparchs of Persia and Media,
and set himself down in the place where he
used to give audience, and bid each of the
CHAPTER IIL
guards of his body to declare what they thought
proper concerning the proposed questions, iu
HOW, AFTER THE DEATH Or CAMBYSES, AND the hearing^ of them all.
THE SLAUGHTER OF THE MAGI, BUT UNDER 3. Accordingly, the first of them began to
THE REIGN OF DARIUS, ZOROBABEL WAS speak of tbe strength of wine; and demon
SUPERIOR TO THE REST IN THE SOLUTION strated it thu6: " When," said he, " I am to
OF PROBLEMS, AND THEREBY OBTAINED give ray opinion of wine, O you men, I find
THIS FAVOUR OF THE KING, THAT THE that it exceeds every thing, by the following
TEMPLE SHOULD BE BUILT.
indications: it deceives the mind of those
that drink it, and reduces that of the king te
§ 1. After the slaughter of the magi, who, the same state with that of the orphan, and
upon the death of Cambyses, attained the he who stands in need of a tutor ; and erects
government of the Persians for a year, those that of tbe slave to the boldness of him tbut
families who were called the seven families of is free; and that of the needy becomes like
the Persians, appointed Darius, the son of that of the rich man, for it changes and le
Hystaspcs, to be their king. Now he, while news the souls of men when it gets into themhe was a private man, had made a vow to God, and it quenches the sorrow of those that ur'
that if he came to be king, be would send all under calat'uties, and makes men forget thj
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defcts they owe to others, and makes them 5. Now when this man had held his peace,
think themselves to be of all men the richest; the third of them, who was Zorobabel, began
it makes them talk of no small things, but of to instruct them about women, and about
talents, and such other things as become truth, who Baid thus: '• Wine is strong, as is
wealthy men only; nay more, it makes them the king also, whom all men obey, but women
insensible of their commanders and of their are superior to them in power; for it was
kings, and takes away the remembrance of a woman that brought the king into the
their friends and companions, for it arms men world; and for those that plant the vines and
even against those that are dearest to them, make the wine, they are women who bear
and makes them appear the greatest strangers them, and bring them up; nor indeed is there
to them ; and when they are become sober, and any thing which we do not receive from
they have slept out their wine in the night, they them; for these women weave garments for
arise without knowing any thing they have us, and our household affairs are by their
done in their cups. I take these for signs of means taken care of, and preserved in safety ;
power, and by them discover that wine is the nor can we live separate from women; and
strongest and most insuperable of all things." when we have gotten a great deal of gold,
4. As soon as the first had given the fore- and silver, and any other thing that is of
mentioned demonstrations of the strength of great value, and deserving regard, and see a
wine, he left off; and the next to bim began beautiful woman, we leave all these things,
to speak about the strength of a king, and and with open mouth fix our eyes upon her
demonstrated that it was the strongest of all, countenance, and are willing to forsake what
and more powerful than any thing else that we have, that we may enjoy her beauty, and
appears to have any force or wisdom. He procure it to ourselves. We also leave fa
began his demonstration after the following ther, and mother, and the earth that nourishes
nanner, and said, " They are men who go- us, and frequently forget our dearest friends,
rcrn all things : they force the earth and the for the sake of women ; nay, we are so hardy
• leu to become profitable to them in what they as to lay down our lives for them ; but what
desire, and over these men do kings rule, and will chiefly make you take notice of the
jvej them they have authority. Now those strength of women is this that follows: Do
who rule over that animal which is of all the not we take pains, and endure a great deal of
strongest and most powerful, must needs de trouble, and that both by land and sea, and
serve to be esteemed insuperable in power when we have procured somewhat as the fruit
and force. For example, when these kings of our labours, do not we bring them to the
command their subjects to make wars, and women, as to our mistresses, and bestow them
undergo dangers, they are hearkened to ; and upon them? Nay, I once saw the king, who
when they send them against their enemies, is lord of so many people, smitten on the face
their power is so great that they are obeyed. by Apame, the daughter of Rabsases ThemaThey command men to level mountains, and sius, his concubine, and his diadem taken from
to pull down walls and towers ; nay, when him, and put upon her own head, while he
they are commanded to be killed and to kill, bore it patiently; and when she smiled he
they submit to it, that they may not appear to smiled, and when she was angry he was sad,
transgress the king's commands ; and when and, according to the change of her passions,
they have conquered, they bring what they he flattered his wife, and drew her to recon
have gained in the war to the king. Those ciliation by the great humiliation of himself
also who are not soldiers, but cultivate the to her, if at any time he saw her displeased
ground, and plough it, after they have en at him."
dured the labour, and all the inconveniences 6. And when the princes and rulers looked
of such works of husbandry, when they have one upon another, he began to speak about
reaped and gathered in their fruits, they bring truth; and he said, "I have already demon
tributes to the king; and whatsoever it is strated how powerful women are; but both
which the king says or commands, it is done these women themselves, and the king him
of necessity, and that without any delay, while self, are weaker than truth ; for although the
he in the meantime is satiated with all sorts earth be large, and the heaven high, and the
of food and pleasures, and sleeps in quiet. course of the sun swift, yet are all these moved
He is guarded by such as watch, and such as according to the will of God, who is true and
are, as it were, fixed down to the place through righteous, for which cause we also ought to
fear ; for no one dares leave him, even when esteem truth to be the strongest of all things,
he is asleep, nor does any one go away and and that which is unrighteous is of no force
take care of his own affairs, but he esteems against it. Moreover, all things else that
this one thing the only work of necessity, to have any strength are mortal, and short-lived,
guard the king; and, accordingly, to this he but truth is a thing that is immortal and eter
wholly addicts himself. How then can it be nal. It affords us not indeed such a beauty
otherwise, but that it must appear that the as will wither away by time, nor such riches
king exceeds all in strength, while so great a as may be taken away by fortune, but righte
multitude obey* his injunction!?"
ous rules and laws. It distinguishes tbeiu
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from injustice, and puts what is unrighteous of the temple. He also permitted them to
offer their appointed sacrifices, and that what
to rebuke."*
7. So when Zorobabel had left off his dis soever the high-priest and the priests wanted,
course about troth, and the multitude had and those sacred garments wherein they used
cried nut aloud that he had spoken the most to worship God, should be made at his own
wisely, and that it was truth alone that had charges; and that the musical instruments
immutable strength, and such as never would which the Levites used in singing hymns to
wax old, the king commanded that be should God should be given them. Moreover, ho
ask for somewhat over and above what he had charged them, that portions of land should be
promised, for that he would give it bim be f'given to those that guarded the city and the
muse of his wisdom, and that prudence where temple, as also a determinate sum of money
in he exceeded the rest; "and thou shalt sit every year for their maintenance : and withal
with me," said the king, "and shalt be called he sent the vessels. And all that Cyrus in
my cousin." When he bad said this, Zoroba tended to do before him, relating to the re
bel put him in mind of the vow he had made storation of Jerusalem, Darius also ordained
in case he should ever have the kingdom. should be done accordingly.
Now this vow was "to rebuild Jerusalem, and 9. Now when Zorobabel had obtained these
to build therein the temple of God, as also to grants from the king, he went out of the pa
restore the vessels which Nebuchadnezzar bad lace, and looking up to heaven, he began to
pillaged, and carried to Babylon. And this," return thanks to God for the wisdom he had
said he, " is that request which thou now per- given him, and the victory be had gained
mittest me to make, on account that I have thereby, even in the presence of Darius him
been judged to be wise and understanding." self; for, said he, " I had not been thought
8. So the king was pleased with what he worthy of these advantages, O Lord, unless
had said, and arose and kissed him ; and wrote thou hadst been favourable to me." When,
to the toparcbs, and governors, and enjoined therefore, he had returned tbese thanks to
them to conduct Zorobabel and those that God for the present circumstances he was in,*
were going with him to build the temple. and had prayed to him to afford him the like
He also sent letters to those rulers that were favour for the time to come, he came to Ba
in Syria and Phoenicia to cut down and carry bylon, and brought the good news to his coun
cedar-trees from Lebanon to Jerusalem, and trymen of what grants he had procured for
to assist bim in building the city. He also them from the king; who, when they beard
wrote to them, that all the captives who should the same, gave thanks also to God that he re
go to Juilea should be free; and he prohibited stored the land of their forefathers to them
his deputies and governors to lay any king's again. So they betook themselves to drinking
taxes upon the Jews: he also permitted that and eating, and for seven days they continued
they should have all the land which they feasting, and kept a festival, for the rebuild
could possess themselves of without tributes. ing and restoration of their country : after
He also enjoined the Iduineans and Samari this they chose themselves rulers, who should
tans, and the inhabitants of Celesyria, to re go up to Jerusalem, out of the tribes of their
store those villages which they had taken from forefathers, with their wives, and children,
the Jews; and that, besides all this, fifty and cattle, who travelled to Jerusalem with
talents should be given them for the building joy and pleasure, under the conduct of those
whom Darius sent along with them, and
* The reader is to note, that although the speechei or
a noise with songs, and pipes, and
papers of these three of the king's guard are much the making
same, in our third book of Esdras, chap iii. and Iv. as cymbals. The rest of the Jewish multitude
they are here in Josephus. yet that thf introduction of also besides accompanied them with rejoicing.
them is entirely different, while in our Ksdras the whole 10. And thus did these men go, a certain
is related as the contrivance of the three of the king's and determinate number out of every family,
guards themselves; and even the mighty rewards are
spoken of as proposed by themselves, and the speeches though I do not think it proper to recite
are related to nave been delivered by themselves to the particularly the names of those families, that
king in writing, while all is contrary in Josephus. I
Deed not say whose account is the most probable, the I may not take off the minds of my readers
matters speak for thetnselvcsi and there can be no
the connexion of the historical facts,
doubt but Jonephus's history is here to be very much from
prrferred before the other. Sor indeed does it seem to and make it hard for them to follow the
me at all unlikely that the whole was a contrivance of coherence of my narration; but the sum of
king DariuH'a own. in order to be di cently and inoffen those that went up, above the age of twelve
sively put in mind by Zorobabel of fulnlling his old years, of tbe tribes of Judab and Benjamin,
vow for ihe rebuilding of Jerusalem and the temple, and
the restoration of the worship of the 'Mine true God" was four hundred and sixty-two myriads and
there. Nor does the lull meaning of Zorobabel, when eight thousand ;t the Devites
ie cries out (a Esd. iv. •!"). " Ulessrd lie Ihe Gnd ol
truth i" and here. ** God is true and righteous." or even + This strange reading in Josephul's present copies,
m all the people (3 I sd. iv 41). 'Great is truth, and four millions instead of forty thousand, it one ol tba
miutity above all things," seem to luc much different ofgrossest
errors that is in them, and ought to be corrected
from this. ''There is but o.e tnie God, the Gnd of from Eara
61, I Esd. v. 40, and Neh. vit. (Sfi. who
Israel." To which doctrine, such as Cyrus, and Darius. all agree theii.general
sum was hut about forty.two tlion.
Ice the Jews' great patrons, seem not to have been very
sand
three
hundred
und sixty, it is also very plain, tliat
avers*,
though
the
entire
idolatry
of
their
kingdoms
u. ..i • llieiu generally conceal It.
Josephus thought, that when Esdras alterwaids brought
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four; the number of the women and children
mixed together wis forty thousand seven hun
dred and forty-two; and besides these there
were singers of the Levites one hundred and
twenty-eight, and porters one hundred and
ten, and of the sacred ministers three hun
dred and ninety-two; there were also others
besides these who said they were Israelites,
but were not able to show their genealogies,
six hundred and sixty-two: some there were
al^o who were expelled out of the number
and honour of the priests, as having married
wives whose genealogies they could not pro
duce, nor were they found in the genealogies
of the Levites and priests; they were about
five hundred and twenty-five: tie multitude
also of servants who followed those that
went up to Jerusalem, seven thousand three
hundred and thirty-seven; the singing men
and singing women were two hundred and
forty-five ; the camels were four hundred and
thirty-five; the beasts used to the yoke were
five thousand five hundred and twenty-five;
and the governors of all this multitude thus
numbered were Zorobabel, the son of Salathiel, of the posterity of David, and of the
tribe of Judah ; and Jeshua, the son of Josedek the high-priest; and besides these there
were Mordecai and Serebeus, who were dis
tinguished from the multitude, and were
rulers, who also contributed a hundred
pounds of gold and five thousand of silver.
J !y this means, therefore, the priests and the
Levites, and a certain part of the entire peo
ple of the Jews that were in Babylon, came
and dwelt in Jerusalem; but the rest of the
multitude returned every one to their own
countries.
..
CHAPTER IV.
HOW THE TEMPLE WAS BUILT, WHILE THE
CUTHEANS ENDEAVOURED IN VAIN TO OB6TBUCT THE WOKE.
§ 1 . Now in the seventh month after they
were departed out of Babylon, both Jeshua
the high-priest, and Zorobabel the governor,
sent messengers every way round about, and
gathered those that were in the country to
gether to Jerusalem universally, who came
very gladly thither. He then built the altar
•n the same place it had formerly been built,
op another company out of Babylon and Persia, in the
days of Xerxes, they were also, as well as these, out of
the
tribes,
and "oatandof "them
only, andwhiie
were inan all*' imno
moretwothan
•* a seed
a remnant,"
mense number** of the ten tribes never returned, but, as
be believed, continued then beyond Bophrates, eh v.
sect. S. 3. Of which moltitude, the Jews beyond Eu
phrates, be speaks frequently elsewhere, thourh, by the
way, be never takes them to be idolaters, but looks on
th»m still as observers of the laws of Moses. The " cer
ium part" of the people that now rame up from Baby
lon, at the end of this chapter. Imply the same smaller
nomber of Jews that now rame up; and will no way
asnr. with the war miUions.
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that they might offer the appointed sacrifices
upon it to God, according to the laws of Mo
ses. But while they did this, they did not
please the neighbouring nations, who all of
them bare an ill-will to them. They also
celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles at that
time, as the legislator had ordained concern
ing it; and after that they offered sacrifice*
and what were called the daily sacrifices, an
the oblations proper for the Sabbaths, ami
for all the holy festivals. Those also th. t
had made vows performed them, and offered
their sacrifices from the first day of the
seventh month. They also began to build
the temple, and gave a great deal of money
to the masons and to the carpenters, and
what was necessary for the maintenance of
the workmen. The Sidonians also were very
willing and ready to bring the cedar-trees
from Libanus, to bind them together, and t<>
make a united float of them, and to brinjj
them to the port of Joppa, for that was what
Cyrus had commanded at first, and what was
now done at the command of Darius.
2. In the second year of their coming to
Jerusalem, as the Jews were there, in the se
cond month, the building of the temple went
on apace; and when they had laid its foun
dations, on the first day of the second month
of that second year, they set, as overseers of
the work, such Levites as were full twenty
years old; and Jeshua and his sons and bre
thren, and CodmieL the brother of Judas, the
son of Aminadab, with his sons; and the
temple, by the great diligence of those that
had the care of it, was finished sooner thai^
any one would have expected. And when
the temple was finished, the priests, adorned
with their accustomed garments, stood with
their trumpets, while the Levites, and the sons
of Asaph, stood and sung hymns to God,
according as David first of all appointed them
to bless God. Now the priests and Levites,
and the elder part of the families, recollecting
with themselves how much greater and more
sumptuous the old temple had been, seeing
that now made how much inferior it was, on
account of their poverty, to that which had
been built of old, considered with themselves
how much their happy state was sunk below
what it had been of old, as well as their tem
ple. Hereupon they were disconsolate, nn>l
not able to contain their grief, and proceeded
so far as to lament and shed tears on those
accounts; but the people in general were
contented with their present condition; and
because they were allowed to build them a
temple, they desired no more, and neither re
garded nor remembered, nor indeed at all
tormented themselves with the comparison (if
that and the former temple, as if this were
below their expectations. But the wailing of
the old men, and of the priests, on account of
the deficiency of this temple, in their opinion,
if compared with that which had been de-
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molished, overcame the sounds of the trum out of it, to Zorobabel, and Mithridates the
treasurer ; and gave order to have them car
pets and the rejoicing of the people.
3. But when the Samaritans, who were still ried to Jerusalem, and to have them restored
enemies to the tribes of Judah and Benjamin, to their own temple when it was built ; for
heard the sound of the trumpets, they came he had sent to them to have it done speedily,
running together, and desired to know what and commanded Sanabassar to go up to Je
was the occasion of this tumult; and when rusalem, and to take care of the building of
they perceived that it was from the Jews who the temple; who, upon receiving that epistle
had been carried captive to Babylon, and were from Cyrus, came and immediately laid its
rebuilding their temple, they came to Zoro- foundations: —"and although it hath been
habel, and to Joshua, and to the heads of the in building from that time to this, it bath not
families, and desired that they would give yet been finished, by reason of the malignity
them leave to build the temple with them, and of our enemies. If therefore you have a
to be partners with them in building it; mind, and think it proper, write this account
for they said, " We worship their God, and to Darius, that when be bath consulted the
especially pray to him, and are desirous of records of the kings, he may find that we
their religious settlement, and this ever since have told you nothing that is false about this
Shalmanexer, the king of Assyria, transplanted matter."
us out of Cuthah and Media to this place." 5. When Zorobabel and the high- priest
When tbey said thus, Zorobabel, and Jeshua had made this answer, Sisinnes, and those
the high-priest, and the heads of the families that were with him, did not resolve to hinder
of the Israelites, replied to them, that it was the building, until they had informed king
impossible for them to permit them to be their Darius of all this. So they immediately
partners, whilst they [only] bad been appointed wrote to him about these affairs; but as the
to build that temple at first by Cyrus, and Jews were now under terror, and afraid lest
now by Darius, although it was indeed lawful the king should change his resolutions as to
for them to come and worship there if they the building of Jerusalem and of the temple,
pleased, and that they could allow them no there were two prophets at that time amongst
thing, but that in common with them, which them, Haggai and Zechariah, who encou
was common to them with all other men, to raged them, and bade them be of good cheer,
come to their temple and worship God there. and to suspect no discouragement from the
4. When the Cutheans heard this, for the Persians, for that God foretold this to them.
Samaritans have that appellation, they bad So, in dependence on those prophets, they
indignation at it, and persuaded the nations of applied themselves earnestly to building, and
Syria to desire of the governors, in the same did not intermit one day.
.manner as they bad done formerly in the days 6. Now Darius, when the Samaritans had
of Cyrus, and again in the days of Cambyses written to him, and in their epistle bad ac
afterwards, to put a stop to the building of cused the Jews bow they fortified the city, and
the temple, and to endeavour to delay and pro built the temple more like to a citadel than a
tract the Jews in their zeal about it. Now at temple; and said, that their doings were not
this time Sisinnes, the governor of Syria and expedient for the king's affairs ; and besides,
Phoenicia, and Sathrabuzanes, with certain they showed the epistle of Cambyses, where
others, came up to Jerusalem, and asked the in he forbade them to build the temple : anil
rulers of the Jews, by whose grant it was that when Darius thereby understood that the re
they built the temple in this manner, since it storation of Jerusalem was not expedient for
was more like to a citadel than a temple? and bis affairs, and when be had read the epistle
for what reason it was that they built cloisters that was brought him from Sisinnes and those
and walls, and those strong ones too, about that were with him, be gave order that what
the city? To which Zorobabel and Jeshua concerned these matters should be sought /or
the high-priest replied, that they were the ser among the royal records.—Whereupon a book
vants of God Almighty: that this temple was was found at EibaUna, in the tower that wag
built for him by a king of theirs that lived in Media, wherein was written as follows: —
in great prosperity, and one that exceeded all " Cyrus the king, in the first year of his reign,
men in virtue; and that it continued a long commanded that the temple should be built
time, but that, because of their fathers' im in Jerusalem; and the altar in height three
piety towards God, Nebuchadnezzar, king of score cubits, and its breadth of the same, with
the Babylonians and of the Chaldeans, took three edifices of pclis!:ed stone, and one edi.
their city by force, and destroyed it, and pil fice of stone of their own country; and he or
laged the temple, and burnt it down, and dained that the expenses of it should be paid
transplanted the people whom he had made out of the king's revenue. Hi.' al*o com
captives, and removed them to Babylon ; that manded that the vessels which Nebuchadnez
Cyrus, who, after him, was king of Babylo zar had pillaged [out of the temple], and had
nia and Persia, wrote to them to build the carried to Babylon, should be restored to the
temple, and committed the gifts and vessels, people of Jerusalem; *nr! ti.,tt the care oi
and wbatsoaver Nebuchadnezzar had carried these things should ue.ong to Sanabassar, Uw
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governor and president of Syria and Phoeni celebrated the festival, having purified them
cia, and to his associates, that they may not selves, with their wives and children, accord
meddle with that place, but may permit the ing to the law of their country; and they of
servanfM)f God, the Jews and their rulers, to fered the sacrifice which \uis called the Pass,
build the temple. He also ordained that they over, on the fourteenth day of the same month,
should assist them in the work ; and that they and feasted seven days, and spared for no cost,
should pay to the Jews, out of the tribute of but offered whole burnt-offerings to God, and
the country where they were governors, on performed sacrifices of thanksgiving, because
account of the sacrifices, bulls, and rams, and God had led them again to the land of their
lambs, and kids of the goats, and fine flour, fathers, and to the laws thereto belonging, and
and oil, and wine, and all other things that had rendered the mind of the king of Persia
the priests should suggest to them ; and that favourable to them. So these men offered
they should pray for the preservation of the the largest sacrifices on these accounts, and
king, and of the Persians: and that for such used great magnificence in the worship of
as transgressed any of these orders thus sent God, and dwelt in Jerusalem, and made use
to them, he commanded that they should be of a form of government that was aristocraticaught, and hung upon a cross, and their sub cal, but mixed with an oligarchy, for the highstance confiscated to the king's use. He also priests were at the head of their affairs, until
prayed to God against them, that if any one the posterity of the Asamoneans set up kingly
attempted to hinder the building of the tem government; for before their captivity, and
ple, God would strike him dead, and thereby the dissolution of their polity, they at first
restrain his wickedness."
had kingly government from Saul and David
7. Wu<m Darius had found this book for five hundred and thirty-two years, six
among the records of Cyrus, he wrote an an months, and ten days: but before those kings,
swer to Sisinnes and his associates, whose con such rulers governed them as were called
tents were these:—" King Darius to Sisinnes Judges and Monarcbs. Under this form of
the governor, and to Sathrabuzanes, sendeth government, they continued for more than
greeting. Having found a copy of this epistle five hundred years, after the death of Moses,
among the records of Cyrus, I have sent it and of Joshua their commander.—And this is
to you ; and I will that all things be done as the account I had to give of the Jews who
therein written Farewell." So when Si had been carried into captivity, but were de
sinnes, and those that were with him, un livered from it in the times of Cyrus and Da
derstood the intention of the king, they re rius.
solved to follow his directions entirely for the 9. * But the Samaritans, being evil and en
time to come. So they forwarded the sacred viously disposed to the Jews, wrought them
works, and assisted the elders of the Jews, and many mischiefs, by reliance on their riches, the princes of the sanhedrim ; and the struc and by their pretence that they were allied to
ture of the temple was with great diligence the Persians, on account that thence they
brought to a conclusion, by the prophecies of came; and whatsoever it was that they were
Haggai and Zecbariah, according to God's enjoined to pay the Jews by the king's order
commands, and by the injunctions of Cyrus out of their tributes for the sacrifices, they
and Darius the kings. Now the temple was would not pay it. They had also the gover
built in seven years' time: and in the ninth nors favourable to them, and assisting them
year of the reign of Darius, on the twenty- for that purpose ; nor did they spare to hurt
third day of the twelfth month, which is by us them, either by themselves or by others, as
called Adar, but by the Macedonians Di/itrus, far as they were able. So the Jews deter
the priests and the Levites.and the other multi mined to send an embassage to king Darius
tude of the Israelites, offered sacrifices, as the in favour of the people of Jerusalem, and in
renovation oftheir former prosperity after their order to accuse the Samaritans. The ambas
captivity, and because they had now the tem sadors were Zorobabel, and four others of the
ple rebuilt, a hundred bulls, two hundred rulers; and as soon as the king knew from
rams, four hundred lambs, and twelve kids of the ambassadors the accusations and com
, according to the number of their plaints they brought against the Samaritans,
r so many are the tribes of the Israel he gave them an epistle to be carried to the
ite*); and this last for the sins of every tribe. governors and council of Samaria; the con
The priests also, and the Levites, set the por tents of which epistle were these: "King
ters at every gate according to the laws of Darius to Tanganas and Sambabas, the go
Moses. The Jews also built the cloisters of vernors of the Samaritans; to Sadraces and
the inner temple that were round about the Bobelo, and the rest of their fellow-servants
that are in Samaria: Zorobabel, Ananias,
cemple itself.
8. And as the feast of unleavened bread and Mordecai, the ambassadors of the Jews,
was at hand, in the first month, which, accord complain of you, that you obstruct them in
ing to the Macedonians, is called Xanthicut, the building of the temple, and do not supply
but arcordi"g to us iViMii, all the people ran • The history contained in this section is entirely
together out of the villages to the city, and wanting in all our copies, both of Ezra and Ksdras. fc
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them with the expenses which I commanded take the expenses out of the king's treasury.
you to do for the offering of their sacrifices. I have moreover written to the treasurers of
My will therefore is this: That upon the Syria and Phoenicia, that they take care of
reading of this epistle, you supply them with those affairs that Esdras the priest, aitt reader
whatsoever they want for their sacrifices, and of the laws of God, is sent about; and that
that out of the royal treasury, of the tri God may not be at all angry with me, or with
butes of Samaria, as the priest shall desire, my children, I grant all that is necessary for
that they may not leave off their offering daily sacrifices to God, according to the law, as far
sacrifices, nor praying to God for me and the as a hundred cori of wheat ; and I enjoin you
Persians:"—and these were the contents of not to lay any treacherous imposition, or any
tributes upon their priests or Levites, or sa
that epistle.
cred singers, or porters, or sacred servants,
or scribes of the temple ; and do thou, O Es
dras, appoint judges according to the wisdom
CHAPTER V. •
[given thee] of God, and those such as under
stand the law, that they may judge in all Syria '
HOW XERXES, THE SON OF DARIUS, WAS and Phoenicia; and do thou instruct those
WELL-DISPOSED TO THE JEWS ; AS ALSO also which are ignorant of it, that if any on*
CONCERNING ESDRA3 AND NEHEMIAH.
of thy countrymen transgress the law of God,
or that of the king, be may be punished, as
§ 1. Upon the death of Darius, Xerxes his not transgressing it out of ignorance, but as
son took the kingdom; who, as he inherited one that knows it indeed, but boldly despises
his father's kingdom, so did he inherit his and contemns it; and such may be punished
piety towards God, and honour of him ; for by death, or by paving fines. Farewell."
he did all things suitably to his father rela
2. When Esdras had received this epistle,
ting to divine worship, and he was exceeding he was very joyful, and began to worship
friendly to the Jews. Now about this time a God, and confessed that he had been the cau>e
son of Jeshua, whose name was Joacim, was of the king's great favour to him, and that
the high-priest. Moreover, there was now in for the same reason be gave all the thanks to
Babylon a righteous man, and one that en God. So he read the epistle at Babylon to
joyed a great reputation among the multitude; those Jews that were there ; but be kept the
he was the principal priest of the people, and epistle itself, and sent a copy of it to all those
his name was Esdras. He was very skilful of his own nation that were in Media; and
in the laws of Moses, and was well acquainted when these Jews had understood what piety
with king Xerxes. He had determined to the king had towards God, and what kindness
go up to Jerusalem, and to take with him he had for Esdras, they were all greatly pleas
some of those Jews that were in Babylon ; and ed ; nay, many of them took their effects with
he desired that tbc king would give him an them, and came to Babylon, as very desirous
epistle to the governors of Syria, by which of going down to Jerusalem; but then the
they might know who he was. Accordingly, entire body of the people of Israel remained
the king wrote the following epistle to those in that country ; wherefore there are but two
governors: — "Xerxes, king of kings, to Es tribes in Asia and Europe subject to the
dras the priest, and reader of the divine law, Romans, while the ten tribes are beyond Eu
greeting. I think it agreeable to that leve phrates till now, and are an immense multi
which I bear to mankind, to permit those of tude, and not to be estimated by numbers.
the Jewish nation wbo are so disposed, as well Now there came a great number of priests,
as those of the priests and Levites that are in and Levites, and porters, and sacred singers,
our kingdom, to go together to Jerusalem. and sacred servants, to Esdras. So he ga
Accordingly, I have given command for that thered those that were in the captivity toge
purpose; and let every one that hath a mind ther beyond Euphrates, and staid there \hree
go, according as it hath seemed good to me, days, and ordained a fast for them, that they
and to my seven counsellors, and tbis in or might make their prayers to God for their
der to their review of the affairs of Judea, to preservation, that they might suffer no mis
see whether they be agreeable to the law of fortunes by the way, either from their enemies,
God. Let them also take with them those or from any other ill accident; for Esdras
presents which I and my friends have vowed, had stud beforehand, that he bad told the
with all that silver and gold which is found in king how God would preserve them, and so
the country of the Babylonians, as dedicated to he had not thought fit to request that he would
God, and let all this be carried to Jerusalem, send horsemen to conduct them. So when
to God for sacrifices. Let it also be lawful they had finished their prayers, they removed
for thee and thy brethren to make as many from Euphrates, on the twelfth day of the
vessels of silver and gold as thou pleasest. first month of the seventh year of the reign
Thou shalt also dedicate those holy vessels of Xerxes, and they came to Jerusalem ou
which have been given thee, and as many the fifth month of the same year. Now Eswore as thou hast u mind to muke. and sbalt, -dras presented the sacred money to the trea
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Mirers, who were of the family of the priests, deserved death, yet, was it agreeable to the
of silver six hundred and fifty talents, ves mercy of God, to remit even to these the pun
sels of silver one hundred talents, vessels of ishment due to them
gold twenty talents, vessels of brass, that 4. After Esdras had said this, he left off
was more precious than gold,* twelve talents praying; and when all those that came to him
by weight; for these presents had been made with their wives and children were under la
by the king and his counsellors, and by all mentation, one, whose name was Jechonias,
the Israelites that staid at Bubylon. So when a principal man in* Jerusalem, came to him,
Esdras had delivered these things to the and said, that they had sinned in marrying
priests, he gave to God, as the appointed sa strange wives; and he persuaded him to ad
crifices of whole burnt- offering, twelve bulls jure them all to cast those wives out, and the
on account of the common preservation of the children born of them ; and that those should
people, ninety rams, seventy-two lambs, and be punished who would not obey the law. So
twelve kids of the goats, for the remission of Esdras hearkened to this advice, and made
tuia. He also delivered the king's epistle the heads of the prie*ts, and of the Levites,
to the king's officers, and to the governors of and of the Israelites, swear that they would
Celesyria and Phoenicia; and as they were un put away those wives and children, according
der the necessity of doing whiit was enjoined to the advice of Jechonias; and when he had
by him, they honoured ou» nation, and were received their oaths, he went in haste out of
the temple into the chamber of Johanan, the
assistant to them in all their necessities.
3. Now these things were truly done un son of Eliasib, and as he had hitherto tasted
der the conduct of Esdras; and he succeeded nothing at all for grief, so he abode there that
in them, because God esteemed him worthy day; and when proclamation was made, that
of the success of his conduct, on account of all those of the captivity should gather them
his goodness and righteousness. But some selves together to Jerusalem, and those that
lime afterward there came some persons to did not meet there in two or three days should
him, and brought an accusation against cer be banished from the multitude, and that their
tain of the multitude, and of the priests and substance should be appropriated to the uses
Levites, who had transgressed their sett lement, ; of the temple, according to the sentence of
uid dissolved the laws of their country, by the elders, those that were of the tribes of Jumarrying strange wives, and had brought the dah and Benjamin came together in three
family of the priests into confusion. These days, viz. on the twentieth day of the ninth
persons desired him to support the laws, lest month, which, according to the Hebrews, is
God should take up a general anger against called Tebtth, and according to the Macedo
them ail, and reduce them to a calamitous nians, Apellfivs. Now, as they were sitting
condition again. Hereupon he rent his gar in the upper room of the temple, where the
ment immediately, out of grief, and pulled off elders also were present, but were uneasy be
the hair of his head ami beard, and cast him cause of the cold, Esdras stood up and ac
self upon the ground, because this crime had cused them, and told them that they had sin
reached the principal men among the people; ned in marrying wives that were not of their
and considering that if he should enjoin them own nation; but that now they would do a
to cast out their wives, and tho children they thing both pleasing to God and advantageous
hod by them, he should not be hearkened to, to themselves, if they would put those wives
lie continued lying upon the ground. How away. Accordingly, tbey all cried out that
ever, all the better sort came running to him, they would do so. That, however, the mul
who also themselves wept, and partook of the titude was great, and that the season of the
grief he was under for what had been done. year was winter, and that this work would re
So Esdras rose up from the ground, and quire more than one or two days. " Let
stretched out his hands towards Heaven, and their rulers, therefore [said they], and those
said that he was ashamed to look towards it, that have married strange wives, come hither
uccause of the sins which the people had com at a proper time, while the elders of ever)
mitted while they had cast out of their memo plaee, that are in common, to estimate the
ries what their fathers had undergone on ac number of those that have thus married, are
count of their wickedness; and he besought to be there also." Accordingly, this was re
God, who had saved a seed and a remnant out solved on by them; and they began the in
of the calamity and captivity they had been in, quiry after those that had married strange
and bad restored them again to Jerusalem, wives on the first day of the tenth month, and
and to their own land, and had obliged the continued the inquiry to the first day of the
king of Persia to have compassion on them, next month, and found a great many of the
(hat he would also forgive them their pins posterity of Jeshua the high-priest, and of the
they had now committed, which, though they priests and Levites, and Israelites, who had a
greater regard to the observation of the law
• Or. Hudson uln notice here, that this kind of than to their natural affection,! am' immedibrass or copper, or rather mixture of (fold and brass or + Tills procedure of Esdras, and of the best part of the
copper, waa called aunrkalt-um. and that tbia wai of I Jewish
nation, after their return from the Babylonish
aid esteemed the most precious of all metals.
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ately cast out their wives, and the children pened also that Joacim, the high-priest, died;
which were born of them; and in order to and his son Eliasib succeeded in the highappeHse God, they offered sacrifices, and slew priesthood,
rum-, as oblations to him; but it does not 6. Now there was one of those Jews who
seem to me to be necessary to set down the had been carried captive, who was cup-bearer
names of these men. So when Esdras had to king Xerxes ; his name was Nehemiab.
reformed this sin about the marriages of the As this man was walking before Susa, tbe
fore-mentioned persons, hi reduced that prac metropolis of the Persians, he heard some
tice to purity, so that it continued in that strangers that were entering the city, after a
state for the time to come.
long journey, speaking to one another in tbe
5. Now when they kept the feast of ta Hebrew tongue; so he went to them and
bernacles in the seventh month,* and almost asked from whence they came; and when their
all the people were come together to it, they answer was, that they came from Judea, he
went up to the open part of the temple, to began to inquire of them again in what state
the gate which looked eastward, and desired the multitude was, and in what condition Je
of Esdras that the laws of Moses might be rusalem was : and when they replied that they
read to them. Accordingly, he stood in the were in a bad state, X for that their walls were
midst of the multitude and read them; and thrown down to the ground, and that the
this he did from morning to noon. Now, by neighbouring natvbtis did a great deal of mis
hearing the laws read to them, they were in chief to the Jews, while in the day-time they
structed to b'! righteous men for the present overran the country, and pillaged it, and in
and for the future; but as for their past of the night did them mischief, insomuch that
fences, tbey were displeased at themselves, and not a few were led away captive out of the
proceeded to shed tears on their account, as country, and out of Jerusalem itself, and that
considering with themselves, that if they had the roads were in the day-time found full of
kept the law, they bad endured none of these dead men. Hereupon Nehemiah shed tears,
miseries which they had experienced ; but out of commiseration of the calamities of his
when Esdras saw them in that disposition, he countrymen; and, looking up to heaven, he
bade them go home and not weep, for that it said, " How long, O Lord, wilt thou overlook
was a festival, and that tbey ought not to our nation, while It suffers so great miseries,
weep thereon, for that it was not lawful so to and while we are made the prey and the spoil
do.f He exhorted them rather to proceed of all men?" And while he staid at the gate,
immediately to feasting, and to do what was and lamented thus, one told bim that the king
suitable to a feast, and what was agreeable to was going to sit down to supper; so he made
a day of joy; but to let their repentance and haste, and went as- be was, without washing
sorrow for their former sins be a security and himself, to minister to the king in his office of
a guard to them, that they fell no more into cup-bearer: but as the king was very plea
the like offences. So upon Esdras' exhorta sant after supper, and more cheerful than
tion they began to feast: and when tbey had so usual, he cast his eyes on Nehemiah, and see
done for eight days, in their tabernacles, they ing him look sad, he asked him why he was
departed to their owli homes, singing hymns sad. Whereupon he prayed to God to give
to God, and returning thanks to Esdras for bim favour, and afford him the power of per
his reformation of what corruptions had been suading by bis words; and said, " How can
introduced into their settlement. So it came I, O king, appear otherwise than thus, a .d
to pass, that after he bad obtained this repu not be in trouble, while I hear that tbe walls
tation among the people, he died an old man, of Jerusalem, the city where are the sepul
and was buried in a magnificent manner at chres of my fathers, are thrown down to the
Jerusalem. About the same time it hap- ground, and that its gates are consumed by
fire? But do thou grant me the favour to
onpllvity, of reducing the Jewish marriages, nnce for all. go and build its wall, and to finish the build
to tlie strictness of the law of Moses, without any regurd ing of the temple." Accordingly, the king
to the greatness of those who had broken it, and with
out regard to that natural affection or compassion fur gave him a signal, that' he freely granted hiin
their heathen wives, and their children by theni, which what he asked ; and told him that he should
made it so hard lor Esdras to correct it. deserves greatly
to be observed and imitated in all attempts for reforma carry an epistle to the governors, that they
tion among Christians, the contrary conduct having evei might pay him due honour, and afford bin,
been the bane of true religion, both among Jew. and whatsoever assistance he wanted, and as hu
Christians, while political views, or buman passions, or pleased. " Leave off thy sorrow then," said
prudential motives, are suffered to take plane instead of
the divine laws, and so the blessing of God is forfeited, the king, "and be cheerful in the performance
and the church still suffered to continue corrupt from of thy office hereafter." So Nehemiah worone generation to another. See cb. vlil. sect, it
* This Jewish feast of tabernacles was imitated in
several heathen solemnities, as fpanheim here observes t This miserable condition of tbe Jews, and their
aud proves He also farther observes presently, what capital, must have been after the death of Esdrav tbeir
great reitard many heathens had to tbe monuments of former governor, and before Nehemiah came with his
their forefather*, as Nehemiah had here, sect 6.
to build the walls of Jerusalem; nor is that
+ Thisin rule
of Esdras, Constitutions
not to fast on (b.a festival
day, is commission
at all disagreeable to these histories in Josephus. since
quoted
tbe Apostolical
v.), as obtain
Esdras came on the seventh, and Nrbemiah not till llso
ing among Christians also.
twenty-fifth of Xerv.es, at the interval ol eighteen years.
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shipped God, and gave the king thanks for his himself, by hiring some of the foreigners to
I romise, and cleared up his sad and cloudy kill him. They also put the Jews in fear,
countenance, by the pleasure he had from the and disturbed them, and spread abroad ru
king's promises. Accordingly, the king called mours, as if many nations were ready to make
fur him the next day, and gave him an an expedition against them, by which means
cpiitle to be carried to Adeus, the governor they were harassed, and had almost left off
nf Syria, and Phoenicia, and Samaria; where the building. But none of these things could
in he sent to him to pay due honour to Ne- deter Nehemiah from being diligent about
hrmjah, and to supply him with what he the work ; he only set a number of men about
him as a guard to his body, and so unweawanted for his building.
7. Now when he was come to Babylon, riedly persevered therein, and was insensible
and had taken with him many of his country of any trouble, out of his desire to perfect
men, who voluntarily followed him, he came this work. And thus did he attentively, and
to Jerusalem in the twenty and fifth year of with great forecast, take care of his own safe
fte reign of Xerxes; ind when he had shown ty; not that he feared death, but of this per
the epistles to God," he gave them to Adeus, suasion, that if he were dead, the walls, for
and to the other governors. He also called his citizens, would never be raised. He also
together all the people to Jerusalem, and stood gave orders that the builders should keep their
in the midst of the temple, und made the fol ranks, and have their armour on while they
lowing speech to them: — "You know, O were building. Accordingly, the mason had
Jews, that God hath kept our fathers, Abra his sword on, as well as he that brought the
ham, Isaac, and Jacob, i.i mind continually; materials for building. He also appointed that
and for the sake of their righteousness hath their shields should lie very near them; and
not left off the care of you. Indeed, he hath he placed trumpeters at every fire hundred
assisted me in gaining this authority of the feet, and charged them, that if their enemies
king to raise up our wall, and finish what is appeared, they should give notice of it to the
wanting of the temple. I desire you, there people, that they might fight in their armour,
fore, who well know the ill-will our neigh and their enemies might not fall upon them
bouring nations bear to us, and that when naked. He also went about the compass of
once they are made sensible that we are in ear the city by night, being never discouraged,
nest about building, they will come upon us, neither about the work itself, nor about his
and contrive many ways of obstructing our own diet and sleep, for be made no use of
works, that you will, in the first place, put those things for his pleasure, but out of ne
your trust in God, as in him that will assist cessity. And this trouble he underwent for
us against their hatred, and to intermit build two years and four months;! for in so long
ing neither night nor day, but to use all dili a time was the wall built, in the twentygence, and to hasten on the work, now we eighth year of the reign of Xerxes, in the
have this especial opportunity for it." When ninth month. Now when the walls were
he had said this, he gave order that the rulers finished, Nehemiah and the multitude offered
should measure the wall, and part the work sacrifices to God for the building of their*;
of it among the people, according to their vil and they continued in feasting eight days.
lages and cities, as every one's ability should However, when the nations which dwelt in
require. And when he had added this pro Syria heard that the building of the wall was
mise, that he himself, with his servants, would finished, they bad indignation at it; but when
assist them, he dissolved the assembly. So Nehemiah saw that the city was thin of peo
the Jews prepared for the work : that is the ple, he exhorted the priests and the Levites,
name they are called by from the day that that they would leave the country, and remove
they came up from Babylon, which is taken themselves to the city, and there continue;
from the tribe of Judah, which came first to and he built them houses at his own expenses;
these places, and thence both they and the and he commanded that part of the people
country gained that appellation.
who were employed in cultivating the land,
8. But now when the Ammonites, and Moab- to bring the tithes of their fruits to Jerusaitet, and Samaritans, and nil that inhabited Ce- + It may not be very improper to remark here, with
lesyria, heard that the building went on apace, what an unusual accuracy Josephus determines lhete
they took it heinously, and proceeded to lay years of Xerxes, in which the walls of Jerusalem were
viz. that Nehemiah came with this commission in
snares for them, and to hinder their inten built,
the 35th of Xerxes; that the walls were two years and
tions. They also slew many of the Jews, and four
months in building; and that they were finished on
(ought how they might destroy Nehemiah the i8th of Xerxes, sect. 7, 8. It may also be remarked
farther, that Josephus hardly ever mentions more than
one intallihle astronomical charucter, I mean un eclipse ol
• This showing king Xerxes* epistles to God, or lay- the moon, and this a little before the death of Herod the
Ant b. xvii ch. vi s. 4. Now on these two chro.
in? them open before God in the temple, is very like the Great.
nological charsctrrs in errat measure depend some of the
laying open the epistles of Sennacherib before him also most
important points belonging to Christianity, via. the
») llrzeliah (xKings xix, 14; Isa. xvxvii. 14); although explication
of Daniel's seventy weeks, and the duration
this last was for a memorial, to put him in mind of the our Saviour's
mimMry, and the time of his death, io
enemies, in order to more the divine compassion, and ofcorrespondence
to these seventy weeks. Sea the Sup
Ih. present as a token of gratitude for mercies already plement to the LiL
Arcomp. of i*roph. p. 72.
received, at Havercamp well observes ol this place.
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lem, that the priests and Lcvites having I of his reign, he made a costly feast for bis
whereof they might live perpetually, might friends, and for the nations of Persia, and for
not leave the divine worship; who willingly their governors, such a one as was proper for
hearkened to the constitutions of Nehemiah, a king to make, when be had a mind to make
by which means the city Jerusalem came to a public demonstration of bis riches, and this
be fuller of people than it was before. So for a hundred and fourscore days; after
when Nehemiah had done many other excel which he made a feast for other nations, and
lent things, and things worthy of commenda for their embassadors, at Shushan, for seven
tion, in a glorious manner, he came to a great days. Now this feast was ordered after, ihe I
age, und then died. He was a man of a manner following: — He caused a tent to be I
good and a righteous disposition, and very pitched, which was supported by pillars of I
ambitious to make his own nation happy; gold and silver, with curtains of linen and I
and he hath left the walls of Jerusalem as an purple spread over them, that it might afford
eternal monument for himself. Now this room for many ten thousands to sit down.
The cups with which the waiters ministereJ
was done in the days of Xerxes.
were of gold, and adorned with precious
stones, for pleasure and for sight. He also
gave order to the servants, that they should
CHAPTER VI.
not force them to drink, by bringing them
CONCERNING ESTHER, AND MORDECAI, AND wine continually, as is the practice of the
II A MAN; AND HOW, IN THE REIGN OF AR Persians, but to permit every one of the
TAXERXES, THE WHOLE NATION OF THE guests to enjoy himself according to his own
inclination. Moreover, he sent messengers
JEWS WAS IN DANGER OF PERISHING.
through the country, and gave order that
§ 1. After the death of Xerxes, the king they should have a remission of their labours,
dom came to be transferred to his son Cyrus. and should keep a festival many days, on ac
whom the Greeks called Artaxerxes. When count of his kingdom. In like manner did
this man had obtained the government over Vashti the queen gather her guests together,
the Persians, the whole nation of the Jews,' and made them a feast in the palace. Now
with their wives and children, were in danger the king was desirous to show her, who ex
of perishing; the occasion whereof we shall ceeded all other women in beauty, to those
declare in a little time; for it is proper, in that feasted with him, and he sent some bo
the first place, to explain somewhat relating command her to come to his feast. But
to this king, and how he came to marry a sjie, out of regard to the laws of the Peruana.
Jewish wife, who was herself of the royal which forbid the wivpa tn frg ««*>n fry stran
family also, and who is related to have saved gers, did not go to the king;f and though he
our nation; for when Artaxerxes had taken oftentimes sent the eunucbs to her, she did
the kingdom, and had set governors over the nevertheless stay away, and refused to come,
hundred twenty and seven provinces, from till the king was so much irritated, that he
Hidia even unto Ethiopia, in the third year brake up the entertainment, and rose up, and
called for those seven who had the interpre
• Since some sceptical persons ore willing to discard tation of the laws committed to them, and
this book of Ivsther as no tnie history (and even our accused his wife, and said, that he had been
learned and judicious Dr. Wall, in his late posthumous
Critical Notes upon all the other Hebrew books of the affronted by her, because that when she was
Old Testament, gives us none upon the Canticles, or
called by him to his feast, she diti
upon Esther, and seems thereby to give up this book, frequently
as well as he gives up the Canticles, as indefensible!, I not obey him once. He therefore gave order
shall venture to say, that almost all the objections against that they should inform him what could be
this book of F-sther are gone at once, if, as we certainly
by the law against her. So one of
■ ought to 6c, and as Dean Prideaux has Justly done, we done
place this history under Artaxerxes l*ongirjianus, as do them, whose name was Memucan, said that
both the Septuagint interpreters and Josephus. The this affront was offered not to him alone, but
learned Dr. Lee, in his posthumous Dissertation on the
Second Book of Ksdras, page 23, also says, that " the to all the Persians, who were in danger of
truth of this history is demonstrated hy the feast of leading their lives very ill with their wives, if
"urim, kept up from that time to this very day: and
this surprising proridenlia) revolution In favour of a + If the Chaldce paraphrast he in the right, that Ar.
captive people, thereby constantly commemorated, taxerxes intended to show Vashti to his guests naked, it
standeth even upon a firmer basis than that there ever is no wonder at all that she would not submit to such
was such a roan as king Alexander [the Great] in the an indignity: but still if it were not so gross as that, yet
world, of whose reign there is no such abiding monu it might, in the king's cups, be done in a way so inde
ment at this day to be fouid anywhere. Nor witl they. cent, as the Persian laws would not then hear, no more
1 dare say, who quarrel at this or any other of the sacred than the common laws of modesty. And that the king
histories, find it a very easy matter to reconcile the dif had some such design, ser-ms not improbable, for other,
ferent accounts which were given by historians of the wist the principal of these royal guests conld be no
affairs of this king, or to confirm any one fact of his strangers to the queen, nor unapprised of her brauty,
whatever wilh the same evidence which is here given so far as decency admitted. However, since Provi
for the principal fact in the sacred hook, or even so dence was now paving the way for the introduction of
much as to prove the existence of such a person, of a Jewess into the kine's allections, in order to bring
whom so gre.t things are related, hut upon granting about one of the most wonderful deliverances which the
this hook of Ksther. or sixth of F.sdrns (as it is placed Jewish or any nation ever had, we need not he farther
in some of the most anrit-nt copies of the Vulgate] to lie S'lliiitous
abn.il the motives by u hicb the king waj in
a most true and certain hislo'v." -Vc.
duced to divorce Va.ihti, and marry EsUier.
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they must be thus despised by them ; for that and the principal men of the nations, for a
none of their wives would have any reve whole month, on account of this his marriage.
rence for their husbands, if they had " such Accordingly, Esther came to his royal palace,
nn example of arrogance in the queen to and he set a diadem on her head; and thus
wards tbee, who rulest over all." Accord was Esther married, without making known /
ingly, he exhorted him to punish her, who to the king what nation she was derived from./
hid been guilty of so great an affront to him, Her uncle also removed from Babylon tci
after a severe manner; and when he had so Shushan, and dwelt there, being every day
done, to publish to the nations what had been about the palace, and inquiring how the
decreed about the queen. So the resolution damsel did, for he loved her as though she
was to put Vashti away, and to give her dig had been his own daughter.
3. Now the king had made a law,* that
nity to another woman.
2. But the king having been fond of her, none of his own people should approach him
he did not well bear a separation, and yet by unless they were called, when he sat upon his
the law he could not admit of a reconciliation, throne; and men, with axes in their hands,
so be was under trouble, as not having it in stood round about his throne, in order to pun
his power to do what he desired to do: but ish such as approached to him without being
when his friends saw him so uneasy, they ad called. However, the king sat with a golden
vised him to cast the memory of his wife, and sceptre in his hand, which he held out when
his love for her, out of his mind, but to send he had a mind to save any one of those that
abroad over all the habitable earth, and to approached to him without being called; and
search out for comely virgins, and to take her he who touched it was free from danger.
whom he should best like for his wife, because But of this matter we have discoursed suffi
his passion for his former wife would be ciently.
quenched by the introduction of another, and 4. Some time after this [two eunuchs],
the kindness he had for Vashti would be with Bigthan and Teresh, plotted against the king;
drawn from her, and be placed on her that was and Barnabazus, the servant of one of the
with hiin. Accordingly, he was persuaded to eunuchs, being by birth a Jew, was acquaint
follow this advice, and gave order to certain ed with their conspiracy, and discovered it to
persons to choose out of the virgins that were the queen's uncle; and Mordecai, by means of
in his kingdom, those that were esteemed the Esther, made the conspirators known to the
most comely. So when a great number of king. This troubled the king; but he disco
these virgins were gathered together, there vered the truth, and hanged the eunuchs upon
was found a damsel in Babylon, whose parents a cross, while at that time he gave no re
were both dead, and she was brought up with ward to Mordecai, who had been the occasion
her uncle Mordecai, for that was her uncle's of his preservation. He only bade the scribes
i .ime. This uncle was of the tribe of Ben to set down his name in the records, and bade
jamin, and was one of the principal persons him stay in the palace, as an intimate friend
among the Jews. Now it proved that this of the king.
damsel, whose name was Esther, was the 5. Now there was one Haman, the son of
most beautiful of all the rest, and that the Amedatha, by birth an Amalekite, that used
grace of her countenance drew the eyes of the to go in to the king; and the foreigners and
spectators principally upon her: so she was Persians worshipped him, as Artaxerxes had
committed to one of the eunuchs to take the commanded that such honour should be paid
care of her; and she was very exactly provided to him ; but Mordecai was so wise, and so ob
with sweet odours, in great plenty, and with servant of his own country's laws, that he
costly ointments, such as her body required would not worship the man.f When Hamau
to be anointed withal ; and this was used for observed this, he inquired whence he came;
six months by the virgins, who were in num and when he understood that he was a Jew,
ber four hundred; and when the eunuch he had indignation at him, and said within
thought the virgins had been sufficiently puri
fied, in the fore-mentioned time, and were now • Herodotus lays that this law (against any one's com
ing uncalled to the kings of Persia when they were sit
fit to go to the king's bed, he sent one to be ting
on their thrones] was first enarted by lleiocea [i e.
with the king every day. So when he had by him
who first withdrew the Medes from the duminioo.
of the Assyrians, and bi uself first rrisawd over them )
accompanied with her, he sent her back to the Thus
also,
says Spanheim, stood gnards. with their ales,
eunuch; and when Esther had come to him, about the throne
of Tenua, or Tenudus. that the offender
he was pleased with her, and fell in love with might by them be punished immediately.
f
Whethrr
this
required of .Mordecai to Ha
the damsel, and married her, and made her man were hy himadoration
deemed too like the adoration due
hi- Lawful wife, and kept a wedding-feast for only
to God, as Jnsephus seems here tu tbink. as well as
also, byn.their
translation
her on the twelfth month of the seventh year the Scptuagint
xiii. tit, Iinterpreters
'•, II, or whether
thought
he mightof
of hit reign, which was called Adar. He also toRsth.
pay no sort of adoration to an Amalekite, which na
rent anjnri, as they arc called, or messengers, tion bad been such great sinners as to have been uni.
devoted to destruction by God himself (Exod.
unto every nation, and gave orders that they versally
XTii. 11. 1.S, Ml 1 Sum. xt. 18), or whether both causea
; for his marriage, whde lie .concurred,
cannot now, 1 doubt, be certainly deter
Medes, mined.
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himself, that whereas the Persians, who were fourteenth day of the twelfth month of thia
free men, worshipped him, this man, who was present year, that so when all that have en
no better than a slave, does not Vouchsafe to mity to us are destroyed, and this in one day,
do so. And when be desired to punish we may be allowed to lead the rest of our
Mordecai, he thought it too small a thing to lives in peace hereafter." Now when this
request of the king that he alone might be decree was brought to the cities, and to the
punished; be rather determined to abolish the country, all were ready for the destruction
whole nation, for he was naturally an enemy aad entire abolishment of the Jews, against
to the Jews, because the nation of the Amale- the day before-mentioned ; ai.d they were
kites, of which he was, bad been destroyed very hasty about it at Shushan, in particular.
by them. Accordingly, he came to the king, Accordingly, the king and Haman spent their
and accused them, saying, " There is a certain time in feasting together with good cheer and
wicked nation, and it is dispersed over all the wine ; but tbe city was in disorder.
habitable earth that was under his dominion ; 7. Now when Mordecai was informed of
a nation separate from others, unsociable, nei what was done, he rent his clothes, and put
ther admitting the same sort of divine wor on sackcloth, and sprinkled ashes upon bis
ship that others do, nor using laws like to the head, and went about the city, crying out,
laws of others, at enmity with thy people, and that " a nation that had been injurious to no
with all men, both in their manners and prac man, was to be destroyed." And he went on
tices. Now, if thou wilt be a benefactor to saying thus as far as to the king's palace, and
thy subjects, thou wilt give order to destroy there he stood, for it was not lawful for him
them utterly, and not leave the least remains to go into it in that babit. The same thing
of them, nor preserve any of them, either for was done by all the Jews that were in the
slaves or for captives." But that the king several cities wherein this decree was pub
might not be damnified by the loss of the tri lished, with lamentation and mourning, on
butes which the Jews paid him, Haman pro account of the calamities denounced against
mised to give him out of his own estate forty them. But as soon as certain persons bad
thousand talents whensoever he pleased; and told the queen that Mordecai stood before the
be said he would pay this money very wil court in a mourning babit, she was disturbed
lingly that the kingdom might be freed from at this report, and sent out such as should
such a misfortune.
change his garments; but when he could not
6. When Haman had made this petition, be induced to put off his sackcloth, because
the king both forgave him the money, and the sad occasion that forced bim to put it on
granted him the men, to do what he would was not yet ceased, she called the eunuch
with them. So Haman, having gained what Acratheus, for he was then present, and sent
lie desired, sent out immediately a decree, as him to Mordecai, in order to know of bim
from the king, to all nations, the contents what sad accident had befallen him, for which
whereof were these:—" Artaxerxes, the great he was in mourning, and would not put or}
king, to the rulers of the hundred and twenty- the habit he had put on, at her desire. Then
seven provinces, from India to Ethiopia, sends did Mordecai inform tbe eunuch of tbe occa
this writing. Whereas I have governed many sion of his mourning, and of the decree which
nations, and obtained the dominions of all the was sent by the king into all the country, and
habitable earth, according to my desire, and of the promise of money whereby Haman
have not been obliged to do any thing that is bought the destruction of their nation. He
insolent or cruel to my subjects by such my also gave him a copy of what was proclaimed
power, but have showed myself mild and at Shushan, to be carried to Esther; and he
gentle, by taking care of their peace and good charged her to petition the king about thia
order, and have sought how they might enjoy matter, and not to think it a dishonourable
those blessings for all time to come; and thing in her to put on a humble habit, for
whereas I have been kindly informed by Ha the safety of her nation, wherein she might
man, who, on account of his prudence and deprecate the ruin of the Jews, who were in
justice, is the first in my esteem, and in dig danger of it; for that Haman, whose dignity
nity, and only second to myself, for his fidelity was only inferior to that of the king, hod
and constant good-will to me, that there is an accused the Jews, and had irritated the king
ill-natured nation intermixed with all man against them. When she was informed of this,
kind, that is averse to our laws, and not sub she sent to Mordecai again, and told him that
ject to kings, and of a different conduct of she was not called by the king, and that he who
life from others, that hateth monarchy, and of goes in to him without being called, is to be
a disposition that is pernicious to our affairs; slain, unless when he is willing to save any
I give order that these men, of whom Ha one, he holds out his golden sceptre to bim ;
man, our second father, hath informed us, be but that to whomsoever he does so, although he
destroyed, with their wives and children, and go in without being called, that person is so far
that none of them be spared, and that none from being slain, that he obtains pardon, and
prefer pity to them before obedience to this is entirely preserved. Now when tbe eunucb
dtcree; and thia I will to be executed on the carried this message from Esther to Horde
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cai, he bade him also tell her that she must maids with her, the one of which supported
not only provide for her own preservation, her, as she gently leaned upon her, and the
but for "the common preslrvation of her na other followed after, and lifted up her large
tion, for that if she now neglected this oppor train (which swept along the ground) with
tunity, there would certainly arise help to the extremities of her fingers: and thus she
them from God some other way ; but she and came to the king, having a blushing redness
her father's house would be destroyed by those in her countenance, with a pleasant agreeablewhom she now despised. But Esther sent ness in her behaviour, yet did she go in to him
the very same eunuch back to Mordecai [to with fear; and as soon as she was come overdesire him], to go to Shushan, and to gather against him, as he was sitting on his throne,
the Jews that were there together to a con in his royal apparel, which was a garment in
gregation, and to fast, and abstain from all terwoven with gold and precious stones, which
sorts of food, on her account, and [to let him made him seem to her more terrible, especi
know that] she with her maidens would do ally when he looked at her somewhat severely,
the same; and then she promised that she and with a countenance on fire with anger,
would go to the king, though it were against her joints failed her immediately, out of the
the law, and that if she must die for it, she dread she was in, and she fell down sideways
would not refuse it.
in a swoon: but the king changed his mind,
8. Accordingly, Mordecai did as Esther which happened, as I suppose, by the will of
had enjoined him, and made the people fast ; God, and was concerned for his wife, lest her
and he besought God, together with them, fear should bring some very evil thing upon
not to overlook his nation, particularly at this her, and he leaped from his throne, and took
time, when it was going to be destroyed; but her in his arms, and recovered her, by em
that, as be had often before provided for them, bracing her, and speaking comfortably to her,
.and forgiven when they had sinned, so he and exhorting her to be of good cheer, and not
would now deliver them from that destruc to suspect any thing that was sad on account
tion which was denounced against them; for of her coming to him without being called,
although it was not all the nation that had of because that law was made for subjects, but
fended, yet must they so ingloriously be slain, that she who was a queen, as well as b : a
and that he was himself the occasion of the king, might be entirely secure : and as h* said
wrath of Haman, " Because," said he, " I did this, he put the sceptre into her hand, and
not worship him, nor could I endure to pay laid his rod upon her neck, on account of the
that honour to him which I used to pay to law; and so freed her from her fear. And
thee, O Lord; for upon that his anger hath after she had recovered herself by these en
he contrived this present mischief against couragements, she said, " My Lord, it is not
those that have not transgressed thy laws." easy for me, on the sudden, to say what hath
The same supplications did the multitude put happened, for so soon as I saw tbee to be
up; and entreated that God would provide great, and comely, and terrible, my spirit de
for their deliverance, and free the Israelites parted from me, and I had no soul left in
that were in all the earth from this calamity me." And while it was with difficulty, and in
which was now coming upon them, for they a low voice, that she could say thus much,
had it before their eyes, and expected its com the king was in great agony and disorder, and
ing. Accordingly, Esther made supplication encouraged Esther to be of good cheer, and
to God after the manner of her country, by to expect better fortune, since he was ready,
casting herself down upon the earth, and put if occasion should require it, to grant to her
ting on her mourning garments, and bidding the half of his kingdom. Accordingly, Es
farewell to meat and drink, and all delicacies, ther desired that he and his friend Haman
for three days' time; and she entreated God would come to her to a banquet, for she said
to have mercy upon her, and make her words she had prepared a supper for him. He con
appear persuasive to the king, and render ber sented to it; and when they were there, as
countenance more beautiful than it was be they were drinking, he bade Esther to let him
fore, that both by her words and beauty she know what she had desired; for that she
might succeed, for the averting of the king's should not be disappointed, though she should
auger, in case he were at all irritated against desire the half of his kingdom. But she put
ber, and for the consolation of those of her off the discovery of her petition till the next
own country, now they were in the utmost day, if he would come again, together with
danger of perishing: as also that he would Haman, to her banquet.
excite a hatred in the king against tbc ene
10. Now wnen the king had promised so to
mies of the Jews, and those that had contrived do, Haman went away very glad, because he
their future destruction, if they proved to be alone had the honour of supping with the king
contemned by him.
at Esther's banquet, and because no one else
9. When Esther had used this supplication partook of the same honour with kings but
for three days, Bhe put off those garments, himself; yet when he saw Mordecai in the
and changed her habit, and adorned herself as court, he was very much displeased, for he
became a queen, and took two of her hand paid him no manner of respect when he saw
U
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lira. So he went home and called for his I horseback, with the same garment which thou
wife Zeresh, and his friends, and when they wearest, and with a gold chain about his
were come, he showed them what honour he neck, and let one or thy intimate friends go
-njoyed, not only from the king, but from the before him, and proclaim through the whole
^ueen also, for as he alone had that day sup- city, that whosoever the king honoureth obfed with her, together with the king, so was he taineth this mark of his honour." This was
Uso invited again for the next day; "yet," the advice which Haman gave, out of a suplaid he, " am I not pleased to see Mordecai posal that such reward would come to himself.
*he Jew in the court." Hereupon his wife Hereupon the king was pleased with the ad
Zeresh advised him to give order that a gal vice, and said, " Go thou, therefore, for thou
lows should be made fifty cubits high, and hast the horse, the garment, and the chain,
that in the morning he should ask it of the ask for Mordecai the Jew, and give him those
ting that Mordecai might be hanged thereon. things, and go before his horse and proclaim
60 he commended her advice, and gave order accordingly ; "for thou art," said he, " my in
*o his servants to prepare the gallows, and to timate friend, and hast given me good advice;
place it in the court, for the punishment of be thou then the minister of what tbou hast
Mordecai thereon, which was accordingly pre- advised me to. This shall be his reward from
nared. But God laughed to scorn the wicked us, for preserving my life." When he heard
expectations of Haman; and as he knew what this order, which was entirely unexpected, he
the event would be, he was delighted at it, for was confounded in his mind, and knew not
that night he took away the king's sleep: and what to do. However, he went out and led
as the king was not willing to lose the time of the horse, and took the purple garment, and
his lying awake, but to spend it in something the golden chain for the neck, and finding
that might be of advantage to his kingdom, Mordecai before the court, clothed in sack
he commanded the scribe to bring him the cloth, he bade him put that garment off, and
chronicles of the former kings, and the re put the purple garment on: but Mordecai
cords of his own actions; and when he had not knowing the truth of the matter, but
brought them, and was reading them, one was thinking that it was done in mockery, said,
found to have received a country on account " O thou wretch, the vilest of all mankind,
of his excellent management on a certain oc dost thou thus laugh at our calamities?" Bui
casion, and the name of the country was set when he was satisfied that the king bestowed
down ; another was found to have had a pre this honour upon him, for the deliverance he
sent made him on account of his fidelity : then had procured him when he convicted the eu
the scribe came to Bigthan and Teresh, the nuchs who had conspired against him, he put
eunuchs that had made a conspiracy against on that purple garment which the king al
the king, which Mordecai had discovered; and ways wore, and put the chain about his neck,
when the scribe said no more but that, and and got on horseback, and went round the
was going on to another history, the king city, while Haman went before, and proclaim
stopped him, and inquired, " whether it was ed, " This shall be the reward which the king,
not added that Mordecai had a reward given will bestow on every one whom he loves, anil
him?" and when he said there was no such esteems worthy of honour." And when they
addition, he bade him leave off; and he in had gone round the city, Mordecai went in to
quired of those that were appointed for thrj the king; but Haman went home, out ol
purpose, what hour of the night it was ; and shame, and informed his wife and friends ol
when he was informed that it was already day, what had happened, and this with tears : who
he gave order that, if they found any one of said, that he would never be able to be re
his friends already come, and standing before venged of Mordecai, for that God was with
the court, they should tell him. Now it hap him.
pened that Human was found there, for he 11. Now while these men were thus talk
was come sooner than ordinary, to petition ing one to another, Esther's eunuchs hastened
the king to have Mordecai put to death: and Haman away to come to supper; but one
when the servants said, that Haman was be of the eunuchs named Sabuchadas, saw the
fore the court, he bade them call him in; and gallows that was fixed in Hainan's bouse, and
when he was come in, he said, " Because I inquired of one of his servants for what pur
know that thou art my only fast friend, I de pose they had prepared it. So he knew that
sire thee to give me advice how I may honour it was for the queen's uncle, because Haman
one that I greatly love, and that after a man was about to petition the king that he might
ner suitable to my magnificence." Now Ha be punished ; but at present he held his peace.
man reasoned with himself, that what opinion Now when the king, with Haman, were at
he should give it would be for himself, since the banquet, he desired the queen to tell him
it was he alone who was beloved by the king; what gift she desired to obtain, and assured
so he gave that advice which he thought of all her that the should have whatsoever she hai
others the best; for he said, " If thou uouldst a mind to. She then lamented the danger
truly honour a man whom thou sayest thou her pecple were in; and said, that "she and
dost love, give order that ha may ride on her uution were given up to be destroyed, aiid
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that she, on that account, made this her peti sired ; but he bade her write what she pleased
tion : that she would not have troubled him about the Jews, in the king's name, and seal
if he had only given order that they should it with his seal, and send it to all his king
be sold into bitter servitude, for such a mis- dom, for that those who read epistles whose
fcrtnne would not have been intolerable; but authority is secured by having the king's seal
she desired that they might be delivered from to them, would no way contradict what was
•uch destruction." And when the king in written therein. So he commanded the king's
quired of her who was the author of this mi scribes to be sent for, and to write to the na
sery to them, she then openly accused Haman, tions, on the Jews' behalf, and to his lieute
;uid convicted him, that he had been the wick iiants and governors, that were over his hun
ed instrument of this, and had formed this plot dred and twenty-seven provinces, from India
against them. When the king was hereupon to Ethiopia. Now the contents of this epistle
in disorder, and was gone hastily out of the were these: — " The great king Artaxerxes to
banquet into the gardens, Hainan began to our rulers, and those that are our faithful
intercede with Esther, and to beseech her to subjects, sendeth greeting.* Many men there
forgive him, as to what he had offended, for are who, on account of the greatness of the be
he perceived that he was in a very bad case. nefits bestowed on them, and because of the ho
And as he had fallen upon the queen's bed, nour which they have obtained from the won
and was making supplications to her, the derful kind treatment ofthose thatbestowed it,
king came in, and being still more provoked are not only injurious to their inferiors, but do
at what he saw, " O thou wretch," said he, not scruple to do evil to those that have been
" thou vilest of mankind, dost thou aim to their benefactors, as if they would take away
force my wife?" And when Hainan was gratitude from among men, and by their inso
astonished at this, and not able to speak one lent abuse of such benefits as they never ex
word more, Sabuchadas the eunueh came in, pected, they turn the abundance they have
and accused Human, and said, " lie found a against those that are the authors of it, and
irallows at his house, prepared for Mordecai ; suppose that they shall lie concealed from
for that the servant told him so much, upon God in that case, and avoid that vengeance
his inquiry, when he was sent to him to call which comes from him. Some of these men,
hioj to supper:" lie said father, that the gal when they have had the management of
lows was fifty cubits high: which, when the affairs committed to them by their friends,
king heard, he determined that Human should and bearing private malice of their own
!« punished after no other manner than that against some others, by deceiving those that
which had been devised by him against Mor- have the power, persuade them to be angry at
'lecai; so he gave order immediately that he such as have done them no harm, till they are
«hould be hung upon the gallows, and be in danger of perishing, and this by laying ac
put to death alter that manner. And from cusations and calumnies: nor is this state of
hence I cannot forbear to admire God, and things to be discovered by ancient examples,
u> learn hence his wisdom and his justice, not or such as we have learned by report only,
only in punishing the wickedness of Hainan, tint by some examples of such impudent at
but in so disposing it, that he should undergo tempts under our own eyes, so that it is not
the very same punishment which he had con- fit to attend any longer to calumnies and uctr.vea tor another; as also, because thereby c .sations, nor to the persuasion of others, but
■'•I.- trachea others this lesson, that what mis- to determine what any one knows of himself
firefs any one prepares against another, he, to have been really done, and to punish what
without knowing of it, ii; -t contrives it against justly deserves it, and to grant favours to such
•niuseif.
as are innocent. This hath been the case of
Ii Wherefore Human, who had immode Haman, the son of Ammedatha, by birth an
rately abused the honour he had from the Amalekite, and alien from the blood of the
king, was destroyed after this manner; and Persians, who, when he was hospitably enter
■ '-e king granted his estate to the queen. He tained by. us, and partook of that kindness
•■so called for Mordecai (for Esther had in which we bear to all men to so great a de
formed him that she was akin to him), and gree, as to be called 1 my father,' and to be all
¥»ve that ring to Mordecai which he bad be along worshipped, and to have honour paid
fore given to Hitman. The queen also gave him by all in the second rank after the royal
Raman's estate to Mordecai ; and prayed the * The true reason why king Artaxeruei did not here
king to deliver the nation of the Jews from properly
revoke hit former harbaroos decree Tor the urn
slaughter of the Jewa, but only empowered and en
the fear of death, and showed him what had versal
couraged
Jews to fight Tor their lives, and to kill their
heen written over all the country by Haman enemies. the
If tbey attempted their destruction, seems to
the son of Ammedatha; for that if her coun bsve been tbat old law of the Medea and Persians, not yet
aside, that whatever decree was signed both hy tba
try were destroyed, and her countrymen were laid
and his lords, could not be changed, hut remained
to perish, she could not bear to live herself king
■njIMakfe. Dan. 11. 7, b.9, 19, 13, 1?: Ksth. l rj. and
& And Hainan, having engrossed the royal favour,
»ny longer. So the king promised her that fill
perhaps have himself signed this deen* for tha
x would not do any thing that should be (lis- might slaughter
instead of the ancient lords, and so might
*Krdcal>le to Iter, nor contradict what she de- ; Jews'
have rendered it bv lhair rules irrevocable.
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honour due to ourselves, he could not bear the epistles, proceeded on the ways which
his good fortune, nor govern the magnitude tbey were to go with speed ; but as for Mor
of bis prosperity with sound reason; nay, he decai, as soon as he had assumed the royal
made a conspiracy against me and my hie, garment, and the crown of gold, and had put
who gave him his authority, by endeavouring the chain about his neck, he went forth in a
to take away Mordecai, my hem factor, and public procession; and when the Jen's wbo
my saviour, and by basely and treacherously were at Shushan saw him in so great honour
requiring to have Esther, the partner of my with the king, they thought his good fortune
life, and of my dominion, brought to destruc was common to themselves also; and joy and
tion; tut he contrived by this means to de a beam of salvation encompassed the Jews,
prive n.e of my faithful friends, and transfer both those that were in the cities and tho«e
the government to others:*—but since I per that were in the countries, upon the publica
ceived that these Jews, that were by this tion of the king's letters, insomuch that many
pernicious fellow devoted to destruction, were of other nations circumcised their foreskin
not wicked men, but conducted their lives for fear of the Jews, that they might procure
after the best manner, and were men dedicated safety to themselves thereby; for on the thir
to the worship of that God who hath preserved teenth day of the twelfth month, which, ac
the kingdom to me and to my ancestors, I cording to the Hebrew, is called Adar, but,
do not only free them from the punishment according to the Macedonians, Dystrus, those
which the former epistle, which was sent by that carried the king's epistle gave them no
Haman, ordered to be inflicted on them, —to tice, that the same day wherein their danger
which if you refuse obedience you shall do was to have been, on that very day should
well; but I will that they have all honour they destroy their enemies. But now the
paid them. Accordingly, I have hanged up rulers of the provinces, and the tyrants, and
the man that contrived such things against the kings, and the scribes, had the Jews in
them, with his family, before the gates of esteem; for the fear they were in of Mordecai
Shushan; that punishment being sent upon forced them to act with discretion. Now
him by God, who seeth all things. And I when the royal decree was come to all the
give you in charge, that you publicly propose country that was subject to the king, it fell
a copy of this epistle through all my king out that the Jews at Shusban slew five hun
dom, that the Jews may be permitted peace dred of their enemies: and when the king
ably to use their own laws, and that you had told Esther the number of those that were
assist them, that at the same season whereto slain in that city, but did not well know what
their miserable estate did belong, they may had been done in the provinces, be asked her
defend themselves the very same day from whether she would have any thing farther
unjust violence, the thirteenth day of the done against them, for that it should be done
twelfth month, which is Adar,— for God hath accordingly: upon which she desired that the
made that day a day of salvation, instead of a Jews might be permitted to treat their re
day of destruction to them; and may it be a maining enemies in the same manner the next
good day to those that wish us well, and u day; as also, that they might hang the ten
memorial of the punishment of the conspira sons of Haman upon the gallows. So the
tors against us: and I will that you take king permitted the Jews so to do, as desirous
notice, that every city, and every nation, that not to contradict Esther. So they gathered
shall disobey any thing that is contained in themselves together again on the fourteenth
this epistle, shall be destroyed by fire and day of the month Dystrus, and slew about
sword. However, let this epistle be published three hundred of their enemies, but touched
through all the country that is under our nothing of what riches they had. Now there
obedience, and let all the Jews, by all means, were slain by the Jews that were in the coun
be ready against the day before mentioned, try, and in the other cities, seventy-five thou
that they may avenge themselves upon their sand of their enemies, and these were slain on
the thirteenth day of the month, and the next
enemies. '
13. Accordingly, the horsemen who carried day they kept as a festival. In like manner
the
Jews that were in Shusban gathered
• These words give fin intimation as if Artaxerxes
suspected a deeper desigu in Human than openly ap themselves together, and feasted on the four
peared, viz. that knowing the Jews would be faithful to teenth day, and that which followed it ;
aim, and that be could never transfer the crown to bis whence it is, that even now all the Jews
own family, wbo was an Agagite 1-th. iii. I, 10), or of that are in the habitable earth keep these
the posterity of Agag. the old king of the Amalekites
(1 Sara. \ v . H, 3->. 33), while they were alive, and spread
festivals, and send portions to one ano
overall his dominions, he therefore endeavoured to de days
stroy them. Nor is it to me improbable that those so ther. Mordecai also wrote to the Jews that
vcnty-tlvr thousand eisht hundred of the Jews1 enemies lived in the kingdom of Artaxerxes to ob
which were soon destroyed by the Jews, on the Dermis- serve these days, and to celebrate them as fes
•too of the king, which must be on some great occasion, tivals, and to deliver them down to posterity,
were Amalekites, their old and hereditary enemies
(F.xod. ivii. 14, 15), and that thereby was fulfilled Ba that this festival might continue for all time,
laam's prophecyi 11 Amalek was the first of the nations i
but his Ltur end shall he, that he perish for ever." to come, ami that it might never be buried in
oblivion ; for sines they were about to be
numb. ikjv. 'JO.
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destroyed on tbc«e days by Haman, they would crifices, they should pay for every lamb fifty
do a right thing, upon escaping the danger in shekels. Now Jesus was the Brother of John,
them, and on them inflicting punishment on and was a friend of Bagoses, who had pro
their enemies, to observe those days, and give mised to procure him the high-priesthood.
thanks to God on them: for which cause the In confidence of whose support, Jesus quar
Jews still keep the fore-mentioned days, and relled with John in the temple, and so pro
call them days of Phuritn [or Purim].* And voked his brother, that in his anger his bro
Mordecai became a great and illustrious per ther slew him. Now it was a horrible thing
son with the king, and assisted him in the for John, when he was high-priest, to perpe
government of the people. He also lived trate so great a crime, and so much the more
with the queen; so that the affairs of the horrible, that there never was so cruel and
Jews were, by their means, better than they impious a thing done, neither by the Greeks
could ever have hoped for. And this was nor Barbarians. However, God did not ne
the state of the Jews under the reign of Ar- glect its punishment; but the people were on
that very account enslaved, and the temple
texerxes-t
was polluted by the Persians. Now when
Bagoses, the general of Artaxerxes' army,
CHAPTER VIX
knew that John, the high-priest of the Jews,
slain his own brother Jesus in the tem
■OW JOHN SLEW HIS BROTHER JESUS IN THE had
ple, he came upon the Jews immediately, and
TEMPLE; AND HOW BAGOSESOFFEtlED MANY began
anger to say to them, " Have you
INJURIES TO THE JEWS; AND WHAT SAN- had theinimpudence
to perpetrate a murder in
BALLAT DID.
your temple?" And as he was aiming to go
§ 1. WnEN Eliashib the high-priest was dead, into the temple, they forbade him so to do;
his son Judas succeeded in the high-priest- but he said to them, " Am not I purer than
liuuii: and when he was dead, his son John he tbat was slain in the temple?" Anil
took that dignity; on whose account it was when he had said these words, he went into
also that Bagoses, the general of another Ar the temple. Accordingly, Bagoses made use
taxerxes' army,} polluted the temple, and of this pretence, and punished the Jews seven
imposed tributes on the Jews, that out of the years for the murder of Jesus.
public stock, before they offered thedaily sa> 2. Now when John had departed this life,
his son Jaddua succeeded in the high-priest
* Take
part of Roland's
noteHebrew
on this disputed
pas- hood. He had a brother, whose name was
•agei
•* Inhere
Josrphus's
copies these
words, 'days
Now there was one Sanballat,
of Pnriro,' or ' Lots,1 as in the Greek copies of Esther, cb. Manasseh.
Ik sro, W->1'2, is read 'days of phurim,' or 'days of pro who was sent by Darius, the last king [of
tection ;» but ought to be read ' days of purim,' as in the Persia], into Samaria. He was a Cuthean by
Hebrew,- than wbirb emendation," says he, " nothing is birth; of which stock were the Samaritans
tntire certain." And had we any assurance that Jose also.
This man knew that the city Jerusalem
phos's copy mentioned the *' casting of lots," as our other
copies do, Esth. iii. 7, I should fully agree with Keland ; was a famous city, and that their kings had
but, as it now stands, it seems to me by no means certain. given a great deal of trouble to the Assyrians,
♦ As to this wbole book of Esther in the present He
brew copy, it is so very imperfect, in a case where the and the people of Celesyria; so that he wil
providence of God was so very remarkable, and the Sep- lingly gave his daughter, whose name was
tuagint and Josephus have so much of religion, that it baa
Dot so much as the name of God onceinit;anditls bard Nicaso, in marriage to Manasseh, as thinking
to aay who made that epitome which the Masorifes have this alliance by marriage would be a pledge
given us for the genuine book itself; no religious .lews
could well be the authors of it. whose education obliged and security that the nation of the Jews
tbem to bave a constant regard to God, and whatsoever should continue their good-will to him.
related to his worship i nor do we know that there ever
was so imperfect a copy of it En the world till after the
clays of Barchocab, in the second century.
CHAPTER VIII.
X Concerning this ofAcr Artaxerxes, called Mnemon,
and the Persian affliction and captivity of the Jews un
der him, occasioned by the murder of the high.priest's CONCERNING SANBALLAT AND MANASSEH,
brother in the holy house itself, see Authentic Itec at
large, page 49. And if any wonder why Josephus wholly AND THS TEMPLE WHICH THET BUILT ON
omits the rest of the kings of Persia after Artaxerxes MOUNT GERIZZIM; AS ALSO HOW ALEX
SI Demon, till he came to their last king Darius, who
waa conquered by Alexander the Great, I shall give them ANDER MADE HIS ENTRY INTO THE CITY
Voasius's and Dr. Hudson's answer, tboogh In my own JERUSALEM; AND WHAT BENEFITS HE BE
words, via. tbat Josephus did not do ill in omitting those
kings of Persia with whom the Jews had no concern, STOWED ON THE JEWS.
uccanse be waa giving the. history of the Jews, and not
of the Persians [which is i sufficient reason also why he § 1. About this time it was that Philip, <g
oeaits the history and the book of Job, as not particu of Macedon, was treacherously assaulte» ..id
larly relating to that nation]. He justly, therefore, re- slain at Egte by Pausanias, the son of Ce
s to the Jewish affaire after the death of Longi]
ition of Darius II. before Artaxerwho was derived from the family of
Mnemon, or of Ochus or Arogus, as the Canon of rastes,
Lines then, sj/ier him. Nor bad be probably Orestaj, and his son Alexander succeeded him
in
the
kingdom;
who, passing over the Hel
this other Artaxerxes, unless Bagoses, one of
- nors and commanders under him, bad occa- lespont, overcame the generals of Darius's
tbe pollution of the Jewish temple, and had army in a battla fought at Grauicum, So be
' the Jews upon that polluUoa-
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marched over Lydia, and subdued Ionia, and
overran Caria, and fell upon the places of
Pampbylia, as has been related elsewhere.
2. But the elders of Jerusalem being very
uneasy tbat the brother of Jaddua the highpriest, though married to a foreigner, should
be a partner with him in tbe high-priesthood,
quarrelled with him ; for they esteemed this
man's marriage a step to such as should be
desirous of transgressing about the marriage
of [strange] wires, and that this would be
the beginning of a mutual society with fo
reigners, although the offence of some about
murriages, and their having married wives that
were not of their own country, had been an
occasion of their former captivity, and of the
miseries they then underwent; so they com
manded Manasseh to divorce his wife, or not
to approach the altar, the high-priest himself
joining with the people in their indignation
against his brother, and driving him away
fiom the altar. Whereupon Manasseh came
to his father-in-law, Sanballat, and told him,
that although he loved his daughter Nicaso,
yet was he not willing to be deprived of his
sacerdotal dignity on her account, which was
the principal dignity in their nation, and
always continued in the same family. And
then Sanballat promised him not only to pre
serve to him the honour of his priesthood,
but to procure for him the power and dignity
of a high-priest, and would make him governor
of all the places he himself now ruled, if he
would keep his daughter for his wife. He
also told him farther, tbat he would build him
a temple like tbat at Jerusalem, upon Mount
Gerizzim, which is the highest of all the moun
tains that are in Samaria; and he promised
that he would do this with tbe approbation of
Darius the king. Manasseh was elevated
with these promises, and staid with Sanballat,
upon a supposal that he should gain a highpriesthood, as bestowed on him by Darius, for
it hiippened Sanballat was then in years. But
there was now a great disturbance among the
people of Jerusalem], because many of those
priests and Levites were entangled in such
mutches; for they all revolted to Manasseh,
and Sanballat afforded them money, and di
vided among them land for tillage, and habi
tations also; and all this in order every way
to gratify his son-in-law.
3 About this time it was that Darius heard
how Alexander had passed over the Helles
pont, and had beaten his lieutenants in the
buttleatGranicum.and was proceeding farther;
whereupon he gathered together an army
of horse and foot, and determined that he
would meet the Macedonians before tbey
should assault and conquer all Asia. So he
pa*«ud over the river Euphrates and came over
Taurus, the Cilician mountain; and at Isstis
of Cilicia he waited for the enemy, as ready
there to give him battle. Upon which San
ballat was glad that Darius was come down;
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and told Manasseh that he w uld suddenly
perform his 'promises to him, an this as soon
as ever Darius should come back, after be bad
beaten his enemies; for not be only, but all
those that were in Asia also, were oersuaifcri
tbat tbe Macedonians would not so much aj
come to a battle with the Persians, on ccount
of their multitude; but the event p oved
otherwise than they expected, for the king
joined battle with the Macedonians, and was
beaten, and lost a great deal of his army. His
mother also, and his wife and children, were
taken captives, and he fted into Persia. So
Alexander came into Syria, arid took Damas
cus; and when be had obtained Sidon, he
besieged Tyre, when he sent an epistle to the
Jewish high-priest, to send him some auxili
aries, and to supply his army with provisions;
and tbat what presents he formerly sent to>
Darius, be would now send to him, and choose
tbe friendship of the Macedonians, and that
he should never repent of so doing; but the
high-priest answered the messengers, that he
had given his oath to Darius not to bear arm*
against him ; and he said that he would not
transgress this while Darius was in the land
of the living. Upon hearing this answer,
Alexander was very angry; and though be
determined not to leave Tyre, which was just
ready to be taken, yet, as soon as he had taken
it, he threatened that he would make an ex
pedition against the Jewish high-priest, aud
through him teach all men to whom they must
keep their oaths. So when be had, with a
good deal of pains dnring the siege, taken
Tyre, and had settled its affairs, he came to
the city of Gaza, aud besieged both the city
and him that was governor of tbe garrison,
whose name was Babemeses.
4. But Sanballat thought he had now got
ten a proper opportunity to make his attempt,
so he renounced Darius, and taking with bin
seven thousand of his own subjects, he came
to Alexander; and finding him beginning tbe
siege of Tyre, he said to bira, that he delivered
up to him these men, who came out of places
under bis dominion, and did gladly accept of
him for their lord instead of Darius. So
when Alexander had received him kindly,
Sanballat thereupon took courage, and spake
to him about his present affair. He told him,
that he had a son-in-law, Manasseh, who was
brother to the high-priest Jaddua; and that
there were many others of bis own nation now
with bim, that were desirous to hare a tem
ple in the places subject to him; {hat it would
be for tbe king's advantage to have the
strength of the Jews divided into two parts,
lest, when the nation is of one mind, and
united upon any attempt for innovation, it
prove troublesome to kings, as it had formerly
proved to the kings of Assyria. Whereupor
Alexander gave Sanballat leave so to lio
• who used the utmost diligence, and built the
temple, and made Alanasxeh the priest, and
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leemed it a great reward that his daughter's cedonia, who, when I was considering with
children should have that dignity; but when myself how I might obtain tbe dominion of
toe seven months of the siege of Tyre were Asia, exhorted me to make no delay, but
aver, and the two months of the siege of Gaza, boldly to pass over the sea thither, for that
Sanballat died. Now Alexander, when he he would conduct my army, and would give
nad taken Gaza, made baste to go up to Je me the dominion over the Persians; whence
rusalem; and Jaddua the high-priest, when it is, that having seen no other in that habit,
he heard that, was in an agony, and under and now seeing this person in it, and remem
terror, as not knowing how he should meet bering that Vision, and tbe exhortation which
the Macedonians, since the king was displeased I had in my dream, I believe that I bring
at his foregoing disobedience. He therefore this army under the divine conduct, and shall
ordained that the people should make sup therewith conquer Darius, and destroy the
plication*, and should join with him in of power of tbe Persians, and that all things
fering sacrifices to God, whom he besought to will succeed according to what is in my own
protect that nation, and to deliver thcui from mind." And when he had said this to Parthe perils that were coming upon them; menio, and had given the high-priest his right
whereupon God warned him in a dream, hand, tbe priests ran along by him, and he
which came upon him after he had offered sa Came into the city; and when he went up in
crifice, that he should take courage, and adorn to the temple, he offered sacrifice to God, ac
the city, and open the gates; that the rest cording to the high-priest's direction, and
should appear in white garments, but that he magnificently treated both the bigh-priest and
and the priests should meet the king in the the priests. And when the book of Daniel
habits proper to theirorder, without the dread of was showed him,* wherein Daniel declared
any ill consequences, which the providence of that one of the Greeks should destroy the
God would prevent. Upon which, when he empire of the Persians, he supposed that him
rose from his sleep, he greatly rejoiced ; and self was the person intended; and as he was
declared to all the warning he had received then glad, he dismissed the multitude for the
from God. According to which dream he present, but the next day he called them to
acted entirely, and so waited for the coming him, and bade them ask what favours they
of tbe king.
pleased of him; whereupon the bigh-priest
5. And when he understood that he was desired that they might enjoy the laws of their
not Tar from the city, he went out in proces forefathers, and might pay no tribute on the
sion, with the priests and the multitude of the seventh year. He granted all they desired;
ritiaens. The procession was venerable, and aad when they entreated him that he would
the manner of it different fruin that of other permit the Jews in Babylon and Media to
ii ifinns. It reached to a place called Sapha; enjoy their own laws also, he willingly pro
which name, translated into Greek, signifies mised to do hereafter what they desired: and
a ur/'s/jer/, for you have thence a prospect both when he said to the multitude, that if any of
of Jerusalem and of the temple; and when them would enlist themselves in his army on
the Pha-nicians and the Chaldeans that fol this condition, that they should continue un
lowed hiin, thought they should have liberty der the laws of their forefathers, and Uve ac
to plunder the city, and torment the l;:_rh- cording to them, he was willing to take them
prieat to death, which the king's displeasure with him, many were ready to accompany him
fairly promised them, the very reverse of it in his wars.
happened; for Alexander, when he saw the 6. So when Alexander had thus settled
multitude at a distance, in white garments, matters at Jerusalem, he led his army into tbe
while the priests stood clothed with fine linen, neighbouring cities; and when all the inhabi
and the high-priest in purple and scarlet cloth tants, to whom be came, received him with
ing, with his mitre on his head, having the great kindness, the Samaritans, who had then
golden pbite whereon the name of God was Shechem for their metropolis (a city situate at
engraved, he approached by himself, and adored Mount Gerizzim, and inhabited by apostates
that name, and first saluted the high-priest. of the Jewish nation), seeing that Alexander
The Jews also did altogether, with one voice, had so greatly honoured the Jews, determined
salute Alexander, and encompass him about; to profess themselves Jews; for such is the
whereupon the kings of Syria and the rent disposition of the Samaritans, as we have al
were surprised at what Alexander had done, ready elsewhere declared, that when the Jews
and supposed hiin disordered in his mind. are in adveri-ity they deny that they are of kin
However, Parmemo alone went up to him, to them, and then they confess the truth ; but
and asked him how it came to pass that, when when they perceive that some good fortune
all others adored him, he should adore the hath befallen them, they immediately pretend
high-priest of the Jews? To whom he re to have communion with them, saying, that
plied, " I did n°t adore him, but that God
who hath honoured him with his high-priest- | * The placed showed Alexander might he Dan. Tii. 6;
3— K. VO XI, Ki. XL 3: tome or all of them very
hood; fur I saw this very person in a dreaiu, 1 eiii.
phiin jrrdu ', ! , ul Alexander's conquest* mid succes
in uii« ■ ltv habit, w hen 1 w*> at Dion in Ma sors.
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they belong to them, and derive their genea when I return, and am thoroughly informed
logy from the posterity of Joseph, Ephraim, by you of this matter, I will do what I shall
and Manasseh. Accordingly, they made their think proper." And in this manner be took
address to the king with splendour, and leave of the Shechemites; hut ordered that
showed great alacrity in meeting him at a little the troops of Sanballat should follow him
distance from Jerusalem; and when Alexan into Egypt, because there he designed to give
der had commended them, the Shechemites them lands, which he did a little after in Theapproached to him, taking with them the bais, when he ordered tbem to guard tbat
troops that Sanballat had sent him, and they country.
desired that he would come to their city, and 7. Now when Alexander was dead, the
do honour to their temple also; to whom he government was parted among his successors;
promised, that when be returned he would but the temple upon Mount Gerizzim re
come to them; and when they petitioned that mained ; and if any one were accused by those
he would remit the tribute of the seventh year of Jerusalem of having eaten things common,*
to them, because they did not now sow there or of having broken the Sabbath, or of any
on, be asked who they were that made such a other crime of the like nature, he fled away
petition ; and when they said that they were to the Shechemites, and said that be was ac
Hebrews, but had the name of Sidonians, cused unjustly. About this time it was that
living at Shechem, he asked them again whe Jaddua the high-priest died, and Onias his
ther they were Jews; and when tbey said they sun took the high-priesthood. This was the
were not Jews, " It was to the Jews," said state of the affairs of the people of Jerusalem
he, "that 1 granted that privilege; however, at this time

BOOK XII.
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF A HUNDRED AND SEVENTY YEARS.
FROM THE DEATH OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT TO THE DEATH
OF JUDAS MACCABEUS.

CHAPTER L
BOW PTOLEMY, THE SON OP LAGUS, TOOK
JERUSALEM AND JUDEA BY DECEIT AND
TREACHERY, AND CARRIED MANY OF THE
JEWS TIIENCEr AND PLANTED THEM IN
EGYPT.
§ 1. Now when Alexander, king of Macedon, had put an end to the dominion of the
Persians, and bad settled the affairs of Judea
after the fore-mentioned manner, be ended
his life; and as his government fell among
many, Antigonus obtained Asia; Seleucus,
Babylon ; and of the other nations which
were there, Lysiinachus governed the Helles
pont, and Cassander possessed Macedonia;
as did Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, seize upon
Egypt: and while these princes ambitiously
strove one against another, every one for his
own principality, it came to pass that there
were continual wars, and those lasting wars
too; and the cities were sufferers, and lost a
great many of their inhabitants in these times
of distress, insomuch that al! Syria, by the

means of Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, under
went the reverse of that denomination of Sa
viour, which he then had. He also seized
upon Jerusalem, and for that end made use
of deceit and treachery; for as he came into
the city on a Sabbath-day, as if he would
offer sacrifice, he, without any trouble, gained
the city, while the Jews did not oppose him,
for they did not suspect him to be their ene
my ; and he gained it thus, because they
were free from suspicion of him, and because
on tbat day they were at rest and quietness;
and when he had gained it, he reigned over
it in a cruel manner. Nay, Agatharchides
of Cnidus, who wrote tbe acts* of Alexander's
successors, reproaches us with superstition, as
if we, by it, had lost our liberty; where he says
thus: "There is a nation called the nation
of the Jews, who inhabit a city strong and
great, named Jerusalem. These men took
no care, but let it come into the hands of
II.n' Josephai
word things
Kohtophagia^
11 ratat
ing• things
coiumun,"useslor the
H eating
um'k.ni,''
riiM-i uur Now Testament, in Acts X. U, li, 'Jb, aad
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Ptolemy, as not willing to take arms, and
thereby tbey submitted to be under a hard
master, by reason of their unseasonable super•tition." This is what Agatharchides relates
of our nation. But when Ptolemy had taken
a (rreat many captives, both from the moun
tainous parts of Judea, and from the places
about Jerusalem and Samaria, and the places
near Mount Gerizzim, he led them all into
Egypt,* and settled tbem there. And as he
knew that the people of Jerusalem were most
faithful in the observation of oaths and co
venant* ;f and this from the answer tbey
made to Alexander, when he sent an embas
sage to them, after he had beaten Darius in
battle; so he distributed many of them into
garrisons, and at Alexandria gave them equal
privileges of citizens with the Macedonians
themselves; and required of them to take
their oaths that they would keep their fidelity
to the posterity of those who committed these
places to their care. ( Nay, there were not a
few other Jews who, of their own accord,
went into Egypt, as invited by the goodness
of the soil, and by the liberality of Ptolemy.
However, there were disorders among their
posterity, with relation to the Samaritans, on
account of their resolution to preserve that
conduct of life which was delivered to them
by their forefathers, and they thereupon con
tended one with another, while those of Jeru
salem said that their temple was holy, and
resolved to send their sacrifices thither; but
the Samaritans were resolved that they should
be sent to " "

CHAPTER IX
HOW PTOLEMY PHILADELPHUS PROCURED THE
LAWS OF THE JEWS TO BE TRANSLATED
INTO THE GREEK TONGUE; AND SET MANY
CAPTIVES FREE; AND DEDICATED MANY
GIFTS TO OOD.
§ I. Whek Alexander had reigned twelve
years, and after him Ptolemy Soter forty
years, Philadelphus then took the kingdom
• The great number of these Jewsand Samaritans that
were formerly carried into Egypt by Alexander, and now
by Ptolemy, the son of Logue. appear afterwards, in the
Tut multitude who, as we shall eee presently, were soon
ransomed by Philadelphus. and by biro made free, before
be sent for the seventy-two interpreters: in the many gar
risons, and ether soldiers of that nation in Egypt: in the
famous settlement of Jews, and the number of their syna
gogues at Alexandria long afterward: and in the vehe
ment contention between the .lews and Samaritans under
Philoeneter, about the place appointed for public worship
in tlie law of Moses, whether at the Jewish temple of Je
rusalem, or at the Samaritan temple at Gerizzim: of all
which our author treats hereafter. As to the Samaritans
earned into Egypt under the same princes, Scaliger sup
poses that those who have a great synagogue at Cairo, as
also those whom the Arabic geographer speaka of, as
bartog seised on an island in the Red Sea
•f tbem at Ibis very day, as the notes hare inform us
♦ Of she sacred nets of oaths among the Jews in the
Old Testament, see Scriotun Politics, p. it—64.
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of Egypt, and held it forty years within one.
He procured the law to be interpreted,} and
set free those that were come from Jerusa
lem into Egypt, and were in slavery there,
who were a hundred and twenty thousand.
The occasion was this: — Demetrius Phalerius, who was library- keeper to the king, was
now endeavouring, if it were possible, to ga
ther together all the books that were in the
habitable earth, and buying whatsoever was
anywhere valuable, or agreeable to the king's
inclination (who was very earnestly set upon
collecting of books); to which inclination of
his, Demetrius was zealously subservient.
And when once Ptolemy asked him how
many ten thousands of books he had collect
ed, be replied, that he had already about
twenty times ten thousand; but that, in a
little time, he should have fifty times ten
thousand. But he said, he had been informed
that there were many books of laws among
the Jews worthy of inquiring After, and wor
thy of the king's library, but which, being
written in characters and in a dialect of their
own, will cause no small pains in getting
them translated into the Greek tongue: that
the character in which they are written seems
to be like to tbat which is the proper cha
racter of the Syrians, and that its sound, when
pronounced, is like to theirs also; and that
this sound appears to be peculiar to them
selves. Wherefore he said, tbat nothing hin
dered why they might not get those books to
be translated also; for while nothing is want
ing that is necessary for tbat purpose, we may
have their books also in this library. So the
king thought that Demetrius was very zea
lous to procure him abundance of books, and
that he suggested what was exceeding proper
for him to do; and therefore he wrote to the
Jewish high-priest that he should act accord
ingly.
2. Now there was one Aristeus, who was
among the king's most intimate friends, and,
on account of his modesty, very acceptable to
him. This Aristeus resolved frequently, and
that before now, to petition the king that be
would set all the captive Jews in his kingdom
free; and he thought this to be a convenient
opportunity for the makirc* that petition. So
he discoursed, in the first place, with the cap
tains of the king's guards, Sosibius of Tarentum, and Andreas, and persuaded tbem to
assist him in what he was going to intercede
with the king for. Accordingly, Aristeus
embraced the same opinion with those that
have been before mentioned, and went to the
king and .made the following speech to him:
X Of the translation of the other parts of the Old Tes
tament by seventy Egyptian Jews, in the reigns of
Ptolemy, the son of Lagus. and Philadelphus i as also,
of the translation of the Pentateuch by seventy-two Je
rusalem Jews. In the seventh year of Philadelphus, at
Alexandria, as given us an account of by Aristeusj and
thence by Phiio and Josephus, with a vindication of
Anstcus's history,—see the Appendix to the Lit Accon
of Prouh.aJ large, p. 117—1M
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"It is not fit for us, O king, to overlook who had been led away captive by his f
things hastily, or to deceive ourselves, but to and his army, but those who were in bis kiiiglay the truth open: for since we have deter dom before, and those also, if any such there
mined not only to get the laws of the Jews were, who had been brought away since. And
transcribed, but interpreted also, for tby satis when they said that their redemption-money
faction, by what means can we do this, while would amount to above four hundred talents,
so many of the Jews are now slaves in thy he granted it. A copy of which decree I
kingdom? Do thou then what will be agree have determined to preserve, that the magna
able to thy magnanimity, and to thy good nimity of this king may be made known. Its
nature: free them from the miserable condition contents were as follows: " Let all those who
tbey are in, because that God, who sup were soldiers under our father, and who,
ported thy kingdom, was the author of their when they overran Syria and Phoenicia, and
laws, as I have learned by particular inquiry; laid waste Judea, took the Jews captives, and
for both these people and we also worship the made them slaves, and brought them into our
same God, the framer of all things. We cities, and into this country, and then sold
call him, and that truly, by the name of Za» them; as also all those that were in my king
[or life, or Jupiter], because he breathes dom before them, and if there be any that
Lie into all men. Wherefore, do thou restore have lately been brought thither, be made
these men to their own country; and this do free by those that possess them; and let them
to the honour of God, because these men pay accept of [a hundred and] twenty drachmas
a tpei-uliarly excellent worship to him. And for every slave. And let the soldiers receive
know this farther, that though I be not of kin this redemption-money with their pay, but the
to them by birth, nor one of tbe same country rest out of the king's treasury : for 1 suppose
with them, yet do 1 desire these favours to be that they were mode captives without our fa
done them, since all men are the workmanship ther's consent, and against equity; and that
of God; and I am sensible that be is well their country was harassed by the insolence
pleased with those that do good. 1 do there of the soldiers, and that, by removing them
fore put' up this petition to tbee, to do good into Egypt, the soldiers have made a great
profit by them. Out of regard, therefore, to
to them."
3. When Aristeus was saying thus, the king justice, and out of pity to those that have
looked upon him with a cheerful and joyful been tyrannized over, contrary to equity, I
countenance, and said, " How many ten thou enjoin those that have such Jews in their ser
sands dost thou suppose there are of such as vice to set them at liberty, upon the receipt
want to be made free?" To which Andreas of the before-mentioned sum; and that no
replied, as be Btood by, and said, '* A few more one use any deceit about them, but obey what
than ten times ten thousand." Tbe king made is here commanded. And 1 will, that they
answer, " And is this a small gift that thou give in their names within three days after
askest, Aristeus?" But Sosibius, and the the publication of this edict, to such as are
rest that stood by, said, that he ought to offer appointed to execute the same, and to produce
such a thank-offering as was worthy of his the slaves before them also, for 1 think it will
greatness of soul, to that God who had be for the advantage of my affairs: and let
given bim his kingdom. With this answer every one that will, inform against those that
he was much pleased; and gave order, that do not ul icy this decree ; and 1 will, that their
when they paid the soldiers their wages, tbey estates be confiscated into tbe king's treasury.'
should lay down [a hundred and] twenty When this decree was read to the king, it at
drachmas tor every one of the slaves.* And first contained tbe rest that is here inserted,
he promised to publish a magnificent decree, and only omitted those Jews that had formerly
about what tbey requested, which should been brought, and those brought afterwards,
contirm what Aristeus had proposed, and espe which hud nut been distinctly mentioned; so
cially what.God willed should be done; where he added these clauses out of his humanity,
by, he .-aid, he would not only set those free and with great generosity. Ue also gave
• Although Ihn number, one hundred and twenty order that the payment, which was likely to
drachma- lul Alrxoniliia, ur sixty Jewish shekels] be be done in a hurry, should be divided among
here lliree limei repeated, ami lhat in all Josephus's the king's ministers, and among tbe officers of
copies, ••rrek and Lalin, yet since all the copies ol Aris his treasury. When this was over, what the
teus, whence Joseplius loos his relation, have this lum
se-ei.il tunes, and still as no more lliatl twenty drach king hud decreed was quickly brought to a
mae, or Iru Jewish shi-lelsi and sinco the sum of the conclusion ; and this in no more thun seveu
Uli-ots. to be set down presently, which is Utile above days' time, the number of the talents paid for
four bundled and sixty (ur somewhat more than one the captives being above four hundred and
bumln-d tiuiiitauil slaves, and is neatly Ihe same in Josepbus and Ansteus doe* belter agree to twenty than to
and this, because their masters required
one hundred and twenty drachma-i and since the value sixty,
VI a sl-,e ot old was-al tbe utmost, but thirty shekels, tbe [hundred and] twenty drachms for the
•r sixly drachmas, see KxiA. xxi .ij. while in the present children also, the king having, in effect, com
citcuiustam VS id these Jewish slaves, aod those so very manded that these should be paid for, whep
numerous, l'hih>del|.bua would rather redeem them at he said, in his decree, that tbey should recti v»
a ch, aper than at a dearer rale. — there is great
preler here Arisleus's copies belore Josephus's.
the fore-mentioned sum for every -lave.
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4. Now when this had been done after so Now I will give a description of these vessels,
magnificent a manner, according to the king's and the manner of their construction, but not
inclinations, he gave order to Demetrius to till after 1 have set down a copy of the epistle
fcive him in writing his sentiments concerning which was written to Eleazar the high-priest,
(be transcribing of the Jewish books; for no who had obtained that dignity on the occasion
part of the administration is done rashly by following:—When Onias the high-priest was
these kings, but all things are managed with dead, his son Simon became his successor.
great circumspection. On which account I He was called Simoa the Just,* because of
have subjoined a copy of these epistles, ana both his piety towards God, and his kind dis
set down the multitude of the vessels sent as position to those of his own nation. When
gifts [to Jerusalem], and the construction of he was dead, and had left a young son, who
every one, that the exactness of the artificers' was called Onias, Simon's brother Eleazar, of
workmanship, as it appeared to those that saw whom we are speaking, took the high-priest
them, and which workmen made every vessel, hood ; and he it was to whom Ptolemy wrote,
may be made manifest, and this on account of and that in the manner following: — " King
the excellency of the vessels themselves. Now Ptolemy to Eleazar the high-priest, sendelh
the copy of the epistle was to this purpose: — greeting. There are many Jews who now
" Demetrius to the great king. When thou, dwell in my kingdom, whom the Persians,
0 king, gavest me a charge concerning the when they were in power, carried captives.
collection of books that were wanting to fill These were honoured by my father; some of
your library, and concerning the care that whom he^ilaced in the army, and gare tbem
\>ught to be taken about such as are imperfect, greater pay than ordinary; to others of them,
1 have used the utmost diligence about those when they came with him into Egypt, be com
matters. And I let you know, that we want mitted his garrisons, and the guarding of
the books of the Jewish legislation, with some them, that they might be a terror to the
others; for they are written in the Hebrew Egyptians; and when I had taken the govern
characters, and being in the language of that ment, I treated all men with humanity, and
nation, are to us unknown. It hath also especially those that are thy fellow-citizens,
happened to them, that they have been tran of whom I have set free above a hundred
scribed more carelessly than they should have thousand that were slaves, and paid the price
been, because they have not had hitherto royal of their redemption to their masters out of
care taken about them. Now it is necessary my own revenues; and those that are of a fit
that thou shouldst hare accurate copies of age, I hare admitted into the number of my
them. And indeed this legislation is full of soldiers; and for such as are capable of be
hidden wisdom, and entirely blameless, as ing faithful to me, and proper for my cot'rt,
being the legislation of God: for which cause 1 have put them in such a post, as thinking
it is, as Ilecateus of Abdera says, that the this [kindness done to them] to be a very
poets and historians make no mention of it, great and an acceptable gift, which I devote
nor of those men who lead their lives accord to God for his providence over me, and as I
ing to it, since it is a holy law, and ought not am desirous to do what will be grateful to
to be published by profane mouths. If then these, and to all the other Jews in the habit
it please thee, O king, thou mayest write to able earth, I have determined to procure an
the high-priest of the Jews, to send six of the interpretation of your law, and to have it
elders out of every tribe, and those such as translated out of Hebrew into Greek, and
are most skilful of the laws, that by their to be deposited in my library. Thou wilt
means we may learn the clear and agreeing therefore do well to choose out and send to
sense of these books, and may obtain an ac me men of a good character, who are now
curate interpretation of their contents, and so elders in age, and six in number out of every
may have such a collection of these as may be tribe. These, by their age, must be skilful in
the laws, and of abilities to make an accurate
suitable to thy desire."
5. When this epistle was sent to the king, interpretation of them; and when this shall
he commanded that an epistle should be drawn be finished, I shall think that 1 hare done a
up for Eleazar, the Jewish high-priest, con work glorious to myself; and I hare sent to
cerning these matters; and that they should thee Andreas, the captain of my guard, and
inform him of the release of the Jews that had Aristeus, men whom I have in very great
been in slavery among them. He also sent esteem ; by whom I have sent those first-fruits
fifty talents of gold for the making of large which I have dedicated to the temple, and to
basons, and rials, and cups, and an immense the sacrifjees, and to other uses, to the value
quantity of precious stones. He also gare of a hundred talents; and if thou wilt send to
order to those who had the custody of the us, to let us know what thou wouldest have far
chests that contained those stones, to give the ther, thou wilt do a thing acceptable to me."
artificers leave to choose out what sortsof them
• We have a very great encomium of thii Simon the
they pleased. He withal appointed, that a Jolt,
Ibe ion of <>nia« I. In the fiftieth chapter of the Kc
hundred talents in money should be sent to cletiasticus.
through the whole chapter. NorUitirapr*
the teinplc for sacrifices, and for other uses. per to consult that chapter iuelf upon Urn occasion.
i
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6. When this epistle of the king was
brought to Eleazar, he wrote as answer to
it with all the respect possible: — "Eleazar
the high -priest to king Ptolemy, sendeth
greeting. If thou and thy queen Arsinoe,*
and thy children, be well, we are entirely sa
tisfied. When we received thy epistle, we
greatly rejoiced at thy intentions; and when
the multitude were gathered together, we read
it to them, and thereby made them sensible of
the piety thou hast towards God. We also
showed them the twenty vials of gold, and
thirty of silver, and the five large basons, and
the table for the shew-bread; as also the hun
dred talents for the sacrifices, and for the
making what shall be needful at the temple:
which things Andreas and Aiisteua, those
most honoured friends of thine, have brought
us; and truly they are persons of an excel
lent character, and of great learning, and
worthy of thy virtue. Know then that we
will gratify thee in what is for thy advantage,
though we do what we used not to do before;
for we ought to make a return for the numer
ous acts of kindness which thou hast done to
our countrymen. Wejmmediately, therefore,
offered sacrifices for thee and thy sister, with
thy children and friends; and the multitude
made prayers, that thy affairs may be to thy
mind; and that thy kingdom may be pre
served in peace, and that the translation of our
law may come to the conclusion thou desirest,
and be for thy advantage. We have also
chosen six elders out of every tribe, whom
we have sent, and the law with them. It will
be thy part, out of thy piety and justice, to
send back the law when it hath been trans
lated; and to return those to us that bring it
in safety
Farewell."
7. This was the reply which the high-priest
made ; but it does not seem to me to be neces
sary to set down the names of the seventy [two]
elders who were sent by Eleazar, and carried
the law, which yet were subjoined at the end
of the epistle. However, I thought it not
improper to give an account of those very
valuable and artificially - contrived vessels
which the king sent to God, that all may see
how great a regard the king bad for God ; for
the king allowed a vast deal of expenses for
these vessels, and came often to the workmen,
and viewed their works, and suffered nothing
of carelessness or negligence to be any da
mage to their operations; and I will relate
how rich they were as well as I am able,
although, perhaps, the nature of this history
may not require such a description ; but I
imagine I shall^thereby recommend the ele• When we hare here and presently mention -made
#f Philadelpbus's queen and lister Arsinoe, we are to
remember, with Spanheim, that Arsinoe was both his
sister and bis wife, according to the old custom of Persia,
and of Egypt at this yery time; nay, of the Assyrians
Ions; afterwards. See Antiq b. n ch. ii. sect. I.
VTkence we hare, upon the roint of Philadrlphus. this
known ins«-ript!en:—» The divine Brother and Sister."
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gant taste and magnanimity of this king to
those that read this history.
8. And first I will describe what belongs
to the table. It was indeed in the king's
mind to make this table vastly large in its
dimensions; but then he gave orders that
they should learn what was the magnitude of
the table which was already at Jerusalem, and
how large it was, and whether there were a
possibility of making one larger than it; and
when he was informed how large that was
which was already there, and that nothing
hindered but a larger might be made, he
said that he was willing to have one made
that should be five times as large as the pre
sent table; but his fear was that it might be
then useless in their sacred ministrations by
its too great largeness; for he desired that the
gifts be presented them should not only be
there for show, but should be useful also in
their sacred- ministrations. According to which
reasoning, that 'the former table was made of
so moderate a size for use, and not for want
of gold, he resolved that he would not exceed
the former table in largeness, but would make
it exceed it in the variety and elegance of-its
materials; and as he was sagacious in observ
ing the nature of all things, and in having a
just notion of what was new and surprising,
and where there were no sculptures, he would
invent such as were proper by his own skill,
and would show them to the workmen, be
commanded that such sculptures should now
be made; and that those which were deline
ated should be most accurately formed, by a
constant regard to their delineation.
9. When therefore the workmen had un
dertaken to make the table, they framed it in.
length two cubits' [and a half}, in breadth one
cubit, and in height one cubit and a half; and
the entire structure of the work was of gold.
They withal made a crown of a hand-breadth
round it, with wave-work wreathed about it,
and with an engraving which imitated a cord,
and was admirably turned on its three parts;
for as they were of a triangular figure, every
angle had the same disposition of its sculp
tures, that when you turned them about, the
very same form of them was turned about
without any variation. Now that part of the
crown-work that was enclosed under the table,
had its sculptures very beautiful; but that part
which went round on the outside was more
elaborately adorned with most beautiful orna
ments, because it was exposed to sight, and to>
the view of the spectators; for which reason
it was that b»th those sides which were extant
above the rest were acute, and none of the
angles, which we before toliyou were three,
appeared less than another when the table was
turned about. Now into the cord-work thus
turned were precious stones inserted, in rows
parallel one to the other, enclosed in golden
buttons, which had ouches in them; but the
parts which were on the side of the crow*.
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and were exposed to the sight, were adorned invisible, and the places where they joined
with a row of oval figures obliquely placed, could not be distinguished. Now the thick
of the most excellent sort of precious stories, ness of the table was not less than half a cu
which imitated rods laid close, and encom bit. So that this gift, by the king's great ge
passed the table round about; but under these nerosity, by the great value of the materials,
oval figures thus engraven, the workmen had and the variety of its exquisite structure, and
put a crown all round it, where the nature of the artificer's skill in imitating nature with
all sorts of fruit was represented, insomuch graving tools, was at length brought to per
that the bunches of grapes hung up; and fection, while the king was very desirous
when tbey had made the stones to represent that though in largeness it were not to be dif
ill the kinds of fruit before mentioned, and ferent from that which was already dedicated
that each in its proper colour, they made them to God, yet that in exquisite workmanship,
fast with gold round the whole table. The and the novelty of the contrivances, and in
like disposition of the oval figures, and of the the splendour of its construction, it should far
engraved rods, was framed under the crown, exceed it, and be more illustrious than that
that the table might on each side show the was.
same appearance of variety and elegance of 10. Now of the cisterns of gold there were
its ornaments, so that neither the position of two, whose sculpture was of scale-work, from
the wave-work nor of the crown might be dif its basis to its belt-like circle, with various
ferent,, although the table were turned on the sorts of stones inchased in the spiral circles.
other side, but that the prospect of the same Next to which there was upon it a meander
artificial contrivances might be extended as of a cubit in height: it was composed of
far as the feet; for there was made a plate of stones of all sorts of colours; and next to this
gold four fingers broad, through the entire was the rod-work engraven ; and next to that
breadth of the table, into which they inserted was a rhombus in a texture of net-work,
the feet, and then fastened them to the table drawn out to the brim of the bason, while small
b£ buttons and button-holes, at the place shields, made of stones, beautiful in their
where the crown was situate, that so on what kind, and of four fingers' depth, filled up the
side soever of the table one should stand, it middle parts. About the top of the bason
might exhibit the very same view of the ex were wreathed the leaves of lilies, and of the
quisite workmanship, and of the vast expenses convolvulus, and the tendrils of vines in a cir
bestowed upon it; but upon the table itself cular manner; and this was the construction
they engraved a meander, inserting into it of the two cisterns of gold, each containing
very valuable stones in the middle like stars, two firkins: — but those which were of silver
of various colours; the carbuncle and the were much more bright and splendid than
emerald, each of which sent out agreeable rays looking-glasses; and you might in them see
of light to the spectators; with such stones of images that fell upon them more plainly than
other sorts also as were most curious and best in the other. The king also ordered thirty
esteemed, as Wag most precious in their kind. vials; those of which the parts that were of
Hard bv this meander a texture of net-work gold, and filled up with precious stones, were
ran round it, the middle of which appeared shadowed over with the leaves of ivy and vines,
like a rhombus, into which were inserted rock- artificially engraven; and these were the ves
crystal and amber, which, by the great resem sels that were, after an extraordinary manner,
blance of the appearance they made, gave brought to this perfection, partly by the skill
wonderful delight to those that saw them. of the workmen, who were admirable in such
The chapiters of the feet imitated the first fine work, but much more by the diligence
budding of lilies, while their leaves were bent and generosity of the king, who not only sup
and laid under the table, but so that the chives plied the artificers abundantly, and with great
»cie seen standing upright within them. Their generosity, with what they wanted, but he
bases were made of a carbuncle ; and the place forbade public audiences for the time, and
at the bottom, which rested on that carbuncle, came and stood by the workmen, and saw the
was one palm deep, and eight fingers in breadth. whole operation; and this was the cause why
Now they had engraven upon it, with a very the workmen were so accurate in their per
line tool, and with a great deal of pains, a formance, because they had regard to the
branch of ivy, and tendrils of the vine, send king, and to his great concern about the ves
ing forth clusters of grapes, that you would sels, and so the more indefatigably kept close
guess tbey were nowise different from real to the work.
tendrils; for they were so very thin, and so 11. And these were what gifts were sent
vcrv far extended at their extremities, that by Ptolemy to Jerusalem, aiid dedicated to
they were moved with the wind, and made God there. But when Eleazar the high□ne believe that they were the product of na priest had devoted them to God, and had paid
ture, and not the representation of art. They due respect to those that brought them, and
also made the entire workmanship of the table hail given them presents to be carried to the
appear to be thrjsfold, while the joints of the king, he dismissed them. And when they
several parts were so united together as to be were come to Alexandria and Ptolemy heard
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that they were come, and that the seventy should be requisite for their diet and way of
elders were come also, he presently sent for living; which thing was ordered by the king
Andreas and Aristeus, his ambassadors, who after this manner: he took care that those that
came to him, and delivered him the epistle belonged to every city, which did not use the
which they brought bim from the high-priest, same way of living, that all things should be
and made answer to all the questions he put prepared for them according to the custom of
to them by word of mouth. He then made those that came to him, that, being feasted
haste to meet the elders that came from Je according to the usual method of their own
rusalem for the interpretation of the laws; way of It ving, they might be the better pleased,
and he gave command, that every body who and might not be uneasy at any thing done
came on other occasions should be sent away, to them from which they were naturally averse.
Jvhich was a thing surprising, and what he And this was now done in the case of these
iid not use to do; for those that were drawn men by Dorotheus, who was put into this office
thither upon such occasions used to come to because of his great skill in such matters
him on the fifth day, but ambassadors at the belonging to common life : for he took care
month's end. But when he had sent those of all such matters as concerned the reception
away, he waited for these that were sent by of strangers, and appointed them double seats
Eleazur; but as the old men came in with the for them to sit on, according as the king had
presents, which the high-priest had given them commanded bim to do; for he had commanded
to bring to the king, and with the membranes, that half of their seats should be set at his
npon which they bad their laws written in right hand, and the other half behind his table,
golden letters,* he put questions to them and took care that no respect should be omit
concerning those books; and when they had ted that could be shown them. And when
taken off the covers wherein they were wrapt they were thus set down, he bid Dorotheus to
np, they showed him the membranes. So the minister to all those that were come to him
king stood admiring the thinness of those | I from Juries-, after the manner they used to be
membranes, and the exactness of the junc ministered to: for which cause be sent away
tures, which could not be perceived (so ex their sacred heralds, and those that slew the
actly were they connected one with another) ; sacrifices, and the rest that used to say grace:
and this he did for a considerable time. He but called to one ofthose that were come to him,
then said that he returned them thanks for whose name was Eleazar, who was a priest,
coming to him, and still greater thanks to and desired bim to say grace :f who then
him that sent them; and, above all, to that stood in the midst of them, and prayed, that
God whose laws they appeared to be. Then all prosperity might attend the king, and those
did the elders, and those that were present that were his subjects. Upon which an ac
with them, cry out with one voice, and wished clamation was made by the whole company,
all happiness to the king. Upon which he with joy and a great noise; and when that
fell into tears by the violence of the pleasure was over, they fell to eating their supper, and
be bad, it being natural to men to afford the to the enjoyment of what was set before them.
same indications in great joy that they do un And at a little interval afterward, when the
der sorrow. And when he had bidden them king thought a sufficient time had been inter
deliver the books to those that were appointed posed, he began to talk philosophically to
to receive them, he saluted the men, and said them, and he asked every one of them a phi
that it was but just to discourse, in the first losophical question,^ and such a one as might
place, of the errand they were sent about, and give light in those inquiries; and when they
then to address himself to themselves. He had explained all the problems that had been
promised, however, that he would make this proposed by the king about every point, he
day on which tht came to him remarkable was well pleased with their answers. This
and eminent every year through the whole took up the twelve days in which- they were
course of his life; Vor their coming to him, treated; and he that pleases may learn the
and the victory which he gained over Antigo- particular questions in that book of Aristeus,
nus by sea, proved to be on the very same which he wrote on this very occasion.
day. He also gave orders that they should 13. And while not the king only, but the
sup with him ; and gave it in charge that
toey should have excellent lodgings provided + Thia is the moat ancient example 1 hare met with
of a grace, or abort prayer, or thanksgiving, betore
for them in the upper part of the city.
meati which, aa it is used to be said by a heathen priest,
12. Now he that was appointed to take care was now said by Eleazar, a Jewish priest, who was on«
thoae seventy-two interpreters. The next example I
of the reception of strangers, Nicanor bj ofbave
with is that ol the Esaenes (Uf the War, b. ii
name, called for Dorotheus, whose duty it ch. viii.metsect.
6), both before and after it: those of out
was to make provision for them, and bade Saviour before it (Mark viii. Gi John vl. II, S3i and
Paul, Acta xxvii. Ufi) ; and a form of such a grace ol
him prepare for every one of them what St.
prayer for Ctiristians, at the end of the tiflh book of the
Apostolical Constitutions, which seen]* to have been
• The Talraud'st! say, that it t> not lawful to write Intended
both times, both before and after meat.
lh~ law in letttrs of gold, contrary tn tbi» certain and I I heyforwere
rather political questions and answer*
v. ry ancient example. See Hudson's and Kcland's tending
to the good and religious government of mala,
kind.
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philosopher Menedemus also, admired them, continue in the state it now was, and miglit
and said, that all things were governed by not be altered. And when they all com
Providence, and that it was proliable that mended that determination of theirs, tbey
thence it wag that such force or beauty was enjoined, that if any one observed either any
discovered in these men's words, —they then thing superduous, or any thing omitted, that
left otT asking any more questions. But the he would take a view of it again, and have it
king said that he had gained very great ad- laid before them, and corrected; which wus a
e.intiures by their coining, for that he had re wise action of theirs, that when the thing wa
ceived this- protit from them, that hehad learned judged to have been weJl done, it might co-i
how he ought to rule his subjects. And tn i ne for ever.
i every one 14. So the king rejoiced when he saw that
i them; and that those that his design of this nature was brought to per.
were to conduct them to their lodging should fection, to so great advantage: and he m
do it. Accordingly, when three days were cbiedy delighted with hearing the laws read
over, Demetrius took them, and went over the to him; and was astonished at the deep mean
causeway seven furlongs long: it was a bank ing and wisdom of the legislator. And he
in the sea to an island. And when they had began to discourse with Demetrius, " How
gone over the bridge, he proceeded to the it came to pass that, when this legislation wna
northern parts, and showed them where they so wonderful, no one, either of the poets or
should meet, which was in a house that was of the historians had made mention of it."
built near the shore, and was a quiet place, Demetrius made answer, R that no one durst be
and tit for their discoursing together about so bold as to touch upon the description of
their work. When he had brought them these laws, because they were divine and ve
thither, he entreated them (now they had all nerable, and because some that bad attempted
things about them which they wanted for it were afflicted by God."—He also told him,
the interpretation of their law), that they that " Tbeopomp'is was desirous of writing
would suffer nothing to interrupt them in somewhat about them, but was thereupon dis
their work. Accordingly, they made an ac turbed in his mind for above thirty days'
curate interpretation, with great zeal and great time; and upon some intermiasion of his dis
pains; and this they continued to do till the temper, he appeased God [by prayer], as sus
ninth hour of the day; after which time tbey pecting that his madness proceeded from that
relaxed and took care of their body, while cause." Nay, indeed, he further saw in a
their food was provided for them in great dream, that his distemper befell him while he
plenty: besides, Dorotheus, at the king's indulged too great a curiosity about divine
command, brought them a great deal of what matters, and was desirous of publishing thetn
was provided for the king himself. But in among common men; but when he left olf
the morning they came to the court, and sa that attempt, he recovered his understanding
luted Ptolemy, and then went away to their again. Moreover, he informed him of Thvoformer place, where, when they had washed dectes, the tragic poet, concerning whom it
their bands,* and purified themselves, they was reported, that when in a certain dramatic
betook themselves to the interpretation of the representation, he was desirous to make men
laws. Now when the law was transcribed, tion of things that were contained in the sa
and the labour of interpretation was over, cred books, he was afflicted with a darkness
which came to iU conclusion in seventy-two in his eyes; and that upon his being con
days, Demetrius gathered all the Jews toge scious of the occasion of his distemper, and
ther to the place where the laws were trans appeasing God [by prayer], he was freed from
lated, and where the Interpreters were, and that affliction.
read them over. The multitude did also ap
15. And when the khi ." had received these
prove of those elders that were the interpre books from Demetrius, irs we have said al
ters of the law. They withal commeuded ready, he adored them.; ..ml gave order, that
Demetrius for his proposal, as the inventor of great care should be taken of them, that they
what was greatly for their happiness; and they uiight remain uncorrupted. He also desired
desired that be would give leave to their ru*- that the interpreters would come often to him
lers also to read the law. Moreover they all, out of Judea. and that both on account of the
both the priests and the ancientest of the el respects that he would pay them, and on ac
ders, and the principal men of their common- count of the present* he would muke them ;
Wealth, made it their request, that since the in for he said, it was now but just to send them
terpretation was happily finished, it might away, although if, of their own accord, they
would come to him hereafter, they should ob
* Tbis purification of the interpreter*, by WMriing in tain all that their own wisdom might justly
trie
ae*.
before
iley
prayed
to
God
every
nomine,
and
before tbey net .hunt translating, may be compared willi require, and what bis generosity was able to
tie hie practice of Pelrr the Apostle, in toe herogaitiona give them. So he sent them away, and gave to
■*f Clement. Ii. i'. eh. iil. and b. r oh. axxvti and with every one of them three garments of the best
tbe pi.,re. of t!ie Proae&chas. or of prayer, which were sort,
and two talents of gold, and a cup of
■oaietiui*. I»»H - ear the sea. or rivera alai tif which
•alto-, u,t u. i.v cb. 1. 4.3*1 and AcU aii.H, Iti. the value of one talent, and the furniture of
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the room wherein they were feasted. And | daily of Vespasian and Titus, who, although
these were the things he presented to them they had been at a great deal of pains in the
But by them he sent to Eleazar the high-priest war against the Jews, and were exasperated
ten beds, with feet of silver, and the furniture against them, because tbey did not deliver up
to them belonging, and a cup of the value their weapons to them, but continued the war
of thirty talents; and besides these, ten gar to the very last, yet did not they take away
ments, and purple, and a very beautiful crown, any of their fore-mentioned privileges belong
and a hundred pieces of the finest woven ing to them as citizens, but restrained their
linen ; as also vials and dishes, and vessels for anger, and overcame the prayers of the Alex
pouring, and two golden cisterns, to be dedi andrians and Antiocbians, who were a very
cated to God. He also desired him, by an powerful people, Insomuch that they did not
epistle, that he would give these interpreters yield to them, neither out of their favour
leave, if any of them were desirous, of com to these people, nor out of their old grudge
ing to him ; because he highly valued a con at those whose wicked opposition they had
versation with men of such learning, and subdued in the war; nor would they altei
should be very willing to lay out his wealth any of the ancient favours granted to the
upon such men.—And this was what came to Jews, but said, that those who had bonis
the Jews, and was much to their glory and arms against them, and fought them, had
suffered punishment already, and that it was
honour, from Ptolemy Philadelphus.
not just to deprive those that had not offended
of the privileges tbey enjoyed.
CHAPTER TO.
also know that Marcus Agrippa was
ROW THE KINGS OF ASIA HONOURED THE NA of 2.theWe
like disposition towards the Jews: for
TION OF THE JEWS, AND MADE THEM CITI when the
of Ionia were very angry tt
ZENS OF THOSE CITIES WHICH THEY BUILT. them, and people
besought Agrippa, that they, and
§ 1. The Jews also obtained honours from they only, might have those privileges of citi
the kings of Asia when they became their zens which Antiochus, the grandson of Se
auxiliaries; for Seleucus Nicator made them leucus (who by the Greeks was called 77ie
citizens in those cities which he built in God), had bestowed on them; and desired
Asia, and in the Lower Syria, and in the that, if the Jews were to be joint-partakers
metropolis itself, Antioch; and gave them with them, tbey might be obliged to worship
privileges equal to those of the Macedonians the gods they themselves worshipped: but
and Greeks, who were the inhabitants, inso when these matters were brought to trial, the
much that these privileges continue to this Jews prevailed, and obtained leave to make
very day: an argument for which you have use of their own customs, and this under the
in this: that whereas the Jews do make use patronage of Nicolaus of Damascus ; for
of oil prepared by foreigners,* they receive a Agrippa gave sentence, that he could not in
certain sum of money from the proper offi novate. And if any one hatb a mind to know
cers belonging to their exercises, as the value this matter accurately, let him peruse the
of that oil; which money, when the people of hundred and twenty-third and hundred and
Antioch would have deprived them of, in the twenty-fourth books of the history of this
last war, Mucianus, who was then president Nicolaus. Now, as to this determination of.
of Syria, preserved it to them. And when Agrippa, it is not so much to be admired;
the people of Alexandria and of Antioch did for at that time our nation had not made war
after that, at the time that Vespasian and against the Romans. But one may well be
Titus his son governed the habitable earth, astonished at the generosity of Vespasian and
pray that these privileges of citizens might be Titus, that after so great wars mid contests
taken away, they did not obtain their request. which they had from us, they should use
In which behaviour any one may discern the such moderation. But I will now return to
equity and generosity of the Romans,')' espe- that part of my history whence 1 made the
present digression.
• The dm of oil was much greater, and the donatives 3. Now it happened that in the reign of
of it much more valuable, in Judea, and the neighbour Antiochus the Great, who ruled over all Asia,
ing countries, than it if amongst us. It waa also, in the that the Jews, as well as the inhabitants o.
days of Josephus, thought unlawful for Jews to make
use of any oil that was prepared by heathens, perhaps Celesyria, suffered greatly, and their laud was
on account of some superstitions intermixed with its sorely harassed; for while he was at war with
preparation by those heathens. When, therefore, the
heathens were to make them a donative of oil, they Ptolemy Philopater, and with his son, who
paid them money instead of it See, Of the War, b. if. was called Epiphanes, it fell out that these
«h. xxL sect. Si the Life of Josephus, sect Lot and nations
were equally sufferers, both when he
Hudson'.! note on the place before us.
+ This, and the like great and just characters of the was beaten, and when he beat the others: so
Justice, and equity, and generosity, of the old Komans, that they were very like to a 6hip in a storm,
both to the Jews and other conquered nations, affords
us a very good reason why Almighty God, upon the re. which is tossed by the waves on both sides:
lection of the Jews for their wickedness, chose them for and just thus were they in their situation in
bis people, and first established Christianity in that em.
firm. Of which matt.r, see Josephus bere, sect. 2; as the middle between Antiochus'* prosperity and
also Antio, b. xiv. eb. i. 33, -a, u. avi. ch. ii, ssct 4. its change to adversity, lint at length, wh«s
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Antiochus had beaten Ptolemy, he seized upon scattered abroad back to the city; and, in the
Judea: and when Philopater was <Ii-.nl. his tirst place, we have determined, on account of
ion sent out a great army under Scopns, the their piety towards God, to bestow on them,
general of his forces, against the inhabitants as a pension, for their sacrifices of animals
of Celesyria, who took many of their cities, that are tit for sacrifice, for wine and oil, and
and in particular our nation; which, when he frankincense, the value of twenty thousand
fell upon them, went over to hiin. Yet was pieces of silver, and [six] sacred artabra of line
it not long afterward when Antiochus over Hour, with one thousand four hundred nnd
came Scopus, in a battle fought at the foun sixty medimni of wheat, and three hundred
tains of Jordan, and destroyed a great part of and seventy-five medimni of salt; and these
his army. Hut afterward, when Antiochus payments I would have fully paid them, as I
subdued those cities of Celesyria which Scopus have sent orders to you. I would also have
had gotten into his possession, and Samaria the work about the temple finished, and the
with them, the Jens, of their own accord, cloisters, and if there be any thing else that
went over to him, and received him into the ought to be rebuilt; and for the materials 01"
city [Jerusalem], and gave plentiful provision wood, let it be brought them out of Judea
to all his army, and to his elephants, and itself, and out of the other countries, and out
readily assisted him when he besieged the gar of I.ibanus, tax-free; and the same I would
rison which was in the citadel of Jerusalem. have observed as to those other materials
Wherefore Antiochus thought it but just to which will be necessary, in order to render
requite the Jews' diligence and zeal in his ser the temple more glorious; and let all of that
vice: so he wrote to the generals of his armies, nation live areording to the laws of their own
and to his friends, and gave testimony to the country; and let the senate and the priests,
good behaviour of the Jews towards him, and and the scribes of the temple, nnd the sacred
informed them what rewards he had resolved singers, be discharged from poll-money and
to bestow on them for that their behaviour. the crown-tax, and other taxes also; nnd that
I will set down presently the epistles them the city may the sooner recover its inhabitants,
selves which he wrote to the generals concern 1 grant a discharge from taxes for three years
ing them, but will tirst produce the testimony to its present inhabitants, and to such as shall
of Polybius of Megalopolis; for thus does he come to it, until the month Hyperbcretus.
speak, in the sixteenth book of his history: We also discharge them for the future from
—" Now Scopas, the general of Ptolemy's a third part of their taxes, that the losses they
army, went in haste to the superior parts of have sustained may be repaired; and all those
the country, and in the winter-time overthrew citizens that have l>een carried away, and are
the nation of the Jews." He also saith, in become slaves, we grant them and their chil
the same book, that " when Scopas was con dren their freedom; and give order that their
quered by Antiochus, Antiochus received Ba- substance be restored to them."
tanca and Samaria, and Abila and Gadara; 4. And these were the contents of this
and that, a while afterwords, there came in to epistle. He also published a decree, through
him those Jews that inhabited near that tem all his kingdom, in honour of the temple,
ple which was called Jerusalem; concerning which contained what follows:—" It shall be
which, although I have more to say, and par lawful for no foreigner to come within the
ticularly concerning the presence of God about limits of the temple round about; which
that temple, yet do 1 put off that history till an thing is forbidden also to the Jews, unless
other opportunity." This it is which Polybius to those who, according to their own custom,
relates; but we will return to the series of have purified themselves. Nor let any flesh
the history, when we have first produced the of horses, or of mules, or of asses, be brought
epistles of king Antiochus.
into the city, whether they be wild or tame;
nor that of leopards, or foxes, or hares ; and, in
" UNO ANTIOCHOS TO PTOLEMY, SENDETII general, that of any animal which is forbidden
for the Jews to eat. Nor let their skins be
GREETING.
brought into it; nor let any such animal be
" Since the Jews, upon our first entrance bred up in the aty. Let them only be per
on their country, demonstrated their friend mitted to use the sacrifices derived from their
ship towards us; and when we came to their forefathers, with which they have been obliged
city [Jerusalem], received us in a splendid to make acceptable atonements to God. And
Banner, and came to ineet us with their se he that transgresseth any of these orders,
nate, and gave abundance of provisions to our let him pay to the priests three thousand
soldiers, and to the elephants, and joined with drachma; of silver." Moreover, this Antio
us in ejecting the garrison of the Egyptians chus bare testimony to our piety and fidelity,
that were in the citadel, we have thougnt lit in an epistle of his, written when he was in
to reward them, and to retrieve the condition formed of a sedition in Phrygia and Lydin,
of their city, which hath been greatly depo at which time he was in the superior provinces,
pulated by Buch accidents as bate befallen its wherein he commanded Zcuxis, the general
inhabitant*, and to bring those that bave been of his forces, and his most intimate friend, to
X
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send some of our nation out of Babylon into paid the same to the [two] kings. Now at
this time the Samaritans were in a flourishing
Pfirygia. The epistle was this: —
condition, and much distressed the Jews, cut
"KINO ANTIOCHUS TO ZEUXIS, HIS FATHER, ting off parts of their land, and carrying off
8ENOETH GREETING.
slaves. This happened when Onias was
" If you are in health, it is well. I also high-priest; for after Eleazar's death, his
am in health. Having been informed that uncle Manasseh took the priesthood, and
a sedition is arisen in Lydia and Phrygia, 1 after he had ended big life, Onias received
thought that matter required great care; and that dignity. He wag the son of Simon, who
upon advising with my friends what was fit to was called The Jatt; which Simon was the
be done, it hath been thought proper to re brother of Eleazar, as I said before. This
move two thousand families of Jews, with Onias was one of a little soul, and a great
their effects, out of Mesopotamia and Baby lover of money; and for that reason, because
lon, unto the castles and places that lie most he did not pay that tax of twenty talents of
convenient; for I am persuaded that they will silver, which his forefathers paid to these
be well-disposed guardians of our possessions, kings, out of their own estates, be provoked
because of their piety towards God, and be king Ptolemy Euergetes to anger, who was
cause I know that my predecessors have borne the father of Pbilopater. Euergetes sent an
witness to them that they are faithful, and ambassador to Jerusalem, and complained
with alacrity do what they are desired to do. that Onias did not pay his taxes, and threat
1 will, therefore, though it be a laborious ened, that if be did not receive them, he
work, that thou remove these Jews; under a would seize upon their land, and send sol
promise, that they shall be permitted to use diers to live upon it. When the Jews beard
their own laws : and when tbou shalt have this message of the king, they were con
brought them to the places fore-mentioned, founded; but so sordidly covetous was Onias,
thou shalt give every one of their families a that nothing of this nature made him ashamed.
place for building their houses, and a portion 2. There was now one Joseph,* young in
of land for their husbandry, and for the plan age, but of great reputation among the people
tation of their vines; and thou shalt discharge of Jerusalem, for gravity, prudence, and
them from paying taxes of the fruits of the justice. His father's name was Tobias; and
earth for ten years; and let them have a pro bis mother was the sister of Onias the hignper quantity of wheat for the maintenance of priest, wbo informed him of the coming of
their servants, until they receive bread-corn the ambassador ; for he was then sojourning
out of the earth ; also let a sufficient share be at a village named Pbicol,* where he was born.
given to such as minister to them in the ne Hereupon he came to the city [Jerusalem], and
cessaries of life, that, by enjoying the effects reproved Onias for not taking care of the pre
of our humanity, they may show themselves servation of his countrymen, but bringing the
the more willing and ready about our affairs. nation into dangers, by not paying this money.
Take care likewise of that nation, as far as For which preservation of them, he told him be
thou art able, that they may not have any dis bad received the authority over them, and had
turbance given them by any one." (Now these been made high-priest; but that, in case he
testimonials, which I have produced, are suf was so great a lover of money, as to endure
ficient to declare the friendship that Antiochus to see his country in danger on that account,
the Great bare to the Jews. /
and his countrymen suffer the greatest da
mages, he advised him to go to the king, and
petition him to remit either the whole or a
part of the sum demanded. Onias's answer
CHAPTER IV.
was this: — That he did not care for his au
HOW ANTIOCHUS M\DE A LEAGUE WITH PTO thority, and that he was ready, if the thing
LEMY; AND HOW ONIAS PHOVOKED PTOLEMY were practicable, to lay down his high-priest
EUEBGETES TO ANGEB; AND HOW JOSEPH hood; and that be would not go to the king,
BROUGHT ALL THINGS EIGHT AGAIN, AND because he troubled not himself at all about
ENTERED INTO FRIENDSHIP WITH HIM ; such matters. Joseph then asked him if be
AND WHAT OTHER THINGS WERE DONE BY would ndt give him leave to go ambassador
on behalf of the nation; he replied, that be
JOSEPH, AND HIS SON HYRCANUS.
would give him leave. Upon which Joseph
§ 1. After this Antiochus made a friend went up into the temple, and called the mul
ship and a league with Ptolemy, and gave titude together to a congregation, and ex
him his daughter Cleopatra to wife, and horted them not to be disturbed i.or affrighted,
yielfed up to him Celesyria, and Samaria, because of his uncle Onias's carelessness, but
and Judea, and Phoenicia, by way of dowry; • The name of thii place, Pbicol, is the very una
and upon the division of the taxes between Willi that of the chief captain of Abimelech,l host, in
the two kings, all the principal men farmed | the days of Abraham (Gen. xxL 2-2), and might possibly
the place of that Phicoi'n nativity or abode; for it
thf taxes of their several countries, and col be
setnis tu have been in the south part of Palestine, as
lecting the sum that was settled for them, that
was.
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derired them to be at rest, and not terrify
themselves with fear about it; for he pro
mised them that he would be their ambassa
dor to the king, and persuade him that they
bad done bim no wrong; and when the mul
titude beard this, they returned thanks to Jo
seph. So he went down from the temple,
and treated Ptolemy's ambassador in an hos
pitable manner. He also presented him with
rich gifts, and feasted him magnificently for
many days, and then sent him to the king
before him, and told him tha* he would soon
follow him; for he was now more willing to
go to the king, by the encouragement of the
ambassador, who earnestly persuaded him to
come into Egypt, and promised him that he
would take care that he should obtain every
thing that he desired of Ptolemy; for he was
highly pleased with his frank and liberal
temper, and with the gravity of his deport
ment.
3. When Ptolemy's ambassador was come
into Egypt, he told the king of the thought
less temper of Onias; and informed him of
the goodness of the disposition of Joseph;
and that be was coming to him, to excuse the
multitude's not having done him any harm,
for that he was their patron. In short, he
was so very large in his encomiums upon the
young man, that he disposed both the king
am' his wife Cleopatra to have a kindness for
him before he came. So Joseph sent to his
friends at Samaria, and borrowed money of
them; and got ready what was necessary for
bis journey, garments and cups, and beasts
for burden, which amounted to about twenty
thousand drachma;, and went to Alexandria.
Now it happened that at this time all the prin
cipal men and rulers went up out of the cities
of Syria and Phoenicia, to bid for their taxes ;
for every year the king sold them to the men
of the greatest power in every city. So these
men saw Joseph journeying on the way, and
laughed at him for his poverty and meanness;
but when be came to Alexandria, and heard
that king Ptolemy was at Memphis, he went
np thither to meet with him ; which happened
as the king was sitting in his chariot, with his
wife, and with his friend Athenion, who was
the very person who had been ambassador atJe
rusalem, and had been entertained by Joseph.
As soon therefore as Athenion saw him, he
presently made him known to the king, how
good and generous a young man he was.
So Ptolemy saluted him first, and desired him
to come up- into his chariot; and as Joseph
■at there, be began to complain of the ma
nagement of Onias: to which he answered,
"Forgive him on account of his age; for
thou canst not certainly be unacquainted with
this, that old men and infants bave their minds
exactly alike; but thou sbalt bave from us,
who are young men, every thing thou desirest,
and sbalt have no cause to complain." With
this good humour and pleasantry of the young
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man, the king was so delighted, that he began
already, as though he had had long experience
of him, to bave a still greater affection for
him, insomuch that he bade him take his diet
in the king's palace, and be a guest at bis own
table every day; but when the king was come
to Alexandria, the principal men of Syria saw
him sitting with the king, and were much of
fended at it.
4. And when the day came on which the
king was to let the taxes of the cities to farm,
and those that were the principal men of dig
nity in their several countries were to bid for
them, the sum of the taxes together, of Celesyria and Phoenicia, and Judea, with Samaria
[as they were bidden for], came to eight thou
sand talents. Hereupon Joseph accused the
bidders, as having agreed together to estimate
the value of the taxes at too low a rate; and
he promised that he would himself give twice
as much for them; buf for those who did not
pay, he would send the king home their whole
substance; for this privilege was sold toge
ther with the taxes themselves. The king
was pleased to hear that offer; and, because
it augmented his revenues, he said he would
confirm the sale of the taxes to him ; but when
he asked him this question, whether he had
any sureties that would be bound for the pay
ment of the money, he answered very plea
santly, " 1 will give such security, and those
of persons good and responsible, and which
you shall have no reason to distrust:" and
when he bade him name them, who they were,
he replied, " I give thee no other persons, O
king, for my sureties, than thyself, and this
thy wife; and you shall be security for both
parties." So Ptolemy laughed at the proposal,
and granted him the farming of the taxes with
out any sureties. This procedure was a
sore grief to those that came from the cities
into Egypt, who were utterly disappointed;
and they returned every one to their own
country with shame.
5. But Joseph took with him two thousand
foot-soldiers from the king, for be desired he
might have some assistance, in order to force
such as were refractory in the cities to pay.
And borrowing of the king's friends at Alex
andria five hundred talents, he made haste
back into Syria. And when he was at Askelon.
and demanded the taxes of the people of Aske
lon, they refused to pay any thing, and
affronted him also: upon which he seized
upon about twenty of the principal men, and
slew them, and gathered what they had toge
ther, and sent it all to the king; and informed
him what he had done. Ptolemy admired the
prudent conduct of the man, and commended
him for what he bad done; and gave him
leave to do as be pleased. When the Syrians
heard of this, they were astonished; and hav
ing before them a sad example in the men of
Askelon that were slain, they opened their
gates, and willingly admitted Joseph, and paid
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their taxes. And when the inhabitants of Scy- his sons had the best disposition to virtue j
tbopolia attempted to affront him, and would and when he sent them severally to those that
not pay biin those taxes which they formerly had then the best reputation for instructing
used to pay, without disputing about them, he youth, the rest of his children, by reason ol
slew also the principal men of that city, and* their sloth, and unwillingness to take pains,
sent their effects to the king. By this means returned to him foolish and unlearned. Af
he gathered great wealth together, and made ter them he sent out the youngest, Hyrcanus,
vast gains by this farming of the taxes; and and gave him three hundred yoke of oxen,
be made use of what estate he had thus gotten, and bid him go two days' journey into the
in order to support bis authority, as thinking wilderness, and sow the land there, and yet
it a piece of prudence to keep what had been kept back privately the yokes of the oxen that
the occasion and foundation of his present coupled them together. When Hyrcanus
good fortune; and this be did by the assist came to the place, and found he had no yoke;
ance of what he was already possessed of, for with him, he contemned the drivers of the
he privately sent many presents to the king, oxen, who advised him to send some to his
and to Cleopatra, and to their friends, and to father, to bring them some yokes; but he
all that were powerful about the court, and thinking that he ought not to lose his time
thereby purchased their good-will to himself. while they should be sent to bring him the
6. This good fortune he enjoyed for twen yokes, be invented a kind of stratagem, and
ty-two years; and was become the father of what suited an age elder than his own; for
seven sons by one wife; he had also another he slew ten yoke of the oxen, and distributed
son, whose name was Hyrcanus, by his bro their flesh among the labourers, and cut their
ther Solymius's daughter, whom he married hides into several pieces, and made him yokes,
on the following occasion. He once came and yoked the oxen together with them; by
to Alexandria with his brother, who had along which means he sowed as much laud as his
with him a daughter already marriageable, in father bad appointed him to sow, and returned
order to give her in wedlock to some of the to him. And when he was coine back, his
Jews of chief dignity there. lie then supped father was mightily pleased with his sagacity,
with the king, and falling in love with an ac and commended the sharpness of his under
tress that was of great beauty, and came into standing, and bis boldness in what he did.
the room where they feasted, he told his bro And he still loved him the more, as if he
ther of it, and entreated him, because a Jew were his only genuine son, while his brethren
■s forbidden by their law to come near to a were much troubled at it.
foreigner, to conceal his offence, and to be 7. But when one told him that Ptolemy
Kind and subservient to him, and to give him had a son just born, and that all the principal
an opportunity of fulfilling his desires. Upon men of Syria, and the other countries subject
which his brother willingly entertained the to him, were to keep a festival on account oi
proposal of serving him, and adorned his own the child's birth-day, and went away in haste
daughter, and brought her to him by night, with great retinues to Alexandria, he was him
and put her into his bed. And Joseph being self indeed hindered from going by old age;
disordered with drink, knew not who she was, but he made trial of his sons, whether any
and so lay with his brother's daughter; and of them would be willing to go to the king.
this did he many times, and loved her ex And when the elder sons excused themselves
ceedingly; and said to his brother, that he from going, and said they were not courtiers
loved this actress so well, that he should run good enough for such conversation, and ad
the hazard of his life [if he must part with vised him to send their brother Hyrcanus, be
her], and yet probably the king would not gladly hearkened to that advice, and called
give him leave [to take her with him]. But Hyrcanus, and asked bim, whether he would
his brother bade him be in no concern about go to the king; and whether it was agreeable
that matter, and told him he might enjoy her to him to go or not. And upon his promise
whom he loved without any danger, and that he would go, and his saying that he
might have her for his wife; and opened the should not want much money for his journey,
i ruth of the matter to him, and assured him because he would live moderately, and that
that he chose rather to have his own daughter ten thousand drachms would be sufficient, he
abused, than to overlook him, and see him was pleased with bis son's prudence. After
come to [public] disgrace. So Joseph corn- a little while, the son advised his father not
mended him for this his brotherly love, and to send his presents to the king from thence,
married his daughter; and by her begat a son but to give him a letter to his steward at
whose name was Hyrcanus, as we said before. Alexandria, that he might furnish bim with
And when this his youngest son showed, at money, for purchasing what should be most
thirteen years old, a mind that was both cou excellent and most precious. So he thinking
rageous and wise, and was greatly envied by that the expense often talents would be enough
his brethren, as being of a genius much ubove for presents to be made to the king, and com
them, and such a one as tliey might well envy, mending his son, at giving him good advice,
Joseph hud once a mind to know which of wrote to Arion his steward, that managed all
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his money matters at Alexandria; which mo- 1I a talent a- piece; as also he bought a hundred
ney was not less than three thousand talents , maidens, each at the same price as the other.
on his account, for Joseph sent the money he And when he was invited to feast with the
received in Syria to Alexandria. And when >ing among the principal men of the country,
the day appointed for the payment of the h»: sat down the lowest of them all, because
taxes to the king came, he wrote to Arion to he. was little regarded, as a child in age still;
pay them. So when the son had asked his and this by those who placed every one ac
father for a letter to this steward, and had re cording to their dignity. Now when all those
ceived it, he made haste to Alexandria. And that sat with him had laid the bones of the
when he was gone, his brethren wrote to all the several parts in a heap before Hyrcanus (for
king's friends, that they should destroy him. they had themselves taken away the flesh be
8. Hut when he was come to Alexandria, longing tc them), till the table where he sat was
be delivered his letter to Arion, who asked filled lull with thein.Trypho, who was the king's
him how many talents he would have (hoping jester, and was appointed for jokes and laugh
he would ask for no more than ten, or a little ter at festivals, was now asked by the guests
more); he said, he wanted a thousand ta that satatthe table [to expose him to laughter].
lents. At which the steward was angry, and So he stood by the King, und said, " Dost thou
rebuked him, as one that intended to live ex not see, my lord, the bones that lie by Hyr
travagantly; and he let him know how his fa canus? by this similitude thou mayest con
ther had gathered together his estate by pains jecture that his father made all Syria as bare
taking and resisting his inclinations, and as he hath made these bones." And the king
wished him to imitate the example of his fa laughing at what Trypho said, and asking of
ther: he assured him withal, that he would Hyrcanus, How he came to have so many
give him but ten talents, and that for a pre bones before him? he replied, " Very right
sent to the king also. The son was irritated fully, my lord ; for they are dogs that eat the
at this, and threw Arion into prison. But riesh and the bones together, as these thy guests
when Arion's wife had informed Cleopatra of have done (looking in the mean time at those
this, with ber entreaty, that she would rebuke guests), for there is nothing before them ; but
the child for what he bad done (for Arion was they are men that eat the flesh, and cast away
in great esteem with her), Cleopatra informed the bones, as I, who am also a man, have now
the king of it.. And Ptolemy sent for Hyr done." Upon which the king admired at his
canus, and told him that he wondered, when answer, which was so wisely made; and bade
be was sent to him by his father, that he had them all make an acclamation, as a mark of
not yet come into his presence, but had laid their approbation of his jest, which was truly a
tbe steward in prison. And he gave order, facetious one. On the next day Hyrcanus
therefore, that he should come to him, and went to every one of the king's friends, and
give an account of the reason of what he had of the men powerful at court, and saluted
done. And they report, that the answer be them; but still inquired of the servants what
made to the king's messenger was this: That present they would make the king on his son's
" there was .) law of his that forbade a child birth-day; and when some said that they
that was born to taste of the sacrifice, before would give twelve talents, and that others of
he had been at the temple and sacrificed to greater dignity would every one give accord
God. According to which way of reasoning, ing to the quantity of their riches, he pretend
he did not himself come to him in expectation ed to every one of them to be grieved that he
of tbe present he was to make to him, as to was not able to bring so large a present ; for that
one who had been bis father's benefactor; and he had no more than live talents. And when
that he bud punished the slave for disobeying the servants heard what he said, they told their
tis commands, for that it mattered not whe masters; and they rejoiced in the prospect
ther a master was little or great: so that un that Joseph would be disapproved, and would
less we punish such as these, thou thyself make tbe king angry, by the sinallness of his
mayest also expect to be despised by thy sub present. When the day came, the others, even
jects." Upon hearing this his answer, he fell those that brought the most, offered the king
a-laughing, and wondered at the great soul not above twenty talents; but Hyrcanus gave
to every one of the hundred boys and hundred
of the child.
9. When Arion was apprised that this was maidens that he had bought a talent a-piece,
the king's disposition, and that he had no way for them to carry, and introduced them, the
to help himself, be gave the child a thousand boys to the king, and the maidens to Cleo
talents, and was let out of prison. So after patra: every body wondering at the unexpect
three days were over, Hyrcanus came and ed richness of the presents, even the king
saluted the king und queen. They saw him and queen themselves. He also presented
with pleasure, and feasted him in an obliging tl.ose that attended about the king with gift*,
n*nner, out of the respect they bare to his to the value of a great number of talents,
fither. So he came to the merchants privately, that he might escape the danger he was in
and bought a hundred boys, that had learning, from tlictn; for to these it was that Hyrcatad were in the flower of their ages, each at nus's brethren had written to destroy him.
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Now Ptolemy admired at the young man':, any of your concerns as you please. We will
magnanimity, and commanded him to ask also do the same thing, ami esteem your con
what gift he pleased. But he desired nothing cerns as our own, and will look upon our
else to be done for him by the king than to concerns as in common with yours. Demowrite to his father and brethren about him. toies, who brings you this letter, will bring
So when the king had paid him very great re your answer back to us. This letter is four
spects, and bad given him very large gifts, and square; and the seal is an eagle, with a dra
hud written to his father and his brethren, and gon in his claws."
all his commanders and officers, about him, he II. And these were the contents of the
sent him away. But when bis brethren heard epistle which was sent from the king of the
that Hyrcanus had received such favours from Lacedemonians. But upon the death of Jo
the king, and was returning home with great seph, the people grew seditious, on account
honour, they went out to meet him, and to of his sons; for whereas the elders made war
destroy him, and that with the privity of their against Hyrcanus, who was the youngest of
father: for he was angry at him for the [large] Joseph's sons, the multitutle was divided, but
sum of money that he bestowed for presents, the greater part joined with the elders in this
and so had no concern for his preservation. war; as did Simon the high-priest, by reason
However, Joseph concealed the anger he bad be was of kin to them. However, Hyrcanus
at his son, out of fear of the king. And determined not to return to Jerusalem any
when Hyrcanus's brethren came to tight him, more, but seated himself beyond Jordan, and
he slew many others of those that were with was at perpetual war with the Arabians, and
them, as also two of his brethren themselves; slew, many of them, and took many of them
but the rest of them escaped to Jerusalem to captives. lie also erected a strong castle, and
their father. But when Hyrcanus came to built it entirely of white stone to the very
the city, where nobody would receive biin, he roof, and bad animals of a prodigious magni
was afraid for himself, and retired beyond tude engraven upon it. He also drew round
the river Jordan, and there abode; but oblig it a great and deep canal of water. He also
ing the Barbarians to pay their taxes.
made caves of many furlongs in length, by
10. At this time Seleucus, who was called hollowing a rock that was over-against him ;
Soter, reigned over Asia, being the son of and then he made large rooms in it, some for
Autiochus the Great. And [now] Hyrca feasting, and some for sleeping, and living in.
nus's father, Joseph, died. He was a good He introduced also a vast quantity of waters
man, and of great magnanimity; and brought which ran along it, and which were very de
the Jews out of a state of poverty and mean lightful and ornamental in the court. But
ness, to »<•e that was more splendid. He still he made the entrances at the mouth of
retained the farm of the taxes of Syria, and the caves so narrow, that no more than one
Phoenicia, and Samaria, twenty-two years. person could enter by them at once. And
His uncle also, Onias, died [about this time], the reason why he built them after that man
and left the high-priesthood to his sou Simon. ner was a good one ; it was for his own pre
And when he was dead, Onias bis son suc servation, lest he should be besieged by his
ceeded bim in that dignity. To him it was brethren, and run the hazard of being caught
that Areus, king of the Lacedemonians, sent by them. Moreover, he built courts of greater
an embu-sage, with an epistle; the copy magnitude than ordinary; which he adorned
with vastly large gardens. And when he had
whereof here follows: —
the place to this state, he named it
" AUEU8, KINO Or THE LACEDEMONIAN8, TO brought
Tyre. This place is between Arabia and JuONIAS, SENDETH GKEETINQ.
dea, beyond Jordan, not far from the country
" We have met with a certain writing, of Heshbon. And he ruled over those partis,
whereoy we have discovered that both the for seven years, even all the time that Seleu
Jews and the Lacedemonians are of one stock, cus was king of Syria. But when he was
and arc derived from the kindred of Abra dead, his brother Autiochus, who was called
ham,' It is but just, therefore, that you, Epiphanes, took the kingdom. Ptolemy also,
who are our brethren, should send to us about the king of Egypt, died, who was besides
called Epiphanes. He left two sons, and
• Whence it comes that these Lacedemonians declare both young in age; the elder of whom was
themselves here to he of kin to the Jews, as derivetl called Philometer, and the younger Physcon.
from the same ancestor. Abraham. I cannot tell, unless,
as Urotius supposes, they were derived [rum the Dores. As for Hyrcanus, when he saw that Autiochus
that came of the Pelasgi. These are. by Herodotus, sprung from Isaac. And perhaps thus Eliezer of Damas
called Barbarians; and perhaps were derived from tne
is that very Damascus whom Tmgus Pompeius. as
Syrians and Arabians, the posterity of Abraham by cus
Keturah. See Antiq. b xir. ch. a. sect 22; and of the abridged by Justin, makes the founder of the Jewish
Vtar. h. i. ch. xxvL sect I; and timt. on 1 Mac. xii. 7 nation itself, though he afterwards blunders, and makes
We may farther observe, from the Recognitions of Cle Azelus, Adores, Abraham, and Israel, kings of Judea,
ment, that hlieaer. of Damascus, the servant ol Abra and successors to this Itamascus. It may not be improham. Gen. xv. 2, and xxiv. was of old hy s<»enc taken i<er to observe farther, that Moses Chorenensis, in his
for la, son. So that if the Lacedemonians wert- sprung
of the Armenians, inlorins us, tbat the nation
Don; him, they might think themselves to Ite of the history
the Parthiana was also derived from Abraham, by
posteiity of Abraham, as well as the Jews, who wert ofUettiruh,
and her children.
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had a preat army, and feared lest he should wherefore they desired his permission to build
lie caught by him, and brought to punishment them a Gymnasium at Jerusalem, f And
for what be had done to the Arabians, be when he had given them leave, they also hid
ended his life, and slew himself with his own the circumcision of their genitals, that even
hand; while Antiochus seized upon all bis when they were naked they might appear to
be Greeks. Accordingly, they left off all the
substance.
customs that belonged to their own country,
and imitated the practices of the other nations.
3. Now Antiochus, upon the agreeable
CHAPTER V.
situation of the affairs of his kingdom, re
BOW, UPON THE QUARRELS OF THE JEWS ONE solved to make an expedition against Egypt,
AGAINST ANOTHER ABOUT THE HIGH-PRIEST both because he had a desire to gain it, and
HOOD, ANTIOCHUS HADE AN EXPEDITION because he contemned the son of Ptolemy, as
AGAINST JERUSALEM, TOOK THE CITT, AND now weak, and not yet of abilities to manage
PILLAGED THE TEMPLE, AND DISTRESSED affairs of such consequence; so he came with
THE JEWS*: AS ALSO, HOW MANY OP THE great forces to Pelusium, and circumvented
JEWS FORSOOK THE LAWS OP THEIR COUN Ptolemy Philoinetor by treachery, and seized
TRY; AND HOW THE SAMARITANS FOLLOW upon Egypt. He then came to the places
ED THE CUSTOMS OF THE GREEKS, AND about Memphis ; and when' he had taken
NAMED THEIR TEMPLE AT MOUNT GEKIZ- them, be made haste to Alexandria, in hopes
ZIM, THE TEMPLE OF JUPITER HELLENIUS. of taking it by siege, and of subduing Ptole
my, who reigned there. But he was driven
§ 1. About this time, upon the death of not only from Alexandria, but out of all
Onias the high-priest, they gave the high- Egypt, by the declaration of the Romans,
priesthood to Jesus his brother; for that son who charged him to let that country alone.
which Onias left [or Onias IV.] was yet but Accordingly, as I have elsewhere formerly
an infant : and, in its proper place, we will declared, 1 will now give a particular account
inform the reader of all the circumstances that of what concerns this king, — how he subdued
befell this child. But this Jesus, who was the Judea and the temple; for in my former work
brother of Onias, was deprived of the high- I mentioned those things very briefly, and
priesthood by the king, who was angry with have therefore now thought it necessary to
him, and gave it to his younger brother, whose go over that history again, and that with great
name also was Onias; for Simon had these accuracy.
three sons, to each of whom the priesthood 3. King Antiochus returning out of Egypt, J
came, as we have already informed the rea for fc-t.r of the Romans, made an - x[.edition
der.* This Jesus changed bis name to Ja against the city Jerusalem; and when he was
son; but Onias was called Menelaus. Now, there, in the hundred and forty-third year of
as the former high-priest, Jesus, raised a se the kingdom of the Seleucidie, be took the
dition against Menelaus, who was ordained ' city without fighting, those of bis own party
after bim, the multitude were divided between opening the gates to him. And when he bad
them both. And the sons of Tobias took the gotten possession of Jerusalem, he slew many
part of Menelaus, but the greater part of the of the opposite party; and when he bad plun
people assisted Jason : and by that means dered it of a great deal of money, be returned
Menelaus and the sons of Tobias were dis to Antioch.
tressed, and retired to Antiochus, and informed 4. Now. it came to pass, after two years,
him, that they were desirous to leave the in the hundred and forty-fifth year, on the
laws of their country, and the Jewish way of twenty-fifth day of that month which is by us
living according to them, and to follow the called Chasleu, and by the Macedonians Apking's laws, and the Grecian way of living; peleus, in the hundred and fifty-third Olym
piad, that the king came up to Jerusalem,
• We have hitherto had but a few of those many and, pretending peace, he got possession of
citations where Josephus says that he had elsewhere for'I) treated of many things of which yet his present
btwi.s have Dot a syllable. Dor commt-ntators have * This word. "Gymnasium,** properly denotes a
hitherto been able to give no tolerable account of these place where the exercises were performed naked ; which,
ciutiuna. which are far too numerous, and that usually because it would naturally disUnguish circumcised Jews
ia all bis copies, both Greek and Latin, to be supposed from nnrircumcised Gentiles, these Jewish apostates
later interpolations! which is almost all that has been endeavoured
to appear uncircumi'lsed, by n.eans of a
finrterto uiil upon th a occasion. What I have to say chirurgieal operation,
hinted at by SL Paul. 1 Cor. \ ii.
briber U this, that we have but very few of these re IN. and described by Celsus,
b. vii. ch. xxv. as Dr. Hud
ferences
6e/or"e,
and
very
many
tn
and
after
the
history
son
here
informs
us.
at tniiochus Kpiphanefli and that Josephus's llrst book, ; Hereabout Josephns begins to follow the first boo
the Hebrew or Chaldre. as well as the Greek History of of the Muccabees, a most excellent and most authentie
the Jrwlsh War, long since lost, began with that very history; aud, accordingly, it is here with great fidelity
hi.iiiry. to that the references are most probably uuide anil
exactness abridged by him: between wlii.se present
to Ifiat edition of ttie seven books Of the War. See copies thrre seem to be fewer variations than id any other
several other example', hesidirs those, in the two sec sacred Hebrew book of the Old Testament whatever
tions brlore us. in Antiq- h. xiii. cb. ii. sect. I, 4; and (tor tins hook also was originally written in Hebrew**
eb. ir sect 6, 8; ch v. sect. G. lit ch. vili. sect. 4| and ivi'ich is very natural, because it was written so muctt
*a sui. iccl o, aitU Auiivj. u. sviii. cb. ii. sect. a.
.te.ner to the time uf Jorephus than the rest were*
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the city by treachery: at which time he spared souls, did not regard him, but did pay a
not so much as those that admitted him greater respect to the customs of their coun
into it, on account of the riches that lay in try than concern as to the punishment which be
-the temple; but, led by his covetous inclina threatened to the disobedient ; on which
tion (for he saw there was in it a great deal account they every day underwent great
of gold, and many ornaments that had been miseries and bitter torments; for they were
dedicated to it of very great value), and in whipped with rods, and their bodies were torn
order to plunder its wealth, he ventured to to pieces, and were crucified while they were
break the league he had made. So he left still alive and breathed: they also strangled
the temple bare, and took away the golden, those women and their sons whom they bad
candlesticks, and the golden altar [of incense], circumcised, as the king had appointed, hang
and table [of shew-bread], and the altar [of ing their sons about their necks as they were
burnt- offering] ; and did not abstain from upon the crosses. And if there were any
even the veils, which were made of fine linrti sacred book of the law found, it was des
and scarlet.' He also emptied it of its secret troyed; and those with whom they were
treasures, and left nothing at all remaining; found, miserably perished also.
and by this means cast the Jews into great 5. When the Samaritans saw the Jews un
lamentation, for he forbade them to offer der these sufferings, they no longer confessed
those daily sacrifices which they used to offer that they were of their kindred, nor that tha
to God, according to the law. And when.'' temple on Mount Gerizzim belonged to Al
he bad pillaged the whole city, some of the migMy God. This was according to tbcii
inhabitants he slew, and some he carried cap nature, as we have already shown. And tbey
tive, together with their wives and children, now said that they were a colony of Medei
so that the multitude of those captives that and Persians: and indeed they were a colony
were" taken alive amounted to about ten thou of theirs. So tbey sent ambassadors to Ansand. He also burnt down the finest build tiochus, and an epistle, whose contents are
ings; and when he had overthrown the city these: — "To king Antiochus the god, Epitvalls, he built a citadel in the lower part of phanes, a memorial from the Sidonians, who
the city,* for the place was high, and over live at Shechem. Our forefathers, upon cerlooked the temple, on which account he for tain frequent plagues, and as following a cer.
tified it with high walls and towers, and put tain ancient superstition, had a custom ol
into it a garrison of Macedonians. How observing that day which by the Jews is called
ever, in that citadel dwelt the impious and the Sabbath. f And when they had erected a
wicked part of the [Jewish] multitude.^from temple at the mountain called Gerizzim,
whom it proved that the citizens suffered though without a name, they offered upon it
many and sore calamities. And when the the proper sacrifices. Now, upon the just
king had built an idol altar upon God's altar, treatment of these wicked Jews, those that
he slew swine upon it, and so offered a sacri manage their affairs, supposing that we were
fice neither according to the law, nor the of kin to them, and practised as they do, make
Jewish religious worship in that country. He us liable to the same accusations, although
also compelled them to forsake the worship we are originally Sidonians, as is evident
which they paid their own God, and to adore from the public records. We therefore be
those whom he took to be gods; and made seech thee, our benefactor and saviour, to
them build temples, and raise idol altars, in give order to Apdllonius, the governor of this
every city and village, and offer swine upon part of the country, and to Nicanor, the pro
them every day. He also commanded them curator of thy affairs, to give us no disturb
not to circumcise their sons, and threatened ance, nor to lay to our charge what the Jews
to punish any that should be found to have are accused for, since we arc aliens from
transgressed his injunction. He also ap their nation, and from their customs; but let
pointed overseers, who should compel them our temple, which at present hath no name
to do what he commanded. And indeed at all, be named the Temple of Jupiter Helmany Jews there were who complied with the lenius. If this were once done, we should
king's commands, either voluntarily, or out be no longer disturbed, but should be more
of fear of the penalty that was denounced: intent on our own occupation with quietness,
but the best men, and those of the noblest and so bring in a greater revenue to thee."
• This citadel, of which we have such frequent men When the Samaritans had petitioned for this,
tion in the following history, both in the Maccabees and the king sent them aek the following an
Josephus, seems to have been a castle built on a lull, swer in an epistle:—" King Antiochus to
lower than
though
skirts,both;
and Nicanor. The Sidonians, who live at She
higher
than Mount
Mount Zion,
Moriah,
hut upon
betweenits them
which hill the enemies ol the Jews now got possession chem, have sent me the memorial inclosed.
of- ard built on it this citadel, and fortified it, lilt a
good while afterwards the Jews regained it. demolished
it, and levelled the hill itself with the common ground, 4 This allegation of the Samaritans is remarkable,
tost Ibeir enemies inula no more recover it, and might that though tbey were not Jews, yet did they, from allthence overlook the temple itseir, and do them such cient times, onserve the Sabbath-day, and, as they else,
mischief as they had long UDdcrgor-« from it. Antiq. where pretend, the Sabbatic Year also. Aouq. b. xi.
«. nil. ch vi. sect. 6,
ch. viiL set. 6mt
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When, therefore, we were advising with our honoured by the king. But Mattathias said
friends about it, the messengers sent by them that he would not do it; and that if all the
represented to us that they are no way con other nations would obey the commands of
cerned with accusations which belong to the Antiochus, either out of fear, or to please
Jews, but choose to live after the customs of him, yet would not he nor his sons leave the
the Greeks. Accordingly, we declare them religious worship of their country: but as
free from such accusations, and order that, soon as he had ended his speech, there came
agreeable to their petition, their temple be one of the Jews into the midst of them, and
named the Temple of Jupiter Hellenius." sacrificed as Antiochus had commanded. At
He also sent the like epistle to Apollonius, which Mattathias had great indignation, and
the governor of that part of the country, in the ran upon him violently with his sons, who had
forty-sixth year, and the eighteenth day of the swords with them, and slew both the man
himself that sacrificed, and Apelles the king's
month Hecatombeon.
general, who compelled them to sacrifice, with
a few of his soldiers. He also overthrew the
idol altar, and cried out, " If," said he, " any
one be zealous for the laws of his country,
CHAPTER YL
and for the worship of God, let bim follow
HOW, UPON ANTIOCHUS'S PROHIBITION TO me;" and when be had said this, be made
THE JEWS TO MAKE USE OF THE LAWS OF haste into the desert with his sons, and left
THEIR COUNTRY, MATTATHIA8, THE SON ail his substance in the village. Many others
OF ASAMONEUS, ALONE DESPISED THE KING, did the same also, and tied with their children
AND OVERCAME THE GENERALS OF ANTI- and wives into the desert, and dwelt in caves;
OCHUS'S ARMY: AS ALSO CONCERNING THE but when the king's generals heard this, tbey
DEATH OF MATTATHIAS, AND THE SUCCES took all the forces they then had in the cita
del at Jerusalem, and pursued the Jews into
SION OF JUDAS.
the desert; and when they had overtaken
§ 1. Now at this time there was one whose them, they in the first place endeavoured to
name was Mattathias, who dwelt at Modin, persuade them to repent, and to choose what
the son of John, the son of Simeon, the son of was most for their advantage, and not put
Asamoneus, a priest of the order of Joarib, them to the necessity of using them according
and a citizen of Jerusalem. He had five to the law of war ; but when they would not
sons; John, who was called Gaddis, and Si comply with their persuasions, but continued
mon, who was called Matthes, and Judas, to be of a different mind, they fought against
who was called Maccabeus,* and- Eleazar, them on the Sabbath-day, and they burnt them
who was called Auran, and Jonathan, who as they were in the caves, without resistance,
was called Apphus. Now this Mattathias and without so much as stopping up the en
lamented to bis children the sad state of their trances of the caves. And they avoided to
affair;, and the ravage made in the city, and defend themselves on that day, because they
the plundering of the temple, and the cala were not willing to break in upon the honour
mities the multitude were under; and he told they owed the Sabbath, even in such dis
Jhem that it was better for them to die for tresses; for our law requires that we rest upon
the laws of their country, than to live so in- that day. There were about a thousand, with
their wives and children, who were smothered
gloriously as they then did.
2. But when those that were appointed by and died in these caves: but many of those
the king were come to Modin, that they might that escaped joined themselves to Mattathias,
compel the Jews to do what they were com and appointed him to be their ruler, who
manded, and to enjoin those that were there taught them to fight even on the Sabbath-day ;
to offer sacrifice, as the king had commanded, and told them that unless they would do so,
they desired that Mattathias, a person of the they would become their own enemies, by ob
rreatest character among them, both on other serving the law [so rigorously], while their
accounts, and particularly on account of such adversaries would still assault them on this
a numerous and so deserving a family of chil day, and they would not then defend them
dren, would begin the sacrifice, because his selves; and that nothing could then hinder
fellow-citizens would follow bis example, and but they must all perish without fighting.
occause such a procedure would make him This speech persuaded them ; and this rule
continues among us to this day, that if there
• That thia appellation of Maccabee was not drat of
a necessity, we may fight on Sabbath-days.
all riven to Judas Maccabeus, nor was derived from any be
So Mattathias got a great army about him,
initial
letters
of
the
Hebrew
wordt
on
bis
banner,
'*
Mi
Kamoaa Be Elim. Jehovah (M Who is like unto tbee and overthrew their idol altars, and slew those
atnoox the Rods. O Jehovah.*") Exod. xv. 11. as the that broke the laws, even all that he could
modern Rabbins vainly pretend, see Authent- dec. part L get under his power; for many of them were
p- 216. w\.
we may
note, byandthe their
way, posterity,
that the
original
nameOnly
of these
Maccabees,
dispersed among the nations round about them
was Asamonrans; which was derived from Asamon«-us. tor fear of him. He also commanded that
the rreat-grsndfather of Mattathiss, as Jotcpbus here those boys who were not yet circumcised
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should be circumcised now; and be drove
those away that were appointed to hinder such
their circumcision.
3. But when he bad ruled one year, and
was fallen into a distemper, be called for his
sons, and set them round about him, and
said, " O my sons, I am going the way of all
the earth ; and I recommend to you my re
solution, and beseech you not to be negligent
in keeping it, but to be mindful of the de
sires of hiin who begat you, and brought you
up, and to preserve the customs of your
country, and to recover your ancient form of
government, which is in danger of being over
turned, and not to be carried away with those
that, either by their own inclination, or out of
necessity, betray it, but to become such sons
as are worthy of me; to be above all force
and necessity, and so to dispose your souls,
as to be ready, when it shall be necessary, to
die for your laws; as sensible of this, by
just reasoning, that if God see that you are
so disposed, he will not everlook you, but
will have a great value for your virtue, and
will restore to you again what you have lost,
and will return to you that freedom in which
you shall live quietly, and enjoy your own
customs. Your bodies are mortal, and sub
ject to fate; but they receive a sort of immor
tality, by the remembrance of what actions
they have done ; and I would have you so in
love with this immortality, that you may
pursue after glory, and that, when you have
undergone the greatest difficulties, you may
not scruple, for such things, to lose your lives.
I exhort you especially to agree one with an
other; and in what excellency any one of
you exceeds another, to yield to him so far,
and by that means to reap the advantage of
every one's own virtues. Do you then es
teem Simon as your father, because he is a
man of extraordinary prudence, and be go
verned by him in what counsels he gives you.
Take Maccabeus for the general of your army,
because of his courage and strength, for be
will avenge your nation, and will bring ven
geance on your enemies. Admit among you
the righteous and religious, and augment I'-eir
power."
4. When Mattathias had thus discoursr'i'to
his sons, and bad prayed to God to be their
assistant, and to recover to the people their
former constitution, he died a little afterward,
and was buried at Modin ; all the people mak
ing great lamentation for him. Whereupon
bis son Judas took upon him the administra
tion of public affairs, in the hundred and
forty-sixth year; and thus, by the ready as
sistance of his brethren, and of others, Judas
cast their enemies out of the country, and put
those of their own country to death who had
transgressed its laws, and purified the land of
«U the pollutions that were in it.

BOOK XII.

CHAPTER VIL
HOW JUDAS OVERTHREW THE FORCES O*
AFOLLONIUS AND SERON, AND KILLED THE
GENERALS OF THEIR ARMIES THEMSELVES;
AND HOW WHEN, A LITTLE WHILE AFTER
WARD, LYSIAS AND GORGIAS WERE. BEATEN,
HE WENT UP TO JERUSALEM, AND PURI
FIED THE TEMPLE.

§ I. When Apollonius, the general of the
Samaritan forces, heard this, he took bis army,
and made haste to go against Judas, who
met him, and joined battle with him, and beat
hid), and slew many of his men, and among
them Apollonius himself, their general, whose
sword, being that which he happened then to
wear, he seized upon and kept for himself; but
he wounded more than he Blew, and took a
great deal of prey from the enemy's camp, and
went his way; but when Seron, who was
general of the army of Celesyria, heard that
many had joined themselves to Judas, and
that be bad about him an army sufficient for
fighting and for making war, be determined
to make an expedition against mm, as think
ing it became him to endeavour to punish
those that transgressed the king's injunctions.
He then got together an army, as large as he
was able, and joined to it the runagate and
wicked Jews, and came against Judas. He
then came as far as Bethoron, a village of Judea, and there pitched his camp; upon wnich
Judas met him, and when he intended to give
him battle, he saw that his soldiers were back
ward to fight, because their number was small,
and because they wanted food, for they were
fasting, he encouraged them, and said to them,
that victory and conquest of enemies are not
derived from the multitude in armies, but in
the exercise of piety towards God ; and that
they had the plainest instances in their forefa
thers, who, by their righteousness, and exert
ing themselves on behalf of their own laws,
and their own children, had frequently con
quered many ten thousands., — for innocence
is the strongest army. By this speech lie in
duced his men to contemn the multitude of
the enemy, and to fall upon Seron; and upon
joining battle with him, he beat tbe Syrians;
and when their general fell among the rest,
they all ran away with speed, as thinking
that to be their best way of escaping. So
he pursued them unto the plain, and slew
about eight hundred of the enemy; but tbe
rest escaped to the region which lay near to
the sea.
2. When king Antiochus heard of these
things, he was very angry at what had hap
pened ; so he got together all his own army,
with many mercenaries, whom be had hired
from tbe islands, and took them with him, and
pre, ared to break into Judea about the
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beginning of the spring; but when, upon his proves to be to us much more desirable, by
mustering his soldiers, he perceived that his its affording us the liberty of worshipping
treasures were deficient, and there was a want God. Since, therefore, you are in such cir
of money in them, for ull the taxes were not cumstances at present, you must either recover
paid, by reason of the seditions there had been that liberty, and so regain a happy and blessed
kinuiig the nations, he having 'been so mag way of living, which is that according to our
nanimous and so liberal, that what he had was laws, and the customs of our country, or to
not sufficient for him, he therefore resolved submit to the most opprobrious sufferings ;
first to go into Persia, and collect the taxes nor will any seed of your nation remain if you
of that country. Hereupon he left one whose be beat in this battle. Fight therefore man
name was Lysias, who was in great repute fully; and suppose that you must die, though
with him, governor of the kingdom, as far as you do not fight; but believe, that besides
the bounds of Egypt, and of the Lower Asia, such glorious rewards as those of the liberty
and reaching from <che river Euphrates, and of your country, of your laws, of your religion,
committed to him a certain part of his forces, you shall then obtain everlasting glory. Pre
mil of his elephants, and charged him to bring pare yourselves, therefore, and put yourselves
up his son Antiochus with all possible care, into such an agreeable posture, that you may
until he came back; and that he should con be ready to fight with the enemy as soon as it
quer Judea, and take its inhabitants for slaves, is day to-morrow morning."
and utterly destroy Jerusalem, and abolish the 4. And this was the speech which Judas
whole nation ; and when king Antiochus had made to encourage them. But when the ene
given these things in charge to Lysias, he my sent Gorgias, with five thousand foot and
went into Persia; and in the hundred and one thousand horse, that be might fall upon
forty-seventh year, he passed over Euphrates, Judas by night, and bad for that purpose cer
and went to the superior provinces.
tain of the runagate Jews as guides, the son
3. Upon this Lysias chose Ptolemy, the of Mattathias perceived it, and resolved to fall
son of Dorymenes, and Nicauor, and Gorgias, upon those enemies that were in their camp,
very potent men among the kings friends, and now their forces were divided. When they
delivered to them forty thousand foot-soldiers had therefore supped in good time, and had
and seven thousand horsemen, and sent them left many fires in their camp, he marched all
against Judea, who came as far as the city night to those enemies that were at Em mans;
Einmaus, and pitched their camp in the plain so that when Gorgias found no enemy in their
country. There came also to them auxiliaries camp, but suspected that they were retired
out of Syria, and the country round about; und had hidden themselves^ among the moun
as also many of the runagate Jews; and be- tains, he resolved to go and seek them where
lidcs these came some merchants to buy those soever they were. But, about break of day,
that should be carried captives (having bonds Judas appeared to those enemies that were at
with them to hind those that should be made Emtpaus, with only three thousand men, and
prisoners), with that silver and gold which they those ill armed, by reason of their poverty;
were to pay for their price; and when Judas and when he saw the enemy very well and
saw their camp, and how numerous their ene skilfully fortified in their camp, he encouraged
mies were, he persuaded his own soldiers to the Jews, and told them, that they ought to
be of good courage; and exhorted them tojl .fight, though it were with their naked bodies,
place their hopes of victory in God, and to for that God had sometimes of old given
make supplication to him, according to the such men strength, and that against such as
custom of their country, clothed in saakcloth; were more in number, and were armed also,
and to show what was their usual habit of out of regard to their great courage. So he
supplication in the greatest dangers, and there coj/jmanded the trumpeters to sound for the
by to prevail with God to grant you the victory 1 tie: and by thus falling upon the enemy
over your enemies. So he set them in their w"*-n they did not expect it, and thereby
ancient order of battle used by their forefathers, astonishing and disturbing their minds, he slew
under their captains of thousands, and other many of those that resisted him, and went on
officers, and dismissed such as were newly pursuing the rest as fur as Gadara, and the
nmrried, as well as those that had newly gained plains of Idumea, and Ashdod, and Jamnia:
possessions, that they might not light in a and of these there fell about three thousand.
cowardly manner, out of an inordinate love of Yet did Judas exhort his soldiers not to be
life, in order to enjoy those blessings. When too desirous of the spoils, for that still they
he had thus disposed his soldiers, he en must have a contest and battle with Gorgias,
couraged them to fight by the following and the forces that were with bim : but that
•peecd, which he made to them: — M O my when they bad once overcome them, then they
feilow-soldiers, no other time remains more might securely plunder the camp, because
opportune than the present for courage and they were the only enemies remaining, and
contempt of dangers; for ifyou now tight man they expected no others. And just n* tut
fully, you may recover yo.ir liberty, which, as was speaking to his soldiers, Gorgias's men
t is a thing of itself agreeable to all men, so it looked down into that army which they left in
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their camp, and saw tbat it was overthro\«n, the five and twentieth day of the month Casand the camp burnt; for the smoke that k'U, which the Macedonians called Apelleus,
arose from it showed them, even when they they lighted the lamps tbat were on the can
were a great way 00°, what bad happeueJ. dlestick, and offered incense upon the nit : r
When, therefore, those tbat were with Gor- [of incense], and laid the loaves upon tli«
gias understood tbat things were in this pos table [of shew-bread], and offered burnt-otfciture, and perceived tbat those that were with ings upon the new altar [of burnt-oriVringj
Judas were ready to fight them, they also Now it so fell out, that these things were don
were affrighted, and put to Bight ; but then on the very same day on which their divin
Judas, as though he had already beaten Gor- worship bad fallen off, and was reduced to
gias's soldiers without fighting, returned, and profane and common use, after three years
seized on the spoils. He took a great quan time ; for so it was, tbat the temple was mad
tity of gold and silver, and purple, and blue, desolate by Antiochus, and so continued fo
and then returned home with joy, and singing three years. This desolation happened to th
hymns to God for their good success; for this temple in the hundred forty and fifth year
victory greatly contributed to the recovery of on the twenty-fifth day of the month Apel
leus, and on the hundred and fifty - thir
their liberty.
5. Hereupon Lysias was confounded at the olympiad: but it was dedicated anew, on the
defeat of the army which he bad sent, and the same day, the twenty-firth of the month Apel
next year he got together sixty thousand cho leus, in the hundred and forty -eighth year,
sen men. He also took five thousand horse and on the hundred and fifty-fourth olympiad.
men, and fell upon Judea; and he went up And this dcsolution came to pass according
to the hill country of Bethsur, a village of to the prophecy of Daniel, which was given
Judea, and pitched his camp there, where four hundred and eight years before; for he
Judas met him with ten thousand men; and declared that the Macedonians would dissolve
when he saw the great number of his enemies, that worship [for some time].
be prayed to God that he would assist him, 7. Now Judas celebrated the festival of
and joined battle with the first of the enemy the restoration of the sacrifices of the temple
that appeared, and beat them, and slew about for eight days ; and omitted no sort of plea
five thousand of them, and thereby became sures thereon : but he feasted them upoit very
terrible to the rest of them. Nay, indeed, rich and splendid sacrifices; and he honoured
Lysias observing the great spirit of the Jews, God, and delighted them, by hymns and
how they were prepared to die rather than psalms. Nay, tbey were so very glad at the
lose their liberty, and being afraid of their revival of their customs, when after a long
desperate way oPfighting, as if it were real time of intermission, tbey unexpectedly had
strength, he took the rest of the army back regained the freedom of tbeir worship, that
with bira, and returned to Antioch, where he they made it a law for their posterity, (but
listed foreigners into the service, and prepared they should keep a festival, on account of the
restoration of their temple worship, for eight
to fall upon Judea with a greater army.
6. When, therefore, the generals of Antio- days. And from that time to this we cele
chus's armies had been beaten so often, Judas brate this festival, and call it Lights. I
assembled the people together, and told tbem, suppose the reason was, because this liberty
that after these many victories which God beyond our hopes appeared to us; and that
had given them, they ought to go up to Jeru thence was the name given to that festival.
salem, and purify the temple, and offer the Judas also rebuilt the walls round about the
appointed sacrifices. But as soon as he, with city, and reared towers of great height against
the whole multitude, was come to Jerusalem, the incursions of enemies, and set guards
and found the temple deserted, and its gates therein. He also fortified the city Bethsura,
burnt down, and plants growing in the temple that it might serve as a citadel against any
of their own accord, on account of its deser distresses tbat might come from our enemies.
tion, he and those that were with him began
to lament, and were quite confounded at the
sight of the temple; so he chose out some
of his soldiers, and gave them order to fight
CHAPTER VIII.
against those guards that were in the citadel,
until he should have purified the temple. HOW JUDAS SUBDUED THE NATIONS SOUND
When, therefore, he had carefully purged it, /BOUT; AND HOW SIMON BEAT THE PEO
and had brought in new vessels, the candle
PLE OF TYKE AND PTOLEHAIS; AND HOW
stick, the table [of sbew-bread], and the altar JUDAS OVEUTHBEW TIMOTHEUS, AND
[of incense], which were made of gold, he FOBCED HIM TO FLY AWAY, AND DID MANY*
hung up the veils at the gates, and added OTHEB THINGS AFTEB JOSEPH AND AZA.
doors to them. He also took down the altar BIAS HAD BEEN BEATEN.
[of burnt-offering], and built a new one of
stones tnat he gathered together, and not of j 1. When these things were over, the nations
such as were hewn with iron tools. So on round aU.iut tba Jews were very lUMPlJ
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■t the revival of their power, and rose up
together, and destroyed many of them, as
gaining advantage over them by laying snares
for them, and making* secret conspiracies
against them. Judas made perpetual expedi
tions against these men, and endeavoured to
restrain them from those incursions, and to
prevent the mischiefs they did to the Jews.
So he feH upon the Idumcans, the posterity
of Esau, at Acrabattene, and slew a great
many of them, and took their spoils. He also
ahut up the sons of Bean, that laid wait for
the Jews; and he sat down about them, and
besieged them, and burnt their towers, and
destroyed the men [that were in them]. After
this ' he went thence in haste against the
Ammonites, who had a great and a numerous
army, of which Timotbeus was the com
mander. And when he had subdued them, he
seized on the city Jazer, and took their wives
and their children captives, and burnt the
city, and then returned into Judea.
But
when the neighbouring nations understood
that he was returned, they got together in
great numbers in the land of Gilead, and
came against those Jews that were at their
borders, who then Bed to the garrison of Dathema; and sent to Judas, to inform him that
Timotheus was endeavouring to take the
place whither they were fled. And as these
epistles were reading, there came other mes
sengers out of Galilee, who informed him that
the inhabitants of Ptolemais, and of Tyre and
Sidon, and strangers of Galilee, Were gotten
together.
2. Accordingly Judas, upon considering
what was fit to be done with relation to the
necessity both these cases required, gave order
that Simon his brother should take three
thousand chosen men, and go to the assistance
of the Jews in Galilee, while he and another
of his brothers, Jonathan, made haste into the
land of Gilead with eight thousand soldiers.
And he left Joseph, the son of Zacharias, and
Azarias, to be over the rest of the forces ; and
charged them to keep Judea very carefully,
ind to fight no battles with any persons
whomsoever until his return. Accordingly,
Simon went into Galilee, and fought the ene
my, and put them to flight, and pursued them
to the very gates of Ptolemais, and slew about
three thousand of them, and took the spoils of
those that were slain, and those Jews whom
they had made captives, with their baggage,
and then returned home.
3. Now as for Judas Maccabeus, and his
brother Jonathan, they passed over the river
Jordan; and when they had gone three days
journey, they lighted upon the Nabateans, who
came to meet them peaceably, and who told
them how the affairs of those in the land of
Gilead stood, and how many of them were
in distress, and driven into garrisons, and into
the cities of Galilee; and exhorted him to
make basta te go ajiinst the foreigners, and
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to endeavour to save his own countrymen oat
of their hands; To this exhortation Judas
hearkened, and returned into the wilderness ;
and in the first place fell upon the inhabitants
of Bosor, and took the city, and beat the in
habitants, and destroyed all the males, and all
that were able to fight, and burnt the city.
Nor did he stop even when night came on,
but he journeyed in it to the garrison where
the Jews happened to be then shut up, and
where Timotheus lay round the place with
his army: and Judas came upon the city in
the morning; and when he found that the
enemy were making an assault upon the
walls, and that some of them brought ladders,
on which they might get upon those walls,
and that others brought engines [to batter
them], he bid the trumpeter to sound his
trumpet, and he encouraged his soldiers cheer
fully to undergo dangers for the sake of their
brethren and kindred; he also parted his army
into three bodies, and fell upon the backs
of their enemies.
But when Timotbeus's
men perceived that it was Maccabeus that was
upon them, of both whose courage and good
success in war they had formerly bad suf
ficient experience, tbey were put to flight;
but Judas followed them with bis army, and
slew about eight thousand of them. He then
turned aside to a city of the foreigners called
Malle, and took it, and slew all the males,
and burnt the city itself. He then removed
from thence, and overthrew Casphom and
Bosor, and many other cities of the land of
Gilead.
4. But not long after this, Timotheus pre
pared a great army, and took many others as
auxiliaries; and induced some of the Arabians,
by the promise of rewards, to go with him
in this expedition, and came with his army
beyond the brook, over against the city
Raphon: and he encouraged his soldiers, if
it came to a battle with the Jews, to fight
courageously, and to hinder their passing over
the brook; for be said to them beforehand,
that, " if they come over it, we shall be beat
en." And when Judas heard that Timotheus
prepared himself to fight, he took all his own
army, and went in haste against Timotheus
his enemy; and when he had passed over the
brook, he fell upon his enemies, and some of
them met him, whom he slew, and others
of them he so terrified, that he compelled
them to throw down their arms and fly; and
some of them escaped, but some of them fled
to what was called the Temple of Carnaim, '
and hoped thereby to preserve themselves;
but Judas took the city, and slew them, and
burnt the temple, and so used several ways of
destroying his enemies.
5. When be had done this, he gathered the
Jews together, with their children, and wives,
and the substance that belonged to them, and
was going to bring them back into Judea.
But as soon ..> k> wan eat* to a •attain city.
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tlie name of which was Ephron, that loy up befel the forces commanded by Joseph and
on the road (and as it was not possible for Azarias, which he understood would happen
him to go any other way, so he was not will if they broke any of the injunctions he had
ing to go back again), he then sent to the in given them. But Judas and his brethren did
habitants, and desired that they would open nut leave off fighting with the Idumeaus, but
tbeir gates, and permit them to go on their pressed upon tbem on all sides, and took from
way through the city; for tbey had stopped them the city of Hebron, and demolished all*'
up the gates with stones, and cut off their pas its fortifications, and set all its towers on fire,
sage through it. And when the inhabitants and burnt tbe country of the foreigners, and
of Ephron would not agree to this proposal, the city Marissa. They came also to Ash.
he encouraged those that were with him, and dod, and took it, and laid it waste, and took
encompassed the city round, and besieged it, away a great deal of the spoils and prey thai
and, lying round it, by day and night, took were in it, and returned to J udea.
the city, and slew every male in it, and burnt
it all down, and so obtained a way through
it; and the multitude of those that were skin
was so great, that they went over the dead
CHAPTER IX.
bodies. So they came over Jordan, and ar
rived at the great plain, over against which is CONCERNING THE DEATH OF ANTIOCHUS EFSsituate the city Betbshan, which is called by FHANES; HOW ANT10CHBSEUPATOR FOUGHT
the Greeks Scythopolis.* And going away AGAINST JUDAS, AND BESIEGED HIM IN IH1
hastily from thence, tbey came into Judea, TEMPLE, AND AFTERWARDS MADE PEACE
singing psalms and hymns as they went, and WITH HIM, AND DEPASTED. OF AIX1MUS
indulging such tokens of mirth as are usual AND ONIAS.
in triumphs upon victory. They also offered
thank-offerings, both for their good success, § 1. About this time it was that king An.
and for the preservation of their army, for tiochus, as he was going over the upper coun
not one of the Jews was slain in these bat- tries, heard that there was a very rich city in
tles.f
Persia, called Elyirusis; and therein a very
6. But as to Joseph, the son of Zacharias, rich temple of Diana, and that it was full of
and Azarias, whom Judas left generals [of the all sorts of donations dedicated to it; as ul.-o
rest of his forces] at the same time when Si weapons and breast-plates, which, upon in
mon was in Galilee, fighting against the peo quiry, he found had been left there by Alex
ple of Ptolemais, and Judas himself, and his ander, the son of Philip, king of Macedonia;
brother Jonathan, were in the land of Gilead, and being incited by these motives, be went
did these men also affect the glory of being in haste to Elymais, and assaulted it, and be.
courageous generals in war, in order whereto sieged it. But as those that were in it were
they took the army that was under their com not terrified at his assault, nor at his siege,
mand, and came to Jamnia. There Gorgias, but opposed him very courageously, he was
the general of the forces of Jamnia, met beateu off his hopes; for they drove him away
them; and upon joining battle with him, they from the city, and went out and pursued af
lo two thousand of their army,} and fled ter him, insomuch that he fled away as far as
away, and were pursued to the very borders Babylon, and lost a great many of his army ;
of Judea. And this misfortune befel tbem and when he was grieving for this disappoint,
by their disobedience to what injunctions Ju ment, some persons told him of tbe defeat of
das had given tbem, not to fight with any one his commanders whom he had left behind biin
before his return. For besides the rest of to fight against Judea, and what strength the
Judas's sagacious counsels, one may well Jews had already gotten. When this concern
wonder at this concerning the misfortune that about these affairs was added to the former,
• Tbe reason why Beltlshan ni called Scythopolis li he was confounded, and, by tbe anxiety he
well known from Herodotus, b. i. page 105. and Syncel- was in, fell into a distemper, which, as it last
lue, p. 214, that the Scythians, when tbey over-ran Asia, ed a great while, and as his pains increased
lu the days of Josiah, aeized on Una city, and kept it ai
Ion* ji they continued in Am i, from which time it re. upon him, so he at length perceived be should
laiard the name of Scytbopolia, or the City of the Scy- die in a little time; so he called his friends
iBtatts.
4 Thii moat providential preservation of all the reli to him, and told them that his distemper was
gious Jews in this expedition, which was according to severe upon him, and confessed withal, that
the will of God, is observablt ofien among God's people, this calamity was sent upon him for the mi
tlu- Jews; and somewhat very like it in the changes of series be bad brought upon the Jewish natiou,
the four monarchies, which were also providential. See while he plundered their temple and contemned
Prideaux at the years 331. 333, and .£11.
t Here is another great instance of providence, that their God; and when he had said this, he
. when, even at tbe very time that Simon, and Judas, and gave
up the ghost. Whence one may wonder at
Jonathan, were so miraculously preserved and blessed, in Polybius
of Megalopolis, who, though other
the just defence of their laws and religion, tbeae other ge
nerals of the Jews, who went to fight for honour in a wise a good man, yet soith that " Antiochu-,
vainglorious way. aod without any commission from God, died, because he hud a purpose to plunder the
or lh. family he had raised up lo deliver them, were miurutuj diaappointad awl debated. 9m 1 Mas. v. 61, ox. | temple of I>iana in Persia " for the purposing
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to do a thing,* but not actually doing it, should be taken by Judas and those that *,
is not worthy of punishment. But if Poly- with him, unless be would send them suc
bi us could think that Antiochus thus lost his cours. When Antiochus, who was but a child,
life on that account, it is much more probable heard this, he was angry, and sent for his cap
that this king died on account of his sacrilegi tains and his friends, and gave order that they
ous plundering of the temple at Jerusalem, should get an army of mercenaries together,
tint we will not contend about this matter with such men also of his own kingdom as
with those who may think that the cause as- were of an age fit for war. Accordingly, an
Mgned by this Polybius of Megalopolis is army was collected of about a hundred thou
learer the truth than that assigned by us.
sand footmen, and twenty thousand horsemen,
2. However, Antiochus, before he died, and* thirty-two elephants.
railed for Philip, who was one of his compa
4. So the king took this army, and marched
nions, and made him the guardian of his king hastily out of Antioch, with Lysias, who had
dom; and gave him bis diadem, and his gar the command of the whole, and came to
ment, and his ring, and charged him to carry Idumea, and thence went up to the city Beththem, and deliver them to his son Antiochus; sun*., a city that was strong, and not to be
and desired him to take care of his education, taken without great difficulty. He set about
and to preserve the kingdom for him.f This this city, and besieged it; and while the in
Antiochus died in the hundred forty and ninth habitants of Bethsura courageously opposed
year: but it was Lysias that declared his him, and sallied out upon him, and burnt his
death to the multitude, and appointed his son engines of war, a great deal of time was spent
Antiochus to be king (of whom at present be in the siege; but when Judas heard of the
king's coming, he raised the siege of the cita
had the care), and called him Eupator.
.3. At this time it was that the garrison del, and met the king, and pitched his camp
in the citadel at Jerusalem, with the Jewish in certain straits, at a place called Bethzacharunagates, did a great deal of harm to the riah, at the distance of seventy furlongs from
Jews: for the soldiers that were in that gar the enemy; but the king soon drew his forces
rison rushed out upon the sudden, and de from Bethsura, and brought them to those
stroyed such as were going up to the temple straits; and as soon as it was day, he put h.'s
in order to offer their sacrifices, for this cita men in battle-array, and made his elephants
del adjoined to and overlooked the temple. follow one another through the narrow passes,
When these misfortunes had often happened j because they could not be set sideways by
to them, Judas resolved to destioy that garri l one another. Now round about every eleson; whereupon he got ull the people toge ' phant there were a thousand footmen and tive
ther, and vigorously besieged those that were hundred horsemen. The elephants also had
in the citadel. This was in the hundred and high towers [upon their backs], and archers
fiftieth year of the dominion of the Seleucidx. [in them]; and he also made the rest of his
So he made engines of war, and erected army to go up the mountains, and put his
bulwarks, and very zealously pressed on to friends before the rest; and gave ordffra for
t ike the citadel. But there were not a few the army to shout aloud, and so he attacked
»f the runagates who were in the place, that the enemy. He also exposed to sight their
went out by night into the country, and got golden and brazen shields, so that a glorious
together some other wicked-men like them- splendour was sent from them ; and when
-dye*, and went to Antiochus the king, and they shouted, the mountains echoed again.
desired of bun that he would not suffer them When Judas saw this, he was not terrified,
to be neglected, under the great hardships that but received the enemy with great courage,
1.) v upon them from those of their own nation; and slew about six hundred of the first ranks.
and this because their sufferings were occasion But when his brother Eleazar, whom they
ed on his father's account, while they left the called Auran, saw the tallest of all the ele
religious worship oftheir fathers, and preferred phants armed with royal breast -plates, and
titat which he had commanded them to fol supposed that the king was upon him, he
low: that there was danger lest the citadel, attacked him with great quickness and bra
and those appointed to garrison it by the king, very. He also slew many of those that were
* "-itice St. Paul, a Phariaec, coniesv»s th.it tie had not about the elephant, and scattered the rest,
known
dnirrl.
to beshall
kinful,not had
not and then went under the belly of the ele
t*te te<itheoncupitcence,
commandmentor »aid,
"Thou
covet.**
phant, and smote him, and slew him; so the
flxn.vh ?; (lie case seem* to have been much the name elephant
fell upon Eleazar, and by his weight
with our Jowphut, who wai of the tame tret, that hr
had not a deep tense of the greatness of any tint that crushed him to death. And thus did this
piorredeal no forther than the intention. tlnwrver. man
come to his end, when he hail first cou
Jotphut tp**akt properly of the punishment of
draih. which It not infliiMed by any law, either of (!od rageously destroyed many of his enemies.
or man, lor the barr intention, hit words need not he 5. But Judas, seeing the strength of the
tttHflal to mean, that sins intended, but Dot executed, enemy, retired to Jerusalem, and prepared to
were no tint at all
* No wooder th.it Josephns here uVacrinet Antiochus endure a siege. As for Antiochus, hn sent
Pupa!or at young, and wanting tuition, when he Cftme part of his army to Bethsura, to besiege it,
I*(ha crown, unw Appian informs tit (Syrlac. p. 177} and
with the rc*t of his army he
that lie was then but did*- years old.
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Jerusalem; but tbe inhabitants of Bethsura
were terrified at his strength; and seeing
that their provisions grew scarce, they dehrered themselves up on the security of oaths
that they should suffer no bard treatment
from the king. And when Antiocbus had
thus taken the city, he did them no other
barm than sending them out naked. He also
placed a garrison of his own in the city: but
as for the temple of Jerusalem, he lay at its
siege a long time, while they within bravely
defended it; for what engines soever the king
set against them, they set other engines again
to oppose them, lint then their provisions
failed them; what fruits of the ground they had
laid up were spent, and the land being not
ploughed that year, continued uusowed, be
cause it was the seventh year, on which, by
our laws, we are obliged to let it lie unculti
vated. And withal, so many of tbe besieged
ran away for want of necessaries, that but a
few only were left in the temple.
6. And these happened to be the circum
stances of 3uch as were besieged in the tem
ple. But then, because Lysias, the general
of the army, and Antiocbus, the King, were
informed that Philip was coining upon them
out of Persia, and was endeavouring to get
the management of public affairs to himself,
they came into these sentiments, to leave the
siege, and to make haste to go against Phi
lip; yet did they resolve not to let this be
known to the soldiers or the officers; but the
king commanded Lysias to speak openly to
the soldiers and the officers, without saying a
word about the business of Philip; and to
intimate to them that the siege would be very
long; that the place was very strong; that
they were already in want of provisions;
that many affairs of the kingdom wanted re
gulation; and that it was much better to
make a league with the besieged, and to be
come friends to their whole nation, by per
mitting them to observe the laws of their la
thers, while they broke out into this war only
because they were deprived of them, and so to
depart home. When Lysias hall discoursed
thus with them, both the army and the officers
were pleased with this resolution.
7. Accordingly the king sent to Judas, and
to those that were besieged with him, and
promised to give them peace, and to permit
them to make use of and Uve according to
the laws of their fathers ; and they gladly re
ceived his proposals; and when they had
gained security upon oath for their perform
ance, they went out of the temple: but when
Antiocbus came into it, and saw how strong
the place was, he broke bis oaths, and ordered
his army that was there to pluck down the
walls to the ground; and when he had so
done, he returned to Antioch. He also car
ried with him Onias the high-priest, who was
also called Menelaus; for I.ysias advised the
king to slay Mennlaus. if he would have the
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Jews be quiet, and cause him no farther disturb
ance, for that this man was the origin of all
the mischief the Jews had done them, by per
suading bis father to compel the Jews to leave
the religion of their fathers; so the king sent
Menelaus to Berea, a city of Syria, and there
had him put to death, when he had been
high-priest ten years. He had been a wicked
and an impious man; and, in order to get
the government to himself, had compelled his
nation to transgress their own laws. After
the death of Menelaus, Alcimus, who was
also called Jacimus, was made hivh-priest.
lint when king Antiochus found that Philip
had already possessed himself of the govern
ment, he made war against him, and subdued
him, and took him, and slew him. Mow, as
to Onias, the son of the high-priest, who, as
we before informed you, wus left a child
when his father died, when he saw that the
kiug had slain his uncle Menelaus, and given
the high-priesthood to Alcimus, who Mas not
of the high-priest stock, but was induced by
Lysias to translate that dignity from his fa
mily to another house, he lied to Ptolemy,
king of Egypt; and when he found he was
in great esteem with him, and with his wile
Cleopatra, he desired and obtained a place in
the Nonius of Heliopolis, wherein he built a
temple bke to that at Jerusalem; of which,
therefore, we shall hereafter give an account,
in a place more proper for it.

CHAPTER X.
HOW BACCHIDES, THE GENERAL OF DEMETRIUS'S ARMY, MADE AN EXPEDITION AGAINST
JUDFA, AND RETURNED WITHOUT SUC
CESS; AND HOW NICANOR WAS SENT A
LITTLE AFTERWARD AGAINST JUDAS, AND
FKR1S11ED, TOGETHER WITH HIS ARMY; A3
ALSO CONCERNING THE DEATH or ALCI
MUS, AND THE SUCCESSION OF JUDAS.

§ 1. About the same time Demetrius, the
son of Seleucus, fled away from Rome, and
took Tripoli, a city of Syria, and set the dia
dem on his own head. He also gathered cer
tain mercenary soldiers together, and entered
into his kingdom, and was joyfully received
by all, who delivered themselves up to him ;
and when they had taken Antiochus, the
king, and Lysias, they brought them to him
alive; both whom were immediately put to
death by the command of Demetrius, when
Antiochus had reigned two years, as we have
already elsewhere related; but there were
now many of the wicked Jewish runagates
that came together to him, and with tbein
Alcimus the high-priest, who accused the
whole nation, and particularly Judas and his
brethren; and said that they had slain all hit
friends; aiu1 that tVi>- iu his kingdom that
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were of his party, and waited for bis return, the country, and slew all that he could find
were by tbem put to death; that these men of Judas's party ; but when Judas saw that
had ejected them out of their own country, Alcimus was already become great, and had
and caused them to be sojourners in a foreign destroyed many of the good and holy men of
land} and they desired that he would send the country, he alstjj went all over the country
some one of his own friends, and know from and destroyed those that were of the other
bim what mischief Judas's party had done.
party; but when Alcimus saw that he was
2. At this Demetrius was very angry, and not able to oppose Judas, nor was equal to
sent Bacchides, a friend of Antiochus Epi- bim in strength, be resolved to apply himself
phanes,* a good man, and one that had been to king Demetrius for his assistance ; so he
intrusted with all Mesopotamia, and gave him came to Antioch, and irritated bim against
an army, and committed Alcimus the high- Judas, and accused bim, alleging that he bad
priest to his care ; and gave bim charge to undergone a great many miseries by this
slay Judas, and those that were with bim. means, and that he would do more mlschie.
So Bacchides made baste, and went out of unless be were prevented, and brought to pu
Antioch with his army ; and when be was nishment, which must be done by sending a
come into Judea, be sent to Judas and bis powerful force against him.
brethren, to discourse with him about a league 4. So Demetrius, being already of opinion
of*friendship and peace, for he had a mind to that it would be a thing pernicious to his own
take him by treachery ; but Judas did not affairs to overlook Judas, now he was becom
give credit to bim, for he saw that he came ing so great, sent against him Nicanor, the
with so great an army as men do not bring most kind and most faithful of all bis friends;
when they come to make peace, but to make for he it was who fled away with him from
war. However, some of the people acqui the city of Rome. He also gave bim as many
esced in what Bacchides caused to be pro forces as he thought sufficient for him to con
claimed ; and supposing tbey should undergo quer Judas withal, and bade him not to spare
no considerable barm from Alcimus, who was the nation at all. When Nicanor was come
their countryman, tbey went over to tbem ; to Jerusalem, he did not resolve to fight Judas
and when they had received oaths from both immediately, but judged it better to get bim
of them, that neither they themselves nor into his power by treachery ; so he sent him
those of the same sentiments should come to a message of peace, and said there was no
any harm, they intrusted themselves with manner of necessity for them to fight and
tbem ; but Bacchides troubled not himself hazard themselves; and that he would give
about the oaths he had taken, but slew three him bis oath that he would da him no harm,
score of them ; although, by not keeping his for that he only came with some friends, in
faith with those that first went over, he de order to let him know what king Demetrius's
terred all the rest, who had intentions to go intentions were, and what opinion he had oi
over to him, from doing it; but as he was their nation. When Nicanor bad delivered
gone out to Jerusalem, and was at the village this message, Judas and bis brethren complied
called Bethzetho, he sent out and caught with him, and suspecting no deceit, they gave
many of the deserters, and some of the peo him assurances of friendship, and received
ple also, and slew them all; and enjoined all Nicanor and his army ; but while he was sa
that lived in the country to submit to Alci luting Judas, and tbey were talking together,
mus. So he left him there, with some part he gave a certain signal to his own soldiers,
of the army, that he might have wherewith to upon which they were to seize upon Judas;
keep the country in obedience, and returned but he perceived the treachery, and ran back
to Antioch to king Demetrius.
to his own soldiers, and fled away with them.
3. But Alcimus was desirous to have the So upon this discovery of his purpose, and of
dominion more firmly assured to him ; and the snares laid for Judas, Nicanor determined
understanding that if he could bring it about to make open war with him, and gathered his
that the multitude should be his friends, he army together, and prepared for fightiqg hiin;
should govern with greater security, he spake and upon joining battle with him at a certain
kind words to them all, and discoursed to each village called Capharsalama, he beat Judas,f
of the*n after an agreeable and pleasant man and forced bim to fly to that citadel which
ner : by which means he quickly had a great was at Jerusalem.
body of men and an army about him, although 5 And when Nicanor came down from the
the greater part of them were of the « ickci, citadel into the temple, some of the priests
and the deserters. With these, whom he used and elders met him, and saluted him ; and
as his servants and soldiers, be went all over * Josephns's copies must have been corrupted when
* It is no way prnhablc that Joscphus would call Bac
here give eictory to Nicanor, contrary to the words
chides, that bitter and bloody enemy of the Jews, as our they
which imply, that he who wus beaten fled into
present eopirs have it. a man gotd, or kind, and gentle following,
the
citadel,
which for certain belonged to the city of Da
what the authur of the first book of Maccabees, whom vid or to mount
Zion, and was in the possession of NktaJoaephus here follows, instead of that character, says of nor's garrison, and
not of Judas'si as also it is contrary
htm. is, that he was a treat man in the kingdom, and to the express words
of JosephiK's original author, t
faithful to bis king*! which was very probably Josephus's Mrtccab. vii. 32, who •styi thftt N icanor lost about fikjOOO
■UfAuiog abvt.
meu, and fled to the city of David
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showed him the sacrifices which the" said he was dead, the people bestowed the high,
they offered to God for the king: upon which priesthood on Judas; who hearing of the power
he blasphemed, and threatened them, that un of the Rumans,f and that tbey had conquered
less the people would deliver up Judas to him, in war Galatia, and Iberia, and Carthage, and
upon his return he would pull down their tem Lybia; and that, besides these, they bad sub
ple. And when he had thus threatened them, dued Greece, and their kings, Perseus, and
he departed from Jerusalem: hut the priests Philip, and Antiochtts the Great also, he
fell into tears out of grief at what he had said, resolved to enter into a league of friend
and besought God to deliver them from their ship with them. He therefore sent to Home
enemies. But now Nicanor, when be was some of bis friends, Eupolemus the son ot
gone out of Jerusalem, and was at a certain John, and Jason the son of Eleazar, and by
village called Itethoron, he there pitched his them desired the Romans that they would as
camp, — another army out of Syria having sist them, and he their friends, and would
joined him. And Judas pitched his camp at write to Demetrius that be would not fight
Adasa, another village, which was thirty fur against the Jews. So the senate received tbe
longs distant from Bethoron, having no more ambassadors that came from Judas to Rome,
than one thousand soldiers. And when he and discoursed with tbem about tbe errand on
bad encouraged them not to be dismayed at which they came, and then granted them a
the multitude of their enemies, nor to regard league of assistance. They also made a*dehow many they were against whom they were cree concerning it, and sent a copy of it into
going to fight, but to consider who they Jttdea. It was also laid up in tbe c.ipito),
themselves were, and for what great rewards and engraven in brass. The decree itself was
they hazarded themselves, and to attack the this:— "The decree of the senate concerning
enemy courageously, he led them out to fight, a league of assistance and friendship with the
and joining battle with Nicanor, which proved nation of tbe Jews. It shall ttot he lawful
to be a severe one, he overcame the enemy, (or any that are subject to the Romans to
and slew many of them; and at last Nicanor make war with tbe nation of the Jews, nor to
himself, as he was fighting gloriously, fell
assist those that do so, either by sending them
upon whose fall the army did not stay; but corn, or ships, or money. And if any attack
when tbey bad lost their general, they were be made upon the Jews, the Romans shall
put to flight, and threw down their arms. assist them, as far as they are able; and again,
Judas also pursued them and slew them; and if any attack be made upon the Romans, the
gave notice by the sound of his trumpets to Jews shall assist them. And if tbe Jews have
the neighbouring villages that he had con a mind to add to, or to take away any thing
quered the enemy; which when the inhabi from, this league of assistance, that shall be
tants beard, tbey put on their armour hastily, done with the common consent of the Ro
and met their enemies in the face as they were mans. And whatsoever addition shall thus
running away, and slew tbem, insomuch that be made, it shall be of force." This decree
not one of them escaped out of this battle was written by Eupolemus the son of John,
who were in number nine thousand. This and by Jason the son of Eleazar,*. when
victory happened to fall on the thirteenth day Judas was high-priest of tbe nation, and Si
of that month which by the Jews is called mon bis brother was general of tbe army.
Adar, and by the Macedonians Dystrus: and And this was the first league that the Ro
the Jews therein celebrate this victory every mans made with tbe Jews, and was managed
year, and esteem it as a festival day. After after this manner.
which the Jewish nation were, for a while,
free from wars, and enjoyed peace; but after
ward they returned into their iormer state of
CHAPTER XL
wars and hazards.
6. But now as the high-priest Alcimus was
resolving m pull down the wall of the sanc THAT BACCIIIDES WAS AOAIN SENT OUT
AGAINST JUDAS; AND HOW J CD AS ULL aj
tuary, which had been there of old time, and
HE WAS COURAGEOUSEY FIGHTING.
bad been built by the holy prophets,* he was
smitten suddenly by God, and fell down.
This stroke made him full down speechless § 1. But when Demetrius was informed of
upon the ground; and undergoing torments the death of Nicanor, and of tbe destruction
■f How well the Roman histories acree to this account
for many days, be at length died, when he
had been high-priest four years. And when of the conquests and powerful condition of the Romans
* This account of the miserable death of Alcimus or
Jarimus. (he wicked hitch-priest (the first that was not
of the family of the high-priests, and made by a vile
heaiben, l.ysias). before the death of Jndxs. and of Judas's succession to him as hUh-priest, bolh here and at
the conclusion of this hook, directly contradicts 1 Mac.
IX. M--6"7, which places his death after the death of Ju
das, and says aot a syllable of the high-priesthood of
Judo*.

at this time.— see the notes in HoTerromp'sediuon; only,
that the number of the senators nf Rnme was tb-n juat
3*l>, is, I think, only knnwn from 1 Maccab. viit i&
t This subscription is wantinc. I Maccab. vnL 17,
99. and must he the words of Josephus, who. by mis.
take, thought, as we have just now .ern, that Judas *aa
at th s time h'gh-prirat. and accordingly then reckoned
bis brother Jonathan to be the general of tbe army,
which yet he seems not to have been till alter tlss tf
of J udaa.
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of the army that was with him, he sent Bac- placed before the whole Brmy, but was him
cbitles again with an army into Judea, who self on the right wing. And when he had
marched out of Antioch, and came into Judea, thus put his army in order of battle, and was
and pitched his ramp at Arbela, a city of Ga going to join battle with the enemy, be com
lilee; and having besieged and taken those manded the trumpeter to give a signal of bat
that were in caves (for many of the people tle, and tbe army to make a shout, and to fall
fled into such places), he removed, and made on the enemy. And when Judas bad done tbe
ell the haste he couid to Jerusalem. And same, he joined battle with them: and as hotb
when he had learned that Judas had pitched sides fought valiantly, and the battle continued
his camp at a certain village whose name was till sun-set, Judas saw that Bacchides and the
Uethzetbo, he led his army against him: they | strongest part of the army wag in the right
were t weuty thousand footmen, and two thou- wing, and thereupon took the most courigetand horsemen. Now Judas had no more sol ous men witb him, and tan upon that part of
diers than one thousand.* When these saw tbe army, and fell upon those that were, there
tbe multitude of Bacchides's men, they were and broke their ranks, and drove them into
afraid, and left their camp, and fled all away, tbe middle, and forced them to run away, and
excepting eight hundred. Now when Judas pursued them as far as to a mountain called
was deserted by his own soldiers, and the Aza; but when those of the left wing saw
enemy pressed upon him, and gave him no that the right wing was put to flight, they
time to gather his army together, he was dis encompassed Judas, and pursued* him, and
posed to figbt with Bacchides's army, though came behind him, and took bim into the mid
be had but eight hundred men with him; so dle of their army ; so not being able to fly, but
he exhorted these men to undergo the danger encompassed round about with enemies, he
courageously, and encouraged them to attack stood still, and he and those tbat were with
the enemy. And when they said they were him fought; and when be bad slain a great
not a body sufficient to fight so great an army, many of those that came against him, be at last
and advised that they should retire now and was himself wounded, and fell, and gave up tbe
aave themselves, and that when be bad ga ghost, and died in a way like to his former fa
thered his own men together, then he should mous actions. When Judas was dead, those
fall upon the etietuy afterwards, his answer that were with him had no one that they could
\ was this :—N Let not the sun ever see such a regard [as their commander]; but when they
thing, that I should show my hack to tbe saw themselves deprived of such a general,
«nemy; and although this be the time that they fled. But Simon and Jonathan, Judas's
will bring me to my end, and I must die in brethren, received bis dead body, by a treaty,
this battle, I will rather stand to it courage from the enemy, and carried it to the village
ously, and bear whatsoever comes upon me, Modin, where tbeir father bad been buried,
than by now running away, bring reproach and there buried bim; while tbe multitude
upon my former great actions, or tarnish their lamented him many days, and performed the
glory." This was the speech he made to those usual solemn rites of a funeral to bim. And
that remained with him, and whereby he en this was tbe end tbat Judas came to. He bad
been a man of valour and a great warrior, and
couraged them to attack the enemy.
2. But Bacchides drew bis army out of mindful of all the commands of his father
their ernnp, and put them in array for tbe bat Matt at him; and bad undergone all difficul
tle. He set the horsemen on both tbe wings, ties, both in doing and suffering, for the liber
and the li-'ht soldiers and the archers he ty of bis countrymen. And when bis cha
racter was so excellent [while he was alive],
* That thia copy of Josephtis. as be wrote It, had here
left behind him a glorious reputation and
Rot I WW but 3.000, with 1 Mae ix. ■">. is veiy plain; be he
came though tbe main part ran away at first, even in memorial, by gaining freedom for bis nation,
Jwephua. at well ui* in 1 Mac. ix. 6, yet. as there, bo and delivering tbem from slavery under the
tare, are eajri to have remained with Judas; which Macedonians. And when he bad retained the
would be absurd,!/ tbe whole comber bod been no more high-priesthood three years, be died.
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CONTAINING TUB INTERVAL OF EIOHTT-TWO TEAM,
VBOM THE DEATH OF JUDAS MACCABEUS TO QUEEN ALEXAN
DRA'S DEATH.

CHAPTER I

cumstances wherein it now was. And whea
Jonathan said that he was ready to die for
HOW JONATHAN TOOK THE GOVERNMENT them, and was indeed esteemed no way in
AFTER HIS BROTHER JUDAS; AND HOW ferior to his brother, he was appointed to be
HE, TOGETHER WITH HIS BROTHER SIMON, the general of the Jewish army.
2. When Bacchides heard this, and wasWAGED WAR. AGAINST BACCHIDES.
afraid that Jonathan might be very trouble
§ 1. By what means the nation of the Jews some to the king and the Macedonians, as
recovered their freedom when they had been Judas had been before him, be sought how he
brought into slavery by the Macedonians, and might slay him by treachery: but this inten
what struggles, and how many great battles, tion of his was not unknown to Jonathan, nor
Judas, the general of their army, ran through his brother Simon ; but when fhese two were
till he was slain as be was fighting for them, apprised of it, they took all their companions,
hath been related in the foregoing book : but and presently fled into that wilderness which
after he was dead, all the wicked and those i was neareBt to the city; and when they were
that transgressed the laws of their forefathers, come to a lake called Asphar, they abode
sprang up again in Judea, and grew upon there. But when Bacchides was sensible
them, and distressed them on every side. A that they were in a low state, and were in that
famine also assisted their wickedness, and af place, be basted to fall upon them with all
flicted the country, till not a few, who by reason his forces, and pitching his camp beyond Jor
of their want of necessaries, and because they dan, he recruited his army; but when Jona
were not able to bear up against the miseries than knew that Bacchides was coming upon,
that both the famine and their enemies brought him, he sent his brother John, who was also
upon them, deserted their country, and went called Gaddis, to the Nabatean Arabs, that
to the Macedonians. And now Bacchides he might lodge his baggage with them until
gathered those Jews together who had apos the battle with Bacchides should be over, for
tatized from the accustomed way ef living they were the Jews' friends. And the sons,
of their forefathers, and chose to live like of Ambri laid an ambush for John, from the
their neighbours, and committed the care efthe city Medaba, and seized upon him, and upon
country to them ; who also caught the friends those that were with him, and plundered alt
of Judas, and those of his party, and deli that they had with tbem : they also slew John,
vered them up to Bacchides, who, when he and all his companions. However, they were
bad, in the first place, tortured and tor sufficiently punished for what they now did
mented them at nis pleasure, he, by that by John's brethren, as we shall relate pre
means, at length killed tbem. And when sently.
this calamity of the Jews was become so 3. But when Bacchides knew that Jona
great, as they had never had experience of than had pitched his camp among the lakes
the like since their return out of Babylon, of Jordan, he observed when their Sabbaththose that remained of the companions of day came, and then assaulted him, as supposing
Judas, seeing that the nation was about to be that he would not fight because of the law
destroyed after a miserable manner, came to [for resting on that day]: but he exhoTtefl
his brother Jonathan, and desired him that he his companions [to fight]; and told them,
would imitate his brother, and that care that their lives were at stake, sirce they were
which he took of his countrymen, for whose encompassed by the river, and Vy their ene
liberty in general he died also; and that he mies, and hud no way to escape, for that their
would not permit the nation to be without a enemies pressed upon tbem before, and the
governor, (specially in those destructive cir river was Wbiud tbem. So, after he bad
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prayed to God to give them the victory, he before they were aware, thejr might slay them
joined battle with the enemy, of whom he all. So the king sent Bacchides, who, when
overthrew many: and as he saw Bacchides he was come into Judea, wrote to all his
coming up boldly to him, he stretched out his friends, both Jews and auxiliaries, that tbey
right hand to smite him; but the other fore should seize upon Jonathan and bring him to
seeing and avoiding the stroke, Jonathan with him; and when, upon all their endeavours,
his companions leaped into the river, and they were not able to seize upon Jonathan,
swam over it, and hy that means escaped be for be was sensible of the snares they laid for
yond Jordan, while the enemy did not pass him, and very carefully guarded against them,
over that rive; but Bacchides returned pre Bacchides was angry at these deserters, as
sently to the citadel at Jerusalem, having lost having imposed upon him, and upon the king,
about two thousand of his army. He also and slew fifty of their leaders ; whereupon
fortified many cities of Judea, whose walls Jonathan with his brother, and those- that
had been demolished ; Jericho, and Emmaus, were with him, retired to Bethagla, a village
and Betboron, and Bethel, and Timna, and that lay in the wilderness, out of bis fear of
Pharatho, and Tecoa, and Gazara, and built Bacchides. He also built towers in it, and
towers in every one of these cities, and en encompassed it with walls, and took care that
compassed them with strong walls, that were it should be safely guarded. Upon the hear
very large also, Bnd put garrisons into them, ing of which Bacchides led his own army
that they might issue out of them, and do along with him, and besides took bis Jewish
mischief to the Jews. He also fortified the auxiliaries, and came against Jonathan, and
citadel at Jerusalem more than all the rest. made an assault upon bis fortifications, and
Moreover, he took the sons of the principal besieged bim many days, but Jonathan did
Jowfas pledges, and shut them up in the not abate of his courage at the zeal Bacchides
.-itadel, and in that manner guarded it.
used in the siege, hut courageously opposed
4. About the same time, one came to Jo bim; and while he left his brother Simon in
nathan, and to his brother Simon, and told the city to fight with Bacchides, he went pri
tbem that the sons of Ambri were celebrating vately out himself into the country, and got
a marriage, and bringing the bride from the a great body of men together of his own party,
city Gahatha, who was the daughter of one of and fell upon Bacchides's camp in the night
the illustrious men among the Arabians, and time, and destroyed a great many of them.
that the damsel was to be conducted with His brother Simon knew also of this his fall
pomp and splendour, and much riches; so ing upon them, because he perceived that the
Jonathan and Simon thinking this appeared enemies were slain by him, so be sallied out
to be the fittest time for thein to avenge the upon them, and burnt the engines which the
ileatbof their brother, and that they had forces .Macedonians used, and made a great slaugh
suilicient tor receiving saiislacuon from them ter of them; and when Bacchides saw himself
for his death, tfeey made haste to Aledaha, and encompassed with enemies, and some of them
lay in wait aiming the mountains for the com before, and some behind him, he fell into de
ing ol their enemies; and M soon as they saw spair and trouble of mind, as confounded at
tbem conducting the virgin and the bride the unexpected ill success of this siege.
groom, and such a great company of their However, he vented his displeasure at these
t. ieiMs » ith them as was to be expected at this misfortunes upon those deserters who sent
wedding, they sallied out of their ambush and for him from the king, as having deluded
slew them ali, anil took their ornaments, and him. So he had a mind to put an end to
all the prey that then folloned tbem, and so this siege after a decent manner, if it were
returned and received this satisfaction for possible for him so to do, and then to return
their brother John from the sons of Ambri; home.
for as well these sons themselves as their 6. When Jonathan understood these bis
friends, and wives, and children, that followed intentions, be sent ambassadors to him about
them, perished, being in number about four a league of friendship and mutual assistance,
and that they might restore those they had
r, Simon and Jonathan returned taken captive on both sides. So Bacchides
to the lakes of the river, and abode there; but! thought this a pretty decent way of retiring
Bacchides, when he had secured all Judea home, and made a league of friendship with
with his garrisons, returned to the king; and Jonathan, when tbey sware that they would
tneu it was that th:; affairs of Judea w ere quiet not any more make war against one another.
for two years; but when the deserters and the Accordingly, he restored the captives, and
wicked saw that Jonathan and those that were took his own men with him, and returned to
■villi him lived in the country very quietly, by 'he king at Antioeh; and after this bis de
icabon of the peace, they sent to king Deme parture, he never came into Judea again.
trius, and excited bun to send Bacchides to Then did Jonathan take the opportunity of
ret/- upon Jonathan, which they said was 10 this quiet state of things, and went and lived
be dune without any trouble, ami in one in the city Michmath; and there governed
niatit s liri.e; ajtd that it they fell upon them the mnltitude. and punished the wicked ant)
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ungodly.^ and by that means purged the na he delivered every one of them to bis own
tion of them. '
parents; and thus did Jonathan make bit
abode at Jerusalem, renewing the city to a
better ettate, and reforming the building* as
CHAPTER II.
he pleased; for he gave orders that the walls
HOW ALEXANDER [BALa], IN HIS WAR WITH of the city should be rebuilt with square
DEMETRIUS, GRANTED JONATHAN MANY stones, that it might be more secure from
ADVANTAGES, AND APPOINTED HIM TO BE their enemies; and when those that kept the
HIGH-PKIEST, AND PERSUADED HIM TO AS garrisons that were in Judea saw this, they all
SIST HIM, ALTHOUGH DEMETRIUS PRO left them, and fled to Antioch, excepting
MISED HIM GREATER ADVANTAGES ON THE those that were in the ci*v Bethsura. and
OTHER SIDE. CONCERNING THE DEATH Or those that were in the citadel of Jerusalem,
DEMETH1US.
for the greater part of these was of the wicked
$ 1 . Now in the hundred and sixtieth year, Jews and deserters, and on that account these
it Ml out that Alexander, the son of Antio- did not deliver up their garrisons.
hus F.piphanes,* came up into Sjria, and 2. When Alexander knew what premises
took Pudetnais, the soldiers having betrayed Demetrius had made Jonathan, and withal
i to him, for they were at enmity with De knew bis courage, and what great things he
metrius, on account of his insolence and dii- had done when be fought the Macedonians,
hculty of access: for he shut himself up in a and besides what hardships he had undergone
palace of his that had four towers, which he by the means of Demetrius, and of Bacchihad built himself not far from Antioch, and des, the general of Demetrius's army, hv told
admitted no body. He was withal slothful his friends that he could not at presetfci find
at d negligent about the public affairs, where any one else that might afford him betUr as
by the lintred of bis subjects was the more sistance than Jonathan, who was both coura
kindled against him, as we have elsewhere geous against his enemies, and had a particu
already related. When, therefore, Demetrius lar hatred against Demetrius, as having both
heard that Alexander was in Ptolemais, he suffered many hard things from him, and
look his whole army and led it against acted many hard things against him. If,
him; he also sent ambassadors to Jonathan, therefore, tbey were of opinion that they
shout a league of mutual assistance and should make him their friend against Deme
friendship, for be resolved to be beforehand trius, it was more for their advantage to in
with Alexander, lest the other should treat vite him to assist them now than at another
with him first, and gain assistance from time. It being therefore determined by him
him: and this he did out of the fear he and his friends to send to Jonathan, be wrote
had lest Jonathan should remember how to him this epistle:—" King Alexander te
ill Demetrius had formerly treated him, and his brother Jonathan, sendeth greeting. We
should join with him in this war against him. have long ago heard of thy courage and thy
He therefore gave orders that Jonathan should fidelity, and for that reason have sent to thee,
be allowed to raise an army, and should get to make with thee a league of friendship and
armour made, and should receive back those mutual assistance. We therefore do ordain
hostages of the Jewish nation whom Bacehi- thee this day the high-priest of the Jew s, and
dea had shut up in the citadel of Jerusalem. that thou beest called my friend. I have also
When this good fortune bad befallen Jona sent thee, as presents, a purple robe and a
than, by the concession of Demetrius, be golden crown, and desire that, now thou art
came to Jerusalem, and read the king's letter by us honoured, thou wilt in like manner re
in the audience of the people, and of those spect us also."
that kept the citadel. When these were read, 3. When Jonathan had received this letter,
these wicked men and deserters, who were in bo put on the pontifical robe at the time r (
the chattel, were greatly afraid, upon the the feast of tabernacles,t four years after tirn
king's permission to Jonathan to raise an death of his brother Judas, for at that tirn
army, and to receive back the hostages: so no high-priest had been made. So he raisei
• This Alexander Rala, who certainly pretended to great forces, and bad abundance of armout
Ve theann of Antiochus Kpiphnnes. and was owned for got ready. This greatly grieved Demetriut
IIHth hv the Jewa and Roman., and many others, and when be heard of it, and made him blame
let i. by several htstoriana deemed to tie a counterfeit,
and ol nu family at nil, is however, by Joacphos, be himself for his slowness, that be had not prelie* cd to have been the real aon of that Antiochus, and + Since Jonathan plainly did not put on the pontifical
o> him always spoken of accordingly; and truly, ainci- obea till aeven or tight yeara aller the death of hia bro.
bra.
the on ii contemporary and authentic author of the
of
Tabernaclea.
first Km, . of Maccuhrea (x. 1) calla him by hia father"!- Itflol the Selencideitill(1theMaiFeaat
x. SI),
PelTtua'a eiin the
.,,„,..,
I piphanea. and aoya he was the aon of Antioclius. dation acema here to deaerve cab.
instead
ppow the other writers, who are all much later, are i of •• after four years since theconsideration,
death of bia who,
brother
Ju" oc followed agamst such evidence, though perper-ldaa." would have ua read, "and therefore attir eight
> apa I piphanes might have him hy a woman■ ofno
family years since the death of his brother J udas." This would
I he ling of Ksypt a I'hilometcr. aoor. „ave him Ilia
well agree with the date of the Maccabees, and
«.(liter in morriasc, which he would hardly have done, tolerably
with Jo.enhus's own exact chronology at the end of the
lielieved
him
to
be
a
counterfeit,
and
of
10
very
twentieth
of these Antiquities, which the i
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vented Alexander, and got the good-will of other temple for worship but only that at Je
Jonathan, but hud given him time so to do. rusalem. I bequeath also, out ot tny own
However, he also himself wrote a letter to revenues, yearly, for the expenses about the
Jonathan, and to the people, the contents sacrifices, one hundred and fifty thousand
whereof arc these:—"King Demetrius to Jo [drachma?]; and what money is to spare, I
nathan, and. to the nation of the Jews, sendetb will that it shall be your own. I also release
greeting. Since you have preserved your to you those ten thousand drachms which the
friendship for us, and when you have been kings received from the temple, because they
tempted by our enemies, you have not joined appertain to the priests that minister in that
yourselves to them; I lioth commend you for temple. And whosoever shall dy to the tem
this your fidelity, and* exhort you to continue ple at Jerusalem, or to the places thereto be
in the same disposition; for which you shall longing, or who owe the king money, or are
be repaid, and receive rewards from us: for there on any other account, let them be set
I will free you from the greatest part of the free, and let their goods be in safety. I also
trihutes and taxes which you formerly paid give you leave to repair and rebuild your
to the kings my predecessors, and to myself; temple, and that all be done at my expenses.
and I do now set you free from those tributes I also allow you to build the walls of your
which you have ever paid; and besides, I city, and to erect high towers, and that they
forgive you the tax upon salt, and the value be erected at my charge. And if there be any
of the crowns which you used to otTer to me:* fortified town that would be convenient f;>r
and instead of the third part of the fruits [of the Jewish country to have very strong, let it
the field], and the half of the fruits of the be so built at my expenses."
trees, I relinquish my part of them from this 4. This was what Demetrius promised and
d-iy: a*-d as to the poll-money, which ought granted to the Jews, by this letter. But king
to be given me for every head of the inhabi Alexander raised a great army of mercenary
tants of Judea, and of the three topirchies soldiers, and of those that deserted to biin out
that adjoin to Judea, Samaria, and Galilee, of Syria, and made an expedition against De
and Perea, that I relinquish to you for this metrius. And when it was come to a battle,
time, and for all time to come. I will also, the left wing of Demetrius put those who op
that the city of Jerusalem be holy and invio posed them to flight, and pursued tbem a
lable, and free from the tithe, and from the gTeat way, and slew many of them, and spoil
taxes unto its utmost bounds: and I so far ed their camp; but the right wing, where
recede from my title to the citadel, as to per Demetrius happened to be, was beaten; and
mit Jonathan your high-priest to possess it, as for all the rest, they ran away. But De
that he may place such a garrison in it as he metrius fought courageously, and slew a great
approves of for fidelity and good-will to him many of the enemy; but as he was in pursuit
self, that they may keep it for us. I also of the rest, his horse carried him into a deep
make free all those Jews who have been made bog, where it was hard to get out, and there
captives and slaves in my kingdom. I also it happened, that upon his horse's fulling
give order that the beasts of the Jews be not down, he could not escape being killed; for
pressed for our service : and let their Sab when his enemies saw what had befallen him,
baths, anil all tbeir festivals, and three days they returned back, and encompassed Deme
before each of them, be free from any impo trius round, and they all threw their darts at
sition. In the same manner, I set free the bim; but he, being now on foot, fought brave
Jews 'hat are inhabitants in my kingdom, ly. But at length he received so many wounds,
and o»der that no injury be done them. I that be was not able to bear up any longer,
also give leare to such of them as are willing but fell. And this is the end that Demetrlui
to list themselves in my army, that they may came to when he had reigned eleven year*,f
do it and those as far as thirty thousand; as we hare elsewhere related.
which Jewish soldiers, wheresoever they go,
•hall have the same pay that my own army
b»tW and some of them I will place in my
garruons, and some as guards about mine
CHAPTER UX
own body, and as rulers over those that are
in ra» court. I give them leave also to use THE FRIENDSHIP THAT WAS BETWEEN ONIAS
the laws of tbeir forefathers, and to observe
PTOLEMY PHILOHETOR; AND HOW
tberp; and I will that they have power over AND
B'JILT A TEMPLE IN EGYPT LIKE TO
the three topaichies that are added to Judea; ONIAS
oiid it shall be in the pov/er of the high-priest THAT AT JERUSALEM.
to take care that no one Jew shall have any § 1. But then the son of Onias the high* Tske Gmtins's not? here i "The Jews.** say* he, priest, who was of the same name with his
at crowns to the kinrs ( of Syria] ;
i paid instead of thoar + Since the re«t of the historians now extant five ihls
In making them, aras tVmetritis 1:1 years, and Jo*
Un 1 Vlaceab. Prideaux does not amiss in
numhar 12.
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father, and who fled to Ving Ptolemy, who
was called Philometor, lived now at Alexan
dria, as we hare said already. When this
Onias saw that Judea was oppressed by the
Macedonians and their kings, out of a desire
to purchase to himself a memorial and eter
nal fame, he resolved to send to king Ptolemy
and queen Cleopatra, to ask leave of them
that he might build a temple in Egypt like to
that at Jerusalem, and might ordain Levites
and priests out of their own stock. The chief
reason why be was desirous so to do, was, that
he relied upon the prophet Isaiah, who lived
above six hundred years before, and foretold
that there certainly was to be a temple built
to Almighty God in Egypt by a man that was
h Jew. Onias was elevated with this predic
tion, and wrote the following epistle to Pto
lemy and Cleopatra:—"Having done many
and great things for you in the affairs of the
war, by the assistance of God, and that in
Celesyria and Phoenicia, I came at length with
the Jews to Leontopolis, and to other places
of your nation, where I found that the great
est part of your people had temples in an im
proper manner, and that on this account they
bare ill will one against another, which hap
pens to the Egyptians by reason of the null
titude of their temples, and the difference of
opinions about divine worship. Now I found
a very fit place in a castle that bath its name
from the country Diana; this place is full of
materials of several sorts, and replenished with
stirred animals: I desire, therefore, that you
will grant me leave to purge this holy place,
which belongs to no master, and is fallen down,
and to build there a temple to Almighty God,
after the pattern of that in Jerusalem, and of
the same dimensions, that may be for the be
nefit of thyself and thy wife and children, that
those Jews who dwell in Egypt may have a
place whither they may come and meet toge
ther in mutual harmony one with another, and
be subservient to thy advantages; for the pro
phet Isuiah foretold that 'there should be an
altar in Egypt to the Lord God;" and many
other such things did he prophecy relating to
that place.**
• It Kmi to me, contrary t» the opinion of Josephua,
and of the moderns, botb Jews and Christians, that this
prophecy of Isaiah, xlx. 10, Stc • In that day there shall
Xan altar to the Lord In the midst of the land of Egypt,"
I Erectly foretold the building of this temple of Onias
in -s.l*. l»d was » sufficient warrant to the Jews for
building it, and for worshipping the true God, the Cod
of Israel, therein. See Aa»nat. Rec. ii. p. 756. That
God seems to have soon better s-ce—ied of the sacrifices
and prayers here offered him than Ja»*»e at Jerusalem (
Ve the note on ch. x. sect. 7. And but, V marks of
Jewish corruption or interpolation in this M '\ in order
to discourage their people from approving of ft*. Worship
of God here, are very strong, nnd highly deserve- ot. *onsidenstion and correction. The foregoing verse in Is„.ili
rims thus in our common copies:—"In that day shall
five cities in the land of Egypt speak the languageof Ca
iman" [the- Hebrew language; shall tw full of Jews,
whose sacred books were in Hebrew J. *'anj swear to the
Lord of Hosts. One [or the first] shall be called • the
City of Destruction,'" Isa. xx. lt>
A strange name,
••City of Destruction." upon so joyful an occasion; and
r never beard of in the laud of Egypt, or perhaps
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2. And this was what Onias wrote to king
Ptolemy. Now any one may observe his piety,
and that of his sister and wife Cleopatra, by
that epistle which they wrote in answer to
it; for they laid the blame and the trans
gression of the law upon the bead of Onias.
And this was their reply:—"King Ptolemy
and queen Cleopatra to Onias, send greeting.
We have read thy petition, wherein thou desirest leave to be given to thee to purge that
temple which is fallen down at Leontopolis,
in the Nomus of Heliopolis, and which is
named from the country Bubastis; on which
account we cannot but wonder that it should
be pleasing to God to have a temple erected
in a place so unclean, and so full of sacred
animals. But since tbou sayest that Isaiah
the prophet foretold this long ago, we give
thee leave to do it, if it may be done accord
ing to your law, and so that we may not ap
pear to have at all offended God herein."
3. So Onias took the place, and built a tem
ple and an altar to God, like indeed to that in
Jerusalem, but smaller aud poorer. I do not
think it proper for me now to describe its di
mensions, or its vessels, which have been al
ready described in my seventh book of the Wars
of the Jews. However, Onias found other
Jews like to himself, together with priests and
Levites, that there performed divine service.
But we have said enough about this temple.
4. Nnw it came to pass that the Alexan
drian Jews, and those Samaritans who paid
their worship to the temple that was built in
the days of Alexander at Mount Gerizzim,
did now make a sedition one against another,
and disputed about their temples before Pto
lemy himself, the Jews saying that, according
to the law of Moses, the temple was to be
built at Jerusalem ; and the Samaritans say
ing that it was to be built at Gerizzim. They
desired therefore the king to sit with his
friends and bear the debates about these mat
ters, and punish those with death who were
baffled. Now Sabheus and Thcodosius ma
naged the argument for the Samaritans, and
in any other nation. The old reading was evidently thn
City of the Sun, or Heliopolis; and Onkelos. in eflect,
and Symmachus, with the Arabic version, entirely con
fess that to be the true reading. The Kcptuagiiit also,
although they have the text disguised in the common
copies, and call it Asedek, the City of Righteousness;
yet in two or three other copies, the llehrrw word itself
forthe Sun, Achares, orTharea.is preserved. And since
Onias insista, with the king and onis-n. that Isaiah's pro
phecy contained many other predictions relating to this
place, besides the words recited, it is highly probable
that these were especially meant by biro ; and that ore
main reason why he applied this prediction to himsrlt.
ami to his prefectnre of Heliopolis, which Dean Pridcaux
well proves was in that part of Egypt, and why hechnse
to build in that prefectuie of Heliopolis, though other
wise an improper place, was this: That the same autho
rity that he had for building this temple in Egypt, the
very same he had f„r building it in his own pieti-tture of
Heliopolis alee; wnich he desirt-d to do, and which he
did according)). Ueuu Piidraux has mtlrh ado to avoid
serine this corruption of the Hebrew, but it being in
support of his own opinion aliout this tiniple, he durst
not see it; and in'l, til he leason* lit ii . ■• the most inju
dicious manner pu,»i*ile. >cr luin *t iLv year ltik
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Andronicus, the son of Messalamus, for the riage; and said it was but just that he should
people of Jerusalem ; and they took an oath be joined in affinity to one that had now re
by God and the king, to make their demon ceived the principality of his forefathers, and
strations according to tbe law; and they de had been promoted to it by God's providence,
sired of Ptolemy, that whomsoever he should and had conquered Demetrius, and that was
find that transgressed what they had sworn to, on other accounts not unworthy of being- re
be would put him to death. Accordingly, lated to him. Ptolemy received this propo
the king took several of bis friends into sal of marriage gladly; and wrote him atthe council, and sat down, in order to hear answer, saluting bim on account of his hav.
what the pleaders said. Now the Jews that ing received tbe principality of his forefathers;
were at Alexandria were in great concern for and promising him that be would give him
these men, whose lot it was to contend for his daughter in marriage; and assured bim
the temple at Jerusalem: for they took it that he was coming to meet him in Ptolemais,
very ill that any should take away the repu and desired that he would there meet him, for
tation of that temple, which was so ancient that he would accompany her from Egypt so
and so celebrated all over the habitable earth. far, and would there marry his child to him.
Now when Sabbeus and Theodosius had given When Ptolemy had written thus, he came sud
leave to Andronicbus to speak first, he began denly to Ptolemais, and brought his daughter
to demonstrate out of tbe law, and out of tbe Cleopatra along with bim; and as he found
successions of the high-priests, how they every Alexander there before him, as he desired him
one in succession from his father had received to come, he gave him his child in marriage,
that dignity, and ruled over the temple; and and for her portion gave her as much silver
how all the kings of Asia had honoured that and gold as became such a king to give.
temple with their donations, and with the 2. When the wedding was over, Alexander
most splendid gifts dedicated thereto: but as wrote to Jonathan the high-priest, and desired
for that at Gerizzim, he made no account of him to come to Ptolemais. So when he came
it, and regarded it as if it hud never had a to these kings, and had made them magnificent
being. By this speech, and other arguments, presents, he was honoured by them both. Alex
Andronicus persuaded the king to determine ander compelled him also to pnt off his own
that the temple at Jerusalem was built ac garment, and to take a purple garment, and
cording to the laws of Moses,* and to put made him sit with him on his throne; and
Sabbeus and Theodosius to death. And these commanded his captains that they should go
were the events that befell the Jews at Alex with him into the middle of the city, and pro
claim, that it was not permitted to any one to
andria in the days of Ptolemy Philometor.
speak against him, or to give him any distur
bance. And when the captains had thus done
those that were prepared to accuse Jonathan,
CHAPTER IV. .
and who bore him ill-will, when tbey saw the
HOW ALEXANDER HONOURED JONATHAN AF honour that was done him by proclamation,
TER AN EXTRAORDINARY MANNER; AND and that by the king's order, run away, and
HOW DEMETRIUS, THE SON OF DEMETRIUS, were afraid lest some mUchief should befall
OVERCAME ALEXANDER, AND MADE A them. Nay, king Alexander was so very
LEAGUE OF FRIENDSHIP WITH JONATHAN. kind to Jonathan, that he set him down as
the principal of his friends.
§ 1 . Demetrius being thus slain in battle, as 3. Hut then, upon the hundred and sixtywe have above related, Alexander took the fifth year, Demetrius, the son of Demetrius,
kingdom of Syria; and wrote to Ptolemy came from Crete with a great number of mer
Philometor, and desired his daughter in mar- cenary soldiers, which Lasthenes, the Cretan,
• A very unfair deputation this? white the Jewish brought him and sailed to Cilicia. This thing
disputant, knowing that be could not properly prove cast Alexander into great concern and disorder
out of tbe Pentateuch, that 'Hie place which the Lord when he heard it; so be made baste im
their God shall choose to place his name there.1 an often
referied to in the hook of beuteronnmy. was Jerusalem mediately out of Phoenicia and came to Anany more than Gerizzim. that being not determined tioch, that he might put matters in a safe pos
till tbe day* of Imvid (Antiq. h vii. ch xiii. sect, 4),
proves onlv. what the Samaritans did not deny, that ture there before Demetrius should come,
the temple at Jerusalem was much mure ancient, and lie aUo left Apollonius Dausf governor ol
much mure celebrated and honoured, titan thai ut (Jeriglim,- which was nothing to the present purpose, the here they had hut one disputant. Andronicus by name;
whole evidence, by the very oaths of both parti*-*, be perhaps more were prepared to speak on the Jews' aide:
ing, we see. obliged to he confined to tbe law of Moses, but the first having answered to his name, and over
yr to the I'entatettrh alone. However, worldly policy come the Samaritans, there was no necessity for any
aod interest, and the multitude prevailing, the court other defender of the Jerusalem temple.
+ Of the several Apollonii about these ages, see Dean
gave sentence, as usual, on the stronger side, and poor I'rideau
x at the year 14S. This Apollonius Daus was,
haltbeu* and Theodosius. the Saoiaritao disputants, his account,
the son of that Apollonius who had been
mere martyred, and this, so far as appears, without any by
governor of Celesyria and I'rnenicia by Selencns
direct hearing at all; which is like the usual practice ol made
rtiil«p»ter, iit.J was himself a conndant of his son I)esuch politic*! courts about matters of religion. Our mrtnn*
father, and restored to Ins father's govern
Copies say that the li'sly of the Jews were in a great run. ment li\ the
hi n. but afterwards revolted trom him to Alegcern about those men fin the plur.il) who were to dis- | an.l.T, but
nut
to Demetrius tbe *on, as be supposes.
pute for their temple at Jerusalem; whereas it serins I
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Celesyria, who, coming to Jamnia with a great
army, sent to Jonathan, the high-priest, and
told him that it was not right that he alone
should live at rest, and with authority, and
not he subject to the king; that this thing
had made him a reproach among all men,
that be bad not yet made him subject to
the king. "Do not thou therefore deceive
thyself, and sit still among the mountains, and
pretend to have forces with thee; but if thou
bast any dependence on tby strength, come
down into the plain, and let our armies be
compared together, and the event of the battle
will demonstrate which of us is the most cou
rageous. However, take notice, that the most
valiant men of every city are in my army, and
that these are the very men who have always
beaten tby progenitors ; but let us have the
battle in such a place of the country where we
may fight with weapons, and not with stones,
and where there may be no place whither
those tbat are beaten may fly."
4. With this Jonathan was irritated; and
choosing himself out ten thousand of bis sol
diers, he went out of Jerusalem in haste, with
his brother Simon, and came to Joppa, and
pitched his camp on the outside of the city,
because the people of Joppa had shut their
pntes against him, for tbey had a garrison in
the city, put there by Apollonius. But when
Jonathan was preparing to besiege tbem, they
were afraid he would take tbem by force, and
so tbey opened the gates to him. But Apol
lonius, when be hea/d tbat Joppa was taken
by Jonathan, took three thousand horsemen,
and eight thousand footmen, and came to Ashclod ; and removing thence, he made bis jour
ney silently and slowly, and going up to Jop
pa, he made as if he was retiring from the
place, and so drew Jonathan into the plain, as
valuing himself highly upon his horsemen,
and having bis hopes of victory principally in
them. However, Jonathan sallied out, and
pursued Apollonius to Ashdod; but as soon
as Apollonius perceived that his enemy was
in the plain, he came back and gave him bat
tle.
But Apollonius bad laid a thousand
horsemen in ambush in a valley, that they
might be seen by their enemies as behind
them ; which when Jonathan perceived, he
was under no consternation, but, ordering his
army to stand in a square battle array, he
gave them a charge to fall on the enemy on
both sides, and set tbem to face those that
attacked them both before and behind; and
while the fight lasted till the evening, he gave
pa*t of his forces to bis brother Simon, and
ordered him to attack the enemies; but for
himself, he charged those that were with him
to cover themselves with their armour, and
receive the darts of the horsemen, who did as
they were commanded; so that the enemy's
horsemen, while they threw their darts till
they had no more left, did them no harm, for
the darts tbat were thrown did nut enter into
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their bodies, being thrown upon tbe shields
tbat were united and conjoined together, the
closeness of which easily overcame the force
of the darts, and they flew about without any
effect. But when the enemy grew remiss in
throwing their darts from morning till late at
night, Simon perceived their weariness, and
fell upon the body of men before him; and
because bis soldiers showed great alacrity, be
put tbe enemy to flight: and when the horse
men saw that the footmen ran away, neither
did they stay themselves; but they being very
weary, by the duration of the right till the
evening, and their hope from the footmen be
ing quite gone, tbey basely ran away, and in
great confusion also, till tbey were separated
one from another, and scattered over all the
plain. Upon which Jonathan pursued them
as far as Asbdod, and slew a great many of
them, and compelled the rest, in des|»iir of
escaping, to fly to the temple of Dagun, which
was at Asbdod; but Jonathan took the city
on the first onset, and burnt it, and the vil
lages about it; nor did he abstain from the
temple of Dagon itself, but burnt it also, and
destroyed those that had fled to it. Now tbe
entire multitude of the enemies that fell in
the battle, and were consumed in tbe temple,
were eight thousand. When Jonathan there
fore had overcome so great an army, he re
moved from Ashdod, and came to Askelon:
and when be had pitched his camp without the
city, the people of Askelon came out and met
him, bringing bim hospitable presents, and
honouring him; so he accepted of their kind
intentions, and returned thence to Jerusalem
with a great deal of prey, which he brought
thence when be conquered his enemies. But
when Alexander heard that Apollonius, tbe
general of his army, was beaten, he pretended
to be glad of it, because he had fought with
Jonathan his friend and ally against bis direc
tions. Accordingly, he sent to Jonathan, and
gave testimony to his worth; and gave bun
honorary rewards, as a golden button,* which
it is tbe custom to give the king's kinsmnn,
and allowed him F.kron and its toparchy tor
his own inheritance.
5. About this time it was that king Ptole
my, who was called Phiiometor, led an army,
part by sea and part by land, and came to
Syria, to tbe assistance of Alexander, who
was bis son-in-law; and accordingly all the
cities received bim willingly, as Alexander
had commanded them to do, and conducted
him as far as Asbtlod ; where they all made
loud complaints about tbe temple of Dagon,
which was burnt, and accused Jonathan of
having laid it waste and destroyed tbe coun
try adjoining with fire, and slain a great num
ber of them. Ptolemy beard these accusations
• Dr. F!nd«on here observe*, that the Pheeniciana and
Romans used to reward such an had deserved writ of
the in, hy presenting to tbem a guMin hutloa. See cb. «.
fet-Li,
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but mid nothing. Jonathan also went to' and assured them that be would not be mind
meet Ptolemy as far as Joppa, and obtained ful of what they did to his father in case he
from bim hospitable presents, and those glori should be now obliged by them; and he un
ous in tbeir kinds, with all the murks of hon dertook that he would himself be a good
our; and when he hud conducted him as far monitor and governor to him; and promised
as tbe river called Eleutherus, he returned that he would not permit him to attempt any
again to Jerusalem.
bad actions; but that, for his own part, he was
6. But as Ptolemy was at Ptolemais, he contented with the kingdom of Egypt. By
was very near to a most unexpected destruc which discourse he persuaded the people o
tion; for a treacherous design was laid for Antioch to receive Demetrius.
bis life by Alexander, by the means of Am- 8. But now Alexander made baste, with a
monius, who was his friend : and as the numerous and great army, and came out of
treachery was very plain, Ptolemy wrote to Cilicia into Syria, and burnt tbe country be
Alexander, and required of him that he should longing to Antioch, and pillaged it; where
bring Ammonins to condign punishment, in-1 upon Ptolemy, and his son-in-law Demc'rius,
forming him what snares had been laid for! brought their army against him (for he had
him by Ainmonius, and desired that he might already given him his daughter in marriage),
be accordingly punished for it; but when Alex and beat Alexander, and put him to flight;
ander did not romply with bis demands, be and accordingly he fled into Arabia. Now,
perceived that it was he himself who laid the it happened in the time of the battle that Pto
design, and was very angry at him. Alexan lemy's horse, upon hearing the noise of an ele
der had also formerly been on very ill terms phant, cast him off 'his back, and threw him
with the people of Antioch, for they had suf on the ground; upon the sight of which ac
fered very much by his means; yet (lid Am- cident his enemies fell upon him, and gave
monius at length undergo the punishment his him many wounds upon his bead, and brought
insolent crimes bad deserved, for he was kil him into danger of denth, for when his guards
led in an opprobrious manner, like a wo- caught him up, he was so very ill that for
nvm, while he endeavoured to conceal him four days' time he was not able either to un
self in a femiuine habit, as we have elsewhere derstand or to speak. However, Zabdiel, a
prince among the Arabians, cut off Alexan
related.
7. Hereupon Ptolemy blamed himself for der's head and sent it to Ptolemy, who. re
having given his daughter in marriage to covering of his wounds, and returning to his
Alexander, and for the league he had made understanding on the fifth day, heard at once
with him to assist him against Demetrius; so a most agreeable hearing, and saw a most
be dissolved his relation to him, and took his agreeable sight, which were the death and the
daughter away from him, and immediately head of Alexander; yet a little after this his
lent to Demetrius, and offered to make a joy for the death of Alexander, with which he
league of mutual assistance and friendship was so greatly satisfied, he also departed this
with him, and agreed with him to give him life. Now Alexander, who was called Balas,
bis daughter in marriage, and to restore him reigned over Asia five years, as we have else
to the principality of his fathers. Demetrius where related.
9. But when Demetrius, who was styled
was well pleased with this embassage, and ac
cepted of his assistance, and of the marriage Nirator,* had taken the kingdom, be was so
of his daughter; but Ptolemy bad still one wicked as to treat Ptolemy's soldiers very
more hard task to do, and that was to persuade hardly, neither remembering the league of
the people of Antioch to receive Demetrius, mutual assistance that was between them, nor
because they were greatly displeased at him, that he was his son-in-law and kinsman, by
on account of the injuries his father Demetrius-I Cleopatra's marriage to him; so the soldiers
had done them; yet did be bring this about; fled from his wicked treatment to Alexan
for as the people of Antioch bated Alexander dria ; but Demetrius kept his elephants.
on Ainmonius's account, as we have shown But Jonathan the high-priest levied an army
already, they were easily prevailed with to out of all Judea, and attacked the citadel at
cast him out of Antioch; who, thus expelled Jerusalem, and .besieged it. It was held by
out of Antioch, came into Cilicia. Ptolemy a garrison of Macedonians, and by some of
came then to Intioch, and was made king by those men who had deserted the customs of
its inhabitants, and by the army: so that he their forefathers. These men at first despised
was forced to put on two diadems, the one the attempts of Jonathan for taking the place,
of Asia, the other of Egypt: but lieing na as depending on its strength ; but some of
turally a g>>od and a righteous man, and not those wicked men went out by night, and
desirous of what belonged to others, and be came to Demetrius, and informed bim that
sides these dispositions, being also a wise man the citadel was beseiged; who was irritated
in reasoning about futurities, be determined • This name, Demetrius Nientor. or Demetrius the
is so wrillrn on his coins still extant as
to avoid tbe envy of the Romans; so he called eonqurror,
Hudson an<l Spanheim inform us; the latter of whnm
the people of Antioch together loan assembh , nives
us here the entire inscription, " Kiliic Detuetrtlll
and persuaded them to receive Demetrius, thc Ood, I'hilauelphus, Nicator "
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Tilth what he heard, and took his army, and
Came from Antioch against Jonathan. And
when be was at Antioch, he wrote to him,
and commanded him to come to him quickly
to Ptolemais; upon which Jonathan did not
intermit the siege of the citadel, but took
with him the elders of the people, arid the
priests, and carried with bim gold, and silver,
and garments, and a great number of presents
of friendship, and came to Demetrius, and
presented him with them, and thereby paci
fied the king's anger. So he was honoured
by him, and received from him the confirma
tion of bis high-priesthood, as he bad possess
ed it by the grants of the kings his predeces
sors. And when the Jewish deserters accused
him, Demetrius was so far from giving credit
to them, that when he petitioned bim that he
would demand no more than tbree hundred
talents for the tribute of all Judea, and the
three toparcbies of Samaria, and Perea, and
Galilee, be complied witb the proposal, and
gave him a letter confirming those grants;
the contents of which were a- follows: —
" King Demetrius to Jonathan his brother,
and to the nation of the Jews, setidetb greet
ing. We have sent you a copy of that epistle
which we have written to Lasthenes our kins
man, that you may know its contents. —
' King Demetrius to Lasthenes our father,
sendeth greeting. I have determined to re
turn thanks and to shojv favour to the na
tion of the Jews, who hath observed the rules
of justice in our concerns. Accordingly, I
remit to them the three prefectures, Apherima, and Lydda, and Rumatha, which have
been added to Judea out of Samaria, with
their appurtenances: as also what the kings
my predecessors received from those that of
fered sacrifices in Jerusalem, and what are
due from the fruits of the earth, and of the
trees, and what else belongs to us ; with the
salt-pits, and the crowns that used to be pre
sented to us. Nor shall they be compelled
to pay any of those taxes from this time to all
futurity.
Take care, therefore, that a copy
of this epistle be taken and given to Jonathan,
and be set up in an eminent place of their holy
temple.'"
And these were the contents of
this writing. And now when Demetrius saw
that there was peace everywhere, and that
there was no danger nor fear of war, he dis
banded the greatest part of his army, and di
minished their pay, and even retained in pay
no others than such foreigners as came up with
him from Crete, and from the other islands.
However, this procured him ill-will and ha
tred from the soldiers, on whom he bestowed
nothing from this time, while the kings be
fore him used to pay tbem in time of peace,
as they did before, that they might have their
good-will, and that they might be very ready to
undergo the difficulties of war, if any occasion
should require it.

BOOK xin.

CHAPTER V.
HOW TRYFHO, AFTER HE HAD BEATEN DEME.
TalUS, DELIVEREDTHE KINGDOM TO ANTIO
CHUS, THE80N OF ALEXANDEII, ANDGA1NED
JONATHAN FOR HIS ASSISTANT; AND CON
CERNING THE ACTIONS AND EMBASSIES OF
JONATHAN.

§ 1. Now there was a certain commander of
Alexander's forces, an Apamian by birth,
whose name was Diodotus, and was also call
ed Trypho, took notice of tbe ill-will the sol
diers bare to Demetrius, and went to M.ilchus the Arabian, wbo brought up Antiochus,
the son of Alexander, and toM him what illwill the army bare Demetrius, and persuaded
bim to give him Antiochus, because be would
make him king, and recover to him tbe king
dom of his father. Malchus at first opposed
him in this attempt, because he could not be
lieve bim; but when Trypho lay hard at him
for a long time, he over-persuaded bim to
comply with Trypho's intentions and entrea
ties. And this was the state Trypho was
now in.
2. But Jonathan the high-priest, being de
sirous to get clear of those that were in the
citadel of Jerusalem, and of the Jewish de
serters and wicked men, as well as those in
all tbe garrisons in the country, sent presents
and ambassadors to Demetrius, and entreated
him to take away his soldiers out of the
strong holds of Judea. Demetrius made an
swer, that after the war, which be was now
deeply engaged in, was over, he would not
only grant him that, but greater things than
that also; and he desired lie would send him
some assistance; and informed him that his
army had deserted him. So Jonathan chose
out three thousand of his soldiers, and sent
them to Demetrius.
3. Now the people of Antioch hated De
metrius, both on account of what mischief he
had himself done them, and because they
were bis enemies also on account of his fathe.
Demetrius who had greatly abused them ; so
they watched some opportunity which they
might lay bold on to fall upon him.
And
when they were informed of the assistance that
was coming to Demetrius from Jonathan,
and considered at the same time that he would
raise a numerous army, unless tbey prevented
him and seized upon him, tbey took their
weapons immediately and encompassed his
palace in the way of a siege, and seizing upon
all tbe ways of getting out, they sought to
subdue their king. And when he saw that
the people of Antioch were become his hitter
enemies, and that they were thus in arms, he
took the mercenary soldiers which he bad
with him, and those Jews who were sent by
Jonathan, and assaulted the Antiocbians; but
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be wai overpowered by them, for they were over the forces, from the Ladder of Tyre un
many ten thousands, and was beaten. But to Egypt. So Jonathan was so pleased with
when the Jews saw that the Antiochians were those grants made him by Antiochus, that he
superior, they went up to the top of the pa sent ambassadors to him and to Trypho, and
lace, and shot at them from thence ; and be professed himself to be their friend and con
cause they were so remote from them by their federate, and said he would join with him in
height, that they suffered nothing on their a war against Demetrius, informing him that
side, but did great execution on the others, be had made no proper returns for the kind
as fighting from such an elevation, they drove nesses he had done him; for that when be bad
them out of the adjoining houses, and imme received many marks of kindness from him,
diately set thein on fire, whereupon the flame when he stood in great need of them, he, for
spread itself over the whole city, and burnt such good turns, had requited him with far
it all down. This happened by reason of the ther injuries.
closeness of the houses, and because they 5. So Antiochus gave Jonathan leave to
were generally built of wood: so the Antio- raise himself a numerous army out of Syria
cliians, when they were not able to help them and PhaMiicia, and to make war against Deselves, nor to stop the lire, were put to flight. metrius's generals ; whereupon he went in
And as the Jcw^ leaped from the top of one haste to the several cities, which received him
house to the top of another, and pursued them splendidly indeed, but put no forces into his
after that manner, it thence happened that the bands. And when he was come from thence
pursuit was very surprising, liut when the to Askelon, the inhabitants of Askelon came
king saw that the Antiochians were very busy and brought him presents, and met him in a
in laving their children and their wives, and splendid manner. He exhorted thein, and
so did not fight any longer, he fell upon them every one of the cities of Celesyria, to forsake
in the narrow passages, and fought them, and Demetrius, and to join with Antiochus, and
slew a great number of them, till at last they in assisting him, to endeavour to punish De
were forced to throw down their arms, and to metrius for what offences he had been guilty
deliver themselves up to Demetrius. So he of against themselves; and told them there
forgave them this their insolent behaviour, were many reasons for that their procedure,
and put an and to the sedition : and when he if tbey had a mind so to do. And when he
had given rewards to the Jews out of the had persuaded those cities to promise their
rich spoils he had gotten, and had returned assistance to Antiochus, he came to Gaza, in
them thanks, as the cause of his victory, he order to induce them also to be friends to
sent thein away to Jerusalem to Jonathan, Antiochus; but he found the inhabitants of
with an ample testimony of the assistance Gaza much more alienated from him than he
they had afforded him. Yet did he prove an expected, for they had shut their gates against
ill man to Jonathan afterward, and broke the bim; and although they had deserted Deme
promises be had made: and he threatened trius, they had not resolved to join themselves
that he would make war upon him. unless he to Antiochus. This provoked Jonathan to
would pay all that tribute which the Jewish besiege them, and to harass their country ;
for as he set a part of his army round about
nation owed to the first kings [of Syria]
And this he had done, if Trypho had not hin Gaza itself, so with the rest he overran their
dered him.anddiverted his preparatiunsagainst laud, and spoiled it, and burned what was in
Jonathan to a concern for his own preserva it. When the inhabitants of Gaza saw the mtion; for he now returned out of Arabia into selves in this state of affliction, and that no
Syria, with the child Antiochus, for he was assistance came to them from Demetrius, that
yet in age but a youth, and put the diadem what distressed them was at hand, but what
on his head; and as the whole forces that had should profit them was still at a great distance,
left Demetrius, because they had no pay, came and it was uncertain whether it would come
to his assistance, he made war upon Deme at all or not, they thought it would be pru
trius, and joining battle with him, overcame dent conduct to leave off any longer continu
him in the fight, and took from him both his ance with him, and to cultivate friendship
elephants and the city of Antiorh.
with the other; so they sent to Jonathan, and
4. Demetrius, upon this defeat, retired in professed they would be his friends, and afford
to Cilicia; but the child Antiochus sent am him assistance; for such is the temper of men,
bassadors and an epistle to Jonathan, and that before they have had the trial of great
made him his friend and confederate, and con afflictions, they do not understand what is
firmed to him the high-priesthood, anil yielded for their advantage; but when they find them
up to him the four prefectures which had been selves under such afflictions, they then change
added to Judea. Moreover, he sent bim their minds, and what it had been better for
vessels and cups of gold, and a purple gar them to have done before they had been hi
ment, and gave him leave to use them. He all damaged, they choose to do, but not till
also presented him with a golden button, and after they have suffered such damages. How
ityled nOI one of his principal friends; and ever, he made a league of friendship with
appointed his brother Simon to be the general them, and took from them hostages for their
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performance of it, and sent these hostages to all his affairs prospered according to his mind,
Jerusalem, while be went himself over all th<> by the providence of God, he sent ambassa
country, as fur as Damascus.
dors to the Romans, being desirous of renew*
6. But when he heard that the generals of ing that friendship which their nation had with
Demetrius's forces were come to the ciiy Cu- them formerly. He enjoined the same ambas
desh, with a numerous army (the place lies sadors, that, as they caine back, they should
between the land of ihe Tynans and Galilee), go to the Spartans and put then, in mind of
for they supposed they should hereby draw their friendship and kindred. So when the am
him out of Syri*», in order to preserve Gali bassadors came to Rome, they went in to their
lee, and that he would not overlook the Ga senate, and said what they were commanded by
lileans, who were his own people, when war Jonathan their high-priest to say, how be had
was made upon them, he went to meet them, sent them to confirm their friendship. The
having left Simon in Juilea, who raised as senate then confirmed what had been formerly
great an army as be was able out of the coun decreed concerning their friendship with the
try, and then sat down before Bethsura, and Jews, and gave them letters to carry to all the
besieged it, that being the strongest place in kings of A>ia and Europe, and to the gover
all Judea; and a garrison of Demetrius's kept nors of the cities, that theyjnight safely con
it, as we have already related. But as Simon duct them to their own country. According
was raising banks, and bringing his engines of ly, as they returned, they came to Sparta, and
wur against Bethsura, and was very earnest delivered the epistle which they had received
about the siege of it, the garrison was afraid of Jonathan to them; a copy of which here
lest the place should be taken of Simon by follows:—"Jonathan the high-priest of the
force, and they put to the sword ; so they sent Jewish nation, and the senate, and Inuly of
to Simon, and desired the security of his oath, the people of the Jews, to the ephori and se
that they should come to no harm from bim, nate, and body of the people of the Lacedo.
and that tbey would leave the plane, and go monians, send greeting. If you be well, and
away to Demetrius. Accordingly, he gave both your public and private affairs be agree
them his oath, and ejected them out of the able to your mind, it is according to our
city, and he put therein a garrison of his own. wishes. We are well also. When in former
7. But Jonathan removed out of Galilee, times an epistle was brought to Onias, who
and from the waters which are called Gen- was then our high-priest, from Areus, who at
nesar, for there he was before encamped, and that time was your king, by Demoteles, con
came into the plain that is called Asor, with cerning the kindred that was between us and
out knowing that the enemy was there. When you, a copy of which is here subjoined, we
therefore Demetrius's men knew a day before both joyfully received the epistle, and were
hand that Jonathan was coining against them, well pleased with Demoteles and Areus, al
they laid an ambush in the mountain, who though we did not need such a demonstration,
were to assault him on the sudden, while because we were well satisfied about it from
they themselves met him with an army in the the sacred writings," yet did not we think fit
plain; which army, when Jonathan saw ready first to begin the claim of this relation to you,
to engage him, he also got ready bis own sol lest we should seem too early in taking to our
diers for the battle as well as he was able. selves the glory which is now given us by you.
But those that were laid in ambush by Deme It is a long time since this relation of ours to
trius's generals being behind them, the Jews you hath been renewed : and when we, upon
were afraid lest they should be caught in the holy atid festival days, offer sacrifices to God,
midst between two bodies, and perish ; so we pray to him for your preservation and vic
they ran away in haste, and indeed all the tory. As to ourselves, although we have had
rest left Jonathan, but a few, that were in many wars, that have compassed us around, by
number about fifty, who staid with him, and reason of the covetousness of our neighbours,
wiih them Mattathias, the son of Absalom, yet did not we determine to be troublesome
and Judas, the son of Chapseus, who were either to you or to others that were related to
commanders of the whole army. These us ; but since we have now overcome our ene
marched boldly, and like men desperate, mies, and have occasion to send Nunienius, the
against tl e enemy, and so pushed them, that son of Antiocbus, and Antipater, the son of Ja
by their courage tbey daunted them, and with son, who are both honourable men belonging
their weapons in their hands, they put them to our senate, to the Romans, we gave them
to flight. And when those soldiers of Jona this epistle to you also, that they might re
than that had retired, saw the enemy giving new that friendship which is between us.—
way, they got together after their flight, and • This clause Is otherwise rendered in the first book of
pursued them with gieat violence ; and this Maccabees,
xii. 9: ** For that we have the holy books of
did they as far as Cudesh, where the camp of Scriptures in otir hands to comfort us " The Hehrew
original being lost, we caiinnt certainly judge whirl) waa
the enemy lay,
truest version, only ihe coherence favours Jnsephna.
8. Jonathan having thus gotten a glorious the
Hut if this were the Jews' meaninc, that they were astla,
out of their Hiltle that the Jews and Lacedemonian
victory, and slain two thousan "t the enemy, fled
were of. kin. that part nt their Itihle is now lost; tor u»
returned to Jerusalem. So «bcn be saw that And
no such assertion in our present copies.
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Too will therefore do well yourselves to write security, and placed watchmen beyond his
to us, and send us an account of what you camp, and kept all his forces armed all night;
stand in need of from us, since we are in all and be gave them a charge to be of good cou
things disposed to act according to your de rage, and to have their minds prepared to fight
sires. So the Lacedemonians received the in the night-time, if they should be obliged
ambassadors kindly, and made a decree for so to do, lest tbeir enemy's designs should
friendship and mutual assistance, and sent it seem concealed from them. But when Demetrius's commanders were informed that Jona
to them.
9. At this time there were three sects among than knew what they intended, tbeir counsels
the Jews, who bad different opinions concern were disordered, and it alunned tbem to find
ing human actions; the one was called the that the enemy bad discovered those tbeir in
sect of the Pharisees, another the sect of the tentions ; nor did they expect to overcome
Sadducees, and the other the sect of the Es them any other way, now tbey bad failed in
sens. Now for the Pharisees,* they say that the snares they had laid for them; for should
some actions, but not all, are the work of fate, they hazard an open battle, tbey did not think
and some of them are in our own power, and they should be a match for Jonathan's army,
that they are liable to fate, but are not caused so they resolved to fly: and having lighted
by fate. But the sect of the Essens affirm, many fires, that when the enemy saw them
that fate governs all things, and that nothing they might suppose they were there still, tbey
befalls men but what is according to its deter retired. But when Jonathan came to give
mination. And for the Sadducees, they take tbem battle in the morning in their camp, and
• way fate, and say there is no such thing, and found it deserted, and understood tbey were
that the events of human affairs are not at its fled, be pursued them; yet be could not over
disposal; but they suppose that all our actions take tbem, for they had already passed over
are in our own power, su th,at we are ourselves the river Eletitherus, and were out of danger.
(he causes of what is good, and receive what So when Jonathan was returned thence, he
is evil from our own folly. However, I have went into Arabia, and fought ag.iinst the Nagiven a more exact account of these opinions bateans, and drove away a great deal of tbeir
prey, and took [many] captives, and came to
in the second book of the Jewish War.
10. But now the generals of Demetrius, Damascus, and there sold off what he had
being willing to recover the defeat they had taken. About the same time it was that Si
had, gathered a greater army together than mon his brother went over all Judea and Pa
tbey had before, and came against Jonathan; lestine, as far as Askelon, and fortified the
but as soon as he was informed of their com strong holds: and when he had made them
ing, lie went suddenly to meet them, to the very strong, both in the edifices erected, and
country of I Iam.it h, for he resolved to give in the garrisons placed in tbem, he came to
them no opportunity of coming into Judea; Joppa; and when he had taken it, he brought
so he pitched bis camp at fifty furlongs' dis a great garrison into it, for he heard that the
tance from the enemy, and sent out spies to people of Joppa were disposed to deliver up
take a view of their camp, and after what the city to Demetrius's generals.
manner tbey were encamped. When his 11. When Simon and Jonathan had finish
spies had given him full information, and had ed these affairs, they returned to Jerusalem,
seized upon some of them by night, who told where Jonathan gathered all the people toge
him the enemy would soon attack him, he ther, and took counsel to restore the walls of
thus apprized beforehand, provided for his Jerusalem, and to rebuild the wall that en
• Those thmt suppose Josephus to contradict himself compassed the temple, which had been thrown
id his three several account* of the notions uf the Phari
and to make the places adjoining
sees, this here, and that earlier one, which is the largest, down,
Or the War. b. itch. Lard, M: and that later. Antiq. b. stronger, by very high towers; and liesitles
xvi>i.c.h. i. sect- 3: asifhe sometimes said they introduced that, to build another wall in the midst ol
an absolute fitality.aru) denied all freedom of human ac the city, in order to exclude the market-place
tions. Is almost wholly gri>undle»si he ever, as the very
learned Cassvtubotl here truly observes, asserting th it tha from the garrison, which was in the citadel,
Pharisees w*-re between the Essens and Sadducees, and and by that means to hinder them from any
di-l so fur ascribe all to fate or Divine Providence as was plenty of provisions; and moreover, to make
cunsisirnt with the freedom of human actions. Howevi-r,
their p. rplexrd way of talking about fate or Providence,
fortresses that were in the country much
ss otei-ruling all things, made it commonly thought they the
stronger, and more defensible than they were
**re willing to excuse their sins by ascribing them to before.
And when these things were approv
as intinder
the Apostolical
Constitutions,
b. vi.difference
ch. vi.—
Perhaps,
toe same general
name some
ed of by the multitude, as rightly proposed,
of "pinions in this point might be propagated, as is very Jonathan
himself took care of the building
crniroun in all parties, especially in points of metaphysi
cal sulitilty. However, our Josephus. who in his heart tbat belonged to the city, and sent Simon
w*% s great admirer of I be piety of the Essens, was yet in away to make the fortressesinthe country more
piarnre a I'harisre, as he himself informs us, in his own secure than formerly. But Demetrius passed
V^r« arcL 2. And his aeoonl of this doctrine of the Phan***K is for certain agreeable to his own opinion, who over [Euphrates], and came into Mesopota
b'lli allowed the frredum of human actions, and yet
as desirous to retain that country still, aa
■titingly believed the powerful interposition ot llivine mia,
Prnvatence. See concerning this matter a remarkabls well as Babylon; and when he should have
ataase, Antiq. b sviii.eli. ai. sect. *
obtained the dominion of the upper provinces.
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to lay a foundation for recovering bis entire all the fortresses that were in the country un
kingdom; for these Greeks and Macedonians, der his dominion; and he told him that he
who dwelt there, frequently sent ambassadors came with those very designs.
to him, and promised that if he would come to 2. Yet did not Jonathan suspect any thing
them, they would deliver themselves up to at all by this his management, but believed
him, and assist him in fighting against Ar- that Trypbo gave this advice out of kindness,
saces,* the king of the Parthians. So he was and with a sincere design. Accordingly, he
elevated with these hopes, and came hastily to dismissed bis army, and retained no more tian
them, as having resolved that, if he had once three thousand of them with him, and left
overthrown the Parthians, and gotten an ar two thousand in Galilee; and be himself,
my of hit own, he would make war against with one thousand, came with Trypho to Pto
Trypbo, and eject him out of Syria; and the lemais: but when the people of Ptolemais
people of that country received him with great had shut their gates, at it had been com
alacrity. So he raised forces, with which be manded by Trypbo to do, be took Junathan
fought against Arsaces, and lost all his army ; alive, and slew all that were with bim. He
and was himself taken alive, as we have else also sent soldiers against those two thousand
where related.
that were left in Galilee, in order to destroy
them: but those men having beard the report
of what had happened to Jonathan, they pre
vented the execution, and before those that
were sent by Trypho came, tbey covered them
CHAPTER VI.
selves with tbeir armour, and went away out
HOW JONATHAN WAS SLAtS BY TREACHERY;. of the country. Now when those that were
AND HOW THEREUPON THE JEWS MADE sent against them saw that they were ready
SIMON THEIR GENERAL AND HIGH-PRIEST; to fight for tbeir lives, they gave tbem no dis
WHAT COUBAGEOUS ACTIONS HE ALSO PER turbance, but returned back to Trypho.
3. But when the people of Jerusalem heard
FORMED, ESPECIALLY AGAINST TRYPHO.
that Jonathan was taken, and that the soldiers
§ 1. Now when Trypho knew what had be who were with him were destroyed, they de
fallen Demetrius, he was no longer firm to plored bis sad fate; and there was earnest in
Antiochus, but contrived by subtilty to kill quiry made about him by every body, and a
him, and then take possession of his kingdom; great and just fear fell upon tbem, and made
but the fear that lie was in of Jonathan was them sad, lest now they were deprived of the
an obstacle to this his design, for Jonathan courage and conduct of Jonathan, the nations
was a friend to Antiochus, for which cause he about tbem should bear them ill-will; and ai
resolved first to take Jonathan out of the they were before quiet on account ofJonathan,
way, and then to set about his design relating they should now rise up against them, and by
to Antiochus; but he, judging it best to take making war with them, should force them into
him off by deceit and treachery, came from the utmost dangers. And indeed what they
Antiocb to Bethshnn, which by the Greeks is suspected really befell tbem; for when those
called Scythopolis, at which place Jonathan nations heard of the death of Jonathan, they
met him with forty thousand chosen men, for began to make war with the Jews as now des
he thought that he came to fight him; but titute of n governor; Trypho himself got ah
when be perceived that Jonathan was ready army together, and had an intention to go up
to fight, he attempted to gain lmn by presents to Jtidea, and make war against ita inhabi
and kind treatment, and gave order to Ms tants. But when Simon saw that the people
captains to obey him, nud by these means was of Jerusalem were terrified at the circum
desirous to give assurance of his good-will, stances they were in, he desired to make »
and to take away all suspicions out of his speech to them, and thereby to render them
mind, that so he might make him careless more resolute in opposing Trypho when be
and inconsiderate, and might take him when should come against tbem. He then called
be was unguarded. He also advised him to the people together into the temple, and thence
dismiss his nrmy, because there was no occa began thus to encourage tbem:—"O my
sion for bringing it with him, when tbere was countrymen, you are not ignorant that our
no war, but all was in peace. However, he father, myself, and my brethren, bave ventured
desired him to retain a few about him, and to hazard our lives, and that willingly, for the
go with him to Ptolemais, for that he would recovery of your liberty; since I have there
deliver the city up to him, and would bring fore such plenty of examples before me, and
we of our family bave determined with our
• The kine. who was of the famous race of Afsaeel, is selves to die for our laws and our divine wor
both here and I Mae. xiv. S. called by the family-name ship, tbere shall no terror be so great as to
Arsarest bnt Appian says his proper name was I'hraatrs.
He is here also called by aosephtis the king of the Par banish this resolution from our souls, nor to
isians, a* the Greeks used to call them , but by the elder introduce in its place a love of life and« con
author of the First Maecabcrs. the Line or the Persians tempt of glory. Do you thetefore follow roe
and Mrdes. oerordire to the language of the eastern riaUons. See AuttacnL Ree. part ii. p. 1108.
with alacrity whithersoever I shall lead y \
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as not destitute of such a captain as is willing than's sons, he gathered his army together,
to suffer, and to do the greatest things for you; and told them what; offers Trypho had made
for neither am 1 better than my brethren that and added this, that the offers were ensnaring
I should be sparing of my own life, nor so far and treacherous, and yet that it was more eli
worse than they as to avoid and refuse what gible to send the money and Jonathan's sons,
they thought the most honourable of all things, than to be liable to the imputation of not
[ mean, to undergo death for your laws, complying with Trypho's offers, and thereby
and for that worship of God which is peculiar refusing to save his brother. Accordingly,
to you; I will therefore give such proper de Simon sent the sons of Jonathan and the
monstrations as will show that I am their own money; but when Trypho had received them
brother; and I am so bold as to expect that I be did not keep his promise, nor set Jonathan
shall avenge their blood upon our enemies, and free, but took his army, and went about all
deliver you all, with your wives and children, the country, and resolved to go afterward to
from the injuries they intend against you, and, Jerusalem, by the way of Idumea, while Si
with God's assistance, to preserve your tem mon went over-against him with his Brmy.
ple from destruction by them; for I see that and all along pitched his camp over-against
these nations have you in contempt, as being his.
without a governor, and that they thence are 6. But when those that were in the citadel
encouraged to make war against you."
had sent to Trypho, and besought him to make
4. By this speech of Simon, he inspired ' li ■ haste and come to them, and to send them
multitud&iwith courage; and as they had be provisions, be prepared his cavalry as though
fore been dispirited through fear, they were he would be at Jerusalem that very night;
now raised to a good hope of better things, but so great a quantity of snow fell in the
insomuch that the whole multitude of the peo night, that it covered the roads, and made
ple cried out all at once, that Simon should be them so deep that there was no passing, espe
leader; and that instead of Judas and Jona cially for the cavalry. This hindered him
than his brethren, he should have the govern from coming to Jerusalem; whereupon Try
ment over them: and they promised that they pho removed thence, and came into Celesyria,
would readily obey him in whatsoever he and fulling vehemently upon the land of Gishould command them. So he got together lead, he slew Jonathan there; and when he
immediately all his own soldiers that were fit had given order for his burial, he returned
for war, and made baste in rebuilding the walls himself to Anfcioch. However, Simon sent
of the city, and strengthening them by very some to the city Basca to bring away his bro
high and strong towers, and sent a friend of ther's bones, and buried them in their own
hi*, one Jonathan, the son of Absalom, to city Modin; and all the people made great
Joppa, and gave him order to eject the inhabi lamentation over hiin. Simon also erected a
tants out of the city, for he was afraid lest they very large monument for his father and his
should deliver up the city to Trypbo; but he brethren of white and polished stone, and
himself staid to secure Jerusalem.
raised it a great height, and so as to be seen a
5. But Trypho removed from Ptolemais long way off, and made cloisters about it, and
with a great army, and came into Judea, and set up pillars, which were of one stone a- piece
brought Jonathan with him in bonds. Simon a work it was wonderful- to see. Moreover
also met him with his army at the city Adida, he built seven pyramids also for his parents
which is upon a hill, and beneath it lie the and brethren, one for each of them, which
plains of Judea. And when Trypho knew were made verysurprising, both for their large
that Simon was by the Jews made their gover nessand beauty, and which have been preserved
nor, he sent to him, and would have imposed to this day; and we know that it was Simon
upon him by deceit and treachery, and de- who bestowed so much zeal about the burial
aired, if be would have his brother Jonathan of Jonathan, and the building of these monu
released, that he would send him an hundred ments for his relations. Now Jonathan died
talents of silver, and two of Jonathan's sons when be had been high-priest four years*
as hostages, that when he shall be released, and had been also the governor of his nation.
be may not make Judea revolt from the king; And these were the circumstances that con
fur that at present he was kept in bonds on cerned his death.
account of the money he had borrowed of the
• There is some error in the eopirs here, when no more
king, and now owed it to him. But Simon than
four Tear* are ascribed to the hiRh-priesthood of Jo*
was aware of the craft of Trypho; and al natlian.
know by Josephus's last Jewish chronology
though he knew that if he gave him the mo Antiq. b W>
XX. ch. x that there was an interval of seven
between the death of Alcimns.or Jacitnua. the last
ney he should lose it, and that Trypho would MUX
and the real high-priesthood ef Jonathan, to
not set his brother free, and withal should hich-prieitt,
whom yet those seven years seem here to be ascribed, aa
deli**er the sons of Jonathan to the pnemv a part of them were to Judaa before, Ai.tiqu b. xii. ch. x.
fl. Now sfnre, besides these seven ye.irs interrrgvet because he was afraid that be should have t'ft.
inm in the pontificate, we are told. Antiq. b. xx. ch. x,
a calumny raised against him among the mul •n<»rr.
thai Jonathan's
rrnl high-priesthood
seeen yeer»j
years
• ■ ■ strrn
years will make lasted
up fourteen
titude a« the caus? of his brother's death, if wliieh.H I , *>ir>nu«c.
was Jo-ephus'i own number in tblt
lour in our
2
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7. But Simon, who was made high- priest
• CHAPTER VII.
by the nmlti- ude, on the very first year of his
bun-priesthood, set his people free from their
slavery under the Macedonians, and permit HOW SIMON CONFEDERATED HIMSELT WITH
ted them to pay tribute to thtfm no longer; ANTIOCHUS PIUS, AND MADE WAtt AGAINST
which liberty and freedom from tribute they TRYPHO, AND, A LITTLE AFTERWARDS,
obtained, after a hundred and seventy years* AGAINST CENDEBEUS, THE GENERAL OF ANof the kingdom of the Assyrians, which was tiochus's ARMY; AS ALSO HOW SIMON WAS
after Seleucus, who was called Nicator, got MURDERED BY HIS SON-IN-LAW, PTOLEMY,
the dominion over Syria. Now the affection AND THAT BY TREACHERY.
of the multitude towards Simon was so great, 1. f Now a little while after Demetrius
that in their contracts one with another, and hadd been carried into captivity, Tr\pho his
in their public records, they wrote, "in the governor destroyed Antiochus.* the son of
first year of Simon the benefactor and eth- Alexander, who was also called Tkt God„\
narch of the Jews;" for under him they were and this when he had reigned four yeurs,
very happy, and overcame the enemies that though he gave it out that he died under the
were round about them ; for Simon over hands of the surgeons. He then sent his
threw the city Gazara, and Joppa, and Jam- friends, and those that were most intimate
nia. He also took the citadel of Jerusalem with him, to the soldiers, and promised that
by siege, and cast it down to the ground, that he
give them a great deal of^money il
it might not be any more a place of refuge to theywould
would make him king. He intimated
their enemies when they took it, to do them to them
that Demetrius was made a captive
a mischief, as it bad been till now. And by the Purthians;
and that Demetrius's bro
when he bad done this, he thought it their ther Antiochus, if he
to be king, would
best way, and most for their advantage, to do them a great deal came
mischief, in way ol
level the very mountain itself upon which the revenge for revolting of
from his brother. So
citadel happened to stand, that so the temple the soldiers, in expectation
of the wealth they
might be higher than it. And, indeed, when + It must here be diligently noted,
that Josephns'i
he bad called the multitude to an assembly, copy of the first book or Maccabees, which
be bas m
he persuaded them to have it so demolished, carefully followed1, and faithfully abridged, as Tar as the
fiftieth
verse
of
the
thirteenth
chapter,
seems
there t«
and this by putting them in mind what mise have ended. What few things there are afterwards
ries they had suffered by its garrison and mon to both, might probably be learned by him com
from
the Jewish deserters; and what miseries they j some other more impeVtect records. However, we must
exactly
observe
here,
what
the
remaining
part
t,f
that
might hereafter suffer in case any foreigner b ink of the Maccabees informs us of, and what Joseshould obtain the kingdom, and put a garrison phus would never have omitted hud his copy con'ainrd
much,- that this Minna the Great, Ihc Mticcabre,
into that citadel. This speech induced the so
a leugue with Antiochus Soter, the son of Deme
multitude to a compliance, b"cause he exhorted made
trius Soter, and brother ol the other Itemctriiia, who
was now a captive in 1'arthiaj that upoo hi* coming |0
them to do nothing but waat was for their the
about the I 10 h year before the Christian
own good: so they all set themselves to the .era, crown
he granted great privileges to the Jewish nation
work, and levelled the mountain, and in that and to Simon their high-priest »nd elhriarch: which
Simon seems to have taken of his own accord
work spent both day and night without inter l<rivileges
three years before. In particular, he Rave him
mission, which cost them three whole years shoot
leave to coin money for his coontrv with his own stai.tp:
Jetusalein and the sanctuary, thai ihey
before it was removed, and brought to an en and a* concerning
be free, or, as the vulgar Latin hath il, ** holy and
tire level with the plain of the rest of the should
fiee" (I IMaccab. xv. 6, 7,) which I take to be the true
city. After w hich the temple was the highest reading, as being the very words of his father's conces
offered to Jonathan several years before: ch. x 31 ;
of all the buildings, now the citadel, as well sion
and Antiq. b. xiii. ch. ti. sect 3. Now what makes ihia
as the mountain whereon it stood, were de date
and these grants greatly remarkahle. is Ibe slate of
molished. And these actions were thus per- trie remaining genuine shekels of the Jews with Samaritan
characters,
which seem to have been (movl of them
1, rined under Simon.
at least) coined in the first four years of this Simon, the
Asamonean, and having upon them these words on one
* These one hundred and seventy years of the Assy. side, "Jerusalem the Holy;" and on the reverse, "In the
rian* mean no more, a* Josephus explain* himself here, Year of Freedom," 1. or or 3, or 4; which shekels,
than from the rcra ol Seleucus, which, »s it is known to therrfore. are original monuments of these times, and
h;ive bouan on the 319th year before the Christian ara, undeniable marks of the truth of the history in these
frum Its spring in the first book of Maccabees, and from chapters, though it be in great measure omitted by JoseIts autumn in <he second book of Maccabees, so did it phns. See Essay on the Old Test. p. 157. I5H, The
not begin at Rahvlon till the next spring, on the 31 1th reason why I rather suppose that his copy of the Macca
fear. See I'rid. at the year 312. And it is truly observed
these chapters, than that his own copies rue
by Dr. Hudson on this place, that the Syrian* and A«- bees wanted
imperlect is this: That all their contents are not
■yrfans are sometimes confounded in ancient authors, here
here
omitted,
though much the greater part be.
according to the words ofJufttin, the epitomizer of Tro- J How Trypho
kilted this Antiochus. the epitome of
gns Pompcius, who says, trial " the Assyrians were after- 1 -ivy informs us, chapter
53. vis. that he corrupted bit
Wards called Syrians" U.I ch. xi. See of the War, b. physicians or surgeons, who, falsely pretending to the
». ch. ix. sect. 4. where the Philistines themselves, at the people that he was perishing with the stone, as they cnt
rery aouth limit of Syria in its utmost extent, are called bim for it, killed him; which exactly agrees with Jose
Ascians by JuKplius, as Spauheim observes.
phus.That this Antiochus, the son of Alexander B.iIlIh,
was
colled "the
is evident
from his coins,
Spanhetm
assuresGod."
us bear
this inscriptionr
M Kingwhich
An
tiochus the God; Epiphaues ibr Victorious."
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should get by bestowing the kingdom upon also himself make a league with the Ro
Trypbo, made him their ruler. However, mans.
when Trypbo had gained the management of 4. Now be was ruler of tbe Jews in all
affaire, he demonstrated bis disposition to be eight years; but at a feast came to his end.
wicked; for while he was a private person, It was caused by tbe treachery of his son-inhe cultivated a familiarity with the multitude, law Ptolemy, who caught also his wife, and
and pretended to great moderation, and so two of his sons, and kept them in bonds. Ho
drew them on artfully to whatsoever he pleas also sent some to kill John the third son,
ed; but when be bad once taken the king whose name was Hyrcanus: but the young
dom, he laid aside any farther dissimulation, man perceiving tbem coming, be avoided the
and was the true Trypbo; which behaviour danger he was in from them,* and made haste
made his enemies superior to him ; for the into the city [Jerusalem], as reiving on tbe
soldiers hated him, and revolted from him to good-will of the multitude, because of the
Cleopatra, the wife of Demetrius, who was benefits they had received from his father, and
then shut up in Seleucia with her children ; because of the hatred the same multitude bare
but as Antiochus, the brother of Demetrius to Ptolemy; so that when Ptolemy was en
who was called Soter, was not admitted by deavouring to enter the city by another gate,
any of the cities, on account of Trypho, Cleo tbey drove him away, as having already ad
patra sent to him, and invited him to marry mitted Hyrcanus.
ber, and to take the kingdom. The reasons
why she made this invitation were these:
That her friends persuaded her to it, and that
she was afraid for herself, in case some of
CHAPTER VIIL
the people of Seleucia should deliver up the
HYRCANUS RECEIVES THE HIGH-PRIESTHOOD,
city to Trypho.
2. A* Antiochus was now come to Seleu
AND EJECTS PTOLWMY OUT OF THE COUN
cia, and his forces increased every day, he TRY. ANTIOCHUS MAKES WAR AGAINST
marched to fight Trypho; and having beaten HYRCANUS, AND AFTERWARDS MAKES A
him in the battle, he ejected him out of the LEAGUE WITH HIM.
Upper Syria into Phoenicia, and pursued him
thither, and besieged hiin in Dora, which was 5 1. So Ptolemy retired to one of the for
a fortress hard to be taken, whither he had tresses that was aboveJericho, which whs culled
fled. He also sent ambassadors to Simon the Dagon. Hut Hyrcanus having taken the
Jewish bigh-priest, about a league of friend high-priesthood that had been his father's be
ship and mutual assistance; who readily ac fore, and in the first place propitiated God by
cepted of the invitation, and sent to Antio sacrifices, be then made an expedition against
chus great sums of money and provisions for Ptolemy; and when be made bis attacks
those that besieged Dora, and thereby sup upon the plnce-*in other points he was too
plied them very plentifully, so that for a little hard for him, bar was rendered weaker than
while he was looked upon as one of his most he, by the commiseration he had for his mo
intimate friends; but still Trypho fled from ther and his brethren, and by that only; for
Dora to Apamia, where he was taken during I tolemy brought them upon the wall, and
the siege, and put to death, when he had tormented them in the sight of all, and threa
tened that he would throw them down head
reigned three years.
3. However, Antiochus forgot the kind long, unless Hyrcanus would leave oif the
assistance that Simon had afforded him in siege; nnd as he thought that, so far as he
his necessity, by reason of his covetous and relaxed to the siege and taking of the place,
wicked disposition, and committed an army of so much favour did he show to those that were
soldiers to bis friend Cendelieus, and sent him dearest to him by preventing their misery, his
at once to ravage Judea, and to seize Simon. zeal about it was cooled. However, his mo
When Simon heard of Antioibus's breaking ther spread out her bands, and begged of him
his league with him, although he were now that he would not grow remiss on her account,
in years, yet, provoked with the unjust treat but indulge his indignation so much the more,
ment be had met with from Antiochus, and and that he would do his utmost to take the
taking a resolution brisker than his age could place quickly, in order to get their enemy un
ell bear, he went like a young man to act der his power, and then to avenge upon him
is general of his army. He also sent his sons
• Here Jowphmi begins to follow sad to abridge llw
before smong the most hardy of his soldiers, next
Hebrew book, styled in tbe end of tbe flnt
md he himself marched on with his army hook tacred
of Maccabees, "* The Chronicle of John [Hyrcaanother way, and laid many of his men in nus's] High-priesthood ;•* bill in some of the Greek copies,
fourth bonk of Maccabees" A Girek version of
ambushes in the narrow valleys between the "tbe
chronicle waa extaol not very lone ago, in tbe daya
mountains; nor did he fail of success in this
of Santea Pagninus and Sixtus Senensis,at Lyon*, though
to have been there burnt, and to be utterly lost.
any one of his attempts, but was too hard itSeeset-ins
-enrnsi.'s account of it, of its many Hebra
for mi enemies in every one of them. So isms,Status
cud its tiert-ement with Jnsephus's abriUjgmaat, in.
bo led tbe rest of bis life in peace, ami did | tUc Autmnt Rec. part L pp.
- soe-aos.
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bltants
within
it
ns
within
a
wall; but the
what be had done to those that were dearest
to himbelf; for that death would be to her besieged contrived to make frequent sallies
sweet, though with torment, if that enemy out; and if the enemy were not any where
of theirs might but be brought to punishment upon their guard, they fell upon them, an
for his w icked dealings to them. Now w hen did them a great deal of mischief; and if they
his mother said so, he resolved to take the fur- perceived them, they then retired into the city
tress immediately; but when he saw ber beaten, with ease. But because Hyrcanus discerned
and torn to pieces, his courage failed him, and the inconvenience of so great a number of
be could not but sympathize with what his men in the city, while the provisions were the
mot ber suffered, and was thereby overcome ; sooner spent by tbem, and yet, as is natural to
and as the siege was drawn out into length suppose, those great numbers did nothing, he
by this means, that year on which the Jews separated the useless part, and excluded thetn
use to rest, came on ; for the Jews observe this out of the city, and retained that part only
rest every seventh year, as they do every se who were in the flower of their age, and fit
venth day; so that Ptolemy being for this for war. However, Antiochus would not let
cause released from the war,* he slew the those that were excluded go away; who, there
brethren of Hyrcanus and his mother: and fore, wandering about between the walls, and
when be had so done, he fled to Zeno, who consuming away by famine, died miserably;
was called Cotylas, who was then the tyrant but when the feast of tabernacles was at hand,
of the city Philadelphia.
those that were within commiserated their
2. But Antiochus, being very uneasy at the condition, and received them in again. And
miseries that Simon had brought upon bim, when Hyrcanus sent to Antiochus, and de
be invaded Judea in the fourth year of his sired there might be a truce -for seven days,
reign, and the first year of the principality of because of the festival, he gave way to his
Hyrcanus, in the hundred and sixty-second piety towards God, and made that truce ac
Olympiad.f And when- he had burnt the cordingly; and besides that, he sent in a
country, he shut up Hyrcanus in the city, magnificent sacrifice, bulls with their horns
which he encompassed round with seven gilded, | with all sorts of sweet spices, and
encampments; but did nothing at the first, with cups of gold and silver. So those that
because of the strength of the walls, and be were at the gates received the sacrifices from
cause of the valour of the besieged, although those that brought them and led them to the
they were once in want of water, which yet temple, Antiochus the meanwhile feasting his
they were delivered from by a large shower army, which was a quite different conduct from
of niin, which fell at the setting of the Pleia- Antiochus Epiphanes, who, when he had taken
des.J However, about the north part of the the city, offered swine upon the altar, and
wall, where it happened the city was upon a sprinkled the temple with the broth of their
level with the outward ground, the king raised flesh, in order to violate the laws of the Jews,
a hundred towers of three stories high, and and the religion they derived from their fore
placed bodies of soldiers upon them ; and as fathers; for which reason our nation made war
he made bis attacks every day, he cut a double with him, and would never be reconciled to
ditch, deep and broad, and confined the inha- him; but for this Antiochus, all men called
• Hence we learn, that in the days of this excel him Antiochus Ike Piuus, for the great zeal
lent high-priest, John Hyrcanus, the observation of the he had about religion.
Sabbatic Year, as Josephus supposed, required a rest 3. Accordingly, Hyrcanus took this mode
front war, as did that of the weekly Sabbath from work;
I mean this, unless in the case of necessity, when the ration of his kindly; and when he understood
Jews were attacked by their enemies, in which case, in- how
religious he was towards the Deity, he
dred. and in which alone, they then allowed defensive
fighting to be law ful even on the Sabbath-day, as we see sent an embassage to bim, and desired that he
in several places of Josephus, Amiq. b. xii eh. vi. sect
2; b. xiiL ch. i. sect 3: Of the War, b. i. ch. vii aect would restore the settlements they received
3. Hut then it must be noted, that this rest from war from their forefathers. So he rejected the
no way appears in the first book of Maccabees (ch. xvl.), counsel of those that would have him utterly
but the direct contrary; though indeed the Jews, in the destroy the nation § by reason of their way
days of Antiochus rpiphancs, did not venture upon of
fighting on the Sabbath-day, even in the defence of their living, which was to others unsociable, and
own lives, till the Asarooneans or Maccabees decreed so did not regard what they said. But being
to do, 1 Mac ii. 32—41 ; Antiq b. xii. ch. vi. sect. 2.
+ Jnsephus's copies, both Greek and Ijitin, have here persuaded that all they did was out of a reli
a gross mistake, when tbey say that this first year of gious mind, be answered the ambassadors,
John Hyrcanus, which we have just now seen to have that if the besieged would deliver up their
been a Sabbatic Year, was in the I62d Olympiad, where
as it was for certain the second year of the Iblst See arms, and pay tribute for Joppa, and the
the like before, b. xii. ch. vii. sect. 6.
t This heliacal setting of the Pleiades, or seven stars, other cities which bordered upon Judea, and
was. in the days of Hyrcanus and Josephus, early in the
spring, about February, the time of the tatter rain in I Dr. Hudson tells ns here, that this custom of gilding
Judea: and this, so far as I remember, is the only as the horns of those oxen that were to be sacrificed, is a
tronomical character of time, besides oue eclipse of the known thing both in the poets and orators.
moon In the reign of Herod, that we meet with in all I This account in Josephus. that the present Antio
Josephus: the Jews being little accustomed to astrono chus
persuaded, though in vain, not to make nfuce
mical observations, any farther than for the use of their with was
but to rut them off utterly, is fully con
aalendar: and utterly forbidden those astrological uses firmedthebyJews,
Diodorus Siculus, in Pbotius's extracts out
which the btalhcns commonly mod* a/taetn.
of bis 34th Uta>k.
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admit a garrison of his, on these terms he
would make war against them no longer.
Hut the Jews, although they were content
with the other conditions, did not agree to
admit the garrison, because they could nut
associate with other people, nor converse witb
them; yet were they willing, Instead of the
sion of the garrison, to give him hos, and five hundred talents of silver; of
which they paid down three hundred, and
sent the hostages immediately, which king
Antiochus accepted. One of those hostages
was Hyrcanus's brother, lint still he broke
down the fortifications that encompassed the
city. And upon these conditions Antiochus
broke up the siege, and departed.
4. But Hyrcanus opened the sepulchre of
David, who excelled all other kings in riches,
and took out of it three thousand talents. He
whs also the first of the Jews that, relying on
this wealth, maintained foreign troops. There
was also a league of friendship and mutual
assistance made between them ; upon which
Hyrcanus admitted him into the city, and
furnished him with whatsoever his army want
ed in great plenty, and with great 'generosity,
and marched along with him when he made
an expedition against the Parthians, of which
Nicolaus of Damascus is a wjtness for us;
who in his history writes thus:—"When
Antiochus had erected a trophy at the river
Lycus, upon his conquest of Indates, the ge
neral of the Parthians, he staid there two days.
It was at the desire of Hyrcanus the Jew, be
cause it was such a festival derived to them
from their forefathers, whereon the law of the
Jews did not allow them to travel." And
truly be did not speak falsely in saying so ;
for that festival which we call Pentecost, did
then fall out to be the next day to the Sab
bath : nor is it lawful for us to journey, either
Sabbath-day, or on a festival day.*
ien Antiochus joined battle with Ar, the king of Parthia, he lost a great part
Of bis army, and was himself slain; and his
brother Demetrius succeeded in the kingdom
of Syria, by the permission of Arsaces, who
freed him from his captivity at the same time
that Antiochus attacked Parthia, as we have
formerly related elsewhere.
wrre Dot to march or journey nn the Sabh a great festival u wafl equivalent to tl>e
farther than a Sabbath-day's journey, or
See the note on Antiq. b. xx. ch.
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CHAPTER IX.
HOW, AFTER THE DEATH OF ANTIOCHUg, HTECANUS MADE AN EXPEDITION AGAINST SYKIA, AND MADE A LEAGUE WITH THE RO
MANS. CONCERNING THE DEATH OF KING
DEMETRIUS AND ALEXANDER.
§ 1. Bfft when Hyrcanus beard of the death
of Aritiwcbus, he presently made an expedi
tion agriinst the cities of Syria, hoping to find
them destitute of fighting men, and of such as
were able to defend them. However, it was
not till the sixth month that he took Medaba,
and that not without the greatest distress of his
army. After this he took Samega, and the neigh
bouring places ; and, besides these, Shechem and
Gerizzim, and the nation of the Cutheans, who
d welt at the temple which resembled that tem
ple which was at Jerusalem, and which Alexan
der permitted Sanballat, the general ofhis army,
to build for the sake of Manasseb, who was sonin-law to Jadua the high-priest, as we have
formerly related; which temple was now de
serted two hundred years after it was built.
Hyrcanus took also Dura and Marissa, cities
of Idumea, and subdued all the Idumeans;
and permitted them to stay in that country,
if they would circumcise their genitals, and
make use of the laws of the Jews; and they
were so desirous of living in the country of
their forefathers, that they submitted to the
use of circumcision,f
the rest of the
Jewish ways of living; at which time there
fore this befel them, that they were hereafter
no other than Jews.
2. But Hyrcanus the high-priest was de
sirous to renew the league of friendship they
+ This account of the Idumeans admitting circumci
sion, and the entire Jewish law, from this time, or from
the day* of Hyrcanus, is confirmed by their entire history
afterwards. See Antiq. b. xiv. ch. viii. sect. I; h. xv.
h. vii. sect.9. Of the War, b,ii. ch. iii. sect. 1; b. iv.ch.
iv sect. 5. This, in the opinion of Josephus, made them
proselytes of justice, or entire Jew*, as here aod else
where, Antiq. b. xiv. ch. viii sect. 1. However, Antigomis, the enemy of Herod, thousrh Herod were derived
from such a proselyte of justice for several generations,
will allow him to be no more than a half Jew, b. vv. ch.
xv. sect. 2- But still, take out of Dean Pridcaux, at the
year li9, the words of Ammonius, a grammarian, which
fully confirm this account of the Idumeans, in Josephus:
"The Jews," says he, "are such by nature, and from
the beginning, whilst the Idumeans were not Jews from
the beginnine, but Phoenicians and Syrians; but being
afterwards subdued by the Jews and compelled to be cir
cumcised, and to unite into one nation, and be subject to
the same laws, they were called Jews." l>io also saya,
as
the Dean
quotes
fromandbook
p 37,j
M That
countrythere
is also
calledhim,
J udea,
the xxxvi
people Jews
and this name is given also to as many others as embrace
tbelr religion, though of other nations.* But then upon
what foundation so good a governor as Hyrcanus toek
upon him to compel those Idumeans either to become
Jews or to leave the country, deserves great considera
tion. I suppose it was because they had long ago been
driven out of the land of Edom, and bad seized on and
possessed the tribe of Simeon, and all the southern part
of the tribe of Judah, which was the peculiar inheritane*
of the worshipper* of the true Ood without idolatry,
as the reader may learn from Reland, Palestine, part L
n. 164. 306, and from Prideaux, at the yaars 140 and
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hid with tbe Unmans: accordingly he sent
mi embassage to tbein; and when the senate
nail received their epistle, they made a league
,:f friendship with them, after tbe manner follu.img: —"Famus, the son of Marcus, tbe
prmtor. gathered the senate together on the
eighth day before the Ides of February, in tbe
-eiiute-bouse, when Lucius Manlius, the son
t Lucius, of the Mentine tribe, and Caius
n-inpronius the son of Caius, of the Falernian
il>e, were present. The occasion was, that
lie ambassadors sent by tbe people of the
.lews,* Simon, the son of Dositbeus, and
Apolloiiius, tbe son of Alexander, and Diodorus, tbe son of Jason, who were good and
vit uous men, had somewhat to propose about
i t league of friendship and mutual assistance
.\liich subsisted between them and the Ro
mans, and about other public affairs, who de
sired that Joppa, and the havens, and Gazara,
and the springs [of Jordan], and the several
other cities and countries of theirs, which
Antiorhus bud taken from them in the war,
contrary to the decree of the senate, might be
restored to them; and that it might not be
lawful for the king's troops to pass through
their country, and the countries of those that
<re subject to them: and that what attempts
Antiochus had made during that war with
out tbe decree of tbe senate,, might be made
void: and that they would send ambassadors,
who should take care that restitution be made
them of what Antiochus had taken from them,
and that they should make an estimate of the
country that had been laid waste in the war :
and that they would grant them letters of
protection to tbe kings and free people, in
order to their quiet return home. It was
therefore decreed as to these points, to renew
their league of friendship and mutual assist
ance with these good men, and who were sent
by a good and a friendly people."—But as to
tbe letters desired, their answer was, that the
senate would consult about that matter when
their own affairs would give them leave, and
that they would endeavour for the time to
.■nine, that no like injury should be done
them: and that their pnetor, Fanius, should
.jive them money out of the public treasury
'■> hear their expenses home. And thus did
'•'aiiius dismiss the Jewish ambassadors, and
ive them money out of the public treasury;
i tl cave the decree of the senate to those that
i ere to conduct them, and to take care that
hey should, return home in safety.
.'). And thus stood the affairs of Hyrcanus
ne high-priest. But as for king Demetrius,
vlio had a mind to make war against Hyrca.
ins, there-was no opportunity nor room for
it. while both the Syrians and the soldiers
>are ill-will to him, because he was an ill
'"•'"• But when tbey had sent ambassadors
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to Ptolemy, who was called Physcon, that ht
would send them one of the family of Seleucus, in order to take the kingdom, and be
sent tbem Alexander, who was called Zebina,
with an army, and there had been a battle
between tbem, Demetrius was beaten in the
fight, and fled to Cleopatra bis wile, to )'t».
lemais; but his wife would not receive him.
He went thence to Tyre, and was there
caught; and when he had suffered much Irani
bis enemies before his death, he was slain by
them. So Alexander took the kingdom, and
made a league with Hyrcanus. Yet, when
be afterward fought uith Antiochus the son
of Demetrius, who was called Grypu-, he was
aUo beaten in the light, and slain.

CHAPTER X.
HOW, UPON THE QUARREL BETWEEN ANTIOCUDS OKVft'S AND ANTIOCHUS CYZICENUS,
ABOUT THE KINGDOM, HYUCANUS TOOK SA
MARIA, AND UTTERLY DEMOLISHED IT; AN*
HOW HYRCANUS JOINED HIMSELF TO Till
SECT OF THE SADDUCEES, AND LEFT THAT
Or THE PHARISEES.

§ 1. When Antiochus had taken the kingdom,
he was afraid to make war against Judea, be
cause be beard that bis brother by tbe same
mother, who was called Antiochus, was raising
an army against him out of Cyzicum; so he
staid in his own land, and resolved to prepare
himself for the attack he expected from his
brother who was called Cyzicenus, because he
had been brought up in that city. He was
the son of Antiochus that was called Soter,
who died in Parthia. He was the brother of
Demetrius, the fi.iher of Grypus; for it had
so happened, that one and the same Cleopatra
was married to two who were brethren, as we
have related elsewhere. But Antiochus Cy
zicenus coining into Syria, continued many
years at war with his brother. Now Hyr
canus lived all this while in peace; for after
the death of Antiochus, be revolted from the
Macedonians,! nor did he any longer pay them
the least regard, either as their subject or their
friend, but his affairs were in a very improv
ing and flourishing condition in the times ot
Alexander Zebina, and especially under these
brethren, for the war which they had with one
another gave Hyrcanus the opportunity ot
er joying himself in Judea quietly, insomuch
that be got an immense quantity of money.
However, when Antiochus Cyzicenus distres
sed his land, he then openly showed what he
meant. And when be saw that Antiochus

♦ Dean Pridranx takra notice at the jear 130, that
Jiirtin. io an agreement with Joaevhoa, saya, "Ida
power
of the Jews was now grown ao great, that alte?
* ,n ••«" decree of the Roman senate. It mn that
Meae anbaasadort were arm trom the - people of th. this Antiorhua, they would not bear ant Marvili.t,,**
J.wa, -• aiwlluta. tna.r pr.nce or bujb-pnaat Joan. Kin* iiv,t lh,-m; »,,d that they .el up a rm-»rt sae* o.
their owo, and inleatad Syria w'tfi great walk"
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was destitute of Egyptian auxiliaries, and that lnrense, and heard a voice, that his sons had
both be miid his brother were in an ill condi just then overcome Antiochus. And this he
tion in the struggles the} bad one with an openly declared before all the multitude on
his coming out of the temple ; and it accord
other, he despised them both.
'2. So he made an expedition against Sa ingly proved true; and in this posture were
maria, whirh was a very strong city ; of whose the affairs of Hyrcanus.
present name Setwste, arid its rebuilding by
4. Now it happened at this time, that not
Herod, we shall speak at a proper time; but only those Jews who were at Jerusalem and
he made, his attack against it, and besieged it in Judea were in prosperity, but also those of
with a great deal of pains; for he was greatly them that were at Alexandria, arid in Egvpt,
displeased witb the Samaritans for the in and Cyprus, for Cleopatra the queen whs at
juries they had done to the people of Marissa, variance with her son Ptolemy, « ho was called
a colony of the Jews, and confederate witb Lathyrus. and appointed for her generals,
t tii-iii, and this in compliance to the kings of Chelcias and Ananias, the sons of that Oniaa
Syria. When he hud therefore drawn a ditch, who built tbe temple in the prefecture of Heliand built a double wall round the city, which opolis. like that at Jerusalem, as we have else
was fourscore furlongs long, he set bis sons where related. Cleopatra intrusted these men
Antigonus and Aristobulus over the siege; with her army, and did nothing without their
which brought the Samaritans to that great Hdvice, as Strabo of Cappadocia attests, when
distress by famine, that they were forced to be saith thus:—u Now the greater part, both
eut what used not to be eaten, and to call for those that came to Cyprus witb us, and those
Antiochus Cyzicenus to help them, who came that were sent afterward thither, revolted to
readily to their assistance, but was beaten by Ptolemy immediately ; only those that were
Aristobulus; and when he was pursued as called Onias's party, being Jews, continued
far as Scythopolis by the two brethren, he faithful, because their countrymen Chelcias
got away: so they returned to Samaria, and and Ananias were in chief favour with tbe
shut them again within the wall, till they were queen." These are the words of Strabo.
forced to send for the same Antiochus a se
5. However, this prosperous state of affairs
cond time to help tbem, who procured about moved the Jews to envy Hyrcanus; but they
six thousand men from Ptolemy Lathyrus, that were the worst disposed to him were the
which were sent them without bis mother's Pharisees,* who are one of the sectsofthe Jews,
consent, who had then in a manner turned as we have informed you already. These have
him out of his government. With these so great a power over the multitude, that when
Egyptians Antiochus did at first overrun and they say any thing against the king or against
ravage the country of Hyrcanus after the the high-priest, they are presently believed.
manner of a robber, for he durst not meet Now Hyrcanus was a disciple of theirs, and
him in the face to fight with bim, as not hav greatly beloved by them. And when he once
ing an army sufficient for that purpose, but invited them to a feast, and entertained them
only from this supposal, that by thus harass very kindly, when he saw tbem in a good hu
ing his land he should force Hyrcanus to mour, he began to say to them, that they knew
rinse the siege of Samaria; but because he he was desirous to be a righteous man, and to
ft-ll into snares, and lost many of his soldiers do all things whereby he might please God,
therein, he went away to Tripoli, and com which was the profession of the Pharisees also.
mitted the prosecution of the war against the However, he desired, that if they observed him
Jews to Callimauder and Epicrates.
olfending in any point, and going out of the
3. lint as to Callimauder, be attacked the right uay, they would call him back and cor
enemy too rashly, and was put to flight, and rect him. On which occasion they attested to
destroyed immediately; and as to Epicrates, his being entirely virtuous; with which com
he was such a lover of money, that he openly mendation he was well pleased; but still there
betrayed Scytboyolis, and other places near it, was one of his guests there, whose name wbs
to the Jews; but was not able to make them
• The original of the Sadtlncees, as a considerable
raise the siege ( f Samaria. And when Hyr party among the Jews, being cimtaimd in this anil the
two
sections, lake bean I'rideaus's note upon
canus had taken tbe city, which was not don-* this following
their tint public appearance, which I suppose In be
t~ll after a year's siege, he was not contented true:—- Hyrcanus," says he, '-went oeec,tn the party
with doing that only, but he demolished it of the Saddurees, that is, by embtacing Iheir dot-Tine
against the traditions of the elder* ad- ed to the wi tten
entirely, and brought rivulets to it to drown law. and made of equal authority with it, but not iheir
it. for he dug such hollows as might let the doctrine against tbe resurrection and a future stale; for
waters run under it; nay, be took away the this cannot be supposed of so good and righteous a o an
as John tiyrcuoiis is said to lie- It if most pruhable,
very marks that there bad ever been such a that at this tui>c the Saddurce* had K> ne nil far her in
city there. Now a very surprising ihing is Ihe doctrines of that beet than to ditty all lheii un
written traditions, which the Pharisee* were so li.nd of)
related of this high-priest Hyrcanus, how God lor
Jnsephns mentions no other dilleitnev at this Unai
came to discourse with him: for. they say Is-lweeli themt neither dotll he say Ilia) Hyrcanus -vi-( t
tiiat on the very same day on which his sons over to the Nadducees in any other (.; rttcular than in
the abolishing of alt tin tadiuonar) cot stitutions of tl e
tougnt with Antiochus Cyzicenus, be was 1'harisees, which our Saviour coiidefined as well as
alone in the temple, as high-pm-st, offering ihey." [At the year H h..1
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Elea/ar,' a man of an ill temper, and delight
ing in seditious practices. This man said,
" Since ibou desirest to know the truth, if thou
wilt be righteous in earnest, lay down the
high-priesthood, and content thyself with the
civil government of the people." And when
he desired to know for what cause be ought
to lay down the high-priesthood, the other re
plied, " We have heard it from old men, that
thy mother bad been a captive under tbe
reign of Antiochus Epipbanes." This story
was false, and Hyrcanus was provoked against
him; end all the Pharisees had a very great
indignation against him.
6. Now there was oneJonathan, a very great
friei d of Hyrcanus. but of the sect of the Sad
ducees, whose notions ore quite contrary to
those of tbe Pharisees. He told Hyrcanus that
Eleazar had cast such a reproach upon him, ac
cording to the common sentiments of all the
Pharisees, and that this would be made mani
fest if be would but ask them the question,
What punishment they thought this man de
served? for that he might depend upon it,
that tbe reproach was not laid on him with
their approbation, if they were for punishing
bim as bis crime deserved. So the Pharisees
made answer, that be deserved stripes and
bonds; but that it did not seem right to puni-h reproaches with deal hi and indeed the
Pharisees, even upon other occasions, are not
apt to be severe in punishments. At this
gentle sentence, Hyrcanus was very angry,
and thought that this man reproached bim
by their approbation. It was tbis Jonathan
who chiefly irritated him, and influenced him
so far, that he made him leave the party of
the Pharisees, and abolish the decrees they
had imposed on tbe people, and punish those
that observed them. From this source arose
that hatred which he and his sons met with
from tbe multitude ; but of these matters we
shall speak hereafter. What I would now
explain is this, that the Pharisees have de
livered to the people a great many observances
by succession from their fathers which are
not written in the law of Moses; and for
that reason it is that the Sadducees reject
them, and say that we are to esteem those ob
servances to be obligatory which are in the
written word, hut are not to observe what are
derived from tbe tradition of our forefathers;
and concerning these things it is that great
disputes and differences have arisen among
them, while the Sadducees are able to per
suade none but tbe rich, and have not the
populace obsequious to tbem, but tbe Phari
sees have the multitude of their side: but
about these two sects, and that of tbe F.ssens, I have treated accurately in tbe second
book of Jewish affairs.
• This slander, that arose from a Pharisee, hat been
Metal II a by their stircessois the Rabbins to these Inter
agesi tor Dr. Hudson assures tis that David GantE, in
hi. Clironology. S I'r n. 7fi, in Vorstius's ve rsion. re.
rates that H»rrnm's> n.oth.r wa- taker captive Id
|3ount Modipili »eeihs,n. sill pet <.
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7. But when Hyrcanus had put an end to
this sedition, be after tbat lived happily, and
administered the government in the best man
ner for thirty-one years, and then died.f leav
ing behind bim five sons. He was esteemed
by God worthy of the three privileges,— the
government of bis nation, the dignity of the
hie, h- priesthood, and prophecy; for God wai
with him, and enabled him to know futuri
ties; and to foretel tbis in particular, that, as
to his two eldest sons, he foretold tbat they
would not long continue in tbe government
of public affairs; whose unhappy catastrophe
will be worth our description, that we may
thence learn bow very much tbey were infe
rior to their father's happiness.

CHAPTER XL
HOW ARISTOBULUS, WHEN HE HAD TAKEN
THE GOVERNMENT, FIBST OF ALL PUT A
DIADEM ON HIS HEAD, AND WAS HOST BAR
BAROUSLY CRUEL TO HIS MOTHER AND HIS
BRETHREN; AND HOW, AFTER HE HAD SLAIJv
ANTIGONUS, HE HIMSELF DIED.

§ 1. Now when their father Hyrcanus was
dead, the eldest son Aristobulus, intending to
change the government into a kingdom, for
so he resolved to do, first of all put a diadem
on bis bead, four hundred and eighty one
years and three months after tbe people bad
been delivered from tbe Babylonish slavery,
and were returned to their own country again
This Aristobulus loved his next brother Antigonus, and treated bim as bis equal; but the
others be held in bonds. He also cast his
mother into prison, because she disputed tb*
government with him; for Hyrcanus had left
her to be mistress of all. He also proceedod
r Here ends thr high-priesthood, and the lite of Ibis
excellent person John Hyrcanus; and together with him
tbe hoi) theocracy, or divine government of tbe Jewish
nation, and its concomitant oracle by Urira. Now fol
lows the profane and tyrannical Jt-wish monarchy, first,
of the Asamoneans or Maccabees, a net tbenot Herod H*
Great, the Idumtan. tilt (he coming of the Messiah. See
the note on Antiq. b. iii.cn. viii. sect. 9. Hear Mrabo's
testimony on this occasion, b. xvi pace 761. 7i>2: —
" Those." says he, '• that succeeded Moses, continued lor
a> me time in earnest, both in rigbtvous actions and in
piety ; but after a while, there were others that took, upon
them the high-priesthood; at first sup* rstitious and allrrwards tyrannical persons. Such a prophet waa Moses
and those tlial succeeded him, beginning in a way nit to
be blamed, hut chanting (or the worse. And wb« n it
openly appeared that the government was become t) tannical. Alexander was tbe first that set up himself for a Line
instead of a priest; and his sons were Hyrcanus and
Aristobulus.*1 All in agreement with Josepnus, except
ing this, that Strabo omits the first Ling Aristobulus. who
■reigning but a single year, seems hardly to have con e It
his knowledge Nor indeed does Aristobulus tbe son ot
Alexander, pretend that the name of king was taLri. hefore bis lallier Alexander took it himself. A nliq. b. viv.
cb iii sect. 9. e>ie also ciiap. xii sect. I. which lavour
Strabo also. And indeed, it we may judge from thetery
different characters of the Et.>ntian Jews under highpriests, and uf the Palestine Jews under Fengs, in the two
next centuries, we ma) welt snppose. that the divin.
Nhecriinali was removed into rgypt, ae,d that th» Wot.
shippers si itn leinpe el tiniat were better Ml tntsa
those Mt the teiui le at Jerusalem
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to that degree of barbarity, as to kill her in and calumny, and that nothing does more
prison with hunger; nay, he was alienated certainly divide the good-will and natural
from his brother Antigonus by calumnies, and affections of men than those passjons. But
uilded him to the rest whom he slew; yet he here one may take occasion to wonder at one
seemed to have an affection for him, and made Judas, who was of the sect of the Essenes,
him above the rest a partner with him in the and who never missed the truth in his predic
kingdom. Those calumnies he at first did tions; for this man, when he saw Antigonus
not give credit to, partly because he loved passing by the temple, cried to his companions
him, and so did not^give heed to what was and friends, who abode with bim as his scho
said against him, and partly because he lars, in order to learn the art of foretelling
thought the reproaches were derived from the things to come," " That it was good for him
envy of the relaters. But when Antigonus to die now, since he bad spoken falsely about
was once returned from the army, and that Antigonus, who is still alive, and 1 see him
feast was then at hand when they make taber passing by, although he had foretold that he
nacles to [the honour of] God, it happened should die at the place called Strato's Tower
that Aristobulus was fallen sick, and that An that very day, while yet the place is six hun
tigonus went up most splendidly adorned, and dred furlongs off where he had foretold he
with his soldiers about him in their armour to should be slain; and still this day is a great
the temple to celebrate the feast, and to put part of it already past, so that he was in dan
op many prayers for the recovery of his bro ger of proving a false prophet." As he was
ther, when some wicked persons who had a saying this, and that in a melancholy mood,
great mind to raise a difference between the the news came that Antigonus was slain in a
brethren, made use of this opportunity of the place under ground, which itself was called
pompous appearance of Antigonus and of the also Strato's Tower, or of the same name
great actions which he had done, and went with that Cesarea which is seated at the sea.
to the king, and spitefully aggravated the This event put the prophet into a great dis
pompous show of his at the feast, and pre order.
tended that all these circumstances were not 3. But Aristobulus repented immediately
like those of a private person; that these ac of this slaughter of his brother; on which ac
tions were indications of an affectation of count his disease increased upon him, and he
royal authority; and that his coming with a was disturbed in his mind, upon the guilt of
strong body of men must be with an intention such wickedness, insomuch that his entrails
to kill him; and that his way of reasoning were corrupted by his intolerable pain, and he
was this: That it was a silly thing in him, vomited blood: at which time one of the ser
while it was in bis power to reign himself, to vants that attended upon him, and was carry
look upon it as a great favour that he was ho ing his blood away, did, by divine providence,
noured with a lower dignity by his brother, as I cannot but suppose, slipped down, and shed
2. Aristohulus yielded to these imputa part of his blood at the very place where there
tions, but took care both that his brother were spots of Antigonus's blood there slain,
should not suspect him, and that he himself still remaining; and when there was a cry
might not run the hazard of his own safety; made by the spectators, as if the servant had
so he ordered his guards to lie in a certain on purpose shed the blood on that, place,
place that was under ground, and dark (he Aristobulus heard it, and inquired what the
nimself then lying sick in the tower which matter was; and as they did not answer him,
was called Antouia) ; and he commanded he was the more earnest to know what it was,
them, that in case Antigonus came in to him it being natural to men to suspect that what
unarmed, they should not touch any body, is thus concealed is very bad: so upon his
but if armed, they should kill him; yet did threatening and forcing them by terrors to
be send to'Antigonus, and desired that he speak, they at length told him the truth;
would come unarmed; but the queen, and whereupon he shed many tears in that disorder
those that joined with her in the plot against of mind which arose from his consciousness
Antigonus, persuaded the messenger to tell of what he had done, and gave a deep groan
him the direct contrary: how his brother had and said, " 1 am not therefore, I perceive, to
heard that he had made himself a tine suit of be concealed from God, in the impious and
armour for war, and desired bim to come to horrid crimes I have been guilty of; but a
him in that armour, that he might see how sudden punishment is coming upon me for the
fine it was. So Antigonus, suspecting np shedding the blood of my relations. And now,
treachery, but depending on the good-will of O thou most impudent body of mine, how
his brother came to Aristobulus armed, as he • Hence we learn that the Rssenes pretended to baeo
n-cd to be, with his entire armour, in order rulet whereby men might forettl thing* tu come, and
that thil Judas the r.ssene. taught those rulet to hil
to show it to him; but when he was come scholars;
whether their pretences were of an astro
loa place which was called Strato's Tower, logical or but
magical nature, whicb yet in such religious
who were utterly forbidden such arts, is no way
where the passage happened to he exceeding Jews,
or to any Hath Col. apoken uf by the later
dark, the guards slew him ; which death de- prnhable,
Kalinins, or otherwise, 1 caunot tell. See
&«* of the War, b.
{ is stronger than envy ii. clt. viii. sect. I- .
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Ion? wilt thou retain a soul that ought to die,
in order to appease the ghosts of my brother
and my mother? Why tloal I hou nut give it
all up tt'onee? And why do I deliver up
my blood, drop by drop, to those whom I have
so wickedly murdered?" In saving which
last words he died, having reigned a year,
lie was railed a lover of the Grecians; and
had conferred many benefits on bis own coun
try, and made war against Itures. and added
a great part of it to Judea, and compelled the
inhabitants, if they would continue in that
country, to be circumcised, and to live accord
ing to the Jewish laws. He was naturally a
man of candour, and of great modesty, as
Strebo beara witness in the name of Timagetves: who says thus:—*' This mHii was a
person of candour, and very serviceable to the
Jews, for he added a country to them, and ob
tained a part of the nation of the Itureans for
them, and bound them to them by the bond
of the circumcision of their genitals."

CHAPTER XIL
HOW ALEXANDER, WHEN HE HAD TAKEN
THE GOVERNMENT, MADE AN EXPEDITION
AGAINST PTOLEMAIS, AND THEN RAISED
THE SIEGE, OUT OF FEAR OF PTOLEMY
LATHYRD8; AND HOW PTOLEMY MADE WAll
AGAINST HIM, BECAU8E HE HAD 8ENT TO
CLEOPATRA TO PERSUADE HER TO MAKE
WAR AGAINST PTOLEMY, AND YET PRE
TENDED TO BE IN FRIENDSHIP WITH HIM,
WHEN HE WENT TO BEAT THE JEWS IN
BATTLE.
§ I. When Aristobulus was dead, his wife
Salome, who, by the Greeks, was called Alex
andra, let his brethren out of prison (for Aris
tobulus had kept them in bonds, as we have
said already), and made Alexander Janneus
king, who was the superior in age and in
moderation. This child happened to be hated
by his father as soon as be was born, and
could never be permitted to come into his
father's sight till he died. The occasion of
which hatred is thus reported: when Hyrcanns chiefly loved the two eldest of his sons,
Antigonus and Aristobulus, God appeared to
him in his sleep, of whom be inquired which of
his sons should be bis successor. Upon God's
representing to him the countenance of Alex
ander, be was grieved that he was to be the
heir of all his goods, and suffered him to be
brought up inyGalilee.* However, God did
not deceive Hyrcanus, for after the death of
* The reason why Hyrcanus suffered not thif son of
htswbom tiedid not love to come Into Juries, but ordered
him to be brought up in Galilee. i» BUKcested hy Dr. H udton. that Gallic* was not esteemed so happy and well
cultivated^ country as Judea, Matt. xxvi. 73; John vii.
CQ| Acts it. 7, although Another obvious reason occurs
alio, that he was farther out of his light In Galilee than
ha would nave been iu Judea.
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Aristobulus, he certainly took the kingdom i
and one of bis brethren »ho affected the king
dom he slew; and the other, who rhooc to
live a private and quiet life, he had in esr»*?m.
2. When Alexander Jauneus had settled
the government in the manner that he judged
best, he made an expedition against Pioleinais; and having overcome the men in battle,
he shut tbem up in the city, and sat round
about it, and besieged it; for of the maritime
cities there remained only Ptolemais and Gaza
to be conquered, besides Stratu's Tower ai.d
Dora, which were held by the tyrant Zuilus.
Now while Antiochus Pbilometor, and Antiochus who was called C\zicenus, were ma
king war against one another, and destroying
one another's armies, the people of Ptolemais
could have no assistance from them; but when
they were distressed with this siege, Zoilus,
who possessed Strato's Tower and Dora, and
maintained a legion of soldiers, and, on occa
sion of the contest between the kings, affected
tyranny himself, came and brought some small
assistance to the people of Ptolemais; nor in
deed had the kings such a friendship for them
as that they should hope for any advantage
from them. Both those kings were in the
case of wrestlers, who finding themselves de
ficient in strength, and yet being ashamed to
yield, put off the fight by laziness, and by ly
ing still as long as they can. The only hope
they had remaining was from the kings of
Egypt, and from Ptolemy Lathyrus, who now
held Cyprus, and who came to Cyprus when
he was driven from the government of Egypt
hy Cleopatra his mother: so the people if
Ptolemais sent to this Ptolemy Lathyrus and
desired him to come as a confederate, to de
liver them, now they were in such danger
out of the hands of Alexander. And as th>
ambassadors give him hopes, that if he wcuk
pass over into Syria, be would hare the peo
ple of Gaza on the side of those oT Pwltmais;
as tbey also said that Zoilus, and b-sk'e* tfcesr
the Sidonians and many others would assist
them, so be was elevated at this, and gat bii
fleet ready as soon as possible.
3. But in this interval Demenetus, one
that was of abilities to persuade men to do at m
he would have them, and a leader of the po
pulace, made those of Ptolemais change their
opinions; and said to them, that it was better
to run the hazard of being subject to the Jews
than to admit of evident slavery by delivering
themselves up to a master; and besides that,
to have not only a war at present, but to ex
pect a much greater war from Egypt: for
that Cleopatra would not overlook an army
raised by Ptolemy for himself out of the
neighbourhood, but would come against them
with a great army of her own, and this be
cause she was labouring to eject her son out
of Cyprus also: that as for Ptolemy, if he
fail of his bepes, he can still retire to Cyprus
but that they will be left in the greatest dan
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per possible. Now Ptolemy, although he had first rank of Ptolemy's soldiers also had shiruU
heard of the change that was made in the covered with brass: but Ptolemy's soldier*. ri
people of Ptolemais, yet did he still go on other re-perls were inferior to those ot Alex
with his voyage, and came to the country ander, and therefore were more fearlul oi
called Sycamine, and there set his army on running hazards ; but Philostepbauus, ttm
shore. This army of bis, in the whole horse camp-master, put great courage into tnem.
and foot together, were about thirty thousand, and ordered them to pass the river wmcii
with which he marched near to Ptnlemais, was between their camps; nor did Alexander
and there pitched his camp: but when the think fit to hinder their passage over it : lor
people of Ptolemais neither received his am be thought, that if the enemy had once gotten
bassadors, nor would bear what tbey hud to the river on their back, that he should the
say, he was under a very great concern.
easier take them prisoners, when they could
4. But when Zoilus and the people of Ga not flee out of the battle : in tbe beginning
za came to him, and desired his assistance, of which, tbe acts on both sides, with their
because their country was laid waste by the hands, and with their alacrity, were alike, ami
Jews, and by Alexander,— Alexander raised a great slaughter was made by both the ar
the siege, for fear of Ptolemy; and when he mies; but Alexander was superior, till Phibad drawn off his army into his own country, lostephanus opportunely brought up the auxi
be used a stratagem afterwards, by privately liaries, to help those that were giving way .
inviting Cleopatra to come against Ptolemy, but as there were no auxiliaries to afford help
but publicly pretending to desire a league of to that part of the Jews that gave way, it fell
friendship and mutual assistance with him; out that they fled, and those near them dm
and promising to give biin four hundred ta not assist them, but fled along with them.
lents of silver, he desired that, by way of re However, Ptolemy's soldiers acted (piitentherquital, he would take off Zoilus the tyrant, wise; for they followed the Jews, and killed
and give his country to the Jews. And then them, till at length those that slew them pur
indeed Ptolemy, with pleasure, made such a sued after them when tbey bad made them all
league of friendship with Alexander, and sub run away, and slew them so long, that then
dued Zoilus: hut when he afterwards heard weapons of iron were blunted, and their hand
that he hid privily sent to Cleopatra his mo quite tired with tbe slaughter; for the report
ther, he broke the league with him, which was, that thirty thousand men were then slam.
yet he bad confirmed with an oath, and tell Timagenes says, they were fifty thousand
upon him. and besieged Ptolemais, because it As for the rest, they were part of them takei
would not receive biin. However, leaving captives; and the other part ran away to then
bis generals, with some part of bis forces, to own country.
go on with the siege, be went himselt imme
6. After this victory, Ptolemy overran nil
diately with (be rest to lay Judea waste : tbe country ; and when night came on, be
and when Alexander understood this to be abode in certain villages ofJudea, which when
Ptolemy's intention, he also got together about he found full of women and children, be com
fifty thousand soldiers out of bis own country; manded his soldiers to strangle them, and to
Ay, as some writers have said eighty thou cut them in pieces, and then to cast them in
sand.* He then took his arm), and went to to boiling caldrons, and then to devour theii
tnt'ct Ptolemy; but Ptolemy fell upon Aso- limbs as sacrifices. This commandment was
efeis, a ritj of Galilee, and took u by force on given, that sucb as fled from tbe battle, and
the Sabbath day. and there he took about ten came to them, might suppose their enemies
thousand slaves, and a great deal of other were cannibals, and eat men's flesh, and might
pre* .
on that account be still more terrified at them
5. He then tried to take Sepphoris, which upon sucb a sight. A.id both Straho and Vwa« a city not far from thai which was de- cbolaus [of Damascus] atnrm that they nmrl
■* '■■ d. but lose many of his men; )et 'lid be
people aiter tbis manner, as I have althen go to fight with Alexander. Alexander ady related. Ptolemy also
met him at the river Jordan, near a certain ' force, as wc have declared
pl»ce called Saplioth (not far from the river
Jordan], and pitcb.-d bis camp near to the
enemy. He bad however eight thousand
in tbe first rank, which he stvled Hecatouton .1. Li, having shields of brass—Those in the
• From lhea»■ and -.thee oeeajvonal expressions, drap.
s«d hy J--»ephu*. we ma* learn tliat where il.e sacred
k«(ks of the Jews were deorienl. he had several other
I -in'--- tlten eiMiit mm now mow* of them lust) which
i*e li.ilhiiilly followed id his own MstSfyi nut indeed
have we any .rtber records of those times r> Utine to Ju>
dra.lntlean be compared to tlieae acountt of Joaephusi
ItKrtVU. when we do meet w th authentic fragment* of
I records, tbey alotost always confirm his
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contrary to theirs, who said that she would do
an unjust action it she deprived a man that
was her ally of that authority which belonged
CHAPTER XIIL
to bim, and this a man who is related to us;
" for (said he) I would not have thee igno
HOW ALEXANDER, UPON THE LEAGUE or M C- rant
of this, that what injustice tbou dost to
TUAL DEFENCE WHICH CLEOPATRA HAD him will
all us that are Jews to tie thy
AGREED WITH HIM, MADE AN EXPEDITION enemies." make
This desire of Ananias, Cleopatra
AGAINST CELESYRIA, AND UTTERLY OVER complied with;
and did no injury to Alexan
THREW THE CITY OF GAZA; AND HOW HE
but made a league of mutual assistance
SLEW MANY TEN THOUSANDS OF JEWS der,
at Scythopolis, a city of Celesyria.
THAT HAD REBELLED AGAINST HIM; ALSO with him
So when Alexander was delivered from
CONCERNING ANTIOCHDS GRYPUS, SELEU- the3. fear
was in of Ptolemy, he presently
CUS, ANTIOCHUS CYZICENUS, AND AN Mu made an heexpedition
against Celesyria. He
cins PIUS, AND OTHERS.
also took Gadara, after a siege of ten months.
§ ] . When Cleopatra saw that her son was He took also Amathus, a very strong fortress
grown great, and laid Judea waste without, belonging to the inhabitants above Jordan,
where Theodorus, the son of Zeno, bad bis
disturbance, and had gotten the city of Gaza' chief
treasure, and what he esteemed most
under his power, she resolved no longer to
precious. This Zeno fell unexpectedly upon
overlook what he did, when be was almost at the
Jews, and slew ten thousand of them, and
her gates; and she concluded that, now he seized
upon Alexander's baggage: yet did not
was so much stronger than before, be would
be very desirous of the dominion over the this misfortune terrify Alexander; but he
Egyptians; but she immediately marched made an expedition upon the maritime parts
the country, Ruphia and Anthedon (the
against him, with a fleet at sea and an army of
of foot on land, and made Chelcias and Ana name of which king Herod afterwards changed
nias, the Jews, generals of ber whole army, to Agrippias), and took even that by force.
while she sent the greatest part of her riches, But when Alexander saw that Ptolemy was
her grandchildren, and ber testament, to the retired from Gaza to C\ prus, and bis mother
people of Cos.* Cleopatra also ordered ber Cleopatra was returned to Fgypt, he grew
son Alexander to sail with a great fleet to angry at the people of Gaza, because they bad
Phoenicia: and when that country had re invited Ptolemy to assist them, and besieged
volted, she came to Ptolemais: and because their city, and ravaged their country. But
the people of Ptolemais did not receive her, as Apollodotus, the general of the army of
she besieged the city; but Ptolemy went out Gaza, fell upon the camp of the Jews by
of Syria, and made haste unto Egypt, sup night, with two thousand foreign, and ten
posing that be should find it destitute of an thousand of his own forces, while the night
army, and soon take it, though be failed of lasted, those of Gaza prevailed, because the
his hopes. At this time Chelcias, one of enemy was made to believe that it was Pto
Cleopatra's generals, happened to die in Cele lemy who attacked them ; but when day w as
come on, and that mistake was corrected, and
syria, as he was in pursuit of Ptolemy.
2. When Cleopatra beard of her son's at the Jews knew the truth of the matter, they
tempt, and that his Egyptian expedition did came back again and fell npon those of Gaza,
not succeed according to his expectations, she and slew of them about a thousand. But
sent thither part of her army, and drove him as those of Gaza stoutly resisted them, and
out of that country; so when he was returned would not yield for eiiher their want of any
out of Egypt again, he abode during the thing, nor for the great multitude that were
winter at Gaza, in which time Cleopatra took slain (for they would rather suffer any hard
the garrison that was in Ptolemais by Biege, ship whatever, than come under the power of
as well as the city; and when Alexander caine their enemies), Arctas, king of the Arabians,
to her, he gave her presents, and such inarks a person then very illustrious, encouraged
of respect as were but proper, since, under them to go on with alacrity, and promised
the miseries he endured by Ptolemy, he had them that he would come to their assistance;
no other refuge but her. Now there were but it happened that, before be came Apollo
some of her friends who persuaded her to dotus was slain: for his brother l,ysiinnehus,
seize Alexander, and to overrun and take envying brm for the great reputation he hud
possession of the country, and not to sit still gained among the citizens, slew him, and got
and see such a multitude of brave Jews sub the army together; airtl delivered up the city
ject to one man; but Ananias's counsel was , to Alexander; wbo, when he came in at first,
• This city, or inland, Cos, it not that remote island "lay quiet, but afterwards set his army upon
In the £)gean Sea, famous for Ihe birth of the1 great the inhabitants of Gaza, and gave them leave
Hippocrates, but a city or island of the same name ad to punish them ; so some went one way, and
joining to Egypt, mentioned both by Mtephanus and some
went another, and slew the inhabitants
Ptolemy, as Dr. Hudson informs us. Of witch Cos. and
thr treasures there laid up by Cleopatra aod the Jews, ' of Gaza; yet were not they of cowardly hearts,
are Anti<t. b. xir. ah. vlL secL S.
but opposed those that cume to slay them, uut
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■lew as many of the Jews; and some of them, 5. As to Alexander, his own people were
when they saw themselves deserted, burnt seditious against him: for at a festival which
tbeir own bouses, that the euemy might get was then celebrated, when he stood upon the
none of their spoils: nay, some of them, with altar, and was going to sacrifice, the nation
their own hands, slew their children and their rose upon bim and pelted with citrons [which
wives, having no other way but this of avoid they then had in their hauda, because] the law
ing slavery for them; but the senators, who of the Jews required, that at the feast of ta
were in all five hundred, fled to Apollo's bernacles every one should have branches of
temple (for this attack happened to be made the palm-tree and citron-tree; which thing
a* they were sitting), whom Alexander slew; we have elsewhere related. They also reviled
and when he bad utterly overthrown their him, as derived from a captive,f and so un
city, he returned to Jerusalem, having spent worthy of his dignity and of sacrificing. At
this he was in a rage, and slew of them about
a year in that siege.
4. About this very time, Antiochus, who six thousand. He also built a partition -wall
was called Grypus, died.* His death was of wood round the altar and the temple, as
caused by Heracleon's treachery, when he far as that partition within which it was only
had lived forty-five years, and bad reigned lawful for the priests to enter; and by this
twonty-nine.f His son Seleucus succeeded means be obstructed the multitude from com
him in the kingdom, and made war with An ing at him. He also maintained foreigners of
tiochus, his father's brother, who was called Pisidiae and Cilicia; for as to the Syrians, he
Antiochus Cyzicenus, and beat him, and took was at war with tbem, and so made no use of
him prisoner, and slew him; but after a while tbem. He also overcame the Arabians, such
Antiochus^ the son ofCyzicenus, who was call as the Moabites and Gileadites, and made them
ed Pius, came to Aradus, and put the diadem bring tribute. Moreover, he demolished
on his own head, and made war with Seleucus, Amathus, while Theodorus** durst not light
and beat him, and drove him out of all Syria. with him; but as be had joined battle with
Hut when he fled out of Syria, he came to Obedas, king of the Arabians, and fell into an
Mopsuestia again, and levied money upon ambush in the places that were rugged and
them; but the people of Mopsuestia had in difficult to be travelled over, he was thrown
dignation at what he did, and burnt down his down into a deep valley, by the multitude of
palace, and slew him, together with his friends. the camels at Gadara, a village of Gilead, and
Hut when Antiochus, the son of Cyzicenus, hardly escaped with his life. From thence
was king of Syria, Antiochus,| the brother of he tied to Jerusalem, where, besides his other
Seleucus, made war upon him, and was over ill success, the nation insulted him, and he
come, and destroyed, he and his army. After fought against them for six years, and slew no
him, his brother Philip put on the diadem, fewer than fifty thousand of them; and when
xnd reigned over some part of Syria; but Pto he desired that they would desist from tbeir
lemy Lathyrus sent for his fourth brother De ill-will to him, they hated him so much the
metrius, who was called Eucerus, from Cnidus, more, on account of what had already hap
and made him king of Damascus. Both these pened; and when be had asked tbem what
brothers did Antiochus vehemently oppose, be ought to do, they all cried out, that he
but presently died; for when be was come as ought to kill himself. They also sent to
an auxiliary to Laodice, queen of the Gilead- Demetrius Eucerus, and desired him to make
ites,§ when she was making war against the a league of mutual defence with them.
Parthians, and he was fighting courageously,
he fell, while Demetrius and Philip governed
Syria, as hath been elsewhere related.
CHAPTER XIV.
• This account of the death of Antiochus Grypus is
confirmed by Appian, Sjriac. p. 134, here cited by Spanonra.
DEMETRIUS EUCERUS OVERCAME ALEX
+ Porphyry says that this Antiochus Grypus reigned HOW
ANDER, AND YET, IN A LITTLE TIME, RE
but twenty.six years, as Dr. Hudson observes.
t The copies of Josephus, both Greek and Latin, have TIRED OUT OF THE COUNTRY FOR FEAR OF
here so crassly false a reading, Aitliorhus and Antoninus,
JEWS; AS ALSO HOW ALEXANDER
or Aolonius Pins, for Antiochus Pius, that Ihe editorsare THE
forced to correct the text from the other historians; who SLEW MANY OF THE JEWS, AND THEKERY
all scree that this king's name was nothing more than GOT CLEAR OF HIS TROUBLES. CONCERNAriliocbus Pius.
I 'three two brothers, Antiochus and Philippus. are INO THE DEATH OF DEMETRIUS.
called imn$ by Porphyry ; the fourth brother was king of
Damascus. Both which are the observations of >pan- § I. So Demetrius came with an army, and
beiio.
I This Laodtcea was a city of Gilead beyond Jordan. took those that invited him, and pitched his
However, Porphyry says that this Antiochus Pius did not camp near the city Shecbetn; upon which
die ia this baltlei but, running nway, was drowned in w This reproach upon Alexander, that he was sprung
the river llrontes. Appian says, that he was deprived
a captive, seems only the rr| etition of the old Pha
of the kingdom of Syria by TiKranes; but Porphyry from
calumny upon bis tatht-r, i hap x. sect. 6,
niakes this Laodice queen of the Calamanaj all whicn risaicalThis
Theodorus was the sen of Zeno, and was in
Is notrd by Spanbeim. In such cooiomuii of the later
historian., we have no reason to prefer any of them before possession of Amatbus, as we learn from sect 3, fore
going.
Jotcohos, who had more original ones before him.
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Alexander, with hia six thousand two hun
dred mercenaries, and about twenty thousand
Jews, who were of his party, went against
Demetrius, who had three thousand horsemen,
and forty thousand footmen. Now there
were great endeavours used on both sides,—
Demetrius trying to bring off the mercenaries
that were »uh Alfxnnder, because they were
Greeks; and Alexander trying to bring off the
Jews tbat were with Demetrius. However,
when neither of them could persuade them so
to do, tbey came to a battle, and Demetrius
was the conqueror; in which all Alexander's
mercenaries were killed, when they had given
demonstration of their fidelity and courage.
A great number of Demetrius's soldiers were
(lain also.
2. Now as Alexander fled to the moun
tains, six thousand of the Jews hereupon
came together [from Demetrius] to him out
of pity at the change of his fortune ; upon
which Demetrius was afraid, and retired out
of the country; after which the Jews fought
against Alexander, and being beaten, were
slain in great numbers in the several battles
which they had; and when he had shut up the
most powerful of tbem in the city Bethome.
he besieged them therein; and when he had
taken the city, and gotten the men into his
power, he brought them to Jerusalem, and did
one of the most barbarous actions in the world
to them; for as he was feasting with his concu
bines, in the sight of all the city, he ordered
about eight hundred of tbem to be crucified;
and while they were living, he ordered the
throats of their children and wives to be cut
before. their eyes. This was indeed by way
of revenge for the injuries they bad done him;
which punishment yet was of an inhuman na
ture, though we suppose that he had been ever
so much distressed, as indeed he had been, by
his wars with tbem, for be had by their means
come to the last degree of hazard, both of his
life and of his kingdom, while they weie not
satisfied by themselves only to fight against
him, but introduced foreigners also for the
same purpose; nay, at length they reduced
him to tbat degree of necessity, tbat he was
forced to deliver back to the king of Arabia
the land of Moab and Gilead, which he had
subdued, and the places that were in tbem,
that they might not join with them in the
war against him, as they had done ten thou
sand other things that tended to affront and
reproach him. However, this barbarity seems
to have been without any necessity, on whicli
account he hare the na^ne of aThracian amon,
the Jews;* whereupon the soldiers that hac!
fought against him, being about eight thou
sand in number, ran away by night, and con
tinued fugitives all the time that Alexander
• This name Thracida, which the Jew* rave AWan.
d*T. roust by the coherence, denote as btfbarnus ok a
/*ru.i«n.or
.on.ewhal like it i but wbat it properly sienfhes It nut known.
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lived ; who being now freed from any further
disturbance from them, reigned the rest of his
time in the utmost tranquillity.
3. But when Demetrius wua departed out
of Judea, he went to Berea, and besieged his
brother Philip, having with bim ten thousand
footmen, and a thousand horsemen. How
ever, Strato, the tyrant of Berea, the confe
derate of Philip, called in Zizon the ruler of
the Arabian tribes, and Mithridates Sinax, the
ruler of the Parthians, who coming with a
great number of forces, and besieging Deme
trius in his encampment, into which they had
driven him with their arrows, they compelled
those that were with him, by thirst, to deliver
up themselves. So tbey took a great many
spoils out of that country, and Demetrius him
self, whom tbey sent to Mithridates, who was
then king of Parthia; but as to those whom
tbey took captives of the people of Antioch,
they restored them to the Antiochians without
any reward. Now Mithridates, the king of Par
thia, had Demetrius in great honour, till Deme
trius ended bis life by sickness. So Philip,
presently after the fight was over, came to
Antioch, and took it, and reigned over Syria,
CHAPTER XV.
HOWANTIOCHUS.WHOWASCALLEDDIONTSTOS,
AND AFTER HIM ARETAS, HADE EXPEDI
TIONS INTO JUDEA; A8 ALSO HOW ALEX
ANDER TOOK MANY CITIES, AND THEN RE
TURNED TO JERUSALEM. AND. AFTER A
SICKNESS OF THREE YEARS, DIED; AND
WHAT COUNSEL HE GAVE TO ALEXANDRA.
§ 1. After this, Antiochus, who was called
Dionysius.f and was Philip's brother, aspired
to the dominion, and came to Damascus, and
got the power into his hands, and there be
reigned; but as he was malting war against
the Arabians, his brother Philip heard of it,
and came to Damascus, where Milesius, who
had been left governor of the citadel, and the
Damascenes tbemselve« delivered up the city
to him; yet because Philip was become un
grateful to him, and had bestowed upon him
nothing of that in hopes whereof he had re
ceived bim into the city, hut had a mind to
have it believed that it was rather delivered
up out of fear than by the kindness of Mile
sius, and because he had not rewarded bim as
he ought to have done, he became suspected
by him, and so he was obliged fo leave Da
mascus again ; for Milesius caught him march
ing out of the Hippodrome, and shut him
up in it, and kept Damascus for Antiochus
[Eucerus], who, bearing how Philip's af
fairs stood, came back out of Arabia. He
+ Spanheim takes notice that this Anliochna Dionysiusphe brother of Philip and of Demetrius F.ucerus,
and of two others] was the filth boo of Annochtis Gry.
I tip ; and that he la styled on trie coins "Antiochus, Epi.
phones. Uionyaiua**
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also came immediately, and made an expedi
tion against Judex, with tight thousand
armed tool - men. and eight hundred horse
men. So Alexander, out of tear of his
coining, dug a deep diteh liegiuning at Cbabarzaha, which is* NOW rallec! Antipatris, to
the Sea of Joppa, on which part only Mi anny
could He brought against biui. He also raised
a wait, ami erected wooden towers, atid inter
mediate n-doubts, for one hundred and tifty
furlongs in length, and there expected the
coming of Antiochus; but be soon burnt
them all, and made his army pass by that way
into Arabia. The Arabian king [Aretas] at
first retreated, but afterward appeared on the
sudden with ten thousand horsemen. Antio
chus gave them the meeting, and fought des
perately; and indeed uben be had gotten the
victory, and was bringing some auxiliaries to
that part of his army that was in distress, he
was slain. When Antiochus was fallen, his
inny fled to the village Cana, where the great
est part of them perished by famine.
2. After him * Aretas reigned over Cclesyria, being railed to the government by those
that held Damascus, by reason of the hatred
they bare to Ptolemy Menneus. He also
made thence an expedition against Judea, and
beat Alexander in battle, near a place called
Adida; yet did he, upon certain conditions
•greed on between them, retire out of Judea.
3. But Alexander marched again to the city
Dios, and took it, and then made an expe
dition against Essa, where was the best part of
Zeno's treasures, and there he encompassed the
place with three walls; and when he had taken
the city by fighting, he marched to Golan and
Seleucia; and when he had taken these cities,
he. besides them, took that valley which is
called The Valhy of AkUocIius, as also the
fnrt ress of Gamala. He also accused Deme
trius, who was governor of those places, of
many crimes, and turned him out; and after he
had spent three years in this war, he returned
to his own country; when the Jews joyfully
received him upon this bis good success.
4. Now at this time the Jews were in pos
session of the following cities that had be
longed to the Syrians, and Idumeans, and
Phoenicians: At the sea-side, Strato's Tower,
Apollonia, Joppa, Jamnia, Asbdod, Gaza,
Anthedon, Rapbia, and Rhinocotura; in tbe
middle of the country, near to Idumea, Adora,
and Marissa; near the country of Samaria,
Mount Carmel, and Mount Tabor, Scythopolis, and Gadara; of the country of the
Gaulonites, Seleucia, and Gabala; in the
country of Moab, Heshhon, and Medaba,
Lemba, and Oronas, Gelithon, Zara, the
valley of the Cilices, and Pella; which last
• This Aretas was the first king of the Arabians who
took Oaumscus. and reigned there: which nunc became
a/terwards common to such Arabian kincs, both at IVra and at Damascus, as we learn from Josephus in
rani
tn.rjch.M.lavPaul,
«*.• „,,p SCCS
aoik]; atid
b. xri,
serf 4-Cor. xi. 33. hee toe
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tbey utterly destroyed, because its inhabitants
notild not bear to change their religious tiief'or those peculiar to the Jews. t The Jen l
also possessed others of the principal cities ol
Syria, which had been destroyed.
5. After this, king Alexander, although
he fell into a distemper by bard drinking,
and had a quartan ague which beld him thi er
years, yet would not leave off going out w it I
his army, till he was quite spent witb the la
bours be had undergone, and died in tin
bounds of Rugaba, a fortress beyond Jordan.
But when his queen saw that he was read, in
die, and had no longer any hopes of surviving .
she came to him weeping and lamenting. Mid
bewailed herself and ber sons on tbe deKilair
condition tbey should be left in; and sain u
him, " To whom dost thou thus leave me ai <i
my children, who are destitute of all otlu"
supports, and this when thou know r:st Ik u
much ill-will thy nation bears thee?" But
be gave her tbe following advice:— That sla
need but follow what be would suggest to In i
in order to retain the kingdom securely, w i i
her children: that she should conceal I
death from the soldiers till she should Iihv
taken that place; after this, she should go
triumph, as upon a victory, to Jerusalem. Hsu
put some of ber authority into the bands i I
tbe Pharisees; for that they would comment! In i
for the honour she had done them, and »uu
reconcile tbe nation to ber; for be toln h*
tbey had great authority among the Jews, boi i
to do hurt to such as they bated, and to Liu i
ad vantages to those to whom the) were fririK.I
disposed; for that the> are then belien-t
best of all by the multitude when they s|>enk
any severe thing against others, though it Inonly out of envy at them. And he said, thai
it was by their means that be bad incurred ihe
displeasure of the nation, w hom indeed be had
injured. 'Do thou therefore,' said he, 1 wb« .,,
thou art come to Jerusalem, send for jj,,.
leading men among them, and show tlu:r n ,m
body, and with great appearance of sir cerit),
give them leave to use it as they th- irnsel ea
please, whether they will dishouou' .
rleail
body by refusing it burial, as bav; ' severc|j
suffered by my means, or wbe t^er j„ tDe,'r
anger they will offer any othe' ; • iry to that
body. Promise them also, f at tJhou
,i0
nothing without them in fae affair9 0f the
kingdom. If thou dost V
thU to ,hetn,
I shall have the bono- J q{ /more glorious
+ We may here and el1
take notice, that whatrvu countries or cities ' the-where
Ai.an.onean.
conquered
any of the neighbour n(r nations,
or whatever
<,<■■ ln,nr
or cities they gaine** , from them that had n»topelthem
irw the da>B ol, tp
led Ibebefore*
ii.habi'th' y.. alter
- ■leave the.*
t
io receive tbe I' ,wantsto
of Mo
i l-f banished
■ '"Wain -no-*[inner» John
thun *
noted on r'
ZVtf , " A '« V.1rJ '?""■
rnL."«enn -.

«,t at all know. '
2 far teltgioo.
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funeral from them than tbou eonldat have
made for me: and when it is in their power
to abuse my dead body, they will do it no
injury at alt, and thou wilt rule in safety."
So when he had given bis wife this advice,
be died,—after be had reigned twenty-seven
years, and lived fifty years, within on*.
CHAPTER XVI.
HOW ALEXANDRA, BT GAINING THE GOOD
WILL Or THE PHABISEE9, RETAILED THE
KINGDOM NINE TEAKS, AND THEN, HAVING
DONE MANY GLOB1O0S ACTIONS, DIED.
§ 1. So Alexandra, when she had taken the
fortress, acted as her husband had suggested
to her, and spake to the Pharisees, and put
all things into their power, both as to the dead
body and as to the affairs of the kingdom, and
thereby parified their anger against Alexan
der, and made them bear good-will and friend
ship to him: who then came among the mul
titude, and made speeches to them, and laid
before them the actions of Alexander, and
told them that they bad lost a righteous king;
and by the commendation they gave him, they
brought tbem to grieve, and to be in heaviness
for bim, so that he had a funeral more splen
did than had any of the kings before him.
Alexander left behind bim two sons, Hyrealius and Aristobulus, but committed the king
dom to Alexandra. Now, as to these two
sons, Hyrcanus was indeed unable to manage
public affairs, and delighted rather in a quiet
life; but the younger, Aristobulus, was an
active and a bold man; and for this woman
• It teems, by this dying advice of Alexander Janneus to his wile, that he had himself pursued the mea
sures ol his father Hyrcarms. and taken part with the
t^adducces, who kept close to the written law against the
rhariaeea, who had introduced their own traditions, ch.
KvL sect. 2; and that he now aaw a political necessity
of submitting to the Pharisees, and their traditions here
after, if his widow and family minded to retain their mo.
tjarchical government or tyranny over the Jewish nation:
which sect yet, thus supported, were at last in a (treat
measure the ruin of the religion, government, and nation
of the Jews, and brought them Into so wicked a suite,
that the vengeance of God came upon them to their utter
excision.
. thus did Caiaphas politically advise the
Jewish sanhV.Yitn, John xi. jO. "that it was expedient
tor them that one man should die for the people, and that
the whole nation perish not:" and this in consequence of
their own political suppoanl, ver. 48. that, "If they let
Jesus alone." with his miracles, " all men would believe
on him i and the Romans would come and take away both
their place and nation." Which political crucifixion of
Jesus of Nazareth brought down the vengeance of God
Dp n them, and occasioned those very Romans, of whom
t seemed so much afraid, that to prevent it they put
hn to death, actually to "come and take away both their
rlure and nation," within thirty-eight years afterwards,
heartily wish the politicians of Christendom would
consider those and the like examples, and no longer sa
crifice all virtue and religion to their pernicious schemes
ot government, to the bringing down the judgments ot
God upon themselves, and the several nations intrusted
to tbeir care. But this is a digression : I wish it were an
unseasonable one also. Josephlis himself several time*
makes such digressions; and I here venture to follow him.
See one of tbem at the conclusion of the very next cliap-
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berself, Alexandra, she was loved by the mul
titude, because she seemed displeased at the
offences her husband had been guilty of.
2. So she made Hyrcanus high-priest be
cause he was the elder, but much more be
cause be cared not to meddle with politics,
and permitted the Pharisees to do every thing;
to whom also she ordered the multitude to be
obedient. She also restored again those prac
tices which the Pharisee* bad introduced, ac
cording to the traditions of their forefathers,
and which her father-in-law, Hyrcanus, had
abrogated. So sbe bad indeed the name of
the Regent; but the Pharisees bad the au
thority; for it was they who restored such as
had been banished, and set such as were pri
soners at liberty, and to say all at once, they
differed in nothing from lords. However, the
queen also took care of the affairs of the king
dom, and got together a great body of merce
nary soldiers, and increased ber own army to
such a degree, that sbe became terrible to the
neighbouring tyrants, and took hostages ot
them: and tbe country was entirely at peace,
excepting tbe Pharisees; for they disturbed
the queen, and desired that she would kill
those who persuaded Alexander to slay the
eight hundred men; after which they cut the
throat of one of them, Diogenes: and after
bim they did tbe same to several, one after an
other, till the men that were the most potent
came into tbe palace, and Aristobulus with
tbem, for be seemed to be displeased sit what
was done; and it appeared openly that, if b«
bad an opportunity, he would not permit his
mother to go on so. These put the queen in
mind wbat great dangers they had gone
through, and great things tbey had done,
whereby they had demonstrated the firm
ness of their fidelity to their master, inso
much that they had received the greatest
marks of favour from him; and they beeged
of her, that sbe would not utterly blast their
hopes, as it now happened, that w hen they
bad escaped the hazaids that arose from tbeir
[open] enemies, they were to he cut olf at
home, by their [private] enemies, like brute
beasts, without any help whatsoever. Tbey
said also, that if their adversaries would be
satisfied with those that had been slain already,
they would take what had been done patiently,
on account of their natural love to their go
vernors; but if they must expect tbe same for
the future also, they implored of her a dis
mission from her service; for they could' not
beor to think of attempting any method for
tbeir deliverance without her, but would rather
die willingly before the palace-gate, in case
she would not forgive them. And that it was
a great shame, both for themselves and for the
queen, that when they were neglected by her,
they should come under the lash of her busband's enemies; for that Aretas. the Arabian
king, and the monarch?, would give any re
ward, if they could get such men aa foreign
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auxiliaries, to whom their very names, before solved to attempt the seizing of the
their voices be heard, may perhaps be terrible; inent ; so he stole away secretly by night,
but if tbey could not obtain this their second with only one of bis servants, and went to
request, and if she had determined to prefer the fortresses, wherein his friends, that were
the Pharisees before them, they still insisted such from the days of his father, were sett led ;
that she would place them every one in her for as he had been a great while displeased at
fortresses; for if some fatal demon hath a his mother's conduct, so he was now much
constant spite against Alexander's bouse, tbey more afraid, lest, upon her death, their whole
would be willing to hear their part, and to live family should be under the power of the Pha
risees ; for be saw the inability of his brother,
in activate station there,
3. As these men said thus, and called upon who was to succeed in the government : nor
Alexander's ghost for commiseration of those was any one conscious of what he was doing
already slain, and those in danger of it, all but only his wife, whom he left at Jerusalem
the by-standers brake out into tears; but with their children. He first of all came to
Aristobulus chiefly made manifest what were Agaba, where was Galestes, one of the potent
bis sentiments, and used many reproachful men before mentioned, and was received by
expressions to his mother [saying], "Nay, him. When it was day the queen perceived
indeed, the case is this, that they have been that Aristobulus was fled; and for Borne time
themselves the authors of their own calamities, she supposed that his departure was not in
who have permitted a woman who, against order to make any innovation ; but wben
reason, was mad with ambition, to reign over messengers came one after another with the
them,- when there were sons in the flower of news that be bad secured the first place, the
their age fitter for it." So Alexandra not second place, and all the places, for as soon
knowing what to do with any decency, com as one bad begun, they all submitted to bis
mitted the fortresses to them, all but Hyrca- disposal, then it was that the queen and the
nia and Alexandrium, and Macherus, where nation were in the greatest disorder, for they
her principal treasures were. After a little were aware that it would not be long ere
while also, she sent her son Aristobulus with Aristobulus would be able to settle himself
an army to Damascus against Ptolemy, who firmly in the government. What they were
was called Menneus, who was such a bad principally afraid of was this, that be would
tieighbour to the city; but he did nothing inflict punishment upon them for the mad
considerable there, and so returned home.
treatment his house had had from them; so
4. About this time news was brought that they resolved to take his wife and children
Tigranes, the king of Armenia, had made an into custody, and keep them in the fortress
irruption into Syria with five hundred thou that was over the temple.f Now there was
sand soldiers,* and was coming against Judea. a mighty conflux of people that came to
This news, as may well be supposed, terrified Aristobulus from all parts, insomuch that be
the queen and the nation. Accordingly they had a kind of royal attendants about bim;
sent him many and very valuable presents, as for in a little more than fifteen days, he got
also ambassadors, and that as he was besieging twenty-two strong places, which gave him
Ptolemais; for Selene the queen, the same the opportunity of raising an army from l.U
that was also called Cleop.it ra, ruled then banus and Trachonitis, and the mouarchs;
over Syria, who had persuaded the inhabitants for men are easily led by the greater number,
to exclude Tigranes. "So the Jewish ambas and easily submit to tbem. And besides this,
sadors interceded with him, anil entreated him that by affording bim their assistance wben
that be would determine nothing that was se he could not expect it, they, as well as ho,
vere about their queen or nation. He com should have the advantages that wpuld come
mended them for the respects they paid him by his being king, because they had been the
Now
at so jireat a distance: and gave them good occasion of his gaining the kingdi
hopes of his favour. But as soon as Ptole the elders of the Jews, and lit minus with
mais was taken, news came to Tigranes, that them, went in unto the queen, and desired
Lucull'is, in his pursuit of Mithridates, could that she would give them her sentiments about
not light upon him, who was fled into Iberia, tbc present posture of affairs, for that Aristo
but was laying waste Armenia and besieging bulus was in effect lord of almost all the
its cities. Now, when Tigranes knew this, kingdom, by possessing of 60 ninny strong.,
holds, and that it was absurd tor them to takjjj'1
he returned home.
5. After this, when the queen was fallen any counsel by themselves, how ill soever she
into a dangerous distemper, Aristobulus re- were, whilst she was alive, anil that the dan
• The number of five hundred thousand, or even three ger would be upon tbem in no long time
hundred thousand, as one lin-ek copy, with the I atin Hut she bade them do what they thought
copies, have it, lor Tlfjfancsfs army, that eame out of
Armenia into *yria and Judea, seems much too laree.— , + This fortress, castle, citadel, or tower, whither the
We hate had already several such extravagant num. wife and children of A h.lohulus were now sent, and
hen ia Josephus's present copies, which are not to be which overlooked the temp e, could be no other than
at . I as. n.». I
Iof. , c i <ly, 1 incline to Dr. what llyrcann* I. built (Autiq. b. xvii ch 17. sect :V,
hele. Alin li suppose! them but and Herod Ihe Great rebuilt, and called lb* ** Tower ul
UaiNiu'
Aulouia." Antiq. b. xv. eh Hi. sen 6.
2 A
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proper to be rlone> tbat they bad many circum that, had no regard to what was good or what
stances in their favour still remaining; a na was right. However, she brought tbe affair*
tion in good heart, an army, and money in their of ber bouse to such an unfortunate condition,
several treasuries; for that she had small con tbat she was tbe occasion of the taking au ay
cern about public affairs now, when the strength that authority from it, and tbat in no long time
of her body already failed her.
afterward, which she had obtained by a vast
6. Now a little while after she bad said number of hazards and misfortunes, and this
this to them, she died, when she had reigned out of a desire of what does not belong to a
I) le years, and had in all lived seventy-three. woman, and all by a compliance in ber senti
A" woman she was w"ho showed no signs of the ments with those tbat bare ill-will to their
weakness of her sex, for she was sagacious to family, and by leaving the administration des
the greatest degree in her ambition of govern titute of a proper sttpport of great men; and
ing, and demonstrated by her doings at onre, indeed, her management during her adminis
th it ber mind was fit for action, and that tration, wbile she was alive, whs such as tilled
sometimes men themselves show the little the palace after her death with calamities and
understanding they have by tbe frequent mis disturbance. However, although this had
takes they make in point of government; for been her way of governing, she preserved the
she always preferred the present to futurity, nation in peace:—and this is the conclusion
and preferred the power of an imperious do of the affairs of Alexandra.
minion above all things, and in comparison of
/

BOOK XIV.
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF THIETT-TWO TEAIS.
FROM THE DEATH OF QUEEN ALEXANDRA TO THE DEATH OF
ANTIGONUS.

CHAPTER L
•THE WAR BETWEEN ARISTOBULUB AND HYRCANl'S ABOUT THE KINGDOM; AND HOW
THEY MADE AN AGREEMENT THAT AR13TOBULUS SHOULD BK KINO, AND HYRCANUS
LIVE A PRIVATE LIFE: AS ALSO HOW HYR
CANUS, A LITTLE AFTERWARDS, WAS PER
SUADED BY ANTIPATER TO FLY TO ARETAS.
§ 1.. We have related the affairs of queen
Alexandra, and her death in tbe foregoing
hook, and will now speak of what followed,
and was connected wiih those histories; de
claring, before we proceed, that we have no
thing so much at heart as this, tbat we may
unit no facts either through ignorance or la
ziness;* for we are upon the historj and ex
plication of such things as the greatest part
are unacquainted withal, because of their dis
tance from our times: and we aim to do it
• Rrland takes notice here, very justlv, how Joseplum', declaration, that it was his great concern not only
totory,write
an atrreihle.
" a thins"
true" his
but- also
distinctly)an *■accuiete."
nol to omitandany
[of
eonst-quenrr J. either through •* icri-trance or lazineas.1*
inifUVs that he could not, runsistrotiy with that result!Hon, omit ihe mention of [so famous a person as]
"Jesus Christ."
•

with a proper beauty of style, so far as that Is
derived from proper words harmonically dis
posed, and from surb ornaments of speech also
as may contribute to the pleasure of our read
ers, that they may entertain tbe knowledge of
what we write with some agreeable satisfac
tion and pleasure. But the principal scope
that authors ought to aim at, above all the
rest, is to speak accurately, and to speak truly,
for the satisfaction of those that are other
wise unacquainted with such transactions, and
obliged to believe what these writers inform
them of.
2. Hyrcanus then began his bigh-priestbood on the third year of the hundred and
seventy-seventh olympiad, when Quintus Hortensiiis and Quintus Metellus, who was called
Metellus of Crete, were consuls at Rome;
when presently Aristobulus began to make
war against him, and as it came to a battle with
Hyrcanus at Jericho, many of his soldiers de
serted him and went over to his brother : upon
ubich Hyrcanus fled into the citadel, where
Aristobulus's wife and children were imprU
soned by bis mother, as we have said already,
and attacked and overcame those his adver
saries that had tied thither, and lay within the
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walls of the temple. So when he had sent a of spirit, occasioned him to appear to specta
message to his brother noout agreeing the mat tors to lie degenerate and unmanly; while
ters between them, he laid aside his enmity to Aristobulus was of a contrary temper, an
him on these conditions, that Aristobulus active man, and one of a great and generous
should be king, that he should live without soul.
intermeddling with publir affairs, and quietly 4. Since therefore Antipater saw tliat Hyr
enjoy the estate he hud acquired. When they canus did not attend to what he said, be never
had acreed upon these terms in the temple, ceased, day by day, to charge feigned crime
and had confirmed the agreement with oaths, upon Aristobulus, and tcrtcaluraniate bim be
and the giving one another their right hands, fore him, as if he bad a mind to kill him
and embracing one another in the sight of the and so. by urging bim perpetually, be advised
whole multitude, they departed; the one, him, and persuaded bim to fly to Aretas, tbe
Arisiobiilus, to the palace, and Hyrcanus, as king of Arabia; and promised, that if he
a private man, to the former house of Aristo would comply with his advice, he would also
himself assist him rand go witb him]. When
bulus.
3. But there was a certain friend of Hyr Hyrcanus heard this, be said that it was for his
canus, an Idumean, called Antipater, who advantage to fly away to Aretas. Now Arabia
was very rich, and in his nature an active and is a country that borders upon Jmlea. How
a seditious man; who was at enmity with ever, Hyrcanus sent Antipater first to the king
Aristobulus, and had differences with him on of Arabia, in order to receive assurances from
account of his good-will to Hyrcanus. It is him, that when he should come in the manner
true, that Nicolaus of Damascus says, that of a supplicant to bim, be would not deliver
Antipater was of the stork of the principal him up to his enemies. *So Antipater having
Jews who came out of Babylon into Juriea; received such assurances, returned to Hyrca
but that assertion of his was to gratify Herod, nus to Jerusalem, A while afterward be took
who was his son, and « ho, by certain revolu H) rcanus, and stole out of tbe city by night,
tions of fortune, came afterwards to be king and went a great journey, aim came and
of the Jews, whose history we shall give you brough' him to the city called Petra, where
in its proper place hereafter. However, this the palace of Aretas was; and as he was a
Antipnter was at first called Antipas,* and very familiar friend of that king, be persuaded
that was his father's name also; of whom him to bring back Hyrcanus into Judea ;
they relate this: That king Alexander and and this persuasion be continued every day
bis wife made him general nf all Idumea, and without any intermission. He also proposed
that he made a league of friendship with those to make him presents on that account. At
Arabians, and Gazites, and Ascalorntes, that length he prevailed uith Aretas in his suit.
were of bis own party, and bad. b> many and Moreover, Hyrcanus promised him, that when
large presents, made them his fast friends; he bad been brought thither, and had receded
but now this younger Antipater was suspicious his kingdom, he would restore that coirtVrv,
of the power of Aristobulus, and was afraid and those twelve cities which his father Alex
of some mischief he might do him, because of ander had taken from the Arabians; which
bis hatred to him; so be stirred up the most were these, Medaba, Naballo, Ubyas, Tbarapowerful of the Jews, and talked against him hasa, Agala, Atbone, Zoar, Orone, Marissa,
to them privately; and said, that it was un Rudda, Lussa, and Oruba.
just to overlook the conduct of Aristobulus,
who bad gotten the government unrighteously,
and ejected his brother out of it, who was
the elder, and ought to retain what belonged
CHAPTER It
to him by prerogative of his birth; and tbe
tame speeches he perpetually made to Hyrca HOW ARETAS AND HYRCANUS MADE AN EX
nus; and told Mm that his own life would PEDITION AGAINST ARISTOBULUS, AND EEbe in danger un!"ss he guarded himself, and SIEGED JERUSALEM; AND HOW SCAURUS,
got quit of Aristobulus; for be said that the THE ROMAN GENERAL, RAISED THE SIEGE,
friends of Aristobul.'s omitted no opportunity CONCERNING THE DEATH OF ON1AS.
of advising him to L'U him, as being then,
and not before, sure to retain bis principality. § 1. After these promises had been given
Hyrcanus ga-ve no credit to these words of to Aretas, be made an expedition against Aris
bis, as being of a gentle disposition, and one tobulus, with an army of fifty thousand horse
that did not easily admit of calumnies against and foot, and beat him in the battle. And
other men. This temper of his not disposing when after that victory many went over to
hiiu to meddle witb public affairs, and want Hj rcanus as deserters, Aristobulus was left
• That the fsmmn Antipater's or AnttpsVs father was desolate, and fled to Jerusalem; upon which
also Antipater or Antipas iwliich two may justly he es i the king of Arabia look all Ins army and made
treatedorone(ienlile.
and the
formeror with
Greek
tli«- .Mine
latter name;
with a the
Hebrew
Jeiyisha an assault upon tbe temple, and besieged Arisrern.inati.in). Jom phut hrre assures us, thovab Luse- ' tobulus therein, tbe people still supporting
| Hvroauus, and assisting bim in the siege, while
tiu. iedeed ss>. it was rlerud.
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none but the priests continued with Aristobu into Syria, while he was himself in Armenia,
lus. So Aretas united the forces of the Ara and making war with Tigranes; but when
bians and of the Jews together, and pressed Scaurus was come to Damascus, and found
on tLe siege vigorously. As tbis happened at that Lollius and Metellus bad newly taken
the time when the feast of unleavened bread tbe city, he came himself hastily into Judea,
was celebrated, which we call the Passover, And when he was come thither, ambassadors
the principal men among the Jews left the came to him, both from Aristobulus and Hvrcountry, and fled into Egypt. Now there canus, and both desired he would assist them;
was one, whose name was Ouias, a righteous and when both of them promised to give him
man he was, and beloved of God, who, in a money, Aristobulus four hundred talents, and
certain drought, had prayed to God to put an Hyrcanus no less, be accepted of Aristobuend to the intense heat, and whose prayers lus's promise, for he was rich, and had a great
God had heard, and had sent them rain. This soul, and desired to obtain nothing but what
man had hid himself, because he saw that tbis was moderate; whereas tbe other was poor
sedition would last a great while. However, and tenacious, and made incredible promises
they brought him to the Jewish camp, and de in hope of greater advantages; for it was not
sired, that as by bis prayers he bad once put the same thing to take a city that was exceed
an end to the drought, so he would in like ing strong and powerful, as it was to eject
manner make imprecations on Aristobulus and out of tbe country some fugitives, with a great
those of his faction. And when, upon his number of Nabateans, who were no very war
refusal, and the excuses that he made, he was like people. He therefore made an agree
still by the multitude compelled to speak, he ment with Aristobulus, for the reason before
stood up in the midst of them, and said, " O mentioned, and took his money, and raised
God, the King of the whole world! since tbe siege, and ordered Aretas to depart, ot
those that stand now with me are thy people, else he should be declared an enemy to tbe
and those that are besieged are also tby priests, Romans. So Scaurus returned to Damascus
I beseech tbee, that thou wilt neither hearken again; and Aristobulus, with a great army,
to the prayers of those against these, nor bring made war with Aretas and Hyrcanus, and
to effect wbat these pray against those." fought them at a place called Papyron, anc
Whereupon such wicked Jews as stood about beat them in the battle, and slew about six
him, as soon as he bad made this prayer, thousand of the enemy, with whom fell Pbalion also, the brother of Antipater.
stoned him to death.
2. But God punished them immediately
for this their barbarity, and took vengeance of
them for the murder of Onias, in the manner
CHAPTER III.
following:—While the priests and Aristobu
lus were besieged, it happened that the feast HOW ARISTOBULU8 AND HYRCANP9 CAME TO
called the Passover was come, at which it is POMPEY, IN UHDE8 TO ARGUE WHO OUGHT
our custom to offer a great number of sacri
TO HAVE THE KINGDOM; AND HOW, UPON
fices to God; but those that were with Aris- THE FLIGHT OF ARIST0BULU8 TO THE
'tobulus wanted sacrifices, and desired thai FORTRESS ALEXANDRIUM, POMPEY LED HIS
their countrymen without would furnish them ARMY AGAINST HIM, AND ORDERED HIM TO
with such sacrifices, and assured them they DELIVER UP THE FORTRESSE8 WHEREOF HE
should have as much money for them as WAS POSSESSED.
they should desire; and when they required
them to pay a thousand drachmae for each § I. A little afterward Pompey came to
bead of cattle, Aristobulus and the priests Damascus, and murched over Celesyria; at
willingly undertook to pay for them accord which time there came ambassadors to him
ingly; and those within let down the money from
Syria, and Egypt, and out of Judea
over the walls, and gave it them. But when also, all
for Aristobulus had sent him a great
the others had received it, they did not deliver present, which was a golden vine,* of the
the sacrifices, but arrived at that height of value of five hundred talents. Now Strabo
wickedness as to break the assurances they had
given, and to be guilty of impiety towards of Cappadocia mentions this present in these
God, by not furnishing those that wanted them • This " golden vine." or " Harden." imi by Straho
Rome, has its Inscription here as if ft were the Kilt of
with sacrifices. And when the priests found atAlexander,
tbe lather of Aristobulus. and rot ot Aris
they had been cheated, and that the agree tobulus himself,
to whom yet Josephus ascribes ft; and
in order to prove the truth of that part of his history,
ments tbey had made were violated, they pray introduces
testimony of Mraho: to that the ordi
ed to God that he would avenge them on their nary copiesthis
seem to be here either erroneous or defec
countrymen. Nor did he delay that their tive, and the original reading seems to have been either
instead of the
Alexander,
with one Greek
punishment, but sent a strong and vehement orAristobulus,
else *• Arislohulus
son ot Alexander,*
withcopv,
the
storm of wind, that destroyed the fruits of l atin copies: which l.«st seems to nir tbe most pro
for as to Archhishop Letter's conjectures, that
the whole country, till a modus of wheat was bable;
Alexander made it, and dedirated it to (iod in the tern,
tLen bought for eleven drachma.
pie, and that thence Aristobulus took it. and sent it to
3. In tbe meantime Pompey sent Scaurus ronrpej,
they are both vrry iiuproSable, ami no *aj
.
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words*—** There came also an embassage out countries, and the piracies that had been at
of Egypt, and a crown of the value of four sea, were owing to him ; and that the nation
thousand pieces of gold; and out of Judea would not have revolted, unless Aristobulus
there came another, whether you call it a vine had been a man given to violence and disor
or a garden; they called the thing Terpole, der; and there were no fewer than a thousand
the Deliyht. However, we ourselves saw Jews, -of the best esteem among them, who
that present reposited at Rome, in thc^emple confirmed this accusation ; which confirma
of Jupiter Capitolinus, with this inscription: tion was procured by Antipater; but Aristo
' The Gift of Alexander, the King of the bulus alleged against him, that it was HyrJews.' It was valued at five hundred talents; canus's own temper which was inactive, and
and the report is, that Aristobulus, the gover on that account contemptible, which caused
him to be deprived of the government; and
nor of the Jews, sent it."
2. In a little time afterward came ambassa that for himself be was necessitated to take it
dors again to him, Antipater from Hyrcanus, upon him, for fear lest it should be transfer
atid Nicodemus from Aristobulus; which last red to others; and that as to his title [of
also accused such as had taken bribes; first king], it was no other than what his father
G iliinius, and then Scaurus,—the one three had taken [before him]. He also called for
hundred talents, and the other four hundred; witnesses of what he said, some persons who
by which procedure he made these two his were both young and insolent; whose purple
enemies, besides those he had before ;\and garments, fine heads of hair, and other orna
when Pompey had ordered those thatv nari ments, were detested [by the court], and
controversies one with another to come to him which they appeared in, not as though they
in the beginning of the spring, he brought his were to plead their cause in a court of justice,
army out of their winter quarters, and marched but as if they were marching in a pomrjbui
into the country of Damascus; and as he went procession.
along be demolished the citadel that was at 3. When Pompey had heard the causes of
Apninea, which Antiochus Cjzicenus had these two, and bad condemned Aristobulus
built, and took cognizance of the country of for his violent procedure, he then spake civilly
Ptolemy Menneus, a wieked man, and not to them, and sent them away; and told them,
less bo than Dionysius of Tripoli, who had that when he came again into their country he
been beheaded, who was also his relation by would settle all their affairs, after be had first
marriage; yet did he buy off the punishment taken a view of the affairs of the Nabateans,
of his crimes~~for a~ thousand ""talent*, with In the mean time he ordered them to be
which money Pompey paid the soldiers their quiet; and treated Aristobulus civilly, lest he
wages. He also conquered the place called i-hould make the nation revolt, and hinder his
Lysias, of which Silas a Jew was tyrant; return; which yet Aristobulus did; for with
and when be bad passed over the cities of out expecting any farther determination, which
Heliopolis and Chalcis, and got over the Pompey had promised them, he went to the
mountain which is on the limit of Celesyria, city Delius, and thence marched into Judea.
he came from Pel la to Damascus ; and there 4. At this behaviour Pompey was angry ;
it was that he heard the causes of the Jews, and taking with him that army w hich he was
and of their governors Hyrcanus and Aristo leading against the Nabateans, and the auxili
bulus, who were at difference one with an- aries that came from Damascus, and the other
\other, as also of the nation against them both, parts of Syria, with the other Roman legions
which did not desire to be under kingly go- which be bad with him, be made an expedition
'vernment, because the form of government against Aristobulus; but as he passed by Pella
they received from their forefathers was that and Scythopolis,-be came to Corea?, which is
of subjection to the priests of that God whom the first entrance into Judea when one passes
they worshipped ; and [they complained] that oviy the midland countries, where he came to a
though these two were the posterity of most beautiful fortressthat was built on the top
priests, yet did they seek to chauge the go of a mountain called Alexandrium, whither
vernment of their nation to another form, in Aristobulus had fled; and thence Pompey sent
order to enslave them. Hyrcanus complained, his commands to him, that he should come to
that although he were the elder brother, he him. Accordingly, at tbe'persuasiuus of many
was deprived of the prerogative of his birth that he would not make war with the Romans,
by Aristobulus, and tbat he had but a small be came down ; and when he had disputed with
part of the country under him, Aristobulus his brother about the right to the government,
having taken away the rest from him by force. he went up again to the citadel, as Pompey gave
He also accused him, that the incursions him leave to do; and this he did two or three
which bad been made into their neighbours' times, as fluttering himself with the hopes of
having the kingdom granted him; so that he
agreeable to Josephus, who would hardly have avoided still pretended he would obey Pompey in what
the recordinc both thrne uncommon points of history. soever he commanded, although at the same
Bad tic known any thins of them; nor would either the
he retired to hisfortress, that hetnight not
Jewish naliun. or even Pompey himself, then have re- time
depress himself too low, ant* that he might b*
luucd web a 6azntnt instance of lacrilefa.
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prepared for a war, in ease it should prove as which was itself encompassed about with a
he feared, that Pompey would transfer the very strong stone wall.
government to H) realms: but when Pompey 'I. Now there was a sedition of the men
enjoined Aristobulus to deliver up the for- that were within the city, who did not agree
tresses he held, and to send an injunction to w hat was to be done in their present circum
their governors under his own hand for that stances, while some thought it best to deliver
purpose, for they had lH*eu forbidden to de up the city to Pompey ; but Aristohulus's
liver them up upon any other commands, he party exhorted them to abut the gates, be
submitted indeed to do so; but still be retired cause he was kept in prison. Now these
in displcusure to Jerusalem, and made pre prevented the others, and seized upon the
paration for war. A little after this, certain temple, and cut off the bridge which reached
persons came out of Pontus, and informed from it to the city, and prepared themselves
Pompcy, as be was on the way, and conduct to abide a siege; but the others admitted/
ing his army against Aristobulus, that Mitb- Pompey's army in, and delivered up both the '
ridates was dead, and was slain by his sou city and the king's palace to him. So Pom
pey sent his lieutenant Piso with an army,
Pharnaces.
and placed garrisons both in the city and in
the palace, to secure them, and fortified the
bouses that joined to the temple, and all
CHAPTER IV.
those which were more distant and without it.
how pompet, when the citizens or jeru And in the first place, he offered terms of acsalem shut their gates against him. commodation to those that were within; but
besieged the city, and took it by when they would not comply with what was
force; as also what other things he desired, he encompassed all the places there
did in judea.
about with a wall, wherein Hyrcanus did
§ 1. Now when Pompey bad pitched his gladly assist bim on all occasions; but Pom
camp at Jericho (where the palm-tree grows.* pey pitched his camp within [the wall], on
and tbat balsam which iaan ointment of all the north part of the temple, where it was
the most precious, which upon any incision most practicable; but even on that side there
made in the wood with a sharp stone, distils were great towers, and a ditch had been dug,
out thence like a juice), he marched in the and a deep valley begirt it round aliout, fur
morning to Jerusalem. .Hereupon Aristo- on the parts towards the city were precipices,
bului- re[<n ted of what be wus doing, and and the bridge on which Pompey had gotten
came to Pompey, and [promised to] give him in was broken down. However, n hank was
money, and received biin into Jerusalem, and raised, day by day, with a great deal of ladesired that he would leave otf the war, and lioux. while the Romans cut flown materials
do what he pleased peaceably. So Pompey, for it from the places round about; and when
upon his entreaty, forgave biih, and sent Ga- this bank was sufficiently raised, and the ditch
binius, and soldiers with him, ro receive the filled up, tbinigh but poorly, by reason of its
money and the city; yet was no part of this immense depth, be brought his mechanical
performed; but Gabinius came back, being engines and battering-rams from Tyre, and
both excluded out of the city, and receiving placing tbem on the bank, he battered the
none of the money promised, liecause Aristo- temple with the stones that were thrown
bulus's soldiers would not permit the agree against it; and bad it not been our practice,
ments to be executed. At this Pompey was from the days of our forefathers, to rest on
very angry, and put Aristobulus into prison, the seventh day, this hank could never have
and came himself to the city, which «as been perfected, hy reason of the opposition
strong on every side, excepting the north, the Jews would have made; for though our
win h was not so well fortified, for there was law gives us leave then Jo defend ourselves
a br< a and deep ditch, that encompassed the against those that begin to tight with us and
city.t and included within it the temple, assault us, yet does it not permit us to meddle
our enemies while they do any thing else.
• 't li^w- express testimonies of Jonrphus here, anil with
3. Which thing when the Romans until rAntii|. It ihi. ch. »i. wc 6, and b. iv. ch. iv. sect, -i, stood,
on those days which we call Sah!»iths,
th.it iliemily balsam varriens. and the brut palm-trees,
a/ere, at host in tin days. n> ar Jerii'ho and Knintddi. about they threw nothing at the Jews, nor came to
the nortl pail of ll.«- I'ead *r.i (w hereabout also Alex any pitched battle with them, but raised up
ander thr fireal saw the balsam drop), show the mistake
of those Ilia! understand ruapblus a.rt Jerom, as il one their earthen banks, and brought their engines
o* those Harden. were at the sooth pan nf thai sen. al into such forwardness, that they might do
Zoar or HeR-ur. wherens the* must eillirr menu another
Ziatr or SeKor. which was between .lelirho mid r muddi.
at reran y to Joseplms , * hicb >el they do not an|wnr tn pn.Hahly tnVen. are no itted in onr copies of JmepMis,
dot ..r else the) rijrerlly rnntradirt Ji'vepl'us. Mil' were hut wl it «ti hi Mialio. b XVI. p. rl.3; from whom we
then in greatly mistaken: I mean thi- mile., that hal- li-'ini lh..l this i-ivli v a. six'* tret deep, and two hunUni. and the hem |iuliti-tr'rft. i'i» w ronrl' Inn" -in it itud
an*1 rifty ;»rt ton-.J. However, its t'epih in, in the
wait! in .ludra in the dais ol I u«. hiua and J. i »i. ttai ■ • U M-r'Mi . fcn'il It Joser II' *(. lie inimrnse. wh irh exthey dut in 'tie day* nf Jo« | tins
u-tli
ai.<r.e,an-' -Tiebo'
.1. s. -ni'i<-n. ofnodthewhich
♦ I tie part cufar rt. tilli ai>d hrrtnlth rf 't'l- ftltrh, i. Virata,
r..i r-.ufj|-matiun
truth number*
ol Jo*p>
rrb«nc« the aionea for the wall about ibe leu.uk- were uitut'f de»rri)j'u.u j'su.
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execution the next days; and any one may captive; and no small enormities were
hence learn how very great piety »e exercise lirirtpd about the temple itself, which, in for
towards God, and the observance of bis taws, mer ages, bud been inaccessible, and seen by
sioce the priests were not at all hindered from none; for Pompey went into it, and not a
their sacred ministrations, by their fear du lew of those that were with him alto, and saw
ring i hi- siege, but did still twice each day, all that which it was unlawful for am other
the morning and about the ninth hour, offer men to see, but only for the Hghpriests.
their sacrifices on the altar; nor did they Tbere were in that temple the golden table,
omit those sacrifices, if any melancholy acci the holy candlestick, and the pouring ves-els,
dent happened, by the stones that were thrown and a great quantity of spices; and besides
among them; for although the city was taken these there were among the treasures two thou-,
sand talents of sacred mone) ; \e* did Turn-'
on the third mouth, on the day of the I
upon the hundred and seventy-ninth olympiad, pey touch nothing of all this,} on account of
when Caius Antonius and Marcus Tull^us bis regard to religion; and in this pawl ul>o
Cicero Were consuls, and the enemy then fell he acted in a manner that was worthy of Lis
upon them, and cut the throats of those that virtue. The next day he gave orderto Ihiise
were in the temple, yet could not those that of that had the charge of the temple to cleanse
fered the sacrifices be compelled to run away it, and to bring whut offerings the law required
neither by the fear they were in of their owrf to God; and restored the high-priesthood to
lives, nor by the number that were already Hyrcanus, both because be bad been useful to
slain, ns thinking it better to suffer whatever him in other respects, and I ccuuse he I
came upon them, at their very altars, than to the Jews in the country from giving Arlsto
omit any thing that their laws required of bulus any assistance in bis war against him.
them; and tbat this is not a mere brag, or an lie also cut off tho-e that had been tbe au
encomium to manifest a degree of our piety thors of that war; and bestowed proper re
tbat was false, but is tbe real truth, I appeal wards on Faustus, and those others that
to those that have written of the acts of Pom mounted the wall with such alacrity; and he
pey; and, among tbem, to Strabo and Nico- made Jerusalem tributary to the Romans; and
laus [ot Damascus]; and besides these, to took away those cities of Celesyria which the
Titus Livius, the writer of the Roman His inhabitants of Judea bad subdued, and put
tory, who will bear witness of this thing. f them under the government of the Roman pre
4. But when tbe battering-engine was sident, and confined the whole nation, which
brought near, the greatest of tbe towers was bad elevated itself so high before, within its
shaken by it. and fell down, and broke down own bounds. Moreover, be rebuilt Gudara,
a part of tbe fortifications, so the enemy poured which bad been demolished a little before,
in apace; and Cornelius Fuustus. the son of to gratify Demetrius of Gadara, who was his
Sylla, with his soldiers, first of all ascended freed-man, and restored the rest of the cities,
the wall, and next to him Furius tbe centu Hippos, and Scythopolis, and Pella, and Dios,
rion, with those that followed, on the other and Samaria, as also Marissa, and Ashdod,
part; while Fabius, who was also a centurion, and Jamniu, and Aretbusa, to their own inha
a*' ended it in tbe middle, with a great body bitants: these were in the inland parts. Be
of men after him; but now all was full of sides those tbat had been demolished, atid also
slaughter; some of the Jews being slain by of tbe maritime cities, Gaza, atid Joppa, and
the Romans, and some by one another; nay, Dora, and Strato's Toner: which last Heroc.
some there were w ho threw themselves down rebuilt after a glorious manner, and adorned
the precipices, or put fire to their houses and with havens and temples; and changed its
burnt tbem, as not able to bear the miseries name to Ctesarea. All these Pompey left in
they were under. Of the Jews there fell a state of freedom, and joined tbem to tbe
twelve thousand; but of the Romans very province of Syria.
few. Absalom, who was Bt once both uncle't 5. Now the occasions of this misery which
and father-in-law to Aristobulus, was taken me upon Jerusalem were Hyrcanus and
Aristobulus, by raising a sedition one against
• Tb»t is en the twenty-third of Siean. the annual fast
other; for now we lust our liberty, and
for the defection arid idolatry of Jrrohoam. *■ who made tbe
Israel to *in:* it po«.ibly some other fast might tall into became subject to the Romans, and were de
prived of that country which we bad gained
that m .rr . hctore and In the day* of Josephuj
♦ It dVarraea here to be mint, dial tbit Pharisaical suour Hrtns from the S) nans, and w ere com
P*r*lilinu« notion, that ufTcn.iie hunting waa unlawful In by
)'»«,rt<n undrr the nlnio>t necessity, on Ibe s>abha!h- pelled to restore it to the S\ rians. Moreover,
dav.—of which w* hrar nothing before the time, of the the Romans exacted of us, in a little time,
Marcahrrs.— waa Ibe proper iK ca.ii.n of Jerusalem's be
ing taken by Pompey, by Noaaiua. and by 'I ilus, a. ap- above ten thousand talents; and tbe royal
rirsTrom the places already quoted inlhen..te on Antiq
aiu.rli em »etl I; which scrupulous superstition, as t This is fully confirmed by the testimnry of Cicero,
lo lb ohwrvatioli ot such a rigorous rr.l upon lb-* .*ab- who says, in hi. oration fur Fluccua. I hat " t neiua Pombath-lay. our %aTioor always opposed, when the I'hari- priiis. when he wa. conqueror, and had tal en Jerusalem,
•lent in nia'V
•sic.il Jew - it .t.'ed on.il. a. i. evident
nia |.'ate. in did not touch any th ng belonging lo that t> n pie."
the Mew 'I..-anient, trough he mliItill int'ni. led iinw per- . Ot iln. dr.iniclton of U-dara here pir-uppn.ed.aed
by Pompey, see the note uti tba War, b. i
■rove li- iheiu in their ils
its restoration
i
i.ai
Ich.
eh. vh. sect- 1
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aut.bcrity, which was a dignity formerly be
stowed on those that were high-priests, by the
ri(.bt of their family, became the property of
piivate men; but of these matters we shall
treat in their proper places. Now Poropey
committed Celesyria, as far as the river Eu
phrates and Fgypt, to Scaurus, with two Romun legions, and then went away to Cilicia,
and made baste to Rome. He also carried
in und along with him Aristobulus and bis
children; for he had two daughters and as
many sons ; the one of whom ran away ; but
the younger, Antigonus, was carried to Rome,
together with his sisters.

CHAPTER V.
HOW SCAURUS MADE A LEAGUE Or MUTUAL
ASSISTANCE WITH ARETAS ; AND WHAT
GABINIUS DID IN JUDEA, AFTER HE HAD
CONQUERED ALEXANDER, THE SON OF ARIS
TOBULUS.

§ ]. Scaurus made now an expedition against
Petrea, in Arabia, and set on fire all the places
round about it, because of the great difficulty
of access to it; and as his army was pinched
by famine, Antipater furnished him with corn
out of Judea, and with whatever else he
wanted, and this at the command of Hyrcanus;
and when he was sent to A retas as an ambas
sador, by Scaurus, because be had lived with
bim formerly, he persuaded Aretas, to give
Scaurus a sum of money, to prevent the burn
ing of his country; and undertook to be bis
surety for three hundred talents. So Scaurus,
upon these terms, ceased to make war any
longer: wbicb was done as much at Scaurus's
desire as at the desire of Aretas.
2. Some time after this, when Alexander.
the son of Aristobulus, made an incursion into
Judea. Galiinius came from Rome to Syria,
us commander of the Roman forces.
He
did many considerable actions; and particu
larly made war with Alexander, since Hyreaniis was not yet able to oppose his power, but
was already attempting to rebuild the wall of
Jerusalem, which Pumpey had overthrown, al
though the Romans « bo were there restrained
him from that his design. However, Alex
ander went over all the country round about,
and armed many of the Jews, and suddenly
got together ten thousand armed footmen,
and fifteen hundred horsemen, and fortified
Alexandrium, a fortress near to Coreas, and
Macherus, near the mountains of Arabia. Ga
liinius therefore came upon him, having sent
Marcus Antonius, with other commanders,
before. 1 hese armed such Romans as fol
lowed th«m; and, together with them, such
Jews as were subject to them, whose leaders
Were Pitholaus and Malichus; and they took
with them also their friends that vure with1
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Antipater, and met Alexander, while GaU.
nius himself followed with bis legion. Here
upon Alexander retired to the neighbourhood
of Jerusalem, where tbey fell upon one ano
ther, and it came to a pitched battle; in which
the Romans slew of their enemies about three
thousand, and took a like number alive.
3. At wbicb time Gabinius came to Alex
andrium, and invited those that were in it to
deliver it up on certain conditions, and pro
mised that then their former offences should
be forgiven: but as a great number of the
enemy bad pitched their camp before the for
tress, whom the Romans attacked, Marcus
Antonius fought bravely, and slew a great
number, and seemed to come off with the
greatest honour. So Gabtnius left part ol
his army there, in order to take the place, and
he himself went into other parts of Judea, and
gave order to rebuild all the cities that be met
with that had been demolished; at which time
were rebuilt Samaria, Ashdod, Scytbopolis,
Antbedon, Raphia, and Dora; Marissa also,
and Gaza, and not a few others besides; and
as the men acted according to Gabinius'j
command, it came to pass, that at this time
these cities were securely inhabited, which had
been desolate for a long time.
4. When Gabinius had done thus in the
country he returned to Alexandrium; and
when he urged on the siege of the place, Alex
ander sent an embassage to bim, desiring that
he would pardon his former offences; he also
delivered up the fortresses, Hyrcania and
Marherus, and at last Alexandrium itself,
which fortresses Gabinius demolished; but
when Alexander's mother, who was of the side
of the Romans, as having her husband and
other children at Rome, came to him, he
granted her whatsoever she asked; and when
be had settled matters with her, he brought
Hj rcanus to Jerusalem, and committed the
care of the temple to him; and when he bad
ordained five councils, be distributed the na
tion into the same number of parts; so these
councils governed the people; the first was at
Jerusalem, the second at Gadara, the third at
Amathus, the fourth at Jericho, and the fifth
at Seppboris, in Galilee. So the Jews were
now freed from monarchic authority, and
were governed by an aristocracy.*
• Dean Pridraux well observes, " That notwittwtanaing thr clamoi.r against Gabinius at Hoar, Jitaephaa
Rives him a lai dable character as if be had acquitted
nimielf with lu-nour in the charge committed to butt*
[in Judea]. Ste at the year 6ft.
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HOW GABINIUS CAUGHT ARISTOBULUS AFTER
HE HAD FLED FROM ROME, AND 8ENT HIM
BACK TO ROME AGAIN; AND HOW THE
SAME OABINIU8, AS HE RETURNED OUT OF
EGYPT, OVERCAME ALEXANDER AND THE
NABATEANS IN BATTLE.

§ 1. Now Aristobulus ran away from Rome
t<> Juden, and set about the rebuilding of Alexandrium, which had been newly demolished;
hereupon Gabinius sent soldiers against him,
and for their commanders Sisenna, and Antonius, And Servilius, in order to hinder him
from getting possession of the country, and to
tuke him again; and indeed many of the Jews
ran to Aristobulus on account of his former
glory, as also because they should be glad of
an innovation. Now, there was one Pitholaus,
a lieutenant at Jerusalem, who deserted to him
with a thousand men, although a great number
of those that came to him were unarmed; and
when Aristobulus bad resolved to go to Macherus, he dismissed those people, because they
were unarmed ; for they could not be useful
to him in what actions he was going about;
but he took with him eight thousand that were
armed, and marched on; and as the Romans
fell upon them severely, the Jews fought
valiantly, but were beaten in the battle; and
when they had fought with alacrity, but were
overborne by the enemy, they were put to
flight ; of whom were slain about five thou
sand, and the rest being dispersed, tried, as
well as they were able, to save themselves.—
However, Aristobulus had with him still above
a thousand, and with them he fled to Macherus, and fortified the place; and though he had
had ill success, he still had good hope of his
affairs; but when he had struggled against the
siege for two days' time, and had received
many wounds, he was brought as a captive to
Gabinius, with his son Antigonus, who also
fled with him from Rome, and this was the
fortune of Aristobulus, who was sent back
again to Rome, and was there retained in
bonds, having been both king and high-priest
for three years and six months; and was in
deed an eminent person, and one of a great
soul. However, the senate let his children
go, upon Gabinius's writing to them that he
had promised their mother so much when she
delivered up the fortresses to him; and ac
cordingly they then returned into Judea.
2. Now when Gabinius was making an
expedition aguinst the Parthians and had al
ready passed over Euphrates, he changed his
mind, and resolved to return into Egypt, in
order to restore Ptolemy to his kingdom.*
* This history ii best illustrated by Dr. Hudson out
of Livy, who says, that * A. finbinius, the proconsul,
restored Ptolemy to bis kingdom of r'-KYpt. and ejected
Arcbelaus. whom lbey bad set up (or a ting," fee See
Prid. at the yean (M and C-u,
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This hath also been related elsewhere. How.
ever, Antipatcr supplied his army, which ha
sent against Arehelaus, with corn, and wea
pons, and money. He also made those Jewi
who were above Pelusiuin bis friends and con
federates, and bad been tin; guardians of tbe
passes that led into Egypt. But when he
came back out of Egypt, he found Svriain
disorder with seditions and troubles; for Alex
ander, the son of Aristobulus, having seized
on the government a second time by force,
made many of the Jews revolt to him; and
so he marched over the country with a great
army, and slew ail the Romans be could light
upon, and proceeded to besiege the mountain
called Gerizziin, whither they had retreated.
3. But when Gabinius found Syria in such
a state, he sent Antipater, who was a prudent
man, to those that were seditious, to try whe
ther he could cure them of their madness, and
persuade them to return to a better mind; and
when he came to them, he brought many of
them to a sound mind, and induced them to
do what they ought to do. But he could not
restrain Alexander, for he had an army of thir
ty thousand Jews, and met Gabinius, and
joining battle with bim was beaten, and lost
ten thousand of his men about Mount Tabor.
4. So Gabinius settled the affairs which be
longed to the city Jerusalem, as was agreeable
to Antipater's inclination, and went against
the Nabateans, and overcame them in battle.
He also sent away in a friendly manner, Mithridatcs and Orsanes, who were Parthian
deserters, and came to him, though the report
went abroad that they had run away from him.
And when Gabinius had performed great and
glorious actions, in his management of the
affairs of the war, he returned to Rome, and
delivered the government to Crassus. Now
Nicolaus of Damascus, and Strabo of Cappadocia, both describe the expeditions of Pompey and Gabinius against tbe Jews, while nei
ther of them say any thing new which is not
in the other.

CHAPTER VII.
HOW CRASSUS CAME INTO JUDEA, AND PIL
LAGED THE TEMPLE j AND THEN MARCHED
AGAINST THE PARTHIANS, AND PERISHED,
WITH HIS ARMY.
ALSO HOW CASSIUS OB
TAINED SYRIA, AND PUT A 8TOP TO THE
PARTHIANS, AND THEN WENT UP TO JUDEA.

§ I. Now Crassus, as he was going upon bis
expedition against the Parthians, came into
Jin lu;i, and carried off tbe money that was in
the temple which Pompey had left, being two
thousand talents, and was disposed to spoil it
of all the gold belonging to it, which was
eight thousand talents. He also took a beam
which was made of solid beaten gold, of tbe
weight of three hundred minx, each of winch
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weighed two pounds and a half. It was the tain great bodies of these Jews in a peculiur
prie*t who was guardian of the sacred trea manner, and grow up to greater prosper ty
sure*, and whose name was Eleazar, thai gave with theui, and make use of the same laws
him this beam, not out of a wicked (Jesign, with that nation also. Accordingly, the Jews
for he was a good and a righteous man ; but have places assigned there ia Egypt, w herein
being intrusted with the custody of the veils they inhabit, besides w hat is peculiarly allot
belonging to the temple, which were of admir ted to this nation at Alexandria, which is a
able beauty and of very costly workmanship, large part of that city. There is also an ethand hung down from this beam, when he saw tiarch allowed them, who governs tbe nation,
that Crassus was busy in gathering money, and distributes justice to them, and takes care
and wax in fear for the entire ornaments of of their contracts, and of the laws to them
the temple, he gave him this beam of gold as belonging, as if be were the ruler of a free
a ransom for the whole, but this not till he republic. In Egypt, therefore, this nation is
bad given bis oath that he would remove no powerful, because the Jews were originally
thing else out of the temple, but be satisfied Egyptians, and because (be land wherein they
with this only, which he should give him be inhabit since they went thence is near to
ing worth many ten thousand [shekels]. Now, Egypt. They also removed into Cyrene, be
this 'beam was contained in a wooden beam cause that tbis laud adjoined to tbe govern
that was bollow, but was known to no others; ment of Egypt, as well as does Judea, or ra
but Eleazar alone knew it ; yet did Crassus ther was formerly under tbe same govern
take away tbis beam, upon the condition of ment." And this is what Strabo says.
touching nothing else that belonged to the 3. So when Crassus had settled all thing*
temple,—and then brake his oatb and carried as he himself pleased, he marched into Parthia, where both be himself and all his army
away all the gold that was in the temple.
2. And let no one wonder that there was perished, as hatb been related elsewhere. But
so much wealth in our temple, since all the Cassius, as be fled from Rome to Syria, took
Jews throughout the habitable earth, and possession of it, and was an impediment to
those that worshipped God, nay, even those the Parthians, who, by reason of their victory
of Asia and Europe, sent their contributions over Crassus, made incursions upon it: and
to it, and this trom very ancient times. Nor as he came back to Tyre, he went up into Ju
is the largeness of these sums without its at dea also, and fe'l upon Taricbex, ajid pre
testation; nor is that greatness owing to our sently took it, and carried about thirty thou
vanity, as raising it without ground to so sand Jews captives; and slew Pitholaus, who
great a height ; but there are many witnesses succeeded Aristobulus in his seditious prac
to it, and particularly Strabo of Cappadocia, tices, and that by the persuasion of Antipater,
who says thus:—"Mithridates sent to Cos, who proved to have great interest in him, and
and took the money which queen Cleopatra was at that time in great repute with the Iduhad deposited there; as also eight hundred means also: out of which nation he married n
talents belonging to the Jews." Now we wife, who was the daughter of one of their
have no public money but only what apper eminent men, and her name was Cypros,* by
tains to God; audit is evident that the Asian whom he had four sons, Phasael, and Herod,
Jews removed tbis money out of fear of Mi who was atterwards made king, and Joseph,
thridates; for it is not probable that those of and Pberoras; and a daughter named Salome.
Judea, who had a strong city and temple, "1 his Antipater cultivated a friendship and
should send their money to Cos; nor is it mutual kindness with other potentates, but
likely that the Jews who are inhabitants of especially with the king of Arabia, to whom
Alexandria, should do so either, since they he committed his children, while be fought
were in no fear of Mithridates. And Strabo against Aristobulus. So Cassius removed bil
himself bears witness to the same thing in camp, and marched to Euphrates to meet those
another place ; that at the same time that Sj lla that were coming to attack him, as hath been
passed over into Greece, in order to fight related by others.
against Mithridates, he sent Lucullus to put 4. But some time afterwards, Caesar, when
an end to a sedition that our nation,- of whom he had taken Rome, and after Poiupey and
the habitable earth is full, had raised in Cj- the senate were fled beyond the Ionian sea,
rene; where he speaks thus:—"There were freed Aristobulus from his bonds, and resolved
four classes of men among those of Cyrene; to send him into Syria, and delivered two
that of citizens, that of husbandmen, the third legions to him, that he might set matters right,
of strangers, and the fourth of Jews. Now as being a potent man in that country : but
these Jews are already gotten into all cities; Aristobulus bad no enjoyment of what h«
and it is hard to find a place in the habitable hoped tor from the power that was given him
earth that hath not adn itted this tribe of men by Ca;sar; for those of Pompey's party preand is not |a>ssessed by I hem: and it hath come
to pass lhat Egypt and Cyrene, as having the • l>r. Hudson obwrrra. tbst the nnmc of thin wife of
Anllpulrr. in Josrobun. wm Cypros. ■« an Hebrrw ter.
same governors, and a f reat number of other ntinutionj
nut Cynrts, Ihr (jreek name for Venus, a*
nations, imitate their w«y of living, and main- | n>m« criticsbutwent
rrs'd> to roract it
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rented it.' and destroyed him by poison; and
tbose of Caesar')* pain Inuictl bun. Hi- dead
body aUo lay, tor a good . i'lle. einiwliiied in
honey, till Antony afterward* sent, it to Judea,
an-! caused bim to he buried in the royal »*•puicbre. But Scipio, upon Pompey's send
ing to him to slay Alexander, ihe son of
Arig'ohulus, becutis ■ the y» iig mm was ac
cused of what offence* lie had been guilty of
at first against tbe Rinnan-, rut otf hi- head;
ami thus did he rie at Aiitiin-h. Bui Pmleiii v. tiie son of Mennews, who was the ruler
of Ohalcia, under Mount Lihriuus. took his
birthren to him, and sent his son Pbilippion
to Askelon to Aristobulus's wife, and desired
fa -r 10 send back with him her son Autigo■us and her daughters: the one of whom,
whow name was Alexandra, Philippion fell
in love with, and married ber; though after
wards his father Ptolemy slew him, and mar
ried Alexandra, and continued to take care of
her brethren.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE JEWS BECOME CONFEDERATES WITH CMSAB. WHEN II tc FOUGHT AGAINST EGYPT.
THE GLORIOUS ACTIONS »f ANTIPATER,
AND HIS FRIENDSHIP WITH c.K-.ll. THE
HONOURS WHICH THE JEWS RECEIVED FROM
THE ROMANS AND ATHENIANS.

§ 1. Now after Ponipey was dead, and after
that victory Caesar had gained over him. An.
tipater, wbo managed the Jewish affairs, be
came very useful to Caesar when he made
war against Egypt, and that by the order of
Hyrcauus; for when Mithridates of Pergamus was bringing his auxiliaries, and was not
able to continue his march through Pelusium,
but obliged to stay at Askelon, Antipater
came to bim, conducting three thousand of
the Jews, armed men: he had also taken care
the principal men of the Arabians should
come to his assistance; and on his account it
was that all the Syrians assisted him also, as
not willing to appear behindhand in their alac
rity for Cesar, viz. Jamblicus the ruler, and
Ptolemy his son, and Tholomy tbe son of
Sohemus, who dwelt at Mount I.ibanus, and
almost all the cities. So Mithridates marched
out of Syria, and came to Pelusium; and
when its inhabitants would not admit him, he
oesieged tbe city. Now Antipater signalized
himself here, and was the first who plucked
down part of the wall, and so opened a way
to the rest, whereby they might enter the city,
and by this means Pelusium was taken. But
it happened that the Egyptian Jews, who
dwelt in the country called Onion, would not
1st Antipater and Mithridates, with their sol
diers, pass to Caesar; but Antipater persuaded
them to come over to their party, because
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he was of the same p<-ople with them, and
that chiefly h> shutting them the epistle* of
Hyrcauus the high-priest, wherein he exhorted
them to cultivate friendship with Cs»»ar; and
to supply his army with money, and all sorts
of provisions which they wanted; and accord
ingly, when they saw Antipater and the bigh[i.iest of the same sentiments, they did as thev
were desired.
And when tbe Jews about
Aleiiipliis heard that these Jews were come
over to Cies.r. they also invited Mithridates
to come to them; so he came and received
t hem also into his army.
"2. And when Mithridates had gone over all
Delta, as the place is called, he came to a
pitched battle with the enemy, near the place
called tbe Jewish Camp. Now Mithridates
had the right wing, and Antipater the left;
and when it came to a light that wing where
Mithridates was gave way, and was likely to
suffer extremely, unless Antipater bad come
running to him with his own soldiers along
the shore, when he had already beaten the
enemy that opposed bim; so be delivered
Mithridates, and put those Egyptians who had
been too bard for him to flight.
He also
took their camp, and continued in the pursuit
of them. He also recalled Mithridates, wbo
had been worsted, and was retired a great way
off. of whose soldiers eight hundred fell ; but of
Antipater'i fifty. So Mithridates sent an ac
count of this battle to Caesar, and openly de
clared that Antipater was tbe author of this vic
tory, and ofhis own preservation ; insomuch that
Caesar commended Antipater then, and made
use of him all the rest of that war in the most
hazardous undertakings: he happened also to
be wounded in one of those engagements.
3. However, when Cesar, after some time,
had finished that war, and was sailed away
for Syria, be honoured Antipater greatly, and
confirmed Hyrcanus in the high-priesthood;
and bestowed on Antipater the privilege of a
citizen of Rome, and a freedom from taxes
everywhere; and it is reported by many, that
Hyrcanus went along with Antipater in this
expedition, and came himself into Egypt.
And Strabo of Cappadocia bears witness to
this, when he says thus, in the name of Asinius: — "After Mithridates had invaded
Egypt, and with him Hyrcanus the high-priest
of the Jews." Nay, the same Strabo says
thus again in another place, in tbe name of
Hypsicrates, that " Mithridates at first went
out alone; but that Antipater, who had the
care of the Jewish affairs, was called by him
to Askelon, and that be bad gotten ready three
thousand soldiers to go along with him, and
encouraged other governors of tbe country to
go along with bim also; and that Hyrcanus
tbe high-priest was also present in this expe
dition." This is what Strabo says.
4. But Autigonus, the son of Aristobultis,
came at this time to Cussar, and lamented his
father's fate: and complained, that it was by
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Antipater'e means that Aristobulus was taken
off by poison, and his brother was beheaded
by Scipio, and desired that he would take pity
©f him who had been ejected out of that prin
cipality which was due to him. He also ac
cused Hyrcanus and Antipater as governing
the nation by violence, and offering injuries
to himself. Antipater was present, and made
bis defence as to the accusations that were
laid against him. He demonstrated, that
Antigonus and his party were given to inno
vation, and were seditious persons. He also
put Catsar in mind what difficult services he
bad undergone when he assisted him in bis
wars, and discoursed about what he was a
witness of himself. He added, that Aristo
bulus was justly carried away to Rome, as
one that was an enemy to the Romans, and
could never be brought to be a friend to them,
and that his brother had no more than be de
served from Scipio, as being seized in com
mitting robberies; and that this punishment
was not inflicted on him in a way of violence
or injustice by him that did it.
5. When Antipater had made this speech,
Caesar appointed Hyrcanus to be high-priest,
and gave Antipater what principality be him
self should choose, leaving the determination
to himself; so be made him procurator of
Judea.
He also gave Hyrcanus leave to
raise up the walls of his own city, upon bis
asking that favour of him, for they had been
demolished by Pompey. And this grant ba
sent tt the consuls at Rome, to be engraven
in the capitol. The decree of the senate was
this that follows: * " Lucius Valerius, the
son of Lucius the praetor, referred this to the
senate, upon the Ides of December, in the
temple of Concord. There were present at
the writing of this decree Lucius Coponius,
the son of Lucius of the Colline tribe, and
Papirius of the Quirine tribe, concerning the
affairs which Alexander, the son of Jason,
and Numenius the son of Antiochus, and
Alexander, the son of Dositheus, ambassadors
of the Jews, good and worthy men, proposed,
who came to renew that league of good-will
and friendship with the Romans which was
in being before. They also brought a shield
of gold, as a mark of confederacy, valued at
fifty thousand pieces of gold; and desired
that letters might be given them, directed
• Take Dr. Hudson's note upon this plnce, which I
suppose to be the truth:—" Here is Borne mi.*take in Josephus; for when he had promised us a decree Tor the
restoration of Jerusalem, he brings in a decree of far
greater antiquity, and that a league of frietdship and
union only. One may easily believe that Jos* phus gave
order frr one thing, and his amaouensis performed ano
ther, by transposing decrees that concerned the Hyrcani,
and ns deluded by the sameness of their names; for that
belongs to the first high-priest of this name [John Hyr
canus], which Josephus here ascribes to one that lived
later [Hyrcanus, the son of Alexander Janneus]. How
ever, the decree which he proposed to set do« n follows a
little lower, in the collection of Roman decree s that con
cerned tha Jews, and is that dated when Cesar was conto' the fifth time," gee eh. X. sect. 4.
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both to the free cities and to the kings, that
their country and their bavens might be at
peace, and that no one among them might
receive any injury. It therefore pleased [the
senate] to make a league of friendship and
good-will with them, and to bestow on them
whatsoever they stood in need of, and to ac
cept of the shield which was brought by them.
This was done in the ninth year of Hyrcanus
the bigh-pnest and etbnarch, in the month
Panemus." Hyrcanus also received honours
from the people of Athens, as having been
useful to them on many occasions; and when
they wrote to him, they sent him this decree,
as it here follows: —"Under the prutaneia
and priesthood of Dionysius, the son of Escuiapitis, on the fifth day of the latter part of
the month Panemus, this decree of the Athe
nians was given to their commanders, when
Agathoeles was ttrcbon, and Eucles, the son
of Menander of Alimusia, was the scribe*^
In the month Munychion, on the eleventh
day of the Prutaneia, a council of the presi
dents was held in the theatre. Dorotheus
the high-priest, and the fellow-presidents with
him, put it to the vote of the people. Dio
nysius, the son of Dionysius, gave the sen
tence. Since Hyrcanus, the son of Alexan
der, the high-priest and ethnarch of the Jews,
continues to bear good-will to our people in
general, and to every one of our citizens in
particular, and treats them with all sorts of
kindness; and when any of tbe Athenians
come to htm, either as ambassadors, or on any
occasion of their own, be receives them in an
obliging manner, and sees that they are con
ducted back in safety, of which we have had
several former testimonies; it is now also de
creed, at the report of Theodosius, the son of
Theodoras and upon his putting the people
in mind of the virtue of this man, and that
his purpose is to do us all tbe good that is in
his power, to honour him with a crown ot
gold, the usual reward according to the law,
and to erect his statue in brass in tbe temple
of Demus and of the Graces; and that this
present of a crown shall be proclaimed pub
licly in the theatre, in the Dionysian shows,
while the new tragedies are acting; and in
tbe Panathenean, and Eleusinian, and Gymnical shows also; and that the commander!
shall take care, while be continues in his
friendship, and preserves his good-will to us,
to return all possible honour and favour to
the man, for his affection and generosity;
that by this treatment it may appear bow out
people receive the good kindly, and repay
them a suitable reward; and he may he in
duced to proceed in bis affection towards us,
by the honours we have already paid him.
That ambassadors be also cbosen out of all
the Athenians, who shall cairy this decree to
him, and desire him to accept of the honours
we do him, and to eidcavour always to be
doing some good to our city." — And thil
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suffice us to have spoken as to the
honours that were paid by the Romans and
the people of Athens to Hyrcanus.
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the secure enjoyment of their possessions;
>nd on this account it was that he became
known to Sextus Caesar, who was a relation
of the great Csssar, and was now president of
Syria. Now Phasaelus, Herod's brother, was
moved with emulation at his actions, and en
CHAPTER IX.
vied the fame he bad thereby gotten, and be
BOW ANTIPATER COMMITTED THE CASK OP came ambitious not to be behindhand with
OALILEE TO HEROD, AND THAT OF JERU him in deserving it: so he made the inhabi
SALEM TO PHASAELUS; AS ALSO, HOW HK- tants of Jerusalem bear him the greatest good
HCtp, UPON THE JEW8' ENVY AT ANTIPATER, will while he held the city himself, but did
neithe*r manage its affairs improperly, nor
WAS ACCUSED BEPORE HYRCANUS.
abuse his authority therein. This conduct
§ 1. Now when Coesar bad settled the affairs procured from the nation to Antipater such
of Syria, he sailed away; and as soon as An- respect as is due to kings, and such honours
tipatcr had conducted Caesar out of Syria, he as he might partake of if he were an absolute
returned to Judea. He then immediately lord of the country. Yet did not this splen
raised up the wall which had been tbrapui dour of his, as frequently happens, in the
down by Pompey; and, by coming thither^e least diminish in him that kindness and fide
pacified that tumult which had been in the lity which he owed to Hyrcanus.
3. But now the principal men among the
country, and this by both threatening and ad
vising them to be quiet; for that, if they would Jews, when they saw Antipater and his sons
be of Hyrcanus's side, they would live hap to grow so much in the good-will the nation
pily? and lead their lives without disturbance, bare to them, and in the revenues which they
in the enjoyment of their own possessions; received out of Judea, and out of Hyrcanus's
but if they were addicted to the hopes of own wealth, they became ill-disposed to him ;
what tuLLt come by innovation, and aimed for indeed Antipater bad contracted a friend
to get wealth thereby, they should have him a ship with the Roman emperors; and when he
severe master, instead of a gentle governor, had prevailed with Hyrcanus to send them
and Hyrcanus a tyrant instead of a king, and money, he took it to himself, and purloined the
the Romans, together with Caesar, their bitter present intended, and sent it as if it were his
enemies, instead of rulers' for that they would o>vn, and not Hyrcanus's gift to them. Hyrca
never bear him to be set aside whom they had nus heard of this his management, but took
appointed to govern. And when Antipater no care about it; nay, he rather was very glad
had said this to them, he himself settled the of it; but the chief men of the Jews were there
fore in fear, because tbey saw that Herod was
affairs of this country.
2. And seeing that Hyrcanus was of a a violent and bold man, and very desirous of
•low and slothful temper, he made Phasaelus, acting tyrannically ; bo they came to Hyrca
his eldest son, governor of Jerusalem, and of nus, and now accused Antipater openly, and
the places that were about it, but committed said to him, " How long wilt thou be quiet
Galilee to Herod, his next son, who was then under such actions as are now done? Or dost
a very young man, for he was but fifteen years thou not see that Antipater and his sons have
of age; * but that youth of his was no impe already seized upon the government, and that it
diment to him; but as he was a youth of great is otdy the name of a king which is given thee ?
mind, he presently met with an opportunity of Rut do not thou suffer these things to be hid
signalizing his courage ; for, finding there den from thee: nor do thou think to escape
was one Hezekias, a captain of a band of rob danger by being so careless of thyself and of
berg, who overran the neighbouring parts of thy kingdom; for Antipater and his sons are
Syria with a great troop of them, he seized not now stewards of thine affairs; do not
him and slew him, as well as a great number tbou deceive thyself with such a notion; they
of the other robbers that were with him; for are evidently absolute lords; for Herod, Anwhich action he was greatly beloved by the tipater's son, hath slain Hezekias and those
Syrians; for when tbey were very desirous that were with him, and hath thereby trans
to have their country freed from this nest of gressed our law, which bath forbidden to slay
robbers, he purged it of them: so they sung any man, even though he were a wicked man,
songs in his commendation in their villages unless he had been first condemned to suffer
and cities, as having procured them peace and death by the sanhedrim ;f yet hath he been
It Is here worth aur while to remark, that none could
• Those who will carefully observe the several ecca- betput
to death in Jndea but by the approbation of the.
•lonsl numbers and chronological characters in the lite Jewish
«Jhere being an excellent provision In
and death of this Herod, and of his children, hereafter the law sanhedrim,
Moses, that even in criminal causes, and par
Doted, will see. that twenty-Bve years, and not flheen, ticularlyofwhere
life was concerned, an appeal should lie
must for certain have been here Josephus's own number from
tbe lesser councils of seven in tbe other cities, to the
tor the age of Herod, when he was made governor of
council of seventy-one at Jerusalem , and this is
Galilrc. See ch. zxlti, sect A|; and ch xxiv, sect. 7: supremeaccording
to our Saviour** words, whan be aaya,
and particularly Antiq. b. aril, ch sill sect 1: where, exactly
It
could
net be that a propbat sboald parish uat of Jam
about turty-four years afterwards, Herod dies an old man
at about scventr-
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§o insolent at to tfo~thts, aim tbat without any king, who gave him a licence so to do. How ■
ever, take you notice, that God is great, and
authority from thee."
4. I'pon Hyrcanus hearing this he com that this very man, whom you are going to
plied with them. The mothers also of those absolve and dismiss, for the sake of Hyrcanus,
iliat had been shin by Herod raised his in will one day punish both you and your king
dignation; for those women continued every himself also." Nor did Sameas mistake in
(ihy in the temple, persuading the king and any part of this prediction; for when Herod
the people that Herod might undergo a trial had received the •kingdom, he stew all the
before the sanhedrim for what he had done. members of this sanhedrim, and Hyrcanus
Ilvrcanus was so moved by these complaints, himself also, excepting Sameas, for he had a
that he summoned Herod to come to his trial great honour for him on account of his righte
lor « hat was charged upon him. Accordingly ousness, and because, when the city was after
he came; but his father had persuaded him to wards besieged by Herod and Sosius, he per
come not like a private man, but with a guard, suaded the people to admit Herod into it ; and
for the security of his person ; and that when told them, that for their sins they would not
he had settled the affairs ofGalilee in Ae best be able to escape his hands:—which things
nuinner he could for his own advantage, he will be related by us in their proper places.
should come to hia trial, but still with a body d£But when Hyrcanus saw that the mem
of men sufficient for his security on his jour bers of the 6anhedrim were ready to pro
ney, yet so tbat he should not come with so nounce the sentence of death upon Herod, he
great a force as might look like terrifying put off the trial to another day, and sent pri
Hyrcanus, but still such a one as might uot vately to Herod, and advised him to fly out
expose him naked and unguarded [to bis ene of the city ; for tbat by this means be mjght
mies]. However, Seztus Cesar, president of escape. So he retired to Damascus, as though
Stria, wrote to Hyrcanus, and desired him be fled from the king; and when he had been
to clear Herod, and dismiss him at his trial, with Sextus Caesar, and had put his own af
and threatened him beforehand if he did not fairs in a sure posture, he resolved to do thusdo it. Which epistle of his was the occasion — Tbat in case he were again summoned be
of Hyrcanus delivering Herod from suffering fore tbe sanhedrim to take his trial, he would
any barm from the sanhedrim, for he loved not obey tbat summons. Hereupon tbe mem
him as his own son ; but when Herod stood bers of the sanhedrim had great indignation
before the sanhedrim, with bis body of men at this posture of affairs, and endeavoured'to
about him, he affrighted them all, and no one persuaded Hyrcanus that all these things were
ef bis former accusers durst after tbat bring against him; which state of matters he was
any charge against him, but there was a deep not ignorant of; but his temper was so un
silence, and nobody knew what was to be manly and so foolish, tbat he was able to do
done. When affairs stood thus, one whose nothing at all; but when Sextus had made
name was Sameas," a righteous m<n he was, Herod general of the army of Celesyria, for
and for that reason above all fear, rose up, and he sold him that post for money, Hyrcanus
said, " O yon that are assessors with me, and was in fear lest Herod should make war upon
O thou that art our king, I neither have ever him; nor was the effect of wbnt he feared
myself known such a case, nor do I suppose long in coming upon him,— for Herod came,
that any one of you can name its parallel, that and brought an army along with him to fight
one who is called to take bis trial by us ever with Hyrcanus, as being angry at the trial he
stood in such a manner before us; but every had been summoned to undergo before the
one, whosoever he be, tbat comes to be tried sanhedrim; but bis father Antipater, and bis
by this sanhedrim, presents himself in a sub- brother [Pbasaelus] met him, and hindered
missive manner, and like one that is in fear of bim from assaulting Jerusalem. They also
himself, and tbat endeavours to move us to pacified his vehement temper, and persuaded
compassion, with his hair dishevelled, and in him to do no overt action, but only to affright
a black and mourning garment : but this admi them with threatenings, and to proceed no
rable man Herod, who is accused of murder, farther against one who had given him the
and called to answer bo heavy an accusation, dignity he had: they also desired him not
Hands here clothed in purple, and with the only to be angry that he was summoned, and
hair of his head finely trimmed, and with his obliged to come to his trial, but to remember
armed men about him, that if we shall con withal how he was dismissed without condem
demn him by our law, he may slay us, and nation, and how he ought to give Hyreanua
iij overbearing justice may himself escape thanks for the same; and that he was not to
deaib; yet do not I make this complaint regard only what was disagreeable to him, and
against Herod himself: he islo be sure more be unthankful for his deliverance. So they
concerned for himself than for the laws; but desired him to consider, that since it is God
m) complaint is against yourselves and your that turns the scales of war, there is great un
• TMi account, as Rrland observes, Is conflnned by certainty in the issue of battles, and that there
the Talmudisla, wbo call this Suuru " Simeon, the sou fore be ought not io expect the victory when
he should tifcbl with his king, and him thai
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Lad supported him, and bestowed many bene I Julius Caesar, imperator the second time,
fits upon him, and had done nothing of itself and high-priest, have made this decree, with
very severe to him; for that his accusation, the approbation of the senate: Whereas H>rwhich was derived from evil counsellors, and canus, the son of Alexander the Jew, hath
not Irom himself, had rather the suspicion of demonstrated his fidelity and diligence about
gome severity, than any thing really severe our affairs, and this both now and in former
in it. Herod was persuaded by these argu times, both in peace and in war, as many of
ments, and believed that it was sufficient for our generals have borne witness, and came to
his future hopes to have made a show of his our assistance in the last Alexandrian war,*
strength before the nation, and done no more with fifteen hundred soldiers; and when be
to it;—and in this state were the affairs of was sent by me to Mithridates, showed him
self superior in valour to all the rest of that
Judea at this time.
army;—for these reasons I will that Hyrca
nus, the son of Alexander, and his children,
be etbnarchs of the Jews, and have tbe highpriesthood of the Jews for ever, according to
CHAPTER X.
the customs of their forefathers, and that he
THE HONOURS THAT WERE PAID THE JEWS ; und his son be our confederates ; and that be
AND THE LEAGUES THAT WERE MADE BY THE sides this every one of them be reckoned
ROMANS, AND OTHER NATIONS, WITH THEM. among our particular friends. I also ordain,
that he and his children retain whatsoever pri
§ 1. Now when Caesar was come to Rome, vileges belong to the office of high-priest, or
be was ready to sail into Africa to fight whatsoever favours have been hitherto granted
against Scipio and Cato, when Hyrcanus them; and if at any time hereafter there arise
sent ambassadors to him, and by them desired any questions about tbe Jewish customs, I
that he would ratify that league of friendship will that he determine the same; and 1 think
and mutual alliance which was between them; it not proper that tbey should be obliged to
and it seems to me to be necessary here to find us winter quarters, or that any money
give an account of all the honours that the should be required of them."
Romans and their emperors paid to our na
3. "The decrees of Caius Caesar, consul,
tion, and of the leagues of mutual assistance containing what hath been granted and deter
they have made with it, that all the rest of mined, are as follow:—That Hyrcanus and
mankind may know what regard tbe kings of his children hear rule over the nation of the
Asia and Europe have bad to us, and that they Jews, and have the profits of the places to
have been abundantly satisfied of our courage them bequeathed; and that be, as himself the
and fidelity; for whereas many will not be high-priest and ethnarch of the Jews, defend
lieve what hath been written about us by the those that are injured; and that ambassadors
Persians and -Macedonians, because those be sent to Hyrcanus, the son of Alexander
writings are not everywhere to be met with, the high-priest of tbe Jews, that may discourse
nor do lie in public places, but among us our with him about a league of friendship and
selves, and certain other barbarous nations; mutual assistance; and that a table of brass,
while there is no contradiction to be made containing the premises, be openly proposed
against the decrees of tbe Romans, for they in the capitol, and at Sidon, and Tyre, and
are laid up in the public places of the cities, A-kelon, and in the temple, engraven in Ro
and are extant still in the capitol, and engraven man and Greek letters: that this decree may
upon pillars of brass; nay, besides this, Ju also be communicated to tbe questors and
lius Caesar made a pillar of brass for the Jews praetors of the several cities, and to the friends
at Alexandria, and declared publicly that tbey of the Jews: and that the ambassadors may
were citizens of Alexandria. Out of these evi have presents made them, and that these de
dences will I demonstrate what 1 say; and crees be sent everywhere."
will now set down the decrees made both by 4. "Caius Caesar, imperator, dictator, con
tbe senate and by Julius Caesar, which relate sul, hath granted, That out of regard to tbe
honour, and virtue, and kindness of the man,
to Hyrcanus and to our nation.
2. "Cuius Julius Ciesur, imperator and and for the advantage of the senate, and of
higb-priest and dictator the second time, to the people of Rome, Hyrcanus, the son of
the magistrates, senate, and people of Sidon, Alexander, both he and his children, be highaendeth greeting. If you be in health, it priests and priests of Jerusalem, and of tbe
is well. I also and the army are well. I Jewish nation, by the same right, and accord
have sent you a copy of that decree regis ing to the same laws, by which their progeni
tered on the tables, which concerns Hyrca tors have held the priesthood."
nus, the son of Alexander, the high-priest • That Hyrcanus was himself in Keypt, alona; with
and ethnarch of tbe Jews, that it may be laid Antipater, at IhU time, to whom accurdinglv the bold
up among the public records; and I will that and prudent action* of his deputy Acipater are here as
as this decree of Julius ( assar aupu"*ea. we ant
it be openly proposed in a table of brass, both cribed,
tardier assured by the tesumum of Dlrabu, already pro
in Grei-k and in Latin. It is as follows:— duced
by Juse
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6. "Caius Ca?sar, consul the fifth time, between single gladiators, and in those with
bath decreed. That the Jews shall possess Je beasts, tbey shall sit among tbe senators to
rusalem, and may encompass that city with see those shows; and that when they desire
Vails; and that Hyrcanus, the son of Alex an audience, they shall he introduced into the
ander, the liigb-priest and ethnarcb of thc senate by the dictator, or by the general of the
Jews, retain it, in the manner be hinisell horse; and when they have introduced them,
pleases; and the Jews be allowed to deduct their answers shall be returned tbem in ten
out of their tribute every second year the days at tbe farthest, alter the decree of the
land is let [in the Sabbatic period], a corus of senate is made about their affairs."
that tribute; and that the tribute they pay be 7. "Caius Caesar, imperator. dictator the
not let to farm, nor that they pay always the fourth time, and consul tbe fifth time, de
same tribute."
clared to be perpetual dictator, made this
6. "Caius Ctesar, imperator the second speech concerning the rights and privileges of
time, hatb ordained. That all the country of Hyrcanus, the son of Alexander, tbe highthe Jews, excepting Joppa, do pay a tribute priest and ethnarch of the Jews. Since those
yeaily for the city Jerusalem, excepting the imperatora* that have been in tbe provinces
seventh, which they call the Sabbatical Year, before me have borne witness to Hyrcanus,
because thereon tbey neither receive the fruits the high-priest of the Jews, and to the Jews
of their trees, nor do they sow their land; and jjhemselves, and this before the senate and
that they pay tbeir tribute in Sidnn on the se people of Rome, when the people and senate
cond year [of that Sabbatic period], the fourth returned their thanks to them, it is good that
part of what was sown: and besides this, they we now also remember the same, and provide
are to pay the same tithes to Hyrcanus and that a requital be made to Hyrcanus, to the
his sons, which tbey paid to their forefathers. nation of the Jews, and to the sons of Hyr
And that no one, neither president, nor lieu canus, by the senate and people of Rome,
tenant, nor ambassador, raise auxiliaries with and that suitably to what good- will tbey have
in the bounds of Judea, nor may soldiers ex shown us, and to the benefits they have be
act money of tbem for winter quarters, or un stowed upon us."
8. "Julius Caius, praetor [consul] of
der any other pretence, but that Uiey be free
from all sorts of injuries: and that whatsoever Rome, to the magistrates, senate, and people
they shall hereafter have, and are in possession of the Parians, sendeth greeting. The Jews
of, or have bought, they shall retain them alL of Delos, and some other Jews that sojourn
It is also our pleasure that the city Joppa, there, in the presence of your ambassadors,
which the Jews had originally, when they signified to us, that, oy a decree of yours, you
made a league of friendship with the Romans, forbid them to make use of the customs of
shall belong to them, as- it formerly did; and tbeir forefathers, and tbeir way of sacred
that Hyrcanus, the son of Alexander, and his worship. Now it does not please me that
sons, have as tribute of that city, from those such decrees should be made against our
that occupy the land, for the country, and for friends and confederate's, whereby they are
what they export every year to Sidon, twenty forbidden to live according to tbeir own cus
thousand six hundred and seventy-five modii toms, or to bring in contributions for common
every year, the seventh year, which tbey call suppers and holy festivals, while they are not
the Sabbatic Year, excepted; whereon they forbidden so to do even at Rome itself ; for
neither plough, nor receive the product of even Caius Csesar, our imperator and consul,
their trees. It is also the pleasure of the se in that decree wherein he forbade the Bac
nate, that as to the villages which are in the chanal rioters to meet in the city, did yet per
great plain, which Hyrcanus and his forefa mit these Jews, and these only, both to bring
thers formerly possessed, Hyrcanus and the in their contributions, and to make their
Jews have tbem with the same privileges common suppers. Accordingly, when I for
with which they formerly had them also; and bid other Bacchanal rioters, I permit these
that the same original ordinances remain still Jews to gather themselves together, accord
in force which concern the Jews with regard ing to tbe laws and customs of their forefa
to their high-priests; and that they enjoy the thers, and to persist therein. It will be
same benefits which they have had formerly therefore good for you, that if you have
by^he concession of the people, and of the made any decree against these our friends
senate; and let tbem enjoy the like privileges and confederates, to abrogate the same, by
in Lydda. It is the pleasure also of tbe se reason of their virtue, and kind disposition
nate, that Hyrcanus, the ethnarch, and the towards us."
Jews, retain those places, countries, and vil- 9. Now after Caius was slain, when Mariscei, which belonged to the kings of Syria • Dr. Hudson justly supposes, that the Roman imp*,
or generals of armies, meant both here and sect.
and Phoenicia, the confederates of tbe Ro- 2,retort,
who gave testimony to Hyrcanns's and the Jews' l&ilhn ans, and which they bud bestowed on them fulnrr-s
and eood will to the Romans hefore the senate
a> their free gifts, it is also granted to Hyr- and people of Rome were, principally Pompey, Scaimis,
and
G'ahirmis:
all whom Jo*ephus had already tiven
cmus, and to bis so '«. and to the ambassa ns the history, ,oof l«r
as the Jews wens concerned with
dor! by them sent t us, that in the lights Ibran.
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cus Antonius and Publius Dolabella were Alexander, the son of Theodoras, the am
consuls, they both assembled the senate, and bassador of Hyrcanus, the son of Alexander,
introduced Hyrcanus's ambassadors into it, the high-priest and ethnarch of the Jews, ap
and discoursed of what they desired, and made peared before me, to show that his countrymen
a league of friendship with them. The senate could not go into their armies, because they
also decreed, to grant them all they desired. are not allowed to bear arms, or to travel on
I add this decree itself, that those who read the Sabbath-days, nor there to procure them
the present work, may have ready by them a selves those sorts of food which they have been
demonstration of the truth of what we say. used to cat from the times of their forefathers,
The decree was this:—
—I do therefore grant them a freedom from
10. " The decree of the senate, copied out going into the army, as the former prefects
of the treasury, from the public 'tables be have done, and permit them to use the customs
longing to the quaestors, when Quintus Ru- of their forefathers, in assembling together for
tilius and Caius Cornelius were qusstors, and sacred and religious purpose*, as their law
taken out of the second table of the first class, requires, and for collecting oblations necessary
on the third day before the ides of April, in the for sacrifices ; and my will is, that you write
temple of Concord. There were present at this to the several cities under your jurisdic
the writing of this decree, Lucius Calpumius tion."
Piso, of the Menenian tribe, Servius Papi13. And these were the concessions that
nius Potitus of the Lemonian tribe, Caius Dolabella made to our nation when Hyrcanus
Caninius Rebilius of the Terentine tribe, sent an embassage to him; but Lucius the
Publius Tidetiua, Lucius Apulinus, the son consul's decree ran thus:—"I have at my
of Lucius, of the Sergian tribe, Flavius, the tribunal set these Jews, who are citizens of
sen of Lucius, of the Lemoninn tribe, Pub Rome, and follow the Jewish religious rites,
lius Platius, the son of Publius, of the Papy- and yet live at Ephesus, free from going into
rian tribe, Marcus Acilius, the son of Mar the army, on account of the superstition they
cus, of the Mecian tribe, Lucius Erucius, the are under. This was done before the twelfth
son of Lucius, of the Stellatine tribe, Marcus of the calends of October, when Lucius LenQuintus Plancillus, the son of Marcus, of tulus and Caius Marcellus were consuls, in
the Pollian tribe, and Publius Serius. Pub the presence of Titus Appius Balgus, the son
lius Dolabella and Marcus Antonius, the con of Titus, and lieutenant of the Horatian
suls, made this reference to the senate, that tribe ; of Titus Tongius, the Bon of Titus, of
as to those things which, by the decree of the the Crustumine tribe; of Quintus ReBius, the
senate, Caius Cesar had adjudged about the son of Quintus ; of Titus Pompeius Longinus,
Jews, and yet had not hitherto that decree the son of Titus; of Caius Servilius, the son
been brought into the treasury, it is our will, of Caius, of the Terentine tribe; of Braccus
as it is also the desire of Publiua Dolabella the military tribune; of Publius Lucius Cal
and Marcus Antonius, our consuls, to have lus, the son of Publius, of the Veturian tribe;
these decrees put into the public tables, and of Caius Sentius, the son of Caius, of the
brought to the city quaestors, that they may Sabbatine tribe ; of Titus Atilius Bulbus, the
take care to have them put upon the double son of Titus, lieutenant and vicc-prctor to the
tables. This was done before the fifth of the magistrates, senate, and people of the Ephe
ides of February, in the temple of Concord. sians, sendeth greeting. Lucius Lentulus the
Now the ambassadors from Hyrcanus the consul freed the Jews that are in Asia from
high-priest were these :—Lysimachus, the son going into the armies, at my intercession for
of Pausanias, Alexander, the son of Theodo- them ; and when I had made the same peti
rus, Patroclus, the son of Chereas, and Jona tion some time afterward to Phanius the imthan, the ton of Onias."
perator, and to Lucius Antonius the vice11. Hyrcanus sent also one of these am quaestor, I obtained the privilege of them
bassadors to Dolabella, who was then the also; and my will is, that you take care that
prefect of Asia, and desired him to dismiss the no one give them any disturbance."
Jews from military services, and to preserve
14. The decree of the Delians. "The an
to them the customs of their forefathers, and swer of the praetors, when Beotus was archon;
to permit them to live according to them. on the twentieth day of the month TharAnd when Dolabella had received Hyrca geleon. While Marcus Piso the lieutenant
nus's letter, without any farther deliberation, lived in our city, who was also appointed over
he sent an epistle to all the Asiatics, and par the choice of the soldiers, he called us, and
ticularly (•> the city of the Ephesians, the me many other of the citizens, and gave order,
tropolis of Asia, about the Jews; a copy of that if there be here any Jews who are Ro
which epistle here follows:—
man citizens, no one is to give them any dis
12. " When Artemon was prytania, on the turbance about going into the army, because
first day of the month Leneon, Dolabella Cornelius Lentulus, the consul, freed the
impcrator, to the senate and magistrates, Jews from going into the army, on account
and people of the Ephesians, sendcth greeting. of the superstition they are under,—you are
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therefore obliged to submit to the pretor:"
.—and I he like decree was made by the Sardians about us also.
15. " Cuius Pbanius, the son of Caius. imperator and ronsul, to the magistrates of Cos,
sendetb greeting. I would have you know
that the amba.radors of tbe Jews have been
with me, and desired they might have those
decrees whicb the senate had made about
them : which decrees are here subjoined.
My will is, that you have a regard to and
take care of these men, according to the se
nate's decree, that they may be safely con
veyed home through your country."
16. The declaration of Lucius Leutultis
the consul:— "1 have dismissed those Jews
who are Roman citizens, and who appear to
me to have their religious rites, and to ob
serve the laws of the Jews at Fphesus, on
account of tbe superstition tbey are under.
This act was done before the thirteenth of the
calends of October."
17. " Lucius Antonius, the son of Marcus,
vire-qusostor, and vice-pretor, to the magis
trates, senate, and people of the Sardians,
sendeth greeting. Those Jews that are our
fellow-citizens of Rome, came to me, and de
monstrated that they had an assembly of their
own, according to the laws of their forefathtrs,
and this from the beginning, as also a place
of their own, wherein they determined their
suits and controversies with one anotner.
Upon their petition therefore to r. e, that
these might be la«ful for them, 1 give order
that these their privileges be preserved, and
they be permitted to do accordingly."
IB. The declaration of Marcus Publius,
the son of Spurius, and of Marcus, the son of
Marcus, and of Lucius, the son of Publius:
—" We went to the proconsul, and informed
him of what Dositheus, the son of Cleopatrida
of Alexandria, desired, that, if he thought
good, he would dismiss those Jews w ho were
Roman citizens, and were wont to observe
tbe riteB of tbe Jewish religion, on account
of tbe superstition tbey were under. Ac
cordingly he did dismiss them. This was
done before the thirteenth of the calends of
October."
19. "In the month Quintilis, when Lu
cius Lentulus and Caius Marcellus were con
suls; and there were present Titus Appius
Balhus, the son of Titus, lieutenant of the
Horatian tribe, Titus Tongius of tbe Crus1 limine tribe, Quint tis Resius, tbe son of Quintus, Titus Pompeius, the son of Titus, Cor
nelius Longinus, Caius Servilius Bracchus,
the son of Caius, a military tribune, of the
Terentine tribe, Publius Clusius Callus, the
ton of Publius, of the Veturian tribe, Caius
Teutius, the son of Caius, a military tribune,
of the Emilian tribe, Sextus Atilius Serraiius,
the son of Sextus. of the Esquiline tribe,
Caius Pompeius, tbe son of Caius, of the SabImtine tribe, Titus Appius Menacder, tbe son
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of Titus, Publius Servilius Strabo, the son of
Publius, Lucius Paccius Capito, tbe son of
Lucius, of the Col line tribe, Aulus F.iritis
Tertius, tbe son of Aulus, and Appiua Me
nus. In the presence of these it was that
Lentulus pronounced this decree; i bare lietore the tribunal dismissed those Jews that
are Roman citizens, and are accustomed to
observe the sacred rites of the Jews at Ephesus, on account of the superstition they are
under."
20. " Tbe magistrates of the Laodiceans
to Cuius Rubilius, the son of Caius. tbe con
sul, send greeting.
Sopater, tbe ambassa
dor of Hyrcanus tbe high-priest, hatb delivered
us an epistle from thee, whereby he lets us
know that certain ambassadors were come
from Hyrcumis, the high-priest of the Jews,
and brought en epistle written concerning
their nation, wherein tbey desire that tbe
Jews may be allowed to observe their Sab
baths and other sacred rites, according to the
laws of their forefathers, and that they may
be under no command, because tbey are our
friends and confederates: and that nobofly
mav injure them in our provinces. Now al
though the Trallians there present contra
dicted them, 8nd were not pleased with these
decrees, yet didst tbou give order that they
should be observed, and informed us that
thou hadst been desired to write this to us
about them. We therefore in obedience to
tbe injunctions we have received front thee,
have received the epistle which thou sentest
us, and have laid it up by itself among our
public records; and as to tbe other things
about which tbou didst send to us, we will
take care that no complaint be made against
us."
21. "Publius Servilius, the son of Publius,
i,f tbe Galban tribe, the proconsul, to the ma
gistrates, senate, and people of tbe Melesiaus,
sendeth greeting. Prytaues. the son ot Her
mes, a citizen of yours, came to me when I
was at Tralles, and held a court there, and
informed me that you used the Jews in a way
different from my opinion, and forbade tbem
to celebrate their Sabbaths, and to perform the
sacred rites received from their forefathers,
and to manage the fruits of the earth acioiding to their ancient custom; and that he had
himself been the promulger of your decree,
according as your laws require; I would
therefore bave you know, that upon hearing
the pleadings on both sides, 1 gave sentence
that tbe Jews should not be prohibited to
make use of their own customs."
22. The decree of those of Pergamua:—
" When Cratippus was prytanis, on* the first
day of the mouth Desius, tbe decree of the
pretors was this: Since the Romans, follow
ing the conduct of their ancestors, undertake
dangets for tbe common safety of all man
kind, and are ambitious to settle their confe
derates and friends in happiness, and in firm
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peace, mill since the nation ot the Jews, and Jews, even in the days of Abraham, who was
their bigh-priest Hyrcanus, sent as ambassa the father ofall the Hebrews, as we have [ai - 1
dors to them, Strato, the son of Theodatus, found it set dowti in our public records. '
and Apollonins, the son of Alexander, ami 23. The decree of those of Halicarnassus
Eneas, the son of A utipiiter, and Aristobulus, " When Meinnon, the son of Orestidas by
lb* son of Amyntas, and Sosipater, the son descent, but by adoption of Euonymous, was
of Philip, worthy and good men, who gave a priest, on the *** day of the month Ariste
particular account of their affairs, the senate rion, the decree of the people, upon the re
thereupon imde a decree about what they had presentation of Marcus Alexander, was this:
desired of them, that Antiocbus the king, the Since we have ever a great regard to piety
•on of Antiuchus, should do no injury to the towards God, and to holiness ; and since wc
Jews, the confederates of the Romans; and aim to follow the people of the Romans, who
that the fortresses and the havens, and the are the benefactors of all men, and what they
country, and whatsoever else he had taken have written to us about a league of friendfrom thera, should be restored to them; and ship and mutual assistance between the Jews
that it may be lawful for them to export their and our city, and that their sacred offices and
goods out of their own havens ; and that no accustomed festivals and assemblies may be
king nor people may have leave to export any observed by them; we have decreed, that us
goods, either out of the country of Judea, or many men and women of the Jews as art
out of their havens, without paying customs, willing so to do, may celebrate their Sab
but only Ptolemy, the king of Alexandria, baths, and perform their holy offices, accord
because he is our confederate and friend ; and ing to the Jewish laws; and may make theii
that, acourding to their desire, the garrison proscuchse at the sea-side, according to the
that is in Joppa may be ejected. Now Lu customs of their forefathers; and if any one,
cius Pettius, one of our senators, B worthy whether he be a magistrate or a private per
and good man, gave order that we should son, hindereth them from so doing, he shall
take care that these things should be done be liable to aline, to be applied to the uses
according to the senate's decree: anil that we of the city."
should take care also that their ambassadors 24. The decree of the Sardians. " This
might return home in safety. Accordingly decree was made by the senate and people,
we admitted Theodorus into our senate and upon the representation of the praetors: —
assembly, and took the epistle out of his hands, Whereas those Jews who are our fellow-citi
as well as the decree of the senate; and as he zens, and live with us in this city, have ever
discoursed with great leal about the Jews, and had great benefits heaped upon them by the
described Hyrcanus's virtue and generosity, people, and have come now into the senate,
and how he was a benefactor to all men in and desired of the people, that upon the resti
common, and particularly to every body that tution of their law and their liberty, by the
enmes to him, we laid up the epistle in our senate and people of Rome, they may assem
public records; and made a decree ourselves, ble together, according to their ancient legal
that since we also are in confederacy with the custom, and that we will not bring any suit
Romans, we would do every thing we could against thera about it; and that a place may
for the Jews, according to the Benate's decree, be given them where they may have their con
Theodorus also, who brought the epistle, de- gregations with their wives and children, and
aired of our praetors, that they would send may offer, as did their forefathers, their pray . Ilyrcanus a copy of that decree, as also am ers and sacrifices to God. Now the senate
bassadors to signify to him the affection of and people have decreed to permit thera to
our people to him, and to exhort them to assemble together on the days formerly ap
preserve and augment their friendship for us, pointed, and to act according to their own
and be ready to bestow other benefits upon laws; and that such a place be set apart for
us, as justly expecting to receive proper re them by the praetors, for the building and in
quitals from us; and desiring them to remem habiting the same, as they shall esteem fit for
ber that our ancestors* were friendly to the that purpose: and that those that take care of
* We hare bere a Bout remarkable and authentic at the provisions for the city, shall take care that
testation of the citizens of Perjramns, that Abraham was such sorts of food as they esteem fit for tbeir
tli*- father of all the Hebrews; that their own ancestor! eating, may be imported into the city."
wefe.in the oldest times, the Ma*a*Al of those Hebrews; 25. The decree of the Ephesians. "When
and that the public acts of their city, then extant, con Metiophilus
was prytanis, on the first day of
firmed th- same ; which evidence is too stfone to be
trader! by ottr present ignorance of the particular occa the month Artemisius, this decree was made
sion of sneh ancient friendship and uiliance between oy the people:—Nicanor, the son of Euphethose people. *ee the like full evidence of the kindred mus, pronounced it, upon the representation
of the I -arolefooe/ians and the Jens; and tint because
the* were both the posterity of Abraham, by a public epis of the tira- tors. Since the Jews that dwell
tle »f (hose people to the Jews, preserved in the first book
of the Maeeabeea. xil. It-xJ. and thence by Joaephtis, I'arlhian empire, was of tbe sect of Abraham by KeroAnini. b. xii.ch.iv sect. I0| both which authentic records
and that thereby was accomplished that prediction
*re birliU valuable. It is also well worthy of observation, rahi
vaJiat \loses Chorenensis the principal Armenian histo wh>ch said. M Kinirs of naUons shall proceed from thee,"
rian, lufurnj. us of. p. sU, that .1 ». wbo raised t» Gan. xsii. 6.
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in this city have petitioned Marcus Julius
Pompeius, the son of Brutus, the proconsul,
CHAPTER XL
that they might be allowed to observe their
Sabbaths, and to act in all things according BCW MARCUst SUCCEEDED SEXTDS WHEN K(
to the customs of their forefathers, without HAD BEEN SLAIN BY BASSUs's TREACHER?,
impediment from any body, the pnrtor hath AND HOW, AETKR THE DEATH OF CiESAB,
granted their petition. Accordingly, it was CASSIUS CAME INTO STRIA, AND DISTRESS/TO
decreed by the senate and people, that in this JtlDEA; AS ALSO, HOW MALICHUS SLEW
affair that concerned the Romans, no one of
ANTII-ATER, AND WAS IIlMsLLr SLAIN IV
them should be hindered from keeping the HEROD.
Sabbath-day, nor be fined for so doing; but
that they may be allowed to do all things ac § 1. Now it so fell out that about this very
cording to their own taws."
time the affairs of Syria were in great disor
26. Now there arc many such decrees of der, and this on the occasion following: Cethe senate and imperators of the Romans,* cilius Bassus, one of Pompey's party, laid a
and those different from these before us, which treacherous design against Sextus Caesar, and
have been made in favour of Hyrcanus, and slew him, and then took bis army, and get
of our nation ; as also, there have been more the management of public affairs into his own
decrees of the cities, and rescripts of the prav hand; so there arose a greut war about Apators to such epistles as concerned our rights I mia, while Caesar's geneials came against him
and privileges: and certainly such as are not! with an army of horsemen and footmen ; to
ill-disposed to what we write, may believe that , these Antipater sent also succours, and his
they are all to this purpose, and that by the | sons with them, as calling to mind the kind
specimens which we have inserted : for since nesses they bad received from Caesar, and on
we have produced evident marks that may still that account he thought it but just to require
be seen, of the friendship we have had with punishment for him, and to take vengeance
the Romans, and demonstrated that those on tbe man that hud murdered him. And
marks are engraven upon columns and tables as
the war was drawn nut into a great length,
of brass in the capitol, that are still in being, Marcus came from Hume to take Sextus'i
and preserved to this day, we have omitted to government upon him: but Caesar was slain
set them all down, as needless and disagree by Cassias > Brutus in tbe senate-bouse,
able; for I cannot suppose any one so per
be had retained the government three
verse as not to believe the friendship we have after
and six months. This fact, however,
had with the Romans, while they have de isyears
elsewhere.
monstrated the same by such a great number related
As tbe war that arose upon the death
of their decrees relating to us ; nor will they of 2.Caesar
now begun, and tbe principal
doubt of our fidelity as to the rest of these men were was
gone, some one way, and some
decrees, since we have shown the same in another, toallraise
armies, Cassius came fiom
those we have produced. And thus have we
into Syria, in order to receive tbe
sufficiently explained that friendship and con Rome
[army that lay in the] camp at Apamia; and
federacy we at those times had with the Ro having
raised the siege, he brought over both
mans.
Bassus and Marcus to bis party. He then
• If we compare Josephus's promise In Beet. 1, to pro- went over tbe cities, and got together wea
duoe mil the public decrees of the Koiuans in favour of pons and soldiers, and laid great taxes upon
the Jews, will) his excuse here for omitting many of those cities; and he chiefly oppressed Judea,
them, we may observe, that when he came to transcribe
all those decrees he had collected, he found them so nu and exacted of it seven hundred talents: but
merous that ho thought he should too much tiro bis Antipater, when be saw the state to be in so
readers if he had attempted it, which be thought a suf
consternation and disorder, he divided
ficient apology for his omitting the rest of them ; yet great
do those by blm produced atTord such a strong confir tbe collection of that sum, and appointed his
mation to ills history, and give such great light to even sum to gather it; and so that part of it was
the Homan antiquities themselves, that I believe the
be exacted by Malichus, who was ill-dis
curious are not a little sorry fur such his omissions. to
posed to him, and part by others. And be
cause Herod did exact what is required of
him from Galilee before others, he was in the
greatest favour with Cassius; for he thought
it a part of prudence to cultivate a friendship
with tbe Romans, and to gain tbeir good-will
at the expense of others; whereas the cura
tors of tbe other cities, with their citizens,
were sold for slaves; and Cassius reduced
+ For Marcus, this president of Syria, sent as I
SOT to Sextus Cirsar. the Roman historians require i - is
read " Murcus" in Jniephua. and this perpetually. Kite
tntr«>e
Antiquities
ton
learned
generallyand
agree.in lus llislurv uf Out W an. «*
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four cities into a state of slavery, the two most had no hand in the violent death of Antipater
potent of which were Gophna and Emmaus ; his father, but erected a fine monument for
and, besides these, Lydia and Thamna. Nay, him. Herod also went to Samaria ; and when
Cassius was so very angry at Malichus, that he found them in great distress, he revived
he had killed him (for he assaulted him), had their spirits, and composed their differences.
not Hyrcanus, by the means of Antipatcr, 6. However, a little after this, Herod,
sent him an hundred talents of his own, and upon the approach of a festival, came with his
thereby pacified his anger against him.
soldiers into the city; whereupon Malichus
3. But after Cassius was gone out of Ju was affrighted, and persuaded Hyrcanus not
dea, Malichus laid snares for Antipatcr, as to permit him to come into the city. Hyr
thinking that his death would be the preser canus complied ; and, for a pretence of exclud
vation of Hyrcanus's government; but his ing him, alleged, that a rout of strangers ought
design was not unknown to Antipatcr, which, not to be admitted while the multitude were
when he perceived, he retired beyond Jordan, purifying themselves. But Herpd had little
and got together an army, partly of Arabs, regard to the messengers that were sent to him,
and partly of his own countrymen. How and entered the city in the night-time, and
ever, Malichus being one of great cunning, affrighted Malichus, yet did he remit nothing
denied that he had laid any snares for him, of his former dissimulation, but wept for Anti
and made his defence with an oath, both to pater, and bewailed him as a friend of his,
himself and his sons; and said that while with a loud voice ; but Herod and his friends
Phasaelus had a garrison in Jerusalem, and thought it proper not openly to contradict
Herod had the weapons of war in his custody, Malichus's hypocrisy, but to give him tokens
he could never have thought of any such of mutual friendship, in order to prevent his
thing. So Antipatcr, perceiving the distress suspicion of them.
that Malichus was in, was reconciled to him, 6. However, Herod sent to Cassius, and in
and made an agreement with him ; this was formed him of the murder of his father ; who
when Marcus was president of Syria; who knowing what sort of a man Malichus was as
yet perceiving that this Malichus was ma to his morals, sent him back word, that he
king a disturbance in Judea, proceeded so should revenge his father's death; and also
far that be had almost killed him ; but still, sent privately to the commanders of his army
at the intercession of Antipatcr, he 6aved at Tyre, with orders to assist Herod in the
him.
execution of a very just design of his. Now
4. However, Antipater little thought that when Cassius had taken Laodicea, they all
by saving Malichus, he had saved his own went together to him, and carried him gar
murderer; for now Cassius and Marcus had lands and money : and Herod thought that
got together an army, and intrusted the entire Malichus might be punished while, he was
care of it with Herod, and made him general there ; but he was somewhat apprehensive of
of the forces of Celesyria, and gave him a fleet the thing, and designed to make some great
of ships, and an army of horsemen and foot attempt, and because his son was then an hos
men ; and promised him, that after the war tage at Tyre, he went to that city, and resolved
was over they would make him kingj of Judea ; to steal him away privately, and to march
for a war was already begun between Antony thence into Judea: and as Cassius was in
and the younger Cawar ; but as Malichus was haste to march against Antony, he thought to
most afraid of Antipater, he took him out of bring the country to revolt, and to procure
the way ; and by the offer of money persuaded the government for himself. But Providence
the butler of ^lyrcauus, with whom they opposed his counsels; and Herod being a
were both to feast, to kill him by poison. This shrewd man, and perceiving what his inten
being done, and he having armed men with tion was, he sent thither beforehand a ser
him, settled the affairs of the city. But when vant, in appearance indeed to get a supper
Antipater's sons, Herod and Phasaelus, were ready, for he had said before, that he would
acquainted with this conspiracy against their feast them all there, but in reality to the com
father, and had indignation at it, Malichus manders of the army, whom he persuaded to
denied all, and utterly renounced any know go out against Malichus, with their daggers.
ledge of the murder. And thus died Antipa So they went out and met the man near the
ter, a man that had distinguished himself for city, upon the sea-shore, and there stabbed him.
piety and justice, and love to his country, Whereupon Hyrcanus was so astonished at
And whereas one of his sons, Herod, resolved what had happened, that his speech failed
immediately to revenge their father's death, him; and when, after some difficulty, he had
and was coming upon Malichus with an army recovered himself, he asked Herod what the
for that purpose, the elder of his sons, Pha matter could be, and who it was that slew
saelus, thought it best .rather to get this man Malichus ; and when he said that it was done
into their hands by policy, lest they should by the command of Cassius, he commended
appear to begin a civil war in the country ; the action; for that Malichus was a very
V> lie accepted of Malichus's defence for him wicked man, and one that conspired against
self, and pretended to believe him, that he had his own country. And this was the punish-
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merit that was inflicted on Malicbus for what
be wickedly did to Antipater.
7. But when Cassius was marched out of
Pyrin, disturbances arose in Judea: for Felix,
Mho was left at Jerusalem with an army,
made a sudden attempt against Phasaelus, and
the people themselves rose in arms; but He
rod went to Fabius, tbe prefect of Damascus,
and whs desirous to run to his brother's assist
ance, but was hindered by a distemper that
seized upon him, till Phasaelus by himself bad
been too bard for Felix, and bad shut him up
in the tower, and there, on certain conditions,
dismissed him. Phasuelus also complained of
Hyrcanus, that although he bad received a
great many benefits from them, yet did be
support their enemies; for Malichus'g brother
bad made many places to revolt, and kept gar
risons in them, and particularly Masada, tbe
strongest fortress of tbem all. In the mean
time, Herod was recovered of his disease,
and came and took from Felix all the places be
bad gotten; and, upon certain conditions, dis
missed him also.

CHAPTER XII.
REROD EJECTS ANTIGONUS, THE SON or
ARISTOBULUS, OUT OF JUDEA, AND CAINS
THE FRIENDSHIP OF ANTONY, WHO WAS
NOW COME INTO SYRIA, BY SENDING HIM
MUCH MONEY; ON WHICH ACCOUNT HE
WOULD NOT ADMIT OF THOSE THAT WOULD
HAVE ACCUSED 111 lion: AND WHAT IT WAS
THAT ANTONY WROTE TO THE TYKIANS IN
BI HALF OF THE JEWS.
§ 1 . Now * Ptolemy, the son of Menneus,
brought back into Judea, Antigonus, tbe son
of Aristobulus, who hud already raised an army,
and had, by money, made Fabius to be bis
friend, and this because be was of kin to
him. Marion also gave bim assistance. He
had been left by Cassius to tyrannize over
Tyre; for this Cassius was a man that seized
on Syria, and then kept it under, in the way
of a tyrant. Marion also marched into Ga
lilee, which lay in bis neighbourhood, and
took three of its fortresses, and put garrisons
into tbem to keep them. But when Herod
came, he took all from him; but tbe Tyrian
garrison be dismissed in a very civil manner;
• In this and the following chapters the reader wil
»asily rtmark, how truly (ironovius ohsenrs. in his noteen the Roman decrees in favour of the Jews, that theirights and prmleeea were commonly purchasrd of lh»
Ri-niai a with money. Many rxamples of tliis sort,
both as to tie Romans and others in authority. will oc
cur in our Joscphu*. hoth now and hrreafler. and need
col he taken particular notice ol on the several occa
sion* in these notes Accordinety, the chief captain con
fesses to M. I'anl. that, 'with a ereat sum be had ob
tained hi" Imdom' (Acts xxi<. t?Hl ; as had St. ram's
ancestors. very rrohably. piirrhaaed the like freedom for
thrir family Ity money, as the .ante author justly con.
elo'les alsa.
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nay, to some of the soldiers he made present*
out of the good- will be bare to tbat city.
When he had dispatched these affairs, and
was gone to meet Antigonus, he joined bat
tle with him, and beat him, and drove him
out of Judea presently, when be was just
come into its borders; but when be was come
to Jerusalem, Hyrcanus ard tbe people put
garlands about his bead; for he had already
contracted an affinity with tbe family of Hyr
canus by having espoused a descendant of bis,
and for tbat reason Herod took tbe greater
care of him, as being to marry tbe daughter
of Alexander, tbe son of Aristobulus, and
tbe grand-daughter of Hyrcanus; by which
wife be became tbe father of three male and
two female children. He had also married
before this another wife, out of a lower family
of his own nation, whose name was Doris, by
whom be had his eldest son Antipater.
2. Now Antonius and Casar had beaten
Cassius near Pbilippi, as others have related;
but after the victory, Csesar went into Gaul
[Italy], and Antony marched for Asia, who
when he was arrived at Bitbynia, he bad am
bassadors tbat met him from all parts. Tbe
principal men also of the Jews came thither,
to accuse Phasaelus and Herod, and they said
that Hyrcanus had indeed the appearance of
reigning, but that these men had all the
power; but Antony paid great respect to
Herod, who was come to bim to make his
defence Bgainst his accusers, on which ac
count his adversaries could not so much as
obtain a hearing; which favour Herod bad
gained of Antony by money; but still, when
Antony was come to Epbesus, Hyrcanus,
the high-priest, and our nation sent an emImssage to him, which carried a crown of gild
with them, and desired tbat he would w rite
to the governors of the provinces, to set those
Jews free who had been carried captive by
Cassius, and this without tbeir having fought
against him, and to restore them tbat coun
try which, in the days of Cassius, bad been
taken from tbem. Antony tavucht the Jews'
desires were just, and wrote immediately to
Hyrcanus, and to the Jews. He also sent,
at the same time, a decree to the Tyriant;
the contents of which were to the same pur
pose.
8. " Marcus Antonius, imperator, to Hyr
canus the high-priest and ethnarch of tbe
Jews, sendeth greeting. If you be in health,
it is well; I am also in health, with the army.
LvBimacbus, the son of Pausanias. and Jose
ph us, tbe son of Menneus, and Alexander,
the son of Thcodorus, your ambassadors, met
me at Epbesus, and have renewed tbe embas
sage which they had formerly been upon at
Rome, and ha\e diligently acquitted them
selves of the present embassage, which thou
and tby nation have intrusted to them, and
hnve fully declared the good-will thou hast
for us. I am therefore satisfied, both by
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the
high-priest
and
ethnarch
[of
the
Jews]
your actions and your words, tbat you are appeared before me at Ephesus, and told m
well deposed to us; and I understand that that you are in possession of part of thei
your conduct of life is constant and religious; country, which you entered upon under th.
to I reckon you as our own; but when those government ot our adversaries. Since, there
that were adversaries to you, and to the Ro fore, we have undertaken a war for the oh
man people, abstained neither front cities nor taining the government, and have taken ca
IUMIM»£
VMT* ft". '
_ mnA. S.i.tii,
temples, and did not observe the agreement to
...
U.■ «what was
agreeable
to piety and
Justin .
tbey had confirmed by oath, it was not only anddohave
'
:-'—
those
thus
brought
to
punishment
th.
on account of our contest with t linn , but on had neither any remembrance of the kindlier
account of all mankind in common, that we they bad received, nor have kept their oaths,
have taken vengeance on those who have been I will that you be at peace with those thai
the authors of great injustire towards men, are our confederates; as also, tbat what yon
and of great wickedness towards tbe gods; have taken by the means of our adversaries
for the »uke of which we suppose that it was shall not be reckoned your own, but be re
that (he sun turned away his light from us,* turned to those from whom you took them ;
as Hnwilling to view the horrid crime they for none of them took their provinces or their
were piilty of in the case of Oesar. We armies by tbe gift of the senate, but they
have also overcome their conspiracies, which seized
by force, and bestowed them by
threatened the gods themselves, which Mace violencethem
upon sucb as became useful to them
donia received, ""ajj is a climate peculiarly in their unjust
proceedings. Since, there
proper for impious and insolent attempts ; fore, those men have
received tbe punishment
and we have overcome tbat confused rout of due to tbem, we desire
that our confederates
men, half mad with spite against us, which
retain whatsoever it was that they for
they got together at Phihppi, in Macedonia, may
possessed without disturbance, and that
when they seized on the places that were pro merlyrestore
all tbe places which belong to
per for their purpose, and, as it were, walled you
Hyrcanus, the ethnarch of the Jews, which
them round with mountains to the very sea, you
have had, though it were but one day
and where the passage was open only through
Caius Cassius began an unjustifiable
a single gate. This victory we gained, be before
against us, and entered into our pro
cause the gods had condemned those men for war
vince) nor do you use any force against him,
their wicked enterprises. Now Brutus, when lit
order to weaken him, that he may uot lie
he bad fled as far as Philippi, was shut up by able to dispose of that which is his own; but
us, and became a partaker of the same perdi if you have any contest with him about your
tion with Cassius ; and now these have re respective rights, it shall be lawful for you to
ceived their punishment, we suppose that we plead your cause, when we come upon the
may enjoy peace for the time to come, and
concerned, for we shall alike preserve
that Asia may be at rest from war. We places
therefore make that pence which God bath the rights, and hear all tbe causes, of our
given us common to our confederates also, confederates."
5. "Marcus Antonius, imperator, to the
insomuch that the body of Asia is now reco magistrates, senate, and people of Tyre, setnlvered out of that distemper it was under by eth greeting. I have sent you my decree, of
means of our victory. I therefore, bearing which I will that ye take care that it be en
in mind both thee and your nation, shall take graven on the public tables, in Roman and
care of what may be for your advantage. I Greek letters, and that it stand engraven in
have also sent epistles in writing to the seve the most illustrious places, that it may be
ral cities, that if any persons, whether free read
Marcus Antonius, imperator,
men or bondmen, have been sold under the one ofbytheall.triumvirate
over the public affairs,
spear by Caius Cassius or his subordinate made this declaration:—Since
Cassius.
officer*, they may be set free; and I will in this revolt he bath made, Caius
hath
pillaged
that you kindly make use of the favours that province which belonged not to him,
and
which I and Dolahella have granted you. I was held by garrisons there encamped, while
also forbid the Tynans to use any violence tbey were our confederates, and bath spoiled
with you; and for what places of the Jews
nation of the Jews which was in friend
they now possess, I order them to restore that
ship with tbe Roman people, as in war; and
them. I hare withal accepted of the crown since we have overcome his madness by arms,
Which thou scntest me."
we now correct, by our decrees and judicial
4. "Marcus Antonius, imperator, to the determinations, what he hath laid waste, tbat
ite, and people of Tyre, send- those things may be restored to our confede
Thc ambassadors of Hyrcanus, rates ; and as for what bath been sold of the
• Thisclane pliinly alludes to that well-known but Jewish possessions, whether they be bodies <:i
unusual and vr'-y li.ne darkness of tht sun, whKh nanp-nrd upon Ihi- murder of Julius Cesar by Brains and possessions, let them be released; the bodies
Cxsiuji which is rr.-sil, ukea notice of by Virgil. into that state of freedom they were origi
Winy, and other Bom .n anlhurs. See Virfil s Oeur nally in, and the possessions to their former
fir..bO',k i. Ju-l belon; the enili aim Pliny's Nat. 11M owners. I also will, that he who shall not
Look U.CO. xu.
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comply with this decree of mine shall be
punished for his disobedience ; and if such a
one be caught, I will take care that the offen
ders suffer condign punishment."
6. The same thing did Antony write to
the Sidonians, and the Antiochians, and the
Aradians. We have produced these decrees,
therefore, as marks for futurity of the truth
of what we have said, that the Romans had a
great concern about our nation.

OP THE JEWS.
BOOK xir.
if they went on with their accusation. Bu»
they did not acquiesce: whereupon the Ro
mans ran upon them with their daggers, and
slew some, and wounded more of them, and
the rest fled away, and went home, and lay
still in great consternation; and when the
people made a clamour against Herod, Antony
was so provoked at it, that he slew the pn
soners.
3. Wow, in the second year, Pacorus, the
king of Parthia's son, and Barzaphames, a
commander of the Parthians, possessed them
selves of Syria. Ptolemy, the son of Menneus, also was now dead, and Lysanias his
CHAPTER XIH.
son took his government, and made a league
HOW ANTONY HADE HEROD AND PHASAELCS of friendship with Antigonus, the eon of Ari*TETRARCH8, AFTER THEY HAD BEEN AC tobulus : and in order to obtain it, made use
CUSED TO NO PURPOSE ; AND HOW THE PAR- of that commander, who had a great interest
THIANB, WHIN THEY BROUGHT ANTIGONUS in him. Now Antigonus had promised to
INTO JUDEA, TOOK HYRCANUS AND PHA- give the Parthians a thojspnd talents, and five
SAELUS CAPTIVES. HEROD'S FLIGHT; AND .hundred women, upon condition they would
the government away- from Hyrcanus,
WHAT AFFLICTIONS HYBCANCS AND PHA- take
and bestow it upon him, and withal kill He
BAXLUS ENDURED.
rod. And although he did not give them what
§ 1. When after this, Antony came into Sy he had promised, yet did the Parthians make
ria, Cleopatra met him in Cilicia, and brought an expedition into Judea on that account, and
him to fall in love with her. And there came carried Antigonus with them. Pacorus went
now also a hundred of the most potent of the along the maritime parts ; but the commandei
Jews to accuse Herod and those about him, and Barzaphames, through the midland. Now
set the men of the greatest eloquence among the Tyrians excluded Pacorus ; bnt the Sido
them to speak. But Messala contradicted nians, and those of Ptolemois, received him.
them, on behalf of the young men, and all this However, Pacorus sent a troop of horsemen
in the presence of Hyrcanus, who was He- into Judea, to take a view of the state of the
red's father-in-law* already. When Antony country, and to assist Antigonus; and sent
had heard both sides at Daphne, he asked also the king's butler, of the same name with
Hyrcanus who they were that governed the himself. So when the Jews that dwelt about
nation best! He replied, Herod and his mount Carmel came to Antigonus, and were
friends. Hereupon Antony, by reason of the ready to march with him into Judea, Anti
old hospitable friendship he had made with gonus hoped to get some part of the country
his fatherJ"Antipater], at that time when he by their assistance. The place is called
was with Gabinius, he made both Herod and Drymi ; and when some others cams and met
Phasaelus tetrarchs, and committed the pnblic them, the men privately fell upon Jerusalem ;
affairs of the Jews to them, and wrote letters and when some more were come to them, they
to that purpose. He also bound fifteen of got together in great numbers, and came
their adversaries, and was going to kill them, against the king's palace, and besieged itbut that Herod obtained their pardon.
But as Phasaelus's and Herod's party came
2. Yet did not these men continue quiet to the other's assistance, and a battle happened
when they were come back, but a thousand of between them in the market-place, the young
the Jews came to Tyre to meet him there, men beat their enemies, and pursued them
whither the report was that he would come. into the temple, and sent some armed men
But Antony was corrupted by the money into the adjoining houses, to keep them in,
which Herod and his brother had given him ; who yet being destituto of such as should sup
and so he gave order to the governor of the port them, were burnt, and the houses with
place to punish the Jewish ambassadors, who them, by the people who rose up against them.
were for making innovations, and to settle But Herod was revenged on these seditious
the government upon Herod ; but Herod went adversaries of his a little afterward for this
out hastily to them, and Hyrcanus was with injury they had offered him, when he fought
him (for they stood upon the shore before the with them, and slew a great number of them.
city); and he charged them to go their ways, 4. But while there were daily skirmishes,
because great mischief would befall them the enemy waited for the comin? of the mul
* We may here tsko notice that espousal* nlonc were titude out of the country to Pentecost, a feast
of old esteemed a sufficient foundation for affinity, Hyr of ours so called; and when that day was
canus being here called father-in-law to Herod, because come, many ten thousands of the people were
his grand-daughter Martamne was betrothed to him, gathered together nbout the temple, some in
although the marriage vu not completed till four armour, and some without. Now those that
yean aAenrardi. Sea Matt, L 16.
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came, guarded both the temple and the city, when he made such a contrivance against
excepting what belonged to the palace, which them, for that if he wanted money, he would
Herod guarded with a few of his soldiers; give him more than Antigonus; and besides,
and Phasaelus had the charge of the wall, that it was a horrible thing to slay those that
while Herod, with a body of his «nen, sallied came to him upon the security of their oaths,
out upon the enemy, who lay in the suburbs, and that when they had done him no injury.
and fought courageously, and put many ten But the barbarian swore to him that there
thousands to flight, some flying into the city, was no truth in eny of his suspicions, bu
and some into the temple, and some into the that ho was troubled with nothing bu
outer fortifications, for some such fortifica false proposals, and then went away to
tions there were in that place. Phasaelus Pacorus.
came also to his assistance ; yet was Pacorus, 6. But as soon as he was gone away, some
the general of the Parthians, at the desire of men came and bound Hyrcanus and PhasacAntigonus, admitted into the city with a few lus ;
greatly reproached the
of his horsemen, under pretence indeed as if Parthians for their perjury. However, that
he would still the sedition, but in reality to butler who was sent against Herod had it in
assist Antigonus in obtaining the government command to get him without the walls of the
And when Phasaelus met him, and received city, and seize upon him; but messengers had
him kindly, Pacorus persuaded him to go been sent by Phasaelus to inform Herod of
himself as ambassador to Barzapharnes, which the perfidiousness of the Parthians ; and when
was done fraudulently. Accordingly, Phasae he knew that the enemy had seized upon
lus, suspecting no harm, complied with his them, he went to Pacorus, and to the most
proposal, while Herod did not give his con potent of the Parthians, as to the lords of the
sent to what was done, because of the perfi- rest, who although they knew the whole mat
(Housness of those barbarians, but desired ter, dissembled with him in a deceitful way ;
Phasaelus rather to fight those that were and said that he ought to go out with them
before the walls, and meet those who were
come into the city.
5. So both Hyrcanus and Phasaelus went bringing him his letters, for that they were
on the embassage ; but Pacorus left with He not taken by his adversaries, but were com
rod two hundred horsemen, and ten men, who ing to give him an account of the good suc
were called the freemen; and conducted the cess Phasaelus had had. Herod did not give
others on their joumey ; and when they were credit to what they said ; for he had heard
in Galilee, the governors of the cities there that his brother was seized upon by others
met them in their arms. Barzapharnes also also; and the daughter of Hyrcanus, whoso
received them at the first with cheerfulness, daughter he had espoused, was his monitor
and made them presents, though he afterward also [not to credit them], which made him
conspired against them; and Phasaelus with still more suspicious of the Parthians; for
his horsemen were conducted to the sea-side: although other people did not give heed to
but when they heard that Antigonus had pro her, yet did he believe her, as a woman of
mised to give the Parthians a thousand talents, very great wisdom.
and five hundred women, to assist him against 7. Now while the Parthians were in con
them, they soon had a suspicion of the bar sultation what was fit to be done ; for they
barians. Moreover, there was one who in did not think it proper to make an open at
formed them that snares were laid for them by tempt upon a person of his character; and
night, while a guard come about them secretly ; while they put off the determination to the
and they had then been seized upon, had they next day, Herod was under great disturbance
not waited for the seizure of Herod by the Par of mind; and rather inclining to believe the
thians that were about Jerusalem, lest, upon reports he heard about his brother and the
the slaughter of Hyrcanus and Phasaelus, he Parthians, than to give heed to what was saitl
should have an intimation of it, and escape on the other side, he determined, that when
out of their hands. And these were the cir the evening came on, he would make use of
cumstances they were now in ; and they saw it for his flight, and not make any longer
who they were that guarded them. Some delay, as if the dangers from the enemy were
persons indeed would have persuaded Pha not yet certain. He therefore removed with
saelus to fly away immediately on horseback, the armed men whom he had with him ; and
and not to stay any longer; and there was set his wives upon the beasts, as also his mo
one Ophellius, who above all the rest, was ther, and sister, and her ..hom he wrs about
earnest with him to do so, for he had heard to marry [Mariamne], the daughter of Alex
of this treachery from Saramalla, the richest ander, the son of Aristobulus, with her mo
of all the Syrians at that time, who also pro ther, the daughter of Hyrcanus, and his
mised to provide him ships to carry him ofl"; youngest brother, and all their servants, and
for the sea was just by them : but he had no the rest of the multitude that was with him,
to deseit Hyrcanus, nor bring his brn- and without the enemy's privity pursued his
Biirzii- way to Idumea : nor could any enemy of his
t justly who then saw him in this case be to
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hearted, but would have commiserated his
fortune, while the women drew along their
infant children, and left their own country,
and their friends in prison, with tears in their
eyes, and sad lamentations, and in expectation
of nothing but what was of a melancholy na
ture.
8. But for Herod himself, he raised his
mind above the miserable state he was in, and
was of good courage in the midst of his mis
fortunes; and, as he passed along, be bade
them every one to be of good cheer, and not
to give themselves up U> sorrow, because tbat
would binder them in their Sight, which was
now the only hope of safety that they had—
Accordingly, they tried to bear with patience
the calamity tbey were under, as be exhorted
tbem to do; yet was he once almost going to
kill himself, upon the overthrow of a waggon,
and the danger bis mother wits then in of be
ing killed; and this on two accounts, because
of his great concern for her, and because be
was afraid lest, by this delay, the enemy should
overtake him in the pursuit; but as be was
drawing his sword, and going to kill himself
therewith, those that were present restrained
him, and being so many in number, were too
hard for him; and told him tbat be ought not
to ilesert them, and leave them a prey to their
enemies, for that it whs not the part of a brave
man to free himself from the distresses he was
in, and to overlook bis friends tbat were in
the same distress also. So be was compelled
to let that horrid attempt alone, partly out of
shame at what they said to him, and partly
out of regard to the great number of those
that would not permit him to do what he
intended. So he encouraged bis mother, and
took all the care of her the time would allow,
and proceeded on the way he proposed to go
with the utmost haste, and that was to the
fortress of Masada.
And as he had many
skirmishes with such of the Parthians as at
tacked him and pursued him, he was conqueror
in them all.
9. Nor indeed was he free from the Jews
all along as he was in his flight : for by the
time he was gotten sixty furlongs out of the
city, and was upon the road, they fell upon
him, and fought hand to hand with him, whom
be also put to flight, and overcame, not like
one that was in distress and in necessity, but
like one that was excellently prepared for war,
and had what he wanted in great plenty. And
in this very place where he overcame the Jews,
it was that be some time afterwards built a
most excellent palace, and a city round about
it, and called it Herodium. And when he
was come to Idumea, at a place called Thressa. his brother Joseph met him, and he then
held a council to take advice about all bis af
fairs, and what was tit to be done in his cir
cumstances, since he had a great multitude
that followed him, besides his mercenary sol
diers, and the place Maaada, whither he pro
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posed to fly, was too small to contain so great
a multitude ; so be sent away the greater part
of bis company, being above nine thousand,
and bade tbem go, some one way and some
another, aruj so save themselves in Idumea,
and gave them what would buy tbem provi
sions in their journey. But be took with him
those tbat were the least encumbered, and
were most intimate witb him, and came to the
fortress, and placed there his wives and his
followers, being eight hundred in number,
there being in the place a sufficient quantit)
of corn and water, and other necessaries, and
went directly for Petra, in Arabia. But when
it was day, the Parthians plundered all Jeru
salem, and the palace, and abstained from no
thing but Hyrcanus's money, which was three
hundred talents. A gieat deal of Herod's
money escaped, and ■ principally all tbat the
man had been so provident as to send into
Idumea beforehand ; nor indeed did what was
in the city suffice the Parthians; but they
went out into the country, and plundered it,
and demolished the city Marissa.
10. And thus was Antigonus brought bark
into Judea by the king of >be Parthians, and
teceived Hyrcamis and Phasaelus for bis pri
soners; but he was greatly cast down because
the women had escaped, whom he intended
to bave given the enemy, as having promised
they should have tbem, with the money, for
their reward: but being afraid that Hyrcanus,
who was under the guard of the Parthians,
might have his kingdom restored to him by
the multitude, be cut off his ears, and there
by took eare that the high-priesthood should
never come to him any more, because be was
maimed, while the law required that this dig
nity should belong to none but such as had
all their members entire.* But now one can
not but here admire the fortitude of Phasae
lus, wbo, perceiving that he was to be put to
death, did not think death any terrible thing
at all; but to die thus by the means of his,
enemy, this he thought a most pitiable and
dishonourable thing, and therefore, since he
bad not his hands at liberty, for the bonds he
was in prevented him from killing himself
thereby, he dashed his head against a great
stone, and thereby took a»ay bis own life,
which be thought to be the best thing be
could do in such a distress as be was in, and
thereby put it out of the power of the enemy
to bring him to any death he pleased. It is
also reported, that when he bad made a great
wound in his head, Antigonus sent physicians
to cure it, and, by ordering them to infuse
poison into tbe wound, killed him.
How
ever, Phasaelus hearing, before he was quite
dead, by a certain woman, that his brother
Herod had escaped the enemy, underwent his
death cheerfully, since he now left behind
• This law of Moses, that the priest* were to be
"without blrmiiV as to ell the parts of their bodice,
is in Levil. ni. 17—34.
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him one who would revenge his death, and assistance, and that out of much reverence nf,
wlio was ROU| to inflict punishment on his and great regard to him, be was conducted
into the city [Alexandria], and was retained
there by Cleopatra, yet was sbe not able to
prevail with him to stay there, because be was
making haste to Rome, even though the wea
CHAPTER XIV.
ther was stormy, and he was informed that
the affairs of Italy were very tumultuous
HOW HEROD OUT AWAY FROM THE KINO OF and in great disorder.
ARABIA, AND MADE HASTE TO GO INTO 3. So he set sail from thence to Pamphy
EGYPT, AND THENCF WENT IN HASTE ALSO lia, and falling into a violent storm, he bad
TO ROME; AND HOW, BY PROMISING A much ado to escape to Rhodes, with the loss
GREAT DEAL OF M'"NEY TO ANTONY, HE of the ship's burden; and there it was that
OBTAINED OF TMF. SENATE AND OF CESAR two of bis friends, Sappinas and Ptolcmetis,
met with him: and ><s he found that city very
TO BE MADE KING OF THE'JtWS.
mucb damaged in the war against Cassius,
§ 1. As for Herod, the great miseries, he was though be were in necessity himself, be ne
in did not discourage him, but made him glected not to do it a kindness, but did what
sharp in discovering surprising Undertakings; he could to recover it to its former state. lie
for he went to Malchus, king of Arabia, whom also built there a three-decked ship, and set
he had formerly been very kind to, in order sail thence, with his friends, for Italy, and
to receive somewhat bv way of requital; now came to the port of Brundusium: and when
be was in more than ordinary want of it, and he was come from thence to Rome, he first
desired he would let him have some money, related to Antony what had befallen him in
either by way of loan, or as his free gift, on Judea, and how Phasaelus his brother was
account of the many benefits be bad received seized on by the Parthians, and put to death
from him; for not knowing what was become by tbem, and how Hyrcanus was detained
of his brother, he was in haste to redeem him captive bv them, and bow they bad made Anout of the band of his enemies, as willing to tigofius king, who had promised them a sum
give three hundred talents for the price of his of money, no less than a thousand talents,
redemption. He also took with bim the son with 6ve hundred women, who were to be of
of Phasaelus, who was a child of but seven the principal families, and of the Jewish stock ;
years of age; for this very reason, that he and that he had carried off the women by
might be an hostage for the repayment of the night; and that, by undergoing a great many
money. But there came messengers from hardships, he had escaped the hands of his
Malchus to meet him, by whom he was de enemies; as also, that his own relations were
sired to be gone, for that the Parthians had in danger of being besieged and taken, and
laid a charge upon bim not to entertain He tbat he bad sailed through a storm, and con
rod. This was only a pretence which he temned all these terrible dangers, in order to
made use of, that he might not be obliged to come, as soon as possible, to him who was bis
repay him what he owed him; and this be hope and only succour at this time.
was farther induced to, by the principal men 4. This account made Antony commiserate
among the Arabians, that they might cheat tbe change that had happened in Herod's
bim of what sums they had received from [his condition;' and reasoning with himself thatfather] Antipater, and which he had commit* this was a common case among those that
ted to their fidelity, lie made answer, tbat are placed in such great dignities, and that
he did not intend to he troublesome to them they are liable to the mutations that come
by his coming thither, but that he desired from fortune, he was very ready to give him
only to discourse with them about certain the assistance he desired; and this because
affairs that were to him of the greatest im be called to mind tbe friendship he bad had
with Antipater, because Herod offered hirs
portance.
2. Hereupon he resolved to go away, and money to make bitn king, as he had formerly
did go very prudently the road to Egypt ; given it to him to make him tetrarch, and
and then it was that he lodged in a certain chiefly because of bis hatred to Antigonus,
temple; for be bad left a grout many of bis for he took him to be a seditious person, and
followers there. On the next day he came to an enemy to the Romans. Gesar was also
Rhinocolura, and there it was that he heard the forwarder to raise Herod's dignity, and
what bad befallen his brother. Though My to give him his assistance in what he desired,
elins soon repented of what he bad done and on account of the toils of war which he had
came running after Herod ; but with no man • Concerning ' he chronolotrj of Herod, and the time,
ner of success, for he was gotten a very great when
he wo. first marl,, fcinR ttt Rome, and concerning
way off, and made haste into the road to Pe- the time when he began hi» .eennd reUrn. withnnt a ri.
rnl,
upon
the conquest and slaughter of Antiaonua, both
lusium ; and when the stationary ships that
(tall) derived Iroro thia and the two next chap,
lay there hindered him from sailing to Alex print
ten* in Josephm, are the note on avct. 0, and en. xv
andria, he went to their captains, by whosi- aerL 1U.
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himself undergone with Antipater his father
in Egypt, and of the hospitality he had treated
him withal, and the kindness he had always
shown him ; as also to gratify Antony, who
was very zealous for Herod. So a senate
was convocated ; and Messala first, and then
Atratinus, introduced Herod into it, and en
larged upon the benefits they had received
from his father, and put them _ in mind of the
good-will he had borne to the Romans. At
tile same time, they accused Antigonus, and
declared him an enemy, not only because of
his former opposition to them, but that he had
now overlooked the Romans, and taken the
government from the Parthians. Upon this
the senate was irritated; and Antony informed
them farther, that it was for their advantage
in the Parthian war that Herod should be
king. This seemed good to all the senators ;
and so they made a decree accordingly.
5. And this was the principal instance of
Antony's affection for Herod, that he not
only procured him a kingdom which he did
not expect (for he did not come with an in
tention to ask the kingdom for himself, which
he did not suppose the Romans would grant
him, who used to bestow it on some of the
royal family, but intended to desire it for his
wife's brother, who was irrandson by his father
to Aristobulus, and to Hyrcanus by his mo
ther), but that he procured it for him so sud
denly, that he obtained what he did not expect,
and departed out of Italy in so few days as
seven in all. This young man [the grandson]
Herod afterward took care to have slain, as we
shall show in its proper place. But when the
senate was dissolved, Antony and Ctesar went
out of the senate-house, with Herod between
them, and with the consuls and other magis
trates before them, in order to offer sacrifices,
and to lay up their decrees in the capitol.
Antony also feasted Herod the first day of his
reign. And thus did this man receive the
kingdom, having obtained it on the hundred
and eighty-fourth olympiad, when Cains Dcmitius Calvinus was consul the second time,
and Caius Asinius Pollio [the first time].
6. All this while Antigonus besieged those
that were in Masada, who had plenty of all
other necessities, but were only in want of
water,* insomuch that on this occasion Joseph,
Herod's brother, was contriving to run away
from it, with two hundred of his dependants,
to the Arabians; for he had heard that Malchus repented of the offences he had been
guilty of with regard to Herod ; but God, by
sending rain in the night-time, prevented his
going away, for their cisterns were thereby
filled, and he was under no necessity of run
ning away on that account : but they were now
of good courage, and the more so, because the
• Thla sxtevous want of water at Mmh. titl tbe
place had like to have been taken by the Parthian*
( mentioned both hero and Of the War, b. L ch. xv. aecL
1), it an indlraUon that It was now summer-time.
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sending that plenty of water which they had
been in want of, seemed a mark of divine pro
vidence ; so they made a sally, and fought hand
to hand with Antigonus's soldiers (with some
openly, with some privately), and destroyed a
great number of them. At the same time Ventidius, the general of the Romans, was sent out
of Syria, to drive the Parthians out of it, and
marched after them into Judea, on pretence in
deed to succour Joseph ; but, in reality, the
whole affair was no more than a stratagem, in
order to get money of Antigonus; so they pitch'
ed their camp very near to Jerusalem, and strip
ped Antigonus of a great deal of money, and
then he retired himself with the greater. part
of tne army ; but, that the wickedness he had
been guilty of might not be found out, he left
Silo there, with a certain part of his soldiers,
with whom also Antigonus cultivated an ac
quaintance, that he might cause him no dis
turbance, and was still in hopes that the Par
thians would come again and defend him.

CHAPTER XV.
HOW HEROD SAILED OUT OP ITALY TO JUDIA,
AND FOUGHT WITH ANTIGONUS; AND WHAT
OTHER THINGS HAPPENED IN JUDEA ABOUT
THAT TIME.
§ 1. By this time Herod had sailed out of
Italy to Ptolemais, and had gotten together
no small army, both of strangers and of his
own countrymen, and marched through Gali
lee against Antigonus. Silo also, and Ven
tolins, came and assisted him, being persuaded
by Dellius, who was sent by Antony to assist
in bringing back Herod. Now, for Ventidius, he was employed in composing the
disturbances that had been made in the cities
by the means of the Parthians ; and for Silo,
he was indeed in Judea, but corrupted by
Antigonus. However, as Herod went along,
his army increased every day^ and all Galilee,
with some small exception, joined him ; but
as he was marching to those that were in Ma
sada (for he was obliged to endeavour to save
those that were in that fortress, now they
were besieged, because they were his rela
tions), Joppa was a hinderance to him, for it
was necessary for him to take that place first,
it being a city at variance with him, that no
strong-hold might be left in his enemies' hands
behind him when he should go to Jerusalem.
And when Silo made this a pretence for rising
up from Jerusalem, and was thereupon pur
sued by the Jews, Herod fell upon them with
a small body of men, and both put the Jews
to flight and saved Silo, when he was very
poorly able to defend himself; but when He
rod had taken Joppa, he made haste to set
free those of his family thnt were in Masada.
Now of the people of the country, some
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i because of the friendship they had he had taken bribes: for he set a great num
Q his fattier, and some because of the ber of his soldiers to complain aloud of the
splendid appearance he made, and others by want of provisions they were in, and to re
way of requital for the benefits they had re quire money to buy them food ; and that it
ceived from both of them ; but the greatest was fit to let them go into places proper for
number came to him in hopes of getting winter quarters, since the plares near the city
somewhat from him afterward, if he were were a desert, by reason that Antigonus';,
once firmly settled in the kingdom.
soldiers had carried all away ; so he set bis
2. Herod had now a strong army ; and as army upon removing, and endeavoured to
he marched on, Antigonus laid 6nares and march away; but Herod pressed Silo not to
ambushes in the passes and places most pro depart, and exhorted Silo's -aptains and so],
per for them ; but in truth he thereby did diers not to desert him, when Ca?sar and An
little or no damage to the enemy : so Herod tony, and the senate, had sent him thither, for
received those of his family out of Masada, that he would provide them plenty of all the
and the fortress Ressa, and then went on for things they wanted, and easily procure them
Jerusalem. The soldiery also that was with a great abundance of what tbey required ; af
Silo accompanied him all along, as did many ter which entreaty, he immediately went into
of the citizens, being afraid of his power: the country, and left not the least pretence
and as soon as he had pitched his camp on to Silo for his departure, for he brought an
the west side of the city, the soldiers that unexpected quantity of provisions, and sent
were set to guard that part shot their arrows, to those friends of his who inhabited about
and threw their darts at him; and when some Samaria, to bring down corn, and wine, and
sallied out in a crowd, and came to fight oil, and cattle, and all other provisions, to
hand to hand with the first ranks of Herod's Jericho, that there might be no want of l
army, he gave orders that they should, in the supply for the soldiers for the time to come.
hrst place, make proclamation about the wall, Antigonu9 was sensible of this, and sent pre
that he came for the good of the 'people, and sently
the country such as might restrain
for the preservation of the city, and not to and lie over
in
ambush
for those that went out for
bear any old grudge at even his most open provisions. So these
obeyed the orderF
enemies, but ready to forget the offences of Antigonus, and got men
together a great num
which his greatest adversaries had done him ; ber
armed men about Jericho, and sat up
but Antigonus, by way of reply to what He on of
the mountains, and watched those that
rod had caused to be proclaimed, and this brought
provisions. However, Herod was
before the Romans, and before Silo also, not idle the
the meantime, for he took ten
said, that they would not do justly if they bands of insoldiers,
five were of the
gave the kingdom to Herod, who was no Romans, and five ofofwhom
the Jews, with some
more than a private man, and an Idumean, mercenaries among them,
and with some few
t. e. a half Jew/ whereas they ought to be horsemen, and came to Jericho;
and as they
stow it on one of the royal family, as their found the city deserted, but thHt five
custom was ; for, that in case they at present of them had settled themselves on thebundled
of
bare an ill-will u> him, and had resolved to the hills, with their wives and children,tops
those
deprive him of the kingdom, as having re he
took and sent away: but the Romans tell
ceived it from the Parthians, yet were there upon
the city, and plundered it, and found
many others of his family that might by their the houses
of all sorts of good things.
law take it, and these such as had no way So the kingfull
left a garrison at Jericho, and
offended the Romans ; and being of the sacer came back again,
and sent the Roman tinny
dotal family, it* would be an unworthy thing to take their winter
in the countries
to put them by. Now while they said thus that were come over toquarters
Judea and Galilee,
one to another, and fell to reproaching one and Samaria.' And sohim,
much did Antigonus
another on both sides, Antigonus permitted gain of Silo for the bribes
he gave him, t but
his own men that were upon the wall to de part of the army should be quartered
at L\ dfend themselves; who, using their bows, and
showing great alacrity against their enemies, da, in order to please Antony. So the Ro
mans laid their weapons aside, and lived in
easily drove them away from the towers.
3. And now it was that Silo discovered that plenty of all things.
• Thin affirmation of Antigonus. spoken In the days 4. But Herod was not pleased with lying
of Herod, and In n manner to his fare, that he was an still, but sent out his brother Joseph against
Idumean, L t. a half Jew. seem* to me of ninch greater Idumca with two thousand armed footmen,
authority than that pretence of hi* favourite and flat
four hundred horsemen, while he himself
terer Nkolaus of Damascus, that he derived bis pedi and
gree from Jews as far backwart as the Babylonish cap came to Samaria, and left his mother and bis
tivity, ch. L sect. 8. Accordingly Joeephue always other relations there, for tbey were already
adeems him an idumean. though he pays his father gone out of Masada, and went into Galilee,
Antir<ater was of the same people with the Jews (ch.
TtU. sect. 1), and a Jew by birth I Antlq. b. XX. ch. vili. and took certain placet which were held by the
" ~\ 7). as Indeed all such proselytes of justice as the I garrisons of Antigonus; and he passed on to
» pso- I Scpphoris. as God sent a snow, while Antigonus's garrisons will. drew themselves, and
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had great plenty of provisions. He also went
thence. hii(1 re>olvt'd to destroy those robbers
that dwelt in the caves, and did much mischief
in the country; so he sent a troop of horse
men, and three companies of armed footmen.
Against them. They were very near to a vil
lage called Arhela; and on the fortieth day
after, lie came himself with his whole army:
and as the enemy s-allied out boldly upon him,
the left wing of his army gave way ; but he
appearing with a body of men, put those to
flight who were already conquerors, and re
called his men that ran away, fie also pressed
upon his enemies, ai'd pursued -them as far as
the river Jordan, though they ran awny by
ditferent roads. So be brought over to him
all Galilee, excepting those that dwelt in the
caves, and distributed money to every one
of his soldiers, giving them a hundred and
fifty drachmae apiece, and much more to their
captains, and lent them into winter quarters;
at which time Silo came to him, and his com
manders with him, because Antigonus would
not give them provisions an) longer; for he
supplied them for no more than one month:
nay, he had sent to all the country round about,
and ordered them to carry off the provinons
that were there, and retired to the mountains,
that the Romans might have no provisions to
live upon, and so mi). lit perish by famine;
but Herod committed the care of that matter
to Pheroras, his youngest brother, and ordered
him to repair Alexancli ium aho. Accordingly,
he quickly made the soldiers abound with
great plenty of provision*, and rebuilt Alex
andrium, w hich had been bt lore desolate.
5. About this time it was that Antonv con
tinued «oine time at Athens, and that Ventidius, who vvas now in Sy ria, sent for Silo,
and commanded«him to assist Herod, in the
6rst place, to finish the present war, and thento
send for their confederates for the war they were
themselves engaged in; hut as for Herod, he
went in haste against the robbers that were
in the caves, and sent Siio away to Ventidius, while he marched against thtm. These
caves were in mountains that were exceeding
abrupt, and in their middle were no other
than precipices, with certain entrances into
the caves, and those caves were encompassed
with sharp rocks, and in these did the robbers
lie concealed, with all their families about
them; hut the king caused certain chests to
be made, in order to destroy tbcm, ai d to he
himg down, hound about with iron chains, by
an engine, from the lop of the mountain, it
being not possible to get up to them, by rea
son of the sharp ascent of the mountains, nor
to creep down to them from above. Now
these chests were filled with armed men, who
had long hooks in their bands, by which they
might pull out such HI resisted them, and
then tumble them down, and kill thtun by so
doing; but the letting the chests down proved
to be a matter of great danger, because of
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the vast depth they were to he let down, al
though tbey had their provisions in the cbesta
themselves; but when the chests were let
diwn, and not one of those in the mouths
of the caves durst come near them, hut lay
still out of fear, some of the armed men girt
on their armour, and by both their hand- took
hold of the chain by which the chests were
let down, and went into the mouths of the
caves, because tbey fretted that such delay
was made by the robbers not danng to come
out of the caves; and when they were at any
of those mouths, they first killed many of
those that were in the mouths with their
darts, and afterwards pulled those to them
that resisted them with their hooks, and tum
bled them down the precipices, and afterwards
went into the caves, and killed many more,
and then went into their chests again, and lay
still there; but upon this, terror seized the
rest, when the. beard the lamentations that
were made, and tbey despaired of escaping;
however, when the night came on, that put
an end to the whole work; and as the king
proclaimed pardon by an herald to smb. aa >
delivered themsel ves up to him, macy accepted
of the offer. The same method of assault
was made use of the next da) ; and they went
farther, and got out in baskets to fight them,
and fought them at their doors, and sent fire
among them, and set their caves on fire, for
there was a great deal of combustible matter
within them. Now there was one old man
who was caught within one of these caves,
with seven children and a wife; these prayed
him to give them leave to go out, and yield
themselves up to the enemy; but he stood at
the cave's mouth, and always- slew that child
of his who went out, till he had destroyed
them every one, and after that he slew his
wife, and cast their dead bodies •down the
precipice, and himself after them, and so
underwent death rather than slavery; but
before he did this, he greatly reproached
Herod with the meanness of bis family, al
though he was then king. Jlerod also saw
what he was doing, and stretched out hi.
hand, and offered him all manner of security
for his life: by which means all these cavei
were at length subdued entirely.
•
6. And when the king had set Ptolemy
over these parts of the rountry as his general,
he went to Samaria with six hundred horse
men and three thousand armed footmen, ai
intending to fight Antigonus: but still this
command of the army did not succeed well
with Ptolemy, hut those that bad been trou
blesome to Galilee before attacked him, and
•slew him; and when they had done this, they
fled among the lakes and places almost inacces
sible, laying waste and plundering whatsoever
they could come at in those places; but He
rod soon returned, and punished them for what
they had done; for seme of those rebels be
slew, and others of tbein, who had fled to the
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strong holds, he besieged, snd both slew them i the forces that were about him, and immedi
and demolished their strong hulds; and when ately drove back the enemy; by which means
he had thus put an end to their rebellion, he made the minds of his own men courage
he laid a line upon the cities of a hundred ous, and emboldened tbem to go on, insomuch
that those who ran away before, now returned
talents.
7. In the mean time Pacorus was fallen back, and the barbarians were slain on all
in a battle, and the Parthians were defeated, sides. The king also went on killing them,
when Ventidius sent Macberas to the assist and recovered all the baggage, among which
ance ot Herod, with two legions and a thou were a great number of beasts for burden,
sand horsemen, while Antony encouraged and of slaves, and proceeded on in bis march ;
him to make haste; but Macheras, at the in and whereas there were a great number of
stigation of Antigonus, without the approba those in the woods that attacked them, and
tion of Herod, as being corrupted by money, were near the passage that led into the plain,
went about to take a view of his affairs; but he made a sally upon these also witb a strong
Antigonus, suspecting this intention of his body of men. and put them to flight, and
coming, did not admit him into the city, but slew many of them, and thereby rendered the
kept bim at a distance, with throwing stones way safe for those that came after; and these
at him, and plainly showed what be himself called Herod their saviour and protector.
meant; but when Macheras was sensible that 9. And when he was near to Sainosata, An
Herod had given him good advice, and that tony sent out his army in all their proper ha
he had made a mistake himself in not heark biliments to meet bim, in order to pay Herod
ening to that advice, he retired to the city this respect, and because of the assistance be
Eiumaus; and what Jews he met with he bad given bim; for he had heard what at
slew them, whether tbey were enemies or tacks the barbarians had made upon him [in
fn/riends, out of the rage be was in at what Judea]. He also was very glad to see him
' hardships he had undergone. The king was there, as having been made acquainted with
provoked at this conduct of his, and went to the great actions he had performed upon the
Samaria, and resolved to go to Antony about road; so be entertained bim very kindly, and
these affairs, and to inform him that he stood could not but admire his courage. Antony
in no need of such helpers, who did him more also embraced bim as soon as he saw bim,
mischief than they did bis enemies; and that and saluted him after a most affectionate man
he was able of himself to beat Antigonus. ner, and gave him the upper hand, as having
But Macheras followed him, and desired that himself lately made him a king ; and in a
he would not go to Antony ; or, if he was little time Antiochus delivered up the fortress,
resolved to go that he would join his brother and on tbat account this war was at an end ;
Joseph with them, and let them fight against then Antony committed the rest to Sossius,
Antigonus. So be was reconciled to Mache and gave him orders to assist Herod, and
ras. upon his earnest entreaties. Accordingly went himself to Egypt. Accordingly, Sossius
be left Joseph there with his army, but char sent two legions before into Juilea to the as
ged bim to run no hazards, nor to quarrel witb sistance of Herod, and be followed himself
witb the body of the army.
Macheras.
8. But for his own part, he made baste to 10. Now Joseph was already slain in Judea,
Antony (who was then at the siege of Saino in the manner following:—He forgot what
sata, a place upon Euphrates) with bis troops, charge his brother Heron had given him when
both horsemen and footmen, to be auxiliaries he went to Antony; and .when he had pitched
to him; and when he came to Antioch. and his camp among the mountains, for Macheras
met there a greJtt number of men gotten to bad lent him five regiments, with these he
gether that were very desirous to go to An went hastily to Jericho, in order to reap the
tony, but durst not venture to go, out of fear, corn thereto belonging; and as the Roman
f because the barbarians fell upon men on the regiments were but newly raised, and were
road, ai'd slew many, so he encouraged them, unskilful in war, for they were in great part
and became their conductor upon the road. collected out of Syria, he was attacked by the
Now, when they were within two days' march enemy, and caught in those places of difficulty,
of Sainosata, the barbarians bad laid an am and was himself slain, as he was fighting
bush there to disturb those tbat came to An bravely, and the whole army was lost, for
tony, and where the woods made the passes there were six regiments slain. So when
narrow, as they led to the plains, there ^bey Antigonus had got possession of the dead
laid not a few of their horsemen, who were bodies, be cut off Joseph's head, although
to lie still until those passengers were gone Pheroras, his brother, would have redeemed :t
by into the wide place. Now as soon as the at the price of fifty talents. After which de
first ranks were gone by (for Herod brought feat the Galileans revolted from their com.
on the rear), those that lay in ambush, who mauders, and took those of Herod's party,
were about five hundred, fell upon them on and drowned them in the lake; and a great
the midden, and when tbey had put the fore- part of Judea was become seditious: but Ma.
Diost to flight, the Icily came riding hard, with cberas fortified the place Gitta [in Samaria].
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II. At this time messengers came to He of armed men,* and many of them ran as far
rod, and informed bim of what bnd been as the tops of the bouses, be got them under
done; and when he was come to Daphne by his power, and pulled down the roofs of the
Antioch, they told him of the ill-fortune that houses, and saw the lower rooms full of sol
nad befallen his brother, which yet he expect diers that were caught, and lay all on a heap;
ed, from certain visions that appeared to bim so tbey threw stones down upon them as they
in his dreams, which clearly foreshowed bis lay piled one upon another, and thereby kill
brother's death. So he hastened his march ; ed them : nor was there a more frightful spec
and when he came to mount Libanus, he re tacle in all the war than this, where, beyond
ceived about eight hundred of the men of that the walls, an immense multitude of dead men
place, having already »uh him also one Ro lay heaped one upon another. This action it
man legion, and with these he came to Ptole- was which chiefly brake the spirits of the ene
mais. He also marched thence by night with my, who expected row what would come ; for
his army and proceeded along Galilee. Here there appeared a mighty number of people
it was that the enemy met him, and fought that came from places far distant, that were
him, and were beaten, and shut up in the now about the village, but then ran asvay;
same place of strength whence they had sallied and bad it not been for the depth of winter,
out the day before. So he attacked the place which then restrained tbem, the king's army
in the morning j but, by reason of a great bad presently gone to Jerusalem, as being
storm that nas then very violent, he was able very courageous at tbis good success, and the
to do nothing, but drew off his army into the whole work had been done immediately; for
neighbouring villages; yet as soon as the Antigonus was already looking about how be
other lemon that Antony sent him was come might fly away and leave the city.
to his assistance, those that were in garrison 13. At this time the king gave order that
in the place were afraid, and deserted it in the soldiers should go to supper, for it w iM
the night-time. Then did the king march late at night, while he went into a chamber to
hastily to Jericho, intending to avenge himself use the bath, for be was very weary: and here
on the enemy for the slaughter of his brother; it was that he was in the greatest danger,
and when'he had pitched his tents, he in ide which yet, by God's providence, he escaped ;
a feast for the principal commanders, and for as he was naked, and had but one servant
after this collation was over, and he had dis that followed him, to be with him while be
missed his guests, be retired to his own cham was bathing in an inner room, certain of the
ber; and here may one see what kindness enemy, who were in their armour, and bad
God had for the king, for the upper part of fled thither out of fear, were then in the place,
the house fell down when nobody was in it, and, as he was bathing, the first of them came
and so killed none, insomuch that all the peo out with his nnked sword drawn, and went
ple believed that Herod was beloved of God, out at the doors, and after him a second, and
since he bad escaped such a great and surpris a third, armed in like manner, and were un
der such a consternation, that they did no hurt
ing danger.
12. But the next day six thousand of the to the king, and thought themselves to have
enemy came down fron*tbe tops of the moun come off very well in suffering no barm them
tains to fight the Romans, which greatly ter selves in their getting out of the house. How
rified them; and the soldiers that were in light ever, on the next day, he cut off the head of
armour came near, and pelted the king's Piippus, for he was already slain, and sent it
guards that were come out with darts and to Pheroras, as a punishment of what their
stones, and one of them hit him on the side brother had suffered by his means, for he was
with a dart. Antigonus also sent a comman the man that slew him with bis own hand.
der against Samaria, whose name was Pappus, 14. When the rigour of winter was over,
with some forces, being desirous to show the Herod removed his army and came near to
enemy how potent he was, and that he had Jerusalem, and pitched his camp hard by the
men to spare in his war with them : he sat city. Now this was the third year since he
down to oppose Macheras ; but Herod, when had been made king at Rome ; and as he re
he had taken five cities, took such as were left moved bis camp, and came near that part of
in them, being about two thousand, and slew the wall where it could be most easily assault
them, and burnt the cities themselves, and ed, he pitched that camp before the temple,
then returned to go against Pappus, who was intending to make his attacks in the same
encamped at a village called Isanas: and there manner as did Pompey. So he encompassed
ran in to him many out of Jericho and Judea, the place with three bulwarks, and erected
near to which places he was, and the enemy
* It may be worth our observation here, that these
fell upon his men, so stout were they at this soldiers
of Herod could not have gotten upon the tops of
time, and joined battle with them, but he beat these bouse*
were full of enemies, in order to pull
them in the fight ; and in order to be reven up the upperwhich
floors and destroy them beneath, but by
ladders from the outside) which illustrates some texts in
ged on them for the slaughter of his brother, tlie
New Testament by which it appears lli.it men usee}
be pursued them sharply, and killed them as to atctnd
thither by ladders on the outside. See MalL
tbey ran away; and as the houses were full xs.iv.I7, Mark
xiiuU, Luk.ev.19i xviLSI.
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> great many hands *o get in ; yet did not those within discover
•limit the work, and cut down the trees that any fear, but tbey also contrived not a few
were round about the city; and when he has* engines to oppose their engines withal. They
appointed proper persons to oversee the works, also sallied out, and burnt not only those en
even woiie the army lay before the city, be gines that were not yet perfected, but those
himself went to Samaria, to complete bis mar- that were; and when they came hand to band,
riage, and to take to wife the daughter of their attempts were not less bold than those
Alexander, the son of Aristobulus; for he had of the Romans, though they were behind tliein
betrothed her already, as I have before related. in skill. They also erected new works when
the former were ruined, and making mines
under ground, they met each other, and fought
there; and making use of brutish courage
rather than of prudent valour, they persisted
CHAPTER XVI.
in this war to the very last : and this they did
nOW HEROD, WHEN HE HAD MARRIED MARI while a mighty army luy round about them,
ANNE, TOOK JERUSALEM, WITH THE AS and while tbey were distressed by famine and
SISTANCE OF SOSIU8, BY FORCE; AND HOW the want of necessaries, for this happened to
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ASAMONEAN8 be a Sabbatic Year. The first that scaled the
WA8 PUT AN END TO.
walls were twenty chosen men; the next were
Sosius's centurions; for tbe first wall was
§ 1. After the wedding was over, came taken in forty days, and the second in fifteen
Sosius through Phoenicia, having sent out his more, when some of the cloisters that were
army brfore him over the midland parts. He about the temple were burnt, which Herod
also, who was their commander, came himself, gave out to have been burnt by Antigonus,
^tath a great number of horsemen and foot in order to expose him to tbe hatred of the
men. The king also came himself from Sa Jews. And when the outer court of the tem
maria, and brought with him no small army, ple, and the lower city were taken, the Jews
besides that which was there before, for they fled into the inner court of the temple, and
were about thirty thousand; and they all met into the upper city; but now fearing lest the
together at the walls of Jerusalem, and en Romans should hinder them from offering
camped at the north wall of the city, being their daily sacrifices to God, they sent an em
now an army of eleven legions, armed men on bassage, and desired that they would only
foot, and six thousand horsemen, with other permit them to bring in beasts for sacri
auxiliaries out of Syria. The generals were fices, which Herod granted, hoping they were
two: Sosius, sent by Antony to assist Hero,!, going to yield; but when be saw that they
and Herod on his own account, in order to did nothing of what be supposed, but bitterly
take the government from Antigonus, who opposed him, in order to preserve the king
was declared an enemy to Rome, and that he dom to Antigonus, he made an assault upon
might himself be king, according to the de the city, and took it by storm ; and now all
parts were full of those that were slain, by the
cree of the senate.
2. Now the Jews that were inclosed within rage of the Romans fct the long duration of
the walls of the city fought against Herod with the siege, and by tbe zeal of the Jews that
great alacrity and zeal (for the whole nation were on Herod's side, who were not willing
was gathered together); they also gave out to leave one of their adversaries alive; so tbey
many prophesies about the temple, and many were murdered continually in tbe narrow
things agreeable to the people, as if God streets and in the houses by crowds, and as
would deliver them out of the dangers tbey they were flying to the temple for shelter, and
were in; they had also carried off what was tbere was no pity taken of either infants or
out of the city, that they might not leave any the aged, nor did they spare so much as the
thing to afford sustenance either for men or weaker sex; nay, although tbe king sent
for beasts; and, by private robberies, they about, and besought them to spare tbe people,
made the want of necessaries greater. When yet nobody restrained their hand from slaugh
Herod understood this, he opposed ambushes ter, but, as if they were a company of mad
in the fittest places against their private rob men, they fell upon persons of all ages, with
beries, and he sent legions of armed men to out distinction; and then Antigonus, without
bring in provisions, and that from remote regard to either his past or present circum
places, so that in a little time tbey had great stances, came down from the citadel, and fell
plenty of provisions. Now the three bul down at the feet of Sosius, who took no pity
warks were easily erected, because so many of him, in the change of his fortune, but in
hands were continually at work upon them; for sulted him beyond measure, and called him
it was summer-time, and there was nothing Antigone [t. e. a woman, and not a man] ;
to hinder them in raising their works, neither yet did be not treat bim as if he were a woman,
from the air nor from the workmen: so they by letting him go at liberty, but put bim
brought their engines to hear, and shook the into bonds, and kept him in close cu-tody.
wall* of the city, anil tried a'.l manner of ways 3. And now Herod having overcome his
2C
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cnemiet, his care was to govern those fo Pompey; for the Jews were taken by him
reigners who hud been his assistants, for the on the same day, and this was after twentycrowd of strangers rushed to see the temple, se'ven years' time. So when Sosius had de
and the sacred things in the temple; but the dicated a crown of gold to God, he marched
king thinking a victory to be a more severe away from Jerusalem, and carried Antigonus
affliction than a defeat, if any of those things with him in bonds to Antony: but Herod
which it was not lawful to see should be seen was afraid lest Antigonus should be kept in
jby them, used entreaties and threati ni'.gs, I iitist-n [anlj] by Antony, and that when he
and even sometime force itself, to restrain I was carried to Rome by bim, be might get
them. He atso prohibited the ravage that ' his cause to be beard by the senate, and might
was made in the city, ana many times asked demonstrate, as be was himself of the rojal
Sosius. whether the Romans would empty blood, and Herod but a private man, that
the u*/ hi. cii of money and men, and leave therefore it belonged to bis sons, however, ta
him king of a desert; and told him, that be have the kingdom oti account of the family
esteemed the dominion over the whole habi they were of, in case be had himself offended
table earth as by no means an equivalent satis the Romans by what he had done. Out of
faction for such a murder of bis citizens: and Herod's fear of this it was that he, by giving
when be said that this plunder was justly to Antony a great deal of money, endeavoured
be permitted the soldiers for the siege they to persuade him to have Antigonus slain,
bad undergone, he replied, that be would give which, if it were once done, he should be
every one his reward out of his own money; free from that fear. And thus did the go
and by this means he redeemed what re vernment of the Asamoneans cease, a hun
mained of the city from destruction ; and he dred and twenty-six years after it was first set
performed what he had promised him, for he up. This family was a splendid and an illus^-t,
gave a noble present to every soldier, and a trious one, both on account of the nobihty^p
proportionable present to their commanders; of their stock, and of the dignity of the highbut a most royal present to Sosius himself> priesthood, as also for the glorious actions
till they all went away full of money.
their ancestors had performed for our nation;
4. This destruction befel the city of Jeru but these men lost the government by their
salem when Marcus Agrippa and Cauinius dissensions one with another, and it came to
Callus were consuls at Rome,* on the hun Herod, the son of Antipater, who was of no
dred and eighty-fifth olympiad, on the third more than a vulgar family, and of no emi
month, on the solemnity of the fust, as if a nent extraction, but one that was subject to
periodical revolution of calamities had re other kings. And this is what bistory tells
turned since that which befel the Jews under us was the end of the Asamouean family.
* Note here that Josephus fully and frequently as- renensis. the Armenian historian, in his history of that
iures us that there passed above three years between interval (tv li. ch. sviii); where he directly assures us
Herod's first obtaining the kingdom at Rome and h s that Tigranes, then king of Armenia, and the principal
second ubtaining it upon the taking of Jerusalem and manager of this Parthian war. reigned two years after
dea'h of Antigonus. The present bistory of Ibis inter Heron was made king at Home, and yet Antony did
val twine mentions the army guing into winter quaitrrs, not hear of his death, in that very neighbourhood, at
which perhaps belonged to two several winters (eh. IV. Samoaata. till he was come thither to besiese it ; after
sect. 3. 4} ; and though Josephus says nothing how lung winch Herod broueht him an army, wliich waa three
tliey lay in those quarters, yet does he give aurh an ac hundred and forty miles' march, and through a diffi
count of the long and studied delays of Vent dins. Kilo, cult country, full of enemies also, and joined with him
and Macheras, who were to see Herod settled in his in the siege of Samosata till that city wns taken; then
new kingdom (hut seem not to have had sufficient Herod and Sosius marched buck with their large armies
forces fur that purpose, and were for certain all cor the same number ol three hundred and fi.rty miles ;
rupted by Amigoniis to male the longest delays possi and when, in a little time, tbey sat down to he»ie*e Je- *
ble), and gives us sach particular accounts uf the many rusak-m. tliey were not able to lake it but by a siege of
great actions of Herod during tlie same interval, as five months. All which put together, (ully supplies
faiily imply that interval, befuie Herod went to Samo- what is wanting in Josephus, aud secures tie i
sata. to nave been very considerable. However, what chronology of these times beyond
is wanting in Josephus, is fully supplied by Moses Cho-
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BOOK XV.
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF XIOHTEBN TEAKS
FROM THE DEATH OP ANTIGONUS TO THE FINISHINQ OF THB
TEMPLE BY HEROD.

CHAPTER L
CONCEENINO POLLIO AND SAMEAS. HEROD
SLAYS THE PRINCIPAL OF ANTIGONUs's
FRIENDS, AND SPOILS THE CITY OP ITS
WEALTH. ANTONY BEHEADS ANTIGONUS.
§ 1. How Sosius and Herod took Jerusalem
by force; and. Iiesides that, how they took
Antigonus captive, has been related by us in
the foregoing book. We will mow proceed in
the narration. And since Herod had now the
government of all Judea put into his hands,
he promoted such of the private men of ihe
city as had been of his party, but never left
off avenging and punishing every day those
that hud chosen to be of the party of his ene
mies; but Pollio the Pharisee, and Sameas, a
disciple of his, were honoured by him above
all the rest; for when Jerusalem was besieged,
they advised the citizens to receive Herod
for which advice they were well requited.
But this Pollio, at the time when Herod was
once upon his trial of life and death, foretold,
in way of reproach to Hyrcanus and the other
judges, how this Herod, whom they suffered
now to escape, would afterward inflict punish
ment on them all; which had its completion
In time, while God fulfilled the words he had
spoken.
2. At this time Herod, now be had got
Jerusalem under his power, carried off all the
royal ornaments and spoiled the wealthy men
of what tbey had gotten; and when, by these
means, be had heaped topetber a great quan
tity of silver and gold, he gave it all to An
tony, and his friends that were about him.
He also slew forty-five of the principal men
of Antigonus's party, and set guards at the
gates of the city, that nothing might be car
ried out together with their dead bodies.
Tbey also searched the dead, aftd whatsoever
was found, either of silver or gold, or other
treasure, it was carried to the king ; nor was
there any end of the miseries be brought
uoon tbem; and this distress was in part oc
casioned by the covetousnesa of the prince

regent, who was still in want of more, and in'
part by the Sabbatic Year, which was still go
ing on, and forced the country to lie still un
cultivated, since we are forbidden to sow the
land in that year. Now when Antony had
received Antigonus as his captive, be deter
mined to keep him against his triumph; but
when he heard that the nation grew seditious,
and that, out of their hatred to Herod, they,
continued to bear good-will to Antigonus, be
resolved to behead him at Antiocb, for other
wise the Jews could no way be brought to be
quiet. And Strabo of Cappadocia attests to
what I have said, when he thus speaks:—
" Antony ordered Antigonus the Jew to be
brought to Antioch, and there to be behead
ed; and this Antony seems to me to have
been the very first man who beheaded a king,
as supposing he could no other way bend the
minds of the Jews so as to receive Herod,
whom he had made king in his stead; for by
1,1 torments could they be forced to call him
king, so great a fondness they had for their
former king; so he thought that this disho
nourable death would diminish the value they
had for Antigonus's memory, and at the same
time >Yould diminish the hatred they bare to
Herod." Thus far Strabo.

CnAPTFR II.
HOW HYRCANUS WAS SET AT LIBERTY BY 1 HB
PARTH1AN8, AND RETURNED TO HEROD;
AND WHAT ALEXANDRA DID WHEN (HI
HEARD THAT ANANELUS WAS MADE UICUPRIEST.
§ 1. Now after Herod was in possession of
the kingdom, Hyrcanus the high- priest, who
was then a captive among the Parthians, came
to him again, and was set free from his rap.
tivity in the manner following:—Barzapharnet
and Pacorus, the generals of the Parthians,
took Hyrcanus, who was first made bigh-priest
and afterwards king, (and Herod's brother.
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Phasaelus, captives, and were carrying them in the most obliging way, that he would be no
away into Parthia. Phasaelus indeed could hinderance to his gratitude towards bis bene
not bear the reproach of being in bonds; and factor. But this zeal of Herod's did not flow
thinking that death with glory was better from that principle, but because he had been
than any life whatsoever, he became his own made governor of that country without having
any just claim to it, he was afraid, and that
executioner, as I have formerly related.
2 But when Hyrcanus was brought into upon reasons good enough, of a change in his
Parthia, the king Phraates treated him after a condition, and so made what haste he could to
very gentle manner, as having already learned get Hyrcanus into bis power, or indeed to nut
of what an illustrious family he was; on which him quite out of the way; which last thing
account he set him free from his bonds, and he effected afterwards.
gave him a habitation at Babylon," where 4. Accordingly, when Hyrcanus came, full
there were Jews in great numbers. These of assurance, by the permission of the king
Jews honoured Hyrcanus as their high-priest of Parthia, and at the expense of the Jews,
and king, as did all the Jewish nation that who supplied him with money, Herod received
dwelt as far as Euphrates, which respect was him with all possible respect, and gave him
very much to his satisfaction. But when he the upper place at public meetings, and set
was informed that Herod bad received the him above all the rest at feasts, and thereby
kingdom, new hopes came upon him, as hav deceived him. He called him his father, and
ing been himself still of a kind disposition endeavoured, by all the ways possible, that he
towards him; and expecting that Herod would might have no suspicion of any treacherous
bear in mind what favour he had received design against him. He also did other things,
from him, and when he was upon his trial, and in order to secure his government, which yet
when he was in danger that a capital sentence occasioned a sedition in his own family; for
would be pronounced against him, he deli being cautious how he made any illustriousvered bim from that danger, and from all person the high-priest of God,f be sent for
punishment. Accordingly, he talked of that an obscure priest out of Babylon, whose name
matter with the Jews that came often to him was Ananelus, and bestowed the bigb-priestwith great affection ; hut they endeavoured to hood upon bim.
retain him among them, and desired that he 5. However, Alexandra, the daughter of
would stay with them, putting him in mind of Hyrcanus, and wife of Alexander, the son of
the kind oiling and honours they did bim, and Aristobulus the king, who had also brought
that those honours they paid him were not at Alexander [two] children, could not bear this
all inferior to what they could pay to cither indignity. Now this son was one of the
their high-priests or their kings: and what greatest comeliness, and was called Aristowas a greater motive to determine him, they bulus ; and the daughter, JMariamne, was
said, was this, that he could not have those married to Herod, and eminent for her beauty
dignities [in Judea] because of that maim in also. This Alexandra was much disturbed,
• his body, which had been inflicted on him by and took this indignity offered to ber son ex
Antigonus; and that kings do not use to re ceeding ill, that while he was alive, any one
quite men for those kindnesses which they else should be sent to have the dignity of the
received when they were private persons, the high-priesthood conferred upon bim. Accor
height of their fortune making usually no dingly she wrote to Cleopatra (a musician
assisting her in taking care to have her letters
small changes in tbem.
3. Now, although they suggested these carried) to desire ber intercession with An
arguments to him for his own advantage, yet tony, in order to gain the high-priesthood for
did Hyrcanus still desire to depart. Herod her son.
also wrote to him, and persuaded him to de
6. But as Antony was slow in granting this
sire of Phraates and the Jews that were there request, his friend DelHiis} came into Judea
that they Bhould not grudge him the royal upon some affairs, and when he saw Aristobuautho/ity, which he should have jointly with
himself, for that now was the proper time for + Here we have an eminrnt example of Herod's
and profane politics, when by the abuse of his
himself to make him amends for the favours worldly
tinlawtu) and usurped power, to make whom he pleased
he bad received from him, as having been high-priest,
in the person of Ananelus, he occasioned
brought up by him, and saved by him also, such disturbances in his kingdom, and in his own fa
mily,
as
suffered
him to enjoy no lasting peace or tran
as well as for Hyrcanus to receive it. A^id quillity ever afterwards:
and such is frequently the ef
as he wrote thus to Hyrcanus, so did he send fect
of profane court politics about matters of religion
ages and nations. Tbe Old Testament is full
also Saramallas his ambassador to Phraates, inof other
miseries of the people of the Jews derived from
and many presents with him, and desired him, suchthecourt
politics, especially in and after the days of
Jeroboam, the son of Neliat. "who made Israel to sin;"
• The city bere railed ** Babylon** by Josephua. seems who gave tbe most pernicious exam pie ofit; who brought
to be the one which was built by some of the Seleucidat, on the grossest corruption of religion by it; and the
jpon
the Tigris;
Ions after
the ulleranddeflation
punishment of whose family for it was most remarkable.
Old Babylon,
waswhich.
commonly
so called,
I supposeof Tho
case is too well knowu to stand in need of particular
not far fmro Seleucia; jnst as the later adjoining city citations.
Bagdat baa tieen and is often called by the same old ; Of this wicked Dellius, tea the note on the War, B.L
name of Babylon till this very day.
ch. xv. sect 3,
■
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lus, be stood in admiration at the tallness and very young a child. Now when be bad raid
handsomeness of the child, and no Vss at this, not at random, but as be thought with
Muriamne, the king's wife, and was op;ii in the best discretion be had, in order to deceive
bis commendations of Alexandra, as the mo the women, and those friends whom be bad
ther of most beautiful children: ami when taken to consult withal, Alexandra, out of
ihe came to discourse with him, he persuaded the great joy she had at this unexpected pro
her to get pictures drawn of them both, und mise, and out of fear from the suspicions she
to send them to Antony, for that when he saw lay under, fell a-weeping; and made the fol
4hem, he would deny her Hotting that she lowing apology for herself, and laid, that as
would ask. Accordingly, Alexandra was ele to the [high] priesthood, she was very much
vated with these words of his, and sent the concerned for the disgrace her son was under,
pictures to Antony. Dellius also talked ex- and so did her utmost endeavours to procure
travagantly, and said that these children seemed it for him, but that as to the kingdom, she
not derived from men, but from some god had made no attempts, and that it' it were
or other. His design in doing so was to offered ber [for ber son], she would not rc
entice Antony into lewd pleasures with them, ccpt it; and that now she would be satisfied
ashamed to send for the damsel, as with her son's dignity, while he himself held
I wife of Herod, and avoided it, be- the civil government, and she bad thereby the
: of the reproaches he should have from security that arose from his peculiar ability in
Cleopatra on that account; but he sent, in governing, to all the remainder of her family:
the most decent manner he could, for the that she was now overcome by his benefits,
young man; but added this withal, unless he and thankfully accepted of this honour shown
thought it hard upon him ft) to do. When by him to her son, and that she would here
this letter was brought to Herod, he did not after be entirely obedient; and she desired
think it safe for him to send one so handsome him to excuse her, if the nobility of her fa
as was Aristobulus, in the prime of his life, mily, and that freedom of acting which she
for he was sixteen years of age, and of so noble thought that allowed ber, bad made her act
a family, and particularly not to Antony, the too precipitately and imprudently in this mat
principal man among the Romans, and one ter. So when they bad spoken thus to one
that would abuse hi in in his amours, and he- another, they came to an agreement; and all
sides, one that openly indulged himself in such suspicions, so far as appeared, were vanished
pleasures as his power allowed him, without away.
cuntroul. He therefore wrote back to him,
that if this boy should only go out of the
CHAPTER III
country, all would be in a state of war and
uproar; because the Jews were in hopes of a HOW HEBOD, UPON HIS MAKINu ARISTOBULUS
change in the government, and to have ano
HIGH-PRIEST, TOOK CAKE THAT HE SHOULD
ther king over them.
BE MURDERED IN A LITTLE TIME; AND
7. When Herod had thus excused himself WHAT
APOLOGY HE MADE TO ANTONY
to Antony, he resolved that he would not en
ARISTOBULUS: AS ALSO CONCERN
tirely permit the child of Alexandra to be ABODT
treated dishonourably ; but bis wife Mariamne ING JOSEPH AND MARIAMNE.
lay vehemently at him to restore the high- § 1. So king Herod immediately took the
priesthood to her brother; and he judged hrj high-priesthood away from Ananelus, who,
was for his advantage so to do, because, if be as we said before, was not of this country,
once had that dignity, he could not go out of but one of those Jews tbat had been carried
the country. So be called all his friends to captive beyond Euphrates; for there were not
gether, and told them that Alexandra privately a few ten thousands of this people that had
conspired against his royal authority, and en been carried captives, and dwelt about Baby
deavoured, by the means of Cleopatra, so to lonia, whence Ananelus came. He was one
bring it about, that be might be deprived of of the stock of the high-priests,* and had been
the government, and that by Antony's means of old a particular friend of I lerod-r* and
this youth might have the management of pub
Josephus
herestock
thatofthis
the
lic affairs in bis stead ; and that this proce new. When
high-priest,
was says
u of the
the Ananelus,
high-priests,"
dure of bers was unjust, since she would at and since he had been just telling as that he was a
rl an obscure family or character (ch. it sect 4),
the same time deprive her daughter of the dig priest
nut at all prohable that be could so soon say that
nity she now bad, and would bring disturb itbeIswas
"of the stock of the high-priests." However,
here makes a remarkable observation, tbat
ances upon the kingdom, for which he bad Josephus
Ananelus was the third that was ever unjustly and
taken a great deal of pains, and had gotten it this
wickedly turned out of the higb-priestbood by the civil
with extraordinary hazards: that yet, while power, no king or governor having ventured to do so,
Josephus knew of, but that heathen tyrant and
he well remembered her wicked practices, he tbat
Antiochus Epiphanesj that barbuous par
would not leave otf doing what was right him persecutor
ricide Aristobulus, the first tbat took royal authority
amdng the Maccabeesi and this tyrant king Herod tha
self, -but would even now give the youth the Great:
although afterward that infamous practice be
high-priesthood ; und that he formerly set up came frequent,
till the very destruction of Jerusalem
Aristobulus was th*u ao wk«a the affie* of h> gh-priesihoed waa al an tal»
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when be WM firtt made king, be conferred
that dignity upon him, and now put him out
of it again, in order to quiet the troubles in
bia family, though what he did was plainly
unlawful, for at no other time [of old] was
any one that had once been in that dignity
deprived of it. It was AntiochUs Epipbanes
who first broke that law, and deprived Jesus,
and made his brother Onias higb-priest in bis
stead. Aristobulus was the second that did
so, and took that dignity from his brother
ramus]; and this Herod was the third
wbo took that high office away [from Ananelus], and gave it to this young man, Aristo
bulus, in bis stead.
2. And now Herod seemed to have bealed
the divisions in his family; yet was be not
without suspicion, as is frequently the case
of people seeming to he reconciled to one
another, but thought that, as Alexandra had
already made attempts tending to innovations,
so did be fear that she would'go on therein,
if she found a fit opportunity for so doing ;
to he gave a command that she should dwell
in the palace, and meddle with no publie af
fairs: her guards also were so careful, that
nothing she did in private life every day was
concealed. All these hardships put ber out
of patience, by little and little, and she began
to hate Herod ; for as she bad the pride of a
woman to the utmost degree, she bad great
indignation at this suspicious guard that was
about her, as desirous rather to undergo any
thing that could befal her than to be deprived
of ber liberty of speech, and, under the no
tion of an honorary guard, to live in a state
of slavery and terror. She therefore sent to
Cleopatra, and made a long complaint of the
circumstances she was in, and entreated ber
to do ber utmost for her assistance. Cleo
patra hereupon advised her to take her son
with her, and come away immediately to her
into Egypt. This advice pleased ber; and
she bad this contrivance for getting away :
She got two coffins male, as if they were to
carry away two dead bodies, and put herself
into one, and her son into the other, and gave
orders to such of her servants as knew of ber
intentions, to carry them away in the night
time. Now their road was to be thence to
the sea-side; and there was a ship ready to
carry them into Egypt. Now iEsop, one of
her servants, happened to fall upon Sabion,
ore of ber friends, and spake of this matter
to l.im, as thinking he had known of it before.
When Sabion knew this (who had formerly
been an enemy of Herod, and bad been
esteemed one of those that laid snares for and
gave the poisop tp [bis father] Antipater), he
expected that this discovery would change
Herod's hatred into kindness; so be told the
king of this private stratagem of Alexandra:
whereupon be suffered her to prpceed to the
execution of her project, and caught her in
the very fact; but still ha passed by ber pf-
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fence: and though be had a great mind to
do it, he durst not inflict any thing that wa*
severe upon ber, for be knew that Cleopatra
would not bear that he should have her ac
cused, on account of her hatred to him; but
made a show as if it were rather the generosity
of his soul, and his great moderation, that
made him forgive them. However, he fully
proposed to himself to put this joung man.
out of the way, by one means or other; but
he thought he might in all probability be bet
ter concealed in doing it, if he did it not pre
sently nor immediately after what had lately
happened.
3. And now, upon the approach of the
feast of tabernacles, which is a festival very
much observed among us, be let tbo-e days
pass over, and both he and the rest of the
people were therein very merry; yet did the
envy which at this time arose in him, cause
him to make baste to do what he was about,
and provoke him to it; for when this youth,
Aristobulus, who was now in the seventeenth
year of bis age, went up to the altar, accord
ing to the law, to offer the sacrifices, and thia
with the ornaments of his high- priesthood,
and when he performed the sacred offices,*
he seemed to be exceeding comely and taller
than men usually were at that age, and to ex
hibit in his countenance a great deal of that
high family he was sprung from, — a warm
zeal and affection towards him appeared
among the people, and the memory of the
actions of his grandfather Aristobulus was
fresh in their minds; and their affections got
so fur the mastery of them, that they could
not forbear to show their inclinations to him.
They at once rejoiced and were confounded,
and mingled with good wishes their joy ful ac
clamations which they made to him, till the
good-will of the multitude was made too evi
dent; and they more rashly proclnimed the
happiness they had received from bis family
than was fit under a monarchy to have done.
Upon all this, Herod resolved to complete
what he had intended against the young man.
When therefore the festival was over, and he
was feasting at Jerichof with Alexandra, w ho
entertained him there, he was then very plea
sant with the young man, and drew him into
a lonely place, and at the same time played
with him in a juvenile and ludicrous manner.
Now the nature of that place was hotter that
ordinary ; so they went out in a body, and of
a sudden, and in a vein of madness; and as
they stood by the fish ponds, of which there
were large ones about the house, they went to
cool themselves [by bathing], because it waa
• Tail entirely confutes Iht Tftlnudltts, who pretend
that DO one nnder twenty years of age could ofcuciale as
high-priest among the Jews.
+ An Hebrew chronicle, cited by Beland, Hyt thto
drow ning was a I Jordan, not at Jeriehn. and this*rve»
when he quotes Josephns. 1 suspect the liaoscitWr ol
the Hebrew chronirl* mistook the same, nod wrote
Jordan for Jericho.
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in the midst of a hot day. * At first they were
astonished at it, and received in this way
only spectators of Herod's servants and ac some consolation.
quaintance as they were swimming; but after 5. However, no »nch things could overcome
a while, the young man, at the instigation of Alexandra's grief; but the remembrance of
Herod, went into the water among them, this miserable case made her sorrow both deer,
while such of Herod's acquaintance as he had and obstinate. Accordingly, she wrote an
appointed to do it, dipped him as he was swim account of this treacherous scene to Cleopatra,
ming, and plunged him under water, in the and how her son was murdered; but Cleo
dark of the evening, as if it had been done in patra, as she had formerly been desirous to
sport only; nor did they desist till he was en give her what satisfaction she could, and com
tirely suffocated. And thus was Aristobulus miserating Alexandra's misfortunes, made the
murdered, having lived no more in all than case her own, and would not let Antony be
eighteen years,* and kept the high-priesthood quiet, but excited him to punish the child's
one year only; which high-priesthood Anane- murder: for that it was an unworthy thing
that Herod, who had by him been made a
lus now recovered again.
4. When this sad accident was told the king of a kingdom that no way belonged to
women, their joy was soon turned into la him, should be guilty c
mentation, at the sight of the dead body that against those that were of the royal blood in
lay before them, and their sorrow was immo reality. Antony was persuaded by these ar
derate. The city also [of Jerusalem], upon guments ; and when be came to Laodicea, he
the spreading of this news, was in very great sent and commanded Herod to come and
grief, every family looking on this calamity as make his defence as to what he had done to
if it had not belonged to another, but that one Aristobulus, for that such a treacherous de
of themselves was slain: but Alexandra was sign was not well done, if be had any hand in
more deeply affected, upon her knowledge it. Herod was now in fear, both of the ac
that he had been destroyed [on purpose]. Her cusation and of Cleopatra's ill-will to him,
»"rrow was greater than that of others, by her which was such that she was ever endeavour
knowing how the murder was committed ; but ing to make Antony hate him. He therefore
she was under the necessity of bearing up un determined to obey his summons, for he had
der it, out of her prospect of o greater mis no possible way to avoid it : so he left his uncle,
chief that might otherwise follow ; and she Joseph, procurator for his government anil for
sometimes came to an inclination to destroy the public affairs, and gave him a private
herself with her own hand, but still she re charge, that if Antony should kill him, he also
strained herself, in hopes she might live long should kill Mariamne immediately; for that
enough to revenge the unjust murder thus he had a tender affection for this his wife, and
pri >lately committed; nay, she further resolved was afraid of the injury that should be offered
to endeavour to live longer, and to give no him, if, after his death, she, for her beauty,
occasion to think she suspected that her son should be engaged to some other man: but
wis slain on purpose, and supposed that she his intimation was nothing but this at the
inicht thereby be in a capacity of revenging bottom, that Antony had fallen in love with
' il at a proper opportunity. Thus did she re her, when he had formerly heard somewhat of
strain herself, that she might not be noted for her beauty. So when Herod had given Jo
entertaining any such suspicion. However, seph this charge, and had indeed no sure
Herod endeavoured that none abroad should hopes of escaping with his life, he went away
believe that the child's death was caused by to Antony.
6. But as Joseph was administering the
any design of his; and for this purpose he did
But only use the ordinary signs of sorrow, but public affairs of the kingdom, and for that
fell into tears also, and exhibited a real con reason was very frequently with Mariamne,
fusion of soul; and perhaps his affections were both because his business required it, and be
overcome on this occasion, when he saw the cause of the respects he ought to pay to the
child's countenance so young and so beauti queen, he frequently let himself into discourses
ful, although his death was supposed to tend about Herod's kindness, and great affection
to his own security. So far at least this grief towards her; and when the women, especially
served as to make some apology for him; and Alexandra, used to turn his discourses into
as for his funeral, that he took care should be feminine raillery, Joseph was so over-desirous
very magnificent, by making great preparation to demonstrate the king's inclinations, that be
for a sepulchre to lay bis body in, and pro proceeded so far as to mention the charge be
viding a great quantity of spices, and burying had received, and thence drew his demonstra
in in v ornaments together with him, till the tion that Herod was not able to live without
very women, who were in such deep sorrow, her; and that if he should come to any ill
• The reading of one of Josephus's Greek MSS.*eems rid, he could not endure a separation from
I lie right, lhal Arisrobtilu* was « not eighteen years her, even after he was dead. Thus spake Jo
treri he waa drownnl. for he was not sevenlrrn seph. Hut the women, as was natural, did
l.e wai trade high-piietttch. ii. sect, ti, ch. iiLaret. not take this to be an instance of Herod's
I ne continued to that uftce but one tea*, aa in the
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■sage of them, that they could not escape de
struction, nor a tyrannical death, even when
he was dead himself: and this saying [of Jo
seph] was a foundation for the women's se
vere suspicions about him afterwards*
7. At this time a report went about the
city of Jerusalem, among Herod's enemies,
that Antony bad tortured Herod, and put
him to death. This report, as is natural, dis
turbed those that were about the palace, but
chiefly the women : upon which Alexandra
endeavoured to persuade Joseph to go out of
the palace, and fly away with them to the en
signs of the Roman legion, which then lay en
camped about the city, as a guard to the king
dom, under the command of Julius; for that
by this means, if any disturbance sboulfkiiappen about the palace, they should be in greater
security, as having the Romans favourable to
them; and that besides they hoped to obtain
the highest authority, if Antony did but once
see Mariamne, by whose means they should
recover the kingdom, and want nothing which
was reasonable for them to hope for, because
of their royal extraction.
8. But as they were in the midst of these
deliberations, letters were brought from He
rod about all his affairs, and proved contrary
to the report, and of what they before expec
ted ; for when he was come to Antony, be
soon recovered his interest with him, by the
presents be made him, which he bad brought
with i im from Jerusalem ; and he soon in
duced him, upon discoursing with him, to
leave offhis indignation at him, so that Cleo
patra's persuasions had less force than the ar
guments and presents he brought to regain
his friendship: for Antony said, that it was
not good to require an account of a king, as
to the affairs of his government, for at this
rate he could be no king at all, but that those
who had given him that authority ought to
permit him to make use of it. He also said
the same things to Cleopatra, that it would
be best for ber not busily to meddle with the
acts of the king's government. Herod wrote
an account of these things ; and enlarged
upon the other honours which he had received
from Antony : how he sat by him at his hear
ing causes, and took his diet with bim every
day, and that he enjoyed those favours from
him, notwithstanding the reproaches that
Cleopatra so severely laid against bim, who
having a great desire of bis country, and ear
nestly entreating Antony that the kingdom
might be given to her, laboured with her ut
most diligence to have bim out of the way ;
but that he still found Antony just to bim,
and had no lomer any Apprehensions of hard
treatment from him ; and that he was soon
up"n his return, with a firmer additional as
surance of his favour to him, in his reigning
and managing public affairs; and that there
was no longer any hope for Cleopatra's covet
ous temper, since Ai.tou) bad given her Cele-
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syria, instead of what she desired ; by which
means he had at once pacified her, and got
clear of the entreaties which she made him
to have Judea bestowed upon her.
9. When these letters were brought, the
women left off their attempt for flying to the
Romans, which they thought of while Herod
was supposed to be dead; yet was not that
purpose of theirs a secret; but when the king
bad conducted Antony on his way against the
f'artbians, he returned to Judea, wben both
his sister Salome, and bis mother, informed
him of Alexandra's intentions. Salome slso
added somewhat farther against Joseph, though
it was no more than a calumny, that he had
often bad criminal conversation with Muriamne. The reason of ber saying so was tbis,
that sbe for a long time bare her ill-will; for
when they bad differences with one "another,
Mariamne took great freedoms, and reproach
ed the rest for the meanness of their birth.—
But Herod, whose affection to Mariamne was
always very warm, was presently disturbed
at this, and could not bear the torments of
jealousy, but was still restrained from doing
any rash thing to her by the love he had for
ber; yet did bis vehement affection and jea
lousy together make him ask Mariamne by
herself about this matter of Joseph ; but she
denied it upon her oath, and said all that an
innocent woman could possibly say in her
own defence ; so that by little and little the
king was prevailed upon to drop the suspi
cion, and left off bis anger at her ; and being
overcome with his passion for his wife, he
made an apology to ber for having seemed
to believe what he had beard about her,
and returned her a great many acknowledg
ments of her modest behaviour, and professed
the extraordinary affection and kindness he
had for her, till at last, as is usua, between
lovers, they both fell into tears, and em
braced one another with a most tender affec
tion. But as the king gave more and more
assurances of his belief of her fidelity, and
endeavoured to draw her to a like confidence
in bim, Mariamne said, " Yet was not that
command thou gavest, that if any barm came
to thee from Antony, I, who had been no
occasion of it, should perish with thee, a
sign of thy love to me ?" When these
words were fallen from her, the king was
shocked at them, and presently let her go out
of his arms, and cried out, and tore his hair
with his own hands, and said, that now be
had an evident demonstration that Joseph had
had criminal conversation with bis wife ; for
that he would never have uttered what he had
told him alone by himself, unless there had
been such a great familiarity and firm confi
dence between them. And while he was in
this passion he hud liked to have killed his
wife; but being still overborne by his love to
her, he sest ruined this his passion, though not
W'lhour a lusting grief and diiquietnesa of

.
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mind. However, he gave order to slay Jo by doing every thing which she enjoined him
seph, without permitting him to come into appear openly to be an ill man, he took some
his sight; and as for Alexandra, he bound her, parts of each of those countries awBy from
and kept her in custody, as the cause of all their former governors, and gave them to her
this rcisciuef.
Thus he gave her the cities that were withii
the river Eleutherus, as far as Egypt, except
ing Tyre and Sidon, which he knew to have
been free cities from their ancestors, although
CHAPTER IV.
she pressed him very often to bestow those or
ber also.
MOW CLEOPATRA, WHEN SHE HAD GOTTEN
2. When Cleopatra had obtained thur
FROM ANTllNT SOME PART! OF JUDEA AND much, and had accompanied Antony in hi/
ARABIA, CAME INTO JUDEA; AND HOW HE expedition to Armenia, as far as Euphrates,
ROD GAVE HER MANY PRESENTS, AND CON- she returned back, and came to Apumia and
'
DUCTED HER ON HER WAT BACK TO EGYPT. Damascus, and passed on to Judea; when
Herod met her, and farmed of her her parts
§ 1. Now at this time the affairs of Syria of Arabia, and those revenues that came to
were in confusion by Cleopatra's constant her from the region about Jericho. This
persuasions to Antony to make an attempt country bears that balsam, which is the most
upon every body's dominions ; for she per precious drug that is there, and grows there
suaded him to take those dominions away alone. The place bears also palm-trees, both
from their several princes and bestow them many in numl)er, and those excellent in their
upon her; and she had a mighty influence kind. When she was there, and was very
upon him, by reason of his being enslaved to often with Herod, she endeavoured to have
her by his affections. She was also hy na criminal conversation with the king: nor did
ture very covetous, and stuck at no wicked she affect secrecy in the indulgence of such
ness. She had already poisoned her brother, sort of pleasures; and perhaps she had in
because she knew that he was to be king of some measure a passion of love to him, or
Egypt, and this when he was but fifteen years rather, what is most probable, she laid a trea
old ; and she got her sister Arsinoe to be cherous snare for him, by aiming to obtain such
slain, by the means of Antony, when she was adulterous conversation from him ; however,
a supplicant at Diana's temple at Epbesus; upon the whole she seemed overcome witt
for if there were but any hopes of getting mo love to him. Now Herod had a treat wtue
ney, she would violate both temples and se home no good-will to Cleopatra, as knowing
pulchres. Nor was there any holy place that that she was a woman irksome to all ; and at
was esteemed the most inviolable, from which that time be thought her particularly worthy
she would not fetch the ornaments it bad in of his hatred, if this attempt proceeded out of
it; nor any place so profane, but was to suf lust; he bad also thought of preventing her
fer the most flagitious treatment possible from intrigues by putting her to death, if such
her, if it could but contribute somewhat to were her endeavours. However, he refused
the covetous humour of this wicked creature; to comply with her proposals, and called a
yet did not all this suffice so extravagant a counsel of his friends to consult with them
woman, who was a slave to her lusts, but she whether he should not kill her, now he had
stdl imagined that she wanted every thing her in his power ; for that he should thereby
she could think of, and did iter utmost to deliver all those from a multitude of evils to
gain it; for which reason she hurried Antony whom she was already become irksome, and
on perpetually to deprive others of their do was expected to be still so for the time to
minions, and give them to her ; and as she come ; and that this very thing wouiu be
went over Syria with him, she contrived to much for the advantage of Antony himself,
get it into her possession ; so he slew Lysa- since she would certainly not be faithful to
nias the son of Ptolemy, accusing him of his him, in case any such reason or necessity
bringing the Parthians upon those countries. Bhould come upon him as that he should stand
She also petitioned Antony to give her Judea in need of her fidelity. But when he thought
and Arabia; and, in order thereto, desired to follow this advice, bis friends would not
him to take these countries away from their let him ; and told him, that, in the first place,
present governors. As for Antony, he was it was not right to attempt so great a thing,
so entirely overcome by this woman, that one and run himself thereby into the utmost dan
would not think her conversation only could ger; and they laid hard at him, and begged of
do it, but that he was some way or other be him to undertake nothing rashly, for that An
witched to do whatsoever she would have him ; tony would never bear it, no, not though any
should evidently lay before his eyes that
y et did the grossest parts of her injustice make itonewas
for bis own advantage; and that the
h im so ashamed, that he would not always
hearken to her to do these flagrant enormia appearance of depriving him of her conversa
ties she would have persuaded him to. That tion, by this violent and treacherous method,
therefore he might not totally deny her, nor ■vould probably set his affections more on a
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flame than before. Nor did it appear that be of Actium was now expected, which fell into
coulil offer any thing of tolerable weight in the hundred and eighty-seventh olympiad,
his defence, this attempt being against such a where Ca?sar and Antony were to fight (or
woman as was of the highest dignity of any the supreme power of the 'world ; but Herod
ol her sex at that time in the world ; and as having enjoyed a country that was very fruit
to any advantage to be expected from such an ful, and that now for a long time, and having
undertaking, il any such could be supposed received great taxes and raised great armies
in this case, it would appear to deserve con therewith, got together a body of men, and
demnation on account of the insolence he must carefully furnished them with all necessaries,
take upon him in doing it: which considera and designed them as auxiliaries for Antony;
tions made it very plain, that in so doing be but Antony said he bad no want of bis assis
would t"u i (1 bis government tilled with mis tance; but he commanded him to punish the
chiefs, both great and lasting, both to himself king of Arabia, for he had heard, both from
and his posterity, whereas it was still in his him, and from Cleopatra, how perfidious he
power to reject that wickedness she would was ; for this was what Cleopatra desired,
persuade him to, and to come off honourably who thought it for her own advantage that
at the same time. So by thus affrighting He these two kings should do one another as
rod, and representing to him the hazards he great mischief as possible. Upon this mes
must, in all probability, run by this under sage from Antony, Herod returned back, but
taking, they restrained him from it. So he kept bis army with him in order to invade
treated Cleopatra kindly, and made her pre Arabia immediately. So when bis army of
sents, and conducted her on her way to Egypt. horsemen and footmen was ready, he march
3. But Antony subdued Armenia, and ed to Diospolis, whither the Arabians came
sent Artabazes, the son of Tigranes, in bonds, also to meet them, for they were not unap
with his children and procurators, to Egypt, prised of this war that was coming upon
and made a present of them, and of all the them ; and after a great battle bad been
royal ornaments which he had taken out of fought, the Jews had the victory ; but after
that kingdom, to Cleopatra; and Artaxias, ward there were gotten together another nu
the eldest of bis sons, who had escaped at merous army of the Arabians, at Cana, which
that time, took the kingdom of Armenia; is a place of Celesyria. Herod was informed
who yet was ejected by Archelaus and Nero of this beforehand : so be marched against
Ca?sar, when they restored Tigranes, his them with the greatest part of the forces he
younger brother, to that kingdom: but this had; and when be was come near to Cana,
he resolved to encamp birnself; and be cast
happened a good while afterward.
4. But then, as to the tributes which He up a bulwark that be might take a proper
rod was to pay Cleopatra for that country season for attacking the enemy ; but us he
which Antony had given her, he acted fairly was giving those orders, the multitude of the
with her, as deeming it not safe for him to Jews cried out that be should make no delay,
afford any cause for Cleopatra to hate him. but lead them against the Arabians. They
As for the king of Arabia, whose tribute lie- went with great spirit, as believing tbey were
rod had undertaken to pay her, for some time in very good order ; and those especially were
indeed he paid him as much as came to two so that had been in the former battle, and bad
hundred talents ; but he afterward became been conquerors, and bad not permitted their
very niggardly and slow in his payments, and enemies so much as to come to a close fight
could hardly be brought to pay some parts with them ; arid when they were so tumultu
of it, and was not willing to pay even them ous, and showed such great alacrity, the king
resolved to make use of that zeul the multi
without some deductions.
tude then exhibited ; and when he bad as
sured them he would not be behindhand witb
them in courage, he led them on, and stood
CHAPTER V.
before them all in his armour, all the regi
ments following him in their several ranks;
IlOW 111 ROD MADE WAR WITH THE KING OF whereupon a consternation fell upon the Ara
ARABIA, AND AFTER THEY HAD FOUGHT bians; for when they perceived that the Jews
MANY BATTLES, AT LENGTH CONQUERED were not to be conquered, and were full of
HIM, AND WAS CHOSEN BY THE ARABS TO spirit, the greater part of them ran away,
BE GOVERNOR OF THAT NATION; AS ALSO and avoided fighting ; and they bad been
CONCERNING A GREAT EARTHQUAKE.
quite destroyed, had not Athenio fallen upon
the Jews, and distressed them ; for this man
§ 1. Hereupon Herod held himself ready was Cleopatra's general over the soldiers she
lo go against the king of Arabia, because of had there, and was at enmity with Herod,
bis ingratitude to him, and because, after all, and very wistfully looked on to see what the
be would do nothing that was just to him, event of the battle would be. He bad also
although Herod made the Roman war an resolved that in case the Arabians did any
occasion of delaying bis own; fur the battle thing that was brave and successful, he would
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(ie still ; but in case tbcy were beaten, as it
eeally happened, he would attack the Jews with
those forces he had of his own, and with those
that the country had gotten together for hi in:
so he fell upon the Jews unexpectedly, when
they were fatigued, and thought they had al
ready vanquished the enemy, and made a
great slaughter of them; for as the Jews had
spent their courage upon their known ene
mies, and were about to enjoy themselves in
quietness after their victory, they were easily
beaten by these that attacked them afresh;
and in particular received a great loss in
places where the horses could not be of any
service, and which were very stony, and where
ihoM that attacked them were better acquaint
ed with the places than themselves; and when
the Jews had suffered this loss, the Arabians
raised their spirits after their defeat, and re
turning back again, slew those that were al
ready put to Sight; and indeed all sorts of
slaughter were now frequent, and of those
that escaped, a few only returned into the
camp. So king Herod, when he despaired
of the battle, rode up to them to bring them
assistance, yet did he not come time enough
to do them any service, though he laboured
hard to do it; but the Jewish camp was taken,
so that the Arabians bad unexpectedly a most
glorious success, having gained that victory
which of themselves they were no way likely
to have gained, and slaying a great part of
the enemy's array: whence afterward Herod
could only act like a private robber, and
make excursions upon many parts of Arabia,
and distress them by sudden incursions, while
he encamped among the mountain-, and avoid
ed by any means to come to a pitched battle;
yet did he greatly harass the enemy by his
assiduity, and the hard labour be took in
this matter. He also took great care of his
own forces, and used all the means he could
to restore his affairs to their old state.
i. At this time it was that the light hap
pened at Actium, between Octavius Caesar
and Antony, in the seventh year of the reign
of Herod;" and then it was also that there
was an earthquake in Judea, such a one as
had not happened at any other time, and
which earthquake brought a great destruction
upon the cattle in tliat country. About ten
thousand men also perished by the fall of
houses; but the army, which lodged in the
field, received no damage by this sad acci
dent. When the Arabians were informed of
this, and when those that hated the Jews, and
pleased themselves with aggravating the re
ports, told them of it, they raised their spirits,
as if their enemy's country was quite over• TVo- readef is here to take notice, that thit seventh
}■ u ,1 the rriirn of llerod. and atl the othrr year* of his
•rlcn. in Joseohus. .in- dated from tie death of Antigom>» or at the soonest Irom the conquest of Anti^ontia.
and the takinr, of Jerusalem, a lew months before, and
never from his arst obtaining the kingdom at Home.
, as come bare ssrjr weakly and
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thrown, and the men were utterly destroyed,
and thought there now remained nothing that
could oppose them. Accordingly, they took
the Jewish ambassadors, who came to tbem
after all this had happened, to make peace
with them, and slew them, and came with
great alacrity against their army; but the
Jews durst not withstand them, and L
cast down by the calamities they were t
that they took no fare of their affairs, but
gave up themselves to despair, for they had
no hope that they should be upon u level
again with them in battles, nor obtain any as
sistance elsewhere, while their affairs at home
were in such great distress also. When mat
ters were in this condition, the king persua
ded the commanders by his words, and tried
to raise their spirits, which were quite sunk:
and first he endeavoured to eDcourage and
embolden some of the better sort beforehand,
and then ventured to make a speech to the
multitude, which he had before avoided to
do, lest he should find them uneasy thereat,
becauseoftbemisfortunes which had happened;
so he made a consolatory speech to the mul
titude in the manner following:—
3. " You are not unacquainted, my fellowsoldiers, that we have had, not long since,
many accidents that have put a stop to what
we are about; and it is probable, that even
those that are most distinguished above others
for their courage, can hardly keep up their
spirits in such circumstances; but since we
cannot avoid lighting, and nothing that hath
happened is of such a nature but it may by
ourselves be recovered into a good state, and
this by one brave action only well performed,
I have proposed to myself both to give you
some encouragement, and, at the same time,
some information; both which parts of my
design will tend to this point, that you may
still continue in your own proper fortitude.
I will then, in the first place, demonstrate to
you, that this war is a just one on our side,
and that on this account it is a war of neces
sity, and occasioned by the injustice of our
adversaries; for, if you be once satislied of
this, it will be a real cause of alacrity to you ;
after which I will farther demonstrate, that
the misfortunes we are under are of no great
consequence, and that we have the greatest
reason to hope for victory. I shall begin
with the first, and appeal to yourselves as
witnesses to what I shall say. You are not
ignorant certainly of the wickedness of the
Arabians, which is to that degree as to appear
incredible to all other men, and to include
somewhat that shows the grossest barbarity
and ignorance of God. The chief things
wherein they have affronted us have arisen
from covetousnesa and envy; and they have
attacked us in an insidious manner, and on
the sudden. And what occasion is there for
me to mention many instances of such their
When they
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their own government of -themselves, they can either live securely in common life,
and of being slaves to Cleopatra, what ot litre or be successful in war? In my opinion,
were they that treed them from that fear? for this is impossible. But perhaps some will say,
it was the friendship I had with Antony, and that what is holy, and what is righteous, is
the kind disposition he was in towards us, indeed on our side, but that the Arabians are
that bath been the occasion that even these either more courageous or more numerous
Arabians have not been utterly undone, An than we are. Now, as to this, in the first
tony being unwilling to undertake uny thing place, it is not tit fur us to say so, for with
which might be suspected by us of unkind- whom is what is rhjbteuis, with them is God
ness: but when he had a mind to bestow himself; now, where God is, there is both
some parts of each of our dominions on Cleo multitude and courage. Bvt to nxexaine out
patra, I also managed that matter so, that by own circumstances a little, we were con^t'ergiving him presents of my own, I might ob ors in the first battle; anil when we fought
tain a security to both nations, while 1 under again, they were not able to oppose us, but
took myself to answer for the money, and run away, and could not endure our attacks
gave him two hundred talents, and became or our courage; but when we had conquered
surety for those two hundred more which them, then came Athenian, and made war
were imposed upon the land that was subject against us without declaring it ; and pray, it
to this tribute: and this they have defrauded this au instance of tbeir manhood, or is it not
us of, although it was not reasonable that a second instance of their wickedness and
Jews should pay tribute to any mun living, treachery? Why are we therefore of less
or allow part of their land to be taxable; but courage, on account of that which ought to
although that was to be, yet ought we not to inspire us with stronger hopes? and why arc
pay tribute for these Arabians, whom we have we terrified at these, who, when they fight
ourselves preserved; nor is it fit that they upon a level, are continually beaten, and
who have professed (and that with great in when they seem to be conquerors, they gain
tegrity and sense of our kindness) that it is it by wickedness? and it we suppose that
by our means that they keep their principa any one should .deem them to be men of real
lity, should injure us, and deprive us of what courage, will not he be excited by that very
b our due, and this while we have been still consideration to do his utmost agatust them?
not their enemies but their friends. And for true valour is not shown by fighting
whereas observation of covenants takes place against weak persons, but in being able toamong the bitterest enemies, but among overcome the most hardy. But then, if tbe
friends is absolutely necessary, — this is not distresses we are ourselves under, and tbe mi
observed among these men, who think gain series that have come by tbe earthquake, have
to be the b«sr jf all things, let it be by any affrighted any one, let him consider, in the
iua.it whatsoever, and that injustice is no first place, that this very thing will deceive
harm, if they may but get money by itv is it the Arabians, by their supposal that what
therefore a question with you, whether the hath befallen us is greater than it really is.
unjust are to be punished or not? when God Moreover, it is not right that the same thing
himself hath declared bis mind that so it ought that emboldens them should discourage us;
to be, — and hath commanded that jve ever tor these men, you see, do net derive their
should bate injuries and injustice, which is alacrity from any advantageous virtue of their
not only just but necessary in wars between own, but from their hope, as to us, that wv
several nations; for these Arabians have done are quite cast dowu by our misfortunes; but '
what both the Greeks and Barbarians own to when we boldly march against them, we shall
be an instance of tbe grossest wickedness, soon pull dowu their insolent conceit of them
with regard to our ambassadors, whom they selves, and shall gain this by attacking them,
have beheaded, while tbe Greeks declare that that they will not be so insolent when we
such ambassadors are sacred and inviolable.* come to the battle; tor our distresses are not
And for ourselves, we have teamed from God so great, nor is what bath happened an indi
the most excellent of our doctrines, and the cation of the anger of God against us, as
most holy part of our law, by angels or am some imagine; for such things are accidental,
bassadors; for this name brings God to the and adversities that come in the usual course
knowledge of mankind, and is sufficient to of things ; and if we allow that this was done
.reconcile enemies one to another. What by the will of God, we must allow that it is
wickedness then can be greater than the now over by his will also, and that he is sa
slaughter of ambassadors, who come to treat tisfied with what hath already happened ; foe
about doing what is right? And when such bad he been willing to atilict us still more
have been their actions, how is it possible thereby, be bad not changed his mind so soon.
• Herod says here, that as ambassador* were sacred And as for tbe war we are engaged in, he
when Ihey carried messages to others, to did the laws of hath himself demonstrated that he is willing
the
authority
by beingi delivered
fromJews
Ood derive
b*-ngelsa sacred
[or divine
ambassadors]
winch is it should go on, and that he knows it to be »
St. t aul's expression about the same laws. Gal. iii. 19: just war; for while souie of the people itr
the country have perished, all you who
HaU U.S.
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in arms have suffered nothing, but are all their own deaths also, and were trodden down
preserved alive; whereby God makes it plain by the multitude, and the great current of
to us, that if you had universally, with your people in disorder, and were destroyed by their
children and wives, been in the army, it had own armour; so five thousand men lay dead
come to pttS:> that you had not undergone any upon the spot, while the rest of the multitude
thing that would have much hurt you. Con soon ran within the bulwark [for safety], but
sider these tilings, and, what is more than all had no firm hope of safety, by reason of their
the rest, tnat you have God at all times for want of necessaries, and especially of water
your protector j and prosecute these men The Jews pursued them, but could not get ia>
with a just bravery, who, in point of friend with hem, but sat round about the bulwark,"
ship, are unjust, in their battles perfidious, and watched any assistance that would get
towards ambassadors impious, and always in into them, and prevented any there, that had
ferior to you in valour."
a mind to it, from sunning away.
4. When the Jews heard this speech, they 5. When the Arabians were in these cir
were much raised in their minds, and more cumstances, they sent ambassadors to Herod,
disposed to fight than before. So Uerod, in the first place, to propose terms of accom
when he had offered the sacrifices appointed modation, and after that to offer him, so press
by the law,* made haste, and took them, and ing was their thirst upon them, to undergo
led them against the Arabians; and in order whatsoever he pleased, if he would free them
to that, passed over Jordan, and pitched his from their present distress; but he would
camp near to that of the enemy. He also admit of no ambassadors, of no price of re
thought fit to seize upon a certain castle that demption, nor of any other moderate terms
>«y in the midst of them, as hoping it would whatever, being very desirous to revenge those
be for his advantage, and would the sooner unjust actions which they had been guilty of
produce a battle; and that, if there were occa towards his nation. So they were necessitated
sion for delay, be should by it have his camp by other motives, and particularly by their
fortified; and as the Arabians had the same thirst, to come out, and deliver themselves up
intentions upon that place, a contest arose to him, to be carried away captives; and in
about it; at first they were but skirmishes, five days' time, the number of four thousand
after which there came more soldiers, and it were taken prisoners, while all the rest re
proved a sort of fight, and some fell on both solved to make a sally upon their enemies, and
sides, till those of the Arabian side were to fight it out with them, choosing rather, if so
beaten, and retreated. This was no small it must be, to die therein, than to perish gra
ncouragcinent to the Jews immediately ; and dually and inglorious])'. When they had
when Herod observed that the enemy's army taken this resolution, they came out of their
were disposed to any thing rather than to come trenches, but could no way sustain the fight,
to an engagement, be ventured boldly to at being too much disabled, both in mind and
tempt the bulwark itself, and to pull it to body, and having not room to exert them
pieces, and so to get nearer to their camp, in selves, and thought it aa advantage to be
order to fight them ; for when they were killed, and a misery to survive; so at the first
forced out of their trenches, they went out in onset there fell about seven thousand of them,
disorder, and had not the leant alacrity, or after which stroke, they let all the courage
hope of victory; yet did they fight hand to they had put on before tall, and stood amazed
hand, because they were more in number than
Herod's warlike spirit under his own cala
sfcne .lews, and because they were iu such a dis at
mities; so for the future tbey yielded, and
position of war that they were under a neces made hiin ruler of their nation; whereupon
sity of coming 0:1 boldly; so they came to a he
was greatly elevated at so seasonable a suc
terrible battie, while not a few fell on each cess,
and returned home, taking great autho
side. However, at length the Arabians tied; rity upon
of so bold and
aitu so great a slaughter was made upon their glorious an bim, on account had
made.
being rooted, that they were not only killed
by their enemies, but became the authors of
\
• This piece of religion, the supplicating God with
CHAPTER VI.
•acrinees, hy Herod, before he went 10 this light with
the Arabians, taken notice of alio iu the lirst book Of HOW HEROD BLEW HYRCANUS, AND THEN
UN War, ch. six. aecl 6, ii worth remarking, because
it is the only example of Ibis nature, so far as I remem
HALTED AWAY TO CESAR, AND OBTAINED
ber, that Juaephus ever r .entions in all his large and THE KINGDOM FROM HIM ALSO; AND HOW,
particular accounts of this Herod: and it was when he A LITTLE TIME AFTERWARD, HE ENTEB' a I been in mighty distress, and discouraged by a great
defeat of his former army, and by a eery great earth
TAINI I) CESAR IN A MOST HONOURABLE
quake in Judea, such times of affliction making men MANNER.
nlal religious t nor was he disappointed of his hopes
1 'ii- bat immediately gained a most siznal victory over
tl e Arabians, while they who Just belore had been so I, Herod's other affairs were now very
great victors, aand so much elevated upon toe earthquake §prosperous,
and he was not to be easily as
la v'jdea as to1 venture to slay the Jewish ambassadors, saulted on any
side. Yet did there come upstrange consternation, and hardly
a danger that would hazard his entire
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Rt to bear ill-will to Herod ; for he was a kins
the battle of Actium by Ciesar [Octavian] ; man of one Joseph, whom he had slain, and a
for at that time both Herod's enemies and brother of those that were formerly slain at
friends despaired of his affairs, for it was not Tyre by Antony: yet could not these motives
probable that he would remain without pun | induce Dositheus to serve Hyrcanus in this
ishment, who had shown so much friendship affair; for, preferring the hopes he had from
for Antony. So it happened that his friends I the present king to those he had from him, he
despaired, and had no hopes of his escape; gave Herod the letter. So he took his kind
but for his enemies, they all outwardly ap ness in good part, and bade him besides do
peared to be troubled at his case, but were what he had dread} done, that is, go on in
privately very glad of it, as hoping to obtain serving him, by rolling up the epistle and
a change for the better. As for Herod him j sealing it again, and delivering it to Malchus,
self, he saw that there yjas no one of royal and then to bring back the letter in answer to
dignity left but Hyrcanus, and therefore be it; for it would be much better if he could
thought it would be for his advantage not to know Malchus's intentions also. And when
sufTer him to be an obstacle in his way any Dositheus was very ready to serve him in this
longer; for that in case he. himself survived, point also, the Arabian governor returned
and escaped the danger he was in, he thought back for answer, that he would receive Hyr
it was the safest way to put it out of the power canus, and all that should come with him, and
of such a man to make any attempt against even all the Jews that were of his party: that
him at such junctures of affairs, as was more he would, moreover, send forces sufficient to
Worthy of the kingdom than himself; and in secure them in their journey; and that he
case he should be slain by Csesar, his envy should be in no want of any thing he should
prompted him to desire to slay him that would desire. Now as soon as Herod had received
this letter, he immediately sent for Hyrcanus,
otherwise be king after him.
2. While Herod had these things in his and questioned him about the league he had
mind, there was a certain occasion afforded made with Malchus; and when be denied it,
him; for Hyrcanus was of so mild a temper, he showed his letter to the sanhedrim, and
both then and at other times, that he desired put the man to death immediately.
3. And this account we give the reader, as it
not to meddle with public affairs, nor to con
cern himself with innovations, but left all to is contained in the commentaries of king He
fortune, and contented himself with what that rod: but other historians do not agree with
afforded him: but Alexandra [his daughter] them, for they suppose that Herod did not find,
was a lover of strife, and was exceeding de but rather made, this an occasion for thus put
sirous of a change of the government; and ting him to death, andthat by treacherously lay
spoke to her father not to bear for ever He ing a snare for him; for thus do they write: —
rod's injurious treatment of their family, but That Herod and he were once at a treat, and
to anticipate their future hopes, as he safely that Herod had given no occasion to suspect
might; and desired him to write about these [that he was displeased at him], but put this
matters to Malchus, who was then governor question to Hyrcanus, Whether he had received
of Arabia, to receive them, and to secure them any letters from Malchus? and when he an
[from Herod], for that if they went away, and swered that he had received letters, but those of
Herod's affairs proved to be, as it was likely salutation only; and when he asked farther,
they would be by reason of Ctesar's enmity to whether he had not received any presents from
him, they should then be the only persons that him? and when he had replied, that he had n*
could take the government; and this, both on ceived no more than four horses to ride on,
account of the royal family they were of, and which Mulchus had sent him, they pretended
on account of the good disposition of the thtet Herod charged these upon him as the crimes
multitude to them. While she used these per of bribery and treason, and gave order that lit
suasions, Hyrcanus put off her suit; but as should be led away and slain. And in order
she showed that she was a woman, and a con to demonstrate that he had been guilty of no
tentious woman too, and would not desist offence, when he was thus brought to his en-i,
either night or day, but would always be they allege how mild his temper had been
■peaking to him about these matters, and and that even in his youth he had never given
about Herod's treacherous designs, she at last any demonstration of boldness or rashness, ant?
prevailed with bim to entrust Dositheus, one that the case was the same when he came to
of his friends, with a letter, wherein his re be king, but that he even then committed the
solution was declared; and he desired the management of the greatest part of public
Arabian governor to send him some horsemen, affairs to Antipater: and that he was now
who should receive him, and conduct him to above fourscore years old, and knew that He
the lake Asphaltites, which is from the bounds rod's government was in a secure state. He
of Jerusalem three hundred furlongs: and he also came over Euphrates, anil left those who
did therefore trust Dositheus with his letter, greatly honoured him beyond that river,
because he was a careful attendant on him, though he were to be entirely under Herod's
and on Alexandra, and hail no small occasion government ; and that it was a most incredible
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thing that he should enterprise any thing by 6. When he had given them this charge,
way of innovation, and not at all agreeable he made haste to Rhodes, to meet Caesar;
to his temper, but that this was a plot of and when he had sailed to that city, he took
off his diadem, but remitted nothing else of
Ilerod's own contrivance.
4. And this was the fate of Hyrcanus; and bis usual dignity: and when, upon his meet
thus did he end his life, after he had endured ing him, he desired that he would let him
various and manifold turns of fortune in his speak to him, he therein exhibited a much
lifetime; for he was made high-priest of the more noble specimen of a great soul, for be
Jewish nation in the beginning of his mother did not betake himself to supplications, as
Alexandra's reign, who held the government men usually do upon such occasions, nor
nine years ; and when, after his mother's offered him any petition, as if he were an
death, he took the kingdom himself, and held offender; but, after an undaunted manner,
it three months, be lost it, by the means of gave an account of what be had done ; for he
spake thus to Caesar: — Tbat he had the
his brother Aristobulus. He was then re greatest
friendship for Antony, and did every
stored by Pompey, and received all sorts of
honour from him, and enjoyed them forty thing he could that he might attain the go
vernment: tbat be was not indeed iu the
years; but when be was again deprived by army
with him, because the Arabians had
Autigonus, and was maimed in his bady, he diverted
but that he bad sent him both
was made a captive by the Parthians, and money andhim,
which was but too little in
thence returned home again after some time, comparison corn,
of what he ought to have done
on account of the hopes that Herod had given for him; "for,
a man owns himself to be
him ; none of which came to pass according another's friend,ifand
knows him to be a bene
to his expectation, but he still conflicted with factor, he is obliged to
every thing, to
many misfortunes through the whole course use every faculty of his hazard
soul, every member of
of his life; and, what was the heaviest cala his body, and all the wealth
he batb, for him;
mity of all, as we have related already, he in which I confess I have been
too deficient.
came to an end which was undeserved by However, I am conscious to myself,
that so
him. His character appeared to be that of a far I have done right, that I bave not deserted
rcan of a mild and moderate disposition, who him upon his defeat at Actium: nor upon
suffered tbc administration of affairs to be ge
evident change of his fortune have I trans
nerally done by others under him. He was the
ray hopes from him to another, but
averse to much meddling with the public, nor ferred
preserved myself, though not as a valu
fbad shrewdness enough to govern a kingdom : have
able fellow-soldier, yet certainly as a faithful
ami both Antipater and Herod came to their counsellor,
Antony, when I demonstrated
preatness by reason of 'his mildness; and at to him that to
only way he had to save him
last he met with such an end from them as self, and notthelose
his authority, was to
was not agreeable either to justice or piety. slay Cleopatra; for all
when she was once dead,
5. Now Herod, as soon as he bad put Hyr there would be room
him to retain his
canus out of the way, made haste to Caesar; authority, and rather tofor
bring thee to make a
and because be could not have any hopes of composition with him, than
to continue at en
kindness from him, on account of the friend mity any longer. None of which
advices would
ship he had for Antony, he had a suspicion of he
attend to, but preferred his own rash reso
Alexandra, lest she should take this opportu lutions
before them, which have happened unnity to bring the multitude to a revolt, and
for him, but profitably for thee.
introduce a sedition into the affairs of the king protitably
Now, therefore, in case thou determinest
dom; so he committed the care of every thing about
me, and my alacrity in serving Antony,
to his brother Pheroras, and placed* his mother according
to thy anger at him, I own there is
Cypres, and his sister [Salome], and the whole no room for
to deny what I have done,
family, at Massada, and gave him a charge, nor will I be me
to own, and that pub
that if he should hear any sad news about licly too, thatashamed
a great kindness for him;
him, he should take care of the government: but^f thou wiltI had
out of the case, and
but as to Marianne his wife, because of the only examine howputI him
myself to my be
misunderstanding between her and his sister, nefactors in general, behave
and
what sort of friend
»nd his sister's mother, which made it impos I am, thou wilt find by experience
that we
sible for them to live together, he placed her shall do and be the same to thyself, for
it is
at Alexandrium, with Alexandra her mother, but
,
.
i
£
changing the names, and the firmness ofa
and left his treasurer Joseph and Sohemus of friendship
that we shall bear to thee, will not
Iturea, to take care of that fortress. These
by thee."
two had been very faithful to hini from the be 7.disapproved
this speech, and by his beha
beginning, and were now left as a guard to viour, By
which
showed
Caesar the frankness of
the women. They also had it in charge, that his mind, he greatly gained
upon him, who
if they should hear any mifthief had befallen was himself of a generous and
magnificent
him, they should kill them both; and, as far
as (hey were able, to preserve the kingdom temper, insomuch that those very which were the foundation of the ao
for his sons, and for his brother Pheroras.
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RCOK XT
against him, procured him Caesar's good
will. Accordingly, he restored him his dia
dem again; and encouraged him to exhibit
CHAPTER TO.
himself as great a friend to himself as he
had been to Antony, and then had him in HOW HEROD SLEW SOHEMUS AND M ARTAWNF,
great esteem. Moreover, be added this, that AND AFTERWARDS ALEXANDRA AND COST <»Alt US, AND HIS MOST INTIMATE FRIENDS,
Quintus Didius had written to him that He
rod had very readily assisted him in the affair AND, AT LAST, THE SONS OF BABA ALSO.
of the gladiators. So when he had obtained
such a kind reception, and had, beyond all his § 1. However, when he came into his king
hopes, procured his crown to be more entirely dom again, he found his house all in disorder,
and firmly settled upon him than ever, by and his wife Mariamne and her mother Alex
Caesar's donation, as well as by that decree andra very uneasy; for, as they supposed,
of the Romans, which Caesar took care to pro (what was easy to be supposed) that they were
cure for his greater security, he conducted not put into that fortress [ Alcxandriuni] for
Cresar on his way to Egypt, and made pre the security of their persons, but as into a
sents, even beyond his ability, to both him garrison for their imprisonment, and that they
and his friends; and in general behaved him had no power over any thing, eiftier of others
self with great magnanimity. He also desired or ef their own affairs, tbey were very uneasy ;
that Caesar would not put to death one and Mariamne, supposing that the king's love
Alexander, who had been a companion of to her was but hypocritical, and rather pre
Antony; but Caesar had sworn to put him to tended (as advantageous to himself) than real,
death, and so he could not obtain that his pe she looked upon it as fallacious. She also
tition: and now he returned to Judea again was grieved that he would not allow her any
with greater honour and assurance than ever, hopes of surviving him, if he should come to
and affrighted those that had expectations to any harm himself. She also recollected what
the contrary, as still acquiring from his very commands he had formerly given to Joseph,
dangers greater splendour than before, by the insomuch that she endeavoured to please her
favour of God to him. So he prepared for keepers, and especially Sohemus, as well ap
the reception of Caesar as he was going oat prised bow all was in bis power; and at the
of Syria to invade Egypt ; and when he came, first Sohemus was faithful to Herod, and ne
he entertained him at Ptolemais with all royal glected none of the things he had given him
magnificence. He also bestowed presents on in charge. But when the women, by kimlf
the army, and brought them provisions in words, and liberal presents, had gained his
abundance. He also proved to be one of affections over to them, he was by degrees
Cesar's most cordial friends, and put the army overcome, and at length discovered to i hem
in array, and rode along with Csesar, and had all the king's injunctions, and this on that ac
a hundred and fifty men, well appointed in count principally, that he did net so mueh as
all respects, after a rich and sumptuous man hope he would come back with the same au
ner, for the better reception of him and his thority he had before, so that he thought he
friends. He also provided them with what should both escape any danger from him, and
they should want, as they passed over the dry supposed that he did hereby much gratify the
desert, insomuch that they lacked neither wine women, who were likely not to be overlooked
nor water, which last the soldiers stood in the in the settling of the government, nay, that
greatest need of; and besides, he presented they would be able to make him abundunt rc^
Cxsar with eight hundred talents, and pro compense, since they must either reign them
cured to himself the good-will of them adl, be selves, or be very near to him that should
cause he was assisting to them in a much reign. He had a tanner ground of hope also,
greater and more splendid degree than the that though Herod should have all the success
kingdom he had obtained could- afford; by he could wish for, and should return again,
which he more and more demonstrated to he could not contradict his wife in what she
Ci'-ar the firmness of his friendship, and his desired, for he knew that the king's fondness
readiness to assist him : and what was of the for his wife was inexpressible. These were
greatest advantage to him was this, that his the motives that drew Sohemus to discover
liberality came at a seasonable time also ; and what injunctions had been given him. So
wnen they returned again out of Egypt; his Mariamne was greatly displeased to hear that
assistances were no way inferior to the good there was no end of the dangers she was un
cilices he had formerly done them.
der from Herod, and was greatly uneasy at
it, and wished that he might obtain no favours
[from Caesar], and esteemed it almost 111. in
supportable task to live with him any longer;
and this she aftc%vards openly declared, with
out concealing her resentment.
2. And now Herod sailed heme with joy,
at the unexpected good success he bad had;
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and went first of all, as was proper, to this his ingly. Now, when Herod was come into
wife, and told ber, and her only, the good Egypt, he was introduced to Caesar with great
news, as preferring her before the rest, on freedom, as already a friend of his, and re
account of bis fondness for ber, and the inti ceived very great favours from him; for he
macy there had been between them, and sa made him a present of those four hundred
luted her,- but so it happened, that as he told Galatians who had been Cleopatra's guards,
her of the good success he had had, she was and restored that country to him again, which,
»o far from rejoicing at it, that she rather was by her means, had been taken away from him
sorry for it ; nor wa3 she able to conceal her He also added to his kingdom Gadara, Hip
resentments, but, depending on her dignity, pos, and Samaria ; and, besides those, the
and the nobility of her birth, in return for maritime cities, Gaza, Anthedon, Joppa, and
his salutations, she gave a groan, and declared Strata's Tower.
evidently that she rather grieved than rejoiced 4. Upon these new acquisitions, he grew
at his success, —and this till Herod was dis more magnificent, and conducted Caesar as
turbed at her, as affording him, not only far as Anfioch; but upon his return, as much
marks of her suspicion, but evident signs of as his prosperity was augmented by the foreign
her dissatisfaction. This much troubled him, additions that had been made him, so much
to tee that this surprising hatred of his wife the greater were the distresses that came
to hiin was not concealed, but open ; and he upon bim in his own family, and chiefly in the
took this so ill, and yet was so unable to bear affair of his wife, wherein he formerly ap
it, on account of the fondness he had for her, peared to hare been most of all fortunate ; for
that he could hot continue long in any one the affection he had for Mariamne was no way
mind, but sometimes was angry at her, and inferior to the affections of such as are on that
sometimes reconciled himself to her; but by account celebrated in history, and this very
always changing one passion for another, he justly. As for her, she was in other respects
was still in great uncertainty, and thus was a chaste woman, and faithful to him; yet had
entangled between hatred and love, and was she somewhat of a woman rough by nature,
frequently disposed to inflict punishment on and treated her husband imperiously enough,
her for ber insolence towards him; but being because she saw he was so fond of her as to
deeply in love with her in his soul, he was be* enslaved to her. She did not also con
not able to get quit of this woman. In sider seasonably with herself that she lived
short, as he would gladly have her punished, tinder a monarchy, and that she was at ano
so was he afraid lest, ere he were aware, he ther's disposal, and accordingly would behave
should, by putting ber to death, bring a hea herself after a saucy manner to him, which
vier punishment upon himself at the same yet he usually put off in a jesting way, and
bore with moderation and good temper. She
time.
3. When Herod's sister and mother per would also expose his mother and his sister
ceived that he was in this temper with regard openly, on account of the meanness of their
to Marianne, they thought they had now got birth, and would speak unkindly of them, in
Bn excellent opportunity to exercise their ha somuch, that there was before this a disagree
tred against her, and provoked Herod to wrath ment and unpardonable hatred among tbe
by telling him such long stories and calum women, and it was now come to greater re
nies about her, as might at once excite his proaches, of one another than formerly, which
hatred and hisjealousy. Now, though he will suspicions increased, and lasted a whole year
ingly enough heard their words, yet had not after Herod returned from Caesar. How
he courage enough to do any thing to her as ever, these misfortunes, which had been kept
if he believed them, but still he became worse under some decency for a great while, burst
and worse disposed to her, and these ill pas out all at once upon such an occasion as was
sions were more and more inflamed on both now offered ; for as the king was one day
sides, while she did not bide her disposition about noon fain down on his bed to rest him,
towards him; and he turned his love to her he called for Mariamne, out of the great af
into wrath against her; but when he was just fection he bad always for her. She came in
going to put this matter past all remedy, he accordingly, but would not lie down by him ;
heard the news that Caesar was the victor in and when he was very desirous of her com
the war, und that Antony and Cleopatra were pany, she showed her contempt of him; and
Wh dead, and that he had conquered Kgvpt ; added, by way of reproach, that he bad caused
whereupon he made haste to go to meet her father and her brother to be slain;* and
Caesar, and left the affairs of bis family in when he took this injury very unkindly, and
their present state. However, Mariamne re . Whereas Mariamne is here represented u reproach
commended Sohemus to him, as he was set ing Herod with the murder of brr father f Alexander],
well at her brother [Aristohulus], while it waa her
ting out on bis journey, and professed that she a.
Myrcanut, And not her father Alexander,
owed him thanks for the care he had taken of uramtlather
whom he caused to he slain (aa Joaeplius himself in
form* ns. eh vL sect. S), we must either take Zonara's
her, and asked of the king for him a place in reading,
which is here oranrf/orArr, rightly, or atae we
the government; upon which an honourable nuet. as before
(cb. i. sect. I), allow a slip
accord pen or memory in the place before us.
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i ready to use violence to her, in a precipi Salome and her party laboured hard to hart
tate manner, the king's sister Salome, ob the woman put to death; and they prevailed
serving that he was more than ordinarily dis with the king to do so, and advised this oat
turbed, seftt in to the king his cup-bea
of caution, lest the multitude should be tu
who had been prepared long beforehand for multuous if she were suffered to live; and
such a design, and bade him tell the king how thus was Mariamne led to execution.
Mariamne had persuaded him to give his as
5. When Alexandra observed how things
sistance in preparing a love-potion for him;' went, and that there were small hopes that
and if he appeared to be greatly concerned, she herself should escape the like treatment
and to ask what that love-potion was, to tell from Herod, she changed her behaviour to
him that she had the potion, and that he was quite the reverse of what might have beer
desired only to give it him; but in case he expected from her former boldness, and this
did not appear to be much concerned at this after a very indecent manner; for out of her
potion, to let the thing drop; and that if he desire to show how entirely ignorant she was
did so, no harm should thereby come to him. of the crimes laid against Mariamne, she
When she had given him these instructions, leaped out of her place, and reproached her
6he sent him in at this time to make such a daughter, in the hearing of all the people;
speech. So he went in, after a composed and cried out, that she had been an ill « omanner, to gain credit to what he should say, man, and ungrateful to her husband, and
and yet somewhat hastily; and said, that that her punishment came justly vpon her
Mariamne had given him presents, and per for such her insolent behaviour, for that she
suaded him to give him a love-potion; and had not made proper returns tj him who had
when this moved the king, he said that thislovc- been their common benefactor. And when
potion was a composition that she had given she had for some time acted after this hypo
him, whose effects he did not know, which critical manner, and had been so outrageous as
was the reason of his resolving to give him to tear her hair, this indecent and dissembling
this information, as the safest course he could behaviour, as was to be expected, was greatly
take, both for himself and for the king. condemned by the rest of the spectators, as it
When Herod heard what he said, and was in was principally by the poor woman who was
an ill disposition before, his indignation grew to suffer; for at the first she gave her not a
more violent; and he ordered that eunuch of word, nor was discomposed at her peevish
Mariamne, who was most faithful to her, to ness, and only looked at her, yet did she, out
be brought to torture about this potion, as of a greatness of soul, discover her concern
well knowing it was not possible that any for her mother's offence, and especially for
thing small or great could be done without her exposing herself in a manner so unbecom
him; and when the man was under the ut ing her: but as for herself, she went to her
most agonies, he could say nothing concern death with an unshaken firmness of mind,
ing the thing he was tortured about, but so and without changing the colour of her face,
far he knew, that Mariamne's hatred against and thereby evidently discovered the nobility
him was occasioned by somewhat that Sohe- of her descent to the spectators, even in the
mus had said to her. Now, as he was saying last moments of her life.
this, Herod cried out aloud, and said, that 6. And thus died Mariamne, a woman of
Sohemus, who had been at all other times the an excellent character, both for chastity and
most faithful to him, and to his government, greatness of soul; but she wanted modera
would not have betrayed what injunctions he tion, and had too much of contention in her
had given him, unless he had had a nearer nature, yet had she all that can be said in the
conversation than ordinary with Mariamne. beauty of her body, and her majestic appear
So he gave orders that Sohemus should be ance in conversation; and thence arose the
seized on and slain immediately; but he allowed greatest part of the occasions why she did
his wife to take her trial; and -got together not prove so agreeable to the king, nor live
those that were most faithful to him, and so pleasantly with him as she might other
laid an elaborate accusation against her for wise have done; for while she was most in
this love-potion and composition, which had dulgently used by the king, out of his fond
been charged upon her by way of calumny ness for her, and did not expect that he could
only. However, he kept no temper in what do any thing hard to her, she took too un
he said, and was in too great a passion for bounded a liberty. Moreover, that which
judging well about this matter. Accordingly, most afflicted her, was what he had done to
when the court was at length satisfied that her relations; and she ventured to speak of all
he was so resolved, they passed the sentence they had suffered by him, and at last greatly
of death upon her; but when the sentence provoked both the king's mother and sister,
was passed upon her, this temper was sug till they became enemies to her; and even he
gested by himself, and by some others of the himself also did the same, on whom alone she
court, that she should not be thus hastily put depended for her expectations of escaping the
to death, but be laid in prison in one of the last of punishments.
fortresses belonging to the kingdom; but 7. But when she was once dead, the king's
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affections for her were kindled in a more out more ready to lose their lire« than to le»re
rageous manner than before, whose old pas i off that divine worship which thev have been
sion for her we have already described; for wont to pay unto God. Alexandra, there
his love to her was not of a calm nature, nor fore, discoursed with those that had the keep
such as we usually meet with among other ing of these strongholds, that it was propel
husbands, for at its commencement it was of for them to deliver the same to her, and to
an enthusiastic kind; nor was it, by their Herod's sons, lest, upon his death, any other
long cohabitation and free conversation to person should seize upon the government;
gether, brought under his power to manage; and that upon his recovery none could kee
but at this time his love to Mariamne seemed them more safely for him than those of hi.
to seize hiin in such a peculiar manner, as own family. These words were not by ther
looked like divine vengeance upon him for at all taken in good part; and, as they had
the taking away her life; for he would fre been in former times faithful [to Herod],
quently call for her, and frequently lament they resolved to continue so more than ever,
tor ber, in a most indecent manner. More both because they hated Alexandra, and be
over, he bethought him of every thing he cause they thought it a sort of impiety to de
could make use of to divert his mind from spair of Herod's recovery while he was yet
thinking of her, and contrived feasts and as alive, for they had been his old friends;
semblies for that purpose, but nothing would and one of them, whose name was Achiabus,
suffice: he therefore laid aside the adminis was his cousin-german. They sent messen
tration of public affairs, and was so far con gers, therefore, to acquaint him with Alex
quered by his passion, that he would order andra's design; so he made no longer delay,
his servants to call for Mariamne, as if she but gave orders to have her slain; yet was it
were still alive, and could still hear them; with difficulty, and after he bad endured great
and when he was in this way, there arose a pain, that he got clear of bis distemper. He
pestilential disease, and carried olf the great was still sorely afflicted, both in mind and
est part of the multitude, and of his best and body, and made very uneasy, and readier than
most esteemed friends, and made all men sus ever upon all occasions to inflict punishment
pect that this was brought upon them by the upon those that fell under his band. He also
anger of God, for the injustice that had been slew the most intimate of his friend*, Costo
done to Mariamne. This circumstance af barus, and Lysimachus, and Gadias, who was
fected the king still more, till at length he also called Antipater; as also Hositheus, and
forced himself to go into desert places, and that upon the following occasion.
there, under pretence of going a hunting, bit
9. Costobarus was an Idumean by birth,
terly afflicted himself; yet had he not borne and one of principal dignity among them,
his grief there many days before he fell into and one whose ancestors had been priests to
a most dangerous distemper himself; he had the Koze, whom the ldumeans had [formerly]
an inflammation upon him, and a pain in esteemed as a god; but after Hyrcanus had
the hinder part of his head, joined with mad made a change in their political govern
ness; and for the remedies that were used, ment, and made them receive the Jewish cus
they did him no good at all, but proved con toms and law, Herod made Costobarus go
trary to his case, and so at length brought vernor of Idumea and Gaza, and gave bim
him to despair. All the physicians also that his sister Salome to wife; and this was upon
were about him, partly because the medicines his slaughter of [his uncle] Joseph, who had
they brought for his recovery could not at all that government before, as we have related
conquer the disease, and partly because his already. When Costobarus had gotten to be
diet could be no other that what his disease so highly advanced, it pleased him, and was
inclined him to, desired him to eat whatever more than he hoped for, and he was more
he had a mind to, and so left the small hopes and more puffed up by his good success, and
they had of his recovery in the power of that in a little while he exceeded all bounds, and
diet, and committed him to fortune. And did not think fit to obey what Herod, as their
thus did his distemper go on, while he was at ruler, commanded him, or that the ldumeans
Samaria, now called Sebaste.
should make use of the Jewish customs, or
8. Now Alexandra abode at this time at be subject to them. He therefore sent to
Jerusalem; and being informed what condi Cleopatra, and informed her that the ldu
tion Herod was in, she endeavoured to get means had been always under his progenitors,
possession of the fortified places that were and that for the same reason it was but just
about the city, which were two, the one be that she should desire that country for him of
longing to the city itself, the other belonging to Antony, for that he was ready to transfer his
the temple; and those that could get them into friendship to her: and this he did not be
their hands had the whole nation under tbeir cause he was better pleased to be under Cleo
power, for without the command of them it patra's government, but because he thought
was not possible to offer their sacrifices; and that, upon the diminution of Herod's power,
ti> think of leaving off those sacrifices, is to it would not be difficult for him to obtain
Jew plainly impossible, who are still hraiself the entire government over the ldu
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where
the
distress
and
miseries
which the
mean«, and aomcwh.it more also; for he raised '
his hopes still higher, as having no small besieged endured were so pressing, that the
pretences, both by his birth and by these greater number of them invited Herod into
riches which he had gotten by his constant the city, and already placed their hopes on
attention to filthy lucre; and accordingly it him. Now, the sons of Babas were of great
was not a small matter that he aimed at. So dignity, and had power among tbe multitude,
Cleopatra desired this country of Antony, and were faithful to Antigonus, and were al
but failed of her purpose. An account of ways raising calumnies against Herod, and
this was brought to Herod, who was there encouraged the people to preserve the govern
upon ready to kill Costobarus; yet, upon the incut to that royal family which held it by
entreaties of his sister and mother, he forgave inheritance. So these men acted thus politi
him, Hiid vouchsafed to pardon bim entirely, cally, anj, as they thought, for their own ad
though he still had a suspicion of him after vantage ; but when the city was taken, and
Herod had gotten the government into his
ward lor this his attempt.
JO. But some time afterward, when Sa own hands, and Costobarus was aopointed to
lome happened to quarrel with Costobarus, hinder men from passing out at the gates, and
she sent him a bill of divorce,* and dissolved to guard the city, that those citizens that w ert
her marriage with him, though this was not guilty, and of the party opposite to the king,
according to the Jewish laws; for with us it might not get out of it, — Costobarus being
is lawful for a husband to do so; but a wife, sensible that the sons of Babas were had in
if she departs from her husband, cannot of respect and honour by the whole multitude,
herself be married to another, unless her for and supposing that their preservation might
mer husband put her away. However, Sa be of great advantage to him in tbe changes
lome chose not to follow the law of her coun of government afterward, he set them by them
try, but the law of her authority, and so selves, and concealed them in his own farms,
renounced her wedlock; and told her brother and when the thing was suspected, he assured
Herod, that she left her husband out of her Herod upon oath that he really knew nothing
good-will to him, because she perceived that of that matter, and so overcame the suspicions
he, with Antipater, and Lysimachus, and Do- that lay upon him; nay, after that, when the
sitheus, were raising a sedition against him; king had publicly proposed a reward for the
as an evidence whereof, she alleged the case discovery, and had put in practice all sorts ol
of the sons of Babas, that they had been by methods for searching out this matter, he
him preserved alive already for the interval of would not confess it; but being persuaded
twelve years, which proved to be true. But that when he had at first denied it, if the men
when Herod thus unexpectedly heard of it, were found, he should not escape unpunished
he was greatly surprised at it, and was the he was forced to keep them secret, not only
more surprised, because the relation appeared out of his good-will to them, but out of a ne
incredible to him. As for the fact relating to cessary regard to his own preservation also
these sons of Babas, Herod had formerly But when the king knew the thing, by his
taken great pains to bring them to punish sister's information, he sent men to the places
ment, as being enemies to his government; where he had the intimation they were con
but they were now forgotten by him, on ac cealed, and ordered both them and those that
count of the length of time [since he had or were accused as guilty with them, to be slain,
dered them to be slain]. Now the cause of insomuch that there were no w none at all left
his ill-will and hatred to them arose hence: of the kindred of Hyrcanus; and the king
that while Antigonus was king, Herod, with dom was entirely in Herod's own power, and
his army, besieged the city of Jerusalem, there was nobody remaining of such dignity
• Here is & plain example of a Jewish lady giving a hill as could put a stop to w hat be did against the
of divorca to her husband, though in the days of Jose- Jewish laws.
phus it was not esteemed lawful for a woman to to do.
See the like among the Partbiaos, Antiq. b. xviii ch ix.
v 6. However, the Christian law, when it allowed di
I
vorce for adultery (Mat. v 32), allowed the innocent wife
to divurce her guilty husband, as well as the innocent
CHAPTER
VIIX
'
husband to divorce bis Kuilty wile, as we learn from the
shephi-rd of Hennas (Maud h. iv.j. and from the second
apology ofJustin Martyr,w.here a persecution wasbrought HOW TEN MEN OF THE CITIZENS [OF JERUSA
upon the Christiana upon such a divorce f and 1 think LEM] MADE A CONSPIRACY AGAINST HERUD,
the Roman laws permitted it at that time,.as well as the
laws of Christianity. Now this Uahaa, who was one of FOR THE FOREIGN PRACTICES HE HAD IN
the race of the Aaamoneana or Maccabees, as the latter TRODUCED, WHICH WAS A TRANSGRESSION
end of this section informs us, is related by the Jews, as OF THE LAWS OF THEIR COUNTRY. CON
Or. Hudson here remarks, to have been so eminently re
ligious in the Jewish way, that, except the day following CERNING THE BUILDING OF SEBASTE AND
the tenth ol Tisri. the great day of atonement, when he CESAREA, AND OTHER EDIFICES OF HEROD.
serms to have supposed all his aina entirely forgiven, he
used every day oi tbe whole year to oiler a sacrifice lor
his sins ot ignorance, or such as he supposed he had been § 1. On this account it was that Herod
guilt) of, but did not distinctly remember. See some revolted from the laws of his country, and
what like it of Agrippa the (ireat, Autiu. b. aix ch. hi. corrupted their ancient constitution, by tLe
sert 9| and Job t. a, 4.
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introduction of foreign practices, which consti also no better than an instance of barefaced
tution yet ought to have been preserved in- impiety, to throw men to wild beasts, for the
vinl.idle; by which means we became guilty affording delight to the spectators ; and it
of great wickedness afterward, while those appeared an instance of no less impiety, to
religious observances which used to lead the change their own laws for such foieign exer
multitude to piety, were now neglected : for, cises: but, above all the rest, the trophies gave
in the first place, he appointed solemn games most distaste to the Jews; for as they ima
to be celebrated every fifth year, in honour of gined them to be images, included within the
Caesar, and built a theatre at Jerusalem, as armour that hung round about them, they
also a very great amphitheatre in the plain. were sorely displeased at them, because it was
Both of them were indeed costly works, but not the custom of their country to pay ho
opposite to the Jewish customs; for we have nours to such images.
had no such shows delivered down to us as 2. Nor was Herod unacquainted with the
fit to be used or exhibited by us, yet did he disturbance they were under; and, as he
celebrate these games every five years, in the thought it unseasonable to use violence with
most solemn and splendid manner. He also them, so he spoke to some of them by way of
made proclamation to the neighbouring coun consolation, and in order to free them from
tries, and called, men together out of every that superstitious fear they were under ; yet
uition. The wrestlers, and the rest of those could not he satisfy them, but they cried out
that strove for tire prizes in such games, were with one accord, out of their great uneasiness
invited out of every land, both by the hopes at the offences they thought he had been guilty
of the rewards there to be bestowed, and by of, that although they should think of bearing
the glory of victory to be there gained. So all the rest, yet would they never bear images
the principal persons that were the most emi of men in their city, meaning the trophies,
nent in these sorts of exercises, were gotten because this was disagreeable to the laws of
together, for there were very great rewards for their country. Now when Herod saw them
victory proposed, not only to those that per in such a disorder, and that they would not
formed their exercises naked, but to those easily change their resolution unless they re
that played the musicians also, and were ceived satisfaction in this point, he called to
called Thi/ttietici ; and he spared no pains to him the most eminent men among them, and
induce all persons, the most famous for such brought them upon the theatre, and showed
exercises, to come to this contest for victory. them the trophies, and asked them, what sort
Hn also proposed no small rewards to those of things they took these trophies to be; and
who ran for the prizes in chariot-races, when when they cried out that they were the images
they were drawn by two, or three, or four of men, he gave order that they should be
pair of horses. He also imitated every thing, stripped of these outward ornaments which
though ever so costly or magnificent, in other were about them, and showed them the naked
nations, out of an ambition that he might pieces of wood ; which pieces of wood, now
give most public demonstration of his gran without any ornament, became matter of great
deur. Inscriptions also of the great actions sport and laughter to them, because they had
of (JiEsar, and trophies of those nations which before always had the ornaments of images
he had conquered in his wars, and ull made themselves in derision.
of the purest gold and silver, encompassed the 3. When therefore Herod had thus got
theatre itself: nor was there any thing that clear of the multitude, and bad dissipated the
could be subservient to his design, whether it vehemency of passion under which they had
were precious garments, or precious stones set been, the greatest part of the people were dis
in order, which was not also exposed to sight posed to change their conduct, and not to be
in these games. He had also made a great displeased at hi 111 any longer; but still some
preparation of wild beasts, and of lions them of them continued in their displeasure against
selves in great abundance, and of such other him, for his introduction of new customs,
beasts as were either of uncommon strength, and esteemed the violation of the laws of their
or of such a sort as were rarely seen. These country as likely to be the origin of very
were prepared either to fight with one ano great mischiefs to them, so that they deemed
ther, or that men who were condemned to it an instance of piety rather to hazard them
death were to fight with them. And truly selves [to be put to death], than to seem as if
foreignera were greatly surprised and delighted they took no notice of Herod, who, upon the
it the vastness of the expenses here exhi change he had made in their government,
bited, and at the great dangers that were here looked on by the sober Jew* as heathenish sports, and
seen; but to natural Jews, this was no better tending
not only to corrupt the manners of the Jewish
than a dissolution of these customs for which nation, and to brine them in love with paganish idolatry
paganish conduct of life, but to the dissolution of
they had so great a veneration.* It appeared and
the law 0! Moses, and accordingly Were greatly and
justly condemned by them, a* appears here and every
• The** er»nd play*, and ihowt, And Thymetici. or where else in Josephu*. Nor is the case of our modern
nimie-inectinr.s,and char.ul-r4rfk.whrt " tui mi* were masquerades, plays, operas, and Ibe like "pomps and
sanities of this wicked world," of any better tr^dencrr
drmwnbybyHerod
two, inthree,
or four pair
horses.
tuted
hi* theatre*,
wereofslul,
ft* weAce.
*ec insti
bere, undel Christianity.
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introduced such customs, and that in a violent
manner, which they had never been used to
before, as indeed in pretence a king, but in
reality one that showed himself an enemy to
their whole nation; on which account ten
men that were citizens [of Jerusalem], con
spired together against him, and sware to one
another to undergo any dangers in the at
tempt, and took daggers with them under
their garments [for the purpose of killing
Herod]. Now there was a certain blind man
among those conspirators who had thus sworn
to one another, on account of the indignation
he had against what be heard to have been
done; he was not indeed able to afford the
rest any assistance in the undertaking, but
was ready to undergo any suffering with them,
if so be they should come to any barm, in
somuch that he became a very great encourager of the rest of the undertakers.
4. When they had taken this resolution,
and that by common consent, tbey went into
the theatre, hoping that, ill the first place,
Herod himself could not escape them, as they
should fall upon him so unexpectedly ; and
supposing, however, that if they missed him,
they should kill a great many of those that
were about him; and this resolution they
took, though they should die for it, in order
to suggest to the king what injuries he bad
done to the multitude. These conspirators,
therefore, standing thus prepared beforehand,
went about their design with great alacrity ;
but there was one of those spies of Herod that
were appointed for such purposes, to fish out
and inform him of any conspiracies that
should be made against him, who found out
the whole affair, and told the king of it, as
he was about to go into the theatre. So when
he reflected on the hatred which he knew the
greatest part of the people bore him, and on
the disturbances that arose upon every occa
sion, he thought this plot against him not to
be improbable. Accordingly, he retired into
his palace, and called those that were accused
of this conspiracy before him by their several
names; and as, upon the guards falling upon
them, they were caught in the very fact, and
knew they could not escape, they prepared
themselves for their ends with all the decency
they could, and so as not at all to recede from
their resolute behaviour, for they showed no
shame for what they were about, nor denied
it; but when they were seized, they showed
their daggers, and professed, that the conspi
racy they had sworn to was a holy and a pious
action; that what they intended to do was
not for gain, or out of any indulgence to their
passions, but principally for those common
customs of their -ountry, which ail the Jews
Were obliged to observe, or to die for them.
This was what these men said, out of their
undaunted courage in this conspiracy.
So
they were led away to execution by the king's
r"»r«ls that stood about them, and patiently
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underwent all the torments inflicted on them
till they died. Nor was it long before that
spy who had discovered them, was seized on
by some of the people, out of the hatred they
bore to him; and was not only slain by them,
but pulled to pieces, limb from limb, and
given to the dogs. This execution was seen
by many of the citizens, yet would not one
of them discover the doers of it, till upon
Herod's making a strict scrutiny after them,
by bitter and severe tortures, certain women
that were tortured confessed what they had
seen done; the authors of which fact were so
terribly punished by the king, that their en
tire families were destroyed for this their lash
attempt; yet did not the obstinacy of the peo
ple, and the undaunted constancy they showed
in the defence of their laws, make Herod
a.iy easier to them, but he still strengthened
himself after a more secure manner, and re
solved to encompass the multitude every way,
lest such innovations should end in an open
rebellion.
5. Since, therefore, he had now the city for
tified by the palace in which he lived, and by
the temple which had a strong fortress by it,
called Autonia. and was rebuilt by himself,
he contrived to make Samaria a fortress for
himself also against all the people, and called
it Sebaste, supposing that this place would be
a stronghold against the country, not inferior
to the former, So he fortified that place,
which was a day's journey distant from Jeru
salem, and which would be useful to him in
common, to keep both the country and the
city in awe. He also built another fortress
for the whole nation: it was of old called
Strato's Tower: but was by him named Ge
nres, moreover, he chose out some select
horsemen, and placed them in the great plain;
and built [for them] a place in Galilee, called
Gaba, with Hesebonitis, in Perea; and these
were the places which he particularly built
while he always was inventing somewhat far
ther for his own security, and encompassing
the whole nation with guards, that they might
by no means get from under his power, nor
full into tumults, which they did continually
upon any small commotion; and that it tbey
did make any commotions, he might know oi
it, while some of his spies might be upon thern
from the neighbourhood, and might both be
able to know what they were attempting, and
to prevent it; and when he went about build
ing the wall of Samaria, he contrived to bring
thither many of those that had been assisting
to him in his wars, and many of the people
in that neighbourhood also, whom he made
fellow-citizens with the rest. This he did, out
of an ambitious desire of building a temple,
and out of a desire to make the city more emi
nent than it had been before, but principally
because he contrived that it might at once be
for his own security, and a monument of his
magnificence.
He also changed its name
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and called it Sebaste. Moreover, he parted survived of all their courage, because the*
the adjoining country, which was excellent in had no way to provide remedies sufficient for
its kind, among the inhabitants of Samaria, the distresses they were in. When therefore
that they might be in a happy condition, upon the fruits of that year were spoiled, and what
their first coming to inhabit. Besides all soever tbey had laid up beforehand was spent,
which, he encompassed the city with a wall there was no foundation.of hope for relief re
of great strength, and made use of the accli maining, but the misery, contrary to what
vity of the place for making its fortifications they expected, still increased upon them; and
stronger, nor was the compass of the place this, not only on that year, while they had
made now so small as it had been before, but nothing for themselves left [at the end of it],
was such as rendered it not inferior to the but what seed they had sown perished also,
most famous cities; for it was twenty furlongs by reason of the ground not yielding its fruits
in circumference. Now within, and about on the secontl year.f This distress they were
tbe middle of it, he built a sacred place, of a in made them also, out of necessity, to eat
furlong and a half [in circuit], and adorned many things that did not use to be eaten:
it with all sorts of decorations, and therein nor was the king himself free from this dis
erected a temple, which was illustrious, on tress any more than other men, as being de
account of both its largeness and beauty ; and prived of that tribute he used to have from
as to the several parts of the city, he adorned the fruits of the ground; and having already
them with decorations of all sorts also; and expended what money he had, in his liberality
as to what'was necessary to provide for his to those whose cities he had built; nor bad
own security, he made the walls very strong he any people that were worthy of his assist
for that purpose, and made it for the greatest ance, since this miserable state of things had
part a citadel; and as to the elegance of the procured him the hatred of his subjects; for it
buildings, it was taken care of also, that he is a constant rule, that misfortunes are still
might leave monuments of the fineness of his laid to the account of those that govern.
2. In these circumstances, he considered
taste, and of his beneficence, to future ages.
with himself how to procure some seasonable
help; but this was a hard thing to be done,
while their neighbours had no food to sell
them; and their money also was gone, had it
CHAPTER IX
been possible to purchase a little food at a
CONCERNING THE FAMINE THAT HAPPENED great price. However, be thought it his best
IN JUDEA AND SYKIA; AND HOW HEROD. way, by all means, not to leave off his endea
AFTER HE HAD MARRIED ANOTHER WIFE, vours to assist his people; so he cut off the
REBUILT CESAREA, AND OTHER GRECIAN rich furniture thai was in bis palace, both of
silver and gold, insomuch that he did not
CITIES.
spare the finest vessels he bad, or those that
§ 1. Now on this very year, which was the were made with the most elaborate skill of
thirteenth year of the reign of Herod, very the artificers, but sent the money to Petronius,
great calamities came upon the country ; whe who had been made prefect of Egypt by
ther they were derived from the anger of God, Cawar; and as not a few had already lied
or whether this misery returns again natu to him under their necessities, and as he was #
rally in certain periods of time;* for, in the particularly a friend to Herod, and desirous
first place, there were perpetual droughts, and to have his subjects preserved, he gave leave
for that reason the ground was barren, and to them, in the first place, to export corn, and
did not bring forth the same quantity of fruits assisted them every way, both in purchasing
that it used to produce; and after this barren and exporting the same; so that he was the
ness of the soil, that change of food which the principal, if not tbe only person, who afforded
want of corn occasioned, produced distempers them what help they bad. And Herod, ta
in the bodies of men, and a pestilential disease king care the people should understand that
prevailed, one misery following upon the
+ This famine for two Tears that affected Judea and
back of another; and these circumstances, Syria,
the thirteenth and lourteenth year* of Herod,
that tbey were destitute both of methods of which are
the twenty-third and twenty-fourth years be.
cure and of food, made the pestilential dis fore the Christian term, seems to have been more terrible
during
this
lime than waa that in tbe days of Jacob, Gen.
temper, which began after a violent manner, x'i xlii. And
what makes the comparison the more re. .
the more lasting. The destruction of men markable la this:—That
now, as well as then, the relief
bad was frum Ettypt also; then from Joseph the go
also, after such a manner, deprived those that tbey
vernor of Egypt, under Pnaruoh king of Egypt t and oow
from IVtronlua the prefect of I- gypt, under Augustus, tho
• Here we have nu,eminent example of the language Roman emperor. See almost the like case. Antiq b, XX.
IL sect. t>. It is also well worth our observation here,
of Joaephua In his unting to Gentiles, different Irom cb.
two years were a Sabbatic Year, and a year of
that w*irn he wrote to Jews; in hia writing tti ahum he that these
for which Providence, during the theocracy, used
atiil derives all suc't jmljmenta from the anger of God; jubilee,
provide a triple crop beforehand; but which Decani*
but because he kne-v many of the Gentiles thought they tonow,
whrn the Jews had forfeited that blessing, tht
night naturally co n- in certain period*, he complies
years of famine to them ever since the days of
with them in the following sentence See tbe note od greatest
A
hah.
I Kings, xvii. xvjii.
IW War (b i. eh xxxiii. m-il 4).
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this help came from himself, did thereby not position of the multitude towards him, that
only remove the ill opinion of those that for they were ready to suppose be bad been
merly bated him, but gave them the greatest from the beginning not such a one as they
demonstration possible of bis good-will to bad found him to be by experience, but
them, and care of them : for, in the first place, such a one as the care be had taken of tbem
as for those who ware able to provide then- in supplying their necessities proved hiin now
own food, he distributed to them their pro to be.
portion of corn in the exactest manner ; but 3. About this time it was that he sent five
for those many that were not able, either by hundred chosen men out of the guards of his
reason of their old age, or any other infirmity, body as auxiliaries to Cesar, whom ./Elius
to provide food for themselves, he made this da] I us* led to the Red Sea, and who were ol
provision for them, that the bakers should great service to him there. When therefore
make their bread ready for them. He also bis affairs were thus improved, and were again
took care that they might not be hurt by the in a flourishing condition, he built himself e
dangers of winter, since they were in great palace in the upper city, raising the rooms to
want of clothing also, by reason of the utter a very great height, and adorning them with
destruction and consumption of their sheep the most costly furniture of gold, and marble
and goats, till they had no wool to make use seats, and beds; and these were so large that
of, nor any thing else to cover themselves tbey could contain very many companies of
withal. And when he had procured these men. These apartments were also of distinct
things for his own subjects, he went farther, magnitudes, and had particular names given
in order to provide necessaries for their neigh them ; for one apartment was called Caesar's,
bours; and gave seed to the Syrians; which another Agrippa's. Ue also fell in love again,
things turned greatly to his own advantage and married another wife, not suffering his
also, this charitable assistance being afforded reason to hinder him from living as he pleased.
most seasonably to their fruitful soil, so that The occasion of this his marriage was as fol
every one had now a plentiful provision of lows:— There was one Simon, a citizen of
food. Upon the whole, when the harvest of Jerusalem, the son of one Boettms, a citizen
the land was approaching, he sent no fewer of Alexandria, and a priest of great note there :
than fifty thousand men, whom he had sus this man had a daughter, who was esteemed
tained, into the country; by which means he the most beautiful woman of this time; and
both repaired the afflicted condition of his own when the people of Jerusalem began to speak
kingdom with great generosity and dibgence, much in her commendation, it happened that
and lightened the afflictions of his neighbours, Herod was much affected with what was said
who were under the same calamities; tor there of her: and when he saw the damsel, he was
was nobody who had been in want, that was smitten with her beauty, yet did be entirely
left destitute of a suitable assistance by him: reject the thoughts of using his authority to
nay, farther, there were neither any people, abuse her; as believing, what was the truth,
nor any cities, nor any private men, who were that by so doing he should be stigmatized for
to make provision for the multitudes; and on violence and tyranny: so he thought it best
that account were in want of support, and to take the damsel to wife. And while Simon
had recourse to him, but received what they was of a dignity too inferior to be allied to
4> stood in need of, insomuch that it appeared, him, but still too considerable to be despised,
upon a computation, that the number of cori he governed his inclinations after the most
of wheat, of ten Attic medimni a-piece, that prudent manner, by augmenting the dignity
were given to foreigners, amounted to ten of the family, and making them more honour
thousand; and the number that was given in able; so he immediately deprivea Jesus the
his own kingdom was fourscore thousand. son of Phabet of the high -priesthood, and
Now it happened that this care of his, and conferred that dignity on Simon, and so
this seasonable benefaction, had such influ joined in affinity with him [by marrying his
ence on the Jews, and was so cried up among daughter].
other nations, as to wipe off that old hatred 4. When this wedding was over, he built
which his violation of some of their customs, another citadel in that place where he had
during his reign, had procured him among conquered the Jews, when he was driven out
all the nation, and that this liberality of his of his government, and Antigonus enjoyed it.
assistance in this their greatest necessity was This citadel is distant from Jerusalem about
full satisfaction for all that he had done of threescore furlongs. It was strong by nature,
that nature, as it also procured him great and fit for such a building. It is a sort of a
tame among foreigners ; and it looked as moderate hill, raised to a farther height by
if these calamities that afflicted his land to a the hand of man, till it was of the shape of a
degree plainly incredible, came in order to • Tbii Ablins Galtufl ?eenis to he no other than that
raise his glory, and to be to his great advan "£lius l-argus, whom l)io speaks of as conducting an
tage: for the greatness of his liberality in expedition
that was about this lime made into Arabia
Ft-rix, according to Petavius. who is here cited by 8panthese distresses, which he now demonstrated hciin.
See
a
ut tbia expedition in I'rideaux,
beyond all expectation, did so change th lis- at the years £1fullandaccount
S4.
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woman's breast. It is encompassed with cir which he made to the Jews for these things
cular towers, and hath a straight ascent up was this: — That all was done, not out of his
to it, which ascent is composed of steps of own inclinations, but by tbe commands and
polished stones, in number two hundred. injunctions of others, in order to please Caesar
Within it are royal and very rich apartments, and the Romans; as though he had not the
of a structure that provided both for security Jewish customs so much in his eye as he had
ind for beauty. About the bottom there are tbe honour of those Romans, while yet he
habitations of such a structure as are well had himself entirely in view all the while, and
worth seeing, both on other accounts, and also indeed was very ambitious to leave great
on account of the water which is brought monuments of his government to posterity;
thither from a great way off, and at vast ex whence it was that he was so zealous in build
penses; for the place itself is destitute of ing such fine cities, and spent such vast sums
water. The plain that is about this citadel of money upon them.
is full of edifices, not inferior to any city in 6. Now upon his observation of a place
largeness, and having the hill above it in the near the sea, which was very proper for con
nature of a castle.
j taining a city, and was before called Strato's
5. And now, when all Herod's designs Tower, he set about getting a plan for a mag
had succeeded according to his hopes, be bad nificent city there, and erected many edifices
not the least suspicion that any troubles could with great diligence all over it, and this of
arise in his kingdom, because he kept his white stone. He also adorned it with most
people obedient, as well by the fear they stood sumptuous palaces, and large edifices for con
in of him, for he was implacable in the inflic taining the people; and what was the great
tion of his punishments, as by the provident est and most laborious work of all, he adorned
care be had shown towards them, utter the it with a haven, that was always free from the
most magnanimous manner, when they' were waves of the sea. Its largeness was not less
under their distresses: but still he took care than the Pyrosum [at Athens] ; and had to
to have external security for his government, wards the city a double station for the ships.
as a fortress against his subjects; for the ora It was of excellent workmanship; and this
tions he made to the cities were very fine, and was the more remarkable for its being built
full of kindness; and he cultivated a season in a place that of itself was not suitable to
able good understanding with their govern such noble structures, but was to be brought
ors, and bestowed presents on every one of to perfection by materials from other places,
them, inducing them thereby to be more and at very great expenses. This city is situ
friendly to him, and using his magnificent ate in Phoenicia, in tbe passage by sea to
disposition so as his kingdom might be the Egypt, between Joppa and Dora, which are
better secured to him, and this till all his lesser maritime cities, and not fit for havens,
affairs were every way more and more aug on account of tbe impetuous south winds that
mented. But then, this magnificent temper beat upon them, which, rolling the sands that
of his, and that submissive behaviour and come from the sea against the shores, do not
liberality which he exercised towards Ctesar, admit of ships lying in their station ; but the
and the most powerful men of Rome, obliged merchants are generally there forced to ride
him to transgress the customs of his nation, at their anchors in the sea itself. So Herod
and to set aside many of their laws, by build endeavoured to rectify this inconvenience,
ing cities after an extravagant manner, and and laid out such a compass towards the land
erecting temples, —not in Judea indeed, for as might be sufficient for a haven, wherein the
that woujd not have been borne, it being for great ships might lie in safety ; and this he
bidden for us to pay any honour to images, effected by letting down vast stones of above
or representations of animals, after the man fifty feet in length, not less than eighteen in
ner of the Greeks ; but still he did this in breadth, and nine in depth, into twenty fa
the country [properly] out of our bounds, thoms deep; and as some were lesser, so
and in tbe cities thereof.* The apology were others bigger, than those dimensions.
This mole which he built by the sea-side was
* One mar here tale notice, that how tyrannical and two hundred feet wide, the half of which was
extravagant soever Herod were in himself, and in hit opposed
to the current of the waves, so as to
Grecian cities, aa to tboae play*, and shows, and temples
fur idolatry, mentioned above (cb. viii. sect. I), and here
alsu, jet durst even be introdoce Try few of them into like folly too much reigns in alt other places. Could
the aties of the Jews, who. as Josephus here notes.
thirty men he persuaded to live at home In peace,
Would ii..t even then have borne them, so zealous were about
without enterprising upon tbe rights of each other, for
they still for many of tbe laws of Moses, even under so tbe vain glory of conquest, and the enlargement of
tyrannical a government as this was of Herod the Oreati power, tbe whole world might be at quiet; but their
which tyrannical government puts me naturally In mind ambition, their tollies, and their humour, leading them
of Dean Prideaux's honest reflection noon tbe like am constantly to encroach upon and quarrel with each
other, they involve all that are under them in the mis
bition—wafter
tyrannical
Pompey could
and CssOnesncb
of these
(says he,power
at tbein yeartju).
not chiefs thereof, and many thousands are they which
hear ao equal, nor the other a superior; and through yearly perish by it: ao that it may almost raise a
this ambitious humour and thirst after more power in I doubt, whether the benefit which the world receives
thane two men, tbe whole Roman Kmpire berns: divided from government be sufficient to make amends for tbe
into two opposite factions, there was produced hereby calamities which it sutlers from the follies aud masthe toast destructive war that ever uluicied it; an*' the administrations of those tu-t manage it-"
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keep off those waves which were to break
upon them, and so was called Procymatia, or
CHAPTER X.
the first breaker of the waves; but the other
half had upon it a wall, with several towers,
the largest of which was named Drusus, and HOW HEROD SENT HIS SONS TO ROME; HOW
was a work of very great excellence, and had ALSO HE WAS ACCUSED 1Y ZENODOBUS AND
THE OADARENS, BUT WAS CLEARED Or
its name from Drusus, the son-in-law of Cae
sar, who died young. There were also a WHAT TH^Y ACCUSED HIM OF, AND WITHAL
great number of arches, where the mariners GAINED TO HIMSELF THE OOOD-W1I L OF
dwelt: there was also before them a quay CiSSAR. CONCERNING THE PHARISEES,
THE ESSEN'S, AND MANAHEM.
[asr landing-place], which ran round the en
tire haven, and was a most agreeable walk to
such as bad a mind to that exercise ; but the § 1. When Herod was engaged in such mat
entrance or mouth of the port was made on ters, and when be had already re-cditied Sethe north quarter, on which side was the still baste [Samaria], he resolved to send his sons
est of the winds of all in this place: and the Alexander and Aristobulus to Rome, to en
basis of the whole circuit on the left hand, as joy the company of Cassar; who, when they
you enter the port, supported a round turret, came thither, lodged at the house of Pollio,f
which was made' very strong, in order to re who was very fond of Herod's friendship:
sist the greatest waves; while, on the right and they had leave to lodge in Caesar's own
hand, as you enter, stood two vast stones, and palace, for he received these sons of Herotl
those each of them larger than the turret, with all humanity, and gave Herod leave to
which was over-against them: these stood give his kingdom to which of his sons he
upright, and were joined together. Now there pleased ; and, besides all this, he bestowed on
were edifices all along the circular haven, him Trachon, and Batanea, and Auranitis,
made of the most polished stone, with a certain which he gave him on the occasion following:
elevation, whereon was erected a temple, that —One Zenodorus { had hired what was called
was seen a great way off by those that were the house of Lysanias, who, as he was not
sailing for that haven, and had in it two satisfied with its revenues, became a partner
statues, the one of Rome, the other of Cassur. withtherobbersthatinhabitedtheTrachonites,
The city itself was called Cesarea, which was and so procured him a larger income; for the
also itself built of fine materials,^ind was of inhabitants of those places lived in a mad way,
a fine structure; nay, the very subterranean and pillaged the country of the Damascenes,
vaults and cellars had no less of architecture while Zenodorus did not restrain them, but
bestowed on them than had the buildings partook of the prey they acquired. Now,
above ground. Some of these vtfults carried as the neighbouring people were hereby great
things at even distances to the haven and to sufferers, they complained to Varro, who was
the sea; but one of them ran obliquely, and then president [of Syria], and entreated him
bound all the rest together, that both the rain to write to Caesar about this injustice of Ze
and the filth of the citizens were together car nodorus. When these matters were laid be
ried off with ease, and the sea itself, upon the fore Ca?sar, he wrote back to Varro to destroy
flux of the tide from without, came into the those nests of robbers, and to give the land
city, and washed it all clean. Herod also to Herod, that by his care the neighbouring
built therein a theatre of stone ; and on the countries might be no longer disturbed with
south quarter, behind the port, an amphi these doings of the Trachonites, for it was not
theatre also, capable of holding a vast num an easy thing to restrain them, sincethis way
ber of men, and conveniently situated for a of robbery had been their usual practice, and
prospect of the sea. So this city was thus they had no other way to get their living, liefinished in twelve years;* during which time cause they had neither any city of thair own,
the king did not fail to go on both with the nor lands in their possession, but only some
work, and to pay the charges that were ne receptacles and dens in the earth, and there
cessary.
they and their cattle lived in common toge
ther: however, they had made contrivances to
« Cesarea being here said to be rebuilt and adorned in get
pools of water, and laid up corn in gra
twelve year*, and aoon afterwards in ten years (Antiq
b. art eb. v. sect. 1), there must be a mistake in one of naries for themselves, and were able to make
the places as to tbo true number) bu'» io which of tbem, great resistance, by issuing out on the sudden
h is bard positively to determine.
against any that attacked them ; for the en
+ This Pollio, with whom Herod's sons lived at Rome
was not Pullio the Pharisee, already mentioned by Josephus (eh. i sect. I), and again presently after this (ch. x.
sect. 4). but Asinius Pollio, tbe Roman, as Spanbeim
here observes.
t The character of this Zenodorus is so like that of a
famous robber of tlie same name io Strata, and that
about this very country, and shout this very lime also,
that I think Dr. Hudson hardly needed to have put ■
ptrhapa to bis determination that tliey were (he same.
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trances of their cares were narrow, in which that was heavy in his injunctions, and tyran
but one could come in at a time, and the nical. These reprbaches they mainly ven
places within incredibly large, and made very tured upon by the encouragement of Zenodo
wide; but the ground over their habitations ■ leave
rus, who
tooktillhis heoath
he would
Herod
hadthat
procured
that never
they
was not very high, but rather on a plain, while
the rocks are altogether hard and difficult to should be severed from Herod's kingdom,
be entered upon, unless any one gets into the and joined to Caesar's province. The Gadaplain road by the guidance of another, for rens were induced hereby, and made no small
these roads are not straight, butliave several cry against him; and that the more boldly,
revolutions. But when these men are hin because those that had been delivered up by
dered from their wicked preying upon their Agrippa were not punished by Herod, who
neighbours, their custom is to prey one upon let them go, and did them no harm; for in
another, insomuch that no sort ur injustice deed he was the principal man in the world
comes amiss to them. But when Herod had who appeared almost inexorable in punishing
received this grant from Caesar, and was come crimes in bis own family; but very generous
into this country, he procured skilful guides, in remitting the offences that were committed
and put a stop to their wicked robberies, and elsewhere. And while they accused Herod
procured peace and quietness to the neigh of injuries and plunderinge, and subversion
of temples, he stood unconcerned, and was
bouring people.
2. Hereupon Zenodorus was grieved, in the ready to make his defence. However, Ciesar
first place, because his principality was taken gave him his right hand, and remitted no
away from him, and still more so, because he thing of his kindness to him, upon this dis
envied Herod, who had gotten it; so he went turbance by the multitude; and indeed these
up to Rome to accuse him, but returned back things were alleged the first day, but the hear
again without success. Now Agrippa was ing proceeded no farther; for as the Gada[about this time] sent to succeed Caesar in rens saw the inclination of Caesar and of his
the government of the countries beyond the assessors, and expected, as they had reason to
Ionian Sea, upon whom Herod lighted when do, that they should be delivered up to the
he was wintering about Mitylene, for he had king, some of them, out of a dread of the tor*
been his particular friend and companion, and ments they might undergo, cut their own
then returned into Judea again. However, throats in the night-time, and some of them
some of the Gadarens came to Agrippa, and threw themselves down precipices, and others
accused Herod, whom he sent back bound to pf them cast themselves into the river, and de
the king, without giving them the hearing: stroyed themselves of their own accord ; which
but still the Arabians, who of old bare ill-will accidents seemed a sufficient condemnation
to Herod's government, were nettled, and at of the rashness and crimes they bad been
that time attempted to raise a sedition in bis guilty of; whereupon Ctesar made no longer
dominions, and, as they thought, upon a more delay, but cleared Herod from the crimes he
justifiable occasion; for Zenodorus, despairing was accused of. Another happy accident
already of success as to his own affairs, pre there was, which was a farther great advan
vented [his enemies], by selling to those Ara tage to Herod at this time; for Zenodorus's
bians a part of his principality, called Aura- belly burst, and a great quantity of blood is
nitis, for the value of fifty talents; but as sued from him in his sickness, and he there
this was included in the donations of Ctesar, by departed this life at Antioch in Syria; so
they contested the point with Herod, as un Caesar bestowed his country, which was no
justly deprived of what they had bought. small one, upon Herod; it lay between
Sometimes they did this by making incursions Trachon and Galilee, and contained Ulatha,
upon him, and sometimes by attempting force and Paneas, and the country round about.
against him, and sometimes by going to law He also made him one of the procurators of
with bim. Moreover, they persuaded the Syria, and commanded that they should do
poorer soldiers to help them, and were trouble every thing with his approbation; and, in
some to him, out of a constant hope that they short, he arrived at that pitch of felicity, that
should reduce the people to raise a sedition; whereas there were but two men that governed
in which designs those that are in the most the vast Roman empire, first Caesar and then
miserable circumstances of life are still the Agrippa, who was his principal favourite,
most earnest; and although Herod had been Caesar preferred no one to Herod besides
a great while apprized of these attempts, yet Agrippa; and Agrippa made no one his
did not he indulge any severity to them, but greater friend than Herod beside Ciesar; and
by rational methods aimed to mitigate things, when he had acquired such freedom, he beg
as not willing to give any handle for tu ged of Caesar a tetrarchy* for his brother
mults.
3. Now when Herod had already reigned • A tetrarthy properly and originally iaootcd the
part of an entire kingdom or country, and a tsseventeen years, Caesar came into Syria; at fourth
one that waa ruler ofsuch a fourth part, which
which time the greatest part of the inhabitants trarch
always implies somewhat Iras exteot of dominion and
«f Gadara clamoured against Herod, as one power than belong to a kingdom *nd to a king.
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Pheroras, while he did himself bestow upon meas, and the greatest part of their scholars,
him a revenue of a hundred talents out of his to take tbe oath ; but these would neither sub
own kingdom, that, in case he came to any mit so to do, nor were they punished together
harm himself, his brother might be in safety, with the rest, out of tbe reverence he bore to
and that his sons might not have dominion Pollio. The Essens also, as we call a sect
over him. So when he had conducted Ciesar of ours, were excused from this imposition.
to the sea, and was returned home, be built These men live the same kind of life as do
him a most beautiful temple, of tbe whitest those whom the Greeks call Pythagoreans;
stone in Zenodorus's country, near the place concerning whom I shall discourse more lully
calked Panium. This is a very fine cave in a elsewhere. However, it is but fit to set down
mountain, under which there is a great cavity here the reasons wherefore Herod had these
in the earth, and the cavern is abrupt, and Essens in such honour, and thought higher of
prodigiously deep, and full of a still water; them than their mortal nature required : nor
over it bangs a vast mountain; and under the will this account be unsuitable to tbe nature
caverns arise tbe springs of tbe river Jordan. of this history, as it will show the opinion men
Herod adorned this place, which was already had of these Essens.
a very remarkable one, still farther by the 5. Now there was one of these Essens,
erection of this temple, which be dedicated whose name was Manahem, who had this tes
to Cesar.
timony, that he not only conducted his life
4. At which time Herod released to his after an excellent manner, but had the fore
subjects the third part of their taxes, under knowledge of future events given him by
pretence indeed of relieving them, after the God also. This man once saw Herod when
dearth they had bad; but the main reason was, be was a child, and going to school, and sa
to recover their good -will, which he now luted him as king of the Jews; but he, think
wanted; for tbey were uneasy at him, because ing that either be did not know him, or
of the innovations he bad introduced in their that be was in jest, put him in mind that he
practices, of the dissolution of their religion, was but a private man ; but Munuhem smiled
and of the disuse of their own customs; and to himself, and clapped him on his backside
the people everywhere talked against him, with bis hand, and said, " However that be,
like those that were still more provoked and thou wilt be king, and wilt begin thy reign
disturbed at his procedure; against which happily, for God finds thee worthy of it; and
discontents he greatly guarded himself, and do thou remember the blows that Manahem
took away the opportunities they might have, hath given thee, as being a signal of t-be
to disturb him, and enjoined them to be always change of thy fortune; and truly this will be
at work ; nor did he permit the citizens either tbe best reasoning for thee, that thou love
to meet together, or to walk, or eat together, justice [towards men], and piety towards God,
but watched every thing they did, and when and clemency towards thy citizens; yet do 1
any were caught, they were severely punished ; know how thy whole conduct will be, that
and many there were who were brought to thou wilt not be such a one, for thsu wilt ex
the citadel Hyrcania, both openly and secretly, cel all men in happiness, and obtain an ever
and were there put to death ; and there were lasting reputation, but wilt forget piety and
spies set everywhere, both in the city and in righteousness; and these crimes will not be
the roads, who watched those that met toge concealed from God at the conclusion of thy
ther; nay, it is reported that he did not him life, when thou wilt find that he will be mindful
self neglect this part of caution, but that be of them, and punish thee for them." Now
would oftentimes himself take the habit of a at that time Herod did not at all attend to
private man, and mix among the multitude, what Manahem said, as having no hopes of
in the night-time, and make trial what opinion such advancement; but a little afterward,
they bad of his government ; and as for those when he was so fortunate as to be advanced
that could no way be reduced to acquiesce to the dignity of king, and was in the height
under his scheme ofgovernment, he persecuted of his dominion, be sent for Manahem, and
them all manner of ways; but for the rest of asked him bow long be should reign. Ma
the multitude, be required that they should be nahem did not tell him the lull length of his
obliged to take an oatb of fidelity to him, and reign ; wherefore, upon that silence of his,
at the same time compelled them to swear he asked him farther, whether he should reign
that they would bear him good-will, and con ten years or not? He replied, " Yes, twenty,
tinue certainly so to do, in his management nay, thirty years;" but did not assign the
of the government ; and indeed a great part just determinate limit of his reign. Herod
of tham, either to please him or out of fear was satisfied with these replies, and gave Ma
of him, yielded to what he required of them ; nahem his hand, and dismissed him ; and
but for such' as were of a more open and ge from that time be continued to honour all the
nerous disposition, and had indignation at tbe Essens. We have thought it proper to re
force he used to thein, he by one means or late these lacts to our readers, how strange
other made way with them. He endeavoured soever they be, and to declare what hath
also to persuade Pollio the Pharisee, and Sa- happened among us. beams* many of these
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Essens have, by their excellent virtue, been
thought worthy of this knowledge of divine
revelations.

OF THE JEWS.
this temple to God Almighty, yet does it
want sixty cubits of its lurgewess in altitude;
for so much did that first temple which Solo
mon built exceed this temple: nor let any
one condemn our fathers for their negligence
CHAPTER XI.
or want of piety herein, for it was not tneu
fault that the tempi*, was no higher; for they
HOW HEROD REBUILT THE TEMPLE, AND were Cyrus, and Darius the son of HvstasRAISED IT HIGHER, AND MADE IT MORE pes, who determined the measures for its re
MAQNIH.CENT THAN IT WAS BEFORE; AND building; and it bath been by reason of the
ALSO CONCERNINO THAT TOWER WHICH HE subjection of those fathers of ours to them
CALLED ANTONIA.
and to their posterity, and after them to the
Macedonians, that they had not the opportu
§ 1. And now Herod, in the eighteenth year nity to follow the original model of this pious
of his reign, and after the acts already men edifice, nor could raise it to its ancient alti
tioned, undertook a very great work, that tude; but since I am now, by God's will,
is, to build of himself the temple of God,* your governor, and I have bad peace a long
and make it larger in compass, and to raise it time, and have gained great riches and large
to a most magnificent altitude, as esteeming revenues, and, what is the principal thing of
it to be the roost glorious of all his actions, as all, I am at amity with and well regarded by
it really was, to bring it to perfection, and tbe Romans, who, if I may bo say, are the
that this would be sufficient for an everlast rulers of the whole world, I will do my endea
ing meraoriul of him; but as he knew the vour to correct that imperfection, which hath
multitude were not ready nor willing to as arisen from the necessity of our affairs, and
sist him in so vast a design, he thought to the slavery we have been under formerly, and
prepare them first by making a speech to to make a thankful return, after the most
them, and then set about the work itself; so pious manner, to God, for what blessings I
he called them together, and spake thus to have received from him, by giving me this
them: —"I think I need not speak to you, kingdom, and that by rendering his temple u>
my countrymen, about such other works as I complete as I am able."
have done since 1 came to the kingdom, al
2. And this was the speech which Herod
though I may say they have been performed made to them: but still this speech affrighted
in such a manner as to bring more security many of the people, as being unexpected by
to you than glory to myself; for I have nei them, and because it seemed incredible, it did
ther been negligent in the most difficult not encourage them, but put a damp upon
times about what tended to ease your ne them, for they were afraid that he would pull
cessities, nor have the buildings I have made down the whole edifice, and not be able to
been so proper to preserve me as yourselves bring his intentions to perfection for its re
from injuries; and I imagine that, with God's building; and this danger appeared to them
assistance, I have advanced the nation of to be very great, and the vastness of the
the Jews to a degree of happiness which undertaking to be such as could hardly be ac
they never bad before; and for the particu complished. But while they were in this dis
lar edifices belonging to your own country, position, the king encouraged them, and told
and to your own cities, as also to those cities them he would not pull down their temple till
that we have lately acquired, which we have
things were gotten ready for building it up
erected and greatly adorned, and thereby aug entirely again. And as he promised them
mented the dignity of your nation, it seems this beforehand, so he did not break bis word
to me a needless task to enumerate them to with them, but got ready a thousand waggon*,
you, since you well know them yourselves; that were to bring stones for the building,
but as to that undertaking which 1 have a and chose out ten thousand of the most skil
mind to set about at present, and which will ful workmen, and bought a thousand sacer
be a work of the greatest piety and excellence dotal garments for as many of the priests, und
that can possibly be undertaken by us, I will had some of them taught the arts »f stone
now declare it to you. Our fathers, indeed, cutters, and others of carpenters, and then
when they were returned from Babylon, built began to build; but this not till every thing
« We may here observe, that the fancy of the modern was well prepared for the work.
' <t. in calling ihii temple, which wasi really the third 3. So Herod took away the old foundations,
of their
temples, the secuud
seeo'ud temple, full*
followed so long by and laid others, and erected the temple upon
heir templet,
laterr Christians, seems to he
be without any isolid foundation. them, being in length a hundred cubits, and
The reason why the Christians here follow the Jews is. in
height twenty additional cubits, which
because of the prophecy of Haemal (ii.fi. 9), which they
expound of the Messiah's coming'to the second or Zoro- [twenty], upon the sinking of their founda
babel's
temple,
of
which
they
suppose
this
of
Herod
to
be
tions,!
fell down: and this part it was that
only a continuation, which is meant. I think, of bis enmine to tbe fourth and last temple, or to that future, lar- + Some of onr modern students in architecture havn
rest, and most glorious one.deecribr-d by Ezekirli whence made a strange blunder here, when they Imagine that
I take ibe former notion, bow general sorter, to be a great Josephus affirms too entire foundation of tbe temple)
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we resolved to raise again in the days of future times. When this work [for the foun
Nero. Mow the temple was- built of stones dation] was done in this manner, and joined
that were white and strong, and eacn of their together as part of the bill itself to the very
length was twenty -live cubits, their height top of it, he wrought it all into one outward
was eight, and their breadth about twelve ; surface, and filled up the hollow places which
and the whole structure, as also the structure were about tbe wall, and made it a level on
of the royal cloister, was on each side much the external upper surface, and a smooth level
lower, but the middle was much higher, till also. This hill was walled all round, and in
they were visible to those that dwelt in the compass four furlong9, [the distance of] each
country for a great many furlongs, but chietly augle containing in length a furlong: but
to such as lived over-against 'them, and those within this wall, and on the very top of all,
that approached to them. The temple had there ran another wall of stone also, having, on
doors also at the entrance, and lintels over the east quarter, a double cloister, of the same
them, of the same height with the temple it length with the wall; in the midst of which
self. They were adorned with embroidered was the temple itself. This cloister looked
veils, with their flowers of purple, and pil to the gates of the temple; and it had been
lars interwoven: and over these, but under adorned by many kings in former times; and
the crown-work, was spread out a golden vine, round about the entire temple were fixed the
with its branches hanging down from a great spoils taken from barbarous nations; all these
height, the largeness and line workmanship had been dedicated to the temple by Herod,
of which was a surprising sight to the spec with tbe addition of these he had taken from
tators, to see what vast materials there were, the Arabians.
and with what great skill the workmanship 4. Now on tbe north side [of the temple]
was done. Ue also encompassed the entire was built a citadel, whose walls were square,
temple with very large cloisters, contriving and strong, and of extraordinary firmness.
them to be in a due proportion thereto ; and This citadel was built by the kings of tbe
he laid out larger sums of money upon them Asamonean race, who were also high -priests
than had been done before him, till it seemed before Herod, and they called it the Tower, in
that no one else had so greatly adorned the which were repoeiled tbe vestments of the
temple as he hod done. There was a large high-priest, which the high-priest only put on
wall to both the cloisters; which wall was at the time when he was to offer sacrifice.
itself the most prodigious work that was ever These vestments king Herod kept in that
heard of by man. The hill was a rocky place; and after his death they were under the
ascent, that declined by degrees towards the power of the Romans, until the time of Ti
east parts of the city, till it came to an ele berius Csesar; under whose reign Vitelline, the
vated level. This hill it was which Solomon, president of Syria, when he once came to Je
who was the first of our kings, by divine reve rusalem, and had been most magnificently re
lation, encompassed with a wall; it was of ex ceived by the multitude, he had a mind to
cellent workmanship upwards, and round the nuke them some requital for tbe kindness
top of it. He also built a wall below, begin they had shown him; so, upon their petition
ning at the bottom, which was encompassed to have those holy vestments in their own
by a deep valley; and at the south side he power, he wrote about them to Tiberius Cjblaid rocks together, and bound them one to sur, who granted his request: and this their
another with lead, and included some of the power over the sacerdotal vestments continued
inner parts, till it proceeded to a great height, with the Jews till the death of king Agrippa;
and till both the largeness of the square edi but after that, Cassius Longinus, who was
fice and its altitude were immense, and till president of Syria, and Cuspius Fadi's, who
the vastness of the stones in the front were was procurator of Judea, enjoined the Jews
plainly visible on the outside, yet so that the to reposit those vestments in the tower of Aninward parts were fastened together with iron, tonia, for that they ought to have them in their
snd preserved the joints immoveable for all power, as they formerly had. However, the
Jews sent ambassadors to Claudius Cesar, to
or holy house lank down into the rocky mountain on intercede with him for them; upon whose
wliinh it stood, no less than twenty cubits, whereas he coming, king Agrippa, junior, being then at
.b iiit-ar that they were the foundations of the additional
twemy cubits only above the hundred (made perhaps Rome, asked for and obtained the power over
.vriil. on purpose, and only for show and grandeur), that
from the emperor; who gave command
sunk or fell down, as Dr. Hudson rightly understands them
li in : Dor is tbe thing itself possible in the other sense. to Vitellius, who was then commander in Syria,
Atgrippa's preparation for building tbe inner parts of the to give them it accoidingly. Before that time
U-mple twenty cubits higher (History of the War, b. v.
ch. L sect. 6), must in all probability refer to this mat they were kept under the seal of the highter, since Josephus says here, that Ibis which bad fallen priest, and of the treasurers, of the temple;
down was designed to be raised up again under Sero. which treasurers the day before a festival,
* under whom Agrippa made that preparation- But what went
up to the Roman captain of the templej osephus says presently, that Solomon was the first King
of the Jews, appears by the parallel place, Auliq. b. xx guards, and viewed their own seal, and
cb. i*. sect. 7, and other places, to be meant ouly Uir. received the vestments; and again when the
r>sl of David's posterity, and tbe first builder of tiir
festival was over, luey biuugiil it to the earns
temp|e.
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place, and showed the captain of the temple- higher than the rest, and the wall of the front
guards their seal, which corresponded with his was adorned with beams, resting upon pillars,
seal, and reposited them there. And that that were interwoven into it, and that front
these things were so, the afflictions that hap was all of polished stone insomuch that it*
pened to us afterward [about them] are suffi fineness, to such as had not seen it, was in
cient evidence: but for the tower itself, when credible, and to such as bad seen it, was
Herod the king of the Jews had fortified it greatly amazing. Thus was the first enclo
more firmly than before, in order to secure and sure. In the midst of which, and not far
guard the temple, he gratified Antonius, who from it, was the second, to be gone up to by
was his friend, and the Roman ruler, and then a few steps: this was encompassed by a stone
gave it the name of the Tower of Antonia. wall for a partition, with an inscription, which
5. Now, in the western quarter of the en forbade any foreigner to go in, under pain of
closures of the temple there were four gates; death. Now this inner enclosure had on its
the first led to the king's palace, and went to southern and northern quarters three gates
a passage over the intermediate valley; two [equally] distant from one another; but on
more led to the suburbs of the city; and the the east quarter, towards the sun-rising, there
last led to the other city, where the road de was one large gate through which such as
scended down into the valley by a great num were pure came in, together with their wives;
ber of steps, and thence up again by the as- but the temple farther inward in that gate
sceut; for the city lay over-again6t the temple was not allowed to the women; but still more
iu the manner of a theatre, and was encom inward was there a third [court of the] tem
passed with a deep valley along the entire ple, whereinto it was not lawful for any but
south quarter; but the fourth front of the the priests alone to enter. The temple itself
temple, which was southward, bad indeed it was within this; and before that temple was
self gates in its middle, as also it had the the altar, upon which we offer our sacrifices
royal cloisters, with three walks, which reached and burnt-offerings to God. Into none of
in length from the east valley unto that on these three did king Herod en',er,* for he was
the west, for it was impossible it should forbidden, because he was not a priest. How
reach any farther: and this cloister deserves ever, he took care of the cloisters and the outer
to be mentioned better than any other under enclosures; and these be built in eight years.
the sun; for while the valley was very deep, 6. But the temple itself was built by the
and its bottom could not be Been, if you priests in a year and six months,—upon which
looked from above into the depth, this farther all the people were full of joys and presently
vastly high elevation of the cloister stood they returned thanks, in the first place, to
upon that height, insomuch that if any one God; and in the next place, for the alacrity
looked down from the top of the battlements, the king had shown. They feasted and cele
ot down both those altitudes, he would be brated this rebuilding of the temple : and for
gidi'y, while his sight could not reach to such the king, he sacrificed three hundred oxen to
an immense depth. This cloister bad pillars God; as did the rest, every one according to
that stood in four rows one over-against the his ability: the number of which sacrifices is
•ther all along, for the fourth row was inter not possible to set down; for it cannot be
woven into the wall, which [also was built of that we should truly relate it; for at the same
stone]; and the thickness of each pillar was time with this celebration for the work about
such, that three men might, with their arms the temple, fell also the day of the king's
extended, fathom it round, and join their inauguration, which he kept of an old custom
hands again, while its length was twenty- as a festival, and it now coincided with the
seven feet, with a double spiral at its basis; other; which coincidence of them both made
and the number of all the pillars [in that the festival most illustrious.
court] waa an hundred and sixty-two. Their 7. There was also an occult passage built
chapiters were made with sculptures after the for the king: it led from Antonia to the in
Corinthian order, and caused an amazement ner temple, at its eastern gate ; over which he
[to the spectators], by reason of the grandeur also erected for himself a tower, that he might
of the whole. These four rows of pillars in have the opportunity of a subterraneous as
cluded three intervals for walking in the mid- cent to the temple, in order to guard against
■ die of this cloister; two of which walks were any sedition which might be made by the peo
made parallel to each other, and were con ple against their kings. It is also reported,!
trived after the same manner; the breadth of
■ i ii it. none of these three did tin z Herod eater." t. e.
each of them was thirty feet, the length was 1. Not
into the court ot the priests; i .Nor into the holy
a furlong, and the height fifty feet : but the house itself;
3. Nor into the separate place belonging to
breadth of the middle part of the cloister was the altar, as the words following imply; for none but
priests,
or
their
attendants the Levites, miijbt come into
one and a half of the other, and the height any of them. See
b. xvi cb. iv. tent. 6, wbea
was double, for it was much higher than those Herod goes into the Antiq.
temple, and males a speech in it to
on each side; but the roo were adorned The people; but that could only be into the court if lswhither the people could come to hear him.
with deep sculptures in wood, representing r.i'+I. This
tradition which Joseplius here mentions, as
rnn iy so ts of figures: the middle was much delivered down from fMhrrs to their children, of Una
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time that the temple was
to us i nor is it incredible, it
:, it did not rein in the day-time, but
egard to the manifestations of God.
•bowers fell in the nigbts, to tbmt the
was performed toe work of the
And this our
of the I

BOOK XVI.
COHTAIN1NO TBI IMTIRTAL Of TWILTI TSARS.
FROM THE FINISHING OF THE TEMPLE BY HEROD TO THE DEATH
OF ALEXANDER AND ARISTOBULUS.

CHAPTER L
A LAW OT HEROD'S ABOUT THIEVES. SALOME
AND PHEBOBAS CALUMNIATE ALEXANDEB
AND ABI8TOBULUS, UPON THEIB BETUBN
FBOM BOME, FOR WHOM HEBOD YET PROVIDES WIVES.
§ 1. As king Herod was very zealous in the
administration -of bis entire government, and
desirous to put a stop to particular acts of in
justice which were done by criminals about
the city and country, he made a law, no way
like our original laws, and which he enacted
of himself, to expose housebreakers to be
ejected out of his kingdom ; which punish
ment was not only grievous to be borne by
the offenders, but contained in it a dissolu
tion of the customs of our forefathers; for
this slavery to foreigners, and such as did not
live after the manner of Jews, and this neces
sity that they were under to do whatsoever
such men should command, was an offence
against our religious settlement, rather than a
punishment to such as were found to have
offended, such a punishment being avoided in
our original laws; for those laws ordain, that
the thief shall restore fourfold; and thut if he
have not so much, he shall be sold indeed,
but not to foreigners, nor so that he be under
perpetual slavery, for be must have been
released after six years. But this law, thus
particular remarkable circumstance relating to tbe build
ing of Herud*i temple, is a demonstration tbal such in
building was a known thing in Judea at Ibii time. He
was burn but forty-six years after it is related to have
been outshed. and might himself baee seen and »pu..en
with some of the builders themselves, aod with a greut
number ol those who had seen its building. The duuhl
therefore about the truth of this history uf the pulling
down and rebuilding tbls temple by lierud. which some
weak people bn*e indulged, was not then ibiicu greater
tbmu it soon may be, whether or nut M l*uul's church in
London was burnt down in the Bre of 1 ondun, • u 1600,
*c] rebuilt bj sir Cbnstopuer Wieu u little afterward.

enacted in order to introduce a severe and ille
gal punishment, seemed to be a piece of inso
lence in Herod, when be did not act as a king
but as a tyrant, and thus contemptuously,
and without any regard to his subjects, did be
venture to introuuee such a punishment.
Now this penalty thus brought into practice,
was like Herod's other actions, and became a
part of bis accusation, and an occasion of the
hatred he lay under.
2. Now at this time it was that he sailed to
Italy, as very desirous to meet with Csesar,
and to see bis sons who lived at Home :
and Caesar was not only very obliging to biut
in other respects, but delivered him his sous
again, that he might take them home with
bim, as having already completed themselves
in the sciences; but as soon as the young men
were come from Italy; the multitude were
very desirous to see them, and tbey became
conspicuous among them all, as adorned with
great blessings of fortune, and having the
countenances of persons of royal dignity.
So they soon appeared to be the objects of
envy to Salome, the king's sister, and to such
as had raised calumnies against Mariumne;
for they were suspicious, that when these
came to the government, tbey should be pun
ished 1 jr the wickedness tbey had been guilty
of against their mother ; so tbey made this
very fear of theirs a motive to raise calumnies
against them also. Tbey gave it out that .
they were not pleased with their father's
company, because he bad put tbeir mother to
death, as if it were not agreeable to piety to
appear to converse with tbeir mother's mur
derer. Now, by carrying these stories, that
bad indeed a true tountiation [in tbe fact],
but were only built on probabibties as to the
present accusation, they were able to do then)
mischief, and to make Herod take away that
kindness from bis sons wbiab he bad lietof*)
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borne to them, for tney did not say these So wben he had sailed by Rhodes and by
thuurt to bim openly, but scattered abroad Cos, he touched at Lesbos, as thinking he
■ucn words among the rest of the multitude; should have overtaken Agrippa there; but he
boo which words, when carried to Herod, he was taken short here by a north wind, which
was induced [at last] to hate them, and which hindered his ship from going to the shore;
natural affection itself, even in length of time, so . be continued many days at Chius, and
was not able to overcome; yet was the king there be kindly treated a great many that
at that time in a condition to prefer the natu came to him, and obliged them by giving
ral afFection of a father before all the suspi them royal gifts. And when be saw that the
cions and calumnies his sons lay under: portico of the city was fallen down, which as
bo he respected them as he ought to do, and it was overthrown iu the Mithridatic war, and
married them to wives, now they were of an was a very large and fine building, so was it
age suitable thereto. To Aristobulus he gave not so easy to rebuild that as it was the rest,
for a wife Bernice, Salome's daughter; and yet did he furnish a sum not only large enough
to Alexander, Glaphyra, the daughter of Ar- for that purpose, but what was more than
sufficient to finish the building; and ordered
chelaus, king of Cappadocia.
them not to overlook that portico, but to re
build it quickly, that so the city might recover
its proper ornaments. And when the high
winds were laid, he sailed to Mitylene, and
CHAPTER II.
thence to Byzantium; and when he heard
DOW HFBOn TWICE SAILED TO AGRIPPA; AND that Agrippa was sailed beyond the Cyanean
HOW, OPON THE COMPLAINT OF THE JEWS rocks, he made all the haste possible to over
IN IONIA AGAINST THE GREEKS, AGRIPPA take him, and came up with him abont SiCONFIRMED THE LAWS OF THE JEWS TO nope, in Pontus. He was seen sailing by
the shipinen most unexpectedly, but appeared
THEM.
to their great joy; and many friendly saluta
5 1. When Herod had dispatched these af tions there were between them, insomuch that
fairs, and he understood that Marcus Agrippa Agrippa thought he had received the greatest
bad sailed again out of Italy into Asia, he marks of the king's kindness and humanity
made haste to bim, and besought bim to come towards him possible, since the king had come
to bim into his kingdom, and to partake of so long a voyage, and at a very proper sea
what he might justly expect from one that son, for his assistance, and had left the govern
bad been his guest, and was his friend. This ment of his own dominions, and thought it
request he greatly pressed, and to it Agrippa more worth his while to come to him. Ac
agreed, and came into Judea: whereupon cordingly, Herod was all in all to Agrippa,
Herod omitted nothing that might please bim. in the management of the war, and a great
He entertained bim in bis new-built cities, assistant in civil aifairs, and in giving bim
and showed him the edifices he had built, and counsel as to particular matters. He was
provided all sorts of the best and most costly also a pleasant companion for him when he
dainties for bim and his friends, and that at relaxed himself, and a joint partaker with him
Sebaste and Cesarea, about that port that he in all things; in troubles because of his kind
had built, and at the fortresses which he had ness; and in prosperity, because of the re
erected at great expenses, Alexandrium, and spect Agrippa had for him. Mow as soon as
Herodium, and Hyrcania. He also conducted those affairs of Pontus were finished, for whose
him to the city Jerusalem, where ail the sake Agrippa was sent thither, they did not
people met him in their festival garments, and think fit to return by sea, but passed through
received him with acclamations. Agrippa Paphlagonia and Cappadocia; tbey then tra
also olfered a hecatomb of sacrifices to God; velled thence over great Phrygia, and came
and feasted the people, without omitting any to Ephesus, and then they sailed from Epbeof the greatest dainties that could be gotten. su3 to Samoa. And indeed the king bestowed
He also took so much pleasure there, that he a great many benefits on every city that he
abode many days with them, and would will came to, according as they stood in need of
ingly have staid longer, but that the season them ; for as for those that wanted either mo
of the year made him make baste away ; for, ney or kind treatment, he was not wanting to
as winter was coming on, he thought it not them ; but he supplied the former himself out
safe to go to sea later, and yet he was of of his own expenses: he also became an in
tercessor with Agrippa for all such as sought
necessity to return again to Ionia.
2. So Agrippa went away, when Herod after his favour, and be brought things so
had bestowed on bim, and on the principal of about, that the petitioners failed in none of
those that were with him, many presents; their suits to him, Agrippa being himself of
bnt king Herod, when he had passed the win a good disposition, and of great generosity
ter in his own dominions, made haste to get and ready to grant all such requests as might
to him again in the spring, when be knew he be advantageous to the petitioners, provided
designed to go to a campaign at the Bosphorus. they were not to the detriment of others.
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The inclination of the king was of great
weight also, and still excited Agrippa, who
was himself ready to do good; for he made a
reconciliation between the people of Ilium, at
whom he was angry, and paid what money the
oeople of Chius owed Ciesar's procurators,
and discharged them of their tributes; and
jelped all others, according as their several
necessities required.
3. But now, when Agrippa and Herod
were in Ionia, a great multitude of Jews, who
dwelt in their cities, came to them, and laying
hold of the opportunity and the liberty now
given them, laid before them the injuries
which they suffered, while tbey were not per
mitted to use their own laws, but were com
pelled to prosecute their law-suits, by the ill
usage of the judges, upon their holy days,
and were deprived of the money they used to
lay up at Jerusalem, and were forced into the
arcny, and upon such other offices as obliged
them to spend their sacred money ; from
which burdens they always used to be freed
by the Romans, who had still permitted thein
to live according to their own laws. When
this clamour was made, the king desired of
Agrippa that he would hear their cause, and
assigned Nicolaus, one of his friends, to plead
for those their privileges. Accordingly, when
Agrippa bad called the principal of the Ro
mans, and such of the kings and rulers as
were there, to be his assessors, Nicolaus stood
up, and pleaded for the Jews, as follows: —
'It is of necessity incumbent on such as are
in distress to have recourse to those that have
it in their power to free them from those in
juries they lie under; and for those that now
are complainants, they approach you with
great assurance; for as they have formerly
often obtained your favour, so far as tbey have
even wished to have it, they now only entreat
that you, who have been the donors, will take
care that those favours you have already grant
ed them may not be taken away from them.
We have received these favours from you, who
alone have power to grant them, but have
them taken from us by such as are no greater
than ourselves, and by such as we know are
as much subjects as we are; and certainly, if
we have been vouchsafed great favours, it is
to our commendation who have obtained them,
as. having been found deserving of such great
favours; and if those favours be but small
ones, it would be barbarous for the donors not
to confirm them to us: and for those that are
the hinderance of the Jews, and use them re
proachfully, it is evident that tbey affront both
the receivers, while they will not allow those
to be worthy men to whom their excellent
rulers themselves have borne their testimony,
and the donors, while they desire those favours
already granted may be abrogated. Now if
any one should ask these Gentiles themselves,
which of the two things they would choose to
part with, their lives, or the customs of their
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forefathers, their solemnities, their sacrifices,
their festivals, which they celebrate in honour
of those they suppose to be gods? I know
very well that they would choose to suffer anv
thing whatsoever rather than a dissolution ui
any of the customs of their forefathers ; lur
a great many of them have rather chosen to
go to war on that account, as very solicitous
not to transgress in those matters: and indeed
we take an estimate of that happiness which
all mankind do now enjoy by your means
from this very tbing, that we are allowed every
one to worship as our own institutions require,
and yet to live [in peace]; and although they
would not be thus treated themselves, yet do
they endeavour to compel others to comply
with them, as if it were not as great an in
stance of impiety, profanely to dissolve the
religious solemnities of any others, as to be
negligent in the observation of their own to
wards their gods. And let us now consider
the one of these practices: — Is there any
people, or city, or community of men, to whom
your government and the Roman power does
not appear to be the greatest blessing? Is
there any one that can desire to make void the
favours they have granted? No one is cer
tainly so mad ; for there are no men but such
as have been partakers of their favours, both
public and private ; and indeed those that take
away what you have granted, can have do
assurance, but every one of their own grant*
made them by you may be taken from them
also; which grants of yours can yet never be
sufficiently valued ; for if they consider the
old governments under kings, together with
your present government, besides the great
number of benefits which this government
hath bestowed on them, in order to their hap
piness, this is instead of all the rest, that they
appear to be no longer in a state of slavery,
but of freedom. Now the privileges we de
sire, even when we are in the best circumstan
ces, are not such as deserve to be envied, tor
we are indeed in a prosperous state by your •
means, but this is only in common with others ;
and it is no more than this which we desire,
to preserve our religion without any prohibi
tion, which, as it appears not in itself a privi
lege to be envied us, so it is for the advantage
of those Ibat grant it to us: for if the Divi
nity delights in being honoured, he must de
light in those that permit him tube honoured.
And there are none of our customs which are
inhuman, but all tending to piety, and de
voted to the preservation of justice; nor do
we conceal those injunctions of ours by which
we govern our lives, they being memorials ot
piety, and of a friendly conversation among
men. And the seventh day we set apart from
labour; it is dedicated to the learning of our
customs and laws," we thinking it proper la
• We may he re observe the ancient practice of the
Jews uf dedicating, liie Sabbath-day. not to idlt-ntta.
but to the it jt iilujc their sacred rites and reujrkitt
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reflect on them, as well as on any [good] thing at the very first? What hindereth, therefore,
else, in order to our avoiding of tin. If any but that your kindnesses may be as numerous
one, therefore, examine into our observances, as his so great benefits to you have been ?
he will find they are good in themselves, and It may also perhaps be fit not here to pass
that they are ancient also, though some think over in silence the valour, of his father Antiotherwise, insomuch that those who have re pater, who, when Ctesar made an expedition
ceived them cannot easily be brought to de into Egypt, assisted him with two thousand
part from tbera, out of that honour they pay armed men, and proved inferior to none,
to the length of time they have religiously neither in the battles on land, nor in the ma
enjoyed them and observed them. Now our nagement of the navy ; and what need 1 say
adversaries take these our privileges away in any thing of how great weight those soldiers
the way of injustice; they violently seize upon were at that juncture ? or how many, and bow
that money of ours which is offered to God, great presents they were vouchsafed by Csesar?
and called sacred money, and this openly, after And truly 1 ought before now to have men
a sacrilegious manner; and they impose tri tioned the epistles which Caesar wrote to the se
butes upon us, and bring us before tribunals nate; and how Anti pater had honours, and the
on holy days, and then require other like debts freedom of the city of Rome, bestowed upon
of us, not because the contracts require it, him; for these are demonstrations both that we
and for their own advantage, but because they have received these favours by our own deserts,
would put an affront on our religion, of and do on that account petition thee for thy
which they are conscious as well as we, and confirmation of them, from whom we had rea
have indulged themselves in an unjust, and son to hope for them, though they had not been
to them involuntary, hatred; for your govern given us before, both out of regard to our
ment over all is one, tending to the establish king's disposition towards you, and your dis
ing of benevolence, and abolishing of ill-will position towards him; and farther, we hare
among such as are disposed to it. This is been informed by those Jews that were there,
therefore what we implore from thee, most ex with what kindness thou earnest into our coun
cellent Agrippa, that we may not be ill treat try, and how thou offeredst the most perfect
ed ; that we may not be abused ; that we may sacrifices to God, and bonouredst him with
not be hindered from making use of our own remarkable vows, and how thou gavest the
customs, nor be despoiled of our goods; nor people a feast, and acceptedst of their own hosbe forced by these men to do what we our pitable presents to thee. We ought to esteem
selves force nobody to do: for these privileges all these kind entertainments made both by our
of ours are not only according to justice, but nation and our city, to a man who is the ruler
have formerly been granted us by you : and and manager Of so much of tbe public affairs,
we are able to read to you many decree, of as indications of that friendship which thou
the senate, and the tables that contain them, bast returned to the Jewish nation, and which
which are still extant in the capitol concern hath been procured them by tbe family of He
ing these things, which, it is evident, were rod. So we put thee in mind of these things in
granted after you had experience of our fide tbe presence of the king, now sitting by thee,
lity towards you, which ought to be valued, and make our request for no more but this,
though no such fidelity had been ; for you that what you have given us yourselves, you
have hitherto preserved what people were in will not see taken away by others from us."
possession of, not to us only, but almost to 4. When Nicolaus had niade this speech,
all men, and have added greater advantages there was no opposition made to it by tbe
than they could have hoped for, and thereby Greeks, for this was not an inquiry made, as
jour government is become a great advantage in a court of justice, but an intercession to
to them. And if any one were able to enu prevent violence to be offered to the Jews any
merate the prosperity you have conferred on longer; nor did the Greeks make any defence
every nation, which they possess by your of themselves, or deny what it was supposed
means, he could never put an end to his dis they had done. Their pretence was no more
course; but that we may demonstrate that we than this, that while the Jews inhabited in
are not unworthy of all those advantages we their country, they were entirely unjust to
have obtained, it will be sufficient for us to them [in not joining in their worship]; but
say nothing of other things, but to speak they demonstrated their generosity in this,
freely of this king who now governs us, and that though they worshipped according to
u now one of thy assessors: and indeed in their own institutions, they did nothing that
what instance of good-will, as to your house, ought to grieve them. So when Agrippa
hath he been deficient? What mark of fide perceived that they bad been oppressed by
lity to it hath he omitted? What token ofi violence, he made this answer: — That, on
honour hath he not devised? What occasion account of Herod's good-will and friendship,
for his assistance of you hath he not regarded he was ready to grant the Jews whatsoever
they should ask him, and that their requests
fu.totns, and to tbe meditation on the law of Moses. The seemed to him in themselves just; and that
ti'ie to which we meet with elsewhere iu Josephus also, if they requested any thing farther, he should
#4>jus1 Apitfu- tt. i sect ii.
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not scruple to grant it them, provided they
were no way to the detriment of the Roman
government; but that, while their request was
no more than this, that what privileges they
had already given them might not be abro
gated, he confirmed this to them, that they
might continue in the observation of their
own customs, without any one offering them
the least injury; and when he had said thus,
he dissolved the assembly: upon which He
rod stood up and saluted him, and gave him
thanks for the kind disposition he showed to
them.
Agrippa also took this in a very
obliging manner, and saluted him again, and
embraced him in his arms; after which he
went away from Lesbos; but the king deter
mined to sail from Samos to his own coun
try; and when he had taken his leave of
Agrippa, he pursued bis voyage, and landed
at Cesarea in a few days' rime, as having
favourable winds; from whence he went to
Jerusalem, and there gathered all the people
together to an assembly, not a few being
there out of the country also. So when he
came to them, he gave them a particular
account of all his journey, and of the affairs of
all the Jews in Asia, how by his means they
would live without injurious treatment for the
time to come. He also told them of the en
tire good fortune he had met with, and how
he had administered the government, and had
not neglected any thing which was for their
advantage; and as he was very joyful, he now
remitted to them the fourth part of their taxes
for the last year. Accordingly, they were so
pleased with his favour and speech to them,
that they went their ways .with great glad
ness, and wished the king all manner of hap
piness.

CHAPTER III.
HOW GREAT DISTURBANCES AROSE IN HEROD'S
FAMILY ON HIS PREFERRING ANTIl'ATIiR,
HIS ELDEST SON, BEFORE THE REST, TILL
ALEXANDER TOOK THAT INJURY VERY
HEINOUSLY.

§ 1. But now the affairs in Herod's family
were in more and more disorder, and became
more severe upon him, by the hatred of Salome
to the young men [Alexander and Aristobulus], which descended as it were by inheritance
[from their mother Mariamne]: and as she
had fully succeeded against their mother, so
she proceeded to that degree of madness and
insolence, as to endeavour that none of her
posterity might be left alive, who might have
it in their power to revenge her death. The
young men had also somewhat of a bold and
uneasy disposition towards their father, occa
sioned by the remembrance of what their
mother hod unjustly suffered, and by their own
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affectation of'dominion. The old grudge wasalso
renewed; and they cast reproaches on Salome
and Pheroras, who requited the young men
with malicious designs, and actually laid
treacherous snares for them. Mow, as for
this hatred, it was equal on both sides, but
the manner of exerting that hatred was dif
ferent; for as for the young men, they were
rash, reproaching and affronting the others
openly, and were inexperienced enough to
think it the most generous to declare theii
minds in that undaunted manner; but the
others did not take that method, but made
use of calumnies after a subtile and a spite
ful manner, still provoking the young men,
and imagining that their boldness might in
time turn to the offering violence to their
father, for inasmuch as they were not ashamed
of the pretended crimes of their mother, nor
thought she suffered justly, these sui.|.osed
that might at length exceed all bourn,.-, and
induce them to think they ought to be avenged
on their father, though it were by disputthnighim with their own hands. At length it
came to this, that the whole city was full
of their discourses, and, as is usual in sucb
contests, the unskilfillness of the }ouug met.
was pitied; but the contrivance of Salome
was too hard for them, and what imputa
tions she laid upon them came to be believed,
by means of their own conduct; for they
were so deeply affected with the death of
their mother, that while they said both she
and themselves were in a miserable case, they
vehemently complained of her pitiable end,
wkjch indeed was truly such, and laid tint
they were themselves in a pitiable inse also,
because they were forced to live with those
that had been her murderers, and to be par
takers with them.
2. These disorders increased greatly, and
the king's absence abroad had afforded a tit
opportunity tor that increase; but as soon as
Herod was returned, and had made the forementioned speech to the multitude, Pheroras
and Salome let full words immediately, as ii
he were in great danger, and as if the young
men openly threatened that they wouU not
spare him any longer, but reveuge their
mother's death upon him. Tbey also added
another circumstance, that their hopes were
fixed on Archeluus, the king of Cappadocia, that
they should be able by his means to come to
O-asar, and accuse their father. Upon hearing
such things, Herod was immediately dis
turbed; and indeed was the more astonished,
because the same things were related to him
by some others also. He then called to mind
bis former calamity, and considered that the
disorders in bis family had hindered him from
enjoying any comfort from those that were
dearest to him, or from his wife whom he
loved so well; and suspecting that his future
troubles would soon be heavier and greater
than those that were past, he was in great
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confusion of mind, for divine Providence had and while these joint accusations, which, from
in reality conferred upon him a great many various foundations, supported one another's
outward advantages for his happiness, even veracity, the young men themselves afforded
beyond his hopes, — but the troubles he bad farther occasions to Antipater also; for they
at home were such as be never expected to were observed to shed tears often, on account of
have met with, and rendered bim unfortunate; the injury that was offered them, and had their
nay, both sorts came upon him to such a mother in their mouths; and among their
degree as no one could imagine, and made it a friends they ventured to reproach their father,
doubtful question, whether, upon the com ■as not acting justly by them; all which things
parison of both, he ought to have exchanged were with an evil intention reserved in me
10 great a success of outward good things for mory by Antipater against a proper oppor
to great misfortunes at home, or whether he tunity; and when they were told to Herod,
ought not to have chosen to avoid the cala with aggravations, increased the disorder so
mities relating to his family, though he had, much, that it brought a great tumult into the
for a compensation, never been possessed of family; for while the king was very angry at
the admired grandeur of a kingdom.
imputations that were laid upon the sons of Ma3. As he was thus disturbed and afflicted, riamne, and was desirous to bumble tbem, he
in order to depress these young men, he still increased the honour that be had bestowed
brought to court another of his sons, that was on Antipater, and was at last so overcome by
bom to him when he was a private man; his his persuasions, that he brought bis mother to
name was Antipater: yet did be not then court also. He also wrote frequently to Cssar
indulge him as he did afterwards, when he was in favour of bim, and more earnestly recom
And
quite overcome by him, and let him do every mended bim to bis care particularly.
thing as be pleased, hut rather with a design of when Agrippa was returned to Rome, after
depressing the insolence of the sons of Mariam- he had finished his ten years' government in
ne, and managing t his elevation of bis son, that it Asia,* Herod sailed from Judea; and when he
might be for a warning to them; for this bold met with him, he*had none with him but An
behaviour of theirs [he thought] would not be tipater, whom he delivered to Agrippa, that
so great, if they were once persuaded that the he might take him along with him, together
succession to the kingdom did not appertain with many presents, that so be might become
to them alone, or must of necessity come to Caesar's friend, insomuch that things already
them. So he introduced Antipater as their looked as if he bad all his father's favour, and
antagonist, and imagined that he made a good that the young men were already entirely
provision for discouraging their pride, and rejected from any hopes of the kingdom.
that after this was done to the young men,
there might be a proper season for expecting
these to be of a better disposition : but the
event proved otherwise than he intended, for
CHAPTER IV.
the young men thought he did them a very
great injury; and as Antipater was a shrewd HOW, DURING ANTlPATEtt's ABODE AT ROME,
man, when be had once obtained this degree
HEROD BROUGHT ALEXANDER AND ARM.
TOBULUS BEFORE C.K8AII, AND ACCUSED
of freedom, and began to expect greater things
than he had before hoped for, he hail but one
them. Alexander's defence or him
single design in his head, and that was to dis
self BEFORE CESAR, AND RECONCILIATION
tress bis brethren, and notsBjt all to yield to
TO HIS FATHER.
them the pre-eminence, but to keep close to
bis father, who was already alienated from § 1. And now what happened during Antitbein by the calumnies he had beard about pater's absence augmented the honour to
them, and ready to be wrought upon in any which he had been promoted, and his apparent
way bis zeal against them should advise him eminence above his brethren ; for he had mad
to pursue, that he might be continually more a great figure in Rome, because Herod had
and more severe against them. Accordingly, sent recommendations of bim to all his friends
all the reports that were spread abroad came there; only he was grieved that be was not at
from him, while he avoided himself the sus home, nor had proper opportunities of perpe
picion, as if those discoveries proceeded from tually calumniating his brethren; and his chief
him: but he rather chose to make use of fear was, lest his father should alter his mind,
those persons for his assistants that were un and entertain a more favourable opinion of
suspected, and such as might be believed to the sons of Mariamne; and as he had this in
speak truth by reason of the good-will they his mind, he did not desist from bis purpose,
bore to the king; and indeed there were but continually sent from Rome any such
already not a few who cultivated a friendship stories as be hoped might grieve and irritate
with Antipater, in hopes of gaining somewhat
by bim, and these were the men who most of • I in - interval of ten years for tbe duration of Marcus
Agripi<a's government in Alia, seems t» be true, and
all persuaded Herod, because they appeared agreeable to the Koman history. See Usher'! i
to speak thus out of their good-will to him: at i « .ifli
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his &ther against his brethren, under pretence his view, at the same time reckons upon pro
indeed of a deep concern for his preserration, curing the death of his father, because other
but in truth, such as his malicious mind dic wise he cannot come at the government: that
tated, in order to purchase a greater hope of as for himself, he had hitherto given them all
the succession, which yet was already great that he was able, and what was agreeable to
in itself: and thus he did till he had excited such as are subject to the royal authority,
such a degree of anger in Herod, that he was and the sons of a king; what ornaments they
already become very ill disposed towards the wanted, with servants and delicate fare, and
young men; but still, while he delayed 9t had married them into the most illustrious
exercise so violent a disgust against them, and families, the one [Aristobulus] to his sister's
that he might not either be too remiss or too daughter, but Alexander to the daughter of
rash, and so offend, he thought it best to sail king Archelaus; and, what was the greatest
to Rome, and there accuse his sons before favour of all, when their crimes were so very
Caesar, and not indulge himself in any such bad, and he bad authority to punish them,
crime as might be heinous enough to be sus yet had he not made use of it against them,
pected of impiety. But as be was going up but had brought them before Caesar, their
to Rome, it happened that he made such haste common benefactor, and had not used the
as to meet with Caesar at the city Aquilei:* severity which either as a father who had been
■o when he came to the speech of Csesar, be impiously abused, or as a king who had been
asked for a time for hearing this great cause, assaulted treacherously, he uiigb.t have done,
wherein he thought himself very miserable, but made them stand upon the level with
and presented his sons there, and accused him in judgment: that, however, it was ne
them of their mad actions, and of their cessary that all this should not be passed over
attempts against him:—That they were ene without punishment, nor himself live in the
mies to him ; and, by all the means they were greatest fears; nay, that it was not for their
able, did their endeavours to show their hatred own advantage to see the light of the sun
to their own father, and .would take away after what they had done, although they
his life, and so obtain his kingdom, after the should escape at this time, since they hud
most barbarous manner: that he had power done the vilest things, and would certainly
from Caesar to dispose of it, not by necessity, suffer the greatest punishments that ever were
but by choice, to him who shall exercise the known among mankind.
greatest piety towards him; while these my 2. These were the accusations which He
tons are not so desirous of ruling, as they are, rod laid with great veheniency against his
upon a disappointment thereof, to expose their sons before Csesar. Now the young men,
own life, if so be they may but deprive their both while he was speaking, and chiefly at his
father of his life; so wild and polluted is their concluding, wept, and were in confusion.
mind by time become, out of their hatred to Now as to themselves, they knew in their own
him: that whereas he had a long time borne conscience tbey were innocent, but because
this his misfortune, he was now compelled to they were accused by their father, they were
lay it before Ciesar, and to pollute his ears sensible, as the truth was, that it was hard lor
with such language; while he himself wants them to make their apology, since though
to know what severity they have ever suffered they were at liberty to speak their minds
from him, or what hardships he had ever laid freely as the occasion required, and might with
upon them, to make them complain of him ; force and earnestness refute the accusation,
and how they can think it just that he should yet was it not noar decent so to do. There
lint be lord of that kingdom which he, in a was therefore a diiliculty how they should be
long time, and with great danger, had gained, able to speak; and tearB, and at length a deep
and not allow him to keep it and dispose groan followed, while they were afraid, that
of it to him who should deserve best; and if they said nothing, they should seem to be
this, with other advantages, he proposes as a in this difficulty from a consciousness of guilt,
reward for the piety of such a one as will here —nor had they any defence ready, by reason
after imitate the care he hath taken of it; and of their youth, and the disorder they were
that such a one may gain so great a requital under; yet was not Caesar unapprised, when be
as that is: and that it is an impious thing looked upon them in the confusion they were
for them to pretend to meddle with it before in, that their delay to make their defence did
hand, for he who hath ever the kingdom in not arise from any consciousness of great
enormities, but from their unskilfulness and
• Although Herod met Augustus at Aquilei. yet was
They were also commiserated by
litis accusation of his sons deterred till they came to Home, modesty.
or *. 3 assure* us, and as we are particularly informed in those that were there in particular; and they
Che History of the War, b i c. xxiii. s.3. ttiotit>h what he moved their father's affections in earnest till
here says belonged distinctly to Alexander, the elder bro he had much ado to conceal them.
ther, I mean his being brought to Home, is here Justly ex
tended to both thr bruther«,an*l that not only in ourcopies. 3. But when they saw there was a kind
but in that of Zunaras also: nor is there reason to doubt disposition arisen both in bim, and in Caesar,
but theyIhe
weredefence
both atwas
Una solemn
by Augustus.
al and that every one of the rest did either shed
though
mailt- It)hearing
A texander
alone, who
"thee. and. fine that txtold .peak very well. tears, or at least did all grieve with them, the
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one of them, whose name was Alexander, called was evil spoken of by those that had no reason
to his father, and attempted to answer his so to do. Are we desirous of that domi
accusation, and said, " O father, the benevo nion which we know our father is possessed
lence thou bast showed to us is evident, even of? For what reason enn we do so ? If we
in this very judicial procedure, for hadst tbou already have royal honours, as we have, should
any pernicious intentions about us, thou hadst not we labour in vain? And if we have tbein
not produced us here before the common not, yet are not we in hopes of them? Or
saviour of all, for it was in thy power, both supposing that we had killed thee, could we
is a king and as a father, to punish the expect to obtain thy kingdom? while neither
guilty; but by thus bringing us to Rome, and the earth would let us tread upon it, nor the
making Caesar himself a witness to what is sea let us Bail upon it, after such an action as
done, thou intimatest that thou inteudest to that: nay, the religion of all your subjects,
save us ; for no one that hath a design to slay and the piety of the whole nation, would have
a man will bring him to the temples, and to prohibited parricides from assuming the go
the altars: yet are our circumstances still vernment, and from entering into that most
worse, for we cannot endure to live ourselves holy temple which was built by thee.* But
any longer, if it be believed that we have suppose we bad made light of other dangers,
injured such a father; nay, perhaps it would can any murderer go off unpunished while
lie worse for us to live with this suspicion Caesar is alive? We are thy sons, and not so
upon us, that we have injured him, than to die impious, or so thoughtless as that comes to,
without such guilt: and if our open defence though perhaps more unfortunate than is con
may be taken to be true, we shall be happy, venient for thee. But in case thou neither
both in paqiji.iig thee, and in escaping the (widest any causes of complaint, nor any
danger we are in; but if this calumny so treacherous designs, what sufficient evidence
prevails, it is more than enough for us that .hast thou to make such a wickedness of ours
we hare seen tbe sun this day ; which- why credible? Our mother is dead indeed, but
should we see, if this suspicion be fixed upon then what befel her might be an instruction
us? Now it is easy to say of young men, to us to caution, and not an incitement to
that they desired to reign; and to say farther, wickedness. We are willing to make a larger
that this evil proceeds from the case of our apology for ourselves; but actions never done
unhappy mother. This is abundantly suffi do not admit of discourse: nay, we will make
cient to produce our present misfortune out of this agreement with thee, and that before
the former ; but consider well, whether such an Caesar, the lord of all, who is now a mediator
accusation does not suit all such young men, between us, if thou, O father, canst bring thy
and may not be said of them all promiscuous self, by the evidence of truth, to have a mind
ly; for nothing can hinder hiin that reigns, if free from suspicion concerning us, let us live,
be have children, and their mother be dead, though even then we shall live in an un
but the father may have a suspicion upon all happy way, for to be accused of great acts of
his sons, as intending some treachery to him: wickedness, though falsely, is a terrible t hing;
but a suspicion is not sufficient to prove such but if thou hast any fear remaining, continue
an impious practice. Now let any man say, thou on in thy pious life, we will give this
whether we have actually and insolently at reason for our own conduct; our life is not
tempted any such thing, whereby actions other so desirable to us as to desire to have it, if it
wise incredible used to be nude credible? tend to the barm of our father who gave it
Can any body prove that poison hath been us."
prepared ? or prove a conspiracy of our 4. When Alexander had thus spoken, Cxequals, or the corruption of servants, or letters sar, who did not before believe so gross a
written against thee? though indeed there are calumny, was still more moved by it, and
none of i ho-w things but have sometimes been looked intently upon Herod, and perceived
pretended by way of calumny, when they he was a little confounded : the persons there
were never done; for a royal family that is present were under an anxiety about the
at variance with itself is a terrible thing; young men, and the fame that was spread
and that which thou callest a reward of piety, abroad made the king hated, for the very
otlen becomes, among very wicked men, such • Sinn- some prejudiced men have indulged a wild
a foundation of hope, as makes them leave no suspicion, we have supposed already (Antiq b. XT.
xi. sect. If. that Josephus's history of Herod's re.
sort of mischief untried. Nor does any one ch.
tlie temple is no teller than a fable, It may not
lay any wicked practices to our charge; but building
be amiss to take notice of thif occasional clause In tbe
of Alexander before bis father Herod, in his and
as to calumnies by hearsay, how can he put speech
brother's vindication, which mentions the lemple as
an end to them, who will not hear what we his
known by every body to nave been built by Herod. See
nare to say? Hare we talked with too great John ii 20. See also another speech of Herod's own to
young men that pulled down his golden eagle fruin
freedom? yes; but not against thee, for that tbe
the front of tbe temple, where he takes notice bow the
would be unjust, but against those that never building
of tbe temple cost him a vast sumt and that
the Asfimoneana, in those one hundred and twenty-lira
"onceal any thing that is spoken to them, years
they
held tbe government, were nut able to per
ila/h either of us lamented our mother? yes; form so great
a work, to tlie honour of tiod as this Waa,
«<it not because she is dead, but because she Antiq,. b. xvli. cb. vi. sect a
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incredibility of the calumny, and the commi- ain; but during his absence, no small part
icratiun of the flower of youth, the beauty of his dominions about Tracbou had revolted,
body, which were in the young men, pleaded whom yet the commanders he left there bad
strongly for assistance, and the more so on vanquished, and compelled to a submission
this account, that Alexander had made their again. Now, as Herod was sailing with his
defence with dexterity and prudence; nay, sons, and was come over-against Cilicia, to
they did not themselves any longer continue [the island] Eleusa, which bath now changed
in their former countenances, which bad been its name for Sebaste, he met with Archelaus,
bedewed with tears, and cast downwards to king of Cuppadocia, who received him kindly,
the ground, but now there arose in them hope as rejoicing that he was reconciled to his sons,
of the best: and the king himself appeared and that the accusation against Alexander,
not to have had foundation enough to build who had married his daughter, was at an end.
such an accusation upon, he having no real They also made one another such presents as
evidence wherewith to convict them. Indeed it became kings to make. From thence
he wanted some apology for making the Herod came to Judea and to the temple, where
accusation; but Casar, after some delay, said, he made a speech to the people concerning
that although the young men were thoroughly what bad been done in this his journey: be
innocent of that for which they were calum also discoursed to them about Caesar's kind
niated, yet had they been so far to blame, ness to him, and about as many of the parti
thatthey had not demeaned themselves towards culars he had done as he thought it for his
their father so as to prevent that suspi advantage other people should be acquainted
cion which was spread abroad concerning with. At last he turned his speech to the ad
them. He also exhorted Herod to lay all monition of his sons; and exhorted those that
such suspicions aside, and to be reconciled to lived at court, and the multitude, to concord;
his sons; for that it was not just to give any and informed them that his sons were to reign
credit to such reports -concerning his own after him ; Antipater first, and then Alexan
children; and that this repentance on both der and Aristobulus, the sons of Mariamne;
sides might heal those breaches that had hap but be desired that at present they should all
pened between them, and might improve that have regard to himself, and esteem him king
their good-will to one another, whereby those and lord of all, since he was not yet hindered
on both hides, excusing the rashness of their by old age, but was in that period of life wben
suspicions, might resolve to bear a greater he must be the most skilful in governing; and
degree of affection towards each other than that he was not deficient in other ai ts of ma
they had before. After Caesar had given nagement that might enable him to govern the
them this admonition, he beckoned to the kingdom well, and to rule over his children
young men. When, therefore, they were also. He farther told the rulers under him,
disposed to fall down, to make intercession to and the soldiery, that in case they would look
their father, he took them up, and embraced upon him alone, their life would be led in a
them, as they were in tears, and took each peaceable manner, and they would make one
of them distinctly in his arms, till not one of another happy; and when he bad said this, lie
those that were present, whether freeman or dismissed the assembly. Which speech «m
6lave, but was deeply affected with what they acceptable to the greatest part of the audience,
saw.
but not so to them ail; for the contentiuu
5. Then did they return thanks to Caesar, among his sons, and the hopes he had given
and went away together ; and with them went them, occasioned thoughts and desires of in
Antipater, with an hypocritical pretence that novations among them.
he rejoiced at this reconciliation. And in the
last days they were with Caesar, Herod made
biin a present of three hundred talents, as he
was then exhibiting shows and largesses to the
CHAPTER V.
people of Rome: and Caesar made him a pre
sent of half the revenue of the copper mines HOW HEROD CELEBRATED THE GAMES THAT
in Cyprus, and committed the care of the WERE TO RETURN EVERY FIFTH YEAR,
other half to him, and honoured bim with UPON THE BUILDING OF CESAREA ; AND
other gifts and incomes: and as to his own HOW HE BUILT AND ADORNED MANY OTHER
kingdom, he left it in his power to appoint PLACES AFTER A MAGNIFICENT MANNER;
which of his sons he pleased for his successor, AND DID MANY OTHER ACTIONS GLORI
or to distribute it in parts to every one, that OUSLY.
the dignity might thereby come to them all;
and when Herod was disposed to make such § 1. About this time it was that Ces-irea
a settlement immediately, Caesar said be would Sebaste, which he hud built, was finished. The
not give bim leave to deprive himself, while entire building being arcouiphshcu in the'
he was alive, of the power over his kingdom, tenth year, the solemnity of it Ml into the
twenty-eighth year of It, rod'- reign, iw! into
or over his ions.
6. After this, Herod returned to Judea the hunurinl and uuiety-mcttKj olympiad
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tbere was accordingly a great festival, and sible to reckon them up, those which he be
most sumptuous preparations made presently, stowed O' cities, both in Syria and in Greece,
in order to its dedication ; for he bad appoint and in all the places he came to in his voy
ed a contention in music, and games to be ages; for he seems to have conferred, and
performed naked ; he bad also gotten ready a that after a most plentiful manner, what would
great number of those that fight single com minister to many necessities, and the build
bats, and of beasts for the like purpose; horse ing of public works, and gave them the
races also, and the most chargeable of such money that was necessary to such works as
snorts and shows as used to be exhibited at wanted it, to support them upon the failure
Rome, and in other places. He consecrated of their other revenues; but what was the
this combat to Csesar, and ordered it to be greatest and most illustrious of all his works,
celebrated every fifth year. He also sent all he erected Apollo's temple at Rhodes, at his
sorts of ornaments for it out of his own fur own expenses, and gave tbem a great num
niture, that it might want nothing to make it ber of talents of silver for the repair of their
decent; nay, Julia, Casar's wife, sent a great fleet. He also built the greatest part of the
part of her most valuable furniture [from public edifices for the innaoitants of NicopoRome],.insomuch tbat be had no want of any lis, at Actium ;* and for the Antiochians, the
thing; the sum of them all was estimated at inhabitants of the principal city of Syria,
five hundred talents. Now when a great where a broad street cuts through the place
multitude was come to that city to see the lengthways, be built cloisters along it on both
shows, as well as the ambassadors whom other sides, and laid the open road with polished
people sent, on account of the benefits they stone, which was of very great advantage to
had received [from Herod], be entertained the inhabitants; and as to tbe Olympic games,
them all in the public inns, and at public which were in a very low condition, by
tables, and with perpetual feasts; this solem reason of the failure of their revenues, he
nity having in the day-time the diversions of recovered their reputation, and appointed
the fights, and in the night-time such merry revenues for their maintenance, and made that
meetings as cost vast sums of money( and solemn meeting more venerable, as to the
publicly demonstrated the generosity of his sacrifices and other ornaments; and by reason
soul; for in all his undertakings he was am of this vast liberality, he was generally de
bitious to exhibit what exceeded whatsoever clared in their inscriptions to be one of the
had been done before of the same kind ; and perpetual managers of those games.
it is related that Caesar and Agrippa often 4. Now some there are who stand amazed
said, that the dominions of Herod were too at the diversity of Herod's nature and pur
little for the greatness of his soul ; for that poses; for when we have respect to his mag
he deserved to have both all the kingdom of nificence, and tbe benefits which be bestowed
on all mankind, there is no possibility for
Syria, and that of Egypt also.
2. After this solemnity and these festivals even those that bad the least respect for him
to
were over, Herod erected another city in the deny, or not openly to confess, tbat he bad
plain called Capharsaba, where he chose out a nature vastly beneficent: but when any one
a fit place, both for plenty of water and good looks upon the punishments be inflicted, and
ness of soil, and proper for the production of the injuries he did, not only to his subjects,
what was there planted, where a river encom but to his nearest relations, and takes notice
passed the city itself, and a grove of the best of his severe and unrelenting disposition there
trees for magnitude was round about it ; this he will be forced to allow that he was brutish,
he named Antipatris, from his father Antipa- and a stranger to all humanity; insomuch
ter. He also built upon another spot of that these men suppose his nature to be dif
ground above Jericho, of the same name with ferent, and sometimes at contradiction with
bis mother, a place of great security, and very itself; but I am myself of another opinion,
pleasant for habitation, and called it Cyprus. and imagine that the occasion of both these
He also dedicated the finest monuments to sorts of actions was one and the same; for
his brother Phasaelus, on account of the great being a man ambitious of honour, and quite
natural affection there had been between them, overcome by that passion, he wa9 itiduced to
by erecting a tower in the city itself, not less be magnificent, wherever there appeared any
than the tower of Pharos, which he named hopes of a future memorial, or of reputa
Phasaelus, which was at once a part of the tion at present ; and as his expenses were
strong defences of the city, and a memorial beyond his abilities, be was necessitated to
for him that was deceased, because it bare his be harsh to his subjects; for the persons
name. He also built a city of the same name on whom he expended his money were so
in the valley of Jericho, as you go from it many, that they made him a very bad procurer
northward, whereby he rendered the neigh • t)r. Hudson here gives us the words of Suetonius
bouring country more fruitful, by the culti concerning tliis Nicupolts. when Augustus rebuilt lit—
thai the memory ist the victory at Actium might
vation its inhabitants introduced ; and this beAnd
celebrated the more afterward, he built .Nicopalia at
also he sailed Phasaelus.
Actium. ana appointed public shows to be there exhibit**!
8. But mt fur his other benefits, it is impos every filth yeat." In August- sect. IS.
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of it; and because he was conscious that testimonials of the ancient favourable dispo
be was hated by those under him, for the sition the Roman emperors had towards us.
injuries be did them, be thought it not an easy 2. " Caesar Augustus, high-priest and tri
thing to amend his offences, for that was bune of the people, ordains thus:—Since the |
inconvenient for his revenue; he therefore nation of the Jews have been found grateful
strove on the other side to make their ill-will to the Roman people, not only at this time,
an occasion of his gains. As to bis own but in times past also, and chiefly Uyrcanus
court, therefore, if any one was not very the high-priest, under ray father,* Caesar the
obsequious to him in his language, and would emperor, it seemed good to me and my coun
not confess himself to be bis slave, or but sellors, according to the sentence and oath of
seemed to think of any innovation in his go the people of Rome, that the Jews have
vernment, he was not able to contain himself, liberty to make use of their own customs,
but prosecuted his very kindred and friends, according to the law of their forefathers,
and punished them as if they were enemies; as they made use of them under Hyrcanus, the
and this wickedness he undertook out of a high-priest of Almighty Cod ; and that their
desire that he might be himself alone honoured. sacred money be not touched, but be sent to
Now for this my assertion about that passion Jerusalem, and that it be committed to the
of his, we have the greatest evidence, by care of the receivers at Jerusalem; and that
what he did to honour Caesar and Agrippa, they be not obliged to go before any judge
and his other friends; for with what honours on the Sabbath-day, nor on the day of the
he paid his respects to them who were his preparation to it, after the ninth hour ;t but if
superiors, the same did he desire to be paid to any be caught stealing their holy books, or
himself; and what he thought the most ex their sacred money, whether it be out of the
cellent present he could make another, he synagogue or public school, he shall be deemed
discovered an inclination to have the like pre a sacrilegious person, and his goods shall
sented to himself; but now the Jewish nation be brought into the public treasury of the
is by their law a stranger to all such things, Romans. And I give order, that the testi
and accustomed to prefer righteousness to monial which they have given me, on account
glory; for which reason that nation was not of my regard to that piety which I exercise
agreeable to him, because it was out of their toward all mankind, and out of regard to
power to natter the king's ambition with sta Caius Marcus Censorious, together with the
tues or temples, or any other such perform present decree, be proposed in that most emi
ances; and this seems to me to have been at nent place which hath been consecrated to me
once the occasion of Herod's crimes as to his by the community of Asia at Ancyra. And
0 tvn courtiers and counsellors, and of his bene if any one transgress any part of what is
factions as to foreigners and those that had no above decreed, he shall be severely punished."
This was inscribed upon a pillar in the temple
1 elation to him.
of Caesar.
3. "Caesar to Norhanus Flaccus, sendeth
greeting. Let those Jews, how many soever
they be, who have been used, according to
CHAPTER VL
their ancient custom, to send their sacred
AN EMBASSAGE OF THE JEWS IN CYRENE AND money to Jerusalem, do the same freely."
ASIA TO C-LSAIt, CONCERNING THE COM These were tbe decrees of Caesar.
PLAINTS THEY HAD TO MAKE AGAINST 4. Agrippa also did himself write, after the
THE GREEKS; WITH COPIES OF THE EPIS manner following, on behalf of the Jews:—
TLES WHICH CESAR AND AGRIPPA WROTE " Agrippa, to the magistrates, senate, und
TO THE CITIES FOR THEM.
people of the Ephesians, sendeth greeting. I
will that the care and custody of the sacred
§ 1. Now the cities ill-treated the Jews in money that is carried to the temple at Jeru
s Asia, and all those also of the same nation salem be left to the Jews of Asia, to do with
which lived in Libya, which joins to Cyrene, it according to their ancient custom ; and that
while the former kings had given them equal such as steal that sacred money of the Jews,
privileges with the other citizens; but the and fly to a sanctuary, shall be taken thence
Creeks affronted them at this time, and that and delivered to the Jews, by tbe same law
so far as to take away their sacred money, that sacrilegious persons are taken thence. I
and to do them mischief on other particular have also written to Sylvanus the pretor, that
occasions. When, therefore, they were thus no one compel the Jews to come before a
afflicted, and found no end of the barbarous judge on the Sabbath-day."
treatment they met with among the Creeks, • Augustus here calls Julius (Vsar bh father, though
they sent ambassadors to Ca:sar on those by birth he was only his uncle, on account of liis adoulloa
accounts; who gave them the same privileges by him. See the ttne. Anliq. b. Xlt. ch. aiv. sect 4.
This is autlienlic evidrncr thai the Jews, in tbe days
as they bad before, and sent letters to the of +Augustus,
to prepare for l'ie celebration of lh«
same purpose to the governors of the pro «ahl>atli thebegan
ninth hour on hriday. as the traditioo. ol
vinces, copies of which I subjoin here, as of Hie elders did, it seems, men ic^uire of them.
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4. "Marcus Agrippa to tbe magistrates, se makes use of the same, and in every city
nate, and people of Cyrene, sendetb greeting. almost we meet with them different from one
The Jews of Cyrene have interceded with me another; but natural justice is most agreeable
fir the performance of what Augustus sent to the advantage of all tnen equally, both
orders about to Flavius, the then pretor of Greeks and barbarians, to which our laws
Libya, and to the other procurators of that have the greatest regard, and thereby render
province, that the sacred money may be sent us, if we abide in tbem after a pure manner,
to Jerusalem freely, as hath been their custom benevolent and friendly to all men : on which
from their forefathers, they complaining that account we have reason to expect the like
they are abused by certain informers, and, un return from others, and to inform them tbut
der pretence of taxes which were not due, ure they ought not to esteem difference of positive
hindered from sending them; which I com institutions a sufficient cause of alienation,
mand to be restored without any diminution but [join with us in] the pursuit of virtue
or disturbance given to them: and if any of and probity, for this belongs to all men in
that sacred money in the cities be taken from common, and of itself slum- is sufficient for
their proper receivers, I further enjoin, that the preservation ol human life. I now return
the same he exactly returned to the Jews in to the thread of my history.
that place."
6. " Cains Norbanus Flaccus, proconsul,
to the magistrates of the Sardians, sendeth
CHAPTER VII.
greeting. Caesar hath written to me, and
commanded me not to forbid the Jews, how how, upon herod's going down into
David's sepulchre, the sedition in his
many soever they be, from assembling toge
ther according to tbe custom of their fore
family greatly increased.
fathers, nor from sending their money to
Jerusalem: I have therefore written to you, § 1. As for Herod, he hud spent vast sums
that you may know that both Cesar and 1 about the cities, both without and within his
own kingdom: and as he had before beard
would have you act accordingly."
7. Nor did Julius Antonius, the proconsul, that Hyrcanus, who bad been king before
write otherwise. " To the magistrates, se him, had opened David's sepulchre, and taken
nate, and people of the Ephesians, sendetb out of it three thousand talents of silver, and
greeting. As I was dispensing justice at that there was a much greater number left
Ephe«us, on tbe ides of February, tbe Jews behind, and indeed enough to sullice all bis
that dwell in Asia demonstrated to me that wants, he had a greut while an intention
Augustus and Agrippa had permitted them to make the attempt; and at this time he
to use their own laws and customs, and to opened that sepulchre by night, and went into
offer those their first-fruits, which every one of it, and endeavoured that it should not be
them freely offers to the Deity on account of at all known in the city, but took only his
piety, and to carry them in a company toge most faithful friends with him. As for any
ther to Jerusalem without disturbance. Tbey money, he found none, as Hyrcanus hatrtlone,
also petitioned me, that I would confirm but that furniture of gold, and those precious
what bad been granted by Augustus and goods that were bud up there; all which he
Agrippa by my own sanction. 1 would there took away. However, he had a great desire
fore have you take notice, that, according to to make a more diligent search, and to go
tbe will of Augustus and Agrippa, 1 permit farther in, even as far as the very bodies of
them to use and do according to the customs David and Solomon; where two of his guards
of their forefathers without disturbance."
were slain, by a flame that burst out upon
8. I have been obliged to set down these those that went in, as the report was. So he
decrees, because tbe present history of our was terribly affrighted, and went out, and
own*acts will go generally among the Greeks; built a propitiatory monument of that fright
and I have hereby demonstrated to them, that he had been in; and this of white stone, at
we have formerly been in great esteem, and the mouth of the sepulchre, and that at ■
have not been prohibited by those governors great expense also. And even Njcolausf his
we were under from keeping any of the laws
of our forefathers; nay, that we have been and evidently preferring the former before the latter,
prophets of <iod always under the old
supported by them, while we followed our as did the true
and Christ anil his apostles always under
own religion, and the worship we paid to God: Testament,
the fSeWj whence our Josephus arems to have been at
time nearer Christianity than were the bribes and
and I frequently make mention of these de this
Pharisees of his age: who. as we koow from the Mew
crees, in order to reconcile other people to us, Testament,
were entirely of a different opinion and
and to take away tbe causes of that hatred practice.
+ It is here worth our observation, how careful Jose
which unreasonable men bear to us. As for phus
as to the discovery uf I ruth in Herod's history,
Mir customs,* there is no nation which always since was
be would not follow Sieolaus of Damascus biiusell, so great an historian, w here there was greet reason
• The remaining p«rl of this ehaptrr {• remarkable, lu suspect that he had traltered ilerod; which impar
M Justly distinguishing mlu.'al Jil.tice, religion, and tiality in history Josephus here solemnly proteases, and
svjowUity, from positive tiislitutiooa, in all countries. ol which impartiality be has given mom dinouatratioaa
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historiographer makes mention of this monu affairs of his kingdom, to Antipater; and
ment built by Herod, though he does not consulted with his mother about the public
mention his going down into the sepulchre, affairs also. And indeed these were all in
bs knowing that action to be of ill repute; all, and did what they pleased, and made the
and many other things he treats of in the king angry against any other persons, as they
same manner in his book; for he wrote in thought it might be to their own advantage:
Herod's lifetime, and under his reign, and but still the sons of Mariamne were in a
so as to please him, and as a servant to him, worse and worse condition perpetually; and
touching upon nothing but what tended to bis while they were thrust out, and set in a more
glory, and openly excusing many of his noto dishonourable rank, who yet by birth were the
rious crimes, and very diligently concealing most noble, they could not bear the disho
tbem. And as he was desirous to put hand nour. And for the women, Glapbyra, Alex
some colours on the death of Mariamne and ander's wife, the daughter of Archelaus,
her sons, which were barbarous actions in the hated Salome, both because of her love to her
king, he tells falsehoods about the inconti husband, and because Glaphyra seemed to
nence of Mariamne, and the treacherous bebave herself somewhat insolently towards
designs of his sons upon him; and thus he Salome's daughter, who was the wife of
proceeded in his whole work, making a pom Aristobuius, which t uaiity of hers to herself
pous encomium upon what just actions he bad Glaphyra took very impatiently.
done, but earnestly apologizing for bis unjust 3. Now, besides this second contention that
ones. Indeed, a man, as I said, may have a had fallen among them, neither did the king's
great deal to say by way of excuse for Nico- brother Pheroras keep himself out of trouble,
luus, for he did not so properly write this as a but had a particular foundation for sus
history for others, as somewhat that might be picion and hatred; for he was overcome with
subservient to the king himself. As for our the charms of his wife, to such a degree
selves, who come of a family nearly allied to of madness, that he despised the king's daugh
the Asamonean kings, and on that account ter, to whom he had been betrothed, and
have an honourable plnce, which is the priest wholly bent his mind to the other, who had
hood, we think it indecent to say any thing been but a servant. Herod also was grieved
that is false about them, and accordingly we by the dishonour that was done him, because
have described their actions after an unble he had bestowed many favours upon him,
mished and upright manner. And although we and had advanced him to that height of power
reverence many of Herod's posterity, who that he was almost a partner with him in
still reign, yet do we pay a greater regard to the kingdom; and saw that he had not made
truth than to them, and this though it some him a due return for his favours, and esteemed
times happens that we incur their displeasure himself unhappy on that account. So upon
by so doing.
Pheroras's unworthy refusal, lie gave the
2. And indeed Herod's troubles in his damsel to Phasaelus's son; but after some
famijf seemed to be augmented, by reason of time, when he thought the heat of his bro
this attempt he made upon David's sepulchre; ther's affections was over, he blamed him for
whether divine vengeance increased the cala his former conduct, and desired him to take
mities he lay under, in order to render them his second daughter, whose name was Cyprus.
incurable, or whether fortune made an assault Ptolemy also advised him to leave off affront
upon him, in those cases, wherein the season- ing his brother, and to forsake her whom lin
ableness of the cause made it strongly believed had loved, for that it was a base thing to be
that the calamities came upon him for his so enamoured of a servant, as to deprive him
mpiety; for the tumult was like a civil war self of the king's good-will to him, and be
n his palace; and their hatred towards one come an occasion of his trouble, and make
another was like that where each one 6trove himself hated by him. Pheroras knew that
to exceed another in calumnies. However, this advice would be for bis own advantage,
Antipatcr used stratagems perpetually against particularly because he had been accused
his brethren, and that very cunningly; while before, and forgiven ; so he put his wife away,
broad he loaded tbem with accusations, but although he already had a son by her, and
still took upon him frequently to apologize engaged to the king that he would take his
for them, that this apparent benevolence to second daughter, and agreed that the thirtieth
them might make him be believed, and for day after should be the day of marriage; and
ward his attempts against them; by which sware he would have no farther conversation
means he, after various manners, circumvented with her whom he had put away; but when
his father, who believed that all he did was the thirty days were over, he was such a slave
for his preservation. Herod also recommended to his affections, that he no longer performed
Ptolemy, who was a great director of the any thing he had promised, but continued
still with his former wife. This occasioned
than ulnuKt any other hiatoriam hut as to Heron'. Herod to grieve openly, and made him angry,
■aUag
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i it f„,m Una while the king dropped one word or other
against Pheroras perpetually; and many made
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the kind's anger an opportunity for raising that immeasurable and extravagant degree
calumnies against him. Nor had the king of ingratitude, as not only to suppose such
any longer a single quiet day or hour, but things of me, but to speak of them? I now
occasions of one fresh quarrel or another arose indeed perceive what thy intentions are: it is
among his relations, and those that were dear not thy only aim to reproach me, when tho-i
est to him; for Salome was of a harsh tem usest such words to my son, but thereby to
per, and ill-natured to Mariamne's sons; nor persuade him to plot against me, and get me
would she sutler her own daughter, who was destroyed by poison ; and who is there, if he
the wife of Aristobulus, one of those young had not a good genius at his elbow, as hath
men, to bear a good-will to her husband, but my son, that would bear such a suspicion oi
persuaded her to tell her if he said any thing his father, but would revenge himself upon
to her in private, and when any misunder him? Dost thou suppose that thou hast only
standing happened, as is common, she raised dropped a word for him to think of, anil
a great many suspicions out of it : by which not rather hast put a sword into his hand to
means she learned all their concerns, and slay his father? And what dost thou mean,
made the damsel ill-natured to the young when thou really batest both him and his
man. And in order to gratify her mother, brother, to pretend kindness to them, only in
she often said that the young men used to order to raise a reproach against me, and talk oi
mention Mariamne when they were by them such things as no one but such an impious
selves; and that they bated their father, and wretch as thou art could either devise in their
were continually threatening, that if they had mind, or declare in their words? Begone,
once got the kingdom, they would make He thou that art such a plague to thy benefactor
rod's sons, by his other wives, country-school and thy brother; and may that evil con
masters, for that the present education which science of thine go along with thee; while I
was given them, and their diligence in learn still overcome my relations by kindness, and
ing, fitted them for such an employment. am so far from avenging myself of them as
And as for the women, whenever they saw they deserve, that I bestow greater benefits
tjiem adorned with their mother's clothes, they upon them than they are worthy of."
threatened, that instead of their present gaudy 5. Thus did the king speak. Whereupon
apparel, they should be clothed in sackcloth, Pheroras, who was caught in the very act of
and confined so closely that they should not his villany, said, that, "it was Salome who
see the light of the sun. These stories were was the framer of this plot, and that the words
presently carried by Salome to the king, who came from her;" but as soon as she heard
was troubled to hear them, and endeavoured that, for she was at hand, she cried out, like
to make up matters: but these suspicions one that would be believed, that no such thing
afflicted him, and, becoming more and more ever came out of her mouth; that they all
uneasy, he believed every body against every earnestly endeavoured to make the king hate
body. However, upon his rebuking his eons, her, and to make ber away, because of the good
".nil hearing the defence they made for them will she bore to Herod, and because she was
selves, he was easier for a while, though a always foreseeing the dangers that were com
little afterwards much worse accidents came ing upon him, and that at present there were
upon him.
more plots against him than usual : for while
4. For Pheroras came to Alexander, the she was the only person who persuaded her
husband of Glaphyra, who was the daughter of brother to put away the wife he now had, and
Arcbelaus, as we have already told you, and to take the king's daughter, it was no wonder
said that he had heard from Salome, that if she were hated by him. As she said this,
Herod was enamoured of Glaphyra, and that and often tore her hair, and often beat her
his - passion for her was incurable. When IuvhsI, her countenance made her denial to be
Alexander heard that, he was all on fire, from believed, but the perverseness of her manners
his youth and jealousy; and he interpreted the declared at the same time her dissimulation
instances of Herod's obliging behaviour to in these proceedings; but Pberoras was caught
her, which were very frequent, for the worse, between them, and had nothing plausible to
which came from those suspicions he had on offer in his own defence, while be confessed that
account of that 'word which fell from Phero he had said what was charged upon him, but
ras; nor could he conceal his grief at the was nut believeff when he said he bad heard
thing, but informed him what words Phero it from Salome; so the confusion among them
ras had said. Upon which Herod was in a was increased, and their quarrelsome words
greater disorder than ever; and not bearing one to another. At last the king, out of his
such a false calumny, which was to his shame, hatred to his brother and sister, sent them both
was much disturbed at it: and often did be away ; and when he had commended tho
lament the wickedness of his domestics, and moderation of his son, and that he had him
how good he bad been to them, and how ill self told him of the report, he went in the
requitals tbey had made him. So he sent for evening to refresh himself. After such a
Pheroras, and reproached him, and snid, contest as this had fallen out among them,
Thou vilest of all men! art thou come to Salome's reputation suffered greatly, since ah*
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was supposed to hare first raised the calumny; begged his pardon, and persuaded him to do
and the king's wives were grieved at her, as so. Accordingly the damsel, upon this change
knowing she was a very ill-natured woman, of her espousals, was disposed of to this
and would sometimes be a friend, and some young man, the son of Pheroras, the king
times an enemy, at different seasons; so they giving for her portion a hundred talents.
perpetually said one thing or another against
Iter; and somewhat that now fell out, made
them the bolder in speaking against her.
6. There was one Obodas, king of Arabia,
CHAPTER VI1L
an inactive and slothful man in his nature;
but Sylleus managed most of his affairs for HOW HEROD TOOK DP ALEXANDER AND
him. He was a shrewd man, although he SOUND HIM; WHOM YET ARCHKLAUS, KINO
was but young, and was handsome withul. OF CAPPADOCIA, RECONCILED TO HIS FA
This Sylleus, upoti some occasion coming to THER HEROD AGAIN.
Herod, and supping with him, saw Salome,
and set bis heart upon her: and understand § 1. But still the affairs of Herod's family
ing that she was a widow, he discoursed with were no better, but perpetually more trouble
her. Now because Salome was at this time some. Now this accident happened, which
less in favour with her brother, she looked arose from no decent occasion, bnt proceeded
upon Sylleus with some passion, and was very so far as to bring great difficulties upon him.
earnest to be married to him; and on the days There were certain eunuchs which the king
following there appeared many, and those had, and on account of their beauty was very
very great, indications of their agreement to fond of them; and the care of bringing him
gether. Now the women carried this news to drink was entrusted to one of them ; of bring
the king, and laughed at the indecency of it; ing him bis supper, to another; and of putting
whereupon Herod inquired about it farther him to bed, to the third, who alto ma
of Pheroras, and desired him to observe them naged the principal affairs of the government ;
at supper, how their behaviour was one towards and there was one told the king that these
another; who told him, that by the signals eunuchs were corrupted by Alexander the
which came from their heads and their eyes, king's son, by great sums of money: and when
they both were evidently in love. After this, they were asked whether Alexander had had
Sylleus the Arabian being suspected, went criminal conversation with them, tbey con
away, but came again in two or three months fessed it, but said they knew of no fartber
afterwards, as it were on that very design, mischief of his against his father; but when
and spake to Herod about it, and desired that they were more severely tortured, and were
Salome might be given him to wife; for that in the utmost extremity, and the tormentors,
his affinity might not be disadvantageous to out of compliance with Antipater, stretched
his affairs, by a union with Arabia, the go the rack to the very utmost, they said that
vernment of which country was already in Alexander bare great ill-will and innate hatret'
.effect under his power, and more evidently to his father; and that he told them that
would be his hereafter. Accordingly, when Herod despaired to live much longer ; and that,
Herod discoursed with bis sister about it, and in order to cover his great age, he coloured
asked her whether she were disposed to this his hair black, and endeavoured to conceal
match, she immediately agreed to it; but what would discover how old he was; but that
when Sylleus was desired to come over to the if he would apply himself to him, when lie
Jewish religion, and then be should marry should attain the kingdom, which in spite ot
her, and that it was impossible to do it on any his father, could come to no one else, he
other terms, he could not bear that proposal, should quickly have the first place in that
and went bis way; for he said, that if he kingdom under him, for that he was now
should do so, he should be stoned by the ready to take the. kingdom, not only as his
Arabs. Then did Pheroras reproach Salome birthright, but by the preparations he bad
for her incontinency, as did the women much made for obtaining it, because a great many
more; and said that Sylleus had debauched of the rulers, and a great many of his friends,
her. As for that damsel which the king had were of his side, and those no ill men neither,
betrothed to his brother Pbetoras, but he had ready both to do and to suffer whatsoevei
not taken her, as I have before related, be should come on that account.
cause he was enamoured of his former wife, 2. When Herod heard this confession*. h<
Salome desired of Herod she might be given was all over anger and fear, some parti
to her son by Costobarus: which match he seeming to him reproachful, and some made
was very willing to, but was dissuaded from him suspicious of dangers that attended him,
it by Pheroras, who pleaded, that this young insomuch, that on both accounts he wai
man would not be kind to her since hit father provoked, and bitterly afraid lest some more
had been slain by him, and that it was more tieavy plot was laid aguiust bim than he should
'ust that his son, who was to be his successor be then able to escape from; whereupon be
in the tutrarcby, should have her: so h-. did not now make an open search, but sent
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■bout spies to watch such as he suspected, mad and licentious way of acting his father
for he was now overrun with suspicion and was in, and had been a great while one of his
hatred against all about him; and indulging counsellors, he hurried him on, and then
abundance of those suspicions, in order to his thought he should bring him to do somewhat
preservation, he continued to suspect those to purpose, when every one that could oppose
that were guiltless: nor did he set any bounds him was taken away. When therefore An
to himself; but supposing that those who dromachus and his friends were driven away,
staid with him had the most power to hurt and had no discourse nor freedom with the
him, they were tJ him very frightful; and king any longer, the king, in the first place,
for those that did not use to come to him, it examined by torture all whom he thought to
seemed enough to name them [to make them be faithful to Alexander, whether they knew
suspected], and he thought himself safer when of any of his attempts against him ; but these
they were destroyed: and at last his domes died without having any thing to say to that
tics were come to that pass, that being no way matter, which made the king more zealous
secure of escaping themselves, they fell to [after discoveries], when he could not find
accusing one another, and imagining that he out what evil proceedings he suspected them
who first accused another was most likely to of. As for Antipater, he was very sagacious
save himself; yet, when any had overthrown to raise a calumny against those that were
others, they were hated; and they were really innocent, as if their denial was only
thought to suffer justly, who unjustly accused their constancy and fidelity [to Alexander],
others; and they only thereby prevented their and thereupon provoked Herod to discover
own accusation; nay, they now executed their by the torture of great numbers, what at
own private enmities by this means, and when tempts were still concealed. Now there was
they were caught, they were punished in the a certain person among the many that were
same way. Thus these men contrived to tortured, who said that he knew that the
make use of this opportunity as an instrument young man had often said, that when be was
and a snare against their enemies ; yet, when commended as a tall man in bis body, and a
they tried it, were themselves caught also in Bkilful marksman, and that in his other com
the same snare which they laid for others: mendable exercises he exceeded all men, these
and the king soon repented of what he had qualifications, given him by nature, though
done, because he had no clear evidence of the good in themselves, were not advantageous to
guilt of those whom he had slain; and yet him, because his father was grieved at them,
what was still more severe in him, he did not and envied him for them: and that when he
make use of his repentance, in order to leave walked along with his father, be endeavoured
ofT doing the like again, but in order to inflict to depress and shorten himself that he might
not appear too tall ; and that when he shot at
the same punishment upon their accusers.
3. And in this state of disorder were the any thing as he was hunting, when his father
affairs of the palace; and he had already told was by, he missed his mark on purpose; for
many of bis friends directly, that they ought he knew how ambitious bis father was of
not to appear before him, nor come into the being superior in such exercises. So when the
palace; and the reason of this injunction was, man was tormented about this saying, and
that [ when they were there] he bad less free had ease given his body after it, he added,
dom of acting, or a greater restraint on him that he had his brother Aristobulus for his
self on their account; for at this time it was assistance, and contrived to lie in wait for their
thut be expelled Andromachus and Gemellus, father, as they were hunting, and kill him;
men who had of old been his friends, and and when they had done so, to fly to Rome,
been very useful to him in the affairs of his and desire to have the kingdom given them.
kingdom, and been of advantage to his family, There were also letters of the young man
by their embassages and counsels; and had found, written to his brother; wherein he
been tutors to his sons, and had in a manner complained that his father did not act justly
the first degree of freedom with him. He in giving Antipater a country, whose [yearly]
expelled Andromachus, because his son De revenues amounted to ten hundred talents.
metrius was a companion to Alexander; and Upon these confessions Herod presently
Gemellus, because he knew that he wished thought he had somewhat to depend on, in
him well, which arose from his having been bis own opiniorf? as to bis suspicion about bis
with him in his youth, when be was at school, sons: so he took up Alexander and bound
and absent at Rome. These he expelled out him ; yet did he still continue to be uneasy,
of his palace, and was willing enough to have and was not quite satisfied of the truth of
done worse by them; but that he might not what he had heard; and when he came to
seem to take such liberty against men of so recollect himself, be found that they had only
great reputation, be contented himself with made juvenile complaints and contentions, and
depriving them of their dignity, and of their that it was an incredible thing, that when his
son should have slain him, he should openly
power to hinder his wicked proceedings.
4. Now it was Antipater who was the go to Rome [to beg the kingdom]; so he
cause of all this; who when he knew what a was desirous to have some surer mark ci aia
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son's wickedness, and was very solicitous day intent upon this thing, and revolved it over
about it, that be might not appear to have and over, and no otherwise tban if be were
condemned him to be put in prison too rashly; under a distraction. And this was the sad
so he tortured tbe principal of Alexander's condition Herod was now in.
friends, and put not a few of them to death, 6. But when Arcbelaus, king of Cappadowithout getting any of the things out of them cia, beard of tbe state tbat Herod was in, and
whi h he suspected. And while Herod was being in great distress about bis daughter, and
very busy about this matter, and the palace tbe young man [her husband], and grieving
was full of terror and trouble, one of the with Herod, as with a man tbat was his friend,
younger sort, when he was in the utmost on account of so great a disturbance as he
agony, confessed that Alexander had sent to his was under, he came [to Jerusalem] on pur
friends at Rome, and desired that be might pose to compose tbeir differences; and, w hen
be quickly invited thither by Ciesar, and that he found Herod in such a temper, be thought
be could discover a plot against him ; that it wholly unseasonable to reprove him, or to
Mithridates, the king of Partbia, was joined pretend that he had done any thing rashly, for
in friendship with bis father against the Ro tbat he should thereby naturally bring him to
mans, and that he had a poisonous potion dispute the point with him, and by still more
ready prepared at Askelon.
and more apologizing for himself to be the
5. To these accusations Herod gave credit, more irritated: be went, therefore, another
and enjoyed hereby, in his miserable case, way to work, in order to correct tbe former
come sort of consolation, in excuse of his rash misfortunes, and appeared angry at the young
ness, as tiattering himself with finding things man, and said that Herod had been so very
in so bad a condition ; but as for the poison mild a man that be had not acted a rash part
ous potion, which be laboured to find, be at all. He also said be would dissolve bis
could find cone. As for Alexander, be was daughter's marriage with Alexander, nor
very desirous to aggravate the vast misfortunes could in justice spare his own daughter, if
he was under, so be pretended not to deny the she were conscious of any thing, and did not
accusations, but punished the rashness of his inform Herod of it. When Arcbelaus appear
father "with a greater crime of his own; and ed to be of this temper, and otherwise tban
perhaps he was willing to make his father Herod expected or imagined, and for tbe main
ashamed of bis easy belief of such calumnies: took Herod's part, and was angry on his ac
he aimed especially, if he could gain belief to count, tbe king abated of his harshness, and
his story, to plague him and his whole king took occasion from bis appearing to have acted
dom; for he wrote four letters and sent them justly hitherto, to come by degrees to put
to him, that " he did not need to torture any on the affection of a father, and was on both
more persons, for be bad plotted against him, sides to be pitied; for when some persons
Lnd that be bad for his partners, Pheroras, and refuted the calumnies that were laid on the
the most faithful of his friends ; and that Sa young man, he was thrown into a passion;
lome came in to him by night, and that she but when Arcbelaus joined in the accusation,
lay with him whether he would or not; and he was dissolved into tears and sorrow alter
that all men were come to be of one mind to an affectionate munner. Accordingly, be de
make away with him as soon as tliey could", and sired that be would not dissolve bus son's mar
bo get clear of the continual fear they were in riage, and became not so angry as before for
from him." Among these were accused Pto bis offences. So when Arcbelaus had brought
lemy and Sapinnius, who were the most faith him to a more moderate temper, he transferred
ful friends to the king. And what more can tbe calumnies upon bis friends; and said it
be said, but that those who before were the must be owing to them tbat so young a man,
most intimate friends, werebeaomc wild beasts and one unacquainted with malice, was cor
to one another, as if a certain madness had rupted; and be supposed that there was more
fallen upon them, while there wae no room reason to suspect the brother tban the son.
for defence or refutation, in order to the dis Upon which Herod was very much displeased
covery of the truth, but all were at random at Pheroras, who indeed now had no one that
doomed to destruction 1 so that some lamented could make a reconciliation between him and
those that were in prison, some those that were bis brother. So wben he sa^v that Arcbelaus
put to death, and others lamented that they bad the greatest power with Herod, he betook
were in expectation of the same miseries; and himself to him in the habit of a mourner, and
a melancholy solitude rendered the kingdom like one that had all the signs upon bim of an
deformed, and quite the reverse of that happy undone man. Upon this Arcbelaus did not
state it was formerly in. Herod's own life overlook tbe intercession he made to hiin. nor
also was entirely disturbed; and, because he yet did he undertake to change the king's
couid trust nobody, be was sorely punished by disposition towards him immediately; and he
the expectation of farther misery; for he often said that it was better for him to come himself
fancied in his imagination, that bis son had to the king, and confess himself the occasion
fallen upon him, or stood by him with a sword of all ; that this would make the king's aiyer
in his hand; and thus was his mind night and not to be extravagant towards bim, ar.d t* it
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then be would be present to assist him. When | ceived that bis dominions had greatly suffered
he had persuaded him to this, he gained his j| by them, and since he could not reach (he
point with both of them; and the calumnies robbers themselves, because of the secure
raised against the young man were, beyond retreat they had in that country, and vhich the
all expectation, wiped off. And Archelaus, Arabian government afforded them, and yet
as soon as he had made the reconciliation, being very uneasy at the injuries they had
went then away to Cappadocia, having proved done him, he went all over Trachonitis, and
at this juncture of time the most acceptable slew their relations; whereupon these robbers
person to Herod in the world; on which were more angry than before, it being a law
account he gave him the richest presents, as among them to be avenged on the murderers
tokens of his respects to him, and being on of their relations by all possible means; so
other occasions magnanimous, he esteemed they continued to tear and rend every thing
him one of his dearest friends. He also made under Herod's dominion with impunity; then
an agreement with him that he would go to did he discourse about these robberies to
Rome, because he had written to Cassar about Saturninus and Volumnius, and required that
these affairs; so they went together as far as they should be punished; upon which occa
Antioch, and there Herod made a recon sion they still the more confirmed themselves
ciliation between Archelaus and Titus, the in their robberies, and became more numerous,
president of Syria, who had been greatly at and made very great disturbances, laying
variance, and so returned back to Judca.
waste the countries and villages that belonged
to Herod's kingdom, and killing those men
whom they caught, till these unjust proceedings
came to be like a real war, for the robbers
were now become about a thousand; — at
CHAPTER IX.
which Herod was sore displeased, and required
CONCERNTN'O THE REVOLT OF THE TRACHON- the* robbers, as well as the money which he
ITES; HOW SYLLEOS ACCU8ED HEROD BE had lent Obodas, by Sylleus, which was sixty
FORE C.LSAR; AND HOW HEROD, WHEN talents, and since the time of payment was
CESAR WAS ANGRY AT HIM, RESOLVED TO now past, he desired to have it paid him: but
Sylleus, who had laid Obodas aside, and
SEND NICOLAUS TO ROME.
managed all by himself, denied that the robbers
§ 1. When Herod had been at Rome, and were in Arabia, and put off the payment of
was come back again, a war arose between the money; about which there was a hearing
him and the Arabians, on the occasion follow before Saturninus and Volumnius, who were
ing: — The inhabitants of Trachonitis, after then the presidents of Syria.* At last, he,
Cffisar had taken the country away from by their means, agreed, that within thirty
Zenodorus, and added it to Herod, had not now days' time Herod should be paid his money
power to rob, but were forced to plough the and that each of them should deliver up th<*
land, and to live quietly, which was a thing other's subjects reciprocally. Now, as to
they did not like; and when they did take Herod, there was not one of the other's sub
that pains, the ground did not produce much jects found in his kingdom, either as doing
fruit for them. However, at the first the king any injustice, or on any other account; but i*
would not permit them to roh ; and so they was proved that the Arabians had the robbers
abstained from that unjust way of living amongst them.
upon their neighbours, which procured Herod 2. When the day appointed for payment of
a great reputation for his care. But when he the money was past, without Sylleus's perwas sailing to Rome, it was at that time when forming any part of his agreement, and he
he went to accuse his son Alexander, and to was gone to Rome, Herod demanded the pay
commit Antipater to Cssar's protection, the ment of the money, and that the robbers that
Traehonites spread a report as if he were were in Arabia should be delivered up; and,
dead, and revolted from his dominion, and by the permission of Saturninus and Volum
betook themselves again to their accustomed nius, executed the judgment himself upon
way of robbing their neighbours; at which those that were refractory. He took an army
time the king's^commanders subdued them that he had, and led it imo Arabia, and in
during his absence: but about forty of the three days' time marched seven mansions;
principal robbers, being terrified by those that and when he came to the garrison wherein
had been taken, left the country, and retired the robbers were, he made an assault upon
into Arabia, Sylleus entertaining them, after them, and took them all, and demolished the
he had missed of marrying Salome, and gave place, which was called Raepta, but did no
them a place of strength, in which they dwelt. harm to any others. But as the Arabians
So they overran not only Judea, but all Cele- came to their assistance, under Naceb their
eyria also, and carried off the prey, while
joint president! of Syria. 8atarnimi* and Vo.
Sylleus afforded them places of protection and • Thesewrn
not perhaps of eqoal authority, but the lat«
quietness during their wicked practice*. But lumnius,
ler liacaprocurator under the lormer. ai the very teirnedj
when Herod otiu book from Home, he p«r- Nori. and Paai, and with thero Or. Hudson, determine.
3F
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captain, there ensued a battle, wherein a few their country, and were more rigid in their
of Herod's soldiers, and Naceb, the captain unjust proceedings, not only in order to get
of the Arabians, and about twenty of bis sol by it, but by way of revenge also.
diers fell, while the rest betook themselves to 4. Now Herod was forced to bear all this,
flight. So when he had brought these to pun that confidence of his being quite gone with
ishment, he placed three thousand Idumeans which Caesar's favour used to inspire him ;
in Trachonitis, and thereby restrained the rob for Caesar would not admit so much as an
bers that were there. He also sent an account embassage from him, to make an apology for
to the captains that were about Phoenicia, and him; and when they came again, he sent
demonstrated that he had done nothing but them away without success: so be was cast
what he ought to do, in punishing tbe refrac into sadness and fear; and Sylleus's circum
tory Arabians, which, upon an exact inquiry, stances grieved him exceedingly, who was
they found to be no more than what was true. now believed by Caesar, and was present at
3. However, messengers were hasted away Rome, nay, sometimes aspiring higher. Now
to Sylleus to Rome, and informed him what it came to pass that Obodas was dead: and
had been done, and, as is usual, aggravated /Eneas, whose name was afterward changed
every thing. Now Sylleus bad already in to Aretas,* took the government, for Sylleus
sinuated himself into the knowledge of Caesar, endeavoured by calumnies to get him turned
and was then about the palace ; and as soon out of his principality, that he might himself
as he heard of these things, he changed bis take it; with which design he gave much
habit into black, and went in, and told Ce money to the courtiers, and promised much
sar that Arabia was afflicted with war, and money to Caesar, who indeed was angry that
that all his kingdom was in great confusion, Aretas had not sent to him first belore be
upon Herod's laying it waste with his army ; took the kingdom, yet did -Eneas send an
and he said, with tears in his eyes, that epistle and presents to Caesar, and a crown ot
two thousand five hundred of the principal gold, of tbe weight of many talents. Now
men among the Arabians had been destroyed, that epistle accused Sylleus as having been a
and that their captain Naeebus, his familiar wicked servant, and having killed Obodas by
friend and kinsman, was slain; and that the poison; and that while he was alive, he had
riches that were at Raepta were carried off; governed him as he pleased; and had also
and that Obodas was despised, whose infirm debauched the wives of the Arabians; and
state of body rendered him unfit for war; on had borrowed money, in order to obtain tbe
which account, neither he nor the Arabian dominion for himself: yet did not Caesar give
army were present. When Sylleus said so, heed to these accusations, but sent his ambas
and added invidiously, that he would not him sadors back, without receiving any of bis pre
self have come out of the country, unless he sents. But in the mean time tbe affairs of
bad believed that Caesar would have provided Judea and Arabia became worse and worse,
that tbey should all have peace one with ano partly because of the anarchy they were un
ther, and that, had be been there, he would der, and partly because, bad as they were,
have taken care that the war should not have nobody had power to govern them; for of
becu to Herod's advantage. Caesar was pro tbe two kings, the one was not yet confirmed
voked when this was said ; and asked no more in his kingdom, and so had not authority sufthan this one question, both of Herod's friends 'ficient to restrain the evil doers; and as for
that were there, and of his own friends, who Herod, Caesar was immediately angry at him
were come from Syria, Whether Herod had for having avenged himself, and so he was
led an army thither? And when they were compelled to bear all the injuries that were
forced to confess so much, Caesar, without oifered him. At length, when he saw no end
staying to hear for what reason he did it, and of tbe mischief which surrounded him, be
how it was done, grew very angry, and wrote resolved to send ambassadors to Rome again,
to Herod sharply. The sum of his epistle to see whether his friends had prevailed to
was this, that whereas of old he had used him mitigate Caesar, and to address themselves to
as his friend, he should now use him as his Caesar himself; and the ambassador be sent
subject. Sylleus also wrote an account of this thither was Nicolaus of Damascus.
to the Arabians, Wto were so elevated with * This Aretus was now become ap established a nam*
it, that they neither delivered up the robbers fur the kings uf Arabia [at Petra and Damascus], lint
that had tied to them, nor paid the money when the crown caiue to this £neas, he changed hil
to Aretas, as HaYercamp here JusUy observe*,
that was due: they retained those pastures name
also which they had hired, and kept them See Antiq. b. xili. cb. XT. sect X,
without paying their rent, and all this because
tbe king of the Jews was now in a low con
dition, by reason of Caesar's anger at him.
Those of Trachonitis also made use of this
opportunity, and rose up against the Idumcan
garrison, and followed the same way of rob
bing with the Arabians, who had pillaged
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Antipater, thinking him to be his friend
CHAPTER X.
I by this advice, gave him presents upon all
occasions, and at length persuaded him to
HOW EURYCLES FALSELY ACCUSED HEROD'S inform Herod of what he had heard. So
SONS; AND HOW THEIR FATHER BOUND when he related to the king Alexander's ill
THEM, AND WROTE TO CAESAR ABOUT temper, as discovered by the words he bad
THEM. OF 8YLLEUS; AND HOW HE WAS heard him speak, he was easily believed by
ACCUSED BY NICOLAUS.
him; and be thereby brought the king to
that pass, turning bim about by his words,
§ 1. The disorders about Herod's family and and irritating him, till he increased his hatred
children about this time grew much worse; for to him, and made him implacable, which be
it now appeared certain, nor was it unforeseen showed at that very time, for he immediately
beforehand, that fortune threatened the great gave Eurycles a present of fifty talents; who,
est and most insupportable misfortunes pos when he bad gotten tbem, went to Archeluus,
sible to his kingdom. Its progress and king of Cappadocia, and commended Alex
augmentation at this time arose on the occasion ander before him, and told him that be bad
following: — One Eurycles, a Lacedemonian been many ways of advantage to him, in
(& person of note there, but a man of a per making a reconciliation between bim and his
verse mind, and so cunning in his ways of father. So he got money from him also,
voluptuousness and flattery, as to indulge and went away, before his pernicious prac
both, and yet seem to indulge neither of tices were found out; but when Eurycles was
tbem), came in his travels to Herod, and returned to Lacedemon, he did not leave off
made him presents, but so that be received doing mischief; and so, for his many acts of in
more presents from him. He also took such justice, he was banished from his own country.
proper seasons for insiuuating himself into 2. But as for the king of the Jews, he was
his friendship, that he became one of the most not now m the temper he was in formerly
intimate of the king's friends. He had his towards Alexander and Aristobulus, when he
lodging in Antipater's house; but he had not bad been content with the hearing their
only access, but free conversation, with Alex calumnies when others told bim of them, but
ander, as pretending to him th-it he was in he was now come to that pass as to hate them
great favour with Archelaus, the king of himself, and to urge mea to speak against
Cappadocia; whence he pretended much re them, though they did not do it of themselves.
spect to Glaphyra, and, m an occult manner, He also observed all that was said, and put
cultivated a friendship with them all, but questions, and gave ear to every one that
always attending to what whs said and done, would but speak, if they could but say any
that be might be furnished with calumnies to thing against them, till at length he beard that
please then) all. In short, he behaved himself Euaratus of Cos was a conspirator with Alex
60 to every body in his conversation, as to ander; which thing to Herod was the most
appear to be his particular friend, and he agreeable and sweetest news imaginable.
made others believe that his being anywhere 3. But still a greater misfortune *caine
was for that person's advantage. So he won upon the young men; while the calumnies
upon Alexander, who was but young; and against them were continually increased, and,
persuaded him, that be might open bis as a man may say, one would think it was
grievances to him with assurance, and with every one's endeavour to lay some grievous
nobody else. So he declared his grief to him, thing to their charge, which might appear to
how his father was alienated from him. He be for the king's preservation. There were
related to him also the affairs of his mother, two guards of Herod's body, who were in
and of Antipater; that he had driven tlajm great esteem for their great strength and tallfrom their proper dignity, and had the power ness, Jucundus and Tyramius; these men
over every thing himself; that no part of this had been cast off by Herod, who whs dis
was tolerable, since his father was already pleased at them; these now used to ride along
'come to hate them; and be added, that he with Alexander, and for their skill in their
would neither admit them to his table nor to exercises were in great esteem with him, and
his conversation. Such were the complaints, had some gold and othcajkjfts bestowed on
as was but natural, of Alexander about the tbem. Now the king, having an immediate
things that troubled him: and these discourses suspicion of these men, had them tortured; who
Eurycles carried to Antipater, and told him, endured the torture courageously for a long
he did Tiot inform him of this on his own time; but at last confessed that Alexander
account, but that being overcome by his kind would have persuaded them to kill Herod
ness, the great importance of the thing obliged when he was in pursuit of the wild beasts,
bim to do it: and he warned him to have a that it might be said he fell from his horse,
care of Alexander, for that what he said was and was run through with his own spear, for
spoken with veheroency, and that, in conse that he had once such a misfortune formerly.
quence of what he said, he would certainly They also showed where there was money
kill him with his own hand. Whereupon bidden in the stable, under groimd; and these
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convicted the king's chief hunter, that he had 6. About this time there came an ambassa
given the young men the royal hunting-spears dor out of Cappadocia from Archelaus, whose
and weapons to Alexander's dependants, and name was Melas; he was one of the prin
at Alexander's command.
cipal rulers under him. So Herod being
4. After these, the commander of the gar desirous to show Archelaus'a ill-will to hii..,
rison of Alexandrium was caught and tortured; called for Alexander, as be was in his bonds,
for he was accused to have promised to and asked him again concerning his flight,
receive the young men into his fortress, and whether and bow they had resolved to retire:
to supply them with that money of the king's Alexander replied, — To Archelaus, who had
which was laid up in that fortress, yet did not promised to send them away to Rome; but
he acknowledge any thing of it himself; but that tbey bad no wicked or mischievous de
his son came in, and said it was so, and deli sign against their father, and that nothing of
vered up the writing, which, so far as could that nature which their adversaries had charged
be guessed, was in Alexander's hand. Its upon them was true; and that tbeir desire
contents were these : — " When we have was, that be might have examined Tyraunus
finished, by God's help, all that we have and Jucundus more strictly, but that they
proposed to do, we will come to you ; but do had been suddenly slain by tbe means of An
your endeavours, as you have promised, to re tipater, who put his own friends among the
ceive us into your fortress." After this writ multitude [fur that purpose].
ing was produced, Herod had no doubt about 7. When this was said, Herod commanded
the treacherous designs of his sons against that both Alexander and Melas should be
him; but Alexander said that Diophantus, carried to Glaphyra, Archelau^-'s daughter, and
the scribe, had imitated bis band, and that the that she should be asked, whether she did not
paper was maliciously drawn up by Antipater; know somewhat of Alexander's treacherous
for Diophantus appeared to be very cunning designs against Herod? Mow as soon as
in such practices; and as he was -afterward they were come to her, and she saw Alexander
convicted of forging other papers, he was in bonds, she beat her head, and in great con
put to death for it.
sternation, gave a deep and a moving groan.
5. So the king produced those that had been The young man also tell into tears. This was
tortured before the multitude at Jericho, in so miserable a spectacle to those present, that,
order to have them, accuse the young men, for a great while, they were not able to say or
which accusers many of the people stoned to to do any thing; but at length Ptolemy, who
death ; and when they were going to kill was ordered to bring Alexander, bade him
Alexander and Aristobulus likewise, the king say whether his wife were conscious of his
would not permit them to do so, but restrained actions. He replied, " How is it possible that
the multitude, by means of Ptolemy and she, whom I love better than my own soul,
Pheroras. However, the young men were and by whom 1 have bad children, should not
put under a guard, and kept in custody, that know what 1 do?" Upon which she cried
nobody might come at them ; and all that out, that she knew of no wicked designs of
they <fid or said was watched, and the re his ; but that yet, if her accusing herself
proach and fear they were in was little or falsely would tend to his preservation, she
nothing different from those of condemned would confess it all. Alexander replied,
criminals; and one of them, who was Aristo " There is no such wickedness as those (who
bulus, was so deeply affected, that he brought ought the least of all so to do) suspect, which
Salome, who was his aunt, and his motber-in- either I have imagined, or thou know est of, but
law, to lament with him for bis calamities, and this only, that we hail resolved to retire to
to hate him who had suffered things to come Arohclaus, and from thence to Rome." Which
to that pass; when he said to her, " Art thou shf also confessed. Upon which Herod,
not in danger of destruction also, while the supposing that Archelaus's ill-will to him was
report goes that thou hadst disclosed before fully proved, sent a letter by Olympus and
hand all our affairs to Sylleus, when thou Volumnius; and bade them, as tbey sailed by,
wast in hopes of being married to him?" to touch at Eleusa of Cilieia, and give Arche
Out she immediately carried those words to laus the letter. And that when tbey had
her brother: uponjhis he was out of patience, expostulated with him, that be bad a band
and gave commandto bind him ; and enjoined in his son's treacherous design against bim,
them both, now they were kept separate one they should from thence sail to Rome; and
from the other, to write down all the ill that, in case they found Kicolaus had gained
things they had done against their father, and any ground, and that Cffisar was no" longer
bring the writings to him. So when this was displeased at him, he should give him his let
enjoined them, they wrote this: that tbey bad ters, and tbe proof w hich he bad ready to show
laid no treacherous designs, nor made any against the young men. As to Archelaus, he
preparations against their father, but that thejr made this defence for himself, that he had
bad intended to fly away ; and that by tbe promised to receive the young men, because
distress they were in, their lives being now i it was both lor their own and their father'!
uncertain and tedious to them.
advantage so to do, lest some too sever*
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procedure should be gone upon in that anger out of any part of his country, '* A* for the
and disorder tliey were in on occasion of the pretended army," he said, " it was no army,
present suspicions; but that still he bad not but a party sent out to require the just pay
promised to send them to Cresar; and that he ment of the money: that this was not sent
had not promised any thing else to the young immediately, nor so soon as the bond allowed,
men that could show any ill-will to him.
but that Sylleus bad frequently come before
8. When these ambassadors were come to Saturninus and Volumnius, the presidents ol
Rome, they had a fit opportunity of delivering Syria : and that at last he had sworn at Detheir letters to Caesar, because they found him rytus, by thy fortune,* that he would cer
reconciled to Herod ; for the circumstances tainly pay the money within thirty days, and
f Nicolaus's embassage had been as follows:— deliver up the fugitives that were under his
As soon as he was come to Rome, and was dominion. And that when Sylleus had per
about the court, be did not first of all set formed nothing of this, Herod came again
bout what he was come for only, but he before the presidents; and upon their per
bought fit also to accuse Sylleus. Now, the mission to make a seizure for his money, he,
Arabians, even before he came to talk with with difficulty, went out of his country with
hem, were quarrelling one with another; and a party of soldiers for that purpose. And
ome of them left Sylleus's party, and joining this is all the war which these men so tragi
themselves to Nicolaus, informed him ofall the cally describe; and this is the affair of the
wicked things that had been done ; and pro expedition into Arabia. And how can this
duced to bim evident demonstrations of the be called a war, when thy presidents permit
slaughter of a great number of Obodas's ted it, the covenants allowed it, and it whs
friends by Sylleus; for when these men left not executed till thy name, O Ctesar, as well
Sylleus, they had carried off with them those as that of the other gods, had been profaned ?
letters whereby they could convict him. When And now I must speak in order about the
Nicolaus saw such an opportunity afforded captives. There were robbers that dwelt in
bim, he made use of it, In order to gain his Trachonitis: —at first their number was no
own point afterward, and endeavoured imme more than forty, but they became more after
diately to make a reconciliation between wards, and tbey escaped the punishment He
Ctesar and Herod; for he was fully satisfied, rod would have inflicted on them, by making
that if he should desire to make a defence for Arabia their refuge. Sylleus received them,
Herod directly, he should not be allowed that and supported them with food, that they might
liberty; but that if he desired to accuse Syl be mischievous to all mankind ; and gave them
leus, there would an occasion present itself a country to inhabit, and himself received the
of speaking on Herod's behalf. So when the gains they made by robbery; yet did he pro
cause was ready for a hearing, and the day mise that he would deliver up these men, and
was appointed, Nicolaus, while Aretas's am that by the same oaths and same time that be
bassadors were present, accused Sylleus, and sware and fixed for payment of his debt: nor
said that he imputed to him the destruction can be by any means show that any other per
of the king [Obodas], and of many others of sons have at this time been taken out of Ara
the Arabians: that be had borrowed money bia besides these, and indeed not all these
for no good design; and he proved that he neither, but only so many as could not con
Had been guilty of adultery, not only with the ceal themselves. And thus does the calumny
Arabian, but Roman women also. And he of the captives, which hath been so odiously
added, that above all the rest he had alienated represented, appear to be no better than a
Caesar from Herod; and that all that he had fiction and a lie, made on purpose to provoke
said about the actions of, Herod were falsi thy indignation ; for I venture to affirm, that
ties. When Nicolaus was come to this topVc, when the forces of the Arabians came upon
Cassar stopped him from going on, and us, and one or two of Herod's party fell, be
desired him only to speak to this affair of then only defended himself, and there fell
Herod, and to show that he bad not led an Nacebus their general, and in all about twentyarmy into Arabia, nor slain two thousand fire five others, and no more; whence Sylleus,
hundred men there, nor taken prisoners, nor by multiplying every single soldier to a
pillaged the country. To which Nicolaus hundred, he reckons the slain to have beeu
made this answer: — "I shall principally two thousand five hundred."
demonstrate, that either nothing at all, or but 9. This provoked Caesar more than ever;
a very little, of those imputations are true, of so he turned to Sylleus full of rage, and asked
which thou hast been informed ; for bad they him how many of the Arabians were slain.
been true, thou mightest justly have been still Hereupon he hesitated, and said he had been
more angry at Herod. * At this strange as imposed upon. The covenants were also read
sertion, Ciesar was very attentive; and Nico about the money be had borrowed, and the
laus said, that there was a debt due to Herod • Thii oath, by the fortune of Ctetar, was put to
a bishop of Smyrna, by the Roman gorernor,
of five hundred talents, and a bond, wherein toPolycarp,
try whethar he were a Christian, as they were then
t was written, that if the time appointed be esteemed
who refused to swear that oath. SJartvr(lapsed, it should be lawful to make a seizure Polycarp. sect. V.
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letters of the presidents of Syria, and the of Cappadocia, and as many more as he
complaints of the several cities, so many as thought to be illustrious for their friendsn.o
nail been injured by the robbers. The con to him, and the dignities they were in. and:
clusion was this, that Sylleus was condemned determine what should be done by their
(o die, and that Csesar was reconciled to approbation. These were the directions that
Herod, and owned his repentance for what Caesar gave bim. Accordingly Herod, when
se vere things he had written to him, occasioned the letter was brought to him, was immediately
l>y calumny, insomuch that he told Sylleus, that very glad of Caesar's reconciliation to him,
be had compelled him, by his lying account and very glad also that be had a complete
of things, to be guilty of ingratitude against authority given him over his sons. And it
a man that was bis friend. At the last all strangely came about, that whereas befor;, in
came to this, — Sylleus was sent away to his adversity, though be had indeed shown
answer Herod's suit, and to repay the debt that himself severe, yet had he not been very rash,
he owed, and after that to be punished [with nor hasty, in procuring the destruction of his
death]; but still Caesar was offended with sons; he now, in his prosperity, took advan
Aretas, that he had taken upon himself the tage of this change for the better, and the
government, without his consent first obtained, freedom be now had, to exercise his hatred
for he bad determined to bestow Arabia against them, after an unheard-of manner,
upon Herod; but that the letters he had sent he therefore sent and called as many as be
hindered him from so doing; for Olympus thought fit to this assembly, excepting Arche
and Volumnius, perceiving that Caesar was laus; for as for him, he either hated him, so
now become favourable to Herod, thought fit that he would not invite him, or thought be
immediately to deliver him the letters they would be an obstacle to his designs.
were commanded by Herod to give him con
2. When the presidents, and the rest that
cerning his sons. When Ciesar had read them, belonged to the cities were come to Berytus,
he thought it would not be proper to add he kept his sons in a certain village belonging
another government to him, now be was old, to Sidon, called Platana, but near to this city,
and in an ill state with relation to his sons, so that if they were called be might produce
he admitted Aretas's ambassadors; and after tbem, for he did not think fit to bring them
he bad just reproved him for his rashness, in before the assembly: and when there were
not tarrying till he received the kingdom from one hundred and fifty assessors present, Herod
him, he accepted of his presents, and con came by himself alone, and accused bis sons,
firmed him in his government.
and in such a way as if it were not a melan
choly, accusation, and not made but out of
necessity, and upon the misfortunes he waa
under; indeed, in such a way as was very
CHAPTER XL
indecent
a father to accuse his sons, for he
HOW HEROD, BY PERMISSION FROM fJF.SAR, was very for
vehement
and disordered when he
ACCUSED HIS SONS BEFORE AN ASSEMBLY came to the demonstration
the crime they
OF JUDGES AT BERYTUS; AND WHAT TERO were accused of, and gave of
the greatest signs
SUFFERED, FOR USING A BOUNDLESS AND of passion and barbarity : nor
would he suffer
MILITARY. LIBERTY OF SPEECH. CONCERN
assessors to consider of the weight of the
ING ALSO THE DEATH OF THE YOUNG MEN. the
evidence, but asserted them to be true by his
AND THEIR BURIAL AT ALEXANDRIUM.
own authority, after a manner most indecent
§ 1. So Caesar was now reconciled to Herod, in a father against bis sons, and read himself
and wrote thus to him:—That he was grieved what they themselves had written, wherein
for him on account of his sons; and that in t here was no confession of any plots or con
case they had been guilty of any profane and trivances against him, but only how tbey
insolent crimes against him, it would behove had connived to 'fly away, and containing
him to punish them as parricides, for which he withal certain reproaches against him, on
ga«C bim power accordingly; but if they had account of the ill-will he bare them; and when
only contrived to fly away, he would have he came to those reproaches, he cried out
'jim give tbein an; admonition, and not pro most of all, and exaggerated what tbey said,
ceed to extremity with them. He also ad as if they had confessed the design against
vised bim to get an assembly together, and to him, —and took his oath that be bad ratber
appoint some place near Berytu's,* which is a lose bis life than hear such reproachful woids.
city belonging to the Romans, and to take At last he said that he had sufficient authority,
the presidents of Syria, and Archelaus, king both by nature and by Cuesar's grant to him,
• Wb.'it Joaephua relates Augustus to have here Raid, [to do what be thought tit.] He also added
that Beryt'is waa a city belonging to the Kornana. is con an allegation of a law of their country, which
tinued by Mpanheitn'e note here:—*■ It was (says he) a co enjoined this: — That if parents laid tbeir
lony placed there hy AuKustua. Whence Ulpiao. Dc Cena
t**l. L. T. XV. The Culuny of Berytus waa rendered hands on the head of him that was accused,
Unions by the ben, Du of Cnviri and thence it in, that the standers hy were obliged to cast stones at
among the coina of Augustus, we meet with aume having him, and thereby to slay him; which though
lhiL!»,,:ri'"i°*' Tb* b*"'y Mlun> •* Augustus at Uehe were ready to du in hia own country and
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kingdom, yet did he wait for their determina excess of their sorrow very irksome, but very
tion; and yet they came thither not so mut'h silent; yet was there an old soldier of Herod's,
as judges, to condemn them tor such manifest whose name was Tero, who bad a son of the
designs against him, whereby he had almost same age as Alexander, and his friend, who
perished by his sons' means, but as persons was so very free as openly to speak out what
that had an opportunity of showing their de others silently thought about that matter; and
testation of such practices, and declaring how was forced to cry out often among the mul
unworthy a thing it must be in any, even the titude, and said, in the most unguarded
most remote, to pass over such treacherous manner, that truth was perished, and justice
taken away from men, while lies and ill-will
designs [without punishment].
it. When the king had said this, and the prevailed, and brought such a mist before
young men had not been produced to make public affairs, that the offenders were not
any defence for themselves, the assessors per able to see the greatest mischiefs that can
ceived there was no room for equity and re befal men. And as he was so bold, be seemed
conciliation, so they confirmed his authority. not to have kept himself out of danger, by
And in the first place, Saturninus, a person speaking so freely; but the reasonableness of
that hail been consul, and one of great dignity, what he said moved men to regard him as
pronounced his sentence, but with great having behaved himself with great manhood,
moderation and trouble; and said, that he and this at a proper time also, for which
condemned Herod's sons ; but did not think reason every one heard what he said with
they should be put to death. He bad sous pleasure: and although they first took care of
of his own; and to put one's son to death, is their own safety by keeping silent themselves,
a greater misfortune than any other that could yet did they kindly receive the great freedom
befal him by their means. After him Satur- he took; for the expectation they were in »
ninus's sons, for he bad three sons that fol of so great an affliction, put a force upon
lowed him, and were his legates, pronounced them to speak of Tero whatsoever they pleased.
the same sentence with their lather. On the 5. This man had thrust himself into the
contrary, Volumuius's sentence was to inflict king's presence with the greatest freedom, and
death on such as had been so impiously un- desired to speak with him by himself alone,
dutiful to their father; and the greatest part which the king permitted bim to do ; where he
of the rest said the same, insomuch that the said this: —" Since I am not able, O king, to
conclusion seemed to be, that the young men bear up under so great a concern as 1 am under,
were condemned to die. Immediately after I have preferred the use of this bold liberty
this, Herod came away from thence, and took that I now take, which may be for thy advan
his sons to Tyre, where Nicolaus met him in tage, if thou mind to get any profit by it,
his voyage from Rome; of whom he inquired, before my own safety. Whither is thy under
after he had related to him what had passed at standing gone, and left thy soul empty?
Berytus, what his sentiments were about his Whither is that extraordinary sagacity of thine
sons, and what his friends at Rome thought gone, whereby thoU hast performed so many
of that matter. His answer was, " That what and such glorious actions? Whence comes this
they had determined to do to thee was im solitude, and desertion of thy friends and rela
pious, and that thou ougbtest to keep them in tions? Of which 1 cannot but determine that
prison: and if thou thinkest any thing farther they are neither thy friends nor relations, while
necessary, thou mayest indeed so punish them, they overlook such horrid wickedness in thy
that thou mayest not appear to indulge thy once happy kingdom. Dost not thou perceive
an^er more than to govern thyself by judg what is doing? Wilt thou slay these two young
ment; but if thou inclinest to the milder side, men, born of thy queen, who are accomplished
thou mayest absolve them, lest perhaps thy with every virtue in the highest degree, and
misfortunes be rendered incurable: and this leave thyself destitute in thy old age, but
is the opinion of the greatest part of thy exposed to one son, who hath very ill managed
friends at Rome also." Whereupon Herod the hopes thou hast given him, and to relations,
was silent, and in great thoughtfulness, and whose death thou hast so often resolved on
bade Nicolaus sail along with bim.
thyself? Dost not thou tuke notice, that the
4. Now as they came to Cesarea, every very silence of the multitude at once sees the
body was there talking of Herod's sons; ami crime, and abhors the tact? The whole army
the kingdom was in suspense, and the people and the officers have commiseration on the
in great expectation of what would become poor unhappy youths, and hatred to those
ol tnein, for a terrible feat seized upon all that are the actors in this matter."— These
ro*;n. iest the ancient disorder* of the family words the king heard, ami for some time with
sbouiu come to a sad conclu-ion, and they good temper. But what can one say? When
were in great trouble about their sufferings; Tero plainly touched upon the bad behaviour
nor was it without danger to say any rash and pertidiousness of his domestics, he was
tPiug about this matter, nor even to hear ano- moved at it; but Tero went on farther, and
titer saying it, but men's pity was forced to by degrees used an unbounded military freeBe shut up in themselves, which rendered the dom of speech, nor was he «n wall disciplined
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inveterate
as to accommodate himself to the time: w>| reasonable to some, that auch
much [on bolh
Herod was greatly disturbed, and seemed to I hatred might increase so mi
Khi reproached by this speech, than to aides], as to proceed farther, and overcome
be hearing what was for his advantage, while nature; but It may justly deserve eons oerahe
thereby that both the soldiers tion, whether it be to be laid to the charge of
he learned
learned thereby
abhorred the thing be was about, and the olli the young men, that they gave such an occa
rers had indignation at it, he gave order that sion to their father's auger, and led him to
what he did, and by going on long in the
all whom Tero had named, and Tero himself, do
same way, put things past remedy, and brought
should be bound and kept in prison.
them so unmercifully ; or whether
6. When this was over, one Trypho, who him toto use
be laid to the father's charge, that he
was the king's barber, took the opportunity, itwasbe so
and so very tender in
and came and told the king that Tero would the desirehard-hearted,
and of other things
often have persuaded him, when he trimmed that wouldofl, government,
ml to his glory, that he would
him with a razor, to cut his throat, for that take no one into
with him, that
by this means he should be among the chief so whatsoever hea partnership
would have done himself
of Alexander's friends, and receive great re might continue immoveable;
inueed, whe
wards from him. When be had said this, the ther fortune ha* not greater or,power
than all
king gave order that Tero, and his son, and prudent reasonings: whence we are persuaded
the barber, should be tortured, which was done that human actions are thereby determined
accordingly; but while Tero bore up himself, beforehand by an inevitable necessity, auu we
his son, seeing his father already in a sad case,
her Fate, because theie is nothing which
and with no hope of deliverance, and perceiv call
by ber; whciefore 1 suppose it
ing what would be the cr>«equen< e of his iswillnotbe done
sufficient to compare this notion »ub
terrible sufferings, said, that if the king would that other,
attributes somewhat to our
free him and his father from these torments selves, and which
renders men not unaccountable
(or what he should eay, he would tell the tor the different
of their lives; which
truth. And when the l<ing had given his notion is no otherconducts
the philosophical de
word to do so, he said that there was an agree termination of our than
ancient law. Accordingly,
ment made, that Tero should lay violent hands
the two other causes of this sad event,
on the king, because it was easy for biiu to of
bony may lay the blame on the young
come when be was alone ; and that if, when he any
men, who acted by youthful vanity, and pntie
had done the thing, he should suffer death for of
royal birth, that tbey shoulu bear to
it, as was not unlikely, it would be an act of beartheir
the calumnies that were railed against
generosity done in favour of Alexander. This their
father, while certainly they were not
was what Tero's son said, and thereby freed
judges of the actions of his lite, but
bis father from the distress he was in; but un equitable
in suspecting, and intemperate in
certain it is whether he bad been thus forced to ill-natured
of it, and on both accounts easily
speak what was true, or whether it were a con- speaking
by those that observed them, and re
tri vance of his, in order to procure his own and caught them
to gain favour ; yet cannot their
his father's deliverance from their miseries. vealed
be thought worthy of excuse, as to that
7. As for Herod, if he bad before any doubt father
horrid impiety which he was guilty of about
about the slaughter of his sons, there was now them,
while he ventured, without any certain
no longer any room left in his soul for it; but evidence
their treacherous designs against
be had banished away whatsoever might him, and ofwithout
any proofs that they had
alfbrd him the least suggestion of reasoning made preparations tor
an attempt, to kill
better about this matter, so he already made his own sons, who weresuch
of very comely bodies
haste to bring his purpose to a conclusion. and the great darlings of
other men, and uo
He also brought out three hundred of the
deficient in their conduct, whether it
officers that were under an accusation, as also way
were in hunting, or in warlike exercises, or in
Tero and his son, and the barber that accused speaking
upon occasional topics of discourse;
them, before an assembly, and brought an for
in all these they were skilful, and espe
accusation against them all; whom the multi cially
Alexander, who was the eldest; tor
tude stoned with whatsoever came to hand,
it had been sufficient, even though he
and thereby slew them. Alexander also and certainly
hud condemned them, to have kept them alive
Aristobulus were brought to Sebaste, by their in
bonds, or to let them live at a distance
father's command, and there strangled; but
his dominions in banishment, while lie
thvir dead bodies were, in the night-time, car from
was
by the Human forces, which
ried to Alexandrium, where their uncle, by weresurrounded
strong security to him, whose help
the mother's side, and the greatest part of would a prevent
bis suffering any thing by u
their ancestors, had been deposited.
8. * And now perhaps it may not seem un- sudden onset, or by open force; but tor him
to kill them on the sudden, in order to gratity
• The reader Is bens to note, that this eipluh section is a passion that governed him, was a demon
entirely warning in the old Latin version, as fsniinlieira stration ot insuMeruble impiety. He also was
truly observes! nor is there any other rrasou for it. 1 sup guiliv ot »o great, a crime iu Ids older age.
pose, than toe |is;tttdiuiculty ol au exact truncation
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nor will the delays that he made, and the
length of time in which the thing was done,
plead at all Tor his excuse; for when a inan
is on a sudden amazed, and in commotion of
mind, and then commits a wicked action,
although this be a heavy crime, yet it is a thing
that frequently happens; but to do it upon
deliberation, and after frequent attempts, and
as frequent puttings -off, to undertake it at
last, and accomplish it, was the action of a
murderous mind, and such as was not easily
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moved from that which was evil: and this
temper he showed in what he did afterward,
when he did not spare those that seemed to
be the best-beloved of his friends that were
left, wherein, though the justice of the pun
ishment caused those that perished to be the
less pitied, yet was the barbarity of the man
here equal, in that he did not abstain from
their slaughter also.
But of those persons
we shall have occasion to discourse more
hereafter.

BOOK XVII.
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF FOURTEEN TEARS.

FROM ALEXANDER AND ARISTOBULTJS'S DEATH TO THE
BANISHMENT OF ARCHELAUS.

CHAPTER L
HOW ANTIPATER WAS HATED BY ALL THE NA
TION [OF THE JEWS] FOR THE SLAUGHTER
OF HIS BRETHREN; AND HOW, FOR THAT
REASON, HE GOT INTO FF.CULIAR FAVOUR
WITH HIS FRIENDS AT ROME, BY GIVING
THEM MANY PRESENTS; AS HE DID ALSO
WITH SATURNINUS, THE PRESIDENT OF
8YRIA, AND THE GOVERNORS WHO WERE
UNDER HIM; AND CONCERNING HEROD'S
WIVES AND CHILDREN.

§ 1. When Anti pater had thus taken off his
brethren, and had brought his father into the
highest degree of impiety, till he was haunted
with furies for what he had done, his hopes
did not succeed to his mind, as to the rest of
his life; for although he was delivered from
the fear of his brethren being his rivals as to
the government, yet did he find it a very
hard thing, and almost impracticable, to come
at the kingdom, because the hatred of the
nation against him on that account was become
very great; and, besides this very disagree
able circumstance, the affairs of the soldiery
grieved him still more, who were alienated
from him, from which yet these kings de
rived all the safety which they had, whenever
they found the nation desirous of innova
tion, and all this danger was drawn upon
him by his destruction of his brethren. How
ever, he governed the nation jointly with his
uthi-r, being indeed no otber than a king
llready; and be was for that very reason

trusted, and the more firmly depended on, for
which he ought himself to have been put to
death, as appearing to have betrayed his bre
thren out of his concern for the preservation
of Herod, and not rather out of his ill-will
to them, and before them, to his father him
self; and this was the accursed state he was
in. Now, all Antipater's contrivances tended
to make his way to take off Herod, that he
might have nobody to accuse him in the vile
practices he was devising; and that Herod
might have no refuge, nor any to afford him
their assistance, since they must thereby have
Anti pater for their open enemy; insomuch
that the very plots be had laid against lib- bre
thren, were occasioned by the hatred he bore
his father. But at this time be was more
than ever set upon the execution of his
attempts against Herod, because, if be were
once dead, the government would now be
firmly secured to him ; but if he were suffered
to live any longer, he should be in danger
upon a discovery of that wickedness of which
he had been the contriver, and his father
would then of necessity become bis enemy.
And on this account it was that he became
very bountiful to his father's friends, and
bestowed great sums on several of them, in
order to surprise men with bis good deeds, and
take off their hatred against them. And he
sent great presents to his friends at Rome
particularly, to gain their good -will; and,
above all, to Saturninus, the president of
Syria. He also hoped to gain the favour of
Saturninus's brother with the large presents he
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l<c«towc(l on him; 89 also he used the same
art to [Salome] the king's sinter, who liail
married one of Herod's chief friends. And.
when he counterfeited friendship to those
with whom he conversed, he was very subtle
in gaining their belief, and very cunning to
hide his hatred against any that he really did
-bate. But he could not impose upon his
aunt, who understood him of a long time, ai. I
was a woman .(it easily to be deluded, espe
cially while she bad already used all possible
caution in preventing bis pernicious designs.
Although Antipater's uncle by the mother's
side was married to her daughter, and this by
bis own connivance and management, while
she had before been married to Aristobulus,
and while Salome's other daughter by that
husband was married to the son of Calleas;
yet that marriage was no obstacle to her, who
knew how wicked he was, in her discovering
his designs, as her former kindred to biin
could not prevent her hatred of him. Now
Herod bad compelled Salome, while she was
in love with Sylleus the Arabian, and had
taken a fondness to him, to marry Alexas;
which match was by her submitted to at the
instance of Julia, who persuaded Salome not
to refuse it, lest she should herself be their
open enemy, since Herod bad sworn that he
would never be friends with Salome if she
would not accept of Alexas for her husband;
so she submitted to Julia, as being Qesar's
wife; and besides that, she ail vised her to
nothing but what was very much for her own
advantage. At this time also it was that
Herod sent back king Archelaus's daughter,
who had been Alexander's wife, to her father,
returning the portion he had with her out of
iiis own estate, that there might be no dispute
between them about it.
2. Now Herod brought up his sons' chil
dren with great care; for Alexander had two
sons by Glaphyra; and Aristobulus had three
sons by Bernice, Salome's daughter, and
two daughters; and as his friends were once
with him, he presented the children before
them; and deploring the hard fortune of his
own sons, he prayed that no such ill fortune
would befal these who were their children,
l<ut that they might improve in virtue, and
obtain what they justly deserved, and might
make him amends for his care of their edu
cation. He also caused them to be betrothed
against they should come to the proper age
of marriage; the elder of Alexander's sons
to Pheroras's daughter, and Antipater's daugh
ter to Aristobulus'* eldest son.
He also
allotted one of Aristobulus's daughters to
Antipater's son, and Aristobulus's other
daughter to Herod, a son of his own, who
was born to him by the high-priest's daughter:
for it is the ancient practice among us to
have many wives at the same time. Now,
the king re.ide these espousals for the chil
dren, out ol commiseration of them now they
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were fatherless, as endeavouring to render
Autipater kind to them by these intermar
riages. But Autipater did not tail to bear
the same temper of mind to his brothers
t'hildreii which he had liorne to hip hr*i-h»—«
themselves; and his lather's concern a**"it
them provoked bis indignation against llem
upon bis supposal, that they would bccoirc
greater than ever his brothers had been ; u lull
Archelaus, a king, would support his daugh
ter's sons, and Pheroras, a tetrarch, wouk
accept of one of the daughters as a wile tc
his son. What provoked biin also was this,
that all the multitude would so commiserate
these fatherless children, and so hate him [lor
making theui fatherless], that all would come
out, since they were no strangers to his vile
disposition towards his brethren. He con.
trived, therefore, to overturn his father's set
tlements, as thinking it a terrible thing that
they should be so related to him, and be so
powerful withal. So Herod yielded to him,
anil changed his resolution at his entreaty;
and the determination now was, that Antipatei
himself should marry Aristobulus's daughter,
and Antipater's son should marry Pheroras's
daughter. So the espousals for the marriages
were changed after this manner, even without
the king's real approbation.
3. Now Herod* the king had at this time
nine wives; one of them Antipater's mother,
and another the high-priest's daughter, by
whom he had a son of his own name. He had
also one who was his brother's daughter, and
another his sister's daughter ; which two had
no children. One of his wives also was of the
Samaritan nation, whose sons were Autipas
and Archelaus, and whose daughter was UU lu
pins; which daughter was afterward married
to Joseph, the king's brother's son; but
Archelaus and Antipas were brought up with
a certain private man at Rome. Herod had
also to wife Cleopatra of Jerusalem, and by
her he bad his sons Herod and Philip; which
last was also brought up at Rome: Pallas
also was one of his wives, who bare him his
son Phasaelus; and besides these, he had for
his wives Phedra and Elpis, by whom be bad
his daughters Roxana and Salome. As for
his elder daughters by the same mother with
Alexander and Aristobulus, and whom Phe
roras neglected to marry, he gave the one in
marriage to Autipater, the king's sister's son,
and the other to Phasaelus, his brother's sou;
—and this was the posterity of Herod.
* Tlione who hate a mind to know all the family and
(lesieeiidaiits of Aniipater Ihe Mnmean. aod of lln.-l Hie
Grrat. his kid. and have a mr-muiy to preserve Ihetn all
distinctly, may Ci>n»ull Jmepliu*. Actio,, b. aeiii. flb. v.
sect. *i aod HI the War. b. I i-li sxeui. kcu 4i ai'd
Nnldloa in Havt-rvamp'n rdition, p.J&j; and .-[!W.i!« ira,
It. p. -llli"l«j, and Itclaud, 1'aleiliu. part i. p. 1T4, 176,
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whom Herod had given that country for a |0ssesxion, died; having lived virtuously, and
left children of a good character behind him ;
CHAPTER II.
one of whom was Jacim, who was (amour
COMCIBKINC ZAMABIS, THE BABYLONIAN for his valour, and taught his lia.byluiii.iiis
JfcU ; COKCEUNINU THE PLOTS LAID BY how to ride their horses ; und a troop til
ANflPATER AUAINST HIS FATHEU.; AND them were guards to the fore-mentioned kings;
and when Jacim was dead in his old age, I.,
SOMEWHAT ABOUT THE PHAUI3EE8.
left a son, whose name was Philip, one oi
§ 1. And now it was that Herod, being de great strength in his hands, and in other in
sirous to secure himself on the side of the spects also more eminent for his valour thin,
Trachonites, resolved to build a village as any of his contemporaries; on which accoiin!
large us a city for the Jews, in the middle of there was a confidence and tirin friendship
that country, which might make his own between aim and king Agrippa. He bad also
country difficult to be assaulted, and whence an army which he maintained, as great as I n.n
be might be at hand to make sallies upon of a king; which he exercised and led where
tbeia, and do them a mischief. Accordingly, soever he bad occasion to inarch.
when he understood that there was a man 4. When the affairs of Herod were in the
that was a Jew come out of Babylon, with condition 1 have described, all the public af
five hundred horsemen, all of whom could fairs depended upon Aiiti,iater; and bis power
shoot their arrows as they rode on horseback, was such, that be could do good turns to
and, with a hundred of his relations, had as many usjie pleased, and this by his father's
passed over Euphrates, and now abode at concession, in hopes of his good- will and
Amioch by Daphne of Syria, where Saturui- fidelity to him; and this till he ventured to
nus, who was then president, had given them use his jiuwer still farther, because his wicked
• place for habitation, called Valat ha, he sent designs were concealed from his father, and
for this man, with the multitude that fol he made him bebeve every thing he said.
lowed him, and promised to give him land in He was also formidable to all, not so much
the toparchy called Batanea, which country on account of the power and authority he
is bounded with Truchonitis, as desirous to bad, as for the shrewdness of his vile attempts
make that his habitation a guard to himself. beforehand; but he who principally cultivated
He also engaged to let him hold the country a friendship with bim was Pheroras, who
free from tribute, and that they should dwell received the like marks of his friendship;
entirely without paying such customs as used while Antipater had cunningly encoui|iassed
him about by a company of women, whom be
to be paid, and gave it him tax-free.
2. The Babylonian was induced by these placed as guards about hint; for Pheroras
offers to come hither; so he took, possession was greatly enslaved to his wife, and to her
of the land, and built in it fortresses and a mother, and to her sister; and this notwith
village, and named it Bathyra. Whereby standing the hatred he bare them, foe the in
this man became a safeguard to the inhabi dignities they had offered to his virgin daugh
tants against the Trachonites, und preserved ters. Yet did he bear them ; and nothing
those Jews who came out of Babylon, to offer was to be done without the women, who had
their sacrifices at Jerusalem, from being hurt 'got this man into their circle, and continued
by the Trachonite robbers ; so that a great still to assist each other in all things, inso
number came to him from all those parts much that Antipater was entirely addicted to
where the ancient Jewish laws were observed, them, both by himself and by his mother;
and the country became full of people, by rea for these four women* said all one and the
son of their universal freedom from taxes. same thing; but the opinions of Pheroras
This continued during the life of Herod; but and Antipater were different in some points
when Philip, who was [tetrarch] after him, of no consequence. But tbe king's sister
took the government, he made them pay some [Salome] was their antagonist, who for a good
small taxes, and that for a little while only; while had looked about all their affairs, and
and Agrippa the Great, and his son of the was apprised that this their friendship was
same name, although they harassed them made, in order to do Herod some mischief, and
greatly, yet would they not take their liberty was disposed to inform tbe king of it; and
■way. From whom, when the Romans have since these people knew tnat their friendship
now taken the government into their own was very disagreeable to Herod, as tending
bands, they still gave tbem the privilege of to do him a mischief, tbey,contrived that then
their freedom, but oppress them entirely with meetings should not be discovered; so they
the imposition of taxes. Of which matter I pretended to hate one another, and abuse one
•ba.l treat more accurately in the progress another when time served, and especially when
Herod was present, or when any one was
of this history.*
i. At length, Zamaris the Babylonian, to
* Pheroru*s wife, and bar motbar and aufer, aaJ
• Tbiium
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there that would tell him; but still their who, by the prediction, was foretold to bt
intimacy was firmer than ever, when they were their appointed king; for that this king
private; and this was the course they took. would have ail things in his power, miii
Hut. they could not conceal from Salome would enable Bagoas to marry, and to bav«
neither their first contrivance, when they set children ef his own body begotten.
about these their intentions, nor when they
had made some progress in them; but she
searched out every thing, and, aggravating
CHAPTER I1L
the relations to her brother, declared to bim,
as well their secret assemblies and compota
tions, as their counsels taken in a clandestine CONCERNING Till ENMITY BETWEEN HEnOD
manner, which, if they were not in order to AND PHERORAS; HOW HEROD SENT 4NTIdestroy him, they might well enough have PaTER TO CA1SAR; AND OF THE DEATH OF
been open and public; but to appearance PHERORAS.
tbey are at variance, and speak about one
another as if they intended one another a § 1. When Herod had punished these Pha
mischief, but agree so well together when risees who bad been convicted of the fore
tbey are out of the sight of the multitude; going crimes, he gathered an assembly toge'her
for when they are alone by themselves tbey of his friends, and accused Pheroras's wife;
act in concert, and profess that they will and ascribing the abuses of the virgins to the
never leave off their friendship, but will fight impudence of that woman, brought an -accu
against those from whom they conceal their sation against her for the dishonour she had
designs: and thus did she search out these brought upon them: that she had studi(ju-ly
things, and get a perfect knowledge of them, introduced a quarrel between him and his
and then told her brother of them, who un brother; and, by ber ill temper, bad brought
derstood also of himself a great deal ef what them into a state of war, both by her words
she said, but still durst not depend upon it, and actions: that the fines which he had laid
because of the suspicions he had of his sister's had not been paid, and the offenders bad
calumnies; for there was a certain sect of escaped punishment by her means; and that
men that were Jews, who valued themselves nothing which had of late been done, had
highly upon the exact skill they had in the been done without ber: "for which reason
law of their fathers, and made men believe Pheroras would do well, if.he would of his
they were highly favoured by God, by whom own accord, and by bis own command, and
this set of women were inveigled. These not at my entreaty, or as following my
are those that are called the sect of the Pha opinion, put this his wife away, as one that
risees, who were in a capacity of greatly will still be the occasion of war between thee
opposing kings. A cunning sect they were, and me. And now, Pheroras, if thou valuest
and soon elevated to a pitch of open fighting thy relation to me, put this wire of tl.ine
and doing mischief. Accordingly, when all away; for by this means thou wilt continue
the people of the Jews gave assurance of to be a brother to me, and wilt abide in thy
their good-will to Caesar, and to the king's love to me." Then said Pheroras (.although
government, these very men did not swear, he was pressed hard by the former words), thai
being above six thousand; and when the' as he would not do so unjust a thing as to
king imposed a line upon them, Pheroras's renounce bis brotherly relation to bim, so
wife paid their fine for them. In order to would he not leave off bis affection for his
requite which kindness of hers, since they wife; that he would rather choose to die, than
were believed to have the foreknowledge of to live and be deprived of a wife that was so
things to come by divine inspiration, they dear unto him. Hereupon Herod put off
foretold how God had decreed that Herod's his anger against Pheroras on these accounts,
government should cease, and his posterity although he himself thereby underwent a very
should be deprived of it; but that the king uneasy punishment. However, he forbade
dom should come to her and Pheroras, and Antipater and his mother to have any conver
to' their children. These predictions were sation with Pheroras, and bade them to take
not concealed from Salome, but were told care to avoid the assemblies of the women:
the king; as also how they had perverted which tbey promised to do, but still got
some persons about the palace itself. So the together when occasion served; and both
king slew such of the Pharisees as were prin Pheroras ami Antipater had their own merry
cipally accused, aust Bagoas the eunuch, and meetings. The report went also, that Antipater
one Cams, who exceeded all men ef that had criminal conversation with Pheroras's
time in comeliness, and one that was his wife, and that they were brought together by
catamite. He slew also all those of his own Antipater's mother.
family who had consented to what the Phari
2. But Antipater had now a suspicion of
sees foretold; and for Bagoas, be had been his father, and was afraid that the effects oi
puffed up by them, as though he should be his hatted to him mi^bt increase; so he wrote
named the father and the benefactor of bim to bis friends at Uuwe, and bade them tend
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to Herod, that he would immediately send about to punish him for the murder of bis
Antipater to Caesar; which, when it was done, brethren. I will explain the history of this
Herod sent Antipater thither, and sent most matter very distinctly, that it may be for
nuble presents along with him ; as also bis a warning to mankind, that they take care
testament, wherein Antipater was appointed of conducting their whole lives by the rules
to be bis successor : and that if Antipater of virtue.
should die first, bis son [Herod Philip], by
the high -priest's daughter, should succeed.
And, together with Antipater, there went to
CHAPTER IV.
I
Rome, Sylleus the Arabian, although he had
done nothing of all that Ciesar had enjoined FHEROUAS'S WIFE IS ACCUSED BY HIS FREED.
him, Antipatet also accused him of the same MEN AS GUILTY OF POISONING HIM; AND
crimes of which he bad been formerly accused HOW HEROD, UPON EXAMINING OF THE
by Herod. Sylleu was also accused by Are- MATTER BY TORTURE, FOUND THE POISON;
tas, that without bis consent he had slain BUT SO THAT IT HAD BEEN PREPARED FOB
HIMSELF BY HIS SON ANTIPATER; AND,
many of the chief of the Arabians at Petra;
UPON AN INQUIRY BY TORTURE, HE DIS
and particularly Soemu9, a man that deserved
to be honoured by all men, and that be had COVERED THE DANGEROUS DESIGNS OF
slain Fabatus, a servant of Cesar. These
ANTIPATER.
were the things of which Sylleus wits accused,
and that on the occasion following: — There § 1. As soon as Pheroras was dead, and his
was one Corinthus, belonging to Herod, of funeral was over, two of Pheroras's freedmen,
the guards of the king's body, and one who who were much esteemed by bim, came to
was greatly trusted by bim. Sylleus had per Herod, and entreated him not to leave the
suaded this man with the offer of a great sum of murder of his brother without avenging it,
money to kill Herod; and hebad promised todo hut to examine into such an unreasonable and
it. When Fabatus had been made acquainted unhappy death. When he was moved with
with this, for Sylleus had himself told him these words, for they seemed to him to be
of it, he informed the king of it; who caught true, tbey said that Pheroras supped with his
Corinthus, and put him to the torture, and wife the day before he fell sick, and that a
thereby got out of him the whole conspiracy. certain potion was brought him in such a
He also caught two other Arabians, who were sort of food as he was not used to eat ; but
discovered by Corinthus; the one the bead of that when be bad eaten he died of it: that
a t ribe, and the other a friend to Sylleus, who this potion was brought out of Arabia by a
both were by the king brought to the torture, woman, under pretence indeed as a loveand confessed that they were come to encou potion, for that was its name, but in reality to
rage Corinthus not to fail of doing what be kill Pheroras; for that the Arabian women
iiad undertaken to do; and to assist him with are skilful in making such poisons: and the
their own bands in the murder, if need should woman to whom they ascribe this, was con
require their assistance. So Saturninus, upon fessedly a most intimate friend of one of SylHerod's discovering the whole to bim, sent leus's mistresses; and that both the mother
and the sister of Pheroras's wife had been at
them to Rome.
3. At this time Herod <x>mmanded Phe- the place where she lived, ami had persuaded
roras, that since be was so obstinate in his her to sell them this potion, and bad come
affection for his wife, he should retire into his back and brought it with them the day before
own tetrarchy; which he did very willingly, that of his supper. Hereupon the king was
and aware many oaths that he would nut come provoked, and put the women-slaves to the
again till he beard that Herod was dead. torture, and some that were free with them;
And indeed when, upon a sickness of the king, and as the fact did not yet appear, because
he was desired to come to him before he died, none of them would confess it, at length one
that be might entrust bim with some of his of tbem, under the utmost agonies, said no
injunctions, he had such a regard to his oath, more but this, that she prayed that Out
that be would not come to him ; yet did not would send the like agonies upon Antipater's
Herod so retain his hatred to Pheroras, but mother, who had been the occasion of these
remitted of his purpose [not to see him] which miseries to all of them. This prayer induced
be before had, and that for such great causes Herod to increase the women's tortures, till
as have been already mentioned: but as soon thereby all was discovered: their merry meet
as he became to be ill he came to him, and this ings, their secret assemblies, and the disclos
without being sent for; and when he was ing of what he had said to bis son alone unto
dead he took care of his funeral, and had his Pheroras's* women. (Now what Herod bad
body brought to Jerusalem, and buried there, charged Antipater to conceal, was the gift of
nd appointed a solemn mourning for him. a hundred talents to him, not to have any
This [death of Pheroras] became the origin conversation with Pheroras.) And what
of Antipater's misfortunes, although he had
already sailed for Rome. God now being
• Hit wife, her mother, and titter
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hatred be bore to his father; and that he com
plained to bin mother how very long bin
fiither lived, and that he was himself almost
an old man, insomuch that if the kingdom
should come to him, it would not afford him
any great pleasure ; and that there were a great
many of his brothers, or brothers' children,
bringing up, that might have hopes of the
kingdom as well as himself; all which made
bis own hopes of it uncertain; for that even
now, if he should himself not live, Herod
had ordained that the government should be
conferred, not on his son, but rather on a
brother. He also had accused the king of great
Barbarity, and of the slaughter of his sons;
and that it was out of the fear he was under,
lest he should do the like to him, that made
him contrive this his journey to Rome, and
Pheroras contrive to go to his own tetrarchy.*
•
2. These confessions agreed with what his
sister had told him, and tended greatly to
corroborate her testimony, and to free her
• from the suspicion of her unfaithfulness to him.
So the king having satisfied himself of the
spite which Doris, Antipater's mother, asvwell
as hiioself, bore to him, took away from her
all her fine ornaments, which were worth many
tulents, and then sent her away, and entered
into friendship with Pheroras's women. But
he who most of all irritated the king against
bis son, was one Antipater, the procurator of
Antipater the king's son, who, when he was
tortured, among other things, said that Anti
pater had prepared a deadly potion, and given
it to Pheroras, with bis desire that be would
give jt to his father during his absence, and
. when he was too remote to have the least
suspicion cast upon him thereto relating; that
Autiphilus, one of Antipater's friends, brought
that potion out of Egypt; and that it was sent
to Pheroras by Theudion, the brother of the
mother of Antipater, the king's son, and by
that means came to Pheroras's wife, her hus
band having given it ber to keep. And when
the king asked her about it, she confessed it;
and as she was running to fetch it, she threw
herself down from the house-top, yet did she
not kill herself, because she fell upon her
feet: by which means, when the king had
comforted her, and had promised her and her
domestics pardon, upon condition of their
concealing nothing of the truth from him,
but had threatened her with the utmost mise
ries if she proved ungrateful [and concealed
any thing]; so she pro-nised him, and swore
that she would speak out every thing, and tell
• It vfim to me. by this whole story put tneet'irr. that
Pheroras was not himself poisoned, as is commonly sup.
posed; fur Anllpatrr hail persuaded him to poison Herod
ten. r. s. I), which would (all to the ground if he were
himself poisoned : Dor could the puisorinif of I'beroras
serve any design th.it appears now coilk forward ; it was
only the supposal of two of bis Ireedmrti. that this lovepotion, or poison, wiiich they knew was brought t,, I'lo-io.
rass wife, was made use of lor ooisouing himj wneieasit
appears to have been briHighl for hei husband lo poison
Herod widiaj. as the future eiaoiioauous demonstrate.
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after what manner every thing was done; and
said what man) took to be entirely true, that
the potion was brought out of Egypt by
Antiphilus, and that his brother, who was a
physician, hud procured it; and that, '* when
Theudion brought it us, she kept it upon
Pheroras's committing it to her; and that it
was prepared by Antipater for tbee. When,
therefore, Pheroras was fallen sick, and tbou
earnest to him and tookest rare of bim, and
when he saw the kindness thou badst for him,
bis mind was overborne thereby. So he called
me to him, and said to tne, ' O woman!
Antipater hath circumvented me in this affair
of his father and my brother, by persuading
me to have a murderous intention to bim, and
procuring a potion to be subservient thereto:
do thou, therefore, go and fetch my potion
(since my brother appears to have still the
same virtuous disposition towards me which
he hatl formerly, and I do not expect to live
long myself, and that 1 may not defile my
forefathers by the murder of a brother) and
bum it before my face:' that accordingly she
immediately brought it, and did as her husband
bade ber; and that she burnt the greatest
part of the potion; but that a little of it w
left, that if the king, after Pheroras's death,
should treat her ill, she might poison herself,
and thereby get clear of her miseries." Upon
her saying thus, she brought out the potion,
and the box in which it was, before them all.
Nay, there was another brother of Antipl.i'us,
and his mother also, who, by the extremity of
pain and torture, confessed the same things,
and owned the box [to be that which had
been brought out of Egypt].
The highpriest's daughter also, who was the king's
wife, was accused to have been conscious of
all this, and had resolved to conceal it; for
which reason Herod divorced her, and blotted
her son out of his testament, wherein he had
been mentioned as one that was to reign after
bim; and he took the high-priesthood away
from bis father-in-law, Simeon the son of
Boethus, and appointed Matthias the son ol
Tbeophilus, who was horn at Jerusalem, to
be high-priest in bis room.
3. While this was doing, Bathyllus also.
Antipater's frecdman, came from Rome, and
upon the torture was found to have brought
another potion, to j,ive it into the hands of
Antipater's mother, and of Pheroras, that if
the former potion did not operate upon the
king, this at least might carry him off. There
came also letters from Herod's friends at
Rome, by the approbation and at the sugges
tion of Antipater, to accuse Arcbelaus and
Philip, as if they calumniated their father on
account of the slaughter of Alexander end
Aristobulus, anil as if they commiserated their
deaths, and as if, because they were tent for
home (for their father had already recalled
them), they concluded they were themselves
also to be destroyed. These letters had been
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procured by great rewards, by Antipater's were once come thither, he would toon put an
friends; but Antipater himself wrote to hit* end to all accusations, and that notbiug afford
father-about tbeiu, and (aid the heaviest things ed any weight to bis accusers at present but
to their charge; yet did he entirely excuse his absence, lie was persuaded by tnese last,
there of any guilt, and said they were but and sailed on, and landed at the haven railed
younp men, and so imputed their words to Sebastus, which llerod had built at vast. ex.
their youth. Bat be said that he bail him peuses in honour of Ca?sar, and called Sebasself been very busy in the affair relating to tus. And now was Antipater evidently in a
Sylleus, and ill getting interest among the miserable condition, while noltody cauic to
great nun; and on thai account had bought him nor saluted bim. as they diil at his going
splendid ornaments to present them withal, away, wilb good wishes or joyful Rcriauiawhkh cost him two hundred talents. Now, tious; nor was there now any thing to huuiei
one may wonder how it came alioiit, tbat them from eutertaiuing bim, on the contrary,
while so many accusation* were laid against with bitter curses, while they supposes In
bim in Jttilea during seven months before this was come to receive his puiu»hoient for tlit
time, be was not made acquainted with any murder of his brethren.
of theia. The causes of which were, tbat 2. Now Quiutihus Varus was at this tinu
the roads were exactly guarded, and that men at Jerusalem, being sent to succeed SaJuimbated Antipater; for there was nobody who uus as president of Syria, and was cwue a>
would run any hazard himself, to gaiu biui an assessor to Herod, who bad desired his
•liy advantages.
advice in his present affairs; ami as they were
sitting together, Antipater came upon them,
without knowing any thing of the matter; so
he came into the pulucv clothed in purplt
The porters indeed received him in, but ex
CHAPTER V.
cluded his friends. And now be was in great
ANTI'ATFR's NAVIGATION FROM SOME TO HIS disorder, and presently understood the conuFATHER; AND HOW HE WAS ACCUSED BY tiou he was in, while, U|kiu bis going tu
KICOLAUS OF DAMASCUS, AND CONDEMNED salute his father, he was repulsed by him, m'Ihj
TO MR »¥ HIS FATHER, AND RV QUIN- called hiiu a murderer of his brethreu, and
TIUUR VARUS, WHO WAS THEN FUESIDFNT plotter of destruction against himself, ainJ
OF SYKIA; AND HOW HE WAS THEN BOUND told him that Varus should be his auditor ami
TILL C£SAR SHOULD BE INFORMED OF HIS his judge the very next day; so he found,
tbat what misfortune he now heard of was
CAUSE.
already upon him, with the greatness of which
§ 1. Now Herod, upon Antipater's writing he went away in confusion ; upon which his
to bim, that having done all that he was to mother and his wife met him (which wife was
do, and this in the manner he was to do it, the daughter of Autigouus, who was king ol
be would suddenly come to him, concealed tbe Jews before Herod), from whom he
bis anger against him, and wrote back to him, learned all circumstances which concerned
and bade him not delay bis journey, lest any him, and then prepared himself tor his trial.
barm should befal himself in his absence. 3. On tbe next day Varus and the king
At the same time also he made some litfle sat together in judgment, and both their
complaint about bis mother, but promised that friends were also called in, as also the king's
he would lay those complaints aside when he relations, with his sister Salome, anil as many
should return. He withal expressed his en as could discover any thing, and such as had
tire affection for him, as fearing lest he should been tortured; and besides these, some slaves
have some suspicion of him, and deter his of Antipater's mother, who were taken up a
journey to him; and lest, while he lived at little before Antipater's coming, and brought
Rome, he should lay plots for the kingdom, with them a written letter, the sum of which
and, moreover, do something against himself. was this: That be should not come back, be
This letter Antipater met with in Cilicia; but cause all was come to his father's knowledge,
had received an account of Pheroras's death he- and that O ar was the only refuge be baai
fore at Tarantmn. This last news affected him left to prevent both his and her delivery initi
deeply; ■ 01 out of any affection for Phero- his father's bands. "Then did Antipater till
ras, but because he was dead without having down at his father's feet, and besought bi.i
murdered his father, which he had promised not to prejudge bis cause, but that be might i><
him to do. And wheu he was at Celendris first heard by his father, and that his fatlici
in Cilicia, he begun to deliberate with him would keep himself still unprejudiced. So
self about his sailing home, i*s being much Herod ordered him to be brought into the
grieved with the ejection of his mother. Now, midst, and then lamented himself about his
some of his friends advised bim that he should cbildren, from wboui bf had suffered such great
tarry a while somewhere, in expectation of misfortunes; and because Antipater fell upon
farther information. But others advised him him in his old age. He also reckoned up%
to sail home without delay; for that if he , what uainteuance, and what education be h.«J
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given them; and what seasonable supplies of and this when it was doubtful whether he
wealth he bad afforded them, according to could obtain it or not; and when be saw the
tbeir own desires ; none of wbicb favours had sad example of his brethren before him, and
bindered them from contriving against him, was both the informer and the accuser against
and from bringing his very life into danger in tbein, at a time when they might not other
order to gain his kingdom, after an impious wise have been discovered; nay, was the
manner, by taking away his life before the author of the punishment inflicted upon them,
course of nature, their father's wishes, or when it appeared evidently that they were
u»tice, required that that kingdom should guilty of a wicked attempt against tbeir father;
come to tbein; and that be wondered what and tbat even the contentions that were in
hopes could elevate Antipater to such a pass the king's family, were indications tbat be
us to be hardy enough to attempt such things; had ever managed affairs out of the sincerest
that he bad by his testament in writing de affection to his father. And as to what he
clared him his successor in the government; had done at Rome, Ctesar was a witness
and while he was alive, be was in no respect thereto, who was yet no more to be imposed
interior to him, either in bis illustrious dig upon than God himself; of whose opinions
nity, or in power and authority, he having no his letters sent hither are sufficient evidence:
less than titty talents for his yearly income, and tbat it was not reasonable to prefer the
and had received for his journey to Rome no calumnies of such as proposed to raise dis
fewer than thirty talents. He also objected turbances, before those letters; the greatest
to him the case of bis brethren whom he bad part of which calumnies bad been raised
accused; and if they were guilty, he had during his absence, which gave scope to his
imitated their example; and if not, he had enemies to forge them, which they had not
brought him groundless accusations against been able to do if he bad been there. More
his near relations; for tbat be had been over he showed the weakness of the evidence
acquainted with ail those things by him, and obtained by torture, which was commonly
by nobody else, and had done what was done false; because the distress men are in under
by bis approbation, and whom he now such tortures, naturally obliges them to say
absolved from all that was criminal, by be many things, in order to please those that
coming the inheritor of the guilt of such govern them. He also offered himself to the
their parricide.
torture.
4. When Herod had thus spoken, he fell 5. Hereupon there was a change observed
a-weeping, and was not able to say any more; in the assembly, while they greatly pitied
but at his desire Nicolaus of Damascus, being Antipater, who, by weeping and putting on
the king's friend, and always conversant with a countenance suitable to his sad case, made
him, and acquainted with whatsoever he did, them commiserate the same; insomuch thut
and with the circumstances of his affairs, pro his very enemies were moved to compassion;
ceeded to what remained, and explained all end it appeared plainly that Herod himself
tbat concerned the demonstrations and evi was .affected in his own mind, although he
dences of the facts. Upon which Antipater, was not willing it should be taken notice of.
in order to make his legal defence, turned Tben did Nicolaus begin to prosecute what
himself to his father, and enlarged upon the the king had begun, and that with greut
many indications he had given of his good bitterness; and summed up all the evidence
will te him; and instanced in the honours which arose from the tortures, or from the
that bad been done him, which yet had not testimonies. He principally and largely crieu
been done, had he not deserved them by his up the king's virtues, which he had exhibited
virtuous concern about him; for that he had in the maintenance and education of his sons;
made provision for every thing that was fit to while be never could gain any advantage
be foreseen beforehand, as to giving him his thereby, but still fell from one misfortune to
wisest advice; and whenever there was occa another. Although he owned that he was
sion for the labour of his own hands, he had not so much surprised with that thoughtless
not grudged any such pains for him. And behaviour of his former sons, who were
that it was almost impossible that he, who bad but young, and were besides corrupted by
delivered bis father from so. many treacherous wicked counsellors, who were the occasion
contrivances laid against him, should be him of their wiping out of their minds all the
self in a plot against bim, and so lose all the righteous dictates of nature, and this out of
reputation he had gained for his virtue, by a desire of coming to the government sooner
his wickedness which succeeded it; and this than they ought to do; yet that he could not
while he had nothing to prohibit him, who but justly stand amazed at the horrid wicked
was already appointed his successor, to enjoy ness of An! ip.iter, who, although he had not
t Le royal honour with his father also at present; only had great benefits bestowed on bim by
at d that there was no likelihood that a person his father, enough to tame his reason, yet
who had the one half of that authority without could not be more tamed than the most
'•any danger, and with a good character, should envenomed
serpents; whereat even those crea
hunt after the whole with infamy and danger, tures admit of notne mitigation, and will not
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bite their benefactors, while Antipater hath father, and sougbtest to destroy him with thy
not let the misfortunes of his brethren be any deeds, whom thou in words pretendedst to
binderance to him, but he bath gone on to imi preserve. Nor wast thou content to be wicked
tate their barbarity notwithstanding. "Yet thyself, but thou lilledst tby mother's head
wast thou, O Antipater! (as thou hast thy with thy devices, and raisedst disturbance
self contested) the informer as to what wicked among thy brethren, and hadst the boldness to
actions they had done, and the searcher out call thy father a wild beast; while thou badst
of the evidence against them, and the author thyself a mind more cruel than any serpent
of the punishment they underwent upon their whence thou scntest out that poison among
detection. Nor do we say this as accusing thy nearest kindred and greatest benefactors,
thee for being so zealous in thy anger against and invitedst them to assist thee and guard
them, but are astonished at thy endeavours to tbee, and didst hedge thyself in on all sides
imitate their profligate behaviour; and we by the artifices of both men and women,
discover thereby, that thou didst not act thus against an old man, —as though that mind ot
for the safety of thy father, but for the de thine was not sufficient of itself to support so
struction of thy brethren, that by such outside great a hatred as thou barest to him; and
batmd of their impiety thou migbtest be here tbou appearest, after the tortures of free
believed a lover of thy father, and migbtest men, of domestics, of men and women, which
thereby get thee power enough to do mischief have been examined on tby account, and
with the greatest impunity; which design tby after the informations of thy fellow-conspira
actions indeed demonstrate. It is true, thou tors, as making haste to contradict tbe truth;
tookest thy brethren off, because tbou didst and bast thought on ways not only bow to
convict them of their wicked designs; but take thy father out of the world, but to disan
thou didst not yield up to justice those who nul that written law which is against thee,
were their partners; and thereby didst make and the virtue of Varus, and the nature of
it evident to all men tbat thou madest a cove justice; nay, such is tbat impudence of tbine
nant with them against thy father, when thou on which thou confidest, tbat thou desirest to
chosest to be the accuser of tby brethren, as be put to the torture thyself, while tbou
desirous to gain to thyself alone this advan allegest that the tortures of those already
tage of laying plots to kill thy father, and so examined thereby have made them tell lies;
to enjoy double pleasure, which is truly worthy that those that have been the deliverers of thy
of thy evil disposition, — which thou hast father may not be allowed to have spoken the
openly shown against thy brethren; on which truth; but that thy tortures may be esteemed
account thou didst rejoice, as having done a the discoverers of truth. Wilt not thou, O
most famous exploit, nor was that behaviour Varus! deliver the king from tbe injuries ol
unworthy of thee; but if thy intention were his kindred? Wilt not tbou destroy this
otherwise, thou art worse than they: while wicked wild beast, which hath pretended kind
thou didst contrive to hide thy treachery ness to his father, in order to destroy his bre
against thy father, thou didst hate them; not thren; while yet he is himself alone ready to
as plotters against thy father, for in that case carry otf the kingdom immediately, and ap
thou badst not thyself fallen upon the like pears to be the most bloody butcher to him
crime, but as successors of his dominions, and of tbem all? for thou art sensible that par
more worthy of that succession than thyself. ricide is a general injucy both to nature and
Thou wouldest kill thy father after thy bre to common life ; and that the intention of
thren, lest thy lies raised against them might parricide is not inferior to its preparation ;
be detected , and lest ,tbou shouldst suffer and he who does not punish it, is injurious to
what punishment thou badst deserved, thou nature itself."
hadst a mind to exact that punishment of thy 6. Nicolaus added farther what belonged
unhappy father, and didst devise such a sort to Antipater's mother, and whatsoever she
of uncommon parricide as the world never had prattled like a woman; as aUo about tbe
yet saw; —for thou who art his son didst not predictions and the sacrifices relating to the
only lay a treacherous design against thy king; and whatsoever Antipater had done
father, and didst it while he loved thee, and lasciviously in his cups and his amours among
had been thy benefactor, — had made thee in Pheroras's women; the examination upon
reality his partner in the kingdom, and hud torture; and whatsoever concerned tbe tesopenly dec'ared thee his successor, while thou tiirioniesofthe witnesses, which were many, and
wast not forbidden to taste the sweetness of of various kinds; some prepared beforehand,
authority already, and hadst the firm hope of and others were sudden answers, wbicb farther
what was future by tby father's determination, declared and confirmed the foregoing evi
and the security of a written testament; but dence. For those men who were tnA pcfor certain, tbou didst not measure these thiugs quainted with Antipater's practices, but had
according to thy father's various disposition, concealed them out of fear, when tiley saw
but according to thy own thoughts and incli that he was exposed to the accusations ot tbe
nations; and wast desirous to take the part former witnesses, and that his great good lor
that remained away from thy too indulgent , tune, which 'tad supported him hitherto, had
■4. U
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now evidently betrayed him into the hands of proofs, by which he might disprove the aecu
his enemies, who were now insatiable in their nations laid against him, be impudently abused
hatred to him, told all they knew of him; and the majesty of God, and ascribed it to bit
hid ruin was now hastened, not so much by power, that be balb been preserved hitherto;
theeiiiuityut those lUat were bid accusers, as by and produced before them all what difficulties
his gross, impudent, and wicked contrivances, he had ever undergone in his bold acting for
and by his ill-will to bis father and his bis father's preservation.
brethren; while he had filled their house with 7. So when Varus, upon asking Antipater
disturbance, and caused them to murder one what be bad to say for himself, found that hr
another; and was neither fair in his hatred had nothing to say besides his appeal to God,
nor kind in his friendship, but just so tar as and saw that there was no end of that, he
served his own turn. Now, there were a bade tbem bring the potion before the court,
yreat number who for a long time beforehand that be might see what virtue still remained
bad seen all this, and especially such as were in it; and when it was brought, and one that
naturally disposed to judge of matters by the was condemned to die had drank it by Varus's
rules of virtue, because they were used to de command, be died presently. Then Varus
termine about afTairs without passion, but had got up, and departed out of the court* and
been restrained from making any open com went away the day following to Antioch,
plaints before; these, U|wn the leave now where his usual residence was, because that
given them, produced all that they knew was the palace of the Syrians; upon which
before* the public The demonstrations also of Herod laid his son in bonds: but what were
these wicked facts could no way be 1i>proved; Varus's discourses to Herod, was not known
because the many witnesses there were did to the generality, and upon what words it was
neither speak out of favour to Herod, nor that be went away; tbougb it was also gene
were they obliged to keep what tbey had to rally supposed, that whatsoever Herod did
say silent, out of suspicion of any danger they afterward aliout his son, was done with his
were in; but they spnke what they knew, approbation: but when Herod had bound his
because they thought such actions very wicked, sou, be sent letters to Home to Caesar about
and that Antipater deserved the greatest bun, and such messengers withal as should,
punishment; and indeed not so much for by word of mouth, inform Oesar of Antipater's
Herod's safety, as on account of the man's own wickedness. Now, at this very time, there
wickedness. Many things were also said, was seized a letter of Autiphilus, written to
and those by a great number of persons, who Antipater out of Egypt (for be lived tbere);
were no way obliged to say them: insomuch and, when it was opened by the king, it was
that Antipater, who used generally to be very found to contain what follows:—* 1 have sent
6brewd in bis lies and impudence, was not thee Acme's letter, and hazarded my own life;
able to say one word to the contrary. When for thou knowest that I am in danger from
Nicokus had left off speaking, and had pro two families, if I be discovered. I wish tbee
duced the evidence. Varus bade Antipater to good success in thy affair." These were the
betake himself to the making his defence, if contents of this letter; but the king made
be bad prepared any thing whereby it might inquiry about the other letter also, for it did not
appear that he was not guilty of the crimes appear; and Antiphilus's slave, who brought
he was accused of; for that, as he was himself that letter which bad been read, denied that
desirous, so did he know that his father was he had received the other: but while the king
in like manner desirous also to have him found was in doubt about it, one of Herod's friends
entirely innocent; but Antipater fell down seeing a seam upon the inner coat of the slave,
on his face, and appealed to God and to all and a doubling of the cloth (for he bad two
men, for testimonials of his innocency, desiring coats on) he guessed that the letter might be
that God would declare, by some evident within that doubling; which accordingly
signals, that he had not laid any plot against proved to be true. So they took out the
bis father. This being the usual method of letter; and its contents were these:—"Acme
all men destitute of virtue, that, when they to Antipater. I have written such a letter to
set about any wicked undertakings, they fall thy father as thou desiredst me. I have also
to work according to their own inclinations, taken a copy and sent it, as if it came from
as if tbey believed that God was uncon Salome, to my lady [Livia]; which when thou
cerned in human affairs; but when once they readest, I know that Herod will punish Salome,
are found out, and are in danger of undergo as plotting against him." Now, this pretended
ing the punishment due to their crimes, they letter of Salome to her lady was composed
endeavour to overthrow all the evidence by Antipater, in the name of Salome, as to
against them, by appealing to God; which was its meaning, but in the words of Acme. The
the very thing which Antipater now did; for letter was this: — "Acme to king Herod.
whereas be had done every thing as if there 1 have done my endeavour that nothing that
were no God in the world, when he was on all is done against tbee should be concealed from
sides distressed by justice, and when he had thee. So, upon my finding a letter of Salome
no other advantage to expect from any legal written to my lady against thee, 1 have
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written out a copy and sent it to thee ; with epistles with them. But Herod now fell into
buuird to myself, but for thy advantage. The a distemper, and made bis will, and bequeathed
reason why she wrote it was this, — that she bis kingdom to [Antipas], his youngest
hull a wind to be married to Sylleus. Do son ; and this out ot that hatred to Arcbelaus
thou therefore tear this letter in pieces, that 1 and Philip, which the calumnies of Anti
may not come into danger of my life." Now pater had raised against them. He also be
Acme had written to Anti pater himself, and queathed a thousand talents to Casir, and
informed him, that in compliance with his rive hundred to Julia, Ciesar's wife, to Cx
command, she had both herself written to He sar's children, and friends, and freedmen
rod, as if Salome had laid a sudden plot en He also distributed among his sons and thei
tirely against him, and bad herself sent a copy sons his money, his revenues, and his lands.
of an epistle, as coining from Salome to her He also made Salome, his sister, very rich,
lady. Now Acme was a Jew by birth, and a because she had continued faithful to him in
servant to Julia, Ciesar's wife; and did this all his circumstances, and was never so rash
out of her friendship for Antipater, as having us to do him any harm. And as he despaired
been corrupted by him with a large present of of recovering, lor he was about the seven
money, to assist in his pernicious designs tieth year of his age, he grew tierce, and in
dulged the bitterest anger upon all occasions;
against his father and his aunt.
*8. Hereupon Herod was so qmazed at the the cause whereof was this, that he thought
prodigious wickedness of Antipater, that he himself despised, and that the nation was
was ready to have ordered him to be slain im pleased with his misfortunes; besides which,
mediately, as a turbulent person in the moat he resented a sedition which some of tbe
important concerns, and as one that had laid lower sort of men excited against him, the
a plot not only against himself, but against occasion of which was us follows: —
his sister also; and even corrupted Ciesar's i. There was one Judas, the son of Sari*
own domestics. Salome also provoked him to pheus, and Mutthius, the son of Marg.ilothus
it, beating her breast, and bidding him kill her, two of the most eloquent men among th<
if he could produce any credible testimony 'Jews, and the most celebrated interpreters ol
that she had acted in that manner. Herod the Jewish laws, and men well - lieloved by
also sent for his son, and asked him about the people, because of their education of theii
this matter, and bade him contradict it if he youth; for all those that were studious ot
could, and not suppress any thing be had to virtue frequented their lecture-* every day.
say for himself; and when he had not one These men, when they found that the king's
word to say, he asked him, since he was every distemper was incurable, excited the young
way caught in his villany, that he would make men that they would pull down all those
no farther delay but discover his associates works which the king had erected contrary to
in these hid wicked designs. So he laid all the law of their fathers, and thereby obtain
upon Antiphilus; but discovered nobody else. the rewards which the law will confer on
Hereupon Herod was in such great grief, that them for such actions of piety; for that it
he was ready to send bis son to Home to was truly on account of Herod's rashness in
Casar, there to give an account of these his making such things as the law had forbidden,
wicked contrivances. But he soon became that his other misfortunes, and this distemper
afraid, lest he might there, by the assistance also, which was so unusual among mankind,
of his friends, escape the danger be was in: and with which he was now aniicted, came
to he kept him bound as before, and sent upon him: for Herod had caused such things
more ambassadors and letters [to Rome] to to be made, which were contrary to tbe law,
accuse bis son, and an account of what as of which he was accused by Judas and Mat
sistance Acme had given biin in his wicked thias; for the king had erected over tbe great
designs, with copies of the epistles before- gate of the temple a large golden eagle, of
great value, and had dedicated it to the tem
mentioned.
ple. Now, the law forbids those that pro
pose to live according to it, to erect imuges,*
or representations of any living creature. So
these wise men persuaded [their scholars] to
CHAPTER XL
pull down the golden eagle; alleging, that
although they should incur any danger which
CONCERNING THE DISEASE THAT HEROD FELL might bring them to their deaths, the virtue
INTO, AND THE SEDITION WHICH THE JEWS of the action now proposed to tbem would
RAISED THEREUPON; WITH THE PUNISH appear much more advantageous to tbem
than the pleasures of life; since they would
MENT OF THE SEDITIOUS.
die for the preservation and observation of
§ 1. Now Herod's ambassadors made haste to the law of their fathers; since they would also
Rome; but sent, as instructed beforehand, • That the making ■<( imarea. without an intention
what answers they were to make to the ques to wursthp them, was not unlawful t . lha Jews, tea UN
tions put to them. They also carried the note on Antiq. b. via. ch. vik ae^£-
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acquire an everlasting fame and commenda die, not for any unrighteous actions, but foi
tion; since they would be both commended our love to religion." And thus tbey all said,
by the present generation, and leave an and their courage was still equal to their pro
example ot life that would never be forgotten fession, and equal to that with which they
to posterity ; since that common calamity of readily set about this undertaking. And when
dying cannot be avoided by our living so as the king had ordered them to be bound, he
to escape any such dangers: that therefore it sent them to Jericho, and called together the
is a right thing for those who are in love with principal men among the Jews; and when
virtuous conduct, to wait for that fatal hour they were come, be made them assemble in
y such a behaviour as may carry them out the theatre, and because he could not himself
of the world with praise and honour; and stand, he lay upon a couch, and enumerated
that this will alleviate death to such a degree, the many labours that he had long endured
thus to come at it by the performance of on their account, and his building of the tem
brave actions, which bring us into danger of ple, and what a vast charge that was to him;
it; and at the same time to leave that repu while the Asamoneans, during tbe hundred
tation behind them to their children, and to and twenty-five years of their government,
all their relations, whether they be men or had not been able to perform any so great a
women, which will be of great advantage to work for the honour of God as that was: that
he had also adorned it with very valuable
them afterward.
3. And with such discourses as this did donations ; on which account be hoped that he
these men excite the young men to this had left himself a memorial, and procured
action; and a report being come to them that himself a reputation alter his death. He
the king was dead, this was an addition to the then cried out, that these men had nut
wise men's persuasions; so, in the very middle abstained from affronting him, even in his
of the day they got upon the place, they life-time, but that, in the very day-time, and
pulled down the eagle, and cut it into pieces in the sight of tbe multitude, they hat! abused
with axes, while a great number of the people him to that degree, as to tall upon what he
were in the temple. And now the king's had dedicated, and in that way of abuse, had
captain, upon hearing what the undertaking pulled it down to the ground. .They pre
was, and supposing it was a thing of a higher tended, indeed, that they did it to affront bun ;
nature than it proved to be, came up thither, but if any one consider the thing truly, tbey
having a great band of soldiers with him, such will find thrt they were guilty of sacrilege
as was sufficient to put a stop to the multitude against God therein.
of those who pulled down what was dedicated 4. But the people, on account of Herod's
to God: so he fell upon them unexpectedly, barbarous temper, and for fear he should be
Hiid as they were upon this bold attempt, in a so cruel as to inflict punishment on them, said
foolish presumption rather than a cautious what was done, was done without approbation,
circumspection, as is usual with the multi and that it seemed to them that the actors
tude, and while they were in disorder, and might well be punished for what they had
incautious of what was for their advantage,— done. But as for Herod, he dealt more
so he caught no fewer than forty of the young mildly with others [of the assembly]; but he
men, who had the courage to stay behind deprived Matthias of the bigh-priesibood, as in
when the rest ran away, together with the part an occasion of tbis action, and made
authors of this bold attempt, Judas and Mat Joazar, who was Matthias's wile's brother,
thias, who thought it an ignominious thing to high-priest in his stead. Now it happened,
retire upon his approach, and led them to the that during the time of the bigb-priestuood
king. And when they were come to the king, of this Matthias, there was another person
and be had asked them if they had been bo made high-priest for a single (lay, that very
hold as to pull dowu what he had dedicated day which the Jews observed as a last. The
to God, " Yes (said they) what was contrived occasion was this: — This Matthias the highwe contrived, and what hath been performed, priest, on tbe night before that day when the
we performed it; and that with such a vir fast was to be celebrated, seemed, in a dream,*
tuous courage as becomes men ; for we have * This fact, that one Joseph was made high-priest for
given our assistance to those things which a single day. on occasion of the action here specined. that
Matthias, tbe real high-priest, to bis sleep, Hie
were dedicated to the majesty of God, and we befel belorr
the creat day ol expiation, is aliened to bulb
have provided for what we have learned by inniKhl
the A'ishna and Talmud, as Or. Hudson tine iiiloru.s
hearing the law; and it ought not to be won us. And indeed from tins fact, thus lolly attested, *•
confute that pretended rule in the Talmud here
dered at, if we esteem those laws which Moses may
mentioned, and endeavoured to be excused by Kelaod,
had suggested to hiin, and were taught him that
the bigh-priesi was out adhered to s eep tbe night
bv tyoci, and which he wrote and left behind before that great day ofexpiation ; which watching Would
ratber undt hini for tue many Important duties lie
him. more worthy of observation than tby surely
was to perform on that solemn day. than dispose him
cotrmauds. Accordingly, we will undergo duly
to perform them. Nur do such Taiiuudical rules,
deatn, and all sorts of punishments which when unsupported by belter evidence, much less wbea
thereby, seem to nie ot weight enough to
tbou canst indict upon us, with pleasure, since contradicted
tbul so gnat a niau as Keland sbuuld spend hta
we are conscious to ourselves that we shall deserve
time in endeavours at their vindication.
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to have conversation with his wife; and
because he could not officiate himself on that
account, Joseph, the son of Elletnus, his kins
man, assisted him in that sacred office. But
Herod deprived this Matthias of the bighpriestbood, and burnt the other Matthias, who
had raised the sedition, with his companions,
alive.
And that very night there was an
eelinse of the moon.*
5. But now Herod's distemper greatiy
increased upon him after a severe manner, I
and this by God's judgment upon him for his
Bins: for a fire glowed in him slowly, which
did not so much appear to the touch out
wardly, as it augmented his pains inwardly;
for it brought upon him a vehement appetite
to eating, which he could not avoid to supply
with one sort of food or other. His entrails
were also exulcerated, and the chief violence
of his pain lay on his colon; an aqueous and
transparent liquor also hud settled itself about
Ins leet, and a like matter afflicted him at
the bottom of his belly. Nay, farther, his
privy-member was putrified, and produced
worms; and when be sat upright lie had a
difficulty of breathing, which was very loath
some, on account of the stench of his breath,
and the quickness of its returns; he bad also
convulsions in all parts of his body, which in
creased bis strength to an insufferable degree.
It was said by those who pretended to divine,
and who were endued with wisdom to fore
tell such things, tbat God inflicted this pun
ishment on the king on account of bis great
impiety; yet was he still in hopes of recover
ing, though his afflictions seemed greater than
any one could bear. He also sent for physi
cians, and did not refuse to follow what they
prescribed for his assistance ; and went beyond
the river Jordan, and bathed himself in warm
baths that were at Callirrboe, which, besides
their other general virtues, were also tit
to drink; which water runs into the lake
called Asphaltitis. And when the physicians
once thought fit to have him bathed in a
vessel full of oil, it was supposed that be was
just dying; but, upon the lamentable cries of
his domestics, be revived; and having no
longer the least hopes of recovering, he gave
order that every soldier should be paid fifty
drachmae; and he also gave a great deal to
their commanders, and to his friends, and
came again to Jericho, where he grew so cho
leric, that it brought him to do all things like
a madman; and though he were near his
death, he contrived the following wicked
designs. He commanded that all the principal
* This eclipse of the moon (which ii the only eclipse
of either of the luminaries mentioned by our Jusephus in
any of nil writings) is of the grentrsi consequence Tor the
determination of the time tor the death of Herod and Antipater. and for the birth and entire chronology of Jesus
Christ Itb«ppened March I3lh. in the year of thejulun
period 4710 and the 4th year before the Chrislut/wra.
See its calculation by the rules of astronomy, at llie end
of til* Astronomical Lsclurea, edit. Lai. p. 461, 40.1.
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men of the entire Jewish nation, wheresoever
they lived, should be called to him. Accor
dingly, there were a great number that came,
because the whole nation was called, and all
men heard of this call, and death was the
penalty of such as should despise the epistles
that were sent to call them. And now the
king was in a wild rage against them all, the
innocent as well as those that had afforded hitn
ground tor accusations; and when they were
come, he ordered them all to be shut up in
the hippodrome, f and sent for his sister
Salome, and her husband Alexas, and spake
thus to them: — " I shall die in a little time, so
great are my pains; which death ought to be
cheerfully borne, and to be welcomed by all
men; but what principally troubles me is
this, tbat I shall die without being lamented,
and without such mourning as men usually
expect at a king's death." For that be was
not unacquainted with the temper of the Jews,
that his death would be a thing very desirable,
and exceedingly acceptable to tbem; because
during his lifetime they were ready to revolt
from him, and to abuse the donations he had
dedicated to God: that it therefore was their
business to resolve to afford him some allevi
ation of his great sorrows on this occasion;
for that, if they do not refuse him their con
sent in what he desires, be shall have a great
mourning at his funeral, and such as never
any king had before him; for then the whole
nation would mourn from their very soul,
which otherwise would be done in sport and
mockery only. He desired therefore that as
soon as they sec he hath given up the ghost,
they shall place soldiers round the hippodrome,
while they do not know that he is dead; and
that they shall not declare his death to tbe
multitude till this is done, but that they shall
give orders to have those that are in custody
shot with their darts; and that this slaughter
of them all will cause tbat be shall not miss
to rejoice on a double account; that as he is
dying, they will make him secure that his will
shall be executed in what he charges them to
do; and that he shall have the honour. of a
memorable mourning at his funeral. So be
deplored his condition, with tears in his eyes,
and obtested them by the kindness due from
them, as of his kindred, and by the faith they
owed to God, and begged of them that they
would not hinder him of this honourable
mourning at his funeral. So they promised
him not to transgress his commands.
6. Now any one may easily discover the
temper of this man's mind, which not only
took pleasure in doing what he had dune
formerly against his relations, out of the love
of life, but by those commands of his which
savoured of no humanity; since he took cure,
when he was departing out of this life, that
the whole nation should be put into mourning,
r A place for the horse-ntcea.
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•nrt indeed made desolate of their dearest for some of his guards, and commanded them
kindred, when be gave order that one out to kill Antipater without any farther delay,
ut' every family should be slain, although and to do it presently, anil to bury huu in
they had done nothing that was unjust, or an ignoble manner at Hyrcania.
against him, nor were they accused of any
other crimes; while it is usual for those who
have any regard to virtue, to lay asiiTe their
CHAPTER VIIL
hatred at such a time, even with respect to
those they justly esteemed their enemies.
CONCERNING HEROD'S DEATH, AND TESTA
MENT, AND BURIAL.
CHAPTER VII.
HEUOn HAS THOUGHTS OF KILLING HIMSELF
WITH HIS OWN HAND; AND A LITTLE AF
TERWARDS HE ORDERS ANTIPATER TO BE
SLAIN.
§ 1. As he was giving these commands to his
relations, there came letters from his ambas
sadors, who had been sent to Rome unto
(Jiesar, which when they were read, their pur
port was this; — That Acme was slain by Cae
sar, out of his indignation at what band she
bad in Antipater's wicked practices; and that
as to Antipater himself, Caesar left it to He
rod to act as became u lather and a king, and
either to banish him or to take away his life,
which he pleased. When Herod heard this,
he was somewhat lietter. out of the pleasure
be bail from the contents of the letters, and
was elevated at the death of Acme, and at
the power that was given him over Ins son;
but, as bis pains were become very great, be
was now ready to faint for want of something
to eat; so he called for an apple and a knife;
for it was his custom formerly, to pare the
apple himself, and soon afterwards to cut it,
and eat it. When he had gut the knife, he
looked about, and had a mind to stab himself
with it; and he had done it, had not his first
cousin, Achiabus, prevented hitn, and held
bis hand, and cried out loudly. Whereupon
a woful lamentation echoed through the pa
lace, and a great tumult was made, as if the
kina>were dead. Upon which Antipater, who
verily believed his father was deceased, grew
bold in his discourse, as hoping to be imme
diately and entirely released from his bonds,
and to take tbe kingdom into bis hands, with
out any more ado; so he discoursed with the
jailor about letting him go, and in that case
promised him great things, both now and
hereafter, as if that were the only thing now
in question; but tbe jailor dill not only
refuse to do what Antipater would have him,
but informed the king of his intentions, and
how many solicitations be had bad from him
[oi tuat natureJ. Hereupon Herod, who
bad formerly no affection or good -will to
wards his son to restrain biin, when be heard
w'.int tiie jailor said, he cried out, and beat
his head, although he was at death's door,
and raised himself upon his elbow, and sent

§ I. And now Herod altered his testament
u^ou tbe alteration of bis mind; for be ap
pointed Antipas, to whom be bad before left
the kingdom, to be tetfarcb of Ciahlee and Berea, and gianted the kingdom to Archelaus.
He also gave Gauluuitis, and Trachouuis,
and Pauea*, to Plnlip, who was his sou, but
own brother to Archelaus," by tbe name of a
Tetrarchy; and bequeathed Jaiuuia, and Ashdod, ami Phasaelis, to Salome his sister, with
live hundred thousand [drachune] of silver
that was coined. He also made provision tor
all the rest of his kindred, by giving them
sums of money and annual revenues, and so
left them all in a wealthy condition. He be
queathed aUo to Ca?>ar ten millions [of drach
ma!] of coined money ; besides both vessels
of gold and silver, and garments exceeding
costly, to Julia, Cesar's wife; and to certain
others, five millions. When he bad done
these things, lie died the fifth day after he
had caused Antipater to be slain ; having
reigned, since he bad procured Antigonusf to
be slain, thirty-four years; but since he had
been declared king by the Romans, thirtyseven. — A man he was of great barbarity
towards all men equally, and a slave to bis
passion; but above tbe consideration of what
was right; yet was be favoured by fortune aa
much as any man ever was, for from a private
■nan be became a king; and though he were
encompassed with ten thousand dangers, he
got clear of tbem all, and continued his lift
till a very old age; but then, as to the affairs
of his family and children, in which, indeed,
according to his own opinion, he was alst
very fortunate, because he was able to conquei
his enemies ; yet, in my opinion, he wai
herein very unfortunate.
2. Bu,t then Salome and Alexas, before the
• When it is said thnt Philip the tetrarch. and Arche
laus the king, or ethnarch, were iiiXfei ywsnw, or
genuine brvlheri. if those words mean oan brvthrrt. (,i
born of die same lather and mother, there null be hire
Mane mistake; because lliry had indeed the same lather,
Herod, but diuerent tnoihrrs: the lormer, Cleopatra.—
and Archrbus. .Ilalttiace. They were indeed brought
up altogether at Rome like own brothers; and Plii ip
was A rchelans's deputy whrn he went to have his king
dom continued to him at Koine (ch. ix. sect. 5 and (if
the War. b li.rh. ii. .ert. 1); which intimacy in perhaps
all that Joaephus intruded b> the words before us.
♦ These numbers of years lot Herod's reign. 5i and 37
are tlie very same wilh those (Or the War, u. i. eh
xxsin.sect HI. and are among the vnncipal chronological
characters belonging to the reign or death of llerod. ISM
llarui. of the fcvan puee 160— 165.
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king's death was made known, dismissed those given him, which way soever he went, every
that were shut up in the hippodrome, and one striving with the rest wbo should a-ipenr
told them that the king ordered them to go to use the loudest acclamations. So he
away to their own lands, and take care of ascended a high elevation made for him, and
their own affairs, which wa9 esteemed by the took his seat, in a throne made of gold, anil
nation a great benefit; , and now the king's spake kindly to the multitude, and declared
death was made public, when Salome and with what joy he received their acclamations,
Alexas gathered the soldiery together in the aud the marks of the good-will they showed
amphitheatre at Jericho; and the first thing to him: and returned them thanks that they
they did was, they read Herod's letter, writ did not remember the injuries his father had
ten to the soldiery, thanking them for their done them, to his disadvantage; and promised
fidelity and good-will to biin, and exhorting tbem . he would endeavour not to be behind
tbem to afford his son Archelaus, whom he hand with them in rewarding tbeir alacrity in
bad appointed for their king, like fidelity and bis service, after a suitable manner; but that
good-will. After which Ptolemy, who bad he should abstain at present from the name
the king's seal intrusted to him, read the of King; and that he should have the honour
king's testament, which was to be of force of that, dignity, if Ctesar should confirm and
no otherwise than as it should stand when settle that testament which his father had
Cussar hail inspected it; so there was presently made; and that it was on this account, that
an acclamation made to Archelaus, as king; when the army would have put the -diadem
and the soldiers came by bands, and their on him at Jericho, he would nut accept of
commanders with them, and promised the that honour, which is usually so much desired,
same good-will to him, and readiness to serve because it was not yet evident that be who
him, which tbey had exhibited to Herod; and was to be principally concerned in bestowing
they prayed God to be assistant to him.
it, would give it him; although, by his accep
3. After this was over, they prepared for tance of the government, be should not want
his funeral, it being Arcbelaus's care that the the ability of rewarding their kindness to
procession to his father's sepulchre should be him; and that it should be his endeavour, us
very sumptuous. Accordingly he brought to all things wherein they were concerned, to
out all his ornaments to adorn the pomp of prove in every respect better than his father.
the funeral. The body was carried upon a Whereupon the multitude, as it is usual with
gulden bier, embroidered with very precious them, supposed that the first days of those
stones of great variety, and it was covered that enter upon such governments, declare
over with purple, as well as the body itself; the intentions of those that accept them; and
he had a diadem upon his head, and above it so by how much Archelaus spake the more
a crown of gold; he also had a sceptre in his gently and civilly to them, by so much did
right hand. About the bier were his sons they more highly commend him, aud made
and his numerous relations; next to these was application *o him for the grant of what they
the soldiery distinguished according to their desired. Some made a clamour that he would
several countries and denominations; and ease them of some of their annual payments;
they were put into the following order: — but others desired him to release those that
First of all went bis guards; then the band were put into prison by Herod, who weret
of Thracians; and after tbem the Germans; many, and had been put there ut several times ;
and next the band of Galatians, every one in others of them required that he would take
their habiliments of war; and behind these away those taxes which had been severely laid
marched the whole army in the same manner upon what was publicly sold and bought. So
as they useil to go out to war, and as they Archelaus contradicted them in nothing, since
used to be put in array by their muster- he pretended to do all things so as to get the
masters and centurions: these were followed by good-will of the multitude to him, as look
five hundred of his domestics, carrying spices. ing upon that good-will to be a great step
So they went eight furlongs," to Herodiuni ; towards his preservation of the government.
for there, by his own command, he was to be Hereupon he went and offered sacrifice to
buried; — and thus did Herod end his life.
God, and then betook himself to feast with
4. Now Archelaus paid him so much his friends.
respect, as to continue his mourning till the
seventh day ; for so many days are appointed
for it by the law of our fathers; and when
he had given a treat to the multitude, and
CHAPTER IX.
left off his mourning, he went up into the
temple; he had aUo acclamations and praises HOW THE PEOPLE RAISED A SEDITION AOAINST
AHCHELAUS, AND HOW HE SAILED TO &0I4K.
• At eight tlaHia or fiirloncs a-day, .n hep-, Herod*!
funeral, coo'lm tr- 1 to lirrutlium (which lay al Ihe dii- $ 1 . At this time also it was that so-ne of the
lance from Jericho, wlirrr tie died, of 2IX) itndta or furgot together, out of a desire of iunovaaonr*,Of the Mar. b. I ch. vsxiii. sect. *J). must have Jews
tion. Tbey lamented Matthias, and those
til. hi up no lest tuan lwenty.Ava days.
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that were slain with him by Herod, who bad would not let one of them speak. The
not any respect paid them by a funeral mourn sedition, also, was made by such as were in a
ing, out of the fear men were in of that man ; great passion; and it was evident that they
tbey were those who bad been condemned for were proceeding farther in seditious practices,
pulling down the golden eagle. The people by the multitude running so fast upon them.
3. Now, upon tne approach of that feast
made a great clamour and lamentation here
upon, and cast out some reproaches against of unleavened bread, which the law of tbeir
the king also, as if that tended to alleviate fathers bad appointed for the Jews at this
the miseries of the deceased. The people time, which feast is called the Passover,* and.
assembled together, and desired of Archelaus, is a memorial of their deliverance out of
that, in way of revenge on their account, he Egypt (when they offer sacrifices with great
would indict punishment on those who had alacrity; and when they are required to slay
been honoured by Herod; and that, in the more sacrifices in number than at any other
first and principal place, be would deprive festival ; and when an innumerable multitude
that high -priest whom Herod bad made, and came thither out of the country, nay, from
would choose one more agreeable to the law, lievond its limits also, in order to wor-hip
and of greater purity, to officiate as bigh- God), tVe seditious lamented Judas and Mat
priest. This was granted by Archelaus, thias, those teachers of the laws, and kept to
although he was mightily offended at their gether in the temple, and had plenty of food,
importunity, because he proposed to himself because these seditious persons were not
to go to Home immediately, to look after Cae ashamed to beg it. And as Archelaus was
sar's determination about him. However, he afraid lest some terrible thing should spring
sent tbe general of his forces to use persua I up by means of these men's madness, he sent
sions, and to tell them that tbe death which a regiment of armed men, and with them •
was indicted on their friends, was according captain of a thousand, to suppress the violent
to the law; and to represent to them, that efforts of tbe seditious, before tbe whole mul
their petitions about these things were carried titude should be infected with tbe like mad
to a great height of injury to hiin; that the ness; and gave tbem this charge, that if they
time was not now proper for such petitions, found any much more openly seditious than
but required their unanimity until such time others, and more busy in tumultuous prac
as he should be established in the govern tices, they should bring tbem to biui. But
ment by the consent of Cmsar, and should those that were seditious on account of those
then be come back to tlium; for that he would teachers of the law, irritated the people by
then consult with them in common concern the noise and clamours they used to encou
ing the purport of their petitions; but that rage the people in their designs; so they uiade
tbey ought at present to be quiet, lest tbey an assault upo:i the soldiers, and cauie up to
should seem seditious persons.
them, and stoned the greatest part of them,
2. So when the king had suggested these although some of them ran away wouuued,
things, and instructed his general in what be and their captain among them ; and when tbey
was to say, he sent hiin away to the people; had thus done, they returned to the sacrifices
but they made a clamour, and would not give which were already in their hands. Now
him leave to speak, and put him in danger of Archelaus thought there was no way to pre
his life, and as many more as were desirous to serve the entire government, but by cutting
venture upon saying openly any thing which off those who made this attempt upon it; so
might reduce them to a sober mind, and pre he sent out the whole army upon them, and
vent their going on in their present courses, sent the horsemen to prevent those that had
— because they had more concern to have all their tents without tbe temple, from assisting
their own wills performed than to yield obe those that were within the temple, and to kiil
dience to their governors; thinking it to be a such as ran away from the footmen when
thing insufferable that, while Herod was alive, they thought themselves out of danger; which
they should lose those that were the most dear horsemen slew three thousand men, while the
to them, and that when he was dead, they rest went to the neighbouring mountains.
could not get the actors to be punished. So Then did Archelaus order proclamation to be
they went on with their designs after a vio made to them all, that tbey should retire to
lent manner, and thought all to be lawful and their own homes ; so they went away Biid left
right which tended to please them, and being the festival, out of fear of somewhat worse
unskilful in foreseeing what dangers they in which would follow, although tbey had been so
curred ; and when tbey had suspicion of such bold by reason of tbeir want of instruction. So
a thing, yet did the present pleasure they took Archelaus went down to the sea with bis mo
in the punishment of those they deemed their ther, and took with him Nicolaus and Ptole
enemies overweigh all such considerations; my, and many others of bis friends, and left
ard although Archelaus sent many to speak
to them, yet they treated them not as messen
• Thia pasaoTer, when the sedition here mentioned waa
gers sent by him, but as persons that came of moved
Archehtus, was uot one. but tliirteen
their own accord to mitigate their anger, and moatbi against
after ihe echpu.- ul the moon, already manuooed
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Philip bis brother as governor of all things
belonging both to his own family and to the
public.
There went out also with him
Salome, Herod's sister, who took with her ber
children, and many of her kindred were with
her; which kindred of hers went, as they pre
tended, to assist Archelaus in gaining the king
dom, but in reality to oppose him, and chiefly
to make loud complaints of what be had done
in the temple. But Sabinus, Caesar's steward
for Syrian affairs, as he was making haste
into Judea, to preserve Herod's effects, met
with Archelaus at Caesarea; but Varus (pre
sident of Syria) came at that time, and
restrained him from meddling with them, for
be was there as sent for by Archelaus, by the
means of Ptolemy. And Sabinus, out of
regard to Varus, did neither seize upon any
of the castles that were among the Jews, nor
did he seal up the treasures in them, but per
mitted Archelaus to have them, until Caesar
should declare his resolution about them; so
t h.it, upon this his promise, he tarried still at
Ciesarea. But after Archelaus was sailed for
Rome, and Varus was removed to Antioch,
Sabinus went to Jerusalem, and seized on the
king's palace. He also sent for the keepers
of the garrisons, and for all those that hud
the charge of Herod's effects, and declared
publicly that he should require them to give
au account of what they had : and he disposed
of the castles in the manner he pleased: but
those who kept them did not neglect what
Archelaus had given them in command, but
continued to keep all things in the manner
they had been enjoined them ; and their pre
tence, was, that they kept them all for Caesar.
4. At the same time also did Antipas,
another of Herod's sons, sail to Rome, in order
to gain the government; being buoyed up by
Salome with promises that he should take
that government; and that he was a much
bouester and fitter man than Archelaus for
that authority, since Herod had, in his former
testament, deemed bim the worthiest to be
made king; which ought to be esteemed more
valid than his latter testament. Antipas also
brought with bim his mother, and Ptolemy
the brother of Nicolaus, one that had been
Herod's most honoured friend, and was now
zealous for Antipas: but it was Ireneus the
orator, and one who, on account of his repu
tation for sagacity, was intrusted with the
affairs of the kingdom, who most of all
encouraged him to attempt to gain the king
dom; by whose means it was that, when some
advised him to yield to Archelaus, as to his
elder brother, and who bad been declared
king by their father's last will, he would not
submit so to do. And when he was come
to Rome, all his relations revolted to him;
not out of their good-will to him, but out
of their hatred to Archelaus; though indeed
they were most of all desirous of gaining
their liberty, and to be put under a Roman
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governor; but, if there were too great an
opposition made to that, they thought Antipas
preferable to Archelaus, and so joined with
him, in order to procure the kingdom for him.
Sabinus also, by letters, accused Archelaus to
Caesar.
5. Now when Archelaus had sent in his
papers to Caesar, wherein he pleaded his right
to the kingdom, and his father's testament,
with the accounts of Herod's money, and with
Ptolemy, who brought Herod's seal, he so
expected the event; but when Caesar had read
these papers, and Varus 's and Sabinus's letters,
with the accounts of the money, and what
were the annual incomes of the kingdom,
and understood that Antipas had also sent
letters to lay claim to the kingdom, he
summoned his friends together, to know their
opinions, and with them Caius, the son of
Agrippa, and of Julia his daughter, whom he
had adopted, and took him, and made him sit
first of all, and desired such as pleased to
speak their minds about the affairs now before
them. Now, Antipater, Salome's son, a very
subtle orator, and a bitter enemy to Archelaus,
spake first to this purpose:— That it was ridi
culous in Archelaus to plead now to have the
kingdom given him, since he bad, in reality,
taken already the power over it to himself,
before Caesar had granted it to him; and
appealed to those bold actions of his, in
destroying so many at the Jewish festival ; and,
if the men had acted unjustly, it was but fit
the punishing of them should have been re
served to those that were out of thecountry, but
had the power to punish them, and not been
executed by a man that, if he pretended to be a
king, he did an injury to Caesar, by usurping
that authority before it was determined for
him by Caesar; but, if he owned himself to
be a private person, his case was much worse,
since be who was putting in for the kingdom,
could by no means expect to have that power
granted him, of which he had already deprived
Caesar [by taking it to himself]. He also
touched sharply upon him, and appealed to
his changing the commanders in the army,
and bis sitting in the royal throne before
hand, and his determination of law-suits; all
done as if he were no other than a king. He
appealed also to his concessions to those that
petitioned him on a public account, and indeed
doing such things, than which he could
devise no greater if he had been already
settled in the kingdom by Caesar. He also
ascribed to him the releasing of the prisoners
that were in the hippodrome, and many other
things, that either had been certainly done by
him, or were believed to be done, and easily
might be believed to have been done, because
they were of such a nature as to be usually
done by young men, and by such as, out of a
desire of ruling, seize upen the government
too soon. He also charged him with hit
neglect of the funeral mourning' for his father.
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tnd with having merry meetings the very are not only wicked in the injuries they do of
night in which he died ; and that it was themselves, but in forcing sober persons to
thence the multitude took the handle of rais avenge themselves upon them. Now, it is
ing a tumult; and if Archelaus could thus evident that what these did in way of opposi
requite his dead father, who had bestowed such tion was done under pretence, indeed against
benetiu upon him, and bequeathed such great Archelaus, but in reality against Cuesar him
things to him, by pretending to shed tears for self, for tbey, after an injurious manner,
him in the day-time, like an actor on the attacked and slew those who were sent by Ar
stage, but every night making mirth for hav chelaus, and who came only to put a stop to
ing gotten the government, he would appear their doings. They had no regard, either to
to be the same Archelaus with regard to C»e- God or to the festival, whom Autipater yet is
sar, if he granted him the kingdom, which he not ashamed to patronize, whether it be out
hath been to his father; since he had then of his indulgence of an enmity to Archelaus, or
dancing and singing, as though an enemy of out of bis hatred of virtue and justice. For
his were fallen, and not as though a man were as to those who begin sucb tumults, and first
carried to his funeral that was so nearly related, set about such unrighteous actions, they are
and had been so great a benefactor to bim. the men who force those that punish them to
But he said that the greatest crime of all was betake themselves to arms even against their
this, that he came now before Ciesar to will. So that Antipater in effect ascribes the
obtain the government by bis grant, while be rest of what was done to all those who were
had before acted in all things as he could have of counsel to the accusers; for nothing which
acted if Caesar himself, who ruled all, had is here accused of injustice has been done,
fixed him firmly in the government. And but what was derived from them as its au
what he most aggravated in his pleading, whs thors; nor are those things evil in themselves,
the slaughter of those about the temple, anil but so represented only, in order to do barm
the impiety of it, as done at the festival; ami to Archelaus. Such is these men's inclina
how they were slain like sacrifices themselves, tion to do an injury to a man that is of their
some of whom were foreigners, and others of kindred, theirfather's benefactor, and familiarly
their own country, till the temple was full of acquainted with them, and that hath ever
dead bodies: and all this was done, not by lived in friendship with them; for that, as to
an alien, but by one who pretended to the this testament, it was made by the king when
lawful title of a king, that he might complete he was of a sound mind, and so ought to be
the wicked tyranny which his nature prompt of more authority than his former testament;
ed him to, and which is hated by all men. and that for this reason, because Caesar is
On which account his father never so much therein left to be the judge and disposer of
as dreamed of making him his successor in all therein contained; and for Csesar, be will
the kingdom, when he was of a sound mind, not, to be sure, at all imitate the unjust- pro
because he knew his disposition; and, in his ceedings of those men, who, during Herod's
former and more authentic testament, he whole life, had on all occasions been jointappointed his antagonist Antipas to succeed ; partakers of power with him, and yet do
but that Archelaus was called by his father to zealously endeavour to injure his determina
that dignity, when he was in a dying condi tion, while they have not themselves had the
tion, both of body and mind; while Antipas same regard to their kinsman [which Arche
was called when he was ripest in his judg laus had]. Caesar will not therefore disannul
ment, and of such strength of body as made the testament of a man whom he had entirely
him capable of managing his own affairs : supported, of bis friend and confederate, nzi
and if his father bad the like notion of bim that which is committed to him in trust to
formerly that he hath now shown, yet hath he ratify; nor will Caesar's virtuous and upright
given a sufficient specimen what a king he is disposition, which is known and uncontested
likely to be when he bath [in effect] deprived through all the habitable world, imitate tne
Ca^ar of that power of disposing of the king wickedness of these men in condemning a
dom, which he justly bath, and hath not ab king as a madman, and as having lest bis rea
stained from making a terrible slaughter of son, while he hatb bequeathed the succession
his fellow-citizens in the temple, while he was to a good son of his, and to one who flies to
but a private person.
Oesar's upright determination for refute.
6. So when Autipater had made this speech, Js'or can Herod at any time have been mis
and had confirmed what he had said by produ taken in bis judgment about a successor,
cing many witnesses from among Archelaus'* while be showed so much prudence us to sub
own relations, he made an end of Ills pleading. mit all to Caesar's determination."
Upon which Nicolaus arose up to plead tor 7. Now when Nicolaus bad laid
Archelaus, and said, " That what had been things before t'a-sar, he ended bis plea;
done at the temple was rather to be attributed whereupon Csesar was 60 obliging to Arche
to the mind of those that bad been killed, laus, that he raised him up when be had cast
than to the authority of Archelaus.; /or that himself down at bis feet, and said, tbat he
those who wera the authors of sucb things. well deserved the kingdom; and he soon let
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tLeni know that be was so far moved in bis on him; so they parted themselves into three
favour, that he would not act otherwise than bands, and encamped themselves in the places
his father's testament directed, and than was following: — some of them seized on the hip
for the advantage of Archelaus. However, podrome; and of the other two bands, one
while he gave this encouragement to Arche pitched themselves from the northern part of
laus to depend upon him securely, he made no the temple to the southern, on the east quar
full determination about him; and, when the ter; but the third band held the western part
assembly was broken up, he considered by of the city, where the king's palace was.
himself whether he should confirm the king- Their work tended entirely to besiege the
doin to Archelaus, or whether he should part Romans, and to enclose them on all sides.
it among all Herod's posterity; and this Now Sabinus was afraid of these men's num
because they all stood in need of much ber, and of their resolution, who had little
regard to their lives, but were very desirous
assistance to support them.
not to be overcome, while they thought it a
point of puissance to overcome their ene
mies; so he sent immediately a letter to
Varus, and, as he used to do, was very pressing
CHAPTER X.
with him, and entreated bim to come quickly
A SEDITION Or THE JEWS Au.sINST SABINUS; to his assistance; because the forces he had
AND HOW VARUS BHODQHT THE AUTHO&S left were in imminent danger, and would
probably, in no long time, be seized upon,
OF IT TO PUNISHMENT.
and cut to pieces; while he did himself get
§ I. But before these things could be brought up to the highest tower of the fortress Phato a settlement, Malthace, Archelaus's mother, saelus, which had been built in honour of
fell into a distemper, and died of it; and Phasaelus, king Herod's brother, and culled
letters came from Varus the president of so wben the Parthians had brought him to
Syria, which informed Cassar of the revolt of his death.* So Sabinus gave thence a signal
the Jews; for after Archelaus was tailed, the to the Romans to fall upon the Jews, although
whole nation was in a tumult. So Varus, he did not himself venture so much as to
since he was there himself, brought the come down to his friends, and thought he
authors of the disturbance to punishment; might expect that the others should expose
and when he had restrained them for the1 most themselves first to die on account of his ava
part from this sedition, which was a great one, rice. However, the Romans ventured to
he took his journey to Antioch, leaving one make a sally out of the place, and a terrible
legion of his army at Jerusalem to keep battle ensued; wherein, though it is true the
the Jews quiet, who were now very fond of Romans beat their adversaries, yet were not
innovation. Yet did not this at all avail to the Jews daunted in their resolutions, even
put an end to that their sedition, for, after when they had the sight of that terrible
Varus was gone away, Sabinus, Csesar's pro slaughter that was made of them; but they
curator, staid behind, and greatly distressed went round about, and got upon those clois
the Jews, relying on the forces that were left ters which encompassed the outer court of the
there, that they would by their multitude temple, where a great fight was still continued,
protect him; for he made use of them, and and they cast stones at the Romans, partly
armed them as his guard', thereby so oppress with their hands, and partly with slings, as
ing the Jews, and giving them so great being much used to those exercises. All the
disturbance, that at length they rebelled; for archers also in array did the Romans a great
he used force in seizing the citadels, and deal of mischief, because they used their hands
zealously pressed on the search after the king's dexterously from a place superior to the others,
money, in order to seize upon it by foice, on and because the others were at an utter loss
acrount of his love of gain, and his extraordi what to do; for when they tried to shout their
arrows against the Jews upwards, these
nary covetpusnesg.
2. But on the approach of Pentecost, which arrows could not reach them, insomuch that
is a festival of ours, so called from the days the Jews were easily too hard for their ene
of our forefather*, a great many ten thousands mies. And this sort of right lasted a great
of men got together; nor did they come only while, till at last the Romans, who were
to celebrate the festival, but out of their greatly distressed by what was done, set fire
indignation at the madness of Sabinus, and at to the cloisters so privately, that those who
the injuries he offered them. A great num were gotten upon them did not perceive it.
ber there was of Galileans, and Idumeans, This tire.f being fed by a great deal of coinand many men from Jericho, and others who
Antlq. b. <iv.ch.liil. Bect.lOi and OfMM Wax,
had passed over the river Jordan, and inha • See
eh Hi. sect 9
bited those parts. This, whole multitude b +tl. Then*
crrat devastations dm about the temple
ami Ol the War. b. ii- cn. ill. sect 3, aerm not to
joined themselves to all the rest, and were here,
brrn fully re-edified in the dsys of Nero: till
more zealous than the others in making an have
wttu-e time there were eighteen thousand workniaa
assault on Sabinus, in order to be avenged coiiuaually employed in rebuilding and reunions that
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bustible matter, caught bold immediately on pected that Varus was coming, he still bore
the root* of the cloisters; so the wood, which tbe siege.
was full of pitch and wax, and whose gold 4. Mow, at this time there were ten thou
was laid on it with wax, yielded to the dame sand other disorders in Judea, which were
presently, and those vast works, which were like tumults, because a great number put
of the highest value and esteem, were de themselves into a warlike posture, either out
stroyed utterly, while those that were on the of hopes of gain to themselves, or out of
roof unexpectedly perished at the same time; enmity to the Jews. In particular, two thou
for as tbe roof tumbled down, some of these sand of Herod's old soldiers, who had been
men tumbled down with it, and others of already disbanded, got togethei in Judea itself,
them were killed by their enemies who en and fought against the king's troops, although
compassed them. There was a great number Achiabus, Herod's first cousin, opposed them ;
more, who, out of despair of saving their lives, but as he was driven out of the plains into
and out of astonishment at the misery that the mountainous parts by the military skill of
surrounded them, did either cast themselves those men, he kept himself in the fastnesses
into the fire, or throw themselves upon their that were there, and saved what he could.
own swords, and so got out of their misery. 5. There was also Judas,* tbe son of that
But as to those that retired behind tbe same Ezekias who had been head of tbe robbers;
way by which they ascended, and thereby which Ezekias was a very strong man, and
escaped, they were all killed by tbe Romans, had with great difficulty been caught by He
as being unarmed men, and their courage rod. This Judas having gotten together a
failing them; their wild fury being now not multitude of men of a profligate character
able to help them, because they were desti about Sepphoris in Galilee, made an as
tute of armour, insomuch that of those that sault upon the palace [there], and seized upon
went up to the top of the roof, not one es all the weapons that were laid up in it, and
caped. The Romans also rushed through the with them armed every one of those that were
fire, where it gave them room so to do, and with him, and carried away what money was
seized on that treasure where the sacred mo left there ; and he became terrible to all men,
ney was reposited : a great part of which was by tearing and rending those that came near
stolen by the soldiers; and Sabinus got openly bim; and all this in order to raise himself,
and out of an ambitious desire of the royal
four hundred talents.
3. But this calamity of the Jews' friends, dignity; and he hoped to obtain that as the
who fell in this battle, grieved thein, as did reward, not of his virtuous skill in war, but
also this plundering of the money dedicated of his extravagance in doing injuries.
to God in the temple. Accordingly, that body 6. There was also Simon, who had been a
of them which continued best together, and slave of Herod the king, but in other respects
was the most warlike, encompassed the palace, a comely person, of a tall and robust body; he
and threatened to set tire to it, and kill all was one that was much superior to othersof his
that were in it. Yet still they commanded order, and had had great things committed to
them to go out presently, and promised that his care. This man was elevated at the dis
if they would do bo, they would not hurt orderly state of things, and was so bold as to
them, nor Sabinus neither; at which time tbe put a diadem on his head, while a certain
greatest part of tbe king's troops deserted to number of the people stood by him, and by
them, while Rufus and Uratus, who had three tbem he was declared to be king, and thought
thousand of the most warlike of Herod's himself more worthy of that dignity than any
army with them, who were men of active one else. He burnt down the royal palace
bodies, went over to the Romans. There was at Jericho, and plundered what was left in it.
also a band of horsemen under the command He also set fire to many others of the king's
of Rufus, which itself went over to the Ro houses in several places of the country, and
mans also. However, the Jews went on with utterly destroyed them, and permitted those
the siege, and dug mines under tbe palace- that were with him to take what was left in
walls, and besought those that were gone over
• Units' this Judas, the son of Eseklai, be the same
to the other side, net to be their hinderance, with
Theudas, mentioned Acts v. 3o. Josephus must
now they bad such a proper opportunity for have that
omitted him; fur that other Theudas. whom he
the recovery of their country's ancient liberty; afterwards mentions under Fadua, the Koman governor,
sect 1, is much too late to correspond to
and for Sabinus, truly be was desirous of go b.himxx.thatch.isv.mentioned
in the Acts. The names Theu
ing away with his soldiers, but was not able das,
Thaddeuv and Judas diner but little. See Arch
bishop Usher's Annals, at a. at 4001. However, since
to trust himself with the enemy, on account Josephus
does not pretend to reckon up tbe heads of all
of what mischief he had already done them; those ten thousand
disorders in Judea, which be tells ua
and he took this great [pretended] lenity of were then abroad, see sect. 4 and H, tbe Theudas of the
Acts might be at the head of one of those seditions,
theirs for an argument why he should not though
particularly named by bim. 1 hot be in
comply with them ; and so, because he ex- forms usnothere,
sent 6. and of tbe W ar, b. iL cb. iv
sect. x. that certain ol tl— seditious came and burnt the)
royal
palaie
at
Aiu.thns,
or Beiliaramphta, upon the
*B>P)f,
inform!
us, ADtlq. b. xx. ch. ix- river Jordan. I'erliaps theu
leader, who is Dot named
•act 7. asSmJosephui
tbe not* on
that pljce.
by Josephus, might be u.is Tlieudaa.
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them for a prey; and he would have
greater things, unless care had been taken to
repress him immediately; for Gratus, when
he had joined himself to some Roman soldiers,
took the forces be had with him, and met
Simon, and after a great and a long fight, no
small part of those that came from Perea,
who were a disordered body of men, and
fought rather in a bold than in a skilful
manner, were destroyed; and although Simon
had saved himself by flying away through a
certain valley, yet Gratus overtook him, and
cut off his head. The royal palace also, at
Amathug, by the river Jordan, was burnt
down by a party of men that were got toge
ther, as were those belonging to Simon. And
thus did a great and wild fury spread itself
over the nation, because they had no king to
keep the multitude in good order; and
because those foreigners, who came to reduce
the seditious to sobriety, did, on the contrary,
set them more in a flame, because of the
injuries they offered them, and the avaricious
management of their affairs.
7. But because Athronges, a person nei
ther eminent by the dignity of progenitors, nor
for any great wealth he was possessed of, but
one that had in- all respects been a shepherd
only, and was not known by any body; yet
because he was a tall man, and excelled
others in the strength of his hands, be was so
bold as to set up for king. This man thought
it so sweet a thing to do more than ordinary
injuries to others, that although he should be
' killed, he did not much care if he lost his life
in so great a design. He bad also four
brethren, who were tall men themselves, and
were believed to be superior to others in the
strength of their hands, and thereby were
encouraged to aim at great things, and thought
that strength of theirs would support them in
retaining the kingdom. Each of these ruled
over a band of men of their own; for those
tbat got together to them were very numerous.
They were every one of them also com
manders; but, when they came to fight, they
were subordinate to him, and fought for him,
while he put a diadem about his head, and
assembled a council to debate about what
things should be done; and all things were
done according to his pleasure. And this man
retained his power a great while; he was also
called king, and had nothing to hinder him
from doing what he pleased. He also, as
well as his brethren, slew a great many both
of the Romans and of the king's forces, and
managed matters with the like hatred to each
of them. The king's forces they fell upon,
because of the licentious conduct they had
been allowed under Herod's government;
and they fell upon the Romans, because of
the injuries they had so lately received from
them. But in process of time they grew
more cruel to all sorts of men ; nor could any
one escape from one or other of these seditions,
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since they slew some out of the hopes of
gain, and others from a mere custom of slay
ing men. They once attacked a company
of Romans at Emmaus, who were bringing
corn and weapons to the army, and fell upon
Arius, the centurion, who commanded the
company, and shot forty of the best of his footsoldiers ; but the rest of them were affrighted
at their slaughter, and left their dead behind
them, but saved themselves by the means of
Gratus, who came with the king's troops that
were about him to their assistance. Now,
these four brethren continued the war a long
while by such sort of expeditions, and much
grieved the Romans (but did their own nation
also a great deal of mischief); yet were
they afterwards subdued; one of them in a
tight with Gratus, another with Ptolemy;
Archelaus also took the eldest of them pri
soner ; while the last of them was so dejected
at the others' misfortune, and saw so plainly
that he had no way now left to save himself,
his army being worn away with sickness and
continual labours, tbat he also delivered him
self up to Archelaus, upqp his promise and
oath to God to [preserve his life]. But
these things came to pass a good while after
ward.
8. And now Judea was full of robberfcs;
and, as the several companies of the seditioM
lighted upon any one to head them, he was
created a king immediately, in order to do mis
chief to the public. They were in some small
measure indeed, and in small matters, hurtful
to the Romans, but the murders they commit
ted upon their own people lasted a long while.
9. As soon as Varus was once informed of
the state of Judea by Sabinus's writing to
him, he was afraid for the legion he bad left
there ; so he took the two other legions (for
there were three legions in all belonging to
Syria), and four troops of horsemen, with
the several auxiliary forces which either the
kings or certain of the tetrarchs nfTorded
him, and made what haste he could to assist
those that were then besieged in Judea. He
also gave order, that all that were sent out
for this expedition should make haste to
Ptolemais. The citizens of Berytus also gave
him fifteen hundred auxiliaries, as he passed
through their city. Aretas also, the king of
Arabia ♦etrea, out of his hatred to Herod,
and in order to purchase the favour of the
Romans, sent him no small assistance, besides
their footmen and horsemen: and, when he
bad now collected all his forces, together,
be committed part of them .to his son, and
to a friend of his, and sent them upon an
expedition into Galilee, which lies in the
neighbourhood of Ptolemais; who made an
attack upon the enemy, anil put them to flight,
and took Sepphoris, and made its inhabitants
slaves, and burnt the city. But Varus him
self pursued his march to Samaria with his
whole army: yet did not ha meddle with the
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city of that name, because it had not at all
I - -i ned with the seditious, but pitched his
camp at a certain village that belonged to
CHAPTER XL
ftolemy, whose name was Arus, which the
Arabians burnt, out of their hatred to Herod, AN EMBASSAGE Or THE JEWS TO CMSAt; JkHV
.11 nl out of the enmity they bore to bis friends; HOW CJtHAS. CONFIRMED HEEOD'f TESTA.
.vhence they marched to another village, whose KENT.
lame was Sampbo, whijh the Arabians plun«■red and burnt, although it was a fortified § 1. So when Varus bad settled these affairs,
.ml strong place; and all along this march and bad placed the former legion at Jerusa
. uihing escaped them, but all places were full lem, he returned back to Antioch; but as for
>f tire and of slaughter. Emuiaus was also Archelaus, he bad new sources of trouble
•unit by Varus'h order, after its inhabitants come upon him at Roma, on the occasions
i.kI deserted it, that he might avenge those following: for an embassage of the Jews was
i hat had there been destroyed. From thence come to Rome, Varus having permitted the
he now marched to Jerusalem ; whereupon nation to send it, that tbey might petition tor
I hose Jews whose camp lay there, and who the liberty of living by their own laws.*
had besieged the Roman legion, not bearing How, the number of the ambassadors that
the coming of this army, left the siege im were sent by the authority of the nation waa
perfect: but as to the Jerusalem Jews, when fifty, to which they joined above eight thou
Varus reproached them bitterly for what had sand of the Jews that were at Rome already.
been done, they cleared themselves of the ac Hereupon Ctesar assembled bis friends, and
cusation ; and alleged that the conflux of the the chief men among the Romans, in the tem
people was occasioned by the feast; that the ple of Apollo,t which he had built at a vast
war wis not made with theirapprobation, but by charge; whither the ambassadors came, and a
the rashness of the strangers; while they were multitude of the Jews that were there already
on the side of the Romans, and besieged came with them, as did also Archelaus and his
together with them, rather than having any friends; but as for the several kinsmen which
inclination to besiege them. There also came Archelaus bail, tbey would not join them
beforehand to meet Varus, Joseph, the cousin- selves with him, out of their hatred to him;
german of king Herod, as also Gratua and and yet they thought it too gross a thing lor
Kut'us, who brought their soldiers along with them to assist the ambassadors [against him],
them, together with those Romans who had as supposing it would be a disgrace to them
been besieged: but Sabinus did not come in Caesar's opinion to think of thus acting in
into Varus's presence, but stole out of the opposition to a man of their own kindred:
Philip J also was come hit her out of Syria, by
city privately, and went to the sea-side.
10. Upon this, Varus sent a part of his the persuasion of Varus, with this principal
army into the country, to seek out those that intention to assist bis brother [Archelaus];
had been the authors of the revolt; and when for Varus was bis great friend: but still so,
they were discovered, he punished some of that if there should any change happen in the
them that were most guilty, and some he dis form of government (which Varus suspected
missed: now the number of those that were there would), and if any distribution should be
crucilied on this account were two thousand : made on account of the number that desired
after which be disbanded his army, which he the liberty of living by their own laws, that
found nowise useful to him in the affairs he he might not be disappointed, but might have
came about; for they behaved themselves very bis share in it.
disorderly, and disobeyed his orders, and 2. Now, upon the liberty that was given to
what Varus desired them to do< and this out the Jewish ambassadors to speak, they who
of regard to that gain which they made by the hoped to obtain a dissolution of kingiy
mischief they did. As for himself, .when he government betook themselves to accuse He
was informed that ten thousand Jews bad rod of bis iniquities; and they declared that
gotten together, he made haste to catah them ; he was indeed in name a king, but that he
but they did not proceed so far as to fight had tuken to himself that uncontrollable
him, but, by the advice of Achiabus, they authority which tyrants exercise over their
came together, and delivered themselves up subjects, and bad made use of that authority
to bim: hereupon Varus forgave the crime for the destruction of the Jews, and did not
of revolting to the multitude, but sent their abstain from making many innovations among
several commanders to Cresar, many of whom them besides, according to his own inclina
Cajsar dismissed ; but for the several rela tions; and that whereas there were a great
tions of Herod who had been among these many who perished by that destruction he
men in this war, they were the only persons brought upon them, so many indeed as no
whom he punished, who, without (he least other history relates, they that survived were
regard to justice, fought against their own
• SnOf the W,r. h II oh ji. ltd. X
kindred.
+ !><■«■ thr iu,le. Ol Ihr Vt ar. h. ii. ah. U mt V,
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far more miserable than those that suffered of his own countrymen at the temple. How,
under him, not only by the anxiety tbey were then, could they avoid the just hatred of him,
in from bis looks and disposition towards who, to the rest of bis barbarity, hath added
-them, but from the danger their estates were this as one of our crimes, that we have opposed
in of being taken away by him. That he did and contradicted him in the exercise of his
never leave off adorning these cities that lay authority? Now. the main thing they desired
in their neighbourhood, but were inhabited was this. That they might be delivered
by foreigners, but so that the cities belong from kingly and the like forms of govern
ing to his own government were ruined, and ment,* and might be added to Syria, and be
utterly destroyed: that whereas, when be took put under the authority of such presidents of
the kingdom, it was in an extraordinary theirs as should be sent to them ; for that it
flourishing condition, he had titled the nation would thereby be made evident, whether they
with the utmost degree of poverty; and when, be really a seditious people, and generally
upon unjust pretences, he bad slain any of fond of innovations, or whether they would
the nobility, he took away their estates: and live in an orderly manner, if they might have
when he permitted any of them to live, he governors of any sort of moderation set over
condemned them to the forfeiture of what they them.
possessed. And, besides the annual imposi
3. Now when the Jews had said this, Nicotions which he laid upon every one of them, laus vindicated the kings from those accusa
they were to make liberal presents to himself, tions, and said, that as for Herod, since he
to his domestics and friends, and to such of had never been thus accused f all the time of
his slaves as were vouchsafed the favour of bis life, it was not fit for those that might
being his tax-gatherers; because there was no have accused him of lesser crimes than those
way of obtaining a freedom from unjust vio now mentioned, and might have procured
lence, without giving either gold or silver for him to be punished during his lifetime, to
it. That they would say nothing of the cor bring an accusation against him now he is
ruption of the chastity of their virgins, and dead. He also attributed the actions of
the reproach laid on their wives for inconti- Archelaus to the Jews' injuries to him, who,
nency, and those things acted after an inso affecting to govern contrary to the laws, and
lent and inhuman manner; .because it was going about to kill those that would have
not a smaller pleasure to the sufferers to have hindered them from acting unjustly, when
such things concealed, than it would have they were by him punished for what they bad
been not to have suffered them. That Herod done, made their complaints against him; so
had put sich abuses upon them as a wild he accused them of their attempts for innova
beast would not have put on them, if he had tion, and of the pleasure they took in sedition,
porter given him to rule over us: and that by reason of their nut having learned to
although their nation had passed through submit to justice and to the laws, but still
many subversions and alterations of govern desiring to be superior in all things. This
ment, their history gave no account of any was the substance of what Nicolaus said.
calamity they hail ever been under, that could 4. When Cttsar shad heard these pit-adings,
he compared with this which Herod had he dissolved the assembly; but a few days
brought upon their nation; that it was for afterwards he appointed Archelaus, not indted
this reason that they thought they might to be the king of the whole country, but
justly and gladly salute Archelaus as king, ethnarch of one half of that which hail been
upon this supposition, that whosoevershoulil be subject to Herod, and promised to give him
set over their kingdom, he would appear more the royal dignity hereafter, if he governed bis
in; hi to them than Herod had been; anil that part virtuously. But as for the other half,
they had joined with him in the mourning for be divided it into two parts, and gave it
his father, in order to gratify him, and were
If any one compare that divine prediction concern
really to oblige him in other points also, if ing* flie
power wtiich toe Jewish kings would
they could meet with any degree of modera exercisetyrannical
over thrra. if they wun d he so foolish »s lo pretion from him; but that he seemed to be ler it before their ancient theociac> oi aristocracy (I Sam.
I—tii. Ant. I' vi civ. a, li, lie will soon linr! thai it
afraid lest he should not be deemed Herod's viii.
was superabundantly fu'6l!«-d in the dayi of Iterod and
own son; and so, without any delay, he imme that
to such a degree, thai the nation now al laM seemed
diately let the nation understand his meaning, sore'y to renenl of soch their anciant choice, in nppo»ittoo
to
Ood's
chuice for them, and had nn.rn rather he
and this before his dominion was well esta subject toheller
even a pagan Roman government, and their
blished, since the power of disposing of it depoties than
to be any longer under the opptetslon of
family of Herod ; which request of theirs Augustus did
belonged to Casar, who could either give it the
not now grant them, hot did il for the one half of thai na
t'i him or not as he pleased. That he had tion
in a few years afterward, upon fresh complaints made
given a specimen of his future virtue to his by the Jews against Archelaus, who. under the more
name of an ethnarch. which Aapwn- would only
subjects, and with what kind of moderation humble
allow him. soon took upon him the insolence and
ami good administration he would govern now
tyranny of his father king Herod, as the remaining part
them, by that his first action which concerned ol 11 is book will inlorm us, and particularly e. siu. a. -i.
is not true. See Ant b.stv ell. it seel. 3, 4i
them, his own citizens, and God himself also, and♦ This
eh. xii aodeb.
sect -i x.ae»l.S.3|
and eh. xiii. seel.
*i vol.
n , v e\
whet, be made the slaughter of threu thousand irj.eeci,},
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to two other of Herod's sons, to Philip and of coined silver, Caesar made her a present of
to Antipas, that Antipas who disputed with a royal habitation at Askelon : in all, her
Arcbelaus for the whole kingdom. Mow, to revenues amounted to sixty talents by the
him it was that Perea and Galilee paid their year, and her dwelling-bouse was within Ar- m
tribute, which amounted annually to 200 ta chelaus's government. The rest also of the
lents," while Batanea with Trachonitis, as well king's relations received what his testament
as Auranitis, with a certain part of what was allotted them. Moreover, Caesar made a pre
called the Hvu-t of Zcnodurun,^ paid the tri sent to each of Herod's two virgin daughters,
bute of one hundred talents to Philip; but besides what their fatter left them, of two
Iihnnea, and Judea, and the country of Sa hundred and fifty thousand [drachma-] of sil
maria, paid tribute to Arcbelaus, but had ver, and married them to Pheroras's sons: he
now a fourth part of that tribute taken off by also granted all that was bequeathed to him
the order of Caesar, who decreed them that self to the king's sons, which was one tnoumitigation, because they did not join in this sand five hundred talents, excepting a few of
revolt with the rest of the multitude. There the vessels, which he reserved for himself;
were also certain of the cities which paid and they were acceptable to him, not so much
tribute to Arcbelaus: — Strato's Tower and for the great value they were of, as because
Sebaste, with Joppa and Jerusalem; for as to they were memorials of the king to him.
Gaza, Gadara, and Hippos, they were Gre
cian cities, which Caesar separated from his
government, and added them to the province
CHAPTER XII.
of Syria. Now the tribute-money that came
to Archelaus every year from his own domi
CONCERNING A SPURIOUS ALEXANDER.
nions, amounted to six hundred talents.
4- And so much came to Herod's sons § 1. When these affairs had been thus set
from their father's inheritance; but Salome, tled by Caesar, a certain young man, by birth
besides what her brother left ber by his testa a Jew, but brought up by a Roman freedinan
ment, which were Jamnia, Ashdod, and Pha- in the city Sidon, ingrafted himself into the
saelis, and five hundred thousand [drachmae] kindred of Herod, by the resemblance of bis
• Since Josephus here informs ui that Archelatis bad countenance, which those that saw him
one-bull of the kingdom of Herod, and presently in attested to be that of Alexander, the son uf
forms us farther, that Archelaus*a annual income, after Herod, whom he bad slain; and this was an
an abatement of one-quarter for the present, was 1.00
talents, we may therefore gather pretty ne-uly what was incitement to him to endeavour to obtain the
Heiod the Great's yearly income, 1 mean about IO0U government; so he took to him as an assis
talents, which, at the known value of 3001) shekels to a tant, a man of his own country (one that was
talent, and about & 10a*. to a shekel, in the days of
Josephus. see the note on Antiq. b. «iL Cb viii. sect. 2, well acquainted with the affairs of the pa
amounts to IGH0.0U0 sterling ptr annum,- which in lace, but, on other accounts, an ill man, ami
come, though great in itself, bearing no proportion to one whose nature made him capable of caus
his vast expenses everywhere visible in Joseplius, and to ing great disturbances to the public, and one
the vast sums be left behind him in his will (ch. viil
sect I; and ch xii. sect 1). the rest must have arisen that became a teacher of such a mischievous
either from his confiscation of tfrose great men's estates contrivance
to the other), and declared him
whom be put to death, or made to pay tine for the
saving of their lives, or for some other heavy methods self to be Alexander, and tbe son of Herod,
of oppression which such savage tyrants usually exercise but stolen away by one of those that wen;
upon their miserable subject*; or ruther from these
several methods put together, all which yet seem very sent to clay him, who, in reality, slew other
much too small lor his expenses, being drawn Irom no men, in order to deceive the spectators, hut
larger.a nation than that of the Jews, which was very
populous, but without tbe advantage of trade to bring saved both him and bis brother Aristobulu*.
tbem richest so that I canuol but strongly suspect that Thus was this man elated, and able to im
no small part of this bis wealth arose from another pose 011 those that came to him; and when
source 1 I mean from some vast sums he took out of be
was come to Crete, he made all the Jews
David's sepulchre, but concealed from the people. See
the uote on AnUq. b vii ch. xv, sect. 3.
that
to discourse with bim believe him
a very
usefulHudson:
note of—'•tjrotius,
on I uke to became
[Alexander], And when he had gotten
iii.+ 1.Take
here here
quoted
by Dr.
W hen Josephus
says that some part of the bouse (or possession) of Ze much money which bad been presented to
nodorus (i.e. Abi.ene) was allotted to Pliilip. be thereby him there, he passed over to Melos, where he
declares that the larger part of it belonged to another got
much more money than he had before,
This other was l.ysanias, whom Luke mentions, of
the posterity of that Lysanlaa who was possessed of out of the belief they bad that be was of the
the same country called Abilene, from the city Abila,
and by others Chalr.idene, from the city of Chalets, when royal family, and their hopes that be would
the government ol the east was under Anluriius. and recover his father's principality, and reward
this alter I'toletny. the son of Menneiis; from which his benefactors; so he made haste to Rome,
Lysanias, this country came to be com nonly called tbe
Country 01 Lysanias i and as, alter tbe death uf the for* and was conducted thither by those strangers
mer Lysanias, it was called the Telrarchy of Zenodorus, who entertained him. He was also so for
so after the death of Zenodorus, or when the time for tunate as, upon his landing at Dicearchia, to
which he hired it was ended, wneu another l.ysanias, of bring the Jews that were there into the a*me
the same name with the former, was possessed of the
same country, it began to be called the Telrarchy uf delusion; and not only other people, but al»o
Lysanias." However, since Joseplius elsewhere (Anliq
those who had been greut with Herod, or
h. XX. eh. vii. sect I) clearly distinguishes Abilme Irom all
bad •■ kindness for him, joined themselves to
CAafrsseae, QroUua must be here s.i lur unslasen.
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this man as to their king. The cause of it was that had boldness enough to contrive such
was thU. that men were glad of his pretences, a cheat as this. Fur this contrivance is too
which were seconded by the likeness of his considerable a piece of villauy to he um'ercountenance, which made those that had been taken by one of thy age." Accordingly, be
acquainted with Alexander strongly to believe cause be had no other way to take, be told
that he was no other hut the very same per Ciesar the contrivance, and after what man
son, which they also confirmed to others by ner, and by whom it was laid together. So
oath; insomuch that when the report went Cesar, upon observing the spurious Alexan
about bim that he was coming to Rome, the der to be a strong active man, and fit to work
whole multitude of the Jews that were there with his hands, that be might not break his
went out to meet him, ascribing it to Divine promise to him, put him among those that
Providence that he had so unexpectedly were to row among the mariners, hut slew
escaped, and being very joyful on account of him that induced him to do what he had done;
his mother's family. And w hen he was come, for as for the people of Melos, be thought
be was carried in a royal litter through the them sufficiently punished, in having thrown
streets; and all the ornaments about bim were away so much of their money upon this spu
such as kings are adorned withal; and this rious Alexander. And such was the igno
was at the expense of those that entertained minious conclusion of this bold contrivance
bim. The multitude also flocked about him about the spuiious Alexander.
,
greatly, and made mighty acclamations to
him, and nothing was omitted which could
lie thought suitable to such as had been so
CHAPTER XIIL
unexpectedly preserved.
2. When this thing wag told Cesar, he did
not believe it, because Herod was not easily HOW ARCHELAUS, UPON A SECOND ACCUSA
to lie imposed upon in such affairs as were of
TION WAS BANISHED TO VIENNA.
great concern to him ; yet, having some sus
picion it might be so, he sent one Celadus, a § I. When Archelaus was entered on bis
freed-man of bis, and one that had conversed etbnarchy, and was come into Judea, he ac
with the young men themselves, and bade cused Joazar, the son of Boethus, of assisting
bim bring Alexander into his presence: so the seditious, and took away the high-priest
be brought him, being no more accurate in hood from him, and put Eleazar his brother
judging about him than the rest of the mul in his place. He also magnificently rebuilt
titude. Yet did not he deceive Cesar; for the royal palace that had been at Jericho, and
although there was a resemblance between he diverted half the water with which the vil
him and Alexander, yet it was not so exact as lage of Neara used to be watered, and drew
to impose on sucb as were prudent in discern off that water into the plain, to water those
ing; for this spurious Alexander had his hands palm-trees which be had there planted; he
rough, by the labours he bad been put to; and also built a village, and put his own name
instead of that softness of body which the upon it, and called it Arcbelais. Moreover,
other had, and this as derived from his deli he transgressed the law of our fathers,* and
cate and generous education, this man, for married Glapbvra, the daughter of Archelaus,
the contrary reason, had a rugged body. who had been the wife of his brother Alex
When, therefore, Cesar saw how the master ander, which Alexander had three children by
and the scholar agreed in this lying story, and her, while it was a thing detestable among the
in a bold way of talking, he inquired about Jews to marry the brother's wife. Nor did
Arietobulus. and asked what became of him, this Eleazar abide long in the high- priesthood,
who (it seems.) was stolen away together with Jesus, the son of Sie, being put in his room
him, and for what reason it was that he did while he was still living.
not come along with him, and endeavour to 2. But in the tenth year of Archelaus's
recover that dominion which was due to his government, both bis brethren and the prin
hivh birth also. And when be said that he cipal men of Judea and Samaria, not being
had been left in the Isle of Crete, for fear of able to bear bis barbarous and tyrannical
the dangers of the sea, that, in case any acci usage of them, accused him before Cesar,
dent should come to himself, the posterity of and that especially because they knew be had
Mariamne migbt not utterly perish, but that broken the commands of Cesar, which obli
Aristobulut might survive, and punish those ged him to behave himself with moderation
that laid such treacherous designs against among them. Whereupon Cesar, when be
them; and when he persevered in his affirma heard it, was very angry, and called fur Ar
tions, and the author of the imposture agreed chelaus's steward, who took care of his affair!
in supporting it, Cesar took the young man at Rome, and whose name was Archelaus
by himself, and said to him, " If thou wilt
• Spanhcim seasonably observes here, that it was fin.
not impose upon me, tbou shalt have this for bidden
the Jrws to marry their brother's wife when aba
tby reward, that tbou sbalt escape with tby bad children
by her flrst husband; and that Zenoraa
life; tell me then, wbo thou art, and who it (cites, or) interprets thectauae before us accordingly.
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also; and thinking It beneath him to write to it fell out so that Alexander was slam by bis
Arrhelaus, be bade him nail away as soon as father, she was married to Juki, the king of
1 1 Libya; atid when be was dead, and she lived
possible, and bring him to Rome; so the
made haste in his voyage, and when he came 'in widowhood in Cappadocia with her father,s>
into Judea he found Archelaus feasting with Arcbelaus divorced bis former wife Mariamne,
his friends; so be told him what Caesar bad ami married her, so great was his affection
sent bim about, and hastened him away. And for her; who, during her marriage to bim,
when he was come [to Rome], Cassar up saw tbe following dream:—She thought she
on hearing what certain accusers of bis bad saw Alexander standing by ber; at which she
to say, and what reply be could make, both rejoiced, and embraced him with great affec
bonished him, and appointed Vienna, a city tion; but that be complained of ber, and said,
of gnul, to be the place of his habitation, " O Glaphyral tbou provest that siyiu^ u. he
true, which assures us that women are not to
and took his money away from bim.
3. Now, before Arcbelaus was gone up to be trusted. Didst tbnu not pledge tby faith
to
me? and wast thou not married to me
Rome upon this message, he related this
dream to his friends: That he saw ears of when thou wast a virgin? and bad we not
corn, in number ten, full of wheat, perfect!) children between us? Yet hast tbou forgot
ripe; which ears, as it seemed to bim, were ten tbe affection I bare to thee, out of desire
devonred by oxen. And when he was awake of a second husband. Nor bast tbou been
and gotten up, because the vision appeared to satisfied with that injury tbou didst me, but
be of great importance to him, he sent for tbou hast been so bold as to procure tbee a
the diviners, whose study was employed about third husband to lie by tbee, and in an inde
dreams. And while some were of one opi cent and imprudent manner bast entered into
nion and some of another (for all their inter my bouse, and hast been married to Archepretations did not agree), Simon, a man of the laus, thy husband and my brother. How
sect of the Essens, desired leave to speak bis ever, 1 will not lorget thy former kind affec
mind freely, and said, that the vision denoted tion for me; but will set tbee free from every
ft change in the affairs of Arcbelaus. and tbat such reproachful action, and cause thee to be
not for the better; tbat oxen, because tbat mine again, as thou once wa.-t." When she
animal takes uneasy pains in his labours, de had rehited this to her female companions, in
noted affliciions, and indeed denoted, farther, a few days' time she departed this life.
ft change of affairs; because that laud which 5. Now I did not think these histories im
is ploughed by oxen cannot remain in its for proper for the present discourse, both because
mer state ; anil that the ears of corn being ten, my discourse now is concerning kings, and
determined the like number of years, because otherwise also on account of tbe advantage
an ear of corn grows in one year; and that hence to be drawn, as well for tbe continua
the time of Archelaus's government was over. tion of the immortality of the soul, us of tbe
And thus did this man expound the dream. providence of God over human affairs, I
Now, on the fifth day after this dream came thought them fit to be set down; but if any
6rst to Arcbelaus, the other Arcbelaus, tbat one does not believe sucb relations, let him
was sent to Judea by Ca?sar to call him away, indeed erjoy his own opinion, but let him not
came hither also.
binder another thai would thereby encourage
4. The like accident befel Glaphvra his hin.self in virtue. Sc A-cbeleus's country
wife, who was the daughter of king Arcbe was laid to the prc'iic of Syria; and Cvrelaus, who, as I said before, was married, while nius, one that bad been .'■oiisul. was se"t bi
■he was a virgin, to Alexander, the son of Ctrsar to take account of Deop'e's effect* »»
Herod, and brother of Arcoelaus; but since Syria, ana tc seil the aoure ok Aa^neiauv
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CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF TBIBTT-TWO IUM
FROM THE BANISHMENT OF ARCHELAUS TO THE DEPARTURE Or
THE JEWS FROM BABYLON.

Gamala, who taking with him Sadduc.f a
Pharisee, became zealous to draw them to
BOW CYRENIUS WAS SENT BY CESAR TO MAKE a revolt, who both said that this taxation was
A TAXATION OF STRIA AND JUDEA; AND no better than an introduction to slavery, ami
HOW COPUNICS WAS SENT TO BE PBOCURA- exhorted the nation to assert their liberty; as
TOB OF JUDEA; CONCERNING JUDAS OF GA if they could procure them happiness and se
LILEE, AND CONCERNING THE SECTS THAT curity for what they possessed, and an assur
ed enjoyment of a still greater good, which
WERE AMONG THE JEWS.
was that of the honour and glory they would
§ 1. Now Cyrenius, a Roman senator, and thereby acquire for magnanimity. They also
one who had gone through other magistracies, > said that God would not otherwise be assist
•nd hud passed through them tilt he bad been | ing to them, than upon their joining with one
consul, and one who, on other accounts, was another in Such counsels as might be success
of great dignity, came at this time into Syria, ful, and for their own advantage; and this
with a few others, being sent by Cresar to be especially, if they wotfld set about great ex
% judge of that nation, and to take an account ploits, and not grow weary in executing the
af their substance: Coponius also, a man of same; so men received what they said with
the equestrian order, was sent together with pleasure, and this bold attempt proceeded to
him, to bare the supreme power over the a great height. All sorts of misfortunes also
Jews. Moreover, Cyrenius came himself in sprang from these men, and the nation was
to Judea, which was now added to the pro infected with this doctrine to an incredible
vince of Syria, to take an account of their degree; one violent war came upon us after
substance, and to dispose of Archelaus's mo another, and we lost our friends, who used
ney; but the Jews, although at the beginning to alleviate our pains; there were also very
they took the report of a taxation heinously, great robberies and murders of our principal
yet did they leave off any farther opposition men. This was done in pretence indeed for
to it, by the persuasion of Joazar, who was the public welfare, but in reality for the holies
the son of Boethus, and high-priest. So of gain to themselves; whence arose seditions,
they, being over-persuaded by Joazar s words, and from them murders of men. which some,
gave an account of their estates, without times tell on those of their own peoule Cbv tf?
any dispute about it; yet there was one Ju madness of these men towaras one anorner,
das a Gaulonite,* of a city whose name was while their desire was that none of the adverse
party might be left), and sometimes on their
• Since St Luke once (Acts v. 37), and Josephus
a famine also coining upon us reduced
•nr sevrral Hint*, once hvre (sect fir and h. xx. ch. v. enemies;
•eeLS: HI tbelar.h. ii.ch.viii. aect 1. and chap xvil us to the last degree of despair, as did also
sect.ft), calls this Jndaa. who was the pestilent author of the taking and demolishing of cities ; nay, t he
thai seditions doctrine and trmper which brought the
Jewish nation to utter destruction, a Galilean i but here
(*ccl I). Josephus cutis him n Gaulonite, of the city of two of that name, the one in Gaulonitts, the other
Gauiala. it it a great question where this Judas was in Galilee. See Reiand on the city or towr of that
tioni. whether in (ialilee on the west side, nr in Gaulo- name.
nitnor. the east side of the river Jordan i whi'e. in the + It seems not very improbable to rot. that thia *ndplace just now cited mil of the Antiquities (b. XX. ch. v duc
the Pharisee, waa the very same man of whom the
sect-tr). he is not only called a Galilean, but il is added Kabhins speak, as the unhappy but tiodesigning occa
to his story. **as I have signified in the hooks that so sion of the impietv or inOdelityof the Sadducees. nor
before these," as if he had still called him a Galilean in perhaps had the men this name of Sadducees till this
those Antiquities hefore, as well as in th.it particular very time, though they were a distinct sect long before.
place, as Dean Aktrieh nbscrres. Of the Mar b.li ch.
the note on b. tiii.cn. x. sect. 5. and Dean Pndeaua.
vtil. sect. I. Nor can one well imagine why he should See
there quoted; nor do we, that 1 know of. And the
berrcall him a Gaulonile. when, in the tith secL follnwinic as
least
footaieps of such impiety or infidelity of these
here, as well astwice t NT the War. he slill calls him a II_- Sadducees
this time, the Recognitions assuring
As tor the city of Carnal*, whence this Judas us that theybefore
began about the days of John the BauUsti
it determines nothing, sine* totre were B.L ch. Itw.
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sedition at last increased so high, that the think it an instafice of virtue to dispute witb
very temple of God was burnt down by their those teachers of philosophy whom they frtv
enemy's fire. Such were the consequences of quent; but this doctrine is received but by a
this, that the customs of our fathers were few, yet by those still of the greatest dignity;
altered, and such a change was made, as add but they are able to do almost nothing of
ed a mighty weight toward bringing all to themselves; for when they become magis
destruction, which these men occasioned by trates, aa they are unwillingly and by force
thus conspiring together; for Judas and Sad- sometimes obliged to be, they addict then,
due,* who excited a fourth philosophic sect selves to the notions of the Pharisees, be
i oong us, and had a great many followers cause the multitude would not otherwise hear
therein, filled our civil government with tu- them.
inults at present, and laid the foundation of 5. The doctrine of the Essens is this: That
our future miseiies, by this system of philo all things are best ascribed to Gcd. Tbey
sophy, which we were before unacquainted teach the immortality of souls, and esteem
withal; concerning which I shall discourse a that the rewards of righteousness are te be
little, and this the rather, because the infec earnestly striven for; and when they send
tion which spread thence among the younger what they have dedicated to God into the
sort, who were zealous for it, brought the temple, they do not, offer sacrifices.f becausa
public to destruction.
they have more pure lustrations of their own;
2. The Jews had for a great while three on which account they are excluded from the
sects of philosophy peculiar to themselves ; common court of the temple, but offer their
the sect of the Essens, and the sect of the sacrifices themselves; yet is their course of
Saddticees, and the third sort of opinions was life better than that of other men; and they
that of those called Pharisees; of which sects, entirely addict themselves to husbandry. It
although I have already spoken in the second also deserves our admiration, how much they
hook of the Jewish War, yet will I a little exceed all other men that addict themselves to
touch upon them now.
virtue, and this in righteousness: and indeed
3. Now, for the Pharisees, they live mean- to such a degree, that as it hath never appear1 v, and despise delicacies in diet ; and tbey fol- ) ed among any other men, neither Greeks nor
low the conduct of reason; and what that barbarians, no, not for a little time, so hath it
prescribes to them as good for them, they do; endured a long while among them. This ia
and they think they ought earnestly to strive demonstrated by that institution of theirs
to observe reason's Tlictates for practice
which will not suffer any thing to hinder them
They also pay a respect to such as are in from having all things in common; so that a
tears; nor are they so bold as to contradict rich man enjoys no more of his own wealth
them in any thing which they have intro than he who hath nothing at all. There are
duced ; and, when they determine that all about four thousand men that live in this way,
things are done by fate, they do not take and neither marry wives, nor are desirous to
aw ay the freedom from men of acting as they keep servants; as thinking the latter tempts
think fit; since their notion is, that it hath men to be unjust, and the former gives the
pleased God to make a temperament, where handle to domestic quarrels ; but as they live
in what he wills is done, but so that the by themselves, they minister one to another.
will of men can act virtuously or viciously. They also appoint certain stewards to reeeivc
They also believe that souls have an immortal the incomes of their revenues, and of the
vigour in them, and that under the earth fruits of the ground ; such aa are good men
there will be rewards or punishments, accord and priests, who are to get their corn and
ing as they have lived virtuously or viciously their food ready for them. They none of
in this life ; and the latter are to be detained them differ from others of the Essens in their
in an everlasting prison, but that the former way of living, but do the most resemble those
shall have power to revive and live again; on Pacas who are called Poli$ta% [dwellers in
account of which doctrines they are able great cities.]
ly to persuade the body of the people; and 6. But of the fourth sect of Jewish philo
whatsoever they do about divine worship, ♦ It »ems by what Josephus say* here, and PhHe
prayers, and sacrifices, they perform them himself elsewhere (4 »p. p. 67*1), that these Essens ilid not
atcording to their direction; insomuch that use to fro to the Jewish festivals at Jerusalem, or to otfessacrifices there, which may be one (treat occasion why
the cities gave great auctions to them on the)
are never mentioned in tbe ordinary hooks of lha
account of their entire virtuous conduct, both New Testament; though, la the Apostolical Constitu
tions, they are mentioned &s thi.se that observed the cus
in the actions of their lives and their discourses toms
of their forelathers, aid that without any such Hi
also.
churacter laid upon theui as is there laid upon the othet
that people.
4. But the doctrine of the Sadducees is sects\\among
rlsXtrvffj In Josephus,or Kv r>-i in Strabo>
this: That souls die with the bodies; nor do amonghothethese
Pvthniforic
were, il is not easy to delerthey regard the observation of any thing be- txi ire. Scalieer offersI 'arse
nu improbable conjecture, that
some of these Dacr [ivrd aiont, like monks, in tents or
what the law enjoins them; for they caves;
but that others of Ihtu* livid totft**! hr birilt
cities, and thence were called o> such &am«l as implied
• See the previous Note.
du aame.
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sopliy, Judas the Galilean was the author.
These men agree in all other things with the
Pharisaic notions; but they have an inviolable
at turbulent to liberty; and say that God is to
be their only Ruler and Lord. They also do
not value dying any kinds of death, nor in
deed do they heed the deaths of their relations
and friends, nor ran any such fear make
tbem rail any man Lord; and since this im
moveable resolution of theirs is well known
to a great many, I shall speak no farther
aliout that matter; nor am I afraid that any
thing I have said of them should be disbelieved,
but rather fear, tbat what I have said is be
neath the resolution they show when they un
dergo pain; and it was in Gessius Florus's
time that the nation began to grow mad with
this distemper, who was our procurator, and
who occasioned the Jews to go wild with it
by the abuse of bis authority, and to make
them revolt from the Romans; and these are
the sects of Jewish philosophy.

CHAPTER II.
HOW HEROD AND PHILIP BUILT SEVERAL
CITIES IN HONOUR OP CESAR. CONCERN
ING THE SUCCESSION OF PRIESTS AND PRO
CURATORS; AS ALSO WHAT BETEL I'll ItAATES AND THE PARTHIANS.
§ 1. When Cyrenius had now disposed of
Arcbelaus's money, and when the taxings
were come to a cmirlusion, which were made in
the thirty-seventh yeitr of Caesar's victory over
(Antony at Actium, he deprived Joazar of the
• high-priesthood, wbieb dignity had been con
ferred on him by the multitude, and be ap
pointed Animus, the son of Seth, to lie highpriest; while Herod and Philip had each of
tbem received their own tetrarchy, and settled
the affairs thereof. Herod also built a wall
about Sepphorw (which is the security of all
Galilee), and made it the metropolis of the
country. He also built a wall round Betharainpbtba, which was itself a city also, and
called it Julias, from the name of the empe
ror's wife. When Philip, also, had built Paneas, a city, at the fountains of Jordan, he
named it Cesarea. He also advanced the vil
lage Bethsaida, situate at the lake of Gennesareth, unto the dignity of a city, both by the
number of inhabitants it contained, and its
other grandeur, and called it by the name of
Julias, the same name with Csesar's daughter.
2. As Coponius, who we told you was sent
along with Cyrenius, was exercising bis office
of procurator, an<J governing Jutlea, the fol
lowing accidents happened. As the Jews
were celebrating the feast of unleavened
bread, which we call the Passover, it was
customary for the priests to open the templegates just after midnight. When, therefore,
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those gates were first opened, some of the
Samaritans came privately into Jerusalem,
and threw about dead men's bodies in tne
cloisters; on which account the Jews after
ward excluded ihem out of the temple, which
tbey bad not used to do at such festivals; and
on other accounts also tbey watched the tem
ple more carefully than they bad formerl
done. A little after wbirh accident, Copo>■litis returned to Rome, and Marcus Ambi
vius came to be his successor in that govern
ment; under whom Salome, the sister of king
Herod, died, and left to Julia [Caesar's wife],
Jauinia, all its toparcby, and Phasuelis in the
plain, and Archelats, where is a great planta
tion of palm-trees, and their fruit is excellent
in its kind. After him came Annius Ruftis,
under whom died Cassar, the second emperor
of the Romans, the duration of whose reign
was fifty-seven years, besides six months and
two days (of which time Antonius ruled to
gether with hitn fourteen years; but the du
ration of bis life was seventy-seven years);
upon whose death Tiberius Nero, his wife
Julia's son, succeeded. He was now the
third emperor; and he sent Valerius Gratus
to be procurator of Jutlea, and to succeed
Annius Rufus. This man deprived Ananus
of the high-priesthood, and appointed Ismael,
the son of Phiibi, to be high-priest. He also
deprived him in a little time, and ordained
Eleazar, the son of Ananus, who had been
high-priest before, to be high-priest: which
office, when he had held for a year, Gratus
deprived him of it, and gave the high-priest
hood to Simon, the son of Camithus; and,
when he bad possessed that dignity no longer
than a year, Joseph Caipbas was made his
successor. When Gratus bad done those
things, he went back to Rome, after be had
tarried in Judea eleven years, when Pontius
Pilate came as his successor.
3. And now Herod the tetrarch, who was
in great favour with Tiberius, built a city of
the same name with him, and railed it Tibe
rias. He built it in the best part of Galilee, at
the lake of Gennesareth. There are warm
baths at a little distance from it, in a village
named Emmatis. Strangers came and in
habited this city; a great number of the in
habitants were Galileans also; and many
were necessitated by Herod to come thither
out of the country belonging to him, andwere
by force compelled to be its inhabitants; some
of them were persons of condition. He also
admitted poor people, such as those that were
collected from all parts, to dwell in it. Nay,
some of tbem were not quite freemen; and
these he was a benefactor to, and made them
free in great numbers; but obliged tbem not
to forsake the city, by building them very
good houses at his own expenses, and by giv
ing them land also; lor he was sensible, t'jat
to make this place a habitation was to trans
gress tbe Jewish ancient laws, because many
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sepulchres were to be here taken away, in order
to nake room for the city Tiberias;* whereas
our jlw pronounces, that such inhabitants are
unclean for seven days.f
4. About this time died Pbraates, king of
the Parthian*, by the treachery of Phraataces
his son, upon the occasion following:—When
Pbraates had hud legitimate sons of bis own, he
jad also an Italian maid-servant, whose name
was Thermusa, who had been formerly sent to
him by Julius Caesar, among other presents.
He first made her bis concubine; but be being
a great admirer of her beauty, in process of
time having a son by ber, whose name was
Phraataces, he made her bis legitimate wife,
and bad a great respect for her. Now, she
was able to persuade him to do any thing that
she said, and was earnesf in procuring tbe
government of Partbia for her son; but still
she saw that ber' endeavours would not suc
ceed, unless she could contrive bow to remove
Pbruates's legitimate sons [out of the king
dom]; so she persuaded him to send those his
sons as pledges of his fidelity to Rome; and
they were sent to Rome accordingly, because
it was not easy for him to contradict ber com
mands. Now, while Phraataces was alone
brought up in order to succeed In tbe govern
ment, he thought it very tedious to expect that
government by his father's donation [as bis
successor] ; be therefore formed a treacherous
design against bis father, by his mother's as
sistance, with whom, ss tbe report went, he
had criminal conversation also. So he was
hated for both these vices, while his subjects
esteemed this [wicked] love of his mother to
be no way inferior to bis parricide; and be
was by them, in a sedition, expelled out of
the country before he grew too great, and
died. But, as the best sort of Parthians
agreed together, that it was impossible they
should be governed without a king, while also
it was their constant practice to choose one of
tbe family of Arsiires [nor did their law allow
of an< cithers; and they thought 1 1. is kingc om
hud been si fficiently injured already by the
marriage with an Italian concubine, and by
her issue], the) sent ainbussatlors, and called
Orodes [to take tbe crown]; (or tbe multitude
would not otheiwise have borne them; and
thotn.lt be was accused of very great cruelty,
and was of aj> untractable temper, and prone
to wrath, jet still be was one of the family of
A i sines. However, they made a conspiracy
against him, and slew him, and that, as some
say, at a festival and among their sacrifices
(for it is the universal custom tbere to carry
their swords with them); but, as tbe more
• We rrny here take notice, as well ait in the parallf 1
parla of the books 01 the V ar, b. ii. eh. ix. feet. 4,, thai
after the death of Herod1 the Great, and the aiiccrraion
of Arrheluii*. Josephus is very href in hia arcounta ol
JuoVa. till neav his own time. I suppose the rraaon is.
that after the lane h story ol Mcolan. ot Panaaeua. incluriinr the life of l-emd. and probably ti e succession
and first action* 01 hia sona, be bad but few rood histories
af those limes before him.
4 t>vw. xix. 1 1—14.
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general report is, they slew him when they
bad drawn bim out a-hunting. So they sent
ambassadors to Rome, and desired they would
send one of those that w ere there as pledges,
to be their king. Accordingly, Vonones was
preferred before the rest, and sent to them
(for be seemed capable of sucb great fortune,
which two of tbe greatest kingdoms under
the sun now offered bim, his own and a
foreign one). However, tbe barbaiians soon
changed their minds, they being naturally of
a mutable disposition, upon the supposal that
this man was not worthy to be their governor;
for they could not think of obeying the com
mands of one that had been a slave (for so
they called those that had been hostages), nor
could they bear tbe ignominy of that name;
and this was tbe more intolerable, because
then tbe Parthians must have such a king set
over them, not by right of war, but in time
of peace. So they presently invited Artabanus, king of Media, to be their king, he be
ing also of tbe race of Arsaces. Artabanus
complied with the offer that was made him,
and came to them with an army. So Vonones
met bim; and at first tbe multitude of
tbe Parthians stood on his side, and he put
bis army in array; but Artabanus was beaten,
and fled to the mountains of Media. Yet
did be a little after gather a great army to
gether, and fought with Vonones, and beat
bim ; whereupon Vonones fled away on horse
back, with a few of bis attendants about him,
toSeleucia[upon Tigris]. So when Artaba
nus bud slain a great nuiiiotJr, and this after
be had gotten tbe victory by reason of tbe
very great dismay the barbarians were in, he
retired to Ctesiphon with a great number of
his people; and so he now reigned over tbe
Parthians. But Vonones fled away to Ar
menia; and as soon as be came thitber, he
had an inclination to have tbe government of
the country given bim, and sent ambassadors
to Rome [for that purpose]. But because
Tiberius i efused it him, and because he wanted
courage, and because tbe Parthian king
threatened bim, and sent ambassadors to him
to denounce war against him if be proceeded,
and because he bad no wa\ to take to regain
any other kingdom (for the people of authority
among the Armenians about Niphates joined
themselves to Artabanus), be delivered up
himself to Silanus, tbe president of Syria, who,
out of regard to bis education at Rome, kept
bim in Syria, while Artabanus gave Armenia
to Orodes, one of his own sons.
5. At this time died Antiocbus, tbe king ot
Commagene; wereupon the multitude con
tended with the nihility, and both sent am
bassadors [to Rome]; for the men of power
were desirous that their form of government
might be changed into that of a [Roman]
province; as were the multitude desirous to
be under kings, as their fathers had been. So
the senate made a decree, that Germanicua
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should be sent to settle the affairs of the east,
fortune hereby taking a proper opportunity
for depriving him of bis life; for when he had
been in the east, and settled all affairs there,
bis lite was taken away by the poison which
Piso gave him, as hath been related else
where.*

CHAPTER IIL
SEDITION OP THE JEWS AGAINST PONTICS
PILATE; CONCERNING CHRIST, AND WHAT
BEPEL PAULINA AND THE JEWS AT ROME.

§ 1. But now Pilate, the procurator of Judea, removed the army from Cesarea to Jeru
salem, to take their winter-quarters there, in
order to aliolish the Jewish laws. So be in
troduced Cesar's effigies, which were upon
the ensigns, and brought them into the city;
whereas our law forbids us the very making
of images ; on which account the former pro
curators were wont to make their entry into
the city with such ensigns as had not those
ornaments. Pilate was the first who brought
those images to Jerusalem, and set them up
there; which was done without the knowledge
of the people, because it was done in the
night-time; but as soon as tbey knew it, they
come in multitudes to Cesarea, and inter
ceded with Pilate many days, that be would
remove the images; and when he would not
grant their requests, because it would tend to
the injury of Cjesar, while yet they persevered
in their request, on the sixth day be ordered
his soldiers to have their weapons privately,
while he came and sat upon his judgmentseat, which seat was so prepared in tbe open
place of the city, that it concealed the army
that lay ready to oppress them ; and when the
Jews petitioned him again, he gave a signal
to the soldiers to encompass them round, and
threatened that their punishment should be
no less than immediate death, unless they
would leave off disturbing him, and go their
ways home. But tbey threw themselves upon
the ground, and laid their necks bare, and
said they would take their death very will
ingly, rather than the wisdom of their laws
should be transgressed; upon which Pilate
was deeply affected with their firm resolution
to keep their laws inviolable, and presently
commanded the images to be carried back
from Jerusalem to Cesarea.
2. But Pilate undertook to bring a current
of water to Jerusalem, and did it witb the
sacred money, and derived the origin of the
stream from the distance of two hundred fur
longs. However, the Jewsf were not pleased
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with what bad been done about tbis water ;
and many ten thousands of the people got
together, and made a clamour against him.
and insisted that he should leave off that de
sign. Some of them also used reproaches,
and abused tbe man, as crowds of such propie usually do. So he habited a great num
her of bis soldiers in their habit, wbo run in;
daggers under their garments, and sent them
to a place where tbey might surround them
So he bade tbe Jews himself go away; hut
they boldly casting reproaches upon him. h.
gave the soldiers tbat signal which had lien
beforehand agreed on: wbo laid upon them
much greater blows than Pilate had com
manded them, and equally punished those
tbat were tumultuous, and those that were
not, nor did they spare tbein in the least; anil
since tbe people were unarmed, and were
caught by men prepared for what they were
about, there were a great number of them
slain by tbis means, and others of them ran
away wounded; and thus an end was put to
tbis sedition.
3. Now, there was about this time Jesus,
a wise man, if it be lawful to call him a man,
for be was a doer of wonderful works,— u
teacher of such men as receive the truth with
pleasure. He drew over to him both main
of the Jews, and many of the Gentiles. He
was [the] Christ; and when Pilate, at tiie
suggestion of the principal men amongst us.
had condemned him to the cross.J those that
loved him at the first did not forsake him, tor
he appeared to them alive again tbe third day.
as the divine prophets had foretold these and
fen thousand other wonderful things concern
ing him; and tbe tribe of Christians, so mined
from him, are not extinct at tbis day.
4. About tbe same time also another sad ca
lamity put tbe Jews into disorder; and certain
shameful practices happened about tbe tem
ple of lsis that was at Rome.
I will now
first take notice of the wicked attempt about
the temple of lsis, and will then give an ac
count of the Jewish affairs. There was at

being nsually excited at some of tbe Jews' great festi
vals, when they slew abundance of sacrifices, a d llitGalileans being commonly much more busy iu such tu
mults than those of Judea and Jerusalem, as we Irani
from tbe History of Arrhelaus (Antiq. b. xvii. cb. Is
sect 3; and ch. x. sect. -', '.*) ; though, indeed. Jiae.
phus's present copies say not one word of "those eigh
teen upon whom the tower in Kiloam fell, and slew
them." which tbe 4th verse of tbe same 13th chaptrr >'
SL I. like informs us of: but since our Gospel teaches
us (Luke xxiii. 6, 7), that " when Pilate heard of Ga
lilee, be asked whether Jesns were a Galilean r And aa
soon as be knew that be belonged to Herod's juris'iiction, he sent him to Herod;** and (ver. 19) » the same
day Pilate and Herod were made friends together; tot
before they bud been at enmity between thcmselres;-take the very probable key of this matter in the words Oi
tbe learned Noldius. de Herod. No 349. " 1 lie cause oi
the enmity between Herod and Pilate (says he) seems
to have been this, that Pilate had intermeddled with the
• This citation is now wanting.
fetnuch's jurisdiction, and had slain some of his Gali
+ These Jews, as they aw here railed, whose blood lean subjects (I. like xiii I); and, as he was willing to
Pilate «!i..t on tbis orcasiitn. m.'y very well be those correct that error, he sent Christ to lit rod at this tiine.*»
■tfl Galilean Jews. -vho*r btood Pilate had mingled
4 A. I*. 34, April 3.
with their sacrifices" (Luke xiii. I, -.'J: these tumults
1 April &
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Uome a woman whose name was Paulina; valued herself greatly upon this condescen
one who, on account of the dignity of ber an sion of Anubis; and told ber husband that
cestors, and by the regular conduct of a vir she had a message sent her, and was to sup
tuous life, had a great reputation: she was and lie with Anubis; to he agreed to ber ac
also very rich; and although she was of a ceptance of the offer, as fully satisfied witb
beautiful countenance, and in tbat flower of the chastity of his wife. Accordingly, she
her age wherein women are the most gay, yet went to the temple; and after she had supped
did she lead a life of great modesty. She there, and it was the hour to go to sleep, the
was married to Saturninus, one tbat was every priest shut the doors of the temple; when, in
way answerable to her in an excellent charac the holy part of it, the lights were also put
ter. Decius Mundus fell in love with this out. Then did Mundus leap out (for he was
woman, who was a man very high in the hidden therein) and did not fail of enjoying
equestrian order; and as she was of too great her, who was at his service all the night long,
dignity to be caught by presents, and had al as supposing he was the god; and when he
ready rejected them, though they had been was gone away, which was before those priests
sent in great abundance, he was still more in who knew nothing of this stratagem were stir
flamed with love to ber, insomuch that he ring, Paulina came early to her husband, and
promised to give her two hundred thousand told him bow the god Anubis had appeared
Attic dracbmte for one night's lodging; and to her. Among her friends also she declared
when this would not prevail upon her, and be how great a value she put upon this favour,
was not able to bear this misfortune in his who partly disbelieved the thing, vtben tbey
amours, be thought it the best way to famish reflected on its nature, and partly were amazed
himself to death for want of food, on account at it, as having no pretence for not believing
of Paulina's sad refusal; and he determined it, when they considered the modesty and the
with himself to die. after such a manner, and dignity of the person; but now, on the third
be went on with his purpose accordingly. day after what had been done, Mundus met
Now, Mundus had a freed-woman, who had Paulina, and said, " Nay, Paulina, thou hast
been made free by hh father, whose name saved me two hundred thousand drachma*,
was lde, one skilful in all sorts of mischief. which sum thou mightest have added to thy
This woman was very much grieved at the own fumily; yet hast thou not failed to be at
young man's resolution to kill himself (for my service in tbe manner I invited tbee. As
he did not conceal his intentions to destroy for the reproaches tliou hast laid upon Mun
himself from others), and came to him, and dus. I value not the business of names; hut
encouraged him by ber discourse, and made I rejoice in the pleasure 1 reaped by what 1 did,
bin to hope, by some promises she gave him, w hile I took to myself the name of Anubis."
that be might obtain a night's lodging with When he bad said this, he went his way; but
1'aulina; and when he joyfully hearkened to now she began to come to the sense of tbo
her entreaty, she said she wanted no more grossness of what she hud done, and rent her
"than fifty thousand drachma; for the entrap garments, and told her husband of the horrid
ping of the woman. So when Bhe had en nature of this wicked contrivance, anil pra\ed
couraged the young man, and gotten as much him not to neglect to assist her in this ca»cmoney as she required, she did not take the So be discovered the fact to the emperor;
tame methods as had been taken before, be whereupon Tiberius inquired into the matter
cause she perceived that the woman was by thoroughly, by examining the priests about it.
no means to be tempted by money; but as and ordered them to he crucified, as Well as
she knew that she was very much given to the lde, who was the occasion of their perdi
worship of the goddess Isis, she devised the tion, and who bad contrived the w hole matter,
following stratagem:—She went to some of which was so injurious to tbe woman. Me
Isis's priests, and upon the strongest assu also demolished tbe temple of Isis. and cave
rances [of concealment], she persuaded them order tbat ber statue should be thrown into
by words, but chiefly by the offer of money, the river Tiber; while be only banished Mun
of twenty-five thousand drachma; in hand, dus, hut did no more to him, because he sup
and as much more when the thing had taken posed that what crime he had committed was
effect; and told them the passion of the young done out of the passion of love; and these
man, and persuaded tbem to use all means were the circumstances wbicb concerned the
possible to beguile the woman. So tbey were temple of Isis, and the injuries occasioned by
drawn in to promise so to do, by that large her priests I now return to tbe relation of
sum of gold they were to have. According what happened about this time to the Jews at
ly, the oldest of them went immediately to Rome, as 1 formerly told >ou I would.
Paulina; and upon his admittance, he desired 5. There was a man who wa* » Jew, hut
to speak with her by herself. When that was had been driven away from his own country
granted him, be told ber that he was sent by by an accusation laid against bim for trimsthe god Anuliis, who was fallen in love with pressing their laws, and by the fear be was
her, and enjoined her to come to him. Upon under of punishment fur the same; but in ail
this she took the message very kinuly, and
wicLid man:—he then living at
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Rome, professed to instruct men in the wis tbey came thither armed, and thought the diidom of the laws of Moses. He procured cour»e of tbe man probable; and as they
also three other men, entirely of the same abode at a certain village, which was called
character with himself, to be his partners. Tirathaba, tbey got the rest together to them,
These men persuaded Fulvia, a woman of and desired to go up tbe mountain in a great
great dignity, and one that had embraced the multitude together. But Pilate prevented
Jewish religion, to send purple and gold to their going up, by seizing upon the roads
the temple at Jerusalem; and, when they with a great band of horsemen and footmen,
hnd gotten them, they employed tbem for who fell upon those that were gotten to
their own uses, and spent the money them gether in the village ; and when they came to
selves; on which account it was that they an action, some of them they slew, and others
at first required it of her. Whereupon Ti of them tbey put to flight, and took a great
berius, who had been informed of the thing many alive, the principal of whom, and also
by Saturnius, the husband of Fulvia, who the most potent of those that fled away, Pi
desired inquiry might be made about it, or late ordered to be slain.
dered all the Jews to be banished out of 2. But when this tumult was appeased,
Rome; at which time the consuls listed four the Samaritan senate sent an embassy to
thousand men out of tbem, and sent them to Vitellius, a man that had been consul, and
the island Sardinia; but punished a greater who was now president of Syria, and accused
number of them, who were unwilling to be Pilate of the murder of those that were killed ;
come soldiers on account of keeping the laws for that they did not go to Tirathaba in order
of their forefathers.* Thus were these Jews to revolt from the Romans, but to escape the
banished out of the city by the wickedness of violence of Pilate. So Vitellius sent Marcelfour men.
lus, a friend of his, to take < are of the affairs
of Judea, Hnd ordered Pilate to go to Rome,
to answer before the emperor to the accusation
of the Jews. So Pilate, when be bad tarried
CHAPTER IV.
ten years in Judea, made haste to Rome, and
HOW THE SAMARITANS HADE A TUMULT, AND this in obedience to the orders of Vitellius,
PILATE DESTROYED HANY OF THEM; HOW which he durst not contradict; but before be
PILATE WAS ACCUSED, AND WHAT THINGS could get to Home, Tiberius was dead.
WERE DONE BY VITELLIUS RELATING TO 3. But Vitellius came into Judea, and
went up to Jerusalem; it was at the time of
THE JEWS AND THE PARTHIANS.
that festival which is called the Passover.
§ 1. But the nation of the Samaritans did Vitellius was there magnificently received,
not escape without tumults. The man who and released the inhabitants of Jerusalem
excited them to it, was one who thought from all tbe taxes upon the fruits that were
lying a thing of little consequence, and who bought and sold, and gave them leave to have
contrived every thing so that the multitude the care of tbe high-priest's vestments, with
might be pleased; so be bade tbem get to all their ornaments, and to have them under
gether upon Mount Gerizzim, which is by the custody of the priests in the temple;
them looked upon as the most holy of all which power they used to have formerly,
mountains, and assured them that, when they although at this time tbey were laid up in the
were come thither, be would show them those tower of Antouia, tbe citadel so called, and
sacred vessels which were laid under that that on the occasion following:—There was
place, because Moses put them there.f So one of the [high] priests, named Hyrcanus,
• Of the banishment of these four thousand Jews into and as there were many eff that name, he was
ftardinia by Tiberius, are Suetonius in Tiber, sect. 30, the first of them; this man built a tower near
Bot as for Mr- Krland'a note here, which supposes that the temple, and when he had so done, he
Jews could not, consistently with their laws, he soldiers. generally dwelt in it, and had these vestments
It is contradicted by one branch of the history before us,
■nd contrary to innumerable instances of their fighting, with bim ; because it was lawful for hiin
and proving excellent soldiers in wart and indeed many alone to pufthem on. and he had them there
of the best of them, and even under beathen kings them
selves- did so; those, 1 mean, who allowed them their reposited when he went down into the city,
rest oo the Sabbath-Hay. and other solemn festivals, and and took his ordinary garments; the same
let them live according to their own laws, as Alexander
were continued to be done by his sons,
the Great and the I'tolemies of Egvpt Hid. It is true, things
they could nut always ohuin those privileges, and then and by their sons after them; but when He
they rot excused as well as they could, or sometimes ab- rod came to be king, he rebuilt this tower,
eulnteL refused to fight, which seems to have been the which Was very conveniently situated, in a
case here, as to the major part of the Jews now banished, magnificent
manner; and because he was a
bot nuthing more. See several of the Roman decrees in
their favour as to such metiers, b. xiv. ch. x.
friend to Antonius, he called it by the r.a,na
4 Since Moses never e;'me himself beyond Jordan,
DOC particularly to Muurt Gerizzim. and since these Snsaanfana have a tradition among them, related here b/ hidden in Mount Gerizzim. It is highly probable *'i%t
Dr Hudson. Fr»m I- eland, who was very skilful in Jew ttiis was the foolish foundation the present Samaritans
went upon,
sedition
hrre ofdesciibcd,
an
ish and Samnntaii learning, that in the days of I'zzi iff i snoMd
read inhrrethetVtec,
instead
Mseme*,andin that
(be text
Oris the h'en-priist (I ( hron. vi 6). the ark and &th»l
•acred vessels were, by l>od's command. laid up or of Jusephue.
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of Antonia; and as he found these vestments banus's father's kinsmen and friends, that he
lying there, be retained them in the same place, had almost procured him to be slain by the
as believing thai, while he had tbeiu in bis means of those bribes which tbey bad taken.
custody, the people would make no innova And when Artabanus perceived that tbe plot
tions against him. The like to what Herod laid against bim was not to be avoided, be
did w as done by bis son Art-helaus, who was cause it was laid by tbe principal men, and
made king after him; after whom the Ro those a great many in number, and that if
mans, when they entered on tbe government, would certainly take effect, — when he bad
took possession ol these vestments of tbe higb- estimated tbe number of those that were truly
priest, and had them repositeil in a stone- faithful to him, as also of those who were
chamlier, undir the seal of the priests, and of already corrupted, but were deceitful in tbe
the keepers of tbe temple, tbe captain of tbe kindness tbey professed to him, and were
guard lighting a lamp there every day; and likely, upon trial, to go over to bis enemies,
6even days before a festival* they were de- be made bis escape to tbe upper provinces,
livered to them by the captain of tbe guard, where be afterwards raised a great army out
when tbe high-priest having purified them, of tbe Dahte and Sacse, and fought with his
and made use of them, la'd tbem up again in enemies, and retained his principality.
tbe same chamber where tbey had been laid up 5. When Tiberius had beard of these things,
before, and this the very next day after the he desired to have a league of friendship made
feast was over. This was tbe practice at tbe between him and Artabanus; and when,
three yearly festivals, and on tbe fast-day; upon this invitation, he received tbe proposal
but Vitellius put those garments into our own kindly, Artabanus and Vitellius went to Eu
power, as in tbe days of our forefathers, and phrates, and as a bridge was laid over ibe
ordered tbe captain of the guard not to trouble river, they each of them came with their
himself to inquire wbere tbey were laid, or guards about tbem, and met one another on
when tbey were to be used; and this he did tbe midst of tbe bridge* And when tbey had
as an act of kindness, to oblige tbe nation to agreed upon the terms of peace, Herod tbe
him. Besides which, be also deprived Joseph, tetrarch erected a rich tent on tbe midst of
who was called Caipbas, oftbe high-priest hood, tbe passage, and made tbem a feast there.
and appointed Jonathan, the son of Ananus, Artabanus also, not long afterwards, sent bis
the former high-priest, to succeed him. After son Darius as an hostage, with many presents,
which be took his journey back to Antioch. smong which there was a man seven cubits
4. Moreover, Tiberius sent a letter to Vi tall, a Jew he was by birth, and his name was
tellius, and commanded him to make a league Eleazar, who, for bis tallness, was called a
of friendship with Artabanus, tbe king of giant. After which Vitellius went to An
Partbia; for, while be was his enemy he ter tioch, and Artabanus to Babylon; but Herod
rified him, because he bad taken Armenia [tbe tetrarch], being desirous to give Ca-sar
away from him, lest be should proceed farther, the first information that tbey had obtained
and told bim he should no otherwise trust hostages, sent posts with letters, wherein he
bim than upon his giving bim hostages, and had accurately described all tbe particulars,
especially his son Artabanus. Upon Tibe- and had left nothing for tbe consular Vitellius
rius's writing thus to Vitellius, by tbe offer of to inform bim of. But when Vitellius's letters
great presents of money, be persuaded both were sent, and Coesar bad let him know that be
the king of Iberia and the king of Albania to was acquainted w ith t he uflairsalready, because
make no delay, but to light against Artaba Herod had given him an account of them be
nus; and although tbey would not do it them fore, Vitellius was very much troubled at it;
selves, yet did tbey give tbe Scythians a pas and supposing that be had been thereby a
sage through their country, and opened the greater sufferer than be really was, be kept
Caspian gates to tbem, and brought tbem up a secret anger upon this occasion, till he
upon Artabanus. So Armenia was again could be revenged on him ; which be war
taken from the Partbians, and the country of after Caius bad taken the government.
Parthia was filled with war, and The principal 6. About this time it was that Philip, He
of their men were slain, and all things were rod's brother, departed this life, in the twen
in disorder among tbem; the king's son also tieth year of tbe reign of Tiberius,! after he
himself fell in these wars, together with many had been tetrarch of Tracbonitis, and Gauten thousands of bis army. Vitellius bad lonitis, and of the nation of the Batanean*
also sent such great sums of money to Arta+ This calculation, from all Josephns's Greek copies,
is exactly right t for since Herod died about Septem
• This mention of the high-priesfasacred rarmrntu re ber,
in the fourth year before Ibe Christian sera, and
ceived seven days before a festival, and pnrifWd in those Tiberius began, as is well known. Aug. 19. a. d. 14, it it
days against a festival, as having been polluted b> being evident that the 37th year of Philip, reckoned from his
In the custody of heathens, in Joserbus, agrees with the father's death, was the -0th of Tiberius, or near Ibe end
traditions of the Talinudls's, as Reland here observes. of a.d. 33 (the very year i>f oor Saviour's death also), or,
Nor is there any question hut the three feasts here men however, in tbe beginning of the next year, A.D. 34.
tioned, were the Passover. Penteeost. and Feast ol Ta 1 his Philip the tetrarch seems to have been the best of
bernacles: and the fast, so callrd h> way ot distinction all the posterity of Herod, for bis love of peace, and bis
(as Acts sxvit 9}, was the great day of expiation.
tnve ofjustice-
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also, thirty-seven yean. He bad shown him
self a person of moderation and quietness in
the conduct of bis life and government; be
constantly lived in that country which was
suliject to him;* he used to make his pro
gress with a few chosen friends; his tribunal
also, on wbicb be sat in judgment, followed
hi mi in his progress; and when any one met
him who wanted bis assistance, he made no
delay, but had bis tribunal set down imme
diately, wheresoever he happened to be, and
sat down upon it, and heard his complaint :
be there ordered the guilty that were convicted
to be punished, and absolved those that had
been accused unjustly. He died at Julias;
and when he was carried to that monument
which he had already erected for himself be
forehand, he was buried with great pomp.
His principality Tiberius took (for he left no
sons behind him) and added it to the province
of Syria, but gave order tbat the tributes
which arose from it should be collected, and
laid up in his tetrarcby.
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made for ber to change ber habitation, and
come to him as soon us he should return
from Rome; one article of this marriage also
was this, tbat he should divorce Aretas's
daughter. So Antipas, when be bad made
this agreement, sailed to Rome; but when he
had done there the business he went about,
and was returned again, bis wife having dis
covered the agreement be had made with He
rodias, and having learned it before he had
notice of her knowledge of the whole design,
she desired him to send her to Marliertts,
which is a place on tbe borders of the domi
nions of Aretas and Herod, without inform
ing him of any of her intentions. Accordingly
Herod sent her thither, as thinking bis wife
bud not perceived any thing; now she had
sent a good while before to Macherus, wbicb
was subject to her father, and so all things
necessary for ber journey were made ready for
her by the general of Aretas's»army, and by
that means she soon came into Arabia, under
the conduct of the several generals, who car
ried her from one to another successively; and
she soon came to her father, and told him of
Herod's intentions. So Aretas made this the
first occasion of his enmity between him and
CHAPTER V.
Herod, who had also some quarrel with him
HEROD THE TETARCH MAKES WAR WITH about their limits at the country of Gamalitis.
ARETAS, THE KINO OF ARABIA, AND IS So they raised armies on both sides, and pre
BEATEN BY HIM; AS ALSO CONCERNING pared for war, and sent their generals to fight
THE DEATH OF JOHN THE BAPTIST. HOW instead of themselves; and, when they bad
VITELLlUS WENT UP TO JERUSALEM J -TO joined battle, all Herod's army was destroyed
GETHER WITH SOME ACCOUNT OF AGRIPPA, by the treachery of some fugitives, who,
AND OF THE POSTERITY OF HEROD THE though they were of tbe tetrarcby of Philip,
GREAT.
joined with Aretas's army. So Herod wrote
about these affairs to Tiberius; who, being
§ !. About this time Aretas (the king of very angry at the attempt made by Aretas,
Arabia Petrea) and Herod had a quarrel, on wrote to Vitellius, to make war upon him,
the account following: Herod the tetrarcb and either to take him alive, and bring him to
bad married the daughter of Aretas, and bad him in bonds, or to kill hint, and send him his
lived with ber a great while; but when he head. Tbis was the charge tbat Tiberius
was once at Rome, he lodged with Herod, t gave to the president of Si ria.
who was his brother indeed, but not by the 2. Now, some of the Jews thought that
■ame mother; for tbis Herod was the son of the destruction of Herod's army came from
the high-priest Simon's daughter. However, God, and that very justly, as a punishment of
be fell in love with Herodias, this last He what be did against John, that was called thr
rod's wife, who was the daughter of Aristo- Baptist; for Herod slew him, who was n good
bulus their brother, and the sister of Agrippa man, and commanded the Jews to exercise
the Great. This man ventured to talk to virtue, both as to righteousness towards one
ber about a marriage between them; which another, and piety towards God, and so to
address when she admitted, an agreement was come to baptism; for tbat tbe washing [with
water] would be acceptable to him, if they
• excellent example this.
+ This Herod seems to hs.Tr hail the additional name made use of it, not in order to the putting
of Philip, as Anlipas was named Herod-Antipas: and as away [or the remission] of some sins [only],
Anlipaa and Aotipater seem to be in a manner the very but for the purification of the body; suppos
same name, yet wrre the names of two sons of Herod ing
still that tbe soul was thoroughly purified
the Great; so might Philip the tetrarcb and this HerodPhilip be two different sons of the same father; all beforehand by righteousness. Now, when
which (irotius observes on Matt. xiv. 3. Nor was it. as [many] others came in crowds about him, for
I agree wilh (-lotius and othrrs of the learned. Philip
the trtrarrh, but this Herod-Philip, whose wife Herod they were greatly moved [or pleased] by hear
the letrsrch had married, and tbat in her first husband's ing bis words, Herod, who feared lest tbe
life-time, and when her first husband had issue by ber; great influence John had over the people
for hieh adoltrroiia and incestuous marriage. John the
Baptist justly reproved Herod the tetrarcb i and for might put it into his power and inclination to
which feuroof Salome, the daughter of Herod as by her raise a rebellion (for they seemed ready to do
first husband Herud-Philip, who was sUll alive, occa any thinjr be should advise), thought it best, by
sioned bim to be unjustly beheaded.
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putting bim to death, to prevent any mis
chief he might cause, and not bring himself
into difficulties, by sparing a man »bo might
make him repent of it when it should be too
late. Accordingly be was sent a prisoner,
out of Herod's suspicious temper, to Macherus, the castle I before mentioned, and was
there put to death. Now the Jews had an
opinion that the destruction of this army Mas
tent as a punishment upon Herod, and a
jiark of God's displeasure against him.
S. So Vitellius prepared to make war with
Aretas, having with him two legions of armed
lien; he also took with bim all those of light
irmature, and of the horsemen w hich belongi d
to them, and were drawn out of those king
doms which were under the Romans, end
made haste for Pet ra, and came to Ptolemais.
Dut as be was marching very busily, and
leading his army through Judea, the princi
pal men met him, and desired that he would
.Kit thus march through their land; for that
:lie laws of their country would not permit
them to overlook those images which were
irought into it, of which there were a great
iiany in their ensigns; so he was persuaded
iv what they said; and changed that resolu;ion of his, which be had before taken in this
natter. Whereupon be ordered the army to
uarch along the Great Plain, while be him
self, with Herod the tetrarch, and his friends,
Aent up to Jerusalem to offer sacrifice to
3od, an ancient festival of the Jews being
.hen just approaching; and when be had been
,bere, and been honourably entertained by the
multitude of the Jews, he made a stay there
for three days, within which time he deprived
Jonathan of the high-priesthood, and gave it
•11 his brother Theopbilus; but when on the
Fourth day letters came to bim, which inform:d him of the death of Tiberius, be obliged
the multitude to take an oath of fidelity to
Cains; he also recalled his army, and made
:lic in every one go home, and take their win
ter-quarters there, since, upon the devolution
)f the empire upon Caius, he had not the like
tuthority of making this war which be bad
jefore. It was also reported, that when Are
as beard of the coming of Vitellius to fight
lim, he said, upon bis consulting the diviners,
;bat it was impossible that this army of Vitelius's could enter Petra; for that one of the
■uVrs would die, either he that gave orders
"or the war, or be that was marching at the
M'ner's desire, in order to be subservient to
nis will, or else he against whom this army is
irepared. So Vitellius truly retired to Antioch; but Agrippa, the son of Aristobulus,
.vent up to Rome, a year before the death of
f menus, in order to treat of some affairs w ith
the emperor, if he might be permitted' so to
lo. I bave now a mind to describe Herod
«r<l his family, how it fared with them, partly
because it is suitable to this history to speak
of that matter, and partly because this thing
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is a demonstration of the interposition of Pro
vidence; how a multitude of children is of no
advantage, no more than any other strength
that mankind set their hearts upon, besides
those acts of piety which are done towards
God; for it happened, that within the revolu
tion of a hundred years, the posterity ol Herod,
who were a great many in number, were, ex
cepting a few, utterly destroyed.* One may
well apply this for the instruction of mankind,
and learn thence bow unhappy they were: it
will also show us the history of Agrippa, who,
as be was a person most worthy of admiration,
so was he from a private man, beyond all the
expectation of those that knew him, advanced
to great power and authority. I have said
something of them formerly; but I shall now
also speak accurately about them.
4. Herod the Great had two daughters by
Mariamue, the [grand] daughter of Hyr
caiius; the one was Salampsio, who was
married to Pbasaelus, her first cousin, win
was himself the son of Pbasaelus, Heron's
brqther, ber father making the match: the
other was Cyproa, who was herself married
also to her first cousin Antipater, the son of
Salome, Herod's sister.
rha-ac lens bad five
children by Salampsio; Antipater, Herod, and
Alexander, and two daughters, Alexandra
and Cypros; which last, Agrippa, the son of
Aristobulus, married; and Timtus of Cyprus
married Alexandra; he was a man of note,
but had by ber no children. Aprippa had by
Cypros two sons and three daughters, which
daughters were named Bernice, Mariamne.
and Drusilla; but tbe names of the sons were
Agrippa and Drusus, of which Drusus died
before he came to the years of puberty; hut
their father, Agrippa, was brought up with
bis other brethren, Herod and Aristobulus,
for these were also the sons of the sou of He
rod the Great, by Bernice; but Bernice was
tbe daughter of Costobarus and of Salome,
wbo was Herod's sister.
Aristobulus left
these infants when he was slain by his father,
together with his brother Alexander, as we
have already related; but when tbey were ar
rived at the years of puberty, this Herod, the
brother of Agrippa, married Mariamne, the
daughter of Olympias, wbo was the daughter
of Herod the king, and of Joseph the son of
Joseph, who was brother to Herod the king,
and had by ber a son, Aristobulus; but Aris
tobulus, the third brother of Agrippa, married
Jotape, the daughter of Sampsigeramus, king
of Emesaj-f they had a daughter who was
• Whether this Hidden extinction ot almost the entire
lineage of Herod the Great, which was very numerous,
as we are both here and in Ihe next section infoiTncd,
was not in part as a punishment for the gross Incest*
they wrre frequently jrinlty o(, in mammc their own
nephews and niece*, wt II deserves lu he considered. >««
I evil, xviii. 6, 7; xxi. Ill; and Noldius, lie lierod. No.

*,u. wo.
t Tliere ore coins still eslanl of this Ernes*, as Spanbeim irift-ni.s us.
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deaf, whose name also was Jotape; and these rally brought up and conversed with Drusus
hitherto were the children of the male line; the emperor Tiherius's son, and contracted a
but Heroiias, their sister, was married to friendship with Autonia, the wife of Drusus
Herod [Philip], the son of Herod the Great, the Great, who had his mother Bernice in
who was born of Mariamne, the daughter of great esteem, and was very desirous of ad
Simon the high-priest, who had a daughter, vancing her son. Now, as Agrippa was by
Salome; after whose birth Herodiastook upon nature magnanimous and generous in the
ber to confound the laws of our country, and presents he made while his mother was alive,
divorce herself from her husband while he this inclination of his mind did not appear,
wa« alive, and was married to Herod [Anti- that he might be able to avoid ber anger for
pits], her husband's brother by the father's such his extravagance; but when Bernice was
'side; be was tetrarch of Galilee; but her dead, and he was left to his own conduct, he
daughter Salome was married to Philip, the spent a great deal extravagantly in his daily
son of Herod, and tetrarch of Trachonitis; way of living, and a great deal in the immo
and, as he died childless, Aristobulus, the son derate presents he made, and those chiefly
of Herod, the brother of Agrippa, married among Caesar's freed-men, in order to gain
her; they had three sons, Herod, Agrippa, their assistance, insomuch that be was in a
and Aristobulus; and this was the posterity little time reduced to poverty, and could not
of Phasaelus and Salampsio; but the daughter live at Rome any longer. Tiberius also for
of Antipater by Cypros, was Cypros, whom bade the friends of bis deceased son to come
Alexas Selcias, the son of Alexas, married; into his sight, because on seeing tbem be
they had a daughter, Cypros; but Herod and should be put in mind of his son, and his*"
Alexander, who, as we told you, were the grief would thereby be icvived.
brothers of Antipater, died childless. As to 2. For these reasons he went away from
Alexander, the son of Herod the king, who Rome, and sailed to Judea, but in evil cir
was slain by bis father, he had tw o sons, Alex cumstances, being dejected with the loss of
ander and Tigranes, by the daughter of Arche- that money which be once bad, and because
laus, king of Cappadocia. Tigranes, who be had not wherewithal to pay his creditors,
was king of Armenia, was accused at Rome, who were many in number, and such as gave
and died childless; Alexander had a son of no room for escaping them. Whereupon he
the sume name with his brother Tigranes, and knew not what to do; so for shame of bis
was sent to take possession of the kingdom of present condition, he retired to a certain tow er
Armenia by Nero; he bad a son, Alexander, at Malatha, in Idumea, and bsd thoughts
who married Jotape,* the daughter of Au- of killing himself; but his wife Cypros per
tiochus, the king of Commagena; Vespasian ceived his intentions, and tried all sorts of
made him king of an island in Cilicia. Hut methods to divert him from his taking such a
these descendants of Alexander, soon after course: so she sent a letter to his sister Hetheir birth, deserted Ibe Jewish religion, and rodias, who was now the wife of Herod the
went over to that of the Greeks; hut for the tetrarch, and let ber know Agrippa's present
rest of the daughters of Herod the king, it design, and what necessity it was which drove
happened that they -died childless: and as him thereto, and desired her as a kinswoman
these descendants of Herod, whom we have of his, to give him her help, and to engage
enumerated, were in being at the same time ber husband to do the same, since she saw
that Agrippa the Great took the kingdom, how she alleviated these herbusband's troubles
and I have now given an account of them, it all she could, although she bad not the like
now remains that I relate the several hard wealth to do it withal. So they sent for
fortunes which befel Agrippa, and how lie him, and allotted him Tiberias for his habita
got clear of them, and was advanced to the tion, and appointed him some income of
greatest height of dignity and power.
money for his maintenance, and made him a
magistrate of that city, by way of honour to
him. Yet did not Herod long continue in
CHAPTER VI.
that resolution of supporting him, though
even that support was not sufficient for him;
Or THE TfAVIOATION OP UNO AGRIPPA TO for, as once they were at a feast at Tyre, and
ROUE, TO TIBERIUS CESAR; AND HOW, in their cups, and reproaches were cast upon
UPON HIS BEING ACCUSED BY HIS OWN one another, Agrippa thought that was not to
FREED-MAN, HE WAS BOUND; HOW ALSO be borne, while Herod hit him in the teeth
HE WAS SET AT LIBERTY BY CAIUS, AFTER with his poverty, and with his owing his ne
TIBERIUS's DEATH, AND WAS MADE KING cessary food to him. So he went to Flacc'is,
OP THE TETRARCHY OF PHILIP.
one that bad been consul, and had been a
very great friend to him at Rome formerly,
I. A little before the death of Herod the and was now president of Stria.
ki ng, Agrippa lived at Rome, and was gene- 3. Hereupon Flacctis received him kindly,
* Spanheira also inform! us of a coin ttill extant of and he lived with him. Flaccus had also
with him there Aristobulus, who was indeed
this Jotape, daughter of lb* king of Commagena.
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ingly, Alexander paid them five talents at
Alexandria, and promised to pay them .he
rest of that sum at Dicearchia [Puteoifj;
and this he did out of the fear be was in that
Agrippa would soon spend it. So this Cy
pres set her husband free, and dismissed bim
to go on with his navigation to Italy, while
she and ber children departed for Judea.
4. And now Agrippa was come to Puteoli,
whence be wrote a letter to Tiberius Cesar,
who then lived at Capree, and told bim that,
he was come so far, in order to wait on him,
and to-pay him a visit; and desired that he
would give him leave to come over to Capree:
so Tiberius made no difficulty, but w rote to
him in an obliging way in other respects; and
withal told him be was glad of bis safe re
turn, and desired him to come to Capree;
and, when he was come, be did not fail to
treat bim as kindly as he had promised him
in bis letter to do. But the next day came a
letter to Ca?sar from Herennius Capito, to in
form him that Agrippa bad borrowed three
hundred thousand drachma?, and not paid it.
at the time appointed; but, when it was de
manded of him, be ran away like a fugitive,
out of the places under his government, and
put it out of his power to get the money of
him. When Ca-sar had read this letter, be
was much troubled at it, and gave order that
Agrippa should be excluded from bis presence
until be had paid that debt: upon which be
was no way daunted at Cresar's anger, but
entreated Antonia, the mother of Germanicus
and of Claudius, who was afterwards Ca>ar
himself, to lend him those three hundred
thousand drachma', that he might not be de
prived of Tiherius's friendship; so, out of re
gard to the memory of Bernice his mother
(for those two women were very familiar with
one another), and out of regard of bis and
Claudius's education together, she lent him
the money; and, upon the pajment of this
debt, there was nothing to hinder Tiherius's
friendship to bim. After this, Tiberius Ca-sar
recommended to him his grandson,* and or
dered that he should alwa)s accompany him
when he went abroad. But, upon Agrippa's
kind reception by Antonia, he betook him to
pay his respects to Caius, who was her grand
son, and in very high reputation by reason of
the good-will they bare his father.f Now
there was one Thallus, a freed-man of Ca?sar,
of whom he borrowed a million of drachms,
and (hence repaid Antonia the debt he owed
her; and by sending the overplus in paying
his court to Caius, because a person of gieut
authority with bim.
5. Now. as the friendship which Agrippa
had for Cains was come to a great height.there
happened y-ome words to pass between them,
• Spanheitn observes, that we have her* an Instance as thet once were in a chariot together, con
of the Ante qnantit) ot iiar-ainnry. which witn Ihe
eiehlh part of thr orivinal cum. or lit i>rr etnt. fur such cerning Tiberius; Agrippa praying [to God J
fa thr- proportion n- -*$U> |.. ift.t oil
+ Grrrnamcak
+ The governor ot Uie Jewi there.
' * 'I iberius. junior.
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Agrippa's brother, but was at variance with
him; yet did not their enmity to one another
binder the friendship of Flaccua to them both ;
but still they were honourably treated by him.
However, Aristobulus did not abate of bis
ill-will to Agrippa, till at length be brought
him into ill terms with Flaccus; the occasion
of bringing on which estrangement was this:
—The Damascens were at difference with the
Sidoniiius about their limits, and when Flac
cus was about to hear the cause between
them, they understood that Agrippa had a
mighty influence upon bim; so they desired
that he would be of their side, and for that
favour promised him a great deal of money;
so be was zealous in assisting the Damascens
as far as he was able. Now, Aristobulus had
gotten intelligence of this promise of money
to him, and accused him to Flaccus of the
Batue; and when, upon a thorough examina
tion of the matter, it appeared plainly so to
be, he rejected Agrippa out of the number of
bis friends. So he was reduced to the ut
most necessity, and came to Ptolemais; and
because he knew not where else to get a live
lihood, he thought to sail to Italy; but as be
was restrained from so doing by want of mo
ney, be desired Marsyas, who was his freedman, to find some method for procuring him
ao much as he wanted fur that purpose, by
borrowing such a sum of some person or
other. So Marsyas desired of Peter, who was
the freed-man of Bernice, Agrippa's mother,
and by the right of her testament was be
queathed to Antonia, to lend so much upon
Agrippa's own bond and security : but be
accused Agrippa of having defrauded bim of
certain sums of money, and so obliged Mar
syas, when he made the bond of twenty .thou
sand Attic drachma;, to accept of twenty-five
hundred drachmae* less than what he desired;
which the other allowed of, because be could
not help it. Upon the receipt of this money,
Agrippa came to Anthedon, and took ship
ping, and was going to set sail; but Herennius
Cupito, who was the procurator ofJamnia. sent
a hand of soldiers to demand of him three hun
dred thousand drachma1 of silver, which were
by him owing to Cesar's treasury while he
was at Rome, and so forced him to stay. He
then pretended that he would do as he bade
him; but when night came on, be cut his
cables, and went off, and sailed to Alexan
dria, where he desired Alexander the alabarrh f to lend bim two hundred thousand
drachma?; but he said he would not lend it
to him, but would not refuse it to Cj pros, as
greatly astonished at her affection to her hus
band, and at the other instances of her vir
tue; so she undertook to repay it. Accord-
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ffor they two sat by themselves) that Tiberius flies away, thou wilt hurt me worse ; tor as
nvght soon go off the stage, and leave the go these are already full of my blood, they do
vernment to Cuius, who was in every respect not crowd about me, nor pain me so much
more worthy of it. Now, Eutycbus, who as before, but are sometimes more remiss,
was Agrippa's freed-man, and drove his cha. while tbe fresh ones that come, almost fa
riot, beard these words, and at that time said mished, and find me quite tired down already,
nothing of them; but when Agrippa accused will be my destruction.' For this cause, there
him of stealing some garments of his (which fore, it is that 1 am myself careful not to send
was certainly true), be ran away from bim; such new governors perpetually to those my
but when he was caught, and brought before subjects, who are already sufficiently harassed
Piso, who was governor of the city, and the by many oppressions, as may, lil'-e these flies,
man was asked why he ran away, he replied, farther distress them; and so, besides their
that he hadsomewhat to say to Ctesar, that natural desire of gain, may have this addi
tended to his security and preservation : so tional incitement to it, that they expect to he
Piso bound him, and sent him to Caprete. suddenly deprived of that pleasure which they
But Tiberius, according to his usual custom, take in it." And, as a farther attestation to
kept bim still in bonds, being a delayer of what I say of the dilatory nature of Tiberius,
affairs, if ever there was any other king or 1 appeal to this his practice itself; for although
tyrant that was so; for he did not admit he was emperor twenty-two years, he sent in
amnassadors quickly, and no successors were all but two procurators to govern tbe nation
dispatched away to governors or procurators of tbe Jews,—Gratus, and his successor in
of the provinces that bad been formerly sent, the government, Pilate. Nor was he in one
unless they were dead; whence it was that he way of acting with respect to the Jews, and
was so negligent in bearing the causes of pri- in another with respect to tne rest of bis sub
ioners; insomuch that when he was asked by jects. He further informed them, that even
his friends what was the reason of his delay in the hearing of the causes of prisoners, he
in such cases, he said that be delayed to bear made such delays, because immediate death
ambassadors, lest, upon their quick dismission, to those that must be condemned to die,
other ambassadors should be appointed, and would be an alleviation of their present mi
return upon bim ; and so be should bring series, while those wicked wretches have not
trouble upon himself in their public reception deserved any favour; '* but I do it, that by
and dismission: that he permitted those go being harassed with the present calamity, the/
vernors who bad been sent once to their may undergo greater misery."
governments [to stay there a great while], out 6. On this account it was that Eutychus
of regard to the subjects that were under could not obtain a bearing, but was kept still
them; tor that all governors are naturally dis in prison. However, some time afterward,
posed to get as much as they can ; and that Tiberius came from Caprea? to Tusculanum
those who are not to fix there, but to stay a which is about a hundred furlongs from Rome.
short time, and that at an uncertainty when Agrippa then desired of Antonia that she
they shall be turned out, do the more severely would procure a hearing for Eutychus, let the
hurry themselves on to fleece the people; but matter whereof he accused him prove what it
that, if their government be long continued would. Now, Antonia-was greatly esteemed
to them, they are at last satiated with the by Tiberius on all accounts, from the dignity
spoils, as having gotten a vast deal, and so of her relation to him, who bad been his bro
become at length less sharp in their pillaging; ther Drusus's wife, and from her eminent
but that, if successors are sent quickly, the chastity ;' for though she was still a young
poor subjects, who are exposed to them as a
prey, will not be able to bear the new ones, • This high commendation of Antonia for mimlni
but oner, given here, and supported elsewhere. Antiq. >
while they shall not have the same time allow, xrii.ch.
xiii. sect 4 ; and this, notwithstanding the strong
ed them wherein their predecessors had filled est
temptations, shows how honourable single marriages
were bub atnung the Jews and Romans, in the days ol
themselves, and so grow more unconcerned Jusephus
and of the apostles, and lakes away much ol
about getting more, and this because they that surprise
which the modem Protestants have at those
are removed before they have had time [for laws of the apostles.wherr no widows, but those who had
been the w ives of one hatband only, are taken iolo th«
their oppressions]. He gave them an exam church
and no bishops, priests, or dWeona. are
ple to show his meaning: —" A great number allowed tolistimarry
more than once, without leaving ofT M
of flies came about the sore places of a man offlci.ite as clergymen any longer. tWf l.uke ii. 3tij 1
T. II. I*i iiii. l*< Tit L IOi Constitut Apost b
that had been wounded; upon which one of Tim.
ii sect I. Ij b. vi.sect 17 j Can.b. xvii.; CJrot. in l.oc.
the standers-by pitied the man's misfortune, ILS0I and hVsnons.ad Consult. Cassand. p. 44. and Cotelel. in Consiit h. vi. sect. 17. And note, that Tertu'lian
and thinking he was not able to drive away owns
this law a.'ainst second marriages of the clerjry. nad
those flies himself, was going to drive them Deen once
at leost ext cured In his lime . and heavily com
plains elsewhere, that the breach thereof had not been
away for him; but he prayed hint to let them always
punished h> the Catholics, as It mi. lit to have
alone ; the other, by way of reply, asked him been. Jerome,
of the ill reputation of marrying
the reason of such a preposterous proceeding, twice, says, thaispeaking
no such person could l> "*
-lenry
in
his
days;
which
r, lor Kpiphanius. ralher e A
same purpose, Bad says.
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woman, she continued in her widowhood, and ance, but would be taken off by tbee, and that.
refused nil other matches, although Augustus earth would be happy, and I happt also."
had enjoined ber to be married to somebody Now, Tiberius took these to be truly Agrip
else ; yet did sbe all along preserve ber repu pa's words, and bearing a grudge withal at
tation free from reproach. She bad also been Agrippa, because, when be bad commanded
the greatest benefactress to Tiberius, wben bim to pay his respects to Tiberius, his grand
there wdfe a very dangerous plot laid against son, and the son of Drusus, Agrippa had not
him by Sejanus, a man who bad been her hus paid him that respect, but bad disobeyed his
band's friend, and who bad the greatest au commands, and transferred all his regard to
thority, because be was general of the army, Caius; be said to Macro, "Bind this man."
and wben many members of the senate, and But Macro, not distinctly knowing which of
many of the freed-meu, joined with him, and them it was whom be bade him bind, and not
the soldiery was corrupted, and the plot was expecting tbat be would have any such thing
come to a great height. Now Sejanus had done to Agrippa, be forebore, and came to ask
certainly gained bis point, had not Antonia's more distinctly what it was tbat be raid. But
boldness been more wisely conducted than Se- when Caesar bad gone round tbe hippodrome,
jnnus's malice ; for, when sbe bad discovered he found Agrippa standing:—"For certain,"
bis designs against Tiberius, she wrote him said he, " Macro, this is tbe man I meant to
an exact account of the whole, and give tbe have bound:" and when he still asked which
letter to Pallas, tbe most faithful of her ser of these is to be bound? be said, Agrippa.
vants, and sent him to Caprcae to Tiberius, Upon which Agrippa betook himself to make
who, when be understood it, slew Sejanus and supplication for himself, putting bim in mind
his confederates; so that Tiberius, who had of bis son, with whom be was brought up,
ber in great esteem before, now looked upon and of Tiberius [his grandson] whom he had
her with still greater respect, and depended educated, but all to no purpose, for they led
upon her in all things. So, when Tiberius him about bound even in his purple garments.
was desired by this Antonia to examine Eu- It was also very hot weather, and they had
tycbus, he answered, " If indeed Eutvchus but little wine to their meal, so tbat he wai
hath falsely accused Agrippa in what he bath very thirsty ; he was also in a sort of agony,
said of him,- be bath bad sufficient punish and took this treatment of him heinously : as
ment by what I have done to him already ; he therefore saw one of Caius's slaves, whose
but if, upon examination, the accusation ap name was Tbaumastus, carrying some water
pears to be true, let Agrippa have a care, lest, in a vessel, he desired tbat he would let him
out of desire of punishing his freed-man, he drink ; so tbe servant gave bim some water to
do not rather bring a punishment upon him drink; and be drank heartily, and said, "O
self." Now, wben Antonia told Agrippa of thou boy ! this service of thine to me will be
this, he was still much more pressing that tbe for thy advantage; for, if I once get clear of
matter might be examined into; so Antonia, these my bonds, I will soon procure tbee thy
upon Agrippa's lying hard at her continually freedom from Caius, who has not been want
to beg this favour, took the following oppor ing to minister to me now I am in bonds, in
tunity:— As Tiberius, lay once at his ease the same manner as when I was in my former
upon bis sedan, and was carried about, and state and dignity." Nor did he deceive bim
Caius, her grandson, and Agrippa, were be in what he promised bim, but made him
fore bim after dinner, she walked by the se amends for wbat he had now done; for, when
dan, and desired him to call Kutychus, anil afterward Agrippa was come to tbe kingdom,
have bim examined; to which he replied, "O be took particular care of Tbaumastus, and
Antonia! the gods are my witnesses that I am got him bis liberty from Caius, and made him
induced to do what I am going to do, not by the steward over bis own estate; and when
my own inclination, but because I am forced he died, he left him to Agrippa his son, and
to it by thy prayers." When he had said this, to Beruice his daughter, to minister to them
he ordered Macro, who succeeded Sejanus, to in the same capacity. The man also grew
bring Eutvchus to him; accordingly, without old in that honourable post, and therein died.
any delay, he was brought. Then Tiberius But all this happened a good while biter.
asked him what he had to say against a man 7. Now Agrippa stood in his bonds before
who had given him his liberty. Upon which the royal palace, and leaned on a certain treo
be said, " O my lord! this Caius, and Agrip for grief, with many others, who were in
pa with him, were once riding in a chariot, bonds also; and as a certain bird sat upon
when I sat at their feet, and, among other the tree on which Agrippa leaned (the Romans
discourses that passed, Agrippa said to Caius, called this bird bubo), [an owl], one of those
O that the day would once come when this that were bound, a German by nation, saw
old fellow will die, and name thee for the him, and asked a soldier who that man in
governor of the habitable earth! for then this purple was ; and when he was informed that
, Tiberius, his grandson, would be no hinder- his name was Agrippa, and that he was by
nation a Jew, and one of the principal men
Catholic church in hia dajri,— at the pl»cci in the font- of
tbat nation, he asked leave of tbe soldier
ciu-d 3uUiorf LQfom ui.
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to whom he was bound,* to let him come to bim, and two of bis !
near to him, to speak with him; for that he and Stechus, brought him such sorts of food
bad a mind to inquire of him about some as he was fond of, and indeed took great care
things relating to his country; which liberty of bim; they also brought him garments, un
when he had obtained, as he stood near him der pretence of selling tbem, and when night
he said thus to him by an interpreter,—" This came on, they laid them under him; and the
sudden change of tby condition, O young soldiers assisted them, as Macro had given
man I is grievous to thee, as bringing on tbem order to do beforehand. And this was
thee a manifold and very great adversity; Agrippa's condition for six months' .time ;
nor wilt thou believe me, when I foretel how and in this case were his affairs.
tliou wilt get clear of this misery which thou 8. But as for Tiberius, upon his return to
art now under, and how Divine Providence Caprese, he fell sick. At first his distemper
will provide for thee. Know therefore (and was but gentle; but as that distemper in
I appeal to my own country gods, as well as creased upon him, he bad small or no hopes
to the gods of this place, who have awarded of recovery. Hereupon he bade Ettodus,
these bonds to us), that all 1 am going to say who was the freed-man whom he most of all
about thy concerns, shall neither be said for respected, to bring the children f to him, for
favour nor bribery, nor out of an endeavour that he wanted to talk to them before he died.
to muke thee cheerful without cause; for Now he had at present no sons of his own
such predictions, when they come to fail, alive; for Drusus, who was bis only son, was
make the grief at last, and in earnest, more dead; but Drusus's son Tiberius was still
bitter than if the party bad never heard of any living, whose additional name was Gemellus;
such thing. However, though I run the ha there was also living Caius, the son 6f Ger.
zard of my own self, I think it fit to declare manicus, who was the son { of his brother
to thee the prediction of the gods. It can [Drusus], He was now grown up, and hhd
not be that tliou shouldst long continue in had a liberal education, and was well improved
these bonds; but thou wilt soon be delivered by it, and was in esteem and favour with the
from them, and wilt be promoted to the high people, on account of the excellent character
est dignity and power, and tbou wilt be envied of his father Germanicus, who had attained
by all those who now pity thy hard fortune; the highest honour among the multitude, by
and thou wilt be happy till thy death, and the firmness of bis virtuous behaviour, by the
wilt leave thine happiness to the children easiness and agreeableness of his conversing
whom thou shalt have. But, do thou remem with the multitude, and because the dignity
ber, when thou seest this bird again, that thou he was in did not hinder his familiarity with
wilt then live but five days longer. This event them all, as if they were his equals; by which
will be brought to pass by that God who bath behaviour he was not only greatly esteemed
sent this bird hither to be a sign unto thee. by the people and the senate, but by every
And I cannot but think it unjust to conceal one of those nations that were subject to the
from thee what I foreknow concerning thee, Romans; some of whom were affected when
that, by thy knowing beforehand what happi they came to him, with the gracefulness of
ness is coming upon thee, thou mayest not their reception by him; and others were af
regard tby present misfortunes. But, when fected in the same manner by the report of
this happiness shall actually befal thee, do the others that had been with him: and, upon
not forget what misery I am in myself, but his death, there was a lamentation made by all
endeavour to deliver me." So when the men; not such a one as was to be made in
German had said this, he made Agrippa laugh way of flattery to their rulers, while they did
at him as much as he afterwards appeared but counterfeit sorrow, but such as was real;
worthy of admiration. But now Antonia while every body grieved at his death, as if
took Agrippa's misfortune to heart: however, they had lost one that was near to them. And
to speak to Tiberius on his behalf, she took truly such bad been bis easy conversation with
to be a very difficult thing, and indeed quite men, that it turned greatly to the advantage
impracticable, as to any hope of success; yet of his son among all : and, among others, the
did she procure of Macro, that the soldiers soldiery were so peculiarly affected to him,
that kept him should be of a gentle nature, that they reckoned it an eligible thing, if need
and that the centurion who was over tbem, were, to die themselves, if he might but at
and wns to diet with bim, should be of the tain to the government.
.ame disposition, and that he might have leave 0. But wben Tiberius had given order to
to bathe himself every day, and that his freed- Euodus to bring the children to him the next
men and friends might come to him, and that day in the morning, be prayed to his country
other things that tended to ease bim might be gods to show him a manifest signal, which of
indulged bim. So_ his friend Silas came in those children should come to the govern* Dr. Hudson here takes notice, ant of Seneca. Epis. ♦ Tiberius hii own grandson, and Calas hia brothel
Us v. that thif vu the custom of Tiberius, to couple Drusus's Krandson. *
the prisoner ami the sokli.r that guarded him
t Sq I correct Joaepbus's copy, which calls Germane,
rn the Mine chain
cue lii* brother, who was hit brother's von.
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ment; being very desirous to leave it to his
son's son, hut still depending upon what God
would foreshow concerning tbem, more than
upon his own opinion and inclination; so be
made this to be tbe omen, that the govern
ment should be left to him who should come
to him, first the next day. When he had thus
resolved within himselt, he sent to his grand
son's tutor, and ordered bim to bring tbe
child to him early in tbe morning, as suppos
ing that God would permit bim to be made
emperor. But God proved opposite to bis
designation; for, while Tiberius was thus
contriving matters, and as soon as it was at
all day, he bid Euodus to call in that child
which should be there ready. So be went
out, and found Caius before tbe door, for Ti
berius was not yet come, but staid waiting
Tor his breakfast; for Euodus knew nothing
of what his lord intended ; so be said to Caius,
" Thy father calls thee," and then brought
him in. As Boon as Tiberius saw Caius, and
not before, he reflected on the power of God,
and bow the ability of bestowing the govern
ment on whom be would was entirely taken
from him; and thence he was not able to
establish what he had intended. So he greatly
lamented tbat his power of establishing w hat
he had before contrived was taken from him,
and that. his grandson Tiberius was not only
to lose the Roman empire by his fatality,
but bis own safety also; because his preser
vation would now depend upon such as would
be more potent than himself, who would
think it a thing not to be borne, that a
kinsman should live with them, and so his
relation would not be able to protect him:
but he would be feared and hated by him
who had the supreme authority, partly on
account of his being next to the empire, and
partly on account of bis perpetually contriv
ing to get tbe government, both in order to
preserve himself, and to be at the head of
affairs also. Now Tiberius had been very
much given to astrology,* and the calcula
tion of nativities; and had spent his life in
the esteem of what predictions had proved
true, more than those whose profession it
was. Accordingly, when he once saw Galba
coining in to bim, he said to his most inti
mate friends, that there came in a man that
would one day have the dignity of the Ro
man empire. So that this Tiberius was more
addii ted to all such sorts of diviners thin any
other of tbe Roman emperors, because he
had found them to have told the truth in his
own affairs; and indeed he was now in great
distress upon this accident tbat bad befallen
hiui, aid was very much grieved at the de
struction of his son's son, which be foresaw,
and complained of himself, that he should
lave made uae of such a method of divina• Thii {• ■ known lliin c ■mon^ Ihp Roman htntoriitre and porti. that I ihtfiui wos grrally fc'ivrn la a*.
iTi'lugy ami divination
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tion beforehand, while it was in his power to
have died wit hunt grief by this know ledge of
futurity; whereas he was now tormented by
bis foreknowledge of tbe misfortune of such
as were dearest to him, and must die under
that torment. Now, although be was disor
dered at this unexpected revolution of the go
vernment to those for whom he did not in
tend it, he spake thus to Caius, though un
willingly and against his ow-n inclination:—
" O child, although Tiberius be nearer ro
tated to me than thou art, 1 by my own de
termination, and the conspiring suffrage of the
gods, do give, and put into thy hand, tbe
Roman empire; and 1 desire tbee never to
be unmindful when thou come&t to it, either
of my kindness to thee, who set thee in so
high a dignity, or of thy relation to Tibcriu-:
but as thou k no west tbat I am. together with
and after the gods, the procurer of so great
happiness to thee, so I desire that thou wilt
make nie a return for my readiness to assist
thee, and wilt take care of Tiberiua because
of his near relation to thee. Besides which,
thou art to know, that while Tiberius is
alive, he will be a security to tbee, both as to
empire and as to thy own preservation; hut,
if he die, that will be but a prelude to thy
own misfortunes; for to be alone under the
weight of such vast affairs, is very dangerous;
nor will the gods suffer those actions which
are unjustly done, contrary to that law which
directs men to do otherwise, to go off unpun
ished." This was the speech which Tibe
rius made; which did not persuade Caius to
act accordingly, although he promised so to
do; but, when be was settled in the govern
ment, he took off this Tiberius, as was pre
dicted by the other Tiberius; as he was also
himself, in no long time afterward, slain by a
secret plot laid against him.
10. So when Tiberius had at this time ap
pointed Caius to be his successor, be outlived
hut a few days, and then died, alter he had
held the government twenty-two years live
months and three days. Now Caius was the
fourth emperor: but when the Romans un
derstood that Tiberiu* was dead, they rejoiced
at the good news, but had not courage to be
lieve it; not because they were unwilling it
should he true, for they would have given
laige sums of money that it might be so, hut
because they were afraid that, if they bad
shown their joy when the news proved false,
their joy should be openly known, and they
should he accused for it, and be thereby un
done; for this Tiberius bad brought a vast
number of miseries on the best families of the
Romans, since he was easily inflamed with
passion in all cases, and was of such a temper
as rendered his anger irrevocable, till be had
executed the same, although he bad taken a
hatred against men without reason; for he
was by nature fierce in nil the sentences he
gave, and imide death the penalty for the
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slightest offences; insomuch that when the still in custody, yet it was now with ease to
Romans heard the rumour about his de»th his own affairs. Now, as soon as Caius was
gladly, they were restrained from the enjoy cume to Koine, and bad brought Tiberius s
ment of that pleasure by the dread of such dead body with him, and bad made a sumptu
miseries ax they foresaw would follow, if their ous funeral for him, ^according to the laws of
hope* proved ill-grounded. Now Mamyas, his country, he was much disposed to set
Agrippa's freed.man, as soon as he heard of Agrippa at liberty that very day; but AntoTitwritis's death, came running to tell Agrippa nia hindered him, not out of any ill-will lO
the news; and finding him going out to the prisoner, but out of regard to decency
the hath, he gave him a nod, and said, in the Cuius, lest that should make men believe v
Hebrew tongue, " The lion * is dead:" who, be received tbe death of Tiberius with plea*
understanding bis meaning, and being over sure, when he loo>ed one whom he bad bound
joyed at the news, M Nay," said he, " but all immediately. However, there did not many
sons of thanks and happiness attend thee for dats pass ere he sent for him to bis house,
this news of thine; only I wish that what and bud him shaded, and made him change
thou sayest may prove true." Now the cen his raiment; after which he put a diadem
turion who was set to keep Agrippa, when he upon his head, and appointed him to be king
saw with what huste Marsyas came, and what of tbe tetrarchy of Philip. He also gave him
joy Agrippa had from what he said, he hud a the tetrarchy of Lys.tuias.f and changed his
suspicion that his words implied some great iron chain for a golden one of equal weight.
innovation of affair*, and he asked them about He also sent Marullus to be procurator of
what was said. Tbey at first diverted the Judea.
discourse; but upon his farther pressing, 11. Now, in the second year of the reign
Agrippa, without more ado, told him, for he of Caius Caesar, Agrippa desired leave to be
was ulready become bis friend; so be joined given him to sail home, and settle the affairs
with him in that pleasure which this news oc of bis government; and he promised to re
casioned, because it would be fortunate to turn again when he bad put the rest in order,
Agrippa, and made him a supper: but, as as it ought to be put. So, upon the empe
they were feasting, and the cups went about, ror s permission, he came into bis own coun
there came one who said, that Tilwrius was try, and appeared to them all unexpectedly as
still alive, and would return to the city in a a king, and thereby demonstrated to the men
few days. At which news the centurion *vas that saw biro, tbe power of fortune, when they
exceedingly troubled, because he bud done compared his former poverty with his present
what might cost him his life, to have treated happy affluence; so some called bim a happy
so joyfully a prisoner, and this upon the news man; and others could not well believe that
of the death of Cesar; so he thrust Agrippa things were so much changed with bim fof
from the couch whereon he lay, and said, the better.
N Dost thou think to cheat me by a lie about
the emperor without punishment? and shalt
not thou pay for this thy malicious report at
CHAPTER VII.
the price of thine head?" When he had so
said, he ordered Agrippa to be bound again HOW HEROD THE TETRARCH WAS BANISHEC
(for he had loosed him before), and kept a
severer guard over him than formerly, and in § 1. But Herodias, Agrippa's sister, wlu
that evil condition was Agrippa that night; now lived as wife to that Herod who was tebut the next day the rumour increased in the
of Galilee and Perea, took this autho
city, and confirmed the news that Tiberius trarch
rity of her brother in an envious manner, par
was certainly dead; insomuch that men durst ticularly
when she saw that be had a greater
now openly and freely talk about it; nay, dignity bestowed
bim tha;i her husband
tome offered sacrifices on that account. Se- had; since, when on
he ran away, he was not
vernl letters also came from Caius; one of able to pay his debts;
now he was come
them to the senate, which informed them of back, it was because heand
in a way of dig.
the death of Tiberius, and of his own entrance nity and of great fortune.wasShe
on the government; another to Piso, the go grieved and much displeased atwassotherefore
great a
vernor of the city, which told him the same mutation of his affairs; and chiefly when
she
thing. He also gave order that Agrippa saw
him marching among tbe multitude with
should be removed out of tbe camp, and go the usual
ensigns of royal authority, she was
to that bouse were he lived before he was
able to conceal how miserable she was, by
put in prison; so that he was now out of fear not
reason of the envy she had towards him; but
M to his own afTairs; for, although he was she
excited her husband, and desired him that
* The name nf a lion is often riven to tyrants, espe he would sail to Rome, to court honours
cially by Ihe Jew*, such as Axnupa. and probablv itis
4 Although Cains now promised to irtve Agrippa the
fnred-iuan Manias, In ellect Wf re. 1-iBek. six. i, 9; tetrairhv
of Lytamas. yet was it not actually conferred
Rant. iv. 13; 'i Tim i*. (7 They »re al*o sometime*
compared to. or represented, by, wild Iwasts. of which upon turn till Die reifn of Claudius, as wc learn, Aatio.
thr IsM H Utr pfinriptl. Ifan *M 3. f . Ap.«. silt. l.X. b. xis. cbap. v. sect, L
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equal to bi(| for she said, that sbe could not very of tbe health of those tbat make use of
bear to live an; longer, while Agrippa, the them; and, besides, they minister to men's
ion of tbat Aristobulus who was condemned luxury also. Now Caius saluted Herod, for
to die by bis father, one tbat came to her bus- be first met with him, and tben looked ujon
band in such extreme poverty, tbat the neces tbe letters which Agrippa bad sent bim, and
saries of life were forced to be entirely sup which were written in order to accuse He
plied him day by day; and when be fled away rod; wherein be accused bim, tbat be bad
from his creditors by sea, he now returned a been in confederacy with Scjanus, against
king: while he was himself the eon of a king, Tiberins's government, and that he was now
and while tbe near relation he bare to ro> al confederate with Artabanus, tbe king of Parauthority, called upon bim to gain tbe like thia, in opposition to tbe government of
dignity, be rat still, and was contented with Caius; as a demonstration of which, be al
a privater life. "But then, Herod, although leged tbat be bad armour sufficient for seventy
tbou wast formerly not concerned to be in a thousand men ready in his armoury. Caius
lower condition than thy father, from whom was moved at this information, and asked
tbou wast derived, bad been, yet do tbou now Herod, whether what was said about tbe ar
seek after tbe dignity which tby kinsman bath mour was true; and when he confessed there
attained to: and do not tbou bear this run- was such armour there, for be could not deny
tempt, tbat a man who admired tby riches the same, tbe truth of it being too notorious,
should be in greater honour than thyself, Caius took that to be a sufficient proof of tbe
nor suffer bis poverty to show itself able accusation, that be intended to revolt. So
to purchase greater things than our abun be took away from bim bis tetrarchy, and
dance; nor do thou esteem it other than a gave it by way of addition to Agrippa's king
shameful thing to be inferior to one who, the dom; be also gave Herod's money to Agrippa,
other day, lived upon thy charity. But let and, by way of punishment, awarded him a
us go to Rome, and let us spare no pains nor perpetual banishment, and appointed Lyons,
expenses, either of silver or gold, Bince tbey a city of Gaul, to be his place of habitation.
cannot be kept for any better use tban for the But when he was informed tbat Herodias
was Agrippa's sister, be made her a present of
obtaining of a kingdom."
2 But for Herod, he opposed ber request what money was ber own, and told her that
at this time, out of the love of ease, and hav it was her brother who prevented her being
ing a suspicion of the trouble he should have put under the same calamity with ber hus
at Rome; so he tried to instruct her better. band. But she made this reply:—," Thou,
But the more she saw him draw hack, the indeed, O emperor! actest after a magnifi
more she pressed him to it, and detircd him cent manner, and as becomes thyself, in what
to leave do stone unturned in order to be thou offtrest me; but the kindness which I
king: and at last sbe left not off till sbe en have for my husband binders me from par ■
gaged bim, whether be would or not, to be taking of tbe favour of thy gift: for it is net
of her sentiments, because he could no other just that I, who have been made a partner in
wise avoid her importunity. So he got all bis prosperity, should forsake him in his mis
things ready, after as sumptuous a manner fortunes." Hereupon Caius was angry at
as he was able, and spared fur nothing, and her, and gent her with Herod into banish
went up to Rome, and took Herodias along ment, and gave her estate to Agrippa. And
with him. But Agrippa, when be was made thus did Cod punish Herodias for ber envy
sensible of their intentions and preparations, at her brother, and Herod also for giving ear
he also prepared to go tbitber; and as soon to the vain discourses of a woman. Now,
as be heard they set sail, he sent Fort mint us, Caius managed public affairs with great mag
one of bis freed-men, to Rome, to carry pre nanimity during the first and second year of
sents to the emperor, and letters against He bis reign, and behaved himself with sucb mo
rod, and to give Caius a particular account deration, that he gained tbe good-will of the
of those matters, if be should have any op Romans themselves, and of his other subjects.
portunity. This man followed Herod so But, in process of time, he went beyond the
quick, and bat! so prosperous a voyage, and bounds of human nature in his conceit of
came so little after Herod, that while Herod himself, and, by reason of the rastness of his
was with Caius, he came himself, and deli dominions, mnde himself a god, and took
vered bis letters; for tbey both sailed to Di- upon himself to act in all things to the re
cearchia, and found Caius at Bnite, which is proach of the Deity itself.
itself a little city of Campania, at the distance
of about five furlongs from Dicearchia. There
are in that place royal palaces, with sump
tuous apartments, every emperor still endea
vouring to outdo bis predecessor's magnifi
cence : the place also affords warm baths,
that spring out of the ground of their own
accord, which are of advantage for the reco
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CHAPTER VIII.

CONCERNING THE EMBASSAGE OF THE JEWS
TO CAIUS;* AND HOW CAIUS SENT PETRO
NIUS INTO STRIA, TO MAKE WAR AGAINST
THE JEWS, UNLESS THEY WOULD RECEIVE
HIS STATUE.

§ I. There was now a tumult arisen at
Alexandria, between the Jewish inhabitants
and the Greeks ; and three ambassadors^
were chosen out of each party that were at
variance, who came to Caius. Now one of
these ambassadors from the people of Alex
andria was Apion, who uttered many blasphe
mies against the Jews ; and, among other
things, that he said he charged them with ne
glecting the honours that belonged to Caesar;
for that while all who were subject to the
Roman empire, built altars and temples to
Caius, and in other regards universally re
ceived him as they received the gods, these
Jews alone thought it a dishonourable thing
for them to erect statues in honour of him,
as well as to swear by his name. Many of
these severe things were said by Apion, by
which he hoped to provoke Caius to anger at
the Jews, as he was likely to be. But Philo,
the principal of the Jewish embassage, a man
eminent on all accounts, brother to Alexan
der the alabarch,} and one not unskilful in
philosophy, was ready to betake bimself to
make his defence against those accusations;
but Caius prohibited him, and bade him be
gone: he was also in such a rage, that it open
ly appeared he was about to do them some
very great mischief. So Philo, being thus
affronted, went out, and said to those Jews
who were about him, that they should be of
good courage, since Caius's words indeed
showed anger at them, but in reality had al
ready set God against himself.
2. Hereupon Caius, taking it very hciit* This ii a most remarkable chapter, as containing
•nrh Instances of the interposition of Providence, as hate
brrn always very rare among iha other idolatrous nations,
but of old very many anions; the posterity of Abraham,
the worshippers of tbe true God ; nor do these seem much
inferior to ihose in the Old Testament, which are tbe
more remarkable, because, among all their other follies
and vices, the Jews were not at this time idolaters; and
tbe deliverance* here mentioned were done in orderto
prevent their relapse into that idolatry.
f Josephus here assures us, that the ambassadors from
Alexandria to Caius were on each part do more than
three in Dumber, for the Jews, ana for the Gentilrs,
which are hut six in all: whereas Philo. who was tbe
principal ambassador from tbe Jews, as Josephus here
confesses (as was Apion for the Gentilesl. says, tbe Jews'
ambassadors were themselves no fewer than five, towards
tbe end of his legation to Caius i which, if there be do
mistake in the copies, most be supposed tbe truth; nor,
in Unit caV, would Josephus have contradicted so au
thentic a witness, hod be seen that account of Pbilo's;
which, that he ever did does not appear.
* This Alexander, tbe alabarch, or governor of the
Jewa. at Alexandria, and brothel to Philo. is supposed.
by Bishop Pearson, in AcL A post. p. 41,43, to be tbe
same with that Alexander who is mentioned by St.
Luke, as «f the kindred of the bifb-priMts, AaU iv. 6.
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ously that he should be thus despised by the
Jews alone, sent Petronius to be president
of Syria, and successor in the government to
Vitellius, and gave him order to make an in
vasion into Judea, with a great body of troops,
and, if they would admit of his statue wil
lingly, to erect it in the temple of God; but,
if they were obstinate, to conquer them by
war, and then to do it. Accordingly, Petro
nius took the government of Syria, and made
haste to obey Caesar's epistle. He got to
gether as great a number of auxiliaries as be
possibly could, and took with him two legions
of the Roman army, and came to Ptolemais,
and there wintered, as intending to set about
the war in the spring. He also wrote word
to Cains what he had resolved to do; who
commended him for his alacrity, and ordered
him to go on, and to make war with them, in
case they would not obey his commands. But
there came many ten thousands of the Jews
to Petronius, to Ptolemais, to offer their pe
titions to him, that be would not compel them
to transgress and violate the law of their fore
fathers; "but if," said they, "thou art en
tirely resolved to bring this statue, and erect
it, do thou first kill us, and then do what tbou
bast resolved on, for, while we are alive, we
cannot permit such things as are forbidden us
to be done by the authority of our legislator,
and by our forefathers' determination that
such prohibitions are instances of virtue."
But Petronius was angry at them, and said,
" If indeed I were myself emperor, and were
at liberty to follow my own inclination, and
then had designed to act thus, these your
words would be justly spoken to me; but now
Csesar hatb sent to me, I am under the ne
cessity of being subservient to his decrees,
because a disobedience to them will bring
upon me inevitable destruction." Then the
Jews replied, " Since, therefore, thou art so
disposed, O Petronius 1 that thou wilt not
disobey Caius's epistles, neither will we trans
gress the commands of our law ; and as we
depend upon the excellency of our laws, and,
by the labours of our ancestors, have con
tinued hitherto without suffering them to be
transgressed, we dare not by any means suf
fer ourselves to be so timorous as to transgress
those laws out of the fear of death, which
God bath determined are for our advantage
and, if we fall into misfortunes, we will bear
them, in order to preserve our laws, as know
ing that those who expose themselves to dan
gers, have good hope of escaping them; be
cause God will stand on our side, when, out
of regard to him, we undergo afflictions, and
sustain the uncertain turns of fortune. But,
if we should submit to thee, we should be
greatly reproached for our cowardice, aa
thereby showing ourselves ready to transgress
our law; and w hould incur tbe great anger
of God also, v > , even thyself being judge,
is superior to aius."
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3. When Petronius saw by their words that cate Petronius. So Petronius, f partly on
their determination was hard to be removed, account of the pressing instances v. hi tab Aris
and that, without a war, he should not be able tobulus and the rest with him made, and
to be subservient to Caius in the dedication because of the great consequence of what they
of his statue, and that there must be a great desired, and the earnestness wherewith they
deal of bloodshed, be took his friends, and made their supplication,— partly on account
the servants that were about him, and hasted of the firmness of the opposition made by tbt
to Tiberias, as wanting to know in what pos Jews, which he saw, while he thought it a
ture the affairs of the Jews were; and many horrible thing for him to be such a slave to
i en thousands of the Jews met Fetronius the madness of Caius, as to slay so many ten
again, when he was come to Tiberias. These thousand men, only because of their religious
thought they must run a mighty hazard if disposition towards God, and after that to
i hey should have a war with the Romans, but pass bis life in expectation of punishment;
iudged that the transgression of the law was Petronius, I say, thought it much better to
of much greater consequence, and made sup send to Caius, and to let him know how intole
plication to him, that he would by no means rable it was to him to bear the anger be might
reduce them to such distresses, nor defile their have against him for not serving him sootier,
city with the dedication of the statue. Then in obedience to his epistle, for that perhaps
Fetronius said to them, " Will you then make he might persuade him; and that if this mad
war with Ciesar, without considering his great resolution continued, he might then begin the
preparations for war, and your own weak war against them ; nay, that in case he should
ness?" They replied, " We will not by any turn bis hatred against himself, it was fit for
means make war with him ; but still we will virtuous persons even to die for the sake of
die before we see our laws transgressed." So such vast multitudes of men. Accordingly
they threw themselves down upon their faces, be determined to hearken to the petitions in
and stretched out their thronts, and said they this matter.
5. He then called the Jews together to
were ready to be slain ; and this they did for
forty days together, and in the mean time left Tiberias, wbo came many ten thousands in
off the tilling of their ground, and that while number; he also placed that army he now
the season of the year required them to sow had with him opposite to them ; but did not
it.* Thus they continued firm in their reso discover his own meaning, but the commands
lution, and proposed to themselves to die wil of the emperor, and told them that his wrath
lingly, rather than to see the dedication of would, without delay, be executed on sueh a»
had the courage to disobey what he had com
the statue.
4. When matters were in this state, Aristo- manded, and this immediately; and that it
bulus, king Agrippa's brother, and Helcias was fit for him who bad received so great a
the Great, and the other principal men of that dignity by bis grant, not to contradict him in
family with them, went in unto Fetronius, any thing:—"yet (said he) I do not think it
and besought him, that, since he saw the re just to have such a regard to my own safety
solution of the multitude, he would not make and honour, as to refuse to sacrifice them for
any alteration, and thereby drive them to de your preservation, who are so many in num
spair; but would write to Caius, that the Jews ber, and endeavour to preserve tbe regard that
bad an insuperable aversion to the reception is due to your law; which as it hath come
of the statue, and how they continued with down to you from your forefathers, so do jou
him, and left off the tillage of their ground: esteem it worthy of your utmost contention
that they were not willing to go to war with to preserve it: nor, with tbe supreme assist
him, because they were not able to do it, but ance and power of God, will I be so hardy
were ready to die with pleasure, rather than as to suffer your temple to fall into contempt
suffer their laws to be transgressed: and how, by the means of tbe imperial authority. I
upon the land's continuing unsown, robberies will, therefore, send to Caius, and let him
would grow up, on the inability they would know what your resolutions are, and will
he under of paying their tributes; and that assist your suit as far as I am able, tbat you
perhaps Caius might be thereby moved to may rot be exposed to suffer on account of
pit> , and not order any barbarous action to the honest designs you have proposed to yourbo done to them, nor think of destroying the selvcs; and may God be your assistant, for
nation: that if he continues inflexible in bis his authority is beyond all tbe contrivance and
former opinion to bring a war upon them, he power of men; and may he procure you the
may then set about it himself. And thus did
Aristobulus, and the rest with him, suppli- + This Publius Petrontns was after this still president
Syria, under C'laudins. and, at tbe desire < t*-A -n[>j>a,
• What Josephus here, and sect. 6, relates as done by of
fublisbed a severe decree attains! the inhabitants of
the
Jewi
before
seed-time,
is,
in
Philo.
"
not
far
off
the
>ora.
in a sort of imitation of Cains, had set up a
tun ■ when the corn was ripe," who, as Le Clerc notes, statue who.
of Claudius in a Jewish s)na£nF,ue there. This
ditter here one from the other, t his Is another Indica decree
is extant b. aix. ch. vx. sect. 3; and greatly caotion that Josephus, wiien he wrote Huh account, had not nrms the present acroant* of Josephus, as do the nthef
seen Pbilo^s Legat ad Caium. otherwise he would hardly decrees ol Claudin.. relattssjr. la tee Jew ish affairs, u. xix
hate herein disWed tam him
cb. v. sect. at, 3. to which I rrter the luquisttive reader.
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preservation of your ancient laws, and may no room for doubt about it;—and this was
not he be deprived, though without your con the business that Petronius was now engaged
sent, of his accustomed honours. But if in.
Cains be irritated, and turn the violence of 7. But king Agrippa, who now lived at
his rage upon me, 1 will rather undergo all Rome, was more and more in the favour of
that danger and that affliction that may come Cams; and when be bad once made him a
either on my body or my soul, than see so supper, and was careful to exceed all others,
many of you perish, while >ou are acting in both in expenses and in such prepatations as
so excellent a manner. Do you, therefore, might contribute most to bis pleasure; nay,
every one of you, go your way about your it was so far from the ability of others, that
own occupations, and fall to the cultivation Caius himself could never equal, much less
of >our ground; I will myself send to Home, exceed it (such care had he taken before
and w ill not refuse to serve you in all things, hand to exceed all men, and particularly to
make all agreeable to Cresar); hereupon Caius
both bv myself and by my friends."
G. When Petronius had said this, and had admired his understanding and magnificence,
di»mi-»ed the assembly of the Jews, he de that he should force himself to do all to please
sired the principal of them to take care of him, even beyond such expenses as be could
their husbandry, and to speak kindly to the bear, and was desirous not to be behind
people: ami encourage tbem to have good hope Agrippa in that generosity which he exerted, in
i t their affairs. Thus did he readily bring order to please him. So Caius, when he had
tSe multitude to be cheerful again. And now drank wine plentifully, and was merrier than
i id (tod show his presence* to Petronius, and ordinary, said thus during the feast, when
aignify to bitn, that he would afford him his Agrippa had drank to him:—" I knew before
n--i-ta:tee in his whole design; for he had no now \ how great a respect thou hast had for
wmnef finished the speech that be made to the me, and how great kindness thou hast shown
J. ws. but God sent down great showers of me, though with those hazards to thyself,
nrit, contrary to human expectation; for that which thou underwentest under Tiberius on
tlay was a clear day, and gave no sign, by the that account ; nor hast thou omitted any thing
apnearanee of the sky, of any rain; nay, the to show thy good-will towards us, even be
m hole year had been subject to a great drought, yond thy ability; whence it would be a base
and made men despair of any water from thing for me to be conquered by thy affection.
above, even when at any time tbey saw the 1 am therefore desirous to make thee amends
hearem oeercast with clouds; insomuch, that for every thing in which I have been formerly
when such a great quantity of rain came, and deficient; for all that I have bestowed on
tliat in an unusual manner and without any thee, that may be called my yifti, is but little.
oilier expectation of it, the Jews hoped that Every thing that may contribute to 1 by hap
I'etrouius would by no means fail in bis pe piness shall be at thy service, and that cheer
tition for tbem. lint as to Petronius, be was fully, and so far as my ability will reach;"—
mightily surprised when he perceived that and this was what Caius said to Agrippa,
tmri evidently took care of the Jews, and thinking he would ask for some large coun
gave very plain signs of his appearance,! and try, or the revenues of certain cities; but,
this to such a degree, that those that were in although he had prepared beforehand wbut
< ai nest much inclined to the contrary, bad he would usk, yet had he not discovered his
no power left to contradict it. This was also intentions, but made this answer to Caius im
among those other particulars which he wrote mediately, that it was not out of any expecta
to Cains, which all tended to dissuade him, tion of gain that he formerly paid his respects
and by all means to entreat him not to make to him, contrary to the commands of Tibe
so many ten thousands of these men go dis rius, nor did he now do any thing relating
tracted ; whom, if he should slay (for without to bim out of regard to his own advantage,
war tbey would by no means suffer the laws and in order to receive any thing from him:
of their worship to be set aside) he would lose that the gifts he had already bestowed upon
the revenue they paid him, and would be him were great, and beyond the hopes of even
publicly cursed by them for all future ages. a craving man; for although they may be
Moreover, that God who was their governor, beneath thy power [who art the donor], yet
had shown his power most evidently on their are they greater than my inclination and dig
account, and that such a power of his as left nity, who am the receiver; —and, as Caius
was astonished at AgrippaV inclinations, and
* Jotephus here nsea the solemn New Testament
the more pressed him to make bis request
wnniMs(«HW and tri?«»us. the ftresrnct and apptar- still
for
somewhat which he might gratify him
a'icf of tiod, for the extraordinary manifestation of his
with,
Agrippa replied, ** Since thou, O my
power and providence to IVtronitis. hy sending rain in a
lime of distress, immed a'ely upon the resolution he had Lord, declarest such is thy readiness to grant,
taken to preserve tbe temple unpolluted, at the hazard that
I am worthy of thy gifts, I will ask noof his own lite, without any other miraculous appearance
at at) in that case: which well deserves to be taken noU-e of here, and K'e»tly illustrates srvetaj texts, both in t This behaviour of Cains to Agrippa. is very lite that
of Hrrod Antipns. his uncle, lo Herodlas. Aguppa's tit
the Old and New Trstamentter, about John tbe Baptist, Matt. xiv. a— IL
f e'er >ti« preceding note/.
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thing relating to my own felicity; for what tbee to become thy own judge, and to consider
thou bast already bestowed on me has made what thou art to do, now tbou art under my
me excel therein; but I desire somewhat displeasure: for I will make thee an example
vhich may make thee glorious for piety, and to tbe present and to all future ages, that they
render the Divinity assistant to thy designs, may not dare to contradict the commands of
and may be for an honour to me among tbose their emperor."
«
that inquire about it, as showing that I never 9. This was the epistle which Caius wrote
once fail of obtaining what I.desire of tbee: to Petronius; but Petrbnius did not receive
for my petition is this, that thou' wilt no it while Caius was alive, that ship wbicb car
longer think of tbe dedication of that statue ried it sailed so slow,that other letters came to
wbicb thou bast ordered to be set up in the Petronius before this, by which be understood
that Caius was dead; for God would not
Jewish temple by Petronius."
8. And thus did Agrippa venture to cast forget the dangers Petronius had undertaken
the die upon this occasion, so great wa9 the on account of the Jews, and of bis own
affair in bis opinion, and in reality, though he honour. But when he had taken Caius away,
knew how dangerous a thing it was so to out of his indignation of what he had so in
speak; for, had not Caius approved it, it had solently attempted, in assuming to himself
tended to no less than tbe loss of his life. divine worship, both Rome and all that do
So Caius, who was mightily taken with minion conspired with Petronius, especially
Agrippa's obliging behaviour, and on other those that were of tbe senatorial! order, to
lccounta thinking it a dishonourable thing to give Caius bis due reward, because be liad
be guilty of falsehood before so many wit been unmercifully severe*to tbem; for he died
nesses, in points wherein he bad with such not long after be bad written to Petronius
alacrity forced Agrippa to become a petitioner, that epistle which threatened him with death.
ind that it would look as if he bad already But as for tbe occasion of his death, and tic
repented of what he had said, and because be nature of tbe plot against biin, 1 shall relate
greatly admired Agrippa's virtue, in not de them in tbe progress of this narration. Now,
siring him at all to augment his own domi that epistle which informed Petronius of
nions, either with larger revenues, or other Caius's death came first; and a little after
authority, but took care of the public tranquil ward came that which commanded him to kill
lity, of tbe laws, and of tbe Divinity itself; he himself with his own hands. Whereupon he
granted him what he requested. He also wrote rejoiced at this coincidence as to tbe death of
thus to Petronius, commending him for his Caius, and admired God's providence, who,
issembling his army, and then consulting him without the least delay, and immediately, gave
about these affairs. " If, therefore,'' said he, him a reward for tbe regard he bad to the
" thou hast already erected my statue, let it temple, and the assistance he afforded tbe Jew s
stand ; but if thou bast not yet dedicated it, do for avoiding the dangers they were in. And
not trouble thyself farther about it, but dismiss by this means Petronius escaped that danger
thy army, go back, and take care of those of death which he could not foresee.
affairs which I sent tbee about at first, for I
have now no occasion for tbe erection of that
statue. This 1 have granted as a favour to
Agrippa, a man whom I honour so very greatly,
CHAPTER IX.
that I am not able to contradict what he
would have, or what be desired me to do for WHAT IEFEL THE JEWS THAT WEEK IN EAhim." And this was what Caius wrote to > BYLON ON OCCASION OF ASINED8 AND A NI
Petronius, which was before he received his LEf8, TWO BRETHREN.
letter, informing him that the Jews were very
ready to revolt about this statue, and that § 1. A very sad calamity now befel the
they seemed resolved to threaten war against Jews that were in Mesopotamia, and especially
the Romans, and nothing else. When there those that dwelt in -Babylonia. Inferior it
fore Caius was much displeased that any at was to none of the calamities w hich had pone
tempt should be made against his government, before, and came together with a great slaugh
as be was a slave to base and vicious actions ter of them, and that greater than any upon
on all occasions, and had no regard to what record before; concerning all which I shall
was virtuous and honourable, and against speak more accurately, and shall explain the
whomsoever he resolved to show his anger, occasions whence these miseries came upon
ind that for any cause whatsoever, he suffered them. There was a city of Babylonia called
ant himself to be restrained by any admoni Neerda; not only a very, populous one, but
tion, but thought tbe indulging his anger to one that had a good and large territory about
bt a real pleasure, he wrote thus to Petronius: it; and, besides its other advantages, full of
—" Seeing thou esteemest tbe presents made men also. It was, besides, not easily to be
tbee by the Jews to be of greater value tlian assaulted by enemies, from the river Euphrates
ny commands, and art grow n insolent enough encompassing it all round, and from the walls
*> be subservient to ibeir pleasure, I charge that were built about it. There was alee tim
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city Nisibis, situate on the same current of the
river. For which reason the Jews, depending
on the natural strength of these place9, de
posited in them that half shekel which every
one, by the custom of our country, offers
unto God, as well as they did other things
devoted to hhn ; for they made use of these
cities as a treasury, whence, at a proper time,
they were transmitted to Jerusalem ; and
many ten thousand men undertook the carriage
of those donations, out of fear of the ravages
of the Parthians, to whom the Babylonians
were then subject.
Now, there were two
men, Asineus and Anileus, of the city Neerda
by birth, and brethren to one another. They
were destitute of a father; and their mother
put them to learn the art of weaving curtains,
it not being esteemed a disgrace among them
for men to be weavers of cloth. Now, he
that taught them that art, and was set over
tbem, complained that they came too late to
their work, and punished them with stripes;
but they took this just punishment as an
affront, and carried, off all the weapons which
were kept in that house, which were not a
few, and went into a certain place where was
n partition of the rivers, and was a place na
turally very fit for the feeding of cattle, and
for preserving such fruits as were usually laid
up against winter. The poorest sort of the
young men also resorted to them, whom they
armed with the weapons they bad gotten, and
became their captains; and nothing hindered
them from being their leaders into mischief;
for, as soon as they were become invincible,
and had built them a citadel, they sent to
6uch as fed cattle, and ordered them to pay
them so much tribute out of them as might
be sufficient for their maintenance, proposing
also that they would be their friends, if tbey
would submit to them, and that they would
defend them from all their other enemies on
every side; but that tbey would kilUhe cattle
of those that refused to obey them. So they
hearkened to their proposals (for they could
do nothing else), and sent them as many sheep
as were required of tbem; whereby their
forces grew greater, and they became lords
over all they pleased, because they marched
suddenly, and did them a mischief, insomuch
that every body who had to do with tbem
chose to pay them respect; and they became
formidable to such as came to assault them,
till the report about tbem came to the ears
of the king of Parthia himself.
2. But when the governor of Babylonia
understood this, and had a mind to put a stop
to them before they grew greater, and before
greater mischiefs should arise from tbem, he
got together as great an army as he could,
both of Parthians and Babylonians, and march
ed against them, thinking to attack therm and
destroy them before any one should carry them
the news that he had got an army together.
He then eucomptd at a 'ak-. dm', lay still;
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but on the next day (it was the Sabbath, which
is among the Jews a day of rest from all sorts
of work) he supposed that the enemy would
not dare to fight him thereon, but that he
would take them and carry them away prison
ers, without fighting. He therefore proceeded
gradually, and thought to fall upon them
on the sudden. Now Asineus was sitting
with the rest, and their weapons lay by them;
upon which he said, " Sirs, 1 hear a neighing
of horses; not of such as are feeding, but
such as have men on their backs; I also hear
such a noise of their bridles, that I am afraid
that some enemies are coming upon us to en
compass us round. However, let somebody
go to look about, and make * report of what
reality there is in the present state of things;
and may what I have said prove a false
alarm 1" And when be had said this, some
of tbem went out to spy out what was the
matter; and they came again immediately,
and said to him, that " neither hast thou been
mistaken in telling us what our enemies were
doing, nor will those enemies permit us to
be injurious to people any longer. We are
caught by their intrigues like brute beasts,
and there is a large body of cavalry marching
upon us, while we are destitute of hands to
defend ourselves withal, because we are re
strained from doing it by the prohibition of
our law, which obliges us to rest [on this
day]." But Asineus did not by any means
agree with the opinion of his spy as to what
was to be done, but thought it more agreeable
to the law to pluck up their spirits in this ne
cessity they were fallen into, and break their
law by avenging themselves, although tbey
should die in the action, than by doing no
thing to please their enemies in submitting to
be slain by tbem. Accordingly, he took up
his weapons, and infused courage into those
that were with bim to act as courageously as
himself. So they fell upon their enemies,
and slew a great many of them, because they
despised them, and came as to a certain vic
tory, and put the rest to flight.
3. But when the news of this fight came
to the king of Parthia, he was surprised at
the boldness of these brethren, and was desi
rous to see tbem and speak with them. Ha
therefore sent the most trusty of all his guards
to say thus to tbem:—" That king Artabanus, although he had been unjustly treated
by you, who have made an attempt against
his government, yet hath he more regard
to your courageous behaviour than to tbe
anger he bears to you, and bath sent me to
give you bis right handf and security; and
• *Erierymtrtif is hrre, and in very many other places
of Josephus, M immediately at hand." and is to be no
expounded. 2 Tbesa. ii. 3, when lone falsely pretended
that St. Paul had said, either by word of mouth or by
an epistle, or by both. " that the day of Christ was im
mediately at hand;" for still St Paul did t'jen plainly
think that day not very many years future.
+ The joining of tbe right hands was esteemed among
Out Persians fand Parthians} in particular, a most iavio-
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he permits you to come to him aafely, and ses, one of the generals of his army, and told
without any violence upon the road, and he him bis name, atid described the great cou
wants to have you address yourselves to htm rage he was of in war, and AU'apases had de
as friends, without meaning any guile or de sired leave to kill him, and thereby to inflict
ceit to you. He also promises to make you upon him a punishment for those injuries he
presents, and to pay you those respects which had done to the Parthian government, the
will make an addition of his power to your king replied, " 1 will never give thee leave to
courage, and thereby be of advantage to you." kill a man who bath depended on my faith,
Yet did Asineus himself put off bis journey especially not after 1 have sent bim my right
thither, but sent his brother Anileus with all bund, and endeavoured to gain bis belief by
such presents as he could procure. So be oaths made by the gods. But, if thou beest
went, and was admitted to the king's pre a truly warlike man, tbou standest not in need
sence; and when Artabsaus saw Anileus com of my perjury. Go tbou then, and avenge
ing alone, he inquired into the reason why the Parthian government ; attack this man,
Asineus avoided to some along with him ; when he is returned back, and conquer bim
and when he understood that he was afraid, by the forces that are under thy command,
and staid by the lake, he took an oath, by the without my privity." Hereupon the king
gods of bis country, that he would do them called for Asineus, and said to him, " It is
no barm, if tbey came to him upon the assu time for thee, O thou young man! to return
rances he gave them, and gave him his right home, and not provoke the indignation of my
hand.* This is of the greatest force there generals in this place any farther, lest tbey
with all these barbarians, and affords a firm attempt to murder thee, and that without my
security to those who converse with them; for approbation. 1 commit to thee the country
none of them will deceive you when once they of Babylonia in trust, that it may, by thy
have given you their right hands, nor will any care, be preserved free from robbers, and from
one doubt their fidelity, when that is once other mischiefs. I have kept my faith invio
given, even though tbey were before suspected lable to thee, and that not in trifling affairs,
of injustice. When Artabnnus had done this, but in those that concerned thy safety, and do
he sent away Anileus to persuade his brother therefore deserve thou sbouldst be kind to
to come to bim. Now this the king did, be ine." When he had said this, and given
cause he wanted to curb bis own governors of Asineus some presents, be sent him away
provinces by the courage of these Jewish immediately; who, when he was come home,
brethren, lest tbey should make a league with built fortresses, and became great in a little
them ; for they were ready for a revolt, and time, and managed things with such courage
were disposed to rebel, bad they been sent on and success, as no other person, that bad no
an expedition against tbem. He was also higher a beginning, ever did before bim.
afraid, lest when he was engaged in a war, in Those Parthian governors also, w ho were sent
order to subdue those governors of provinces that way, paid bim great respect: and the
that had revolted, the party of Asineus and honour tbat was paid him by the Babylonians
those in Babylonia should be augmented, and seemed to them too small, and beneath bis
either make war upon him when they should deserts, although he were in no small dignity
hear of that revolt, or, if they should be dis and power there: nav, indeed, all the affairs
appointed in that case, tbey would not fail of of Mesopotamia depended upon him; and he
more and more flourished in this happy con
doing farther mischief to him.
4. When the king bad these intentions, be dition of bis for fifteen years.
sent away Anileus; and Anileus prevailed on 5. But as their affairs were in so flourish
his brother [to come to the king], when be ing a state, there sprang up a calamity among
had related to bim the king's good- will, and tbem on the following occasion. When once
the oath that be bad taken. Accordingly, they they had deviated from tbat course of virtue
made baste to go to Artabanus, who received whereby tbey had gained so great power,
them, when they were come, with pleasure, they affronted and transgressed the laws of
and admired Asineus's courage in the actions their forefathers, and fell under the domi
he had done, and this because he was a little nion of their lusts and pleasures. A certain
man to see to, and at first sight appeared con Parthian, who came as general of an army
temptible also, and such as one might deem a into those parts, had a wife following bim,
person of no value at all. He also said to who had a vast reputation for other accom
his friends, how, upon the comparison, he plishments, and particularly was admired
showed hie soul to 1 e, in all respects, superior above nil other women for her beauty. Ani
to his body ; and wl en, as tbey were drinking leus, the brother of Asineus, either heard of
together, be once showed Asineus to Abdaga- that her beauty from others, or perhaps saw
her himself also, and so became at once her
lable obligation to fidelity, as Dr. Hndson here obwrvrn, .love* and her enemy; partly, because he could
and refers to the commentary on Justin, b. xi. eti. xv.
hope to enjoy this woman but by obtainfor it* ronfirmation. W e ©turn meet with the like use not
ing power over her as a captive, and partly
of it in Jocrpliup.
because he thought be otuld t.ot conauer bia
* bee the ttiure note.
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inclinatioH<i for her. As soon, therefore, as
her husband hud been declared an enemy to
them, and was fallen in the battle, the willow
of the deceased was married to this her lover.
However, this woman did not come into
their house without producing great misfor
tunes, both to Anileus himself, and to Asincus also: but brought great mischiefs upon
them on the occasion following. Since she
was led away captive, on the death of her
husband, she concealed the images of those
gods which were their country gods, common
to her husband and to herself: now it is the
custom* of that country for all to have the
idols they worship in their own houses, and
to carry them along with them when they go
into a foreign land; agreeably to which cus
tom of theirs she carried her idols with her.
Now, at first she performed her worship to
them privately, bat when she was become
Anileus's married wife, she worshipped them
in her accustomed manner, and with the same
appointed ceremonies which she used in her
former husband's days ; upon which their
most esteemed friends blamed him at first,
that he did not act after the manner of the
Hebrews, nor perform what was agreeable to
their laws, in marrying a foreign wife, and
one the. transgressed the accurate appoint
ments of their sacrifices and religious cere
monies; that he ought to consider, lest by
allowing himself in many pleasures of the
body, he might lose his principality on ac
count of the beauty of a wife, and that high
authority which, by God's blessing, he had
arrived at. But when they prevailed not at
all upon him, he slew one of them for whom
he had the greatest respect, because of the
liberty he took with him; who, when he was
dying, out of regard to the laws, imprecated
a punishment upon his murderer Anileus,
and upon Asineus also, and that all their com
panions might come to a like end from their
enemies; upon the two first as the principal
actors of this wickedness, and upon the rest
as those that would not assist him when be
suffered in the defence of their laws. Now
these latter were sorely grieved, yet did they
tolerate these doings, because tbey remem
bered that they had arrived at their present
happy state by no other means than their
fortitude. But when they also heard of the
worship of those gods whom the Parthians
adore, they thought the injury that Anileus
offered to their laws was to be borne no
longer; and a greater number of them came to
Asineus, and loudly complained of Anileus,
and told him, that it had been well that he
had of himself sVen what was advantageous
• This custom of the Meeopotamtans to carry their
hotitchold-irods alonz with them wherever they travelled,
u as "1 ! aa the daya o( Jacob, when Rachel hi* wife did
the *ame (Gen. xviL 19. 30—.16); nor ia it to paas hens
anubserfed. what (Teat miseries came nil these Jews,
because they suffered one of their leaders to marry an
idolatrous wife, contrary to the law or Moses. Of which
"latter aee the aute on b a.x-cd v. sect i.
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to tbem ; but that, however, it was now high
time to correct what had been done amiss,
before the crime that had been committed
proved the ruin of himself and all the rest of
them. They added, that the marriage of this
woman was made without their consent, and
without a regard to their old laws; and that
the worship which this woman paid [to her
gods] was a reproach to the Ood whom they
worshipped. Now Asineus was sensible of
his brother's offence, that it had been already
the cause of great mischiefs, and would be so
for the time to come; yet did he tolerate the
same from the good-will he had to so near a
relation, and forgiving it to him, on account
that his brother was quite overborne by his
wicked inclinations. But as more and more
still came about bim every day, and the cla
mours about it became greater, he at lengt h
spake to Anileus about these clamours, re
proving him for bis former actions, and de
nting him for the future to leave them off,
and send the woman back to her relations.
But nothing was gained by these reproofs ;
for, as the woman perceived what a tutnuit
was made among the people on her account,
and was afraid for Anileus, lest he should
come to any harm for his love to her, she in
fused poison into Asineus's food, and thereby
took bim off, and was now secure of prevail
ing when her lover was to be judge of what
should be done about her.
6. So Anileus took the government upon
himself alone, and led his army against the
villages^ of Mithridates, who was a man of
principal authority in Parthia, and had mar
ried king Artabanus's daughter; he also plun
dered them, and among that prey was found
much money, and many slaves, as also a great
number of sheep, and many other things,
which, when gained, make men's condition
happy. Now, when Mithridates, who was
there at this time, heard that his villages were
taken, he was very much displeased to find
that Anileus had first begun to injure him,
and to affront him in his present dignity,
when he had not offered any injury to bim
beforehand: and he got together the greatest
body of horsemen he was able, and those out
of that number which were of an age fit for
war, and came to fight Anileus: and when
he was arrived at a certain village of his own,
he lay still there, as intending to fight him on
the day following, because it was the Sabbath,
the day on which the Jews rest. And when
Anileus waa informed of this by a Syrian
stranger of another village, who not only gave
him an exact account of other circumstances,
but told him where Mithridates would have a
feast, he took his supper at a proper time, and
marched by night, with an intent of falling
upon the Parthians while they were unap
prised what they should do; so he fell upon
them about the fourth watch 'of the night
and some of them he slew while they wet*
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asleep, and others be pat to flight, and tools enemy again by their numbers. But when
Mithridates alive, and Bet him naked upon an tbey had marched ninety furlongs, while the
ass,* which, among the Parthians, is esteemed road had been through dry [and gaudy] places,
the greatest reproach possible. And when and about the midst of the day, they were be
be bad brought bim into a wood with such a come very thirsty: and Mithridates appeared,
resolution, and his friends desired him to kill and fell upon them, as they were in distress
Mithridates, he soon told them his own mind for want of water, on which account, and on
to the contrary, and said, that it was not right account of the time of the day, tbey were not
to kill a man who was of one of the principal able to bear their weapons. So Anileus and
families among the Parthians, and greatly ho bis men were put to an ignominious rout,
noured with matching into the royal family ; while men in despair were to attack those that
that so far as they had hitherto gone was were fresh, and in good plight; so a great
tolerable ; for although they had injured Mi slaughter was made, and many ten thousand
thridates, yet if they preserved his life, this men fell. Now Anileus, and all that stood
benefit would be.remembered by him to the firm about him, ran away, as fast as they were
advantage of those that gave it bim ; but that able, into a wood, and afforded Mithridates
if he were once put to de»th, the king would the pleasure of having gained a great victory
not be at rest till be had made a great slaugh over tbtrra. But there new came in to Ani
ter of the Jews that dwelt at Babylon; "to leus a conflux of bad men, who regarded their
whose safety we ought to have a regard, both own lives very little, if they might but gain
on account of our relation to them, and be some present ease, insomuch that they, l>y
cause, if any misfortune befal us, we have no thus coming to him, compensated the multi
other place to retire to, since he hath gotten tude of those that perished in the fight. Yet
the flower of their youth under him." By were not these men like to those that fell,
this thought, and this speech of his made in because they were rash, an*d unexercised in
council, he persuaded them to act according war: however, with these he came upon the
ly ; so Mithridates was let go. But, when villages of the Babylonians, and a mighty de
be was got away, his wife reproached him, vastation of all things was made there by the
that ulthough he was son-in-law to the king, injuries that Anileus did them. So the Ba
he neglected to avenge himself on those that bylonians, and those that had already been in
had injured him, while he took no care about the war, sent to Neerda to the Jews there,
it, but was contented to have been made a and demanded Anileus. But, although they
captive by the Jews, and to have escaped did not agree to their demands (for if they
them ; and she bade bim either to go back bad been willing to deliver him up it was
like a man of courage, or else, she suare by not in their power so to do); yet did they de
the gods of their royal family, that she would sire to make peace with them. To which the
certainly dissolve her marriage with him. other replied, that they also wanted to settle
Upon whieb, partly because he could not conditions of peace with them, and sent men
bear the daily trouble of her taunts, and part together with the Babylonians, who discoursed
ly because he was afraid of her insolence, lest with Anileus about them. But the Babylo
she should in earnest dissolve their marriage, nians, upon taking a view of his situation, and
be unwillingly, and against his inclinations, having learned where Anileus and his men
got together again as great an army as he lay, fell secretly upon tbem as they were
could, and marched along with them, as him drunk and fallen asleep, and slew all that they
self thinking it a thing not to be borne any caught of them without any fear, and killed
longer, that he, a Parthian should owe his Anileus himself also.
preservation to the Jews, when they bad been 8. The Babylonians were now freed from
too hard for bim in the war.
Anileus's heavy incursions, which had been a
7. But as soon as Anileus understood that great restraint to the effects of that hatred
Mithridates was marching with a great army they bore to the Jews: for they were almost
against him, he thought it too ignominious a always at variance, by reason of tbe contra
thing to tarry about the lakes, and not to take riety of their laws; and which party soever
the first opportunity of meeting his enemies, grew boldest before tbe other, they assaulted
and he hoped to have the same success, and the other: and at this time in particular it
to beat their enemies as they did before ; as was, that upon the ruin of Anileus's party, the
also be.ventured boldly upon the bke attempts. Babylonians attacked the Jews, which made
Accordingly be led out his army ; and a those Jews so vehemently to resent the inju
great many more joined themselves to that ries they received from the Babylonians, that,
army, in order to betake themselves to plun being neither able to fight them, nor bearing
der the people, and in order to terrify the to live with them, they went to Seleucia. the
• This custom in Sjria and Mesopotamia, of letting principal city of those parts, which was built
men upon an ass, by way of disgrace, is still kept up at by Seleucus Nicator. It was inhabited by
Damascus in Syria; where, in order to show lheir de- many of the Macedonians, but by more of the
3lite against the Christiana, tha Turks will not surfer Grecians; not a few of the Syrians also dwelt
lem to hire horses, but asses only, when thay gu abroad
to see the saunlrv. as Mr. Maandiel asauras us, p. Ise. there ; and thither did the Jews Ay, an-}
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lived there five years without any misfortunes.
But, on the sixth year, a pestilence came upon
these at Babylon which occasioned new re
movals of men's habitations out of that city;
and because they came to Seleticia, it hap
pened that a still heavier calamity came upon
them on that account,—which I am going to
relate immediately.
9. Now the way of living of the people of
Seleucia, who were Greeks and Syrians, was
commonly quarrelsome, and full of discords,
though the Greeks were too hard for the Sy
rians, When, therefore, the Jews were come
thither, and dwelt among them, there arose a
sedition ; and the Syrians were too hard for
the other, by the assistance of the Jews, who
are men that despised dangers, and very ready
to fight upon any occasion. Now, when the
Greeks had the worst in this sedition, and
saw that they had but one way of recovering
their former authority, and that was, if they
could prevent the agreement between the
Jews and the Syrians, they every one discours
ed with such of the Syrians as were formerly
their acquaintance, and promised they would be
at peace and friendship with them. Accord
ingly, they gladly agreed so to do; and when
this was done by the principal men of both
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nations, they soon agreed to a reconciliation ;
and when they were so agreed, they botd
knew that the great design of juch their
union, would be their common hatred to the
Jews. Accordingly they fell upon them, and
slew about fifty thousand of them; nay, the
Jews were all destroyed excepting a few who
escaped, either by the compassion which their
friends or neighbours afforded them in order
to let them fly away. These retired to Ctesiphon, a Grecian city, and situated near to
Seleucia, where the king [of Parthia] lives
in winter every year, and where the greatest
part of his riches are deposited; but the Jews
had here no certain settlement, those of Se
leucia having little concern for the king's ho
nour. Now the whole nation of the Jews
were in fear both of the Babylonians and of
the Seleucians, because all the Syrians that
live in those places agreed with the Seleucians
in the war against the Jews; so the most of
them gathered themselves together, and went
to Neerda and Nisibis, and obtained security
there by the strength of those cities; besides
which, their inhabitants, who were a great
many, were all warlike men. And this was
the state of the Jews at this time in Baby
lonia.

BOOK XIX.
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL Or THREk TEARS AND A HALF.

FROM THE JEWS' DEPARTURE OUT OF BABYLON TO FADUS THE
ROMAN PROCURATOR.

CHAPTER I.

itself through all the earth and sea, so tar a*
was in subjection to the Romans, and filled it
HOW CAIUS WAS SLAIN BY CHEREA.
with ten thousand mischiefs; so many indeed
§ 1. Now this Caiusf did not demonstrate in number as no former history relates. But
bis madness in offering injuries only to the Rome itself felt the most dismal effects ot
Jews at Jerusalem, or to those that dwelt in what be did, while he deemed that not to be
the neighbourhood, but suffered it to extend ! any way more honourable than the rest of the
cities ; but he pulled and hauled its other
• In this and the next three chanters we have. I think, citizens, but especially the senate, and parti
a larger and more distinct account of the slaughter of l cularly the nobility, and such as bad been dig
dim. and the succession of Claudius, than we have of;
any such ancient Tacts whatsoever elsewhere. Some ot I nified by illustrious ancestors; he also had
the occasions of which probably were, Josephns*s hitter .' ten thousand devices against such of the
hatred against tyranny; and the pleasure he took in :
riving the history of the slaughter of such a barbarous equestrian order, as it was styled, who were
tyrant as was this Caiua Caligula, as also the deliverance esteemed by the citizens equal in dignity and
bis own nation had by that slaughter, of which he speaks, wealth with the senators, because out of
sect. 2. together with the great intimacy he had with
AgTtppa. Junior, whose father was deeply concerned in them the senators were themselves chosen ;
the advancement of Claudius, upon the uVa'h of Cains; these he treated after an ignominious man
from which Agrippa, junior, Josephus might be fully | ner, and removed them out of his way whila
infu"TOrd of this hjstory.
V Called Caliavla by the Humans.
1 they were at once slain, and their wealth
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plundered; because be slew men generally, ever tbey pleased; for all such accusations
in order to seize on their riches. He also were terrible, because they were in great part
asserted his own divinity, and insisted on made to please bim, and at bis suggestion,
greater honours to be paid him by bis sub insomuch that Pollux, Claudius's slave, bad
jects than are due to mankind. He also fre the boldness to lay an accusation against
quented that temple of Jupiter which tbey Claudius himself; and Caius was not asbamed
style the Capitol, which is with them the mon to be present at his trial of life and death, to
holy of all temples, and had boldness enough bear that trial of bis own uncle, in hopes of
to call himself the brother of Jupiter. And being able to take him off, although be did
other pranks he did like a madman ; as when not succeed to bis mind : but when be bad
be laid a bridge from the city Dicearcbia. filled the whole habitable world which he
which belongs to Campania, to Misenum, governed, with false accusations and miseries,
another city upon the sea-side, from one pro and had occasioned tbe greatest insults of
montory to anuther, of the length of thirty slaves against their masters, who indeed, in a
furlongs as measured over the sea. Anil great measure ruled them, there were many
this whs done because be esteemed it to be a secret plots now laid against him ; some in
most tedious thing to row over in a small anger, and in order fur men to revenge them
ship, and thought withal that it became him selves, on account of the miseries tbey had
to make that bridge, as be was lord of the already undergone from him ; and others made
sea, and might oblige it to give marks of obe attempts upon bim, in order to take him otf
dience as well as the earth ; so be enclosed before they should fall into such great miseries,
the whole bay within his bridge, and drove while his death came very fortunately for the
his chariot over it; and thought that as be was preservation of the laws of all men, snd had
a god, it was fit for him to travel over such a great influence upon the public welfare :
roads as this was. Nor did be abstain from and this happened most happily for our nation
the plunder of any of the Grecian temples, in particular, which had almost utterly perish
and gave order that all the engravings and ed if he had not been suddenly slain ; and I
sculptures, and the rest of tbe ornaments of confess 1 have a mind to give a full account
tbe statues and donations therein dedicated, of this matter particularly, because it will af
should be brought to him, saving, that tbe ford great assurance of tbe power of God, and
best things ought to be set nowhere but in great comfort to those that are under afflic
the best place, and that the city of Rome was tions, and wise caution to those who think
that best place. He also adorned his own their happiness will never end, nor bring thein
bouse and his gardens with the curiosities at length to the most lasting miseries, if they
brought fr&m those temples, together with the do not conduct their lives by tbe principles of
bouses he lay at when he travelled all over Italy : virtue.
whence he did not scruple to give a command 8. Now there were three several conspiracir ■
that the statue of Jupiter Olympius, so called made, in order to take off Caius, and each «
because he was honoured at tbe Olympian these three were conducted by excellent per
games by the Greeks, which was the work of sons. Emilius Regulus, born at Corduba ii
Phidias the Athenian, should be brought to Spain, got some men together, and was de
Rome. Yet did not be compass his end, be sirous to take Caius off, either by them or by
cause the architects told Memmius Regulus. himself. Another conspiracy there was laid
who was commanded to remove that statue of by them, under the conduct of Cherea Cassius,
Jupiter, that tbe workmanship was such as the tribune [of the pretorian band.] ; Minuciwould be spoiled and would not bear the re anus Annius was also one of great conse
moval. It was also reported that Memmius, quence among those that were prepared to
both on that account, and on account of some oppose his tyranny. Now the several occasions
such mighty prodigies as-are of an incredible of these men's several hatred and conspiracy
nature, put off the taking it down, and wrote against Caius were these :—Regulus bad in
to Cains those accounts, as bis apology for dignation and hatred against all injustice, for
not having done what his epistle required of he had a mind naturally angry, and bold,
him; and that when be was tbence in danger and free, which made him not conceal his
of perishing, he was saved by Cuius being dead counsels ; so he communicated them to many
bimself, before he had put him to death.
of his friends, and to others wbo seemed to
2. Nay, Caius's marine** came to this height, bim persons of activity and vigour : Minucithat when he had a daughter born, he carried anus entered into this conspiracy, because of
her into the capitol, and put her upon the the injustice done to Lepidus his particular
knees of the statue, and said that the child friend, and one of tbe best character of all the
was common to him and to Jupiter, and de citizens, whom Caius had slain, as also be
termined that she had two fathers.—but wbich cause be was afraid of himself, since Caius's
of these fathers were tbe greatest, he left wrath tended to the slaughter of all alike:
undetermined ; and yet mankind bore him in and for Cherea, he came in, because he
such his pranks. He also gav e leave to slaves thought it a Heed worthy of a free ingenuous
to accuse their masters of any crimes whatso- man to kill Caius, and was asbamed of the
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reproaches be lay under from Caius, as though to require the tributes, and other dues, which,
he were a coward; as also because he was when not paid in due time, were forfeited to
himself in danger every day from his friend Caesar's treasury; and he had made some de
ship with him, and the observance be paid lays in requiring them, because those burdens
him. These men proposed this attempt to all bad been doubled; and had rather indulged bis
the rest that were concerned, who saw the own mild disposition than performed Caius's
injuries that were offered them, and were command; nay, indeed, he provoked Caius
desirous that Onus's slaughter might succeed to anger by his sparing men, and pitying the
by their mutual assistance of one another, hard fortunes of those from whom he de
that tbey might themselves escape being killed manded the taxes; and Caius upbraided him
by the taking off Caius; that perhaps they with his sloth and effeminacy in being so lent
should gain their point, and that it would be about collecting the taxes; and indeed he did
* a happy thing if they should gain it, to ap not only affront him in other respects, but
prove themselves to so many excellent per when he gave him the watch-word of the da\ .
sons as earnestly wished to be partakers with to whom it was to be given by bis place, he
them in their design, for the delivery of the gave him feminine words, and those of a na
city and of the government, even at the ha ture very reproachful; and these watch-wordzard of their own lives; but still Cherea was he gave out, as having been initiated in the
the most zealous of tbem all, both out of a secrets of certain mysteries, which be hmi
desire of getting himself the greatest name, been himself the author of. Now, although
and also by reason of bis access to Caius's he had sometimes put on women's clothes,
presence with less danger, because he was and had been wrapt in some embroidered
tribune, and could therefore the more easily garments to them belonging, and done a great
many other things in order to make the com
kill bin.
4. Now, at this time came on the horse pany mistake him for a woman; yet did be.
races [Circensian games]; the view of which by way of reproach, object the like womanish
games was eagerly desired by the people of behaviour to Cherea. But when Cheren
Rome, for they come with great alacrity into received the watch-word from him, be had
the hippodrome [circus] at such times, and indignation at it, but had greater indigna
petition tbeir emperors, in great multitudes, tion at the delivery of it to others, as beinp
for what they stand in need of; who usually laughed at by those that received it; insomueh
dill not think fit to deny them their requests, that his fellow-tribunes made bim the subject
but readily and gratefully granted them. Ac of their drollery ; for tbey would foretel that
cordingly, they most importunately desired be would bring them some of bis usual watch
that Cains wouM now ease them in tbeir tri words when he was about to take the watch
butes, and abate somewhat of the rigour of word from Caesar, and would thereby make
the taxes imposed upon them; but be would him ridiculous; on which account he took
not hear their petition; and, when tbeir cla the courage of assuming certain partners to
mours increased, he sent soldiers, some one him, as having just reasons for his indigna
way and some another, and gave order that tion against Caius. Now there was one Pomthey should lay hold on those that made the pedius, a senator, and one who had gone
clamours, and, without any more ado, bring through almost all posts in the government,
tbem out and put tbem to death. These were but otherwise an Epicurean, and for that
Caius's commands, and those who were com reason loved to lead an inactive life. Now
manded executed the same; and the number Timidius, an enemy of his, bad informed Caius
of those who were slain on this occasion was that be had used indecent reproaches against
very great. Now the people saw this, and him, and he made use of Quintilia for a
bore it so far, that tbey left off clamouring, witness to tbem : a woman she was much
because they saw with their own eyes, that beloved by many that frequented the theatre,
this petition to be relieved, as to the payment and particularly by Pompedius, on account
sf their money, brought immediate death of her great beauty. Now this woman
tpon tbem. These things made Cherea more thought it a horrible thing to attest to an
'eoolute to go on with his plot, in order to accusation that touched the life of her lover,
lut an end to this barbarity of Caius against which was also a lie. Timidius, however,
men. He then, at several times, thought to wanted to have her brought to the torture.
fall upon Caius as he was feasting, yet did Caius was irritated at this reproach upon
he restrain himself by some considerations; bim, and commanded Cherea, without any
"ot that he had any doubt on bim about kill delay, to torture Quintilia, as he used to em
ing him, but as watching for a proper season, ploy Cherea in such bloody matters, and those
chat the attempt might not be frustrated, but that required the torture, because he thought
that he might give the blow so as might cer he would do it the more barbarously, in order
to avoid that imputation of effeminacy which
tainly gain his purpose.
S. Cherea bad been in the army a long he had laid upon bim. But Quintilia, whei
she
was brought to the rack, trod upon tin
time, yet was be not pleased with conversing
90 much with Caius: but Caius bad set him foot of one of ber associates, and let biiu
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know that he might be of good courage, and do, till somebody becomes Caius's instrument
not be afraid of the consequence of her tor in bringing the like miseries upon ourselves.
tures, for that she would bear them with Nor does he thus employ us, because he hath
magnanimity. Cherea tortured this woman a kindness for us, but rather because he hath
after a cruel manner; unwillingly indeed, a suspicion of us, as also because, when abun
but because he could not help it. He then dance more have been killed (for Caius will
brought her, without being in the least moved set no bounds to his wrath, since he aims to
at what she had suffered, into the presence of do all, not out of regard to justice, but to his
Caius, and that in such a state as was sad to own pleasute), we shall also ourselves be
behold ; and Caius, being somewhat affected exposed to his cruelty; whereas we ought to
with the sight of Quintilia, who had ber body be the means of confirming the security and
miserably disordered by the pains she had liberty of all, and at the same time to resolve
undergone, freed both her and Pompedius of to free ourselves from dangers."
the crime laid to their charge. He also gave 7. Hereupon Clement openly commended
her money to make her an honourable amends, Cherea's intentions, but bade him bold his
and comfort her for that maiming of her body, tongue; for in that case bis words should get
which she had suffered, and for her glorious out among many, and such things should be
patience under such unsufferable torments. spread abroad as were fit to be concealed, the
6. This matter sorely grieved Cherea, as plot would come to be discovered before it was
having been the cause, as far as he could, or executed, and they should be brought to
the instrument of those miseries to men, punishment ; but that they should leave all to
which seemed worthy of consolation to Caius futurity, and the hope which thence arose, that
himself; on which account he said to Clement some fortunate event would come to their
and to Papinius (of whom Clement was gene assistance : that, as for himself, his age would
ral of the army, and Papinius was a tribune): not permit bim to make any attempt in that
'• To be sure. 0 Clement, we have no way failed case. " However, although perhaps I could
in our guarding the emperor; for as to those suggest what may be safer than what thou,
that have made conspiracies against his go Cherea, hast contrived and said, yet bow is it
vernment, some have been slain by our care possible for any one to suggest what is more
and pains, and some have been by us tortured, for thy reputation?" So Clement went his
and this to such a degree, that he hath him way home, with deep reflections on what he
self pitied them. How great then is our had heard, and what be had himself said.
virtue in submitting to conduct his armies!" Cherea also was under a concern, and went
Clement held his peace, but showed the shame quickly to Cornelius Sabinus, who was him
he was under in obeying Caius's orders, both self one of the tribunes, and whom be other
by bis eyes and his blushing countenance, while wise knew to be a worthy man, and a lover of
he thought it by no means right to accuse the liberty, and on that account very uneasy at
emperor in express words, lest their own the present management of public affairs, he
safety should be endangered thereby. Upon being desirous to come immediately to the
which Cherea took courage, and spake to him execution of what had been determined, and
without fear of the dangers that were before thinking it right for him to propose it to the
linn, and discoursed largely of the sore ca other, and afraid lest Clement should discover
lamities under which the city and the govern them, and besides looking upon delays and
ment then laboured, and said, " We may puttings-off to be the next to desisting from
indeed pretend in words, that Caius is the the enterprize.
person unto whom the cause of such miseries 8. But as all was Agreeable to Sabinus,
ought to be imputed; but, in the opinion of who bad himself, equally with Cherea, th«
such as are able to judge uprightly, it is I, O same design, but had been silent for want ol
dementi and this Papinius, and before us a person to whom he could safely communi
thou thyself, who bring these tortures upon cate that design ; so having now met with one,
the Romans, and upon all mankind. It is who not only promised to conceal what ho
not done by our being subservient to the heard, but who bad already opened bis mind
commands of Caius, but it is done by our to him, he was much more encouraged, and
own consent ; for whereas it is in our power desired of Cherea that no delay might be nmile
to put an end to the life of this man, who therein. Accordingly they went to Minucihath so terribly injured the citizens and his anus, who was as virtuous a man, and as zeal
subjects, we are his guard in mischief and his ous to do glorious actions as themselves, and
executioners, instead of bis soldiers, and are suspected by Caiusyon occasion of the slaugh
the instruments of bis cruelty. We bear ter of Lepidus; for Minurianus and Lcpldus
these weapons, not for our liberty, not for the were intimate friends, and both in fear of the
Roman government, but only for his preser dangers that they uere under; fur Caius was
vation, who hath enslaved both their bodies terrible to all the greet men, as appearing
and their minds; and we arc every day pol ready to act a mad part towards each of them
luted with the blood that we shed, and the in particular, mid towurds nil of them in
torments we inflict upon others; and this we general; and these men. were afraid of on*
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another, while they were yet uneasy at the
posture of affairs, but avoided to declare their
mind and their hatred against Cuius to one
another, out of fear of the dangers they might
be in thereby, although they perceived by other
means their mutual hatred against Caius, and
on that account were not averse to a mutual
kindness one towards another.
9. When Minucianus and Cherea had met
together, and saluted one another (as they
hud been used in former conversations to give
the upper band to Minucianus, both on ac
count of his eminent dignity, for he was the
noblest of all the citizens, and highly com
mended by all men, especially when he made
speeches to them), Minucianus began first,
and asked Cherea, What was the watch-word
he had received that day from Caius ? for the
affront which was offered Cherea in giving
the watch-words, was famous over the city.
But Cherea made no delay so long as to reply
to that question, out of the joy he bad that
Minucianus would have such confidence in
him as to discourse with him.
" But do
thou," said he, "give me the watch-word of
liberty. And I return tbee my thanks, that
thou hast so greatly encouraged me to exert
myself after an extraordinary manner ; nor
di I stand in need of many words to encou
rage me, since both thou and I are of the
same mind, and partakers of the same resolu
tions, and this before we have conferred to
gether. I have indeed but one sword girt on,
but this one will serve us both. Come on,
therefore, let us set about the work. Do thou
go first, if thou hast a mind, and bid me fol
low thee ; or else I will go first, and thou
shalt assist me, and we will assist one ano
ther, and trust one another. Nor is there a
necessity for even one sword to such as have
a mind disposed to such works, by which
mind the sword uses to be successful. I am
zealous about this action, nor am I solicitous
what I may myself undergo ; for I am not
a' leisure to consider the danger that may
come upon myself, so deeply am I troubled
at the slavery our once free country is now
under, and at the contempt cast upon our
excellent laws, and at the destruction which
hangs over all men by the means of Caius.
I wish that I may be judged by thee, and that
thou mayest esteem me worthy of credit in
these matters, seeing we are both of the same
opinion, and there is herein no difference
between us."
10. When Minucianus saw the vehemency
with which Cherea delivered himself, he glad
ly embraced him, and encoucaged bim in his
bold attempt, commending him. and enla
cing him ; so he let him go with bis good
wishes; and some affirm, that he thereby con
firmed Minucianus in the prosecution of what
had been agreed among them ; for, as Cherea
entered into the court, the report runs, that
a voice came from among the .uultitude to

encourage him, which bade bim finish what
he was about, and take the opportunity that
Providence offered ; and that Cherea at first
suspected that some one of the conspirators
had betrayed him, and he was caught; but at
length perceived that it was by way of exhor
tation. Whether somebody* that was con
scious of what he was about gave a signal
for his encouragement, or whether it was God
himself, who looks upon the actions of men,
that encouraged him to go on boldly in his
design, is uncertain. The plot was now com
municated to a great many, and they were all
in their armour; some of the conspirators
being senators, and some of the equestrian
order, and as many of the soldiery as were made
acquainted with it ; for there was not one of
them who would not reckon it a part of his
happiness to kill Caius ; and on that account
they were all very zealous in tbe affair, by
what means BOever any one could come at it,
that he might not be behindhand in these vir
tuous designs, but might be ready with all faif
alacrity or power, both by words and actions,
to complete this slaughter of a tyrant. And
besides these, Callistus also, who was a freedman of Caius, and was the only man that had
arrived at tbe greatest degree of power under
him,—such a power, indeed, as was in a man
ner equal to the power of the tyrant himself
by the dread that all men had of him, and by
the great riches be had acquired ; for he took
bribes most plenteously, and committed inju
ries without bounds; and was more extrava
gant in the use of his power in unjust pro
ceedings than any other. He also knew the
disposition of Caius to be implacable, and
never to be turned from what he bad resolved
on. He had withal many other reasons why
he thought himself in danger, and tbe vastness of bis wealth was not one of the least of
them: on which account he privately ingratiated himself with Claudius, and transferred
his courtship to him, out of this hope, that in
case, upon the removal of Caius, the govern
ment sho.ild come to him, his interest in such
changes should lay a foundation for his pre
serving h.s dignity under him, since he laid
in beforehand a stock of merit, and did Clau
dius good offices in his promotion. He also
bad the boldness to pretend, that he bad been
persuaded to make away with Claudius, by
poisoning him . but had still invented ten
thousand excutes for delaying to do it. But
it seems proriah c to me that Callistus only
counterfeited this in order to ingratiate him
self with Claudius; for if Caius had been in
earnest resolved to take off Claudius, he
would not have admitted of Callistus's ex
cuses, nor would Callistus, if he bad been
enjoined to do such an act as was desired by
* Just such a voice as this is related to be, came, and
from an unknown original ulso, to the famo'is Polycarp,
*s he wcis going to martyrdom, bidding ht/u "play tlie
man;"a.tli«* church of Smyrna assures h. in tin ir ac
count oftliat his martyrdom. »c-cl 9
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Caius, have pat it off, nor, if be bad disobeyed 12. Cherea consented to this delay; and
those injunctions of his master bad be escaped when the shows were exhibited it was resolved
immediate punishment ; while Claudius was to do the work tbe first day. But fortune,
preserved from the madness of Caius by a which allowed a farther delay to bis slaugh
certain divine providence, and Callistus pre ter, was too hard for their foregoing resolution:
tended to such a piece of merit as he no way and, as three day* of the regular time for
these shows were now over, they had muck
deserved.
11. However, the execution of Cherea's ado to get the business done on the last day.
designs was put off from day to day, by the Then Cherea called tbe conspirators together,
sloth of many therein concerned; for as to and spake thus to them:—"So much time
Cherea himself, he would not willingly make passed away without effect is a reproach to
any delay in that execution, thinking every us, as delaying to go through such a virtuous
time a fit time for it, for frequent opportuni design as we are engaged in; but more fatal
ties offered themselves ; as when Caius went will tbis delay prove if we be discovered, and
up to the capitol to sacrifice for his daughter, tbe design be frustrated;—for Caius will then
or when he stood upon his royal palace, and become more cruel in bis unjust proceedings.
threw gold and silver pieces of money among 00 not we see how long we deprive all our
the people, he might be pushed down head friends of their liberty, and give Caius leave
long, because the top of the palace, that looks still to tyrannize over them ? while we ought
toward the market-place, was very high ; and to have procured tbem security for the future,
also when he celebrated the mysteries, which and, by laying a foundation for tbe happiness
he had appointed at that time; for he was of others, gain to ourselves great admira
then no way secluded from the people, But tion and honour for all time to come."—
solicitous to do every thing carefully and Now, while the conspirators had nothing
decently; and was free from all suspicion that tolerable to say by way of contradiction,
he should be then assaulted by any body ; and and yet did not quite relish what they were
although the gods should afford him no divine doing, but stood silent and astonished, he
assistance to enable him to take away his said further, " O, my brave comrades 1 why
life, yet had he strength himself sufficient to do we make such delays? Do not you see
dispatch Caius, even without a sword. Thus that this is the last day of these shows, and
was Cberea angry at bis fellow-conspirators, that Caius is about to go to sea? for he is
for fear they should suffer a proper opportu preparing to sail to Alexandria, in order to
nity to pass by ; and they were themselves see Egypt. Is it therefore for your honour
sensible that be had just cause to be angry at to let a man go out of your hands who is a
them, and that his eagerness was for their reproach to mankind, and to permit him to
Bd vantage; yet did they desire he would have go after a pompous manner, triumphing both
a little longer patience, lest, upon any disap at land and sea? shall not we be justly
pointment they might meet with, tbey should ashamed of ourselves if we give leave to
put the city into disorder, and an inquisition some Egyptian or other, who shall think his
should be made after the conspiracy, and injuries insufferable to free-men to kill him?
should render the courage of those that were As for myself, I will no longer bear your
to attack Caius without success, while he slow proceedings, but will expose myself to
would then secure himself more carefully the dangers of the enterprise this very day,
than ever against them; that it would there and bear cheerfully whatsoever shall be the
fore he the best to set about tbe work when consequence of the attempt; nor, let their
the shows were exhibited in the palace. These be ever so great, will I put them off an)
shows were acted in honour of that Ctesar* longer: for, to a wise and courageous man
who first of all changed the popular govern what can be more miserable than that, while
ment, and transferred it to himself; galleries 1 am alive, any one else should kill Caius, and
being fixed before tbe palace, where tbe Ro deprive me of the honour of so virtuous an
mans that were patricians became spectators, action ?"
together with their children and their wives,
13. When Cherea had spoken thus, be
and Caesar himself was to he also a spectator; zealously set about tbe work, and inspired
and they reckoned among those many ten thou courage into tbe rest to go on with it ; and
sands who would there be crowded into a tbey were all eager to fall to it without farther
narrow compass, they should bave a favourable delay. So be was at the palace in the morning,
opportunity to make their attempt upon bim with his equestrian sword girt on bim; for it
as he came in ; because bis guards that should was the custoniathat the tribunes should ask
protect him, if any one of them should have a for the watch-word with their swords on, and
mind to do it, would not here be able to give this was the day on which Cherea was by cus
tom to receive the watch-word; and the mul
him any assistance.
• Here Josephne snpposea that ft was Anffustut, anil titude were already come to tbe palace, to be
not Jnlius Cassar. who Drat chantrd the Roman mm- soon enough for seeing the shows, and that in
taonwralth intn a monarchy; for thr*e shows were in great crowds, and one tuinuttuottsly crushing
honour of Augustus, as we thall learn in tbe next section another, while Caius was delighted with this
hot one.
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eagerness of the multitude ; for which reason Philip, the son of Amyntas, who was king pf
there was no order observed in the seating men, Macedonia, slew him as he was entering into
nor was any peculiar place appointed for the the theatre. And now Caius was in doubt
senators, or for the equestrian order; but tbey whether be should tarry to the end of the
sat at random, men and women together, and shows, because it was the last day, or whether
freemen were mixed with the slaves. So he should not go first to the bath, and to din
Cains came out in a solemn manner, and ner, and then return and sit down as before.
offered sacrifice to Augustus Csesar, in whose Hereupon Minucianus, wbo sat over Cuius,
honour indeed these shows were celebrated. and was afraid that the opportunity should
Now it happened, upon the fall of a certain fail them, got up, because he saw Cherea was
priest, that the garment of Asprenas, a sena already gone out, and made baste out, to
tor, was tilled with blood, which made Caius confirm him in his resolution ; but Caius
laugh, although this w.is an evident omen to took hold of his garment in an obliging -way,
Asprenas, for he was slain at the same time and said to him,— "O brave man? whither
with Caius. It is also related, that Caius was art thou going?" Whereupon, out of reve
that day, contrary to his usual custom, so very rence to Cesar, as it seemed, he sat down
all'ihle and good-natured in his conversation, again; but his fear prevailed over him, and in
that every one of those that -vere present were a little time he got up again, and then Caius
astoui-bed at it.
After the sacrifice was did no way oppose his going out, as thinking
over, Caius betook himself to see the sbows, tbat he went out to perform some necessities
and Nit down for that purpose, as did also the of nature. And Asprenas, who was one ot
principal of hi.i friends sit near him. Now the confederates, persuaded Caius to go out
the parts of the theatre were so fastened to the bath, and to dinner, and then to come
together, as it used to be every year, in the in again ; as desirous that what bad been re
manner following:—It bad two doors; the solved on might be brought to a conclusion
one door led to the open air, the other was immediately.
for going into, or going out uf, the cloisters,
14. So Cberea's associates placed them
that those within the theatre might not be selves in order, as the time would permit
thereby disturbed ; but out of one gallery them, and they were obliged to labour bard,
there went an inward passage, parted into tbat the plate which was appointed them
partitions also, which led into another gallery, should not he left by them; but they had an
to give room to the combatants, and to the indignation at the tediousness of the delays,
musicians, to go out as occasion served. and that wbat they were about should be put
When the multitude were set down, and off any longer, for it was already about the
Cherea, with the other tribunes were set down ninth* hour of the day;- and Cherea, upon
also, and the right corner of the theatre Caius's tarrying so long, had a great mind to
was allotted to Cxs&r, one Vatinius, a sena go in, and fall upon him in his seat, although
tor, commander of the Pretorian band, asked he foresaw that tbis could not be done with
of Cluvius, one that sat by him, and was of out much bloodshed, both of the senators and
consular dignity also, — Whether he had heard of those of. the equestrian order that were
any thing of the news or not? — but took present; and although he knew this must
care that nobody should hear what be said; happen, yet bad he a great mind to do so, as
and when Cluvius replied, that he had heard thinking it a right thing to procure security
no news, — " Know then (said Vatinius) that and freedom to all, at the expense of such as
the game of the slaughter of tyrants is to he might perish at the same time. And as tbey
played this day." But Cluvius replied, " O were just going back into the entrance tc
brave comrade 1 hold thy peace, lest some the theatre, word was brought them tbat
other of the Achaians hear thy tale." And Caius was arisen, whereby a tumult was
as there was abundance of autumnal fruit made; hereupon the conspirators thrust away
thrown among the spectators, and a great the crowd, under pretence as if Caius was
number of birds, that were of great value angry at them, but in reality as desirous to
to such as possessed them, on account of their bave a quiet place, that should have none in
rareness, Caius was pleased with the birds it to defend bim, while tbey set about Caius's
fighting for the fruits, and with the violence slaughter.
Now Claudius, bis uncle, was
wherewith the spectators seized upon themy gone out before, and Marcus Vinicius, his
and here he perceived two prodigies that hap sister's husband, as also Valerius of Asia;
pened there; for an actor was introduced, by whom, though tbey bad had such a mind to put
whom a leader of robbers was crucified, and out of their places, the reverence to their dig
the pantomime brought in a play called Ciny- nity hindered them so to do; then followed
ras, wherein he himself was to be slain, as well Caius, with Paulus Arruntius: and because
as his daughter Myrrha, and wherein a great Caius was now gotten within the palace, he
deal of fictitious blood was sbed, both about left the direct road, along which those his
him that was crucified, and aUo altout Ciny* Snetnntut lays Caius was slain about the seventh
ras. It is alio confessed, that this was the hour
of Ihr day. Josephua about the ninth. The aerioa
tame day wherein Pausanias, a friend of of the narration favours Joaephua.
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rerrants stood that were in waiting, and by and upon their admission of what be said
which road Claudius had gone out before, about it, he got tbe dispersed conspirators
Cains turned aside into a private narrow pas together; be prepared every thing after a pru
sage, in order to go to the place for bathing, dent manner, and by suggesting good advice,
as also in order to take a view of the boys that showed himself far superior to the rest, and
came out of Asia, who were sent thence partly made obliging speeches to them, insomuch
to sing hymns in these mysteries which were that he even compelled them all to go on, who
now celebrated, and partly to dance in the otherwise had not courage enough for tbat
Pyrrhic way of dancing upon the theatres. purpose; and when opportunity served to use
So Cherea met him, and asked him for the his sword in band, he appeared first of all
watch-word; upon Caius's giving him oneof bii ready so to do, and gave the first blow in this
ridiculous words, be immediately reproached virtuous slaughter; he also brought Caius
him, and drew bis sword and gave him a easily into the power of the rest, and almost
terrible stroke with it, yet was not this stroke killed him himself, insomuch tbat it is but
mortal. And although there be those that say just to ascribe all that the rest did to the
it was so contrived on purpose by Cherea that advice, and bravery, and labours of the bands
Caius should not be killed at one blow, but of Cherea.
should be punished more severely by a mul
15. Thus did Caius come to bis end, and
titude of wounds, yet does tbis story appear lay dead, by the many wounds which had
to be incredible; because the fear men are been given him. Now Cherea and his asso
under in such actions does not allow them to ciates, upon Caius's slaughter, saw tbat it was
use their reason. And if Cherea was of that impossible for them to save themselves, if they
mind, I esteem him the greatest of all fools, should all go the same way, partly on account
in pleasing himself in his spite against Caius, of the astonishment they were under; for it
ruther than immediately procuring safety to was no small danger they had incurred by
himself and to his confederates from the dan killing an emperor, who was honoured and
gers they were in; because there might many loved by the madness of the people, especially
things still happen for helping Caius's escape, when the soldiers were likely to make u
if be bad not already given up the ghost; for bloody inquiry after his murderers. The
certainly Cherpa would have regard, not so passages also were narrow wherein tbe work
much to the punishment of Caius, as to the was done, which were also crowded with a
affliction himself and his friends were in, great multitude of Caius's attendants, and of
while it was in bis power, after such success, to such of the soldiers as were of the emperor's
keep silent, and to escape the wrath of Caius's guard tbat day; whence it was that they went
defenders, and not leave it to uncertainty by other ways, and came to the house of
whether he should gain the end he aimed Germanicus, the father of Caius, whom they
at or not; and after an unreasonable manner had now killed (which house adjoined to the
to act as if be had a mind to ruin himself, palace; for while the edifice was one, it was
and lose the opportunity that lay before him. built in its several parts by those particular
But every body may guess as be pleases about persons who had been emperors, and those
this matter. However, Caius was staggered I parts bear the names of those that built them,
with the pain that the blow gave him; for the ' or the name ef bim who had begun to bniltl
stroke of the sword falling in the middle, rany of its parts). So they got away from the
bet ween the shoulder and the neck, was hin insults of tbe multitude, and then were for
dered by the first bone of the breast from ! the present out of danger, tbat is, so long as
proceeding any farther. Nor did he either cry i the misfortune which bad overtaken the
ftit (in such astonishment was he), nor did be emperor w as not known. The Germans were
call out for any of his friends; whether it I the first who perceived that Caius was slain.
were that he had no confidence in them, or ] These Germans were Onus's guard, and
that his mind was otherwise disordered, but carried the name of the country whence they
he groaned under the pain he endured, and I were chosen, and composed the Celtic .egion.
presently went forward and fled,—when Cor j The men of tbat country are naturally pasnelius Sabinus, who was already prepared in | sionate, wbicb is commonly tbe temper of
mind so to do, thrust him down upon bis some other of the barbarous nations also, as
knee, where many of them stood round about I being not used to consider much about what
bim, and struck him with their swords, and they do; they are of robust bodies, and fall
tbey cried out, and encouraged one another upon their enemies as soon as ever they are
all at once to strike him again; but all agree attacked by them; and which way soever
that Aquila gave him the finishing stroke, tbey go, they perform great exploits. When,
which directly killed him. But one may therefore, these <3erman guards understood
justly ascribe tbis act to Cherea; for although tbat Caius was slain, tbey were very sorry lor
many concurred in the act itself, yet was he it, because they did not use their reason in
the first contriver of it, and began long be judging about public affairs, but measured all
fore all the rest to prepare for it ; and was the by tbe advantages themselves received, Cams
first roan that boldly spake of it to the rest; being beloved by them, because of the money
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he fcave them, by which he had purchased I been inveigled with shows, and the fightings
their kindness to him: so they drew their I of the gladiators, and certain distributions of
•words, and Sabinus led them on. He was I flesh-meat among them, which things in pro.
one of the tribunes, not by the means of the teuce were designed for the pleasing of the
virtuous actions of his progenitors, for he had multitude, but in reality to satiate the barba
been a gladiator, but be had obtained that rous cruelty and madness of Caius. The
post in the army by his having a robust body. slaves also were sorry, because they were by
So these Germans inarched along the houses Caius allowed to accuse and to despise their
in quest of Ciesar's murderers, and cut Asprenas masters, and they could have recourse to bit
to pieces, because he was the first man they assistance when they had unjustly atfronttd
fell upon, and whose garment it was that the them; for he was very easy in bcucviug tlw.ni
blood of the sacrifices stained, as I have against their masters, even when they accused
said already, and which foretold that this his them falsely ; and, if they would discover what,
meeting the soldiers would not be for his money their masters had, they might soon
good. Then did Norbanus meet them, who obtain both riches and liberty,as the rewards of
was one of the principal nobility of the city, their accusations, because the reward of these
and could show many generals of armies informers was the eighth* part of the crimi
among his ancestors; but they paid no regard nal's substance. As to the nobles, although
to his dignity: yet was he of such great the report appeared credible to some of tbem,
strength, that he wrested the sword of the either because they knew of the plot before
first of those that assaulted him out of his hand, or because they wished it might be
hands, and appeared plainly not to be willing true; however, they concealed not only the
to die without a struggle for his life, until be joy they had at the relation of it, but that they
was surrounded by a great number of assail had heard any thing at all about it. These
ants, and died by the multitude of the wounds last acted so, out of the fear they had that if
ivhich they gave him. The third man was the report proved false, they should be pun
Anteius, a senator, and a few others with ished, for having so soon let men know tbcil
him. He did not meet with these Germans minds. But those that knew Caius was dead,
by chance, as the rest did before, but came to because they were partners with the conspira
show his hatred to Caius, and because he loved tors, they concealed all still more cautiously,
to see Caius lie dead with his own eyes, and as not knowing one another's minds; and
took a pleasure in that sight; for Caius had fearing lest they should speak of it to some of
banished Anteius's father, who was of the those to whom the continuance of tyranny
same name with himself, and, being not was advantageous; and, if Caius should prove
satisfied with that, he sent out his soldiers, and to be alive, they might be informed against,
slew him; so he was come to rejoice at the and punished. And another report went
sight of him, now he was dead. But as the about, that although Caius had been wounded
house was now all in a tumult, when he was indeed, yet was not he dead, but alive still,
aiming to hide himself, he could not escape and under the physician's bands. Nor was
that accurate search which the Germans made, any one looked upon by another as faithful
while they barbarously slew those that were enough to be trusted, and to whom any one
guilty and those that were not guilty, and this would open his mind; for he was either a
equally also. And thus were these [three] friend to Caius, and therefore suspected to
favour his tyranny, or he was one that hated
persons slain.
16. But when the rumour that Caius was him, who therefore might be suspected to
slain reached the theatre, they were astonished deserve the less credit, because of his ill-will
at it, and could not believe it: even some that to him. Nay, it was said by some (and this
entertained his destruction with great pica- indeed it was that deprived the nobility of their
sure, and were more desirous of its happening hopes, and made them sad) that Caius was in
than almost any other satisfaction that could a condition to despise the dangers he bad
come to them, were under such a fear, that been in, and took no care of healing his
they could not believe it. There were al«o wounds, but was gotten away into the market
those who greatly distrusted it, because they place, and, bloody as he was, was making an
were unwilling that any such thing should harangue to the people. And these were the
come to Caius, nor could believe it, though it conjectural reports of those that were so
were ever so true, because they thought no unreasonable as to endeavour to raise tumults,
man could possibly have so much power a9 which they turned different ways, according
to kill Caius. These were the women, and to the opinions of the hearers. Yet did they
the children, and the slaves, and some of the not leave their scats, for fear of being
soldiery. This last sort had taken his pay, accused, if they should go out before the rest;
and in a manner tyrannized with him, and for they should not be sentenced according
had abused the best of the citizens, in being
* Tliis reward, proposed by the Roman laws to msubservient to his unjust commands, in order formrrs.
was sometimes an eUhlh part ol the criminal's
to gain honours and advantages to themselves; goods,
as here; and sometimes a fourth psTt,aa Span*
but for the women and the youth, they had beim assures us. from Suetonius and Tacltua.
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to the reaJ intention with which they went Caius, and by this means put an end to that
out, but according to the supposals of the state of ignorance the men bad been in. Ar
runtius also went round about the pillars, and
accusers, and of the judges.
17. But now a multitude of Germans had called out to the Germans, as did the tiibunes
surrounded the theatre with their swords with him, bidding them put up their swords,
drawn; all the spectators looked for nothing and telling them that Caius was dead; and
but death; and at every one's coming in, a this proclamation it was plainly which saved
fear seized upon them, as if they were to be those that were collected together in the
cut in pieces immediately; and in great dis theatre, and all the rest who any way met the
tress they were, as neither having courage Germans; for while tbey bad hopes that Caius
enough to go out of the theatre, nor believing had still any breath in bim, they abstained
themselves safe from dangers if they tarried from no sort of mischief; and such an abun
there. And when the Germans came upon dant kindness tbey still bad for Caius, that
them, the cry was so great, that the theatre tbey would willingly have prevented the plot
rang again with the entreaties of the spectators against him, and procured his escape from so
to the soldiers, pleading that tbey were entirely sad a misfortune, at the expense of their own
ignorant of every thing that related to such lives; but they now left off the warm leal
seditious contrivances, and if there were any tbey had to punish his enemies, now they
■edition raised, they knew nothing of it; they were fully satisfied that Caius was dead, be
therefore begged that they would spare them, cause it was now in vain for them to show
and not punish those that had not the least their zeal and kindness to him, when he who
hand in such bold crimes as belonged to other should reward them was perished. They
persons, while they neglected to search after were also afraid that they should be punished
such as bad really done whatsoever it be that by the senate, if tbey should go on in doing
bath been done. Thus did these people ap such injuries, that is, in case the authority
peal to God, and deplore their infelicity with I of the supreme governor should revert to
shedding of tears and beating their races, and them; and thus at length a stop was put,
said every thing that the most imminent though not without difficulty, to that rage
danger, and the utmost concern for their lives, which possessed the Germans on account of
could dictate to them. This brake the fury Caius's death.
of the soldiers, and made them repent of what
19. But Cberea was so much afraid for
they minded to do to the spectators, which Minucianus, lest he should light upon the
would have been the greatest instance of Germans, now they were in their fury, that
cruelty. And so it appeared to even these he went and spake to every one of the sol
savages, when they had once fixed the heads diers, and prayed them to take care of his
of those that were slain with Aspreuas upon preservation, and made himself great inquiry
the altar; at which sight the spectators were about him, lest he should have been slain;
sorely afflicted, both upon the consideration and lor Clement, he let Minucianus go when
of the dignity of the persons, and out of a he was brought to him, and, with many other
commiseration of their sufferings; nay, indeed, of the senators, affirineu the action was right,
they were almost in as great disorder at the and commended the virtue of those that con
prospect of the danger themselves were in, trived it, and had courage enough to execute
seeing it was still uncertain whether they it; and said, that " tyrants do indeed please
should entirely escape the like calamity. themselves and look big for a while, upon
Whence it was, that such as thoroughly and having the power to act unjustly ; but do not,
justly hated Cains, could yet no way enjoy however, go happily out of the world, because
the pleasure of his death, because they were they are tinted by the virtuous; and that
themselves in jeopardy of perishing together Cuius, together with all his unhappiness, was
with him; nor had they hitherto any linn become a conspirator against himself, before
assurance of surviving.
these other men who attacked bim did so;
18. There was at this time, one Euaristus and by becoming intolerable, in setting aside
Arruntius, a public crier in the market, and the wise provision the laws had made, taught
therefore of a strong and audible voice, who his dearest friends to treat him as an enenij ;
vied in wealth with the richest of the Romans, insomuch, that although in common dis
and* was able to do what he pleased in the course these conspirators were those that
city, both then and afterward. This man put slew Caius, yet that, in reality, he lies now
himself into the most mournful habit be could, dead as perishing by his own self."
although he had a greater hatred against 20. Now by <his time the people in Ibr
Caius than any one else; hi* fear and his wise theatre were aristn from their seats, and those
contrivance to gain his saicti taught him so that were therein made a very great* disturb
to do, and prevailed over his present pleasure; j ance; tbe cause of which was this, that the
so he put on such a inuui.iini .;r»-.- <t.- lie spectators were too hasty in getting away.
vjuUI have uiuie Itml l.e lu-l (n.. iltiiri-s; I'liere was also one Aicyun, a physician, who
fl-ii'tlds III tile ivnrlll, till- m:ili i-.imc mm lin n..rued away, as if to cure those that w —)
theatre, mill iii|,,iui^ u„-n „| |,,L ,,e»llj ol ' MUiiiKieil; ami, under that pretence, he sent
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those that were with him to fetch what things in this advancement: that it would therefore
wer.» necessary for the healing ofthose wounded be right for tbem, while the public affairs
persons, but in r ality to get tbem clear of were unsettled, to choose Claudius emperor,
the present dangers tbey were in. Now the who was uncle to the deceased Caius, and of
senate, during this interval, had met, and the a superior dignity and worth to every one of
people also assembled together in the accus those who were assembled together in the
tomed form, and were both employed in senate, both on account of the virtues of his
searching after the murderers of Caius. The ancestors, and of the learning be had acquired
people did it very zealously, but the senate in in his education; and who, if once settled
appearance only; for there was present Vale in the empire, would reward them according
rius of Asia, one that bad been consul ; this to their deserts, and bestow largesses upon
man went to the people, as they were in dis tbem. These were their consultations, and
order, and very uneasy that tbey could not they executed the same immediately. Clau
yet discover who they were that had murdered dius was therefore seized upon suddenly by
the emperor; he was then earnestly asked by tbe soldiery. But Cneus Sentius Saturnithem all, who it was that had done it? He nus, although he understood that Claudius
replied, " I wish I had been the man." The was seized, and that he intended to claim the
consuls* also published an edict, wherein government, unwillingly indeed in appear
they accused Caius, and gave order to the ance, but in reality by bis own free consent,
people then got together, and to the soldiers, stood up in the senate, and, without being
to go home, and gave the people hopes of dismayed, made an exhortatory oration to
the abatement of the oppressions they lay them, and such a one indeed as was tit for
under; and promised the soldiers, if they lay men of freedom and generosity, and spake
quiet as they used to do, and would not go thus:—
abroad to do mischief unjustly, that they 2. " Although it be a thing incredible, O
would bestow rewards upon tbem; for there Romans! because of tbe great length of time,
was rerson to fear lest the city might suffer that so unexpected an event hatb happened,
barm by their wild and ungovernable beha yet are we now in possession of liberty. How
viour, if tbey should once betake themselves long indeed this will last is uncertain, and lies
to spoil the citizens, or plunder the temples. at the disposal of the gods, whose grant it is;
And now the whole multitude of the senators yet such it is as is sufficient to make us
were assembled together, and especially those rejoice, and be happy for the present, although
that had conspired to take away the life of we may soon be deprived of it; for one hour
Caius, who put on at this time an air of great is sufficient to those that are exercised in vir
assurance, and appeared with great magnani tue, wherein we may live with a mind account
mity, as if the administration of public affairs able only to ourselves, in our own country, now
were already devolved upon them.
free, antl governed by such laws as this coun
try once flourished under. As for myself, i
cannot remember our former time of liberty,
as being born after it was gotie; but I am
beyond measure filled with joy at the thoughts
CHAPTER IX
of our present freedom. I also esteem those
HOWTEK SENATORS DETERMINED TO RESTORE that were born and brought up in that our
THE DEMOCRACY; BUT THE SOLDIERS WERE former liberty bappy men, and that those men
FOR PRESERVING THE MONARCHY. CON are worthy of no less esteem than the gods
CERNING THB 8LAUGHTER OF CAIUS'S WIFE themselves, who have given us a taste of it
AND DAUGHTER. A CHARACTER OF CAIUS'S in this age; and I heartily wish that this quiet
enjoyment of it, which we have at present,
MORALS.
might continue to all ages. However, this
§ 1. When the public affairs were in this single day may suffice for our youth, as well
posture, Claudius was on the sudden hurried as for us that are in years. It will seem an
sway out of his house; for the soldiers hod age to our old men, if they might die during
meeting together; and when they had its happy duration: it may also be for the
debated about what was to be done, tbey saw instruction of the younger sort, what kind of
that a democracy was incapable of managing virtue those men, from whose loins we are
such a vast weight of public affairs; and that derived, were exercised in. As for ourselves,
if it should be set up, it would not be for our business is, during the space of time, to
their advantage; and in case any one of those live virtuously, — than which nothing can be
already in tbe government should obtain the more to our advantage; which course of virtue
supreme power, it would in all respects be to it is alone that can preserve our liberty; for,
tbeir grief, if they were not assisting to him as to our ancient state, 1 have heard of it by
the relations of others; but as to our later
• These rnotui* are named in the War of the Jews state, during my lifetime, I have known it by
fh.il ch. xi feet. 1). Srntnn "Mliirmniln ami Pumpnniu* experience, and learned thereby what miscbiet
pweundut. ai ."sinnheim notes here The .preen of the
ajcuer if •bem u ml Uuwn in the nest chapter, sect 2. tyrannies have brought upon tbis common*
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wealth, discouraging all virtue, and depriving them, who, without fear of punishment, could
persons of magnanimity of their liberty, and do mischief to the city, and had an uncon
proving the teachers of flattery and slavish trollable power to take off those that freely
fear, because it leaves the public administra declared their opinions. Nor has any thing
tion not to be governed by wise laws, but by so much contributed to this increase of
the humour of those that govern. For since tyranny of late as sloth, and a timorous for
Julius Caesar took it into his head to dissolve bearance of contradicting the emperor's will;
our democracy, and, by overbearing the regu while men had an over-great inclination to
lar system of our laws, to bring disorders the sweetness of peace, and had learned to
into our administration, and to get above right live like slaves, and as many of us as either
and justice, and to be a slave to bis Own in heard of intolerable calamities tbat happened
clinations, there is no kind of misery but what at a distance from us, or saw the miseries tbat
bath tended to the subversion of this city; were near us, out of the dread of dying
while all those that have succeeded him have ji virtuously, endured a death joined with the
striven one with another to overthrow the utmost infamy. We ought, then, in the first
ancient laws of their country, and have left it place, to decree the greatest honours we are
destitute of such citizens as were of generous able to those that have taken off the tyrant,
principles; because they thought it tended to especially to Cherea Cassius; for this one
their safety to have vicious men to converse man, with the assistance of the gods, hath, by
withal, and not only to break the spirits of his counsel and by his actions, been the pro
those that were best esteemed for their virtue, curer of our liberty. Nor ought we to forget
but to resolve upon their utter destruction. him now we have recovered our liberty, who,
Of all which emperors, who have been many under the foregoing tyranny, took counsel
in number, and who laid upon us insufferable beforehand, and beforehand hazarded himself
hardships during the times of their govern for our liberties; but ought to decree him
ment, this Caius, who hath been slain to-day, proper honours, and thereby freely declare,
hath brought more terrible calamities upon us | that be, from the beginning, acted with our
than did all the rest, not only by exercising approbation. And certainly it is a very ex
his ungoverned rage upon his fellow-citizens, cellent thing, and what becomes freemen, to
but also upon bis kindred and friends, and requite their benefactors, as this man hath
alike upon all others, and by inflicting still been a benefactor to us all, though not at all
greater miseries upon them, as punishments, Jke Cassius and Brutus, who slew Caius
which they never deserved, be being equally Julius [Caesar] ; for those men laid the foun
furious against men and against the gods; for dations of sedition and civil wars in our city ;
tyrants are not content to gain their sweet —but this man, together with his slaughter
pleasure, and this by acting injuriously, and of the tyrant, hath set our city free from all
in the vexation they bring both upon men's those sad miseries which arose from the
estates and their wives, — but they look upon tyranny."*
that to be their principal advantage, when they 3. Aijd this was the purport of Sentius's
can utterly overthrow the entire families of oration, which was received with pleasure by
their enemies ; while all lovers of liberty are the senators, and by as many of the equestrian
the enemies of tyranny. Nor can those that order as were present. And now one Trepatiently endure what miseries they bring on bellius Maximus rose up hastily, and took
them gain their friendship; for as they are from Sentius's finger a ring, which had a
conscious of the abundant mischiefs they have stone, with the image of Caius engraven upon
brought on these men, and bow magnanimously it, and which, in his zeal in speaking, and bis
they have borne their hard fortunes, they earnestness in doing what be was about, as it
cannot but be sensible what evils they have was supposed, he had forgotten to take ol?
done, and thence only depend on security himself. This sculpture was broken imme
from what they are suspicious of, if it may be diately. But as it was now far in the night,
in their power to take them quite out of the Cherea demanded of the consuls the watch
world. Since, then, we are now gotten clear word, who gave him this word, Liberty
of such great misfortunes, and are only These facts were the subjects of admiration
accountable to one another (which form of to themselves, and almost incredible; for it
government affords us the best assurance of was a hundred years \ since the democracy
our present concord, and promises us the best • In this oration of Sentius Saturninns, we may see
security from all evil designs, and will be most the great value Tirtuoua men pat upon public liberty,
and the sad miser; they underwent while they were
for our own glory in settling the city in good tyrannized
by sucbemperors as Caius- See Joseorder), you ought, every one of you in parti phus's own oyer
short but pithy reflection at the end of the
cular, to make provision for his own, and in chapter: *' So difficult,*' says be, " it is for those to ob
the virtue that is necessary to a wise man, who
general for the public utility; or, on the con J tain
have the absolute power to do what they please without
trary, they may declare their dissent to such control.*'
things as have been proposed, and this with + Hence we learn that, in the opinion of Satnminos,
sovereign authority of the consuls and senate had
out any hazard of danger to come upon them, the
taken away just one hundred years before the death
—because they have now no lord set over olbeen
Caius, a. D. 4J j or in the OUth year before the Cblte-
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had been laid aside, when this giving the the dead, and all over herself besmeared with
watch-word returned to the consuls; for, the blood of her husband's wounds, and
before the city was subject to tyrants, they bewailing the great affliction she was under,
were the commanders of the soldiers. But her daughter lying by her also; and nothing
when Cherea had received that watch-word, else was heard in these her circumstances but
he delivered it to those who were on the her complain? of Caius, as if be had not
senate's side, which were four regiments, who regarded what she had often told him of
esteemed the government without emperors beforehand; which words of hers were taken
to be preferable to tyranny. So these went in a different sense even at that time, and are
away with their tribunes. The people also now esteemed equally ambiguous by those that
now departed very joyful, full of hope and of hear of them, and are still interpreted accord
courage, as having recovered their former ing to the different inclinations of people.
democracy, and no longer under an emperor: Now some said that the words denoted, that
and Cherea was in very great esteem with she had advised him to leave off bis mad
behaviour and his barbarous cruelty to the
them.
4. And now Cherea was very uneasy that citizens, and to govern the public with mode
Caius's daughter and wife were still alive, ration and virtue, lest he should perish by
and that all his family did not perish with the same way,\ipon their using him as he had
him, since whosoever was left of them must used them. But some said, that as certain
be left for the ruin of the city and of the words had passed concerning the conspirators,
laws. Moreover, in order to finish this matter she desired Caius to make no delay, but imme
with the utmost zeal, and in order to satisfy diately to put them all to death; and this
his hatred of Caius, he sent Julius Lupus, whether tbey were guilty or not, and that
one of the tribunes, to kill Caius's wife and thereby he would be out of the fear of any
daughter. They proposed this office to danger; and that this was what she reproached
Lupus as to a kinsman of Clement, that he him for when she advised him so to do, but
might be so far a partaker of this murder of be was too slow and tender in the matter.
the tyrant, and might rejoice in the virtue of And this was what Cesonia said; and what
having assisted his fellow-citizens, and that the opinions of men were about it. But
he might appear to have been a partaker with when she saw Lupus approach, she showed
those that were first in their designs against him Caius's dead body, and persuaded him
him; yet did this action appear to some of to come nearer, with lamentation and uars;
the conspirators to be too cruel, as to .this and as she perceived that Lupus was in
using such severity to a woman, because disorder, and approached her in order to exe
Caius did more indulge his own ill-nature cute some design disagreeable to himself, she
than use her advice in all that he did; from was well aware for what purpose he came, and
which ill-nature it w%s that the city was in stretched out her naked throat, and that very
so desperate a condition with the miseries that cheerfully to him, bewailing her case, like one
were brought on it, and the flower of the utterly despairing of her life, and bidding him
city was destroyed ; but others accused her of not to boggle at finishing the tragedy they
giving her consent to these things; nay, they had resolved upon relating to her. So she
ascribed all that Caius had done to her as the boldly received her death's wound at the hand
cause of it, and said she had given a potion to of Lupus, as did the daughter after ber. So
Caius, which, had made him obnoxious to her, Lupus made haste to inform Cherea of what
and had tied him down to love her by such he bad done.
evil methods; insomuch that she, having ren
5. This was the end of Ca,ius, after he had
dered him distracted, was become the author reigned four years, within four months. He
of all the mischiefs that had befallen the was, even before he came to be emperor,
Romans, and that habitable world which was ill-natured, and one that had arrived at tHe
subject to them. So that at length it was utmost pitch of wickedness; a slave to his
determined that she must die; nor could pleasures, and a lover of calumny; greatly
those of the contrary opinion at all prevail to affected by every terrible accident, and on that
have her saved; and Lupus was sent accord account of a very murderous disposition where
ingly. Nor was there any delay made in he durst show it. He enjoyed his exorbitant
executing what he went about, but be was power to this only purpose, to injure those
subservient to those who sent him on the first who least deserved it, with unreasonable inso
opportunity, as desirous to be no way blame- lence, and got his wealth by murder and
able in what might be done for the advantage injustice. He laboured to appear above regard
of the people. So, when he was come into ing either what was divine or agreeable to the
the palace, he found Cesonia, who was Caius's laws, but was a slave to the commendations
wife, lying by her husband's dead body, which nf the populace; and whatsoever the laws
also lay down on the ground, and destitute determined to be shameful, and punished, that
of all such things as the law allows to j be esteemed more honourable than what was
He was unmindful of his friends,
nan an, when the nrst triumTirate Iwrsd under Caear, I virtuous.
fcow intimate soever, and though they were
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person* of the highest character; and, if he without control. At the first he.got himself
was once angry at any of tbemf be would such friends as were in all respects the most
inflict punishment upon them on the smallest worthy, and was greatly beloved by them,
occasions ; and esteemed every man that while he imitated their zealous application to
endeavoured to lead a virtuous life his enemy 1 tbe learning, and to the glorious actions of the
And whatsoever he commanded, he would best men ; but when be became insolent to
not admit of any contradiction to his inclina wards them, they laid aside the kindness they
tions; whence it was that be had criminal had for him, and began to hate him; from
conversation with his own sister;* from which which hatred came that plot which they raised
occasion cbiedy it was also that a bitter hatred against him, and wherein he perished.
first sprang up against him among tbe citi
zens, that sort of incest not having been known
of a long time; and so this provoked men to
CHAPTER IIL
distrust him, and to hate him that was guilty
of it. And for any great or royal work that
be ever did, which might be for the present HOW CLAUDIUS WAS SEIZED UPON, AND
and for future ages, nobody can name any BBOUGHT OUT OF HIS HOUSE, AND BROUGHT
such, but only the haven that Me made about TO Tilt CAMP; AND HOW THE SENATE SENT
Rhegium and Sicily, for tbe reception of the AN EMBASSAGE TO HIM.
ships that brought corn from Egypt; which
was indeed a work without dispute very great § I. Now Claudius, as I said before, went
in itself, and of very great advantage to the out of that way along which Caius was gone;
navigation. Yet was not this work brought and as the family was in a mighty disorder
to perfection by him, but was the one half of upon the sad accident of the murder of Caius,
it left imperfect, by reason of bis want of he was in great distress how to save himself,
application to it; tbe cause of which was this, and was found to have hidden himself in a
that he employed his studies about useless certain narrow place, | though he had no
matters, and that by spending his money upon other occasion for suspicion of any dangers,
such pleasures as concerned no one's benefit besides the dignity of his birth; for while he
but his owjt, he could not exert his liberality was a private man, he bebaved himself with
in things that were undeniably of great con moderation, and was contented with his pre
sequence. Otherwise be was an excellent sent fortune, applying himself to learning,
orator, and thoroughly acquainted with the and especially to that of tbe Greeks, and
Greek tongue, as well as with his own country keeping himself entirely clear from every
or Roman language. He was also able, off thing that might bring on any disturbance.
hand and readily, to give answers to composi But at this time tbe multitude were under a
tions made by others, of considerable length consternation, and the whole palace was full
and accuracy. He was also more skilful iu of the soldiers' madness, and the very empe
persuading others to very great things than ror's guards seemed under tbe like fear and
any one else, and this from a natural affability disorder with private persons, the band called
cf temper, which had been improved by much pretvrian, which was the purest part of the
exercise and pains-taking: for as he was the army, was in consultation what was to be
grandson f of the brother of Tiberius, whose done at this juncture. Now all those that
successor he was, this was a strong inducement were ut this consultation, bad litt'e regard to
to his acquiring of learning, because Tiberius the punishment Caius bad suffered, because
aspired after the highest pitch ofthat sort ofre he justly deserved such his fortune; but they
putation: and Cams aspired after the like glory were rather considering their own circum
for eloquence, being induced thereto by tbe stances, how they might take tbe best care of
letters ofhis kinsman and his emperor. He was themselves, especially while the Germans were
also among the first rank of his own citizens. busy in punishing tbe murderers of Cuius;
Hut the advantages he received from his learn which yet was rather done to gratify their
ing did not countervail the mischief he brought own savage temper, than for the good of the
upon himself in the exercise of his authority; public; all which things disturbed Claudius,
so difficult it is for those to obtain thq virtue who was afraid of bis own safety, and this
that is necessary for a wise man, who have particularly because he saw tbe heads of Asthe absolute power to do what they please prenas and his partners carried about. His
station had been on a certain elevated place,
« Sp&nheim here notes from Suetonius, that the wbither a few steps led bim, and whether he
name of Caius's sister, with whom he was guilty of in. 1 had
retired in tbe dark by himself. But when
cest, was Uiusilla; and that "urtooius adds, he was
guilty of the same crime with all bis sisters also tic Gratus, who was one of the soldiers that be
notes farther, that Suetonius omits the mention of the longed to the palace, saw bim, but did not
haven for ships, which ourauthur esteems the only public well know by his countenance who he was,
work fur the good of the present and luture ages which
Caius left behind bim, though in au iiuperlect condition.
-f 'I tu» Caius
excellent
personu/ t The first place Claudius came to was inhabited,
Gennunicus,
whowas
was the
the son
son ofot that
Urusus,
the brother
ami called Hermeiiui. a.* *paubeiui here infbnaa us
Tiberius the emperor.
from Suetonius, iu Claud, e a.
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because it was dark, though he could well government formerly; they also considered
iudge that it was a man who was privately the impossibility of such an undertaking, aa
there on some design, he came nearer to him; also what dangers they should be in, if the
End when Claudius desired that he would government should come to a single person,
retire, he discovered who he was, and owned and that such a one shouli possess it as they
dim to be Claudius. So he said to his fol had no hand in advancing, and not to Clau
lowers, "This is a Germanicus;* come on, dius, who would take it as their grant, and as
let us choose him for our emperor." But gained by their good-will to him, and would
when Claudius saw they were making prepa remember the favours they had done him, and
rations for taking him away by force, and was would make them a sufficient recompense for
afraid they would kill him, as they had killed the same.
Cuius, he besought them to spare him, putting 3. These were the discourses the soldiers
them in mind how quietly he had demeaned had one with another by themselves, and they
himself, and that he was unacquainted with communicated them to all such as came in to
what had been done. Hereupon Gratus smiled I them. Now those that inquired about this
upon him, and took him by the right hand, and j matter, willingly embraced the invitation that
*aid, " Leave off, Sir, these low thoughts of i was made them to join with the rest: so they
saving yourself, while you ought to have ■ carried Claudius into the camp, crowding
greater thoughts, even of obtaining the empire, about him as his guard, and encompassing him
which the gods, out of their concern for the about, one chairman still succeeding another,
habitable world, by taking Caius out of the that their vehement endeavours might not be
way, commit to thy virtuous conduct. Go to, hindered. But as to the populace and sena
therefore, and accept of the throne of thy tors, tbey disagreed in their opinions. The
ancestors." So they took him up and carried latter were very desirous to recover their for
him, because he was not then able to go on mer dignity, and were zealous to get clear of
foot, such was his dread and his joy at what the slavery that had been brought on them
was told him.
by the injurious treatment of the tyrants,
2. Now there was already gathered toge which the present opportunity afforded them;
but
for the people, who were envious against
ther about Gratus, a great number of the
guards; and when thy saw Claudius carried them, and knew that the emperors were
off, they looked with a sad countenance, as capable of curbing their covetous temper, and
supposing that he was carried to execution were a refuge from them, tbey were very glad
for the mischiefs that had been lately done; that Claudius had been seized upon, and
while yet they thought him a man who never brought to them, and thought, that if Clau
meddled with public affairs all his life long, dius were made emperor, he would prevent a
and one that had met with no contemptible civil war, such as there was in the days of
dangers under the reign of Caius; and some Pompey. But when the senate knew that
of them thought it reasonable that the consuls Claudius was brought into the camp by the
should take cognizance of these matters; and, soldiers, they sent to him those of their body
as still more and more of the soldiery got which had the best character for their virtues,
together, the crowd about him ran away, and that tbey might inform him that he ought tc
Claudius could hardly go on, his body was do nothing by violence, in order to gain the
then so weak; and those who carried his government; that he who was a single person,
sedan, upon an inquiry that was made about one either already, or hereafter to be a mem
bis being carried off, ran away and saved ber of their body, ought to yield to the senate,
themselves, as despairing of their lord's pre which consisted of so great a number; that
servation. But, when they were come into he ought to let the law take place in the dis
the large court of the palace (which, as the posal of all that related to the public order,
report goes about it, was inhabited first of all and to remember bow greatly the former
the parts of the city of Rome), and had just tyrants had afflicted their city, and what dangers
reached the public treasury, many more sol both he and they had escaped under Caius;
diers ca'lie about him, as glad to see Claudius's and that he ought not to hate the heavy bur
face, and thought it exceeding right to make den of tyranny, when the injury is dune by
him emperor on account of their kindness for others, while he did himself wilfully treat his
Germanicus, who was his brother, and had country after a mad and insolent manner;
left behind him a vast reputation among all that it he would comply with them, and
that were acquainted with him. They retiected demonstrate that his firm resolution was to
also on the covetous temper of the leading live quietly and virtuously, he would have the
men of the senate, and what great errors they greatest honours decreed to him that a free
had been guilty of when the senate bad the people could bestow; and by subjecting him
4 How Claudius, Another ion of Drusus, which Dra self to the law, would obtain this branch of
ins wu the father of Germanicus. could be here himself commendation, that he acted like a man of
called Germanicus, Suetonius informs us, when he virtue, both as a ruler and a subject; but that
usures us that, by b decree of the Senate, the surname of if he would act foolishly, and learn no wis
Germanicns w»s besluwe I u^ud Drnsusand Ins poste dom
by Caius'a death, they would not permit
rity also. — In Claud, c i.
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as
if
be
had
lately
accompanied
with his wife,
him to go on ; that a great part of the army
was got together for them, with plenty of and had dismissed her, and then came to
weapons, and a great number of slaves, which them: he also asked of the senators what
they could make use of: that good hope was Claudius did; who told him the present
a great matter in such cases, as was also good of affairs, and then asked his opinion
fortune ; and that the gods would never assist the settlement of the public. He told
any others but those that undertook to act in words, that be was ready to lose his life for
with virtue and goodness, who can be no the honour of the senate, but desired them
other than such as fight for the liberty of their to consider what was for their advantage,
country.
without any regard to what was most agree
4. Now the ambassadors, Verauius and able to tbem; for tbat those who grasp at
Hi occlms who were both of them tribunes of government, will stand in need of weapons and
the people, made this speech to Claudius; soldiers to guard them, unless tbey will set
and, falling down upon their knees, they up without any preparation for it, and so fall
begged of bim that he would not throw the into danger. And when the senate replied,
city into wars and misfortunes; but when that they would bring in weapons in abun
they saw what a multitude of soldiers encom dance, and money, and that as to an army, a
passed and guarded Claudius, and that the part of it was already collected together for
forces that were with the consuls were, in tbem, and tbey would raise a larger one by
comparison of them, perfectly inconsiderable, giving the slaves their liberty, — Agrippa
they added, that if be did desire the govern made answer, "O senators 1 may you be able
ment, he should accept of it as given by the to compass what you have a mind to; yet will
senate ; that lie would prosper better, and be I immediately tell you my thoughts, because
happier if he came to it, not by the injustice, they tend to your preservation. Take notice,
but by the good- will of those that would then, that the army which will fight for Clau
bestow it upon him.
dius hath been long exercised in warlike
affairs; but our army will be no better than a
rude multitude of raw men, and those such
as have been unexpectedly made free from
slavery, and ungovernable ; we must then
CHAPTEB IV.
fight against those tbat ure skilful in war,
WHAT THINGS KING AGRIPFA DID FOR CLAU with men who know not so much as how to
DIUS; AND HOW CLAUDIUS, WHEN HE HAD draw their swords. So that my opinion is,
TAKEN THE GOVERNMENT, COMMANDED 1 tbat we should send some persons to Clau
THE MURDERERS OF CAIUS TO BE SLAIN. dius, to persuade him to lay down the govern
ment; and 1 am ready to be one of your
§ 1. Now Claudius, though he was sensible ambassadors."
after what an insolent manner the senate had 2. Upon this speech of Agrippa, the senate
sent to him, yet did he, according to their complied with him, and he was sent among
advice, behave himself for the present with others, and privately informed Claudius of the
moderation; but not so far that he could not disorder the senate was in, and gave him
recover himself out of his fright ; so he was instructions to answer them in a somewhat
encouraged [to claim the government] partly commanding strain, and as one invested with
by the boldness of the soldiers, and partly by dignity and authority. Accordingly, Claudius
the persuasion of king Agrippa, who exhorted said to the ambassadors, that he did not wonder
him not to let such a dominion slip out of his the senate had no mind to have an emperor
hands, when it came thus to him of its own over them, because they had been harassed
accord. Now this Agrippa, with relation to by the barbarity of those that had formerly
Caius, did what became one that had been so been at the head of their affairs; but that they
much honoured by him ; for he embraced should taste of an equitable government under
Caius's body after he was dead, and laid it him, and moderate times, while he should
upon a bed, and covered it as well as he could, only be their ruler in name, but the authority
and went out to the guards, and told them should be equally common to tbein all; and
that Caius was still alive; but be said tbat since he had passed through many and various
they should call for physicians, since he was scenes of life before their eyes, it would be
very ill of b:.s wounds. But when he bad good for them not to distrust him. So the
learned that Claudius was carried away vio umbassadors, upon their hearing this ins
lently by the soldiers, he rushed through the answer, were dismissed. But Claudius dis
crowd to him, and when he found that he was coursed with the army which was there ga
in disorder, and ready to resign up the thered together, who took oaths thatthey would
government to the senate, be encouraged him, persist in their fidelity to him; upon which
and desired him to keep the government; he gave the guards every man five thoufand*
but when he bad said this to Claudius, he • This number of drachms; in be distributed to each
retired home. And, upon the senate's sending
litea, IboaaaAd
equalaixty-ons
to twenty
J atrtarc*
or oue drachmas,
hundred hod
for him, be anointed his head with ointment, private auldier.
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■ a-piece, ana a proportionable quan soldiers. However, the multitude of those
tity to their captains, and promised to give soldiers, when they saw that they were maki;.e
the same to the rest of the armies whereso signals for silence with their hands, a,,J
ever they were.
were ready to begin to speak to them, grew
3. And now the consuls called the senate tumultuous, and would not let them speak at
together, into the temple of Jupiter the Con all, because they were all zealous to be under
queror, while it was still night; but some of a monarchy; and they demanded of the senate
those senators concealed themselves in the one for their ruler, as not enduring any
city, being uncertain what to do, upon the longer delays. But the senate hesitated about
hearing of this summons; and some of them either their own governing, or how they should
went out of the city to their own farms, as themselves be governed, while the soldiers
foreseeing whither the public affairs were would not admit them to govern; and the
going, and despairing of liberty; nay, these murderers of Caius would not permit the sol
supposed it much better for them to be slaves diers to dictate to them. When they were in
without danger to themselves, and to live a these circumstances, Cherea was not able to
lazy and inactive life, than by claiming the contain the anger he had, and promised, that
dignity of their forefathers, to run the hazard if they desired an emperor, he would give
of their own safety. However, a hundred, them one, if any one would bring him the
and no more, were gotten together; and as watch- word from Eutychus. Now, this Eutythey were in consultation about the present chus was charioteer of the green-band faction
posture of affairs, a sudden clamour was styled Prasine, and a great friend of Caius,
made by the soldiers that were on their side, i who used to harass the soldiery with building
desiring that the senate would choose them stables for the horses, and spent his time
an emperor, and not bring the government in ignominious labours, which occasioned
into ruin by setting up a multitude of j Cherea to reproach them with him, and to
rulers. So they fully declared themselves to ] abuse them with much other scurrilous lanbe for the giving the government not to guage; and told them he would bring them
all, but to one; but they gave the senate the head of Claudius; and that it was an
leave to look out for a person worthy to be amazing thing that, after their former madset over them, insomuch, that now the affairs , ness, they should commit their government to
of the senate were much worse than before; a fool. Yet were not they moved with his
because they had not only failed in the reco- words, but drew their swords, and took up
very of their liberty, which they boasted them- 1 their ensigns, and went to Claudius, to join
selves of, but were in dread of Claudius also. in taking the oath of fidelity to him. So the
Yet there were those that hankered after the senate were left without any body to defend
government, both on account of the dignity of them; and the very consuls differed nothing
their families, and that accruing to them by from private persons. They were also under
their marriages; for Marcus Minuciauus was consternation and sorrow, men not knowing
■liustrious, both by his own nobility and by what would become of them, because Clau
his having married Julia, the sister of Caius, dius was very angry at them; so they fell a
who accordingly was very ready to claim the reproaching one another, and repented of
government, although the consuls discouraged what they had done. At which juncture
him, and made one delay after another in Sabinus, one of Caius's murderers, threatened
proposing it: that Minucianus also, who was that he would sooner come into the midst of
one of Caius's murderers, restrained Valerius them and kill himself, than consent to make
of Asia from thinking of such things; and a Claudius emperor, and see slavery returning
prodigious slaughter there had been, if leave upon them; he also abused Cherea for loving
had been given to these men to set up for his life too well, while he who was the first
themselves, and oppose Claudius. There were in his contempt of Caius, could think it a
also a -considerable number of gladiators good thing to live, when, even by all that
besides, and of those soldiers who kept watch they had done for the recovery of their liberty,
by night in the city, and rowers of ships, who they had found it impossible to do it. But
til ran into the camp; insomuch, that of those Cherea said he had no manner of doubt upon
who put in for the government, some left off I him about killing himself; yet he would first
their pretensions, in order to spare the city, sound the intentions of Claudius before he
ami others out of fear for their own persons. did it.
4. But as soon as ever it was day, Cherea, 5. These werethe debates [about the senate];
and those that were with him, came into the but in the camp every body was crowding
senate, and attempted to make speeches to the on all sides to pay their court to Claudius;
and the other consul, Quintus Pomponius,
ponnds sterling, letmi mad) too large, and directly con
reproached by the soldiery as having
tradicts Suetonius, ch. x. who makes them in all but fif was
teen sesterces, or two shillings and fourpence. Yet might rather exhorted the senate to recover their
Josephus have this number from A<ripua. junior, though liberty; whereupon they drew their swords,
I doubl the thousands. «r at least the hundreds, have
been added hy the transcribers; of whirh we have had and were going to assault him, and they had
done it if Claudius had not hindered them,
several examples already iu Jossphus.
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who rratched the consul out of tbe danger be anger against them for tbeir ingratitude. And
was in, and set him by him. But be did not this was the end of the bfe that Cherea c*me
receive that part of tbe senate which was witb to. But Sot Sabinus, although Claudius not
Quint us in the like honourable manner; nay, only set him at liberty, but gave him leave to
tome of them received blows, and were tbrust retain his former command in the army, yet
away as tbey came to salute Claudius; nay, did be think it would be unjust in him to tail
Aponius went away wounded, and tbey were of performing his obligations to his bellowall in danger. However, king Agrippa went confederates; so be tell upon his sword, and
up to Claudius, and desired be would treat killed himself, the wound reaching up to the
the senators more gently; for if any mischief very hilt of the sword,f
should come to tbe senate, he would have no
others over whom to rule. Claudius com
plied with biin, and called tbe senate together
into the palace, and was curried tbitber
CHAPTER V.
himself through the city, while the soldiery
conducted him, though this was to the great HOW CLAUDIUS BESTOBED TO AG SirFA HIS
vexation of the multitude; for Cherea and grandfather's KINGDOMS, AUGMENTED
Sabinus, two of Caius's murderers, went in tbe HIS DOMINIONS; AND HOW HE PUBLISHED
fore-front of them, in an open manner, while AN EDICT IN BEHALF OF THE JEWS.
Pollio, whom Claudius a little before, had
made captain of bis guards, had sent them an § 1. Now, when Claudius had taken out of
epistolary edict, to forbid them to appear in tbe way all those soldiers whom he suspected,
public. Then did Claudius, upon his com which he did immediately, he published an
ing to the palace, get his friends together, edict, and therein confirmed that kingdom to
and desired their suffrages about Cherea. Agrippa, which Caius had given him, and
They said that the work be had done was a therein commended the king highly. He also
glorious one; but tbey accused him that be made an addition to it of all that country
did it of per&liousness, and thought it just over which Herod, who was his grandfather,
to indict the punishment [of death] upon him, had reigned, that is, Judea and Sauiariu; and
to discountenance such actions for the time this he restored to him as due to his family.
to come. So Cherea was led to his execu But for Alula I of Lysanias, and all that lay
tion, and Lupus and many other Romans at Mount Libauus, he bestowed them upon
with him. How it is reported that Cherea him, as out of bis own territories. He also
bore his calamity courageously; and this not + It is both here and elsewhere very remarkable, that
only by tbe firmness of his own behaviour the murderers of the vilest tyrants, wbo'yel highly de
under it, but by tbe reproaches he laid upon served to die, when the murderers were under oaths, or
the like obligations of fidelity to Ibem, were usu
Lupus, who fell into tears ; for when Lupus otherrevenged,
and tbe murderers were cut off them
had laid his garment aside, and complained ally
selves}, and that after a remarkable manner t and th;s
of the cold,* he said, that cold was never sometimes, as in the present case, by those very person*
who were not sorry for sucb murdets, but got kingdoms
hurtful to Lupus [i. e. a wolf]. And as a by
them. Tbe examples are very numerous, both in
great many men went along with them to see sacred
and prul&jie histories, aud seem generally Ihd ra
of ilivine veniieunce on sucb murderers. >m is
the sight, when Cherea came to the place, he tions
it
unworthy
of remark, thai such uitlideirrs ol tyrauls
asked the soldier who was to be their execu do it usually on
surti III principles. In such a cruei man
tioner, whether this office was what he was ner, and as read) to invoive the iunocent witb tue guilty,
wbicb was the ease here (chap, i srcL l-Land eliap. u.
used to, or whether this was the first time of sect.
deserved tbe divine vengtaure upon
bis using his sword in that manner; and them. 4),VIasInchjustly
seems to have been tbe case ol Jehu also,
desired him to bring bim that very sword with when, besides tbe house of Abab, for whose elauahli-r
be Inid a Louuiussion troin God, without any such
which be himself slew Cuius. So he was cuinmissiun.
justice ur commiseration, he killtil
happily killed at one stroke. But Lupus Allah's great any
aien. and acquaintance, aud priests, and
did not meet with such good fortune in going forty-two ul the kindred ol Abaziah, 2 Kings a. il—
U. t*ee Ho*, i. 4. 1 do not wean here to condemn
out of the world, since he was timorous, hhud
or Judith, ur tbe like executioners ol (tod's ven
mill had many blows levelled -at his neck, geance
un those wickrd tyrants who had unjustly op
(sod's own people under tbeir theocracy i who
because he did not stretch it out boldly [as he aspressed
they
appear still lu have bad no selfish designs not
ought to have done].
iuteutions to slay the innocent, so had they still a divine
6. Now a few days after this, as the Paren commission, or a divine impulse, which was theis
for what they did. Judges iii. 16, 19, tfOi
tal Solemnities were just at hand, the Roman commission,
ix. 2; Test. Levi, sect 5, in Authent, Kec. p. 31x,
multitude made tbeir usual oblations to Judith
bee also page 43x.
•
Here St. Luke is in some measure confirmed, when
their several ghosts, and put portions into the het informs
us,
cli.
iii.
1,
that
Lysanias
was
time
tire in honour of Cherea, and besought him before tctrarch of Abilene, whose capital wassome
Abila; as
to be merciful to them, and not continue bis be is farther confirmed by I'tulemy. the great geographer,
which Saanheim here observe*, when be calls that city
* This piercing oold here complained of by Lupus, 4bila ol Lysanias See the note on b. xvii eh. xi.
agrees wrll to the lime of the year when Claudius began sect. 4i and l*nd. at the years thirty-six and tweuly-twj.
hit reignj it being tor certain about tbe moitlhi or I esteem this principality to have belonged to the lacd of
{November, Dei-ember, or January, and most probably Cmiissd ori innlly. to have been ihr hurying-plaee »■{
a few days after January the twenty-fourth, and a few Abel, and leleinnl lu as such. Mali. xXiii 3u* Lulus
anyt before too Roman nreulalia.
xi. At- sk-« AuibeuL Ken. part u. p. tWJ—aba.
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made a league with this Agrippa, confirmed
by oaths, in the middle of the forum, in the
city of Rome: he also took away from Ant in
ch us that kingdom which he was possessed
of, but gave him a certain part of Cilicia and
Coramagena: he also set Alexander Lvsimachus„ the alabarch, at liberty, who had been his
old friend, and steward to his mother Antonia,
but had been imprisoned by Cuius, whose son
[Marcus] married Bernice, the daughter of
Agrippa.
But when Marcus, Alexander's
son, was dead, who had married her when she
was a virgin, Agrippa gave her in marriage to
his brother Herod, and begged for him of
Claudius the kingdom of Chalcis.
2. Now, about this time there was a sedi
tion between the Jews* and the Greeks, at the
city of Alexandria; for, when Caius was
dead, the nation of the Jews, which had been
very much mortified under the reign of Caius,
and reduced to very great distress by the
people of Alexandria, recovered itself, a."tl
immediately took up their arms to fight for
themselves. So Claudius sent an order to
the president of Egypt, to quiet that tumult ;
he also sent an edict, at the request of king
Agrippa and king Herod, both to Alexandria
and to Syria, whose contents were as follows:
" Tiberius Claudius Ctesar Augustus Germanicus, high-priest, and tribune of the peo
ple, ordains thus: — Since I am assured that
the Jews of Alexandria, called Alexandrians,
have been joint inhabitants in the earliest times
with the Alexandrians, and have obtained
from their kings equal privileges with them,
as is evident by the public records that are in
their possession, and the edicts themselves;
and that after Alexandria had been subjected
to our empire by Augustus, their rights and
privileges have been preserved by those presi
dents who have at divers times been sent
thither; and that no dispute had been raised
about those rights and privileges, even when
Aquila was governor of Alexandria; and
that when the Jewish ethnarch was dead,
Augustus did not prohibit the making such
etbuarchs, as willing that all men should be
so subject [to the Romans] as to continue in
the observation of their own customs, and
not. be forced to transgress the ancient rules
of their own country religion; but that, in
the time of Caius, the Alexandrians became
insolent toward the Jews that were among
theiu, which Caius, out of his great madness,
and want of understanding, reduced the nation
of the Jews very low, because they would
not transgress the religious worship of their
country, and call him a god: I will, therefore,
that the nation of the Jews be not deprived of
their lights and privileges, on account of the
madness of Caius; but that those rights and
privilege*, which they formerly enjoyed, be
preserved to them, and that they may continue
in their own custom*. And 1 charge both
uarue» to lako very great car* that no troubles

may arise after the promulgation of this
edict."
3. And such were the contents of this edict
on behalf of the Jews, that was sent to Alexan
dria. But the edict that was sent into the other
parts of the habitable earth was this which fol
lows: — " Tiberius Claudius Ctesar Augustus
Germanicus, high-priest, tribune of the people,
chosen consul the second time, ordains thus: —
Upon the petition of king Agrippa and king
Herod, who are persons very dear to me, that
I would grant the same rights and privileges
should be preserved to the Jews which are in all
the Roman empire, which I have granted to
those of Alexandria, I very willingly comply
therewith; and this grant I make not only for
the sake of the petitioners, but as judging
those Jews for whom I have been petitioned
worthy of such a favour, on account of their
fidelity and friendship to the Romans. 1 think
it also very just that no Grecian city should
be deprived of such rights and privileges, since
they were preserved to them under the great
Augustus. It will therefore be fit to permit
the Jews, who are in all the world under us,
to keep their ancient customs without being
hindered so to do. And I do charge them also
to use this my kindness to tbem with modera
tion, and not to show a contempt of the
superstitious observances of other nations, hut
to keep their own laws only. And 1 will
that this decree of mine be engraven on tables
by the magistrates of the cities and colonies,
and municipal places, both those within Italy
and those without it, both kings ami govern
ors, by the means of the ambassador*, aim to
have them exposed to the public for lull Unit)
days, in such a place, whence it 111.1) plainly
be read from the ground."* .
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THAT FETKONIUS WROTE TO THE INHABIT
ANTS OF DOHIS, IN BEI1ALE OF THE JEWS

§ 1. Now Claudius Ciesar, by these decreet
of his which were sent to Alexandria and to
all the habitable earth, made known what
opinion be had of the Jews. So he soon sent
Agrippa away to take his kingdom, now he
was advanced to a more illustrious dignity
than before, and sent letters to the presidents
and procurators of the provinces, that they
should treat him very kindly. Accordingly
he returned in baste, as was likely he would,
• This form was so known And frequent among tho
Romans, as llr. Huitsun here tells ill Irum the Klral SeU
il-n. thai it uvil lei be thus represented o the 1'itiiora of
their edicts l>v the initial tellers on. v. Ij || |\ R.I..H,
Unite lie Piano Rente l.rce I'tMSit- * vVhcitt* it luay OS
pluinl) read liuui the griMJud, "
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fow be retained in much greater prosperity and insolent, carried a statue of Caesar into a
than be had before. He also came to Jeru ' synagogue of the Jews, and erected it there
salem, ami oflered all the sacrifices that be This procedure of theirs greatly provoked
longed to him, and omitted nothing which Agrippa ; for it plainly tended to the dissolu
the law required ;' on which account he tion of the laws of his country. So he came
ordained that many of the Nazarites should without delay to Publius Petronius, who was
bave their heads shorn. And for the goldon then president of Syria, and accused the peo
chain which had been given him by Caius, of ple of Doris. Nor did be less resent what
equal weight with that iron chain wherewith was done than did Agrippa; for he judged it
his royal bauds had been bound, be hung it a piece of impiety to transgress the laws that
up within the limits of the temple, over the regulate the actions of men. So he wrote the
treasury.f that it might be a memorial of the following letter to the people of Doris in an
severe fate he had lain under, and a testimony angry strain : — " Publius Petronius, the
of bis change for the better; that it might be president under Tiberius Claudius Ciesar
a demonstration how the greatest prosperity Augustus Germanicus, to the magistrates of
may have a fall, and that God sometimes Doris, ordains as follows: since some of you
raises what is fallen down : for this chain have had the boldnefs, or madness rather,
thus dedicated, atforded a document to all after the edict of Claudius Ca?sar Augustus
men, that king Agrippa had been- once bound Germanicus was published, for permitting
in a chain for a small cause, but recovered the Jews to observe the laws of their country,
bis former dignity again; and a little wb^e not to obey the same, but bave acted in entire
afterwards got out of his bonds, and was ad opposition thereto,- as forbidding the Jews to
vanced to be a more illustrious king than he assemble together in the synagogue, by
was before. Whence men may understand, removing Cresar's statue, and setting it up
that all that partake of human nature, how therein, and thereby have offended not only
great soever they are, may fall; and that those the Jews, but the emperor himself, whust
that fall may gain their former illustrious statue is more cotnmodiotisly placed in his
dignity again.
own temple than in a foreign one, where is
2. And when Agrippa had entirely fin the place of assembling together; while it is
ished all the duties of the divine worship, he | but a part of natural justice, that every one
removed Thcopbilus, the son of Ananus, I should have the power over the place belongfrom the high-priestbood, and bestowed that J ing peculiarly to themselves, according to the
honour of his on Simon the son of Boethus, ( determination of Caesar, — to say nothing of
whose name was also Cantberas, whose daugh i my own determination, which it would be
ter king Herod bad married, as 1 have related "idiculous to mention after the emperor's
above. Simon, therefore, had the [high]- I edict, which gives the Jews leave to make
priesthood with his brethren, and with his fa use of their own customs, as also gives order
ther, in like manner as the sons of Simon, that they enjoy equally the rights of citiiens
the son of Onias, who were three, had it for with the Greeks themselves, — 1 therefore
merly under the government of the Macedo ordain, that Proculus Vitellius, the centurion,
nians, as we have related in a former book. I bring those men to me, who, contrary to Au
3. When the king had settled the high- gustus's edict, have been so insolent as to do
priesthood after this manner, he returned the I this thing, at which those very » men who
kindness which the inhabitants of Jerusalem (appear to be of principal reputation among
had shown him; for he released them from them, have an indignation also, and allege
the tax upon houses, every one of whom paid for themselves, that it was not done with
it before, thinking it a good thing to requite their consent, but by the violence of the mul
the tender affection of those that loved him. titude, that they may give an account of what
He also made Silas the general of his forces, hath been done. I also exhort the principal
as a man who had partaken with him in many magistrates among them, unless they have a
of his troubles. But after a very little while mind to have this action esteemed to be done
the young men of Doris, preferring a rash at with their consent, to inform the centurion of
tempt before piety, and being naturally bold those that were guilty of it, and take care that
* Jo&ephus nhows, both here and ch. TU. sect 3, that no handle be hence taken for raising a sedi
he h-ul a much greater opinion of king Agrippa I. than tion or quarrel among them; which those
Simon the learned rabltl, limn the people of Cesarea
and Sehaste, ch. vii. sect. 4, and chap. ix. sect I i and seem to me to hunt after, who encourage
Indeed than his double-dealing between the senate and such doings; while both I myself, and kimr
Claudius, chap. iv. sect 2. than his slaughter of James, Agrippa, for whom I have the highest he.
Uie brother of John, and his imprisonment of Peter, injur, have nothing more under our care than
or his vainglorious behaviour before he died, both to
Acts xit. l,S,3i and here, chap. iv. sect. I, will justify that the nation of the Jews may have no oc
or allow. Josephut's character was probably taken casion given thern of getting together, undei
from his aon Agrippa, junior.
♦ This Ireasurv-chamher seems to have been the Tery the pretence of avenging themselves, and hesame in which our Saviour Uutrht, and where the peo come tumultuous. And that it may be more
ple oflered their chanty money, lor the repairs or othel publicly known whfti Augustus hath resolved
uses ol the temple. Mark ni 41, ace., I like iiti. Ii
Jcbu to., i.li
\abont this vthole umtur. I hav« subjoined
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those edicts which he hath lately caused to be Accordingly, he would nowhere let the king
published at Alexandria, and which, although sit as his superior, and took the like liberty
they may be well known to all, yet did king in speaking to him upon all occasions, till he
Agrippa, for whom I have the highest honour, became troublesome to the king, when thay
r_'ad them at that time before my tribunal, were merry together, extolling himself btyond
and pleaded that the Jews ought not to be measure, and oft putting the king in mind of
deprived of those rights which Augustus hath the severity of fortune he had undergone, that
granted them. I therefore charge you, that he might, by way of ostentation, demon
you do not, for the time to come, seek for any strate what zeal he had shown in his service;
occasion of sedition or disturbance, but that and was continually harping upon this string,
every one be allowed to follow their own what pains he had taken for him, and much
religious customs."
enlarged still upon that subject. The repe
4. Thus did Petronius take care of this tition of this so frequently seemed to reproach
matter, that such a breach of the law might the king, insomuch that he took this ungo
be corrected, and that no such thing might vernable liberty of talking very ill at his
be attempted afterwards against the Jews. hands. For the commemoration of times,
And now king Agrippa took the [high] when men have been under ignominy, is
priesthood away from Simon Cantheras, and by no means agreeable to them; and he is
put Jonathan, the son of Ananus, into it a very silly man, who is perpetually relating
again, and owned that he was more worthy to a person what kindness he bad done
of that dignity than the other. But this was him. At last, therefore, Silas had so tho
not a thing acceptable to him, to recover that roughly provoked the king's indignation, that
his former dignity. So he refused it, and he acted rather out of passion than good
said, " O kingl I rejoice in the honour that consideration, and did not only turn Silas
thou bast for me, and take it kindly that thou out of his place, as general of his horse, but
wouldst give me such a dignity of thy own sent bim in bonds into his own country.
inclinations, although God hath judged that But the edge of his anger wore off by length
I am not at all worthy of the high-priesthood. of time, and made room for more just rea
I am satisfied with having once put on the sonings as to his judgment about this man;
sacred garments; for I then put them on and he considered how many labours he had
after a more holy manner than I should now undergone for his sake. So when Agrippa
receive them again. But, if thou desirest was solemnizing his birth-day, and he gave
thnt a person more worthy than myself should festival entertainments to all his subjects,
have this honourable employment, give me he sent for Silas on the sudden to be hii
leave to name thee such a one. I have a guest. But, as he was a very frank man,
brother that is pure from all sin against God, he thought he had now a just handle given
and of all offences against thyself; I recom him to be angry ; which he could not conceal
mend him to tbee, as one that is fit for this from those that came for him, but said to
dignky." So the king was pleased with these them, " What honour is this the king invites
words of his, and passed by Jonathan, and, me to, which I conclude will soon be over?
according to his brother's desire, bestowed For the king hath not let me keep those oxithe bigh-priesthood upon Matthias. Nor was ginal marks of the good-will 1 bore him,
it long before Marcus succeeded Petronius, which I once had from him; but he hath
as president of Syria.
plundered me, and that unjustly also. Does
be think that I can leave off that liberty of
speech, which, upon the consciousness of my
deserts, I shall use more loudly than before,
and shall relate how many misfortunes I have
CHAPTER VIL
delivered him from? how many labours I
CONCERNING SILAS,—AND ON WHAT ACCOUNT have undergone for him, whereby I procured
IT WAS THAT KINO AGRIPPA WAS ANGRY him deliverance and respect? as a reward
AT HIM. HOW AGRIPPA BEGAN TO ENCOM for which I have borne the hardships of bonds
PASS JERUSALEM WITH A WALL; AND and a dark prison I I shall never forget this
WHAT BENEFITS HE BESTOWED ON THE usage. Nay, perhaps, my very soul, when it
is departed out of the body, will not forget
INHABITANTS OF BERYTUS.
the glorious actions I did on his account."
§ 1. Now Silas, the general of the king's This was the clamour he made; and he
hor-o, because he had been faithful to him ordered the messengers to tell it to the king.
under all his misfortunes, and had never refused So he perceived that Silas was incurable in
to be a partaker with him in any of bis dan. bis folly, and still suffered him to lie in
gcrs, but bad oftentimes undergone the most prison.
2. As for the walls of Jerusalem, that were
hazardous dangers for him, was full of assu
rance, and thought he might expect a sort of adjoining to the new city [Bezetha], he
equality with the king, on account of the firm repaired them at the expense of the public, and
ness of the friendship he had shown to him. built them wider in breadth and higher in "
'I L
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altitude; and he bad marie/hem too strong for people of Berytus : for he erected a theatre
all human power to demolish, unless Marcus, for them, superior to many others of that sort,
the then president of Syria, had by letter both in suniptuousness and elegance, as also
informed Claudius Gesar of what he was an amphitheatre, built at vast expenses; and
doing. And when Claudius had some suspi besides these, he built tbem baths and porti
cion of attempts for innovation, be sent to coes, and spared for no costs in any of hi*
Agrippa to leave off the building of those edifices, to render tiiem both handsome and
walls presently. So be obeyed, as not think large. He also spent a great deal upou their
dedication, and exhibited shows upon them,
ing it proper to contradict Claudius.
3. Now, this king was by nature very and brought thither musicians of all sorts, and
beneficent, and liberal in his gifts, and very such as made the most delightful music of
ambitious to oblige people with such large do the greatest variety. He also showed his
nations; and he made himself very illustrious magnificence upon the theatre, in bis great
by the many chargeable presents he made number of gladiators; and there it was that
them. He took delight in giving, and re he exhibited the several antagonists, in order
joiced in living with good reputation. He to please the spectators; no fewer indeed than
was not at all like that Herod who reigned seven hundred men to fight with seven hun
before him; for that Herod was ill-natured, dred other men;* and allotted all the male
and severe in his punishments, and had no factors he had for this exercise, that both the
mercy on them that he hated; and every malefactors might receive their punishment,
one perceived that he was more friendly to and that this operation of war might be a
the Greeks than to the Jews; for he adorned recreation in peace. And thus were these
foreign cities with large presents in money; criminals all destroyed at once.
with building tbem baths and theatres besides;
nay, in some of those places, he erected tem
ples, and porticoes in others; but be did not
vouchsafe to raise one of the least edifices in
CHAPTER VIII.
any Jewish city, or make them any donation
that was worth mentioning. But Agrippa's WHAT OTHER ACTS WERE DONE BT AGRIPPA
temper was mild, and equally liberal to all UNTIL HIS DEATH; AND AFTER WHAT
men. He was bumane to foreigners, and MANNER HE DIED.
made them sensibletjf his liberality. He was
in like manner rather of a gentle and compas § 1. When Agrippa had finished what I have
sionate temper. Accordingly, he loved to above related at Berytus, he removed to Ti
live continually at Jerusalem, and was exactly berias, a city of Galilee. Now be was in great
careful in the observance of the laws of esteem among other kings. Accordingly,
his country. He therefore kept himself en there came to him Antiochus, king of Cointirely pure: nor did any day pass over bis inagena, Sampsigeramus, king of Einesa, and
Cotys, who was king of tbe Lesser Armenia,
bead without its appointed sacrifice.
4. However, there was a certain man of the and Polemo, who was king of Pontus, as
Jewish nation at Jerusalem, who appeared to also Herod his brother, who was king of
be very accurate in the knowledge of the Cbalcis. All these be treated with agreeable
law. His name was Simon. Tbis man got entertainments, and after an obliging manner,
together an assembly, while the king was and so as to exhibit tbe greatness of his mind,
absent at Cesarea, and had the insolence to — and so as to appear worthy of those respects
accuse him as not living holily, and that he which the kings paid to him, by coming thus
might justly be excluded out of the temple, to see bim. However, while these kings staid
since it belonged only to native Jews. But with him, Marcus, tbe president of Syria,
the general of Agrippa's army informed him, came thither. So the king, in order to pre
that Simon had made such a speech to the serve the respect that was due to the Romans,
people. So the king sent for him ; and, as he went out of the city to meet him, as far as
was then sitting in the theatre, be bade him sit seven furlongs. But this proved to be the
down by him, and said to him with a low beginning of a difference between him and
and gentle voice,— " What is there done in Marcus; for be took with him in his chariot
this place that is contrary to the law?" But those other kings as his assessors. But Mar
he had nothing to say for himself, but begged cus had a suspicion what the meaning could
his pardon. So the king was more easily be of so great a friendship of these kings one
reconciled to him than one could have ima with another, and did not think so close an
gined, as esteeming mildness a better quality in agreement of so many potentates to be for tbe
a king than anger; and knowing that mode interest of the Romans. He therefore sent
ration is more becoming in great men than some of his domestic's to every one of them,
passion. So he made Simon a small present, and enjoined them to go their ways borne
and dismissed bim.
• A strange number of can'tmned criminals to be
5. Now, as Agrippa was a great builder in umler
scutvuee ul deatb at oooe; Do fewer, it totml
. many places, he paid a peculiar regard to the Ulan
H00-
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without further delay. Ttiis was very ill bird was the messenger of ill tidings, as it had
taken by Agrippa, who after that became his once been the messenger of good tidings to
enemy. And now he took the high-priest him; and fell into the deepest sorrow. A
hood away from Matthias, and made Elio- severe pain also arose in his belly, and began
neus, the son of Cantheraa. high-priest in his in a most violent manner. He therefore looked
upon his friends, and said, " I, whom you call
stead.
2. Now, when Agrippa had reigned three a god, am commanded presently to depart this
years over all Judea, he came to the city life; while Providence thus reproves the lying
Cesarea, which was formerly called Strata's words you just now said to me; and I, who
Tower; and there he exhibited shows in was by you called immortal, am immediately
honour of Caesar, upon his being informed that to be hurried away by death. But I am bout"!
there was a certain festival celebrated to make to accept of what Providence allots, asit pleases
vows for his safety. At which festival, a great God; for we have by no means lived ill, but
multitude was gotten together of the prin hi a splendid and happy manner." When he
cipal persons, and such as were of dignity said this, his pain was become violent. Accor
through his province. On the second day of dingly he was carried into the palace ; and the
which shows he put on a garment made rumour went abroad everywhere, that he
wholly of silver, and of a contexture truly would certainly die in a little time. But the
wonderful, and came into the theatre early in multitude presently sat in sackcloth, with
the morning; at which time the silver of bis their wives and children, after the law of their
garment being illuminated by the fresh reflec country, and besought God for the king's
tion of the sun's rays upon it, shone out after a recovery. All places were also full of mourn
surprising manner, and was so resplendent as ing and lamentation. Now the king rested in
to spread a horror over those that looked a high chamber, and as he saw them below
intently upon him: and presently his flatterers lying prostrate on the ground, he could not
cried out, one from one place, and another himself forbear weeping. And when he had
from another (though not fur his good), that been quite worn out by the pain in bis belly
he was a god: and they added, "Be thou for five days, he departed this life, being in
merciful to us; for although we have hitherto the fifty-fourth year of his age, and in the
reverenced thee only as a man, yet shall we seventh year of his reign; for he reigned four
henceforth own thee as superior to mortal years under Caius Cesar, three of them were
nature.'* Upon this the king di<l neither over Philip's tetrarchy only, and on the fourth
rebuke them, nor reject their impious flattery. he had that of Herod added to it; and be
But, as he presently afterwards looked up, he reigned, besides those, three years under the
saw an owl* sitting on a certain rope over his reign of Claudius Ctesar: in which time he
head, and immediately understood that this reigned over the forementioned countries, and
* We have a mighty cry made here by tome critics, as also had Judea added to them, as also Samaria
rf the (treat Eusettius had on purpose falsified tliia account and Cesarea. The revenues that be received
of Josephs*, so aa to make it agree with the parallel out of them were very great, no less than
account in the Acta of the apostle*; because the present twelve millions of drachma?.f Yet did he bor
curies of his citation of ft. Hist Eccles. b. it. cb. z. omit row great sums from others; for he was so
the words $&£&m .ai
e«*<v. ue.on owl—on m
certain rope, which Josephus's present copies retain, and very liberal, that his expenses exceeded his
only have the explicatory word myytkm, or angel ; as if incomes; and his generosity was boundless.£
he meant that anart of the Lord which St. Luke men
tions as smiting Herod, Acts xii. 33, and not that owl 3. But before the multitude were made
which Joaephus called an anye/ or m*xtenoer,formerly of
with Agrippa's being expired,
rd. but now of bad new$ to Agrippa. Tins accusation acquainted
a somewhat strange one in the ease of the great Euse- Herod the king of Chalcis, and Helcias the
biu*. who is known to have so accurately and faithfully
of his horse, and the king's friend, sent
{ir<>duceda vast numberof other ancient records, panicu- master
Aristo, one of the king's most faithful
arly not a tew oat of our Joaephus also, without suspi servants,
and slew Silas, who had been their
cion of prevarication. Now. not to allege how uncertain
we are whether Josephus'a and Kusebiua's copies of the enemy, as if it bad been done by the king's
f.turth century ware Just like the present in this clause, own
command.
which we have no distinct evidence of, the following
tvurds, preserved still in Eusebius. wilt not admit of any
such exposition: "This [bird] (says Eusehins) Aitrippa
presently perceived to be the cause ©I ill fortune, as it was + This sum of twelve millions of drachma, which 1,
once of good foitune, to him;*' which eun only belong to equal to three millions of abekels.it. at 2a. lud a shekel,
that bird, the osW. which as it had formerly foreboded his equal to (our hundred and twenty-live thousand pounds
Itappy deliverance from imprisonment, Ant. h.xviii,c.vi. sterling, waa Agrippa. the Qreat'syearly income, or about
a J. so was it then foretold to prove afterward the unhappy three quarters of bis grandfather Herod's income, tie
forerunner of his death in rive days' time. If the impro having abated the tax upon bouses at Jerusalem, cb. rL
per words signifying cause, be changed for Josephus's sect- 3 j and was not so tyrannical aa Herod bad been to
proper word «yytXm, anutt or nvssmgrr, and the torc the Jewa Sec the note on Antiq.b.xvii.cb. xi. secL4
hing words, fiiudtm — itj
v.***, be inserted, A large sum this! but not, it seems, sufficient for bis ex
rxnensee-.iisehiua's test will truly represent that in Joaephus travagant
i Keiaad takes notice here, not improperly, that Jose*
Had this imperfection been in some heathen sMithnr that phus
omita the reconciliation of this Herod Agrippa, to
waa in good esteem with our modern critics, they would the Tyrians
and Midonlans, by the means of Biastua, the
Have readily sjorreeted these as barely errors in thecopies j king's chamberlain,
mentioned Acta x(L SO. Nor U
but being in an ancient Christian writer, not so well re there
in the world so complete, aa to omt
lished by many of those critics, nothing will serve but the nuthtnganvthathistory
historians take nouce of. unleaa th
Itl-grouoded sul»po*aI ot iilljut co'ruptiun ai.d prevail- one be taken other
out of the otner^ and accommudatadto it.
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2. Now Agrippa, the son of the deceased,
was at Rome, and brought up with Claudius
CHAPTER IX.
Caesar. And when Caesar was informed that
tl hat things ww done after the death Agrippa was dead, and that the inhabitants
op agriffa; and how Claudius, on of Sebaste and Cesarea had abused him, he
account of the youth and unskilful, was sorry for the first news, and was dis
ness or agriffa, junior, sent cusfius pleased with the ingratitude of those cities.
fadus to be frocurator of judea, and He was therefore disposed to send Agrippa,
junior, away presently to succeed his father in
of the entire kingdom.
the kingdom, and was willing to confirm him
§ 1. And thus did king Agrippa depart this I in it by his oath. But those freemen and
life. But he left behind him a son, Agrippa I friends of his who had the greatest authority
by name, a youth in the seventeenth year of ' with him, dissuaded him from it, and said
liis age, and three daughters, one of whom, ! that it was a dangerous experiment to permit
Bernice, was married to Herod, his father's ! so large a kingdom to come under the go
brother, and was sixteen years old; the other vernment of so very young a man, and one
two, Mariamne and Drusilla, were still virgins; hardly yet arrived at the years of discretion,
the former was ten years old, and Drusilla who would not be able to take sufficient care
six. Now these his daughters were thus of its administration; while the weight of a
espoused by their father; Mariamne to Julius kingdom is heavy enough to a grown man.
Archelaus Epiphanes, the son of Antiochus, So Caesar thought what they said to be rea
the son of Chelcias; and Drusilla to the sonable.—Accordingly, he sent Cuspius Fadus
king of Commagena. But when it was to be procurator of Judea, and of the entire
known that Agrippa was departed this life, kingdom, and paid that respect to the de
the inhabitants of Cesarea and of Sebaste for ceased as not to introduce Marcus, who had
got the kindnesses he had bestowed on them, been at variance with him, into his kingdom.
and acted the part of the bitterest enemies; But he determined, in the first place, to send
for they cast such reproaches upon the de orders to Fadus, that he should chastise the
ceased as are not fit to be spoken of: and so inhabitants of Cesarea and Sebaste for those
many of them as were then soldiers, which abuse's they had offered to him that was de
were a great number, went to bis house, and ceased, and their madness towards his daugh
hastily carried off the statues' of this king's ters that were still alive; and that he should
(laughters, and all at once carried them into •remove that body of soldiers that were at Ce
the brothel-houses, and when they had set sarea and Sebaste, with the five regiments,
them on the tops of those houses, they abused into Pontus, that they might do their military
them to the utmost of their power, and did j duty there, and tbat he should choose an equal
such things to them as are too indecent to be number of soldiers out of the Roman legions
related. They also laid themselves down in that were in Syria, to supply their place.
public places, and celebrated general feast- | Yet were not those that had such orders
ings, with garlands on their beads, and with j actually removed; for by sending ambassadors
ointments and libations to Charon, and drink to Claudius, they mollified him, and got
ing to one another for joy that the king was ' leave to abide in Judea still; and these were
expired. Nay, they were not only un the very men that became the source of very
mindful of Agrippa, who had extended his great calamities to the Jews in after-times,
liberality to tbem in abundance, but of his and sowed the seeds of that war which begau
grandfather Herod also, who had himself re under Florus; whenee it was that, when Ves
built their cities, and had raised them havens pasian had subdued the country, be removed
tbem out of his province, as we shall relate
and temples at vast expenses.
« Pholius, who made an extract out of this secUon, hereafter.'t
nays, ttiejr were not the statues or images, but the ladies
f This hlstorj is now
ihimarlves who were thus basely abused by the soldiers.
< ooxxxriiL
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BOOK XX.
CONTAINING TBI INTERVAL OF TWENTY-TWO TEARS.
FROM FADUS THE PROCURATOR TO FLORUS.

he had said, but desired Fadus, however,
and Longinus (which last was come to Jeru
salem, and had brought a great army with
him, out of a fear that the [rigid] injunctions
of Fadus should force the Jews to rebel),
that they might, in the first place, have leave
§ 1. Upon the death of king Agrippa, which to send ambassadors to Gesar, to petition
we have related in the foregoing book, Clau him that they might have the holy vestments
dius Ctesar sent Cassius Longinus as succes under their own power; and that, in the next
sor to Marcus, out of regard to the memory place, they would tarry till they knew what
of king Agrippa, who had often desired of answer Claudius would give to that their
him by letters, while be was alive, that he request. So they replied, that they would give
would not suffer Marcus to be any longer them leave to send their ambassadors, provided
president of Syria. But Fadus, as soon as they would give tbem their sons as pledges
he was come procurator into Judea, found [for their peaceable behaviour]. And when
quarrelsome doings between the Jews that they had agreed so to do, and had given them
dwelt in Perea and the people of Philadel the pledges they desired, the ambassadors were
phia, about thoir borders, at a village called sent accordingly. But when, upon their com
Mia, that was filled with men of a warlike ing to Rome, Agrippa, junior, the son of the
temper; for the Jews of Perea had taken up deceased, understood the reason why they
arms without the consent of their principal came (for he dwelt with Claudius Caisar, as
men, and had desttoyed many of the Phila- we said before), he besought Cffisar to grant
delphians. When Fadus was informed of theJews theirrequest about the holy vestments,
this procedure, it provoked him very much and to send a message to Fadus accordingly.
that they had not left the determination of 2. Hereupon Claudius called for the ambas
the matter to him, if they thought that the sadors, and told tbem that he granted their
Philadelphians bad done them any wrong, request; and bade them to return their thanks
but had rashly taken up arms against them. to Agrippa for this favour, which had been
So he seized upon three of their principal bestowed on them upon his entreaty. And,
men, who were also the cause of this sedi besides these answers of his, he sent the fol
tion, and ordered them to be bound, and lowing letter by them: "Claudius Cajsar,
afterward had one of them slain, whose name Germanicus, tribune of the people the fifth
was Hannibal; and he banished the other time, and designed consul the fourth time,
two. Amram and Eleazar; Tholomy also, the and imperator the tenth time, the father ot
arch robber, was, after some time, brought to his country, to the magistrates, senate, and
him bound, and slain, but not till he had people, and the whole nation of the Jews,
done a world of mischief to Idiunea and the sendeth greeting. Upon the presentation of
Arabians. And indeed, from that time, Judea your ambassadors to me by Agrippa my friend,
was cleared of robberies by the care and whom I have brought up, and have now with
providence of Fadus. He also at this time me, and who is a person of very great piety,
sent for the high-priests and the principal who are come to give me thanks for the care
citizens of Jerusalem, and this at the com I have taken of your nation, and to entreat
mand of the emperor, and admonished tbem, me, in an earnest and obliging manner, that
that tbey should lay up the long garment and they may have the holy vestments, with the
the sacred vestment, which it is customary crown belonging to them, under their power,
for nobody but the high-priest to wear, in the —I grant their request, as that excellent per
tower of Antonia, that it might he under the son Vitelline, who is very dear to me, had
power of the Romans, as it had been formerly. done before me. And I have complied with
Mow the Jews durst cot contradict what' your desire, in the first place, out of regard
CHAPTER I.
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to that piety which I profess, and because I
would hare every one worship God according
to the laws of their own country; and this I do
also, because I shall hereby highly gratify
king Herod and Agrippa, junior, whose sacred
regards to me, and earnest good-will to you,
I am well acquainted with, and with whom I
have the greatest friendship, and whom I
highly esteem, and look on as persons of the
best character. Now I have written about
these affairs to Cuspius Fadus, my procura
tor. The names of those that brought me
your letter are Cornelius, the son of Cero,
Trypho, the son of Theudio, Dorotheus, the
son of Nathaniel, and John, the son of John.
This is dated before the fourth of the calends
of July, when Rufus and Pompcius Sylvanus
are consuls."
3. UerOd also, the brother of the deceased
Agrippa, who was then possessed of the royal
authority over Chalcis, petitioned Claudius
Ctesar for the authority over the temple, and
the money of the sacred treasure, and the
choice of the high-priests, and obtained all
that he petitioned for. So that after that time
this authority continued among all his de
scendants till the end of the war.* Accord
ingly, Herod removed the last high -priest,
called Cantheras, and bestowed that dignity
ou his successor Joseph, the son of Camus.

CHAPTER II.
HOW HELENA, THE QUEEN OF ADIABENE, AND
HSR SON, IZATES, EMBRACED THE JEWISH
RELIGION ; AND HOW HELENA 8UPPLIED
THE POOR WITH CORN, WHEN THERE WAS
A GREAT FAMINE AT JERUSALEM.
§ 1. About this time it was that Helena,
queen of Adiabene, and her son Izates,
changed their course of life, and embraced the
Jewish customs, and this on the occasion fol
lowing:—Monobazus, the king of Adiabene,
who had also the name of Bazeus, fell in love
with his sister Helena, and took her to be his
wife, and begat her with child. But as he
was in bed with her one night, he laid his
hand upon his wife's belly, and fell asleep,
mid seemed to hear a voice, which bade him
take his hand off his wife's belly, and not to
hurt the infant that was therein, which, by
God's providence, would be safely born, and
have a happy end. This voice put him into
disorder; so he awaked immediately, and told
the story to his wife; and when his son was
born, he railed him Izates. lie had indeed
• Here is Koine error in the copies, or mistakes in Josephua; for the power of appointing high-priests, after
Herod, king of Chalcis, w,i- dead, and Agrippa, junior,
was made lung of Chulcis in Ins mom. In-longed to him;
and he eserciard the sume nil along till .faiusalein Mas
destroyed, MB Josephus elsewhere iitorraa us, eh. viii.
•eel «, II i eh. in. sect. I, 4, 6. 7.
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Monobazus, his elder brother, by Helena also,
as he had other sons by other wives besides.
Yet did he openly place all his affections on
this his only-begotten} son Izates, which was
the origin of that envy which his other bre
thren, by the same father, bore to him ; while,
on this account, they hated him more and
more, and were all under great affliction that
their father should prefer Izates before them
all. Now although their father was very sen
sible of these their passions, yet did he forgive
them, as not indulging those passions out ol
an ill disposition, but out of a desire each of
them had to be beloved by their father. How
ever, he sent Izates, with many presents, to
Abennerig, the king of Charax-Spasini, and
that out of the great dread he was in about
him, lest he should come to some misfortune
by the hatred his brethren bore him^; and he
committed his son's preservation "to him.
Upon which, Abennerig gladly received the
young man, and had a great affection for him,
and married him to his own daughter, whose
name was Samacha: he also bestowed a
country upon him, from which he received
large revenues.
2. But when Monobazus was grown old,
and saw that he had but a little time to live
he had a mind to come to the sight of his son
before he died. So he sent for him, and em
braced him after the most affectionate man
ner, and bestowed on him the country called
Carrie; it was a soil that bare amomum in
great plenty: there are also in it the remains
of that ark, wherein it is related that Noah
escaped the deluge, and where they are still
shown to such as are desirous to see them.£
Accordingly, Izates abode in that country
until his father's death. But the very' day
that Monobazus died, queen Helena sent for
all the grandees and governors of the king
dom, and for those that had the armies com
mitted to their command; and when they were
come, she made the following speech to them:
— "1 believe you are not unacquainted that
my husband was desirous Izates should suc
ceed him in the government, and thought him
worthy so to do. However, I wait your de
termination; for happy is be who receives a
kingdom, not from a single person only, but
from the willing suffrages of a great many."
This she said, in order to try those that were
invited, and to discover their sentiments.
Upon the hearing of which, tbey first of all
paid their homage to the queen, as their
custom was, and then they said that they con
firmed the king's determination, and would
submit to if; and tbey rejoiced that lzates's
+ Joaephua here usea the word u.«»> lr» an onlybegotten son, for no other than one besl-heloved, aa does
both the f lid and New Testament: I mean where there
were one or more aons besides, ficn. xxii. 2; Heb. xl (7
See the note ou b i cb. xiii. sect. I.
t It is here very remarkable, that the remains id"
Noah's «iL were believe*] to lie still in beine in th* dajs
ol Jwsephua. See the nuu' on b- I. CU. o, sect. A
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father had preferred him before the rest of his about, she endeavoured to hinder him from
brethren, as being agreeable to all their wishes: doing it, and said to him that this thing would
but that they were desirous first of all to slay bring him into danger; and tbat as he was a
lis brethren and kinsmen, that so the govern king, he would thereby bring himself into
ment might roine Securely to Uates; because great odium among his subjects, when the}
Jf they were once destroyed, all that fear should understand that he was so fond of rites
qrould be over which might arise from their that were to tbem strange and foreign; am
tatred and envy to him. Helena replied to that they would never bear to be ml.
thia, that sbe returned them her thanks for over by a Jew. This it was that she said
Ibe)' kindness to herself and to Uates; but him, and for the present persuaded him t
desi-'ed that they would however defer the exe forbear. And when he had related win,
cute in of this slaughter of lzates's brethren she had said to Ananias, he continued « b»
till la should be there himself, and give his his mother bad said; and when be had al
app ohatiou to it. So since these men had threatened to leave him, unless he couipli
not prevailed with her when they advised her with him, be went away from him; and sat
to Uay them, they exhorted her at least to that he was afraid lest such an action l>< i
kee.) them in bonds till be should come, and once become public to all, he should hint-,
that, for their own security; they also gave be in danger of punishment for hating Iki
her counsel to set tip some one whom she the occasion of it, and having been the kiiij
cou'd put the greatest trust in, as governor instructor in actions that were of ill reputation
of 'be kingdom in the mean time. So queen and he said, that he might worship God wit
Helena complied with this counsel of theirs, out being circumcised, even though be <■
and set up Monobazus, the eldest son, to be resolve to follow the Jewish law entirely ; v. bii
kin;, and put the diadem upon his head, and worship of God was of a superior nature
pa* i him his father's ring, with its signet; as circumcision. He added, that God wou
alst the ornament which they called Sampser, forgive him, though he did not perform
and exhorted him to administer the aifairs of operation, while it was omitted out of nen
the kingdom till his brother should come; sity, and for fear of his subjects. So the ki
who came suddenly upon hearing that his at tbat time complied with these persuade
father was dead, and succeeded his brother of Ananias. But afterwards, as he had n<
Monobazus, who resigned up the government quite left off his desire of doing this thin-,
certain other Jew that came out of Gallic,
to him.
3. Now, during the time Izates abode Bt whose name was Eleazer, nnd who wa
Charax-Spasini, a certiiiq^Jewish merchant, esteemed very skilful in the learning of In
whose name was Ananias, got among the country, persuaded him to do the thing; lot
women that belonged to the king, and taught as be entered into his palace to salute bin
them to worship God according to the Jewish and found him reading the law of Moses, In
religion He, moreover, by their means said to him, " Tbou dost not consider, O khu
became known to Izates; and persuaded him, that thou unjustly breakest the principal ol
in like manner, to embrace that religion; he those laws, and art injurious to God biinwll
also, at the earnest entreaty of Uates, accom [by omitting to be circumcised]; for thoi
panied hiin when be was sent for by his oughtest not only to read them, but chief!j i .
father to come to Adlabcne; it also happened practise what they enjoin thee. How lorn
that Helena, about the same time, was wilt thou continue uneircumciscd? but.
instructed by a certain other Jew, and went thou hast not yet read the law about circuit
over to them. But, when Izates had taken cision, and dost not know how great impin
the kingdom, and was come to Adiabene, and thou art guilty of by neglecting it, react .
there saw his brethren and other kinsmen in now." When the king had beard what h
rjqnds, be was displeased at it; and as he said, he delayed the thing no longer, bu
thought it an instance of impiety either .to retired to another room, and sent for a surge*
tlay or imprison them, but still thought it a and did what he wus commanded to do.
Hazardous thing for to let them have their then sent for his mother, and Ananias
liberty, with the remembrance of the injuries tutor, and informed them that he had dot
that had been offered them, he sent some of the thing; upon which they were present I
them and their children for hostages to Rome, struck with astonishment and fear, and thai
to Claudius Oesar, and sent the others to to a great degree, lest the thing should I
Artabanus, the king of Parthia, with the like openly discovered and censured, and the km
should hazard the loss of his kingdom, wh.
intentions.
4. And when he perceived that his mother his subjects would not bear to be governed In
was highly pleased with the Jewish customs, a man who was so zealous in another religion
he made haste to change, and to embrace them and lest they should themselves run some
entirely; and as he supposed that he could hazard, because tbey would be supposed tlx
not be. thoroughly a Jew unless he were cir- occasion of his so doing. But it was Got!
'-mocised, he was ready to have it done. But himself who hindered w hat they feared from
when his mother understood what he wa? taking effect; for he preserved both Izates
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himself and his sans when they fell into many
dangers, and procured their deliverance when
CHAPTER IH.
it seemed to be impossible, and demonstrated
thereby, that the fruit of piety does not perish HOW ARTABANUS, THE KING OT PARTHIA,
as to those that have regard to him, and fix
OUT OP TEAR OF THE SECRET CONTRItheir faith apon him only:*—but these events
VAHCES OF HIS SUBJECTS AGAINST HIM.
we shall relate hereafter.
WENT TO IZATES, AND WAS BY HTM RE
5. But as to Helena, the king's mother,
INSTATED IN HIS GOVERNMENT ; AS ALSO
when she saw that the affairs of Izates's king
HOW BARDANES, HIS SON, DENOUNCED WAS
dom were in peace, and that her son was a
AGAINST IZATES.
rnppy man, and admired among all men, and
§
1. But now Artabanus, king of the Pareven among foreigners, by the means of God's
providence over him, she had a mind to go to thians, perceiving that the governors of the
(he city of Jerusalem, in order to worship at provinces had framed a plot against him, did
that temple of God which was so very famous not think it safe for him to continue among
among all men, and to offer her thank- them ; but resolved to go to Izates, in hopes
offerings there. So she desired her son to of finding some way for his preservation by
give her leave to go thither: upon which he his means, and, if possible, for his return to
gave his consent to what she desired very wil 01s own dominions. So he came to Izates,
lingly, and made great preparations for her and brought a thousand cf his kindred and
dismission, and gave her a great deal of money, servants with him, and met him upon tbe
and she went down to the city Jerusalem, road, while he well knew Izates1! but Izates
tier son conducting her on her journey a did not know him. When Artabanus stood
great way. Now her coming was of very near him, and in the first place, worshipped
ereat advantage to the people of Jerusalem; nim according to the custom, he then said to
fur whereas a famine did oppress them at that aim, " O kingl do not thou overlook me thy
time, and many people died for want of what servant, nor do thou proudly reject the suit
was necessary to procure food withal, queen I make thee; for as I am reduced to a low
Helena sent tome of her servants to Alexan estate, by the change of fortune, and of a king
dria with money to buy a great quantity of am become a private man, I stand in need of
corn, and others of them to Cyprus, to bring thy assistance. Have regard, therefore, unto
a cargo of dried figs; and as soon as they the uncertainty of fortune, and esteem the
were come back, and had brought those pro care thou shalt take of me to be taken of thy
visions, which was done very quickly, she dis self also; for if I Jjp neglected, and my sub
tributed food fo those that were in want of it, jects go off unpunished, many other subjects
and left a most excellent memorial behind her will become the more insolent towards other
of this benefaction, which she bestowed on kings also." And this speech Artabanus made
our whole nation; and when her son Izates with tears in his eyes, and with a dejected coun
was informed of this famine, he sent great tenance. Now, as soon as Izates heard Artabiisums of money to the principal men in Jeru nus's name, and saw him stand as a supplicant
salem. However, what favours this queen before him, he leaped down from bis horse
and king conferred upon our city Jerusalem, immediately, and said to him, " Take courage,
O kingl nor be disturbed at thy present cala
shall be farther related hereafter,f
mity, as if it were incurable; for the change
chapters (iiLlv.and v.) in observing bow carefully Divine of thy sad condition shall be sudden; for thou
Providence preserved this Jutes, king of AdiabeDe, and shalt find me to be more thy friend and thy
his sons, while be did what be thought was his bouuden
daty, notwithstanding- the strongest political motives to assistant than thy hopes can promise thee;
tb* contrary.
+ This farther acconnt of the benefactions of Izates for I will either re-establish thee in the king
and Helena to tbe Jerusalem Jews which Josepbns here dom of Parthia, or lose my own."
promises,
is, i think,
performed
by him
in his .2. When he had said this, be set Artaba
preseot works;
bnt of nowhere
this terrible
famine itself
in Judea,
take Dr. Hudson's note here: — "This (says be) is that nus upon his horse, and followed bim on
tainine foretold by Azabus, Acts xi.28{ which liappeoed foot, in honour of a king whom he owned as
wben Claudius was consul the fourth timet and not that
than himself; — which when Artaba
other which happened when Claudius was consul the greater
second time, and Csssina was his colleague, as Scallger nus saw, he was very uneasy at it, and sware
says upon Eusebius, p. 174." Now, when Josephus bad by his present fortune and honour, that he
said a little afterward (c.v.sect.2 ) that "Tiberius Alex
get down from his horse, unless lzutes
ander succeeded CuspiuB Fadus as procurator," be imme would
diately subjoins, that ** under these procurators there would get upon his horse again and go
happened a great famine in Judea." w hence it is plain before him. So he complied with his desire,
that this famine continued for many years, on account of
its duration under those two procurators. Now Fadus and leaped upon his horse; and, when he had
was not sent into Judea till after the death of king brought him 10 his royal palace, he showed
AsTippa,i.e. towaras the latter end of tbe -1th year ot
Claudius: so that this famine foretold by Agabus. hap him all sorts of respect when thev sat toge
pened upon the 5th, 6th, and 7th years of Claudius, as ther, —and he i;ave him the upper place at
says Valeaius on Euaeb. ii. 12. Of this famine also, and festivals also, iis regarding not hi* present torqueen Helena's supplies and her monument, see Moses tune, lint l.i> foniii r dignity; mid that u;ioa
v.viimum., p 144.
, it. I46i where
Willie itII isIB obsencd
uujri im inill the
mr j
Cborenensis,
notes, that Pausaaiai mentions that ber monument also. I this coiiaideraUoii alao. that ibe changes of
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fortune are common to all men. He also Jition. But the Paithian king was provoked
wrote to the Parthians, to persuade them to at this his* behaviour, and denounced war
receive Artabanus again; and gave them his immediately against Izates. Yet did he gain
right hand and his faith, that he should for no advantage by this war, because God cut
get what was past and done, and that he off all his hopes therein ; for the Parthians,
would undertake for this as a mediator be perceiving Bardanes's intention, and how he
tween them. Now the Parthians did not had determined to make war with the Romans,
themselves refuse to receive him again, but slew him, and gave his kingdom to his brother
pleaded that it was not now in their power so Gotarzes. He also, in no long time, perished
to do, because tbey had committed the govern by a plot made against him, and Vologases,
ment to another person, who had accepted his brother, succeeded him, who committed
of it, and whose name was Cinnamus; two of his provinces to two of his brothers
and that they were afraid lest a civil war by the same father;—that of the Medes to
should arise on this account. When Cinna the elder, Pacorus; and Armenia to the
mus understood their intentions, he wrote to younger, Tiridatcs.
Artabanus himself, for he had been brought
up by Mm, and was of a nature good and
gentle also, and desired him to put confidence
in him, and to come and take his own domi
CHAPTER IV.
nions again. Accordingly, Artabanus trusted
him, and returned home; when Cinnamus HOW IZATES WA8 BETRAYED BY HIS OWM
met him, worshipped him, and saluted him as ECBJECTS, AND F0CGHT AGAINST BY THB
a king, and took the diadem off his own head, ARABIANS ; AND HOW IZATES, BY THE THOand put it on the head of Artabanus.
YIDENCE OF GOD, WAS DELIVERED OCT OF
3. And thus was Artabanur restored to hii TOEIR HANDS.
kingdom again by the means of Izates, when
ne had lost it by the mentis of the grandees § 1. Now when the king's brother, Monabaof the kingdom. Nor was he unmindful of the zus, and his other kindred, saw how Izates,
benefits he had conferred upon him, but re by his piety to God, was become greatly
warded him with such honours as were of the esteemed by all men, they also had a desire
it esteem among them ; for he gave him to leave the regions of their country, and to
ve to wear his tiara upright,' and to sleep embrace the customs of the Jews ; but that
upon a golden bed, which are privileges and act of theirs was discovered by Izates's sub
m irks of honour peculiar to the kings of jects. Whereupon the grandees were much
l'artuia. He also cut oif a large and fruitful displeased, and could not contain their anger
country from the kingof Armenia, and bestowed at them, but had an intention, when they
it upon him. The name of the country is should find a proper opportunity, to inflict a
Nisibis, wherein the Macedonians had formerly punishment upon them. Accordingly, they
built that city which they called Antioch of wrote to Abia, king of the Arabians, and pro
Mygodonia. And these were the honours that mised him great sums of money, if he would
were paid Izates by the king of the Parthians. make an expedition against their king: and
4. But in no long time Artabanus died, they farther promised him, that, on the first
and left his kingdom to bis sou Bardanes, onset, they would desert their king, because
Now this Bardanes came to Izates, and would they were desirous to punish him, by reason
have persuaded him to join him with bis army, of the hatred he had to their religious worship;
and to assist him in the war he was preparing then they obliged themselves, by oaths, to lie
to make with the Romans; but he could not faithful to each other, and desired that he
prevail with him. For Izates so well knew would make haste in this design. The king
the strength and good fortune of the Romans, of Arabia complied with their desires, and
that he took Bardanes to attempt what was brought a great army into the field, and
>le to be done; and having besides marched against Izates; and, in the beginning
his sons, five in number, and they but ofthe first onset, and before they came to a close
also, to learn accurately the language fight, those grandees, as if tbey had a panic
of our nation, together with our learning, as terror upon them, all deserted Izates, as they
well as he had sent his mother to worship at had agici-d to do. and, turning their backs
our temple, as i have said already, >vas the upon their enemies, ran away. Yet was not
more back ward to a compliance ; ami restrained Izates dismnyed at this; hut when he under
Bardanes, telling him perpetually of the stood that the grandees had betrayed him, he
great armies and f.imous actions of the Ro also retired into his enmp, and made inquiry
mans, and thought thereby to terrify hiin, and into the matter; and as soon as he knew who
desired thereby to hinder hiin from that expe- they were that had made this conspiracy with
the king of Arabia, he cut ofT those that were
found guilty; and renewin : the fight on the
• This
of .-rrrt.
wearing
the tiara
upright,
with
the upprivileee
.,1 ih- coor
ill kMM
lo li.nc
iit-rn or»• next day, be slew the greatest part of his ene
oM
Mat*. ■>•'■" Xcnu.'Uun «ud old r s mies, and forced all the rest >o betake them
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■elves to flight. He also pursued their king, hirqself on the ground, and put ashes upon
and drove him into a fortress called Arsamus, his head, in testimony of his confusion, and
and, following on the siege vigorously, he fasted, together with his wires and children.*
took that fortress. And, when he had plun Then he called upon God, and said, " O
dered it of all the prey that was in it, which Lord and Governor, if 1 hare not in rain
was not small, be returned to Adiabene; yet committed myself to thy goodness, but hare
did not be take Abia alive; because, when he justly determined that thou only art the Lord
found himself encompassed upon every side, and principal of all beings, come now to my
assistance, and defend me from my enemies,
he slew himself.
2. But although the grandees of Adiabene not only on my own account, but on account
had failed in their first attempt, as being of their insolent behaviour with regard to thy
delivered up by God into their king's hands, power, while they have not feared to lift up
yet would tbey not even then be quiet, but their proud and arrogant tongue against thee."
wrote again to Vologases, who was then king Thus did he lament and bemoan himself, with
of Partbia, and desired that he would kill tears in his eyes; whereupon God heard his
Izates, and set over them some other potentate, prayer. And immediately that very night
who should be of a Parthian family ; for tbey Vologases received letters, the contents ot
said that they bated their own king for abro which were these, that a great band of Daha*
gating the laws of their forefathers, and and Sara?, despising him, now he was gone
embracing foreign customs. When the king of so long a journey from borne, had made an
Partbia beard this, be boldly made war upon expedition, and laid Parthia waste ; so that he
Izates; and, as he had no just pretence for [was forced to] retire back, without doing
this war, he sent to bim, and demanded back any thing. And thus it was that Izates
those honourable privileges which had beea escaped the threatenings of the Parthians, by
bestowed on bim by his father, and threatened, the providence of God.
on his refusal, to make war upon him. Upon 3. It was not long ere Izates died, when
hearing of this, Izates was under no small he had completed fifty-five years of his lite,
trouble of mind, as thinking it would be a and had ruled bis kingdom twenty-four years.
reproach upon him to appear to resign those He left behind him twenty-four sons and
privileges that had been bestowed upon him twenty-four daughters. However, he gave
out of cowardice; yet, because be knew, that order that his brother Monobazus should
though the king of Parthia should receive succeed in the government, thereby requiting
back those honours, yet would he not be quiet, him, because, while he was himself absent,
be resolved to commit himself to God, his after their father's death, he had faithfully
protector, in the present danger he was in of preserved the government for bim. But
his life; and as he esteemed him to be his when Helena, his mother, heard of her son's
principal assistant, he intrusted his children death, she was in great heaviness, as was but
and bis wives to a very strong fortress, and natural, upon her loss of such a most dutiful
laid up his corn in his citadels, and set the son; yet was it a comfort to her that she
hay and the grass on fire. And when he had heard the succession came to her eldest son.
thus put things in order, as well as he could, Accordingly she went to him in baste; and
he awaited the coming of the enemy. And when she was come into Adiabene, she did
when the king of Parthia was come, with a not long outlive her son Izates. But Mono
great army of footmen and horsemen, which bazus sent her bones, as well as those of
he did sooner than was expected (for be Izates, bis brother, to Jerusalem, and gave
inarched in great baste), and had cast up a order that they should be buried at the pyrabank at the river that parted Adiabene from midsf which their mother had erected; they
Media, — Izates also pitched his camp not far were three in number, and distant no more
off, having with him six thousand horsemen. than three furlongs from the city of Jerusa
But there came a messenger to Izates, sent lem. But for the actions of Monobazus the
by the king of Parthia, who told him how king, which he did during the rest of his life,
large his dominions were, as reaching from we will relate them hereafter.J
the river Euphrates to Bactria, and enume
rated that king's subjects: be also threatened * Thin motirninij. and fastioe, and praying, used by
■fatlaUoa of his body, aod ashes upon hi*
bim that he should be punished, as a person Izates,arewith
pUin signs that lie was become either a Jew,
ungrateful to his lords; and said that the orhead,
an Khiomte Christian, who indeed ditlered not much
God whom he worshipped could not deliver from proprr Jews. r*ee chap, vi sect 1. However, his
supplications were heard, and be was providentially
him out of the king's hands. When the delivered
that imminent danger he was in.
messenger had delivered this his message, + Thesefrom
pyramids or pillars, erected by Helena, queen
Izates replied, that be knew the king of Par- of Adiabene, near Jerusalem, three in number, are
by Eusrbius. in his liccl. Hist b. 2, ch. 1^,
thia's power was much greater than his own ; mentioned
which Dr. Hudson refers us to Valesius's notes upon
but that be knew also that God was much for
tbal place.— They are also mentioned by Pausanias. as
more powerful than all men. And when he bath been already noted, chap. ii. sect. 6. Keland
guesses that that now called Absalom's I'M > may bo
had returned him this answer, he betook him , one
them.
self to make supplication to UoJ, mid threw | s of1'bis
account is now wanting.
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under the administration of Cumanus, Ihere
happened a great tumult at the city of Jeru
CHAPTER V
salem, and many of the Jews perished
therein ; but I shall first explain the occasion
CONCERNING THEUDAS AND THE SONS OF whence it was derived. When that feast
J I' DAS THE GALILEAN; AS ALSO WHAT which is called the Passover was at hand, at
CALAMITY FELL UPON THE JEWS ON THE which time our custom is to use unleavened
DAY OF THE PASSOVER.
bread, and a great multitude was gathered
together from all parts to that feast, Cumamra
§ 1. Now it came to pass, while Fadus was was afraid lest some uttempt of innovation
procurator of Judea, thut a certain magician, should then be made by thetn; so be ordered
whose name was Theudas," persuaded a great that one regiment of the army should take
part of the people to bike their effects with their arms, and stand in the temple cloisters,
them, and follow him to the river Jordan; to repress any attempts of innovation, if per
for he told them he was a prophet, and that chance any such should begin; and this was
he would, by his own command, divide the no more than what the former procurators of
river, and afford them an easy passage over Judea did at such festivuls; but on the fourth
it; and many were deluded by his words. day of the feast, a certain soldier let down bis
However, Fadus did not permit them to make breeches, and exposed his privy members to
any advantage of his wild attempt, but sent a the multitude, which put those that saw him
troop of horsemen out against them; who, into a furious rage, and made them cry out
fulling upon them unexpectedly, slew many that this impious action was not done to
of them, and took many of them alive. They reproach them, but God himself; nay, some
also took Theudas alive, and cut off his head, of them reproached Cumanus, and pretended
and carried it to Jerusalem. This was what that the soldier was set on by him; which
befel the Jews in the time of Cuspius Fadus's when Cumanus heard, be was also himself not
a little provoked at such reproaches laid upon
government.
2. Then came Tiberius Alexander as succes him; yet did he exhort them to leave olf such
sor to Fadus; he was the son of Alexander seditious attempts, and not to raise a tumult
the alabarch of Alexandria; which Alexander at the festival; but when he could not induce
was a principal person among all bis contem them to be quiet, for they still went on in
poraries, both for his family and wealth: he their reproaches to him, he gave order that
was also more eminent for his piety than this the whole army should take their entire
bis son Alexander, for he did not continue in armour, and come to Antonia, which was a
the religion of his country. Under these pro fortress, as we have said already, which over
curators that great famine happened in Judea, looked the temple; but when the multitude
in which queen Helena bought corn in Egypt saw the soldiers there, they were affrighted at
at a great expense, and distributed it to those them, and ran away hastily; but as the pas
that were in want, as I have related already; sages out were but narrow, and as they
and besides this, the sons of Judas of Galilee thought their enemies followed them, they
were now slain; I mean of that Judas who were crowded together in their flight, and a
caused the people to revolt, when Cyrenius great number were pressed to death in those
came to take an account of the estates of the narrow passages; nor indeed was the number
Jews, as we have shown in a foregoing book. fewer than twenty thousand that perished in
The names of those sons were James and this tumult. So, instead of a festival they
Simon, whom Alexander commanded to be had at last a mournful dav of it and they all
crucified; but now Herod, king of Chalcis, of them forgot thef prayers and sacrifices,
removed Joseph, the son of Camydus, from and betook themselves to lamentation and
the high- priesthood, and made Ananias, the weeping; so great an affliction did the impu
son of Nebedeus, his successor ; and now it was dent obsceneness of a single soldier bring upon
that Cumanus came as successor to Tiberius them.f
Alexander; as also that Herod, brotber of 4. Now before this their first mourning
Agrippa the great king, departed this life, in was over, another mischief befel them also ;
the eighth year of the reign of Claudius Cesar. for some of those that raised the foregoing
He left behind him three son-, Aristobulus. tumult, when they were travelling along the
whom he had by his first wife, with Bernici- public road, about a hundred furlongs from
Bnus and Hyrcanus, both whom be had by the city, robbed Stephanos, a servant of
Bernice his brother's daughter; but Claudius C;esar, as he was journeying, and plundered
Caesar bestowed his dominions on Agrippa, him of all that he had with him; which things
junior.
+ This and many more tumults and seditions, which
3. Now, while the Jewish affairs were arose
at the Jewish festivals, in Josrphus, illustrate tha
• This Theudas. whu arose under Fadus the. pr.mura- cautious procedure of the Jewish gov ernurs, when the)
tor, about a D. 4j or 16. could not be that Theu<U» who said. Malt xxvi.& " let us not lale Jesus on the leastaroae in the days of the taxuit.'. under Cyrejons; (M about day, lest there be un uproar simony the people." a* He and
A. D 7. Arts v. 3 i. 37. u ho that earlier I I u was. well observes tin this pliu'e. Josephns also lakes untie*
of the s^me thing. Uf the W ar, H. i. ch is. sect- 3.
•n Dole uu h xvil cb. X sect. £.
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when Cumanus heard of, he sent soldiers im to pacify them, and promised to endeavour
mediately, and ordered them to plunder the to persuade Cumanus to avenge those that
neighbouring villages, and to bring the most were killed, they would not hearken to thein,
eminent persons among them in bonds to but took their weapons, and entreated the
him. Now, as this devastation was making, assistance of Eleazar, the son of Dineus, ■
one of the soldiers seized the Laws of Moses, robber, who had many years made his abode
that lay in one of those villages, and brought in the mountains, with which assistance they
them out before the eyes of all present, end plundered many villages of the Samaritans.
tore them to pieces ; and this was done with When Cumanus heard of this actions of theirs,
reproachful language, and much scurrility; he took the band of Sebaste, with four regi
which things, when the Jews heard of, they ments of footmen, and armed the Samaritans,
ran together, and that in great numbers, and and marched out against the Jews, and caught
came down to Cesarea, where Cumanus then them, and slew many of them, and took a
was, and besought him that he would avenge, great number of them alive ; whereupon those
not themselves, but God himself, whose laws that were the most eminent persons at Jeru
had been affronted ; for that they could not salem, and that both in regard to the respect
bear to live any longer, if the laws of then- that was paid them, and the families they
forefathers must be affronted after this manner. were of, as soon as they saw to what a height
Accordingly, Cumanus, out of fear lest the things were gone, put on sackcloth, and heaped
multitude should go into sedition, and by ashes upon their heads, and by all possible
the advice of his friends also, took care that means besought the seditious, and persuaded
the soldier who had offered the affront to the them that they would set before their eyes
laws should be beheaded ; and thereby put a the utter subversion of their country, the con
stop to the sedition "which was ready to be flagration of their temple, and the slavery of
themselveB, their wives, and children,! which
kindled a second time.
would be the consequences of what they were
doing, and would alter their minds, would
cast away their weapons, and for the future
lte quiet, and return to their own homes.
CHAPTER VI.
These persuasions of theirs prevailed upon
them. So the people dispersed themselves,
HOW THERE HAPPENED A QUARREL BETWEEN and
went away again to their
THE JEWS AND THE SAMARITANS ; AND placestheof robbers
strength; and after this time all
UOW CLAUDIUS PUT AN END TO THEIE DIF
Judea was overrun with Tobberies.
FERENCES.
2. But the principal of the Samaritans
§ I. Now there arose a quarrel between the went to Ummidius Quadratus, the president
Samaritans and the Jews on the occasion fol of Syria, who at that time was at Tyre, and
lowing :—It was the custom of the Galileans, accused the Jews of setting their villages on
when they came to the holy city at the festi fire, and plundering them; and said withal,
vals, to take their journeys through the country that they were not so much displeased at what
of the Samaritans and at this time there lay, they had suffered, as tbey were at the con
in the road they took, a village that was called tempt thereby shown to the Romans; while,
Ginea, which was situated in the limits of if tbey had received any injury, they ought to
Samaria and tho great plain, where certain have made them the judges of what had been
persons thereto belonging fought with the done, and not presently to make such devasta
Galileans, and killed a great many of them ; tion, as if tbey had not the Romans for their
but when the principal of the Galileans were governors; on which account they came to
informed of what had been done, they came to him, in order to obtain that vengeance they
Cumanus, and desired him to avenge the wanted. This was the accusation which the
murder of those that were killed ; but he was Samaritans brought against the Jews. But
induced by the Samaritans, with money, to the Jews affirmed, that the Samaritans were
do nothing in the matter; upon which the the authors of this tumult and fighting, and
Galileans were much displeased, and per that, in the first place, Cumanus had been
suaded the multitude of the Jews to betake corrupted by their gifts, and passed over the
themselves to arms, and to regain their murder of those that were slain in silence; —
liberty, saying, that slavery was in itself a which allegations when Quadratus heard, be
bitter thing, but that, when it was joined with put off the hearing of the cause, and promised
direct injuries, it was perfectly intolerable. that he would give sentence when he should
And when their principal men endeavoured come into Judea, and should have a more
* This constant passage of the Galilean* through the
Our Saviour had foretold lhat the Jews* rejection of
country of Samaria, an they went to Judea and Joraea- his*Gospel
bring upon them, among other miseries,
lem, illustrates peroral passages in the (Jospels to the these three,would
they themselves here show they ex
same purpose, as Ih\ Hudson rightly observes. See pected wouldwhich
be
the
cotiseqnrnces oftheir present tumults
Luke xvii.; John iv. 4. Pee also Joeepbui in his owu and seditious; the utter
subversion of their cmintry. the
Life (sect. &2), when that Journey is determined to three condagration of their temple,
and the slavery "f therm
aays.
selves, their wives. Mild ehtltlren. See I.uke sli. rj—St>
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exact knowledge of the truth of that matter.
So these men went away without success.
CHAPTEH VII.
Yet was it not long- ere Quadratus came to
Samaria; where, upon hearing the cause, he FELIX 19 MADE PltOCUIlATOTl OF
An
supposed that the Samaritans were the authors ALSO CONCERNING ACK1PPA, .'UNTOR, AND
of that disturbance. But when he was
informed that certain of the Jews were making
innovations, he ordered those to be crucified § 1. So Claudius sent Felix, the brotner ;*f
whom Cumanus had taken captives. From Pallans, to take care of the affairs of Judex;
whence he came to a certain village called and, when he had already completed th?
Lydda, which was not less than a city in twelfth year of his reign, he bestowed upon
largeness, and there heard the Samaritan Agrippa the tetrarchy of Philip, and Batanea,
cause a second time before his tribunal, and and added thereto Trachonitis, with Ab>la;
there learned from a certain Samaritan, that which last had been the tetrarchy of Lysaone of the chief of the Jews, whose name was nius; but he took from him .Chalcis, when he
Dortus, and some other innovatcrs with him, had been governor thereof four years. And
four in number, persuaded the multitude to a when Agrippa had received these countries as
revolt from the Romans; whom Quadratus the gift of Caesar, he gave his sister Drusilla
ordered to be put to death: but still he sent in marriare to Azizus, king of Emesa, upon
away Ananias the high-priest, and Ananus his consent to be circumcised; for Epiphanes,
the commander [of the temple], in bonds to the so»> of king Antiochus, had refused to
U »me, to give an account of what they had marry H«»r, because, after he had promised her
done to Claudius Cxsar. He also ordered father formerly to come over to the Jewish
the principal men, both of the Samaritans and religion, he would not now perform that pro
of the Jews, as also Cumanus the procurator, mise. He also gave Mariamne in marriage
and Celer the tribune, to go to Italy to the to Archelaus the son of Helcias, to whom
emperor, that he might hear their cause, and she had formerly been betrothed by Agrippa
determine their differences one with another. her father; from which marriage was derived
But he came again to the city of Jerusalem, a daughter, whose name was Bernice.
out of his fear that the multitude of the Jews 2. But for the marriage of DrusiUa with
should attempt some innovations; but he Azizus, it was in no long time afterward dis
found the city in a peaceable state, and cele solved, upon the following occasion: — While
brating one of the usual festivals of their Felix was procurator of Judea, he saw this
country to God. So he believed that they Drusilla, and fell in love with her; for she
would not attempt any innovations, and left did indeed exceed all other women in beauty ;
them at the celebration of the festival, and and he sent to her a person whose name was
returned to Antioch.
Simon,* one of his friends; a Jew he was,
3. Now Cumanus and tha principal of
• This Simon, a friend of Felix, a Jew, Iwrn in Cypni*,
the Samaritans, who were sent to Itome, though
hr protruded lo hp a magician, and hernia to have
had a day appointed them by the emperor, been wicked
enough, could hardly br that famous Simon
whereon they were to have pleaded their cause the magician, in the Acts of the ApoMles \ i i ■'. See. . as
art- ready to suppose. The Nimon mentioned in the
about the quarrels they had one with another. some
Act* was nut properly a Jew. but a Samaritan, of the
But now Cupar's freedmen and his friends town
namirii. as the
ine Aposto
npoMOof (Jutas in the countryI ofoi SumarW.
Hecognitions of Clement, ri.
were very zealous on the behalf of Cumanus lical Constitutions, vi.7, the Hr<
ielf
born
in
the
country
of
C
and
JuMin
Martyr,
himself
and the Samaritans; and they had prevailed
form lus. He was also the
Apoloey, L 'M. inform
over the Jews, uidess Agrippa, junior, who Samaria.
author, not uf any ancient Jewish, hut of the first Gentile
us the forementioned authors assure us. So I
was then at Rome, had seen the principal of heresies, him
a different person from the other. I mean
the Jews hard set, and had earnestly entreated suppose
this only upon the hypothesis that Josephus was not mis
Agrippina, the emperor's wife, to persuade informed as to his being a Cypriol Jewi for otherwise
the n ime, the profrsMon, and the wicketNess f
her husband to hear the cause, so as was the time,
both, would strongly incline one to beliere them
ngreeable to his justice, and to condemn those them
the very Mime. \> to tlut DrusilU, the sifter of AgTipp.i,
as Jo^ephus informs us here, and a Jewess, as
to be punished who were really the authors Junior,
St Luke informs us.AcIs xxiv. 21,whom this Simon nirnof this revolt from the Roman government: tioned
hy Joseplius persuaded to leave her forinrr hus
—whereupon Claudius was so well disposed band. Axixuv king of Emeaa. a proselyte of justice, and
l elix, the lieathpn procurator of Jmlea, Ta**ibeforehand, that when he had heard the cause, totusmarry
(Hist v. 9) supposes her to be a heathen, and the
and found that the Samaritans had been the grand-daughter
of Aiitouius and Cleopiitra. contrary both
ringleaders in those mischievous d< ings, he to SL l.uke and Jo«ephus. Now Taciius Ined some
what
too
remote,
as to tioie arid place, to be com
gave order that those who CUM up to him pared with eitherbotn
of those Jewish writers, in a matter
should be slain, and that Cumanus should be concerning
the Jews in J udea in their own days, and con
cerning a sister of Agrippa, junior, with which Agrippa
banished. He also gave order that Celer the Jufteptms
was himself so well acquainted. It in probable
tribune should be carried buck to Jerusalem, that I'aeitus
may B»f true, when he informs Ul that this
and should be drawn through the city in the Felix (who had in all three wives, or queens, as Sueto
nius
in
Claudius,
s. assures us) did once marry such
tight of all the people, and then should be a grandchild of Ant-uiius
and Cleoeatrai and, finding the
■loin.
name of one us* H*-m to have been Drusilla, he niisiuok,
ber lor that nth*r Mile, whose name be did nut know.
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Km! hy birth a Oypriot, and one who pre twenty days;§ and a report went about that
tended tu I* a uiagieian; and endeavoured to he was poisoned by his wife Agrippina. Her
persuade her to forsake her present husband, father was Germanicus, the brother of Caesar.
ami marry him ; and promised, that if she Her husband was Domitius ^nobarbus, one
Mould not refuse him, he would make her a of the most illustrious persons that was in the
happy woman. Accordingly, she acted ill, city of Rome; after whose death, and her
ami bemuse she was desirous to avoid ber long continuance in widowhood, Claudius
si-tcr Hemice's envy, for she was very ill took ber to wife. She brought along with
t . areii by her on account of her beauty, was her a son, Domitius, of the same name with
prevailed upon to transgress the laws of ber his father. He bad before this slain his wife,
iiirelathers, and to marry Felix; and when Messalina, out of jealousy, by whom he had
li nail hail a son by her, he named him his children, Britannicus and Octavia; their
A^npua. But after what manner that young eldest sister was Antonia, whom be Had by
iii-iii. ivirh his wife, perished at the conflagration Pelina bis first wife. He also married Octavia
ill the mountain Vesuvius,* in the days of to Nero; for that was the name that Caesar
'I'm ii* (Jiesar, shall be related hereafter.f
gave him afterward, upon his adopting him for
,!. lint ms for Berniee, she lived a widow a his son.
Inn;; while alter the death of Herod [king ot 2. But now Agrippina was afraid, lest,
t n-ilcis], who was both her husband and her when Britannicus should come to man's estate,
uncle, lint, when the report went that she he should succeed bis father in the govern
11.11 ; criminal conversation with her brother ment, and desired to seize upon the principa
[ Airnppa. junior], she persuaded Poleino, who lity beforehand for her own son [Nero]; upon
was king of Cilicia, to be circumcised, and to which the report went that she thence com
unrry her, a* supposing that, by this means, passed the death of Claudius. Accordingly,
she should prove those calumnies upon her to she sent Burrhus, the general of the army,
oe faUe ; and Poleino was prevailed upon, immediately, and with him the tribunes, and
mid tnat chiefly on account of her riches. such also of the freedmen as were of the
Yet uid not this matrimony endure long; but greatest authority, to bring Nero away into
Hernice left Poleino, and, as was said, with the camp, and to salute' biin emperor. And
impure intentions. So he forsook at once this when Nero had thus obtained the government,
matrimony, and the Jewish religion: and, at he got Britannicus to be so poisoned, that the
the same time, Marianine put away Arche- multitude should not perceive it ; although
laus, and was married to Demetrius, the prin- he publicly put his own mother to death not
cipal man among the Alexandrian Jews, both long afterward, making her this requital, not
lor his family and his wealth; and indeed he only for being born of her, but for bringing
was then their alabarch. So she named her it so about by her contrivances, that be ob
son whom she had by him Agrippinus. But tained the Roman empire. He also slew
of all these particulars we shall hereafter treat Octavia his own wife,and many other illus
more exactly. J
trious persons, under this pretence, tbat they
plotted against him.
3. But I omit any farther discourse' about
these affairs; for there have been a great
many who have composed the history of Nero;
some of whom have departed from the truth
CHAPTER VIII.
of facts, out of "favour, as having received
AFTER WHAT MANNER, UPON THE DEATH benefits from him ; while others, out of hatred
OF CLAUDIUS, NEBO SUCCEEDED IN THE to him, and the great ill-will which they bare
GOVERNMENT; AS ALSO WHAT BARBAROUS him, have so impudently raved against I. m.
THINGS HE DID. CONCERNING THE ROB with their lies, that they justly deserved to b<
BERS, MURDERERS, AND IMPOSTORS, THAT condemned. Nor do 1 wonder at such at
AROSE WHILE FELIX AND FESTUS WERE have told lies of Nero, since they have not in
PROCURATORS OF JUDEA.
their writings preserved the truth of history
as to those facts that were earlier than his
§ 1. Now Claudius Caesar died when be had time, even when the actors could have no way
reigned thirteen years, eight mouths, and incurred their hatred, since those writers
'ived a long time after them; but as to those
• This eruption of Vesuvius was one of the greatest that have no regard to truth, they may w rite
we have io history See Byanchtni's curinus and im as they please,—for in that they take delight;
portant observations on this Vesuvius, and Jls seven but as to ourselves, who have made truth our
several great eruption*, with their n-inains vitrirird. and direct aim, we shall briefly touch upon wbat
still existing, in so many dillerfiit ftrittit under ground,
tiil the diggers came to thr atttittrItivSati waters, with only belongs remotely to this undertaking,
tneir propurtiunahlc iitlersttrea. imnkiiig llie Heltitrr
j Thia
the reivn
agrees
with
Itt have been above two tlltiusaii ■ live litimirtil imr- lliu.
us litduration
ili|ilt>ttiiof here
rruiarof SiClaudius
as lie al»u
lei.arks
twlbre
the Christian era, aocoiduig lo uui exicum I , it Ner.i'it
name, w hich w;m ul lirst I. Il.iniilius ASmf
onrtiuoloKy.
li iri.ii*. tiller Claud. u. i.ail a-tuplrti lllul. was N«ro Claa*
T 'litis is now wttnlinr..
t This alsu la nuw Mauling
otus Cwtteir L*iit»u» tivWAuicu*.
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but shall relate what hath happened to u> was never avenged, the robbers went up with
Jews with great accuracy, and shall not grudge the greatest security at the festivals after this
our pains in giving an account both of the time; and having weapons concealed in like
calamities we have suffered and of the crimes manner as before, and mingling themselves
we have been guilty of. — I will now there- among the multitude, they slew certain of their
lore return to the relation of our own affairs. own enemies, and weresubservient toother men
4. For in the first year of the reign of Nero, for money; and slew others not only in remote
upon the death of Azizus, king of Emesa, parts of the city, but in the temple itself also ;
Soemus,* his brother, succeeded in his king- for they bad the boldness to murder men there,
doin, and Aristobulus, the son of Herod, king without thinking of the impiety of which they
of Chalcis, was intrusted by Nero with the were guilty. And this seems to me to have
government of the Lesser Armenia. Cxsar been the reason why God, out of bis hatred to
also Bestowed on Agrippa a certain part of these men's wickedness, rejected our city; and
Galilee, Tiberias and Tenches;,* and ordered as for the temple, be no longer esteemed it
them to submit to his jurisdiction. He gave sufficiently pure for him to inhabit therein, but
him also Julias, a city of Perea, with fourteen brought the Romans upon us, and threw a fire
upon the city to purge it; and brought upon
villages that lay about it.
5. Now, as for the affairs of the Jews, they us, our wives, and children, slavery,—as desi
grew worse and worse continually; for the rous to make us wiser by our calamities.
country was again filled with robbers and 6. These works, that were done by the rob
impostor!, who deluded the multitude. Yet bers, filled the city with all sorts of impiety.
did Felix catch and put to death many of those And now these impostors and deceivers |
impostors every day, together with the rob persuaded the multitude to follow them
bers. He also caught Eleazar, the son of into the wilderness, and pretended that they
Dineus, who had gotten together a company would exhibit manifest wonders and signs,
of robbers; and this be did by treachery; that should be performed by the providence
for he gave him assurance that be should of God. And many that were prevailed on
suffer no harm, and thereby persuaded him to by them suffered the punishments of their
come to him; but when he came, he bound
him and sent him to Rome. Felix also the Jewish nation, as Josephns here supposes; whose
bore an ill-will to Jonathan, the high-priest, excellent reflection on the gross wickednesaot that nation,
the direct cause of their terrible destruction, is welt
because he frequently gave him admonitions aa
worthy the attention of every Jewish and Christian
about governing the Jewish affairs better than reader.
And, since we are soon cumins; to the cata
of Jewish high-priests, it may not be amiss, with
he did, lest he should himself have complaints logue
Reland.
to
this Jonathan among them ; and to
made of him by the multitude, since he it transcribe hisinsert
particular catalogue of the last twentywas who had desired Ciesar to send him as eight high-priests, taken out of Josephus, and begin with
who was made by Herod the Great Sea
procurator of Judea. So Felix contrived a Ananelus,
b. XT. cb. LL sect. 4, and the note there.
method whereby he might get rid of him, Antiq.
1. Ananelus.
now he was become so continually trouble 2. Aristobulus.
of Pabus,
some to him; for such continual admonitions 3. Jesus, thethetoo
son of Boetbus.
are grievous to those who are disposed to act 6.4. Simon,
Matthias, the son of Theophilus.
the son of Bncthus.
unjustly. Wherefore Felix persuaded one of 6. Joazar,
Eleazar, the son of Boetbus.
Jonathan's most faithful friends, a citizen of 7.& Jesus,
the son of Sie.
Jerusalem, whose name was Doras, to bring 9. [Annas, or] A nanus, the son of Seth.
Ismael, the son of Fabus.
the robbers upon Jonathan, in order to kill 10.
Kleazar, the son of Ananus.
bun; and this he did by promising to give 112.L Simon,
the son of Camithus.
liiin a great deal of money for so doing. Id. Josephus Caiapbaa, the son-in-law to Ananas.
14.
Jonathan,
of Ananus,
Doras complied with the proposal, and con 10. Theophilus,thebissonbrother,
and son of Ananus.
trived matters so, that the robbers might 16.
Simon, the son of Boetbus.
murder him after the following manner:— 17. Miittluasthe brother ol Jonathan, and son of Ananus.
Aljoncus.
Certain of those robbers went up to the city, 18.
19. Josephus, the son of Camydus.
as if tbey were going to worship God, while 20. Ananias, the son of Nebedeus.
Junuthas.
they had daggers under their garments; and, 21.
22. Ismael. the son of Pabi.
by thus mingling themselves among the multi 23.
Joseph Cabi, the son of Simon.
tude, they slew Jonathan ;J and as this murder 24. Ananus. the son of Ananus.
2\ Jesus, the son of Damneua.
• This Soemns It elsewhere mentioned [by Josephus, Sri Jesus, the son of fJaraalieL
in his own Life, sect. 1 1. as also] by l>io Casaius and 27. Matthias, the son of Theophilus.
2M. Phanniaa, theand
son Joseph
of Samuel.
Torttus, as Or Hudson Informs us
Caiaphas, here mentioned
4 This agrees with Jusephus's frequent accounts else As fortheAnanus
middle of this catalogue, they are no other than
where in bis own Lire, that Tiberias, and Taricheas. and about
those Annas and Caiaphassoolten mentioned in the Four
Gam.la. were undrr this Agrippa, junior, till Justus, the Gospels,
and that Ananias, the son of Nebedeus, was
»on of Pi.tus. seised upon Ibem for the Jews, upon the that high-priest
before whom St. Paul pleaded hi* own
breaking
ol ttie w and
ir. barharous murder of the grwid
t This out
treacherous
cause.
Acts
I of thesexxiv.
Jewish impostors and false prophets, with
high - vriesl Jointth.tn. hy Ihc colli ivmice of this wicked many
other eiicumslunces and taiseries of the Jews, till
I'lix'urHliir telix. was tlir iuiine-hate <«ra.iun of Hie
ersilmn murders hv trie ticirri or riitfi.vis. and one Kre.it their utter destruction, loretold by our Saviour, tea lit,
cai.se ul toe IoiIjwiu; .lomo citleltirs uud miseries ul Accoinpl. of Proph. p. to — 7j.
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folly; for Felix brought them back, and then to plunder some of the houses of the citizens,
punished them. Moreover, there came out which were full of riches. Now those Jews
of Egvpt* about this time to Jerusalem, one that were more moderate, and of principal
that »md he wad a prophet, and advised the dignity among them, were afraid of them
multitude of the common people to go along selves, and desired of Felix that be would
with him to the. Mount of Olives, as it was sound a retreat to bis soldiers, and spare them
called, which lay over against the city, and at for the future, and afford them room for re
ihe distance of five furlongs. He said far pentance for what they had done; and Felix
ther, that he would show them from hence, was prevailed upon to do so.
how, at his command, the walls of Jerusalem 8. About tbis time king Agrippa gave the
would fall down; and he promised them that high-priesthood to Ismael, who was the son
be would procure them an entrance into the of Fabi. And now arose a sedition between
city through those walls, when they were the high-priests and the principal men of the
fallen down. Now when Felix was informed multitude of Jerusalem; each of whom got
of these things, be ordered his soldiers to take them a company of the boldest sort of men,
their weapons, and came against them with a and of those that loved innovations, about
great number of horsemen and footmen, from them, and became leaders to them; and when
Jerusalem, and attacked the Egyptian and they struggled together, they did it by casting
the people that were with him. He also slew reproachful words against one another, and
four hundred of them, and took two hundred by throwing stones also. And there was
alive. But the Egyptian himself escaped out nobody to reprove them ; but these disorders
of the fight, but did not appear any more. were done after a licentious manner in the
And again the robbers stirred up the people city, as if it bad no government over it. And
to make war with the Romans, and said they such was the impudence f and boldness that
ought not to obey them at all; and when any had seized on the high-priests, that they had
persons would not comply with them, they the hardiness to send their servants into the
set fire to their villages, and plundered them. thrashing-floors, to take away those tithes that
7. And now it was that a great sedition were due to the priests, insomuch that it so fell
arose between the Jews that inhabited Cesarea, out that the poorer sort of the priests died for
and the Syrians who dwelt there also, con want. To this degree did the violence of the
cerning their equal right to the privileges be seditious prevail over all right and justice.
longing to citizens; for the Jews claimed the 9. Now, when Porcius Festus was sent as
pre-eminence, because Herod their king was successor to Felix by Nero, the principal of
the builder of Cesarea, and because he was the Jewish inhabitants of Cesarea went up to
by birth a. Jew. Now the Syrians did not Rome to accuse Felix; and he had certainly
deny what was alleged about Herod; but been brought to punishment, unless Nero had
they said that Cesarea was formerly called yielded to the importunate solicitations of his
Strato's Tower, and that then there was not brother Pallas, who was at that time had in
one Jewish inhabitant. When the presidents the greatest honour by him. Two of the
of that country heard of these disorders, they principal Syrians in Cesarea persuaded Burrcaught the authors of them on both sides, and. hus, who was Nero's tutor, and secretary for
tormentedthem with stripes, and by that means his Greek epistles, by giving him a great sum
put a stop to the disturbance for a time. But of money, to disannul that equality of the
the Jewish citizens depending on their wealth, Jewish privileges ofcitizens which they hither
and on that account despising the Syrians, re to enjoyed. So Burrhus, by his solicitations,
proached them again, and hoped to provoke obtained leave of the emperor, that an epistle
them by such reproaches. However, the Syri should be written to that purpose. Tbis
ans, though they were inferior in wealth, yet epistle became the occasion of the following
valuing themselves highly on this account, that miseries that befel our nation; for, when the
the greatest part of the Roman soldiers that Jews of Cesarea were informed of the contents
were there, were either of Cesarea or Sebaste, of this epistle to the Syrians, they were more
they also for some time used reproachful lan disorderly than before, till a war was kindled:
guage to the Jews also; and thus it was, till 10. Upon Festus's coming into Judea, it
at length they came to throwing stones at happened that Judea was afflicted by the rob
one another; and several were wounded, and bers, while all the villages were set on fire,
fell on both sides, though still the Jews were and plundered by them. And then it was
the conquerors. But when Felix saw that this that the sicarii, as they were called, who were
quarrel was become a kind of war, he came rtibbers, grew numerous. They made use of
upon them on the sudden, and desired the small swords, not much different in length
Jews to desist; and when they refused so to from the Persian acinaca, but somewhat
do, he armed his soldiers, and sent them out + The wickedness here was eery peculiar and extra
upon them, and slew many of them, and took ordinary, that the high. priests should so oppress their
more of them alive, and permitted his soldiers brethren the prices, as to starve the poorest of them to
See the like presently, eh ix. sect, it Sucb
• Of tbis Egyptian impostor, and tho Dumber of bis death.
fatal crimes are coretousnes* and tyranny tn the clergy
feHow«t», in Josephus, in Act! xxL M.
as well as in the laity, in al' ages.
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oke,d, and like the Roman sicce [or sickles], also gave them leave to let the wall they bad
i they were called; and from these weapons built stand. This was granted them in order
; robbers got their denomination; and to gratify Poppea, Nero's wife, who was a
these weapons they slew a great many; religious woman and had requested thes'.
for they mingled themselves among the multi favours of Nero, and who gave order to the
tude at their festivals, when they were come up ten ambassadors to go their way home; but
in crowds from all parts to the city to worship retained Helcias and Ismael as hostages with
God, as we said before, and easily slew those herself. As soon as the king heard this news,
that they had a mind to slay. They also came he gave the high-priesthood to Joseph, who
frequently upon the villages belonging to their was called Cabi, the son of Simon, formerly
I ■niilini. with their weapons, and plundered high-priest.
them, mid set them on fire. So Festus sent
forces, both horsemen and footmen, to fall
upon those that had been seduced by a certain
CHAPTER IX.
impostor, who promised them deliverance and CONCERNING ALBINOS, UNDER WHOSE PROfreedom from the miseries they were under, CURATORSHIP JAMES WAS SLAIN; AS ALSO
if tbey would but follow him as far as the WHAT EDIFICES WERE BUILT BY AGRIPPA.
wilderness. Accordingly, those forces that
were sent destroyed both him that had deluded § 1. And now Ctesar, upon bearing the (
them, and those that were his followers also. of Festus, sent Albinus into Judea, as procu
11. About the same time king Agrippu rator; but the king deprived Joseph of the •
built himself a very large dining-room in the high-priesthood, and bestowed the succession
royal palace at Jerusalem, near to the portico. to that dignity on the son of Ananus, who
Now this palace had been erected of old by was also himself called Ananus. Now the
(he children of Asamoneus, and was situate report goes, that this elder Ananus proved a
upon an elevation, and afforded a most de most fortunate man ; for he had five sons who
lightful prospect to those that had a mind to had all performed the office of a high -priest
take a view of the city, which prospect was to God, and he had himself enjoyed that dig
desired by the king; and there be could lie nity a long time formerly, which had never
down, and eat, and thence observed what was happened to any other of our high-priests,
done in the temple: which thing, when the but this younger Ananus, who, as we have
chief men of Jerusalem saw, they were very told you already, took the higb-priesthood,
much displeased at it; for it was not agree was a bold man in his temper, and very inso
able to the institutions of our country or law lent ; he was also of the sect of the Sadthat what was done in the temple should be ducees.t vrto are very rigid in judging
viewed by others, especially what belonged to offenders, above all the rest of the Jews, as
the sacrifices. They therefore erected a wall we have already observed ; when, therefore,
upon the uppermost building which belonged Ananus was of this disposition, he thought he
to the inner court of the temple towards the had now a proper opportunity [to exercise
west; which wall, when it was built, did not his authority]. Festus was now dead, and
only intercept the prospect of the dining-room Albinus was but upon the road; so he assem
in the palace, but also of the western cloisters bled the sanhedrim of judges, and brought
that belonged to the outer court of the tem before them the brother of Jesus; who was
ple also, where it was that the Romans kept called Christ, whose name was James, and
guards for the temple at the festivals. At some others [or some of his companions];
these doings, both king Agrippa, and princi and when he had formed an accusation against
pally Festus the procurator, were much dis them as breakers of the law, he delivered
pleased; and Festus ordered them to pull the them to be stoned: but as for those who
wall down again : but the Jews petitioned seemed the most equitable of the citizens, and.
him to give them leave to send an embassage such as were the most uneasy at the breach of
about this matter to Nero; for they salt; they the laws, they disliked what was done; tbey
could not endure to live if any part of the also sent to the king [Agrippa], desiring him
temple should be demolished; and when Fes to send to Ananus that he should act so no
tus had given them leave so to do, they sent more, for that what he had already done was
ten of their principal men to Nero, as also not to be justified: nay, some of them went
Ismael the high-priest, and Hclcias, the keeper
of the sacred treasure. And when Nero had his queen Poppea, who was a religious lady, and per
a Jewish proselyte, and so were no^
heard what they had to say, he not only for haps privately
entirely to Nero's own goodness.
gave * them what they had already done, but owing
+ It hence evidently appears that Sadducees might be
hiifh-priests in the days of Josephus, and that these Sad
• We have here one eminent example of Nero'» ducees
were usually very severe and inexorable judges,
mildness and goodness io bis government towards the while Hie Pharisees were moot* milder, and more mer
-twa during the first Ave years of his reign, so famous ciful, as appears by Keland's instances in his note on
in antiquity ; we have perhaps another in Josephns's this place, and on Josephns's Life, sect, at, and thoss
Liken from the New Testament, from Josephus himself.
I Life, sect 3; and a third, though ofHowever,
a very- dlffe
both I and Iruin the rabbins: nor do we meet with any Smi
led of Nero by } doAees later than this hi^h-priest in all Josephus
2M
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also to meet Albinos, as he was upon bis | caught of their party ; so Ananias was plainly
journey from Alexandria, and informed him forced to persuade Albinus, and gained his
that it was not lawful for Ananus to assemble request of him. This was the beginning of
a sanhedrim without his consent:*— where greater calamities; for the robbers perpetually
upon Albinus complied with what they said, contrived to catch some of Ananias's servants;
and wrote in anger to Ananus, and threatened and when tbey had taken them alive, they
that he would bring him topuiiishment for would not let them go till tbey thereby reco
what he had done; on which king Agrippa vered some of their own sicarii : and as they were
took the high-priesthood from him, when he again become no small number, they grew bold,
had ruled but three months, and made Jesus, and were a great affliction to the whole country.
the son of Damneus, high-priest.
4. About this time it was that Agrippa buiit
2. Now, as soon as Albinus was come to Cesarea Philippi larger than it was before,
the city of Jerusalem, he used all his endea and, in honour of Nero, named it Meronias;
vours and care that the country might be and when he had built a theatre at Berytus
kept in peace, and this by destroying many with vast expenses, he bestowed on tbem
of the sicarii; but as for the high-priest Ana- shows, to be exhibited every year, and spent
nias.t he increased in glory every day, and therein many ten thousand [drachms] ; he also
this to a great degree, and had obtained the gave the people a largess of corn, and distri
favour and esteem of the citizens in a signal buted oil among them, and adorned the entire
manner; for he was a great hoarder up of city with statues of his own donation, and
money: he therefore cultivated the friendship with original images made by ancient hands;
of Albinus, and of the high-priest [Jesus], by nay, he almost transferred all that was most
making them presents; he also had servants ornamental in his own kingdom thither. This
who were very wicked, who joined themselves made him more than ordinarily hated by his
to the boldest sort of the people, and went to subjects; because he took those things away
the thrashing-floors, and took away the tithes that belonged to tbem, to adorn a foreign city ;
that belonged to the priests by violence, and and now Jesus, the son of Gamaliel, became
did not refrain from beating such as would the successor of Jesus, the son of Damneus,
not give these tithes to them. So the other in the high-priesthood, which the king had
high-priests acted in the like manner, as did taken from the other; on which account a
those his servants, without any one being able sedition arose between the high-priests, with
to prohibit them ; so that [some of the] priests, regard to one another; for they got together
that of old were wont to be supported with bodies of the boldest sort of the people, and
those tithes, died for want of food.
frequently came, from reproaches, to throwing
3. But now the sicarii went into the city by of stones at each other; but Ananias was too
night, just before the festival, which was now hard for the rest, by his riches, — which ena
at hand, and took the scribe belonging to the bled him to gain those that were most ready
governor of the temple, whose name was to receive. Costobarus also, and Saulus, did
Eleazar, who was the sou of Ananus (Ananias) themselves get together a multitude of wicked
the high-priest, and bound bim, and carried wretches, and^this because tbey were of the
him away with them; after which they sent royal family; kud so they obtained favour
to Ananias, and said that they would send the among tbem, because of their kindred to
scribe to him, if he would persuade Albinus Agrippa: but still they used violence with the
to release ten of those prisoners which he had people,and were very ready to plunder those that
were weaker than themselves. And from that
* Of this condemnation of James the Just, and its time it principally came to pass, that our city
causes, as also thai he did nut die till long afterwards, was greatly disordered, and that all things
see rrim. Christ. Revived, vol.iii. ch, 43—46. The sunhrdriiu condemned our Saviour, but could not put bim grew worse and worse among us.
5. But when Albinus heard that Gessius
to death without the approbation of the Koman procura
tor : nor could therefore Ananas and his sanhedrim do Florus was coming to succeed him, he was
more here, since they never had Albiuus's approbation desirous
to appear to do somewhat that might
for the putting this James to death.
* * This Auauias was not the sun of Nebedeus. as I take be grateful to the people of Jerusalem; so he
it, but he who was called Annas or Annanus the Klder. the brought out all those prisoners who seemed
9th in the catalogue, and who had been esteemed high- to him to be the most plainly worthy of death,
pi iesl for a lung time; and besides, (Jaiaphas his son-inlaw had five of his own sous higli-prii-sis alter him, who and ordered them to be put to death accord
were those of numbers 11, 14, lo, 17, 24. in the foregoing
catalogue. Nor ought we to pass slightly over what ingly. But as to those who had been put inlo
Josephus here says of this Annas or Anai.ias, lliat he prison on some trifling occasion, he took money
was high-priest a long time before his children Here so; of them, and dismissed them ; by which means
he was the son of Aclh, and is set down first for uighpriesl in the foregoing catalogue under number 9. tie the prisons were indeed tmptied, but the
was made by tluirinus, and continued till Isinael, the country was tilled with robbers.
10th in number, for about twenty-three years; which 6'. Now, as many of the Luvites,* which is
loiw duration of his higb-prirsthooo, joined to the suc
cessions of bis sou-in-law. and live children uf his own. a tribe of ours, as were singers of hymns,
made him a sort of perpetual higli-pneht, njid was pethips the occasion that loriuer lilgh-prietls kept tlieii
lilies ever altrrwanls; for I believe 11 is hardly met » itu * 'ITibt iiis-i'e, l petition of some ot the Levitea, te
belore lum.
weal tue sacerdotal garment* w ueii Hay ai.iig h>mu* tv
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persuaded the king to assemble a sanhedrim,
and to gi ve them leave to wear linen garments,
as well as the priests; for they said that this
CHAPTEB X.
would be a work worthy the times ot his
government, that he might have a memorial of AN ENUMERATION OF THE HIGH-PRIESTS.
such a novelty, as being his doing. Nor did
• hey fail of obtaining their desire; for the § 1. And now I think it proper, and agree
lung, with the suffrages of those that came able to this history, to give an account of our
into the sanhedrim, granted the singers of high-priests; how they began, who those are
hymns this privilege, that they might lay which are capable of that dignity, and how
iside their former garments, and wear such a many of them there had been at the end o!
linen one as they desired; and as a part of the war. In the first place, therefore, history
this tribe ministered in the temple, he also informs us thut Aaron, the brother of Moses,
permitted them to learn those hymns as they officiated to Cod as a high -priest; and that,
hud besought bim for. Now all this was after his death, his sons succeeded him imme
contrary to the laws of our country, which, diately; and that this dignity hath been con
whenever they have been transgressed, we tinued down from them all to their posterity.
have never been able to avoid the punishment Whence it is a custom of our country, that
no one should take the high - priesthood of
of such transgressions.
7. And now it was that the temple was God, but he who is of the blood of Aaron,
finished.* So, when the people saw that the while every one that is of another stock,
workmen were unemployed, who were above though he were a king, can never obtain that
eighteen thousand, and that they, receiving high-priesthood. Accordingly, the number of
no wages, were in want, because they had all the high-priests from Aaron, of whom we
earned their bread by their labours about the have spoken already as of the first of them,
temple; and while tliey were unwilling to until Puanas, who was made high-priest during
keep them by their treasuries that were there the war by the seditious, was eighty - three ;
deposited, out of fear of [their being carried of whom thirteen officiated as high-priests in
away by] the Romans; and while tbey had the wilderness, from the days of Moses, while
a regard to the making provision for the the tabernacle was standing, until the people
workmen, they had a mind to expend those came into Judea, when king Solomon erected
treasures upon them; for if any one of them the temple of God; for at first they held
did but labour for a single hour, he received the high-priesthood till the end of their lite,
his pay immediately; so they persuaded him although afterward they bad sue :essors while
to rebuild the eastern cloisters. These clois they were alive. Now these thirteen, who
ters belonged to the outer court, and were were the descendants of two of the sons of
situated in a deep valley, and had walls that Aaron, received this dignity by succession,
reached four hundred cubits [in length], and one after another; for their form of govern
were built of square and very white_ stones, ment was an aristocracy, and after that a mon
the length of each of which stones was twenty archy, and, in the third place, the government
cubits, and their height six cubits. This was was regal. Now, the number of years during
the work of king Solomon,t who first of all the rule of these thirteen, from the day
built the entire temple. But king Agrippa, when our fathers departed out of Egypt,
who had the care of the temple committed to under Moses their leader, until the building of
him by Claudius Oesar, considering that it that temple which king Solomon erected at
is easy to demolish any building, but hard to Jerusalem, were six hundred and twelve.
build it up again, and that it was particularly After those thirteen high -priests, eighteen
hard to do it to those cloisters, which would took the high-priesthood at Jerusalem, one in
require a considerable time, and great sums succession to another, from the days of king
of money, be denied the petitioners their Solomon until Nebuchadnezzar, king of Baby
request about that matter; but he did not lon, made an expedition against that city,
obstruct them when they desired the city might and burnt tbe temple, and removed our nation
be paved with white stone. He also deprived into Babylon, and then took Josadek, the
Jesus, the son of Gamaliel, of the high-priest- high-priest, captive; the times of these highbood, and gave it to Mattnias, the son of priests we; e four hundred and sixty-six years,
Theopbilus, under whom the Jews' war with six mouths, and ten days, while the Jews were
the Romans took its beginning.
still under the regal government. But after
term of seventy years' captivity under the
God in Ibe tempte. was very prnbahly owin? to the the
grrat depression and rmiteiuot tlte haughty hub- prints Babylonians, Cyrus, king of Persia, sent the
had now brought their brethren the priests iuto; of Jews from Babylon to tbeir own land again,
which see cb. viii tret. H; and eh. is.. tecL i
* Of Ibis AniabinK. not of Hie N««. or kaly h'nue. and gave tbein leave to rebuild their temple;
but of the .Sfav, or Rouru about it. called in general the at which time Jesus, tbe son of Josadek, took
tempte.
on b.ot xvii.
eh. x. are
sect.theX. description the high-priestbood over the captives when
♦ • if are
theset .e( note
I .inters
Solomon,
ot Ibe temple, ch. xii.— I'hey seem, h> J«.NepauVs wards, they were returned home. Now le and his
posterity, who were in all fifteen, unto king
to have tiemtt built iruni toe hoitum ol the ea 'ey.
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Antiochus Eupator, were under a democratical forbade him to wear a diadem. This Hyrcanoi
government for four hundred and fourteen ruled, besides bis first nine years, twenty-four
years; and then the forementioned Antiochus years more, when Barzapbarnes and Pacorus,
and Lysias the general of his army, deprived the generals of the Parthians, passed over
Onias, who was aUo called Menelaus, of the Euphrates, and fought with Hyrcanus, and
hi^h-priesthood, and slew him at Berea; and, took him alive, and made Antigonus, the son of
driving away the son [of Onias the third], put Aristobulus, king; and when he had reigned
Jacimus into the high-priust's place, one that three years and three months, Sosius and
was indeed of the stock of Aaron, but not of Herud besieged him, and took him, when
t lie family of Onias. On which account Onias, Antony had him brought to Autioch, and sluiu
who was the nephew of Onias that was dead, there. Herod was then made king by the
and bore the same name with his father, came Romans, but did no longer appoint highinto Egypt, and got into the friendship of priests out of the family of Asamoneus; but
Ptolemy Philometor, and Cleopatra his wife, made certain men to be so that were of no
and persuaded them to make him the high- eminent families, but barely of those that
priest of that temple which he built to God were priests, excepting that lie gave that dig
in the prefecture of Heliopolis, and this in nity to Aristobulus; for when he had made this
imitation of that at Jerusalem; but as for Aristobulus, the grandson of that Hyrcanus
that temple which was built in Egypt, we who was then taken by the Parthians, and had
have spoken of it frequently already. Now, taken his sister Mariamne to wife, he thereby
when Jacimus had retained the priesthood aimed to win the good- will of the people, who
three years, he died, and there was no one had a kind remembrance of Hyrcanus [his
that succeeded him, but the city continued grandfather]. Vet did he afterward, out of
seven years without a high-priest. But then his fear lest they should all bend their inclina
the posterity of the sons of Asamoneus, who tions to Aristobulus, put him to death, and
had the government of the nation conferred that by contriving how to have him suffocated,
upon them, when they had beaten the Mace as he was swimming at Jericho, as we have
donians in war, appointed Jonathan to be already related that matter; but after this
their high-priest, who ruled over them seven man, he never intrusted the high-priesthood
years. And when he had been slain by the to the posterity of the sons of Asamoneus.
treacherous contrivance of Trypho, as we ' Archclaus also, Herod's son, did like his
have related somewhere, Simon his brother father in the appointment of the high-priests,
took the high-priesthood; and when he was as did the Romans also, who took the govern
destroyed at a feast by the treachery of his ment over the Jews into their hands afterward.
son-in-law, his own son, whose name was Hyr- Accordingly the number of the high-priests,
canus, succeeded him, after he bad held the from the days of Herod until the day wfien
high-priesthood one year longer than his bro Titus took the temple and the city, ami burnt
ther. This Hyrcanus enjoyed that dignity them, were in all twenty-eight; the time also
thirty years, and died an old man, leaving the that belonged to them was a hundred and
succession to Judas, who was also called Aris- seven years. Some of these were the politi
tobulus, whose brother Alexander was his cal governors of the people under the reign of
heir; which Judas died of a sore distemper, Herod, and under the reign of Archelaus bis
after he had kept the priesthood, together son, although, after their death, the govern
with the royal authority; for this Judas was ment became an aristocracy, and the highthe first that put on his head a diadem, for priests were intrusted with a dominion over
one year. And when Alexander had been the nation. And thus much may suffice to be
both king and high-priest twenty-seven years, said concerning our high-priests.
he departed this life, and permitted his wife
Alexandra to appoint him that should be
high-priest; so she gave the high-priesthood
to Hyrcanus, but retained the kingdom her
CHAPTER XL
self nine years, and then departed this life.
The like duration [and no longer] did her CONCERNING FLORUS THE PROCURATOR, WHO
son Hyrcanus enjoy the high-priesthood; for NECESSITATED THE JEWS TO TAKE UF ARMS
after her death his brother Aristobulus fought AGAINST THE ROMANS. THE CONCLUSION.
against bioi, and beat him, and deprived him
of his principality; and he^did himself both § 1. Now Gessius Florus, who was sent as
reign and perform the office of high-priest to successor to -Albinus by Nero, filled Judea
God. But when he had reigned three years, with abundance of miseries. He was by birth
and as many months, Pompey came upon of the city of Clazomense, and brought along
him, and not only took the city of Jerusalem with him his wife Cleopatra (by whose friend
by force, but put him and his children in ship with Poppea, Nero's wife, he obtained
oonds, and sent them to Rome. He also this government), who was no way different
restored the high-priesthood to Hyrcanus, from him in wickedness. ThU Florus whs
and made him governor of tht nation, but so wicked, mul so viulnut in the u»e of hit
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authority, that the Jewstook Albinos to have pletely perfected the work I proposed to
l*en [comparatively] their benefactor; so myself to do, that no other person, whether he
excessive were the mischiefs that he brought were a Jew or a foreigner, had he ever so
upon them. For Albinus concealed his great an inclination to it, could so accurately
wickedness, and was careful that it might not deliver these accounts to the Greeks as is
be discovered to all men; but Gessius Florus, done in these books. For those of my own
as though he had been sent on purpose to nation freely acknowledge that I far exceed
show his crimes to every body, made a them in the learning belonging to the Jews.
pompous ostentation of them to our nation, as I have also taken a great deal of pains to
never omitting any sort of violence, nor any obtain the learning of the Greeks, and under
unjust sort of punishment; for he was not to stand the elements of the Greek language,
be moved by pity, and never was satisfied although I have so long accustomed myself
with any degree of gain that came in his way ; to speak our own tongue, that I cannot pro
nor had he any more regard to great than to nounce Greek with sufficient exactness: for
small acquisitions, but became a partner with our nation does not encourage those that
the robbers themselves; for a great many fell learn the languages of many nations, and so
then into that practice without fear, as having adorn their discourses with the smoothness of
him for their security, and depending on their periods; because they look upon this
him, that be would save them harmless in sort of accomplishment as common, not only
their particular robberies; so that there were to all sorts of freemen, but to as many of the
no bounds set to the nation's miseries ; but servants as please to learn them. But they
the unhappy Jews, when tbey were not able give him the testimony of being a wise nan
to bear the devastations which the robbers who is fully acquainted with our laws, and is
made among them, were all under a neces able to interpret their meaning; on which
sity of leaving their own habitations, and of account, as there have been many who have
flying away, as hoping to dwell more easily done their endeavours with great patience to
anywhere else in the world among foreigners obtain this learning, there have yet hardly
t than in their own country]. And what need been so many as two or three that have suc
I say any more upon this head? since it was ceeded therein, who were immediately well
this Florus who necessitated us to take up rewarded for their pains.
arms against the Romans, while we thought 3. And now it will not be perhaps an
it better to be destroyed at once than by little invidious thing, if I treat briefly of my own
and little. Now this war began in the family, and of the actions of my own life,*
second year of the government of Florus, and while there are still living such as can either
the twelfth year of the reign of Nero. But prove what I say to be false, or can attest
then what actions we were forced to do, or that it is true ; with which accounts I shall
what miseries we were enabled to suffer, may put an end to these Antiquities, which are
be accurately known by such as will peruse contained in twenty books, and sixty thousand
those books which I have written about the verses. And if Godf permit me, I will
Jewish war.
* The Lire here referred to will be found at the begin
2. I shall now. therefore, make an end here ning of the volume.
+
Josephus here declares his intention to da,
of my Antiquities; after the conclusion of t/ GodWhat
to Rive the public again an abridg
which events, I began to write that account ment ojperinatal,
the Jewish War, and to add, what be/el llum
of the war; and these Antiquities contain farther to that very day, the 13th of Domitian, or A. n.
is not, that 1 have observed, taken distinct notice of
what hath been delivered down to us from by any
nor do we ever hear of it elsewhere, whe
the original creation of man, until the twelfth ther lie one;
performed what be now intended or not. Home
the reasons of this design of bis. might possibly be,
year of the reign of Nero, as to what hath of
observation of the many errors he had been guilty of
befallen the Jews, as well in Egypt as in inhisthe
two first books of those seven books of the War,
Syria, and in Palestine, and what we have which were written when be was comparatively young,
and
less
with tbe Jewish antiquities than he
suffered from the Assyrians and Babylonians, now Wat,acquainted
and in which abridgment we might have
and what afflictions the Persians and Mace hoped
to find those many passages which himself, as
well as those several passages which others refer to, as
donians, and after them the Romans, have written
him, but which are not extant in his present
brought upon us ; for I think I may say that works. byHowever,
since many of bis own references to
I have composed this history with sullicient what he had written elsewhere, as well as most of bis
errors, belong to such early times as could not well
accuracy in all things. I have attempted to own
into this abridgment of tbe Jewish Wan and since
euumerate those high-priests that we have had come
none of those that quote things not now extant in bis
during the interval of two thousand years; works,including himself as well as others, ever cite any
such abridgment, I as> forced ratber to suppose that
I have also carried down the succession of be
never did publish any such work at all i I mean, as
our kings, and related their actions, and poli distinct
from bis own Life, written by himself, for an
to these Antiquities and this at least seven
tical administration, without [considerable] appendix
years alter these Antiquities were finished. Nor indeed
errors, as also the power of our monarchs; does
it
appear
me that Josephus ever published that
and all according to what is written in our. other work hereto mentioned,
as intended by hia. for the
also. 1 mean the three or four books eoiu-eraino
sacred books; for this it was that I promised public
God
and
hit
Essence,
and
concerning
the Jennih Latvai
to do in the beginning of this history. And why, according to them, some fAtnos mere
permitted the
I am so bold as to say, now I hav« so com Jem, and othen prehihitedt which last seams to few uns
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briefly run over this war again, with what concerning our Jewish opinions about God
befe! us therein to this very day, which is the and his essence. and about our laws; why,
thirteenth year of the reign of Cssar Domi- according to them, some things are permitted
tian, ijnd the fifty-sixth of my own life. I us to do, and others are prohibited.
have also an intention to write three books
lame work whicb Josephos had alio promised, 1/ Coo , rmrf no acquaintance with to the crown. I mean Nen-a
pcrmllisi,
the conclusion of hii PreUce to these I anJ■ Trajan, together...
with his remoral from Home ta
Antiquities;at: nor
nor do 1 suppose that be eeer published anj I Judea,
witb what followed it, might «*ssiIt iatamip)
rhe death
•f inem. The
i of all his friends at court. Vespa- such bis intealions, and preTeat his poblisatina af tbeas
sun, Titaa, ■and Domi lan, and the coming of those he I works.

*

WAES OF THE JEWS,-

THE HISTORY

.THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM.

PREFACE.
§ 1. * Wheeeas the war which the Jews j in the language of our country, and sent to
made with the Romans hath been the greatest the Upper Barbarians ;f I, Joseph, the son of
of all those, not only that have been in , Matthias, by birth an Hebrew, a priest also,
our times, but, in a manner, of those that and one who at first fought against the
ever were heard of; both of those wherein Romans myself, and was forced to be present
cities hare fought against cities, or nations at what was done afterwards [am the author
against nations; while some men who were of this work].
not concerned in the affairs themselves, have j 2. Now at the time when this great con
(jotten together vain and contradictory stories cussion of affairs happened, the affairs of the
by hearsay, and have written them down Romans themselves were in great disorder.
after a sophistical manner; and while those Those Jews also, who were for innovations,
that were there present have given false then arose when the times were' disturbed j
accounts of things, and this either out of a they were also in a flourishing condition for
humour of flattery to the Romans, or of hatred strength and riches, insomuch that tbe affairs
towards the Jews; and while their writings of the cast were then exceeding tumultuous,
contain sometimes accusations, and sometimes while some hoped for gain, and others were
encomiums, but nowhere the accurate truth afraid of loss in such troubles; for the Jews
of the fact9, I have proposed to myself, for hoped that all of their nation which were
the sake of such as live under the government beyond Euphrates would have raised an insur
of the Romans, to translate those books into rection together with them. The Gauls also,
the Greek tongue, which I formerly composed in the neighbourhood of the Romans, were
in motion, and the Celtaj were not quiet; but
• I have already observed more than once, that this all was in disorder after the death of Nero.
history of the Jewish War was Josephus's first work, and And the opportunity now offered induced
published about a. d. 76, when he waa hut thirty-eight many to aim at the royal power: and the
years of agei and that when he wrote it, he waa not tho
roughly acquainted with several circumstances of history soldiery affected change, out of the hopes of
front the dayl of Antiochus Epiphanes, with which it getting
money. I thought it therefore an
begins, till near his own times, contained in the first and
former part of the second book, and so committed many * Who these Upper Barbarians, r
involuntary errors therein. That he published bis Anti
Josephus himself will inform us, sect 8, nil. the
quities eighteen years afterward, in the I3tb year of] were.
and Babylonians, and remotest Arabians [or
Oomitian, a. n. 91, when he waa much more completely Parthians
jews among them]; besides the Jews beyond Eu
acquainted with those ancient times, and after he had the
and the Adiabeni. or Assyrians. Whence wet
perused those most authentic histories, the first book of phrates,
Maccabees, and the Chronicles of the Priesthood of also learn, that these Parthians, Babylonians, the remo
test Arabians [or at least tbe Jews among them], as also
John Hyreanna, Sec —That accord'ngty he then reviewed the
those parts of this work, and gave the public a more Jews beyond Euphrates, and Auiubeni, or Assyrians,
faithful, complete, and accurate account of the facts understood Josephus's Hebrew, or rather Cbaldaic,
therein related ; and honestly corrected tbe errors he had books of the Jewish War, before they were put into the
bufere ran into
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absurd thing to see the truth falsified in are not so considerable as they were; while
affairs of such great consequence, and to take the authors of them were not foreigners
no notice of it ; but to suffer those Greeks neither. This makes it impossible for me to
and Romans that were not in the wars to be contain my lamentations. But, if any one be
ignorant of these things, and to read either inflexible in his censures of me, let him attri
flatteries or fictions, while the Parthians, and bute the facts themselves to the historical
the Babylonians, and the remotest Arabians, part, and the lamentations to the writer him
and those of our nation beyond Euphrates, self only.
5. However, I may justly blame the learned
with the Adiabeni, by my means, knew accu
rately both whence the war begun, what men among the Greeks, who, when such great
miseries it brought upon us, and after what actions have been done in their own times,
which, upon the comparison, quite eclipse
manner it ended.
3. It is true, these writers have the confi the old wars, do yet sit as judges of those af
dence to call their accounts histories ; wherein fairs, and pass bitter censures upon the labours
yet they* seem to me to fail of their own of the best writers of antiquity; which mo
purpose, as well as to relate nothing that is derns, although they may be superior to the
sound ; for they have a mind to demonstrate old writers in eloquence, yet they are inferior
the greatness of the Romans, while they still to them in the execution of what they intended
diminish and lessen the actions of the Jews, to do. While these also write new histories
as not discerning how it cannot be that those about the Assyrians and Medes, as if the
must appear to be great who have only con ancient writers had not described their affairs
quered those that were little; nor are they as they ought to have done; although these
ashamed to overlook the length of the war, be as far inferior to them in abilities as they
the multitude of the Roman forces who so are different in their notions from them ; fur
greatly suffered in it, or the might of the of old, every one took upon them to write
commanders, — whose great labours about what happened in his own time; where their
Jerusalem will be deemed inglorious, if what immediate concern in the actions made their
they achieved be reckoned but a small matter. promises of value; and where it must be
4. However, I will not go to the other reproachful to write lies, when they must be
extreme, out of opposition to those men who known by the readers to be such. But then,
extol the Romans, nor will I determine to an undertaking to preserve the memory of
raise the actions of my countrymen too high ; what hath not been before recorded, and to
but I will prosecute the actions of both par represent the affairs of one's own time to those
ties with accuracy. Yet shall I suit my that come afterwards, is really worthy of
language to the passions I am under, as to praise and commendation. Now, he is to be
the affairs I describe, and must be allowed to esteemed to have taken good pains in earnest,
indulge some lamentations upon the miseries not who does no more than change the dis
undergone by my own country; for that it position and order of other men's works, but
was a seditious temper of our own that de he who not only relates what had not been
stroyed it; and that they were the tyrants related before, but composes an entire body
among tbeaJews who brought the Roman of history of his own: accordingly, I have
power upon us, who unwillingly attacked us, been at great charges, and have taken very
and occasioned the burning of our holy tem great pains [about this history], though I be
ple; Titus Cffisar, who destroyed it, is himself a foreigner ; and do dedicate this work, as a
'% witness, who, during the entire war, pitied memorial of great actions, both to the Greeks
the people who were kept under by the sedi and to the Barbarians. But, for some of our
tious, and did often voluntarily delay the taking own principal men, their mouths are wide
of the city, and allowed time to the siege, open, and their tongues loosed presently, for
in order to let the authors have opportunity gain and lawsuits, but quite muzzled up
for repentance. But if any one makes an when they are to write history, where they
unjust accusation against us, when we speak must speak truth and gather facts together
so passionately about the tyrants, or the rob with a great deal of pains; and so they leave
bers, or sorely bewail the misfortunes of our the writing such histories to weaker people,
country, let him indulge my affections herein, and to such as are not acquainted with the
though it be contrary to the rules for writing actions of princes. Yet shall the real truth
history ; because it had so come to pass, that of historical facts be preferred by us, how
our city Jerusalem had arrived at a higher much soever it he neglected among the Greek
degree of felicity than any other city under historians.
the Roman government, and yet at last fell 6. To write concerning the Antiquities of
into the sorest of calamities again. Accord the Jews, who they were [originally], and
ingly, it appears to me, that the misfortunes how they revolted from the Egyptians, and
of all men, from the beginning of the world,
if they be compared to these of the Jews,* ever been since tbe beginning of the world, our Saviour
directly foretold. Matt xxiy. 21: Mark xiii IVi
• That these calamities of the Jews, who were our had
Luke ail. 33. 3(4; and that they proved to be tuck
twvtuur's amrdertrs, were to tie tit* greatest tluit bad accordingly,
Joseanus is here a most authentic witness.
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want country tbey travelled over, and what Jews' affairs were become very bad, Nero
countries they seized upon afterward, and bow died; and Vespasian, when he was going to
they were removed out of them, I think this attack Jerusalem, was called back to take the
not. to be a fit opportunity, and, on other government upon him ; what signs happened
accounts, also superfluous; and this because to him relating to his gaining that government,
many Jews before me have composed the his and what mutations of government then hap
tories of our ancestors very exactly ; as bave pened at Rome, and how he was unwiUingly
some of the Greeks done it also, and have made emperor by his soldiers; and how 'iron
translated our histories into their own tongue, his departure to Egypt, to take upon nim
and have not much mistaken the truth in their the government of the empire, the affairs ot
histories. But then, wbere tbe writers of the Jews became very tumultuous; as also
these affairs and our prophets leave off, thence bow the tyrants rose up against them, and fell
•hall I take my rise, and begin my history. into dissensions amongst themselves.
Now, as to what concerns that war which 10. Moreover, [I shall relate] how Titus
happened in my own time, I will go over it marched out of Egypt into Judea the second
very largely, and with all tbe diligence I am time; as also how and where, and how many
able; but, for what preceded mine own age, forces he got together; and in what state the
that I shall run over briefly.
city was, by means of the seditious, at his
7. [For example, I shall relate] how Antio- coming; what attacks he made, and how many
chus, who was named Epiphanes, took Jeru ramparts be cast up; of the three walls that
salem by force, and held it three years and encompassed the city, and of their measures;
three months, and was then ejected out of tbe of the strength of tbe city, and the structure
country by the sons of Asamoneus : after that of the temple and holy house; and besides,
how their posterity quarrelled about the tbe measures of those edifices, and of the altar,
government, and brought upon their settlement and all accurately determined. A description
the Romans and Pompey; how Herod also, also of certain of their festivals, and seven pu
the son of Antipater, dissolved their govern rificationsor degrees of purity, t and the sacred
ment, and brought Socius upon tbem; as ministrations of the priests, with the garments
also bow our people made a sedition upon of tbe priests, and of the bigh-priests; and of
Herod's death, while Augustus was the tbe nature of the most holy place of the tem
Roman emperor, and Quintilius Varus was in ple; without concealing any thing, or adding
that country ; and how the war broke out in any thing to tbe known truth of things.
the twelfth year of Nero, with what happened 11. After this, I shall relate the barbarity
to Cestius; and what places the Jews assaulted of the tyrants towards the people of their own
in an hostile manner in the first sallies of tbe I nation, as well as the indulgence of the
Romans in sparing foreigners; and how often
8. As also, [I shall relate] how they built Titus, out of bis desire to preserve the city
walls about the neighbouring cities; and and the temple, invited the seditious to come
how Nero, upon Cestius's defeat, was in fear to terms of accommodation. I shall also dis
of the entire event of the war, and thereupon tinguish tbe sufferings of the people, and their
made Vespasian general in this war; and calamities; how far they were afflicted by the
how this Vespasian, with the elder of bis sedition, and how far by tbe famine, and at
sons,* made an expedition into the country length were taken. Nor shall I omit to
of Judea; what was the number of tbe mention the misfortunes of the deserters, nor
Roman army that he made use of; and bow the punishments inflicted on the captives; as
many of his auxiliaries were cut off in all also, bow the temple v>as burnt, against tbe
Galilee; and bow he took some of its cities consent of Cesar; and how many sacred
entirely, and by force, and others of them by things that had been laid up in tbe temple,
treaty, and on terms. Now, when I am come so were snatched out of tbe fire; the destruc
far, I shall describe the good order of tbe tion also of the entire city, with the signs
Romans in war, and the discipline of their and wonders that went before it; and the
legions: the amplitude of both the Galilees, taking the tyrants captive, and tbe multitude
with its nature, and the limits of Judea. And, of those that were made slaves, and into what
besides this, 1 shall particularly go over what different misfortunes they were every one dis
is peculiar to the country, the lakes and foun tributed. Moreover, what the Romans did
tains that are in tbem, and what miseries hap to the remains of the wall; and how tbey
pened to every city as they were taken; and demolished the strong-holds that were in the
all this with accuracy, as I saw the things country ; and how Titus went over the whole
done, or suffered in them; for I shall not con country, and settled its affairs; together with
ceal any of the calamities I myself endured, his return into Italy, and bis triumph.
since I shall relate them to such as know the 12. I have comprehended all these thing!
truth of them.
+ These seven, or rather live, degrees of parity, or
9. After this [I shall relate] how, when the purification,
are enumerated hereafter, b.r.ch.T. aectti.
The rabhina make ten degrees of I"
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BOOK L
in seven books; and have left no occasion for but not for those that please themselves [with
complaint or accusation to such as have been fictitious relations]. And I will begin my
acquainted with this war; and I have written account of these things with what I call mj
it down for the sake of those that love truth, First Chapter.

;
1

".

BOOK L
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF ONE HUNDRED AND tlXTT-ilVEN YEA*I

FROM ANTIOCHUS EPIPHANES TAKING JERUSALEM TO THE
DEATH OF HEROD THE GREAT.

CHAPTER L
HOW THE CITT OF JERUSALEM WAS TAKEN,
AND THE TEMPLE PILLAGED [BY ANTIOCHOS
EPIPHANES]. AS ALSO CONCERNING THE
ACTIONS OF THE MACCABEES, MATTHIAS
AND JUDAS; AND CONCERNING THE DEATH
or JUDAS.

2. Now Antiochus was not satisfied either
with his unexpected taking the city, or with
its pillage, or with the great slaughter he had
made there ; but being overcome with his
violent passions, and remembering what he
had suffered during the siege, he compelled
the Jews to dissolve the laws of their coun
try, and to keep their infants uncircumcised,
to sacrifice swine's flesh upon the altar;
§ 1. At the same time that Antiochus, who and
which tbey all opposed themselves,
was called Epiphanes, had a quarrel with the against
sixth Ptolemy about his right to the whole and the most approved among tbem were put
country of Syria, a great sedition fell amor.g to death. Baccbides also, who was sent to
the fortresses, having these wicked com
the men of power in Judea, and they had a keep
contention about obtaining the government ; mands, joined to his own natural barbarity,
while each of those that were of dignity could indulged all sorts of the extremest wicked
not endure to be subject to their equals. ness, and tormented the worthiest of the in
However, Onias, one of the high-priests, got habitants, man by man, and threatened their
the better, and cast the sons of Tobias out of cify every day with open destruction ; till at
the city; who fled to Antiochus, and be length he provoked the poor sufferers, by the
sought him to make use of them for his lead extremity of his wicked doings, to avenge
ers, and to make an expedition into Judea. themselves.
The king being thereto disposed beforehand, 3. Accordingly, Matthias, the son of Asacomplied with them, end came upon the Jews moneus, one of the priests who lived in a
with a great army, and took their city by village called Modin, armed himself, together
force, and slew a great multitude of those with his own family, which had five sons of
that favoured Ptolemy, and sent out his sol his in it, and slew Bacchides with daggers;
diers to plunder them without mercy. He and, thereupon, out of the fear of the many
also spoiled the temple, and put a stop to the garrisons [of the enemy], he fled to the moun
constant practice of offering a daily sacrifice tains ; and so many of the people followed
of expiation for three years and six months. him, that he was encouraged to come down
But Onias, the high-priest, fled to Ptolemy, from the mountains, and to give battle to
and received a place from him in the Nomus Antiochus's generals, when he beat them,
of Heliopolis, where he built a city resem and drove them out of Judea. So he came
bling Jerusalem, and a temple that was like to the government by this bis success, and
its temple;* concerning which we shall speak became the prince of his own people by their
own free consent, and then died, leaving the
more in its proper place hereafter.
government to Judas, his eldest son.
• 1 M little difference in the several account* in 4. Now Judas, supposing that Antiochus
Joaepba* about the hgyptian temple Onion, of which
large complaints are made by his commentators. Onias, would not lie still, gathered an army out of
it seems, hoped to have made it very like that at Jeru bis own countrymen, and was the first t'..at
salem, and of the same dimensions; and so be appears
to have really done, as far as be was able, and thought made a league of friendship with the Romans,
rroper. Of this temple, see Antiq. b. xtii. ch. lis. sect. and drove Epipbanes out of the country wben
, 2, J, and Of the War, b. rii cb. a. sect. i.
he had p»xie a second expedition into it, and
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this by giving him ■ great defeat there; and bad escaped out of the battle together, and
when he was warmed by this great success, gave battle again to Antiochus's generaj at
he made an assault upon the garrison that a village called Adasa; and being too bard
was in the city, for it had not been Cut off for his enemies in the battle, and killing a
hitherto; so he ejected them out of the upper great number of them, he was at last himself
city, and drove the soldiers into the lower, slain also. Nor was it many days afterward
which part of the city was called the Citadel. that his brother John had a plot laid against
He then got the temple under his power, and him by Antiochus's party, and was slain by
cleansed the whole place, and walled it round them. '
about, and made new vessels for sacred minis
trations, and brought them into the tenpli.
because the former vessels had been profaned.
He also built another altar, and began to
CHAPTER II.
offer the sacrifices; and wben the city bad
already received its sacred constitution again, CONCERNING THE SUCCESSORS OF JUDAS, WHO
Antiocbus died; whose son Antiocbus suc
WERE JONATHAN, SIMEON, AND JOHN
ceeded him in the kingdom, and in his hatred ■TBCAjirn.
to the Jews also.
5. So this Antiochus got together fifty § 1. When Jcr.£tian, who was Judas's bro
thousand footmen, and five thousand horse ther, succeeded him, he behaved himself with
men, and fourscore elephants, and marched great circumspection in other respects, with
through Jadea into the mountainous parts. relation to his own people; and he corrobo
He then took Bethsura, which was a small rated his authority ty preserving his friend
city; but, at a place called Bethzacharias, ship with the Romans. He also made a league
where the passage was narrow, Judas met with Antiochus the son. Yet was not all this
him with his army. However, before the sufficient for his security; for the tyrant Tryforces joined battle, Judas's brother, Elenzar, pho, who was guardian to Antiochus's son,
seeing the very highest of the elephants laid a plot against him; and, besides tbat, en
adorned with a large tower, and with mili deavoured to take off his friends, and caught
tary trappings of gold to guard him, and sup Jonathan by a wile, as he was going to I'toposing that Antiochus himself was upon him, lemais tc Antiochus, with a few persons in
he ran a great way before his own army, and his company, and put them in bonds, and then
cutting his way through the enemies' troops, made an expedition against the Jews: but
he got up to the elephant; yet could not when he was afterward driven away by Simeon,
reach him who seemed to be the king, by who was Jonathan's brother, and was enraged
reason of his being so high; but still he ran at his defeat, he put Jonathan to death.
his weapon into the belly of the beast, and ' 2. However, Simeon managed the public •
brought bim down upon himself, and was affairs after a courageous manner, and took
crushed to death, having done no more than Gazara, and Joppa, aad Jamnia, which were
attempted great things, and showed that he cities in the neighbourhood. He also got the
preferred glory before life. Now he that garrison under, and demolished the citadel,
governed the elephant was but a private man; j He was afterwards an auxiliary to Antiochus,
but bad he proved to be Antiochus, Eleazar against Trypho, whom he besieged in Dora,
had perfoimed nothing more by this bold before be went on bis expedition against the
stroke than that it might appear he chose to Medes; yet could not he make the king
die, when he bad the bare hope of thereby ashamed of his ambition, though he bad as
doing a glorious action ; nay, this disappoint sisted him in killing Trypho ; for it was not
ment proved an omen to his brother [Judas] long ere Antiocbus sent Cendebeus his gene
how the entire battle would end. It is true, ral with an army to lay waste Judea, and tu
that the Jews fought it out bravely for a long subdue Simeon; yet he, though he was now in
time; but the king's forces, being superior years, conducted the war as if he were a much
in number, and having fortune on their side, younger man. He also sent his sons with a
obtained the victory ; and when a great many band of strong men against Antiochus, while
of his men were slain, Judas took the rest he took part of the army himself with him,
with him, and fled to the toparchy of and fell upon him from another quarter: he
Gophna. So Antiochus went to Jerusalem, also laid a great many men in ambush in
and staid there but a few days, for be wanted many places of the mountains, and was supe
, and so he went his way. He left rior in all his attacks upon them. And when
a garrison behind him, such as he he had been conqueror after so glorious a
uht sufficient to keep the place; but manner, he was made high- priest, and also
drew the rest of his army off, to take their freed the Jews from the dominion of the Ma
cedonians, after a hundred and seventy years
winter-quarters in Syria.
6. Now, after the king was departed, Judas of the empire [of Seleucus].
was not idle ; for as many of his own ttion 3. This Simon had also a plot laid against
came to luni, se did ha gather those thfct bim, and was slain at a feast bv his son-in-law
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Ptolemy, who put his wife and two sons made an expedition into Juden, and sat down
into prison, and sent some persons to kill before Jerusalem, and besieged Hyrcanus
John, who was also called Uyrcanus.* But but Hyrcanus opened the sepulchre of David,
when the young man was informed of their who was the richest of all kings, and took
coming beforehand, he made much haste to thence about three thousand talents in money,
get to the city, as having a very great confi and induced Antiochus, by the promise oi
dence in the people there, both on account of three thousand talents, to raise the siege.
the memory of the glorious actions of his Moreover, he was the first of the Jews that
father, and of the hatred they could«not but had money enough, and began to hire foreign
bear to the injustice of Ptolemy. Ptolemy
also made an attempt to get into the city by 6. However, at another time, when Antio
another gate, but was repelled by the people, chus was gone upon an expedition against
who had just then admitted Uyrcanus; so he the Medes, and so gave Hyrcanus an oppor
retired presently to one of the fortresses that tunity of being avenged upon bim, he imme
were above Jericho, which was called Dagon. diately made au attack upon the cities of
Now, when Hyrcanus had received the high- Syria, as thinking, what proved to be the case
priesthood, which his father had held before, with them, that he should rind them empty of
and had offered sacrifice to God, he made good troops. So be took Medaba and Samea,
great haste to attack Ptolemy, tha't he might with the towns in their neighbourhood, as
also Shechem and Gerizzim ; and besides these,
afford relief to his mother and brethren.
4. So he laid siege to the fortress, and was [he subdued} the nation of the Cutheaiw, who
superior to Ptolemy in other respects, but was dwelt round about that temple which was
overcome by him as to the just affection [he built in imitation of the temple at Jerusalem:
had for his relatione] ; for when Ptolemy was he also took a great many .other cities of idudistressed, he brought forth his mother and mea, with Adoreon and Alarissa.
his brethren, and set them upon the wall, and 7. He also proceeded as far a
beat them with rods in every body's sight, where is now the city Sebaste, which was
and threatened, that, unless he would go away built by Herod the king, and encompassed it
immediately, he would throw them down all round with a wall, and set his sons, Arisheadlong; at which sight Hyrcanus's com tobulus and Antigonus over the siege; who
miseration and concern were too hard for his pushed it on so bard, that a famine so tar pre
anger. But his mother was not dismayed, vailed within the city, that tbey were forced
neither at the stripes she received, Bor at the to eat what never was esteemed food. They
death with which she was threatened, but also invited Antiochus, who was called Cyzistretched out he*r hands, and prayed her son cenus, to come to their assistance; whereupon
not to be moved with the injuries that she he got ready, and complied with their invita
, suiFered, to spare the wretch; since it was to tion, but was beaten by Aristobulus and
her better to die by the means of Ptolemy Antigonus; and indeed he was pursued as far
than to live ever so long, provided he might as Scytbopolis by these brethren, and fled away
be punished for the injuries he had done to from them. So tbey returned back to Sama
their family. Now John's case was this: — ria, and shut the multitude again within the
When he considered the courage of bis wall ; and when they bad taken the city, they
mother, and heard her entreaty, he set about demolished it, and made slaves of its inhabi
liis attacks; but when he saw her beaten, and tants. And, as they had still great success in
torn to pieces with the stripes, he grew feeble, their undertakings, tbey did not suffer their
and was entirely overcome by his affections. zeal to cool, but marched with an army as far
And as the siege was delayed by this means, as Scythopolis, ami made an incursion upon it,
the year of rest came on, upon which the and laid waste all the country that lay within
Jews rest every seventh year as they do on mount Carmel.
every seventh day. On this year, therefore, 8. But then, these successes of John and
Ptolemy was freed from being besieged, and of his sons made them be envied, and occa
slew the brethren of John, with their mother, sioned a sedition in the country; and many
and fled to Zeno, who was also called Coty- there were who got together, and would not
las, who was the tyrant of Philadelphia.
be at rest till tbey brake out into open war,
5. And now Antiochus was so angry at in which war they were beaten. So John
what he had suffered from Simeon, that he lived the rest of his life very happily, and
administered the government after a most
* Why this John the son of Simeon, the hieh-priest extraordinary manner, and this for thirty-three
and governor of the Jews, was called Uyrcianus,
Jose* entire years together. He died, leaving five
nhus nowhere inform! us; nor is be called
John at the end of the 6rst book of the Maccabees sons behind him. He was certainly a ver«
However, Sixtus Senensia, when he Rives us an epitome
of the Greek version of the boos here abridged by Jose- happy [Dun, ami afforded no occasion to havu
phus. or of the Chronicles of this John Uyrcanus, then any complaint made of fortune on bis account.
extant, assures us that he was called Hyrcanus, from his He it was who alone had three of the most
conquest of one of that name. See Autheut. Hec. part i. desirable
things in the world,,— the govern
p.»7.
But of this younger Antiochus, see Uean Aldrich's
note hem.
ment of his nation, and the high-priestlsci d
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and the gift of prophecy; for the Deity con- bare enjoyment of royal honour, when it was
versed with bim, —and he was not ignorant in his power to take the kingdom himself.
of any thing that was to come afterwards; 3. Now Aristobulus, by degrees, and un>
insomuch, that be foresaw and foretold that willingly, gave credit to these accusations;
his two eldest sons would not continue mas and, accordingly, he took care not to discover
ters of the government: and it will highly bis suspicion openly, though be provided to
deserve our narration to describe their catas be secure against any accidents; so he placed
trophe, and how far inferior these men were the guards of bis body in a certain dark sub
to their father in felicity.
terraneous passage ; for be lay sick in a cer
tain place called formerly the Citadel, though
afterwards its name was changed to Antonia;
and he gave orders, that, if Antigonus came
unarmed, they cbbuld let bim alone; but if
CHAPTER IIL
he came to him in his armour, they should
HOW ARISTOBDLDS WAS THE FIRST THAT PDT kill bim. He also sent some to let him know
A DIADEM ABOUT HIS HEAD; AND, AFTER beforehand, that he should come unarmed.
HE HAD PDT HIS MOTHER AND BROTHER But, upon this occasion, the queen very cun
TO DEATH, DIED HIMSELF, WHEN HE HAD ningly contrived the matter with those that
REIGNED NO MORE THAN A YEAR.
plotted his ruin, for she persuaded those that
were sent, to conceal the king's message ; but
§ 1. For, after the death of their father, the to tell Antigonus bow bis brother had beard
elder of them, Aristobulus, changed the go he bad got a very fine suit of armour, made
vernment into a kingdom, and was the first with fine martial ornaments, in Galilee; and
that put a diadem upon bis head, four hun because his present sickness hindered him
dred and seventy-one years and three months from coming and seeing all that finery, be
after our people came down into this country, very much desired to see him now in his
when tbey were set free from the Babylonian armour, because, said he, in a little time thou
slavery. Now, of bis brethren, be appeared art going away from me.
to have an affection for Antigonus, who was 4. As soon as Antigonus beard this, the
next to bim, and made bim bis equal ; but, good temper of bis brother not allowing him
for the rest, be bound them, and put them in to suspect any harm from him, be came along
prison. He also put his mother in bonds, for with his armour on, to show it to his brother;
her contesting the government with him ; for but when he was going along that dark pas
John had left her to be the governess of pub sage, which was called Strata's Tower, he was
lic affairs. He also proceeded to thut degree slain by the body-guards, and became an
of barbarity, as to cause her to be pined to eminent instance how calumny destroys all'
death in prison.
good-will and natural affection, and how none
2. But vengeance circumvented him in the of our good affections are strong enough to
affair of las brother Antigonus, whom he resist envy perpetually.
loved, and whom he made his partner in the 5. And truly any one would be surprised
kingdom; for he slew him by the means of at Judas upon this occasion. He was of the
the calumnies which ill men about the palace sect of the Essens, and bad never failed or
contrived against him. At first, indeed, Aris deceived men in his predictions before. Now,
tobulus would not believe their reports, partly this man saw Antigonus as he was passing
out of the affection be bad for his brother, along by the temple, and cried out to his ac
and partly because he thought that a great quaintance (they were not a few who attended
part of these tales were owing to the envy of upon bim as bis scholars), " O strange I" said
their relators: however, as Antigonus came be, " it is good for me to die now, since truth
once in a splendid manner from the army to is dead before me, and somewhat that I have
that festival, wherein our ancient custom is to foretold hath proved false; for this Antigonus
make tabernacles for God, it happened in is this day alive, who ought to have died this
those days that Aristobulus was sick, and day; and the place where he ought to be slain,
that, at the conclusion of the feast, Antigo according to tbat fatal decree, was Strato's
nus came up to it, with his armed men about Tower, which is at the distance of six hundred
him, and this when he was adorned in the furlongs from tbis place, and yet four hours
finest manner possible; and that, in a great of this day are over already; which point of
measure, to pray to God on the behalf of his time renders the prediction impossible to be
brother. Now, at this very time it was that fulfilled." And when the old man bad said
these ill men came to the king, and told bim this he was dejected in his mind, and so con
in what a pompous manner the armed men tinued. But, in a little time, news came tbat
came, and with what insolence Antigonus Antigonus was slain in a subterraneous place,
marched, and that such his insolence was too wbiuh was itself also called Strato's Tower,
gnat for a private person, and '.hut, accord by the same name with tbat Cesarea which
ingly, he was route with a grcar band of men lay by the sea-side; and tbis ambiguity it was
kill iiiui; lor thut be could nut endure this which caused the prophet's disorder.
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6. Hereupon Aristobulus repented of the Alexander besieged Gadara, and took it; as
great crime be bad been guilty of, and this also be did Amathus, which was the strongest
gave occasion to the increase of bis distemper. of all the fortresses that were about Jordan,
He also grew worse and worse, and bis soul and therein were the most precious of all the
was constantly disturbed at the thought of possessions of Tbeodorus, the son of Zeno.
what he had done, till his very bowels being Whereupon Tbeodorus marched against him,
torn to pieces by the intolerable grief he was and took what belonged to himself, as well as
under, he threw up a great quantity of blood. the king's baggage, and slew ten thousand of
And, as one of those servants that attended the Jews. However, Alexander recovered
him carried out that blood, he, by some super this blow, and turned his force towards the
natural providence, slipped and fell down in maritime parts, and took Raphia, and Gaza,
the very place where Antigonus had been with Anthedon also, which was afterwards
•lain ; and so he spilt some of the murderer's called Agrippias by king Herod.
blood upon the spots of the blood of him that 3. But when he had made slaves of the citi
bad been murdered, which still appeared. zens of all these cities, the nation of the Jews
Hereupon a lamentable cry arose among the made an insurrection against him at a festival;
spectators, as if the servant had spilled the for at those feasts seditions are generally
blood on purpose in that place; and, as the begun: and it looked as if be should not be
king heard that cry, he inquired what was able to escape the plot they- had laid for him,
the cause of it; and while nobody durst tell had not his foreign auxiliaries, the Pisidians
him, he pressed them so much the more to and Cilicians, assisted him; for, as to the
let him know what was the matter; so, at Syrians, be never admitted them among his
length, when he had threatened them, and mercenary troops, on account of their innate
forced them to speak out, they told; where enmity against the Jewish nation. And when
upon he burst into tears, and groaned," and he had slain more than six thousand of the
said, " So I perceive I am not like to escape rebels, be made an incursion into Arabia, and
the all-seeing eye of God, as to the great crimes when he had taken that country, together witb
I have committed ; but the vengeance of the the Gileadites and Moabites, be enjoined them
blood of my kinsman pursues me hastily. O to pay him tribute, and returned to Amathus;
thou most impudent body I how long wilt and us Tbeodorus was surprised at his great
thou retain a soul that ought to die, on success, be took the fortress, and demo
account of that punishment it ought to sufler lished it.
for a mother and a brother slain how long 4. However, when he fought with Obodas,
shall I myself spend my blood drop by drop 1 king of the Arabians, who had laid an ambush
let them take it ail at once; and let their for him near Golan, and a plot against him,
ghosts no longer be disappointed by a few he lost his entire army, which was crowded
parcels of my bowels offered to them." As together in a deep valley, and broken to pieces
soon as he had said these words, he presently by the multitude of camels; and ^hen he had
died, when he had reigned no longer than a made his escape to Jerusalem, he provoked
year.
the multitude, who hated him before, to make
an insurrection against him, and this on
account of the greatness of the calamity that
he was under. However, he was then too
CHAPTER IV.
hard for them ; and; in the several battles that
were fought on both sides, he slew not fewer
WHAT ACTIONS WERE DONE BY ALEXANDER than fifty thousand of the Jews, in the inter
JANNEU8, WHO REIGNED TWENTY-SEVEN val of six years. Yet had he no reason to
YEARS.
rejoice in these victories, since he did but con
sume his own kingdom; till at length he left
§ 1. And now the king's wife loosed the off fighting, and endeavoured to come to a
king's brethren, and made Alexander king, composition with them, by talking witb his
who appeared both elder in age and more subjects; but this mutability and irregularity
moderate in his temper than the rest; who, of his conduct made them bate him still more;
when he came to the government, slew one of and when he asked them why they so hated
bis brethren, as affecting to govern himself; him, and what be should do, in order to
but had the other of tbem in great esteem, as appease them, they said, by killing himself;
luting a quiet life, without meddling with for that it would, be then all they could do, to
pr.Mic Hflairs.
be reconciled to him who bad done such tra
"I. Now it happened that there was a battle gical things to them, even when he was dead.
between him and Ptolemy, who was called At the same time they invited Demetrius,
Lathyrus, who had taken the city Asochis. who was called Eucerus, to assist them; and
He indeed slew a great many of bis enemies; as be readily complied with their request, in
but the victory rather inclined to Ptolemy. hopes of great advantages, and came with his
But, when this Ptolemy was pursued by his army, the Jews joined with those their auxi
mother Cleopatra, and retired into Egypt, liaries about Sheohem.
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5. Yet did Alexander meet both these forces when be was marching against the Arabians
with one thousand horsemen, and eight thou so he cut a deep trench between Aotipatris,
sand mercenaries that were on foot. Ue had which was near the mountains, and the shore*
also with him that part of the Jews which of Joppa; he also erected a high wall before
favoured him, to the number of ten thousand; the trench, and built wooden towers in ordei
while the adverse party bad three thousand to hinder any sudden approaches; but Mill
horsemen, and fourteen thousand footmen. he was not able to exclude Antiochus, for be
Now, before they joined battle, the kings burnt the towers, and filled up the trenches,
nude proclamation, and endeavoured to draw and marched on with his army; and as be
off each other's soldiers, and make them looked upon taking his revenge on Alexander
revolt; while Demetrius hoped to induce for endeavouring to stop him, as a thing of
Alexander's mercenaries to leave him, —and less consequence, he marched directly against
Alexander hoped to induce the Jews that were the Arabians, whose king retired into audi
with Demetrius to leave him; but, since parts of the country as were fittest for engug
neither the Jews would leave off their rage, ing the enemy, and then on the sudden umtu
nor the Greeks prove unfaithful, they came his horse turn back, who were in number ten
to an engagement, and to a close fight with thousand, and fell upon Aiitiocbus's anm
their weapons. In which battle Demetrius while they were in disorder, and a terrible
was the conqueror, although Alexander's battle ensued. Antiocbus's troops, so long
mercenaries showed the greatest exploits, as he was alive, fought it out, although ■
both in soul and body. Yet did the upshot mighty slaughter was made among tbem In
of this battle prove different from what was the Arabians; but when he fell, for be mi
expected, as to both of them; for neither did in the fore-front, in the utmost danger, in
those that invited Demetrius to come to tbem rallying his troops, they all gave ground, an
continue firm to him, though he was con the greatest part of his army were destroyer
queror; and six thousand Jews, out of pity either in the action or the flight; and for th
to the change of Alexander's condition, when rest, who fled to the village of Cana, it hu|
be was fled to the mountains, came over to pened that they were all consumed by \vui<
him. Yet could not Demetrius bear this of necessaries, a few only excepted.
8. About this time it was that the peopl.
turn of affairs; but, supposing that Alex
ander was already become a match for him of Damascus, out of their hatred to Ptolem .
the
sou of Menneus, invited A ret.is [to taki
again, and that all the nation would [at length']
run to bins he left the country, and went his the government], and made him king of
Celesyria. This man also made an expedition
way.
6. However, the rest of the [Jewish] raid- against Judea, and beat Alexander in battle ;
titude did not lay aside their quarrels with but afterwards retired by mutual agreement.
him, when the [foreign] auxiliaries were gone; But Alexander, when he had taken Pelln,
but tbey had a perpetual war with Alexander, marched to Gerasa again, out of the cove
until he bad slain the greatest part of them, tous desire he had of Theodorus's possessions;
and driven the rest into the city Bemeselis; and when be had buiit a triple wall about the
and when he had demolished that city, be garrison, be took the place by force. He
carried the captives to Jerusalem. Nay, his also demolished Golan, and Seleucia, and
rage was grown so extravagant, that his bar what was called the Valley of Antiochu>;
barity proceeded to a degree of impiety; for besides which, h? tock tfce strong fortress of
when he had ordered eight hundred to be Gamala, and stripped Demetrius, who was
bung upon crosses in the midst of the city, governor therein, of what he bad, on account
be had the throats of their wives and children of the many crimes laid to bis charge, and
cut before their eyes; and these executions then returned into Judea, after he had been
he saw as be was drinking and lying down three whole years in this expedition; and now
with his concubines. Upon which, so deep a he was kindly received of the nation, becau-e
surprise seized on the people, that eight thou of the good success he had. So, when liesand of bis opposers fled away the very next was at rest from war, he fell into a distemper;
night, out of all Judea, whose flight was for he was afflicted with a quartan ague, anil
only terminated by Alexander's death; so at supposed that, by exercising himself again in
last, though not till late, and with great diffi martial affairs, he should get rid of this dis
culty, he, by such actions, procured quiet to temper; but, by making such expeditious at
bis kingdom, and left off fighting any more. unseasonable times, and forcing his body to
7. Yet did that Antiochus, who was also undergo greater hardships than it was able to
called Dionysius, become an origin of trou bear, he orought himself to his end. He
bles again. This man was the brother of died, therefore, in the midst of his troubles,
Demetrius, and the last of the race of the after he had reigned seven-and-twenty years.
iSeleueidie.* Alexander was afraid of him,
wtio rriinw'. •» imtber lay hid, till Pomch ber.
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Alexandra to put to death the rest of those
who had irritated him against them. Now, she
was so superstitions as to comply with their
CHAPTER V.
desires, and accordingly they slew whom they
ALFXANDRA REIGNS NINE YEARS; DURING pleased themselves. But the principal of those
WHICH TIME THE PHARISEES WERE THE that were in danger fled to Aristobulus, who
persuaded his mother to spare the men on
REAL RULERS Of THE NATION.
account of their dignity, but to expel them out
§ 1. Now Alexander left the kingdom to of the city, unless she took them to be inno
Alexandra his wife, and depended upon it cent; so they were suffered to go unpunished,
that the Jews would now very readily submit and were dispersed all over the country. But,
to her; because she had been very averse to when Alexandra sent out her arjiy to Damas
such cruelty as be had treated them with, and cus, under pretence that Ptolemy was always
had opposed his violation of their laws, and oppressing that city, she got possession of it ;
had thereby got the good-will of the people. nor did it make any considerable resistance.
Nor was he mistaken as to his expectations; She also prevailed with Tigranes, king of
tor this woman kept the dominion, by the Armenia,who lay with his troops about Ptole( pinion that the people had of her piety; for mais, and besieged Cleopatra, X by agreements
the chiefly studied the ancient customs of her and presents, to go away. Accordingly Tigra
country, and cast those men out of the nes soon arose from the siege, by reason ot
government that offended against their holy those domestic tumults which happened upon
laws. And as she had two sons by Alexander, Lucullus's expedition into Armenia.
she made Hyrcanus, the elder, high-priest, on 4. In the mean time, Alexandra fell .'irk,
account of his age; as also, besides that, on and Aristobulus, her younger son, took hold
account of his inactive temper noway disposing of this opportunity, with his domestics, of
him to disturb the public But she retained which he had a great many, who were all of
t he younger, Aristobulus, with her as a pri them his friends, on account of the warmth
vate person, by reason of the warmth of his of their youth, and got possession of all the
fortresses. He also used the sums of money
temper.
2. And now the Pharisees joined themselves he found in them, to get together a number
to her, to assist her in the government. These of mercenary soldiers, and made himself king;
are a certain sect of the Jews that appear and besides this, upon Hyrcanus's complaint
more religious than others, and seem to inter to his mother, she compassionated his case, and
pret the laws more accurately. Now, Alex put Aristobulus's wife and sons under restraint
andra hearkened to them to an extraordinary in Antonia, which was a fortress that joined
degree, as being herself a woman of great piety to the north part of the temple. It was, as 1
towards God. But these Pharisees artfully have already said, of old called the Citadel,
insinuated themselves into ber favour by little but afterwards got the name of Antonia, when
and little, and became themselves the real Antony was lord [of the east], just as the
administrators of the public affairs: they other cute*, Sebaste and Agrippias, had their
banished and reduced whom they pleased; names changed, and these given them from
they bound and loosed [men] at their plea Sebastus and Agrippa. But Alexandra died
sure;*^ and, to say all at once, they had the before she could punish Aristobulus for his
enjoyment of the royal authority, whilst the disinheriting his brother, after she had reigned
expenses and the difficulties of it belonged to nine years.
Alexandra. She was a sagacious woman in
the management of great affaire, and intent
always upon gathering soldiers together; so
that she increased the army the one half, and
CHAPTER VI.
procured a great body of foreign troops, till
ber own nation became not only very power WHEN HTRCANPS, WHO WAS ALEXANDER-*
ful at home, but terrible also to foreign HEIR, RECEDED FROM HIS CLAIM TO THE
potentates, while she governed other people, CROWN, ARISTOBULUS IS MADE KING; AND
and the Pharisees governed her.
AFTERWARD THE SAME HYRCANU8, BY
3. Accordingly they themselves slew Dio
THE MEANS OF ANTIFATER, IS BROUGHT
genes, a person of figure, and one that had BACK BY ARETAS. AT LAST POMFET IS
been a friend to Alexander; and accused MADE THE ARBITRATOR OF THE DISFUTI
h.m as having assisted the king with his BETWEEN THE BROTHERS.
aiivice, for crucifying the eight hundred men
[before mentioned]. They also prevailed with § 1. Now Hyrcanus was heir to the king
dom, and to him did his mother commit it
• Matt xtI. 19j xriii. 18.
+ Here we have the oldest and most authentic- Jewish t Strabo, h. XTL p. 740, relates, that this Selena
exposition of binding and loosing, for punishing or Ahsol- Cleopatra »*• besieged by Tigranes, lot in Ptolemaia,
nug meat not for declaring actions lawful or unlawful, as as here, but < fler sbe had left Syria, in Selencia. a cita
some more modern Jews and Christians vainly pretend. del in Mrv>iotamiai and adds, thai when he bad kept
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before she died: but Aristobulus was supe horsemen, against which Aristobulus was not
rior to him in power and magnanimity; and able to make resistance, but was deserted in
when there was a battle between them, to his first onset, and was driven to Jerusalem .
decide the dispute about the kingdom, near he also had been taken at first by force, if
Jericho, the greatest part deserted Hyrcanus, Scaurus, the Roman genera], had not come
and went over to Aristobulus; but Hyrca and seasonably interposed himself, and raised
nus, with those of his party who staid with the siege. This Scaurus was sent into Syria
him, fled to Antonia, and got into bis power from Armenia, by Pompey the Great, when
the hostages that might be for bis preserva he fought against Tigranes; so Scaurus cane
tion (which were Aristobulus's wife, with her to Damascus, which had been lately taken
children); but they came to an agreement by Metellus and Lollius, and caused them
before things should come to extremities, that to leave the place; and, upon his hearing
Aristobulus should be king, and Hyrcanus bow the affairs of Judea stood, he made baste
should resign that up, but retain all the rest thither as to a certain booty.
of his dignities, as being the king's brother. 3. As soon, therefore, as he was come into
Hereupon they were reconciled to each other the country, there came ambassadors from
in the temple, and embraced one another in both the brothers, each of them desiring his
a very kind manner, while the people stood assistance; but Aristobulus's three hundred
round about them: they also changed their talents had more weight with him than the
houses; while Aristobulus went to the royal justice ofthe cause; which sum, when Scaurus
pulace, and Hyrcanus 'retired to the house of had received, he sent a herald to Hyrcanus
Aristobulus.
and the Arabians, and threatened tbem with
2. Now, those other people who were at the resentment of the Romans and of
7ariance with Aristobulus were afraid, upon Pompey, unless they would raise the siege.
bis unexpectedly obtaining the government; So Aretas was terrified, and retired out of
and . especially this concerned Antipater,* Judea to Philadelphia, as did Scaurus return
whom Aristobulus hated of old. He was to Damascus again: nor was Aristobulus
by birth an Idumean, and one of the princi satisfied with escaping [out of hfs brother's
pal of that nation, on account of bis ances hands], but gathered all his forces together,
tors and riches, and other authority to him and pursued his enemies, and fought them at
belonging: he also persuaded Hyrcanus to a place called Papyron, and slew above six
fly to Aretas, the king of Arabia, and to lay thousand of tbem, and, together with them,
claim to the kingdom ; as also he persuaded Antipater's brother, Phalion.
Aretas to receive Hyrcanus, and to bring 4. WheUj Hyrcanus and Antipater were
him back to his kingdom: he also cast re thus deprived of their hopes from the Ara
proaches upon Aristobulus, as to bis morals, bians, they transferred the same to their
and gave great commendations to Hyrcanus, adversaries; and because Pompey had passed
and exhorted Aretas to receive him, and told through Syria, and was come to Damascus,
him how becoming a thing it would be for they fled to him for assistance; and, without
bim, who ruled so great a kingdom, to afford any bribes, f they made the same equitable
bis assistance to such as are injured; alleg pleas that they had used to Aretas, and be
ing that Hyrcanus was treated unjustly, by sought bim to hate the violent behaviour of
being deprived of that dominion which be Aristobulus, and to bestow the kingdom upon
longed to him by the prerogative of his birth. him to whom it justly belonged, both on
And when he bad predisposed them both to account of his good character, and on account
do what be would have them, be took Hyr of his superiority in age. However, neither
canus by night, and ran away from the .city; was Aristobulus wanting to himself in this
and, continuing his flight with great swift case, as relying on the bribes that Scaurus
ness, he escaped to the place called Petra, had received: he was also there himself, and
which is the royal seat of the king of Arabia, adorned himself after a manner the most
where he put Hyrcanus into Aretas's hands; agreeable to royalty that he was able, but
and, by discoursing much with him, and gain be soon thought it beneath him to come in
ing upon him with many presents, he pre such a servile manner, and could not endure
vailed with him to give him an army that to serve his own ends in a way so much more
might restore him to his kingdom. This abject than he was used to; so he departed
army consisted of tifty thousand footmen and from Diospolis.
ber a while in prison, be put her to death. Dean 5. At this his behaviour Pompey had great
Aldrieh supposes here that Strabo contradict* Jusephus,
which does not appear to rue; for although Josephus + It is somewhat probable, as Havercamp supposes,
says both here and in the Antiq. b. xiii. ch. xvi. sect. 4, and partly Spanhrim also, that the Latin copy is here
that Tigranes besieged her now in Ptolvmaia. and that the truest; that Pompey did take the many presents
be took the city, as the Antiquities inform us. yet does offered bim by H>rcanus, as be would have done the
be nowhere intimate that he now took the queen her others from Aristobulus (sect. ); although bis remark
self; so that both the narrations of Strabo and Josephus able abstinence from the 3000 lalants that were in the
■ay still be true notwithstanding.
Jewish temple, when be touk it a little afterward (ch.
* That Ibis Antipater. the father of Herod the Great- vii. sect, ti, and Antiq. b. xiv ch. it. sect 4). will hardly
was ao idumean, as Josephus affirms here, see the note permit us to desert the Greek copies; ail which agreo
that he diil not take tbem.
•n Antiq. b. xiv. cb xr. sect. 3.
■2 a
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indignation; Hyrcanus also and his friends Yet did not he perform any of the conditions
made great intercession to Pompey; so he he had agreed to; for Aristobulus's party
took not only his Roman forces, but many of would not so much as admit Gabinlus iaw
bis Syrian auxiliaries, and marched against the city, who was sent to receive the inenvejr
Aristobulus. But when he bad passed by that he had promised.
Pella and Scythopolis, and was come to Corea,
where you enter into the country of Judea,
when you go up to it through the Mediter
CHAPTER VH.
ranean parts, he heard that Aristobulus was
tied to Alexandriuin, which is a strong-hold,
fortitied with the utmost magnificence, and HOW POMPEY HAD THE CITT OP JF.RCSALFSI
situated upon a high mountain, and he sent DELIVERED UP TO HIM, BUT TOOK THE
to him, and commanded him to come down. TEMPLE [BY FORCE]. HOW HE WENT
Now his inclination was to try his fortune in INTO THE HOLY Or HOLIES; AS ALSO WHAT
WERE HIS OTHER EXPLOITS IN JUDEA.
a battle, since he was called in such an impe
rious manner, rather than to comply with that
call. However, he saw the multitude were § 1. At this treatment Pompey was very
in great fear, and his friends exhorted him to angry, and took Aristobulus into custody;
consider what the power of the Romans was, and when he was come to the city he looked
and how it was irresistible; bo he complied about where he might make his attack ; for
with their advice, and cume down to Pompey; he saw the walls were so firm that it would
and when he had made a long apology for be hard to overcome them, and that the val
himself, and for the justness of his cause in ley before the walls was terrible; and that the
taking the government, he returned to the temple, wliiclLwas within that valley, was itself
fortress. And when his brother invited him encompassed withal very strong wall, insomuch
again [to plead bis cause], he came down and. that if the city were taken, the temple would
spake about the justice of it, and then went be a second place of refuge for the enemy to
away without any hinderance from Pompey: retire to.
so he was.between hope and fear. And when 2. Mow, as be was long in deliberating
he came down, it was to prevail with Pompey about this matter, a sedition arose among the
to allow him the government entirely; and people within the city; Aristobulus's party
when he went up to the citadel, it was that being willing to fight, and to set their king at
he might not appear to debase himself too liberty, while the party of Hyrcanus were for
low. However, Pompey commanded him to opening the gates to Pompey; and the dreud
give up bis fortitied places, and forced him to people were in, occasioned these last to be a
write to every one of their governors to yield very numerous party, when they looked upon
them up; they having had this charge given the excellent order the Roman soldiers were
them, to obey no letters but what were of his in. So Aristobulus's party was worsted, and
own hand-writing. Accordingly he did what retired into the temple, and cut off the com
he was ordered to do; but had still an indig munication between the temple and the city,
nation at what was done, and.retired to Jeru by breaking down the bridge that joined them
salem, and prepared to fight with Pompey. together, and prepared to make an opposition
6. But Pompey did not give him time to the utmost; but as the others bad*received
to make any preparations [for a siege], but the Romans into the city, and had delivered
followed hiin at his heels; he was also obliged up the palace to him, Pompey sent Piso, one
to make baste in his attempt, by the death of of his great officers, into that palace with an
Mithridates, of which he was informed about army,* who distributed a garr^on about the
Jericho. Mow here is the most fruitful city, because he could not persuade any out
country of Judea, which bears a vast number of those that had tied to the temple to come to
of palm-trees, besides the balsam-tree,' terms of accommodation ; he then disposed all
whose sprouts they cut with sharp stones, things that were round about them so as
and at the incisions they gather the juice, might favour their attacks, as having Hyrcawhich drops down like tears. So Pompey nus's party very ready to afford them both
pitched bis camp in that place one night, counsel and assistance.
and then hasted away the next morning to 3. But Pompey himself filled up the ditch
Jerusalem; but Aristobulus was so affrighted that was on tbc north side of the temple, and
at his approach, that he came and met him by the entire valley also, the army itself being
way of supplication. He also promised him obliged to carry the materials for that pur
money, and that he would deliver up both pose. And indeed it was a hard thing to 511
himself and the city into his disposal; — and up that valley, by reason of its immense depth,
thereby be mitigated the anger of Pompey. especially as the Jews used all the means pos
sible to repel them from their superior station;
* Of the famous palm-trees And balsam about Jericho
had the Romans succeeded in their endea
and Bngaddi, see tbc notes in Havcrcanip's edition, both nor
oere and b. U. ch. ix. sect. 1. They arc somewhat too vours, had not Pompey taken notice of the
i seventh days, on which the Jews abstain
long to ba transcribed in tl '
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fnn all sorts of work on a religious account, open to strangers; for Pompey, and those
vid "aised his bank, but restrained his soldiers that were about him, went into the temple
from Hehtiag on those days; for the Jews itself,* whither it was not lawful for any to
""lv icted defensively on Sabbath-days. But enter but the high-priest, and saw what was
as soon as Pouipey had filled up the valley, reposited therein, the candlestick with its
he erected high towers upon the bank, and lamps, and the table, and the pouring vessels,
brought those engines which they had fetched and the censers, all made entirely of gold, as
from Tyre near to the wall, and tried to bat also a great quantity of spices heaped together
ter it down; and the slingers of stones beat with two thousand talents of sacred money
off those that stood above them, and drove Yet did not he touch the money, nor any
then away: but the towers on this side of thing else that was there reposited; but he
the city made very great resistance, and were commanded the ministers about the temple,
indeed extraordinary both for largeness and the very next day after he bad taken it, to
magnificence.
cleanse it, and to perform their accustomed
4. Now, here it was that, upon the many sacrifices. Moreover, he made Hyrcanus
hardships which the Romans underwent, Pom high-priest, as one that not only in other
pey could not but admire not only at the other respects bad shown great alacrity, on his side,
instances of the Jews' fortitude, but especially during the siege, but as he had been the means
that they did not at all intermit their religious of hindering the multitude that was in the
services, even when they were encompassed country from fighting for Aristobulus, which
with darts on all sides; for, as. if the city | they were otherwise very ready to have done;
were in full peace, their daily sacrifices and by which means he acted the part of a good
purifications, and every branch of their reli general, and reconciled the people to him more
gious worship, were still performed to God by benevolence than by terror. Now among
with the utmost exactness. Nor indeed, the captives, Aristobulus's father-in-law was
-when the temple was actually taken, and* taken, who was also his uncle: so those that
they were every day slain about the altar, did were the most guilty he punished with decol
they leave off the instances of their divine lation; but rewarded Faustus, and those with
worship that were appointed by their law; for him that had fought so bravely, with glorious
it was in the third month of the siege before presents; and laid a tribute upon the country,
the Romans could even with great difficulty • and upon Jerusalem itself,
overthrow one of the towers, and get into the I 7. He also took away from the nation all
temple. Now he that first of all ventured to j those cities they had formerly taken, and that
get over the wall, was Faustus Cornelius, the belonged to Celesyria, anil made them subject
son of Sylla; and next after him were two to him that was at that time appointed to be
centurions, Furius and Fabius; and every the Roman president there, aud reduced
one of these was followed by a cohort of his Judea within its proper bounds. He also
own, who encompassed the Jews on all sides, rebuiltf Gadara, that bad been demolished by
and slew them; some of them as they were the Jews, in order to gratify one Demetrius,
running for shelter to the temple, and others who was of Gadara, and was one of his own
as tbey, for a while, fought in their own freed-men. He also made other cities free
from their dominion, that lay in the midst of
5. And now did many of the prisato, even the country, — such, I mean, as they had not
when they saw their enemies assailing them demolished before that time; Hippos, aud
with swords in their bands, without any dis Scythopolis, as also Pella, and Samaria, and
turbance, go on with their divine worship, Marissa; and beside^ these, Ashdod, and Jjimand were slain while they were offering their nia, and Arethusa; and in like manner dealt
drink-offerings and burning their intense, as be with the maritime cities Gaza, ahd^loppa,
preferring the duties about their woWbip to and Dora, and that which was anciently called
God before their own preservation. The Strato's Tourer, but was^afterward rebuilt
greatest part of them were slain by their owty* with the most magnificent edifices, and bad
countrymen of the adverse faction, and an its name changed to Cesarea, by king Herod.
innumerable multitude threw themselvesdown All which he restored to their own citizens,
precipices; nay some there were who were so and put them under the province of Syria;
*~ distracted among the insuperable difficulties which province, together with Judea, and the
they were under, that Kiev set fire to the countries as far as Egypt and Euphrates, he
buildings that were near to the wall,
and were committed to £caurus as their governor, and
lljana
burnt together with them. Now of*the Jewj gav; him two legions to support him while
were slain twelve thousand ; buj of , the*
Romans very few were skin, but a, greater' • Thus says Tacitus:—Cn.Potnpetus tint of all sno
ws, and went into
right it.of
number was wounded
J t. |£^u^ii"\v..lut«.
Nor their
d,d h.temple,
iJacb byin,V
O. But there was nothing that fitfCCtea the. riches, as hu been observed oo the parallel place of the
nation SO much, in the CnUinit.es they were! Aotiaiiilies, b.xi* ch. iT.aect. 4. out of Cicero himself.
*t.~n under, as
--, that
*u-. their
*U holy
krt1„ place,
nlaM. which
,.,k;«Tri had
VxaA from
+ 'l'he
Gariara,
its date
th#>n
thi> C0'0
^ of{% a!h*a
cerUiii
CTi(lf.,stillct. extant
of lhi8 with
itB rebuiWing
been hitherto seen by none, should be laid by i\>inpey. a* spaohciin here kmures ua.
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he made all the haste he could himself to go Macherus, that lay upon the mountains of
through Cilicia, in his way to Rome, having Arabia.
Aristobulus and his children along with him, 3. However, Gabinius sent before him
as bis captives. They were two daughters Marcus Antonius, and followed himself with
and two sons; the one of which sons, Alex his whole army; but for the select body of
ander, ran away as he was going; but the soldiers that were about Antipater, and
younger, Antigonus, with his sisters, were another body of Jews under the command of
Malichus and Pitholaus, these joined them
carried to Rome.
selves to those captains that were about Mar
cus Antonius, and met Alexander; to which
body came Gabinius with his main army soon
afterward ; and as Alexander was not able to
CHAPTER VIII.
sustain the charge of the enemies' forces,
ALEXANDER, THE SON OF ARISTOBULUS, WHO now they were joined, be retired. But w hen
RAN AWAY FROM POMPEY, MAKES AN EXPE he was come near to Jerusalem, he was forced
DITION AGAINST HYKCANUS; RUT, REINO to fight, and lost six thousand men in the
OVERCOME RY QAR1NIUS, HE DELIVERS UP battle; three thousand of whom fell down
THE FORTRESSES TO HIM. AFTER THIS, dead, and three thousand were taken alive;
ARISTORULUS ESCAPES FROM ROME, AND so he fled with the remainder to Alexandrimn.
GATHERS AN ARMY TOGETHER; BUT BEING 4. Now, when Gabinius was come fo Alex
BEATEN BY THE ROMAN3, HE IS BROUGHT andrium, because he found a great many there
BACK TO ROME; WITH OTHER THINGS .encamped, he tried, by promising tbein par
RELATING TO GABINIUS, CRASSUS, AND don for their former offences, to induce tbein
to come over to him before it came to a fight;
CASSIUS.
but when they would hearken to no terms of
§ 1. In the mean time, Scauru3 made an accommodation, be slew a great number of
expedition into Arabia, but was stopped by the them, and shut up a great number of them
difficulty of the places about Petra. How in the citadel. Mow Marcus Antonius, their
ever, he laid waste the country about Peila, leader, signalized himself in this battle, who,
though even there he was under great hard as he always showed great courage, so did be
ship, for bis army was afflicted with famine. never show it so much as now; but Gabi
In order to supply which want, Hyrcanus nius, leaving forces to take the citadel, went
afforded him some assistance, and sent him away himself, and settled the cities that had
provisions by the means of Antipater; whom not been demolished, and rebuilt those that
also Scaurus sent to Aretas, as one well ac had been destroyed. Accordingly, upon his
quainted with him, to induce him to pay him injunction, the following cities were restored :
money to buy his peace. The king of Ara — Scythopolis, Samaria, Anthedon, Apollobia complied with the proposal, and gave him nia, Jamnia, Raphia, Marissa, Adoreus, Gathree hundred talents; upon which Scaurus mala, Ashdod, and many others; while a
drew his army out of Arabia."
great number of men readily ran to each o'
2. But as tor Alexander, that son of Aris them, and became their inhabitants.
tobulus who ran away from Pompey, in some 5. When Gabinius had taken care of these
time he got a considerable band of men cities, be returned to Alexandrium, aud
together, and lay heavy upon Hyrcanus, and pressed on the siege. So when Alexander
overran Judea, and was likely to overturn despaired of ever obtaining the government, he
him quickly; and indeed he had come to sent ambassadors to him, and prayed him to
Jerusalem, and had ventured to rebuild its forgive what he had offended him in, and
wall that was thrown down by Pompey, had gave up to him the remaining fortresses, Hyrnot Gabinius, who was sent as successor to cauiuinjwd Macherus, as he put Alexandrium
Scaurus into Syria, shown his bravery, as in into his hands afterwards: all which Gabinius
many other points, so in making an expedi demolished, at the persuasion of Alexander's
tion against Alexander; who, as he was mother, that they might not be receptacles
afraid that he would attack him, so he got of men in a second war. She was now there,
together a large army, composed of ten thou in order to mollify Gabinius, out of her
sand armed footmen, and fifteen hundred concern for her relations that were captives
horsemen. He also built walls about proper at Rome, which were her husband and her
places; Alexandrium, and Hyrcanium, and other children. Afft-r this, Gabinius brought
* Take the like attestation to the truth of that sub- Hyrcanuf, to Jerusalem, and committed the
misiiou of Aretas, king of Arabia, to Scaurus the Roman fare of-the temple to him; but ordained the
general, in the words of Dean Aldrich. " Hence (says political government to be by an aristocracy.
he) is derived that old and famous Denarius belonging He also parted the whole nation into five
to tbe fetnilian family [represented in Havercamp's edi conventions,
assigning one portion to Jerusa
tion], wherein Arelas appears in a posture of supnlicaUon, and taking bold of a camel's bridle with his left lem, another to Gadara, tbat another should
hand, and with bis right band presenting a branch of belong to Amathus, a fourth to Jericho, and
the frankincense-tree, with this inscription : Al. M'AUKUS fcX S. C.i and beneath. R£X AKfcTAS."
I to the fifth.division was allotted Sepphoris, a
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city of Galilee. So the people were glad to
be thus freed from monarchical government,
and were overned for the future by an aris
tocracy.
6. Vet did Aristobulus afford a new foun
dation for other disturbances. He fled away
from Home, and got together again many of
the Jews that were desirous of a change, such
as had borne an affection to him of old ; and
when he had taken Alexandrium in the first
place, he attempted to build a wall about it;
but as soon as Gabinius had sent an army
against him under Sisenna, Autonius, and
Bervilius, he was aware of it, and retreated
to Macherus.
And as for the unprofitable
multitude, he dismissed them, and only inarched
on with those that were armed, being to
the number of eight thousand, among whom
was Pitholaus, who had been the lieutenant
at Jerusalem, but deserted to Aristobulus
with a thousand of his men: so the Romans
followed him, and when it came to a battle,
Aristobulus's party for a long time fought
courageously; but at length they were over
borne by the Romans, and of them five thou
sand fell dead, and about two thousand fled
to a certain little bill, but the thousand that
remained with Aristobulus brake through the
Roman army, and marched together to Ma
cherus; and, when the king bad lodged the
first night on its ruins, he was in hopes of
raising another army, if the war would but
cease a while; accordingly, he fortified that
strong-hold, though it was done after a poor
manner. But the Romans falling upon him,
he resisted, even beyond his abilities, for two
days, and then was taken, and brought a pri
soner to Gabinius, with Autigonus his son,
who had fled away together with him from
Rome; and from Gabinius he was carried to
Rome again. Wherefore the senate put him
under confinement, but returned his children
back to Judea, because Gabinius informed
them by letters, that he had promised Aristobulus's mother to do so, for her delivering
the fortresses up to him.
7. But now, as Gabinius was marching to
the war against the Parthians, he was hindered
by Ptolemy, whom, upon his return from
Euphrates, he brought back into Egypt,
making use of Hyrcanus and Antipater to
provide every thing that was necessary for this
expedition; for Antipater furnished him with
money, and weapons, and corn, and auxiliaries ;
be also prevailed with the Jews that were
there, and guarded the avenues at Pelusium,
to Jet them pass. But now, upon Gabinius's
absence, the other part of Syria was in mo
tion, and Alexander, the son of Aristobulus,
brought the Jews to revolt again. Accord
ingly, he got together a very great army, and
set about killing all the Romans that were in
the country; hereupon Gabinius was afraid
(tor he was come back already out of Egypt,
and obliged to come back quickly by these
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tumults), and sent Antipater, who prevailed
with some of the revolters to be quiet. How
ever, thirty thousand still continued with
Alexander, who was himself eager to right
also; accordingly, Gabinius went out to tight,
when the Jews met him; and, as the battle
was fought near Mount Tabor, ten thousand
of them were slain, and the rest of the mul
titude dispersed themselves, and fled away.
So Gabinius came to Jerusalem, and settled
the government as Antipater would have it;
thence he marched, and fought, and beat the
Nabateans: as for Mithridates and Orsanes,
who fled out of Parthia, he sent them away
privately, but gave it out among the soldiers
that they had run away.
8. In the mean time, Crassus came as suc
cessor to Gabinius in Syria. He took away
all the rest of the gold belonging to the tem
ple of Jerusalem, in order to furnish himself
for his expedition against the Parthians. lie
also took away the two thousand talents which
Pompey had not touched ; but when he had
passed over Euphrates, he perished himself,
and his army with him; concerning which
affairs this is not a proper time to speak [more
largely].
9. But now Cassius, after Crassus, put a
stop to the Parthians, who were marching, in
order to enter Syria. Cassius had fled into
that province, and when he bad taken posses
sion of the same, he made a hasty march into
Judea; and, upon his taking Tarichea?, he
carried thirty thousand Jews into slavery. He
also slew Pitholaus, who had supported the
seditious followers of Aristobulus; and it
was Antipater who advised him so to do.
Now this Antipater married a wife of an emi
nent family among the Arabians, whose name
was Cypros, and had four sons born to him
by her, Phasaelus and Herod, who was after
wards king, and besides, Joseph and Pheroras;
and he bad a daughter, whose name was
Salome.
Now, as he made himself friends
among the men of power everywhere, by the
kind offices he did them, and the hospitable
manner that be treated them ; so did he con
tract th»_ greatest friendship with the king of
Arabia, by marrying bis relation; insomuch
that when he made war with Aristobulus, he
sent and intrusted his children with him. So,
when Cassius had forced Alexander to come
to terms and to be quiet, he returned to Eu
phrates, in order to prevent the Parthians
from repassing it; concerning which matter
we shall speak elsewhere.*
• This citation u now wanting-
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the ctty; in the attack of which place, Antipater principally signalized himself, for he
brought down that part of the wall which WA3
CHAPTER IX.
over-against him, and leaped first of all into
ARISTOBULUS IS TAKEN OFF BY POMPEYS the city, with the men that were about him.
FRIENDS, AS IS HIS SON ALEXANDER BY 4. Thus was Pelusium taken. But still,
SCIPIO. ANTIPATER CULTIVATES A FRIEND as they were marching on, those Egyptian
SHIP WITH C/ESAR, AFTER POMPEY's DEATH ; Jews that inhabited the country, called the
HE ALSO PERFORMS GREAT ACTIONS IN THAT country of Onias, stopped them. Then did
WAR, WHEREIN HE ASSISTED HITHRIDATES. Antipater persuade them not only not to stop
them, but to afford provisions for their army;
§ I. Now, upon the flight of Pompey and on which account even the people about
of the senate beyond the Ionian Sea, Ciesar Memphis would not light against them, but,
got Rome and the empire under his power, of their own accord, joined Mithridates.
and released Aristobulus from his bonds. He Whereupon he went round about Delta, and
also committed two legions to him, and sent fought the rest of the Egyptians at a place
him in haste into Syria, as hoping that by his called the Jews' Camp: nay, when he was in
means he should easily conquer that country, danger in the battle with all his right wing,
and the parts adjoining to Judea. But envy Antipater wheeled about, and came along the
prevented any effect of Aristobulus's alacrity bank of the river to him ; for he had beaten
and the hopes of Caesar; for he was taken off those that opposed him as he led the left wing.
by poison given him by those of Pompey's After which success he fell upon those that
party; and, for a long while, he bad not so pursued Mithridates, and slew a great many
much as a burial vouchsafed him in his own of them, and pursued the remainder so far,
country; but his dead body lay [above that he took their camp, while be lost no more
ground], preserved in honey, until it was sent than fourscore of his own men; as Mithrida
to the Jews by Antony, in order to be buried tes lost, during the pursuit that was made
in the royal sepulchres.
after him, about eight hundred. He was also
2. His son Alexander also was beheaded himself saved unexpectedly, and became an
by Scipio at Antioch, and that by the com unreproachable witness to Cesar of tbe great
mand of Pompey, and upon an accusation actions of Antipater.
laid against him before his tribunal, fur toe 5. Whereupon Caesar encouraged Antipa
mischiefs he had done to the liomans. Bat ter to undertake other hazardous enterprises
Ptolemy, the son of Menneus, who was then for him. and that by giving him great com
ruler of Chalcis, under Libanus, took his mendations and hopes of reward. In all
brethren to him, by sending his son Philippio which enterprises he readily exposed himself
for them toAscalon; who took Autigon<.s, to many dangers, and became a most coura
as well as his sisters, away from Aristobulus's geous warrior; and had many wounds all over
wife, and brought them to his father; and his body, as demonstrations of his valour.
falling in love with the younger daughter, he And when Caesar had settled the affairs ot
married her, and was afterward slain by his Egypt, and was returning into Syria again,
father on her account; for Ptolemy himself, he gave him the privilege of a Roman citizen,
after he had slain his son, married her, whose and freedom from taxes, and rendered him
name was Alexandra; on account of which an object of admiration by the honours and
marriage, he took the greater care of her marks of friendship he bestowed upon him.
brother and sister.
On this account it was that he also confirmed
3. Now, after Pompey was dead, Antipa- Hyrcanus in the high-priesthood.
ter changed sides, and cultivated a friendship
with Caesar. And, since Mithridatcs of Pergamus, with the forces he led against Egypt,
was excluded from the avenues about PeluCHAPTER X.
sium, and was forced to stay at Ascalon, he
persuaded the Arabians among whom he had CESAR MAKES ANTIPATER PROCDRATOR OF
lived, to assist him, and came himself to him, JUDEA; AS DOES ANTIPATER APPOINT PHAat the head of three thousand men. He also SAELUS TO BE GOVERNOR OF JERUSALEM,
encouraged the men of power in Syria to AND HEROD GOVERNOR OP GALILEE; WHO,
come to his assistance; as also of the inhabi IN SOME TIME, WAS CALLED TO ANSWER
tants of Libanus, Ptolemy, and Jamblieus, FOR HIMSELF [BEFORE THE SANHEDRIM],
and another Ptolemy; by which means the WHERE HE IS ACWU1TTEI). SI X 11 s CASAll
cities of that country came readily into this IS TREACHEROUSLY KILLED BY BA5SUS,
war; insomuch that Mithridatcs ventured AND IS SUCCEEDED BY MARCUS.
now, in dependence upon the additional
strength that he had gotten by Antipater, to § 1. About this time it was that Antigonus,
inarch forward to Pelutium; and when they the son of Aristobulus, came to Caesar, and
ref'ised him a passage through it, he besieged became, in a surprising manner, the occasion
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Anfipster'a
for, therein ; where he partly threatened, and partly
creas he ought to bare lamented that his advised, every one, and told them that, in case
IV her appeared to hare been poisoned on they would submit to Hyrcanus, they would
account of his quarrels with Pompey, and to live happily and peaceably, and enjoy what
hare complained of Scipio's barbarity towards they possessed, and that with universal peace
his brother, and not to mix any invidious pas and quietness; but that, in case they hearkened
sion when suing for mercy; instead of those to such as had some frigid hopes, by raising
things, he came before Caesar, and accused new troubles, to get themselves some gain,
Hyrcanus and Antipater, how they had driren they should then find him to be their lord,
bim and his brethren entirely out of their instead of their procurator, and find Hyrcanus
native country, and had acted in a great many to be a tyrant, instead of a king,—and both
instances unjustly and eztraragantly with the Romans and Caesar to be tbeir enemies,
regard to their nation; and that as to the instead of rulers ; for that they would not suffer
assistance they had sent him into Egypt, it him to be remored from the gorernment,
was not done out of good-will to him, but out whom they had made their gorernor; and, at
of the fear they were in from former quarrels, the same time that he said this, he settled the
and in order to gain pardon for their friend affairs of the country by himself, because he
ship to [his enemy] Pompey.
saw that Hyrcanus was inactive, and not fit
2. Hereupon Antipater threw away his to manage the affairs of the kingdom. So he
garments, and showed the multitude of the constituted his eldest son, Phasaelus, gorernor
wounds he had, and said, that as to his good of Jerusalem, and of the parts about it; he
will to Caesar, he had no occasion to say a also sent his next son, Herod, who was rery
word, because his body cried aloud, though young,* with equal authority into Galilee.
he said nothing himself: that he wondered at 5. Now Herod was an active man, and
Antigonus's boldness, while he was himself soon found proper materials for his active
no other than the son of an enemy to the spirit to work upon. As therefore he found
Romans, and of a fugitive, and had it by inhe that Hezekias, the head of the robbers, ran
ritance from his father to be fond of innora- orer the neighbouring parts of Syria with a
tions and seditions, that he should undertake great band of men, he caught him and slew
to accuse other men before the Roman gorer- bim, and many more of the robbers with him ;
nor, and endeavour to gain some advantages which exploit was chiefly grateful to the
to himself, when he ought to be contented that Syrians, insomuch that hymns were sung in
he was suffered to lire; for that the reason of' Herod's commendation, both in the rillages
his desire of governing public affairs, was not and in the cities, as having procured their
so much because he was in want of it, but quietness, and having preserved what tbey
because, if he could once obtain the same, he possessed to tbem; on which occasion he
might stir up a sedition among the Jews, and became acquainted with Sextus Caesar, a kins
use what he should gain from the Romans, I man of the great Caesar, and president of
to the disservice of those that gare it bim.
Syria. A just emulation of his glorious actions
3. When Caesar heard this, he declared I excited Phasaelus also to imitate him. Accor
Hyrcanus to be the most worthy of the high- j dingly, he procured the good-will of the inha
priesthood, and gave leave to Antipater to ■ bitants of Jerusalem, by his own management
choose what authority he pleased; but he left of the city affairs, and did not abuse bis power
the determination of such dignity to him that in any disagreeable manner; whence it came
bestowed the dignity upon him; so he was con to pass that the nation paid Antipater the
stituted procurator of all Judea, and obtained respects that were due only to a king, and the ,
leave, moreover, to rebuild* those walls of honours they all yielded him were equal to
his country that had been thrown down. the honours due to an absolute lord; yet did
These honorary grants Caesar sent orders to he not abate any part of that good-will or
have engraved in the Capitol, that they might fidelity which he owed to Hyrcanus.
stand there as indications of his own justice, 6. However, he found it impossible to
•nd of the virtue of Antipater.
escape envy in such his prosperity: for the
4. But as soon as Antipater had conducted glory of these young men affected cren Hyr
V'.vsar out of Syria he returned to Judea, and canus himself alreody prirately, though he
the first thing he did. was to rebuild that wall said nothing of it to any body; but what he
or bis own country [Jerusalem], which Pom principally was griered at was the great actions
pey had overthrown, and then to go over the of Herod, and that so many messengers came
country, and to quiet the tumults that were one before another, and informed him of the
• What is here noted by Hudson and Spanheim, that great reputation he got in all his underta
this (real uf leave In rebuild the walls of the cities of kings. There were also many people in the
Judea was made by Julius CaMW, n-il as t'tre to Antipa royal palace itself who inflamed his enry at
ter. hut to Hyrcanus (Antiq b. xiv. ch. viii. se t. t>),
.v. haj
has
hardly un uppearance ofa contradiction ; Antipater being him; those, I mean, who were obstructed in
oow perhaps considered only as llyrcnnns's deouty and
minister, although be alterwanls made a cypher of Hyr + Or 2£ years of age. See note on Anttq. b. tcb.xil.
canus, and. under rreat decency of behaviour to him, sect 3, and on h. xiv'.ch.ix. sect.*4 ; and <)f the War, b,iL
lout the real autbu ly to biiuselL
cb xi. sect t>; and i'oljb. b.xvii.p. 745.
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their designs by the prudence either of the Hyrcanus down from his kingdom ; and this
young men, or of Antipater. These men he had soon done, unless bis father and bro
said, that by committing the public affairs to ther had gone out together and broken the
the management of Antipater and of his sons, force of his fury, and this by exhorting him
he sat down with nothing but the bare name to carry bis revenge no farther than to threat
ot a king, without any of its authority; and ening and affrighting, but to spare the king,
they asked him how long he would so far mis under whom he had been advanced to such a
take himself as to breed up kings against his degree of power; and that be ought not to
own interest; for that they did not now conceal be so much provoked at his being tried, as to
their government of affairs any longer, but forget to be thankful that he was acquitted;
were plainly lords of the nation, and had thrust nor so long to think upon what was of a me
bun out of his authority ; that this was the lancholy nature, as to be ungrateful for his
case when Herod slew so many men without deliverance; and if we ought to reckon that
his giving him any command to do it, either God is the arbitrator of success in war, an
by word of mouth or by his Utter, and this in unjust cause is of more disadvantage than an
contradiction to the law of the Jews; who, army can be of advantage; and that there
therefore, in case he be not a king, but a pri fore he ought not to be entirely confident of
vate man, still ought to come to his trial, and success in a case where he is to fight against
answer it to him, and to the laws of his coun bis king, his supporter, and one that had often
try, which do not permit any one to be killed been his benefactor, and that had never been
till he had been condemned in judgment.
severe to bim any otherwise than as he had
7. Now Hyrcanus was by degrees inflamed hearkened to evil counsellors, and this no far-,
with these discourses, and at length could ther than by bringing a shadow of injustice
bear no longer, but summoned Herod to take upon him. So Herod was prevailed upon
his trial. Accordingly, by his father's advice, by these arguments, and supposed that what
and as soon as the affairs of Galilee would he had already done was sufficient for bis
give him leave, he came up [to Jerusalem], future hopes, and that he had enough shown
when he had first placed garrisons in Galilee: his power to the nation.
however, he came with a sufficient body of 10. In the mean time, there was a distur
soldiers, so many indeed that he might not bance among the Romans about Apamia, and
appear to have with him an army able to over a civil war occasioned by the treacherous
throw Hyrcanus's government, nor yet so few slaughter of Sextus Ciesar,* by Cecihus Basas to expose him to the insults of those that sus, which be perpetrated out of his good-will
envied bim. However, Sextus Ciesar was in to Pompey; be also took the authority over
fear for the young man, lest he should be his forces ; but, as the rest of Caesar's com
taken by bis enemies, and brought to punish manders attacked Bassus with their whole
ment; so he sent some to denounce expressly army, in order to punish him for the murder
to Hyrcanus, that he should acquit Herod of of Caesar, Antipater also sent them assistance
the capital charge against him ; who acquitted by his sons, both on account of him that was
him accordingly, as being otherwise inclined murdered, and on account of that Caesar who
also so to do, for he loved Herod.
was still alive, both of whom were their
8. But Herod, supposing that he had friends ; and as this war grew to be of a con
escaped punishment without the consent of siderable length, Marcus came out of Italy at
the king, retired to Sextus, to Damascus, and successor to Sextus.
got every thing ready, in order not to obey
him if he should summon him again; where
upon those that were evil-disposed irritated
Hyrcanus, and told bim that Herod was gone
CHAPTER XI.
away in anger, and was prepared to make
war upon him; and as the king believed what HEUOD IS MADE PROCURATOR OF AIL SYRIA;
they said, he knew not what to do, since he MALICHUS IS AFRAID OF HIM, AND TASKS
saw his antagonist was stronger than be was ANTIPATER OFF BY POISON: WHEREUPON
himself; and now, since Herod was made THE TRIBUNES OF THE SOLDIERS ARE PRE
general of Celesyria and Samaria by Sextus VAILED WITH TO KILL HIM.
Cawar, he was formidable, not only from the
good-will which the nation bore him, but by § 1. There was at this time a mighty war
the power he himself had; insomuch that raised among the Romans, upon the sudden
Hyrcanus fell into the utmost degree of ter and treacherous slaughter of Cesar by Cassius
ror, and expected he would presently march and Brutus, after he had held the govern
against bim with his army.
ment for three years and seven months, f
9. Nor was he mistaken in the conjecture • Many writers of the Roman history eire an account
he made ; for Herod got his army together, of this murder of Sextos Csssar, and of the war ol
out of the anger he bare him for his threaten Apamia upon this occasion. They are cited in Dean.
ing him with the accusation in a public court, Aldrich's note.
Antiquities, b. aiv. eh. xt sect. 1, the dura
and led it to Jerusalem, in order to throw tion+ loof the
tor reign of Julius Caesar is three nan U
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Upon this murder tbere were very great agi to procure his reconciliation to Ms father
tations, and the great men were mightily Thus was he preserved again by Antipater,
at difference one with another, and every one who dissuaded Marcus, the then president of
betook himself to that party where they had Syria, from his resolution of killing Malichus,
the greatest hopes of advancing themselves. on account of his attempts for innovation.
Accordingly, Cassius came into Syria, in order 4. Upon the war between Cassius and Bru
to receive the forces that were at Apamia, tus on one side, against the younger Caesar
where he procured a reconciliation between [Augustus] and Antony on the other, Cassius
Bassus and Marcus, and the legions which and Marcus got together an army out of Syria;
were at difference with him : so he raised the and because Herod was likely to have a great
siege of Apamia, and took upon him the share in providing necessaries, they then made
command of the army, and went about exact him procurator of all Syria, and gave him an
ing tribute of the cities, and demanding their army of foot and horse. Cassius promised him
money to such a degree as they were not able also, that after the war was over, he would
make him king of Judea ; but it so happened,
to bear.
2. So he gave command that the Jews that the power and hopes of his son became
should bring in seven hundred talents: where the cause of his perdition; for, as Malichus
upon Antipater, out of his dread of Cassius's was afraid of this, he corrupted one of the
threats, parted the raising of this sum among king's cup-bearers with money, to give a poi
his sons, and among others of his acquaint soned potion to Antipater; so he became a
ance, and to be done immediately; and sacrifice to Malichus's wickedness, and died at
among them he required one Malichus, who a feast. He was a man, in other respects,
was at enmity with him, to do his part also, active in the management of affairs, and one
which necessity forced him to do. Now that recovered the government to Hyrcanus,
Herod, in the first place, mitigated the passion and preserved it in his hands.
of Cassius, by bringing his share out of Gali
5. However, Malichus, when he was sus
lee, which was a hundred talents, on which pected of poisoning Antipater, and when the
account he was in the highest favour with multitude was angry with him for it, denied
him ; and when he reproached the rest for it, and made the people believe he was not
being tardy, he was angry at the cities them guilty. He also prepared to make a greater
selves; so he made slaves of Oophna and figure, and raised soldiers; for he did not
Emmaus, and two others of less note: nay, suppose that Herod would be quiet, who
he proceeded as if he would kill Malichus, indeed came upon him with an army pre
because he hud not made greater haste in sently, in order lo revenge his father's death;
exacting his tribute; but Antipater prevented but, upon hearing the advice of his brother
the ruin of this man, and of the other cities, Phasaelus, not to punish him in an open man
and got into Cassius's favour by bringing in a ner, lest the multitude should fall into a
sedition, he admitted of Malichus's apology,
hundred talents immediately.*
3. However, when Cassius was gone, Mali and professed that he cleared him of the sus
chus forgot the kindness that Antipater bad picion; he also made a pompous funeral for
done him, and laid frequent plots against him his father.
that had saved him, as making haste to get 6. So Herod went to Samaria, which was
him out of the way, who was an obstacle to then in a tumult, and settled the city in
his wicked practices; but Antipater was so peace; after which, at the [Pentecost] festi
much afraid of the power and cunning of the val, he returned to Jerusalem, having his
man, that he went beyond Jordan, in order to armed men with him; hereupon Hyrcanus,
get an army to guard himself against his at the request of Malichus, who feared his
treacherous designs; but when Malichus was approach, forbade them to introduce foreigners
caught in his plot, he put upon Antipater's to mix themselves with the people of the
sons by his impudence, for he thoroughly country, while they were purifying them
deluded Phasaelus, who was the guardian of selves; but Herod despised the pretence,
Jerusalem, and Herod, who was intrusted with and him that gave that command, and came
the weapons of war, and this by a great in by night. Upon which Malicbus came to
many excuses and oaths, and persuaded them him, and bewailed Antipater; Herod also
made him believe [he admitted of his lamen
montbsi but bere three years seven months, beginning
as real], although he had much ado to
rightly, says Oean Aldrieh. from his second dictatorship. tation
It is probable the real duiation might be three years and restrain his passion at him; however, he did
himself bewail the murder of his father in his
between six and seven months.
• It appears evidently by Joscphus's accounts, both letters to Cassius, who, on other accounts,
here and in his Antiquities (b. air. eh. xi. sect- a), that this also
hated Malichus. Cassius sent him word
Caarius. one of Cesar's murderers, was a bitter oppres
sor, and exacter of tribute in Judea. These seven hun
that he should avenge his father's death
dred talents amount to about three hundred thousand back
pounds sterling, and are about half the yearly revenues upon him, and privately gave order to the
of aloft Herod afterwards. See the note on Antiq.b.xviL tribunes tnat were under him, that they should
• et.aj.seet 4. It also appears that Galilee then paid no assist Herod in a righteous action be was
mare than one hundred talents, or the seventh part of the about.
ansa to be Lsviivl in all the country
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7. And because, upon the taking of Lao- by himself too hard for Felix, and reproached
dicea by Cassius, the men of power were got Hyrcanus on account of his ingratitude, boti
ten together from all quarters, with presents for what assistance be had afforded Malichus,
and crowns in their hands, Herod allotted and for overlooking Malichus's brother, when
this time for the punishment of Malichus. he possessed himself of the fortresses; for he
When Malichus suspected that, and was at had gotten a great many of tbem already, and
Tyre, he resolved to withdraw bis son pri among them the strongest of them all,
vately from among the Tyrians, who was an Masada.
hostage there, while he got ready to fly away 2. However, nothing could be sufficient
into Judea; the despair he was in of escaping for him against the force of Herod, who, as
excited him to think of greater things; soon as he was recovered, took the other for
for be hoped that he should raise the nation tresses again, and drove him out of Masada
to a revolt from the Romans, while Cassius in the posture of a supplicant ; he also drove
was busy about the war against Antony, and away Marion, the tyrant of the Tyrians, oat
that he should easily depose Hyrcanus, and of Galilee, when he had already possessed
himself of three fortified places; but as to
get the crown for himself.
8. But fate laughed at the hopes he had; those Tyrians whom be had caught, he pre
for Herod foresaw what he was so zealous served them all alive; nay, some of them he
about, and invited both Hyrcanus and him gave presents to, and so sent them away, and
to supper; but calling one of the principal thereby procured good-will to himself from the
servants that stood by him to him, he sent city, and hatred to the tyrant. Marion had in
him out, as though it were to get things ready deed obtained that tyrannical power ofCassius,
for supper, but in reality to give notice be who set tyrants over all Syria;* and out of
forehand about the plot that was laid against hatred to Herod it was that he assisted Antihim; accordingly, they called to mind what gonus, the son of Aristobulus, and princi
orders Cassius had given them, and went out pally on Fabius's account, whom Antigonus
of the city with their swords in their hands had made his assistant by money, and had
upon the sea-shore, where they encompassed him accordingly on his side when he made
Malichus round about, and killed him with his descent; but it was Ptolemy, the kins
many wounds. Upon which Hyrcanus was man of Antigonus, that supplied all that he
immediately affrighted, till he swooned away, wanted.
and fell down at the surprise he was in; and 3. When Herod bad fought against these
it was with difficulty that he was recovered, in the avenues of Judea, be was conqueror in
when he asked who it was that had killed tbe battle, and drove away Antigonus, and
Malichus. And when one of the tribunes returned to Jerusalem, beloved by every body
replied, that it was done by the command of for tbe glorious action be had done; for
Cassius, " Then," said he, " Cassius hath those who did not before favour bim, dia*
saved both me and my country, by cutting join themselves to him now, because of bis
off one that was laying plots against them marriage into the family of Hyrcanus; for
both." Whether he spuke according to bis as he had formerly married a wife out of his
own sentiments, or whether his fear was such, own country of no ignoble blood, who was
that he was obliged to commend the action called Doris, of whom he begat Antipater, so
by saying so, is uncertain; however, by this did he now marry Mariamne, the daughter of
method Herod inflicted punishment upon Alexander, the son of Aristobulus, and the
Malichus.
grand-daughter of Hyrcanus, and was become
thereby a relation of the king.
4. But when Coesar and Antony bad slain
Cassius near Philippi, and Ctesar was gone
CHAPTER XII.
to Italy, and Antony to Asia, amongst the
rest of the cities which sent ambassadors to
PHASAELUS IS TOO HARD FOB FELIX; HEROU Antony unto Bithynia, the great men of the
ALSO OVERCOMES ANTIGONUS IN BATTLE: Jews came' also, and accused Phasaelus and
AND THE JEWS ACCUSE BOTH HEBOD AND Herod, that they kept the government by
PHASAELUS; BUT ANTONIU9 ACQUITS THEM, force, and that Hyrcanus had no more than
AND HAKES THEM TKTRAnCHS.
an honourable name. Herod appeared ready
to answer this accusation; and, having made
§ 1. When Cassius was gone out of Syria, Antony his friend by the large sums of money
another sedition arose at Jerusalem, wherein he gave him, be brought him to such a
Felix assaulted Pbasaelus with an army, that temper as not to bear the others speak against
he might revenge the death gf Malichus upon him; and thus did tbey part at this tiaie.
Herod, by falling upon bis brother. Now 5. However.after this there came a hundred
Herod happened then to be with Fabius, the
Here we tee that Cassius Bet tyrants over all Syria
governor of Damascus, and as he was going so •that
his assisting to destroy Csesar does not souai to
to his brother's assistance, he was detained bare proceeded
his true zeal for public liberty
by sickness; in the mean time, Phasaelus was but from a desirefrom
lo be a tyrant hiaitelf.
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of the principal men among the Jews to already succeeded, upon the death of his father
Daphne by Antioch, to Antony, who was Ptolemy, the son of Menneus, in the govern
already in love with Cleopatra to the degree ment [of Chalcis], he prevailed with the
of slavery; these Jews put those men that governor, by a promise of a thousand talents,
were the most potent, both in dignity and and five hundred women, to bring back
eloquence, foremost, and accused the breth Antigonus to his kingdom, and to turn Hyr
ren." But Messala opposed them, and defended canus out of it. Pacorus was by these means
the brethren, and that while Hyrcanus stood induced so to do, and marched along the
by him, on account of his relation to them. sea-coast, while he ordered Barzapharues to
When Antony had heard both sides, he asked , fall upon the Jews as he went along the
Hyrcanus which party was the fittest to Mediterranean part of the country; but ot
govern; who replied, that Herod and his party the maritime people, the Tyrians would not
were the fittest. Antony was glad of that receive Pacorus, although those of Ptolemais
answer, for he had been formerly treated in and Sidon bad received him; so he com
an hospitable and obliging manner by his mitted a troop of his horse to a certain
father Antipater, when he marched into Judea cup-bearer belonging to the royal family,
with Gabinius; so he constituted the breth of his own name [Pacorus], and gave him
ren tetrarchs, and committed to them the orders to march into Judea, in order to learn
government of Judea.
the state of affairs among their enemies, ;md
6. But when the ambassadors bad indig to help Antigonus when he should want his
nation at this procedure, Antony took fifteen assistance.
of them, and put them into custody, whom he 2. Now, as these men were ravaging Carwas also going to kill presently, and the rest mel, many of the Jews ran together to
he drove away with disgrace; on which occa Antigonus, and showed themselves ready to
sion a still greater tumult arose at Jerusalem; make all incursion into the country; so he sent
so they sent again a thousand ambassadors to them before into that place called Drymm
Tyre, where Antony now abode, as he was [the woodland],! to seize upon the place;
marching to Jerusalem; upon these men who whereupon a battle was fought between them;
made a clamour, he sent out the governor of and they drove the enemy away, and pur
Tyre, and ordered him to punka ail that he sued them, and ran after them as far as Jeru
could catch of them, and to settle those in the salem, and as their numbers increased, they
administration whom he had made tetrarchs. proceeded as far as the king's palace; but as
7. But before this, Herod and Hyreanus Hyrcanus and Phasaelus received them with
went out upon the sea-shore, and earnestly a strong body of men, there happened a
desired of these ambassadors that they would battle in the market-place, in which Herod's
neither bring ruin upon themselves, nor war party beat the enemy, and shut them up in
upon their native country, by their rash con the temple, and set sixty men in the houses
tentions; and when they grew still more out adjoining as a guard on them. But the
rageous, Antony sent out armed men, and people that were tumultuous against the
slew a great many, and wounded more of brethren came in and burnt those men; while
them: of whom those that were slain were Herod, in his rage for killing them, attacked
buried by Hyrcanus, as were the wounded and slew many of the people, till one party
put under the care of physicians by him; yet made incursions on the other by turns, day
would not those that had escaped be quiet by day, in the way of ambushes; and slaugh
still, but put the affairs of the city into such ters were made continually among them.
disorder, and so provoked Antony, that he 3. Now, when that festival which we call
slew those whom he had put in bonds also. Pentecost was at hand, all the places about
the temple, and the whole city was fall of a
multitude of people that were come out of the
country, and who were the greatest part of
CHAPTER XIH.
them armed also, at which time Phasaelus
guarded the wall, and Herod, with a few,
THE PABTHIANS BRING ANTIGONUS BACK guarded the royal palace; and when he made
INTO JODEA, AND CAST HYRCANUS AND an assault upon his enemies, as they were out
PHASAELUS INTO PRISON. THE FLIGHT OF of their ranks, on the north quarter of the
HEROD, AND THE TAKING OF JERUSALEM, city, he slew a very great number of them,
AND WHAT HYRCANUS AND FHASAELUS and put them all to flight; and some of them
SUFFERED.
lie shut up within the city, and others within
the outward rampart. In the mean time
| 1. Now two years afterward, when Barza- I Antigonus desired that Pacorus might be
pharnes, a governor among the Parthians, |
and Pacorus, the king's son, bad possessed | + Thl« large and noted wood, or woodland, belonging
themselves of Syria, and when Lysaiias had i to CanneL called A*«u«f by the Septuagint, i* mentioned
in tbe Old Testament, 3 Kingi xix.x3; and laa.xxxriL
XI; and Strabo,b.xTi.p.76o'; as both Aldricb and Spaaheira lit r* remark very |
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admitted to be a reconciler between them ; and Pbasaelus and Hyrcanus, wbo could do no
Pbasaelus was prevailed upon to admit the more than curse their perfidiousness and their'
Parthian into the city with five hundred horse, perjury.
and to treat him in an hospitable manner, 6. In the mean time, the cup-bearer was
who pretended that he came to quell the sent [back], and laid a plot how to seize upon
tumult, but in reality be came to assist Anti Herod, by deluding him, and getting him out
gonus; however, he laid a plot for Pbasaelus, of the city, as he was commanded to do.
and persuaded him to go as an ambassador But Herod suspected the barbarians from the
to Barzapharnes, in order to put an end beginiung; and having then received intelli
to the war, although Herod was very earnest gence that a messenger, wbo was to bring
with him to the contrary, and exhorted him bim the letters that informed him of the
to kill the plotter, but not expose himself to treachery intended, had fallen among the ene
tl. j snares he had laid for him, because the my, he would not go out of the city ; though
barbarians arc naturally perfidious. How Pacorus said, very positively, that he ought
ever, Pacorus went out and took Hyrcanus to go out, and meet the messengers that
with him, that he might be the less suspected; brought the letters, for that the enemy had not
he also* left some of the horsemen, called the taken them, and that the contents of them were
Freemen, with Herod, and conducted Pbasae not accounts of any plots upon them, but of
what Phasaelus had done; yet had he heard
lus with the rest.
4. But now, when they were come to Gali from others that his brother was seized; and
lee, they found that the people of that country Alexandra, \ the shrewdest woman in the
had revolted, and were in arms, who came world, Hyrcanus's (laughter, begged of biro
TKy cunningly to their leader, and besought that be would not go out, nor trust himself
hi n to conceal his treacherous intentions by to those barbarians, who now were come to
an obliging behaviour to them; accordingly, make an attempt upon him openly.
lie at first made them presents, and afterward, 7. Now, as Pacorus and his friends were
as tl / went away, laid ambusbes for them ; considering how they might bring their plot
a..d, when tbey were come to one of the mari to bear privately, because it was not possible
time cities called Ecdippon, they perceived to circumvent a man of so great prudence by
that a plot was laid for them ; for they were openly attacking him, Herod prevented them,
there informed of the promise of a thousand and went off with the persons that were the
talents, and how Antigonus had devoted the most nearly related to bim by night, and this
greatest number of the women that were there without their enemies being apprised of it.
with them, among the five hundred, to the But, as soon as the Parthians perceived it,
Parthians; they also perceived that an am they pursued after them; and, as he gave
bush was always laid for them by the barba orders for his mother, and sister, and the young
rians in the night-time; they had also been woman wbo was betrothed to him, with her
seized on before this, unless they had waited mother, and his youngest brother, to make
for the seizure of Herod first at Jerusalem, the best of tbeir way, he himself, with his
because, if he were once informed of this servants, took all the care they could to keep
treachery of theirs, he would take care of off the barbarians; and when, at every assault,
himself; nor was this a mere report, for he had slain a great many of them, he came
tbey saw the guards already not far off them. to the strong-hold of Masada.
5. Nor would Pbasaelus think of forsaking 8. Nay, he found by experience that the
Hyrcanus and dying away, although Ophel- Jews fell more heavily upon him than did
liiis earnestly persuaded him to it; for this the Parthians, and created him troubles per
man had learned the whole scheme of the plot petually, and this ever since he was gotten
from Sarainalla, the richest of all the Syrians. sixty furlongs from the city; these sometimes
But Phasaelus went up to the Parthian brought it to a sort of a regular battle. Now,
governor, and reproached him to his face for in the place where Herod beat tbem, and killed
laying this treacherous plot against tbem, and a great number of tbem, there be afterward
chiefly because be had done it for money; built a citadel, in memory of the great actions
and he promised him, that he would give him he did there, and adorned it with the most
more money for their preservation, than costly palaces, and erected very strong forti
Antigonus had promised to give for the king fications, and called it, from his own name,
dom. But the sly Parthian endeavoured to Herodium. Now, as they were in their flight,
remove all his suspicion by apologies and by many joined themselves to him every day;
oaths, and then went to [the other] Pacorus; and, at a place called Thressa of Idumea, his
immediately after which, those Parthians who brother Joseph met him, and advised bim to
were left, and had it in charge, seized upon ease himself of a great number of his fol
lowers; because Masada would not contain so
• These account*,both here and Antiq.b. xir. ch.xili. great a multitude, which were above nine
sect. 6, that the Parthian* fought chiefly on horseback, thousand. Herod complied with this advice]
and that only tome few of their soldiers were free
men, perfectly agree with Trogus Pompeius, in Justin,
b. xlL a, a, as l>-an Aldriob well obserres ia this place..
+ Muriatunr here, ui the copies.
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and sent away the most cumbersome part of
his retinue, that they might go into Idumea,
and gave them provisions for their journey;
CHAPTER XIV.
but he got safe to the fortress with his nearest
relations, and retained with him only the WHEN HEROD tS REJECTED IN ARABIA, HE
stoutest of his followers; and there it was
MAKES HASTE TO ROME, WHERE ANTONT
that be left eight hundred of his men as a
AND C/F.SAR JOIN THEIR INTEREST TO
guard for the women, and provisions sufficient
MAKE HIM KINO OF THE JEWS.
for a siege; but he made haste himself to
Petra of Arabia.
§ 1. Now Herod did the more zealously pur
9. As for the Parthians in Jerusalem, they sue his journey into Arabia, as making baste
betook themselves to plundering, and fell upon to get money of the king, while bis brother
the houses of those that were lied, and upon was yet alive ; by which money alone it was
the king's palace, and spared nothing but that he hoped to prevail upon the covetous
Hyrcanus's money, which was not above three temper of the barbarians, to spare Phasaelus ;
hundred talents. They lighted on other men's for he reasoned thus with himself: — That if
money also, but not so much as they hoped the Arabian king was too forgetful of his
for; for Herod, having a long while bad a father's friendship with him, and was too
suspicion of the perfidiousness of the barba covetous to make him a free gift, he would,
rians, had taken care to have what was most however, borrow of him as much as might
splendid among his treasures conveyed into redeem his brother, and put into bis hands, as
Idumea, as every one belonging to him had a pledge, the son of him that was to be re
in like manner done also. But the Parthians deemed. Accordingly, he led his brother's son
proceeded to that degree of injustice, as to along with him, who was of the age of seven
fill all the country with war without denoun years. Mow he was ready to give three bun
cing it, and to demolish the city Marissa, and dred talents for his brother, and intended to
not only to set up Antigonus for king, but to desire the intercession of the Tyrians, to get
deliver PhasaeluS and Hyrcanus bound into them accepted; however, fate had been too
his hands, in order ti their being tormented quick for his diligence; and since Phasaelus
by bira. Antigonus himself also bit off Hyr was dead, Herod's brotherly love was now in
canus's ears with his own teeth, as he fell vain. Moreover, he was not able to find any
down upon his knees to him, that so he might lasting friendship among the Arabians ; for
lever be able, upon any mutation of affairs, their king, Malicbus, sent to him immediately,
to take the high - priesthood again; for the and commanded him to return back out ot
higb-priests that officiated were to be complete, bis country, and used the name of the Par
and without blemish.
tbians as a pretence for so doing, as though
10. However, he failed in his purpose of these had denounced to him, by their ambas
•busing Phasaelus, by reason of his courage, sadors, to cast Herod out of Arabia; while in
for though he neither had the command of his reality they had a mind to keep back what
sword nor of his hands, he prevented all abuses they owed to Antipater, and not be obliged
by dashing bis head against a stone; so he de to make requital to his sons for the free gifts
monstrated himself to be Herod's own brother, the father had made them. He also took the
and Hyrcanus a most degenerate relation, and imprudent advice of those who, equally with
died with great bravery, and made the end of himself, were willing to deprive Herod of
bis life agreeable to the actions of it. There what Antipater had deposited among them;
is also another report about his end, viz. that and these men were the most potent of all
he recovered of that stroke, and that a sur whom he had in his kingdom.
geon, who was sent by Antigonus to heal
2. So when Herod had found that the Ara
him, filled the wound with poisonous ingre bians were his enemies, and this for those very
dients, and so killed him. Whichsoever of reasons whence he hoped they would have
these deaths be came to, the beginning of it been the most friendly, and had given them
was glorious. It is also reported, that before such an answer as his passion suggested, he
he expired, he was informed by a certain poor returned back and went for Egypt. Now he
woman bow Herod bad escaped out of their lodged the first evening at one of the temples
hands, and that he said thereupon, " I now of that country, in order to meet with those
die with comfort, since I leave behind me one whom he left behind ; but on the next day word
was brought him, as he was going to Rhinoalive that will avenge me of mine enemies."
11. This was the death of Phasaelus; but curura, that his brother was dead, and bow he
the Parthians, although they had failed of the came by his death; and when he had lamented
women they chiefly desired, yet did they put bim as much as his present circumstances
the government of Jerusalem into the hands could bear, he soon laid aside such cares, and
But now, after
of Antigonus, and took away Hyrcanus, and proceeded on his journey.
bound him, and carried bun to Parthia.
some time, the king of Arabia repented of
what he bad done, and sent presently away
messengers to call him bask: Herod had
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prevented them, and was come to Pelusium, These reasons greatly moved the senate; at
where he could not obtain a passage from which juncture Antony came in, and tuld
those that lay with the fleet, so he besought them that it was for their advantage in the
their captains to let him go by them; accord Parthian war that Herod should be king; so
ingly, out of the reverence tbey bore to the they all gave their votes for it. And when
fume and dignity of the man, they conducted the senate was separated, Antony and Ctesat
him to Alexandria; and when he came into went out, with Herod between them; wuili
the city, he was received by Cleopatra with the consul and the rest of the magistrates
great splendour, — Who hoped he might be went before them, in order to offer sacrifices,
persuaded to be commander of her forces in and to lay the decree in the Capitol. Antony
the expedition she was now about. But he also made a feast for Herod on the first day
rejected the queen's solicitations, and being of his reign.
neither affrighted at the height of that storm
which then happened, nor at the tumults that
were now in Italy, he Bailed for Rome.
3. But as he was in peril about Pamphylia,
CHAPTER XV.
and obliged to cast out the greatest part of
the ship's lading, he, with difficulty, got safe ANT1GONCS BESIEGES THOSE THAT WEEE IN
to Rhodes, a place which had been grievously MASAIH, WHOM HEROD FKEES F&OM CON
harassed in the war with Cassius. lie was FINEMENT WHEN HE CAME SACK HWU
there received by bis friends, Ptolemy and ROME, AND H;1M.M1.V MARCHES TO JERU
Sappinius; and, although he was then in want SALEM, WHERE HE USDS SILO CORRUPTED*
of money, he fitted up a three-decked ship of BY BRIBES.
very great magnitude, wherein he and his
friends sailed to Brundusiuin,* and went to § 1. Mow during this time, Antigonus
Koine with all speed; where he first \>( all besieged those that were in Alasada, who had
went to Antony, on account of the friendship all other necessaries in sufficient quantity, but
his lather had with him, and laid before him were in want of water; on which account
the calamities of himself and his family; Joseph, Herod's brother, was disposed to run
and that he had left bis nearest relations away to the Arabians, with two hundred of
besieged in a fortress, and had sailed to him his own friends, because he bad heard that
through a storm, to make supplication to him Malichus repented of bis offences with regard
to Herod; and he bad been so quick as to
for assistance.
4. Hereupon Antony was moved to com have been gone out of the fortress already,
passion at the change that had been made in unless, on that very night when he was going
Herod's affairs, and this both upon his calling away, there had fallen a great deal of rain,
to mind how hospitably he had been treated insomuch that his reservoirs were full of water,
by Antipater, but more especially on account and so he was under no necessity of running
of Herod's own virtue; so he then resolved away. After which, therefore, tbey made an
to get him made king of the Jews, whom he irruption upon Antigonus's party, and slew a
hail himself formerly made tetrarch. The great many of them, some in open battles, and
contest also that he had with Antigonus was some in private ambush; nor had tbey always
another inducement, and that of no less weight success in their attempts, for sometimes they
than the great regard he had for Herod; for were beaten, and ran away.
he looked upon Antigonus as a seditious 2. In the mean time Ventidius, the Roman
person, and an enemy of the Romans: and as general, was sent out of Syria, to restrain the
for Cawar, Herod found bim better prepared incursions of the Partbians; and after be had
than Antony, as remembering very fresh the done that, he came into Judea, in pretence
wars he had gone through together with his indeed to assist Joseph and bis party, but in
father, the hospitable treatment he had met reality to get money of Antigonus; and when
with, from him, and the entire good-will he j he had pitched his camp very near to Jerusa
hud shown to him; besides the activity which lem, as soon as he had got money enough, he
he saw in Herod himself. So he called the went away with the greatest part of his forces;
senate together, wherein Messalas, and after yet still did he leave Silo with some part of
Inin Atratinus, produced Herotj before them, them, lest if he had taken them all away, his
nnil gave a full account of the merits of his taking of bribes might have been too openly
lather, and his own good-will to the Romans. discovered. Now Antigonus hoped that the
At the same time they demonstrated that Parthians would come again to bis assistance,
Antigonus was their enemy, not only because and therefore cultivated a good understanding
he soon quarrelled with them, but because he with Silo in the mean time, lest any interrup
dow overlooked the Romans, and took the tion should be given to his hopes.
government by the means of the Parthians. 3. Now by this time Herod had sailed out
of Italy, ami was wine to Ptolemais: and as
• Thlt Brenteftium or Brundusiuin haaeoirii Itill pre. soon
as he had gotten together no small a,,uy
•rrted.on
whith
hio Informs
oft, ii written WENaHHOlIN, Mm Siiaq. i of foreigners, and of bis own countrymen, a*
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marched through Galilee against Antigonus, were 3or Antigonus made a contrary clamour,
wherein be was assisted by Ventidius and and did neither permit any body to hear that
Silo, both whom Oellius,* a person sent by proclamation, nor to change their party; so
Antony, persuaded to bring Herod [into his Antigonus gave order to his forces to beat
kingdom]. Now Ventidius was at this time the enemy from the walls: accordingly, they
among the cities, and composing the distur soon threw their darts at them from the towers,
bances which hud happened by means of the and put them to flight.
Parthians, us was Silo in Judea corrupted by 6. And here it was that Silo discovered he
the bribes that Antigonus had given him; yet had taken bribes; for be set many of the sol
was not Herod himself destitute of power, diers to clamour about their want of, neces
but the number of his forces increased every saries, and to require their pay, in order to buy
day as he went along, and all Galilee, with themselves food, and to demand that he would
few exceptions, joined themselves to him. lead them into places convenient for their
So he proposed to himself to set about bis winter quarters; because all the parts about
most necessary enterprise, and that was Ma- the city were laid waste by the means of Ansail*, in order to deliver his relations from the tigonus's army, which had taken all things
siege they endured. But still Joppa stood in away. By this he moved the army, and
his way, and hindered his going thither; for attempted to get them off the siege; but
it was necessary to take that city first, which Herod went to the captains that were under
was in the enemies' hands, that when he Silo, and to a great many of the soldiers, and
should go to Jerusalem, no fortress might be begged of them not to leave bim, who wus
left in the enemies power behind him. Silo sent thither by Caesar and Antony, and tbe
also willingly joined him, as having now a senate; for that he would take care to have
plausible occasion of drawing off his forces their wants supplied that very day. After
[from Jerusalem]; and when the Jews pur the making of which entreaty, be went hastily
sued him, and pressed upon him [in his re into the country, and brought thither so great
treat], Herod made an excursion upon them an abundance of necessaries, that he cut off
with a small body of his men, and soon put all Silo's pretences; and, in order to provide
them to flight, and saved Silo when he was in that for the following days they should not
want supplies, he sent to the people that were
distress.
4. After this, Herod took Joppa, and then about Samaria (which city had joined itself
made haste to Masada to free bis relations. to him) to bring corn, wine, and oil, and
Mow, as he was marching, many came in to cattle to Jericho. When Antigonus heard of
him; some induced by their friendship to bis this, he sent some of his party with orders to
fattier, some by the reputation he had already binder, and lay ambushes for these collectors
gained himself, and some, in order to repay of corn. This command was obeyed, and a
tbe benefits they had received from them both; great multitude of armed men were gathered
but still what engaged the greatest number together about Jericho, and lay upon the
on his side, was the hopes from him, when he mountains, to watch those that brought the
should be established in his kingdom; so that provisions. Yet was Herod not idle, but took
he had gotten together already an army bard with bim ten cohorts, five of them were Roto be conquered. But Antigonus laid an jnans, and five were Jewish cohorts, together
ambush for bim as he marched out, in which with some mercenary troops intermixed
he did little or no harm to his enemies. How among them, and besides those a few horse
ever, he easily recovered his relations again men, and came to Jericho; and when he came
that were in Masada, a9 well as the fortress he found the city deserted, but that there
Ressa, and then inarched to Jerusalem, were five hundred men, with their wives and
where the soldiers that were with Silo joined children, who bad taken possession of the
themselves to his own, as did many out of tops of the mountains; these he took, and
dismissed them, while the Romans fell upon
the city, from a dread of his power.
5. Now, when he had pitched his camp on the rest of the city, and plundered it, having
the west side of the city, the guards who found the houses full of all sorts of good
were there shot with arrows, and threw their things. So the king left a garrison at Jeri
darts at tbem, while others run out in com cho, and came back, and gent the Roman
panies, and attacked those in tbe fore-front; army into those cities which were come over
but Herod commanded proclamation to be to him, to take their winter quarters there,
nade at tbe wall, that he was come for the viz. into Judea [or Idumea], and Galilee, and
good of the people, and the preservation of Samaria. Antigonus also, by bribes, obtained
the city, without any design to be revenged of Silo to let a part of bis army be received
on bis open enemies, but to grant oblivion to at Lydda as a compliment to Antouius.
them, though they had been tbe most obsti
nate against him. Now the soldiers that
* This Delliut is famous, or rather infamous, in tbe
h l-i -r. -a Hark Anion}, as Suanlieim and Atdricb, burn
Bote, from In* coins from I'luUich and [>io.
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them as he followed them, and destroyed a
great part of them, till those that remained
were scattered beyond the river [JordanJ; and
CHAPTER XVL
Galilee was freed from the terrors they had
HTROD TAKES SEPPHORIS, AND SUBDUES THE been under, excepting from those that remained,
B.OBBKHS THAT WERE IN THE CAVES: HE and lay concealed in caves, which required
AFTER THAT AVENGES HIMSELF UPON longer time ere they could be conquered. In
MAC HE HAS, AS UPON AN ENEMY OP HIS, order to which, Herod, in the first place, dis
AND GOES TO ANTONY, AS HE WAS tributed the fruits of their former labours to
the soldiers, and gave every one of them a
BESIEGING SAM08ATA.
hundred and fifty drachma; of silver, and a
§ 1. So the Romans lived in plenty of all great deal more to their commanders, and
things, and rested from war. However, Herod sent them into their winter quarters. He
did not lie at rest, but seized upon Idumea, also sent to his youngest brother Pheroras, to
and kept it, with two thousand footmen, and take care of a good market for them, where
four hundred horsemen ; and this he did by they might buy themselves provisions, and to
sending his brother Joseph thither, that no build a wall about Alexandrium ; who took
innovation might be made by Antigonus. He care of both those injunctions accordingly.
also removed his mother, and all his relations, 4. In the mean time Antony abode at
who bad been in Masada, to Samaria; and Athens, while Ventidius called for Silo and
when he hud settled them securely, he marched Herod to come to the war against the Parto take the remaining parts of Galilee, and tbians, but ordered them first to settle the
to drive away the garrisons placed there by affairs of Judea: so Herod willingly dismissed
Silo to go to Ventidius; but he made an
Antigonus.
2. But when Herod had reached Seppho- expedition himself against those that lay in the
ris,* in a very great snow, be took the city caves. Now these caves were in the preci
without any difficulty, the guards that should pices of craggy mountains, and could not be
have kept it dying away before it was come at from any side, since they had only
assaulted; where he gave an opportunity to some winding path-ways, very narrow, by
his followers that had been in distress to which they got up to them; but the rock that
refresh themselves, there being in that city a lay on their front had beneath it valleys of a
great abundance of necessaries. After which vast depth, and of an almost perpendicnlur
he hasted away to the robbers that were in the declivity; insomuch that the king was doubt
caves, who overran a great part of the coun ful for a long time what to do, by reason of
try, and did as great mischief to its inhabitants a kind of impossibility there was of attacking
as a war itself could have done. Accordingly, the place. Yet did be at length make use of
he sent beforehand three cohorts of footmen, a contrivance that was subject to the utmost
and one troop of horsemen, to the village hazard; for he let down the most hardy of
Arbela, and came himself forty days after his men in chests, and set tbem at the mouths
wards t with the rest of his forces. Yet were of the dens. Now these men slew the rob
not the enemy affrighted at his assault, but bers and their families, and when they made
met him in arms; for their skill was that ofj resistance, they sent in fire upon tbem [and
warriors, but their boldness was the boldness burnt them]; and as Herod was desirous of
of robbers: when, therefore, it came to a saving some of them, he bad proclamation
pitched battle, they put to flight Herod's left made, that they should come and deliver
wing with their right one: but Herod, wheel themselves up to him; but not one of tbem
ing about on the sudden from his own right came willingly to him; and of those that
wing, came to their assistance, and both made were compelled to come, many preferred death
his own left wing return back from its flight, to captivity. And here a certain old man,
and fell upon the pursuers, and cooled their the father of seven children, whose children,
courage, till they could not bear the attempts together with their mother, desired him to
that were made directly upon them, and so give them leave to go out, upon the assurance
turned back and ran away.
and right hand that was offered them, slew
3. But Herod1 followed them, and slew them after the following manner:—He ordered
every one of them to go out, while he stood
• This Sepphoris, the metropolis of Galilee, so often himself
at the cave's mouth, and slew that
mentioned by Josepbus, has coins still remaining, 2JS11- son
of his perpetually who went out. Herod
♦ilP' I S UN, as Spanheitn here inlonns us.
♦ This way of speaking, "after forty djys," is inter- was near enough to see this sight, and his
Ereled by Joseptius himself, "on the fortieth day;'* Antiq. bowels
of compassion were moved at it, and
.xir. ch. xv. sect 4. In like manner, when Joseptui*
•ays, cb. xxxiii.sect.8, that Herod lived "after" he had he stretched out his right hand to the old
ordered Anhpalcr to he slain *' five days," this is by him man, and besought him to spare bis children
self interpreted, Antiq. b.xvii-ch. viii. sect 1. that be died
*'oa the iitth day afterward." So also what is in this yet did not he relent at all upon h hmt
book, chap. xiii. sect, 1, "after two years," Is, Antiq. b. he said, but over and above reproached
xJt cb. xiii. sect 3. "on the second year:" and l>ean Herod on the lowncss of his descent, and
Aldrich here notes, that this way of speaking is familiar
to Joaepbua.
•lew his wife as well as his children; aud
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heard that he was besieging Samosata* with
when be had thrown their dead bodies
a great army, which is a strong city near to
the precipice, he at last threw himself
Euphrates, he made the greater haste; as ob
after them.
5. By this means Herod subdued these serving that this was a proper opportunity Car
caves, and the robbers that were in them. He showing at once his courage, and for doing
then left there a part of his army, as many as what would greatly oblige Antony. Indeed,
he thought sufficient to prevent any sedition, when be came, he soon made an end of that
and made Ptolemy their general, and returned siege, and slew a great number of the bar
to Samaria: he led also with him three barians, and took from them a large prey;
thousand armed footmen, and six hundred insomuch that Antony, who admired bis cou
horsemen, against Antigonus. Now here rage formerly, did now admire it still more.'
those that used to raise tumult3 in Galilee, Accordingly, he heaped many more honours
having liberty so to do upon his departure, upon him, and gave bim more assure "
fell unexpectedly upon Ptolemy, the general that he should gain his kingdom : and n
of his forces, and slew him: they also laid the king Antiochus was forced to deliver up
country waste, and then retired to the bogs, Samosata.
and to places not easily to be found; but
when Herod was informed of this insurrection,
he came to the assistance of the country im
CHAPTER XVIX
mediately, and destroyed a great number of
the seditious, and raised the sieges of all those THE DEATH OF JOSEPH [HEEOD's BROTHER],
fortresses they had besieged; he also exacted WHICH HAD BEEN SIGNIFIED TO HEROD IN
DREAMS. HOW HEROD WAS PRESERVBD
the tribute of a hundred talents of his enemies,
as a penalty for the mutations they had made TWICE, AFTER A WONDERFUL MANNER.
HE CUTS OFF THE HEAD OF PAPPUS, WHO
in the country.
6. By this time (the Parthians being already WAS THE MURDERER OF HIS BROTHER,
driven out of the country, and Pacorus slain) AND SENDS THAT HEAD TO [HIS OTHER
Ventidius, by Antony's command, sent a BROTHER] PHERORAS. AND IN NO LONG
thousand horsemen, and two legions, as auxi
TIME HE BESIEGES JERUSALEM, AND
liaries to Herod, against Antigonus. Now MARRIES MARIAMNE.
Antigonus besought Macheras, who was their
general, by letter, to come to his assistance, § 1. In the mean time Herod's affairs in
arfd made a great many mournful complaints Judea were in an ill state. He had left his
about Herod's violence, and about the injuries brother Joseph with full power, but had
be did to the kingdom; and promised to give charged him to make no attempts against
him money for such bis assistance : but he Antigonus till his return; for that Macheras
complied not with his invitation to betray his would not be such an assistant as he could
trust, for he did not contemn him that sent depend on, as it appeared by what he had done
him, especially while Herod gave him more already; but as soon as Joseph heard that his
money [than the other offered]. So be pre brother was at a very great distance, he ne
tended friendship to Antigonus, bat came as glected the charge be had received, and march
a spy to discover his affairs, although he did ed towards Jericho with live cohorts, which
not herein comply with Herod, who dissuaded Macheras sent with bim. This movement
him from so doing; but Antigonus perceived was intended for seizing on the corn, as it was
what his intentions were beforehand, and now in the midst of summer; but when his
excluded him out -Of the city, and defended enemies attacked him in the mountains, and
himself against him as against an enemy, from in places which were difficult to pass, he was
the walls ; till Macheras was ashamed of what both killed himself, as he was very bravely
he had done, and retired to Emmaus to fighting in the battle, and the entire Roman
Herod; and, as he was in a rage at his dis cohorts were destroyed; for these cohorts
appointment, he slew all the Jews whom he were new-raised men, gathered out of Syria,
met with, without sparing those that were for anjl there was no mixture of those called
Herod, but using them all as if they were for veteran soldiers among them, who might have
Antigonus.
supported those that were unskilful in war.
7. Hereupon Herod was very angry at him, 2. This victory was not sufficient for An
and was going to fight against Macheras as tigonus; but he proceeded to that degree of
bis enemy; but he restrained his indignation, rage, as to treat the dead body of Joseph bar
and marched to Antony to accuse Macheras of barously; for when he had gotten possession
mal administration; but Macheras was made of the bodies of those that were slain, he cut
sensible of his offences, and followed after the
king immediately, and earnestly begged and * ThU Samosata. the metropolis of Commiipena, is
obtained that he would be reconciled to him. well known from its coins, as Spaoheim here assart* as.
Dean Aldrich also coDHnns what Joseplius aero notaa
However, Herod did not desist from bis reso- that
Herod was a great means of taking the city by
of going to Antony; but when he Antony,
and that from Plutarch and Dio.
2O
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off his brad, although his brother Pheroras
would bare given fifty talents aa a price of
redemption fur it. And now the affairs of
Galilee were put into such disorder after this
victory of Antigonus, that those of Antigo
nus a party brought the principal men that
were on Herod's side to the lake, and there
drowned them. There was a great change
made also in Idumea, where Macheras was
building a wall about one of the fortresses,
tiiat was called Gittha. But Herod had not
yet been informed of these things; for after
the talcing of Samosata, and when Antony
had set Sosius over the affairs of Syria, and
given him orders to assist Herod against
Antigonus, he departed into Egypt. But
Sosius sent two legions before him into Judea,
to assist Herod, and followed himself soon
after with the rest of bis army.
3. Now when Herod was at Daphne, by
Antioch, he had some dreams which clearly
foreboded his brother's death; and as he
leaped out of his bed in a disturbed manner,
there came messengers that acquainted him
with that calamity. So when he had lamented
this misfortune for a while, he put off the
maiu part of his mourning, and made haste to
march against his enemies; and when he had
performed a march that was above his
strength, and was gone as far as Libanus, be
got eight- hundred men of those that lived
near to that mountain, as his assistants, and
joined with them one Roman legion, with
which, before it was day, he made an irrup
tion into Galilee, and met his enemies, and
drove them back to the place which they bad
left. He also made an immediate and conti
nued attack upon the fortress. Yet was he
forced, by a most terrible storm, to pitch bis
camp in the neighbouring village before he
could take it. But when, after a few days'
time, the second legion, that came from
Antony, joined themselves to him, the enemy
were affrighted at his power, and left their
fortifications in the night-time.
4. After this be marched through Jericho,
as making what haste he could to be avenged
on bis brother's murderers: where happened
to him a providential sign, out of which when
he had unexpectedly escaped, he had the repu
tation of being very dear to God; for that
evening there feasted with him many of the
principal men; and after that feast was over,
and all the guests were gone out, the house
fell down immediately. And as he judged this
to be a common signal of what dangers he
should undergo, and how he should escape
them in the war that he was going about, he
in the morning set forward with his army,
when about six thousand of his enemies came
running down from the mountains, and began
to fight with those in his fore-front; yet
durst they not be so very bold as to engage
the Romans hand to hand, but threw stones
and darts at them at a distance, by which
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means they wounded a considerable number ;
in which action Herod's own side was wououeu
with a dart.
5. Now as Antigonus bad a mind to aprx-w
to exceed Herod not only in the courage, bt»
in the number of bis men, he sent Pappus,
one of bis companions, with an army agaiiut
Samaria, whose fortune it was to oppose
Macheras. But Herod overran the enemieV
country, and demolished five little cities, and
destroyed two thousand men that were in
them, and burned their houses, and then
returned to his camp; but his head-quarters
were at the village called Cans.
G. Now a great multitude of Jews resorted
to him every day, both out of Jericho and the
other parts of the country. Some were moved
so to do out of their hatred to Antigonus,
and some out of regard to the glorious actions
Herod had done; but others were led on by
an unreasonable desire of change; so he fell
upon them immediately. As for Pappus and
his party, they were not terrified either at their
number or at their zeal, but marched out with
great alacrity to fight them; and it came to a
close fight. Now other parts of their army
made resistance for a while: but Herod, run
ning the utmost hazard, out of the rage be
was in at the murder of bis brother, that he
might be avenged on those that had been tbe
authors of it, soon beat those that opposed
him ; and, after he had beaten tbem, he always
turned his force against those that stood* to
it still, and pursued them all ; so that a great
slaughter was made, while some were forced
back into that village whence tbey came out;
be also pressed hard upon the (undermost,
and slew a vast number of them; he also fell
into the village with the enemy, where every
house was filled with armed men, and the
upper rooms were crowded above with sol
diers for their defence; and when he had
beaten those that were on the outside, he
pulled the bouses to pieces, and plucked out
those that were within; upon many he bad
the roofs shaken down, whereby tbey perished
by heaps; and as for those that fled out of
the ruins, the soldiers received tbem with their
swords in their hands; and the multitude of
those slain and lying in heaps was so great,
that the conquerors could not pass along tbe
roads. Now tbe enemy could not bear this
blow, so that when the multitude of them
which was gathered together, saw that those
in the village were slain, they dispersed them
selves and fled away ; upon the confidence of
which victory, Herod bad marched iu.u.Cdiately to Jerusalem, unless he baa been hin
dered by the depth of winter's [coming on].
This was the impediment that lay in the way
of this his entire glorious progress, and was
what hindered Antigonus from being now
conquered, wbo was already disposed to for
sake the city.
7. Now when at the evening Herod hail
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already dismissed his' friends to refresh themkjIvps after their fatigue, and when he was
gone himself, while he was still hot in bis
armour, like a common soldier, to bathe Iiime»lf, and bad but one servant that attended
him, and before he was gotten into tbe bath,
one of the enemies met him in the face with
a sword in bis band, and then a second, and
then a third, and after that more of them;
these were men who had run awajr out of tbe
battle into tbe bath in their armour, and they
had lain there for some time in great terror,
and in privacy; and when tbey saw the king,
they trembled for fear, and ran by him in a
fright, although he was naked, and endea
voured to get off into the public road. Mow
there was by chance nobody else at hand that
might seize upon these men; and for Herod,
he was contented to have come to no harm
himself, so that they all got away in safety.
8. But on tbe next day Heroil had Pappus's
head cut oiF, who was the general for Autigomis, and was slain in tbe battle, nil sent it to
his brother Pheroras, by way of punishment
for their slain brother; for he was the man
that slew Joseph. Now as winter was going
oiF, Herod marched to Jerusalem, and brought
his army to the wall of it; this was tjie third
year since be had been made king at Rome;
so he pitched his camp before tbe temple, for
on that side it might be besieged; and there
it was that Poinpey took the city. So be
parted the work among the army, and demo
lished the suburbs, and raised three banks,
and gave orders to have towers built upon
those banks, and left tbe most laborious of his
acquaintance at the works. But he went
himself to Samaria, to take the daughter of
Alexander, tbe son of Arktobulus, to wile,
who had been betrothed to him before, as we
have already said; and thus he accomplished
this by the bye, during the siege of the city, for
he had his enemies in great contempt already.
9. When be had thus married Mariamne, he
came back to Jerusalem with a greater army.
Sosius also joined him with a large army, both
of horsemen and footmen, which he sent before
him through the midland parts, while be
marched himself along Phoenicia; and when tbe
whole army was gotten together, which were
eleven regiments of footmen, and six thousand
horsemen, besides the Syrian auxiliaries, which
were no small part of the army, they pitched
their camp near to the north wall. Herod's
dependence was upon the decree of the senate,
by which he was made king; and Sosius relied
upon Antony, who sent the army that was
under him to Herod's assistance.
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CHAPTER XVIIL
HOW HEROD AND SOSIDS TOOK JERCSAI.KW
BY FOBCE; AND WHAT DEATH ANTIOOMIK
CAME TO.
ALSO, CONCERNING CLEOPA
TRA 'S AVARICIOUS TEMPER.

§ I. No w the multitude of the Jews that were
in the city were divided into several factions;
for the people that crowded about the temple,
being the weaker part of them, gave it out
that, as the times were, he was the happiest
and oust religious man who should die first.
But as to the more hold and hardy men, they
gut together in bodies, and fell a robbing
others after various manners, and these par
ticularly plundered the places that were about
the city, and this because there was no tbod
left either for tbe horses or the men; yet
some of the warlike men, who were used to
tight regularly, were appointed to defend the
city during the siege, and these drove those
that raised the banks away from the wall;
and these were always inventing one engine
or another to be a hinderance to the engines
of the enemy; nor bad tbey so much success
any way as in tbe mines under ground.
2. Now, as for tbe robberies which were
committed, the king contrived that ambushes
should be so laid, that they might restrain
their excursions; and as for the want of
provisions, he provided that tbey should be
brought to them from great distances. He
was also too hard tor the Jews, by the
Romans' skill in the art of war: although they
were bold to the utmost degree, now they durst
not come to a plain battle with the Romans,
which was certain death; but through their
mines under ground tbey would appear in tbe
midst of tbem on the sudden, and before they
could batter down one wall, tbty built them
another in its stead; and to sum up all at
once, they did not show any want either of
painstaking or of contrivances, as having
resolved to hold out to tbe very last. Indeed,
though they had so great an army lying
round about them, they bore a siege of five
mouths, till some of Herod's chosen men ven
tured to get upon the wall, and fell into the
city, as did Sosius's centurions after them
and now they first of all seized upon what was
about the temple; and upon tbe pouring in
of tbe army, there was slaughter of vast mul
titudes everywhere, by reason of the rage the
Romans were in at the length of the siege,
and by reason that the Jews that were about
Herod earnestly endeavoured that none of
their adversaries might remain; so they were
cut to pieces by great multitudes, and as
they were crowded together in narrow streets,
and in houses, or were running away to the
temple; nor was there any mercy shown either
to infants or to the aged, or to the weaker
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sex; insomuch, that although the king sent exemption from all suffering*; for Antony
about ami desired them tu spare the people, was now bewitched by bis love to Cleopatra,
nobody could be persuaded to withhold their and was entirely conquered by her cbanm.
right hand from slaughter, but they slew Now Cleopatra had put to death ajl her kin
people of all ages, like roadmen. Then it dred, till no one near her in blood remained
was that Antigouus, without any regard to alive, and after that she fell a slaying those
his former or to his present fortune, came no way related to her. So she calumniated
down from the citadel, and fell down at the principal men among the Syrians to
Sosius's feet, who without pitying him at all, Antony, and persuaded him to have them
upon the change of his condition, laughed at slain, that So she might easily gain to be mis
hnn beyond measure, and called him Anti- tress of what they had; nay, she extended her
£ona.* Yet did not he treat him like a avaricious humour to the Jews and Arabians,
woman, or let him go free, but put him into and secretly laboured to have Herod and Malibonds, and kept him in custody.
chus, the kings of both those nations, slain by
3. But Herod's concern at present.wow he his order.
had gotten his enemies under his power, was 5. Now as to these her injunctions to
to restrain the seal of his foreign auxiliaries; Antony, he complied in part; for though he
for the multitude of the strange people were esteemed it too abominable a thing to kill such
very eager to see the temple, and what was good and great kings, yet was he thereby
sacred in the holy house itself; but the king alienated from the friendship he had for tbem.
endeavoured to restrain them, partly by his He also took away a great deal of their
exhortations, partly by his threatenings, nay, country; nay even the plantation of palmpartly by force, as thinking the victory worse trees at Jericho, where also grows the balsamthan a defeat to him, if any thing that ought tree, and bestowed them upon her; as also
not to be seen were seen by them. He also all the cities on this side the river Eleutherus,
forbade, at the same time, the spoiling of the Tyre and SidonJ excepted. And when she
city, asking Sosius in the most earnest manner, was become mistress of these, and had con
whether the Romans, by thus emptying the ducted.Antony in his expedition against the
city of money and men, had a mind to leave Parthians, as far as Euphrates, she came by
.11in king of a desert, —and told him, that he Apamia and Damascus into Judea; and there
judged the dominion of the habitable earth too did Herod pacify her indignation at him by
small a compensation for the slaughter of so large presents. He also hired of her those
many citizens. And when Sosius said, that it places that had been torn away from his
was but just to allow the soldiers this, plun kingdom, at the yearly rent of two hundred
der, as a reward for what they suffered during talents. He conducted her also as fur as
the siege, Herod made answer, that he would Pelusium, and paid her all the respects pos
give every one of the soldiers a reward out of sible. Now it was not long after this that
bis own money. So he purchased the deliver Antony was come back from Partbia, and led
ance of his country, and performed his pro with him Artabaxes, Tigranes's son, captive,
mises to them, and made presents alter a as a present for Cleopatra; for this Parthian
magnificent manner to each soldier, and propor was presently given her, with his money, and
tionally to their commanders, and with a most all the prey that was taken with him.
royal bounty to Sosius himself, whereby
nobody went away but in a wealthy condition.
Hereupon Sosius dedicated a crown of gold
to God, and then went away from Jerusalem,
CHAPTER XIX.
leading Antigonus away in bonds to Antony ;
then did the axe bring him to bis end,')' who HOW ANTONY, AT THE PEBSOA8ION OF CLEO
still had a fond desire of life, aud some frigid
PATRA, SENT HEROD TO FIGHT AGAINST
hopes of it to the last; but by his cowardly THE ARABIANS; AND HOW, AFTER SEVE
RAL RATTLES, HE AT LENGTH GOT Till
behaviour well deserved to die by it.
4. Hereupon king Herod distinguished the VICTORY. AS ALSO CONCERNING A GREAT
multitude that was in the city; and for those EARTHQUAKE.
that were of his side, he made them still more
his friends by the honours he conferred on § 1. Now when the war about Actium was
them; but for those of Antigonus's party, he begun, Herod prepared to come to the assist
slew them: and as his money ran low, he ance of Antony, as being already freed from
turned all the ornaments he had into money, his troubles in Judea, and having gained
and sent it to Antony, aud to those about Hyrcania, which was a place that was held by
him. Yet could he not hereby purchase an
; This ancient liberty of Tyre and Sidon nnder the
Kocmiis, taken notice of by Josephus, both here and
• TbU If a woman, not a man.
Antiq. b. xv.ch.ir. sect I, is confirmed by the testimon*
4 Tbu death of Antigonus il confirmed by Plutarch of
Slrabo, b. xvl. p. M7, an liean Aldrich remarket
and Struboj the latter of whom is cited for it by Jose- although,
as lie justly adds, this libeity lasted a litue
pbui himself, Antiq. b. xv.cb. L atct 2, u Dean Aldricb while lunger,
when Augustus loot it away from Ibew.
hero observes.
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Antigonus's sister. However, he was cun at the height, at the beginning of.the spring,
ningly hindered from partaking of the hazards the earth was shaken, and destroyed an
that Antony went through by Cleopatra; for immense number ofcattle, with thirty thousand
since, as we have already noted, she had laid men; but the army received no harm, because
a plot against the kings [of Judea and Arabia], it lay in the open air. In the mean time, the
■he prevailed with Antony to commit the war fame of this earthquake elevated the Arabians
against the Arabians to Herod; that so, if be to greater courage, and this by augmenting it
got the better, she might become mistress of to a fabulous height, as is constantly the case
Arabia, or, if he were worsted, of Judea; and in melancholy accidents, and pretending that
that she might destroy one of those kings by all Judea was overthrown. Upon this supposal, therefore, that they should easily get a
the other.
2. However, this contrivance tended to the land that was destitute of inhabitants into
advantage of Herod; for at the very first he their power, they first sacrificed those ambas
took hostages from the enemy, and got toge sadors who were come to them from the Jews,
ther a great body of horse, and ordered them and then marched into Judea immediately.
to march against tbem about Diospolis; and Now the Jewish nation were affrighted at thii
he conquered that army although it fought invasion, and quite dispirited at the greatness
resolutely against him. After which defeat, of their calamities one after another; whom
the Arabians were in great motion, and assem yet Herod got together, and endeavoured to
bled themselves together at Kanatha, a city of encourage to defend themselves by the follow
Celesyria, in vast multitudes, and waited for ing speech which he made to them : —
the Jews. And when Herod was come thither, 4. " The present dread you are under,
he tried to manage this war with particular seems to me to have seized upon you very
prudence, and gave orders that they should unseasonably. It is true, you might justly
build a wall about their camp; yet did not the be dismayed at the providential chastisement
multitude comply with those orders, but were which hath befallen you; but to suffer your
si> emboldened by their foregoing victory, that selves to be equally terrified at the invasion
they presently attacked the Arabians, and beat of men, is unmanly. As for myself, I am so
them at the first onset, and then pursued them; tar from being affrighted at our enemies after
yet were there snares laid for Herod in that this earthquake, that I imagine that God
pursuit; while Athenio, who was one of Cleo hath thereby laid a bait for the Arabians, that
patra's generals, and always an antagonist to we may be avenged on them; for their pre
Herod, sent out of Kanatha the men of that sent invasion proceeds more from our acci
country against him; for, upon this fresh dental misfortunes, than that they have any
onset, the Arabians took courage, and returned great dependence on their weapons, or their
back, and both joined their numerous forces own fitness for action. Now that hope which
about stony places, that were hard to be gone depends not on men's own power, but on
over, and there put Herod's men to the rout, others' ill success, is a very ticklish thing; for
and made a great slaughter of them; but those there is no certainty among men, either in
that escaped out of the battle lied to Ormiza, their bad or good fortunes; but we may easily
where the Arabians surrounded their camp, observe, that fortune is mutable, and goes from
one side to another; and this you may readily
and took it, with all the men in it.
3. In a little time after this calamity, learn from examples among yourselves; for
Herod came to bring them succours; but he when you were once victors in the former
came too late. Now the occasion of that blow fight, your enemies overcame you at last;
was this, that the officers would not obey and very likely it will now happen so, that
orders; for had not the tight begun so sud these who think themselves sure of beating
denly, Athenio had not found a proper season you, will themselves be beaten; for when
for the snares be laid for Herod: however, he men are very confident, they are not upon
was even with the Arabians afterward, and their guard, while fear teaches men to act
over-ran their country, and did them more with caution; insomuch, that I venture to
harm than their single victory could compen prove from your very timorousness, that you
sate. But as he was avenging himself on his ought to take courage; for when you were
enemies, there fell upon him another provi more bold than you ought to have been, and
dential calamity; for in the seventh* year of than I would have had you, and marched
his reign, when the war about Actium was on, Athenio'satreachery took place; but your
•
present slowness and seeming dejection of
* Thii seventh year of the reign of Herod [from the mind, is to me a pledge and assurance of
conquest or death of Anligoous], with the great earth victory;
and indeed it is proper beforehand
quake in the beginning of the tame spring, which are
here fully Implied to be not much before the fight at to be thus provident: but when we come to
Actium. between Oetavius and Antony, and which is action, we ought to erect our minds, and to
known from the Roman historians to have been in the make our enemies, be they ever so wicked.
beginning of September, in the 41st year before the
Christian rera, determines the chroniilo-<y of Josephus as
11 the rwgn of Hen»l. via that he began in the >«-*r 37. or theUlst before fhe Christian rcra, contain** the latter
beyond rational contradiction, ftinr it it quite unworthy part of a Sabbatic year; on which >ahbalio year, there
%** our notice, that tins seventh year «t the relgit of Herod, fore, it is plain this gn-ut earthquake happened tn Jojasa*
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believe, that neither any human, no, nor any battle-array every day, and invited tbe Arabians
providential misfortune, can ever depress the to fight; bat as none of tbem came out of
courage of Jews while they are alive; nor their camp, for they were in a terrible fright,
will any of them ever overlook an Arabian, and their general, Elthemus, was n'ot able to
or suffer such a one to become lord of his say a word for fear, —so Herod came upon
good things, whom he has in a manner taken tbem, and pulled their fortification to pieces,
captive, and that many times also: — and do by which means they were compelled to come
not you disturb yourselves at the quaking of out to fight, which they, did in disprder, and
inanimate creatures, nor do you imagine that so that the horsemen and footmen were
this earthquake is a sign of another calamity; mixed together. They were indeed superior
fur such affections of the elements are accord to the Jews in number, but inferior in their
ing to the course of nature; nor does it im alacrity, although they were obliged to expose
port any thing farther to men, than what themselves to danger by their very despair of
mischief it does immediately of itself. Per- victory.
6. Mow while tbey made opposition, they
naps, there may come some short sign before
hand in the case of pestilences, and famines, had not a great number slain ; but as soon as
and earthquakes; but these calamities them tbey turned their backs, a great many were
selves have their force limited by themselves, trodden to pieces by the Jews, and a great
£without foreboding any other calamity]; and many by themselves, and so perished, till five
indeed what greater mischief can the war, thousand were fallen down dead in their
though it should be a violent one, do to us, flight, while the rest of tbe multitude pre
than the earthquake hath done? Nay, there vented their immediate death, by crowding
is a signal of our enemies' destruction visi into the fortification. Herod encompassed
ble, and that a very great one also; and this these around, and besieged tbem ; and while
is not a natural one, nor derived from the they were ready to be taken by their enemies
band of foreigners neither, but it is this, that in arms, they had another additional distress
they have barbarously murdered our ambas upon them, which was thirst and want of
sadors, contrary to the common law of man water; for the king was above hearkening to
kind; and they have destroyed so many, as their ambassadors ; and when they offered b' ve
it they esteemed them sacrifices for God, in hundred talents, as the price of their redemp
relation to this war; but tbey will not avoid tion, be pressed still harder upon them ; and
his great eye, nor his invincible right hand; as they were burnt up by their tbirst, tbey came
and we shall be revenged of them presently, out, and voluntarily delivered themselves up
in case we still retain any of the courage of by multitudes to the Jews, till in five days'
our forefathers, and rise up boldly to punish time four thousand of tbem were put into
these covenant-breakers. Let every one there bonds; and on the sixth day the multitude
fore go on and tight, not so much for his wife that were left despaired of saving themselves,
or his children, or for the danger his country and came out to fight: with these Herod
is in, as fur the,-e ambassadors of ours; those fought, and slew again about seven thousand,
dead ambassadors will conduct this war of insomuch that be punished Arabia so severely,
ours better than we ourselves who are alive; and so far extinguished the spirits of tbe
and if you will be ruled by me, I will myself men, that he was chosen by the nation for
go before you into danger; for you know this their ruler.
well enough, that your courage is irresistible,
unless you hurt yourselves by acting rash
ly."*
CHAPTER XX.
5. When Herod had encouraged them by
this speech, and he saw with what alacrity HEROD IS CONFIRMED IN HIS KINGDOM BY
they went, he offered sacrifice to God; and C£SAR, AND CULTIVATES A FRIENDSHIP
after that sacrifice, he passed over the river WITH THE EMPEROR BY MAGNIFICENT
Jordan with his army, and pitched bis camp PRESENTS; WHILE CASAR RETURN8 HIS
about Philadelphia, near the 'enemy, and KINDNESS BY BESTOWING ON HIM THAT
about a fortification that lay between them. PART OF HIS KINGDOM WHICH HAD BEEN
He then shot at tbem at a distance, and was TAKEN AWAY FROM IT BY CLEOPATRA,
desirous to come to an engagement presently ; WITH THE ADDITION OF ZENODOauVa
for .some of them had been sent beforehand COUNTRY ALSO.
tn seize upon that fortification: but the king
sent some who immediately beat them out ol § 1. But now Herod was under immediate
the fortification, while he himself went in the concern about a most important affair, on
fore- front of the army, which he put in account of his friendship with Antonv, who
was already overcome at Actiu'm by Caesar, yet
• TMs speech of Herod is set down twice by Jore- he was more afraid than hurt; for Caesar did
phat, here Ami Antiq. b. n. rh. T. sect. 3. to the very not think he hud quite undone Antony, while
same purpose, but by no means in the same words; Herod continued his assistance to him. How
wbenee it appears that tbe sense was tlerod's, but the
OompuMuon Josephus's.
ever, the king resolved to expose himself to
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dangers: accordingly he sailed to Rhodes, who was become a supplicant to him. But
where Cesar then abode, and came to him Caesar's anger against him prevailed, and he
without' his diadem, and in the habit and complained of the many and very great
appearance of a private person, but in his offences the man whom be petitioned for had
behaviour as a king. So he concealed nothing been guilty of; and by that means be rejected
of the truth, but spake thus before his face: bis petition. After this, Caesar went for
—"O Caesar, as I was made king of the Jews Egypt through Syria, when Herod received
by Antony, so do I profess that I have used him with royal and rich entertainments; and
my royal authority in the best manner, and then did he first of all ride along with Caesar
entirely for his advantage: nor will 1 conceal as he was reviewing his army about Ptolethis farther, that thou hadst certainly found mais, and feasted him with all his friends, and
me in arms, and an inseparable companion of then distributed among tbe rest of tbe army
his, had not the Arabians hindered me. How what was necessary to feast them withal. He
ever, I sent him as many auxiliaries as I was also made a plentiful provision of water for
able, and many ten thousand [cori] of com. them, when they were to march as far as
Nay, indeed, I did not desert my benefactor Pelusium, through a dry country, which he
after the blow that was given him at Actium; did also in like manner on their return thence;
but I gave him the best advice I was able, nor were there any necessaries wanting to that
when I was no longer able to assist him in army. It was therefore the opinion, both of
the war; and I told him that there was but Caesar and of his soldiers, that Herod's king
one way of recovering his affairs, and that dom was too small for those generous presents
was to kill Cleopatra; and I promised him, he made them; for which reason, when Caesar
that if she were once dead, I would afford was come into. Egypt, and Cleopatra and
hiin money and walls for his security, with Antony were dead, he did not only bestow
an army and myself to assist him in his war other marks of honour upon him, but made an
against thee: but his affections for Cleopatra addition to bis kingdom, by giving bim not
stopped his ears, as did God himself also, only the country which had been taken from
who hath bestowed the government on thee. him by Cleopatra, but, besides that, Gadara,
I own myself also to be overcome together and Hippos, and Samaria; and moreover, of
with him; and with his last fortune I have the maritime cities, Gaza,* and Anthcdou,
laid aside my diadem, and am come hither to and Joppa, and Strata's Tower. He also
thee, having my hopes of safety in thy virtue; made him a present of four hundred Galls *
aud I desire that thou wilt first consider how [Galatians] as a guard for his body, which
faithful a friend, and not whose friend, I have they had been to Cleopatra before. Nor did
been."
any thing so strongly induce Caesar to make
2. Cesar replied to him thus: —"Nay, these presents as tbe generosity of him that
thou shalt not only be in safety, but shalt be received them.
a king, and that more firmly than thou wast 4. Moreover, after tbe first games at
before; for thou art worthy to reign over a Actium, he added to his kingdom both the
great many subjects, by reason of the fastness region called Tracbonitis, and what lay in its
of thy friendship; and do thou endeavour to neighbourhood, Batanea, and the country of
be equally constant in thy friendship to me Auranitis; and that on the following occa
upon my good success, which is what I depend sion:—Zenodorus, who had hired tbe house of
upon from the generosity of tby disposition. Lysanias, had all along sent robbers out of
However, Antony hath done well in preferring Tracbonitis among the Damascens; who there
Cleopatra to thee; for by this means we upon had recourse to Varro, the president of
have gained thee by her madness, and thus Syria, and desired of him that he would
thou bast begun to be my friend before I represent the calamity they were in to Caesar.
began to be thine; on which account Quintus When Caesar was acquainted with it, he sent
Didius hath written to me that thou sentest back orders that this nest of robbers should
him assistance against the gladiators. I do be destroyed. Varro therefore made an expe
therefore assure thee that I will confirm the dition against them, and cleared tbe laud of
kingdom to thee by decree; I shall also those men, and took it away from Zenodo* »
endeavour to do thee some farther kindness rus. Caesar did also afterward bestow it on
hereafter, that thou mayest find no loss in the Herod, that it might not again become u
receptacle for those robbers that had come
want of Antony."
3. When Caesar had spoken such obliging
things to the king, and had put the diadem • Since Josephus, both here and in bis Antiq. b. xv
again aboutfhts head, he proclaimed what he ch.vii.sect3, reckons Gaxa, which bad been a tree city,
had bestowed on him by a decree, in which among tbe cities Riven Herud by Augustus, and yet
that Herod had made Costobarus a governor of
he enlarged in the commendation of the man implies
before. Antiq b. XT. ch. viisect 9. Harduin has some
after a magnificent manner. Whereupon itpretence
tor saying that Josephus here contradicted him
Herod thought be bad sufficient
Herod obliged hnu to be kind to bim by tbe self. Buttoperhaps
put a governor into Gala, after he Wat
presents he gave bim, and he desired him to uulhortty
m*dt telrairh or king, in times of war, before the city
forgive Alexander, one of Antony's friends, was delivered entirely into his hands by Augustus.
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■gainst Damascus. He also made him a pro midst of this city, thus built, had erected a
curator of all Syria, and this on the tenth very large temple to Caesar, and bad laid
year afterward, when he came again into that round about it a portion of sacred land of
province ; and this was so established, that three furlongs and a half, he called the city
the other procurators could not do any thing Sebaste, from Sebastus, or Augustus, and set
in the administration without bis udvice: but tled the affairs of the city after a most regular
when Zenodorus was dead, Caesar bestowed manner.
on him all that land which lay between T ra
3. And when Caesar had further bestowed
diculitis and Galilee. Yet, what was still of upon him another additional country, be buiU
more consequence to Herod, he was beloved there also a temple of white marble, hard by
by Caesar next after Agrippa, and by Agrippa the fountains of Jordan: the place is called
next after Caesar; whence be arrived at a Puniuni, where is a top of a mountain that is
very great degree of felicity; yet did the raised to an immense height, and at its side,
greatness of his soul exceed it; and the main beneath, or at its bottom, a dark eave openspart of bis magnanimity was extended to the itself; within which there is a horrible pre
cipice, that descends abruptly to a vast depth :
promotion of piety.
it contains a mighty quantity of water, which
is immoveable, and when any body lets down
any thing to measure the depth of the earth
beneath the water, no length of cord is suffi
CHAPTER XXL
cient to reach it. Mow the fountains -A Jor
OF THE [TOOTLE AND] CITIES THAT WEES dan rise at the roots of this cavity outv ardly j
BUILT BY HEEOD, AND ERECTED FROM THE and, as some think, this is the utmosf origin
VERT FOUNDATIONS ; AS ALSO OF THOSE of Jordan: but we shall speak of that natter
OTHER EDIFICES THAT WERE ERECTED BY more accurately in our following histo-y.
HIM; AND WHAT MAGNIFICENCE HE SHOW
4. But the king erected other places at
ED TO FOREIGNERS; AND HOW FORTUNE Jericho also, between the citadel Cyproa and
WAS IN ALL THINGS FAVOURABLE TO HIM. the former palace, such as were better and
more useful than the former for travellers,
§ 1. Accordingly, in the fifteenth year of and named them from the same friends of bis.
his reign, Herod rebuilt the temple, and To say all at once, there was not any [luce of
♦ encompassed a piece of land about it with a his kingdom tit for the purpose, that was per
wall; which land was twice as large as that mitted to be without somewhat that was for
before enclosed. The expenses he laid out Caesar's honour; and when be had filled his
upon it were vastly large also, and the riches own country with temples, he poured out tbe
about it wero unspeakable. A sign of which like plentiful marks of his esteem into bis pro
you have in the great cloisters that were erect vince, and built many cities which he called
ed about the temple, and the citadel * which Cesareas.
was on its north side. The cloisters he built 5. And when he observed that there was a
from the foundation, but the citadel he re city by the sea-side that was much decayed (its
paired at a vast expense ; nor was it other than name was Strata's Tower) but that the place,
a royal palace, which he called Antonio, in by the happiness of its situation, was capable
honour of Antony. He also built himself a of great improvements from his liberality, he
palace in the upper city, containing two very rebuilt it all with white stone, and adorned It
large and most beautiful apartments; to which with several most splendid palaces, wherein
the holy house itself could not be compared he especially demonstrated his magnanimity ;
[in largeness]. The one apartment he named for the case was this, that all the sea-shore be
Ctesareum, and the other Agrippium, from tween Dora and Joppa, in tbe middle, between
his [two great] friends.
which this city is situated, had no good haven,
2. Yet did he not preserve their memory insomuch that every one that sailed from Phoe
by particular buildings only, with their names nicia for Egypt was obliged to lie in the
given them, but his generosity went as far as stormy sea,' by reason of tbe south winds that
entire cities; for when he had built a most threatened them; which wind, if it blew but
beautiful wall round a country in Samaria, a little fresh, such vast waves are raised, and
twenty furlongs long, and had brought six dash upon tbe rocks, that, upon their retreat,
thousand inhabitants into it, and bad allotted the sea is in a great ferment for a long way.
to it a most fruitful piece of land, and in the But the king, by the expenses he was at, and
* This fort was first built, as is supposed, by John tbe liberal disposal of them, overcame nature,
Hyrcmnus. See Prid. at the year 107, and called 11 Baris," and built a haven larger than was the
Ike Tower or Citadel. It was afterwards rebuilt, with Pyrecumf [at Athens]; and in the inner
-rest improvements, by Herod, under the government
jf Antontus, and was named from him "the Tower or + That Josephos speaks truth, when he assures us
Antonia;" and about the time when Herod rebuilt the that tbe haven of this Cesarea was made by Herod not
Cemp,e, he seems to bare put bis last haud to it. See less, nay, rather lanrer, tban that famous haven at Athens*
Ant.q. b. XTiii. cb. v sect 4. Of the War, b. i. ch. Ill, called tbe Pyrecum. will appear, says Dean Aldricb, to
sect. 8* and eh. r. sect. 4. It lay on the north-west him who compares the description ol that at Athena i»
aide of the temple, and was a quarter as largo.
Tbucydjdes and Pausauiai, witb this of Cesarea us
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retirements of the water he built other lieep amphitheatre, and theatre, and market-place,
in a manner agreeable to that denomination;
atBtion? [for the ships also].
6. Now, although the place where he built and appointed games every fifth year, and
was greatly opposite to his purposes, yet did called them, in like manner, Caesar's Gaines;
be so fully struggle with that difficulty, that mid be first himself proposed tbe largest prizes
the firmness of his building could not easily upon the hundred ninety-second Olympiad;
be conquered by the sea; and the beauty and. in which not only the victors themselves, but
ornament of the works were such, as though those that came next to them, and even those
he had not had any difficulty in the operation; that came in the third place, were partakeis
for when be had measured out as large a of his royal bounty. He also rebuilt Antbe
space as we have before mentioned, be let don, a city that lay on the coast, and had been
down stones into twenty-fathom water, the demolished in the wars, and named it Agripgreatest part of which were fifty feet in length, peum. Moreover, he bad so very great n
and nine in depth, and ten in breadth, and kindness for his friend Agrippa, that be had
some still larger. But when the haven was his name engraved upon that gate which he
filled up to that depth, he enlarged that wall had himself erected in the temple.
which was thus already extant above the sea, 9. Herod was also a lover of his father, if
till it was two hundred feet wide; one hun any other person ever was so; for be made a
dred of which bad buildings before it, in order monument for his father, even that city which
to break the force of the waves, whence it he built in the finest plain that was in bis
was called Procumatia, or the first breaker of kingdom, and which had rivers and trees in
the waves; but the rest of the space was abundance, and named it Antipatris. He also
under a stone-wall that ran round it. On this built a wall about a citadel that lay above
wall were very large towers, the principal and Jericho, and was a very strong and very fine
most beautiful of which was called Drusiuui, building, and dedicated it to his mother, and
from Drusus, who was son-in-law to Ciesar. called it Cyprus. Moreover, he dedicated a
7. There were also a great number of tower that was at Jerusalem, and called it by
arches, where the mariners dwelt; and all the the name of his brother Phasaelus, whose
places before them round about was a large structure, largeness, and magnificence, we shall
valley, or walk, for a quay [or landing-place] docribe hereafter. He also built another city
to those that came on shore; but the entrance in the valley that leads northward from
was on the north, because the north wind was Jericho, and named it Phasaelus.
there the most gentle of all the winds. At 10. And as he transmitted to eternity his
the mouth of the haven were on each side family and friends, so did he not neglect a
three great Colossi, supported by pillars, memorial for himself, but built a fortress upon
where those Colossi that are on your left hand a mountain towards Arabia, and named it from
as you sail into the port, are supported by a himself Herodium;f and he called that hill
solid tower; but those on the right hand are that was of the shape of a woman's breast, and
supported by two upright stones joined toge was sixty furlongs distant from Jerusalem, by
ther, which stones were larger than that tower the same name. He also bestowed much
which was on the other side of the entrance. curious art upon it with great ambition, and
Now there were continual edifices joined to built round towers all about the top of it, and
the haven, which were also themselves of tilled up the remaining space with the most
white stone ; and to this haven did the narrow costly palaces round about, insomuch that not
streets of the city lead, and were built at only the sight of the inner apartments was
equal distances one from another. And over- splendid, but great wealth was laid out on the
against the mouth of the haven, upon an ele outward walls, and partitions, and roofs also.
vation, there was a temple for Caesar, which Besides this, he brought a mighty quantity of
ivas excellent both in beauty and largeness; water from a great distance, and at vast charges,
uid therein was a Colossus of Ciesar, not and raised an ascent to it of two hundred steps
less than that of Jupiter Olympius, which it of tbe whitest marble, for the hill was itself
was made to resemble. The other Colossus moderately high, and entirely factitious. He
of Rome was equal to that of Juno at Argos. also built other palaces about the roots of the
So be dedicated the city to the province, hill, sufficient to receive tbe furniture that
•nd the haven to the sailors there; but the was put into them, with his friends also, inso
honour of the building he ascribed to Caesar,* much that on account of its containing ail
and named it Cesarea accordingly.
necessaries, the fortress might seem to be a city,
8. He also built the other edifices, the but, by the bounds it bad, a palace only.
There were two cities, or citadels, called Herodium.
Jcwphus here, nnd in tbe Antiq.b. XT. ch.ix. secLG, and in +J udea,
both mentioned by J osrphus, not only here,
3. •x*ii.
cb. buildings
is. sect I.of cities by tbe name of C«»r, and but Antiq.and
Tbcie
b. xiv. ch. xiii- sect 9; b. xv. ch. ix. sect fi
institution of aolemn games in honour of Augustus Of tbe Mar, b. L chap- aiii- sect. 8; 6. iii. ch. iii. sect £.
Cmar, as bere and in the Antiquities, related of Herod One of litem was 21)0. and Ihe other GO furlongs distan
Jerusalem. One of them is mentioned by Pliny.
by Jotephus. the Human historian! attest to as things from
Hist fiat h. v. chap. siv. as Dean A'dricu observes
tneu frequent in Hie piotiorel of that empire, a* Dean i hare
AUricn observes ou this chapter•
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11. And when he had built so much, he much disturbed the greatness of his son], lest
showed the greatness of his soul to no small he should be exposed to envy, or seem to hunt
number of foreign cities. He built palaces after greater things than he ought, while he
for exercise at Tripoli, and Damascus, and bestowed more liberal gifts upon these cities
Ptolemais; he built a wall about Byblus, as than did their owners themselves.
also large rooms, and cloisters, and temples, 13. Mow Herod had a body suited to his
and market-places at Berytus and Tyre, with soul, and was ever a most excellent hunter,
theatres at Sidon and Damascus. He also where he generally had good success, by
built aqueducts for those Laodiceans who means of his great skill in riding horses ; for
lived by the sea-side; and for those of Ascalon in one day he caught forty wild beasts:* that
he built baths and costly fountains, as also country breeds also bears; and the greatest
cloisters round a court, that were admirable part of it is replenished with stags and wild
both for their workmanship and largeness. asses. He was also such a warrior as could
Moreover, he dedicated groves and meadows not be withstood : many men therefore there
to some people: nay, not a few cities there are who have stood amazed at his readiness
were who had lands of his donation, as if they in bis exercises, when they saw him throw the
were parts of his own kingdom He also javelin directly forward, and shoot the arrow
bestowed annual revenues, and those for ever upon the mark ; and then, besides these per
also, on the settlements for exercises, and formances of his depending on his own
appointed for them, as well as for the people strength of mind and body, fortune was also
of Cos, that such rewards should never be very favourable to him, for he seldom failed
wanting. He also gave corn to all such as of success in his wars; and when he failed,
wanted it, and conferred upon Rhodes large he was not himself the occasion of such fail
sums of money for building ships; and this be ings, but be either was betrayed by some, or
did in many places, and frequently also. And the rashness of his own soldiers procured his
when Apollo's temple had been burnt down, defeat.
he rebuilt it at his own charges, after a better
manner than it was before. What need I
speak of the presents he made to the Lycians
and Samniansl or of his great liberality
CHAPTER XXII.
through all Ionial and that according to
every body's wants of them. And are not THE MURDER OF ARI8T0BULUS AND HYR
the Athenians, and Lacedemonians, and Nico- CANUS THB HIGH-PRIESTS; AS ALSO OF
politans, and that Pergamus which is in UAKIAMNE THB QUEEN.
Mysia, full of donations that Herod presented
tbem withal I And as for that large open § 1. However, fortune was avenged on
place belonging to Antioch in Syria, did not Herod in his external great successes, by
he pave it with polished marble, though it raising him up domestic troubles : and he began
were twenty furlongs long I and this when it to have wild disorders in his family, on account
was shunned by all men before, because it of his wife, of whom he was so very fond;
was full of dirt and filthiness; when he besides for when he came to the government, he sent
adorned the same place with a cloister of the away her whom he bad before married when
he was a private person, and who was born
same length.
12. It is true, a man may say, these were at Jerusalem, whose name was Doris, and
favours peculiar to those particular places on married Mariamne, the daughter of Alexwhich he bestowed his benefits; but then what ander, the son of Aristobulus; on whose
favours he bestowed on the Eleans, was a account disturbances arose in his family, and
...milium not only in common to all Greece, that in part very soon, but chiefly after bis
but to all the habitable earth, as far as the return from Rome; for, first of all, he expelled
glory of the Olympic games reached; for Antipater the son of Doris, for the sake of
when he perceived that they were come to his sons by Mariamne, out of the city, and
nothing, for want of money, and that the only permitted him to come thither at no other
remains of ancient Greece were in a manner times than at the festivals. After this he slew
gone, he not only became one of the comba his wife's grandfather, Hyrcanus, when bs
tants in that return of the fifth year games, was returned out of Parthia to him, under
which in his sailing to Rome he happened to this pretence, that he suspected him of plot
be present at, but be settled upon tbem reve ting against him. Now this Hyrcanus had
nues of money for perpetuity, insomuch that been carried captive to Barzapharnes, when
his memorial as a combatant there can never he overran Syria; but those of his owr.
fail. It would be an infinite task if I should country beyond Euphrates were desirous be
go over his payments of people's debts, or would stay with them, and this out of the
tributes, for them, as he eased the people of
in' to he a small defect in the copies which
Pbasaelus, of Batanea, and of the small cities • Hi rethe <wild
beasts which were bunted in a certain
rbout Cilicia, of those annual pensions they describe
country
by
Herod,
witbuut naming any such couulrj
before paid. However, the fear bp was in at all. •
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rcmmiseration they had for his condition; and only extend to the dissolving of his marriage,
had he complied with their desires, when they but to the danger of his life.
4. When therefore he was about to tako a
exhorted him not to go over the river to He
rod, he had not perished: but the marriage of journey abroad, be committed bis wife to Jo
his grand-daughter [to Herod] was his temp seph, his sister Salome's husband, as to one
tation; for as he relied upon him, and was who would be faithful to him, and bare him
over fond of his own country, be came back good-will on account of their kindred: he also
to it. Herod's provocation was this: —not gave him a secret injunction, that if Antony
that Hyrcanus made any attempt to gain the slew biin, be should slay her; but Joseph
kingdom, but that it was litter fur him to be without any ill design, and only in order to
demonstrate the king's love to bis wife, how
their king than for Herod.
2. Now of the live children which Herod he could not bear to think of being separated
had by Mariamne, two of them were daugh from her, even by death itself, discovered this
ters, and three were sons ; and the youngest grand secret to her; upon which, when Herod
of thc*se sons was educated a't Rome, and there was come back, and as they talked together,
died ; but the two eldest he treated as those and be continued his love to ber by many
of royal blood, on account of the nobility of oaths, and assured her that he had never such
their mother, and because they were not horn an affection for any other woman as he bad for
till he was king; but then what was stronger her, — "Yes," says she, "thou didst, to be
than all this, was the love that be bare to Mari sure, demonstrate thy love to me by the in
amne, and which inflamed him every day to a junctions thou gavest Joseph, when thou
great degree, and so far conspired with the commandest him to kill me."*
other motives, that he felt no other troubles, 5. When he heard that this grand secret
on account of her he loved so entirely; but was discovered, he was like a distracted man,
Mariumne's hatred to him was not inferior to and said, that Joseph would never have dis
his love to her. She had'indeed but too just closed that injunction of his, unless he had
a cause of indignation, front what he had done, debauched her. His passion also made bim
while her boldness proceeded from his affection stark mad, and leaping out of his bed, he ran
to her ; so she openly reproached him with about the palace after a wild manner ; at
vvhat he had done to her grandfather Hyr which time his sister Salome took the oppor
canus, and to her brother Aristobulus, for tunity also to blast her reputation, and con
be had not spared this Aristobulus, though he firmed bis suspicion about Joseph ; whereupon,
were but a child;, for when he had given him out of his ungovernable jealousy and rage, he
the bigh-priesthood at the age of seventeen, commanded both of them to be slain immedi
he slew him quickly after he had conferred ately; but as soon as ever bis passion was
that dignity upon him; but when Aristobulus over, he repented of what he had done, and as
had put on the holy vestments, and hail ap soon as his anger was worn off, bis affections
proached to the altar at a festival, the multi were kindled again; and indeed the flame of
tude, in great crowds, fell into tears; where his desires for her was so ardent, that he could
upon the child was sent by night to Jericho, not think she was dead, but would appear,
and was there dipped by the Galls, at Herod's under his disorders, to speak to her as if she
were still alive, till he were better instructed
command, in a pool till he was drowned.
3. For these reasons Mariamne reproached by time, when his grief and trouble, now she
Herod, and bis sister and mother, after a most was dead, appeared as great as his affection
contumelious manner, while he was dumb on had been for her while she was living.
account of his affection for her; yet had the
women great indignation at her, and raised a
calumny against her, that she was false to his
oed: which thing they thought most likely to
CHAPTER XXIII.
move Herod to anger. They also contrived to
have many other circumstances believed, in CALUMNIES AGAINST THE SONSOF MARIAMNE.
order to make the thing more credible, and ac
ANTIl'ATER IS PREFERRED BEFORE I HI M.
cused her ofhaving sent her picture into Egypt THEY ARE ACCUSED BEFORE C.ESAK, AND
to Antony, and that her lust was so extravagant, HEROD IS RECONCILED TO THEM.
as to have thus shown herself, though she was
absent, to a man that ran mad afier women, § 1. Now Mariamne's sons were heirs to that
and to a man that had it in his power to use hatred which had been borne their mother; and
vioU-ice to her. This charge fell like a thun- when they considered the greatness of He
de'holt upon Herod, and put him into dis rod's crime towards her, they were suspicious
order; and that especially, because his love to
* Here is either a defect or a great mistake, in Joseher occasioned him to be jealous, and because phus's
present copies or memory; lor Mariamne did not
be considered with himself that Cleopatra was now reproach
Herod with this bis first injuncUon to
to huM her, if he himself were slain by Antony,
a shrewd woman, and that on her ■ceuuM Joseph
that he had given tn* ''^^ command a aecond tuna
LyoaniH* the king was taken off as well as but
>ormus also, when he was alraid of beiug slain by
Mahclius the Arabian; for bis fear did not toAugustus.
AuUq. b. xv. ch. iii. sect. 6.
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of him as of an enemy of theirs ; and this first He was enabled also to justify himself, not
while they were educated at Rome, but still only by a clear conscience, which be carried
more when they were returned to Judea. within him, but by his eloquence; for he was
This temper ot" theirs increased upon them as a shrewd man in making speeches. And
they grew up to be men; and when they were upon his saying at last, that if his father
come to an age fit tor marriage, the one of objected this crime to them, it was in his
them married their aunt Salome's daughter, power to put them to death, be made all the
which Salome had been the accuser of their audience weep; and be brought Caesar to that
mother; the other married the daughter of pass, as to reject the accusations, and to
Arcnelaus, king of Cappadocia. And now reconcile their father to them immediately.
they used boldness in speaking, as well as But the conditions of this reconciliation were
bore hatred in their minds. Mow those that these, that they should in all things be obe
calumniated them took a handle from such dient to their father, ana that he should have
their boldness, and certain of them spake now power to leave the kingdom to which of them
more plainly to the king, that there were he pleased.
treacherous designs laid against him by both 4. After this the king came back from
His sons; and he that was sou-in-law to Arche- Rome, and seemed to have forgiven his sons
laus, relying upon his father-in-law, was pre upon these accusations; but still so, that be
paring to Hy away, in order to accuse Uerod was not without his suspicions of them. They
before Caesar; and when Herod's head had were followed by Antipater, who was the
been long enough filled with these calumnies, fountain-head of those accusations; yet did
be brought Autipater, whom he had by Doris, not he openly discover his hatred to them, as
into favour again, as a defence to him against revering him that had reconciled them. But
his other suns, and began all the ways he pos as Herod sailed by Cilicia, he touched at
Eleusa,* where Arcbelaus treated them in the
sibly could to prefer him before them.
2. But these sons were not able to bear most obliging manner, and gave him thanks
this change in their affairs; for when they for the deliverance>of bis son-in-law, and was
saw him that was born of a mother of no much pleased at their reconciliation; and this
family, the nobility of their birth made them the more, because he had formerly written to
unable to contain their indignation ; but when his friends at Rome that tbey should be
soever they were uneasy, they showed the assisting to Alexander at bis trial. So he con
anger they had at it; and as these sons did ducted Herod as tar as Zepbyrium, and made
day after day improve in that their anger, him presents to the value of thirty talents.
Autipater already exercised all his own abili
5. Mow when Herod was come to Jerusa
ties, which were very great, in flattering his lem, he gathered the people together, and
father, and in contriving many sorts of calum presented to them his three sons, and gave
nies against bis brethren, while he told some them an apologetic account of his absence,
stories of them himself, and put it upon other and thanked God greatly, and thanked Caesar
proper persons to raise other stories against greatly also, for settling his bouse when it was
them ; till at length he entirely cut his bre under disturbances, and bad procured con
thren off from all hopes of succeeding to the cord among his sons, which was of greater
kingdom; for he was already publicly put consequence than the kingdom itself, — "and
into his father's will as his successor. Accor which I will render still more firm ; for Caesar
dingly, he was sent with royal ornaments, and hath put into my power to dispose of the
other marks of royalty, to Caesar, excepting government, and to appoint my successor.
the diadem. He was also able in time to Accordingly, in way of requital for bis kind
introduce his mother again into JMariamne's ness, and in order to provide for mine own
bed. The two sorts of weapons he made use advantage, 1 do declare that these three sons
of against his brethren, were flattery and of mine shall be kings. And, in the first
calumny, whereby he brought matters pri place, I pray for the approbation of God to
vately to such a pass, that the king had what I am about; and, in the next place, I
thoughts of putting his sons to death.
desire your approbation also. Tbe age of one
3. So the father drew Alexander as far as of them, and the nobility of tbe other two
Rome, and charged him with an attempt of shall procure tbem the succession. Nay,
poisoning him, before Caesar. Alexander indeed, my kingdom is so large, that it may be
could hardly speak for lamentation; but sufficient for more kings. Mow do you keep
having a judge that was more skilful than those in their places whom Caesar hatb joined
Antipater, and more wise than Herod, he and their father hath appointed; and do not
modestly avoided laying any imputation upon you pay undue or unequal respects to them,
his fath«r, but with great strength of reason
• That this Island Elensa, afterward called Sebute,
confuted the calumnies laid against him; and Dear
had in it the royal palace of lliia Archelaus,
when he had demonstrated the innocency of king Cilicia.
of Cappadocia, Strabo testifies, b. XV. p 671. Steof B>zanliuni also calls it "an island of Cilicia,
his brother, who was in the like danger with phanus
which is now i^ebastei* both whuse Lestimooies are per.
himself, he at last bewailed the craftiness of tineiitly
cited here by Or. Hudson. See tbe same bur*
Antipater, and the disgrace they were under. tory,
Antiq. b. zvi. cb a- sect. 7
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but to every one according to the prerogative who wished for a change of affairs, they
of their births; for he that payj such respects pretended they did not so much as bear what
unduly, will thereby not make him that is he said.
honoured beyond what his age requires, so
joyful as he will make him that is dishonoured
sorrowful. As for the kindred and friends
CHAPTER XXIV.
that are to converse with them, I will appoint
them to each of them, and will so constitute THE MALICE OF ANTIPATER AND DORIS.
them, that they may be securities for their ALEXANDER IS VERY UNEASY ON GLAconcord; as well knowing that the ill tempers PIIYRA'S ACCOUNT. HEROD PARDONS PHEof those with whom they converse will pro
RORAS, WHOM HE SUSPECTED, AN D SALOME,
WHOM HE KNEW TO MAKE MISCHIEF AMONG
duce quarrels and contentions among them;
but that, if these with whom they converse be THEM. HEROD'S EUNUCHS ARE TORTURED
of good tempers, they will preserve their na
AND ALEXANDER IS BOUND.
tural affections for one another. But still I
§
1.
But now the quarrel that was between
desire, that not these only, but all the captains
of my army have for the present their hopes them still accompanied these brethren when
placed on me alone; for I do not give away they parted, and the suspicions they had one
my kingdom to these my sons, but give them of the other grew worse. Alexander and
royal honours only; whereby it will come to Aristobulus were much grieved that the
pass that they will enjoy the sweet parts of privilege of the first-born was confirmed to
government as rulers themselves, but that the Antipater; as was Autipater very angry at his
burden of administration will rest upon my brethren, that they were to succeed him. But
self whether I will or not. And let every then the last being of a disposition iii.it was
one consider what age I am of; how I have mutable and politic, he knew how to bold
conducted my life, and what piety I have ex his tongue, and used a great deal of cun
ercised; for my age is not so great, that men ning, and thereby concealed the hatred he
may soon expect the end of my life; nor have bore to them; while the former, depending
I indulged such a luxurious way of living as on the nobility of their births, had every thing
cuts men off when they are young; and we upon their tongues which was in their minds.
have been so religious towards God, that we Many also there were who provoked then
[have reason to hope we] may arrive at a further, and many of their [seeming] friends
very great age. But for such as cultivate a insinuated themselves into their acquaintance,
friendship with my sons, so as to aim at my to spy out what they did. Now every thing
destruction, they shall be punished by me on that was said by Alexander was presently
their account. I am not one who envy my brought to Antipater, and from Antipater it
own children, and therefore forbid men to pay was brought to Herod with additions. Nor
them great respect; but I know that such could the young man say any thing in the
[extravagant] respects are the way to make simplicity of his heart, without giving offence,
tbem insolent. And if every one that comes but what he said was still turned to calumny
near them does but revolve this in bis mind, against him. And if he had been at any time
that if be proves a good man, he sh.-dl receive a a little free in bis conversation, great impu
reward from me, but that if he prove seditious, tations were forged from the smallest occasions.
his ill-intended complaisance shall get him Antipater also was perpetually setting some
nothing from him to whom it is shown, I to provoke him to speak, that the lies he
suppose they will all be of my side, that is, raised of him might seem to have some foun
of uiy sons' side; for it will be for their ad dation of truth; and if, among the many
vantage that 1 reign, and that I be at concord stories that were given out, but one of them
with thein. But do you, O my good children, could be proved true, that was supposed to
reflect upon the holiness of nature itself, imply the rest to be true also. And as to
by whose means natural affection is preserved, Antipater's friends, they were all either na
even among wild beasts ; in the next place, turally so cautious in speaking, or had been
reflect upon Caesar, who hath made this so far bribed to conceal their thoughts, that
reconciliation umong us ; and, in the third nothing of these grand secrets got abroad by
place, redect upon me, who entreat you to do their means. Nor should one be mistaken if
what 1 have power to command you,—con he called the life of Antipater a mystery of
tinue brethren. I give you royal garments, wickedness; for he either corrupted Alexan
and royal honours; and I pray to God to der's acquaintance with money, or got into
preserve what I have determined, in case you their favour by flatteries; by which two means
be at concord one with another." When the he gained all his designs, and brought them
king had thus spoken, and had saluted every to betray their master, and to steal away, and
one of his tons after an obliging manner, he reveal what he either did or said. Thus did
dismissed the multitude; some of whom gave be act a part very cunningly in all points, and
their assent to what he said, and wished it wrought himself a passage by his calumnies
Blight take effect accordingly ; but for those with the greutest shrewdness; while he put on
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a face as if he were a kind brother to Alex and that tbey were every one chosen by bun
ander and Aristobulus, but suborned other for their beauty, but not for their family.
men to inform of what they did to Herod. Now those wives ofhis were not a few; it bring
And when any thing was told against Alex of old permitted to the Jews to marry many
ander, he would come in and pretend [to be wives,* —and this king delighting in many;
of his side], and would begin to contradict all whom bated Alexander, on account of
what was said; but would afterward contrive Glaphyra's boasting and reproaches.
matters so privately, that the king should 3. Nay, Aristobulus had raised a quarrel
have an indignation at him. His general aim between himself and Salome, who was his
was this: — To lay a plot, and to make it be mother-in-law, besides the anger he bad con
believed that Alexander lay in wait to kill bis ceived at Glapbyra's reproaches; for he
father ; for nothing afforded so great a confir perpetually upbraided his wife with the mean
mation to these calumnies as did Antipater's ness of her family, and complained, that as
he had married a woman of a low family, so
apologies for him.
2. By these methods Herod was inflamed, bad bis brother Alexander married one of
and, as much as his natural affection to the royal blood. At this Salome's daughter wept,
young men did every day diminish, so much and told it her with this addition, that Alex
did it increase towards Antipater. The cour ander threatened the mothers of his other
tiers also inclined to the same conduct; some brethren, that when he should come to the
of their own accord, and others by the king's crown, he would make them weave with tbeir
inj unction, as particularly Ptolemy, the king's maidens, and would make those brothers of
dearest friend, as also the king's brethren, his country schoolmasters; and brake this jest
and all his children; for Antipater was all upon them, that they had been very caretully
in all: and what was the bitterest part of. all instructed, to fit theui for such an employment
to Alexander, Antipater's mother was also all Hereupon Salome could not contain her anger,
in all: she was one that gave counsel against but told all to Herod ; nor could ber testimony
tbem, and was more harsh than a step be suspected, since it was against ber own
mother, and one that hated the queen's sons son-in-law. There was also another calumny
more than is usual to hate sons-in-law. All that ran abroad, and inflamed the king's mind ;
men did therefore alreadj pay their respects for he heard that these sons of bis were per
to Antipater, in hopes of advantage; and it petually speaking of their mother, and, among
was the king's command which alienated every their lamentations for her, did not abstain
body [from the brethren], he having given this from cursing bim; and that when he made
charge to his most intimate friends, that they presents of any of Mariamne's garments to bis
should not come near, nor pay any regard, to i later wives, these threatened, that in a little
Alexander, or to his friends. Herod was also time, instead of royal garments, they would
become terrible, not only to his domestics clothe them in no better than hair-cloth.
about the court, but to his friends abroad; for 4. Now upon these accounts, though Herod
Ciesar had given such a privilege to no other was somewhat afraid of the young men's high
king as he had given to him, which was this: spirit, yet did be not despair of reducing them
— that he might fetch back any one that fled to a better mind; but before be went to
from bim, even out of a city that was not Rome, whither he was now going by sea, be
under his own jurisdiction. Now the young called them to him, and partly threatened
men were not acquainted with the calumnies tbem a little, as a king; but for the main, he
raised against them; for which reason they admonished tbem as a father, and exhorted
could not guard themselves against them, but them to love their brethren; and told their,
fell under them; for their father did not make that he would pardon their former offences,
any public complaints against either of them; if they would amend for the time to come.
though in a little time tbey perceived how But they refuted the calumnies that had been
things were, by his coldness to them, and by ! raised of them, and said they were false, and
the great uneasiness he showed upon any alleged that their actions were sufficient for
thing that troubled bim. Antipater had also their vindication; and said withal, that he
made their uncle Pheroras to be tbeir enemy, himself ought to shut his ears against such
as well as their aunt Salome, while he was
it was
an immemorial
customto among
tha
always talking with her as with a wife, and * That
and their
furelathers,
tbe patriarchs,
have som'v.
irritating ber against them. Moreover, Alex Jews,
tiraea mure wives, or wives and concubines, than one at
ander's wife, Glapbyra, augmented this hatred the same time, and thai this polygamy was not direcnv
forbidden in the law of Moses, is evident! but, that pylj against them, by deriving her nobility and 1;amy
ever properly and distinctly permuted in that
genealogy [from great persons], and pretend aw ofwas
Aloses, in the pluces here cited by Dean Aldrich,
ing that she was a lady superior to all others Lieut, xvii. 16, 17; or xxu 15, or iudeed any ivheie e.*e,
not appear to me. And what our Saviour says
in that kingdom, as being derived by her dors
about greater
the common
may lay
father's side from Tetnenus, and by her much
claim toJewish
such a divorces,
permissionwhich
than polygamy,
mother's side from Darius, the son of Hystaspes. seems to me true in this case also; that Moses, "tor
hardness ol their hearts," suuercd them to have lev*,
She also frequently reproached Heron's sister the wives
at the same time; but ihat '-from tba begin
and wive.- with ilie iguobilitv of their descent; ral
ning it was not so." Matt aia rj; Mark x. 6.
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■nlcs, and not to be too easy in believing them, him; for nne.of them was appointed to be his
l'or that there would never be wanting those butler, another of them got his supper ready
[>a would tell lies to their disadvantage, as for him, and the third put him into bed, and
lay down by him. Now Alexander had ye1 i.ik as any would give ear to them.
5 When they had thus soon pacified him, vailed with these men, by large gifts, to let
as being their lather, tbey got clear of the bim use them after an obscene manner; which,
present fear they were in. Vet did they see when it was told to the king, they were tor
occasion for sorrow in" some time afterwards ; tured, and found guilty, and presently con
for they knew that Salome, as well as their fessed the criminal conversation he had with
uncle Pheroras, were their enemies; who were them. They also discovered the promises by
both of them heavy and severe persons, and which tbey were induced so to do, and how
especially Pheroras, who was a partner with they were deluded by Alexander, who had told
Herod in all the affairs of the kingdom, ex them that they ought not to fix their hopts
cepting bis diadem. He bad also a hundred upon Herod, an old man, and one so shame
talents of his own revenues, and enjoyed the less as to colour bis hair, unless they thought
advantage of all the land beyond Jordan, that would make him young again ; but that
which he had received as a gift from his bro they ought to fix their attention to bim, who
ther, who had asked of Cssar to make him a was to be bis successor in the kingdom, whe
tetrarch, as he was made accordingly. Herod ther he would or not; and who in no long
bad also given him a wife out of the royal time would avenge himself on bis enemies,
family, who was no other than his own wife's and make his friends bappy and blessed, and
sister; and after her death, had solemnly themselves in the first place; that the men of
espoused to bim bis own eldest daughter, with power did already pay respects to Alexander
a dowry of three hundred talents; but Phero privately, and that the captains of the soldiery,
ras refused to consummate this royal marriage, and the officers, did secretly come to bim.
out of his affection to a maid-servant of bis. 8. These confessions did so terrify Herod,
Upon which account, Herod was very angry, that be durst not immediately publish them;
and gave that daughter in marriage to a but he sent spies abroad privately, by night and
brother's son of his [Joseph], who was slain by day, who should make a close inquiry after
afterward by the Partbians; but in some time all that was done and said; and when any
he laid aside his anger against Pheroras, and. were but suspected [of treason] he put them
pardoned him, as one not able to overcome to death, insomuch that the palace was full of
horribly unjust proceedings; for every body
his foolish passion for the maid-servant.
6. Nay, Pheroras had been accused long forged calumnies, as they were themselves in
before, while the queen [Mariamne] was alive, a state ofenmity or hatred against others ; and
as if be were in a plot to poison Herod; and many there were who abused tbe king's bloody
tbere came so great a number of informers, passion to tbe disadvantage of those with
that Herod himself, though he was an exceed whom tbey bad quarrels, and lies were easily
ing lover of bis brethren, was brought to be believed, and punishments were inflicted sooner
lieve what was said, and to be afraid of it also; than the calumnies were forged. He who had
and when he had brought many of those that just then been accusing another, was accused
were under suspicion to the torture, he came himself, and was led away to execution to
at last to Pheroras's own friends; none of gether with him whom he had convicted; for
whom did openly confess the crime, but they tbe danger the king was in of his life made
uwued that be bad made preparation to take examinations be very short. He also pro
ber whom be loved, and run away to the Par ceeded to such a degree of bitterness, that he
isians. Costobarus also, the husband of could not look on any of those that were not
Salome, to whom the king had given ber in accused with a pleasant countenance, but was
marriage, after her former husband had been in the most barbarous disposition towards his
put to death for adultery, was instrumental in own friends. Accordingly, be forbade a great
b'inging about this contrivance and flight of many of them to come to court, and to those
bis. Nor did Salome escape all calumny upon whom he had not power to punish actually,
•ier«elf; for her brother Pheroras accused her, he spake harshly ; but for Antipater, he insult
that she had made an agreement to marry Sil ed Alexander, now he was under his misfor
icas, the procurator of Obodas, king of Arabia, tunes, and got a stout company of his kindred
who was at bitter enmity with Herod; but together, and raised all sorts of calumny
when she was convicted of this, and of all that against him: and for the king, he was brought
Pherjras had accused her of, she obtained ber to such a degree of terror by those prodigious
uniua. The king also pardoned Pheroras slanders and contrivances, that he fancied ho
saw Alexander coining to him with a drawn
himself the crimes he bad been accused of.
7. Bet the storm of the whole family was sword in his hand. So he caused him to be
removed to Alexander; and all of it rested seized upon immediately 'and bound, and fell
u?ou his head. There were three eunuchs to examining his friends by torture, many of
who were in the highest esteem with the king, whom died [under the torture], but would
ts was plain by the oifices they were in about discover nothing, nor say any thing against
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their consciences; but some of them, being declaration, he got Herod to remit of his
forced to speak falsely by the pains they anger, though he was in disorder, who there
endured, said that Alexander, and his brother upon gave him the books which Alexander
Ajistobulus, plotted against him, and waited had composed to be read by him; and as he
for an opportunity to kill him as he was hunt came to every head, be considered of it, toge
ing, and then fly away to Rome. These accu ther with Herod. So Archelaus took hence
sations, though they were of an incredible the occasion for that stratagem which be
nature, and only framed upon the great dis made use of, and by degrees he laid the blame
tress they were in, were readily believed by on these men whose names were in these
the king, who thought it some comfort to him, books, and especially upon Pheroras; and
after he had bound his son, that it might when he saw that the king believed him [to
appear he had not done it unjustly.
be in earnest] he said " We must consider
whether the young man be not himself plot
ted against by such a number of wicked
wretches, and not thou plotted against by the
CHAPTER XXV.
young man ; for I cannot see any occasion for
his falling into so horrid a crime, since he
AB.CHELAC8 PROCURES A RECONCILIATION enjoys the advantages of royalty already, and
BETWEEN ALEXANDER, PHERORAS, AND has the expectation of being one of thy succes
sors; I mean this, unless there were some
HEROD.
persons that persuade him to it, and such per
§ 1. Now as to Alexander, since he perceived sons as make an ill use of the facility they
it impossible to persuade his father [that he know there is to persuade young men ; for by
was innocent], he resolved to meet his cala such persons, not only young men are some
mities, how severe -soever they were; so he times imposed upon, but old men also; and by
composed four books against his enemies, them sometimes are the most illustrious fami
and confessed that he had been in a plot ; but lies and kingdoms overturned."
declared withal that the greatest part [of the 3. Herod assented to what he had said, and,
courtiers] were in a plot with him, and chiefly by degrees, abated of his anger against Alex
Pheroras and Salome: nay, that Salome once ander; but was more angry at Pheroras, who
*arce and forced him to lie with her in the perceiving that the king's inclinations changed
night-time, whether he would or no. These on a sudden, and that Archelaus's friendship
books were put into Herod's hands, and made could do every thing with him, and tbat he
a great clamour against the men in power. had no honourable method of preserving him
And now it was that Archelaus came hastily self, he procured bis safety by his impudence.
into Judea, as being affrighted for his son-in- So he left Alexander, and bad recourse to
law and his daughter; and he came as a pro Archelaus; who told him that he did not see
per assistant, and in a very prudent manner, bow he could get him excused, now he was
and by a stratagem he obliged the king not to directly caught in so many crimes, whereby
execute what he had threatened ; for when he it was evidently demonstrated tbat he had
was come to him, he cried out, " Where in plotted against the king, and had been the
the world is this wretched son-in-law of mine? cause of those misfortunes which the young
Where shall I see the head of him who had man was now under, -nless he would more
contrived to murder his father, which I will over leave off his cunning knavery and his
tear to pieces with my own hands? I will do denials of what he was charge withal, and
the same also to my daughter, who hath such confess the charge, and implore pardon of his
a fine husband; for although she be not a brother, who still had a kindness for him; but
partner in the plot, yet, by being the wife of that if he would do so, he would afford him
such a creatuic, she is polluted. And I can all the assistance he was able.
not but admire at tby patience, against whom 4. With this advice Pheroras complied,
this plot is laid, if Alexander be still alive; and, putting himself into such a habit as
for as I came with what haste I could from might most move compassion, he came with
Cappadocia, I expected to find him put to black cloth upon his body, and tears in his
death for his crimes long ago ; but still, in order eyes, and threw himself down at Herod's feet,
to make an examination with thee about my and begged his pardon for what he had done,
daughter, whom, out of regard to thee, and and confessed that he had acted very wickedly,
thy dignity, I had espoused to him in mar and was guilty of every thing that he had
riage, but now we must take counsel about been accused of, and lamented that disorder
them both; and if tby paternal affection be of his mind and distraction which his love to
so great, that thou canst not punish thy son, a woman, he said, had brought him to. So
who hath plotted against thee, let us change when Archelaus bad brought Pheroras to
our right hands, and let us succeed one to accuse and bear witness against himself, be
the other in expressing our rage upon this then made an excuse for him, and mitigated
occasion."
Herod's anger towards him, and this by using
2. When he had made this pompous certain domestic examples; for that when ha
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had suffered much greater mischiefs from a
brother of his own, he preferred the obliga
CHAPTER XXVI.
tions of nature before thb passion of revenge ;
bemuse it is in kingdoms as it is in gross BOW E3RTCI.ES" CALUMNIATED THE SONS tf
bodies, where some member or other is ever MARIAMNE ; AND HOW EUABATUs's APO
swelled by the body's weight ; in which case LOGY HAD NO EFFECT.
it is not proper to cut off such member, but
to heal it by a gentle method of cure.
§ 1. Now a little, afterward there came into
5. Upon Archelaus's saying this, and much Judea a man that was much superior to Ar
more to the same purpose, Herod's displea chelaus's stratagems, who did not only over
sure against Pheroras was mollified ; yet did turn that reconciliation that had been so wisely
he persevere in his own indignation against made with Alexander, but proved the occasion
Alexander, and said he would have bis daugh of his ruin. He was a Lacedemonian, and his
ter divorced and taken away frcm him, and name was Eurycles. He was so corrupt a
this till he had brought Herod to that pass, man, that out of the desire of getting money,
that, contrary to his former behaviour to him, he chose to live under a king, for Greece
he petitioned Archelaus for the young man, could not suffice his luxury. He presented
and that he would let his daughter continue Herod with splendid gifts as a bait which he
espoused to him : but Archelaus made him laid, in order to compass his ends, and quickly
strongly believe that he would permit her to received them back again manifold; yet did
be married to any one else, but not to Alex he esteem bare gifts as nothing, unless he
ander; because he looked upon it as a very imbrued the kingdom in blood by his pur
valuable advantage that the relation they bad chases. Accordingly, he imposed upon the
contracted by that affinity, and the privileges king by flattering him, and by talking subthat went along with it, might be preserved : tilely to him, as also by the lying encomiums
and when the king said that bis son would take which he made upon him: for as he soon per
it for a great favour done to him if he would ceived Herod's blind side, so he said and did
not dissolve the marriage, especially since they every thing that might please him, and thereby
had already children between the young man became one of bis most intimate friends; for
and her, aad since that wife of his was so well both the king, and all that were about him,
beloved by him, and that as while she remains had a great regard for this Spartan, on account
his wife she would be a great preservative to of his country.f
him, and keep him from offending, as he had 2. Now as soon as this fellow perceived the
formerly done; so if she should be torn away rotten parts of the family, and what quarrels
from him, she would be the cause of his fall the brothers had one with another, and in what
ing into despair; because such young men's disposition the father was towards each ofthem,
attempts are best mollified when they are he chose to take his lodging at the first in the
diverted from them by settling their affections house of Antipater, but deluded Alexander
at home. So Archelaus complied with what with a pretence of friendship to him, and
Herod desired, but not without difficulty, and falsely claimed to be an old acquaintance of
was both himself reconciled to the young man Archelaus; for which reason he was presently
and reconciled his father to him also. How admitted into Alexander's familiarity as a
ever, he said he must, by all means, be sent faithful friend. He also soon recommended
to Rome to discourse with Ciesar, because be himself to his brother Aristobulus: and when
had already written a full account to him of he had thus made trial of these several persons,
he imposed upon one of them by one method,
this whole matter.
6. Thus a period was put to Archelaus's and upon another by another; but he was
stratagem, whereby he delivered his son-in- principally hired by Antipater, and so betray
law out of the dangers he was in : but when ed Alexander, and this by reproaching Anti
these reconciliations were over, they spent pater, because, while be was the eldest son,
their time in feastings and agreeable enter he overlooked the intrigues of those who
tainments : and when Archelaus was going stood in the way of his expectations ; and by
away, Herod made him a present of seventy 'eproaching Alexander, because he who was
talents, with a golden throne set with precious
TVs vile fellow, Eurycles the Lacedemonian, teems
stones, and some eunuchs, and a concubine, to *have
been the same who In mentioned by Plutarch, as
who was called Pannycbis. He also paid due (twenty-five
year* brforr) a companion to Mark Antony,
honours to every one of his friends according and as living with Herod; whence be might easily insi
himself into the acquaintance of Herod's sons,
to their dignity. In like manner did all the nuate
AnUpater and Alexander, as Usher. Hudson, and Spanking's kindred, by his command, make glorious h«*in»
justly suppose. The reason why his being a Spar
presents to Archelaus ; and so he was con tan rendered him acceptable to the Jews, as we here see
the public records of the Jews and
was,
visible from
ducted on his way by Herod and his nobility be
Spartans,is owning
those Spartans rto be of kin to the Jews,
as far aa Antioch.
ind derived from their eojnmon ancestor Abraham, the
first patriarch of the Jewish nation. Antiq. b.xii, chap,
iv. seeLlOj b.xlii. chap. v. arcLSi and 1 Mace chap.xlL
ver.7.
♦ See the preceding note.
a p
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sorn of a queen, and was married to a king's accounts, if this plot does not take he ic eery
daughter, permitted one that was born of a willing to die; but that in case he kill nu
auMi woman to lay claim to the succession, father he hatb sufficient opportunity for saving
and this when be bad Archelaus to support himself. In the first place, be hatb Arrhelaiis
nim in the most complete manner. Nor was his father-in-law, to whom he can easily fly ;
lis advice thought to be other than faithful and in the next place, he hath Cssar, who
by the young man because of his pretended had never known Herod's character to this
friendship with Archelaus : on which account day ; for that he shall not appear then before
it was that Alexander lamented to him Anti- him with that dread be used to do when his?
pater's behaviour with regard to himself, and father w»b there to terrify him; and that he
this without concealing any thing from him ; will not then produce the accusations that
and how it was no wonder if Herod, after he concerned himself alone, but would, in the
had killed their mother, should deprive them of first place, openly insist on the calamities of
her kingdom. Upon this Eurycles pretended their nation, and how they are taxed to death,
to commiserate his condition, and to grieve and in what ways of luxury and wicked prac
with him. He also, by a bait that he laid for tices that wealth is spent which was gotten by
him, procured Aristobulus to say the same bloodshed; wbat sort of persons they are
things. Thus did he inveigle both the bro that get our riches, and to whom those cities
thers to make complaints of their father, and belong, upon whom he bestows his favours ;
then went to Antipater, and carried these that be would have inquiry made w hat became
grand secrets to him. He also added a fiction of bis grandfather [Hyrcanus], and his mother
of his own, as if his brothers had laid a plot [Mariamne], and would openly proclaim the
against him, and were almost ready to come gross wickedness that was in the kingdom ;
upon him with their drawn swords. For this on which accounts he should not be deemed
intelligence he received a great sum of money, a parricide.
and on that account he commended Antipater 8. When Eurycles had made this porten
before his father, and at length undertook the tous speech, he greatly commended Antipa
work of bringing Alexander and Aristobulus ter, as the only child that had an affection for
to their graves, and accused them before their his father, and on that account was an impe
father. So be came to Herod and told him diment to the others' plot against him. Here
that he would save his life, as a requital for upon the king, who bad hardly repressed his
the favours he had received from him, and anger upon the former accusations, was exas
would preserve his light [of life] by way of perated to an incurable degree. At which
retribution for bis kind entertainment ; for that time Antipater took another occasion to send
a sword had been long whetted, and Alexan. in other persons to his father to accuse his
der's right hand had been long stretched out brethren, and to tell him that they had pri
against him; but that be bad laid impediments vately discoursed with Jucundus and Tyranin bis way, prevented his speed, and that by nus, who had once been masters of the horse
pretending to assist him in his design : how to the king, but for some offences had been
Alexander said that Herod was not contented put out of that honourable employment
to reign in a kingdom that belonged to others, I Herod was in a very great rage at these infor
and to make dilapidations in their mother's mations, and presently ordered those men to
government after he bad killed ber ; but be tortured: yet did not they confess any
besides all this, that be introduced a spurious thing of what the king had been informed;
successor, and proposed to give the kingdom but a certain letter was produced, as written
of their ancestors to that pestilent fellow An by Alexander to the governor of a castle, to
tipater: that be would now appease the ghosts desire him to receive him and Aristobulus
of Hyrcanus and Mariamnc, by taking ven into the castle when he had killed his father ;
geance on him j for that it was not fit for him and to give them weapons, and what other
to take the succession to the government from assistance he could, upon that occasion. Alex
such a father without bloodshed ; that many ander said that this letter was a forgery nf
things happen every day to provoke him so to Diopbantus. This Diopbantus was the king's
do, insomuch that he can say nothing at all, but secretary, a bold man, cunning in counter
it affords occasion for calumny against him ; feiting any one's hand ; and after he had
for that, if any mention be made of nobility counterfeited a great number, he was at.
or birth, even in other cases, he is abused un put to death for it. Herod did bIso order tn»
justly, while Jiis father would say that nobody, governor of the castle to he tortured; brt «r»t
to be sure, is of noble birth but Alexander, nothing out of him of what the accu«at'o"s
and that his father was inglorious for Want of suggested.
such nobility. If they be at any time hunting,
4. However, although Herod found fhn
and he says nothing, he gWes offence; and if proofs too weiik, he gave order to have b«q
h<* commends any body, they take it in way of sons kept in custody : for till now thev hitd
f.fr
; that they always find their father unmer been nf liberty. He nlso called that
cifully severe, and have no natural HfTertioii his fttnih. Hut' forger of ttll this vile accu
for any of them but for Antiputer; on which sation. r.ur)cle». hi* uvioiir and l>enela*:»or.
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and gave him a reward of fifty talents. Upon them. Now, as soon as they had saild to
which he prevented any accurate accounts Rome, and delivered the king's letters to
that could come of what be had done, by Caesar, Caesar was mightily troubled at the
going immediately into Cappadocia, and case of the young men; yet did not he think
•there he got money of Archelaus, having the he ought to take the power from the father
impudence to pretend that be had reconciled of condemning his sons; so he wrote ba'-k t"
Herod to Alexander. He thence passed over him, and appointed him to have the power
inin Greece, and used what he bad thus over his sous; but said witbal, that he woiila
wickedly gotten to the like wicked purposes. do well to make an examination into tnis
Accordingly, be was twice accused before matter of the plot against him in a punhc
Caesar, that he had filled Achaia with sedition, court, and to take for his assessors his own
and had plundered its cities; so he was sent kindred, and the governors of the provinceinto banishment. And thus was he punished —and if those sons he found guilty to put
for what wicked actions he had been guilty of them to death; but if they appear to have
thought of no more than only flying away
about Aristobulus and Alexander.
5. But it will be now worth while to put from him, that be should, in that case, mo
Euaratus of Cos in opposition to this Spar derate their punishment.
tan ; for as he was one of Alexander's most 2. With these directions Herod complied,
intimate friends, and came to him in bis and came te Bervtus, where Caesar had or
travels at the same time that Eurycles came; dered the court to be assembled, and got the
so the king put the question to him, whether judicature together. The presidents sat first,
those t hings of which Alexander was accused as Caesar's letters bad appointed, who were
were true? He assured him upon oath that Saturninus'and Pedanius, and their lieutenanti
he hud never heard any such things from the that were with them, with whom was the pro
young men; yet did this testimony avail curator Volumnius also; next to them sat the
nothing for the clearing those miserable crea king's kinsmen and friends, with Salome also,
tures; for 11. rod was only disposed the most and Pheroras ; after whom sat the principal
readily to hearken to what made, against 1 men of all Syria, excepting Arche.au> ; for
them and every one was most agreeable to Herod had a suspicion of him, because be
him that would believe they « ere guilty, and was Alexander' father-in-law. Yet did not
showed their indignation at them,
be produce bis sons in open court; and this
. was done very cunningly, for he knew well
1 enough that, had they but appeared only, they
■vould certainly have been pitied: and if
CHAPTER XXVII.
l withal they had been, suffered to speak, AlexHtBOD, bt Cesar's direction, accuses lliSiandcr would easily have answered what they
sons at berytus. they are not pro- I were accused of; but they were in custody at
dl'ced before the court, but yet are I Platane, a village of the Sidonians.
condemned; and in a little time are I 3. So the king got up, and inveighed against
sent to sebaste, and strangled I his sons as if they were present ; and as for
that part of the accusation that they had
THERE.
plotted against him, he urged it but faintly,
§ 1. Moreover, Salome exasperated Herod's because he was destitute of proofs; but he
cruelty against his sons; for Aristobulus was insisted before the assessors on the reproaches,
desirous to bring her, w ho was his mother-in- and je
jests, and injurious carriage, and ten tboulaw and his aunt, into the like dangers with sand the like offences against them, which
themselves: so he sent to ber to take care of were heavier than death itself; and when
her own safety, and told her that the king was nobody contradicted him, be moved them to
preparing to put her to death, on account of pity his case, as though be had been con
the accusation that was laid against her, as if demned himself, now he bad gained a bitter
when she formerly endeavoured to marry victory against his sons. So he asked every
erself to Sylleus the Arabian, she had dis one's sentence; which sentence was first of
covered the king's grand secrets to him, who all given by Saturninus, and was this:—That
was the king's enemy; and this it was that he condemned the young men, but not to
came as the last storm, and entirely sunk the death; for tbat it was not fit for him, who
young men, who were in great danger before; had three sons of his own now present, to give
for Salome came running to the king, and his vote for the destruction of the sons of
informed him of what admonition had been another. The two lieutenants also gave the
given her; whereupon he could bear no like vote ; some others there were also who
longer, but commanded both the young men followed their example; but Volumnius began
to be bound, and kept the one asunder from to vote on the more melancholy side, and all
the other. He also sent Volumnius, the those that came after him condemned the
general of his army, to Ca-sar immediately, >oung men to die; some out of flattery, and
as also his friend OUmpus with him, who come out of hatred to Herod; but none out
carried the information* in writii.g along with of indignation at their crimes. And now all
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Syria and Judea was in great expectation, and
waited for the last act of this tragedy ; yet did
nobody suppose that Herod would be so bar
barous as to murder his children : however,
he carried tbem away to Tyre, and thence
aailed to Cesarea, and then fie deliberated
with himself what sort of death the young
men should suffer.
4. Now there was a certain old soldier of
the king's, whose name was Tero, who bad
a son that was very familiar with, and n
friend to Alexander, and who himself parti
cularly loved the young men. This soldier
was in a manner distracted, out of the excess
of the indignation he had at what was doing;
and at first he cried out aloud, as he went
about, that justice was trampled under foot;
that truth was perished, and nature con
founded ; and that the life of man w as full of
iniquity, andevery thing else that passion could
suggest to a man who spared not his own life;
and at last he ventured to go to the king, and
said, " Truly, I think, thou art a most
miserable man, when thou hearkenest to most
wicked wretches, against those that ought to
be dearest to thee; since thou hast frequently
resolved that Pberoras and Salome should be
put to death, and yet believest them against
thy sons; while these, by cutting off the suc
cession of thine own sons, leave all wholly to
Antipater, and thereby choose to have thee
such a king as may be thoroughly in their
own power. However, consider whether this
death of Antipater's brethren will not make
him hated by the soldiers; for there is nobody
but commiserates the young men; and of the
captains, a great many show their indignation
at it openly." Upon his saying this, he named
those that bad such indignation; but the king
ordered those men, with Tero himself, and his
son, to be seized upon immediately.
5. At which time there was a certain bar
ber, whose name was Trypho.
This man
leaped out from among the people in a kind
of madness, and accused himself, and said,
" this Tero endeavoured to persuade me also
to cut thy throat with my razor when 1 trim
med thee; and promised that Alexander
should give me large presents for so doing.
When Herod heard this, he examined Tero,
with his son and the barber, by the torture:
but as the others denied tbe accusation, and
he said nothing farther, Herod gave order
that Tero should be racked more severely ;
but bis son, out of pity to his father, pro
mised to discover the whole to tbe king, if he
would grant [that bis father should be no
longer tortured]. When be had agreed to
this, be said, that his father, at the persuasion
of Alexander, bad an intention to kill him.
Now some said this was forged, in order to
free his father from his torments; and some
said it was true.
6. And now Herod accused the captains
and Tero in »- un-cuibl} of the people, and
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brought the people together in a body againtt
them; and accordingly there were they put
to death, together with [Trypho] the barber;
they were killed by the pieces of wood and
the stones that were thrown at them. 1I# also sent his sons to Sebaste, a city not far
from Cesarea, and ordered tbem to be there
strangled; and as what he had ordered was
executed immediately, so be commanded that
their dead bodies should be brought to tbe
fortress Alexandrium, to be buried with
Alexander, their grandfather by the mother's
side. And this was the end of Alexander
and Aristobulus.

CHAPTER XXVIIL
how antipater is hated of all mfs;
and how the kino espouses the sons
of those that had been slain to his
kindred; but that antipater made
him change them for other women,
of herod's makhiaues and children.
§ 1. Bot an intolerable hatred fell upon
Antipater from the nation, though he had now
an indisputable title to the succession; be
cause they all knew that he was the person
who contrived nil the calumnies against his
brethren.
However, he began to be in a
terrible fear, as he saw the posterity of those
that had been slain growing up; for Alex
ander bad two sons by Glaphyra, Tygranes
and Alexander; and Aristobulus had Herod,
and Agrippa, and Aristobulus, bis sons, with
Herodias and Mariamne, his daughters; and
all by Bernice, Salome's daughter. As- for
Glaphyra, Herod, as soon as he had killed
Alexander, sent her back, together with her
portion, to Cappadocia. He married Bernice,
Aristobulus's daughter, to Antipater's uncle
by his mother, and it was Antipater who, it
order to reconcile her to him, when she bad
been at variance with him, contrived this
match; he also got into Pheroras's favour,
and into the favour of Cwsar's friends, by
presents, and other ways of obsequiousness,
and sent no small sums of money to Rome;
Saturninus also, and his friends in Syria,
were all well replenished with the presents be
made tbem ; yet the more he gave the more
he was bated, as not making these presents
out of generosity, but spending his money out
of fear. Accordingly it so fell out, that the
receivers bore him no more good-will than
before, but that those to whom he gave nothing
were his more bitter enemies. However, he
bestowed his money every day more and more
profusely, on observing that, contrary to hii
expectations, tbe king was taking care about
the orphans, and discovering at the same time
his repentance for killing their fathers, <jy hit
commiseration of thri-e that sprang trrm them.
-. According1) , litrod got together bit
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kindred and friends, and set before them the
children, and with his eyes full of tears, said
thus to them: " It was an unlucky fate that
Took away from me these children's fathers,
which children are recommended to me by
that natural commiseration which their orphan
condition requires; however, I will endeavour,
though I have been a most unfortunate
father, to appear a better grandfather, and to
leave these children such curators after myself
as are dearest to me. I therefore betroth thy
daughter, Pheroras, to the elder of these bre
thren, the children of Alexander, that thou
mayest be obliged to take care of them. I
also betroth to thy son, Antipater, the daugh
ter of Aristobulus; be thou therefore a father
to that orphan; and my son Herod [Philip]
■hall have her sister, whose grandfather, by
the mother's side, was high-priest. And let
every one that loves me be of roy sentiments
in these dispositions, which none that hath
an affection for me will abrogate.
And I
pray God that he will join these children
together in marriage, to the advantage of
my kingdom, and of my posterity; and
may he look down with eyes more serene
upon them than he looked upon their
fathers t"
8. While he spake these words, he wept,
and joined the children's right hands toge
ther: after which he embraced them every one
after an affectionate manner, and dismissed
the assembly. Upon this Antipater was in
great disorder immediately, and lamented
publicly at what was done ; for he supposed
that this dignity, which was conferred on these
orphans was for his own destruction, even in
hi- father's life time, and that he should run
another 'risk of losing the government if
Alexander's sons should have both Archelaus
[a king], and Pheroras a tetrach, to support
them. He also considered how he was him
self hated by the nation, and bow they pitied
these orphans: how great affection tbe Jews
bare to those brethren of his when they were
alive, and how gladly they remembered them,
now they had perished by his means. So he
resolved by all tbe ways possible to get these
espousuls dissolved.
4. Now he was afraid of going subtilely
about this matter with his father, who was
hard to be pleased, and was presently moved
upon tbe least suspicion: so he ventured to go
to him directly, and to beg of him before his
face, not to deprive him of that dignity which
he had been pleased to bestow upon him ;
and that he might not have the bare name of
a king, while the power was in other persons;
for that he should never be able to keep the
government, if Alexander's son was to have
both his grandfather Archelaus and Pheroras
for his curators; and he besought him ear
nestly, since there were so many of the royal
family alive, that he would change those [intendedj marriages. Mow the king had nine
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wives,* and children by seven of them; Anti
pater was himself born of Doris, and Herod
[Philip] of Mariamne, the high-priest's daugh
ter ; Antipas also and Archelaus were by
Maltbace, the Samaritan, as was his daughter
Olympius, which his brother Joseph's* son
bad- married. By Cleopatra of Jerusalem he
had Herod and Philip ; and by Pallas, Phasaelus; he had also two daughters, Roxana
and Salome, the one by Phedra, and the other
by Elpis: he had also two wives who had no
children, the one his first cousin, and the other
his niece ; and besides these he had two daugh
ters, the sisters of Alexander and Aristobulus,
by Mariamne.
Since, therefore, the rovul
family was so numerous, Antipater prayed
him to change these intended marriages.
5. When the king perceived what disposi
tion he was in towards these orphans, he was
angry at it, and a suspicion came into his
mind as to those sons whom he had put to
death, whether that had not been brought
about by the false tales of Antipater ; so at
that time he made Antipater a lung and a
peevish answer, and bade him begone. Yet
was he afterwards prevailed upon cunningly
by his flatteries, and changed the marriages ;
he married Aristobulus's daughter to him,
and his son to Pheroras's daughter.
6. Now one may learn, in this instance,
how very much this flattering Antipater could
do,—even what Salome in tbe like circum
stances could not do; for when she, who was
his sister, had by the means of Julia, Cesar's
wife, earnestly desired leave to be married to
Sylleus the Arabian, Herod swore he woulil
esteem her his bitter enemy, unless she would
leave off that project ; be also caused her,
against her own consent, to be married to
Alexas, a friend of his, and that one of her
daughter" should be married to Alexis's son,
and the other to Antipater's uncle by the
mother's side. And for the daughters that
the king had by Mariamne, the one was mar
ried to Antipater, his sister's son, and the
other to his brother's soo, Phasaelus.

CHAPTER XXIX.
ANTIPATFR BECOMES INTOLERABLE. HE 19
SENT TO ROME, AND CARRIES llEKOD's
TESTAMENT W1T.H HIM. PHERORAS LEAVES
HIS BROTHER THAT HE MAT KEEP HIS
WIPE. HE DIES AT HOME.

§ 1. Now when Antipater had cut off the
hopes of the orphans, and had contracted such
• Dean Aldrieh takes notice here, that these nine
wives of Herod were alive at the same time, .mil tbat
if the celebrated Mariamne, who was now dead, be
reckoned, those wives were in all ten. Yet it is remark
able that he Itad no more than fifteen children by tbcm
all.
4 To prevent confusion. It may not be amiss, with
Dean Aldrieh, to distinguish between fon» Josephs
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what
to
do
farther
in
that
matter,
turned hi»
affinities as would be mo»t for his own advan- 1
tunc, be proceeded briskly, as having a certain speech to Antipater, and charged him to have
expectation of the kingdom; and as he had no intercourse either with Pheroras's wife,
now assurance added to his wickedness, he or with Pheroras himself, or with any one
became intolerable; for not being able to avoid belonging to her. Now, though Antipater
the hatred of all people, he built his security did not transgress that bis injunction publiclv.
upon the terror he struck into them. Phe- yet did he in secret come to their night-meet
rnrai al-o assisted him in his designs, looking ings : and because he was afraid that Salome
upon him as already fixed in the kingdom. observed what he did, he procured by tbe
There was also a company of women in the means of his Italian friends, that he might
court, who excited new disturbances; for go and live at Rome ; for when they wrote
Pheroras's wife, together with her mother that it was proper for Antipater to be sent to
and sister, as also Antipater's mother, grew Caesar for some time, Herod made no delay,
very impudent in the palace. She also was but sent him, and that with a splendid atten
so insolent as to affront the king's two daugh dance, and a great deal of money, and gave
ters,* on which account the king hated her to him his testament to carry with him,—where
a great degree ; yet although these women in Antipater had the kingdom bequeathed to
were hated by him, they domineered over him, and wherein Herod was named for An
others : there was only Salome who opposed tipater's successor ; that Herod, I mean, whj
their good agreement, and informed the king was the son of Mariamne, the high-priest'*
of their meetings, as not being for the advan daughter.
3. Sylleus also, tbe Arabian, sailed to
tage of his affairs; and when those women
knew what calumnies she had raised against Rome, without any regard to Caesar's injunc
them, and how much Herod was displeased, tions, and this in order to oppose Antipater
they left off their public meetings and friendly with all bis might, as to that law-suit which
entertainments of one another ; nay, on the Nicolaus had with him before. This Si Ileus
contrary, they pretended to quarrel one with had also a great contest with Aretas his own
another when the king was within hearing. king; for be had slain many others of Aretas's
The like dissimulation did Antipater make friends, and particularly Sohemus, tbe most
use of; and when matters were public, he potent man in the city Petra. Moreover, he
opposed Pberoras: but still they had private had prevailed with Phabatus, who was Herci's
cabals, and merry meetings in the night-time steward, by giving him a great sum of money,
nor did the observation of others do any more to assist him against Herod ; but when Herod
than confirm their mutual agreement. How gave him more, he induced him to leave Sv»ever, Salome knew every thing they did, and leus, and by his means he demanded of bun
all that Caesar had required of hit) to nav ■
told every thing to Herod.
2. But he was inflamed with anger at them, but when Sylleus paid nothing of w hat he was
and chiefly at Pheroras's wife ; for Salome to pay, and did also accuse Phabatus to Ce
had principally accused her. So he got an sar, and said that he was not a steward for
assembly of his friends and kindred together, Caesar's advantage, but for He.-od's, Phabatus
and there accused this woman of many things, was angry at him on that account, but was
and particularly of the affronts she had offered still in very great esteem with Herod, and
his daughters ; and that she had supplied the discovered Sylleus's grand secrets, and toid
Pharisees with money, by way of rewards for the king that Sylleus had corrupted Connwhat tbey had done against him, and had pro thus, one of the guards of his body, by brib
cured his brother to become his enemy, by ing him, and of whom he must therefore have
giving him love potions. At length he turned a care. Accordingly the king complied • for
his speech to Pheroras, and told him that this Corinthus, though be was brought ut> in
he would give him his choice of these two Herod's kingdom, yet was by birth an Ara
things:—Whether he would keep in with his bian ; so the king ordered bim to be taken up
brother, or with his wife ? And when Phe immediately, and not only bim, but twe otfceroras said that he certainly would die rather Arabians, who were caught with him ; the cie
than forsake his ivife.'f—Herod, not knowing of them was Sylleus's friend, the other the
head of a tribe. These last, being put to the
the I'iitory of Herod. 1. Joseph, Herod's node, and torture, confessed that they had prevailed with
tlte [second ) husband of hii sister Salome, slain by Corinthus, for a large sum of money, to kill
Hi-rod on account of Mariamne. 9. Joseph, Herod's
qnrestor. or treasurer, stain oq the same account 3.
Joseph, Herod's brother, slain In the battle against An< of the other great court-ladies, together with Herod's
tigonua. 4. Joseph, Herod's nephew, tbe husband of own importunity as to Pheroras's divorce and otner
Ulytnpias, mentioned in this place.
marriage, all so remarkable here or in the An'.iq. a.
* These daughters of Herod, whom Pheroras's wife xvti.
ch. ii. sect. 4; and cti. iii. sect. 3, cannot he vreU'
affronted, were Salome and Itoxana, two virgins, who accounted
but on the supposal that Pheroras be
were bom to biro of bis two wives, Elnidc and Pbedra. lieved, andfor,Herod
suspected, that the Pharisees* pre
See Herod's genealogy. Antiq. h. xvii.ch.i. sect. 3.
diction,
as
If
the
crown of Judea should be translated
+ Tins
of Pheroras
in retaining
his from Herod to Pheroras's
posterity, and that most pro
wife,
who strange
was oneobstinacy
or n low family,
aod refusing
to marry
to Pheroras's posterity hy this his wtfir, also would
one nearly
to Herod,
he soto earnestly
de- bably
Srove true. Sue Antiq. b. xvii. eh. ii. sect 4i arai cat.
slaeo
It, as related
also that
wstsfe though
admission
the sound's
L sect. I
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Herod ; and when they hid been farther was done by the management of Sylleus, who
examined before Saturninus, tbe president of was acquainted with that woman.
2. The king was deeply affected with so
Syria, they were sent to Rome.
4. However, Herod did not leave off impor many suspicions, and had the maid-servants
tuning Pheroras, but proceeded to force him to and some of the free-women also tortured ;
put away his wife; yet could he not devise one of whom cried out in her agonies, " May
an) way by which be could bring the woman that God that governs the earth and the heaven
herself to punishment, although he had many punish the author of all these our miseries.
causes of hatred to her ; till at length he was A n ti pater's mother 1" The king took a handle
in such great uneasiness at her, that he cast from this confess'on, and proceeded to inquire
both her and his brother out of bis kingdom. farther into the truth of this matter. So this
Pheroras took this injury very patiently, and woman discovered the friendship of Antipawent away into his own tetrarchy [Perea, be ter's mother to Pheroras and Antipater's
yond Jordan], and sware that there should be women, as also their secret meetings, and that
Dut one end put to bis flight, and that should Pheroras and Antipater had drank with there
M Herod's death ; and that he would never for a whole night together as they returned
return while he was alive. Nor indeed would from the king, and would not suffer any body,
he return when his brother was sick, although either man-servant or maid-servant to be there:
he earnestly sent for him to come to him, while one of the free-women discovered the
because he had a mind to leave some injunc whole of tbe matter.
3. Upon this, Herod tortured tbe maid
tions with him before he died ; but Herod
unexpectedly recovered. A little afterward servants, every one by themselves separately j
Pheroras himself fell sick, when Herod showed who all unanimously agreed in the foregoing
great moderation ; for he came to him, and discoveries, and that accordingly by agree
pitied his case, and took care of him ; but his ment they went away, Antipater to Rome,
affection for him did him no good, for Phero and Pheroras to Perea; for that they often
ras died a little afterward. Now, though times talked to one another thus:—That aftci
Herod had so great an affection for him to the Herod bad slain Alexander and Aristobulus,
.ast day of his life, yet was a report spread be would fall upon them, and upon tbeii
abroad that he hail killed him by poison. wives, because, after be bad not spared MaHowever, he took care to have his dead body riamue and her children, he would spare no
carried to Jerusalem, and appointed a very body ; and that for this reason it was best to
great mourning to tbe whole nation for him, get an far off the wild beast as they were able:
and bestowed a most pompous funeral upon and that Antipater oftentimes lamented bit
nun ; and this was the end that one of Alex own case before bis mother; and said to her,
ander's and Aristobulus's murderers-came to. that he hud already grey hairs upon his head,
and that his father grew younger again every
day, and that perhaps death would overtake
him before he should begin to be a king in
earnest ; and that in case Herod should die,
CHAPTER XXX.
which yet nobody knew when it would be,
WHEN HEROD MADE INQUIRY ABOUT PHERO the enjoyment of the succession could certainly
RAS S DEATH, A DISCOVERY WAS MADE be but for a little time; for that these heads oi
THAT ANTIPATER HAD PREPARED A POI | Hydra, the sons of Alexander and Aristobu
SONOUS DRAUGHT FOR HIM. HEROD CASTS lus, were growing up: that he was deprived
DORIS AND HER ACCOMPLICES, AS ALSO by bis father of the hopes of being sui-ceeded
MaRIAMNI, OUT OF THE PALACE, AND by his children, for that his successor after bia
BLOTS HER SON HEROD OUT OF HIS TES death was not to be any one of his own sous,
| but Herod the son of Mariainne :—that in
TAMENT.
this point Herod was plainly distracted, to
§ *.. But now the punishment was transfer- think that his testament should therein take
tn\ unto the original author, Antipater, and place; for he would take care that not one of
itiok its rise from the death of Pheroras ; for his posterity should remain, because be was, of
rertain of bis freed-inen came with a sad all fathers, the greatest hater of bis children.
iMuntenance to the king, and- told him that Yet does be hate bis brother still worse;
uis brother had been destroyed by poison, and whence it was that he a whi'e ago gave him
that his wife had brought bim somewhat that self a hundred talents that he should jxot
was prepared after an unusual manner, and 'have anv intercourse with Pheroras. And
thai upon his eating it. ho presently fell into when Pheroras said, wherein have we done
his distemper; that Antipater's mother and him any harm ? Antipater replied. " 1 wish
lister, two days before, brought a woman out he would but deprive us of all we have, and
of Arabia, that was skillful in mixing such drugs, leave us naked and alive only ; but it is in
that she might prepare a love-potion for Phe deed impossible to escape this wild bean, who
roras ; and that, instead of a |ove-potiun, she
;iven to murder; who will n<>i permit
bad given him deadly poison; and that thujua u> love any person openly, alUmiuli w- be
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together yrivately ; yet may we be bo openly
too, if we are but endowed with the courage
and the bunds of men."
4. These things were said by the women
upon the torture : as also that Pheroras
resolved to fly with them to Perea. Now
Herod gave credit to all they said, on account
of the affair of the hundred talents; for he had
had no discourse with any body about them, but
only with Antipater. So he vented his anger
first of all against Antipater's mother, and
took away from her all the ornaments which
he had given ber, which cost a great many
talents, and cast her out of the palace a second
time. He also took care of l'heroras's women
after their tortures, as being now reconciled
to tbem ; but he was in great consternation
himself, and inflamed upon every suspicion,
and had many innocent persons led to the tor
ture, out of his fear, lest be should perhaps
leave any guilty person untortured.
5. And now it was that he betook himself
to examine Antipater of Samaria, who was
the steward of [bis son] Antipater; and upon
torturing him, be learned that Antipater had
■ent for a potion of deadly poison for him out
of Egypt, by Antiphilus, a companion of his;
that Theudio, the uncle of Antipater, had it
from him, and delivered it to Pheroras; for
that Antipater had charged him to take bis
father off while be was at Rome, and so free
him from the suspicion of doing it himself:
that Pheroras also committed this potion to
his wife. Then did the king send for her,
and bade her bring to him what she had re
ceived immediately. So she came out of her
house as if sbe would bring it with ber, but
threw herself down from the top of the house,
in order to prevent any examination and tor
ture from the king. However, it came to
pass, as it seems by the providence of God,
when he intended to bring Antipater to pun
ishment, that sbe fell not upon her bead, but
upon other parts of her body, and escaped.
The king, when she was brought to him, took
care of her (for she was at first quite senseless
upon her fall), and asked her why she bad
thrown herself down; and gave her his oath,
that if she would speak the real truth, he
would excuse her from punishment ; but that
if she concealed any thing, he would have her
body torn to pieces by torments, and leave no
part of it to be buried.
6. Upon this the woman paused a little,
and then said, " Why do I spare to speak of
these grand secrets, now Pheroras is dead I
(hat. would only tend to save Antipater, who
is all our destruction. Hear then, O king,
and be thou, and God himself, who cannot be
deceived, witnesses to the truth of what lam
going to say. When thou didst sit weeping
by Pheroras as he was dying, then it was that
he called me to him, and said, ' My dear
wife, I have been greatly miatal-en as to tha
disposition of my brether towards me, and
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have hated him that is so affectionate to me,
and have contrived to kill him who is in sura
disorder for me before I am dead. As for
myself, I receive the recompense of my im
piety ; but do thou bring what poison was left
with us by Antipater, and which tbou keepest,
in order to destroy him, and consume it imme
diately in the fire in my sight, tbat. I may not
be liable to the avenger in the invisible world.*
This I brought as be bade me, and emptied the
greatest part of it into the fire, but reserved a
little of it for my own use against uncertain
futurity, and out of my fear of thee."
7. When she had said this, she brought
the box, which had a small quantity of this
potion in it : but the king let ber alone, and
transferred the tortures to Antiphilus's mo
ther and brother; who both confessed that
Antiphilus brought the box out of Egypt,
and that they had received the potion from a
brother of his, who was a physician at Alex
andria. Then did the ghosts of Alexander
and Aristobulus go round all the palace, and
became the inquisitors and discoverers of what
could not otherwise have been found out. and
brought such as were the freest from suspi
cion to be examined; whereby it was disco
vered that Mariamne, the high-priest's ilaugb
ter, was conscious of this plot; and her very
brothers, when they were tortured, declared
it so to be. Whereupon the king avenged
this insolent attempt of the mother upon ber
son, and blotted Herod, whom he had by ber, *
out of his testament, who had been before
named therein as successor to Antipater.

CHAPTER XXXL
ANTIPATER IS CONVICTED BT BATHTLLUS;
BUT HE STILL RETURNS FROM ROMS,
WITHOUT KNOWING IT. HEROD BRING!
HIM TO HIS TRIAL.

§ 1. After these things were over, Bathyllus came under examination, in order to con
vict Antipater, who proved the concluding
attestation to Antipater's designs ; for indeed
he was no other than his freed-man. This
man came, and brought another deadly po
tion, the poison of asps and the juices ot
other serpents, that if the first potion did not
do the business, Pheroras and his wife might
be armed with this also to destroy the king.
He brought also an addition to Antipater's
insolent attempts aguinst bis father, which was
the letters which he wrote against his bre
thren, Archelaus and Philip, who were the
king's sons, and educated at Rome, being
yet youths, hut of generous dispositions.
Antipater set himself to get rid of these as
soon as be could, that they might not be
prejudicial to his hopes ; and to that ami ha
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forged letters against them in the name of made great lamentations at it; for which some
lii- friends at Rome.
Some of these he commended bim, as being for his own uncle;
corrupted by bribes, to write how they grossly though probably this confusion aroce on ac
reproached tlieir father, and did openly be count of his having thereby failed in his plot
wail n.eiandcr and Aristobulus, and were [on his father's life]; and his tears were more
uneasy at their being recalled; for their for the loss of him that was to have been sub
father had already sent for them, which was servient therein, than for [an uncle] Pheroras:
the wry thing that troubled Antipater.
moreover, a sort of fear came upon him as to
2. Kay indeed, while Antipater was in his designs, lest the poison should have been
Judea, and before he was upon his journey discovered. However, when be was in Cilicia
to Home, be gave money to have the like he received the forementioned epistle from
letters against them sent from Rome, and then his father, and made great haste accordingly.
came to his father, who as yet had no suspicion But when he bad sailed to Celenderis, a
of him, apologized for his brethren, and alleged suspicion came into bis mind relating to bis
on their behalf, that some of the things con mother's misfortunes; as if his soul foreboded
tained in '.hose letters were false, and others some mischief to itself. Those therefore of
of them were only youthful errors. Yet at bis friends who were the most considerate,
the same time that he expended a great deal advised bim not rashly to go to his father, till
of bis money by making presents to such as he had learned what were the occasions why
wrote against his brethren, did he aim to his mother bad been ejected, because they
bring faix accounts into confusion, by buying were afraid that be might be involved in the
costly garments, and carpets of various con calumnies that had been cast upon his mother;
textures, with silver and gold cups, and a but those that were less considerate, and bad
great many more curious things, that so, more regard to their own desires of seeing
among the very great expenses laid out upon their native country than to Antipater's safety,
such furniture, he migbt conceal the money persuaded him to make haste home, and not,
be bad used in hiring men [to write the by delaying bis journey, afford his father
letters]; for he brought ill an account of bis ground for an ill suspicion, and give a handle
expenses, amounting to two hundred talents, to these that raised stories against him; for
his main pretence for which, was the law-suit that in case any thing had been moved to bis
that he had been iu with Sylleus. So while ! disadvantage, it was owing to his absence,
nil his rogueries, even those of a lesser sort, which durst not have been done had he been
were covered by his great villany, while all present;—and they said it was absurd to dethe examinations by torture proclaimed his priv.e himself of certain happiness, for the sake
attempt to murder his father, and the Letters of an uncertain suspicion, and not rather to
proclaimed his second attempt to murder his return to his father, and take the royal authobretbren,—yet did no one of those that came rity upon bim, which was in a state of Surtuto Rome inform him of his misfortunes in ation on bis account only. Antipater comJudea, although seven months had intervened plied with this last advice; for Providence
between his conviction and his return,—so hurried bim on [to his destruction]. So be
preat was the hatred which they all bore to passed over the sea, and landed at Sebastus,
bim. And perhaps they were the ghosts of the haven of Cesarea.
those brethren of bis that bad been murdered, i 4. And here he found a perfect and unexthat stopped the moutbsof those thatintended I pected solitude, while every body avoided
to have told him. lie then wrote from Rome, him, and nobody durst come at him; for he*
and informed bis [friends] that he would soon was equally hated by all men ; and now
come to them, and how he was dismissed with that hatred bad liberty to show itself, and the
honour by Ctesar.
dread men were in of the king's anger made
S. Now the king being desirous to get men keep from him; for the whole city [of
this plotter against bim into his bands, and Jerusalem] was filled with the rumours about
being also afraid lest he should some way Antipater, and Antipater himself was the only
come to the knowledge bow his affairs stood person who was ignorant of them ; for as no
ana be upon bis guard, be dissembled his mail was dismissed more magnificently when
anger in his epistle to him, as in other points he began his voyage to Rome, so was no man
he wrote kindly to bim, and desired him to now received back with greater ignominy.
make haste, because if he came quickly, he And indeed he began already to suspect what
would then lay aside the complaints he 'had misfortunes there were in Herod's family;
against bis mother; for Antipater was not yet did he cunningly conceal his suspicion;
ignorant that his mother had been expelled and while he was inwardly ready to die for
out of the palace. However, he had before fear, he put on a forced boldness of counte
received a letter, which contained an accoun*. nance. Nor could he now fly any whitber,
of the death of Pheroras, at Tarentum,*—and nor had he any way of emerging out of the
difficulties which encompassed bim; nor in
• This Tarentum hai coins still extant, as Reland in deed bad be even there any certain intelligence
ns here in bis note
of the affairs of '.he royal family, by reason
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of the threats the king had given out; jet | condemn me beforehand, but let thy ears be
bad he some small hopes of better tidings, unbiassed, and attend to my defence; for if
for perhaps nothing bad been discovered; or, thou wilt give me leave, 1 will demonstrate
if any discovery had been made, perhaps he that I am innocent."
2. Hereupon Herod cried out to him to
should be able to clear himself by impudence
and artful tricks, which were the only things bold his peace, and spake thus to Varus:
"
I
cannot but think that thou. Varus, and
he relied upon for his deliverance.
5. And with these hopes did be screen every other upright judge, will determine that
himself, till be came to the palace, without Antipater is a vile wretch, I am also afraid
any friends with him ; for these were affronted, that thou wilt abhor my ill fortune, and judge
and shut out at the first gate. Now Va me also myself worthy of all sorts of cala
rus, the president of Syria, happened to be mity for begetting such children; while yet I
in the palace [at this juncture]; so Antipater ought rather to he pitied, who have been so
went in to his father, and putting on a bold affectionate a father to such wretched sons;
face, he came near to salute him. But He for when I bad settled the kingdom on my
rod stretched out his bands, and turned bis former sons, even when they were young, and
bead away from him, and cried out, " Even when, besides the charges of their education
this is an Indication of a parricide, to be at Rome, I bad made them tiie friends of
desirous to get me into bis arms, w hen he is Caesar, and made them envied by other kings,
under such heinous accusations. God con I found them plotting against me. These
found thee, thou vile wretch; do not tbou have been put to death, and that, in a great
touch me till thou hast cleared thyself of measure, for the sake of Antipater; for as he
these Crimea that are charged upon tbee. I was then young, and appointed to be my suc
appoint thee a court where thou art to be cessor, I took care chiefly to secure him from
judged; and this Varus, who is very season danger: but this profligate wild beast, when
ably here, to be thy judge; and get thou thy he had been over and above satiated with that
defence ready against to-morrow, for I give patience which I showed him, he made use ot
thee so much time to prepare suitable excuses that abundance 1 had given him against
for.thyself." And as Antipater was so con myself; for I seemed to him to live too long,
founded, that be was able to make no answer and he was very uneasy at the old age I had
to this charge, be went away ; but his mother arrived at: nor could he stay any longer, but
and wife came to him, and told him of ail the would be a king by parricide. And justly I
evidence they had gotten against him. Here am served by bim for bringing him bAck out
upon he recollected himself, and considered of tbe country to court, when he waa ot no
what defence he should make against the esteem before, and for thrusting out those
sons of mine that were born of tbe queen,
and for making him a successor to my domi
nions. I confess to tbee, O Varus, the great
folly I was guilty of; for I provoked those
sons of mine to act against me, and cut off
CHAPTER XXXII.
tbeir just expectations for the sake of AmiANTIPATEE IS ACCUSED BEFORE VARUS, AND patei ; 8nd indeed what kindness did I do tr
IS CONVICTED OF LAYING A PLOT [AGAINST them, that could equal what I have done tr
BIS FATHER] BY THE STRONGEST EVIDENCE. Antipater! to whom I have, in a manner
» HEROD PUTS OFF HIS PUNISHMENT TILL yielded up my royal authority while I an
HE SHOULD BE RECOVERED, AND IN THE alive, and whom I have openly named fot
the successor to my dominions in my testa,
MEAN TIME ALTERS BIS TESTAMENT.
ment, and given him a yearly revenue of hi
§ 1. Now the day following, the king assem own of fifty talents, and aupplied him witl
bled a court of his kinsmen and friends, and money to an extravagant degree out of mj
called in Antipater's friends also. Herod own revenue ; and when he was about to sail
himself, with Varus, were the presidents; and to Rome, I gave him three hundred talents,
Herod called for all the witnesses, and ordered and recommended him and him alone of all
them to be brought in; among whom some my children, to Cesar, as his father's de
of tbc domestic servants of Antipater's mo liverer. Now what crimes were these other
ther were brought in also, who bad but a little sons of mine guilty of liloe those of Antipa
while before been caught, as tbey were carry ter 1 and what evidence was there brought
ing tbe following letter from ber to her son: against them so strong as there is to demon
—" Since all those things have been already strate this son to have plotted against me !
discovered to thy father, do not thou come to Yet does this parricide presume to speak for
him, unless thou canst procure some assistance himself, and hopes to obscure the truth by
from Ctesar." When this and the other wit his cunning tricks. Thou, O Varus, must
nesses were introduced, Antipater came in, guard thyself against him ; for I know the
and falling on his face before his father's feet, wild beast, and I foresee how plausibly h»
he said, " Father, 1 beseech thee, do not thou will talk, and his counterfeit lamentation
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This was he who exhorted me to hare a care jf envy. O miserable man ! that thou shoulds
of Alexander, when he was alive, and not to undergo this bitter absence, and thereby afford
intrust my body with all men ! This was he a great opportunity for envy to arise against
who came to my very bed, and looked about, thee, and a long space for such as were lay
lest any one should lay snares for me I This ing designs against thee ! Yet was I absent
was be who took care of my sleep, and father, on thy affairs, that Sylleua might not
secured me from any fear of danger, who treat thee with contempt in thine old age.—
comforted me under the trouble I was in Rome is a witness to my filial affection, and
upon the slaughter of my sons, and looked to so is Cesar, the ruler of the habitable earth,
see what affection my surviving brethren bore who oftentimes called me Philopater.* Take
me I This was my protector, and the guar here the letters he hath sent thee, they are more
dian of my body 1 And when I call to mind, to be believed than the calumnies raised here ;
O Varus, his craftiness upon every occasion, these letters are my only apology; these I use
and his art of dissembling, I can hardly believe as the demonstration of that natural affection
that I am still alive, and I wonder how I have I have to thee. Remember, that it was against
escaped such a deep plotter of mischief!— my own choice that I sailed [to Rome], as
However, since some fate or other makes my knowing the latent hatred that was in the
house desolate, and perpetually raises up kingdom against me. It was thou, O father,
those that are dearest to me against me, I however unwillingly, who hast been my ruin,
will, with tears, lament ray hard fortune, and by forcing me to allow time for the calumnies
privately groan under my lonesome condition; against me and envy at me. However, I am
yet am I resolved that no one who thirsts come hither, and am ready to hear the evi
after my blood shall escape punishment, dence there is against me. If I be a parricide, I
although the evidence should extend itself have passed by land and by sea, without suffer
ing any misfortune on either of them; but this
to all my sons."
3. Upon Herod's saying this, he was inter method of trial is no advantage to me ; for it
rupted by the confusion he was in ; but or seems, 0 father, that I am already condemned,
dered Nicolaus, one of bis friends, to produce both before God and before thee; and as I am
the evidence against Antipater. But in the already condemned, I beg that thou wilt not
mean time Antipater lifted up his bead (for believe the others that have been tortured, but
be lay on the ground before bis father's feet) let fire be brought to torment me ; let the racks
and cried out aloud, "Thou, O father, hast march through my bowels; have no regard to
made my apology for me ; for how can I be a any lamentations that this polluted body can
parricide, whom thou thyself confessest to make; fur if I be a parricide, I ought not to
have always had for tby guardian? Thou die without torture." Thus did Antipater
callest my filial affection prodigious lies and cry out with lamentation and weeping, and
hypocrisy I how then could it be that I, who moved all the rest, and Varus in particular, to
was so subtle in other matters, should here be commiserate his case. Herod was the only
so mad as not to understand that it was not person whose passion was too strong to per
easy that he who committed so horrid a crime mit him to weep, as knowing that the testi
should be concealed from men, but impossible monies against him were true.
that he should be concealed from the Judge 4. And now it was that, at the king's
of Heaven, who sees all things, and is present command, Nicolaus, when he had premised
everywhere? or did not I know what end my a great deal about the craftiness of Antipater,
brethren came to, on whom God inflicted and had prevented the effects of their com
so great a punishment for their evil designs miseration to him, afterwards brought in a
against thee? And indeed what was there bitter and large accusation against him, ascri
that could possibly provoke me against thee ? bing all the wickedness that had been in the
Could the hope of being a king do it? I was kingdom to him, and especially the murder
a king already. Could I suspect hatred from of his brethren, and demonstrated that they
thee? No: was I not beloved by thee? and had perished by the calumnies be bad raised
what other fear eould I have ? Nay, by pre against them. He also said that be bad laid
serving thee safe, I was a terror to others. designs against them that were still alive, as
Did I want money? No: for who was able to if they were laying plots for the succession ;
expend so much as myself f Indeed, father, and (said he) how can it be supposed that he
hail I been the most execrable of all mankind, who prepared poison for his father, should
and had I had the soul of the most execrable abstain from mischief as to his brethren? He
wild beast, must I not have been overcome then proceeded to convict bim of the attempt
with the benefits thou hast bestowed upon me? to poison Herod, and gave an account, in
whom, as thou thyself sayest, thou broughtest order, of the several discoveries that had been
finto the palace]; whom thou didst prefer be made ; and bad great indignation as to the
fore so many of thy sons; whom thou madest affair of Pheroras, because Antipater had been
■ king in thine own life-time, and, by the for making bim murder his brother, and had
rast magnitude of the olher advantages thou
• A lover of hit father.
bestowetlst on me, thou madest me an obiect
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corrupted those that were dearest to the ting,
and 6Ucd the whole palace with wickedness;
CHAPTER XXXII r.
and when he had insisted on many other accu
sations, and the proofs of them, he left off,
5. Then Varus bade Antipater make bis THEGOLDENEAGLKISrUTTOKECES. HEKOn's
defence; but he lay long in silence, and said BAR1AR1TY WHEN HE WAS BEABf TO DIE.
no more but this:—"God is my witness that HE ATTEMPTS TO KILL 1HUSKI.E. HE COSt
I am entirely innocent." So Varus asked for HANDS ANTlPATEa TO BE SLAIN. HE SUB
the potion, and gave it to be drank by a con
TIVES HIM FIVE DAYS, AMD THEN DIES.
demned malefactor, who was then in prison,
who died upon the spot. So Varus, when be § 1. Now Herod's distemper became more an<?
had had a very private discourse with Herod, more severe to bim, and this because these his
and had written an account of this assembly disorders fell upon him in his old age, and
to Caesar, went away, after a day's stay. The w hen be was in a melancholy condition ; for
king also bound Antipater, and sent away to he was already almost seventy years of age,
inform Caesar of his misfortunes.
and bad been brought low by the calamities
6. Now after this, it was discovered that that happened to him about bis children,
Antipater bad laid a plot against Salome also; whereby he bad no pleasure in lite, even » hen
for one of Antipbilus's domestic servants he was in health ; the grief also that Antipa
came, and brought letters from Rome, from ter was still alive aggravated his disease, whom
a maid-servant of Julia [Caesar's wife], whose be resolved to put to death now, not at ran
name was Acme. By ber a message was sent dom, but as soon as he should be well again ;
to the king, that she had found a letter written and resolved to have biui slain [in a public
by Salome, among Julia s papers, and bad manner],
sent it to him privately, out of her good- will 2. There also now happened to bim among
to him. Tbis letter of Salome contained tbe his other calamities, a certain popular sedition.
most bitter reproaches of the king, and tbe There were two men of learning in the city
highest accusation against him. Antipater [Jerusalem], who were thought the most
had forged this letter, and had corrupted skilful in the laws of their country, and were
Acme, and persuaded her to send it to Herod. on that account had in very great esteem all
This was proved by her letter to Antipater, over the nation; they were, the one Judas, tbe
for thus did tbis woman write to him:—"As son of Sepphoris, and the other Matthias, the
thou desirest, I have written a letter to thy son of Margalus. There was a great concourse
father, and have sent that letter; and am per of the young men to these men when they
suaded that the king will not spare his sister expounded tbe laws, and there got together
when he reads it. Thou wilt do well to every day a kind of an army of surh ns were
remember what tbou hast promised, when all growing up to be men. Now when these
is accomplished."
men were informed that the king was wear
7. When tbis epistle was discovered, and ing away with melancholy, and with a distem
what the epistle forged against Salome con per, they dropped words to their acquaintance,
tained, a suspicion came into the king's mind, bow it was now a very proper time to defend
that perhaps the letters against Alexander the cause of Ood, and to pull down what had
were also forged; he was moreover greatly been erected contrary to the laws of their
disturbed, and in a passion, because he had country ; for it was unlawful there should be
almost slain his sister on Antipater's account. any such thing in the temple as images, or
He did no longer delay therefore to bring him tares, or tbe like representation of any animal
to punishment for all his crimes; yet when he whatsoever. Now tbe king had put up a
was eagerly pursuing Antipater, he was re golden eagle over the great gate of the temple,
strained by a severe distemper be fell into. which these learned men exhorted them to
However, he sent an account to Caesar about cut down: and toVd them that if there should
Acme, and the contrivances against Salome: any danger arise, it was a glorious thing to
he sent also for his testament and altered it, die for the laws of their country: because
and therein made Antipas king, as taking no that the soul was immortal, and that an eter.
care of Archelaus and Philip, because Anti nal enjoyment of happiness did await su<h as
pater had blasted their reputations with him ; died on that account; while tbe mean-spirited,
but be bequeathed to Ciesar, besides other and those that were not wise enough to show
presents that he gave him, a thousand talents; a right love of their souls, preferred death by
as also to his wife, and children, and friends, a disease, before that which is the result of
and freed-men about five hundred: he also a -virtuous behaviour.
bequeathed to all others a great quantity of 3. At the same time that these men mad j
land, and of money, and showed bis respects this speech to their disciples, a rumour was
to Salome bis sister, by giving her most splen- spread abroad that the king was dying, which
d id gifts. And this was w hat was contained made the young men set about tbe work with
in bis testament, as it was now altered.
greater boldness ; they therefore let them
selves down from the top of the temple with
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thick cords, and this at mid-day, and while continual pains in his colon, and dropsical
a great number of people were in the temple, tumours about his feet, and an inflammation of
and cut down that golden eagle with axes. tbe abdomen,—and a putrefaction of his privy
Thia was presently told to the king's captain member, that produced worms. Besideswhich
of the temple, who came running with a great he had a difficulty of breathing upon him, and
Dody of soldiers, and caught about forty of could not breathe but when be >at upright,
toe young men, and brought them to the king. and had a convulsion cf all Lis members;
And when he asked them, first of all, whether insomuch that tbe divin=rs said those diseases
they had been so hardy as to cut down the were a punishment upon aim for what he had,
golden eagle, they confessed they had done so; done to the rabbins. Yet did be struggle
and when he asked them by whose command with his numerous disorders, and still had a
rbey bad done it, they replied, at the com desire to live, and hope for recovery, and con
mand of the law of their country; and when sidered of several methods of cure. Accord
oe farther asked them how they could be so ingly, he went over Jordan, and made t. ■ ; of
joyful when they were to be put to death, those hot baths at Callirrhoe, which run into
tney replied, because they should enjoy greater the lake Asphultitis, but are themselves sweet
ijappiness after they were dead.*
enough to be drank. And here the physicians
4. At this the king was in such an extra- thought proper to bathe his whole body in
ragant passion, that he overcame his disease warm oil, by letting it down into a large
I for the time], and went out, and spake to vessel full of oil; whereupon his eyes Tailed
the people; wherein he made a terrible accu him, and he came and went as if be were
sation against those men, as being guilty of dying; and as a tumult was then made by
sacrilege, and as making greater attempts bis servants, at their voice he revived again.
under pretence of their law; and he thought Yet did he after this despair of recovery, and
they deserved to be punished as impious gave orders that each soldier should have fifty
l>ersons. Whereupon the public were afraid drachmas a-piece, and that bis commanders
lest a great number should be found guilty, and friends should have great sums of money
and desired that when he had first punished given tbem.
6. He then returned back and came to
those that put them upon this work, and then
those that were caught in it, he would leave Jericho, in such a melancholy state of body
off bis anger as to the rest. With this tbe as almost threatened him with present death,
king complied, though not without difficulty; when he proceeded to attempt a horrid wicked
and ordered those that had let themselves ness; for he got together the most illustrious
down, together with their rabbins, to be burnt men of tbe whole Jewish nation, out of every
alive ; but delivered the rest that were caught village, into a place called tbe Hippodrome,
to the proper officers, to be put to death by Bnd there shut them in. He then called for
bis sister Salome, and her husband Alexas,
them.
5. After this, the distemper seized upon his end made this speech to them:—"I know
whole body, and greatly disordered all its well enough that tbe Jews will keep a festival
parts with various symptoms; for there was upon my death ; however, it is in my power
a gentle fever upon bim, and an intolerable to be mourned for on other accounts, and to
itching over all tbe surface of bis body, and have a splendid funeral, if you will but be
subservient to my commands. Do you but
* Sine* In these two sections we have an evident ac tekt care to send soldiers to encompass these
count of the Jewish opinions in the days of Josephus, men that are now in custody, and slay them
about a future happy stair, and tlie resurrection of the
dead, as in the New testament (Jot.n xt.34.). I shall immediately upon my death, and then all
here reler to the other places in Josephus. before be be
and every family of them, will weep at
came a Catholic Christian, which concern the same Jittides,
they will or no."
matters. Of the War, b. ii. ch. vili, sect. 10, II i b. iii. whether
ch, viii. sect 4; b. vii. eh.vi. sect. 7; Contr. Apion.b. ii. 7. Thejse were the commands he gave them :
sect 'Mi where we may observe, that none of these pas when there came letters from his ambassadors
sages are In bis Books of Antiquities, written peculiarly at home, whereby information was given that
fur the uaeof tbe Gentiles, to whom he thought it not pro
per to insist on topics so much out of their way as these Acme was put to death at Cassar's command,
were. Nor is this observation to be omitted here, espe
that Antipater was condemned to die;
cially on account of the sensible difference we have now and
before us in Joaephus's representation of the arguments however, they wrote withal, that if Herod
used by the rabbina to persuade their scholars to hazard bad a mind rather to banish him, Caesar
their lives for the vindication of God's law against im permitted him so to do. So he for a little
ages, hy Moses, as well aa of the answers those scholars while
revived, and had a desire to live; but
made to Herod, when they were caught, and ready to
die for tbe same; I mean as compared with the parallel | presently after be was overborne hy his pains,
antntnenls and answers represented in the Antiquities, | and was disordered by want of food, and by
b. xvii. ch. vLsect.S.3. A like difference between Jew
ish and fientile notions, the reader will And in my notes i a convulsive cough, and endeavoured to pre
on Antiquities, b. iii. ch. vii. sect 7j h xv. ch. It. serf. vent a natural death; so he took an apple,
1. See the like also in the case of the three Jew Ish seels
in the Antiquities, b. xiii. ch. v. sect. 9. and eh. x. sect. and asked for a knife, for he used to pare
4aalAj b. xviii. eh. L sect A; and con pared with »h * aprlcs unil eat them; be then looked round
in hit Wars of the Jrws. h. i rh. viii. ac t y. 14. Nor labu it to see that there was nobody to hinder
di*-**'- |»;iiil himself rea.i n (;enlili s hi Alhen-, Acts b/ni, and lifttd tip his right hand as if he would
XV1U ,OV J4, as lie does lu Jews iu Uis r.plsljes.
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•tab himself; but Achiabus, bis first cousin, | been left for the soldiers, wherein be eau-nesilj
came running to him, and held his hand, and exhorted them to bear good-will to his suc
liiiulere bim'from so doing; on which occa cessor ; and after he had read the epistle, be
sion a very great lamentation was made in the opened and read .his testament, wherein
palace as if the king were expiring. As soon Philip was to inherit Tracbonitis, auid the
as ever AntipaterheaYd that, he took courage, neighbouring countries, and Antipas was to
and with joy in bis looks, besought bis keep be tetrarcb, as we said before, and Arcbclaui
ers, for a sum of money, to loose him and let was made king. He had also been com
him go; but the principal keeper of the prison manded to carry Herod's ring to Caesar, and
did not only obstruct him in that his intention, the settlements he had made, sealed up, be
but ran and told the king what his design cause Cesar was to be lord of all the settle
was; hereupon the king cried out louder than ments he had made, and was to confirm lis
his distemper would well bear, and immedi testament; and be ordered that the disposi
ately sent some of his guards and slew Anti- tions he had made were to be kept as they
pater; he also gave order to have him buried were in his former testament.
9. So there was an acclamation made to
at Hyrcanium, and altered bis testament
again, — and therein made Archclaus, his Archelaus, to congratulate him upon Lu
eldest son, and the brother of Antipas, his advancement; and the soldiers, with tbe s»'successor; and made Antipas tetrarcb.
titude, went round about in troops, and pro
8". So Herod, having surviving the slaughter mised him their good-w ill, and besides, pra\ ed
of his son five days, died, having reigned God to bless his government. After this,
thirty-four years, since he had caused Antigo- they betook themselves to prepare for the
nus to be slain, and obtained his kingdom ; king's funeral; and Archelaus onntted no
but thirty-seven years since he bad been made thing of magnificence therein, but brought out
king by the Romans. Mow, as for his for all the royal ornaments to augment tbe pomp
tune, it was prosperous in all other respects, of the deceased. There was a bier all ot gold,
if ever any other man could be so; since, embroidered with precious stones, and a pur
from a private man, be obtained the kingdom, ple bed of various contexture, with the dead
and kept it so long, and left it to bis own body upon it, covered with purple; and a
sons ; but still in bis domestic affairs, he was diadem was put upon bis head, and a crown of
a most unfortunate man. Mow before the gold above it, and a sceptre in bis right hand;
soldiers knew of his death, Salome and her and near to tbe bier were Herod's sons, and
husband came out and dismissed those that a multitude of bis kindred; next to whom
were in bonds, whom the king had com came his guards, and the regimeut of Tbramanded to be slain, and told them that he had cians, tbe Germans also and Gauls, all ac
altered his mind, and would have every one of coutred as if they were going /o war; but the
them sent to their own homes. When these rest of the army went foremost, armed, and
men were gone, Salome told the soldiers [the following their captains and officers in a
king was dead], and got them and the rest of regular manner; after whom, five hundred of
the multitude together to an assembly, in the bis domestic servants and freed-men followed,
amphitheatre at Jericho, where Ptolemy, who with sweet spices in their hands; and tbe
was intrusted by the king with his signet- body was carried two hundred furlongs, to
ring, came before them, and spake of the hap- Herodium, where he had given order to 1m
p:r.ess the king bad attained, and comforted buried. And this shall suffice for the con
the multitude, and read the epistle which bad clusion of the life of Herod.
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CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF SIXTY. NINE TEARS.

FBOM THE DEATH OF HEROD TILL VESPASIAN WAS SENT TO
SUBDUE THE JEWS BY NERO.

CHAPTER L

rity and good-will to him, when the superior
lords [the Romans'] sloul^ have given him a
AltCKELAUS MAKES A FUNERAL FEAST FOB complete title to the kingdom; fix tba* it
THE PEOPLE, ON THE ACCOUNT OF HEROD. should be his study to appear in all things
AFTER WHICH A GREAT TUMULT IS RAISED better than his father.
EY THE MULTITUDE, AND HE SENDS THE
2. Upon this the multitude were pleased,
SOLDIERS OUT UPON THEM, WHO DESTROY and presently made a trial of what he intended.
by asking great things of biin; for some marie
AROUT THREE THOUSAND OF THEM.
a clamour that he would ease them in their
j" 1. Now the necessity which Arehelaus was taxes; others, that be would take off the
tinder of taking a journey to Rome was the i duties upon commodities; and some, that hi'
occasion of new disturbances, for when be j would toose'those that were in prison; in nil
bad mourned for his father seven days,* and which cases he answered readily to their satis
had given a very expensive funeral feast to faction, in order to get the got>d-will of the
the multitude (which custom is the occasion multitude; after nbirb be offered [the proper]
of poverty to many of the Jews, because they sacrifices, and feasted with bis friends. A 'id
are forced to feast the multitude; for if any 1 here it was that a great many of those that
one omits it, he is nut esteemed a holy per desired innovations came in crowds towards
son}, he put on a white garment, and went up ' the evening, and began then to mourn on
to the temple, where the people accosted him their own account, when the spublic mourning
with various acclamations. He also spake for the king was over. These lamented those
kindly to the multitude, from an elevated that were put to death by Herod, because they
seat and a throne of gold, and returned them bad cut down the golden eagle that h<td be n
thanks for the ze.il they had shown about his over the gate of the temple. Nor was this
lather's funeral, and the submission they had mourning of a private nature, but the lamen
read* to him, as if he were already settled in tations were very great, the mourning solemn,
the kingdom; but he told them withal, that and the weeping sucb as was loudly beard all
he would not nt present take upon him either over the city, as being for those men wbo tnd
the authority of a king, or the names thereto perished for the laws of tbeir coun'ry, and
belonging, until Cesar, who is made, lord of for the temple. Tbey cried out, that a pun
'.his whole alTatr by the testament, confirms ishment ought to be inflicted for these men
the succession ; for that when the soldiers upon those that were honoured by Herod ;
would have set the diadem on his bead at Je anil that, in the first place, the man whom be *
richo, he would not accept of it ; but that he had made high-priest should be deprived; and
would make abundant requitals, not to the that it was fit to choose a person of greater
soldiers only, but to the people, for their alac- piety and purity than he was.
8. At these clamours Archelaus was pro
• Hear Dean Aid rich'* note on thin place : "The law voked; but restrained himself from taking
•r eostoa of ihe Jews (says he) rectum seven days' vengeance on the authors, on account of the
MtHiroinc for the dead (Antiq. b. xvii eb. viii. sect. 4)i
vVtKe the author of the book of F.eelesiaaticus (ch. kx i. haste he was in of going to Rome, as fearing
19* assign* seven days as the proper time of mourning lest, upon bis making war on the multitude,
for me (trad, and (ch. xx xviii. 17) enjoins men to mourn such an action might detain him at home.
/or the dead, that rhey may not be evil spoken of; f.'r. as
Jotepbas says presently, if any one omits this mourning Accordingly, he made trial to quiet the inno
[funeral feast], he is not esteemed a holy person. Now ! vators by persuasion rather than by force, and
4t is certain that such a seven days' mourning has b-ea ' sent his general in a private way to tbem, and
rmUimary from times of the greatrst antiquity. Oi*n. I. I
It) Funeral fraM* are also mentioned a* of considerable | by him exhorted them to lie quiet. But the
antiquity, Kz.-k. xxiv. 17; Jer. x«i. 7; I'rov. xxxi.6i seditious threw stones at him, and drove him
l>eul. k'xtL 14j Joaeplius, (Of the War, b. lii. cb. ix.
•set A.|"
> away, as he came into tbe temple, and before
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he could say any thing to them. The like to arctfte him for his breach of the laws by
treatment they showed to others, who came to what he had done at the temple.
them after him, many of whom were sent by 2 But as they were come to Cesarea, SabiArchelaus, in order to reduce them to sobrie nue, the procurator of Syria, met thtrn ; he
ty, and these answered still on all occasions was going up to Judea, to secure Herod's)
after a passionate manner; and it openly ap effects; but Varus [president of Synr], who
peared that tbey would not be quiet, if their was come thither, restrained him from going
numbers were but considerable. And indeed, any farther. This Varus, Archelaus pad sent
at the feast of unleav wed bread, which was for, by the earnest entreaty of Ptolemy. At
now at hand, and '.i by the Jews called the this time, indeed, Sabinut, to gratify Varus,
passover, and used to be celebrated with a neither went to the citadels, nor did Le shut
great number of sacrifices, an innumerable up the treasuries where his father's money
multitude of the people came out of the coun was laid up, but promised that he would lie
try to worship: some of these stood in the still, until Caesar should have taken cogni
temple bewailing the rabbins [that had been zance of the affair. So he abode at Cesarea;
put to death], and procured their sustenance but as soon as those that were his hinder,nice
by begging, in order to support their sedition. were gone, when Varus was gone to Antiocb,
At this Archelaus was affrighted, and pri and Archelaus was sailed to Rome, he imme
vately sent a tribune, with bis cohort of sol diately went on to Jerusalem, and seized
diers upon them, before the disease should upon the palace; and when he had called for
spread over the whole multitude, and gave the governors of the citadels, and the stewards
orders that they should constrain those that [of the king's private affairs], he tried to sift
began the tumult, by force, to be quiet. At out the accounts of the money, and to <ake
these the whole multitude were irritated, and possession of the citadels. But the gover.
threw stones at many of the soldiers, and nors of those citadels were not unmindful of
killed them ; but the tribune fled away the commands laid upon them by Archelaus,
wounded, and had much ado to escape so. and continued to guard them, and said, the
After which they betook themselves to their custody of them rather belonged to Caesar than
sacrifices, as if they had done no mischief; nor to Archelaus.
did it appear to Archelaus that the multitude 3. In the mean time Antipas went also to
could be restrained without bloodshed ; so he Rome, to strive for the kingdom, and to insist
sent his whole army upon them, the footmen that the former testament, wherein he was
in great multitudes, by the way of the city, named to be king, was valid before the latter
and the horsemen oy the way of the plain, testament. Salome had also promised to as
who, falling upon them on the sudden, as they sist him, as had many of Archelaus's kindred,
were offering their sacrifices, destroyed about who sailed along with Archelaus himself alto.
three thousand of them ; but the rest of the He also carried along with bim his mother,
multitude were dispersed upon the adjoining and Ptolemy, the brother of Nicolaus, who
mountains: these were followed by Arcbe- seemed one of great weight, on account of
laus's heralds, who commanded every one to the great trust Herod put in him, he having
retire to their own homes; whither they all been one of his most honoured friends. How
went, and left the festival. ever, Antipas depended chiefly upon Ireneus,
the orator; upon whose authority he had
rejected such as advised him to yield to Arche\§us, because he was his elder brother, and
because the second testament gave the king
CHAPTER II.
dom to him. The inclinations also of all
Archelaus's kindred, who hated bim, were
AKCHFt.AUS GOES TO ROME WITH A GREAT removed to Antipas, when they came to Rome;
NUMBER OF BIS KINDRED: HE IS THERE although, in the first place, every one rather
ACCUSED BEFORE CESAR BY ANTIPATER ; desired to live under their own laws [without
BUT IS SUPERIOR TO HIS ACCUSERS IN a king], and to be under a Roman governor ;
JUDGMENT, BY THE MEANS OF THAT DE but if tbey should fail in that point, these
FENCE WHICH NICOLAUS MADE FOR HIM. desired that Antipas might be their king.
4. Sabinus did also afford these his assist
§ 1. Archelaus went down now to the ance to the same purpose by the letters he sent,
tea-side, with his mother and his friends, wherein he accused Archelaus before Caesar,
Poplas, and Ptolemy, and Nicolaus, and left and highly commended Antipas. Salome also,
behind him Philip, to be bis steward in the and those with her, put the crimes which they
palace, and to take care of his domestic affairs. accused Archelaus of in order, and put thern
Salome went also along with him with her into Caesar's hands; and after they had done
sons, as did also the king's brethren and that, Archelaus wrote down the reasons of hit
•ont-in-law. These, in appearance, went to claim, and, by Ptolemy, sent in his father's
pvt him all the assistance they were able, in ring,
and bis father's accounts; and when
~- to secure his succession, but in reality Ceetar had maturely weighed by himself what
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both hud to allege for themselves, as also had should suppose Herod's judgment, when ha
considered of the great burden of the king was sick, was superior to that at another time,
dom, and largeness of the revenues, and withal yet had Archelaus forfeited his kingdom by
Ilie number of the children Herod had left his own behaviour, and those his actions,
behind him, and had moreover read the letters which were contrary to tbe law, and to its
he had received from Varus and Sabinus on disadvantage. Or what sort of a king will
this occasion, he assembled the principal per this man be, when he hath obtained the go
sons among the Romans together (in which vernment from Cesar, wbo hath slain so many
assembly Cains, the son of Agrippa and his before he bath obtained it 1
daughter Julias, but by himself adopted for 6. When Antipater had spoken largely to
his own son, sat in the first seat) and gave the this purpose, and bad produced a great num
ber of Archelaus's kindred as witnesses, to
pleaders leave to speak.
5. Then stood up Salome's son, Antipater prove every part of the accusation, he ended
(who of all Archelaus's antagonists was the his discourse. Then stood up Nicolaus to
shrewdest pleader), and accused bim in the plead for Archelaus. He alleged that tbe
following speech: — That Archelaus did in slaughter in the temple could not be avoided;
words contend for tba kingdom, but that in that those that were slain were become ene
deeds he had long exercised royal authority, mies not to Archelaus's kingdom only, but to
and so did insult Caesar in desiring to be now Caesar, who was to determine about him.
heard on that account, since be had not He also demonstrated, that Archelaus's ac
staid for bis determination about the succes cusers bad advised him to perpetrate other
sion, and since he had suborned certain per things of which be might have been accused;
sons, after Herod's death, to move for putting but he insisted that tbe latter testament should,
the diadem upon bis head; since he had set for this reason, above all others, be esteemed
himself down in the throne, and given answers valid, because Herod bad therein appointed
as a king, and altered the disposition of the Caesar to be the person who should confirm
army, and granted to some higher dignities: the succession; for he wbo showed such pru
that he had also complied in all things with dence as to recede from his own power, and
the people in the requests they had made to yield it up to the lord of tbe world, cannot
him as to their king, and had also dismissed be supposed mistaken in his judgment
those that had been put into bonds by bis about bim tbat was to be his heir; and he
father, for most important reasons. Now, that so well knew whom to choose for arbi
after all this, he desires the shadow of that trator of the succession, could not be un
royal authority, whose substance he had al acquainted with him whom he chose for his
ready seized to himself, and so hath made successor.
Cesar lord, not of things, but of words. He 7. When Nicolaus had gone through all
also reproached him farther, that his mourning he bad to say, Archelaus came, and fell
for bis father was only pretended, while be down before Caesar's knees, without any noise ;
put on a sad countenance in the day-time, —upon which be raised him up, after a very
but drank to great excess in the night; from obliging manner, and declared, that truly
which behaviour, he said, the late disturbances he was worthy to succeed his father. How
among the multitude came, while they had ever, he still made no firm determination in
an indignation thereat; and indeed tbe pur his case; but when he had dismissed those
port of his whole discourse was to aggravate assessors that had been with him that day,
Archelaus's crime in slaying such a multitude he deliberated by himself about the allega
about the temple, which multitude came to tions which he had heard, whether it were fit
the festival, but were barbarously slain in the to constitute any of those named in the testa
midst of their own sacrifices; and he said ments for Herod's successor, or whether the
there was such a vast number of dead bodies government should be parted among all his
heaped together in the temple, as even a posterity; and this because of the number of
foreign war, should that come upon them those tbat seemed to stand in need of support
[suddenly], before it was denounced, could therefrom.
not have heaped together; and he added, that
it was the foresight bis father had of that his
barbarity, which made him never give him
CHAPTER III.
any hopes of the kingdom; but when his
mind was more infirm than his body, and he THE JEWS FIGHT A GREAT BATTLE WITH
was not able to reason soundly, and did not SABINUS'S SOLDIERS, AND A GREAT DE
well know w hat was the character of that son, STRUCTION IS MADE AT JERUSALEM.
whom in his second testament he made his
successor; and this was done by him at a § 1, Now before Csesar bad determined any
time when be hud no complaints to make of thing about these affairs, Maltbace, Arche
him whom he had named before, when he was laus's mother, fell sick and died. Letters also
sound in body, and when his mind was free were brought out of Syria from Varus, about a
from all passion. That, however, if any one revoltoftheJews. This was foreseen by Varus,
2Q
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who accordingly, after Archelaua was tailed, fire to the cloisters, which were works to b«
went up to Jerusalem to restrain the promo admired, both on account of their magnitude
ters of the sedition, since it was manifest that and costliness. Whereupon those that were
the nation would not be at rest; so he left above them were presently encompassed with
one of those legions which he brought with the flame, and many of tbem perished there
him out of Syria in the city, and went him in ; as many of them also were destroyed by
self to Aiitioch. But Sabinus came, after he the enemy, who came suddenly upon them ;
was gone, and gave them an occasion of some of them also threw themselves down
muting innovations; for he compelled the from the walls backward, and some there were,
keepers of the citadels to deliver them up to who, from the desperate condition they were
him, and made a bitter search after the king's in, prevented the fire, by killing themselves
money, as depending not only on the soldiers with their own swords: but so many of them
who were left by Varus, but on the multitude as crept out from the walls, and came upon
of his own servants, all whom he armed and the Romans, were easily mastered by them,
used as the instruments of his covetousness. by reason of the astonishment they were
Now when that feast, which was observed under; until at last some of the Jews being
after seven weeks, and which the Jews called destroyed, and others dispersed by the terror
Pentecost (t. e. the 50th day) was at hand, its they were in, the soldiers fell upon the trea
name being taken from the number of the sure of God, which was now deserted, and
days [after the Passover], the people got to plundered about four hundred talents, of
gether, but not on account of the accustomed which sum Sabinus got together all that was
divine worship, but of the indignation they not carried away by the soldiers.
had [at the present state of affairs]. Where
4. However, this destruction of the works
fore an immense multitude ran together, out [about the temple], and of the men occa
of Galilee, and Idumca, and Jericho, and sioned a much greater number, and those of a
Perea thut was beyond Jordan; but the peo more warlike sort, to get together, to oppose
ple that naturally belonged to Judea itself the Romans. These encompassed the palace
were above the rest both in number and in the round, and threatened to destroy all that were
alacrity of the men. So they distributed them in it, unless they went their ways quickly ; for
selves into three parts.and pitched tbeir camps they promised that Sabinus should come to no
in three places; one at the north side of the harm, if he should go out with his legion.
temple, another at the south side, by the There were also a great many of the king's
Hippodrome, and the third part were at the party who deserted the Romans, and assisted
palace on the west. So they lay round about the Jews; yet did the most warlike body of
the Romans on every side, and besieged them all, who were three thousand of the men
of Sebaste, go over to the Romans. Rufus
tbem.
2. Now Sabinus was affrighted, both at also, and Gratus, their captains, did the same
their multitude and at their courage, and sent (Gratus having the foot of the king's party
. messengers to Varus continually, and be under him, and hufus the horsej; each of
sought him to come to his succour quickly, for whom, even without the forces under them,
that, if he delayed, his legion would be cut to were of great weight, on account of their
pieces. As for Sabinus himself, he got up to strength and wisdom, which turn the scales
the highest tower of the fortress, which was in war. Now the Jews persevered in the
railed Phasaelus; it is of the same name with siege, and tried to break down the walls of
Herod's brother, who was destroyed by the the fortress, and cried out to Sabinus and bis
Parthians; and then he made signs to the sol party, that they should go their ways, and not
diers of that legion to attack the enemy; for prove a hinderance to thtm, now they hoped,
his astonishment was so great, that he durst after a long time, to recover that ancient
not go down to his own men. Hereupon the liberty which their forefathers had enjoyed.
soldiers were prevailed upon, and leaped out Sabinus indeed was well contented to get out
into the temple, and fought a terrible battle of the danger he was in ; but he distrusted the
with the Jews; in which, while there were assurances the Jews gave him, and suspected
none over their heads to distress them, they such gentle treatment was but a bait laid as a
were too bard for them, by their skill, and snare for them : this consideration, together
the others' want of skill in war; but when with the hopes be bad of succour from Varus,
once many of the Jews bad gotten up to the made him bear the siege still longer.
topofthe cloisters, and threwtheirdarts down
wards upon the heads of the Romans, there
were a great many of them destroyed. Nor
was it easy to avenge themselves upon those
• that threw their weapons from on high, nor
was it more easy for them to sustain those
who came to fight them hand to hand.
3. Since therefore the Romans were sorely
afflicted by both these circumstances, they set
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for no little time with bis brethren, and bocame their leader in killing both the Romans
and those of the king's party ; nor did any
CHAPTER IV.
Jew escape him, if any gain could accrue to
IIIOV'l VETERAN SOLDIERS BECOME TUMUL him thereby. He once ventured to encom
TUOUS. THE ROBBERIES OF JUDAS. SIMON pass a whole troop of Romans at Emmaus,
AND ATHRONQEUS TAKE THE NAME OP who were carrying corn and weapons to their
legion : his men shot their arrows and darts
KINO UPON THEM.
and thereby slew their centurion Arius, an
§ 1. At this time there were great disturb- forty of the stoutest of his men, while th
mces in the country, and that ill many places; rest of them, who were in danger of the same
mil the opportunity that now offered itself fate, upon the coming of Gratus, with those
ndiiced a great many to set up for kings; and of Sebaste, to their assistance, escaped ; and
Jideed in Idumea two thousand of Herod's when these men had thus served both their
retetan soldiers got together, and armed them- own countrymen and foreigners, and that
telvesand fought against those of the king's through this whole war, three of them were
party ; against whom Achiabus, the king's first after some time subdued ; the eldest by Arche?ousin, fought, and that out of some of the laus, the two next by falling into the hands
places that were the most strongly fortified ; of Gratus and Ptolemeus; but the fourth
but so as to avoid a direct conflict with them delivered himself up to Arcbelans, upon his
in the plains. In Sepphoris also, a city of giving him his right band for his security.
Galilee, there was one Judas (the son of that However, this their end was not till after
itch robber Hezekias, who formerly overran ward, while at present they filled all Judca
the country, and had been subdued by king with a piratic war.
Herod) ; this man got no small multitude
together, and broke open the place where the
royal armour was laid up, and armed those
about him, and attacked those that were so
CHAPTER V.
•arnest to gain the dominion.
2. In Perea also, Simon, one of the ser VARUS COMPOSES THE TUMULTS IN JUDEA,
vants to the king, relying upon the handsome AND CRUCIFIES ABOUT TWO THOUSAND OF
sppearanee, and talluess of his body, put a THE SEDITIOUS.
jiadem upon his own head also; he also went
about with a company of robbers that he bad § 1. Upon Varus's reception of the letters
gotten together, and burnt down the royal that were written by Sabinus and the captains,
palaee-that was at Jericho, and many other he could not avoid being afraid for the whole
costly edifices besides, and procured himself legion [he had left there]. So he made haste
very easily spoils by rapine, as snatching them to their relief, and took with him the other
out of the fire ; and he had soon burnt down two legions, with the four troops of horsemen
all the fine edifices, if Gratus, the captain of to them belonging, and inarched to Ptolemais,
the foot of the king's party, had not taken the —having given orders for the auxiliaries that
Trachonite archers, and the most warlike of were sent by the kings and governors of cities
Sebaste, and met the man. His footmen were to meet him there. Moreover, he received
slain in the battle in abundance ; Gratus also from the people of Bervtus, as he passed
:ut to pieces Simon himself, as he was flying through their city, fifteen hundred armed
ilong a strait valley, when he gave him an men. Now as soon as the other body of auxi
iblique stroke upon his neck, as he ran away, liaries were come to Ptolemais, as well as
tnd broke it. The royal palaces that were Aretus the Arabian (who, out of the hatred
lear Jordan, at Betharamptha, were also burnt he bore to Herod, brought a great army of
lown by some other of the seditious that came horse and foot), Varus sent a part of bis arm}
presently to Galilee, which lay near to Ptole
jut of Perea.
3. At this time it was that a certain sbep- mais, and Caius, one of his friends, for theit
lerd ventured to set himself up for a king : captain. This Caius put those that met him
oe was called Athrongeus. It was bis strength to flight, and took the city Sepphoris, and
rf body that made him expect such a dignity, burnt it, and made slaves of its inhabitants.
is well as his soul, which despised death; and But as for Varus himself, he marched to Sa
Desides these qualifications, he had four bre maria with his whole army, where he did not
thren like himself. He put a troop of armed meddle with the city itself, because be found
men under each of these his brethren, and that it had made no commotion during these
made use of them a3 his generals and com troubles, but pitched his camp about a certain
manders, when be made his incursions, while village which was called Arus. It belonged
he did himself act like a king, and meddled to Ptolemy, and on that account was plun
only with the more important affairs ; and at dered by the Arabians, who were very angry
this time he put a diadem about his head, and even at Herod's friends also. He thence
ontinued after iha to over-run the country marched on to the village Sampho, another
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fortified place, which they plundered, as they
had done the other. A» they carried off all
the money they lighted upon belonging to the
public revenues, all was now full of fire and
bloodshed, and nothing could resist the plun
ders of the Arabians.
Emmaus was also
burnt, upon the flight of its inhabitants, and
this at the command of Varus, out of his rage
at the slaughter of those that were about
Arius.
2. Thence he marched on to Jerusalem,
and us soon u3 be was but seen by the Jews,
he made their camps disperse themselves: they
also went away, and fled up and down the
country. But the citizens received him, and
cleared themselves of having any hand in this
revolt, and said that they had raised no com
motions, but bad only been forced to admit
the multitude, because of the festival, and
that they were rather besieged together with
the Romans, than assisted those that had
revolted.
There bad before this met him
Joseph, the first cousin of Archelaus, and
Gnrtus, together with Rufus, who led those
of Sebaste, as well as the king's army: there
also met him those of the Roman legion,
armed after their accustomed manner ; for as
to Sabinus, he durst not come into Varus's
sight, but was gone out of the city before
this, to the sea-side. But Varus sent a part
of his army into the country, against those
that had been the authors of this commotion,
and as they caught great numbers of them,
those that appeared to have been the least
concerned in these tumults he put into cus
tody, but such as were the most guilty he
crucified ; these were in number about two
thousand.
3. He was also informed that there con
tinued in Idumea ten thousand men still in
arms ; but when he found that the Arabians
did not act 'ike auxiliaries, but managed the
war according to their own passions, and did
mischief to the country otherwise than he in
tended, and this out off their hatred to Herod,
he sent them away, but made haste, with his
own legions, to march against those that had
revolted ; but these, by the advice of Achiabus, delivered themselves up to him before it
came to a battle. Then did Varus forgive the
multitude their offences, but sent their cap
tains to Ca:sar to he examined by him. Now
Caesar forgave the rest, but gave orders that
certain of the king's relations (for some of
those that were among them were Herod's
kinsmen) should be put to death, because they
had engaged in a war against a king of their
own family. When, therefore, Varus had set
tled matters at Jerusalem after this manner,
and bad left the former legion there as a gar
rison, he returned to Antioch.

BOOK IT.

CHAPTER VI.
THE JEWS GREATLY COMPLAIN OF ARCHELAI'S, AND DESIRE THAT THEY MAY It
MADE SUBJECT TO ROMAN GOVERNORS.
BUT WHEN CyESAR HAD HEARD WHAT
THEY HAD TO SAY, HE DISTRIBUTED
Union's DOMINIONS AMONG HIS SONS,
ACCORDING TO HIS OWN PLEASURE.
§ I. But now came another accusation from
the Jews against Archelaus at Rome, which
be was to answer to. It was made by those
ambassadors who, before the revolt, had come,
by Varus's permission, to plead for the liberty
of their country ; those that came were fifty
in number, but there were more than eight
thousand of the Jews at Rome who supported
tbem ; and when Caesar had assembled a coun
cil of the principal Romans in Apollo's* tem
ple, that was in the palace (this was what'he
had himself built and adorned, at a vast
expense), the multitude of tbe Jews stood
with the ambassadors, and on the other side
stood Archelaus, with his friends : but as for
the kindred of Archelaus, they stood on nei
ther side ; for to stand on Archelaus's side,
their hatred to him, and envy at him, would
not gi ve tbem leave ; while yet they were afraid
to be seen by Caesar with his accusers. Be
sides these, there was present Archelaus's
brother, Philip, being sent thither beforehand,
out of kindness, by Varus, for two reasons:
the one was this, that he might be assisting
to Archelaus; and the other was this, that in
case Caesar -should make a distribution of what
Keiod possessed among his posterity, he might
obtain some share of it.
2. And now, upon the permission that was
given the accusers to speak, they, in the first
place, went over Herod's breaches of their
law, and said that he was not a king, but tbe
most barbarous of all tyrants, and that they
had found him to be such by the sufferings
they underwent from him : that when a very
great number had been slain by him, those
that were left had endured such miseries, that
they called those that were dead happy men j
that he bad not only tortured the bodies of his
subjects, but entire cities, and had done much
harm to the cities of his own country, while
he adorned those that belonged to foreigners;
and he shed the blood of Jews, in order to do
kindness to those people who were out of their
bounds: that be had filled the nation full of
poverty, and of the greatest iniquity, instead
of that happiness and those laws which they
bad anciently enjoyed ; that, in short, the
* This holding of a council in thr temple of Apollo, in
the emperor's palace at Rnme. by Augustus, and even
the buiminff of this temple mnenifleenlly hy hlmsrlf in
that palace, are exactly aerreab'e to AucuMus, in hit
eldrr years, as Aldrich and Soanbcim ohscr re or-d pmvn,
from Suetonius and i*ropc-rtius
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■I tws had borne more calamities from Herod, and Tracbonitis, and Auranitis, and certain
in a few years, than had their forefathers dur purts of Zeno's house about Jamnia. wirn a
ing all that interval of time that had passed revenue of a hundred talents, were made suosince they had come out of Babylon, and re ject to Philip; while Idtunea, and all Judea,
turned home, in the reign of Xerxes:* that, and Samaria, were parts of the ethnarcnv if
• however, the nation was come to so low a con Archel.tus, although Samaria was easea oi one
dition, by being inured to hardships, that they quarter of its taxes, out of regard to their not
submitted to his successor of their own accord, having revolted with the rest of the nation.
though he brought them into bitter slavery : He also made subject to him the following
that accordingly they readily called Archelaus, cities, viz. Strato's Tower, and Sebaste, and
though be was the son of so great a tyrant, Joppa, and Jerusalem ; but as to the Grecian
king, after the decease of his father, and joiticd cities G*za, and Gadara, and Hippos, he cut
with him in mourning for the death of Herod, them otf from the kingdom, and added them
and in wishing him good success in that his to Syria. Now the revenue of the country
succession; while yet this Archelaus, lest he that was given to Archelaus, was four hun
should be in danger of not being thought the dred talents. Salome also, besides what the
genuine son of Herod, began his reign with king had left her in his testaments, was now
the murder of three thousand citizens ; as if made mistress of Jainuia, and Ashdod, and
he bad a mind to offer so many bloody sacri Phasaelis. Ca^ar did moreover bestow upon
fices to God for his government, and to fill her the royal palace of Ascalon; by all which
the temple with the like number of dead she got together a revenue of sixty talents;
hodies at that festival: that, however, those but he put her house under the ethnarchy of
that were left after so many miseries, had just Archelaus; and for the rest of Herod's off
reason to consider now at last the calamities spring, they received what was bequeathed to
they had undergone, and to oppose them them in his testaments; but, besides that, Cae
selves, like soldiers in war, to receive those sar granted to Herod's two virgin daughter*
•tripes upon their faces, [but not upon their live hundred thousand [drachmae] of silver, and
backs as hitherto]. Whereupon tbey prayed gave them in marriage to the sons of Pherothat the Romans would have compassion ras: but after this family distribution, he gave
upon the [poor] remains of Judea, and not between them what bad been bequeathed to
expose what was left of them to such as bar him by Herod, which was a thousand talents,
barously tore them to pieces, and that they reserving to himself only some inconsiderable
would join their country to Syria, and admi presents, in honour of the deceased.
nister the government by their own comman
ders, whereby it would [soon] be demonstrated
tbat those who are now under the calumny of
' _ CHAPTER VII.
seditious persons, and lovers of war, know
how to bear governors that are set over them, THE HISTORY Or THE SPURIOUS ALEXANDER.
if they he hut tolerable ones. So the Jews ARCHELAUS IS BANISHED, AND GLAPHYRA
concluded their accusations with this request. DIES, AFTER WHAT WAS TO HAPPEN TO
Then rose up Nicolaus, and confuted the accu
BOTH OF THEM HAD BEEN 8HOWN THEM
sations that were brought against the kings, fN DREAMS.
and himself accused the Jewish nation, as
hard to he ruled, and as naturally disobedient § I. In the mean time there was a man, who
to kings. He also reproached all those kins was by birth a Jew, but brought up at Sidon
men of Archelaus who had left him and were with one of the Roman freed-men, who falsely
pretended, on account of the resemblance of
gone over to his accusers.
3. So Caesar, after he had heard both sides, their countenances, that he was that Alex
dissolved the assembly for tbat time; hut a ander who was slain by Herod. This man
few days afterward, he gave the one half of came to Rome, in hopes of not being deHerod's kingdom to Archelaus, by the name tectedr He had one w ho was his assistant,
of Ethnarch, and promised to make him king of his own nation, and who knew all the af
also afterward, if he rendered himself worthy fairs of the kingdom, and instructed him to say
of that dignity; but as to the other half, he how those that were sent to kill him and Arisdivided it into two tetrachies, and gave them tobulus had pity upon them, and stole them
to two other sons of Herod, the one of them away, by putting bodies that were like theirs
to Philip, and the other to that Antipas who in their places. This man deceived the Jews
contested the kingdom with Archelaus. Un that were at Crete, antl got a great deal of
der this last was Perea and Galilee, with a money of them, for travelling in splendour ;
revenue of two hundred talents: but Batanca, and thence sailed to Melos, where he was
thought so certainly genuine, that he got a
* Here we hive a strong confirmation that it vm great deal more money, and prevailed with
Xertea, and not Artaxerxea, under whom the main part those who bad treated him to sail along with
of the Jews returned oat of the Babylonian captivity . i. e. him to Rome. So he landed at Dicearchia
hi the dayt of Esra and Neheimah. The aame thing ii [Puteoli], and got very large presents from
to the Antiq. b, xt. cbap. v. aecL 1
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the Jews who dwelt there, and was conducted therefore, he had sent for the diviners, wmj
by his father's friends as if he were a king ; some of the Chaldeans, and inquired of then
nay, the re>emblance in his countenance pro what they thought it portended ; and wnen
cured him so much credit that those who had one of them had one interpretation, and ano
teen Alexander, and had known him very ther had another, Simon, one of the sect o:
well, would take their oaths that he was the the Essens, said that be thought the ears oi
rery same person. Accordingly, the whole corn denoted years; and the oxen denoted a
body of the Jews that were at Rome ran out mutation of things, because by their plough
in crowds to see him, and an innumerable ing they made an alteration of the country.
multitude there was who stood in the narrow That therefore he should reign as many years
places through which he was carried ; for as there were ears of corn ; and after be had
those of Melos were so far distracted, that passed through various alterations of fortune,
they carried him in a sedan, and maintained a should die. Now five days after Archeluus
royal attendance for him at their own proper had heard this interpretation, he was called to
charges.
his trial.
2. But Caesar, who knew perfectly well 4. I cannot but think it worthy to be re
the lineaments of Alexander's face, because corded what dream Glaphyra, the daughter of
he had been accused by Herod before him, Archelaus, king of Cappadocia, had, who had
discerned the fallacy in his countenance, even at first been wife to Alexander, who was the
before he saw the man. However, he suffered brother of Archelaus, concerning whom we
the agreeable fame that went of him to have have been discoursing. This Alexander was
some weight with him, and sent Celadus, one the son of Herod the king, by whom be was
who well knew Alexander, and ordered him put to death, as we have already related.
to bring the young rtian to him. But when This Glaphyra was married, after his death,
Caesar saw him, he immediately discerned a to Juba, king of Libya ; and, after bis death,
difference in his countenance; and when he was returned home, and lived a widow with
had discovered that his whole body was of a her father. Then it was that Archelaus, the
more robust texture, and like that of a slave, ethnarch, saw her, and fell so deeply in love
he understood the whole was a contrivance. with her, that he divorced Mariamne, who
But the impudence of what be said greatly was then his wife, and married her. When,
provoked him to be angry at him; for when therefore, she was come into Judea, and bad
be was asked about Aristobulus, he said that been there for a little while, she thought she
he was also preserved alive, and was left on saw Alexander stand by her, and that be said
purpose in Cyprus, for fear of treachery, be to her,—" Thy marriage with the king of
cause it would be harder for plotters to get Libya might have been sufficient for tbee ;
them both into their power while, they were but thou wast not contented with him, but
separate. Then did Caesar take him by him art returned again to my family, to a third
self privately, and said to him,—" I will give husband; and him, thou impudent woman,
thee thy life, if tbou wilt discover who it hast thou chosen for thine husband, who is
was that persuaded thee to forge such stories." my brother. However, I shall not overlook
So be said that he would discover him,, and the injury tbou hast offered me; I shall [soon]
followed Caesar, and pointed to that Jew who have thee again, whether thou wilt or not."
abused the resemblance of his face to get Now Glaphyra hardly survived the narration
money; for that be had received more pre of this dream of bers two days.
sents in every city than ever Alexander did
when he was alive. Caesar laughed vat the
contrivance, and put this spurious Alexander
among his rowers, on account of the strength
CHAPTER VIII.
of his body; but ordered him that persuaded
him to he put to death. But for the- people ARCHELACs's ETHNARCHY IS REDUCED INTO
of Melns, they had been sufficiently punished A [ROMAN] PROVINCE. THE SEDITION Ot
for their fully, by the expenses they had been JUDAS OF GALILEE. THE THREE 8ECTS OF
at on his account.
THE JEWS.
3. And now Archelaus took possession of
bis ethnarchy, and used not the Jews only, § I. And now Archelaus's part of Judea
but the Samaritans also, barbarously; and this was reduced jnto a province, and Copomus,
out of his resentment of their old quarrels one of the equestrian order among the Ro
with bim. Whereupon they both of them mans, was sent as a procurator, having the
sent ainliassadors against him to Cassar; and power of [life and] death put into his hands
in the ninth year of bis government he was by Caesar. Under his administration it was
banished to Vienna, a city of Gaul, and his that a certain Galilean, whose name was Judas,
effects were put into Caesar's treasury. Bnt prevailed with bis countrymen to revolt ; aud
the report goes, that before he was sent for said they were cowards if they would endure
by Caesar, he seemed to see nine ears of corn, to pay a tax to the Romans, and would, sfi^r
*ull and lurge, but devoured by oxen. When, God, submit to mortal men as their luics.
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This roan was a teacher of a peculiar sect of
his own, and was not at all like the rest of
those their leaders.
!i. For there are three philosophical sects
among the Jews. The followers of the first
of whom are the Pharisees; of the second the
Sadductes; and the third sect, who pretends
to a severer discipline, are called Essens.
These last are Jews by birth, and seem to
have a greater affection for one another than
the other sects have. These Essens reject
pleasures as an evil, hut esteem continence,
and the conquest over our passions, to be vir
tue. They neglect wedlock, but choose out
other persons' children, while tbey are pliable,
and (it for learning; and esteem tbem to be of
their kindred, and form them according to their
own manners. They do not absolutely deny
the fitness of marriage, and the succession of
mankind thereby continued ; but they guard
against the lascivious behaviour of women,
and are persuaded that none of them preserve
their fidelity to one man.
3. These men are despisers of riches, and
so very communicative as raises our admi. ration. Nor is there any one to be found
among them who hath more than another;
for it is a law among them, that those who
come to them must let what they bave be
common to the whole order,—insomuch, that
among them all there is no appearance of
poverty or excess of riches, but every one's
possessions are intermingled with every other's
possessions; and so there is, as it were, one
patrimony among all the brethren. Tbey
think that oil is a defilement; and if any one
of them be anointed without his own approba
tion, it is wiped off his body; for they think
to be sweaty is a good thing, as they do also
to be clothed in white garments. They also
have stewards appointed to take care of their
common affairs, who every one of them have
no separate business for any, but what is for
the use of them all.
4. They have no certain city, but many of
them dwell in every city; and if any of their
sect come from other places, what they have
lies open for them, just as ifit were theirown;
and they go into such as they never knew
before, as if they had been ever so long ac
quainted with them. For which reason they
carry nothing with them when tbey travel
into remote parts, though still they take their
weapons with them, for fear of thieves. Ac
cordingly there is, in every city where they
live, one appointed particularly to take care of
strangers, and to provide garments and other
necessaries for them.
But the habit and
management of their bodies is such as chil
dren use who are in fear of their masters.
Nor do they allow of the change of garments,
or of shoes, till they be first entirely torn to
p:eces, or worn out by time. Nor do they
either buy or sell any thing to one another:

but every one of them gives what ha
him that wanteth it, and receives fn
again in lieu of it what may be convenient tor
himself; and although there be no requital
made, tbey are fully allowed to take what they
want of whomsoever they please.
5. And as for their piety towards God, it
is very extraordinary; for before sun-rising
they speak not a word about profane matters,
but put up certain prayers which they have
received from their forefathers, as if they
made a supplication for its rising. After this
every one of them are sent away by their
curators, to exercise some of those arts wherein
they are skilled, in which they labour with
great diligence till the fifth hour.
After
which they assemble themselves together
again into one place; and when they have
clothed themselves in white veils, they then
bathe their bodies in cold water. And after
this purification is over, they every one meet
together in an apartment of their own, into
which it is not permitted to any of another
sect to enter ; while they go, after a pure
manner, into the dining-room, as into a
certain holy temple, and quietly set themselves
down; upon which the baker lays them loaves
in order; the cook also brings a single plate
of one sort of food, and sets it before every
one of them ; but a priest says grace before
meat; and it is unlawful for any one to taste
of the food before grace be said. TJie same
priest, when he hath dined, says grace again
after meat; and when tbey begin, and when
they end, they praise God, as he that bestows
their food upon tbem; after which they lay
aside their [white] garments, and betake them
selves to their labours again till tbe evening;
then they return home to supper, after the
same manner; and if there be any strangers
there, they fh down with them. Nor is there
ever any clamour or disturbance to pollute
their house, but they give every one leave to
speak in their turn; which silence thus kept
in their house, appears to foreigners like some
tremendous mystery; the cause of which is
that perpetual sobriety tbey exercise, and the
same settled measure of meat and drink that
is allotted to them, and that such as is abun
dantly sufficient for them.
6. And truly, as for other things, they
do nothing but according to the injunctions
of their curators; only these two things are
done among them at every one's own free
will, which are, to assist those that want it,
and to show mercy; for they are permitted of
their own accord to afford succour to such as
deserve it, when they stand in need of it, and
to bestow food on those that are in distress;
but they cannot give any thing to their kindred without the curators. They dispense
their anger after a just manner, and re
strain their passion. They are eminent for
fidelity, and are the ministers of peace ; what-
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soever they Say also ia firmer than an oath ; but he swears to communicate their doctrines to
(wearing is avoided by them, and they esteem no one any otherwise than as be received them
it worse than perjury:* for they gay, that he himself; that be will abstain from robbery,
wno cannot be believed without [sweuring by] and will equally preserve the books belonging
God, is already condemned. They also take to their sect, and the names of the angels f [or
great pains in studying the writings of the messengers]. These are the oaths by which
ancients, and choose out of them w hat is most they secure their proselytes to themselves.
for the advantage of their soul and body; and 8. But for tht/se that are caught in any
they inquire after such roots and medicinal heinous sins, they cast them out of their
stones as may cure their distempers.
society; and he who is thus separated from
7. But now, if any one bath a mind to them, does often die after a miserable man
come over to their sect, be is not immediately ner; for as be is bound by the oath he hath
admitted, but he is prescribed the same taken, and by tbe customs he hath been en
method of living which they use, for a year, gaged in, he is not nt liberty to partake of
while be continues excluded; and they give that food that he meets with elsewhere, but is
him a small hatchet, and the fore-mentioned forced to eat grass, and to famish his body
girdle, and the white garment. And when with hunger till he perish ; for which reason
he hath given evidence, during that time, that they receive many of them again when tbey
he can observe their continence, he approaches are at tbeir last gasp, out of compassion to
nearer to their way of living, and is made a them, as thinking the miseries they have en
partaker of the waters of purification; yet is dured till tbey came to the very brink of
he not even now admitted to live with them ; death, to be a sufficient punishment for tbe
for after this demonstration of his fortitude, sins they bad been guilty of.
his temper is tried two more years, and if he 9. But in the judgments they exercise they
appear to be worthy, they then admit him are most accurate and just; nor do tbey pass
into their society. And before he is allowed sentence by the votes of a court that is fewer
to touch their common food, he is obliged to than a hundred. And as to what is once de
take tremendous oaths ; that, in the first place, termined by that number, it is unalterable.
he will exercise piety towards God; and then, What they most of all honour, after God him
that he will observe justice towards men; and self, is the name of their legislator [Moses];
that he will do no harm to any one, either of whom, if any one blaspheme, he is pnnished
his own accord, or by the command of others; capitally. They also think it a good thing
that be will always hate the wicked, and be to obey their elders, and the major part. Ac
assistant to the righteous; that he will ever cordingly, if ten of them be sitting together,
show fidelity to all men, and especially to no one of them will speak while the other
those in authority, because no one obtains the nine are against it. They also avoid spitting
government without God's assistance; and in tbe midst of them, or on the right side.
that if he be in authority, he will at no time Moreover, they are stricter than any other of
whatever abuse his authority, nor endeavour the Jews in resting from their labours on the
to outshine his subjects, either in his garments, seventh day ; for they not only get tbeir food
or any other finery ; that he will .be perpetu ready tbe day before, that they may not lie
ally a lover of truth, and propose to himself obliged to kindle a fire on that day, hut they
to reprove those that tell lies; that he will will not remove any vessel out of.its place,
keep his hands clear from theft, and his soul nor go to stool thereon. Nay; on the other
from unlawful gains; and that he will neither days tbey dig a small pit, a foot deep, with a
conceal any thing from those of his own sect, paddle (which kind of hatchet is given them
nor discover any of their doctrines to others, when tbey are first admitted among them) ;
no, not though any one should compel him and covering themselves round with tbeir
to to do at the hazard of his life. Moreover, garment, that tbey may not affront the divine
* This practice of the F.ssens, in refusing to swear, rays of light, they ease themselves into that
and esteeming swearing, on ordinary occasions, worse pit, after which they put the earth that was
than perjury, is delivered here in general words, as are + This mention of the * names of aucels." so parti
the parallel injunctions of our Saviour, Matt vi. 34: cularly preserved by the Essens (if it meai-s more than
xxiii. 16; and of St James v. 12; hut all admit of par those •* mefsenerrs " who were employed to bring them
ticular exceptions for solemn causes, and on great and the peculiar books of tbeir see.t). looks like a prelude to
necessary occasions. Thus these very Essens. who here
do so zealously avoid swearing, are related in the very that *• worshipping of angels," blamed by St Paul, as
neat section, to admit none till they take tremendous superstitious and unlawful In some such sort of people
as these Pssena were. Colosa. it K, As is the prayer to
oattis to perform their several duties to Gud. and to their or
towards the Bun. for his rising every morning, men.
neighhoiir, without supposing they thereby break this tioned
before, sect 6. very like those not much later
rule. Not to swear at all. The case is the same in Chris
tianity, as we learn from the Apostolical Constitutions, observances made mention of in the preaching of Peter.
which, although they agree witb Christ and St James, Auihent. ftec. part it page 6G9. and retarding a kmc
in forbidding to sweur ia general, eh. v. 13, vi. 23; yet of worship of angels, of the month, and of the moon,
do they explain it elsewhere, hy avoiding to swear falsely, and not celebrating the newmoi»na,or other festivals,
the moon appeared. Whirb. Indeed, seems to
and
swear often
in vain,
ch adding,
ti. 36; and
hy unless
Moottoswearing
at alland" but
withal
thatagain
u if that
roe tbe earliest mention of any regard to the moon**
cannot be avoided, to swear truly," ch. vii. 3; which phases in fixing the Jewish calendar, of which the Tal
abundantly explain to us the nature of the measure of mud and later rabbins talk to much, and upon to vers
this genara! injunction.
little ancient foundation.
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slug out again into the pit; and even this they
do only in the more lonely places, which they
choose out for this purpose ; and although this
_-asemeut of the body be natural, yet it is a
'ule with them to wash themselves after it,
as if it were a defilement to tbem.
10. Now after the time of their prepara
tory trial is over, they are parted into four
•classes; and so far are the juniors inferior to
the seniors, that if the seniors should be
touched by the juniors, they must wash them
selves, as if they had intermixed themselves
with the company of a foreigner. They are
long-lived also; insomuch that many of them
live above a hundred years, by means of the
simplicity of their diet; nay, as I think, by
means of the regular course of life they ob
serve also. They contemn the miseries of
life, an'l are above pain, by the generosity of
their mind. And as for death, if it will be
for their glory, they esteem it better than liv
ing always; and indeed our war with the
Romans gave abundant evidence what great
souls they had in their trials, wherein, al
though they were tortured and distorted,
burnt and torn to pieces, and went through
all kinds of instruments of torment, that they
might be forced either to blaspheme their
legislator, or to eat what was forbidden them,
yet could they not be made to do either of
them, no, nor once to Hatter their tormentors,
or to shed a tear; but they smiled in their
very pains, and laughed those to scorn who
inflicted the torments upon tbem, and resigned
up their souls with great alacrity, as expect
ing to receive them again.
-f
11. For their doctrine is this:— That bodies
are corruptible, and that the matter they are
made of is not permanent ; but that the souls
are immortal, and continue for ever; and
that they come out of the most subtile air,
and are united to their bodies as in prisons,
int6 which they are drawn by a certain natu
ral enticement; but that when they are set
free from the bonds of the flesh, they then, as
released from a long bondage, rejoice and
mount upward. And this is like the opinion
of the Greeks, that good souls have their habi
tations beyond the ocean, in a region that is
neither oppressed with storms of rain, or snow,
or with intense heat, but that this place is
such as is refreshed by the gentle breathing of
a west wind, that is perpetually blowing from
the ocean ; while they allot to bad souls a dark
ami tempestuous den, full of never-ceasing
punishments. And indeed the Greeks seem
to me to have followed the same notion, when
they allot the islands of the blessed to their
brave men, whom they call heroes and demi
gods ; and to the souls of the wicked, the
region of the ungodly, in Hades, where their
fables relate that certain persons, such as Sisy
phus, and Tantalus, and Ixion, and Tityus,
are punished; which is built on this first sup
position, that souls are immortal; and thenca
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are those exhortations to virtue, and dehortations from wickedness collected ; whereby
good men are bettered in the conduct of their
life, by the hope they have of reward after their
death, and whereby the vehement inclinations
of bad men to vice are restrained, by the fear
and expectation they are in, that although they
should lie concealed in this life, they should
suffer immortal punishment after their death.
These are the divine doctrines of the Essens*
about the soul, which lay an unavoidable bait
for such as have ouce had a taste of their phi
losophy.
12. There are also those among tbem who
undertake to foretel things to come.f by
reading the holy books, and using several
sorts of purifications, and being perpetually
conversant in the discourses of the prophets;
and it is but seldom that they miss in their
predictions.
13. Moreover, there is another order of
Essens, who agree with the rest as to their
way of living, and customs, and laws, but
differ from them in the point of marriage, as
thinking that by not marrying they cut off
the principal part of human life, which is the
prospect of succession; nay rather, that if all
men should be of the same opinion, the whole
race of mankind would fail. However, they
try their spouses for three years ; and if they
find that they have their natural purgations
thrice, as trials that tbey are likely to be fruit
ful, they then actually marry them. But they
do not use to accompany with their wives
when they are with child, as a demonstration
that they do not marry out of regard to plea
sure, but for the sake of posterity. Now the
women go into the baths with some of their
garments on, as the men do with somewhat
girded about tbem. And these are the cus
toms of this order of Essens.
14. Hut then as to the two other orders at
first mentioned; the Pharisees are those who
are esteemed most skilful in the exact expli
cation of their laws, and introduce the first
sect. These ascribe all to fate [or provi
dence], and to God, and yet allow, that to
act what is right or the contrary, is princi
pally in the power of men, although fate does
co-operate in every action. They say that all
souls are incorruptible; but that the sou!s{ of
• Or thrse Jewish or Essene (and indeed Christian)
doctrines concerning souls, both goud and had, in Hades,
see that excellent discourse or homily of our Josephus
concerning Made s. at the end of the volume.
+ Dean Aldrich reckons up three examples of this gift of
prophecy, in several of these lessens out of Josephus him
self, viz. in the History of the War, b. 1. cb. iii. sect. 6.—
Judas foretold the death of Antigonus at Strata's Tower j
I), ii. ch. vii sect 3.
Simon foretold that Archelaus
should reign but nine or ten years; and Antiq. b. xv.
ch. x. sect. t. A. Menahem foretold that Herod should
he king, and should reign t>raonically. and that for more
than twertv or even thirty years. All which came to
pass accordingly.
t Tti- rr is bo much more here about the Essens than
is citt-rl from Josephus in Porphyry and Kusebius, and yet
so mnch less about the Pharisees and Sadducees. the twe
other Jewish m-uU. than Mould naturally be expected in
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good men are only removed into other bodies, queathed to Julia, the wife of Augustus, both
—but that the souls of bad men are subject to her toparchy, and Jamnia. as also her planta
eternal punishment. But the Sadducees are those tion of palm-trees that were in Phosaelis *
that compose the second order, and take away But when the Roman empire was translated to
fate entirely, Bp suppose that God is not con Tiberius, the son of Julia, upon the death of
cerned in our doing or not doing what is evil ; Augustus, who had reigned fifty-seven years,
and they say, that to act what is good or what is six months, and two days, both Herod and
evil, is at men's own choice, and that the one or Philip continued in their tetrarchies ; and the
the other belongs so to every one! that they may latter of them built the city Cesarea. at the
act as they please. They also takeaway the fountains of Jordan, and in the region of Paneas;
belief of the immortal duration of the soul, and as also the city Julias, in the Lower Gaulontis.
the punishments and rewards in Hades. More- Herod also built the city Tiberias in Galilee,
over, the Pharisees are friendly to one another, and in Perea [beyond Jordan] i
and are for the exercise of concord and regard also called Julias,
for the public. But the behaviour of the 5>ad-| 2. Now Pilate who was -~
ducees one towards another is in some degree into Judea by Tiberius, sent by night those im
wild; and their conversation with those that ages of Csssar thatare called Ensigns, into Jeru
are of their own party is as barbarous as if salem. This excited a very great tumnlt among
they were strangers to them. And this is what the Jews when it was day ; for those that were
X had to Bay concerning the philosophic sects near them were astonished at the sight of them,
as indications that their laws were trodden un
among the Jews.
der (foot : for those laws do not permit any
sort of image to be brought into the city. Nay,
besides the indignation which the citizens them
selves had at this procedure, a vast number
of people came running out of the country.
These came zealously to Pilate to Cesarea, and
CHAPTER IX.
besought hira to carry those ensigns out of Jeru
and to preserve them their ancient laws
THE DEATH OF SALOME. THE CITIES WHICH salem,
inviolable ; but upon Pilate's denial of their re
JILT. PILATE OCCASIONS quest, they fell down prostrate upon the ground,
continued immoveable in that posture for
TD3ERITJS PCTS AGRIPPA IN and
five days and as many nights.
TO BONDS, BUT CAIUB FBEES HIM FBOM THEM, 3. On the next day Pilate sat upon his tribu
in the open market place, and called to him
AND MAKES HIM KING. HEROD ANTIPA3 IS nal,
the multitude, as desirous to give them an an
swer; and then gave a signal to the soldiers that
they should all by agreement at once encompass
$ 1. And now, as the ethnarchy of Arche- the Jews with their weapons ; so the band of
laus was fallen into a Roman province, the soldiers stood round about the Jews in three
other sons of Herod, Philip, and that Herod ranks. The Jews were under the utmost con
who was called Antipas, each of them took sternation at that unexpected sight. Pilate also
upon them the administration of their own said to them, that they should be cut in pieces,
tetrarchies; for when Salome died, she be- unless they would admit of Csssar's images ; and
gave intimation to the soldiers to draw their na
ked swords. Hereupon the Jews, as it were at
proportlon to the Essena or third sect, nay, than one
fell down in vast numbers together,
seems to be referred to by himselfelsewhere, that one and signal,
their necks bare, and cried out that
is tempted to suppose Joscphus had at first written theyexposed
were
sooner
ready to be slain, than that theii
less of the one, and more of the two others, than Ills law should be transgressed.
Hereupon Pilate
pri'Sent copies afford us ; as also, that, by some un
was
greatly
surprised
at their prodigious super
known accident, our present copies are here made up
of tin- larger edition in the first case, and of the smaller stition, and gave order that the ensigns should
in the second. Seethe note in Ilavercamp's edition.
carried out of Jerusalem.
However, what Josephs says in the name of the Pha be4.presently
After this he raised another disturbance,
risees, that only the souls of good men go out of one by expending
that sacred treasure which is
b«dy Into anotW, although all souls be immortal, and
still the souls of the I ad are liable to eternal punish
ment : as also what he says afterwards. Anttq. D. xvilf. • We have here, in that Greek MS. which was once
chap i. sect 3, that the soul's vigour is immortal, and
Petavius's, but it is now in the library at
that under the earth they receive rewards or punish Alexander
Leyden, two most remarkable additions to the com
ments according as their lives have been virtuous or mon
copies,
though deemed worth little remark by
vicious in the present world; that to the bad Is allot the editor ; which
upon the mention of TibertuB's
ted mi eternal prison, but that the good are |>ermltted coming to the empire,
inserts first the famous testi
to live again in this world, are nearly agreeable to thel mony of Josephus concerning
Christ, as it
doctrines of Christianity. Only J.»s«'phus's rejection1 stands verbatim in the Antiq. b. Jesus
chap. HL sect.
of the return of the wic*ked into other bodies, or into 8, with some parts of that excellentxvlli,
or hom
this world, which be grants to the good, looks some ily of Jiwephus concerning Hades,discour**
to the
what like a contradiction to 8L Paul'4 account of the work. But what b here principally annexed
to
be
noted is
doctrine of the Jews, that "themselves allowed that
that in this homllv, Jtoepbus, having just men
there should be a resurrection of the dead, both of the thK
Christ, as "God the Word, and the Judge of
Just and unjust"—Acta, ch. xxlv. 15: yet because Jo- tioned
world, appointed by the Father,'' &c-, adds, that
sephus's account is that of the Pharisees, and St, Paul's the
"he
had
elsewhere spoken about him more
that of the Jews in general, and of himself, the contra 'aicely or himself
particularly."
diction is not very certain.
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ralifil Oiir'ii'' " upon aqueducts, whereby he
mutuht .\;tU'r from the di.-tauce of four bunsired furlongs.
At this the multitude had
srreat indignation; and when Pilute was come
to Jerusalem, I hey came about his tribunal, and
:nade a clamour at it. Now when be was
apprised aforehaud of this disturbance, he
■nixed his own soldiers in their armour with
the multitude, and ordered tbem to conceal
themselves under the habits of private men,
and not indeed to use their swords, but with
their staves to beat those that made the cla
mour. He then gave the signal from his tri
bunal [to do as be had bidden them]. Mow
the Jews were so sadly beaten, that many of
them perished by the stripes they received, and
many of them perished as trodden to death, by
which means the multitude was astonished at
the calamity of those that were slain, and held
their peace.
5. In the mean time Agrippa, the son of
that Aristobulus who had been slain by his
father Herod, came to Tiberius to accuse
Herod the tetrarch ; who not admitting of his
accusation, he staid at Rome, and cultivated a
friendship with others of the men of note, but
principally with Caius the son of Germanicus,
who was then but a private person. Now
this Agrippa, at a certain time, feasted Caius;
and as he was very complaisant to him on
several other accounts, he at length stretched
out his hands, and openly wished ib.it Tiberius
might die, and that he might quickly see hiin
emperor of the world. This was told to
Tiberius by one of Ayrippa's domestics; who
thereupon was very ararry, and ordered
Agrippa to be bound, and had him very ill
treated in the prison for six months, until
Tiberius died, after he had reigned twentyt u o years, and six mouths, and three days.
6. But when Caius was made Ca°sar, he
released Agrippa from his bonds, and made him
king of Philip's tetrarchy, who was now dead;
but when Agrippa bad arrived at that degree
of dignity, he inflamed the ambitious desires of
Herod the tetrarch, who was chiefly induced
to bope for the royal authority by his wife
Herodias, who reproached him for his sloth,
and told him that it was only because be
would not sail to Caesar that he was destitute
of that great dignity; for since Caesar had
made Agrippa a king, from a private person,
much more would he advance him from a
tetrarch to that dignity. These arguments
prevailed with Herod, so that he came to
Cuius, by whom be was punished for his am
bition, by being banished into Spain; for
Agrippa followed him, in order to accuse him ;
to whom also Caius gave his tetrarchy, by
way of addition. So Herod died in Spain,
whither his wife had followed him.

CHAPTER X.
CAIUS COMMANDS THAT HIS STATUE SHOOID
BE SET UP IN THE TEMPLE ITSELF; AMI)
WHAT PETRONIUS DID THEREUPON.

§ 1. Now Caius Caesar did so grossly abuse
the fortune he had arrived at, as to take him
self to be a god, and to desire to be so called
also, and to cut off those of the greatest no
bility out of his country
He also extended
his impiety as f<ir as the Jews. Accordingly,
he sent Petronitis with an army to Jerusalem,
to place bis statues in the temple, t and com
manded him that, in case the Jews would not
admit of them, be should slay those that op
posed it, and carry all the rest of the nation
into captivity: but God concerned himself
with these his commands. However, Petronius marched out of Antiocb into Judea,
with three legions, and many Syrian auxili
aries. Now as to the Jews, some of them
could not believe tbe stories that spake of a
war; but those that did believe them were
in the utmost distress how to defend them
selves, and the terror diffused itself presently
through them all; for the army was already
come to Ptolemais. •
2. This Ptolemais is a maritime city of
Galilee, built in the great plain. It is en
compassed with mountains: that on tbe east
side, sixty furlongs off, belongs to Galilee ;
but that on the south belongs to Carmel,
which is distant from it a hundred and twenty
furlongs; and that on tbe north is the high
est of them all, and is called by the people of
tbe country. The Ladder of the Tyrians,
which is at the distance of a hundred furlongs.
The very small river Belus J runs by it, at
tbe distance of two furlongs; near which
there is Memuou's monument, § and hath
near it a place no larger than a hundred cu
bits, which deserves admiration; for the place
is round and hollow, and affords sucb sand
as glass is made of; which place when it hath
been emptied by tbe many ships there loaded,
it is filled again by the winds, which bring
into it, as it were on purpose, that Sand which
lay remote, and was no more than bare com
mon sand, while this mine presently turns it
into glassy sand; and what is to me still more
wonderful, that glassy sand which is super
fluous, and is once removed out of tbe

+ Tacitus owns that Caius commanded tbe Jews tc
place his effigies in their temple, though he be mistaken
when he adds that tbe Jews thereupon took arms.
i This account ol a place near tbe mouth of the rfrei
Ileitis in I'brfnieia, whence came that sand out of whicb
the antients made their glass, is a known thing in his.
ti.ryj particularly in Tacitus and Strata, and mors
• Thit use of corban or oblation, ni here appliid largely in Pliny.
to the .acred money dedicated In fi< d in the tn'n*iirt of
i This Mrmnrin had several monuments; and one ni
lot temple, illiislr-itet uur Saviour's words Mark Tii. oi' rn appears, both by Strabo and Diodonia, to haw
11, li.
been in Syria, and not improbably in this very ptaoe.
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place, becomes bare common sand again ; and some hazard himself ; " for either, by the di
this is the nature of the place we are speak vine assistance, I shall prevail with Craar ;
and shall myself escape tbe danger as well as
ing of.
3. But now tbe Jews got together in great you, wnich will be matter of joy to us both;
numbers, with their wives and children, into or, in case Cesar continue in his rage, I will
that plain that was by Ptolemais, and made be ready to expose my own life for such a
supplication to Petronius, first for their laws, great number as you are." Whereupon be
and, in tbe next place, for themselves. So dismissed tbe multitude, who prayed great lv
be was prevailed upon by tbe multitude of for his prosperity ; and he took tbe army out
tbe supplicants, and by their supplications, of Ptolemais, and returned to Antioch; from
and left his army and statues at Ptolemais, whence he presently sent an epistle to C'tesar,
•nd then went forward into Galilee, and called and informed him of the irruption be bud
together tbe multitude and all the men of made into Judea, and of the supplications of
note to Tilierias, and showed them the power tbe nation; and that unless he had a mind to
of the Romans, arid the threatening* of Qesar ; lose both the country a>,d the men in it, be
and, besides this, proved that their petition must permit them to keep their law, and must
was unreasonable, because, while all the na countermand his former injunction. Caius
tions in subjection to tbem had placed the answered that epistle in a violent way, and
images of Ca*sar in their several cities, among threatened to have Petronius put to death
the rest of their gods,—for them alone to for his being so tardy in the execution of
oppose it, was almost like the behaviour of what he had commanded. But it happened
revolters, and was injurious to Cassar.
that those who brought Caius's epistle were
4. And when they insisted on their law, tossed by a storm, and were detained on the
■nd the custom of their country, and bow it sea for three months, while others that brought
was not only not permitted them to make the news of Caius's death had a good voyage.
either an image of God, or indeed of a man, Accordingly, Petronius received tbe epistle
and to put it in any despicable part of their concerning Caius, seven-and-twenty days
country, much less in the temple itself, Petro before he received that which was against
nius replied, "And am not 1 also," said he,
"bound to keep the law of my own lord?
For if I transgress it, and*spare you, it is but
just that I perish; wbile he that sent me,
and not I, will commence a war against you :
CHAPTER XI.
for I am under command as well as you."
Hereupon the whole multitude cried out, that CONCERNING THE GOVERNMENT OT CLAU
they were ready to suffer for their law. Pe
DIUS, AND THE REIGN OP AGRIPPA. CON
tronius then quieted them, and said to them, CERNING THE DEATH OF AGII1PPA AND
" Will you then make war against Ciesar?" OF HEROD, AND WHAT CHILDREN THEY
The Jews said, ** We offer sacrifices twice BOTH LEFT REMIND THEM.
every day for Csesar, and for the Roman peo
ple;" but that if he would place the images § 1. Now when Caius had reigned three years
among them, he must first sacrifice tbe whole and eight months, and bad been slain by
Jewish nation ; and that they were ready to treachery, Cluudius was hurried away by the
expose themselves, together withtheirchildren armies that were at Rome to take the govern
and wives, to be slain. At this Petronius ment upon him; but the senate, upon the
was astonished and pitied them on account of reference of the consuls, Sentius Saturninus,
tbe inexpressible sense of religion the men Biid Pomponius Secundus, gave orders to the
were under, and that courage of theirs three regiments of soldiers that staid with
which made them ready to die for it; so they them, to keep the city quiet, and went up
into the Capitol in great numbers, and resolved
were dismissed without success.
5. But on the following days, be got to to oppose Claudius by force, on account of
gether the men of power privately, and the the barbarous treatment they had met with
multitude publicly, and sometimes he used from Caius; and they determined either to
persuasions to them, and sometimes he gave settle the nation under an aristocracy, as they
them his advice; but he cbielly made use of had of old been governed, or at least to choose
tbreatenings to them, and insisted upon the by vote such a one for emperor as might be
power of the Romans, and the anger of Caius; worthy of it.
and, besides, upon the necessity be was him
2. Now it happened, that at this time
self under [to do as he was enjoined]. But Agrippa sojourned at Rome, and that both
at tbey could no way be prevailed upon, and tbe senate called him to consult with tbem,
be saw that tbe country was in danger of lying and at the same time Claudius sent for him
without tillage (for it was about seed-time out of the camp. tliMt he might be serviceable
that the multitude continued for fifty days to bim, as he should have occasion for bit
together idle), so be at last got tbem together, I service. £o he, perceiving that Claudius was
and told tbsm that it was best for him to run-j in effect made Caesar already, went to him.
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who sent him, as an ambassador to the senate
to let them know what his intentions were:
that, in the first place, it was without his seek
ing, that he was hurried away by the soldiers;
moreover, that he thought it was not just to
desert those soldiers in such their zeal for
him, and that if he should do so, his own for
tune would be an uncertainty; for that it was
a dangerous case to have been once called to
the empire. He added farther, that he would
administer the government as a good prince,
and not like a tyrant; for that he would be
satisfied with the honour of being called Em
peror, but would, in every one of his actions,
permit them all to give him their advice; for
that although be had not been by nature for
moderation, yet would the death of Cains
afford him a sufficient demonstration how
soberly he ought to act in that station.
3. This message was delivered by Agrippa:
to which the senate replied, that since they
had an army, and the wisest counsels on their
side, tbey would not endure a voluntary sla
very. When Claudius heard what answer the
senate had made, he sent Agrippa to them
again, with tbe following message : —That be
could not bear the thoughts of betraying tbem
that had given their oaths to be true to* bim ;
and that be saw he must fight, though unwil
lingly, against such as be had no mind to
fight; that, however [if it did come to that],
it was proper to choose a place without the
city for the war, because it was not agreeable
to piety to pollute the temples of their own
citv with the blood of their own countrymen,
and this only on occasion of their imprudent
conduct. And when Agrippa hud heard this
message, he delivered it to the senators.
4. In the mean time, one of the soldiers
belonging to the senate drew his sword, and
cried out, " O my fellow-soldiers, what is the
meaning of this choice of ours, to kill our
brethren, and to use violence to our kindred
that are with Claudius! while we may have
him for our emperor whom no one ran blame,
and who hath so many just reasons [to lay
claim to the government]! and this with
regard toi-snose against whom we are going to
tight 1" When he had said this, he marched
through tne whole senate, and carried all the
soldiers along with him. Upon which all the
patricians were immediately in a great fright
at their being thus deserted. • But still, be
cause there appeared no other way whither
they could turn themselves for deliverance,
they made baste the same way with the sol
diers, and went to Claudius. But those that
had the greatest luck in flattering the good
fortune of Claudius betimes, met tbem before
the walla with their naked swords, and there
was reason to fear that those that came first
might have been in danger, before Claudius
could know what violence the soldiers were
grin.,' to offer them, had not Agrippa run
before, and told bira what a dangerous thing
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they were going about, and that unless he
restrained the violence of these men, who
were in a fit of madness against the patricians, '
he would lose those on whose account it was
most desirable to rule, and would be emperor
over a desert.
5. When Claudius beard this he restraii»d
the violence of the soldiery, and received i '"•
senate into the camp, and treated them after
an obliging manner, and went out with them
presently, to offer their thank-offerings toll oil,
which were proper upon bis first coming to
the empire. Moreover, he bestowed on Agrip
pa his whole paternal kingdom immediately,
and added to it, besides those countries that
had been given by Augustus to Herod, Trachonitis, and Auranitis, and still besides these,
that kingdom which was railed the kingdom
of Lysanias. This gift he declared to the
people by a decree, but ordered the uiagistrates to have the donation engraved on
tables of brass, and to be set up in the Capi
tol. He bestowed on his brother Herod, who
was also bis son-in-law, by marrying [his
daughter] Bernicc, the kingdom of Chalcis.
ti. So now riches flowed in to Agrippa by
his enjoyment of so large a dominion ; nor
did he abuse the money he bad oil small mat
ters, but he began to encompass Jerusalem
with such a wall, which, bad it been brought
to perfection, bad made it impracticable for the
Romans to take it by siege ; but his death,
which happened at Cesarea, before he had
raised the walls to their due height, prevented
him. He had then reigned three years, as he
bad governed his tetrarrhies three other years.
He left behind biin three daughters, born to
him by Cypros ; Berniee, Mariamne, and
Drusilla; and a son born of the same mother,
whose name was Agrippa: he was left a very
young child, so that Claudius made the coun
try a Roman province, and sent Cuspius Fadus to be its procurator, and after him Tibe
rius Alexander, who, making no alterations
of the ancient laws, kept tbe nation in tran
quillity. Now after this, Herod the king of
Chalcis died, and left behind him two sons,
born to bim of his brother's daughter Berniee ;
their names were Bernicianus, and Hyrcanus.
[He also left behind him] Aristobulus, whom
he had by his former wife Mariamne. There
was besides, another brother of his that died a
pri-ate person, his name was also Aristobulus,
who left behind him a daughter, whose name
was Jotape : and these, as I have formerly
said, were tbe children of Aristobulus, tbe son
of Herod ; which Aristobnlus and Alexander
were born to Herod by Mariamne, and wve
slain by him. But as for Alexander's poste
rity, they reigned in Armenia.
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so many of them by their zeal for their religion-,
as by an engine; and ran together with united
clamour to Cesarea, to Cumanus, and made
CHAPTER XII.
supplication to him" that be would not o.erMAST TOMOtTS UNDER CUMANCS, WHICH look this man, who bad offered such an affront
WERB COMPOSED BY Q.UADRATU8. H I IX IS to God. and to bis law ; but punish him for
PHi CURi.TfiR or JUDEA. AURIPFA IS ADVAN what be had done. Accordingly, be perceiviirg
CED moM CHALC1S TO A GREATER KINGDOM. that the multitude would not be quiet unless
they bad a comfortable answ er from him, gave
§ 1. Now after the death of Herod, kin; of order that the soldier should be brought, and
ChaMa, Claudius set Agrippa, the son of drawn through those that required to have
Agrippa, over bis uncle's kingdom, while him punished to execution; which being done,
Cumanus took upon him the office of procu tbe jews went their wavs.
rator of the rest, which was a Roman province, 3. After this there happened a fight between
and therein he succeeded Alexander; under the Galileans and the Samaritans; it happened
which Cumanus began the troubles, and the at a village called Gemon, which is situate in
Jews' ruin came on; for when the multitude the great plain of Samaria; where as a great
were cattle together to Jerusalem, to the feast number of Jews were going up to Jerusalem
of unleavened bread, and a Roman cohort stood to the feast [of tabernacles], a certain Gali
over the cloisters of the temple (for they lean was slain ; and besides a vast number
always were armed and kept guard at the of people ran together out of Galilee, in order
festivals, to prevent any innovation which the to fight with the Samaritans. But the prin
multitude thus gathered together might make), cipal men among them came to Cumanus, and
one of the soldiers pulled back his garment, besought him that, before the evil became
and cowering down after an indecent manner, incurable, he would come into Galilee, and
turned his breech to the Jews, and spake such bring the authors of this murder to punish
words as you might expect upon such a pos ment ; for that there was no other way to
ture. At this the whole multitude had indig make the multitude separate, without coming
nation, and made a clamour to Cumanus, that to blows. However, Cumanus postponed
he would punish the soldier; while the rasher their supplications to tbe other affairs he was
part of the youth, and such as were naturally then about, and sent the petitioners away
the most tumultuous fell to fighting, and without success.
4. But when the affair of this murder
caught up stones, and threw them at tbe sol
diers. Upon which Cumanus was afraid lest came to be told at Jerusalem, it put the mul
all the people should make an assault upon titude into disorder, and they left the feast;
him, and sent to call for more nrmed men, and without any generals to conduct tbem,
who, when they came in great numbers into they marched with great violence to Samaria;
the cloisters, the Jews were in a very great nor would they be ruled by any of the ma
consternation ; and being beaten out of the gistrates that were set over them; but they
temple, they ran into the city ; and the vio were managed by one F.leazar, \he son of
lence with which they crowded to get out was Dincus, and by Alexander, in these their
so great, that they trod upon each other, and thievish and seditious attempts. These men
squeezed one another, till ten thousandof them fell upon those that were in the neighbourhood
were killed, insomuch that this feast became of the Acratiatene toparchy, and slew them,
tbe cause of mourning to the whole nation, and without sparing any age, and set the villages
every family lamented [their own relations]. on fire.
2. Now there followed after this another 5. But Cumanus took one troop of horse
calamity, which arose from a tumult made by men, called the Troop of Sebaste, out of Ce
robbers; for at the public road of Beth-horen, sarea, and came to the assistance of those that
one Stephen, a servant of Cresar, carried some were spoiled ; he also seized upon a great num
furniture, which the robbers fell upon and ber of those that followed Eleazar, and slew
seized. Upon this Cumanus sent men to go more of them. And as for the rest of the
roui d about to the neighbouring villages, and multitude of those that went so zealously to
to 1 ring their inhabitants to him bound, as tight w ith the Samaritans, the rulers of Jeru
laying it to their charge that they had not pur salem ran out, clothed with sackcloth, and
sued after the thieves, and caught them. Now having ashes on their beads, and begged of
here it was that a oertain soldier, finding the them to go their ways, lest by their attempt
sacred book of the law, tore it to pieces, and to revenge themselves upon the Samaritans,
threw it into the fire.* Hereupon the Jews they should provoke the Romans to come
were in great disorder, as if their whole coun against Jerusalem ; to have compassion upon
try were in a flame, and assembled themselves their country and temple, their children and
• R.hm! notes her*, that the Tatmnrl. in rceonntins. their wives, and not bring -the utmost dangers
trn sad BccidVnu for which the Jews ouffht to rrnd their of destruction upon j hem. in order to avenge
rtrmenu reckon! this for oner—" « hen Lhey hewthat themselves upon one Galilean only. Th%
Jews complied with these persuasions of
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■s, and dispersed themselves ; but still tber of Pallas, to be procurator of Galilee,
there were a great number who betook them and Samaria, and Perea, and removed Agrippa
selves to robbing, in hopes of impunity; and from Cbalcia unto a greater kingdom; for
rapines and insurrections' of the bolder sort he gave bim the tetrarchy which had belonged
happened over the whole country. And the to Philip, which contained Batanea, Tn.inomen of power among the Samaritans came to nitis; and Gaulonitis: he added to it the king
Tyre, to Ummidius Quadratui,' the presi dom of Lysanias, and that province [Abilene]
dent of Syria, and desired that they that had which Varus had governed. But Claudius
laid waste the country might be punished : himself, when he had administered the govern
the great men also of the Jews, and Jonathan ment thirteen years, eight months, and twenty
the sou of Ananus, the high-priest, came days, died, and left Nero to be his successor
thither, and said that the Samaritans were the in the empire, whom he had adrpted by his
beginners of the disturbance, on account of wife Agrippina's delusions, in order to be bis
that murder they had committed; and that successor, although he bad a son of his own
Cumanus bad given occasion to what had hap whose name was Britannicus, by Messalina
pened, by his unwillingness to punish the his former wife, and a daughter whose name
original authors of that murder.
was Octavia, whom he had married to Nero;
6. But Quadratas put both parties off for he had also another daughter by Petina, whose
that time, and told them, that when be should name was Autonia.
come to those places he would make a diligent
inquiry after every circumstance. After which
he went to Cesarea, and crucified all those
whom Cumanus had taken alive; and when
CHAPTER XIII.
from thence he was come to the city Lydda,
lie beard the affair of the Samaritans, and sent NERO ADDS FOUR CITIFS TO AGRIPPa's KING
for eighteen of the Jews, whom he bad learned DOM; BUT THE OTHER PARTS OF JUDEA
to have been concerned in that fight, and be
WERE UNDER FELIX. THE DISTURBANCES
headed them; but he sent two othe:sof those WHICH WERE RAISED BY THE S1CARII, THE
that were of the greatest power among them, MAGICIANS, AND AN EOYPTIAN FALSE
anil both Jonathan and Ananias, the bigh- PROPHET. THE JEWS AND SYRIANS HAVB
priests, as also Ananus the son of this Ana
A CONTEST AT CE8AREA.
nias, and certain others that were eminent
among the Jews, to Caesar; as be did in like § 1. Now as to the many things in which
manner by the most illustrious of the Sama Nero acted like a madman, out of the extra
riums. He also ordered that Cumanus [the vagant degree of the felicity and riches which
pnicurator] and Celer the tribune should sail be enjoyed, and by that means used bis good
t" Home, in order to give an account of what fortune to the injury of others; and after
hail been done to Cesar. When he had fin what manner he slew bis brother, and wife,
ish, d these matters, he went up from Lydda and mother; from whom his barbarity spread
to Jerusalem, and finding the multitude Jtle- itself to others that were most nearly related
liraiing their feast of unleavened bread with to him; and how, at last, he was so distracted
out any tumult, be returned to Antioch.
that he became an actor in the scenes, and
7. Now when Caesar at Rome had heard here by Dean Aldrich: »4 Felix exercised (says Tacitus)
what Cumanus and the Samaritans hnd to Ihe authority of a Ling, with tbe disposition of a slave,
relying upon the treat power of his brother Pullua
say (where it was done in the hearing of and
cuurt, tbouiibt be miuht safely be Ktiilly of all kinds
Ai/rippa, who zealously espoused the cause of at
of wicked practices,*" Observe also the tune when he
the Jews, as in like manner many of the great was made procurator, a. d. 52; that when St. Paul
pleaded his cause betore him, a. D. AH, he might have
men stood by Cumanus), he condemned the been
years u Judge unto that nation," as St. I'uul
Samaritans, and commanded that three of the says he** many
had then been (Actsxxiv. 10), but us to what
most powerful men among them should he Tacitus here says, that belore the death of C'uiuaniis,
was procurator over Samaria only, it due. not
put to death: be banished Cumanus, and sent Felix ngiee
with St. Paul's wonla. who would hardly
Oder hound to Jerusalem, to be delivered will
have called Snmaria a Jewish nation. In short, since
what Tacitus here says is about countries very remote
over to the Jews to he tormented | that he from
where lie lived: since what be says of Iwo
should be drawn round tbe city, and then" RomanItume,
procurators, the one over Galilee. Ibe ottiei
be headed.
aver Samaria at the same time, is wilhoot all example
and since Joscphns, who lived at that very
8. After this Cesar sent Felix.t the bro- elsewhere;
time id J udea. appears to have known noihing of this
procuratorship
Felix, before the death of CumitmiR,
• This Ummidios, or Numidina, or, as Tacitus calla —1 much suspectol" the
story itself as nothing belter thai
hint, Vinidius Quadratus, is mentioned in an ancient in a mistake of Tacitus, especially wheo it seems Dot ivnlf
scription, anil preserved, as Spanliclm here informs us, omitted, hut contradicted by Josephus, as any one Baa/
» Inch calla him Vmmidivt Quntfratus.
find that compares their hhtories tiaa-ther. Possible
* take the character of lhisFelix(who is well known) Felix miaht have been a sub inliuale judce among tha
lf<m the Acta of the Apostles, particularly from his Jews sometime before, under Comal US; but that he was
rumbling when St. Paul discoursed of - righteousness, in earnest a procurator of Samaria before. 1 do not be
chastily. and judgment to come" (Actsxxiv. so); and lieve. Bishop Pearson, as well as Bishop l.loid. quota
do w >udi r. when we !mve elsewhere mth Ihat hi- lived this
but be'Vvwith a Tdoubtltil
/iitft I'auT«'• If we may
aciius " c'tmse
Pears,; SiAnna!.
in adultery with Orvailri. another inan'i wile (Antio h Clfn. ai'ciunt.
aa. eb. eii. aecL t\. in 'he word* of 'larnus, i-rodm-id lili. pas'- M. Marsha P. To1'-* »l *. Ii 1U.
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upon the theatre,—I omit to ray any more so he sent i
about tbem, because there are writers enough armed, who destroyed a great
upon those subjects everywhere; but I shall them.
turn mjself to those actions of his time in 5. But there was an Egyptian false pro
which the Jews were concerned.
phet that did the Jews more mischief than
2. Nero therefore bestowed the kingdom the former ; for he was a cheat, and pretended
of the Lesser Armenia upon Aristobulus, to be a prophet also, and got together thirty
Herod's* son, and he added to Agrippu's thousand men that were deluded by him ;
kingdom four cities, with the toparchies to these he led round about from the wilderness
them belonging: I mean Ahila, and that to the mount which was called the Mount of
Julias which is in Perea, Taricbea also, and Olives, and was ready to break into Jerusa
Tiberias ofGalilee; but over the rest of Jtidca lem by force from that place; and if he could
he made Felix procurator. This Felix took but once conquer the Roman garrison and
Eleazsr the arch robber, and many that were the people, be intended to domineer over
with him, alive, when they bad ravaged the ihem by the assistance of those guards of bis
country for twenty years together, and sent that were to break into the city with him;
tbem to Rome; but as to the number of the but Felix prevented his attempt, and met him
robbers whom he caused to be crucified, and of with his Roman soldiers, while all the people
those who were caught among them, and assisted him in bis attack upon them, insomuch
whom he brought to punishment, they were a that, when it came to a battle, the Egypti:m
ran away, with a few others, while the
multitude not to be enumerated.
3. When the country was purged of these, greatest part of those that were with bim were
there sprang up another sort of robbers in either destroyed or taken alive; but tbe re>t
f Jerusalem, which were called Sicarii, who of the multitude were dispersed every one in
slew men in the day-time, and in the midst of their own homes and there concealed them
the city ; this tbey did chiefly at the festivals, selves.
when they mingled themselves among the 6. Now, when these were quieted, it hap
multitude, and concealed daggers under their pened, as it does in a diseased body, that an
garments, with which tbey stabbed those that other part was subject to an inflammation; lot
were their enemies; and when any fell down a company of deceivers and robbers got to
dead, the murderers became a part of those gether, and persuaded tbe Jews to revolt,
that had indignation against them ; by which and exhorted tbem to assert their liberty, in
means they appeared persons of such reputa flicting death on those that continued in obe
tion, that tbey could by no means be discover dience to the Roman government, and saying,
ed. The first man who was slain by them that such as willingly chose slavery ought to
was Jonathan the high-priest, after whose be forced from such their desired inclinations;
death many were slain every day, while the for they parted themselves into different
fear men were in of being so served, was more bodies, and lay in wait up and down the
afflicting than the calamity itself; and while country, and plundered the houses of the great
every body expected death every hour, as men men, and slew the men themselves, and set the
do in war, so men were obliged to look be villages on fire; and this till all Judea was
fore them, and to take notice of their enemies filled with the effects of their madness. And
at a great distance; nor, if their friends were thus the flame was every (lay more and more
coming to them, durst tbey trust them any blown up, till it came to a direct war.
longer; but, in the midst of their suspicions 7* There was also another disturbance at
and guarding of themselves, they were slain. Cesarea:—those Jews who were mixed wiih
Such was the celerity of the plotters against the Syrians that lived there, raising a tumult
them, and so cunning was their contriv against them. The Jews pretended that the
ance.
city was theirs, and said that he who built it
4. There was also another body of wicked was a Jew; meaning king Herod. The
men gotten together, not so impure in their Syrians confessed also that its builder was a
actions, but more wicked in their intentions, Jew; but they still said, however, that the
w ho laid waste the happy state of the city no city was a Grecian city; for that he who set
less than did these murderers. These were up statues and temples in it could not design
such men as deceived and deluded the people it for Jews. On which account both parties
under pretence of divine inspiration, but had a contest with one another; and this con
were for procuring innovations and changes test increased so much, that it came at last to
of the government; and these prevailed with arms, and the bolder sort of them marched
the multitued to act like madmen, and went out to fight; for the elders of the Jews were
before tbem into the wilderness, as pretend not able to put a stop to their own people
ing that God would there show them the that were disposed to be tumultuous, arid the
signals of liberty; but Felix thought this Greeks thought it a shame for tbem to be
procedure was to be the beginning of a revolt ; overcome by the Jews. Now these Jews
• i. «. Htrod, king of CbalcU,
exceeded (lie others in riches and strengtb ol
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body ; but the Grecian part bad the advantage plunder those that lived quietly. The effe-t
ot Hssistance from the soldiery j for the great of which was this, that those who lost thpir
est part of the Roman garrison was raised goods were forced to hold their peace, when
out of Syria ; and being thus related to the they had reason to show great indignation at
Syrian part, they were ready to assist it.— what they had suffered ; but those who hid
However, the governors of the city were con escaped, were forced to flatter him that de
cerned to keep all quiet, and whenever they served to be punished, out of the fear they
caught those that were most for fighting on were in of suffering equally with the others.
either sinV they punished them with stripes Upon the whole nobody durst speak their
and bonds. Yet did not the sufferings of minds, for tyranny was generally tolerated ;
those that were caught affright the remainder, and at this time were those seeds sown which
or make them desist ; buf they were still brought the city to destruction.
more and more exasperated, and deeper en
2. And although such was the character of
gaged in the sedition. And as Felix came Albinus, yet did Gessius Florus,* who suc
once into the market-place, and commanded ceeded him, demonstrate him to have been a
the Jews, when they had beaten the Syrians, most excellent person, upon the comparison :
to go their ways, and threatened them if they for the former did the greatest part of his ro
would not, and they would not obey him, he gueries in private, and with a sort of dissimu
sent his soldiers out upon them and slew a lation ; but Gessius did bis unjust actions to
great many of them, upon which it fell out the harm of the nation after a pompous man
that what they bad was plundered. And as ner ; and as though he bad been sent as an
the sedition still continued, he chose out the executioner to punish condemned malefactors,
most eminent men on both sides as ambassa he omitted no sort of rapine, or of vexation :
dors to Nero, to argue about their several where the case was really pitiable, he was
privileges.
most barbarous; and in things of the greatest
turpitude, be was most impudent; nor could
any one outdo him in disguising the truth ;
nor could any one contrive more subtle ways
CHAPTER XIV.
of deceit than he did. He indeed thought it
FKSTUS SUCCEEDS FELIX, WHO IS SUCCEEDED bw* s petty offence to get money out of single
BY AI.BINUS, AS HE IS BY FLORUS; WHO, BV persons; so he spoiled whole cities, and ruined
THE BARBARITY OF HIS GOVERNMENT, entire bodies of men at once, and did almost
publicly proclaim it all the country over, that
FORCES THE JEWS INTO THE WAR.
they had liberty given them to turn robbers,
§ 1. Now it was that Festus succeeded Felix upon this condition, that he might go shares
as procurator, and made it his business to with them in the spoils. Accordingly, this
correct those that made disturbances in the his greediness of gain was the occasion that
country. So he caught the greatest part of entire toparcbies were brought to desolation;
the robbers, and destroyed a great many of and a great many of the people left their own
them. But then Albinus, who succeeded country, and fled into foreign provinces.
Festus, did not execute his office as the other 3. And truly, while Cestius Gallus was pre
had done; nor was there any sort of wicked sident ofthe province of Syria, nobody durst do
ness that could be named but he had a band so much as send an embassage to him against
in it. Accordingly, he did not only, in his Florus; but when be was come to Jerusalem,
political capacity, steal and plunder every upon the approach of the feast of unleavened
one's substance, nor did he only burden the bread, the people came about him not fewer
whole nation with taxes, but he permitted the in number than three millions')/ ; these be
relations of such as were in prison for robbery, sought him to commiserate the calamities of
and had been laid there, either by the senate their nation, and cried out upon Florus as the
of every city, or by the former procurators, bane of their country. But as he was preto redeem them for money; and nubody
remained in thr* prisons as a malefactor but • Not long after this beginning of Florin, the w:ckedrst
ofnil the Roman procurators ofJudea. and the immediate
he who gave him nothing. At this time it occasion
of the Jewish war, at the twelfth year of Nero,
was that the enterprises of the seditious at and the seventeenth
of Agrippa. nr a.d. 66. the history la
Jerusalem were very formidable; the princi the twenty books ofJosephus's A ntiquities ends ; although
did not finish these books till the thirteenth of
pal men among them purchasing leave of Al Josephus
Domilian, or A D. 93; twenty-seven years afterward; as
binus to go on with their seditious practices; he
did not finish their Appendix, containing an account
his own life, till Agrippa was dead, which happened
while that part of the people who delighted of
in the third year of Trajan, or a.d. 100; as J have several
in disturbances joined themselves to such as limes
observed before.
had fellowship with Albinus; and everyone * Here
we may note, that tbree millions of the Jews
were present at the passover. A D. 65; whinb confirms
of these wicked wretches was encompassed what
Josephus
informs us oC that at a pass,
with his own band of robbers, white he him over a little later,elsewhere
they counting two hundred and fifty-six
self, like an arch robber, or a tyrant, made a thousand five hundred paschal lambs; which, at twelve
each lamb, which is no immoderate calculation, coma
tigure among his company, and abused his toto three
millions seventy-eight thousand. ' Sec b. vi. co
authority over those about him, in order to il.
sect.3.
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sent, nnd stood by Cestui*, be laughed at their
words.
However, Cestiii9, when be bad
quieted the multitude, and had assured them
that he would take care that Florus should
hereafter treat them in a more gentle manner,
returned to Antioch ; Florus also conducted
him as far as Cesarea, and deluded him,
though be had at that very time the purpose
of showing his anger at the nation, and pro
curing a war upon them, by which means alone
it was that he supposed he might conceal his
enormities; for he expected that, if the peace
continued, be should have the Jews for his
accusers before Caesar ; but that if he could
procure them to make a revolt, be should
divert their laying lesser crimes to his charge,
by a misery that was so much greater ; he
therefore did every day augment their calami
ties, in order to induce them to a rebellion.
4. Now at this time it happened that the
Grecians at Ceserea had been too bard for
the Jews, and had obtained of Nero the go
vernment of the city, and hud brought the
judicial determination: at the same time began
the war, in tfie twelfth year of the reign of
Nero, and the seventeenth of the reign of
Avrippa, in the month of Artemisius [Jyar].
Now the occasion of this war was by no means
proportionable to those heavy calamities which
it brought upon us; for the Jews that dwelt at
Cesarea had a synagogue near the place, whose
owner was a certain Cesarean Greek : the Jews
had endeavoured frequently to have purchased
the possession of the place, and bad offered
many times its value for its price; but as the
owner overlooked their offers, so did he raise
other buildings upon the place, in way of affront
to them, and made working-shops of them,
and left them but a narrow passage, and such
as was very troublesome for them to go along
to their synagogue; whereupon the warmer
part of the Jewish youth went hastily to the
workmen, and forbade them to build there ;
but as Florus would not permit them to use
force, the great men of the Jews, with John
the publican, being in the utmost distress
what to do, persuaded Florus, with the offer
of eight talents, to hinder the work. He
then, being intent upon nothing but getting
money, promised he would do fjr them all
tbey desired of bim, and then went away from
Cesarea to Sebaste, and left the sedition to
take its full course, as if he had sold a license
to the Jews to fight it out.
5. Now on the next day, which was the
■eventh day of the week, when the Jews were
crowding apace to their synagogue, a certain
man of Cesarea, of a seditious temper, got an
earthen vessel, and set it with the bottom up
ward, at the entrance of that synagogue, and
sacrificed birds.*
This thing provoked* the
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Jews to an incurable degree, because their
laws were affronted, and the place waa pol
luted; whereupon the sober and moderate part
of the Jews thought it proper to have recourse
to their governors again, while tbe seditious
part, and such as were in the fervour of tbeii
youth, were vehemently inflamed to tik'ht
The seditious also among [tbe Gentiles of^
Cesarea stood ready for the same purpose ,
for they bad, by agreement, sent the matt to
sacrifice beforehand [as ready to support bim] ;
so that it soon came to blows. Hereupon
Jucundus, the master of the horse, who was
ordered to prevent the fight, came thither, and
took away tbe earthen vessel, and endeavoured
to put a stop to the sedition; but when he
was overcome by the violence of the people
of Cesarea, the Jews caught up their books
of tbe law, and retired to Nurbata, which
was a place to them belonging, distant from
Cesarea sixty furlongs. But John, and twelve
of the principal men with bim, went to Flo
rus, to Sebaste, and made a lamentable com
plaint of their case, and besought him to help
them : and with all possible decency, put
him in mind of the eight talents tbey had
given him; but he had the men seized upon,
and put in prison, and accused tbem foi
carrying tbe books of tbe law out of Ce
sarea.
6. Moreover, as to the citizens of Jerusa
lem, although they took this matter very ill,
yet did they restrain their passion; but Flo
rus acted herein as if he had been hired, and
blew up the war into a flame, and sent some
to take seventeen talents out of the sacred
treasure, and pretended that Cte&ar wanted
them. At this tbe people were in confusion
immediately, and ran together to the temple,
with prodigious clamours, and called upon
Cesar by name, and besought bim to free
them from tbe tyranny of Florus. Some also
of the seditious cried out upon Florus, and
cast tbe greatest reproaches upon him, and
carried a basket about, and begged some spills
of money for bim, as for one that was desti
tute of possessions, and in a miserable condi
tion. Yet was not he nr de ashamed hereby
of bis love of money, but was more enraged,
and provoked to get still more; and instead
of coming to Cesarea, as be ought to have
done, and quenching the flame of war, which
was beginning thence, and so taking away
the occasion of any disturbances, on which
account it was that he had received a reward
[of eight talents], be marched hastily with
an army of horsemen and footmen against
Jerusalem, that he might gain his will by the
arms of the Romans, and might, by his terror
and byjiis tbreatenings, bring the city into
subjection.

• Take here Dr. Hudson's very pertinent note. "By leper [Lrvtt en. xl»). It is also known that the Genr.les
this action." fays he, "the killini: of a bird aver an ear reproached the Jews as subject to the leprosy, »nd be.
then vessel, the Jew* were es posed aft u leprous people; Ii.-vnl that lhe\ weredriven outof F-trvptotl that Kccounl
fcr that waa to be done by the law in the cleansing of a This that eminent person, Mr. Kelaod, iuai*ctted lottM.*
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7. But the people ware desirous of making
Floras ashamed of bis attempt, and met his
soldiers with acclamations, and put themselves
in order to receiti' him very submissively;
but he sent Cupito, a centurion, belorehand,
with fifty soldiers, to bid them go back, and
not now make a show of receiving him in an
obliging manner, whom they hud so foully
reproached before; and said that it was in
cumbent on them, in case they had generous
souls, and were free speakers, to jest upon
him to his face, and appear to be lovers of
liberty, not only in words, but with their
weapons also. With this message was the
multitude amazed ; and upon the coming of
CapUo's horsemen into the midst of them,
they were dispersed before they could salute
Florus, or manifest their submissive behaviour
to him. Accordingly, tbey retired to their
own houses, and spent that night in fear and
confusion of face.
8. Now at this time Florus took up his
quarters at the palace ; and on the next day
he bad his tribunal set before it, and sat upon
it, when the bigb-priests, and the men of
power, and those of the greatest eminence in
the city, came all before that tribunal; upon
which Florus commanded them to deliver up
to bim those that bad reproached him, and
told them that they -should themselves partake
of the vengeance to them belonging, if they
did not produce the criminals; but these de
monstrated that the people were peaceably dis
posed, and they begged forgiveness for those
that had spoken amiss ; for that it was no
wonder at all that in so great a multitude
there should be some more daring than tbey
ought to be, and by reason of their younger
age, foolish also ; and that it was impossible
to distinguish those that offended from the
rest, while every one was sorry for what he
had done, and denied it out of fear of what
would follow: that he ought, however, to
provide tor the peace of the nation, and to
take such counsels as might preserve the city
for the Romans, and rather, for the sake of a
great number of innocent people, to forgive a
few that were guilty, than for the sake of a
few of the wicked, to put so large and good a
body of men into disorder.
9. Florus was more provoked at this, and
called out aloud to the soldiers to plunder
that which was called the Upper Market
Place, and to slay such as they met with. So
the soldiers, taking this exhortation of their
commander In a sense agreeable to their de
sire of gain, did not only plunder the place
they were sent to, but forcing themselves into
every house, they slew its inhabitants; so the
citizens fled along the narrow lanes, and the
soldiers slew those that they caught, and no
method of plunder was omitted ; they also
caught many of the quiet people, and brought
them before Florus, whom he first chastised
with stripes, and then crucified. Accordingly,
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the whole number of those that were destroyed
that day, with their wives and children (lot
tbey did not spare even the infants them
selves), was about three thousand and six
hundred; and what made this calamity the
heavier, was this new method of Roman bar
barity ; for Florus ventured then to do what.
no one had done before, that is, to ha>e men
of the equestrian order whipped,* and nan,
to .the cross before his tribunal; wbo, although
they were by birth Jews, yet were they of
Roman dignity notwithstanding.

CHAPTER XV.
COSCEKNING BEHNICe's PETITION TO FLORDS,
TO SPAKE THE JEWS, BUT IN VAIN; AS
ALSO HOW, AFTER THE SEDITIOUS FLAME
WAS QUENCHED, IT WAS KINDLED AGAIN
BY FLOKUS.

§ 1. About this very time king Agrippa was
going to Alexandria, to congratulate Alexan
der upon his having obtained the government
of Egypt from Nero; but as bis sister Bernice was come to Jerusalem,- and saw the
wicked practices of the soldiers, she was
sorely affected at it, and frequently sent the
masters of her horse and her guards to Florus,
and begged of bim to leave off these slaugh
ters; but he would not comply with her
request, nor have any regard either to the
multitude of those already slain, or to the
nobility of her that interceded, but only to the
advantage he should make by his plundering ;
nay, this violence of the soldiers broke out to
such a degree of madness, that it spent itself
on the queen herself; for they did not only
torment and destroy those whom they had
caught under her very eyes, but indeed had
killed herself also, unless she had prevented
them by flying to the palace, and had staid
there all night with her guards, which she hud
about her for fear of an insult from tbe sol
diers. Now she dwelt then at Jerusalem, in
order to perform a vowf which she had made
• Here we have examples of native Jew* who wen- ol
the equestrian order amung the Romans, and so ought
iti-viT to have been whipped urcrueilied, according to the
Roman laws. See almost the like case in SL Paul I self. Acts xxii. i5—29.
+ This vow which Berniee (here and elsewhere called
Queen, not only as a daughter and sister to two kings
Agrippa the Great, and Agrippa junior, but tbe whlo*
ol Herod, king of Cbalcis) came now to accomplish at
Jerusalem, was not that of a Nazanlp. but such a one
as religious Jews used to make, in hopes of any deliver
ance from a disease or other denser, as Josephus here
intimates. However, these thirty days' abode at Jeru
salem, for fasting and preparation against the oblation
of a proper sacrifice, seems to be too long, unless it
were wholly voluntary in this great lady. It is not re
quired m the law uf Moses relating to Masarift-s, Numb,
vi.; and is very different from St. Paul's time for such
preparation, which was but one day. Acts XXL '.'". So
we want already the continuation of the Antiquities to
allurd us light here, as they bave hitherto done, on so
many occasions elsewhere. Perhaps in this age tne* tra
il, tiuns uf the Pharisees had obliged the Jews to this
degree of rigour, out only as to tbass thirty days pro-
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to God ; for it is usual with those that had 4. At this time it waa that every priest,
been either afflicted with a distemper, or with and every servant of God, brought out tnr»
any other distresses, to make vows ; and for holy vessel.*, and the ornamental garment*
tlurty days before they are to offer their sacri wherein they used to minister in sacred thing*.
fices, to abstain from wine, and to shave the The harpers also, and the singers of hymns,
hair of their head. Which things Bernice came out with their instruments of music,
was now performing, and stood barefoot before and fell down before the multitude, and beg
Florus's tribunal, and besought him [to spare ged of them that they would preserve thus*
the Jews]. Yet could she neither have reve holy ornaments to tbein, and not to provoke
rence paid to her, nor could she escape ^jfh- the Romans toeariv offthose sacred treasures.
out some danger of being slain herself
You might also see then the high-priests them
2. This happened upon the sixteenth day selves, with dust sprinkled in great plenty
of the month Artemisjua [Jyar]. Now on upon their heads, with bosoms deprived of
the next day, tin' multitude, who were in a any covering but w hat was rent ; these be
great agony, ran together to the upper mar sought every one of the eminent men by
ket-place, and made the loudest lamentations name, and the multitude in common, that
for those that had perished ; and the greatest they would not for a small offence betray their
part of the cries were such as reflected on country to those that were desirous to have
Florus j at which the men of power were it laid waste ; saying, " What benefit will it
affrighted, together with the high-priests, and bring to the soldiers to have a salutation from
rent their garments, and fell down before each the Jews? or what amendment of your aiftira
of them, and besought them to leave off, and will it bring you, if you do not now go out
not to provoke Florus to some incurable pro to meet them ? and that if they sahited them
cedure, besides what they had already suffered. civilly, all handle would be cut off from Flo
Accordingly, the multitude complied imme rus to begin a war; that they should thereby
diately, out of reverence to those that had de gain their country, and freedom from all far
sired it of tlftm, and out of the hope they had ther sufferings ; and that, besides, it would
that Florus would do them no more injuries. be a sign of great want of command of them
3. So Florus was troubled that the distur selves, if they should yield to a few seditious
bances were over, and endeavoured to kindle persons, while it was fitter for them who were
that flame again, and sent for the high-priests, so great a people, to force the others to act
with the other eminent persons, and said, the soberly."
only demonstration that the people would not 5. By these persuasions, which they used
make any other innovations should be this,— to the multitude and to the seditious, they
that they must go out and meet the soldiers restrained some by threatening^ and others
that were ascending from Cesarea, whence by the reverence that was paid them. After
.two cohorts were coming; and while these this they led them out, and they met the sol
men were exhorting the multitude so to do, diers quietly, and after a composed manner,
he sent beforehand, and gave directions to the and when they were come up with them, they
centuiions of the cohorts that they should saluted them ; but when they made no answer,
give notice to those that were under them, not the seditious exclaimed against Florus, which
to return the Jews' salutations ; and that if was the signal given for falling upon them.
they made any reply to his disadvantage, they The soldiers therefore encompassed them
should make use of their weapons. Now the presently, and struck them with their cluhs.
high-priests assembled the multitude in the and as they fled away, the horsemen trampled
temple, and desired them to go and meet the them down ; so that a great many fell down
Romans, and to salute the cohorts very civilly, dead by the strokes of the Romans, and more
before their miserable case should become in by theirown violence in crushing one another.
curable. Now the seditious part would not Now there was a terrible crowding about
comply with these persuasions; but the con the gates, and while every body «as making
sideration of those that had been destroyed baste to get before another, the flight of
made them incline to those that were the them all was retarded, and a terrible de
struction there was among those that fell
boldest for actios.
down, for they were suffocated, and broken
paration. bntu to the corns: barefoot all that time,— to pieces by the multitude of those that were
which here Bernice submitted to also. For we know uppermost; nor could any of item be distin
that as God's and our Saviour's yoke, is usually easy,
and his burden comparatively light, in such positive guished by his relations, in order to the care
injunctions. Mat. xi. 30. so di<j the Scribes and Phari
sees sometimes "bind upon mi-n h< avy burdens, and of his funeral ; the soldiers also who beat
srirvnua to oa borne." even when they themselvr'i tbem fell upon those whom they overtook
** would not touch them with one of their linirers," without showing them nny mercy, and thrust
Mat. xxiii. 4; i.nke xi. 46. However. Nohlins well
multitude through the place called Bezeobserves. l)e Herod. No. 404, 4M. that Juvrnul. in his the
stxih satire, alludes to this remarkable penanre or sub tha," as tbey forced their way, in order to get
mission of this Bernice to Jewish discipline, and jests
upon her for it; as do Tacitus, Dio, Suetonius, and • 1 take this Bezetha to he that ama!) hilt adjnin.ni
Kexlus Auretius, mention her as one well known at
to the noitfav aide of U)t temple, whei.ua waft the boa.
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in and seize upon the temple, Vid the tower of that disturbance, wherein they were only
Antonia. Florus also, being desirous to get the sufferers. Yet were not the governors of
those places into his possession, brought such Jerusalem silent upon this occasion, but did
aa were with him out of the king's palace, and themselves write to Cestius, as did Berniea
would have compelled them to get as far as the also, about the illegal practices of which Fiona
citadel [Antonia]; but his attempt failed, for had been guilty against the city; who, upoa
the people immediately turned back upon him, reading both accounts, consulted with his cap
and stopped the violence of his attempt; and as tains [what he should do]. Now some at
they stood upon the tops of their houses they them thought it best for Cestius to go up with
threw their darts at the Romans, who, as they hk army, either to punish the revolt, if it was
were sorely galled thereby, because those wea raw, or to settle the Roman affairs on a surer
pons came from above, and they were not able foundation, if the Jews continued quiet under
to make a passage through the multitude, them; but he thought it best himself to send
which stopped up the narrow passages, they one of his intimate friends beforehand, to see
retired to the camp which was at the palace. the state of affairs, and to give him a faithful
6. But for the seditious, they were afraid account ofthe intentions of the Jews. Accord
lest Florus should come again, and get pos ingly, he sent one of his tribunes, whose name
session of the temple, through Antonia; so was Neopolitanus, who met with king Agrippa
they got immediately upon those cloisters of as he was returning from Alexandria, at Jainthe temple that joined to Antonia, and cut nia, and told him who it was that sent him, and
them down. This cooled the avarice of Flo on what errands he was sent.
rus; for whereas he was eager to obtain the 2. And here it was that the high-priests
treasures of God"[in the temple], and on that and men of power among the Jews, as well
account was desirous of getting into Antonia, as the sanhedrim, came to congratulate the
as soon as the cloisters were broken down he king [upon his safe return]; and after they
left otf bis attempt; he then sent for the high- had paid him their respects, they lamented
priests and the sanhedrim, and told them that their own calamities, and related to him
he was indeed himself going out of the city, what barbarous treatment they had met with
but that he would leave them as large a gar from Florus. At which barbarity Agrippa
rison as they shouM desire. Hereupon they bad great indignation, but transferred, after a
promiseiAhat they would make no innova subtle manner, his anger towards those Jews
tions, in case he would leave them one band; whom he really pitied, that he might beat ,
but not that which had fought with the Jews, down their high thoughts of themselves, and
because the multitude bore ill-will against would have them believe that tbey had not
that band on account of what they had suf been so unjustly treated, in order to dissuade
fered from it; so he changed the band as them from avenging themselves. So these
tbey desired, and with the rest of his forces great men, as of better understanding than the
rest, and desirous of peace, because of the pos
returned to Csesarea.
sessions they had, understood that this rebuke
which tbey king gave them was intended for
their good; but as to the people, tbey came
CHAPTER XVI.
sixty furlongs out of Jerusalem, and congra
tulated both Agrippa and Neopolitanus; but
CE5TID8 SENDS NEOPl LITANUS THE TRIBUNE the wjves of those that had been slain came
Til SEE IN WHAT CONDITION THE AFFAIRS running first of all and lamenting. The peo
OF THE JEWS WEUE. AGRIPPA MAKES A ple also, w hen they heard their mourning, fell
SPEECH TO THE PEOPLE OF THE JEW8.THAT into lamentations also, and besought Agrippa
HE MAY DIVERT THEM FROM THEIR INTEN to assist them : they also cried out to Neopoli
TIONS OF MAKING WAR WITH THE ROMANS. tanus,
and complained of the many miseries
they bad endured under Florus; and they
§ 1. However, Florus contrived another way showed
when they were come into the
to oblige the Jews to begin the war, and sent city, howthem,
the market-place was made desolate,
to Cestius and accused the Jews falsely of re and
the houses plundered. They then per
volting [from the Roman government], and suaded
Neopolitanus, by the means ofAgrippa,
imputed the beginning of the former tight to that he would walk round the city, with only
them, and pretended they bad been the authors one servant, as far as Siloam, that he might
pital with flee portico*" or cloisters, and brnrath whicti inform himself that the Jews submitted to all
wn llir sheep-pool of llcthesda; into which an anget or the rest of the Romans, and were only din.
roesscuger,
certain
descended
wherewere
he pleased at Florus, by reason of his exceeding
or
they, whoai awere
the reason,
u flrat pin
into the. andpool,"
cured. John t. 1. Ate. This situation of llexelha, in Jo- !i barbarity to them. So he walked round, and
tephus, on the north side of the temple, and not far ofl had sufficient experience of the good temper
the tower Antonia, exactly agrees to the place ol the
aame pool at this day; only the remaining cloister* are the people were in, and then went op to the
but three. See Maundrel. rwigr 106. The entire buitd- temple, where he called the multitude together,
inga seem to hare been called the New Cityi and this and highly commended them for their fidelity
imrt. when* was the hospiial, peculiarly bVxctba or Bc- to the Romans, and earnestly exhorted them to
Useada. eV» cb. tlx. acvt.4.
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keep the. peace: and having performed such for it, out of* an unreasonable expectation of
parts of divine worship at the temple as he was regaining their liberty, and because others
allowed to do, he returned to Cestiui.
hope to get by it, a.id are therefore earnestly
3. But as for the multitude of the Jews, bent upon it; that in tbe confusion ot your
they addressed themselves to the king, and to affairs they may gain what belongs to trio>e
the high-priests, and desired they might have that are too weak to resist tbem, I bare
leave to send ambassadors to Nero against thought proper to get you all together, and
Florus, and not by their silence ullbrd a sus to say to you w hat 1 think to be for your ad
picion that they bad been the occasion of such vantage; that so tbe former may grow wiser,
great slaughters as had been made, and were and change their minds, and that tbe best men
disposed to revolt, alleging that tbey sV^ld may come to no harm by the ill conduct ot
seem to have been tbe first beginners of tbe some others. And let not any one be tumul
war, if they did not prevent the report by tuous against me, in case what they hear me
showing who it was that began it; and it ap say do not please tbem; for as to those that
peared openly that tbey would not be quiet, if admit of no cure, but are resolved upon a
any body should binder them irom sending such revolt, it will still be in tbeir power to retain
an embassage. But Agrippa, although he the same sentiments after my exhortation is
thought it too dangerous a thing for tbem to over; bt't still my discourse will Call to the
appoint men to go as the accusers of Florus. ground, even with relation to those that have
yet did he not think it fit for bim to overlook a mind to hear me, unless you will all keep
them, as tbey were "n a disposition for war. silence. I am well aware that many make a
He therefore called the multitude togetherinto tragical exclamation concerning the injuries
a large gallery, and placed his sister Bernice in that have been offered you by your procura
the houseofthe Asamoneans, that sbe might be tors, and concerning the glorious advantages
seen by them (which house was over the gal of liberty; but before I begin tbe inquiry,
lery, at the passage to the upper city, where who you are that must go to war, and who
the bridge joined the temple to the gallery), they are against whom you must fight, — I
shall first separate those pretences that art- Sy
and spake to them as follows:—
4. * " Had I perceived that you were all some connected together ; for if you aim at
zealously disposed to go to war with the Ro avenging yourselves on those that have done
mans, and that the purer and more sinceie you injury, why do yon pretend tlfrs to be a
part of the people did not propose to live in war for recovering your liberty? but if you
peace, I bad not come out to vou, nor been think all servitude intolerable, to what pur
so bold as to give you counsel; for all dis pose serve your complaints against your par
courses that tend to persuade men to do what ticular governors? for if they treated you
they ought to do is superfluous, when the with moderation, it would still be equally an
bearers are agreed to do the contrary. But unworthy tbing to be in servitude. Consider
because some are earnest to go to war because now the several cases that may be supposed,
they are young, and w-*.hout experience of how little occasion there is for your going to
the miseries it brings j and because some are war. Your first occasion is the accusation"
* In this speech of king Agrippa we have an authen you have to make against your procurators •
tic account of the extent ant! strength of the Roman now here you ought to be submissive to
empire when the Jewish war began. And this speech, those
in authority, and not give them any
with other cirrutnatancea in Josepbua. demonstrates how
wise and I ow great a person Agri->pa was. and uhy Jo- provocation: but when you reproach men
sephus i-isewherc calls him 0«v,u«rj«r«r»r,& mrtat wondetful. or admirable man, CnnU Ap. i. 9. Be is the grently for small offences, you excite those
san e Agrippa who said to Paul. "Almost thou persnad- whom you reproach to be your adversaries;
est me to be a Christian." Actsxxvi.iB; and of whom for this will only make them leave off hurt
f>t. Paul said. He was expert in at) the customs and.
questions of the Jews," v. 3. eiee another intimalioD of ing you privately, and with some degree of
the limits ot the same Roman empire. Of the War. b. modesty, and to lay what you have waste
hi. ch. v. sect. 7. But what seems to me very remark openly. Now nothing so much damps tbe
able hi re is Ibis, that when Josepbua, in imitation of force of strokes as bearing them with pa
the Greeks and Roniuns. tor whose use he wrote his An
tiquities, did himself frequently compose the speeches tience; and the quietness of those who are
which he put into their mouths, tbey arpear. by the injured, diverts tbe injurious persotts from
polilenraa of their composition, and their flights of
oratory, to be not the real speeches* of tbe persons con afflicting. But let ys take it for granted, that
cerned, who UMially were no orators but of his own the Roman ministers are injurious to- you,
decant composition. 1 he speech before us is of ano and are incurably severe; yet are they not all
ther nainre. full of undeniable facts, umi composed in
a plain and unartful, but moving way; so it appears to the Romans who thus injure you; nor bath
be king Agrippa'sown speech, and to have been given Caesar, against whom you are going to make
Josephus by Aerippa himself, with whom .loiephus bad war, injured you: it is not by their command
the creates! friendship. I\or may we omit At-rippu's
constant dortrine here, that this homan empire was that any wicked governor is sent to you; for
raiaed and supported by Divite Providence; and that they who are in the west cannot see those that
therefore it was in vain for the Jews, or any others, to are in tbe east; nor indeed is it easy for them
think of
destroyingsolemn
it. Norappeal
may towe thenesleet
take
notice
of Agrippa's
envels.to here
eveh to hear what is done in these parts.
osed; the like appeals to which we hove in S't. Paul, 1 tbore,
Tim v. 31. and by the apostles tn eeneral. in the form Now it is absurd to mwke war with a great
ot tbe ordioution o: !» -hop*, CoustituL Apust. viii.4.
manv for the sake of one; to do *0 with such
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mighty people, for a imoll cause; and this are those treasures which may be sufficient for
when these people are not able to know of your undertakings? Do you suppose, I pray
what you complain : nay, such crimes as we you, that you are to make war with the Eg* pcomplain of may «oon be corrected, for the tiaus, and with the Arabians? Will you not
same procurator will not continue for ever ; carefully reflect upon the Roman empire?
and probable it is that the successors will Will you noi estimate your own weakness?
come with more moderate inclinations. But Hatb not your army been often beaten even
as for war, if it be once begun, it is not easily by your neighbouring nations, while the powe
laid down again, nor borne without calamities of the Romans is invincible in all parts of tb
coming therewith. However, as to the de babitaIHe earth ? nay, rather, they seek fi *
sire of recovering your liberty, it is unsea somewhat still beyond that; for all Euphra
sonable to indulge it so late ; whereas you tes is not a sufficient boundary for them on
ought to have laboured earnestly in old time the east side, nor the Danube on the nurih :
that you might never have tost it: for the and for their southern limit, Libya hath been
first experience of slavery was hard to be en searched over by them, as far as countries
dured, and the struggle that you might never uninhabited, as is Cadiz their limit on the west ;
have been subject to it would have been just; nay, indeed, they have sought for another
but that slave who hath been once brought habitable earth beyond the ocean, and have
into subjection, and then runs away, is rather carried their arms as far as such British
a refractory slave than a lover of liberty ; for islands as were never known before. What
it was then the proper time for doing all that therefore, do you pretend to? Are you richer
was possible, that you might never have than the Gauls, stronger than the Germans,
admitted the Romans [into your city] when wiser than the Greeks, more numerous than
Potnpey came first into the country. But so all men upon the habitable earth ?— WtiHt
it was, that our ancestors and their kings, confidence is it that elevates you to oppose
who were in much better circumstanres than the Romans? Perhaps it will be said. It is
we arc. both as to money and [strong] bodies, hard to endure slavery. Yes; hut how much
and [valiant] souls, did not bear the onset of harder is it to the Greeks, who were es
a small body of the Roman army. And yet teemed the noblest of all people under the
you who have not accustomed yourselves to sunl These, though they inhabit in a lance
obedience from one generation to another, country, are in subjection to six bundles of
and who are so much inferior to those who Roman rods. It is the same case with the
first submitted in your circumstances, will Macedonians, who have juster reason to claim
venture to oppose the entire empire of the their liberty than you have. What is the case
Romans; while those Athenians, who, in or of five hundred cities of Asia? do they not
der to preserve the liberty of Greece, did once submit to a single governor, and to the con*
set fire to theirown city; who pursued Xerxes, sular bundle of rods? What need I speak of
that proud prince, when he sailed upon the the Heniochi, and Colchi, and the nation of
sea; and could not be contained. by the seas, Tauri, those that inhabit the Bosphnrus, and
but conducted such an army as was too broad the nations about Puntus, and Meotis, who
for Europe ; and made him run away like a formerly knew not so much as a lord of their
fugitive in a single ship, and brake so great a own, but are now subject to three thousand
part of Asia at the Lesser Salamis, are yet at armed men, and where forty loug ship* keep
this time servants to the Romans; and those the sea in peace, which before was not navi
injunctions which arc sent from Italy, become gable, and very tempestuous? How strong a
laws to the principal governing city of Greece. plea may Bithynia, and Cappadocia, and the
—Those Lacedemonians also, who got the people of Pamphylia. the Lycians, and Cili*
great victories at Thennopvlas and Platea, cians, put in for liberty 1 but they are made
and bad Agcsilaus [for their king], anil tributary without an army. What are the
searched every corner of Asia, are contented circumstances of the Thracians, whose coun
to admit the same lords. These Macedoni try extends in breadth five days' journey, and
ans also, who stilt fancy what great men their in length seven, and is of a much more harsh
Philip and Alexander were, and see that the constitution, and much more defensible than
latter had promised them the empire over the yours, and, bv the rigour of its cold, suffi
world, these bear so great a change, and pay cient to keep off armies from attacking them?
their obedience to those whom fortune hath do not they submit to two thousand men of
advanced in their stead Moreover, ten thou- the Roman garrisons? Are not the Illyrians,
aand other nations there are, who had greater who inhabit the country adjoining, as far as
reason than we to claim their entire liberty, and Dalmatia and the Danube, governed by barely
yet do submit. You are the only people who two legions? by which also they put a stop
' think it a disgrace to he servants to those to to the incursions of the Dacians; and for
whom all the world hath submitted. What sort the Dalmatians, who have made such fre
of an army do you relv on? What are the quent insurrections, in order to regain their
arms you depend on? Where is your fleet that liberty, and who could never before be so
nay seize upon the Roman seas? and where thoroughly subdued, but that they a, a ays
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gatheied their forcei together again, and rerolted, yet are they now very quiet under one
Roman legion.
Moreover, if great advan
tages might provoke any people to revolt, the
Utuls might do it best of all, as being so
thoroughly walled round by nature ; on the
east side by the Alps, on the north by the
river Rhine, on the south by the Pyrenean
mountains, and on the west by the ocean.
Now, although these Gauls have such ob
stacles before them to prevent any attack
upon them, and have no fewer than three
hundred and five nations among them, nay,
have, as one may say, the fountains of domes
tic* happiness within themselves, and send out
plentiful streams of happiness over almost the
whole world, these bear to be tributary to
the Romans, and derive their prosperous con
dition from them ; and they undergo this, not
..(■cause they are of effeminate minds, or be
cause they are of an ignoble stock, as having
borne a war of eighty years, in order to pre
serve their liberty; but by reason of the great
regard they have to the power of the Romans,
and their good fortune, which is of greater
efficacy than their arms. These Gauls, there
fore, are kept in servitude by twelve hundred
soldiers, who are hardly so many as are their
cities; nor hath the gold dug out of the mines
of Spain been sufficient for the support of a
war to preserve their liberty, nor could their
vast distance from the Romans by land and
by sea do it ; nor could the martial tribes of
the Lusitanians and Spaniards escape; no
more could tbe ocean, with its tide, which
yet was terrible to tbe ancient inhabitants.
Nay, the Romans have extended their arms
beyond the pillars of Hercules, and have
walked among tbe clouds, upon the Pyrenean
mountains, and have subdued these nations;
and one legion is a sufficient guard for these
peopJe, although they were so hard to be
conquered, and at a distance so remote from
Rome. Who is there among you that hath
not heard of tbe great number of the Ger
mans? You have, to be sure, yourselves seen
them to be strong and tall, and that frequent
ly, since tbe Romans have them among their
capti ves everywhere ; yet these Germans
who dwell in an immense country, who have
minds greater than their bodies, and a soul
that despises death, and who are in rage
more fierce than wild beasts, have the Rhine
for the boundary of their enterprises, and are
tamed by eight Roman legions.
Such of
them as were taken captives* became their ser
vants; and the rest of the entire nation were
obliged to save themselves by flight. Do you
also, who depend on the walls of Jerusalem,
consider what a wall the Britons bad : for the
Romans sailed away to them, and subdued
them whiie they were encompassed by the
ocean, and inhabited an island that is not less
than [the continent of] this habitable earth,
BJid !cur legions aie a sufficient guard to so
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large an island : and why should I apeak
much more about tbis matter, while the Par
tisans, that most warlike body of men, and
lords of so many nations, and encompassed
with such mighty forces, send hostages to tbe
Romans ; whereby you may see, if you please,
even iu Italy, tbe noblest nation of tbe east,
under the notion of peace, submitting to serve
them. Now, when almost all people under
the snn snbmit to the Roman arms, will yon
be the only people that make war against
them? and this without regarding tbe fate
of the Carthaginians, who, in the midst of
their brags of tbe great Hannibal, and the
nobility of their I'henician original, fell by
the hand of Scipio.
Nor indeed have the
Cyrenians, derived from the Lacedemonian?,
nor the Marmaridas, a nation extended as far
as the regions uninhabitable for want of water,
nor have the Syrtes, a place terrible to such as
barely hear it described, the Nassamons and
Moors, and the immense multitude of the
Numidians, been able to put a stop to the
Roman valour; and as for the third part of
the habitable earth [Africa], whose nations
are so many, that it is not easy to number
them, and which is bounded by the Atlantic
sea, and the Pillars of Hercules, and feeds an
innumerable multitude of Ethiopians, as far
as tbe Red Sea, these have the Romans sub
dued entirely. And besides the annual fruits
of the earth, which maintain the multitude of
the Romans for eight months in tbe year, tbis,
over and above, pays all sorts of tribute, and
affords revenues suitable to the necessities of
the government.
Nor do they, like you,
esteem such injunctions a disgrace to them,
although they have but one Roman legion tbat
abides among them ; and indeed what occa
sion is there for showing you the power of tbe
Romans over remote countries, when it is so
easy to learn it from Egypt, in your neigh
bourhood? This country is extended as far
as the Ethiopians, and Arabia tbe Happy, and
borders upon India ; it hath seven millions
five hundred thousand men, besides the inha
bitants of Alexandria, as may be learned from
tbe revenue of the poll-tax ; yet it is not
ashamed to submit to the Roman government,
although it hath Alexandria as a grand temp
tation to a revolt, by reason it is so full of
people and of riches, and is besides exceeding
large, its length being thirty furlongs, and its
breadth no less than ten ; and it pays more
tribute to the Romans in one month than you
do in a year : nay, besides what it pays in
money, it sends corn to Rome tbat supports
it for four months [in the year] : it is also
walled round on all sides, either by almost
impassable deserts, or seas that nnv» no
havens, or by rivers, or by lakes ; yet have
none of these things been found too strong
for the Roman good fortune; however, two
legions that lie in th;it city ire a bridle birth
for tbe remoter parts of Egypt, and for mo
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part* inhabited by the more noble Macedo
nians. Where then are those people whom
you are to have for ynur auxiliaries? Must
they come from the parts of the world that are
uninhabited? for all that are in the habitable
_^ earth are [under tbe] Komane
Unless any
of you extend his hopes as far as beyond tbe
Kuphrates, and suppose that those of your
own nation that dwell in Adiabene will come
to your assistance (but certainly these will
not embarrass themselves with an unjustifiable
v>r, nor, if they should follow such ill ad
vice, will the Parthians permit them so to
do) ; for it is their concern to maintain tbe
truce that is between them and the Romans,
and they will be supposed to break tbe cove
nants between them, if any under tbeir go
vernment march against the Romans. What
remains, therefore, is this, that you have re
course to divine assistance; but tbis is already
on the side of the Romans ; for it is impos
sible that so vast an empire should be settled
without God's providence. Reflect upon it,
how impossible it is for your zealous observa
tion of yonr reHeious customs to be here pre
served, which are hard to be observed, even
when you fight with those whom you are able
to conquer; and how c.oi you then most of
all hope for God's assistance, when, by being
forced to transgress his law, you will make
him turn bis face from you? and if you do
observe the custom of the Sabbath-days, and
will not be prevailed on to do any thing fhere
on, you will easily be taken, as were your
a>
forefathers by Pompey, who was the busiest
in his siege on those days on which the be
sieged rested ; but if in time of war you
transgress the law of your country, I cannot
tell on whose account you will afterward go
to war; for your concern is but one, that
you do nothing against any of your forefa
thers ; and how will you call upon God to
assist you, when you are voluntarily trans
gressing against his religion ? Now, all men
tbat go to war, do it either as depending on
divine or on human assistance; but since your
going to war will rut off both those assis
tances, those tbat are for going to war choose
evident destruction. What hinders you from
claying your children and wives with your
own bands, and burning this most excellent
bative city of yours? for by this mad prank
you will, however, escape the reproach of
being beaten; but it were best, O my friends,
it were best, while the vessel is still in the
haven, to foresee tbe impending storm, and not
to set sail out of the port into the middle of the
alimonies; tor we justly pity those who fall
intogreat misfortunes without foreseeing them ;
^
but for him who rushes into manifest ruin, he
gains reproaches [instead of commiseration].
But certainly no one can imagine tbat you
can enter into a war as by an agreement.* or
that when the Romans have got you under
their power, tbey will use you with modera
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tion, or will not rather, for an example to other
nations, burn your holy city, and utterly de
stroy your whole nation; for those of you who
shall survive tbe war will not be able to find
a place whither to flee, since all men have the
Romans for their lords already, or are afraid
they shall have hereafter. Nay, indeed, the
danger concerns not those Jews that dw<-U
here only, but those of them who dwell in
other cities also; for there is no people upon
the babitable earth which hTtve not some por
tion of you among them, whom your enemies
will slay, in case you go to war, and on that
account also; and so every city which bath
Jews in it will be filled with slaughter for the
sake only of a few men, and they who slay
them will be pardoned; but if that sluughter
be not made by tbem, consider ho»v wicked a
thing it is to take arms against those tbat are
so kind to you. Have pity, therefore, if not
on your children and wives, yet upon this
your metropolis, and its sacred walls; spare
the temple, and preserve the holy bouse, with
its holy furniture, for yourselves; for if the
Romans get you under their power, they will
no longer abstain from tbem when tbeir for
mer abstinence shall have been so ungratefully
requited. 1 call to witness your sanctuary,
and the holy angels of God, and this couniry
common to us all, that 1 have not kept back
any thing that is for your preservation ; and
if you will follow that advice which you ought
to do, you will have that peace « hich will be
common to you and to me; but if you indulge
your passions, you will run those' hazards
which I shall be free from."
5. When Agrippa bad spoken thus, both he
and his sister wept, and by tbeir tears repres
sed a great deal of the violence of the peopli -,
but still they cried out that they would nci
fight against tbe Romans but against Florus,
on account of what they had suffered by his
means. To which Agrippa replied, that what
they had already done was like such as make
war against the Romans ; " for you have not
paid the tribute which is due to Caesar ;* and
you have cut off the cloisters [of the temple]
from joining to the tower Antonia. You will
therefore prevent any occasion of revolt, if you
will but join these together again, and if you
will hut pay your tribute ; for the citadel does
not now belong to Florus, nor are you to pay
the tribute money to Florus."
• Julius Cieiur had decreed, that the Jewa of Jerusa
lem should |i.«> an annual Tribute to lite Itomans. except
ing the city of Jupna, and for the Sabbatical yeari as
Spanheim observe! from the Antiq. b xiv: oo*p. &
KCL S.
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revolt, and for their bringing to great ■ war
upon their country ; after which they confuted
CHAPTER XVII.
their pretence as unjustifiable, and told them
HOW THB WAR OF THE JEWS WITH THE RO that their forefathers bad adorned their tem
MANS BEGAN ; AND CONCERNING MAMA- ple in great part with donations bestowed on
them by foreigners, and had always received
HEM.
what had been presented to them from foreign
§ 1. This advice the people hearkened to, and nations ; and that they had been so far from
went up into the temple with the king and rejecting any person's sacrifice (which would
Bernice, and began to rebuild the cloisters : be the highest instance of impiety), that tbey
the rulers also and senators divided themselves had themselves* placed those donations about
into the villages, and collected the tributes, the temple which were still visible, and had
and soon got together forty talents, which was remained there so long a time that they did
the sum that was deficient. And thus did now irritate the Romans to take arms against
Agrippa then put a stop to that war which was tbetn, and invited them to make war upon
threatened. Moreover, he attempted to per them, and brought up novel rules of a strange
suade the multitude to obey Florus, until Caesar divine worship, and determined to run the
should send one to succeed him ; but they hazard of having their city condemned for
were hereby more provoked, and cast re impiety, while tbey w/buld not allow any fo
proaches upon the king, and got him excluded reigner but Jews only, either to sacrifice or to
out of the city ; nay, some of the aeditioua worship therein. And if such a law should
had the impudence to throw stones at him. ever be introduced in the case of a single per.
So w hen the king saw that the violence of son only, he would have indignation at it,
those that were for innovations was not to be as an instance of inhumanity determined
restrained, and being very angry at the con against him; while they have no regard to the
tumelies he bad received, he sent their rulers, Romans or to Caesar, and forbade even tbeir
together with their men of power, to Florus, oblations to be received also: that however
to Cesarea, that be might appoint whom he they cannot but fear, lest, by thus rejecting
thought tit to collect the tiibute in the coun their sacrifices, they shall not be allowed to
try, while he retired into his own kingdom. offer their own ; and that this city will lose
2. And at this time it was that some of its principality, unless they grow wiser quickly,
those that principally excited the people to go and restore the sacrifices as formerly ; and
to war, made an assault upon a certain for. indeed amend the injury [they have offered
tress called Mushda. They took it by treach to foreigners] before tbe report of it conies
ery, and slew the Romans that were there, and to the ears of those that have been injured.
put others of their own party to keep it. At 4. And as they said these things, they pro
the same time Eleazi.r, the son of Ananias the duced those priests that were skilful in the
high-priest, a very bold youth, who was at customs of tbeir country, who made list re
that time governor of the temple, persuaded port, that ull tbeir forefathers had received tbe
those that officiated in the divine service to sacrifices from foreign nations.—But still not
receive no gift or sacrifice for any foreigner. one of the innovators would hearken to what
And this was the true beginning of our war was said ; nay, those that ministered about
with the Romans : for they rejected the sacri tbe temple would not attend tbeir divine ser
fice of Caesar on this account : and when many vice, but were preparing matters for beginning
of the high-priests and principal men besought the war. So tbe men of power, perceiving
them not to omit the sacrifice, which it was that the sedition was too hard for them to
customary for them to offer for their princes, subdue, and that the danger which would
they would not be prevailed upon. These arise from the Romans would come upon
relied much upon their multitude, for the most them first of all, endeavoured to save them
flourishing part of the innovators assisted selves, and sent ambassadors; some to Flo
them; but they had the chief regard to Elea- rus, the chief of whom was Simon the son of
zar, the governor of the temple.
Ananias; and others to Agrippa, among whom
3. Hereupon the men of power got toge the most eminent were Saul, and Antipas,
ther, and conferred with the high-priests, as and Costotwrus, who were of the king's kin
did also the principal of the Pharisees ; and dred ; and they desired of tbem both that
thinking all was at slake, and that their cala they would come with an army to the city,
mities were becoming incurable, took counsel and cut off tbe sedition before it should be
what was to be done. Accordingly they de too hard to be subdued. Now this terrible
termined to try what they could do with the message was good news to Florus ; and be
seditious by words, and assembled the people cause bis design was to have a war kindled,
before the brazen gate, which was that gate he gave the ambassadors no answer at all.
of the inner temple [court of the priests] But Agrippa was equally solicitous for those
which looked towards the sun-rising. And, that were revolting, and for those against
in the first place, they showed the great whom tbe war was to be made, and was de
indignation thev had at this attempt *br a sirous to preserve the Jens for the Romans,
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and the temple and metropolis for the Jews ;
he was also sensible that it was not for his
own advantage that the disturbances should
proceed; so he sent three thousand horsemen
to the assistance of the people out of Auranitis, and Batanea, and Trachonitis, and these
under Darius, the master of his horse ; and
Philip the son of Jaciinus, the general of bis
army.
5. Upon this the men of power, with the
nigh-priests, as also all the part of the multitude that were desirous of peace, took cou
rage, and seized upon the upper city [Mount
Sion] ; for the seditious part had the lower
city and the temple in their power: so they
made use of stones and slings perpetually
against one another, and threw darts conti
nually on both sides; and sometimes it hap
pened that they made excursions by troops,
anil fought it out hand to hand, while the
seditious were superior in boldness, but the
king's soldiers in skill. These lust strove
chiefly to gain the temple, and to drive those
out of it who profaned it ; as did the seditious,
with Eleazar (besides what they had already),
labour to gain the upper city. Thus were
there perpetual slaughters on both sides for
seven days' time ; but neither side would yield
up the parts they had seized upon.
6. Now the next day was the festival of
Xylophory ; upon which the custom was for
every one to bring wood for the altar (that
there might never be a want of fuel for that
fire which was unquenchable and always burn
ing). Upon that day they excluded the oppo
site party from the observation of this part
of religion. And when they had joined to
themselves many of the Sicarii, who crowded
in among the weaker people (that was the
name for such robbers as had under their
bosoms swords called Si«e), they grew bolder,
and carried their undertakings farther.; inso
much that the king's soldiers were overpow
ered by their multitude and boldness ; and so
they gave way, and were driven out of the
upper city by force. The others then set fire
to the house of Ananias the high-priest, and
to the palaces of Agrippa and ilemice; after
which they carried the fire to the place where
the archives were rcposited, and made haste
to burn the contracts belonging to their cre
ditors, and thereby dissolve their obligations
for paying their debts; and this was done, in
order to gain the multitude ot those who had
been debtors, and that they might persuade
the poorer sort to join in their insurrection
with safety against the more wealthy ; so the
keepers of the records fled away, and the rest
set fire to them. And when they had thus
burnt down the nerves of the city, they fell
upon their enemies; at which time some of
the men of power and of the high-priests,
went into the vaults under ground, and con
cealed themselves, while others fled with the
king's soldiers to the upper palace, and shut
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the gates immediately; among whom were
Ananias the high-priest, and the ambassadors
that had been sent to Agrippa. And now I he
seditious were contented with the victory they
had gotten, and the buildings they had burnt
down, and proceeded no farther.
7. But on the next day, which was the
fifteenth of the month Lous [Ab], they made
an assault upon Antonia, and besieged the
garrison which was in it two days, and then
took the garrison, and slew them, and set the&
citadel on fire ; after which they marched to
the palace, whither the king's soldiers were
fled, and parted themselves into four bodies,
and made an attack upon the walls. As for
those that were within it, no one had the
courage to sally out, because those that as
saulted them were so numerous; but they dis
tributed themselves into the breast-works and
turrets, and shot at the besiegers, whereby
many of the robbers fell under the walls; nor
did they cease to right one with another either
by night or by day ; while the seditious sup
posed that those within would grow weary for
want of food ; and those without, supposed
the others would do the like by the tediousness of the siege.
8. In the mean time one Manahem, the
son of Judas, that was called the Galilean
(who was a very cunning sophister, and had
formerly reproached the Jews under Cyrenius,
that after God they were subject to the Ro
mans,), took some of the men of note with bim,
and retired to Masada, where he broke open
king Herod's armoury, and gave arms not
only to his own people, but to other robbers
also. These he made use of for a guard, and
returned in the state of a king to Jerusalem ;
he became the leader of the sedition, and gave
orders for continuing the siege; but tbey
wanted proper instruments, and it was not
practicable to undermine the wall, because the
darts came down upon them from above. Bui
still tbey dug a mine from a great distance,
under one of the towers and made it totter;
and having done that they set on fire what
was combustible, and left it: and when the
foundations were burnt below, the tower fell
down suddenly. Yet did they then meet with
another wall that had been built witbin. for
the besieged were sensible beforehand of what
t hey were doi ng, itnd probably the tower shook
as it was undermining ; so they provided
themselves of another fortification: which
when the besiegers unexpectedly saw, while
tbey thought they had already gained the
place, they were under some consternation.
However, those that were within sent to Ma.
nahem, and to the other leaders of the sedition,
and desired they might go out upon a capi
tulation ; this was granted to the king's sol
diers and their own countrymen only, who
went out accordingly; but the Romans that
were left alone were greatly dejected, for they
were not able to force their way through such
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a multitude; and to desire them to give tbem principal instrument of bit tyranny,
their right hand for their security, they thought naaie was Apsaloin.
would lie a reproach to them , and liesides, if 10. And, as 1 said, so far truly the people
they should give it them, tbey durst not de assisted tbem, while they hoped this might
pend upon it ; so they deserted their camp, afford some amendment to the seditious prac
ai easily taken, and ran away to the royal tices; but the others were not in baste to put
towers,—that called Hippicus, that called au end to the war, but hoped to prosecute it
Phasat!u«, and that called Mariamne. But with less danger, now tbey had slain Manahem.
Manabein and his party fell upon the place It is true, that when the people earnestly de
whence the soldiers were fled, and slew as sired that they would leave off besieging the
many of them as tbey could catch, before tbey soldiers, they vrerc the more earnest in press
got up to the towers, and plundered what tbey ing it forward, and this till Metilius, wbo was
left behind tbem, and set lire to their camp. the Roman general, sent to Eleazar, and de
This was executed on the sixth day of the sired that they would give them security to
spare their lives only; but agreed to deliver
month Gorpieus [Elul].
9. But on the next day the high-priest was up their arms, and what else they had with
?auuht, where he had concealed himself in an them. The others readily complied wilb
aipieduct; he was slain, together with Hese- their petition, sent to them Gorion, tbe sor
kiab his brother, by the robbers: hereupon of Nicodemus, and Ananias, tbe son of Saiithe seditious besieged the towers, and kept duk, and Judas, the son of Jonathan, that
tbem guarded, lest any one of the soldiers they might give them the security of their
should escape. Now the overthrow of the right bands, and of tbeir oatbs: after which
places of strength, and the death of the higb- Metilius brought down his soldiers; which
priest Ananias, so puffed up Manahem, that soldiers, while they were in arms, were not
he became barbarously cruel ; and, as be meddled with by any of the seditious, nor was
thought be had no antagonist to dispute the there any appearance of treachery: but as
management of affairs with bim, be was no soon as, according to tbe articles of capitula
better than an insupportable tyrant: but Elea- tion, they had all laid down tbeir shields anil
zar and his party, when words bad passed be their swords, and were under no farther sustween them, how it was not proper when they I picionof any harm, but were going away. Elearevolted from the Romans, out of the desire I zar's men attacked them after a violent man
of liberty, to betray that liberty to any of their ner, nnd encompassed them round, and slew
own people, and to bear a lord, who, though tbem, while they neither defended themselves
he should be guilty of no violence, was yet nor entreated for mercy, hut only cried out
meaner than themselves; as also, that, in case upon the breach of their articles of capitula
tbey were obligeM to set some one over their tion and their oaths. And thus were all these
public affairs, it was fitter tbey should give men barbarously murdered, excepting Meti
that privilege to any one rather than to bim, lius; for when he entreated for mercy, and
they made an assault upon him in the temple; promised that he would turn Jew, and be cir
for he went up thither to worship in a pompous cumcised, they saved him alive, hut none else.
manner, and adorned with royal garments, This loss to the Romans was but light, there
and had his followers with bim in their being no more than a few slain out of an im
armour. But Eleazar and bis party fell vio mense army ; but still it appeared to be a
lently upon bim, as did also the rest of the prelude to the Jews' own destruction, while
people, and taking up stones to attack him men made public lamentation when they saw
vt i t hiil, they threw tbem at the sophister, and that such occasions were afforded for a war as
thought that if be were once ruined tbe en were incurable; that the city was all over
tire sedition would fall to the ground. Now polluted with such abominations, from which
Manahem and his party made resistance for a it was but reasonable to expect some ven
while; but when they perceived that the whole geance, even though they should escape re
multitude were falling upon them, tbey fled venge from the Romans; so that tbe city was
which way every one was able ; those that filled with sadness, and every one of tbe mo
were caught were slain, and those that hid derate men in it were under great disturbance,
themselves were searched for. A few there as likely themselves to undergo punishment
were of them who privately escaped to Masada, for the wickedness of the seditious; for in
among whom was Eleazar, the son of Jairus, deed it so happened that this murder was per
vb.o was of kin to Manahem, and acted the petrated on the Sabbath day, on which day
part of a tyrant at Masada afterward. As for the Jews have a respite from their works on
Manahem himself, he ran away to the place account of divine worship.
called Opbla, and there lay skulking in pri
vate ; but they took him alive, and drew him
out before them al! ; they then tortured him
with many sorts of torments, and after all
•lew bim, hs they did by those that were enpi under him .lso, and particularly by me,
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greatest 'hare, as having prevailed over the
greatest number of his enemies. Jt was
then common to see cities tilled with dead
CHAPTER XVIII.
bodies, still lying unburied, and those of old
THE CALAMITIES AND SLAUGHTERS THAT men, mixed with infants, all dead, and scat
CAME UPON THE JEWS.
tered about together; women also lay amongst
them, without any covering for their naked
§ 1. Now the people of Ctesarea had Blain ness: you might then see the whole province
the Jews that were among them on the very full of inexpressible calamities, while the
same day and hour [when the soldiers were dread of still more barbarous praclices whi.M
slain], which one would think must have were threatened, was everywhere greater than
come to pass by the direction of Providence ; what bad been already perpetrated.
insomuch that in one hour's time above twenty 3. And thus far the conflict bad been be
thousand Jews were killed, and all Caesarea tween Jews and foreigners ; but when they
was emptied of its Jewish inhabitants; for made excursions to Scythopolis, they found
Florus caught such as ran away, and sent Jews that acted as enemies; for as they stood
them in bonds to the galleys. Upon which in battle-array with those of Scythopolis, and
stroke that the Jews received at Cesarea, the preferred their own safety before their relation
whole nation was greatly enraged ; so they to us, they fought against their own country
divided themselves into several parties, and men ; nay, their alacrity was so very great,
laid waste the villages of the Syrians, and that those of Scythopolis suspected them.
their neighbouring cities, Philadelphia, and These were afraid, therefore, lest they should
Selionitis, and Gerasa, and Pella, and Scytho make an assault upon the city in the night
polis, and after them Gadara, and Hippos ; time, and to their great misfortune, should
and fulling upon Gaulonitis, some cities they thereby make an apology for themselves tc
destroyed there, and some they set on fire, their own people for their revolt from them.
mil then they went to Kedasa, belonging to the So they commanded them, that in case they
Tyrians, and to Ptolemais, and to Gaba, and would confirm their agreement, and demon
to Cesarea; nor was either Sebaste (Samaria) strate their fidelity to them, who were of a
or Askelon able to oppose the violence with different nation, they should go out of the
which they were attacked; and when they city, with their families, to a neighbouring
had burned these to the ground, they entirely grove : and when they had done as they were
demolished Authedon and Gaza; many also commanded, without suspecting any thing,
of the villages that were about every one of the people of Scythopolis lay still for the in
those cities were ^Hindered, and an immense terval of two days, to tempt them to be se
slaughter was made of the men who were cure ; but on the third night they watched
their opportunity, and cut all their throats,
caught in them.
2. However, the Syrians were even with some of them as they lay unguarded, and some
the Jews in the multitude of the men whom as they lay asleep. The number that was
they slew; for they killed those whom they slain was above thirteen thousand, and then
caught in their cities, and that not only out they plundered them of all that they had.
of the haired they bare them, as formerly, but 4. It will deserve our relation what befell
to prevent the danger under which they were Simon : be was the son of one Saul, a man
from them ; so that the disorders in all Syria of reputation among the Jews. This man was
were terrible, and every city was divided into distinguished from the rest by the strength of
two armies encamped one against another, his body, and (he boldness of his conduct,
and the preservation of the one party was in although he abused them both to the misthe destruction of the other; so the day-time chieving of his countrymen ; for he came
was spent in shedding of blood, and the night every day and slew a great many of the Jews
in fear,—which was of the two the more ter of Scythopolis, and he frequently put them
rible ; for when the Syrians thought they had to flight, and became himself alone the cause
ruined the Jews, they had the Judaizers in of his army's conquering. But a just punish
suspicion also ; and as each side did not care ment overtook him for the murders he had
to slay those whom they only suspected on committed upon those of the same nation
the other, so did they greatly fear them when with him ; for when the people of Scythopo
they were mingled with the other, as if they lis threw their darts at them in the grove, he
were certainly foreigners. Moreover, greedi drew his sword, but did not attack any of the
ness of gain was a provocation to kill the enemy; for he saw that he could do nothing
opposite party, even to such as had of old against such a multitude; but he cried out,
appeared very mild and gentle towards them; after a very moving manner, and said,—" O
for they without fear plundered the effects of you people of Scy thopolis, I deservedly suffer
the slain, and carried off the spoils of those for what I have done wi'.h relation to you,
whom they slew to their own houses, as if when I gave ycu such accurity of my fidelity
they bad been gained in a set battle ; and be to you, by slaying so many of those that wen
was esteemed a man of honour who got the I related to uie. Wherefore we very justly
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experience ibe pel fidiousress of foreigners, Sohemus." Now there came certain men,
while «e acted after h most wicked manner seventy in number, out of Batanea, who were
against our own nation. I will therefore the most considerable for their families and
die, polluted wretch a* I am, by mine own prudence of the rest of the people ; the-c
hands ; fur it is not lit I should die by the desired to have an army put into their hands,
hand of our enemies; and let the same action that if any tumult should happen, they might
be to ine both a punishment for my great have about tbem a guard sufficient to restrain
crimes, and h testimony of my courage to my such as might rise up against them. This
commendation, that so no one of our enemies Noarus sent out some of the king's^rmed
may have it to brag of, that he it was that men by night, and slew all those [seventy]
slew me; and no one may insult upon me men ; which bold action be ventured upon
as I fall." Now when he had said this, he without the consent of Agrippa, and was such
looked round about bim upon his family a lover of money, that be chose to be so wicked
with eyes of commiseration and of rage (that to his own countrymen, although he brought
family consisted of a wife and children, ruin on the kingdom thereby ; and thus cruellyand his aged parents) ; so, in the first paace, did he treat tbat nation, and this contrary to
be caught his father by bis grey hairs, and the laws also, until Agrippa was informed
ran his sword through him,—and after bim of it, w ho did not indeed dare to put him to
be did the same to his mother, who willingly- death, out of regard to Sohemus ; but still be
received it; and after them he did the like to put an end to his procuratorship immediately.
bis wife and children, every one almost offer But as to the seditious, they took the citadel
ing themselves to bis sword, as desirous to which was called Cypros, and was above Jeri
prevent being slain by their enemies; so when cho, and cut the throats of the garrison, and
be had gone over all his family, he stood upon utterly demolished the fortifications. This
their bodies to be seen by all, and stretching was about the same time that the multitude
out bis right hand, that his action might be of the Jews that were at Macherus persuaded
observed by all, be sheathed his entire sword the Romans who were in garrison to leave the
into his own bowels. This young man was place, and deliver it up to them. These Ro
to be pitied, on account of the strength of his mans being in great fear, lest the place should
body and the courage of his soul; but since be taken by force, made an agreement with
be had assured foreigners of bis fidelity them to depart upon certain conditions ; and
[against his own countrymen] be suffered when they had obtained the security tbey de
sired, they delivered up the citadel, into which
deservedly.
5. Besides this murder at Scythopolis, the the people of Macherus put a garrison for
other cities rose up Rgaiust the Jews that were their own security, and^eld it in their own
among them: those of Askelon slew two thou power.
sand five hundred, and those of Ptolemais two 7. But for Alexandria, the sedition of the
thousand, and put not a few into bonds; those people of the place against the Jews was per
of T) re also put a great number to death, but petual, and this from that very time when
kept a greater number in prison ; moreover, Alexander [the Great], upon finding the rea
those of Hippos and those of Gadara did the diness of the Jews in assisting him against the
like, while they put to death the boldest of the Egyptians, and as a reward for such their
Jews, but kept those of whom they were most assistance, gave them equal privileges in this
afraid in custody; as did the rest of the cities city with the Grecians themselves;—which
of Syria, according as they every one either honorary reward continued among them un
hated them or were afraid of tbem ; only the der his successors, who also set apart for them
Antiochians, the Sidonians, and Apamians a particular place that they might live with
spared those that dwelt with them, and they out being polluted [by the Gentiles], and were
would not endure either to kill any of the thereby not so much intermixed with foreign
Jews, or to put them in bonds. And perhaps ers as before : tbey also gave them this far
tbey spared them, because their own number ther privilege, that they should be called Ma
was so great that they despised their attempts. cedonians. Nay, when the Romans got pos
But I think that the greatest part of this fa session of Egypt, neither the first Ca?snr, nor
vour was owing to their commiseration of any one that came after him, thought of di
those whom they saw to make no innovations. minishing the honours which Alexander had
As for the Gerasens, they did no harm to bestowed on the Jews. But still conflicts
those that ahode with them ; and for those perpetually arose with the Grecians; ami
who bad a mind to go away, they conducted although the governors did every day punish
many of them, yet did the sedition grow
them as far as their borders reached.
6. There wiis also a plot laid against the worse; but at this time especially, when there
.Tews in Agrippa's kingdom ; for he was him were tumults in other places also, the disorself gone to Cestiiis Callus, to Antiocb, but • Of thia Sohemoa we hnfe mention made by Taeitna.
bad left one of his companions, whose ^ame We a>Mj learn from Dio. tluit his father was king of !'.«
Arabian! nf Itim-a. [which Imrea if mentioned by St
was Noarus. to take rare of the public af 1-ni.r.
iii. l.J both whose testimonies are. auohrt bore b*
fairs; which Noarus was of kin to king nr.
Ilu-Jaon. See Nuldius. Nu.3/1.
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ders among them were put into a greater
fame ; for when the Alexandrians had once a
public assembly, to deliberate about an em
bassage they were sending to Nero, a great
number of Jews came Hocking to the theatre;
but when their adversaries saw them, they
immediately cried out, and called them their
enemies, and said they came as spies upon
them ; upon which they rushed out and laid
violent hands upon them; and as for the rest,
they were slain as they ran away ; but there
were three men whom they caught, and haul
ed them along, in order to have them burnt
alive ; but all the Jews came in a body to
defend them, who at first threw stones at the
Grecians ; but after that they took lamps,
arid rushed with violence into the theatre,
and threatened that they would burn the peo
ple to a man ; and this they had soon done,
unless Tiberius Alexander, the governor of
the city, had restrained their passions. How
ever, this man did not begin to teach them
wisdom by arms, but sent among them pri
vately some of the principal men, and thereby
entreated them to be quiet, and not provoke
the Roman army against them ; but the sedi
tious made a jest of the entreaties of Tiberius,
ami Feproacbed him for so doing.
8. Now when he perceived that those who
were for innovations would not be pacified
till some great calamity should overtake them,
he sent out upon them those two Roman le
gions that were in the city, and together with
them five thousand other soldiers, wbo, by
chance, were coma, together out of Libya, to
the ruin of the Jews. They were also per
mitted not only to kill them, but to plunder
them of what they bad, and set fire to their
houses. These soldiers rushed violently into
that part of the city which was called Qelta,
where the Jewish people lived together, and
did ns they were bidden, though not without
bloodshed on their own side also ; for the
Jews got together, and set those that were the
best aimed among them in the fore-front,
and made resistance for a great while ; but
when once they gave back, they were de
stroyed unmercifully ; and this their destruc
tion was complete, some being caught in the
open field, and others forced into their houses,
which houses were first plundered of what
was in them, and then set on fire by the Ro
mans ; wherein no mercy was shown to the
infants, and no regard had to the aged ; but
tbey went on in the slaughter of persons of
every age, till all the place was overflowed
with blood, and fifty thousand of them lay
dead upon heaps ; nor had the remainder
been preserved, had they not betaken them
selves to supplication. So Alexander com
miserated their condition, and gave orders to
the Romans to retire: accordingly, these,
being accustomed to obey orders, left off Ic ill—
inc at the first intimation ; hut the populace
of Alexandria b:ire so very great hutrcd to
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the Jews, that it was difficult to recall them ;
and it was a hard thing to make them leave
their dead bodies.
9. And this was the miserable calamity
which at this time befell the Jews at Alexan
dria. Hereupon Cestius thought fit no longer
to lie still, while the Jews were everywhere
up in arms ; so he took out of Antioch the
twelfth legion entire, and out of each of the
rest he selected two thousand, with six cohorts
of footmen, and four troops of horsemen, be
sides those auxiliaries which were sent by the
kings ; of which Antiochus* sent two thou
sand horsemen, and three thousand- footmen,
with as many archers ; and Agrippa sent the
susje number of footmen, and one thousand
horsemen ; Sohemus also followed with four
thousand, a third part whereof were horsemen,
but most part were archers, and thus did he
march to Ptolemais. There were also great
numbers of auxiliaries gathered together from
the [free] cities, wbo indeed bad not the same
skill in martial affairs, but made up in their
alacrity and in their hatred to the Jews what
they wanted in skill. There came also along
with Cestius, Agrippa himself, both as a guide
in his march over the country, and a director
of what was fit to be done; so Cestius took part
of his forces, and marched hastily to Zabulon,
a strong city of Galilee, which was called the
City of Men, and divides the country of Pto
lemais from our nation ; this be found deserted
by its men, the multitude having fled to the
mountains, but full of all sorts of good things ;
those he gave leave to the soldiers to plunder,
and set fire to the city, although it was of ad
mirable beauty, and had its houses built like
those in Tyre, and Sidon, and Berytus. Af
ter this he overran all the country, and seized
upon whatsoever came in his way, and set
fire to the villages that were round about
them, and then returned to Ptolemais. But
when the Syrians, and especially those of
Berytus, were busy in plundering, the Jews
plucked up their courage again, for they
knew that Cestius was retired, and fell upon
those that were left behind unexpectedly, and
destroyed about two thousand of tbem.
10. And now Cestius himself marched from
Ptolemais, and came to Cesarea; but he sent
part of his army befdre bim to Joppa, and
gave orders, that if tbey could take that city
[by surprise] they should keep it; but that in
case the citizens should perceive tbey were
coming to attack them, they then should stay
for him, and for the rest .of the army. So
some of them made a brisk march by the sea
side, and some by land, and so coming upon
tbem on both sides, they took the city with
ease; and as the inhabitants had made no pro
vision aforeband for a flight, nor had gotten
• Snanhriro note* on the place, that this latter Anti,\
rhna, « hu wax called Kpiphanes. Irnnrntinned by Djo,
lix. p. IU. , ; Rnrl that he is mentioned ty Jnsepbnt elacwlierf Iwic*' aim. V T.chap. xL sect. -I; and Antiq. b.
\ix. chap. viii. secL 1.
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any thing ready for fighting, the soldiers fell of its men, for the whole multitude* were
upon them, and slew them all, with their fa gone up to Jerusalem to the feast of taberna
milies, and then plundered and burnt the cles; yet did he destroy fifty of those that
city. The number of the slain was eight thou showed themselves, and burnt the city, and
sand four hundred. In like manner Cestius so marched forwards ; and ascending by BetLsent also a considerable body of horsemen to oron, he pitched his camp at a certain place
the toparchy of Narbatene, that adjoined to called Gabao, fifty furlongs distant from Je
Cesarea, who destroyed the country, and slew rusalem.
a great multitude of its people ; they also 2. But as for the Jews, when they saw the
plundered what they had, and burnt their vil war approaching to their metropolis, they left
lages.
the feast, and betook themselves to their arms;
11. But Cestius sent Callus, the commander and taking courage greatly from their multi
of the twelfth legion into Galilee, and deli tude, went in a sudden and disorderly man
vered to him as many of his forces as he sup ner to the 'ight, with a great noise, and with
posed sufficient to subdue that nation. AHe out any consideration had of the rest of the
was received by the strongest city of Gamee, seventh day, although the Sabbath .was the
which was Sepphoris, with acclamations of day to which tbey had the greatest regard ;
joy; which wise conduct of that city occa but that rage which made them forget the
sioned the rest of the cities to be in quiet ; religious observation £of the Sabbath], made
while the seditious part and the robbers ran them too hard for their enemies in the fight :
away to that mountain which lies in the very with such violence, therefore, did they fa1 1
middle of Galilee, and is situated over against upon the Romans, as to break into their ranks,
Sepphoris; it is called Asamon. So Gallus and to march through the midst of them,
brought his forces against them; but while making a great slaughter as they went, inso
those men were in the superior parts above much that unless the horsemen, and such part
the Romans they easily threw their darts upon of the footmen as were not yet tired in the
the Romans, as they made their approaches, action, had wheeled round, and succoured
and slew about two hundred of them ; but that part of the army which was not yet bro
when the Romans had gone round the moun ken, Cestius, with his whole army, had been
tains, and were gotten into the parts above in danger: however, five hundred and fifteen
their enemies, the others were soon beaten ; of the Romans were slain, of which number
nor could tbey who had only light armour on four hundred were footmen, and the rest horse
sustain the force of them that fought them men, while the Jews lost only twenty-two, of
armed all over ; nor when they were beaten whom the most valiant were the kinsmen of
could they escape the enemy's horsemen ; in Monobazus, king of Adiabene, and their names
somuch that only some few concealed them were Monobazus and Kenedeus ; and next to
selves in certain places hard to be come at, them were Niger of Perea, and Silas of Ba
among the mountains, while the rest, above bylon, who had deserted from king Agrippa
to the Jews ; for he had formerly served in
two thousand in number, were slain.
his army. When the front of the Jewish army
had been cut off, the Jews retired into the
city ; but still Simon, the son of Giora, fell
upon the backs of the Romans as they were
CHAPTER XIX.
ascending up Bethoron, and put the hindmost
WHAT CESTIUS DID AGAINST THE JEWS; AND of the army into disorder, and carried off
HOW, UPON HIS BESIEGING J El! I SA I.EM, HE
• Here we have en eminent example of that Jewish
BETBEATED FKOH THE CITY, WITHOUT ANY language,
t>r. Wall tnity observes, we several
JUST OCCASION IN THE WORLD. AS ALSO times finil which
used in the sacred writings; I mean where
WHAT SEVERE CALAMITIES HE UNDERWENT the weirds *• all," or "whole multitude," dcr- are used
for much the greatest part only ; but nut bo as to include
TltOM THE JEWS IN HIS RETREAT.
every person without exception; for when Josephus had
said, that the " whole multitude1' (all the malesj of
§ 1. And now Gallus, seeing nothing more Lydda were gone to the feast of tabernacles, he imme
adds, that, however, no fewer than fifty of them
that looked towards an innovation in Galilee, diately
and were slain by the Romans. Other exam
retur^d with his army to Cesarea: but Ces appeared,
ples somewhat like this I have observed elsewhere in
tius removed with his whole army, and march Josephus; but. as 1 think, none ao remarkable aa this.
ed to Antipatris ; and when he was informed See Wall's Critical Observations on the Old Testament,
that there was a great body of Jewish forces 0.41,00.
\\ e have also in this end the next section, two emi
facts to be observed, vix. the fir*! example, that I
gotten together in a certain tower called nent
remember
in Josephus, of the onset of the Jews* ene
Aphek, he sent a party before to fight them ; mies upon their
country when their males were gone up
but this party dispersed the Jews by affright to Jerusalem to one of their three sacred festivals; which,
during
the
theocracy,
God bad promised to preserve them
ing them before it came to a battle: so they Irom. Kxod. xxxiv. a*.
The second fact is this, tbe
came, and finding their camp deserted, they breach of the >ol»bath by the
seditious Jews in an otienburnt it, as will as the villages that lay about Mve fight, contrary to the universal doctrine and praelice of their nation in these aces, and even contrary to
it. But nhen Cestius had marched from An what
lliey themselvr" afterward practised in tbe rest oj
tipatris to Lydda, be found tb» city empty this war.
hee the note on Antiq. b. xvi cb. 9, aecL4.
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many of the beasts that carried the weapons
of war, and led them into the city; but as
Cestius tarried there three days, the Jews
seized upon the elevated parts of the city, and
set watches at the entrances into the city, and
appeared openly resolved not to rest when once
the Roman- should begin to march.
3. And now when Agrippa observed that
even the affairs of the Romans were likely to
be in danger, while such an immense multi
tude of their enemies had seized upon the
mountains round about, he determined to try
what the Jews would agree to by words, as
thinking that he should either persuade them
all to desist from fighting, or, however, that
he should cause the sober part of them to
separate themselves from the opposite party.
So he sent Borceus and Phebus, the per
sons of his party that were the best known
to them, and promised them that Cestius
should give them his right hand, to secure
them of the Romans' entire forgiveness of
what they had done amiss, if they would throw
away their arms, and come over to them: but
the seditious, fearing lest the whole multitude,
in hopes of security to themselves, should go
over to Agrippa, resolved immediately to fall
upon and kilt the ambassadors : accordingly
they slew Phebus before be said a word, but
Borceus was only wounded, and so prevented
his fate by flying away. And when the peo
ple were very angry at this, they had the
seditious beaten with stones and clubs, and
drove them before them into the city.
4. But now Cestius observing that the dis
turbances that were begun among the Jews
afforded him a proper opportunity to attack
them, took his whole army along with him,
snd put the Jews to flight, and pursued them
to Jerusalem.
He then pitched his camp
upon the elevation called Scopus [or watchtower], which was distant seven furlongs from
the city ; yet did he not assault them in three
days' time, out of expectation that those with
in might perhaps yield a little ; and in the
mean time he sent out a great many of his
soldiers into neighbouring villages, to seize
upon their corn ; and on the fourth day,
which was the thirtieth of the month Hyperberetcus [Tisri], when he put his army in
array, he brought it into the city. Now for
the people, they were kept under by the sedi
tious; but the seditious themselves were great
ly affrighted at the good order of the Romans,
and retired from the suburbs, and retreated
into the inner part of the city, and into the
temple. But when Cestius was come into
the city, he set the part called Bczetha, which
is also called Cenopolis [or the new city], on
fire ; as he did also to the timber-market :
after which he came into the upper city, and
pitched his camp over against the royal
palace; and had he but at this very time
attempted to get within the walls by force, he
bad won the city presently, und the war had
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been put an end to at once ; but Tyrannius
Priscus, the muster-master of the arniy, anu
a great number of the officers of the horse,
bad been corrupted by Florus, und diverted
linn from that his attempt; and that was the
occasion that this war lasted so very long, and
thereby the Jews were involved in such in
curable calamities.
5. In the mean time, many of the principal
men of the city were persuaded by Anaiuis,
the son of Jonathan, and invited Cestius into
the city, and were about to open the gates
for him ; but he overlooked this offer, partly
out of bis anger at the Jews, and partly be
cause he did not thoroughly believe they were
in earnest ; whence it was that he delayed
the matter so long, that the seditious per
ceived the treachery, and threw Ananus and
those of his party down from the wall, and,
pelting them with stones, drove them into
their houses; but they stood themselves at
proper distances in the towers, and threw their
darts at those that were getting over tbe wall.
Thus did the Romans make their attack
against tbe wall fur five days, but to no pur
pose. But on the next day, Cestius took a
great many of bis choicest men, and with
them the archers, and attempted to break
into the temple at the northern quarter of it:
but tbe Jews beat them off from the cloisters,
and repulsed them several times when they
were gotten near to the wall, till at length the
multitude of the darts cut them off, and made
them retire : but the first rank of the Ro
mans rested their shields upon the wall, and
so did those that were behind tbem, and the
like did those that were still more backward,
and guarded themselves with what they call
Testudo, [the back of] a tortoise, upon which
the darts that were thrown fell, and slided otf
without doing tbem any barm; so the soldiers
undermined the wall, without being them
selves hurt, and got all things ready for set
ting fire to the gate of the temple.
6. And now it was that a horrible fear seized
upon the seditious, insomuch that many of
them ran out of the city, as though it were to
be taken immediately ; but the people upon
this took courage, and where the wicked part
of tbe city gave ground, thither did .they
come, in order to set open the gates, and to
admit Cestius as their benefactor, who, had
be but continued the siege a little longer, had
certainly taken the city ; but it was, I sup*
pose, owing to tbe aversion God had already
at tbe city and the sanctuary, that he was
hindered from putting an end to the war that
very day.*
• There may another very important, anil very pro.
ridentisl. reason be here assigned for Ibis strange, and
foolish retreat of Cestius; which, if Josephus had been
now a Christian, he might probably have taken notice
• if at-oj and that is. the allording the Jewish Christians
in the eity an opportunity of calling to mind the pre
diction and caution givrn then* hy Christ about thirty,
three \rar» an<1 I half before, that " when the* should
Me the abomination of desolation ** [tot idolatrous
9 4
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7. It then happened that Cestius was not retained for their own use, and this principally
conscious either how the besieged despaired of because tbey were afraid lest the Jews should
success, nor how courageous the people were seize upon them. He then made bis army
for him; and so he recalled his soldiers from march on as far as Bethoron. Now the Jews
the place, and by despairing of any expectation did not so much press upon tbem when they
of taking it, without having received any dis were in large open places ; but wben they
grace, he retired from the city, without any were penned up in their descent through nar
reason in the world. That when the robbers row passages, then did some of them get be
perceived this unexpected retreat of his, they fore, and hindered them from getting out of
resumed their courage, and ran after the hinder them; and others of them thrust the hinderparts of his army, and destroyed a considerable most down into the lower places; and the
number of both their horsemen and footmen ; whole multitude extended themselves over
and now Cestius lay all night at the camp, against the neck of the passage, and covered
which was at Scopus ; and as he went off far the Roman army with their darts. In which
ther next day, be thereby invited the enemy circumstances, as the footmen knew not how
to follow him, who still fell upon the hind to defend themselves, so the danger pressed
most, and destroyed tbem ; they also fell upon the horsemen still more, for tbey were so pelt
the flank on each side of the army, and threw ed, that they could not march along the road
darts upon them obliquely, nor durst those that in their ranks, and the ascents were so high,
were hindmost turn back upon those who that the cavalry were not able to march against
wounded them behind, as imagining that the the enemy; the precipices also, and valleys
multitude of those that pursued them was into which they frequently fell, and tumbled
immense ; nor did they venture to drive away down, were such on each side of them, that
those that pressed upon them on each side, there was neither place for their flight, nor
because tbey were heavy with their arms, and any contrivance could be thought of lor their
were afraid of breaking their ranks to pieces, defence; till the distress they wete at last in
and because tbey saw the Jews were light and waa so great that they betook themselves to
ready for making incursions upon them. And lamentations, and to such mournful cries as
this was the reason why the Romans suffered men use in the utmost despair : the joyful
greatly without being able to revenge them acclamations of the Jews also, as they encou
selves upon their enemies; so they were galled raged one another, echoed the sounds back
all the way, and their ranks were put into dis again, these last composing a noise of those
order, and those that were thus put out of their that at once rejoiced and were in a rage. In
ranks were slain ; among whom were Priscus deed these things were come to such a pass,
the commander of the sixth legion, and Lon- that the Jews bad almost taken Cestius's
ginus the tribune, and Emilius Secundus, the entire army prisoners, bad not the night come
commander of a troop of horsemen. So it on, when the Romans fled to Bethoron, and
was not without difficulty that they got to the Jews seized upon all the places round
Gabao, their former camp, and that not with about them, and watched for their coining out
out the loss of a great part of their baggage. [in the morning],
There it was that Cestius staid two days; and 9. And then it was that Cestius, despairing
was in great distress to know what he should of obtaining room for a public march, contri
do in tbese circumstances; but when, on the ved bow he might best run away ; and when
third day, he saw a still greater number of he had selected four hundred of the most
enemies, and all the parts round about him courageous of his soldiers, he placed them at
full of Jews, he understood that his delay was the strongest of their fortifications; and gave
to his own detriment, and that if he staid any order, that when they went up to the morn,
longer there, he should have still more ene ing guard, they should erect their ensigns, that,
the Jews might be made to believe that the
mies upon him.
8. That therefore he might fly the faster, entire army was there still, while he himself
he gave orders to cast away what might hin took the rest of his forces with him, v.d
der bis army's match; so they killed the mules marched, without any noise, thirty furlongs.
and other creatures, excepting those that car But when the Jews perceived, in the morn
ried their darts and machines, which they ing, that the camp Was empty, they ran upon
those four hundred who had deluded them,
Roman armies, with the Images of thrir idols in their and immediately threw their darts at tbem,
ensigns, ready to lay Jerusalem desolate.] " stand where and
slew them ; and then pursued after Ces
it ought not," or. "in the holy place;" or - « hen they
should see Jerusalem encompassed with armies * they tius. But he had already made use of a great
should then "nee to the mountains.'* By complying part
of the night in his flight, and still marched
wtth which those Jewish Christians fled to the moun
tains of I'erea, and escaped this destruction. See Lit. quicker when it was day ; insomuch that the
Accompl. of Proph page 69. 70. Nor waa there, per soldiers, through (he astonishment and fear
haps,
anyoneconduct
instancethanof this
a more
butvisible
more they were in, left behind tbem their engines
providential
rrtrrutunpnliiLc.
of Cestius.
tunng this whole siege of Jerusalem; which yet was lor sieges, and for throwing of stones, and a
providentially such a " great tribulation, as had not been great part of the instruments of war. So
Iron, the brginnirfc of the world lo that time; nu, nor
ever should be"— iau/, paaeaTU.*!.
the Jews went on pursuing tbe Romans ma
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far as Antipatris; after which, seeing they Cestius, when they were returned back to
cnulii not overtake them, they came back and Jerusalem, they overoore some of those that
took the engines, and spoiled the dead bodies; favoured the Romans by violence, and some
and gathered the prey together which the Ro they persuaded [by entreaties! to join with
mans had left behind them, and catne back them, and got together in great numbers in
running and singing to their metropolis ; the temple, and appointed a great many
while they bad themselves lost a few only, generals for the war. Joseph also, the son of
but bad slain of the Romans five thousand and Gorion,* and Ananus the high-priest, were
three hundred footmen, and three hundred chosen as governors of all affairs within the
and eighty horsemen. This defeat happened city, and with a particular charge to repair
on the eighth day of the month Dius [Mar- the walls of the city; for tbey did not ordain
hesvan], In the twelfth year of the reign of Eleazar, the son of Simon, to that office,
Nero.
although he had gotten into his possession cm
prey tbey had taken from the Romans, and
the money they had taken from Cestius, to
gether with a great part ofthe public treasures,
CHAPTER XX.
because they saw he was of a tyrannical
CESTIUS SENDS AMBASSADORS TO NERO. THE temper; and that bis followers were, in their
PEOPLE OF DAMASCUS vBLAY THOSE JEWS behaviour, like guards about bim. However,
THAT LIVED WITH THEM. THE PEOPLE OP the want they were in of Eleazar's money,
JERUSALEM, APTER [THEY HAD LEPT OFF] and the subtile tricks used by him, brought ail
PURSUING CESTIUS, RETURN TO THE CITY, so about, that the people were circumvented,
AND GET THINGS READY FOR ITS DEFENCE, and submitted themselves to his authority
AND MAKE A GREAT MANY GENERALS FOR in all public affairs.
THEIR ARMIE8, AND PARTICULARLY JOSE- 4. They also chose other generals for IduPHUS, THE WRITER OF THESE BOOKS. SOME mea ; Jesus the son of Sapphias, one of the
high-priests; and Eleazar the son of Ananias,
ACCOUNT OF HIS ADMINISTRATION.
the high-priest; they also enjoined Niger, the
§ 1. After this calamity had befallen Ces- then governor of Idumea.'f who was of a
tius, many of the most eminent of the Jews family that belonged to Perea, beyond Jordan,
swam away from the city, as from a ship when and was thence called the Peraite, that lie
it was going to sink ; Costobarus, therefore, should be obedient to those fore-named com
and Saul, who wore brethren, together with manders. Nor did they neglect the care of
Philip, the son of Jaciinus, who was the com other parts of the country ; but Joseph the son
mander of king Agrippa's forces, ran away of Simon was sent as general to Jericho, as
from the city, and went to Cestius. But then was Manasseh to Perea, and John, the Essene,
how Autipas, who had been besieged with to the toparchy of Tbamna; Lydda was also
them in the king's palace, but would not fly added to his portion, and Joppa and F.mmaus.
away with them, was afterwards slain by the But John, the son of Matthias, was made
seditious, we shall relate hereafter. However, i the governor of the toparchie* of Gophnitica
Cestius sent Saul and bis friends, at their own I and Arrnhatene. n« was Jo«cphu», the son
desire, to A chain, to Nero, to inform him of of Matthias, of both the Galilees. Gainala
the great distress they were in; and to lay the also, which was the strongest city in those
blame of their kindling the war upon Florus, parts, was put under his command.
as hoping to alleviate his own danger, by 5. So every one of the other commanders
administered the affairs of his portion with
provoking bis indignation against Florus.
2. In the mean time, the people of Damas that alacrity and prudence they were masters
cus, when they were informed of the destruc of; but as to Josepbus, when he came into
tion of the Romans, set about the slaughter Galilee, his first care was to gain the good
of those Jews that were among them; and will of the people of that country, as sensible
as they had them already cooped up together that he should thereby have in general good
in the place, of public exercises, which they bad success, although he should fail in other
done, outofthe suspicion they had of them, they points. And being conscious to himself that
thought they should meet with no difficulty in if he communicated part of his power to ihe
the attempt; yet did they distrust their own * From litis name of Joseph the eon of Gorton, or
wives, which were almost all of them addicted Gorion the son ol Joteph. as (b. if. coup. iii. sect. U.J
to the Jewish religion ; on which account one of the e, ivernora of Jerusalem, who was slain at the
of the tumults by the zealots (b. iv. chap, vl
it was that their greatest concern was, how beginning
sect. 1). the much later Jewish author of an history of
they might conceal these things from them; that
nation takes his title, and yet personates our true
to they came upon the Jews, and cut their Josephus. the son of Matthias , but toe cheat is loo groat
put upon the learned world.
throats, as being in a narrow place, in number to +heWe
may observe here, that the Idumeane, as
ten thousand, and all of tbein unarmed, and having been
proselytes of justice since the days ol John
Hyrcanus, during about lu - years, were now esteomna
this in one hour's time, without any body to as
part
of
the
Jewish naUoo. aud here provided wan a
listorb them.
commander accordingly. Saw tba Dot* upoo
8. But as to those who hail pursued after ! Jewish
Amij. b. vJiL chap. is. sect 1
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great men, he should make them his fust necessary orders for that purpose. He also got
friends; and that he should gain the tame together an army out of Galilee, of more than
favour from the multitude, if be executed his a hundred thousand young men, all of whom
commands by persons of their own country, he armed with the old weapons which be had
and with whom they were well acquainted; collected together and prepared for tbetn.
he chose out seventy* of the most prudent 7. And when he had considered that the
men, and those elders in age, and appointed Roman power became invincible, chiefly by
them to be rulers of all Galilee, as he chose their readiness in obeying orders, and the
seven judges in every city to hear the lesser constant exercise of their arms, he despaired
quarrels; for as to the greater causes, and of teaching these his men the use of their
those wherein life and death were concerned, arms, which was to be obtained by experience;
he enjoined they should be brought to him but observing that their readiness in obeying
orders was owing to the multitude of their
and the seventy elders.
C. Joseph us also, when he had settled these officers, be made his partitions in bis army
rules for determining causes by the law, with more after the Roman manner, and appointed
regard to the people's dealings one with a great many subalterns. He also distributed
another, betook himself to make provisions for the soldiers into various classes, whom be put
their safety against external violence; and as he under captains of tens, and captains of hun
knew the Romans would fall upon Galilee, he dreds, and then und^r captains of thousands;
built walls in proper places about Jotapata, and besides these he had commanders of
and Bersabee, and Salamis; and besides these larger bodies of men. lie also taught them
about Caphareccho, and Japha, and Sigo, and to give the signals one to another, and to call
what they call Mount Tabor, and Taricheae, and recall the soldiers by the trumpets, how
and Tiberias. Moreover, he built walls about to expand tbe wings of an army, and make
the caves near the lake of Gennessar, which them wheel about; and when one wing hath
places lay in the Lower Galilee; the same as had success, to turn again and assist those that
he did to the places of Upper Galilee, as well were hard set, and to join in the defence of
as to the rock called the Rock of the Acha- what had most suffered. He also continually
bari, and to Seph, and Jamnith, and Merotb ; instructed them in what concerned the courage
and in Gaulanitis he fortified Seleucia, and of the soul and the hardiness of tbe body j and,
Sogane, and Gamula; but as to those of Sep- above all, he exercised them for war, by decla
phoris, they were the only people to whom be ring to them distinctly the good order of tbe
gave leave to build their own walls, and this, Romans, and that they were to fight with men
because he perceived they were rich and who, both by the strength of their bodies and
wealthy, and ready to go to war, without stand courage of their souls, bad conquered in a man
ing in need of any injunctions for that purpose. ner the whole habitable earth. He told them
The case was the same with Gischala, which that he should make trial of the good order
bad a wall built about it by John the son of they would observe in war, even before it
Levi himself, but with the consent of Jose- came to any battle, in case tbey would abstain
plws; but for the building of the rest of the from the crimes they used to indulge them
fortresses, be laboured together with all the selves in, such as theft, and robbery, and
other builders, and was present to give all the rapine, and from defrauding their own country
men, and never to esteem the harm done to
• We see here, and in Joaephua'a account of his own those that were so near of kin to them to be
life, sect. 14, how exactly he imitated his legislator Moses, any advantage to themselves; for that wars
or pernaps only obeyed what he took to be his perpetual are then managed the best when the warriors
law, in appointing seven lesserjudges, lor smaller causes,
in particular cities, and perhaps tor the rirst hearing of preserve a good conscience; but that such as
greater eau.es. with the liberty of an appeal to *eventy- are ill men in private life, will not only bave
one supreme judges, especially in those causes where lile
and death is concerned; as Antiq.b.iv.ch. viii. sect. 14; those for enemies which attack them, but God
and of bis Life, sect 14. See also Or the War, b.iv.ch.v himself also for their antagonist.
sect. 4. Moreover, we tind 'sect. 7) that be imitated 8. And thus did he continue to admonish
Moses, as well as the Romans, in the number and distri
bution of the subaltern ulficers of his army, as Kxod. xviii. them. Now he chose for the war such an
25; Deut Lid; and in his cliarge against the offences army as was sufficient, i. e. sixty thousand
common among soldiers, as UeuL xxiii. 9; in all which
be showed his great wisdom and piety, and skilful con footmen, and two hundred and fifty horse
duct in martial affairs. Yet may we discern in bis very men ;f and besides these, on which he put
high character of Ananus the high-priest, b. iv. cb. v. the greatest trust, there were about four thou
sect,
v, whobisbop
seemsofto Jerusalem,
have been the
that under
condemned
St. James,
to besame
atoned,
Albi- sand five hundred mercenaries: he had also
Dus the procurator, that when he wrote these books of six hundred men as guards of his body. Now
the War. he was not so much as an Ebionite Christian; the cities easily maintained the rest of his
otherwise be would not have failed, according to his usual
custom, to have reckoned this bis barbarous murder as a
just punishment upon him for that his cruelty to the + J should think that an army of sixty thousand foot
chief, or ruther only Christian bishop of the circumcision.
Nor, bad he been then a Christian, could he immediately men should rrquiie n any mure than two hundred and
have spoken so movingly of the causes of the destruc. fifty horsemen, and we tind Josephus had more horse
tion of Jerusalem, without one word or either the con men under his cumuianil rtia.ii two hundred and nn\ in
demnation of James, or crucifixion of Christ, as he did his
future history. 1 supp».e the uuru.ber of tbe IOvU>
when ha was become a Christian afterward.
saods is dri.pued in our piesent capiat.
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army, excepting the mercenaries; for every native city [Gischala] ; in which work he got
one of the cities enumerated before sent out a great deal of money from the rich citizens.
half their men to their army, and retained the He after that contrived a very shrewd trick,
other half at home, in order to get provisions and pretending that the Jews who dwelt in
for them; insomuch that the one part went to Syria were obliged to make use of oil that
the war, and the other part to their work : was made by others than those of their own
and so those that sent out their corn were nation, he desired leave of Josephus to send
paid for it by those that were in arms, by that oil to their borders; so he bought four am
phorae with such Tyrian money as was of tbi
security which they enjoyed from them.
value of four Attic drachms, and sold every
half-amphora at the same price; and as
Galilee was very fruitful in oil, and was pecu
liarly so at that time, by sending away great
CHAPTER XXL
quantities, and having the sole privilege so to
CONCF.RNINO JOHN OF GISCHALA. JOSEPHUS do, he gathered an immense sum of money
USES STRATAGEMS AGAINST THE PLOTS JOHN together, which money he immediately usei.
LAID AGAINST HIM, AND RECOVERS CERTAIN to the disadvantage of him who gave him that
CITIES WHICH HAD REVOLTED FROM HIM. privilege; and, as he supposed, that if he
could once overthrow Josephus, he should
§ 1. Now, as Josepbus was thus engaged in himself obtain the government of Galilee ; so
the administration of the affairs of Galilee, he gave order to the robbers that were undei
there arose a treacherous person, a man of his command, to be more zealous in their
Gischala, the son of Levi, whose name was thievish expeditions, that by the rise of many
John. His character was that of a very cun that desired innovations in the country, he
ning, and very knavish person, beyond the might either catch their general in his snares,
ordinary rate of the other men of eminence as he came to the country's assistance, and
there; and for wicked practices he had not then kill him; or if he should overlook the
his fellow anywhere. Poor he was at first, robbers, he might accuse him for his negli
and for a long time his wants were a hin- gence to the people of the country. He also
derance to him in bis wicked designs. He spread abroad a report far and near, that
was a ready liar, and yet very sharp in gain Josepbus was delivering up the adminis
ing credit to his fictions: he thought it a tration of affairs to the Romans; —and many
point of virtue to delude people, and would such plots did he lay, in order to ruin him.
delude even such as were the dearest to him. 3. Mow at the same time that certain young
He was a hypocritical pretender to humanity, men of the village Dabaritta, who kept guard
but, where he had hopes of gain, he spared in the Great Plain, laid snares for Ptolemy,
not the shedding of blood : his desires were who was Agrippa's and Berniee's steward,
ever carried to great things, and he encouraged and took from him all that he had with him ;
his hopes from those mean wicked tricks among which things there were a great many
which he was the author of. He had a costly garments, and no small number of sil
peculiar knack at thieving; but in some ver cups, and six hundred pieces of gold; yet
time he got certain companions in his impu were they not able to conceal what they had
dent practices: at first they were but few, stolen, but brought it all to Josephus, to
but as be proceeded on in his evil course, they Tarichee. Hereupon he blamed them for the
became still more and more numerous. He violence they had offered to the king and
took care that none of his partners should be queen, and deposited what they brought to
easily caught in their rogueries, but chose bim with Eneas, the most potent man of Tasuch out of the rest as had the strongest con richeae, with an intention ofsending the things
stitutions of body, and the greatest courage back to the owners at a proper time; which
of soul, together with great skill in martial act of Josephus brought him into the greatest
affairs ; so he got together a band of fajrr danger; for those that bad stolen the things,
hundred men, who came principally out of had an indignation at him, both because they
the country of Tyre, and were vagabonds that gained no share of it for themselves, and
had run away from its villages; and by the because they perceived beforehand what was
means of these he laid waste all Galilee, and Joseph us's intention, and that be would freely
irritated > considerable number, who were in deliver up w*hat bad cost them so much
great expectation of a war then suddenly to pains to the king and queen. These, ran
away by night to their several villages, and
arise among them.
2. However, John's want of money had declared to all men that Josephus was going
hitherto restrained him in his ambition after to betray them; they also raised great disor
command, and in his attempts to advance ders in all the neighbouring cities, insomuch
himself; but when be saw that Josepbus was that in the morning a hundred thousand armed
highly pleased with the activity of his temper, men came running together; which multitude
he persuaded him, in the first place, to intrust was crowded together in the hyppodrome
him with the repairing of the walls of bis at Taricheae, and made a wry peeruh
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'■gainst him; while some cried out, his friends, which were the people of Tarichete,
that they should depose the traitor; and and about forty thousand in number, and
others, that they should burn him. Now John spake more freely to the whole multitude, and
irritated a great many, as did also one Jesus, reproached them greatly for their rashness;
the son of Sapphias, who was then governor and told them, that with this money he would
of Tiberias. Then it was that Joseph us's build walls, about Tarichea;, and would put
friends, and the guards of his body, were so the other cities in a state of security also; for
atfrighted at this violent assault of the multi that they should not want money, if they
tude, that they all fled away but four; and would but agree for whose benefit it was to
■a he was asleep, they awaked him, as the be procured, and would not suffer themselves
people were going to set fire to the house; to be irritated against biin who had procured
and although those four that remained with it for them.
him persuaded him to run away, he was nei
5. Hereupon the rest of the multitude that
ther surprised at his being himself deserted, had been deluded retired; but yet so that they
nor at the great multitude that came against went away angry, and two thousand of them
him, but leaped out to them with his clothes made an assault upon him in their armour;
rent, and ashes sprinkled on his head, with and as he was already gone to his own house,
his hands behind him, and his sword hanging they stood without and threatened him. On
at his neck. At this sight his friends, espe- which occasion Josephus again used a second
citilly those of Tarichea:, commiserated his stratagem to escape them; for be got upon
condition; but those that came out of the the top of the bouse, and with his right band
country, and those in their neighbourhood, desired them to be silent, and said to them,
to whom his government seemed burdensome, " I cannot tell what you would have, nor can
reproached him, and bade him produce the hear what you say, for the confused noise you
money which belonged to them all imme make:" but be said he would comply with all
diately, and to confess the agreement be had their demands, in case they would but send
made to betray them ; for tbey imagined, from some of their number in to him that might
the habit in which he appeared, that he could talk with bim about it. And when the prin
deny nothing of what they suspected concern cipal of them, with 'their leaders, beard this,
ing him, and that it was in order to obtain they came into the house. He then drew
pardon, that he had put himself entirely into them to the most retired part of the house, and
so pitiable a posture; but this bumble appear shui the door of that hall where he put them,
ance was only designed as preparatory to a and then hud them whipped till every one of
stratagem of his, who thereby contrived to tbeir inward parts appeared naked. In the
set those that were so angry at him at vari mean time the multitude stood round the
ance one with another about the things they house, and supposed that he had a long dis
were angry at. However, he promised he course with those that were gone in, about
would confess all: hereupon he was permit what they claimed of him. He bad then the
ted to speak, when he said, " I did neither doors set open immediately, and sent the men
intend to send this money back to Agrippa, out all bloody, which so" terribly affrighted
nor to gain it myself; for I did never esteem those that had before threatened him, that
one that was your enemy to be my friend, nor they threw away their arms and ran away.
dill 1 look upon what would tend to your 6. But as fur John, his envy grew greuter
disadvantage, to be my advantage. But, O [upon this escape of Josephus], and he framed
you people of Tarichea?, I saw that your city anew plot against him; he pretended to be
stood in more need than others of fortification sick, and by a letter desired that Josephus
for your Security, and that it wanted money, would give him leave to use the hot baths
in order for the building it a wall. I was that were at Tiberias, for the recovery of his
also afraid lest the people of Tiberias and health. Hereupon Josephus, who hitherto
other cities should lay a plot to seize upon suspected nothing of John's plots against him,
these spoils, and therefore it was that I wfcte to the governors of the city, that they
intended to retain this money privately, that would provide a lodging and necessaries for
1 might encompass you with* a wall, lint if John; which favours, when he- had made use
tins does not please you, I^riU produce what of, in two days' time he did what he came
was brought me, and leave Jt to, you to plun about; some he corrupted with delusive frauds,
der it: but if I have conducted myself so well and others with money, and so persuaded them
u to please you, you may, if you please, to revolt from Josephus. This Silas, who was
punish your benefactor."
appointed guardian of the city by Josephus,
4. Hereupon the people of Tarichea; loudly wrote to him immediately, and informed him
commended him; but those of Tiberias, with of the plot against him ; which epistle, when
the rest of the company, gave him hard names, Josephus had received, he marched with great
ai.d threatened what they would do to him; diligence all night, and came early in the morn
so both sides left off quarrelling with Josephus, ing'
to Tiberias; at which time the rest of the
and fell to quarrelling with one another. So multitude met him. lint John, who suspected
be grow bold upoa the dependence he had on that Ins coming was not lor his advantage, sent
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however one of his friends, and pretended that
be was sick, and that being confined to his bed
he could not come to pay him his respects. But
as soon as Josephus had got the people of Ti
berias together in the stradium, and tried to dis
course with them about the letters that he had
received, John privately sent some armed men,
and gave them orders to sky him. But when
the people saw that the armed men were about
to draw their swords, they cried out;—at which
cry Josephus turned himself about, and when
he saw that the swords were just at his throat,
he marched away in great haste to the sea
shore, and left off that speech which he was
going to make to the people, upon an elevation
of six cubits high. He then seized on a ship
which lay in the haven, and leaped into it, with
two of his guards, and fled away into the
tnidst of the lake.
7. But now the soldiers he had with him
took up their arms immediately, and marched
against the plotters; but Josephus was afraid
lest a civil war should be raised by the envy
of a few men, and bring the city to ruin; so
he sent some of his party to tell them that they
should do no more than provide for their own
safety; that they should not kill any body,
nor accuse any for the occasion they had
% afforded [of a disorder]. Accordingly, these
men obeyed his orders, and were quiet; but
the people of the neighbouring country, when
tbey were informed of this plot, and of the
' plotter, got together in great multitudes to
oppose John. But he prevented their at
tempt, and fled away to Gischala, his native
city, while the Galileans came running out of
their several cities to Josephus; and as they
were now become many ten thousands of
armed men, they cried out, that they were
come against John the common plotter against
their interest, and would at the same time
burn him, and that city which had received
him. Hereupon Josephus told them that he
took their good-will to him kindly, but still
he restrained their fury, and intended to sub
due his enemies by prudent conduct, rather
than by slaying them ; so he excepted those
of every city which had joined in this revolt
with John, by name, who had readily been
shown him by those that came from every
city, and caused public proclamation to be
made, that he would seize upon the effects of
those that did not forsake John within five
days' time, and would b-irn both their houses
and their families with fiie. Whereupon three
thousand of John's party left him immedi
ately, who came to Josephus, and threw their
arms down at bis feet John then betook
himself, together with his two thousand Sy
rian runagates, from open attempts, to more
secret ways of treachery.
Accordingly, he
privately sent messengers to Jerusalem, to
•reuse Josephus, as having too great power,
and to let them know that be would soon
cuuie u a tyrant to thoir metropolis, unless
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they prevented him. This accusation thi
people were aware of beforehand, but had no
regard to it. However, some of the gran
dees, out of envy, and some of the rulers
also, sent money to John privately, that ha
might be able to get together mercenary
soldiers, in order to fight Josephus; they
also made a decree of themselves, and this fot
recalling him from his government, yet did
they not think that decree sufficient ; so they
sent withal two thousand five hundred armed
men, and four persons of the highest rank
amongst them ; Joazar the son of Nomicus,
and Ananias the son of Sadduk ; as also
Simon and Judas, the sons of Jonathan (all
very able men in speaking), that these persons
might withdraw the good-will of the people
from Josephus. These had it in charge, that if
he would voluntarily come away, they should
permit him to [come and] give an account of his
conduct; but if he obstinately insisted upon
continuing in his government, they should treat
him as an enemy. Now, Josephus's friends
had sent him word that an army was coming
against him, but they gave him no notice be
forehand what the reason of their coming was,
that being only known among some secret
councils of his enemies; and by this means
it was that four cities revolted from him im
mediately, Sepphoris, and Gamala, and Gis
chala, and Tiberias. Yet did he recover these
cities without war; and when he had routed
those four commanders by stratagems, and
had taken the most potent of their .warriors,
he sent them to Jerusalem; and the people
[of Galilee] had great indignation at them,
and were in a zealous disposition to slay, not
only these forces, but those that sent them
also, had not these forces prevented it by
running away.
8. Now John was detained afterward within
the walls of Gischala, by the fear he was in
of Josephus; but within a few days Tiberias
revolted again, the people within it inviting
king Agrippa [to return to the exercise of
bis authority there]; and when he did not
come at the time appointed, and when a few
Roman horsemen appeared that day, they ex
pelled Josephus out of the city. Now, this
revolt of theirs was presently known at Tariche:e ; and as Josephus had sent out all the
soldiers that were with him to gather corn, he
knew not howeither to march out alone against
the revolters, or to stay where he was, because
he was afraid the king's soldiers might prevent
him if he tarried, and might get into the city;
for be did not intend to do any thing on the
next day, because it was the Sabbath-day, and
would binder bis proceeding.
So he con*
trived to circumvent the revolters by a strata
gem; and, in the first place, he ordered the
gates of Turicheie to be shut, that nobody
might go out and inform [those of Tiberias],
for whom it was intended, what stratagem he
was about: he then got together all the ships
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that were upon the lake, which were found that he would himself cut off the other hand}
to be two hundred and thirty, and in each of accordingly he drew his sword, and with his
them he put no more than four mariners. So right hand cut off his left, — so great was the
he sailed to Tiberias with haste, and kept at fear be was in of Josephus himself. And
such a distance from the city, that it was thus he took the people of Tiberias prisoners,
not easy for the people to see the vessels, and and recovered the city again with empty
ordered that the empty vessels should float up ships* and seven of his guard. Moreover,
and down there, while himself, who had but a few days afterward he retook Gischala,
•even of his guards with him, and those which had revolted with the people of Sepunarmed also, went so near as to be seen; but phoris, and gave his soldiers leave to plunder
when his adversaries, who were still reproach it; yet did he get all the plunder together,
ing him, saw him from the walls, they were and restored it to the inhabitants; and the
so astonibhed that they supposed all the ships like he did to the inhabitants of Seppboris and
were full of armed men, and threw down their Tiberias: for when he had subdued those
arms, and by signals of intercession they cities, he had a mind, by letting them be
plundered, to give them some good instruc
besought him to spare the city.
9. Upon this, Joseph us threatened them tion, while at the same time he regained their
good-will
by restoring them their money
terribly, and reproached them, that when they
were the first that took up arms against the again.
Romans, they should spend their force before- 1
hand in civil dissensions, and do what their
enemies desired above all things; and that
CHAPTER XXII.
besides, they should endeavour so hastily to
seize upon him, who took care of their safety,
and had not been ashamed to shut the gates THE JEWS MAKE ALL READT JOB THE WAR;
of their city against him that built their walls ; AND SIMON, THE SON OF ClORAS, FALLS
that, however, he would admit of any inter
TO PLUNDERING.
cessors from them that might make some
excuse for them, and with whom he would § 1. And thus were the disturbances of Gali
make such agreements as might be for the lee quieted, when, upon their ceasing to pro
city's security. Hereupon ten of the most secute their civil dissensions, they betook
potent men of Tiberias came down to him pre themselves to make preparations for the war
sently, and when he had taken them into one with the Romans. Mow in Jerusalem the •
of his vessels, he ordered them to be carried high-priest Ananus, and as many of the men
a great way off from the city. He then com of power as were not in the interest of the
manded that fifty others of their senate, such Romans, both repaired the walls, and made a
as were men of the greatest eminence, should great many warlike instruments, insomuch
come to him, that they also might give him that, in all parts of the city, darts and all sorts
some security on their behalf. After which, of armour were upon the anvil. Although
under one new pretence or another, he called the multitude of the young men were engaged
forth others, one after another, to make the in exercises, without any regularity, and ull
leagues between them. He then gave order places were full of tumultuous doings; yet
to the masters of those vessels which he bad the moderate sort were exceedingly sad; and
thus filled, to sail away immediately for Tari- a great many there were who, out of the pro
chea?, and to confine those men in the prison spect they had of the calamities that were
there; till at length he took all their senate, coming upon them, made great kuncutations.
consisting of six hundred persons, and about There were also such omens observed as were
two thousand of the populace, and carried understood to be forerunners of evils, by such
them away to Taricbere.
as loved peace, but were by those that kin
10. And when the rest of the people cried dled the war interpreted so as to suit their
out, that it was one Clitus that was the chief own inclinations; and the very state of the
author of this revolt, they desired him to city, even before the Romans came against it,
spend his anger upon him [only]; but Jose- was that of a place doomed to destruction.
phus, whose intention it was to slay nobody, However, Ananus's concern was this, to lay
commanded one Levius, belonging to his aside, for a while, the preparations for the
guards, to go out of the vessel, in order to war, and to persuade the seditious to consult
cut off both Clitus's hands; yet was Levius their own interest, and to restrain the madness
afraid to go out by himself alone, to such a of those that bad the name of zealots: but
large body of enemies, and refused to go. their violence was too hard for him ; and what
Now Clitus saw that Josephus was in a great end he came to we shall relate hereafter.
passion in the Bhip, and ready to leap out of 2. But as for the Acrabbene toparchy,
it, in order to execute the punishment him
self; he begged therefore from the shore, * I cannot 'but think this itmtarem of Joiepbue,
which it related both here and in hia Life. eect.3tt, :u. to
that he would leave him one of his hands, be
uf the fineet that eier was invented and exevaeael
Which Josephus agreed to, upon condition by une
any warrior whatsoever.
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Simon, the son of Gioras, got a great number plundered the country of Idumea with them,
ofthose that were fond of innovations together, till both Ananus and his other adversaries
ami betook himself to ravage the country; were slain ; and until the rulers of that
nor
he only harass t lie rich men's houses, country were so afflicted with the multitude
but tormented their bodies, and appeared of those that were slain, and with the
njienly and beforehand to aifect tyranny in continual ravage of what they had, that they
g.ivi-ruim'iit. And when an army was raised an army, and put garrisons into the
j» >'• .t^ainst him by Anauus, and the other villages, to secure them from those insults.
ml.----, he aii.l liU li.unl retired to the robbers And in this state were the affairs of Judea at
lti.it <vvre at M.isaila, and staid there, and that time.

BOOK III.
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL 01 ABOUT ONE TEAK.
FROM VESPASIAN'S COMING TO SUBDUE THE JEWS TO THB
TAKING OF GAMALA.

CHAPTER L
TESPASIAN IS SENT INTO SYBIA EY NBKO, SO
MAKE WAR WITH THE JEWS.
§ 1. When Nero was informed of the Ro
mans' ill success in Judea, a concealed con
sternation and terror, as is usual in such
titles, fell upon him; although be openly
l.>..keil very big, and was very angry, and
sai.;, that what bad happened was rather owing
to me negligence of the commander than to
a.iy valour of the enemy : and as he thought
it /it tin him who bare the burden of the
wno.e empire, to despise such misfortunes, be
iio.v pretended so to do, and to have a soul
>u,j,'i iu.- to all such sad accidents whatsoever.
iV uid the disturbance that was in his soul
plai.lv appear by the solicitude he was in
[hti.v to recover his affairs again],
"2. An.I as he was deliberating to whom he
shuuld commit the care of the east, now it
was in so great a commotion, and who might
be best able to punish the Jews for their re
bellion, and might prevent the same distem
per from seizing upon the neighbouring
nations also,—he found no one but Vespasian
equal to the task, and able to undergo tbe
great burden of so mighty a war, seeing be
was growing an old man already in the camp,
mnd from his youth had been exercised in
warlike exploits : be was also a man that had
long ago pacified the west, and made it
subject to tbe Romans, when it had been put
into disorder by tbe Germans: he bad also

recovered to them Britain by his arms, which
hod been little known before;* whereby he
procured to his father Claudius to have a
triumph bestowed on him without any sweat
or labour of bis own.
3. So Nero esteemed these circumstances
as favourable omens, and saw that Vespasian's
age gave him sure experience, and great skill,
and that he had his sons as hostages for his
fidelity to himself, and that the nourishing
age they were in would make them fit in
struments under their father's prudence.
Perhaps also there was some interposition of
Providence, which was paving the way for
Vespasian's being himself emperor afterwards.
Upon the whole, he sent this man to take upon
him the command of the armies that were in
Syria; but this not without great encomiums
and flattering compellations, such as neces
sity required, and such as might molbfy
him into complaisance. So Vespasian sent
bis son Titus from Achaia, where he had been
with Nero, to Alexandria, to bring back with
bim from thence the fifth and tenth legions,
while he himself, when he bad passed over
the Hellespont, came by land into Syria,
• Take the confirmation of this in the words of Sue
tonius, here produced by Dr. Hudson: — "in the nlfn
of Claudius," says be, *' Vespasian, for tbe sake of Nar
cissus, was sent as a lieutenant of a legion into 3ermany. Thence he removed into Britain, and 'ought
thirty battles with tbe enemy.** In Vesp. sect. 4. We
may also here note from Joaepbus, tbai Claudius the
emperor, who triumphed for the conquest of Britain,
was enabled so to do by Vespasian's Tooduct and
bravery, and that he is here styled " the Father of
Vei
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_ where he gathered together the Roman forces, the horsemen, and were dispersed all the plain
with a considerable number of auxiliaries over, which plain was wide, and all fit for the
horsemen ; which circumstance was very com
from the kings in that neighbourhood.
modious for the Romans, and occasioned the
slaughter of the greatest number of the Jews ;
for such as ran away, tbey could overrun
them, and make them turn back; and when
CHAPTER II.
they bad brought tbem back after their flight,
A GREAT BLAOOHTEtt OF THE JEWS ABOUT and driven them together, they ran them
ASCALON. VESPASIAN COMES TO PTOLE- through, and slew a vast number of them,
insomuch that others encompassed others of
MAIS.
them, and drove them before them whitherso
9 1. Now the Jews, after tbey had beaten ever they turned themselves, and slew them
Cestius, were so much elevated with their easily with their arrows; and the great num
unexpected success, that they could not govern ber there were of the Jews seemed a solitude
their zeal, but, like people blown up into a to themselves, by reason of the distress they
flame by their good fortune, carried the war were in, while the Romans had such good
to remoter places. Accordingly, they pre success with their small number, that they
sently got together a great multitude of all seemed to themselves to be the greater multi
their most hardy soldiers, and marched away tude; and as the former strove zealously
for Ascalon. This is an ancient city that is under their misfortunes, out of the shame of a
distant from Jerusalem five hundred and sudden flight, and hopes of the change in
twenty furlongs, and was always an enemy their success, so did the latter feel no weari
to the Jews; on which account they deter ness by reason of their good fortune; inso
mined to make their first effort against it, and much that the fight lusted till the evening, till
to make their approaches to it as near as pos ten thousand men of the Jews' side lay dead,
sible. This excursion was led on by three with two of their generals, John and Silas;
men, who were the chief of them all, both for and the greater part of the remainder were
strength and sagacity: Niger, called the wounded, with Niger, their remaining gene
Peraite, Silas of Babylon, and besides them, ral, who fled away together to a small city of
John the Essene. Now Ascalon was strongly Idumea, called Sallis. Some few also of the
walled about, but had almost no assistance Romans were wounded in this battle. to be relied on [near them], for the garrison
3. Yet were not the spirits of the Jews
consisted of one cohort of footmen, and one broken by so great a calamity, but the losses
troop of horsemen, whose captain was Anto they had sustained rather quickened their
nius.
resolution for other attempts ; for, overlooking
2. These Jews, therefore, out of their the dead bodies which lay under their feet,
anger, marched faster than ordinary, and, as if they were enticed by their former glorious
they had come but a little way, approached actions to venture on a second destruction ; so
very near the city, and were come even to when they had lain still so little a while that
it; but Antonius, who was not unapprised of their wounds were not yet thoroughly cured,
the attack they were going to make upon the they got together all their forces, and came
city, drew out his horsemen beforehand, and with greater fury, and in much greater num
being neither daunted at the multitude nor bers, to Ascalon; but their former ill fortune
at the courage of the enemy, received their followed them, as the consequence of their
first attacks with great bravery; and when unskilfulness, and other deficiencies in war;
they crowded to the very walls, he beat them for Antonius laid ambushes for them in the
off. Now the Jews were unskilful in war, passages they were to go through, where they
but were to fight with those who were skilful fell into snares unexpectedly, and where they
therein; they were footmen, to fight with were encompassed about with horsemen before
horsemen; they were in disorder, to fight they could form themselves into a regular
those that were united together; they were body for fighting, and were above eight thou
poorly armed, to fight those that were com sand of them slain : so all the rest of them
pletely so; they were to fight more by their ran away, and with them Niger, who still did
rage than by sober counsel, and were exposed a great many bold exploits in his flight. How
to soldiers that were exactly obedient, and ever, they were driven along together by the
did every thing they were bidden upon the enemy, who pressed bard upon them, into a
least intimation. So they were easily beaten ; certain strong tower belonging to a village
for as soon as ever their first ranks were once called Bezedel. However, Antonius and his
in disorder, they were put to flight by the party, that they might neither spend any con
enemy's cavalry, and those of them that came siderable time about this tower, which was
behind such as crowded to the wall, fell upon hard to be taken, nor culler their commander,
their own party's weapons, and became one and the most courageous man of them all, to
another's enemies; and this so long till they escape from them, tbey set the wall on fire;
were all forced to give way to the attacks of and as the tower was burning, the Romans
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went away rejoicing, as taking it for granted Herod the king dwelt therein ; they are bound
that Niger was destroyed; but he leaped out ed on the south with Samaria and Scythopolis,
of the tower into a subterraneous cave, in the as far as the river Jordan; on the east with
innermost part of it, and was preserved ; and Hippene and Gadaris, and also with Gaulanitis,
on the third day afterward he spake out of the and the borders of the kingdom of Agrippa;
ground to those that with great lamentations its northern parts are bounded by Tyre, and
were searching for him, in order to give him the country of the Tyrians. As for that
a decent funeral; and when he was come Galilee which is called the Lower, it extends
out, he filled all the Jews with an unexpected in length from Tiberias to Zabulon, and ol
joy, as though he were preserved by God's the maritime places, Ptolemais is its neigh
providence to be their commander for the bour; its breadth is from the village called
Xaloth, which lies in the great plain, as far at
time to come.
4. And now Vespasian took along with him Bersabe, from which beginning also is taken
bis army from Antioch (which is the metro the breadth of the Upper Galilee, at far as the
polis of Syria, and, without dispute, deserves village Baca, which divides the land of the
the place of the third city in the habitable Tyrians from it; Its length is also from Meloth
earth that was under the Roman empire, * to Theila, a village near to Jordan.
both in magnitude and other marks of pros
2. These two Galilees, of so great largeness,
perity), where he found king Agrippa, with and encompassed with so many nations oi
all his forces, waiting for his coming, and foreigners, have always been able to make a
marched to Ptolemais. At this city also the strong resistance on all occasions of war; for
inhabitants of Sepphoris of Galilee met him, the Galileans are inured to war from their
who were for peace with the Romans. These infancy, and have been always very numerous;
citizens had beforehand taken care of their nor bath the country been ever destitute oi
own safety, and being sensible of the power of men of courage, or wanted a numerous set oi
the Romans, they had been with Cestius Gal them; for their soil is universally rich and
ius before Vespasian came, and had given fruitful, and full of the plantations of trees of
their faith to him, and received the security all sorts, insomuch that it invites the most
of his right hand; and had received a Roman slothful to take pains in its cultivation, by its
garrison ; and at this time withal they received fruitfulness: accordingly, it is all cultivated by
Vespasian, the Roman general, very kindly, its inhabitants, and no part of it lies idle.
and readily promised that they would assist Moreover, the cities lie here very thick; and
him against their own countrymen. Now the very many villages there are here, are
the general delivered them, at their desire, as everywhere so full of people, by the richness
many horsemen and footmen as he thought of their soil, that the very least of them con
sufficient to oppose the incursions of the Jews, tain above fifteen thousand inhabitants.
if they should happen to come against them ; 3. In short, if any one will suppose that
—and indeed the danger of losing Sepphoris Galilee is inferior to Perea in magnitude, be
would be no small one, in this war that was will be obliged to prefer it before it in its
now beginning, seeing it was the largest city strength: for this is all capable of cultivation,
of Galilee, and built in a place by nature and is everywhere fruitful ; but for Perea,
very strong, and might be a security of the which is indeed much larger in extent, the
whole nation's [fidelity to the Romans],
greater part of it is desert, and rough, and
much less disposed for the production of the
milder kinds of fruits ; yet hath it a moist soil
[in other parts], and produces all kinds of
fruits, and its plains are planted with trees of
CHAPTER IIL
all sorts, while yet the olive-tree, the vine, and
A DESCRIPTION OF GALILEE, SAUARIA, AND the palm-tree, are chiefly cultivated there. It is
also sufficiently watered with torrents, which
JDDEA.
issue out of the mountains, and with springs
§ 1. Now Phoenicia and Syria encompass that never fail to run, even when the torrents
about the Galilees, which are two, and called fail them, as they do in the dog-days. Now
the Upper Galilee and the Lower. They are tbe length of Perea is from Macherus to Pella,
bounded towards the sun-setting, with the and its breadth from Philadelphia to Jordan;
borders of the territory belonging to Ptolemais, its northern parts are bounded by Pella, as we
and by Carmel; which mountain bad formerly have already said, as well as its western with
belonged to the Galileans, but now belonged Jordan ; the land of Moab is its southern
to the Tyriaus; to which mountain adjoins border, and its eastern limits reach to Arabia,
Gaba, which is called the City ofHoriemcn, be- and Silbonitis, aud besides to Philadelphene
c inse those horsemen that were dismissed by and Gerasa.
4. Now, as to tbe country of Samaria, it
* SpAnheim and Rrland both agree, that the two lies between Judea and Galilee; it begins at
CTfiCM Dere esteemed greater than Antioch, the metro a village that is in the great plain called
polis of Syria, were Kome and Alexandria , nor U them Ginea, and ends at the Acrabbene toparcby,
as? nceuion for doubt in 10 plain a eaae.
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iir.d ii entirely of the iame nature with Judea; horsemen, and six thousand footmen, under
tor both countries are made up of bills and Placidu* the tribune, pitched their camp in
valleys, and are moist enough for agriculture, two bodies in the great plain. The foot were
i.id are very fruitful. They have abundance put into the city to be a guard to it ; but tlic
uf trees, and are full of autumnal fruit, both horse lodged abroad in the camp. These last,
that which grows wild, and that which is the by marching continually one way or other,
jtfect of cultivation. They are not naturally and over-running the parts of the adjoining
vaiered with many rivers, but derive their country, were very troublesome to Joseph us
■hief moisture from rain-water, of which they and his men; they also plundered all the
..ive no want; and for those rivers which places that were out of the city's liberty, aiHi
[hey have, all their waters are exceeding intercepted such as durst go abroad. On
•west: by reason also of the excellent grass this account it was that Josephus marched
i bey have, their cattle yield more milk than against the city, as hoping to take what he
do those in other places; and, what is the had lately encompassed with so strong a wall,
greatest sign of excellency and of abundance, before they revolted from the rest of the Gali
leans, that the Romans would have much
tbey each of them are very full of people.
5. In the limits of Samaria and Judea lies ado to take it: by which means he proved too
the village Anuath, which ig also named weak, and failed of his hopes, both as to
liorceos. This is the northern boundary of forcing the place, and to his prevailing with
J udea. The southern parts of Judea, if they be the people of Sepphoris to deliver it up to
measured lengthways, are bounded by a village him. By this means be provoked the Romans
adjoining to the confines of Arabia; the Jews to treat the country according to the law of
that dwell there call it Jordan. However, war; nor did the Romans, out of the anger
its breadth is extended from the river Jordan they bore at this attempt, leave off either by
to Joppa. The city Jerusalem is situated in night or by day, burning the places in the
the very middle; on which account some have, plain, or stealing away the cattle that were in
with sagacity enough, called that city the ! the country, and killing whatsoever appeared
Navel of the country. Nor indeed is Judea [ capable of fighting perpetually, and leading
destitute of such delights as come from the sea, the weaker people as slaves into captivity; so
since its maritime places extend as far as Pto- that Galilee was all over filled with fire and
lemais: it was parted into eleven portion, of blood, nor was it exempted from any kind of
which the royal city of Jerusalem was Uie misery or calamity; for the only refuge they
supreme, and presided over all the neighbour Lad am iLis, that when they were pursued,
ing country, as the head does over the iioi/. they could retire to the cities which had walls
As to the other cities that were inferior to it, built them by Josephus.
they presided over their several toparchies; 2. But as to Titus, be sailed over from
Gophna was the second of those cities, and Achaiu to Alexandria, and that sooner than
next to that Acrabatta, after them Thamna, the winter season did usually permit; so he
and Lydda, and Emmaus, and Pella, and Idu- took with him those forces he was sent for,
wea, and Engaddi, and Hcrodium, and Jeri and marching with great expedition, be ceme
cho; and after them came Jamnia and Joppa, suddenly to Ptolemais, and there finding his
as presiding over the neighbouring people; father, together with the two legions, the fifth
and besides these there was the region of and tenth, which were the most eminent legions
Gamala, and Gaulanitis, and Batanea, and of all, he joined them to that fifteenth legion
Trachonitis, which are also parts of the king which was with his father: eighteen cohorts
dom of Agrippa. This [last] country begins followed these legions; there came also five
ut Mount Libanus, and the fountains of Jor cohorts from Cesarea, with one troop of horse
dan, and reaches breadthways to the lake of men, and five other troops of horsemen from
Tiberias; and in length is extended from a Syria. Now these ten cohorts had severally
tillage called Arpha, as far as Julias. Its a thousand footmen, but the other thirteen
inhabitants are a mixture of Jews and Syrians. cohorts had no more than six hundred footmen
— And thus have I, with all possible brevity, a-piece, with a hundred and twenty horse
described the country of Judea, and those that men. There were also a considerable num
lie round about it.
ber of auxiliaries got together, that eame from
the kings Antiochus, and Agrippa, and Sohemus, each of theiu contributing one thousand
footmen that were archers, and a thousand
CHAPTER IV.
horsemen. Malchus also, the king of Ara
bia, sent a thousand horsemen, besides five
I11E?H08 MAKES AN ATTEMPT UPON SEPPHO- thousand footmen, the greatest part of whom
BI3, BUT IS REPELLED. TITUS COMES WITH were archers; so that the whole army, inclu
A GREAT A11MY TO PTOLEMAIS.
ding the auxiliaries sent by the kings, as wcli
horsemen as footmen when all were united
j 1 How the auxiliaries who were sent to together, amounted to sixty thousand, besides
assist the people of Sepphoris, being a thousand the servants, who, as they followed in vast
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numbers, so because they bad been trained up
in war with the rest, ought not to be dis
tinguished from the fighting men ; for as they
were in their masters' service in times of
peace, so did they undergo the like dangers
with them in times of war, insomuch that
they were inferior to none, either in skill or
in strength, only they were subject to their
masters.

CHAPTER V.
K DESCRIPTION OF THE ROMAN ARMIES AND
ROHAN CAMPS; AND WHAT THE ROMANS
ARE COMMENDED FOR.

§•1. Now here one cannot but admire at the
precaution of the Romans, in providing them
selves of such household servants, as might
not only serve at other times for the common
offices of life, but might also be of advantage
to them in their wars; and indeed, if any one
does but attend to the other parts of their
military discipline, he will be forced to confess
that their obtaining so large a dominion, bath
been the acquisition of their valour, and not
the bare gift of fortune; for they do not begin
to use their weapons first in time of war, nor
do they then put their hands first into motion,
while they avoided so to do in times of peace;
but, as if their weapons did always cling to
them, tbey have never any truce from warlike
exercises; nor do they stay till time" of war
admonish them to use them ; for their military
exercises differ not at all from the real use of
their arms, but every soldier is every day
exercised, and that with great diligence., as if
it were in time of war, which is the reason
why they bear the fatigue of battles so easily;
for neither can any disorder remove them
from their usual regularity, nor can fear
aifright them out of it, nor can labour tire
them ; which firmness of conduct makes them
always to overcome those that have not the
same firmness ; nor would he be mistaken that
should call those their exercises unbloody
battles, and their battles bloody exercises.
Nor can their enemies easily surprise them
with the suddenness of their incursions; for
as soon as they have marched into an enemy's
land, they do not begin to fight till they have
walled their camp about; nor is the fence
they raise rashly made, or uneven; nor do
they all abide in it, nor do those that are in
it take their places at random ; but if it hap
pens that the ground is uneven, it is first
levelled: their camp is also four-square by
measure, and carpenters are ready, in great
numbers, with their tools, to erect their build
ings for them*
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2. As for what is within the camp, it is set
apart for tents, but the outward circumference
hath the resemblance of a wall, and is adorned
with towers at equal distances, where between
the towers stand* the engines for throwing
arrows and darts, and for slinging stones, and
where they lay all other engines that can
annoy the enemy, all ready for their several
operations. They also erect four gates, one
at every side of the circumference, and these
large enough for the entrance of the beasts,
and wide enough for making excursions, if
occasion should require. Tbey divide the
camp within into streets, very conveniently,
and place the tents of the commanders in the
middle; but in the very midst of all is the
general's own tent, in the nature of a temple,
insomuch that it appears to be a city built on
the sudden, with its market-place, and place
for handicraft trades, and with seats for the
officers, superior and inferior; where, if any
differences arise, their causes are heard and
determined. The camp, and all that is in it,
is encompassed with a wall round about, and
that sooner than one would imagine, and this
by the multitude and the skill of the labour
ers; and, if occasion require, a trench is drawn
round the whole, whose depth is four cubits,
and its breadth equal.
3. When tbey have thus secured themselves,
they live together by companies, with quiet
ness and decency, as are ail their other affair*
managed with good order and security. Each
company hath also their wood, and their corn,
and their water, brought them, when they
stand in need of them ; for they neither sup
nor dine as they please themselves singly, but
all together. Their times also for sleeping,
and watching, and rising, are notified before
hand by the sound of trumpets, nor is any
thing done without such a signal; and in the
morning the soldiery go every one to their
centurions, and these centurions to their tri
bunes, to salute them; with whom all the
superior officers go to the general of the whole
army, who then gives them of course the watch
word and other orders, to be by them carried
to all that are under their command ; which
is also observed when they go to fight, and
thereby they turn themselves about on the sud
den, when there is occasion for making sallies,
as they come back when they are recalled, in
crowds also.
4. When they are to go out of their camp,
the trumpet gives a sound, at which time
nobody lies still, but at the first intimation they

described in this and the next chapter, is so very like to
the symmetry and regularity ul the people of Israel in tho
wilderness (see Description of the Temples, ch. ix.) that
one cannot well avoid the supposal, that the one was tho
ultimate pattern of the other, and that tile tactics of tho
annrnts were taken i'.oiii the rules Riven by God to
Moses. And it is thought by some skiltul in these mat
* This description of the exact symmetry and regula ters, that these accounts of Josephus. as to the Roman
rity of tbe Rotnao army, and of the Human encampments, enmp and armour, and conduct in war. are preferable to
v itb ILe sounding their trumpets, etc and ulder of war. 1QOM in the Roman authors thcnjsclvea
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errors
they
commit
upon
taking
counsel be
take down their tents, and all ia made ready
for their going out; then do the trumpets forehand, to be better than such rash success
sound again, to order them to get ready for as is owing to fortune only ; because such a
the march; then do they lay their baggage fortuitous advantage tempts them to be in
suddenly upon their mules and other beasts of considerate, while consultation, though it may
burden, and stand, at the place for starting, sometimes fail of success, hath this good in
ready to march; when also they set fire to it, that it makes men more careful hereafter;
their camp, and this they do because it will but for the advantages that arise from chance,
be easy for them to erect another camp, and they are not owing to him that gains them;
that it may not ever be of use to their ene and as to what melancholy accidents happen
mies. Then do the trumpets give a sound unexpectedly, there is this comfort in them,
the third time, that they are to go out in order that they bad however taken the best consul
to excite those that on any account are a little tations they could to prevent them.
tardy, that so no one may be out of his rank 7. Now they so manage their preparatory
when the army marches. Then does the crier exercises of their weapons, that not the bodies
stand at the general's right hand, and asks of the soldiers only, but their souls, may also
them thrice, in their own tongue, whether they become stronger: they are moreover hardened
be now ready to go out to war or not. To for war by fear; for their laws inflict capital
which they reply as often, with a loud and punishments, not only for soldiers running
cheerful voice, saying, " We are ready." away from their ranks, but for slothfulness
And this they do almost before the question is and inactivity, though it be but in a lesser
asked them ; they do this as filled with a kind degree ; as are their generals more severe than
of martial fury, and at the time that they so their laws, for they prevent any imputation of
cry out, they lift up their right bands also. cruelty towards those under condemnation,
5. When, after this, they are gone out of by the great rewards tbey bestow on the .
their camp, they all march without noise, and valiant soldiers ; and the readiness of obeying
in a decent manner, and every one keeps his their commanders is so great, that it is very
own rank, as if they were going to war. The ornamental in peace; but when they come to
footmen are armed with breast-plates and head a battle, the whole army is but one body, so
pieces, and have swords on each side; but the well coupled together are their ranks, so sud
sword which is upon their left side is much den are their turnings about, so sharp their
longer than the other; for that on the right side hearing as to what orders are given them, so
is not longer than a span. Those footmen also quick their sight of the ensigns, and so nim
that are chosen out from amongst the rest to be ble are their hands when they set to work;
about the general himself, have a lance and a whereby it came to pass, that what they do
buckler; but the rest of the foot-soldiers have a is done quickly, and what they suffer they
spear and a long buckler, besides a saw and a bear with the greatest patience. Nor can we
basket, a pick-axe, and an axe, a thong of find any examples where they have been con
leather, and a hook, with provisions for three quered in battle, when they came to a close
days ; so that a footman hath no great need of right, either by the multitude of the enemies,
a mule to carry his burdens. The horsemen or by their stratagems, or by the difficulties
have a long sword on their right sides, and a in the places they were in; no, nor by fortune
long pole in their hand: a shield also lies by neither, for their victories have been surer to
them obliquely on one side of their horses, them than fortune could have granted them.
with three or more darts that are borne in their In a case, therefore, where counsel still goes
quiver, having broad points, and no smaller before action, and where, after taking the best
than spears. They have also head-pieces and advice, that advice is followed by so active an
breast-plates, in like manner as have all the army, what wonder is it that Euphrates on
footmen. And for those that are chosen to the east, the ocean on the west, the most fer
be about the general, their armour no way tile regions of Libya on the south, and the
differs from that of the horsemen belonging Danube and the Rhine on the north, are the
to other troops; and he always leads the limits of this empire. One might well say,
legions forth, to whom the lot assigns that that the Roman possessions are not inferior to
employment.
the Romans themselves.
6. This is the manner of the marching and 8. This account I have given the reader,
resting of the Romans, as also these are the not so much with the intention of commend
several sorts of weapons they use. But when ing the Romans, as of comforting tfiose that
they are to fight, they leave nothing without have been conquered by them, and for deter
forecast, nor to be done off-hand, but counsel ring others from attempting innovations un
ia ever first taken before any work is begun, der their government. This discourse of the
and what hath been there resolved upon is Roman military conduct may also perhaps be
put in execution presently; for which reason of use to such of the curious as are ignorant
tbey seldom commit any errors; and if they of it, and yet have a mind to know it. I
have bctn mistaken at any time, they easily return now tiom this digression.
correct those mistakes. They also esteem any
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ordered those auxiliaries which were lightly
armed, and the archers, to march first,
that they might prevent any sudden insults
from the enemy, and might search out the
CHAPTER VL
woods that looked suspiciously, and were
PLACIDUS ATTEMPTS TO TAKE JOTAPATA, capable of ambuscades. Next to these fol
AND 19 BEATEN OFF. VESPASIAN 1IABCHES lowed that part of the Romans who were
most completely armed, both footmen and
INTO GALILEE.
horsemen. Next to these followed ten out
§ 1 . And now Vespasian, with his son Titus, of every hundred, carrying along with them
had tarried some time at Ptolemais, and had their arms, and what was necessary to menput his army in order. But when Placidus, sure out a camp withal; and after them,
who had over-run Galilee, and had besides such as were to make the road even and
slain a number of those whom he had caught straight, and if it were anywhere rough and
(which were only the weaker part of the Gali bard to be passed over, to plane it, and to
leans, and such as were of timorous souls), cut down the woods that hindered their march,
saw that the warriors ran always to those that the army might not be in distress, or
cities whose walls had been built by Josephus, tired with their march. Behind these he set
be marched furiously against Jotapata, which such carriages of the army as belonged both
was of them all the strongest, as supposing to himself and to the other commanders, with
he should easily take it by a sudden surprise, a considerable number of their horsemen fur
and that he should thereby obtain great honour their security. After these be marched him
to himself among the commanders, and bring self, having with him a select body of foot
a great advantage to them in their future men, and horsemen, and pikemen. After
campaign; because, if this strongest place of these came the peculiar cavalry of his own
them all were once taken, the rest would be legion, for there were an hundred and twenty
so affrighted as to surrender themselves. But horsemen that peculiarly belonged to every
he was mightily mistaken in his undertaking; legion. Next to these came the mules thut
for the men of Jotapata were apprised of his carried the engines for sieges, and the other
coming to attack them, and came out of the warlike machines of that nature. After these
city, and expected him there. So they fought came the commanders of the cohorts, and tri
the Romans briskly when they least expected bunes, having about them soldiers chosen out
it, being both many in number, and prepared of the rest. Then came the ensigns encompas
for fighting, and of great alacrity, as esteem sing the eagle, which is at the bead of every
ing their country, their wives, and their chil Roman legion, the king and the strongest of
dren, to be in danger, and easily put the all birds, which seems to them a signal ot
Romans to flight, and wounded many of them, dominion, and an omen that they shall conquer
and slew seven of them;* because their all against whom they march; these sacred
retreat was not made in a disorderly manner, ensigns are followed by the trumpeters. Then
because the strokes only touched the surface came the main army in their squadrons ami
of their bodies, which were covered with battalions, with six men in depth, which were
their armour in all parts, and because the followed at last by a centurion, who, according
Jews did rather throw their weapons upon to custom, observed the rest. As for the ser
them from a great distance, than venture to vants of every legion, they all followed the
come hand to hand with them, and had only footmen, and led the baggage of the soldiers,
light armour on, while the others were com which was borne by the mules and other beasts
pletely armed. However, three men of the of burden. But behind all the legions came
Jews' side were slain, and a few wounded; so tbe whole multitude of the mercenaries; and
Placidus, finding himself unable to assault the those that brought up the rear came last of all
city, ran away.
for the security of the whole army, being both
2. But as Vespasian had a great mind to footmen, and those in their armour also, w ith
full upon Galilee, he marched out from Ptole a great number of horsemen.
mais, having put his army into that order 3. And thus did Vespasian march with his
wherein the Romans used to march. He army, and came to the bounds of Galilee,
pitched his camp and restrained his
• I cannot bat here observe an eastern way of speak where he who
were eager for war; he also
ing, frequent among ttiera, but not usual among us, soldiers,
where the word "only " or *' alone" is nut set down, but showed his army to the enemy, in order to
Serhaps some way supplied in the pronunciation. Thus affright them, and to afford them a season (or
oeephuft here says, that those of Jotapata slew seven of
tbe Romans as they were marching off, because the repentance, to see whether they would change
Romans' retreat was regular, their bodirs were covered their minds before it came to a battle, and at
over with bis
theirmeaning
armour,is clear,
and the
distance;
thatJews
theselougbt
were at
thesome
rea the same time be got things ready for besieg
sons why they slew only, or no more than seven. I nave ing their strongholds. And indeed this eignt
nu* wile many the like examples in the Scriptures, in of the general brought many to repent of their
Josephus, Ate; hut did not note down the particular revolt, and put them all into a consternntion;
placs. This observation ought to be borne in mind for those that were in Josepbus's camp, wbicn
upon many occasions.
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vu at tbs city called Garis, not far from when tbey were perhaps disposed to repent
nepp'noris, when they heard that the war was ance. He also sent them word, that if they
come near them, and that the Romans would thought of coming to terms, they must sud
suddenly fight them hand to hand, dispersed denly write bun an answer; or if they re
memselves and fled, not only before they solve upon war, they must send bim an army
rume to a battle, but before the enemy ever sufficient to fight the Romans. Accordingly,
came in sight, while Josephus and a few others he wrote these things, and sent messengers
were left behind ; and as he saw that he had not immediately to carry his letter to Jerusalem.
an army sufficient to engage the enemy, that 3. Now Vespasian was very desirous of
the spirits of the Jews were sunk, and that the demolishing Jotapata, for he had gotten intel
greater part would willingly come to terms, ligence that the greater part of the enemy bad
if they might be credited, he already des retired thither; and that it was, on other ac
paired of the success of the whole war, and counts, a place of great security to them. Ac
determined to get as far as he possibly could, cordingly, he sent both footmen and horsemen
out of danger; so he took those that staid to level the road, which was mountainous and
rocky, not without difficulty to be travelled
alone with him, and fled to Tiberias.
over by footmen, but absolutely impracticable
for horsemen. Mow these workmen accom
plished what they were about in four days'
time, and opened a broad way for the army.
CHAPTER VII.
On the fifth day, which was the twenty-first ol
rmUUJt, WHEN HE HAD TAKEN THE CITT the month Artemisius (Jyar), Josephus pre
GADARA, MARCHES TO JOTAPATA. AFTER vented him, and came from Tiberias, ans
A LONO SIEGE, THE CITY IS BETRAYED BY A went into Jotapata, and raised the drooping
spirits of the Jews. And a certain deserter
DESERTER, AND TAKEN BY VESPASIAN.
told this good news to Vespasian, that Jose
§ 1. So Vespasian marched to the city Gadara, phus bad removed himself thither, which
and took it upon the first onset, because he made him make haste to the city, as suppos
found it destitute of any considerable number ing, that with taking that he should take all
ot men grown up and fit for war. He came Judea, in case he could but withal get Jose
then into it, and slew all the youth, the Ro phus under bis power. So be took this news
mans having no mercy on any age whatso to be of the vastest advantage to him, and be
ever; and this was done out of the hatred lieved it to be brought about by the provi
they bore the nation, and because of the in dence of God, that be who appeared to be the
iquity tbey had been guilty of in the affair of most prudent man of all their enemies, bad of
Cestius. He also set fire, not only to the his own accord shut himself up in a place of
city itself, but to all the villas and small cities sure custody. Accordingly, he sent Placidus
that were round about it; some of them were with a thousand horsemen, and Ebutius, a
quite destitute of inhabitants ; and out of decurion, a person that was of eminency both
some of them he carried the inhabitants as in council and in action, to encompass the city
round, that Josephus might not escape away
slaves into captivity.
2. As to Josephus, his retiring into that city, privately.
which he chose as the most fit for his security, 4. Vespasian also, the very next day, took
l>ut it into great fear; for the people of Ti bis whole army and followed them, and by
berias did not imagine that be would bave marching till late in the evening, arrived then
run away, unless he had entirely despaired of at Jotapata; and bringing his army to the
the success of the war; and, indeed, as to northern side of the city, be pitched his camp
that point, they were not mistaken about his on a certain small hill which was seven fur
opinion ; for he saw whither the affairs of the longs from the city, and still greatly endea
lews would tend at last, and was sensible voured to be well seen by the enemy, to put
that they had but one way of escaping, and them into a consternation, which was indeed
that was by repentance. However, although so terrible to the Jews immediately, that no
he expected that the Romans would forgive one of them durst go out beyond the wall.
him, yet did he choose to die many times over Yet did the Romans put off the attack at that
rather than to betray his country, and to dis time, because tbey had marched all the day,
honour that supreme command of the army although they placed a double row of batta
which bad been entrusted with him, or to lions round the city, with a third row beyond
live happily under those against whom he was them round the whole, which consisted of
sent to fight. He determined, therefore, to cavalry, in order to stop up every way for an
give an •tact account of affairs to the princi exit; which thing, making the Jews despair
pal men at Jerusalem by a letter, that he of escaping, excited them to act more boluly;
might not, by too much aggrandizing the for nothing makes men fight so desperately in
nower of the enemy, make them too timorous; war as necessity.
nor, by relating that their power beneath the 5. Now w hen an assault was made the next
truth- might encourage them to stand out I day by the Romans, the J. wsat first staid
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out of the walls, ami opposed them ; and met with vigour. To that end be called the com
them, as having formed themselves a camp manders that were under him to a council of
before the city walls. But when Vespasian war, and consulted with them which way the
had set against them the archers and slingers, assault might be managed to the best advan
and the whole multitude that could throw to tage; and when the resolution was there
a great distance, he permitted them to go to taken to raise a bank against that part of the
work, while he himself, with the footmen, wall which was practicable, he sent his whole
jot upon an acclivity, whence the city might army abroad to get the materials together
easily be taken. Josephus was then in fear So when they had cut down all the trees oi
for the city, and leaped out, and all the Jew the mountains that adjoined to the city, and
ish multitude with him; these fell together had gotten together a vast heap of stones,
upon the Romans in great numbers, and drove besides the wood they had cut down, some of
them away from the wall, and performed a them brought hurdles, in order to avoid the
great many glorious and bold actions. Yet effects of the darts that were shot from above
did they suffer as much as they made the them. These hurdles they spread over their
enemy suffer; for as despair of deliverance banks, under cover whereof they formed their
encouraged the Jews, so did a sense of shame bank, and. so were little or nothing hurt by
equally encourage the Romans. These last the darts that were thrown upon them from
had skill as well as strength; the other had the wall, while others pulled the neighbour
only courage, which armed them, and made ing hillocks to pieces, and perpetually brought
them fight furiously. And when the fight earth to them; so that while they were busy
had lasted all day, it was put an end to by the three sorts of ways, nobody was idle. How
coming on of the night. They had wounded ever, the Jews cast great stones from the walls
a great many of the Romans, and killed of upon the hurdles which protected the men,
them thirteen men; of the Jews' side seven with all sorts of darts also; and the noise
teen were slain, and six hundred wounded.
of what could not reach them was yet so ter
G. On the next day the Jews made another rible, that it was some impediment to the
attack upon the Romans, and went out of workmen.
the walls, and fought a much more desperate 9. Vespasian then set the engines for throw
battle with them than before; for (hey were ing stones and darts round about the city;
now become more courageous than formerly, the number of the engines was in all a hun
and that on account of the unexpected good dred and sixty ; and bade them fall to work,
opposition they had made the day before, as and dislodge those that were upon the wall.
they found the Romans also to light more At the same time such engines as were
desperately ; for a sense of shame indamcd intended for that purpose, threw at once
these into a passion, as esteeming their failure lances upon them with great noise, and stones
of a sudden victory to be a kind of defeat. of the weight of a talent were thrown by the
Thus did the Romans try to make an impres engines that were prepared for that purpose,
sion upon the Jews till the fifth day continu together with fire, and a vast multitude of
ally, while the people of Jotapata made sallies arrows, which made the wall so dangerous,
out, and fought at the walls most desperately; that the Jews durst not only not to come upon
nor were the Jews affrighted at the strength it, but durst not come to those parts within
of the enemy, nor wen: the Romans discou the walls which were reached by the engines;
raged at the difficulties they met with in for the multitude of the Arabian archers, as
well also as all those that threw darts and
taking the city.
7. Now Jotapata is almost all of it built slung stones, fell to work at the same time
upon a precipice, having on all the other sides with the engines. Yet did not the others lie
of it every way valleys immensely deep and still when they could not throw at the Romans
steep, insomuch that those who would look from a higher place; for they then made sal
down would have their sight fail them before lies out of the city like private robbers, by
it reaches to the bottom. It is only to be parties, and pulled away the hurdles that
come at on the north side, where the utmost covered the workmen, and killed them when
part of the city is built on the mountain, as they were thus naked; and when those work
it ends obliquely at a plain. This mountain men gave way, these cast away the earth that
Josephus had encompassed with a tvall when composed the bank, and burnt the wooden
ne fortified the city, that its top might not be parts of it, together with the hurdles, till at
t:apable of bvjing eeizedtupon by the enemies. length Vespasian perceived that the intervals
The city is covered all round with other there were between the works were of disad
mountains, and can no way be seen till a man vantage to him; for those spaces of ground
comes just upon it. And this was the strong afforded the Jews a place for assaulting tCe
Romans. So he united the hurdles, and at
mtuatiou of Jotapata.
8. Vespasian, therefore, in order to try how the same time joined one part of the army to
be might overcome the natural strength of the other, which prevented the private excur
ttie place, as well as the bold defence of the sions of the Jews.
10. And when the bank was now raised,
Jew*, made a resolution to prosecute the siege
■2 T
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other
necessaries,
and
that
the
men were of
anil brought nearer than ever to^he battle
ments that belonged to the walls, Josephus good courage, and being desirous to protract
thought it would be entirely wrong in him the siege to tbe Romans longer than they
if be could make no contrivances in opposi expected, ordered their drink to be given them
tion to theirs, and that might be for the city's by measure; but this scanty distribution of
preservation ; so he got together his work water by measure was deemed by them as a
men, and ordered them to build the wall thing more hard upon them than the want of
higher; and when they said that this was im it; and their not been able to drink as much
possible to be done while so many darts were as they would, made them more desirous of
thrown at them, he invented this sort of cover drinking than they otherwise bad been; nay,
for them: — He bade them fix piles, and ex they were so much disheartened hereby as if
pand before them raw hides of oxen newly they were come to the last degree of thirst.
killed, that these bides, by yielding and hol Nor were the Romans unacquainted with the
lowing themselves when the stones were state they were in, for when they stood over
thrown at them, might receive them, for that against them, beyond the wall, they could see
the other darts would slide off them, and the them running together, and taking their water
fire that was thrown would be quenched by by measure, which made them throw their
the moisture that was in them; and these he javelins thither, the place being within their
set before the workmen ; and under them reach, and kill a great many of them.
these workmen went on with their works in 13. Hereupon- Vespasian hoped that their
safety, and raised the wall higher, and that receptacles of water would in no long time be
both by day and by night, till it was twenty emptied, and that they would be forced to de
cubits high. He also built a good number liver up the city to him ; but Josephus being
of towers upon the wall, and fitted it to strong minded to break such his hope, gave command
battlements. This greatly discouraged the that they should wet a great many of their
Romans, who, in their own opinions, were al clothes, and hang them out about tbe battle
ready gotten within the walls, while they were ments, till the entire wall was of a suddeu all
now at once astonished at Josephus's contri wet with tbe running down of the water. Al
vance, and at the fortitude of the citizens that this sight the Romans were discouraged, and
were in the city.
under consternation, when they saw them able
11. And noiv Vespasian was plainly irri to throw away in sport so much water, when
tated at the great subtilty of this stratagem, tbey supposed them not to have enough to
and at the boldness of the citizens of Jotapa- drink themselves. This made the Roman
ta; for taking heart again upon the building general despair of taking the city by theii
of this wall, they made fresh sallies upon the want of necessaries, and to betake himself
Romans, and had every day conflicts with again to arms, and to try to force them to
them by parties, together with all such con surrender, which was what tbe Jews greatly
trivances as robbers make use of, and with the desired; for as they despaired of either them
plundering of all that came to hand, as also selves or their city being able to escape, tbey
with the setting fire to all tbe other works ; preferred a death in battle before one by
and this till Vespasian made bis army leave hunger and thirst.
off fighting them, and resolved to lie round 14. However, Josephus contrived another
the ci'.y, and to starve them into a surrender, stratagem besides tbe foregoing, to get plenty
as supposing that either they would be forced of what they wanted There was a certain
to petition him for mercy by want of provi rough and uneven place that could hardly be
sions, or if they should have the courage to ascended, and on that account was not guarded
hold out till the last they should perish by by the soldiers; so Josephus sent out certain
famine: and he concluded he should conquer persons along the western parts of the
them the more easily in fighting, if be gave valley, and by them sent letters to whom he
them an interval, and then fell upon them pleased of tbe Jews that were out of tbe city,
when they were weakened by famine; but and procured from them what necessaries
still be gave orders that they should guard soever they wanted in the city in abundance ,against their coming out of the city.
he enjoined tbem also to creep generally along
12. Now the besieged had plenty of corn by the watch as tbey came into tbe city, and
within the city, and indeed of all other neces to cover their backs with such sheep-skins as
saries, but they wanted water, because there had their wool upon them, that if any one
was no fountain in the city, tbe people being should spy tbem in the night-time, they might
there usually satisfied with rain water; yet it be believed to be dogs. This was done till
is a rare thing in that country to have rain in the watch perceived their contrivance, and en
summer, and at this season, during the siege, compassed tbat rough place about themselves.
they were in great distress for some contri
15. And now it was tbat Josephus perceived
vance to satisfy their thirst; and they were that the city could not hold out long, and
very sad at this time particularly, as if tbey that his own life would be in doubt if be con
were already in want of water entirely, for tinued in it; so be consulted bow he and the
Josephus seeing that tbe city abounded' wit b most potent men of the city might fly out uf
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it. "When the multitude understood this, they about some such noble undertaking as may
came all round about him, and begged of him be remembered by late posterity." Having
not to overlook them while they entirely said this, he fell to work immediately, and
depended on him, and him alone; for that made a sally, and dispersed the enemies' outthere was still hope of the city's deliverance guards, and ran as far as the Roman camp
if he would stay with them, because every body itself, and pulled the coverings of their tents
would undertake any pains with great cheer to pieces, that were upon their banks, and set
fulness on his account, and in that case there fire to their works. And this was the man
would be some comfort for them nlso, though ner in which he never left off fighting, nei
they should be taken: that it became him nei ther the next day nor the day after it, but
ther to fly from his enemies, nor to desert his went on with it for a considerable number of
friends, nor to leap out of that city, as out of both days and nights.
a ship that was sinking in a storm, into which 18. Upon this, Vespasian, when he saw the
he cime when it was quiet and in a calm; for Romans distressed by these sallies (although
that by going away he would lie the cause of they were ashamed to lie made to run away
drowning the city, because nobody would then by the Jews; and when at any time they
venture to oppose t lie enemy when he was made the Jews run away, their heavy armour
once gone, upon whom they wholly confided. would not let them pursue them far; while
Hereupon Josephus avoided letting the Jews, when they had performed any
them know that he was to go away to provide action, and before they could be hurt them
fur his own safety, but told them that he would selves, still retired into the city), ordered his
go out of the city for their sakes; for that if armed men to avoid their onset, and not to
he staid with them, he should be able to do tight it out with men under desperation,
them little good while they were in a safe while nothing is more courageous than despair;
condition; and that if they were once taken, but that their violence would be quenched
he should only perish with them to no pur when they saw they failed of their purposes,
pose; but that if he were once gotten free as fire is quenched when it wants fuel; and
from this siege, he should be able to bring that it was most proper for the Romans to
them very great relief; for that he would then gain their victories as cheap as they could,
immediately get the Galileans together, out since they are not forced to fight, but only to
of the country, in great multitudes, and draw enlarge their own dominions. So he repelled
the Romans off their city by another war. the Jews in great measure by the Arabian
That he did not sec what advantage he could archers, and the Syrian slingers, and by those
Dring to them now, by staying among them, that threw stones at them, nor was there any
out only provoke the Romans to besiege them intermission of the great number of their
more closely, as esteeming it a most valuable offensive engines. Now, the Jews suffered
thing to take him ; but that if they were once greatly by these engines, without being able
informed that he was fled out of the city, tbey to escape from them ; and when these engines
would greatly remit of their eagerness against threw their stones or javelins a great way, and
it. Yet did not this plea move the people, the Jews were within their reach, they pressed
but inflamed them the more to hang about hard upon the Romans, and fought desperately,
him. Accordingly, both the children and the without sparing either soul or body, one part
old men, and the women with their infants, succouring another by turns, when it was tired
came mourning to him, and fell down before down.
19. When, therefore, Vespasian looked upon
bim, and all of them caught hold of his feet,
and held him fast, and besought him, with himself as in a manner besieged by these sal
great lamentations, that he would take his lies of the Jews, and when his banks were now
' share with them in their fortune; — and I not far from the walls, he determined to make
think they did this, not that they envied his use of his battering ram. This battering
deliverance, but that they, hoped for their ram is a vast beam of wood like the mast of a
own; for they could not think they should ship; its fore-part is armed with a thick piece
suffer any great misfortune, provided Jose of iron at the bead of it, which is so carved
as to be like the head of a ram, whence its
phiw would but stay with them.
17. Now, Josephus thought, that if be name is taken. This ram is slung in the air
resolved to stay, it would he ascribed to their by ropes passing over its middle, and is hung
entreaties; and if he resolved to go away by Lke the balance in a pair of scales irom
force, he should be put into custody. His another beam, and braced by strong beams
commiseration also of the people under their that pass on both sides of it in the nature of
lamentations, had much broken that of his a cross. When this ram is pulled backward
eagerness to leave them ; so he resolved tostay, by a great number of men with united foree,
and nrming himself with the common despair and then thrust forward by the same men,
of the citizens, he said to them, " Now is the with a mighty noise, it batters the walls with
time to begin to fiv'ht in earnest, when there that iron part which is prominent; nor is
is no hope of deliveranre left. It is a brave there any tower so strong, or walls so broad,
thing to prefer glory before life, and to set that can resist any more than its first batteries,
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but all are forced to yield to it at last.
This was the experiment which the Roman man took up a stone of vast bigness, and
general betook himself to when he was eagerly threw it down from the wall upon the ram,
bent upon taking the city, and found lying and this with so great a force that it broke off
in the field so long to be to his disadvantage, the bead of the engine. He also leaped down
because the Jews would never let him be and took up the bead of the ram from the
quiet. So these Romans brought the several midst of tbem, and without any concern, car
enginesforgalling an enemy nearer to the walls, ried it to the top of tbe wall, and this, while
that they might reach such as were upon the he stood as a tit mark to be pelted by all his
wall, and endeavoured to frustrate their enemies. Accordingly, he received the strokes
attempts; these threw stones and javelins at upon his naked body, and was wounded with
tbem ; in the like manner did the archers and five darts; nor did he mind any of them while
slingcrs come both together closer to the wall. he went up to the top of the wall, where he
This brought matters to such a pass that none stood in sight of them all, as an instance of
of the Jews durst mount the walls, and then tbe greatest boldness: after which be threw
it was that the other Romans brought the himself on a heap with his wounds upon him,
battering ram that was cased with hurdles and fell down, together with the head of tbe
all over, and in the upper part was secured ram. Next to him, two brothers showed their
with skins that covered it, and this both for courage; their names were Netir and Philip,
the security of themselves and of the engine. both of tbem of the village Ruma, and both
Now, at the very first stroke of this engine, of them Galileans also ; these men leaped
the wall was shaken, and a terrible clamour upon the soldiers of the tenth legion, and lell
was raised by the people within the city, as if upon the Romans with such a noise and force
as to disorder their ranks, and put to flight
they were already taken.
20. And now, when Josephus saw this ram all upon whomsoever they made their as
still battering the same place, and that the saults.
wall would quickly be thrown down by it, he 22. After these men's performances, Jose
resolved to elude for a while the force of the phus, and the rest of tbe multitude with him,
engine. With this design he gave orders to took a great deal of fire, and burnt both the
fill sacks with chatf, and to bang them down machines, and their coverings, with the works
before that place where they saw the ram al belonging to the fifth, and to the tenth legion,
ways battering, that the stroke might be turn which they put to flight; when others fol
ed aside, or that the place might feel less of lowed them immediately, and buried those in
the strokes by the yielding nature of the struments and all their materials under ground.
chaff. This contrivance very much delayed However, about the evening the Romans
the attempts of the Romans, because let erected the battering ram again, against tbat
them remove their engine to what part they part of tbe wall which bad suffered before;
pleased, those that were above it removed their where a certain Jew that defended the city
sacks, and placed them over against the strokes from tbe Romans, hit Vespasian with a dart
it made, insomuch that the wall was no way in his foot, and wounded him a little, tbe dis
hurt, and this by diversion of the strokes, till the tance being so great, that no mighty impression
Romans made an opposite contrivance of long could be made by the dart thrown so far off.
poles, and by tying books at their ends, cut However, this caused tbe greatest disorder
off the sacks. Now, when the battering-ram, among the Romans ; for when those who
thus recovered its force, and the wall having stood near him saw his blood, they were dis
been but newly built, was giving way, Jose turbed at it, and a report went abroad, through
phus and those about him, bad afterward im the whole army, that tbe general was wound
mediate recourse to tire, to defend themselves ed, while the greatest part left the siege, and
withal; whereupon they took what materials came running together with surprise and fear
soever they had that were but dry, and made to the general; and before them all came Ti
a sally three ways, and set fire to the machines, tus, out of tbe concern he had for bis father,
and the hurdles, and the banks of the Ro insomuch that tbe multitude were in great
mans themselves; nor did the Romans well confusion, and this out of the regard they bad
know how to come to their assistance, being for their general, and by reason of the agony
at once under a consternation at the Jews' tbat the son was in. Yet did the father soon
ooidness, and being prevented by the names put an end to the son's fear, and to the oisfrom coming to their assistance; for the ma order the army was under, for being superior
terials being dry with the bitumen and pitch to his pains, and endeavouring soon to be
mat were among them, as was brimstone also, seen by all that had been in a fright abunt
:ae tire caught hold of every thing imme him, he excited them to tight the Jews moie
diately; and what cost the Romans a great briskly; for now every body was willing to
ncai of pains, was in one hour consumed.
expose himself to danger immediately, in
HI. And here a certain Jew appeared worthy order to avenge their gent-nil; and tnen tnev
of our relation and commendation ; he was encouraged one another with loud voices, aud
tne son of Samcas, and was called Eleuzar, ran hastily to the walls.
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23. But still Josephus and those with him, they hac? N'en nt the night before; and as he
ilthuugh they fell down dead one upon was desirous to draw off those that opposed
another by the darts and stone* w'lich the bim from the places where the wall had been
■ngines threw upon them, yet ..i<; u.it they thrown down, he made the most courageous
lU'-prt the wall, but fell upon those who of the horsemen get off their horses, and
managed the ram, under the protection of the placed them in three ranks over- against those
"lui'llc!*, with fire, and iron weapons, and ruins of the walls, but covered with their
■tones; and these could do little or nothing, armour on every side, and with poles in their
uut fell themselves perpetually, while they hands, that so these might begin their ascent
were seen by those whom they could not see, as soon as the instruments for such ascent were
for the light of their own flame shone about laid; behind them he placed the flower of the
them, and made them a most visible mark to footmen; but for the rest of the horse, he
the enemy, as they were in the day-time, ordered them to extend themselves ovcrwhile the engines could not be seen at a great against the wall, upon the whole billy coun
distance, and so what was thrown at tbem try, in order to prevent any from escaping out
was hard to be avoided ; for the force with of the city when it should be taken ; and
which these engines threw stones and darts behind these he placed the archers round
made them hurt several at a time, and the about, and commanded them to have all their
violent noise of the stones that were cast by darts ready to Bboot. The same command he
the engines was so great, that they carried gave to the slingers, and to those that managed
away the pinnacles of the wall, and broke off the engines, and bade them to take up other
the corners of the towers; for no body of men ladders and have them ready to lay upon those
could be so strong as not to be overthrown to parts of the wall which were yet untouched,
tbe last rank by the largeness of the stones; that the besieged might be engaged in trying
and any one may learn the force of the to hinder their ascent by tbem, and leave the
engines by what happened this very night; for guard of the parts that were thrown down,
as one of those that stood round about Jose while tbe rest of them should be overborne by
phus was near the wall, his head was carried the darts cast at them, and might afford his
away by such a stone, and his skull was flung men an entrance into the city.
as far as three furlongs. In the day-time also, 25. But Josephus, understanding the mean
a woman with child had her bully so violently ing of Vespasian's contrivance, set the old
struck, as she was just come out of her bouse, men, together with those that were tired out,
that the infant was carried to the distance of at the sound parts of the wall, as expecting
bait a furlong; so great was the force of that no harm from those quarters, but set the
engine. The i:oise of the instruments them strongest of his men at the place where the
selves was very terrible, the sound of the wall was broken down, and before them all,
darts and stones that were thrown by them, six men by themselves, among whom he took
was so also; of the same sort was that noise hts share of the first and greatest danger.
tbe dead bodies made, when tbey were dashed He also gave orders, that when the legions
against the wall; and indeed dreadful was the made a shout they should stop their ears, that
clamour which these things raised in the they might not be affrighted at it, and that
women within the city, which was echoed to avoid the multitude of the enemies' darts,
back at the same time by tbe cries of such as they should bend down on their knees, and
were slain; while the whole space of ground eover themselves with their shields, and that
whereon they fought ran with blood, and the they should retreat a little backward for a
wall might bave been ascended over by the while, till the archers should bave emptied
bodies of the dead carcasses; the mountain* their quivers; but that, when the Romans
also contributed to increase the noise by their should lay their instruments for ascending the
echoes; nor was there on that night any thing walls, they should leap out on the sudden,
of terror wanting that could either affect the and with their own instruments should meet
hearing or the sight: yet did a great part of the enemy, and that every one should strive
those that fought so hard for Jotapata fall to do his best, in order not to defend his own
manfully, as were a great part of them city, as if it were possible to be preserved,
wounded. However, the morning watch was but in order to revenge it, when it was already
come ere the wall yielded to the machines destroyed; and that they should set before
employed against it, though it had been bat their eyes how their old men were to be slain,
tered without intermission. However, those and their children and their wives to be killed
witniu covered their bodies with their armour, immediately by the enemy; and that they
uiiii raised works over-against that part which would beforehand spend all their fury, on
was thrown down, before those engines were accouyt of the calamities just coming upon
laid by which the Romans were to ascend into them, and pour it out on the actors.
2(1. And thus did Jusepbus dispose of both
the city.
24. In the morning Vespasian got his army his lioiiies of men ; but then tor the useless part
together, in order to take the city [by storm], of the citizens, the women and children, when
■tier a little recreation upon the hard pains tbey suw tbcir city encompassed by a threefold
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army (for none of the usual guards that had Romans, and threw down upon them their ves
been fighting before were removed), when sels as they were still hissing from the beat
they also saw not only t he walls thrown dow n, of the tire: this so burnt the Romans, that
but their enemies with swords in their bauds, it dispersed that united band, who now tum
as also the hilly country above them shining bled down from the wall with horrid pains,
with their weapons, and the darts in the hands fur the oil did casilv run down the whole
of the Arabian archers, they made a final and body from head to foot, under their entire
lamentable outcry of the destruction, as if the armour, and fed upon their flesh like flame
misery were not only threatened, but actually itself, its fat and unctuous nature rendering it
come upon them already. But Josephus soon heated and slowly cooled; and as the
ordered the women to be shut up in tbeir men were cooped up in their bead-pieces and
houses, lest they should render the warlike breast-plates, tbey could no way get free
actions of the men too effeminate, by making from tbis burning oil; tbey could only leap
them commiserate their condition, and com and roll about in their pains, as they fell down
manded them to hold their peace, and from the bridges they had laid. And as they
threatened them if they did not, while he came were thus beaten back, and retired to their
himself before the breach, where his allotment own party, who still pressed them forward,
was ; for all those who brought ladders to they were easily wounded by those that were
the other places, he took no notice of them, behind them.
but earnestly waited for the shower of arrows 29. However, in this ill success of the Ro
mans, tbeir courage did not fail them, nor
that was coming.
27. And now the trumpeters of the several did the Jews want prudence to oppose them;
Roman legions sounded together, and the for the Romans, although they saw tbeir
army made a terrible shout; and the darts, as own men thrown down, and in a miserable
by order, flew so fast that they intercepted the condition, yet were they vehemently bent
light. However, Joaephus's men remembered against those that poured the oil upon thorn,
the charges be bad given them, they stopped while every one reproached the man before
their ears at the sounds, and covered their hiin as a coward, and one that hindered him
bodies against the darts; and as to the en from exerting himself; and while the Jews
gines that were set ready to go to work, the made use of another stratagem to prevent their
Jews ran out upon them, before those that ascent, and poured boiling fenugreek upon
should have used them were gotten upon the boards, in order to make them slip and
them. And now, on the ascending of the fall down ; by which means neither could
soldiers, there was a great conflict, and many those that were coining up, nor those that
actions of the hands and of the soul were ex were going down, stand on their feet; but
hibited, while the Jews did earnestly endea some of them fell backward upon the ma
vour, in the extreme danger they were in, chines on which they ascended, and were
not to show less courage than those who, trodden upon ; many of them fell down 011
without being in danger, fought so stoutly the bank they had raised, and when they
against them; nor did they leave struggling were fallen upon it were slain by the Jews;
with the Romans' till they either fell down for when the Romans could not keep their
dead themselves, or killed their antagonists. feet, the Jews being freed from fighting bai.u
But the Jews grew weary with defending to hand, had leisure to throw their darts at
themselves continually, and had not enow them. So the general called off those sol
to come in their places to succour them, — diers in the evening that had suffered so
while, on the side of the Romans, fresh men sorely, of whom the number of the slain was
still succeeded those that were tired ; and not a few, while that of the wounded was
still new men soon get upon the machines still greater; but of the people of Jotapata no
lor ascent, in the room of those that were more than six men were killed, although
thrust down; those encouraging one another, more than three hundred were carried ulf
and joining side to side with their shields, wouirdrd. This tight happened on the
which were a protection to them, they became twentieth day of the month i)esius [SivanJ.
a body of men not to he broken; and as this ilO. Hereupon Vespasian comforted las
baud thrust away the Jews, as though they army on occasion of w bat had happened, and us
were themselves hut one body, they began he found them angry indeed, but rather waul
already to get upon the wall.
ing somewhat to do than any farther exhorta
"JS. Then did Josephus take necessity for tions, he gave orders to raise the banks still
his counsellor in this utmost distress (which higher, and to erect three towers, each titty
necessity is very sagacious in invention, when feet high, and that they should cover tlieiu
it is irritated by despair), and gave orders to with plates of iron on every side, that they
pour scalding oil upon those whose shields might be both firm by their weight, and nut
protected them. Whereupon they soon got easily liable to be set 011 tire. These towers
it ready, being many that brought it, and he set upon the bunks, and placed upon treio,
what t bey brought being a givut quantity such as could shout darts and arrows, with the
also, and poured it on all slues upon the lighur engines ior tnruning stones and darts
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also; and besides these, be set upon them the
stoutest men among the slingers, who not
being to be seen by reason of the height they
stood upon, and the battlements that protected
them, might throw their weapons at those
that were upon the wall, and were easily seen
by them. Hereupon the Jews, not being
easily able to escape those darts that were
thrown down upon their heads, nor to avenge
themselves on those whom they could not see,
and pereeiving that the height of the towers
was so great, that a dart which they threw
with their hand could hardly reach it, and that
the iron plates about them made it very hard
to come at them by fire, they ran away from
the walls, and fled hastily out of the city, and
fell upon those that shot at them. And thus
did the people of Jotapata resist the Romans,
while a great number of them were every day
killed, without their being able to retort the
evil upon their enemies; nor could they keep
them out of the city without danger to them
selves.
■»
31. About this time it was that Vespasian
sent out Trajan against a city called Japha,
that lay near to Jotapata, and that desired inno
vations, and was puffed up with the unex
pected length of the opposition of Jotapata.
This Trajan was the commander of the tenth
legion, and to him Vespasian committed one
thousand horsemen, and two thousand foot
men. When Trajan came to the city, he
found it hard to be taken, for besides the
natural strength of its situation, it was also
secured by a double wall; but when he saw
the people of this city coming out of it, and
ready to fight him, he joined battle with
them, and after a short resistance which they
made, be pursued after them; and as they
fled to their first wall, the Romans followed
tbem so closely, that they fell in together
•villi them: but when the Jews were endea
vouring to get again within their second wall,
their fellow-citizens shut them out, as being
afraid that the Romans would force them
selves in with tbem. It was certainly God,
therefore, who brought the Romans to punish
the Galileans, and did then expose the people
of the city every one of them manifestly to be
destroyed by their bloody enemies; for they
fell upon the gates in great crowds, and ear' nestly calling to those that kept them, and
that by their names aUo, yet had they their
lhroats cut in the very midst of their suppli
cations; for the enemy shut the gates of the
first wall, and their own citizens shut the gates
"I the second, so they were enclosed between
'■>■') walls, and were slain in great numbers
together; many of them were run through
by swords of their own men, ami many by
their own swords, besides an immense num
ber that were slain by the Romans; — nor had
they any courage to revenge themselves; for
tnere was added to the consternation they
were in from the e.ii.m. uicir being betrayed
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by their own friends, which quite broke their
spirits: and at last they died, cursing not the
Romans, but their own citizens, till they were
all destroyed, being in number twelve thou
sand. So Trajan gathered that the city was
empty of people that could fight, and although
there should a few of them be therein, he
supposed that they would be too timorous
to venture upon any opposition; so he reserved
the taking of the city to the general. Accor
dingly he sent messengers to Vespasian, and
desired him to send his son Titus to finish
the victory he had gained. Vespasian here
upon imagining there might be some pains
still necessary, sent bis son with an army of
five hundred horsemen, and one thousand
footmen. So he came quickly to the city,
and put his army in order, and set Trajan
over the left wing, while he had the right him
self, and led them to the siege : and when the
soldiers brought ladders to be laid against the
wall on every side, the Galileans opposed them
from above for a while; but soon afterward
they left the walls. Then did Titus's men
leap into the city, and seized upon it presently;
but when those that were in it were gotten
together, there was a fierce battle between
them; for the men of power fell upon the
Romans in the narrow streets, and the women
threw whatsoever came next to hand at them,
and sustained a fight with them for six hours'
time; but when the fighting men were spent,
the rest of the multitude had their throats cut,
partly in the open air and partly in their own
houses, both young and old together. So
there were no males no.v remaining, besides
infants, who with the women were carried as
slaves into captivity; so that the number of
the slain, both now in the city and at the for
mer fight, was fifteen thousand, and the cap
tives were two thousand one hundred and
thirty. This calamity befel the Galileans on
the twenty-fifth day of the month Desius
[Sivan].
v
32. Nor did the Samaritans escape their
share of misfortunes at this time; for they
assembled themselves together upon the moun.
tain called Gerizzim, which is with them a
holy mountain, and there they remained;
which collection of theirs, as well as the cou
rageous minds they showed, could not but
threaten somewhat of war; nor were they
rendered wiser by the miseries that had come
upon their neighbouring cities. They also,
notwithstanding the great success the Romans
had, inarched on in an unreasonable manner,
depending on their own weakness, and were
disposed for any tumult upon its first appear
ance. Vespasian therefore thought it best to
prevent their motions, and to cutoff the founda
tion of their attempts; for although all Sama
ria had ever garrisons settled among them,
yet diil the number of those that were come to
mount Gerizzim, and their conspiracy toge
ther, give ground to fear >*-hat they wou:i
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told
them,and
they
thought
he
might pro
be at; he therefore sent thither Cerealis, the
commander of the fifth legion, with six hun bably speak tbe truth. However, Vespasian
dred horsemen and three thousand footmen, thought they should be no great sufferers it
who did not think it safe to go up to the the report was a sham ; so be commanded
mountain and give tbem- battle, because many them to keep tbe man in custody, and pre
of the enemy were on the higher part of the pared the army for taking the city.
ground; so he encompassed all the lower 34. According to which' resolution they
part of the mountain with his army, and marched without noise, at tbe hour that had
watched them all that day. Now it happened been told them, to the wall; and it was Titus
that tbe Samaritans, who were now destitute himself that first got upon it, with one of his
of water, were indaincd with a violent heat tribunes, Domitius Sabinus, and had a few of
(for it was summer-time, and the multitude had the fifteenth legion along with him. So they
not provided themselves with necessaries), in cut the throats of tbe watch, and entered tbe
somuch that some of them died that very day city very quietly. After these came Cerealis
with heat, while others of them preferred sla tbe tribune, and Placidus, and led on those
very before such a death as that was, and Med that were under tbem. Now when tbe cita
to the Romans ; by whom Cereal is understood del was taken, and the enemy were in the
that those who still stayed there were very very midst of the city, and when it was already
much broken by their misfortunes. So he day, yet was not tbe taking of the city known
went up to the mountain, and having placed by those tbat held it; for a great many of
his forces round about the enemy, he, in the them were fast asleep, and a great mist, which
first place, exhorted tbem to take the security then by chance fell upon the city, hindered
of his right hand, and come to terms with him, those that got upjrom distinctly seeing tbe
and thereby save themselves ; and assured case they were in, till the whole Roman army
them, that if they would lay down their arms, was gotten in, and they were raised up only
he would secure them from any harm ; but to find the miseries tbey were under; and as
when he could not prevail with tbein, he tell they were slaying, they perceived tbe city was
upon them and slew them all, being in number taken. And for the Romans, they so well re
eleven thousand and six hundred. This was membered what tbey bad suffered during the
done on the twenty-seventh day of the month siege, tbat they spared none, nor pitied any,
Desius [Sivan], And these were the calami but drove the people down tbe precipice
ties that befell tbe Samaritans at this time, from the citadel, and slew them as they drove
33. But as tbe people of Jotapata still held them down; at which time tbe difficulties oi
out manfully, and bore up under their miseries the place hindered those that were still able
beyond all that could be hoped for, on the forty- to fight from defending themselves; for as
seventh day [of the siege] the banks cast up they were distressed in the narrow streets, and
by the Romans were become higher than the could not "keep their feet sure along tbe pre
wall; on which day a certain deserter went cipice, they were overpowered with the crowd
to Vespasian, and told him how few were left of those that came fighting them down from
in tbe city, and how weak they were, and that the citadel. This provoked a great many,
they had been so worn out with perpetual even of those chosen men that were about
watching, and also perpetual fighting, that they Josephus, to kill themselves with their own
could not now oppose any force that came hands; for when they saw that they could kill
against them, and that they might be taken by none of tbe Romans, they resolved to prevent
stratagem, if any one would attack them ; for being killed by tbe Romans, and got togethei
that about the last watch of tbe night, when in great numbers, in the utmost parts of the
they thought they might have some reBt from city, and killed themselves.
the hardships they were under, and when a 35. However, such of tbe watch as at the
morning sleep used to come upon tbem, as first perceived they were taken, and ran away
they were thoroughly weary, he said the watch as fast as they could, went up into one of the
used to fall asleep : accordingly bis advice towers on the north side of tbe city, and for
was, that they should make their attack at a while defended themselves there; but as
that hour. But Vespasian bad a suspicion they were encompassed with a multitude ot
about this deserter, as knowing how faithful enemies, they tried to use their right bauds
the Jews were to one another, and how much when it was too late, and at length they cheer
they despised any punishments that could be fully offered their necks to be cut off by those
inflicted on them ; this last, because one of that stood over them. And the Romans might
the people of Jotapata bad undergone all sorts have boasted that the conclusion of tbat siege
of torments, and though tbey made him pass was without blood [on their side], if there had
through a fiery trial of his enemies in his ex not been a centurion, Antonius, who was slaiu
amination, yet would he inform them nothing at tbe taking of tbe city. His death was oc
of the affairs within the city, and as he was casioned by tbe following treachery; for tht itcrucified, smiled at theinl However, the pro was one of those that were fled into the ca
bability there was in the relation itself did verns, which were a great number, who i.epartly confirm the truth of what tbe deserter sired that this Antonius would reach biiu La
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right hand for bis security, and would assure them, he was discovered. Whereupon Vespa
him that he would preserve him, and give him sian sent immediately and zealously two tri
h:a assistance in getting up out of the cavern; bunes, Paulinus and Gallicanus, and ordered
* accordingly, he incautiously reached him his them to give Josephus their right hands as a
right hand, when the other man prevented security for his life, and to exhort him to
him, a:id stabbed him under his loins with a come up.
spear, and killed him immediately.
2. So they came and invited the man to
30. A' i on this day the Romans slew all come up, and gave him assurances that his life
the multitude that appeared openly; but on should be preserved; but they did not prevail
the following days they searched the hiding- with him ; for he gathered suspicions from the
places, and fell upon those that were under probability there was that one who had done
ground, and in the caverns, and went thus so many things against the Romans must suf
through every age, excepting the Infants and fer for it, though not from the mild temper
the women, and of thaw there we're gathered of those that invited him. However, he was
together as captives twelve hundred; and as afraid that he was invited to come up, in order
for those that were slain at the taking of the to be punished, until Vespasian sent besides
city, and in the former fights, they were num these a third tribune, Nicanor, to him; he
bered to be forty thousand. So Vespasian was one that was well known to Josephus, and
gave order that the city should be entirely had been his familiar acquaintance in old
demolished, and all the fortifications burnt time. When he was come, he enlarged upon
down. And thus was Jotapata taken, in the the natural mildness of the Romans towards
thirteenth year of the reign of Nero, on the those they have once conquered; and told
him, that he had behaved himself so valiantly,
first day of the month Panemus [Tamuz].
that the commanders rather admired than
hated him; that the general was very desirous
to have him brought to him, not in order to
punish him, for that he could do though he
CHAPTER VIII.
should not come voluntarily, but that he was
how josephus was discovered by a woman, determined to preserve a man of bis courage.
and was willing to deliver himself up He moreover added this, that Vespasian, had
to the romans; and what discourse he he been resolved to impose upon him, would
had with his own men, when they not have sent to him a friend of his own, nor
fndeavoured to hinder him; and what put the fairest colour upon the vilest action,
he said to vespasian, when he was by pretending friendship and meaning perfibrought to him; and after what man diousness; nor would he have himself acqui
ner vespasian used him afterwards. esced, or come to him, had it been to deceive
him.
§ 1. And now the Romans searched for Jose
3. Now, as Josephus began to hesitate with
ph us, both out of the hatred they bore him, himself about Nicanor's proposal, the soldiery
and because their general was very desirous were so angry, that they ran hastily to set fire
to have him taken; for he reckoned that if he to the den; but the tribune would not permit
were once taken, the greatest part of the war them so to do, as being very desirous to take
would be OVer. They then searched among the man alive. And now, as Nicanor lay bard
the dead, and looked into the most concealed at Josephus to comply, and he understood
recesses of the city; but as the city was first how the multitude of the enemy threatened
taken, he was assisted by a certain superna him, he called to mind the dreams which he
tural providence; for he withdrew himself had dreamed in the night-time, whereby God
from the enemy when he was in the midst of had signified to him beforehand both the
them, and leaped into a certain deep pit, future calamities of the Jews, and the events
whereto there adjoined a large den at one side that concerned the Roman emperors. Now
of it, which den could not be seen by those Josephus was able to give shrewd conjectures
that were above ground; and here he met about the interpretation of such dreams as
with forty persons of eminence that had con have been ambiguously delivered by God.
cealed themselves, and with provisions enough Moreover, he was not unacquainted with the
to satisfy them for not a few days. So in the prophecies contained in the sacred books, as
day-time he hid himself from the enemy, who being a priest himself, and of the posterity of
had seized upon all places; and in the night priests: and just then was he in an ecstacy;
time he got up out of the den, and looked and setting before him the tremendous images
about for some way of escaping, and took of the dreams he had lately had, he put up a
exact notice of the watch : but as all places were secret prayer to God, and said, — "Since it
guarded everywhere on his account, that there pleaseth thee, who bast created the Jewish
was no way of getting off unseen, he went nation, to depress the same, and since all their
down again into the den. Thus he concealed good fortune is gone over to the Romans;
himself two days; but on the third day, when and since thou bast made choice of this soul
they had taken a woman who hail be«u with of mine to foretel what is tf come to pais
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when
be
is
obliged
to
die,
and
he who will
hereafter, I willingly give them my hands,
and am content to live. And I protest openly, die when he is not obliged so to do. Wha*
that I do not go over to the Romans us a are we afraid of, when we wiil not go up to
deserter of the Jews, but as a minister from the Romans? Is it death? If so, what we ore
afraid of, when we but suspect our enemies
thee."
4. When he had said this, he complied with will inflict it on us, shall we inflict it on our
Nicanor's invitation. But when those Jews selves for certain? But it may be said, we
who had fled with him, understood that he must be slaves. And are we then in a clear
yielded to those that invited him to come up, state of liberty at present? It may also be
they came about him in a body, and cried out, said, that it is a manly act for one to kill him
M Nay, indeed, now may the laws of our fore- ] self. No, certainly, but a most unmanly one;
fathers, which God ordained himself, well as I should esteem that pilot to be an arrant
groan to purpose; that God we mean who coward who, out of fear of a storm, should
hath created the souls of the Jews of such a sink his ship of his own accord. Now, selftemper, that they despise death. O Josephusl murder is a crime most remote from the com
art thou still fond of life; and canst thou mon nature of all animals, and an instance
bear to see the light in a state of slavery? How of impiety against God our Creator: nor
soon hast thou forgotten thyself! How many indeed is there any animal that dies by its
hast thou persuaded to lose their lives for own contrivance, or by its own means; fur
liberty I Thou hast therefore had a false repu the desire of life is a law engraven in them
tation for manhood, and a like false repu all; on which account we deem those that
tation for wisdom, if thou canst hope for openjy take it away from us to be our ene
preservation from those against whom thou mies, and those that do it by treachery, are
hast fought so zealously, and art however wil punished fur so doing. And do not you
ling to be preserved by them, if they be in ear think that God is very angry when a man
nest. But although the good fortune of the does injury to what he hath bestowed on him?
Romans hath made thee forget thyself, we fur from him it is that we have received our
ought to take care that the glory of our fore being; and we ought to leave it to his dis
fathers may not be tarnished. We will lend posal to take that being away from us. The
thee our right hand and a sword; and if thou bodies of all men are indeed mortul, and are
wilt die willingly, thou wilt die as general of created out of corruptible matter; but the
the Jews; but if unwillingly, thou wilt die as soul is ever immortal, and is a portion of tbe
a traitor to them." As soon as they said this, Divinity that inhabits our bodies. Besides,
they began to thrust their swords at him, and if any one destroys or abuses a dtpositum be
threatened they would kill him, if he thought hath received from a mere man, he is esteemed
a wicked and perfidious person; but then
of yielding himself to the Romans.
5. Upon this, Joseph us was afraid of their if uuy one cast out of his body this divine
attacking him, and yet thought he should depositum, can we imagine that he who is
be a betrayer of the commands of God if he thereby affronted does not know of it? More
died before they were delivered. So he begun over, our law justly ordains lh»t slave* ><lm
to talk like a philosopher to them in the run away from their master shall be punished,
distress he was then in, when he said thus to though the musters they ran away from may
them: — "O my friends, why are we so ear have been wicked [misters tu them. And
nest to kill ourselves? and why do we set our shall we endeavour to run away from God,
soul and body, which are such dear compa who is the best of all musters, and not think
nions, at such variance? Can any one pretend ourselves highly guilty of impiety? Do not
that I am not the man I was formerly? Nay, you know that those who depart out of
the Romans arc sensible how that matter this life, according to the law of nature, and
stands well enough. It is a brave thing to puy that debt which was received from God
(lie in war; but so that it be according to the when he that lent it us is pleased to require
law of war, by the hand of conquerors. If, it buck, enjoy eternal fame? that their houses
therefore, I avoid death from the sword of and their posterity are sure, that their souls
the Romans, I am truly worthy to be killed are pure and obedient, and obtain a most holy
by my own sword, and my own baud; bat if place in heaven, from whence, in the revolu
they admit of mercy, and would spare their tion of ages they are again sent into pure
enemy, how much more ought we to have bodies; w hile the souls of those whose ban
mercy upon ourselves, and to spare ourselves! have acted madly against themselves, are
for it is certainly a foolish thing to do that to received by the durkest place in Hades, and
ourselves which we quarrel with them fur while God, who is their father, punishes
doing to us. I confess freely, that it is a brave those that offend against either of them in
thing to die for liberty; but still so that it be their posterity? for which reason God hates
in war, and done by those who take that such duings, and the crime is punished by
liberty from us; but at present our enemies do our most wise legislator. Accordingly our
neither meet us in battle, nor do they kill us. laws determine, that the bodies of such as
Now, he is equally a coward who will nut d'e kill thi lurches should be exposed till the
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tun be set, without burial, although at the come on, let us commit our mutual deaths to
same time it be allowed by them to be lawful determination by lot. He whom the lot falls
to bury our enemies [sooner]. The laws of to first, let him be killed by him that hath the
other nations also enjoin such men's hands second lot, and thus fortune shall make its
to be cut off when tbey are dead, which had progress through us all; nor shall any of us
been made use of in destroying themselves perish by bis own right hand, for it would be
when alive, while they reckoned that as unfair if, when the rest are gone, somebody
the body is alien from the soul, so is the should repent and save himself." This pro
hand alien from the body. It is, therefore, posal appeared to them to he very just; and
my friends, a right thing to reason justly, and when be had prevailed with thein to determine
not add to the calamities which men bring this matter by lots, he drew one of the lots for
upon us, impiety towards our Creator. If himself also. He who had the first lot laid
we have a inind to preserve ourselves, let us his neck bare to him that had the next, as
do it; for to be preserved by those our supposing that the general would die among
enemies, to whom we have given so many them immediately; for they thought death,
demonstrations of our courage, is no way in' if Josepbus might but die with them, was
glorious; but if we have a mind to die, it is | sweeter than life: yet was he with another
good to die by the hand of those that have left to the last, whether we must say it hap
conquered us. For iny part, I will not run pened so by chance, or whether by the provi
over to our enemies' quarters, in order to be dence of God: and as he was very desirous
a traitor to myself; for certainly I should neither to be condemned by the lot, nor, if be
then be much more foolish than those that had been left to the last, to imbrue his right
deserted to the enemy, since they did it, in hand in the blood of his countryman, he per
order to save themselves, and 1 should do it suaded him to trust his fidelity to him, and to
for my own destruction. However, I heartily live as well as himself.
wish the Romans may prove treacherous in 8. Thus Josepbus escaped in the war with
this matter: for if, afu-r their offer of their the Romans, and in this his own war with
right hand tor security, 1 be slain by them, I bis friends, and was led by Nicanor to Vespa
shall die cheerfully, and carry away with me sian; but now all the Romans ran together
the sense of their perHdioustiess, as a conso to see him, and as the multitude pressed one
lation greater than victory itself."
upon another about their general, there was
6. Now these and many the like motives a tumult of a various kind ; while some re
did Josepbus use tu these men, to prevent | joiced that Josephus was taken, and some
their murdering themselves; but desperation threatened him, anil some crowded to see him
bad shut their ears, as having long ago devoted very near; but those that were more remote
themselves to die, and they were irritated at cried out to have this their enemy put to
Josepbus. They then ran upon him with their death, while those that were near called to
swords in their hands, one from one quarter, mind the actions he had done, and a detp
and another from another, and called hiina cow- concern appeared at the change of his fortune.
Brd, and every one of them appeared openly Nor were there any of the Roman command
as if he were ready to smite him ; but, he ers, how much soever they had been enraged
calling to one of them by name, and looking at him before, but relented when they came
like a general to another, und taking a third to the sight of him. Above all the rest,
by the hand, and maki.ig a fourth ashamed of Titus's own valour, and Josephus's own
himself, by praying him to forbear, and beiug patience under his afflictions, made him pity
in this condition distracted with various pas bim, as did also the commiseration of his age,
sions (as he well might in the great distress when he recalled to mind that but a little
be was then in), he kept off every one of their while ago he wasjtighting, but lay now in the
swords from killing him, and was forced to hands of his enemies, which made him con
do like such wild beasts as are encompassed sider the power of fortune, and how quick is
about on every side, who always turn them the turn of affairs in war, and how no state
selves against those that la.-t touched tbem. of men is sure ; for which reason he then
Nay, some of their right bands were debili made a great man* more to be of the same
tated by the reverence they bare to their ge pitiful temper with himself, and induced them
neral in these his fatal calamities, and their to commiserate Josephus. He was also of
swords dropped out of their hands; and not great w eight in persuading his father to pre
a4ew of them there were, who, when they serve him. However, Vespasian gave strict
aimed to smite him with their swords, were not orders that he should be kept witb great cau
thoroughly either willing or able to do it.
tion, as though he would, in a very little time,
7. However, in this extreme distress, he send bim to Nero.
was not destitute of his usual sagacity; but 9. When Josephus heard him give those
trusting himself tu the providence of Uod, he orders, he said that be had somewhat in bit
put his life into hazard [in tne m ler fol mind that he would willingly say to himself
lowing]: — "Ami now," said lie, '* since it alone. When, therefore, they were all ordered
is resolved among you tual }Ou will die, to withuraw, excepting Titus and two of their
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friends, he said, "Thou, O Vespasian, thinkest Cosarea, which lay by the sea-side. This <
no more than that thou hast taken Josephus very great city of Judea, and for the )
himself captive ; but I come to thee as a part inhabited by Greeks: tbe citizens here
messenger 01 greater tidings; for had not 1 received both the Roman urmy ami its gene
been sent by God to thee, 1 knew what was ral with all sorts of acclamations and rejoi
the law of the Jews in this case,* and how it cings, and this partly out of tbe good-will they
becomes generals to die. Dost thou send me bore to tbe Romans, but principally out of the
to Nero? For why? Are Nero's successors hatred they bore to those that were conquered
till they come to thee sull ulive? Thou, O by them | on which account, they came ciaVespasian, art Ciesar and emperor, thou, and luouring against Josephus in crowds, and de
this thy son. Bind me now still taster, aim sired he might be put to death ; but Vespaoun
keep me for thyself, for thou, O Caesar, art passed over this petition concerning him, a*
not only lord over me, but over the land and offered by the injudicious multitude, with a
the sea, and all iraiikiud ; and certainly J bare silence. Two of the legions also he
deserve to be kept in closer custody than 1 am placed at Cessna, that tbey might there take
now in, in order to be punished, if 1 rashly their winter-quarters, as perceiving the city
alhrm any thing of God." When he had said very fit for such a purpose; but be placed tbe
this, Vespasian at present did not believe him, tenth and tbe fifth at Scythopolis, that he
but supposed that Josephus said this as a cun might not distress Cesarea with the entire
ning trick, in order to his own preservation; army. This place was warm, even in winter,
but in a little time he was convinced, and be as it was suffocating hot in the summer-time,
lieved what be said to be true, God himself by reason of its situation in a plain, and near
erecting bis expectations, so as to think of to the sea [of Galilee].
obtaining ti j euipire, and by other signs fore
2. In the mean time there were gathered
show 3g hu advancement, lie also found together, as well such as had seditiously got
J joi^nus to have spoken truth on other occa out from among their enemies as those that
sions; for one of those friends that were hud escaped out of the demolished cities,
present at that secret conference, said to which were in all a great number, and repaired
Josephus, " 1 cannot but wonder how thou Joppu, which hud been left desolate by
tisulueat not foretell to the people of Jotapata Cestius, that it might serve them lor a place
that iley should be taken, nor couldest foretell of refuge; and because tbe adjoining region
tfiis i-bfitivity which hath happened to thyself, had been laid waste in tbe war, and was not
unless what thou now sayest be a vain thing, capable of supporting them, they determined
in order to avoid the rage that is risen against to go off to sea. They also built themselves
thyself." To which Josephus replied, " 1 a great many piratical ships, and turned
did foretell to the people of Jotapata that they pirates upon the seas near to Syria, and Phoe
would be taken on the forty-seventh day, and nicia, and Egypt, and made those seas enuuvithat 1 ihould be caught alive by the Romans." gable to all men. Now as soon as Vespasian
Now when Vespasian had inquired of the knew of their conspiracy, he sent both foot
captives privately about these predictions, he men and horsemen to Juppa, which was un
found tbein to be true, and then he began to guarded in tbe night-time; however, those
believe those that concerned himself. Yet that were in it perceived that they should be
did he not set Josephus at liberty from his attacked, and were afraid of it; yet did they
bands, but bestowed on him suits of clothes, not endeavour to keep the Romans out, but
and other precious gifts ; he treated him also fled to their ships, and lay at sea all night,
in a very obliging manner, and continued so out of the reach of their darts.
to do, Titus still joining his interest in the 3. Now Juppa is not naturally a haven,
honours that were done him*
for it ends in a rough shore, where all tbe
rest of it is straight, but the two ends beno
towards each other, where there are deep
precipices, and great stones that jut out into
the sea, and where tbe chains wherewith An
CHAPTER IX.
dromeda was bound have left their footsteps,
which attest to the antiquity of that fable;
K}W 10PFA WAS TAKEN, AND TIBERIAS
but the north wind opposes and beats upon
DEL1VE11ED UP.
the shore, and dashes mighty waves against
§ 1. Now Vespasian returned to Ptolemais the rocks which receive them, and rendem
on the fourth day of the month Panemus the haven more dangerous than the country
[TamuiJ, and from thence he came to they had deserted. Now as those people of
Joppa were flirting about in this sea, in the
• 1 do not know where to find the law of Moses here
mentioned by Josephus, and afterwards by l.lt-azar. b. morning there tell a violent wind upon them;
vii. ch. viiL sect. 7, and almoat implied in it. i. en. am
sect. 10, by Joaepbua'a cummendauoo of Pb.tsaeius lur better than sett-murder i ' and I believe it waa rather
doine Bo; I nieau whereby Jewish generals and people some vain dictrine. ur mtri|<reuttion. of the rigid Pha
were unlived to kilt themselves, rather than go into sla risees, i.r ' sarnea, ni i r. . it.ails, than o just colisequmoa
ver) under heathens. 1 doubt this Wt>uld have been Jo from
ouy law ol <>od du.veird h> alunea.
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««. is railed by those that sail there " the black In every house also, and among all to whom
north wind/' and there dashed their ships one any of the slain were allied, there was a
•gainst another, and dashed some ef them lamentation for them ; bHt the mourning lor
•gainst the racks, and carried many of them ■ the commander was a public one; and some
by force, while they strove against the oppo mourned for those that had lived with them,
site waves, into the main sea; for the shore others for their kindred, others for their
was so rucky, and had so many of Ihe enemy friends, and others for their brethren, but ail
upon it, that tbey were afraid to come to mourned for Josephus; insomuch that the
land; nay, the waves rose so very Uie,h, that- lamentation did not cease in the city before
they drowned them; nor was there aHy place the thirtieth day; and a great many hired
whither they could fly, nor any way to save mourners,* with their pipes, who should
themselves: while they were thrust eut of the begin the melancholy ditties for them.
sen, by the violence of the wind, if they staid 6. But as the truth came out in time, it
where they were, and out of the city by the vio appeared how the affairs of Jotapata really
lence of the Romans; and much lamentation stood ; yet it was found that the death of Jose
there was when the ships were dashed against phus was a fiction; and when they understood
one another, and a terrible noise when they that he was alive, and was among the Romans,
were broken to pieces; and some of the mul and that the commanders treated him at
titude that were in them were covered with another rate than they treated captives, they
the waves, and so perished, and a great many were as vehemently angry at him now as they
were embarrassed with shipwrecks; but some had shown their good-will before, when he
of them thought, that to die by their own appeared to have been dead. He was also
swords was lighter than by the sea, and so abused by some as having been a coward,
they killed themselves before they were and by others as a deserter; and the city
drowned; although the greatest part of them was full of indignation at him, and of
were carried by the waves, and dashed to reproaches cast upon him; their rage wns
pieces against the abrupt parts of the rocks, also aggravated by their afflictions, and more
insomuch that the sea was bloody a long way, inflamed by their ill success; and what usu
and the maritime parts were full of dead ally becomes an occasion of caution to wise
bedies; for the Romans came upon those that men, I mean affliction, became a spur to thein
were carried to the shore, and destroyed them ; to venture on farther calamities, and the end
and the number of the bodies that were thus of one misery became still the beginning of
thrown out of the sea was four thousand another; they therefore resolved (b fall on
and two hundred. The Romans also took the Romans the more vehemently, as resolv
the city without opposition, and utterly ing to be revenged on him in revenging them
selves on the Romans. And this was the
destroyed it.
4. And thus was Joppa taken twice by the state of Jerusalem as to the troubles which
Romans in a little time; but Vespasian, in now came upon it.
order to prevent these pirates from coming 7. But Vespasian, in order to see the king
thither any more, erected a camp there, where dom of Agrippa, while the king persuaded
the citadel of Joppa had been, and left' a body himself so to do (partly, in order to his treat
of horse in it, with a few footmen; that these ing the general and his army in the best and
last might stay there and guard the camp, most splendid manner his private affairs would
and the horsemen might spoil the country enable him to do, and partly that he might,
that lay round it, and might destroy the neigh by their means, correct such things as were
bouring villages and smaller cities. So these amiss in his government), he removed from
troops overran the country, as they were that Cesarea which was by the sea-side, and
ordered to do, and every day cut to pieces went to that which is called Cesarea Philippijf and there he refreshed his army for
and laid desolate the whole region.
5. But now, when the fate of Jotapata was twenty days, and was himself feasted by king
related at Jerusalem, a great many at the first Agrippa, where be also returned public thanks
disbelieved it, on account of the vastness of to God for the good success he bad had in
the calamity, and because they bad no eye his undertakings. But as soon as he was
witness to attest the truth of what was related informed that Tiberias was fond of innova
•bout it; for not one person was saved to be tions, and that Taricheaa had revolted, both
a messenger of that news, but a fame was which cities were parts of the kingdom of
spraad abroad at random that the city was Agrippa, and was satisfied within himself that
taken, as such fame usually spreads bad news the Jews wereeverywhere perverted [from their
about. However, the truth was known by
• These public mourners, hired upon the supposed
degrees, from the places near Jotapata, and death
of Josephus, and the real death of many mora,
appeared to all to be too true. Yet were ■lustrate
some passages in the bible, which suppose
there fictitious stories added to what was the same custom, as Matt. xii. 17; where the reader may
the notes of Grotiua.
really done; for it wns reported that Josephus consult
r or this Cesarea Phihppi. twice mentioned in ear
was slain at the taking of the city; which New
Testament (Matt. ivi. 13; Mars Tin. 27), there an
piece of news filled Jerusalem full of sorrow. coins SUM salon:, as fepaubeioi here iafaran us.
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obedience to tbeir gorernors], hethought it sea them to continue at Tiberias, to they ran away
sonable to make an expedition against those to Taricbest. Tbe next day Vespasian sent
cities, and that for the sake of Agrippa, and Trajan before, with some horsemen to the
in order to bring his cities to reason. So be citadel, to make trial of the multitude, whe
sent away his son Titus to [the other] Cesarea, ther they were all disposed for peace; and as
that be might bring the army that lay there to soon as be knew that tbe people were of the
Seythopolis, which is the largest city of Deca- same mind with the petitioner, he took his
polis, and in the neighbourhood of Tiberias, army, and went to the city; upon which the
whither he came, and where he waited for his citizens opened to him tbeir gates, and met
son. He then came with three legions, and him with acclamations of joy, and called him
pitched his camp thirty furlongs off Tiberias, their saviour and benefactor. But as the army
at a certain station easily seen by the innova was a great while in getting in at tbe gates,
tors; it is named Sennabris. lie also sent they were so narrow, Vespasian commanded
Valerian, a decurion, with fifty horsemen, to the soutb wall to be broken down, and so
speak peaceably to those that werein-the city, made a broad passage for their entranceand to exhort them to give him assurances of However, he charged them to abstain from
their fidelity; for he had heard that the peo rapine and injustice, in order to gratify the
ple were desirous of peace, but were obliged king; and on bis account spared tbe rest of
by some of the seditious part to join with the wall, while tbe king undertook for them
them, and so were forced to fight for them. that they should continue [faithful to the Ro
When Valerian had marched up to the place, mans] for the time to come. And thus did
and was near the wall, he alighted oir bis he restore this city to a quiet state, after it
horse, and made those that were with him do had been grievously afflicted by the sedition.
the same, that they might not be thought to
come to skirmish with them; but before they
cuuld come to a discourse one with another,
the most potent men among the seditious
CHAPTER X.
made a sally upon them armed; their leader
was one whose name was Jesus, the son of HOW TAMCHE.E WAS TAKEN. A DESCRIPTION
Shaphat, the principal head of a band of rob
OF THE HIVER JORDAN, AND Or TUI
bers. Now Valerian, neither thinking it safe COUNTRY or GENNESARETH.
to fight contrary to the commands of the ge- I
nerul, thoAgh he were secure of a victory, and § 1. And now Vespasian pitched his camp
knowing that it was a very hazardous under between this city and Taricbete, but fortified
taking for a few to fight with many, for those bis camp more strongly, as suspecting that he
that were unprovided to tight those that were should be forced to stay there, and have a
ready, and being on other accounts surprised long war; for all the innovators had gotten
at this unexpected onset of the Jews, he ran together at Tarichew, as reiving upon the
away on foot, as did five of the rest in like strejigtb of the city, and on tbe lake that lay
manner, and left tbeir horses behind them; by it. This lake is called by the people of
which horses Jesus led away into the city, and tbe country the Lake of Gennesarelh. The
rejoiced as if they bad taken them in battle, city itself is situated like Tiberias, at the bot
and not by treachery.
tom of a mountain ; and on those sides which
8. Now the seniors of the people, and such are not washed by the sea, had been strongly
as were of principal authority among them, fortified by Josephus, though not so strongly
fearing what would be the issue of this'matter, as Tiberias; for tbe wall of Tiberias had been
tied to the camp of the Romans ; tbey then built at tbe beginning at tbe Jews' revolt,
took their king along with them, and fell when be had great plenty of money, and great
down before Vespasian to supplicate his fa power, but Tuiichea: partook only tbe remains
vour, and besought him not to overlook them, of tbat liberality. Yet bad they a great num
nor to impute the madness ofa few to the whole ber of ships gotten ready upon the lake, that,
city, to spare a people that had been ever civil in case they were beaten at land, they might
and obliging to the Romans; but to bring the retire to them ; and they were so fitted up,
authors of this revolt to due punishment, who that tbey might undertake a sea-fight also.
bat. hitherto so watched them, that though But as the Romans were building a wall
they were zealous to give them the security of about their camp, Jesus and bis party were
their right hands of a long time, yet could they neither affrighted at their number nor at the
not accomplish the same. With these suppli good order tbey were in, but made a sally
cations tbe general complied, although he upon them ; and at the very first onset tbe
were very angry at the whole city about the builders of the wall were dispersed; and these
carrying off his horses, and this because he pulled what little tbey had before built to
saw that Agrippa was 'under a great concern pieces; but as soon as they saw the armed
tor them. So when Vespasian and Agrippa had men getting together, and before they bad
accepted of their right hands by way of secu suffered any thing themselves, tbey retired to
rity, Jesus and his party thought it not safe for tbeir own man. But tben the Uouiaui
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pursued tbem, and drove them into their armies are more hurt by themselves than by
ships, where they launched out as far as might their enemies. It is boldness and rashness,
give them an opportunity of reaching the the effects of madness, that conduct of the
Romans with what they threw at them, and Jews. Those passions indeed make a great
then cast anchor, and brought their ships close, figure when they succeed, but are quite extin
as in a line of battle, and thence fought the guished upon the least ill success; but we are
enemy from the sea, who were themselves at led on by courage, and obedience, and forti•land. But Vespasian hearing that a great mul tode, which shows itself indeed in our good
titude of tbem were gotten together in the fortune, but still does not for ever desert us
plain that was before the city, he thereupon in our ill fortune. Nay, indeed, your fighting
pent his son, with six hundred chosen horse is to be on greater motives than those of the
men to disperse them.
Jews; for although they run the hazard of-wai
2. But when Titus perceived that the enemy for liberty, and for their country, yet what can
was very numerous, he sent to his father, and be a greater motive to us than glory? and that
informed him that he should want more it may never be said, that after we have got
■ forces. But as he saw a great many of the dominion of the habitable earth, the Jews are
horsemen eager to fight, and that before any able to confront us. We must also reflect
tuccours could come to them, and that yet upon this, that there is no fear of our suffer
some of thein were privately mulct a sort of ing any incurable disaster in the present case;
consternation at the multitude of the Jews, for those that are ready to assist us are many,
he stood in a place whence he might be heard, and at hand also; yet it is in our power to
and said to thein, "My brave Romans! for seize upon this victory ourselves; and 1 think
it is right for me to put you in mind of what we ought to prevent the coming of those iny
nation you are, in the beginning of my speech, father is sending to us for our assistance, that
that so you may not be ignorant who you are, our success may be peculiar to ourselves, and
and who they are against whom we are going of greater reputation to us; and I cannot but
to light. For as to us, Romans, no part of think this an opportunity wherein my father,
the habitable earth hath been able to escape and I, and you, shall be all put to the trial,
our hands hitherto; but as for the Jews, that whether he be worthy of his former glorious
I may speak of them too, though they have performances, whether I be his sou in reality,
been already beaten, yet do they not give up and whether you be really my soldiers: for it
the cause; and a sad thing it would be for us is usual for my father to conquer; and for
to gro.v weary under good success, when they myself, I should not bear the thoughts of
bear up under their misfortunes. As to the returning to him if I were once taken by
alacrity which you show publicly, I see it, the enemy; and how will you be able to avoid
and rejoice at it; vet am I afraid lest the being ashamed, if you do not show equal
multitude of the enemy should bring a con courage with your commander, when he goes
cealed fright upon some of you; let such a before you into danger? For you know
one. consider again, who we are that are to very well that I shall go into the danger
fight; and who those are against whom we are first, and make the first attack upon the
to fight. Now these Jews, though they be very enemy. Do not you therefore desert me, but
bold and great despisers of death, are but a dis persuade yourselves that God will be assist
orderly body, and unskilful in war, and may ing to my onset. Know this also before we
rather be called a rout than an army; while I begin, that we shall now have better success
need say nothing of our skill and our good than we should have, if we were to fight at a
order; for this is the reason why we Romans distance."
alone are exercised for war in time of peace, 3. As Titus was saying this, an extraordi
that we may not think of number for number nary fury fell upon the men: and as Trajan
when we come to fight with our enemies; for was already come before the fight began, with
what advantage should we reap by our conti four hundred horsemen, they were uneasy at
nual sort of warfare, if we must still be equal it, because the reputation of the victory would
in nuinlier to such as have not been used to be diminished by being common to so many.
warl Consider farther, that you are to have a Vespasian had also sent both Antouius and
conflict with men in effect unarmed, while you Silo, with two thousand archers, and had given
are well armed; with footmen, while you are it them in charge to seize upon the mountain
horsemen ; with those that have no good gene that was over-against the city, and repel those
ral, while you have one, and as these advan- that were upon the wall; which archers did
'tages make you in effect manifold more than as they were commanded, and prevented those
you are, so do their disadvantages mightily that attempted to assist thein that way; and
diminish their number.' Now it is not the now Titus made his own horse march first
multitude of men, though they be soldiers, that against the enemy, as did the others with a
manage* wars with success, but it is their bra great noise after bim, and extended themselves
very that doe* it, though they be but a few; for upon the plain as wide as the enemy w ho con
a law are easily set in battle array, anil can fronted them; by which means they appeared
ewut' assist one another, while over-numerous much more numerous than they really were.
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Now the Jews, although they were surprised slaughter made in the city, while those
at their onset, and at their good order, foreigners that had not fled away already,
mule resistance against their attacks for a made opposition; but tbe natural inhabitants
little while; but when they were pricked with were killed without righting: for in hopes of
ttieir loni; poles, and overborne by the violent Titus 8 giving them his right hand for their se
noise of the horsemen, they came to be tram curity, and out of the consciousness that they
pled under their feet ; many also of them had not given any consent to tbe war, they
were slain on every side, which made them avoided lighting, till Titus had slain tbe
disperse themselves and run to the city, as authors of this revolt, and then put a stop to
fast as every one of them was able. So Titus any further slaughters, out of commiseration
pressed upon the hindmost, and slew them; of these inhabitants of the place ; but tor
and of the rest, some he fell upon as they those that had fled to tbe lake, upon seeing
stood on heaps, and some be prevented, and tbe city taken, they sailed as far as they
met them in the mouth, and run them through; possibly could from the enemy.
many also he leuped upon as they fell one 6. Hereupon Titus sent one of bis horse
upon another, and trod them down, and cut men to his father, and let hiin know the good
off all the retreat they had to the wall, and news of what he had done; at which, as was
turned them back into the plain, till at last natural, be was very joyful, botb on account
they forced a passage by their multitude, and of tbe courage and glorious actions of his
son; for he thought that now the greatest |t,n
got awuy, and ran into the city.
4. But now there fell out a terrible sedi of the war was over. He then caine thither
tion among them within the city; for the in himself, and set men to guard tbe city, and
habitants themselves, wbo had possessions gave them command to take care that nobody
there, and to whom the city belonged, were got privately out of it, but to kill such as
not disposed to tight from the very beginning; attempted so to do; and on the next day he
and now the less so, because they had been went down to the lake, and commanded that
beaten: but the foreigners, who were very vessels should be lilted up, in order to
numerous, would force them to tight so much pursue those that had escaped in the ships.
the more, insomuch that there was a clamour These vessels were quickly gotten ready
and a tumult among them, as all mutually accordingly, because there was great plent \ of
angry one at another; and when Titus heard materials, and a great number of arlincers
this tumult, for he was not tar from the wall, also.
be cried out, " Fellow soldiers, now is the 7. Now this lake of Gennesareth is so
time; and why do we make any delay, when called from the country adjoining to it. Its
God is giving up the Jews to us? Take the breadth is forty furlongs, and its length one
victory which is given you: do no* you hear hundred and forty; its waters are sweet, and
what a noise they make? Those that have very agreeable for drinking, for tbey are liner
escaped bur hands are in an uproar against than the thick waters of other fens; tbe lake
one another. We have the city if we make is also pure, and on every side ends directly
haste; but besides haste, we must undergo at the shores and at the sand ; it is also of a
some labour, and use some courage; for no temperate nature when you draw it up, and of
great thing uses to be accomplished without a more gentle nature than river or fountain
danger; accordingly, we must not only pre water, and yet always cooler than one could
vent their uniting again, which necessity will expect in so diffuse a place as this is. Now
soon compel them to do, but we must also when this water is kept in the open air, it is
prevent the coining of our own men to our as cold as that snow which the country
assistance, that, as tew as we are, we may con people are accustomed to make by night in
quer so great a multitude, and may ourselves summer. There are several kinds of tisb in it,
alone take the city.
different botb to the taste and tbe sight from
5. As soon as ever Titus had said this, he those elsewhere: it is divided into two parts
leaped upon his horse, and rode apace down by tbe river Jordan. Mow l'aniuin is thought
to the lake; by which lake be marched, and to be the fountain of Jordan, but in reality it
entered into the city the first of them all, as is carried tbitber after an occult manner from
did the others soon after him. Hereupon the place called Phiala: this place lies as you
those that were upon the walls were seized go up to Trachonitis, and is a hundred and
with a terror at the boldness of the attempt, twenty furlongs from Cesarea, and is hot far
nor durst any one venture to tight with him, out of the road on tbe right hand; and indeed
or to hinder him ; so they left guarding the it huth its name of Phiala [vial or bowl] very
city, and some of those that were about Jesus justly, from the roundness of its circumfer
fled over the country, while others of tbem ence, as being round like a wheel; its water
ran down to the lake, and met the enemy in continues always up to its edges, without
the teeth, and some were slain as they were either sinking or running over; and a* thi«
getting up into ships, but others of them, origin of Jordan was former!) not known, it
as they attempted to overtake those that were wras discovered so tu be when Philip uu< tr»already cone aboard. There was al.o a great ! trarch of Trachonitis; tor be hau cbatf inruwu
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into PhiuLi, and it was found at Panium, lake, and set sail after them. Now these
w nc re the ancients thought the fountain-bead which were driven into tbe lake could neither
ni' toe river was, whither it had been there fly to the land, where all was in their ene
fore curried [by the waters]. As for Panium mies' band, and in war against them, nor
■•■elf, its natural beauty had been improved could they fight upon the level by sea, for their
r>v the royal liberality of Agrippa, and adorned ships were small and fitted only for piracy;
at his expenses. Now Jordan's visible stream they were too weak to fight with Vespa
arises from this cavern, and divides the sian's vessels, and tbe mariners that were in
marshes and fens of the lake Semechonitis : them were so few, that they were afraid to
when it hath run another hundred and twenty come near the Romans, who attacked them in
furlongs, it first passes by the city Julias, and great numbers. However, as they sailed
then passes through the middle of the lake round about the vessels, and sometimes as
Gennesareth; after which it runs a long way they came near them, they threw stones at
over a desert, and then makes its exit into the the Romans when they were a good way off,
lake Asphaltitis.
or came closer and fought them; yet did
8. The country also that lies over-against they receive the greatest harm themselves in
this lake hath the same name of Gennesareth ; both cases. As for the stones they threw at
ts nature is wonderful as well as its beauty; the Romans, they only made a sound one
its soil is so fruitful that all sorts of trees can after another, for they threw them against such
firow upon it, and the inhabitants accordingly as were in their armour, while the Roman
plant all sorts of trees there; for the temper darts could reach the Jews themselves; and
of the air is so well mixed, that it agrees very when they ventured to come rear the Romans,
well with those several softs, particularly wal they became sufferers themselves before they
nuts, which require the coldest air, flourish could do any harm to the other, and were
there in vast plenty ; there are palm-trees also, drowned, they and their ships together. As
which grow best in hot air; fig-trees also and for those that endeavoured to come to an
>lives grow near them, which yet require an actual fight, the Romans ran many of them
air that is more temperate. One may call this through with their long poles. Sometimes
oluce the ambition of nature, where it forces the Romans leaped into their ships, with
those plants that are naturally cr.emics to one swords in their bands, and slew them; but
another to agree together: it is a happy con when some of them met the vessels, the
tention of the seasons, as if every one of them Romans caught them by the middle, and
laid claim to this country; for it not only nou destroyed at once their ships and themselves
rishes different sorts of autumnal fruit beyond who were taken in them. And for such as
men's expectation, but preserves them a great were drowning in the sea, if they lifted their
while; it supplies men with the principal heads up above the water they were either
fruits, with grapes and figs continually, during killed by darts, or caught by the vessels,
ten months of the year,* and the rest of the but if, in the desperate case they were in,
fruits as they become ripe together, through they attempted to swim to their enemies, the
the whole year; for besides the good tempe Romans cut off either their heads or their
rature of the air, it is also watered from a hands; and indeed they were destroyed after
most fertile fountain. The people of the various manners everywhere, till the rest,
country call it Capharnaum. Some have : being put to flight, were forced to get upon the
thought it to be a vein of the Nile, because it I iand, while the vessels encompassed them
produces the Coracin fish as well as that lake | about [on the sea]: but as many of these
does which i3 near to Alexandria. The ! were repulsed when they were getting ashore,
length of this country extends itself along the they were killed by the darts upon the lake;
banks of this lake that bears the same name, and the Romans leaped out of their vessels,
for thirty furlongs, and is in breadth twenty; and destroyed a great many more upon the
land : one might then see the lake all bloody,
and this is the nature of that place.
9. But now, when the vessels were gotten and full of dead bodies, for not one of thero
ready, Vespasian put upon ship-board as escaped. And a terrible stink, and a very
many of his forces as he thought sufficient to {sad sight there was on the following days
be too hard for those that were upon the • over that country; for as for the shores, they
! were full of shipwrecks, and of dead bodies
• It may be worth our while to observe ben, that near all swelled; and as the dead bodies were ^
thin lake of Oennesaretb gra pet and figs hanK on tbe trees
ten months of the year. We may observe also, that in inflamed by the sun, and putrefied, they cor
Cyril of Jerusalem, Catechea. xviii. sect 3. which was rupted the air, insomuch that the misery was
delivered not long before faster, there were no fresh ■yot only the object of commiseration to the
leaves of fljr-trees, nor bunches of fresh grapes in Judeai
so that when St. Mark says, eh. xi ver. 13, that our Jews, but to those that hated them, and had
Saviour, shoo after the same time of the year, came and been the authors of that misery.
This was
"found leaves'* on a 6g-tree near Jerusalem, but "no the upshot of the sea-fight. The number o.
ties, because the time of" new " figs " ripeninjr " was not
yet," he says very true; nor were they therefore other the slain, including those that were killed in,
than e'd leaves which our Saviour saw, and old figs the city before, was six thousand and five
which oe expected, and which even with us commonly
hundred.
twa*- j the trees all winter long.
Q J]
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10. After this fight was orer, Vespasian So he gave them an ambiguous liberty to do
sat upon bis tribunal at TaricheK, in order is they advised, and permitted the prisoners
to distinguish the foreigners from the old in tc go along no other road than that which
habitants; for (Lose foreigners appear to have lei! to Tiberias only. So they readily be
begun the war. So he deliberated with the lieved what they desired to be true, and went
other commanders, whether he ought to save along securely, with their effects, the way
those old inhabitants or not. And when which was allowed them, while the Romans
those commanders alleged that the dismission seized upon all the road that led to Tiberias,
of theiu would be to bis own disadvantage, that none of tbem might go out of it, and
because, when they were once set at liberty, shut them up in the city. Then came Ves
they would not be at rest, since they would pasian, and ordered them all to stand in the
be people destitute of proper habitations, and stadium, and commanded them to kill the
would be able to compel such as they fled to, old men, together with the others that were
to tight against us, Vespasian acknowledged useless, who were in number a thousand and
that they did not deserve to be saved, and two hundred. Out of the young men he
that if they had leave given them to fly away, chose six thousand of the strongest, and sent
they would make use of it agaiust those that them to Nero, to dig through the Isthmus,
gave them that leave. But still he considered and sold the remainder for slaves, being thirty
with himself after what manner they should thousand and four hundred, besides such as
be slain;* for if he hud them slain there, be be made a present of to Agrippa ; for as to
suspected the people of the country would ! those that belonged to his kingdom, he gave
thereby become his enemies; for that to be him leave to do what he pleased with them;
cure tbej would never bear it, that so many however, the king told tnese also for slaves;
that had been supplicants to him should be but for the rest of the multitude, who were
killed; and to oiler violence to them, after Trachouites, and Gaulanites, and of Hippos,
he bad given them assurances of their lives, and some of Gadara, the greatest part of
he could not himself bear to do it. How tbem were seditious persons and fugitives,
ever, his friends were too bard for him, and who were of such shameful characters that
pretended that nothing against Jews could be they preferred war before peace. These pri
any impiety, and that be ought to prefer what soners were taken on the eighth day of the
was prolitable before what was lit to be done, month Gorpisus [Elul].
where both could not be made consistent.

BOOK IV.
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF ABOUT ONI TUB.
FROM THE SIEGE OF GAMALA TO THE COMING OF TITUS TO
BESIEGE JERUSALEM.

CHAPTER L
THE SIEGE AND TAKING OF GAMALA.
§ 1. Now all those Galileans who, after the
of Jotapata, had revolted from the Rodid, upon the conquest of Tarichese,
* Thle is the most cruel And barbarous action that
Vespasian ever did in thin whole war. as he did it with
great reluctance also. It was done both after public
assurance given of sparing thr prisoners' lives, and
v. ben all knew and confessed that these prisoners were
no way guilty of any seilitluti against the Koiuans. Nor
indeed did 1 itus now give Ini consent, so fur as appears,

deliver themselves up to them again. Andth*
Romans received all the fortresses and the
cities, excepting GUchala and those that bad
seized upon mount Tabor ; Gamala also
nor ever act of himself so barbarously { nay, soon afte
tins, Titus grew quite weary of shedding blood and o
punishing the innocent with the guilty, and gave tbt
people of Qischala leave to keep (be Jewish >abbatb
b. iv. ch ii sect 3. 6. in (be nndst of their sieve. Not
Was Vespasian disposed to do what tie did. till his officer
persuaded him. and that fr-<m two principal topic*
Tiz that Mlbing could he unjust that was done »<*JO»
Jewsi and t . >i wlien both cannot he consistent, advan
tage must prevail u\er justice.—Admirable court do©
triues these1
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which is a city over against Taricheas, bat on that had fled to it for safety, on account of its
the other side of the lake, conspired with strength; on which account they had been
them. This city lay upon the borders of able to resist those whom Agrippa sent to
Agrippa's kingdom, as also did Sogana and besiege it for seven months together.
Seleucia. And these were both parts of Gau- 3. But Vespasian removed from Emmaus,
Unitis; for Sogana was a part of that called where he had last pitched his camp before the
the Upper Oaulanitis, as was Gamala of the city Tiberias (now Emmaus, if it be inter
Lower; while Seleucia was situated at the preted, may be rendered " a warm bath," for
lake Semechonitis, which lake is thirty furlongs therein is a spring of warm water, useful tor
in breadth, and sixty in length; its marshes healing), and came to Gamala; yet was its
reach as far as the place Daphne, which in situation such that he was not able to encom
other respects, is a delicious place, and hath pass it all round with soldiers to watch it; but
such fountains as supply water to what is where the places were practicable, he set men to
called Little Jordan, under the temple of the watch it, and seized upon the mountain which
golden calf,* where it is sent into Great Jor was over it. And as tbe legions, according to
dan. Now Agrippa had united Sogana and their usual custom, were fortifying their camp
Seleucia by leagues to himself, at the very upon that mountain, he began to cast up
beginning of the revolt from the Romans; banks at the bottom, at the part towards tbe
yet did not Gamala accede to them, but relied east, where the highest tower of the whole
upon the difficulty of the place, which was city was, and where the fifteenth legion pitched
greater than that of Jotapata, for it was situ their camp; while the fifth legion did duty
ated upon a rough ridge of a high mountain, over-against the midst of the city, and whilst
with a kind of neck in the middle: where it the tenth legion filled up the ditches and val
begins to ascend, it lengthens itself, and leys. Now at this time it was that as king
declines as much downward before as behind, Agrippa was come nigh the walls, and was
insomuch that it is like a camel in ligure, endeavouring to speak to those that were on
from whence it is so named, although the peo the walls about a surrender, he was hit with
ple of tbe country do not pronounce it accu a stone on his right elbow by one of the slingrately. Both on the side and the face there ers; he was then immediately surrounded
are abrupt parts divided from the rest, and with his own men. But the Romans vsjjre
ending in vast deep valleys; yet are the parts excited to set about the siege, by their indig
behind, where they are joined to the moun nation on the king's account, and by their fear
tain, somewhat easier of ascent than the other; on their own account, as concluding that
but then the people belonging to the place those men would omit no kinds of barbarity
have cut an oblique ditch there, and made that against foreigners and enemies, who were so
bard to be ascended also. On its acclivity, enraged against one of their own nation, and
which is straight, houses are built, and those one that advised them to nothing but what
very thick and close to one another. The was for their own advantage.
city also hangs so strangely, that it looks as if 4. Now when the banks Were finished,
it would fall down upon itself, so sharp is it which was done on the sudden, both by the
at the top. It is exposed u»j>thc south; and multitude of hands, and by their being accus
its " southern mount, which reaches to an tomed to such work, they broughtthe machines ;
immense height, was in the nature of a cita but Chares and Joseph, who were the most
del to the city; and above that was a preci potent men of the city, set their armed men
pice, not walled about, but extending itself to in order, though already in a fright, because
an immense depth. There was also a spring they did not suppose that the city could bold
of water within the wall, at the utmost limits out long, since they had not a sufficient
of the city.
quantity either of water, or of other neces
2. As this city was naturally hard to be saries. However, these their leaders encou
taken, so had Josephus, by building a wall raged them, and brought them out upon the
about it, made it still stronger, as also by wall, and for a while indeed they drove away
ditches and mines under ground. The peo those that were bringing the machines; but
ple that were in it were made more bold by when those machines threw darts and stones
tbc nature of the place than the people of at them, they retired into the city; then
Jotapata had been, but it had much fewer did the Romans bring battering rams to
lighting men in it; and they had such a confi three several places, and made the wall shake
dence in the situation of the place, that they [and fall]. They then poured in over the
thought the enemy could not be too many for parts of the wall that were thrown down, with
them; for the city had been filled with those a mighty sound of trumpets and noise of
armour, and with a shout of the soldiers, and
« Here we have tbe exact situation of one of Jerobo brake in by force upon those that were in the
am's "golden calves," at the exit of Little Jordan, into city;
but these men fell upon the Romans
ftrrat Jordan, near a place culled Daphne, but of old
Dan. See the note on Aitli'i.b. viii.cii. Tiii. scct.4 But for some time, at their first entrance, and pre
Kelaud suspects that even here we should read Dan vented their going any farther, and with great
iittead of Dapbnr. there being nowhe<e else any men- courage
beat them back; and the Romans
Coji «f a place Called Ihipbue hereabouts.
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were so overpowered by the greater multi- 1 from bis youth, and recollecting hi* couraee.
tuile of the people, who beat them on every as if be had been excited by a divine furv, ii*
side, that they were obliged to run into the covered himself and those that were witu nun
upper parts of the city. Whereupon the peo with their shields, ami formed a testuuo ox «
ple turned about, and fell upon their enemies, both their bodies and their armour, and bur*
who hail attacked them and thrust them down up against the enemy's attacks, who cainc
lo the lower parts, and as they were distressed running down frvoti the top of the eity; and
by the narrowness and difficulty of the place, without showing any dread at the multitude
slew them ; and as these Romans could neither of the men or of tbeir darts, he endured ail,
beat those back that were above them, nor until the enemy took notiee of that oiviue
escape the force of their own men that were courage that was within him, and remitted of
forcing their way forward, they were com their attacks; and when they pressed les*
pelled to fly into their enemies* nouses, which zealou*ly upou him,, he retired, though with
were low; but these houses being thus full of out showing his back to them, till be was
soldiers, whose weight they could not bear, fell gotten out of the walls of the city. Mow a
dowD suddenly ; and when one bouse fell, it great number of the Romans fell in this bat
shook down a great many of those that were tle, among whom was Ebutius, tbe decurion,
under it, as did those do to such as were un a man who appeared not only in this engage
der them. By this means a vast number of ment, wherein be fell, but everywhere, and
the Romans perished; for they were so ter in former engagements, to be of tbe truest
ribly distressed, that, although they saw the courage, and oue that had done very great
houses subsiding, they were compelled to leap mischief to the Jews. But there was a cen
upon the tops of them; so that a great many turion, whose- name was Oalius, who, during
were ground to powder by these ruins, and a this disorder, being encompassed about, he
great many of those that got from under them und ten other soldiers privately crept into the
lost some of their limbs, but still a greater house of a certain person, where he heard
number were suffocated by the dust that arose tbem talking at supper wbut the people in
from those ruins. The people of Ciainala tended to do against tbe Romans, or about
supposed this to be an assistance afforded them themselves (for both tbe man himself and
by^Uod, and without regarding what damage those with biin were Syrians). So he got up
they suffered themselves, t hey pressed forward, in the night-time, and cut all their throats,
and thrust the enemy upon the tops of their and escaped, together with his soldiers, to tbe
houses; and when they stumbled in the sharp Romans.
and narrow streets, and were perpetually C And now Vespasian comforted his army,
tumbling down, tbey threw their stones or which was much dejected, by reflecting
darts at them, and slew them. Now tbe very on their ill success, aud because they had
ruins afforded them stones enow; and lor iron I never before fallen into sucii a calamity, and,
weapons, the dead men of tbe enemy's side besides this, because tbey were greatly
afforded them what they wanted; for drawing ashamed that they had left their general alone
the swords of those that were dead, they made in great dangers. As to what concerned him
use of tbem to despatch such as were oidy half self, he avoided t^say any thing, tbat he might
dead; nay, there were a great number who, by no means seem to complain of it; but he
upon their falling down from the tops of the said that " we ought to bear manfully what
houses, stabbed themselves, and died after usually falls out in war, and this, by consi
that manner: nor indeed was it easy for those dering what the nature of war is, aud how it
that were beaten back to fly away; for they can never be tbat we must conquer without
were so unacquainted with the ways, and the bloodshed ou our own side; for there stands
dust was so thick, that they wandered about about us tbat fortune which is of its own
without knowing one another, and fell dawn nature mutable; that while tbey bad killed so
dead among the crowd.
many ten thuusaods of the Jews, they had
5. Those therefore that were able to find now paid tbeir small share of tbe reckoning
tbe ways out of the city retired. But now to fate; and as it is the part of weak people
Vespasian always staid among those that were to be too much puffed up with good success,
hard set; for he was deeply affected with so is it the pan of cowards to be too much
seeing the ruins of the city falling upas bis affrighted at that which is ill; for the change
army, and forgot to take care of bis own pre from the one to the other is sudden on both
servation. He went up gradually towards sides ; ami he is the best warrior who is of
tbe highest parts of the city before he was a sober mind under misfortunes, that he may
aware, and was left in the midst of dangers, continue in that temper* and cheerfully
having only a very few with him; for even recover what hath been lost formerly; anu a&
bis son Titus was nut with him at that tune, for what hail now happened, it was neither
having been then sent into Syria to Muciauus. i owing to their own effeminacy, nor to the
However, he thought it not safe to fly, nor valour of the Jews, but the difficulty of the
did be esteem it a fit thing for him to do; I place was the occasion of their advantage, aud
but calling to mind the actions be had done of our disappointment. Upou reflecting u»
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which matter one might blame your zeal as
perfectly ungovernable; for when the enemy
had retired to their highest fastnesses, you
ought to hare restrained yourselves, and not,
by presenting yourselves at the top of the
city, to be exposed to dangers; but upon
your having obtained the lower parts of the
city, you ought to have provoked those that
had retired thither to a safe and settled bat
tle; whereas, in rushing so hastily upon vic
tory, you took no care of your own safety.
But this incautiousness in war, and this mad
ness of zeal, is not a Rqman maxim. While
we perform all that we attempt by skill and
food order, that procedure is only the part of
barbarians, and is what the Jews chiefly sup
port themselves by. We ought therefore to
return to our own virtue, and to be rather
angry than any longer dejected at this unlucky
misfortune; and let every one seek for bis
own consolation from his own hand; for by
this means he will avenge those that hove
been destroyed, and punish those that have
killed them. For myself, I will endeavour,
as I have now done, to go first before you
against your enemies in every engagement,
and to be the last that retires from it."
7. So Vespasian encouraged his army by
this speech; but for the people of GamaJa. it
happened that they took courage for a little
while, upon such great and unaccountable
success as they had had. But. when they con
sidered with themselves that they had now no
hopes of any terms of accommodation, and
reflecting upon it that they could not get
away, and that their provisions began already
to be short, they were exceedingly cast down,
and their courage failed tbem; yet a*d thev
not negiect what might be for their preserva
tion, so far as they were able, but the most
courageous a>nong them guarded those parts
of the wail that were beaten down, while the
more infirm did the same to the rest of the
wall that still remained round the city.
And as the Romans raised their banks, and
attempted to get into the city a second time,
a great many of them tied out of the city
through impracticable valleys, where no guards
were placed, as also through subterraneous
caverns; while those that were afraid of being
caught, and for that reason staid in the city,
perished for want of food; for what food they
had was b.-ought together from all quarters,
and reserved for. the fighting men.
8. And these were the hard circumstances
the people of Gainala were in. But now
Vespasian went about other work by the by,
during this siege, and that was to subdue
those that had seized upon Mount Tabor, a
place that lies in the middle between the great
plain and Scythopolis, whose top is elevated
as high as thirty furlongs,* and is hardly to
- ThrMi numht-r, in .fosrphus of thirty furlongs*
ascent in i, it: top i»r Mount labor, wbeliier we estimate
It by wiuding anil gr^i:nal, ur by per eadi
i Altitude,
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be ascended on its north side; its top is a plain
of twenty-six furlongs, and all encompassed
with a wall. Now, Josephus erected this so
long a wall in forty days' time, and furnished
it with other materials, and with water from
below, for the inhabitants only made use of
rain water; as therefore there was a great
multitude of people gotten together upon this
mountain, Vespasian sent Placid us, with sis
hundred horsemen, thither. Now, as it was
impossible for him to ascend the mountain,
be invited many of them to peace, by the
offer of his right hand for their security, and
of his intercession for them. Accordingly
they came down, but with a treacherous
design, as well as he bad the like treacherous
design upon them on the other side; for Placidus spoke mildly to them, as aiming to take
them when he got them into the plain; they
also came down, as complying with his pro
posals, but it was in order to fall upon him
when he was not aware of it: however, Placidus's stratagem was too hard for theirs; for
when the Jews began to fight, he pretended
to run away, and when they were in pursuit
of the Romans, he enticed them a great way
along the plain, and then made his horsemen
turn hack; whereupon he beat them, and slew
a Treat number of them, and cut off the
retreat of the rest of the multitude, and hin
dered their return. So they left Tabor, and
rirrt to Jerusalem, while the people of the
• •ountrv came to terms with him, for their
water tailed them, and so they delivered up
the mountain and themselves to Placidus.
't). But of the people of Gamala, those that
were of the bolder sort fled away and hid
inetnselves, while the more infirm perished by
famine; but the men of war sustained the
siege till the two-and-twentietb day of the
month 1 Jyperberetteus [Tisri], when three sol
diers of the fifteenth legion, about the morn,
'iig-watch, got under a high tower that was
near, and undermined it without making any
noise ; nor when they either came to it, which
was in the night-time, nor when they were under
it, did those that guarded it perceive them.
Tnese soldiers then, upon their coming, avoided
matting a noise, and when they had rolled
nd of twenty-six furlongs' circumference upon the top,]
as also nlteen lurlonea lor this ascent in folybiua, with
tsetainus's perpendicular altitude of almost fuurteen fur*
Vings here noted by Dr. 1 1 udson, do none of them agree
with tbe authentic testimony of Mr. Maundrel, an eye
witness (puge It. J, who says he was not un hour in gtttin< up t<i the tup i*t tins .Mount Tabor, aud tiiat the area
3.' the top in an ovul of about two lurlongs in length, and
one in breadth, ni 1 rather suppose Josephus wrote
.Aree furlong* lor the ascent or altitude, instead of thirty ;
ind six lurlongs for the circumference at I he top, iusti-ad
of twenty-six.— since a niuuntain of only three furlongs'
perpendicular altitude may easily require near an hour'i
isoent . and the ci-eumlerence ol an oval cf tbe foregoing
quantity, i* tear six nirluiK*. Nor certainty couid such
a v <. .1 circumference as twenty-six lurlongs, or tlrreo
mile* and a quarter, at that height be encompassed witb
a wall, including a trench and other fortifications (per
bapt those still reinmniu*, tout), in the small interval o*
forty days, as Josephus urre savs Ibey were by himself.
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away five of its strongest stones, they went and some they slew Hsfore they could defend
■way hastily; whereupon the tower fell down themselves, and others as they were delivering
on a sudden, with a great noise, and its guard up themselves; and the remembrance of those
fell headlong with it; so that those that kept that were slain at theii former entrance into
guard at other places, were under such dis the city increased their i age against them now;
turbance, that they ran away ; the Komans a great number also of those that were
also slew many of those that ventured to op surrounded on every side, and despaired of
pose them, among whom was Joseph, who was escaping, threw their childien and their wives,
slain by a dart, as he was running away over and themselves also, down the precipices, into
that part of the wall that was broken down : the valley beneath, wbicb, near the citadel,
but as those that wereintbecity were greatly af had been dug hollow to a \a. t depth; but so
frighted at the noise, they ran hither and thither, it happened, that the anger of the Romans
and a great consternation fell upon them, as appeared not to be so extravagant as was the
though all the enemy had fallen in at once upon madness of those that were now taken, while
them. Then it was that Chares, who was ill, and the Romans slew but four thousand, whereas
under the physicians' hands, gave up the ghost, the number of those that bad thrown them
the fear he was in greatly contributing to make selves down was found to be five thousand:
his distemper fatal to him. But the Romans nor did any one escape except two women,
so well remembered their former ill success, who were the daughters of Philip, and Philip
that they did not enter the city till the three himself was the son of a certain eminent man
and twentieth day of the fore-mentioned month. called Jacimus, who bad been general of king
10. At which time Titus, who was now re Agrippa's army ; and these did therefore
turned, out of the indignation he had at the escape, because they lay concealed from the
destruction the Romans had undergone while sight of the Romans when the city was taken ;
he was absent, took two hundred chosen horse for otherwise tbey spared not so much as the
men, and some footmen with him, and entered infants, of whom many were flung down by
without noise into the city. Now, as the them from the citadel. And thus was Gawatch perceived that he was coming, they mala taken on the three and twentieth thy of
made a noise, and betook themselves to their the month Hyperbereta;us[Tisri], whereas the
arms; and as this his entrance was presently city bad first revolted on the four and twen
known to th.ose that were in the city, some of tieth day of the month Gorpiteus [Elul].
thein caught hold of their children and their
wives, and drew them after them, and fled
away to the citadel, with lamentations and cries,
CHAPTER IL.
while others of them went to meet Titus, and
were killed perpetually; but so many of them THE SUBBENDER OF THE SMALL CITT OT
as were hindered from running up to the cita
GISCHALA; JOHN FLIES FBOM IT TO JERU
del, not knowing what in the world to do, fell SALEM.
among the Roman guards, while the groans
of those that were killed were prodigiously § 1. Now, no place of Galilee remained t'
great everywhere, and blood ran down over be taken but the small city of Gischala, wbos">
all the lower parts of the city, from the inhabitants yet were desirous of peace; fo\
' upper. But then Vespasian himself came to they were generally husbandmen, and alwayi
his assistance against those that bad fled to the applied themselves to cultivate the fruits ca
citadel, and brought his whole army with the earth. However, there were a great
him; now this upper part of the city was every number that belonged to a band of robbers,
way rocky, and difficult of ascent, and ele that were already corrupted, and bad crept in
vated to a vast altitude, and very full of people among them, and some of the governing part
on all sides, and encompassed with precipices, of the citizens were sick of the same distem
whereby the Jews cut off those that came up per. It was John, the son of a certain man
to them, and did much mischief to others by whose name was Levi, that drew tbem into
their darts, and the large stones which they this rebellion, and encouraged tbem in it.
rolled down upon them, while they were them He was a cunning knave, and of a temper
selves so high that the enemy's darts could that could put, on various shapes; very rasb
huinly reach them. However, there arose in expecting great things, and very sagacious
such a divine storm against them as was instru in bringing about what he hoped for. It was
mental to their destruction; this carried the known to every body that he was fond of war,
Roman darts upon thern, and made those in order to thrust himself into authority; and
which they threw return back, and drove them the seditious part of the people of Giscbala
obliquely away from them : nor could the were under his management, by whose means
Jews indeed stand upon their precipices, by the populace, who seemed ready to send am
reason of the violence of the wind, having no bassadors in order to a surrender, waited for
thing that was stable to stand upon, nor could the coming of trw Romans in battle array.
tbey see those that were ascending up to them; Vespasian sent against tbem Titus, with ■
so the itoicana got up and mi rounded them. thousand horsemen, but withdrew the tenth
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legion to Scythopolis, while he returned to going out, in order to propose terms of sub
Cesarea, with the two other legions, that he mission, and from receiving any of the horse
might allow them to refresh themselves after men into the city. But John returned Titus
their long and hard campaign, thinking withal this answer,—That for himself he was content
that the plenty which was in those cities would to hearken to his proposals, and that he would
improve their bodies and their spirits, against either persuade or force those that refuted
the difficulties they were to go through after them. Yet he said, that Titus ought to have
wards ; for he saw there would be occasion such regard to the Jewish law, as to gran
for great pains about Jerusalem, which was them leave to celebrate that day, which wo.
not yet taken, because it was the royal city, the seventh day of the week, on which it waj
and the principal city of the whole nation; unlawful not only to remove their arms, but
and because those that had run away from the even to treat of peace also; and that even the
war in other places got all together thither. Romans were not ignorant how the period of
It was also naturally strong, and the walls the seventh day was among them a cessation
that were built round it made him not a little from all labours; and that he who should
concerned about it. Moreover, he esteemed compel them to transgress the law about that
the men that were in it to be so courageous day, would be equally guilty with those that
and bold, that even without the consideration were compelled to transgress it: and that
of the walls, it would be hard to subdue them ; this delay couldbeofnodisadvantage to him;
for which reason he took care of and exer for why should any body think of doing any
cised his soldiers beforehand for the work, as thing in the night, unless it was to fly away?
tbey do wrestlers before they begin their which he might prevent by placing his camp
undertaking.
round about them: and that they should
2. Now Titus, as he rode up to Gischala, think it a great point gained, if they might
found it would be easy for him to take the not be obliged to transgress the laws of their
city upon the first onset; but knew withal, country; and that it would be a right thing
that if he took it by force, the multitude for him, who designed to grant them peace,
would be destroyed by the soldiers without without their expectation of such a favour, to
mercy. (Now he was already satiated with preserve the laws of those they saved invio
the shedding of blood, and pitied the major lable. Thus did this man put a trick upon
part, who would then perish, without distinc Titus, not so much out of regard to the
tion, together with the guilty.) So he was seventh day as to his own preservation, for he
rather desirous the city might be surrendered was afraid lest he should be quite deserted if
up to him on terms. Accordingly, when he the city should be taken, and had his hopes
saw the wall full of those men that were of of life in that night, and in his flight therein.
the corrupted party, he said to them, — That Now this was the work of God, who there
hi? could not but wonder what it was they fore preserved this John, that he might bring
depended on, when they alone staid to fight on the destruction of Jerusalem; as also it
the Romans, after every other city was taken was his work that Titus was prevailed with
by them; especially when they have seen by this pretence for a delay, and that he
cities much better furtitied than theirs is, pitched his camp farther off the city at
overthrown by a single attack upon them; Cydessa. This Cydessa was a strong medi
while as many as have intrusted themselves terranean village of the Tyrians, which ulnars
to the security of the Romans' right hands, Elated anil made war against the Jews; it had
which he now offers to them, without regard also a great number of inhabitants, and was
ing their former insolence, do enjoy their own well fortified; which made it a proper place
possessions in safety; for that while they bad for such as were enemies to the Jewish
hopes of recovering their liberty, tbey might nation.
be pardoned; but that their continuance stilt 4. Now, in the night time, when John saw
in their opposition, when they saw that to be that there was no Roman guard about the
impossible, was inexcusable; for that, if they city, he seized the opportunity directly, anil,
will not comply with such humane offers, and taking with him not only the armed men that
right hands for security, tbey should have were about him, but a considerable number
experience of such a war as would spare of those that had little to do, together with
nobody, and should soon be made sensible their families, he fled to Jerusalem. And
that their wall would be but a trifle, when indeed, though the man was making baste to
battered by the Roman machines; in depend get away, and was tormented with fears of
ing on which, they demonstrate themselves to being a captive, or of losing bis life, yet did
be the only Galileans that were no better he prevail with himself to take out of the
city along with him a multitude of women and
tlan arrogant slaves and captives.
3. Now none of the populace durst not children, as far as twenty furlongs;* bili there
only make a reply, but durst not so much as he left them as he proceeded farther on his
get upon the wall, for it was all taken up by journey, where those that were left behind
the robbers, who were also the guard at the made sad lamentations; for the farther ever)
gates, in order to prevent any of the rest from one was come from his own people, the noire:
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they thought themselves to be to their ene
mies. They also affrighted themselves with
this thought, that those who would carry them
into captivity were just at hand, and still
turned themselves back at the mere noise they
made themselves in this their hasty flight, as
it' those from whom they fled were just upon
them. Many also of them missed their ways ;
and the earnestness of such as aimed to outgo
the rest, threw down many of them. And
mdeed there was a miserable destruction made
of the women and children; while some of
them took courage to call their husbands and
kinsmen back, and to beseech them, with the
bitterest lamentations, to stay for them; but
John's exhortation, who cried out to them to
save themselves, and fly away, prevailed. He
said also, that if the Romans should seize
upon those whom they left behind, they wonld
be revenged on them for it. So this multi
tude that run thus away was disponed abroad,
according as each of them was allc to run,
one faster or slower than another.
5. Now on the next day Titus came to the
wall, to make the agreement; whereupon the
people opened their gates to him, and came
out to him, with their children and wives, and
made acclamations of joy to him, as to one
that had been their benefactor, and had deli
vered the city out of custody; they also
informed him of John's flight, and besought
him to spare them, and to come in and bring
the rest of those that were for innovations to
punishment; but Titus, not so much regard
ing the supplications of the people, sent part
of his horsemen to pursue after John, but
they could not overtake him, for he was got
ten to Jerusalem before; they also slew six
thousand of the women and children who
went out with him, but returned back and
Drought with them almost three thousand.
However, Titus was greatly displeased that
he had not been able to bring this John, who
had deluded him, to punishment ; yet he had
cuptives enough, as well as the corrupted part
of the. city, to satisfy his anger, when it
missed of John. So he entered the city in the
midst of acclamations of joy ; and when he
had given orders to the soldiers to pull, down
a small part of the wall, as of a city taken in
War, he repressed those that had disturbed the
city rather by threatenings than by executions ;
for he thought that many would accuse inno
cent persons, out of their own animosities and
quarrels, if he should attempt to distinguish
those that were worthy of punishment from
the rest ; and that it was better to let a guilty
person alone in his fears, than to destroy with
him any one that did not deserve it ; for that
probably such a one might be taught pru
dence, by the fear of the punishment he had
deservfa, and have a shame upon him for his
former offences, when he had been forgiven ;
but that the punishment of such sa have been
ence put to death could never be retrieved.

THE JEWS.
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However, he placed a garrison in the city for
its security, by which means he should restrain
those that were for innovations, and should
leave those that were peaceably disposed in
greater security. And thus was all Galilee
taken ; but this not till after it had cost the
Romans much pains before it could be taken
by them.

CHAPTER ID.
CONCIBHTSa JOHK OF GrSCHALA. COSTF.r.NrN8 TBS ZEALOTS, AKD TITS B1GH-PEJ1ST
AKANUS; AS ALSO BOW TBI JEWS RAISED
SEDITIONS ON« AGAINST ANOTHER [is JSRCSALIll].
§ I. Now, upon John's entry into Jerusa
lem, the whole body of the people were in an
uproar, and "ten thousand of them crowded
about every one of the fugitives that were
come to them, and inquired of them what
miseries had happened abroad, when their
breath was so short, and hot, and quick, that
of itself it declared the great distress they
were in; yet did they talk big under their
misfortunes, and pretended to say that they
had not fled away from the Romans, but
came thither in order to fight them with less
hazard; for that it would be an unreasonable
and a fruitless thing for them to expose them
selves to desperate hazards about Gischala,
and such weak cities, whereas they ought to
lay up their weapons and their zeal, and re
serve it for their metropolis. But when they
related to them the taking of Gischala, and
their decent departure, as they pretended,
from that place, many of the peojjle under
stood it to be no better than a flight; and
especially when the people were told of those
that were made captives, they were in great
confusion, and guessed those things to be
plain indications that they should be taken
also; but for John, he was very little con
cerned for those whom he had left behind him,
but went about among all the people, and
persuaded them to go to war, by the hopes
he gave them. He affirmed that the affairs
of the Romans were in a weak condition, and
extolled his own power. He also jested uport
the ignorance of the unskilful, as if those
Romans, although they should take to them
selves wings, could never fly over the wall of
Jerusalem, who found such great difficulties
in taking the villages of Galilee, and had
broken their engines of war against their
walls.
.
2. These harangues of John's corrupted a
great part of the young men, and puffed them
up for the war ; but ns to the most prudent
part, and those in years, ihere was not a man
of them but foresaw what was coming, and
mado lamentation on that account, as if the
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ri'v w<u already undone, and in this confu J worse than themselves, omitted no kind of
sion were tbe people; but tben it must be I barbarity ; for they did not measure their
r»h«erved, tbat the multitude that came out of courage by their rapines and pluodcrings oniy,
the country were at discord before the Jeru but proceeded as far as murdering men ; and
salem sedition began; for Titus went from this not in the night-time or privately, or with
Gischala to Cesarea; and Vespasian from regard to ordinary men, but did it openly in
Cesarea to Jamnia and Azotus, and took them the day-time, and began with the most emi
both; and when he had put garrisons into nent persons in the city; for the first map
them be came back with a great number of they meddled with was Antipas, one of th
the people, who were come over to him, upon royal lineage, and the most potent man in th
bis giving them his right band for their pre whole city, insomuch that the public trea
servation. There were besides disorders and sures were committed to his care; him they
civil wars in every city; and all those tbat took and confined, as they did in the next
were at quiet from the Romans turned their place to Levias, a person of great note, with
hands one against another. There was also Sophas, the son of Raguel ; both of whom
a bitter contest between those that were were of royal lineage also. And besides these,
fund of war, and those tbat were desirous of they did the same to the principal men of the
peace. At the first this quarrelsome temper country. This caused a terrible consterna
c Hi^'bt bold of private families, who could not tion among the people; and every one con
: cjvc among themselves; after which those tented himself with taking care of his own
people that were the dearest to one another, safety, as they would do if the city had been
brake through all restraints with regard to taken in war.
each other, and every one associated with 5. But these were not satisfied with the
those of his own opinion, and began already bonds into which they had pot the men foreto stand in opposition one to another; so that mentioned ; nor did they think it safe, for
seditions arose everywhere, while those that them to keep them thus in custody long, since
were for innovations, and were desirous of they were men very powerful, and had nume
war, by their youth and boldness, were too rous families of their own that were able to
hard for the aged and the prudent men; and, avenge them. Nay, they thought the very
in the first place, all the people of every people would perhaps be so moved at these
place betook themselves to rapine; after unjust proceedings, as to rise in a body against
which they got together in bodies, in order to them : it was therefore resolved to have them
rub the people of the country, insomuch that slain. Accordingly, they sent one John, who
fur barbarity and iniquity those of the same was the most bloody-minded of them all, to
nation did no way diifer from the Romans; do that execution : this man was also called
nay, it seemed to be a much lighter thing to "the son of Dorcas,"* in the language of
be ruined by the Romans than by themselves. our country. Ten more men went along
3. Now the Roman garrisons, which guarded with him into the prison, with their swords
the cities, partly out of their uneasiness to drawn, and so they cot the throats of those
take such trouble upon them, and partly out that were in custody there. The grand lying
of the hatred they bare to tbe Jewish nation, pretence these men made for so flagrant an
did little or nothing towards relieving the enormity was this, that these men had had
miserable, till the captains of these troops of conferences with the Romans for a surrender
robbers, being satiated with rapines in the of Jerusalem to them ; and so they said they
country, got all together from all parts, and had slain only such as were traitors to their
became a band of wickedness, and all toge common liberty. Upon the whole, they grew
ther crept into Jerusalem, which was now the more insolent upon this bold prank of
become a city without a governor, and, as the theirs, as though they had been the benefac
ancient custom was, received without distinc tors and saviours of the city.
tion all that belonged to their nation; and 6. Now, the people were come to that degree
these they then received, because all men of meanness and fear, and these robbers to tha
supposed that those who came so fast into the degree of madness, that these last took upon
city, came out of kindness, and for their assist them to appoint high-priests.f So when they
ance, although these very men, besides the * This name Dorcas in Greek, was Tabitha In Hebrew
a* Arts ix. 36. Accordingly, some of the manu
seditions they raised, were otherwise the direct orPyriac,
scripts set it down here Tabetha or Tabeta. Nor can
cause of the city's destruction also; for as I hey the
context in Josephus be made out but by supposing
were an unprofitable and a useless multitude, the reading to have been this : " The son of Tftbitha ;
in the language of our country, denotes Eorcat"
they spent those provisions beforehand, which whichdoe].
might otherwise have been sufficient for tbe [ort aHere
we may discover the utter disgrace and ru!n
fighting men. Moreover, besides the bring of the high-priesthood among the Jews, when unde
serving. Ignoble, and vile persons were advanced to %p t
ing on of the war, they were the occasion of office
by the seditious; which sort of high-priests, as
sedition and famine therein.
Josephus well remarks here, were thereupon obliged to
with and assist thofe that advanced them in
4. There were, besides these, other robbers comply
their impious practices. The names of these hlgbthat came out of the country, and came into priesta,
or rather ridiculous and profane persona, wers
tbe city, and joining to them those that were Jcaua tbe aon of Damneus, Je»us the son of Uamoliel,
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disannulled the succession, according to was he I yet did they hale this man, without
liiosr families out of whom the high-priests his own consent, out of the country, as if tbey
used to be made, they ordained certain un were acting a play upon the stage, and
known and ignoble persons for that office, that adorned him with a counterfeit lace; they
they might.have their assistance in their wicked also put upon him the sacred garments, and
undertakings; for such as obtained this highest upon every occasion instructed him what he
of all honours, without any desert, were forced was to do. This horrid piece of wickedness
to comply with those that bestowed it on was sport and pastime with them, but occa
them. They also set the principal men at va sioned the other priests, who at a distance
riance one with another, by several sorts of saw their law made a jest of, to shed tears,
contrivances and tricks, and gained the oppor and sorely lament the dissolution of such a
tunity of doing what they pleased, by the sacred dignity.
mutual quarrels of those who might have 9. And now the people could no longer
obstructed their measures; till at length, when bear the insolence of this procedure, but did
they wer» satiated with the unjust acticns altogether run zealously, in order to over
they had dot..; towards men, they transferred throw that tyranny; and indeed they were
their contumelious behaviour to God himself, Gorian the son of Josepbus, and Symeon the
and came into the sanctuary with polluted feet. son of Gamaliel,! who encouraged them, by
7. And now the multitude were going to going up and down when they were assem
rise against them already; for Ananus, the bled together in crowds, and as they saw them
ancientest of the high-priests, persuaded them alone, to bear no longer, but to inflict punish
to it. He was a very prudent man, and had ment upon these pests and plagues of their
perhaps saved the city if he could but have es freedom, and to purge tbe temple of these
caped the hands of those that plotted against bloody polluters of it. The best esteemed
him. Those men made the temple of God also of the high- priests, Jesus the son of
a strong hold for them, and a place whither Gamala, and Ananus the son of Ananus, when
they might resort, in order to avoid the trou they were at their assemblies, bitterly reproach
bles they feared from the people; the sanctu ed tbe people for their sloth, and excited them
ary was now become a refuge, and a shop of against the zealots; for tbat was the name
tyranny. They also mixed jesting among the they went by, as if they were zealous in good
miseries they introduced, which was more in undertakings, and were not rather zealous in
tolerable than what they did; for, in order to the worst actions, and extravagant in them
try what surprise the people would be under, beyond the example of others.
and how far their own power extended, they 10. And now, when the multitude were
undertook to dispose of the high-priesthood gotten together to an assembly, and every one
by casting lots for it, whereas, as we have said was in indignation at these men's seizing upon
already, it was to descend by succession in a the sanctuary, at their rapine and murders,
family. The pretence they made for this but bad not yet begun their attacks upon them
strange attempt was an ancient practice, while (the reason of which was this, that tbey ima
they said that of old it was determined by lot; gined it to be a difficult thing to suppress
but in truth, it was no better than a dissolu these zealots, as indeed the case was), Ananus
tion of an undeniable law, and a cunning con stood in the midst of them, and casting his
trivance to seize upon the government, derived eyes frequently at the temple, and having a
from those that presumed to appoint govern flood of tears in his eyes, he said, — "Cer
ors as they themselves pleased.
tainly it had been good for me to die before
8. Hereupon they sent for one of the pon I hud seen the bouse of God full of so many
tifical tribes, which is called Eniachim,* and abominations, or these sacred places that ought
cast lots which of it should be the high-priest. not to be trodden upon at random, tilled with
By fortune, the lot so fell as to demonstrate the feet of these blood-shedding villains ; yet
their iniquity after the plainest manner, for it do I, who am clothed with the vestments of
fell upon one whose name was Phannias, the the high-priesthood, and am called by that
sou of Samuel, of the village Aphtha. He most venerable name [of high-priest], still
was a man not only unworthy of the high- live, and am but too fond of living, and can
priesthood, but that did not well know what not endure to undergo a death which would
the high-priesthood was; such a mere rustic be the glory of my old age; and if 1 were the
only person concerned, and, as it were, in a
Matthias tbe son of Theophilus, and that prodigious desert, I would give up my life, and that alone
ignoramus Pbannias, the Boa of Namuel; all wltoiu we
sball meet witb iu Joscpbus's future history of this war;
Symeon, the son of Gamaliel, is mentioned
nor do we meet with any other so much as pretended as +theThis
of the Jewish sanhedrim, and one that
high-priests alter Pliannios, till Jerusalem was taken and perishedpresident
in
tbe destruction ot Jerusalem, by the Jewish
desVoved.
as Reland observes on this place. He also tell*
• This tiibe or course of the high-priests, or priests rabbins,
that those rabbins mention one Jesus tbe son of Ga
here called Eniachim, seems to the learned Mr Lowlh, us
mala. as once a high-priest, — but this long before the
one well versed in Jo&ephus, In be tbat iu 1 Cbron. xxiv. Hestructiou
; so that if he were the same
IB, *'the course of JaLiiu," w^re sunie c -pies have person with ofthisJerusalem
Jesus the son of Gamala. in Josephus,
"the course of Eluitini," and I tbink. this lo be by no he
must
have
lived
to
be
very old, or they have been
means an improbable conjecture.
VL-ry bad chronologers.
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for God's sake; for to what purpose is it to one of you, the calamities you yourselves have
live among a people insensible of their calami suffered? nor lay before your eyes whai,
ties, and where there is no notion remaining afflictions you yourselves have undergone?
of uny remedy for the miseries that are upon and will not such things sharpen your souls
them? for when you r.re seized upon, you to revenge? Is therefore that most honour
bear itl and when you are beaten, you are able and most natural of our passions utterly
silent! and when the people are murdered, lost, I mean the desire of liberty? Truly,
nobody dare so much as send out a groan we are in love with slavery, and in love with
openly! O bitter tyranny that we are under! those that lord it over us, as if we had received,
But why do I complain of the tyrants? Was that principle of subjection from our ances
it not you, and your sufferance of tbem, that tors! yet did they undergo many and great
nave nourished* them? Was it not you that wars for the sake of liberty, nor were tbey so
overlooked those that first of all got together, far overcome by the power of the Egyptians,
for they were then but a few, and by your or the Medes, but that they still did what
silence made them grow to be many; and by they thought fit. notwithstanding their com
conniving at them when they took arms, in mands to the contrary. And what occasion
effect armed them against yourselves? You is there now for a war with the Romans? (I
ought to have then prevented their first meddle not with determining whether it be
attempts, when they fell a reproaching your an advantageous and profitable war or not.)
relations; but by neglecting that care in time, What pretence is there for it? Is it not that
you have encouraged these wretches to plun we may enjoy our liberty? Besides, shall we
der men. When houses were pillaged, nobody not bear the lords of the habitable earth to be
said a word, which was the occasion why lords over us, and yet bear tyrants of our
they carried off the owners of those houses; own country? Although I must say that sub
and when they were drawn through the midst mission to foreigners may be borne, because
of the city, nobody came to their assistance. fortune hath already doomed us to it, while
They then proceeded to put those whom you submission to wicked people of our own
had betrayed into their hands, into bonds. I nation is too unmanly, and brought upon us
do not say how many, and of what characters by our own consent. However, since I have
those men were whom they thus served, but had occasion to mention the Romans, I will
certainly they were such as were accused by not conceal a thing that, as I am speaking,
none, and condemned by none; and since comes into my mind, and affects me consider
nobody succoured them when they were in ably; — it is this, that though we should be
bonds, the consequence was, that you saw the taken by them (God forbid the event should
same persons slain. We have seen this also; be sol) yet can we undergo nothing that will
so that still the best of the herd of brute ani be harder to be borne than what these men
mals, as it were, have been still led to be have already brought upon us. How then can
sacrificed, when yet nobody said one word, or we avoid shedding of tears, when we see the
moved his right hand for their preservation. Roman donations in our temples, while we
Will you bear, therefore, — will you bear to withal see those of our own nation taking our
tee your sanctuary trampled on? and will spoils, and plundering our glorious metropolis,
you lay steps for these profane wretches, upon and slaughtering our men, from which enor
which they may mount to higher degrees of mities those Romans themselves would have
insolence? Will not you pluck them down abstained? to see those Romans never going
from their exaltation? for even by this time, beyond the bounds allotted to profane per
they had proceeded to higher enormities, if sons, nor venturing to break in upon any of
tbey had been able to overthrow any thing our sacred customs; nay, having horror on
greater t^an the sanctuary. They have seized their minds when they view at a distance
upon the strongest place of the whole city; those sacred walls, while some that have been
you may call it the temple, if you please, born in this very country, and brought up in
though it be like a citadel or fortress. Now, our customs, and called Jews, do walk about
while you have tyranny in so great a degree in the midst of the holy places, at the very
walled in, and see your enemies over your time when their hands are still warm with the
beads, to what purpose is it to take counsel? slaughter of their own countrymen. Besides,
and what have you to support your minds cau any one be afraid of a war abroad, and
withal? Perhaps you wait fur the Romans, that with such as will have comparatively much
that they may protect our holy places: are greater moderation than our own people have?
our matters then brought to that pass? and For truly, if we may suit our words to the
are we come to that degree of misery, that our things they represent, it is probable one may
enemies themselves are expected to pity us? hereafter find the Romans to be the supporters
O wretched creatures! will not you rise up, of our laws, and those within ourselves the sub
and turn upon those that strike you? which verted of them. And now I am persuaded
you may observe in wild beasts themselves, that everyone ofyou herecomes satisfied before
lhat they will avenge themselves on those that 1 speak, that these overthrowers of our liber
strike them. Will not you call to mind, every ties deserve to be destroyed, and that nobody
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can so much aa devise a punishment that
tney have not deserved by what they have
done, and that you are all provoked against
tueui by those their wicked actions, whence
V'JU have suffered so greatly. But perhaps
•nii.iy (ii you are affrighted at the multitude
oi those zealots, and at their audaciousness,
as well as at the advantage they have over us
in their being higher in place than we are;
lor these circumstances, as they have been
Jccasioned by your negligence, so will they
become still greater by being still longer
peglected; for their multitude is every day
augmented, by every ill man's running away
to those that are like to themselves, and their
audaciousness is therefore inflamed, because
they meet with no obstruction to their designs.
And for their higher place, they will make
use of it for engines also, if we give them time
to do so; but be assured of this, that if we
go up to tight them, they will be made tamer by
their own consciences, and what advantages
they have in the height of their situation, they
will lose by the opposition of their reason;
perhaps also God himself, who hath been
ilfronted by them, will make what they throw
it us return against themselves, and these
.mpious wretches will be killed by their own
jarts: let us but make our appearance be
fore them, and they will come to nothing.
However, it is a right thing, if there should be
any danger in the attempt, to die before these
holy gates, and to spend our very lives, if not
for the sake of our children and wives, yet for
God's sake, and for the sake of his sanctuary.
I will assist you, both with my counsel and
with my hand; nor shall any sagacity of ours
be wanting for your support; nor shall you
see that I will be sparing of my body neither."
11. By these motives Aiianus encouraged
the multitude to go against the zealots,
although he knew how ditticult it would be to
disperse them, because of their multitude, and
their youth, and the courage of their souls;
but chiefly because of their consciousness of
what they had done, since tbey would not
yield, as not so much as hoping for pardon
at the last for those their enormities. How
ever, Ananus resolved to undergo whatever
sufferings might come upon him, rather than
overlook things, now they were in such great
confusion.
So the multitude cried out to
nim to lead them on against those whom he
uad described in his exhortation to them ;
and every one of them was most readily dis
posed to run any hazard whatsoever on that
account.
12. Now while Ananus was choosing out
his men, and putting those that were proper I
for his purpose in array for fighting, the tealots got information of his undertaking (for
there were some who went to them, and told
them all that the people were doing) and were
irritated at it; and leaping out of the temple
in crowds, and by parties spared none whom
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they met with. Upon this, Ananus got the
populace together on the sudden, who were
more numerous indeed than the zealots, out
inferior to them in arms, because they bad
not been regularly put into array for fighting:
but the alacrity that every body showed, suitplied all their defects on both sides, the citi
zens taking up so great a passion as was
stronger than arms, and deriving a degree of
courage from the temple, more forcible than
any multitude whatsoever; and indeed these
citizens thought it was not possible for them
to dwell in the city, unless they could cut off
the robbers that were in it. The zealots also
thought that unless they prevailed, there
would be no punishment so bad, but it would
be inflicted on them. So their conflicts were
conducted by their passions ; and at the first
they only cast stones at each other in the city,
and before the temple, and threw their javelins at a distance; but when either of them
were too hard for the other, they made use ot
their swords; and great slaughter was made
on both sides, and a great number were
wounded.
Aa for the dead bodies of the
people, their relations carried them out to
their own houses; but when any of the zeal
ots were wounded, he went up into the tem
ple, and defiled that sacred floor with his
blood, insomuch that one may say it was theii
blood alone that polluted our sanctuary. Mow
in these conflicts the robbers always sallied
out of the temple, and were too hard for theii
enemies; but the populace grew very angry
and became more and more numerous, and
reproached those that gave back, and those
behind would not afford room to those that
were going off, but forced them on again, till
at length they made their whole body to turn
against their adversaries, and the robbers
could no longer oppose them, but were forced
gradually to retire into the temple ; whet"
Ananus and his party fell into it at the same
time together with them.* This horribly af- '
frighted the robbers, because it deprived tbem
of the first court; so they fled into the inner
court immediately, and shut the gates. Now,
Ananus did not think fit to make any attack
against the holy gates, although the other
throw their stones and darts at them from
above. He also deemed it unlawful to intro
duce the multitude into that court before tbey
were purified ; he therefore chose out of them
all by lot, six thousand armed men, and
placed them as guards in the cloisters; so
there was a succession of such guards one after
• It it worth noting here, that this Ananus. tue best
of the Jews at this time, and the blah-priest, who was
to very uneasy at the prolanaUoo ol the Jewish courts
ol the temple by the zealots, did not however scruple
the profanation of the "court of the Gentiiesi" as id
our Saviours days it was very much profuoed by the
Jews, and made a market-place, nay, a "den ol thieves.'*
without scruple, Mat. xxi. IS 13; Mark mi. !->. to. 17.
Accordingly, Josephtu Ihuim-II. when he speaks ol luo
(wo inner courts, calls ti>.in both «/<«. or foou ^.,f,rnut. so far as 1 reini-inber. never givvs^that character of
[he court of the Ueuulea. see b. v. cb. is sect. z.
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•rather, and every one was forced to attend
in his course; although many of the chief of
the city were dismis.-ed by those that then
took on them the government, upon their
hiring some of the poorer sort, and sending
them to. keep the guard in their stead.
13. Now it was John who, as we told you,
ran away from Uischala, and was the occa
sion of all these being destroyed. He was a
man of great craft, and bore about him in his
soul a strong passion after tyranny, and at a
distance was the adviser in these actions; and
indeed at this time he pretended to be of the
people's opinion, and went all about with
Ananus when he consulted the great men
every day, and in the night-time also when he
went round the watch; but he divulged their
secrets to the zealots; and every thing that the
people deliberated about was by his means
known to their enemies, even before it had been
well agreed upon by themselves ; and by way of
contrivance how he might not be brought
into suspicion, he cultivated the greatest
friendship possible with Ananus, and with the
chief of the people; yet did this overdoing
of his turn against him, for he flattered
them so extravagantly, that he was but the
more suspected ; and bis constant attendance
everywhere, even when he was not invited to
be present, made him strongly suspected of
betraying their secrets to the enemy ; for they
plainly perceived that they understood all the
resolutions taken against them at their con
sultations. Nor was there any one whom
they had so much reason to suspect of that
discovery as this John; yet was it not easy
to get quit of him, so potent was he grown
by his wicked practices. He was also sup
ported by many of those eminent men, who
were to be consulted upon all considerable
affairs; it was therefore thought reasonable
to obbge him to give them assurance of his
good-will upon oath; accordingly John took
such an oath readily, that he would be on the
people's side, and would not betray any of
their counsels or practices to their enemies,
and would assist them in overthrowing those
that attacked them, and that both by his hand
and his advice. So Ananus and his party
believed his oath, and did now receive biin to
their consultations without farther suspicion;
nay, so far did they believe biin, that they
sent him as their ambassador into the temple
to the zealots, with proposals of accommoda
tion; for they were very desirous to avoid the
pollution of the temple as much as they pos
sibly could, and that no one of their nation
should be slain therein.
14. Out now this John, as if his oath had
been made to the zealots, and for confirmation
of his good-will to them, and not against
theiu, went into the temple, and stood in the
Oiidsb of them, and spake as follows: that be
had run many hazards on their account,
and in order to let them know of every
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thing Ib-t was secretly contrived against them
by Ananus and his party ; but that both he
and they should be cast into the most immi
nent danger, unless some providential assist
ance were afforded them; for that Ananus
made no longer delay, but had prevailed with
the people to send ambassadors to Vespasian
to invite him to come presently and take the
city ; and that he had appointed a fast for the
next day against them, that they might obtain
admission into the temple on a religious
account, or gain it by force, and light with
them there ; that he did not see how long they
could either endure a siege, or how they could
fight against so many enemies. He added
farther, that it was by the providence of God
he was himself sent as an ambassador to them
for an accommodation ; for that Ananus did
therefore oiler them such proposals, that he
might come upon them when they • were
unarmed : that they ought to choose one of
these two methods; cither to intercede with
those that guarded them, to save their lives,
or to provide some foreign assistance for
themselves; that if they fostered themselves
with the hopes of pardon, in case they were
subdued, they had forgotten* what desperate
things they had done, or could suppose, that as
soon as the actors repented, those that had
suffered by them must be presently reconciled
to them; while those that have done injuries,
though they pretend to repent of them, are
frequently hated by the others for that sort of
repentance; and that the sufferers, when they
get the power into their hands, are usually
still more severe upon the actors; that the
friends and kindred of those that had been
destroyed would alway be laying plots against
them, and that a large body of people were
very angry on account of their gross breaches
of their laws and [illegal] judicatures, inso
much that although some part might commi
serate them, those would be quite overborne
by the majority.

CHAPTER IV.
•
THE IDUMKANB BEIXO SENT FOR HV TriE 2TEA
LOTS, CAME IMMEDIATELY TO JERUSALEM
AND WHEN THEY WERE EXCLUDED OUT OF
THE CITY, THEY LAY ALL KKinT THERE.
JESUS, ONE or THE HIGH-PRIESTS, MAKES A
SPEECH TO THEM ; AND SIMON THE IDUMEAN
A REPLY TO IT
§ 1. Now, by this crafty speccn, John made
the zealots afraid ; yet durst not he directly
name what foreign assistance he meant, but
in a covert way only intimated' at the
Idumeans; but now that he might particu
larly irritate the leaders of the zealots, he
calumniated Ananus, that he wag about a
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piece of barbarity, and did in a special man come to war; go a multitude was suddenly
lier threaten them. These leaders were Ele- got together, sooner indeed than the time
bzht, the son of Simon, who seemed the most appointed in the proclamation, and every
plausible man of them all, both in considering body caught up their arms, in order to main
what was tit to be dune, and in the execution tain the liberty of their metropolis; and
of what he had determined upon, and Zacba- twenty thousand of them were put into
rias, the son of Phulek; both of whom derived battle-array, and came to Jerusalem, under
their families from the priests. Mow, when four commanders, John, and Jacob the son
these two men had heard, not only the of Sosas; and besides these were Simon, the
common threatenings which belonged to them son of Cathlas, and Phineas, the son oi
all, but those peculiarly levelled against Clusothus.
themselves; and besides, how Ananus and 9. Mow this exit of the messengers was
his party, in order to secure their own domi not known either to Ananus, or to the guards;
nion, had invited the Romans to come to but the approach of the Idumeans was known
them, for that also was part of John's lie, to him; for as he knew of it before they
they hesitated a great while what they should came, be ordered the gates to be shut against
do, considering the shortness of the time by them, and that the walls should be guarded.
which they were straitened; because the peo Yet did not he by any means think of fight
ple were prepared to attack them very soon, ing against them, but, belore they came to
and because the suddenness of the plot laid blows, to try what persuasions would do.
against them had almost cut off their hopes Accordingly, Jesus, the eldest of the highof getting nny foreign assistance; for they priests next to Ananus, stood upon the tower
might be under the height of their afflictions that was over-ugainst them, ami said thus: —
belore any of tbeir confederates could be " Many troubles indeed, and those of various
informed of it. However, it was resolved to kinds, have fallen upon this city, yet in none
call in the ldumcuns; so they wrote a short of them have 1 so much wondered at her for
letter to this eOect: — That Ananus had tune as now, when you are come to assist
imposed on the people, and was betraying their wicked men, and this after a manner very
metropolis to the Romans; that they them extraordinary; for 1 see that you are come
selves had revolted from the rest, and were in to support the vilest of men against us, and
custody in the temple, on account of the pre this with so great alacrity, as you could hardly
servation of their liberty; that there was but put on the like, in case our metropolis had
a small time left, wherein they might hope called you to her assistance against barba
for their deliverance; and that unless they rians; und if 1 had perceived that your army
would come immediately to tbeir assistance, was composed of men like unto those who
they should themselves be soon in the power invited them, I had not deemed your attempt
of Ananus, and the city would be in the so absurd; for nothing does so much cement
power of the Romans. They also charged the minds of men together as the alliance
the messengers to tell many more circum there is between tbeir manners; but now for
stances to the rulers of the Iiluineans. Mow, these men who have invited you, if you were
there were two active men proposed for the to examine tbem one by one, every one of
carrying of this message, and such as were wi ll them would be found to have deserved ten
able to speak, and to persuade them that thousand deaths; for the very rascality and
things were in this posture, and, what was a oflicouring of the whole country, who have
qualification still more necessary than the spent in debauchery their own substance, and,
former, they were very swift of footj for by way of trial beforehand, have madly plun
they knew well enough that these would dered the neighbouring villages and cities, in
/.nmediately comply with tbeir desires, as the upshot of all, have privately run together
being ever a tumultuous and disorderly nation, into this holy city. They are robbers, wbo
always on the waich upon every motioay- by their prodigious wickedness have profaned
delighting in mutations; and upon your flat this most sacred floor, and who are to be now
tering them ever so little, and petitioning seen drinking themselves drunk in the sanc
them, they soon take their arms, and put tuary, and expending the spoils of those whom
themselves into motion, and make haste to a they have slaughtered upon their unsatiable
battle, as if it were to a feast. There was bellies. As for the multitude that is with
indeed occasion for quick dispatch in the you, one may see them so decently adorned
carrying of this message; in which point the in their armour, as it would become tbem to
messengers were no way defective. Both be, bad their metropolis colled them to ber
their names were Ananias; and they soon assistance against foreigners. What can a
man call this procedure of yours but the sport
came to the rulers of the Idumeans.
2. Now, these rulers were greatly surprised of fortune, when he sees a whole nation com
at the contents of the letter, and at what those ing to protect a sink of wicked wretches? I
that came with it further told them; where have for a good while been in doubt nhut it
upon they ran about the nation like madmen, could possibly be that should move you to do
vid made proclamation that tin- people should this so suddenly; because certainly you would
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not take on your armour on the behalf of
robbers, and against a peojile of kin to you,
without some very great cause for your so
doing; but we have an item that the Romans
are pretended, and that we are supposed to
be going to betray this city to them; for
some of your men hare lately make a clamour
about those matters, and have said they are
come to set their metropolis free. Now, we
cannot but admire at these wretches in their
devising such a lie as this against us; for they
knew there was no other way to irritate against
us men that were naturally desirous of liberty,
and on that account the best disposed to
light against foreign enemies, but by framing
a tale as if we were going to betray that most
desirable thing, liberty. But you ought to
consider what sort of people they are that
raise this calumny, and against what sort of
people that calumny is raised, and to gather
the truth of things, not by fictitious speeches,
but out of the actions of both parties; — for
what occasion is there for us to sell ourselves
to the Romans, while it was in our power not
to have revolted from them at the first, or,
when we had once revolted, to have returned
under their dominion again, and this while
the neighbouring countries were not yet laid
waste? whereas it is not an easy thing to be
reconciled to the Romans, if we were desirous
of it, now they have subdued Galilee, and
are thereby become proud and insolent ; and
to endeavour to please them at the time when
they are so near us, would bring such a reproach
upon us as were worse than death. As for
myself indeed, I should have preferred peace
with tbem before death; but now we have
once made war upon them, and fought with
them, I prefer death with reputation, before
living in captivity under them. But farther,
whether do they pretend that we, who are the
rulers of the people, have sent thus privately
to the Romans, or hath it been done by the
common suffrages of the people?
If it be
ourselves only that have done it, let them
name those friends of ours that have been
sent, as our servants to manage this treachery.
U'.ith any one been caught as he went out on
this errand, or seized upon as he came back?
Are they in possession of our letters? Uow
could we be concealed from such a vast num
ber of our fellow citizens, among whom we
are conversant every hour, while what is done
privately in the country is, it seems, known
by the zealots, who are but few in number, and
under confinement also, and are not able to
come out of the temple into the city? Is this
the first time tjiat they are become sensible
bow they ought to be punished for their in
solent actions? For while these men were
Ire*; from the fear they are now under, there
wv) no suspicion raised that any of us were
traitors, liut if they l.i v this charge against
iif- people, this must have been dune at u
pu;iii<* consultation, and not one of the people
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must have dissented from the rest of the as
sembly: in which case the public fame of tins
matter would have come to you sooner tha.i
any particular indication.
But how could
that be? Must there not then have been
ambassadors sent to confirm the agreements?
And let tbem tell us who this ambassador was,
that was ordained for that purpose. But this
is no other than a pretence of such men as are
loath to die, and are labouring to escape those
punishments that hang over them ; for if fate
had determined that this city was to be betray
ed into its enemies' hands, no other than these
men that accuse us falsely could have the im
pudence to do it, there being no wickedness
wanting to complete their impudent practices
but this only that they become traitors. And
now you Idumeans are come hither already
with your arms; it is your duty, in the first
place, to be assisting to your metropolis, and
to join with us in cutting off those tyrants
that have infringed the rules of our regulai
tribunals, that have trampled upon our laws,
and made their swords the arbitrators of
right and wrong ; for they have seized up
on men of great eminence, and under no
accusation, as they stood in the midst of the
market-place, and tortured them with putting
them into bonds, and, without bearing to hear
what they hud to say, or what supplications
they made, they destroyed them. You may,
if you please, come into this city, though not
in the way of war, and take a view of the
marks still remaining of what I now say, and
may see the houses that have been depopulated
by their rapacious bands, with those wives and
families that are in black, mourning for their
slaughtered relations; as also you may hear
their groans and lamentations all the city over;
for there is nobody but hath tasted of the in
cursions of these profane wretches, who have
proceeded to that degree of madness, as not
oidy to have transferred their impudent rob
beries out of the country, and the remote
cities, into this city, the very face and head of
the whole nation, but out of the city into the
temple also; for that is now made their re
ceptacle and refuge, and the fountain-head
whence their preparations are made against
us. And this place, which is adored by the
habitable world, and honoured by such as only
know it by report, as far as the ends of the
earth, is trampled upon by these wild beasts
born among ourselves. They now triumph
in the desperate condition they are already in,
when they hear that one people is going to
fight against another people, and one city
against another city, and that your nation
hath gotten an army together against its own
bowels. Instead of which procedure, it were
highly fit and reasonable, as I said before, for
you to join with us in cutting off these
wretches, and in particular to be revenged on
them for putting this very cheat upon you;
1 mean, for having the impudeuce to invite
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you to tssi9t them, of whom they ought to metropolis to their kindred, profess to make
hnre stood in fear, as ready to punish them. them judges of the^differences that are among
But if you have some regard to these men's them; nay, while they accuse some men of
invitation of you, yet may you lay aside your having slain others without a legal trial, they
arms, and come into the city under the notion do themselves condemn a whole nation, alter
of our kindred, and take upon you a middle an ignominious manner, and have now walled
name between that of auxiliaries and of ene up that city from their own nation, which used
mies, and so become judges in this case. How to be open even to all foreigners that came to
ever, consider what these men will gain by worship there. We have indeed come in great
being called into judgment before you, for haste to you, and to a war against our own
Buch undeniable and such flagrant crimes, who countrymen ; and the reason why we have matic
would not vouchsafe to hear such as had no such haste is this, that we may preserve that
accusations laid against them to speak a word freedom which you are so unhappy as to
for themselves. However, let them gain this betray. You have probably been guilty of the
advantage by your coming. But still, if you Like crimes against those whom you keep in
will neither take our part in that indignation custody, and have, I suppose, collected toge
we have at these men, nor judge between us, ther the like plausible pretences against theui
the third thing I have to propose is this, that also that you make use of against us: after
you let us both aione, and neither insult upon which you have gotten the mastery of those
our calamities, nor abide with these plotters within the temple, and keep them in custody,
against their metropolis; for though you should while they are only taking care of the public
have ever so great a suspicion that some of us affairs. You have also shut the gates of the
have discoursed with the Romans, it is in your city in general against nations that are the
power to watch the passages into the city; and most nearly related to you; and while you
in case any thing that we have been accused give such injurious commands to others, you
of is brought to light, then to come and defend complain that you have been tyrannized over
your metropolis, and to indict punishment on by them, and fix the name of unjust gover
those that are found guilty ; for the enemy nors upon such as are tyrannized over by
cannot prevent you who are so near to the yourselves. Who can bear this, your abuse
city. But if, after all, none of these propo of words, while they have a regard to the
sals seem acceptable and moderate, do not you contrariety of your actions, unless you mean
wonder that the gates are shut against you, this, that those Idumeans do now exclude you
out of our metropolis, whom you exclude from
while you bear your arms about you."
4. Thus spake Jesus; yet did not the mul the sacred offices of your own country? One
titude of the Idumeans give any attention to may indeed justly complain of those that are
what he said, but were in a rage, because toey besieged in the temple, that when they had
did not meet with a ready entrance into the courage enough to punish those tyrants, whom
city. Tbe generals also had indignation at you call eminent men, and free from any
the offer of laying down their arms, and accusations, because of their being your com
looked upon it as equal to a captivity to throw panions in wickedness, they did not begin
them away at any man's injunction whomso with you, and thereby cut off beforehand the
ever. But Simon, the son of Cathlas, one of most dangerous parts of this treason. Rut if
their commanders, with much ado quieted tbe these men have been more merciful than tbe
tumult of his own men, and stood so that the public necessity required, we that are Idu
high-priests might hear him, and said as fol means will preserve ibis house of God, and
lows: — "I can no longer wonder that the will fight for our common country, and will
patrons of liberty ore under custody in the oppose by war as well those that attack them
temple, since there are those that shut the gates from abroad, as those that betray them from
of our common city* to their own nation, and within. Here will we abide before tbe walls
at tbe same time are prepared to admit tbe in our armour, until either the Romans grow
Romans into it; nay, perhaps, are disposed weary in waiting for you, or you become
to crown the gates with garlands a*: their friends to liberty, and repent of wbat you
coming, while they speak to the Idumeans have done against it."
from their own towers, and enjoin them to 5. And now did the Idumeans make an
throw down their arms which they have taken acclamation to what Simon had said; but
op for the preservation of its libeity; and Jesus went away sorrowful, as seeing that
while they will not intrust the guard of our the Idumeans were against all moderato
counsels, and that the city jvas besieged on
• This appellation of Jerusalem given It her* by both sides; nor indeed were the minds of the
Simon, the general of the Idumeans, "the common Idumeans at rest; for they were in a rage at
oily " of the Idumeans, who were proselytes ofjusUce, as the injury that had been offered them by their
Welt as of the original native Jews, gieatly eomlnns that exclusion out of the city; and when they
maxim of the rabbins, here set down by Ueland, that
"Jerusalem was not assigned, or appropriated, tc the
tbe zealots hud been strong, but saw
tribe of Uenjamin or Judah, but every tribe bad equal thought
right to it [ai their comiue. to worsbip there at the Seve nothing of theirs to support them, tbey were
rn! festivals.)." See a litUe belore, cli. ui. secua.
in doubt about the matter, and many of them
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repented that they had come thither. But the of fate, that so both he himself might perish,
shame that would attend them in ease they and the multitude of the guards might perish
returned without doing any thing at all, so with him; for truly, as the night was far
far overcome that their repentance, that they gone, and the storm very terrible, Ananus
'ay all night before the wall, though in a very gave the guards in the cloisters leave to go to
bad encampment; for there broke out a pro sleep; while it came into the heads of the
digious storm in the night, with the utmost zealots to make use of the saws belonging to
violence^ and very strong windB, with the the temple, and to cut the bars of the gates
largest showers of rain, with continual light to pieces. The noise of the w^d, and that
nings, terrible thunderings, and amazing con not inferior sound of the thunder, did here
cussions and bcllowings of the earth, that was also conspire with their desTgns, that the noise
in an earthquake. These things were a of the saws was not heard by the others.
manifest indication that some destruction was 7. So they secretly went out of the temple
coming upon men, when the system of the to the wall of the city, and made use of their
world was put into this disorder ; and any one saws, and opened that gate which was over
would guess that these wonders foreshowed against the Idumeans. Now at first there
some grand calamities that were coming.
came a fear upon the Idumeans themselves,
6. Now the opinion of the Idumeans and which disturbed them, as imagining that
of the citizens was one and the same. The Ananus and his party were coming to attack
Idumeans thought that God was angry at their them, so that every one of them had his right
taking arms, and that they would not escape hand upon his sword, in order to defend him
punishment for their making war upon their self; but they soon came to know who they
metropolis. Ananus and his party thought were that came to them, and were entered the
that they had conquered without fighting, city. And had the Idumeans then fallen upon
and that God acted as a general for them ; the city, nothing could have hindered them
but truly they proved both ill conjectures at from destroying the people, every man of
what was to come, and made those events to them, such was the rage they were in at that
be ominous to their enemies, while they were time ; but they first of all made haste to get
themselves to undergo the ill effects of them ; the zealots out of custody, which those that
for the Idumeans fenced one another by unit brought them in earnestly desired them to do,
ing their bodies into one band, and thereby and not overlook those for whose sake they
kept themselves warm, and connecting their were come, in the midst of their distresses,
shields over their heads, were not so much nor to bring them into a still greater danger ;
hurt by the rain. But the zealots were more for that when they had once seized upon the
deeply concerned for the danger these men guards, it would be easy for them to fall upon
were in than they were for themselves, and the city ; but that if the city were once alarmed,
got together, and looked about them, to see they would not then be able to overcome
whether they could devise any means of as those guards, because as soon as they should
sisting them. The hotter sort of them thought perceivo they were there, they would put
it best to force their guards with their arms, themselves in order to fight them, and would
and after that to fall into the midst of the hinder their coming into the temple.
city, and publicly open the gates to those that
came to their assistance ; as supposing the
guards would be in disorder, and give way at
CHAPTER V.
such an unexpected attempt of theirs, espe
cially as the greater part of them were un THE CRUELTY OP THE IDUMEANS, WHEN THEY
armed and unskilled in the affairs of war; and WERE GOTTEN INTO TBI TEMPLE, DURING
that besides, the multitude of the citizens THE storm; AND OP THE ZEALOTS. CON
would not be easily gathered together, but CERNING. THE SLAUGHTER OP ANANUS, AND
confined to their houses by the storm; and JESUS, AND ZACHARIAS; AND HOW THE
that if there were any hazard in their under
taking, it became them to suffer any thing IDUMEANS RETIRED HOME.
whatsoever themselves, rather than to over § 1. This advice pleased the Idumeans, and
look so great a multitude as were miserably they ascended through the city to the temple.
perishing on their account. But the more The zealots were also in great expectation of
prudent part of them disapproved of this for their coming, and earnestly waited for them.
cible method, because they saw not only the When therefore these were entering, they
guards about them very numerous, but the also came boldly out of the inner temple, and
walls of the city itself carefully watched, by mixing themselves with the Idumeans, they
reason of the Idumeans. They also supposed attacked the guards; and some of those that
that Ananus would be everywhere, and visit were upon the watch, but were fallen asleep,
the guards every hour; which indeed was they killed as they were asltep ; but as those
done upon other nights, but was omitted that that were now awakened made a cry, the whole
night, not by reason of any slothfulncss of multitude arose, and in the amazement they
Ananus, but by the overbearing appointment were in caught hold of their arms immediately
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and betook themselves to their own defence ; away their dead bodies without burial, altbougn
and so long as they thought they were only the Jews used to take so much care of the
the zealots who attacked them, they went on burial of men, that tbey took down those that
boldly, as hoping to overpower them by their were condemned and crucified, and buried
numbers; but when they saw others pressing them before the going down of the sun. I
in upon them also, they perceived the Idume- should not mistake if I said thaf the death of
ans were got in; and the greatest part of them Ananus was the beginning of the destruction
laid aside their arms, together with their cou of the city, and that from this very dip may
rage, and betook themselves to lamentations. be dated the overthrow of her wall, and the
But some few of the younger sort covered ruin of her affairs, whereon they saw tbeir
themselves with tfltir armour, and valiantly high-priest, and the procurer of their preser
received the Idumeans, and for a while pro vation, slain in the midst of their city. He
tected the multitude of old men. Others, was on other accounts also a venerable, and a
indeed, gave a signal to those that were in very just man; and besides the grandeur of
the city of the calamities they were in ; but that nobility, and dignity, and honour, of
when these were also made sensible that the which be was possessed, he bad been a lover
Idumeans were come in, none of them durst of a kind of parity, even with regard to the
come to their assistance; only they returned meanest of the people; he was a prodigious
the terrible echo of wailing, and lamented lover of liberty, and un admirer of a demo
their misfortunes. A great howling of the cracy in government; and did ever prefer the
women was excited also, and every one of the public welfare before his own advantage, and
guards were in danger of being killed. The preferred peace above all things; for be was
zealots also joined in the shouts raised by the thoroughly sensible that the Romans were
Idumeans; and the storm itself rendered the not to be conquered. He also foresaw that
cry more terrible; nor did the Idumeans spare of necessity a war would follow, and that
any body; for as they are naturally a most unless the Jews made up matters with them
barbarous and bloody nation, and had been very dexterously, they would be destroyed:
distressed by the tempest, they made use of to say all in a word, if Ananus had survived
their weapons against those that had shut the they bad certainly compounded matters; for
gates against them, and acted in the same he was a shrewd man in speaking and per
manner as to those that supplicated for their suading the people, and hud already gotten the
lives, and to those that fought them, inso mastery of those that opposed his designs, or
much that they ran through those with their were for the war. And the Jews had then
swords who desired them to remember the put abundance of delays in the way of the
relation there was between them, and begged Romans, if they had had sucb a general as
of them to have regard to their common tem he was. Jesus was also joined with him;
ple. Now there was at present neither any and although be was inferior to him upon the
place for flight nor any hope for preservation; comparison, he was superior to the rest ; and
but as they were driven one upon another in 1 cannot but think that it was because God
heaps, so were they slain. Thus the greater bad doomed this city to destruction, as a pol
part were driven together by force, as there luted city, and was resolved to purge his
was now no place of retirement, and the mur sanctuary by tire, that he cut off these their
derers were upon them; and, having no other great defenders and well-wishers, while those
way, threw themselves down headlong into that a little before had worn the sacred gar
the city; whereby, in my opinion, they under ments, and had presided over the public wor
went a more miserable destruction than that ship," and had been esteemed venerable by
which they avoided, because that was a volun those that dwelt on the whole habitable earth
tary one. And now the outer temple was all when they came into our city, were cast out
of it overflowed with blood; and that day, as naked, and seen to be the food of dogs and
it came o», saw eight thousand five hundred wild beasts. And I cannot but imagine that
virtue herselfgroaned at these men's case, and
dead bodies there.
2. But the rage of the Idumeans was not lamented that she was here so terribly con
satiated by these slaughters; but they now quered by wickedness. And this at last was
betook themselves to the city, and plundered the end of Ananus and Jesus.
every house, and slew every one they met ; and 3. Now after these were slain, the zealots
for the other multitude, they esteemed it and the multitude of the Iduuieans fell upon
needless to go on with killing them, but tbey the people as upon a flock of profane animals,
sought for the high-priests, and the generality and cut their throats; and, for the ordinary
went with the greatest zeal against them ; and sort, they were destroyed in what place soever
as soon as they caught them they slew them, tbey caught them. But for the noblemen
and then standing upon their dead bodies, in and the youth, tbey first caught them and
way of jest^upbraided Ananus with his kind bound them, and shut them up in prison, and
ness to the people, and Jesus with his speech • Kerpjsn £fnr*t<«, or *' worldly worship," u tlio
niHile to them from the wall. Nay, they prolu lite Hebrew* call* the taucttitir; tiym m**^*
£<.~ded to that degree of impiety, as to wist author
Mat, "a worldly Mtuctuary.*'
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put off their slaughter, in hopes that some of called together, by a public proclamation,
them would turn over to their party; but not seventy of the principal men of the populace,
one of them would comply with their desires, for a show, as if they were real judges, while
but all of them preferred death before being they had no proper authority. Before these
enrolled among such wicked wretches as acted was Zacharias accused of a design to betray
against their own country. Hut this refusal their polity to the Romans, and having trai
of theirs brought upon them terrible torments; torously sent to Vespasian for that purpose.
for they were so scourged and tortured, that Now there appeared no proof or sign of what
their bodies were not able to sustain their he was accused; but they affirmed them
torments, till at length, and with difficulty, selves that they were well persuaded that so
they had the favour to be slain. Those whom it was, and desired that stlch their affirmation
they caught in the day-time, were slain in the might be taken for sufficient evidence. Now
night, und then their bodies were carried out when Zacharias clearly saw that there was no
and thrown away, that there might be room way remaining for his escape from them, as
for other prisoners; and the terror that was having been treacherously called before them,
upon the people was so great, that no one had and then put in prison, but not with any
courage enough either to weep openly for the intention of a legal trial, he took great liberty
dead man that was related to him, or bury of speech in that despair of life he was under.
him; but those that were shut up in their own Accordingly he stood up, and laughed at their
houses, could only shed tears in secret, and pretended accusation, and in a few words
durst not even groan without great caution, confuted the crimes laid to his charge; after
lest any of their enemies should hear them; which he turned his speech to his accusers,
for if they did, those that mourned for others and went over distinctly all their transgressions
soon underwent the same death with those of the law, and made heavy lamentations
whom they mourned for. Only in the night upon the confusion they had brought public
time they would take up a little dust and affairs to; in the mean time the zealots grew
throw it upon their bodies; and even some tumultuous, and had much ado to abstain
that were the most ready to expose them from drawing their swords, although they
selves to danger, would do it in the day-time: designed to preserve the appearance and show
and there were twelve thousand of the better ot judicature to the end. They were also desi
rous, on other accounts, to try the judges,
sort who perished in this manner.
4. And now these zealots and Idutneaus whether they would be mindful of what was
were quite weary of barely killing men, so just at their own peril. Now tbe seventy
they had the impudence of setting up ficti judges brought in their verdict, that the per
tious tribunals and judicatures for that pur son accused was not guilty, — as choosing
pose; and as they intended to have Zacharias,* rather to die themselves with him, than to
the son of Baruch, one of the must eminent have his death laid at their doors; hereupon
of the citizens, slain,—so what provoked them there arose a great clamour of the zealots
against him was, that hatred of wickedness upon his acquittal, and they all had indigna
and love of liberty which were so eminent in tion at the judges, for not. understanding that
hiin : he was also a rich man, so that by taking the authority that was given them was but in
him off, they did not only hope to seize jest. So two of the boldest of them fell upon
his effects, but also to get rid of a man that Zacharias in tbe middle of the temple, and
had great power to destroy them. So they slew him; and as be fell down dead they
• Some commentators are ready to suppose that this bantered him, and said, " Thou bast nUo
"Zacharias. tiie son of Baruch," here most unjustly our verdict, and this will prove a more sure
slainwith
by the
Jews in (heHietemple,
the very whom
same per
son
u Zacharias.
son of was
Uarachias."
oar acquittal to thee than the other." They also
Saviour says the Jews u slew between the temple and the threw him down out of the temple immedi
altar," Matt xxiii. 'Si. This is a somewhat strange expo ately into the valley beneath it. Mo, cover,
sition: since Zechariah the prophet was rrally " the son they struck the judges with the backs of their
of Barachiah," and grandson ol Iddo " ( Zccb. i. I ) t and swords,
by way of abuse, und thrust them
how lie died, we hare no other account, than that before
as in St Matthew: while tins "Zacharias" was "the out of the court of the temple, and spared
ton nf Baruch." Since the slaughter was psst when our their lives with no other design than that,
Saviour
thosethis
words,
the Jews
then had already
•lain
him.spake
whereas
slaughter
of *• Zacharias,
the sod when they were "dispersed among the people
Baruch," in Jusephus. was theipabout thirty-four years in the citj , they might become their messen
future. And since that slaughter was "between the
temple and the altar," in the court of the priests, one of gers, to let them know they were no better
tbe most sacred and remote parts of the whole templet than slaves.
while this was, in Josrphus's own words, in the middle
But by this time the Idumeans repented
of the temple, and much tiie must probable in the court of 5.their
coming, and were displeased at what
of Israel ooly (for we have no intimation tbjt the zealots
bad at tbis time profaned the court ol the priests. See had been done: and when they were assem
b. v. ch. 1. sect i). Nor do 1 believe that our Jusephus, bled together by one of the zealots, who had
w'>> always insists on the peculiar *.icre<)neas nf tbe
Inmost court, and id* the holy houm; that was in it. wuuld come privately to them, he declared to thfin
hi - v omitted so matrri.il an a^timvalion ut this harliarous what a number of wicked pranks they had
P'"iV', *a nerp»-!iatrd. in ■ pla c s v. r> holy, had that themselves done in conjunction with those thai
bean the true place uf it. .see Antiq b. xi ch. fit. sect. i. inviteid them, and gavu a particular accou-ss
and tiie note here mi h « eW I, *e«t X.
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of what mischiefs had been done against their
metropolis.—He said, that they had taken
arms, as though the high-priests were betray
ing their metropolis to the Romans, but
had found no indication of any such trea
chery; but that they had succoured those
that had pretended to believe such a thing,
while they did themselves the works of wigand tyranny, after an insolent manner. It
had been indeed their business to have hin
dered them from such their proceedings at
the first, but seeing they had once been
partners with them in shedding the blood of
their own countrymen, it was high time to put
a stop to such crimes, and not continue to
afford any more assistance to such as arc sub
verting the laws of their forefathers ; for that
if any had taken it ill that the gates had been
shut against them, and they had not been
permitted to come into the city, yet that those
who had excluded them have been punished,
and Ananus is dead, and that almost all those
people had been destroyed in one night's
time. That one may perceive many of them
selves now repenting for what they had done,
and might. sec the horrid barbarity of those
that had invited them, and that they had no
regard to such as had saved them ; that they
were so impudent as to perpetrate the vilest
things, under the eyes of those who had sup
ported them, and that their wicked actions
would be laid to the charge of the Idumeans,
and would be so laid to their charge, till
somebody obstructs their proceedings, or sepa
rates himself from the same wicked action ;
that they therefore ought to retire home, since
the imputation of treason appears to be a
calumny, and that there was no expectation
of the coming of the Romans at this time,
and that the government of the city was se
cured by such walls as cannot easily be thrown
down; and, by avoiding any further fellow
ship with these bad men, to make some ex
cuse for themselves, as to what they had been
so far deluded, as to have been partners with
them hitherto.

CHAPTER VI.
BOW THE ZEALOTS, WHIN THEY WERE FREE
FROM THE IDfllEAKS, SLEW A GREAT MANY
MORE OF THE CITIZENS ; AND HOW VESPA
SIAN DISSUADED THE ROMANS, WHEN THEY
WERE VERY EARNEST TO MARCH AGAINST
THE JEWS, FROM PROCEEDING IN THE WAR
AT THAT TIME.
§ I. The Idumeans complied with these
persuasions ; and in the first place, they set
those that were in the prison at liberty, being
about two thousand of the populace, who
thereupon fled away immediately to Simon,
one whom we shal1 speak of presently. After
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which these Idumeans retired from Jerusalem,
and went home ; which departure of theirs wis
a great surprise to both parties ; for the peo
ple, not knowing of their repentance, pulled
up their courage for a while, as eased of so
many of their enemies, while the zealots grew
more insolent, not as deserted ' y their confe
derates, Vat as freed from such men as might
hinder their designs, and put some stop to
their wickedness. Accordingly, they made no
longer any delay, nor took any deliberation
in their enormous practices, but made us? of
the shortest methods for all their executions ;
and what they had once resolved upon, they
put in practice sooner than any one could
imagine ; but their thirst was chiefly after the
blood of valiant men, and men of good families ; the one sort of whom they destroyed out
of envy, the other out of fear ; for they thought
their whole security Itiy in leaving no potent
men alive; on which account they slew
Gorion, a person eminent in dignity, and on
account of his family also ; he was also for
democracy, and of as great boldness and free
dom of spirit as were any of the Jews who
soever; the principal thing that ruined him,
added to his other advantages, was his freespeaking. Nor did Niger of Perea escape their
hands ; he had been a man of great valour in
their war with the Romans, but was now
drawn through the middle of the city, and,
as he went, he frequently cried out, and showed
the scars of his wounds; and when he was
drawn out of the gates, and despaired of his
preservation, he besought them to grant him
a burial; but sb they had threatened him
beforehand not to grant him any spot of earth
for a grave, which he chiefly desired of them,
so did they slay him [without permitting him
to be buried]. Now when they were slaying
him, he made this imprecation upon them,
that they might undergo both famine and
pestilence in this war, and besides all that,
they might come to the mutual slaughter of
one another; all which imprecations God
confirmed against these impious men, and was
what came most justly upon them, when not
long afterward they tasted of their own mad
ness in their mutual seditions one against ano
ther. So when this Niger was killed, theii
fears of being overturned were diminished
and indeed there was no part of the people
but they found out some pretence to destroy
them ; for some were therefore slain, because
they had had differences with some of them ;
and as to those that "had not opposed them in
times of peace, they watched seasonable op
portunities to gain some accusation against
them; and if any one did not come near them
at all, he was under their suspicion as a proud
man; if any one came with boldness, he was
esteemed a contemner of them; and if any
one came as aiming to oblige them, he was
supposed to have some treacherous plot
against them ; while the only punishment of
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crimes, whether they were of the greatest or Whether, therefore, any one hath regard to
smallest sort, was death. Nor could any one whai is for our safety, he ought to suffer these
escape, unless he were very inconsiderable, Jews to destroy one another ; or whether he
either on account of the meanness of his hath regard to the greater glory of the action,
birth, or on account of his fortune.
we ought by no means to meddle with these
2. And now all the rest of the commanders men, now they are afflicted with a distemper
of the Romans deemed this sedition among at home; for should we now conquer them, it
their enemies to be of great advantage to them, would be said the conquest was not owing to
•nd were very earnest to march ta the city; our bravery, but to their sedition."
and they urged Vespasian as their lord and 3. And now the commanders joined in
general in all cases, to make haste, and said their approbation of what Vespasian had said,
to him, That "the providence of God is on our and it was soon discovered, how wise an opi
side, by setting our enemies at variance against nion he had given; and indeed many there
one another : that still the change in such cases were of the Jews that deserted every day, and
may be sudden, and the Jews may quickly fled away from the zealots, although their
be at one again, either because they may be flight was very difficult, since they had guarded
tired out with their civil miseries, or repent every passage out of the city, and slew every
them of such doings." But Vespasian replied, one that was caught at them, as taking
that they were greatly mistaken in what they it for granted they were going over to the
thought fit to be done, as those that, upon the Romans ; yet did he who gave them money
theatre, love to make a show of their hands, get clear off, while he only that gave them
and of their weapons, but do it at their own none was voted a traitor. So the upshot was
hazard, without considering what was for their this, that the rich purchased their flight by
advantage, and for their security ; for that if money, while none but the poor were slain.
they now go and attack the city immediately, Along all the roads also vast numbers of dead
they shall but occasion their enemies to unite bodies lay in heaps, and even many of those
together, and shall convert their force, now it that were so zealous in deserting, at length
is in its height, against themselves ; but if they chose rather to perish within the city ; for the
stay a while they shall have fewer enemies, hopes of burial made death in their own city
because they will be consumed in this sedition : appear of the two less terrible to them. But
that God acts as a general of the Romans these zealots came at last to that degree of
better than he can do, and is giving the Jews barbarity, as not to bestow a burial either on
op to them without any pains of their own, those slain in the city, or on those that lay
•nd granting their army a victory without any along the roads; but as if they had made an
danger; that therefore it is their best way, agreement to cancel both the laws of their
while their enemies are destroying each other country and the laws of nature, and, at the
with their own hands, and falling into the same time that they defiled men with their
greatest of misfortunes, which is that of sedi wicked actions, they would pollute the Divi
tion, to sit still as spectators of the dangers nity itself also, they left the dead bodies to
they run into, rather than to fight hand to putrefy under the sun : and the same punish
hand with men that love murdering, and are ment was allotted to such as buried any, as
mad one against another. " But if any one to those that deserted, which was no other
imagines that the glory of victory, when it is than death ; while he that granted the favour
gotten without fighting, will be more insipid, of a grave to another, would presently stand
let him know this much, that a glorious suc in need of a grave himself. To say all in a
cess, quietly obtained, is more profitable than word, no other gentle passion was so entirely
the dangers of a battle; for we ought to lost among them as mercy ; for what were the
esteem those that do what is agreeable to tem greatest objects of pity did most of all irritate
perance and prudence, no less glorious than these wretches, and they transferred their
those that have gained great reputation by rage from the living to those that had been
their actions in war: that he shall lead on Blain, and from the dead to the living. Nay,
his army with greater force when their enemies the terror was so very great, that he who sur
are diminished, and his own army refreshed vived called them that were first dead happy,
after the continual labours they had under as being at rest already ; as did those that
gone. However, that this is not a proper time were under torture in tho prisons, declare,
to propose to ourselves the glory of victory ; that, upon this comparison, those that lay
for that the Jews are not now employed in unburied were the happiest. These men, there
making of armour or building of walls, nor fore, trampled upon all the laws of man, and
indeed in getting together auxiliaries, while laughed at the laws of God : and for the ora
the advantage will be on their side who cles of the prophets, they ridiculed them as
give them such opportunity of delay ; but that the tricks of jugglers ; yet did these prophets
the Jews are vexed to pieces every day by foretell many things concerning [the rewards
their civil wars and dissensions, and are under of] virtue, and [punishments ofJ vice, which
greater misfortunes than, if they were once when these zealots violated, they occasioned the
taken, could be inflicted on them by us. fulfilling »f those very prophecies boloaging
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to their own country: for there was a certain always against them, that they bad opposed
ancient oracle of those men, that the city him when he was first advanced; while every
should then be taken and the sanctuary burnt, one chose rather to suffer any thing whatso
by right of war, when a sedition should ever iu war, than that, when they had been
invade the Jews, and their own hand should in a voluntary slavery for some time, they
pollute the temple of God." Now, while should afterward perish. So the sedition was
these zealots did not [quite] disbelieve these divided into two parts, and John reigned
predictions, they made themselves the instru in opposition to bis adversaries over one of
tbem: but for tbeir leaders, they watched one
ments of their uccouiplishmcut.
another, nor did they at all, or at least very lit—
i tie, meddle with anus in their quarrels; but they
| fought earnestly against the people, and cou1 tended one with another which of them should
CHAPTER VIL
bring home the greatest prey. But because
how john tyrannized over the best ; the city had to struggle with three of the
and what mischiefs the zealots did greatest misfortunes, war, and tyranny, and
at masada. how also vespasian took sedition, it appeared, upon the comparison,cadara; and what actions were per that the war was the least troublesome to the
populace of them all. Accordingly, they ran
formed BY FLACIDUS.
away from their own houses to foreigners, and
§ 1. By this time John was beginning to obtained that preservation from the Romans,
tyrannize, and thought it beneath him to which they despaired to obtain among thenaccept of barely the same honours that others own people.
had ; and joining to himself by degrees a '2. And now a fourth misfortune arose, in
party of the most wicked of tbem all, he order to bring our nation to destruction.
broke off from the rest of the faction. This There was a fortress of very great strength
was brought about by his still disagreeing not far from Jerusalem, which had been built
with the opinions of others, and giving out by our ancient kings, both as a repository for
injunctions of his own, itt a very imperious their effects in the hazards of war, anu tor the
manner; so that it was evident he was setting preservation of their bodies at the same time.
up a monarchical power. Mow some sub It is called Masadu. Those that were called
mitted to him out of their fear of him, and Sicarii had taken possession of it formerly;
ethers out of their good-will to him; for he but at this time tbey overran the neighbour
was a shrewd man to entice men to him, both ing countries, aiming only to procure to them
■by deluding them and putting cheats upon selves necessuries; for the fear they were then
them. Nay, many there were that thought in prevented their further ravages; but when
they should be safer themselves, if the causes once they were informed that the Roman army
of their past insolent actions should now be lay still, and that theJews were divided betwee*
reduced to one head, and not to a great many. sedition und tyranny, they boldly undertook
His activity was so great, and that both in greater matters; and at the feast of unleavened
action and counsel, that be bad not a few bread, which the Jews celebrate iu memory
guards about him; yet was there a great party of their deliverance from the Egyptian bond
of his antagonists that left him; among whom age, when they were sent back into the coun
envy at him weighed a great deal, while they try of their foretathers, they came down by
thought it a very heavy thing to be in sub night, without being discovered by those that
jection to one that was formerly tbeir equal. could have prevented them, and overran a
But the main reason that moved men against certain small city called Engaddi: — in which
him was the dread of monarchy, for they expedition tbey prevented those citizens that
could not hope easily to put an end to his cuuld have stopped thein, before they could
power, if he hud once obtained it; and yet arm themselves and fight them. They also
they knew that he would have this pretence dispersed them, and cast them out of the city.
As lor such as could not run away, being
prediction,
the cityburnt
(Jerusalem)
then• Tli
•■ oeii taken,
unci thethat
sanctuary
by right ofshould
war, women and children, they slew of them above
worn a sedition should invade the Jews, and their o*n seven hundred. Afterward, when they had
hands should pollute that temple;" or as it is, b. vi. eh. carried every thing out of tbeir houses, and
11. sect 1, "when any one should begin to slay his had seized upon all the fruits that were in a
c.untrynien in the city," is wanting in our present copies
1.1 Hie Old Testament. See Essay on Ure Old Jesla- nourishing condition, they brought them into
uicut, p. 104—1U. llut this prediction, as Josephus Alasada. And indeed these men laid ail the
well remarks heie, though with other predictions of
the propnets, it was now laughed at by the seditious, villages that were about the fortress waste, and
was
their very
exactly
tullillcd. positive
How made the whole country desolate; while there
ever, by1 cannot
but means
hi re takesoonnotice
of tvrolius's
to them every day from all parts, not a
assertion
upon
Mat
xxvi
y,
here
uuotea
by
Dr.
Hud- came
few men as corrupt as themselves. At this
sun, that '• it ougnr to be taken lor granted, as a certain
truth, that many predictions ot tlie Jewish prophets time all the other regions ot Jutlea that had
vr-m ptrserved, uot in writing, but by meiuury." Where
as, it weras to me so far from certain., that 1 tliiok It has hitherto been at rest w ere in mutton, bj means
of the robbers. Now us it la in a uuiuun body,
too evidanee nor pre! ability at alk
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if the principal part be inflamed, all the mem tbeir enemies who were within the city, and
bers are subject to the same distemper, so by seeing the Romans very near to the city; so
means of the sedition and disorder that was in they resolved to fly, but thought it dishonour
the metropolis had the wicked men that were able to do it without shedding some blood,
in the country opportunity to ravage the same. and revenging themselves on the authors of
Accordingly, when every one of tbem had this surrender; so they seized upon Dolesus (a
plundered their own villages, they then retired person not only the first in rank and family in
into the desert; yet were these men that now that city, but one that seemed the occasion of
got together and joined in the conspiracy by sending such an embassy) and slew him, and
parties, too small for an army, and too many trea'ed his dead body after a barbarous man
for a gang of thieves: and thus did they fall ner, so very violent was their anger at him,
upon the holy places* and the cities; yet did and then ran out of the city. And as now
it now so happen that they were sometimes the Roman army was just upon tbem, the
very ill treated by those upon whom they fell people of Gadara admitted Vespasian with
with such violence, and were taken by them joyful acclamations, and received from him
as men are taken in war: but still they pre the security of his right hand, as also a garri
vented any farther punishment as do robbers, son of horsemen and footmen, to guard them
who as soon as their ravages [are discovered], against the excursions of the runagates; for
run their way. Nor was there now any part as to their wall, they had pulled it down
of Judeatbat was not in a miserable condi before the Romans desired tbem so to do,
tion, as well as its most eminent city also.
that they might thereby give them assurance
3. These things were told Vespasian by that they were lovers of peace, and that, if
deserters; for although the seditious watched they had a mind, they could not now make
nil the passages out of the city, and destroyed war against them.
all, whosoever they were, that came thither, 4. And now Vespasian sent Placidus against
yet were there some thut bad concealed them those that had tied from Gadara, with five
selves, and, when they had fled to the Romans, hundred horsemen, and three thousand foot
persuaded their general to come to their city's men, while he returned himself to Cesarea,
assistance, and save the remainder of the peo with the rest of the army. But as soon as
ple; informing him withal, that it was upon these fugitives saw the horsemen that pursued
Htcount of the people's good-will to the Romans them just upon their backs, and before they
th.it many of them were already slain, and the came to a close tight, they ran together to a
survivors in danger of the same treatment. certain village, which was culled BetbitnnaVespasian did indeed already pity the calami- bris, where finding a great multitude of young
lies these men were in, and arose, in appear- men, and arming them, partly by their own
tuce, as though he was going to besiege consent and partly by force, they rashly and
Jerusalem, — but in reality to deliver them suddenly assaulted Placidus and the troops
'roin a [worse] siege they were already under. that were with him. These horsemen at the
However he was obliged at first to overthrow first onset gave way a little, as contriving to
what remained elsewhere, and to leave nothing entice them farther off the wall; and when
out of Jerusalem behind him that might they had drawn them into a place lit for their
interrupt him in that siege. Accordingly purpose, they made their horse encompass
he marched against Gadara, the metropolis of them round, and threw their durts at them.
Perea, which was a place of strength, anil So the horsemen cut off the flight of the fugi
entered that city on the fourth day of the tives, while the foot terribly destroyed those
nonth Dystrus [Adarj; for the men of that fought against them; tor those Jews did
power had sent an embassage to him, without no more than show their courage, and then
the knowledge of the seditious, to treat about were destroyed; for as they fell upon the
i surrender; which they did out of the desire Romans when they were joined close together,
they had of peace, and for saving their effects, and, as it were, walled about with their entire
because many of the citizens of Galium were armour, they were not able to find any place
:ich men. This embassy the opposite party where the darts could enter, nor were they
(new nothing of, but discovered it as Vespa any way able to break their ranks, while they
sian was approaching near the city. How were themselves run through by the Roman
ever, they despaired of keeping possession darts, and, like the wildest of wild beasts,
af the city, as being inferior in number to rushed upon the points of the others' swords;
so some of them were destroyed, as cut with
• Uy these
or "holy places.** as distinct from
enemies' sworaja upon their faces, and
tii«-a. must be meant " prosinc-laV' or "houses ol their
player" nut of cities: ufqrlucn we find mention made in others were dispersed by the horsemen.
tt<" New Testament and oilier until .is. See l.u-.e vi. 13; 5. Now Placidus's concern was to exclude
Arts xvi 13, In ( * ntii|. It. xiv.ch. x. sect 2i ; Jusepiius's them in tbeir flight from getting into the vil
L.R. sei-t..>4 "In <|ii.i le qiuern pniBeiicha." Juvenal lage; and causing his horse to march conti
rMf.ill.Ver
They were situated sometime* by the
»;drs ol nveia. Acts xvi. I i, or bv the sea-side, Aniiij nually on that side of them, be then turned
t.nveh x. sect. So did the seVeittj-lwo interpreter- short upon them, and at the same time hi*
. i f.ra) every morning by the seu-slde, lielura lite,
men made use of thwir darts, and easily took
went lo ibeir work, fc. xii. oh. ii. seel It
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their aim at ;nose that were the nearest to them, Asphaltitis was also full of dead bodies, that
as they made those that were farther off turn were carried down into itby the river. And now
6ack by the terror they were in, till at last flacidus, after this good success that he had,
the most courageous of them brake through fell violently upon the neighbouring smaller
those horsemen, and fled to the wall of the cities and villages ; when he took Abila, and
village. And now those that guarded the Julias, and Bezcmoth, and all those that lay
wall were in great doubt what to do ; for as far as the lake Asphaltitis, and put such
they could not bear the thoughts of excluding of the deserters into each of them as he
those that came from Gadara, because of their thought proper. He then put his soldiers on
own people that were among them ; and yet, board the ships, and slew such as had fled to
if they should admit them, they expected to the lake, insomuch that all Perea had either
perish with them, which came to pass accord surrendered themselves, or were taken by the
ingly ; for as they were crowding together at Romans, as far as Macherus.
the wall, the Roman horsemen were just ready
to fall in with them. However, the guards
prevented them, and shut the gates, when
Flacidus made an assault upon them, and,
CHAPTER VJJI.
fighting courageously till it was dark, he
got possession of the wall, and of the peo HOW VESPASIAN, UPON HEARING OF SOME
ple that were in the city, when the useless COMMOTIONS IN GALL,* MADE BASTE TO
multitude were destroyed ; but those that FINISH THE JEWISH WAR. A DESCRIPTION
were more potent ran away ; and the soldiers OF JERICHO, AND OF THE GREAT PLAIN :
plundered the houses, and set the village on WITH AN ACCOUNT BESIDES OF THE LAKE
fire. As for those that ran out of the village, ASPHALTITIS.
they stirred up such as were in the country,
and exaggerating their own calamities, and § 1. In the mean time, an account came that
telling them that the whole army of the Ro there were commotions in Gall, and that Vin
mans were upon them, they put them into dex, together with the men of power in that
great fear on every side ; so they got in great country, had revolted from Nero ; which affair
numbers together, and fled to Jericho, for is more accurately described elsewhere. This
they knew no other place that could afford report thus, related to Vespasian, excited him
them any hope of escaping, it being a city to go on briskly with the war ; for he foresaw
that had a strong wall, and a great multitude already the civil wars which were coming upon
of inhabitants. But Placidus, relying much them, nay, that the very government was in
upon his horsemen and his former good suc danger ; and he thought, if he could first re
cess, followed them, and slew all that he over duce the eastern parts of the empire to peace,
took, as far as Jordan; and when he had he should make the fears for Italy the lighter:
driven the whole multitude to the river side, while therefore the winter was his hinderance
where they were stopped by the current (for [from going into the field], he put garrisons
it had been augmented lately by rains, and into the villages and smaller cities for their
was not fordable), he put his soldiers in array security ; he put decurions also into the villa
over against them ; so the necessity the others ges, and centurions into the cities ; he besides
were in, provoked them to hazard a battle, this rebuilt many of the cities that had becti
because there was no place whither they laid waste ; but at the beginning of the spring
could flee. They then extended themselves he took the greatest part of his army, and led
a very great way along the bank of the it fiom Cesarea to Antipatris, where he spent
river, and sustained the darts that were thrown two days in settling the affairs of that city,
at them as well as the attacks of the horse and then, on the third day, he marched on,
men who beat many of them, and pushed laying waste and burning all the neighbour
them into the current. At which fight, hand ing villages. And when he had laid waste
to hand, fifteen thousand of them were slain, all the places about the toparchy of Thaninns,
while the number of those that were unwil he passed on to Lydda and Jamnia; ami
lingly forced to leap into Jordan was prodi when both those cities had come over to him,
gious. There were besides, two thousand he placed a great many of those that had
and two hundred taken prisoners. A mighty come over to him [from other places] as in
nrey was taken also, consisting of asr.es, and habitants therein, and then came to Emmaus,
sheep, and camels, and oxen.
where he seized upon the passages which
6. Now this destruction that fell upon the led thence to their metropolis, and fortified
Jews, as it was not inferior to any of the rest his camp, and leaving the fifth legion therein,
in itself, so did it still appear greati.r than it he came to the toparchy of Bethletephon.
really was; and this, because not only the He then destroyed that place, and the neiehwhole of the country through which they fled bouring places, by fire, and fortified, at proper
was filled with slaughter, and Jordan could places, the strong holds all about Idumca;
not be passed over, by reason of the dead
podies that were in it, but because the lake
* Gr. Gftlatla, and so everywhere.
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and when he had seized upon two villages, that are remote from it not so flourishing, or
which were in the very midst of Idumea, fruitful.
Betaris and Caphartobas, he slew above ten 3. Notwithstanding which, there is a foun
thousand of the people, and carried into cap tain by Jericho, that runs plentifully, and is
tivity above a thousand, and drove away the very fit for watering the ground: it arises
rest of the multitude, and placed no small near the old city, which Joshua, the son of
part of his own forces in them, who over-ran Nun, the general of the Hebrews, took the
and laid waste the whole mountainous coun first of all the cities of the land of Canaan,
try; while, he with the rest of his forces, by right of war. The report is, that this
returned to Emmaus, whence he came down fountain, at the beginning, caused not only
through the country of Samaria, and hard by the blasting of the earth and the trees, but of
the city by others called Neapolis (or Sichem), the children born of women ; and that it was
but by the people of that country Mabortha, entirely of a sickly and corruptive nature to
to Corea, where he pitched his camp, on the all things whatsoever, but that it was mado
second day of the month Desius [Sivan]; and gentle, and very wholesome and fruitful, by
on the day following he came to Jericho ; on the prophet Elisha. This prophet was fami
which day Trajan, one of his commanders, liar with Elijah, and was his successor, who
joined him with the forces he brought out of when he once was the guest of the people of
Perea, all the places beyond Jordan being Jericho, and the men of the place had treated
him very kindly, he both made them amends
subdued already.
2. Hereupon a great multitude prevented as well as the country, by a lasting favour;
their approach, and came out of Jericho, and for he went out of the city to this fountain,
fled to those mountainous parts that lay over- and threw into the current an earthen vessel
against Jerusalem, while that part which was full of salt; after which he stretched out his
left behind was in a great measure destroyed : righteous hand unto heaven, and, pouring
they also found the city desolate. It is situ out a mild drink-offering, he made this sup
ated in a plain; but a naked and barren plication,—That the current might be molli
mountain, of a great length, hangs over it, fied, and that the veins of fresh water might
which extends itself to the land about Scytho- be opened : that God also would bring into
polis northward, but as far as the country of the place a more temperate and fertile air for
Sodom and the utmost limits of the lake the current, and would bestow upon the peo
Asphaltitis southward. This mountain is all of pie of that country plenty of the fruits of the
it very uneaven and uninhabited, by reason of earth, and a succession of children ; and tha*
its barrenness : there is an opposite mountain this prolific water might never fail them
that is situated ovcr-against it, on the other while they continued to be righteous.t To
side of Jordan : this last begins at Julias and these prayers Elisha joined proper operation
the northern quarters, and extends itself of his hands, after a skilful manner, and
southward as far as Somorrhon,* which is the changed the fountain ; and that water, which
bounds of Petra, in Arabia. In this ridge of had been the occasion of barrenness and
mountains there is one called the Iron Moun famine before, from that time did supply a
tain, that runs in length as far as Moab. Now numerous posterity, and afforded great abun
the region that lies in the middle between these dance to the country. Accordingly, the power
ridges of mountains, is called the Great Plain ; of it is so great in watering the ground, tha*
it reaches from the village Ginnabris, as far if it do but once touch a country, it affords a
as the lake Asphaltitis ; its length is two hun sweeter nourishment than other waters do
dred and thirty furlongs, and its breadth a when they lie so long upon them, till they are
hundred arid twenty, and it is divided in the satiated with them. For which reason, the
midst by Jordan. It hath two lakes in it; advantage gained from other waters, when
that of Asphaltitis, and that of Tiberias, whose they flow in great plenty, is but small, while
natures arc opposite to each other; for the that of this water is great when it flows even
former is salt and unfruitful; but that of Tibe in little quantities. Accordingly, it water
rias is sweet and fruitful. This plain is much a larger space of ground than any other waters
burnt up in summer-time, and, by reason of do, and passes along a plain of seventy fur
the extraordinary heat, contains a very longs long, and twenty broad ; wherein i*
unwholesome air ; it is all destitute of water affords nourishment to those most cxcellen
excepting the river Jordan, which water of gardens that are thick set with trees. There
Jordan is the occasion why those plantations are in it many sorts of palm-trees that are
of palm-trees that are near its banks, are more watered by it, different from each other in
flourishing, and much more fruitful, as are those taste and name ; the better sort of them, when
* Whether this Somorrhon, or Somorrha, ought they are pressed, yield an excellent kind of
not to be hen written Qomorrha, as some MSS. in a honey, not much inferior in sweetness to other
manner have it (for the place meant by Josephus seems t This excellent prayer of Elisha is wanting in onr
to be near Segor, or Zoar. at the very south of the Dead copies, 2 Kings U. 21, 22. thongh it be referred to alar
gea, hard by which stood Sodom and Gomorrha), can in the Apostolical Constitutions, b. vU. cb. 37 ; and th
not now be certainly determined ; but seems by no success of it is mentioned in them all.
means improbable.
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honey. This country withal produces honey with urine, to which alone it yields. Tuj
from bees: it also bears that balsam which is bitumen is not only useful for the caulking of
the must precious of all the fruits in that ships, but for tbe cure of men's bodies: ac
place, cypress-trees also, and those that bear cordingly, it is mixed in a great many medi
mvTubalanum; so tli.it he who should pro cines. Tbe length of this lake is live hundred
nounce this place to be divine would not be and eighty furlongs, where it is extended
mistaken, wherein is such plenty of trees pro as far as Zoar, in Arabia; and its breadth
duced as are very rare, and of the most excel is a hundred and fifty. The country of Sodom
lent sort. And indeed, if we speak of those borders upon it.* It was of old a most
other fruits, it will not be easy to light on any happy land, both for the fruits it bore and the
climate in the habitable earth that can well be riches of its cities, although it be now all
compared to it, — what is here sown comes up burnt up. It is related how, for the impiety
in such clusters: the cause of which seems of its inhabitants, it was burnt by lightning;
to me to be the warmth of the air and the fer in consequence of which there are still the
tility of the waters; the warmth calling forth remainders of that divine tire; and the traces
the sprouts, and making them spread, and the [ur shadows] of tbe five cities are still to be
moisture making every one of them take root seen, as well as the ashes growing in their
firmly, and supplying that virtue which it fruits, which fruits have a colour as if they
stands in need of in summer-time. Now this were fit to be eaten; but if you pluck then
country is then so sadly burnt up, that no with your bands, tbey dissolve into smoke and
body cares to come at it; and if the water be ashes. And thus what is related of this land
drawn up before sun-rising, and after that ex of Sodom hath these marks of
posed to the air, it becomes exceeding cold, which our very sight affords us.
■nd becomes of a nature quite contrary to the
ambient air: as in winter again it becomes
warm; and if you go into it, it appears very
gentle. The ambient air is here also of bo
CHAPTER IX.
good a temperature, that the people of the
THAT
VESPASIAN,
AFTER HE HAD TAXES
country are clothed in linen only, even when
■now covers the rest of Judea. This place is GADARA, MADE PREPARATION FOR THE
SIEGE OF JERUSALEM; BUT THAT, UPON
one hundred and fifty furlongs from Jerusa
lem, and sixty from Jordan. The country, HIS HEARING OF THE DEATH OF NERO, HI
as far as Jerusalem, is desert aud stony ; but CHANGED HIS INTENTIONS: AS ALSO, CON
that as far as Jordan and the lake Asphul- CERNING SIMON OF GERASA.
titis lies lower indeed, though it be equally
desert and barren. But so much shall suffice § 1. And now Vespasian bad fortified all the
to have been said about Jericho, and of the places round about Jerusalem, and erected
citadels at Jericho and Adida, and placed gar
great happiness of its situation.
4. The nature of the lake Asphaltitis is risons in them both, partly out of his own
also worth describing. It is, as I have said Romans, and partly out of the body of bin
already, bitter and unfruitful. It is so light auxiliaries. He also sent Lucius Annius t#
[or thick] that it bears up the heaviest things Gerasa, and delivered to him u body of horse
that are thrown into it; nor is it easy for any men, and a considerable number of footiuea
one to make things sink therein to the bottom, So when be bad taken the city, which he dW
if he had a mind so to do. Accordingly, at tbe first onset, he slew a thousand of thosf
when Vespasian went to see it, he commanded young men who had not prevented him bj
that some who could not swim, should have flying away; but he took their families cap
their hands tied behind them, and be thrown tive, and permitted his soldiers to plunder
into the deep, when it so happened that, they them of their effects; after which he set fire
all swam as if a wind had forced them up to their bouses, and went away to the adjoin
wards. Moreover, the cliangt of the colour ing villages, while the men of power fled
of this lake is wonderful, for it changes its away, and the weaker part were destroyed,
appearance thrice every day; and aa the rays.| and what was remaining wus all burnt down.
of the sun fall differently upon it, the light is Aud now the war having gone through all
variously reflected. However, it casts up the mountainous country, and all tbe plain
black clods of bitumen in many parts of it ; country also, those that were at Jerusalem
these swim at the top of the water, and re were deprived of the liberty of going out of
semble both in shape and bigness headless the city ; for as to such as had a mind to de
bulls: and when the labourers that belong to sert, they were watched by tbe zealots; and
the lake come to it, aud catch hold of it as it as tu such us were not yet uu the side of the
hangs together, they draw it into their ships; Romans, their army kept them in, by encom
but when the ship is full, it is not easy to cut passing the city round about on all sides.
off the rest, for it is so tenacious as tu make 2. Now as Vespasian wus returned to
the ship hang upon its clods till they set it
loose with the menstrual blood of women, and j
• Se* Uia Dote OB b v. ch xiU. sect. Q.
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Cestrea, and was getting ready with all his empire being then in a fluctuating condition,
army to march directly to Jerusalem, he was and did not go on with their expedition against
informed that Nero was dead, after he bad the Jews, but thought that to make any attack
reigned thirteen years and eight days. But as upon foreigners was now unseasonable, on
to any narration after what manner he abused account of the solicitude they were in for
his power in tbe government, and committed their own country.
the managementof affairs to those vile wretches, 3. And now there arose another war at
Nymphidius and Tigellinus, his unworthy Jerusalem. There was a son of Giora, one
fireedmen; and how he had a plot laid against Simon, by birth of Gerasa, a young man, not
him by them, and was deserted by all his so cunning indeed as John [of Gischala], who
guards, and ran away with four of his most had already seized upon the city, but superior
trusty freedmen, and slew himself in the sub in strength of body and courage; on which
urbs of Rome; and how those that occasioned account, when he had been driven away from
his death were, in no long time, brought that Acrabattene toparchy, which he once had,
themselves to punishment; how also the war by Ananus the high-priest, he came to those
in Gall ended; and how Galba was made robbers who bad seized upon Masada. At
emperor,* and returned out of Spain to Rome; first they suspected him, and only permitted
and how be was accused by the soldiers as a him to come with tbe women he brought with
pusillanimous person, and slain by treachery him into the lower part of the fortress, while
in the middle of the market-place at Rome, they dwelt in the upper part of it themselves.
and Otho was made emperor; with his expedi However, his manner so well agreed with
tion against the commanders of Vitellius, and theirs, and he seemed so trusty a man, that he
his destruction thereupon; and besides what went out with them, and ravaged and destroyed
troubles there were under Vitellius, and the the country with them about Masada; yet
fight that was about the Capitol; as also how when he persuaded them to undertake greatet
Antonius Primus and Mucianus slew Vitel things, he could not prevail with them so to
lius, and his German legions, and thereby put do; for as they were accustomed to dwell in
an end to that civil war, — I have omitted to that citadel, they were afraid of going far from
give an exact account of them, because they that which was their hiding-place; but he
are well known by all, and they are described affecting to tyrannize, and being fond of great
by a great number of Greek and Roman ness, when he had beard of the death of
authors; yet for the sake of the connection Ananus, left them, and went into the moun
of matters, and that my history may not tainous part of the country. So he proclaimed
be incoherent, I have just touched upon liberty to those in slavery, and a reward tc
every thing briefly. Wherefore Vespasian those already free, and got together a set ol
put off at first his expedition against Jeru wicked men from all quarters.
salem, and stood waiting whither the empire 4. And as he had now a strong body of
would be transferred after the death of Nero. men about him, he over-ran the villages that
Moreover, when he heard that Galba was lay in tbe mountainous country, and when
made emperor, be attempted nothing till he there were still more and more that came to
also should send him some directions about him, he ventured to go down into tbe lower
the war: however, he sent his son Titus to parts of tbe country, and since be was now
him, to salute bim, and to receive his com become formidable to the cities, many of the
mands about the Je ws. Upon the very same men of power were corrupted by him ; so that
errand did king Agrippa sail along with his army was no longer composed of slaves
Titus to Galba; but as they were sailing and robbers, but a great many of the populace
in their long ships by the coasts of Achaia, were obedient to him as to their king. He
for it was winter-time, they heard that then over- ran tbe Acrabattene toparchy, and
Galba was slain, before they could get to the places that reached as far as the Great
him, after he had reigned seven tci/nths and Idumea; for he built a wall at a certain
a? many days. After whom Otho took the village called Nain, and made use of that as a
government, and undertook the management fortress for his own party's security; and at
of public affairs. So Agrippa resolved to go jmbe valley called Paran, he enlarged many ot
on to Rome without any terror on account of |tne caves, and many others he found readv for
the change in the government; but Titus, by his purpose; these he made use of as reposi
a divine impulse, sailed back from Greece to tories for his treasures, and receptacles for his
Syria, and came in great haste to Cesarea, to prey, and therein he laid up the fruits that he
his father. And now they were both in sus bad got by rapine; and many of h'.s partisans
pense about the public affairs, the Roman had their dwelling in them; and he made no
secret of it that he was exercising his men
* Of these Roman affairs and tumults under Galba. beforehand, and making preparations for the
GiuO, and Vitellius, here only touched upon by Joaephus, assault
of Jerusalem.
see Tacitus, Suetonius, and Uia. mure largely. HuwfT, fe may observe with Ottius. thai Josephus writes 5. Whereupon the zealots, out of the dread
tne name ol the second of them not Otto, with mai.y they were in of his attacking them, and being
augers, but Otho, with tbe coins. See also tbe Dote on
willing to prevent one that was growing up to
cb ti. sect 4.
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oppose them, went out against him with their hereupon a terror fell upon the whole multi
weapons. Simon met them, and joining bat tudc ; and before it came to a close fight,
tle with them, slew a considerable number of they broke their ranks, and every one retired
them, and drove the rest before him into the to his own home.
city : but durst not trust so much upon his 7. Thus did Simon unexpectedly march
forces as to make an assault upon the walls ; into Idumea, without bloodshed, and made a
but he reso[ved first to subdue Idumea, and sudden attack upon the city Hebron, and
as he had now twenty thousand armed men, took it; wherein he got possession of a great
he marched to the borders of their country. deal of prey, and plundered it of a vast quan
Hereupon the rulers of the Idumeans got toge tity of fruit. Now, the people of the coun
ther on the sudden the most warlike part of try say, that it is an ancienter city, not only
their people, about 'twenty-five thousand in than any in that country, but than Memphis
number, and permitted the rest to be a guard in Egypt, and accordingly its age is reckoned
to their own country, by reason of the incur at two thousand and three hundred years.
sions that were made by the Sicarii that were They also relate that it had been the habita
at Masada. Thus they received Simon at their tion of Abram, the progenitor of the Jews,
borders, where they fought him and conti after he had removed out of Mesopotamia;
nued the battle all that day ; and the dispute and they say that his posterity descended from
lay whether they had conquered him or been thence into Egypt, whose monuments are to
conquered by him. So he went back to Nain, this very time shown in that small city ; the
as did the Idumeans return home. Nor was it fabric of which monuments are of the most
long ere Simon came violently again upon their excellent marble, and wrought after the most
country ; when he pitched his camp at a cer elegant manner. There is also there shown,
tain village called Thecoe, and sent Eleazar, at the distance of six furlongs from the city,
one of his companions, to those that kept gar a very large turpentine-tree;* and the report
rison at Herodium, and in order to persuade goes, that this tree has continued ever since
them to surrender that fortress to him. The the creation of the world. Thence did Simon
garrison received this man readily, while they make his progress over all Idumea, and did
knew nothing of what he came about; but as not only ravage the cities and villages, but
soon as he talked of the surrender of the place, laid waste the whole country; for, besides
they fell upon him with their drawn swords, those that were completely armed, he had
till he found he had no place for flight, when forty thousand men that followed him, inso
he threw himself down from the wall into the much that he had not provisions enough to
valley beneath; so he died immediately: but suffice such a multitude. Now, besides this
the Idumeans, who were already much afraid want of provisions that he was in, he was of
of Simon's power, thought fit to take a view a barbarous disposition, and bore great anger
of tlie enemy's army before they hazarded a at this nation, by which means it came to pass
battle with him.
that Idumea was greatly depopulated; and
6. Now, there was one of their comman as one may see all the woods behind despoiled
ders, named Jacob, who offered to serve them of their leaves by locusts, after they have been
readily upon that occasion, but had it in his there, so was there nothing left behind
mind to betray them. He went therefore Simon's army but a desert. Some places they
from the village Alurus, wherein the army of burnt down, some they utterly demolished,
the Idumeans were gotten together, and came and whatsoever grew in the country, they
to Simon, and at the very first he agreed to either trod it down or fed upon it, and by
betray his country to him, and took assurances their marches they made the ground that was
upon oath from him that he should always cultivated, harder and more untractable than
have him in esteem, and then promised him that which was barren. In short, there was
that he would assist him in subduing all no sign remaining of those places that had
Idumea under him ; upon which account he been laid waste, that ^ever they had had a
w:>s feasted after an obliging manner by being.
Simon, and elevated by his mighty promises ; 8. This success of Simon excited the zea
and when he was returned to his own men, lots afresh ; and though they were afraid to
he at first belied the army of Simon, and safk, fight him openly in a fair battle, yet did they
it was manifold more in number than what lay ambushes in the passes, and seized upon
it was; after which, he dexterously persuaded his wife, with a considerable number of her
the commanders, and by degrees the whole attendants; whereupon they came back to
multitude, to receive Simon, and to surrender the city rejoicing, ns if they had taken Simon
the whole government up to him wittoout himself captive, and were in present expecta
fighting ; and as he was doing this, he invited tion that he would lay down his arms, and
Simon by his messengers, and promised him * gome of the ancient* roll tain famous tree, or (Trove,
to disperse the Idumeans, which he performed an oak; other*, a turpentine-tree, or prove. It has
very famous In all the past ages, and is so, I sunalso ; for as soon as their army was nigh them, been
pore, at this day, and that particularly for an emineut
he first of all got upon his horse, and fled, mart,
or meeting of merchant* there every year, as the
together with those whom he had corrupted; travellers inform ua.
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make supplication to them for his wife ; but
instead of indulging any merciful affections,
he grew very angry at them for seizing his
beloved wife; so he came to the wall of Jeru
salem, and, like wild beasts when they are
wounded, and cannot overtake those that
wounded them, he vented his spleen upon all
persons that he met with. Accordingly, he
caught all those that were come out of the
city-gates, either to gather herbs or sticks,
who were unarmed and in years ; he then
tormented them and destroyed them, out of
the immense rage he was in, and was almost
ready to taste the very flesh of their dead
bodies. He also cut off the hands of a great
many, and sent them into the city to astonish
his enemies, and in order to make the people
fall into a sedition, and desert those that had
been the authors of his wife's seizure. He
also enjoined them to tell the people that Si
mon swore by the God oi the universe, who
sees all things, that unless they will restore
him his wife, he will break down their wall,
and inflict the like punishment upon all the
citizens, without sparing any age, and with
out making any distinction between the guilty
and the innocent. These threatening so
greatly affrighted, not the people only, but
the zealots themselves also, that they sent his
wife back to him,—when he beceme a little
milder, and left off his perpetual blood-shed
ding.
0. But now sedition and civil war prevailed,
not only over Judea, but in Italy also; for
now Galba was slain in the midst of the
Roman market-place; then was Otho made
emperor, and fought against Vitellius, who
set up for emperor also; for the legions in
Germany had chosen him : but when he gave
battle to Valens and Cicinna, who were
Vitellius's generals, at Betriacum, in Gall,
Otho gained the advantage on the first day ;
but on the second day Vitellius's soldiers had
the victory: and after much slaughter, Otho
slew himself, when he had heard of this
defeat at Brixia, and after he had managed
the public affairs three months and two
days.' Otho's army also came over to Vitel
lius's generals, and he came himself down
to Rome with his army ; but in the mean
time Vespasian removed from Cesarca, on
the fifth day of the month Dscsius [Sivan],
and marched against those places of Judea
which were not yet overthrown. So he went
up to the mountainous county, and took
those two toparchies that were called the
Gophnitick and Acrabattene toparchies. After
which he took Bethel and Ephraim, two small
cities ; and when he had put garrisons into
them, he rode as far as Jerusalem, in which
march he took many prisoners, and many
captives. But Cerealis, one of his commanders,
* Suetonius differs hardly three days from Josephue,
and says Otho perished on the ninety-fifth day of his
reign. In Otnon. Bee the note, ch. xl. sect. 1.
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took a body of horsemen and footmen, and
laid waste that part of Idumea which was
called the Upper Idumea, and attacked
Caphethra, which pretended to be a small city,
and took it at the first onset, and burnt it
down. He also attacked Capharabim, and
laid siege to it, for it had a very strong wall,"
and when he expected to spend a long tim
in that siege, those that were within opened 4their gates on the sudden, and came to beg
pardon, and surrendered themselves up to
him. When Cerealis had conquered them he
went to Hebron, another very ancient city. I
have told you already, that this city is situated
in a mountainous country not far off Jerusa
lem ; and when he had broken into the city
by force, what multitude and young men were
left therein he slew, and burnt down the city ;
so that as now all the places were taken,
excepting Herodium, and Masada, and Macherus, which where in the possession of the
robbers, so Jerusalem was what the Romans
at present aimed at.
10. And now, as soon as Simon had set
his wife free, and recovered her from the zea
lots, he returned back to the remainders of
Idumea, and driving the nation all before
him from all quarters, he compelled a great
number of them to retire to Jerusalem ; he
followed them himself also to the city, and
encompassed the wall all round again ; and
when he lighted upon any labourers that were
coming thither out of the country, he slew
them. Now this Simon, who was without the
wall, was a greater terror to the people than
the Romans themselves, as were the zealots
who were within it more heavy upon them
than both of the other ; and during this time
did the mischievous contrivances and courage
[of John] corrupt the body of the Galileans;
for these Galileans had advanced this John,
and made him very potent, who made them a
suitable requital from the authority he had
obtained by their means; for he permitted
them to do all things that any of them desired
to do, while their inclination to plunder was
insatiable, as was their zeal in searching the
houses of the rich ; and for the murdering of
the men, and abusing of the women, it was
sport to them. They also devoured what
spoils they had taken, together with their
blood, and indulged themselves in feminine
wantonness, without any disturbance, till they
were satiated therewith: while they decked
their hair, and put on women's'garments, and
were besmeared over with ointments ; and
that they might appear very comely, they had
paints under their eyes, and imitated, not
only the ornaments, but also the lusts of
women, and were guilty of such intolerable
uncleanness, that they invented unlawful plea
sures of that sort And thus did they roll
themselves up and down the city, as in a brothcl-housc, and defiled it entirely with their
impure actions: nay, while their faces looked
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like tbe faces of women, they killed with their his enemies than those against whom the invi
right hands; and when their gait was effe tation was intended.
minate, they presently attacked men, and 12. And thus did Simon get possession of
became warriors, and drew their swords from Jerusalem, in tbe third year of the war, in the
under their finely-dyed cloaks, and ran every month Xanthicus [Nisan]; whereupon John,
body through whom tbey alighted upon. with his multitude of zealots, as being both
However, Simon waited for such as ran prohibited from coming out of the temple,
away from John, and was the more bloody and having lost their power in the city (for
of the two: and he who had escaped tbe Simon and bis party bad plundered tbem of
tyrant within the wall, was destroyed by the what they bad), were in despair ol deliverance.
other that lay before the gates. So that all Simon also made an assault upon tbe temple,
attempts of flying and deserting to the with the assistance of the people, while the
Romans were cut off, if any had a mind so others stood upon the cloisters and the battle
ments, and defended themselves from their
to do.
11. Yet did the army that was under assaults. However, a considerable number
John raise a sedition against him; and all the of Simon's party fell, and many were carried
Iduineans separated themselves from the off wounded; for the zealots threw their darts
tyrant, and attempted to destroy him, and this easily from a superior place, and seldom failed
out of their envy at his power and hatred of of hitting their enemies ; but having the advan
his cruelty; so they got together, and slew tage of situation, and having witbal erected
many of the zealots, and drove the rest before four very large towers aforehand, that tbeir
them into that royal palace that was built by darts might come from higher places, one at the
Grapte, who was a relation of Izates, the king north-east corner of tl.e court, one above the
of Adiabene; the Idumeans fell in with them Xystus, the third at anothercorner over against
and drove tbe zealots out thence into the tem the lower city, and the last was erected above
ple, and betook themselves to plunder John's the top of the Pastophoria, where one of tbe
effects; for both he himself was in that palace, I priests stood of course, and gave a signal be
and therein had he laid up the spoils he forehand, with a trumpet,* at the beginning of
had acquired by bis tyranny. In the mean every seventh day, in the evening twilight, as
time, the multitude of those zealots that were also at the evening when tbe day was finished,
dispersed over the city ran together to the as giving notice to the people when tbey
temple unto those that had tied tbither, and were to leave off work, and when they were
John prepared to bring them down against to go to work again. These men also set
the people and the Idumeans, who were not their engines to cast darts and stones withal,
so much afraid of being attacked by them, upon those towers, with their archers and
(because they were themselves better soldiers slingers. And now Simon made his assault
than they), as at their madness, lest tbey should upon tbe temple more fai.tly, by reason that
privately sally out of tbe temple and get the greatest part of his men grew weary of
among them, and not only destroy them, but that work; yet did he Dot leave off bis oppo
set the city on fire also. So they assembled sition, because bis army was superior to the
themselves together, and the high-priests with others, although the darts which were thrown
them, and took counsel after what manner by the engines were carried a great way, and
they should avoid their assault. Now it was slew many of those that fought for him.
God who turned their opinions to the worst
advice, and thence tbey devised such a remedy
to get themselves free, as was worse than
the disease itself. Accordingly, in order to
CHAPTER X.
overthrow John, tbey determined to admit
Simon, and earnestly to desire the introduction HOW THE SOLDIERS, BOTH IN JUDEA AND
of a second tyrant into the city; which reso
EGYPT, PROCLAIMED VESPASIAN EMPEROR;
lution tbey brought to perfection, and sent AND HOW VESPASIAN RELEASED JOSEPHUI
Matthias, tbe high priest, to beseech this Si
FROM HIS BONDS.
mon tu come in to tbem, of whom they had
so often been afraid. Those also that bad § 1. Now, about this very time it was that
tied from the -zealots in Jerusalem joined in heavy calamities came about Rome on all
this request to him, out of the desire tbey hac sides; for Vitellius was, come from Germany
of preserving their houses and their effects. with his soldiery, and drew along with him a
Accordingly, he, in an arrogant manner, grant
* This beginning and ending the observation of tbe
ed them Ids lordly protection, and came into Jewish
Seventh Day, or Sabhatli, with a pritst's blowing
the city, in order to deliver it from the zealots. ol' a trumpet,
in remarkable, and nowhere els* men
that 1 know of. Nor is upland's conjecture tern
The people also made jojlul acclamations to tioned,
improbable,
that
this wassothelong,verycallt-d
place*• that
has Sabpuz
him, as their saviour and their preserver; but zled our commentators
Miisach
when be was come in with his army, be took bati." tbe " Coven ol tl>e ftabh&lh," if that be the trua
reading. 31 Kings xvi. IS: brcause here the proper priest
caie to secure bis own authority, and looked stood
dry, unii-r a **eovrrin«." to proclaim lite begin
upon those that bad invited him to be no less ning and
ending of eerry Jewish Nubbalh.
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great multitude of other men besides. And Vitellius, if he be compared with their chaste
when the spaces allotted for soldiers could not Vespasian; nor will they endure a most bar
contain them, he made all Rome itself his barous tyrant, instead of a good governor, nor
camp, and filled all the houses with armed choose one that hath no child,* to preside
men; which men, when they saw the riches over them, instead of him that is a father,
of Rome with those eyes which bad never because the advancement of men's own chil
seen such riches before, and found themselves dren to dignities ii certainly tbe greatest
shone rounds about on all sides with silver security kings can have for themselves.
and gold, they had much ado to contain their Whether, therefore, we estimate the capacity
covetous desires, and were ready to betake ofgoverning from the skill of a person in years
themselves to plunder, and to the slaughter we ought to have Vespasian,—or whether from
of such as should stand in their way. And the strength of a young man, we ought to have
this was the state of affairs in Italy at that Titus; for by this means we shall have tbe
advantage of both their ages, for that they
time.
2. But wben Vespasian had overthrown will afford strength to those that shall be
all the places that were near to Jerusalem, he made emperors, they having already three
returned to Cesarea, and heard of the troubles legions, besides other auxiliaries from the
that were at Rome, and that Vitellius was neighbouring kings, and will have farther all
emperor. This produced indignation in him, the armies in the east to support them, as
although he well knew how to be governed, also those in Europe, so far as they are out
as well as to govern, and could not with any of the distance and dread of Vitellius, besides
satisfaction own him for his lord who acted such auxiliaries as they may have in Italy
so madly, and seieed upon the government itself; that is, Vespasian's brother,! an(l '<'<
as if it were absolutely destitute of a gover other son [Domitian]; the one of whom will
nor. And as this sorrow of his was violent, bring in a great many of those young men
be was not able to support the torments he that are of dignity, while the other ts intrusted
was under, nor to apply himself farther in with the government of the city, which ofbee
other wars when his native country was laid of his will be no small means of Vespasian's
waste; but then, as much as his passion exci obtaining tbe government. Upon the whole,
ted him to avenge his country, so much was the case may be such, that if we ourselves
he restrained by the consideration of his dis make farther delays, the senate may choose
tance therefrom; because fortune might pre an emperor, whom the soldiers, who are the
vent him, and do a world of mischief before saviours of the empire, will have in contempt."
be could himself sail over the sea to Italy, 4. These were the discourses tbe soldiers
especially as it was still the winter season; had in their several companies; after which
ao he restrained bis anger, how vehement they got together in a great body, and, encou
soever it was, at this time.
raging one another, they declared Vespasian
3. But now his commanders and soldiers emperor,^ and exhorted him to save the
met in several companies, and consulted government which was now in danger. Now
openly about changing the public affairs; — Vespasian's concern had been for a consider
and, out of their indignation, cried out, bow able time about the public, yet did not be
"at Rome there are soldiers that live deli inteud to set up for governor himself, though
cately, and wben they have not ventured so his actions showed him to deserve it, while
much as to hear the fame of war, they ordain be preferred that safety which is in a private
whom they please for our governors, and in life before the dangers in a state of such dig
hopes ofgain make them emperors; while you, nity; but when he refused the empire, the
who have gone through so many labours, and
are grown into years under your helmets,
give leave to others to use such a power, * The Roman authors that now remain, say Vitellius
children f whereas Joeephus introduces here toe
when yet you have among yourselves one bad
Roman soldiers in Judea saying he had none. Which of
more worthy to rule than any whom tbey Uwae
aeaertiuns waj the truth I know not Kpanbriin
he haa given a peculiar
for callingIliss.
Vilelhave set up. Now what juster opportunity thinks
liai
*•childless.**
tie reallyreason
bad children,
de
shall they ever have of requiting their gene Num. p.649. b\50;thoayh
to
which
it
appears
very
d.fflcull
ta
rals, if they do not make use of this that is aire our assent
+
Thia
brother
of
Vespasian
was
Flavins
Sabinus.
as
now before tbem? while there is so much Haetonlus informs aa, in vitell. a, 16i and Id Veepaa.a.3t
juster reason for Vespasian's being emperor He
it also named by Joaephus presently, ch,si.e 1
than for Vitellius; as they are themselves t It is plain by the nature of the thing, as well as by
and Entropiua. that Vespasian waa first of all
more deserving than those that made tbe other Josephus
saluted emperor in Judea, and not Ull some time after
emperors; for that they have undergone as ward
in Kaypt Whence Tacitus's and huctonius's pre
copies must be corrected, when tbey both say that
great wars as have the troops that come from sent
be waa flrat proclaimed in Keypt and that on the
Germany; nor are they inferior in war to those kalends
of July, while they stili say it waa tbe tut, of
that have brought that tyrant to Rome, nor the Nones or Ides of tbe aame July before be was pro
la Jndea. I suppose the month they llisrs
have they undergone smaller labours than claimed
intended waa June, and not July, as thr copies now use?
they; for that neither will the Roman senate, it;
nor does Taritus's coherence imply lesa. See Essay
oor people, bear such a lascivious emperor as on tbe Kevelation, page IJu
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commanders insisted the more earnestly upon
his acceptance ; and the soldiers came about
him, with their drawn swords in their hands,
and threatened to kill him, unless he would
now live according to his dignity. And when
he had shown his reluctance a great while,
and had endeavoured to thrust away this
dominion from him, he at length, being not
able to persuade them, yielded to their solici
tations that would salute him emperor.
5. So upon the exhortations of Mucianus
and the other commanders, that he would
accept of the empire, and upon that of the rest
of the army, who cried out that they were
willing to be led against all his opposers, he
was in the first place intent upon gaining the
dominion over Alexandria, as knowing that
Egypt was of the greatest consequence, in
order to obtain the entire government, because
of its supplying com [to Rome]; which com,
if he could be master of, he hoped to dethrone
Vitellius, supposing he should aim to keep
the empire by force (for he would not be able
to support himself, if the multitude at Rome
should once be in want of food) ; and because
ho was desirous to join the two legions that
were at Alexandria to the other legions that
were with him. He also considered with
himself, that he should then have that coun
try for a defence to himself against the uncer
tainty of fortune; for Egypt* is hhrd to be
entered by land, and hath no good havens by
sea. It hath on the west the dry deserts of
Libya; and on the south Syene, that divides
it from Ethiopia, as well as the cataracts of
the Nile, that cannot be sailed over ; and on
the east the Red Sea, extending as far as
Coptus ; and it is fortified on the north by the
land that reaches to Syria, together with that
called the Egyptian Sea, having no havens in
it for ships. And thus is Egypt walled about
on every side. Its length between Pelusium
and Syene is two thousand furlongs, and the
passage by sea from Plinthine to Pelusium, is
three thousand six hundred furlongs. Its
river Nile is navigable as far as the city called
Elephantine, the forenamed cataracts hinder
ing ships from going any farther. The haven
also of Alexandria is not entered by the mari
ners without difficulty, even in times of peace ;
for the passage inward is narrow, and full of
rocks, that lie under the water, which oblige
the mariners to turn from a straight direction :
its left side is blocked up by works made by
man's hands on both sides; on its right side
lies the island called Pharus, which is situated
just before the entrance, and supports a very
great tower, that affords the sight of a fire to
such as sail within three hundred furlongs of
it, that ships may cast anchor a great way off
in the night-time, by reason of the difficulty
of sailing nearer. About this island are built
• Here we have an authentic description of the
bounds and circumstances of Egypt in the days of
Vespasian and Titus.
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very great piers, the handywork of men,
against which when the sea dashes itself,
and its waves are broken against those boun
daries, the navigation becomes very trouble
some, and the entrance through so narrow a
passage is rendered dangerous: yet is the
haven itself, when you are got into it, a very
safe one, and of thirty furlongs in largeness;
into which is brought what the country
wants, in order to its happiness ; as also what
abundance the country affords more than it
wants itself, is hence distributed into all the
habitable earth.
6. Justly, therefore, did Vespasian desire
to obtain that government, in order to corro
borate his attempts upon the whole of the
empire ; so he immediately sent to Tiberius
Alexander, who was then governor of Egypt
and of Alexandria, and informed him what
the army had put him upon, and how he,
being forced to accept of the burden of the
government, was desirous to have him for his
confederate and supporter. Now as soon as
ever Alexander had read this letter, he readily
obliged the legions and the multitude to take
the oath of fidelity to Vespasian, both whom
willingly complied with him, as already
acquainted with the courage of the man,
from that his conduct in their neighbourhood.
Accordingly Vespasian, looking npon himself
as already intrusted with the government,
got all things ready for his journey [to
Rome]. Now fame carried this news abroad
more suddenly than one could have tnought,
that he was emperor over the cast, upon
which every city kept festivals, and cele
brated sacrifices and oblations for such good
news; the legions also that were in Mysia
and Pannonia, who had been in commotion a
little before, on account of this insolent
attempt of Vitellius, were very glad to take
the oath of fidelity to Vespasian, upon his
coming to the empire. Vespasian then removed
from Ccsarea to Bcrytus, where many embas
sages came to him from Syria, and many from
other provinces, bringing with them from
every city crowns, and the congratulations of
the people. Mucianus came also, who was
the president of the province, and told him
with what alacrity the people [received the
news of his advancement], and how the peo
ple of every city had taken the oath of fidelity
to him.
7. So Vespasian's good fortune succeeded
to his wishes everywhere, and the public
affairs were, for the greatest part, already in his
hands; upon which he considered that he had
not arrived at the government without Divine
Providence, but that a righteous kiml of fate
had brought the empire under his power ; for
as he called to mind the other signals, which
had been a great many everywhere, that fore
told he should obtain the government, so did
he remember what Jospphus lml said to him
when he ventured to foretel his coming to the
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empire while Nero was alive; 30 h*e was much to every one's deserts, he (Same to Antioch,
concerned tbat this man was still in bonds and consulting which way he hail best take,
with him. He then culled for Mucianu9, to he preferred to go to Koine, rather tha:i to
gether with his other commanders and friends, march to Alexandria, because he saw that
and, in the first place, he informed them what Alexandria was sure to bim already, but that
• valiant man Josephus had been, and what the atfairs at Rome were put into disorder by
great hardships he had made him undergo in Vitellius; so be sent Mucianus to Italy, and
the siege of Jotapata. After tbat he related committed a considerable army both of horse
those predictions of his* which he bad then men and footmen to bim; yet was Mucianr;*
suspected as fictions, suggested out of the afraid of going by sea, because it was the
fear he was in, but which had by time been middle of winter; so be led bis army on foot
demonstrated to be divine. " It is a shame through Cappadocia and Phrygia.
ful thing (said be) that this man who hath 2. In the mean time Antohius Primus took
foretold my coming to the empire beforehand, the third of the legions that were in Mysin,
and been the minister of a divine message for he was president of that province, and
to me, should still be retained in the condition made haste, in order to fight Vitellius; where
of a captive or prisoner." So he called for upon Vitellius sent away Cecinua, with a great
Josepbus, and commanded that he should be army, having a mighty confidence in bim,
set at liberty ; whereupon the commanders because of his having beaten Otho. This
promised themselves glorious things, from this Cecinna marched out of Rome in great haste,
requital Vespasian made to a stranger. Titus and found Antonius about Cremona in Gall,
■was then present with bis father, and said, which city is in the borders of Italy; but
" O father, it is but just that the scandal [of when he saw there that the enemy were nu
a prisoner] should be taken off Josephus, to merous and in good order, he durst not fight
gether with his iron chain; for if we do not them ; and as he thought a retreat dangerous,
barely loose his bonds, but cut them to pieces, so he began to think of betraying his army to
he will be like a man that had never been Antonius. Accordingly, be assembled the
bound at all." For that is the usual method centurions and tribunes that were under his
as to such as have been bound without a cause. command, and persuaded thetn to go over to
This advice was agreed to by Vespasian also; Antonius, and this by diminishing the repu
so there came a man in, and cut the chain to tation of Vitellius, uud by exaggerating the
pieces; while Josephus received this testimony power of Vespasian. He also told them, tbat
of his integrity for a reward, and was more with the one there was no more tbnn the bare
over esteemed a person of credit as to futu name of dominion; but with the other was
the power of it; and that it was better fur
rities also.
them to prevent necessity, and gain favour,
and, while tbey were likely to be overcome in
battle, to avoid the danger beforehand, and go
CHAPTER XL
over to Antonius willingly ; that Vespasian
THAT UPON THE CONQUEST AND SLAUGHTER was able of himself to subdue what bad not
OF VITELLIUS, VESPASIAN HASTENED HIS yet submitted, without their assistance, while
JOURNKY TO ROME; BUT TITUS HIS SON Vitellius could not preserve what he had
already with it.
RETURNED TO JERUSALEM.
3. Cecinna said this, and much more to the
§ 1. And now, when Vespasian bad given same purpose, and persuaded them to corns,
answers to the embassages, and had disposed ply with trim ; and both he nnd his army
of the places of power justly,f and according deserted; but still the very same night the
soldiers repented of what they had done, and a
• Af Daniel was preferred by Darius and Cyrns, on fear seized on them, lest perhaps Vitellius who
account of his having foretold the destruction oftbe Ba sent them should get the better; .and drawing
bylonian monarchy by their meant, and the consequent their swords, they assaulted Cecinna, in order
exaltation of the Uedes and Persians. Dan v. or to
kill him; and the thing hud been done
rather, as Jeremiah, a hen he was a prisoner, was set at
liberty, and honourably treated by Nebuzaradan, at the
them, if the tribunes had not (alien upon
command of Nebuchadnezzar, on account of his having by
their
knees, and besought them not to do it:
foretold the destruction nf Jerusalem by the Hahylo.
rii.ins. J vr xt. I —7 ; bo w asoiir Josepnus set aI liberty and so the soldiers did not kill him, hut put bim
bonouranly treated, uu account of o|. having loie old in bonds, as « traitor, and were about to send
tiie adranc*ii.tf:'t of Vr.iia-ia>. anil Titus to the Roman
empire. All these are saislt eminent instances ol the him to Vitellius. When [Antonius] Primus
Interposition of Divine Prov nlence, and of the certainty heard of this, he raised up his men immedi
of dieiu- predictions in the great resolutions of the lour ately, and made them put on their armour,
nonfvrehies. Several sucli.like example* there are, both and
led them against those that had revolted ;
Id the sacred and other hi lories; us in t ie case of Jo
seph in reynt. and of Jaddea the high -priest, in the hereupon they put themselves in order of battle,
days
of
Alexander
Ibe
(iieal
dec.
4 This is well oh erved bt Josephus. that Vespasian,
In a mere heathen, ought to put those rulers
in order u. secure ln« success, ai-,I eslah ism his irovern- conduct
ministers of state to shame, who professing Chrislrert;tt titsi. nia-riboied n s ortV'. s ao-l pi nes upon the and
act otherwise, and thereby expose themselres
|S»it ef justice, a,-I oentow-i Ineiu on >ucb as Ih sI •>« * tlanitr,
lerrrd tiieiu. and w.-iv isrst hi lor tueisi. VV Inch wi»« and thoir kingdoms to vice and destruction.
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and made resistance for a while, but were have been 'sufficient for his last. Of iha
soon beaten, and fled to Cremona; then did others that were slain, were numbered aborts
Primus take his horsemen, and cut off their fifty thousand. This battle was fought on :Le
entrance into the city, and encompassed and third day of the month ApeIleus [Casleu];
destroyed a great multitude of them before on the next Mucianus came into the city
the city, and fell into the city together with the with his army, and ordered Antonius and his
rest, and gave leave to his soldier* to plunder men to leave off killing; for they were still
it. And here it was that many strangers, searching the houses, and killed many of
who were merchants, as well as many of the Vitellius's soldiers and many of the populace,
people of that country, perished, and among as supposing them to be of bis party, prevent
them Vitellius's whole army, being thirty ing by their rage any accurate distinction
thousand and two hundred, while Antonius between them and others. He then produced
lost no more of those that came with him from Domitian, and recommended him to the mul
Mysia than four thousand and five hundred ; titude, until his father should come himself: so
he then loosed Cecinna, and sent him to Ves the people being now freed from their fears,
pasian, to tell him the good news. 80 he made acclamations of joy for Vespasian, as fur
came, and was received by him; and covered their emperor, and kept festival-days for in*
the scandal of his treachery by the unexpected confirmation, and for the destruction of
honours he received from Vespasian.
Vitellius.
4. And now, upon the news that Antonius 5. And now, as Vespasian was come to
was approaching, Sabinus took courage at Alexandria, this good news came from Rome,
Rome, and assembled 'those cohorts of soldiers and at the same time came embassies from air
that kept watch by night, and in the night his own habitable earth, to congratulate him
time seized upon the capitol ; and as the day upon his advancement; and though this Akicame on, many men of character came over andria was the greatest of all cities next tc
to him, with Domitian, his brother's son. Rome, it proved too narrow to contain the
whose encouragement was of very great multitude that then came to it. So upon ti n
weight for the compassing the government. confirmation of Vespasian's entire K<,Vl-r:iNow, Vitellius was not much concerned at ment, which was now settled, and upon the
this Primus, but was very angry with those unexpected deliverance of the public affair*
that had revolted with Sabinus; and thirsting, of the Romans from ruin, Vespasian turn.Ki
out of his natural barbarity, after ncble blood, bis thoughts to what remained unsubdued in
he sent out that part of the army which came Judca. However, he himself marie haste in
along with him to fight against the capitol; go to Rome, as the winter was now almo»t
and many bold actions were done on this side over, and soon set the affairs of A'.oxandu.. in
and on the side of those that held the temple. order, but sent his son Titus, with a selct
But at last, the soldiers that came from Ger part of his army, to destroy Jerusalem So
many, being too numerous for the others, got Titus marched on foot as far as Nicopoii.-.,
the hill into their possession, where Domitian, which is distant twenty furlongs from Alex
with many other of the principal Romans, andria; there he put his army on board some
providentially escaped, while the rest of the long ships, and sailed upon the river along
multitude were entirely cut to pieces, and the Mendesian Nomus, as fur as the city
Sabinus himself was brought to Vitellius and Thmuis; there he got out of the ships, ariif
then slain: the soldiers also plundered the walked on foot, and lodged all night at a siualJ
temple of its ornaments, and set it on fire. city called Tanis. His second station was HeraBut now within a day's time came Antonius, cleopolis, and bis third Pelusium; he then
with his army, and were met by Vitellius refreshed his army at that place for two days;
and bis army; and having had a battle in and on the third passed over the mouths of
three several places, the last were all destroyed. the Nile at Pelusium ; he then proceeded one
Then did Vitellius come out of the palace, in station over the desert, and pitched his camp
his cups, and satiated with an extravagant at the temple of the Casian Jupiter.f and on
and luxurious meal, as in the last extremity, the next day at Ostracine. This station had
and being drawn along through the multitude, no water; but the people of the country
and abused with all sorts of torments, had make use of water brought from other places.
his head cut off in the midst of Rome, having After this he rested at Rhinocolura, and from
retained the government eight months and thence he went to Rapbia, which was his
lire days;* and had he lived much longer, fourth station. This city is the beginning of
I cannot but think the empire would not time; one of the best evidences we have, 1 mean
Ptolemy's Canon, omits them all, as if they did not all
reign one whole year, nor had a single Tooth,
• Tno numbers in Josephus, ch. ix sect S. 9, for together
or New Year's Day (which then fell
(3alba 7 months 7 days, for Otho 3 months 2 days, and their
reigns. Dio, also, who says thaf Vii
herr for Vitellius 8 months 5 days, do not agree with any reignedentire
a year within ten days, does yet estimate all tbeir
Roman historians; who also disagree among themselves. ■ reigns together
at no more than one year, onr month,
And. indeed, Hcaljger justly complains, as Dr. Hudson
Hays
observe* on chsp.ix.*ecLZ. that this period is very con. I| and+ two
There are coins of this Casian Jupiter still extant
fnsed and uncertain in the ancient authors- They were I as Mpanheim
bare informs us.
probably some of them aontoin porary together fur some
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camp at Gaza; after which he came to Aacalon, and thence to Jamnia, and after that
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to Joppa, and from Joppa to Cesarea, having
taken a resolution to gather all his other
forces together at that place.

BOOK V.
COKTAIKIXG THE INTERVAL OP NEAR SIX MONTHS.
FROM THE COMING OF TITUS TO BESIEGE JERUSALEM, TO THE
GREAT EXTREMITY TO WHICH THE JEWS WERE REDUCED.

CHAPTER L
Ezron, who were among the men of greatest
power. Thero was also with him Hezekiah
CONCERNING THE SEDITIONS, AT JERUSALEM, the son of Chobar, a person of eminence.
AND WHAT TERRIBLE MISERIES AFFLICTED Each of these were followed by a great many
of the zealots; these seized upon the inner
THE CITY BY THEIR MEANS.
court of the temple,* and laid their arms upon
§ 1. When therefore Titus had marched over the holy gates, and over the holy fronts of
that desert which lies between Egypt and that court; and because they had plenty of
Syria, in the manner forementioned, he came provisions, they were of good courage, for
to Cesarea, having resolved to set his forces there was a great abundance of what was con
in order at that place, before he began the secrated to sacred uses, and they scrupled not
war. Nay, indeed, while he was assisting his the making use of them ; yet were they afraid,
lather at Alexandria, in settling that govern on account of their small number; and when
ment which had been newly conferred upon they bad laid up their arms there, tbey did
them by God, it so happened that the sedition not stir from the place tbey were in. Now
at Jerusalem was revived, and parted into as to John, what advantage he had above
three factions, and that one faction fought Eleazar in the multitude of bis followers, the
against the other; which partition in such like disadvantage he had in the situation he
evil cases may be said to be a good thing, and was in, since he bad his enemies over his
the effect of divine justice. Now as to the head; and as he could not make any assault
attack the zealots made upon the people, and upon them without some terror, so was his
which I esteem the beginning of the city's anger too great to let them be at rest; nay,
destruction, it hath been already explained although he suffered more mischieffrom Elea
after an accurate manner; as also whence it zar and his party than he could inflict upon
arose, and to bow great a mischief it was in them, yet would he not leave off assaulting
creased; but for the present sedition, one them, insomuch that there were continual sal
should not mistake if he called it a sedition lies made one against another, as well as darts
begotten by another sedition, and to be like a thrown at one another, and the temple was
wild beast grown mad, which, for want of food defiled everyw'here with murders.
from abroad, fell now upon eating its own flesh. 3. Rut now the tyrant Simon, the son of
2. For Eleazar, the son of Simon, who Gioras, whom the people had invited in, out of
made the first separation of the zealots from the hopes they had of his assistance in the great
the people, and made them retire into the distresses they were in, having in his power the
temple, appeared very angry at John's inso upper city, and a great part of the lower, did
lent attempts, which he made every day upon now make more vehement assaults upon John
the people; for this man never left off mur • This appears to be the Brsl time that the sealoul
dering: but the truth was, that he could not ventured to pollute tbia most sacred court of the temple,
was the court of Ibe pritals, wherein tue temple
bear to submit to a tyrant who set up after wbicband
the altar stood. So that the conj^ture uf
him. So be being desirous of gaining the itself
those tbat would interpret that Zacbarlaa, wbo was
" between ttie temple and the altar" several inontns
entire power and dominion to himself, revolted slain
before, b. iv. cb. v. sccL 4. as if be were slain luere by
from John, and took lo bis assistance Judas these
zealots, is groundless, as I have noted on that
tnc son of Chelcias, and Siiiiou the son of place alresd).
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and his party, because tbey were fought against But I must restrain myself from tbsse pas
from above also; yet was he beneath their sions by the rules of history, since this is not
situation, when he attacked them, as they were a proper time for domestic lamentations, but
beneath the attacks of the others above them. for historical narrations; I therefore return
Whereby it came to pass, that John did both to the operations that follow in this sedition.
receive and indict great damage, and that 4. And now there were three treacherous
easily, as he was fought against on both sides ; factions in the city, the or* parted from the
an:! the same advantage that Eieazar and bis other. Eieazar and his party, that kept the
p irty had over him, since he was beneath them, sacred first-fruits, came against John in their
the same advantage had he, by his higher cups. Those that were with John plundered
fit nation, over Simon. On which account he the populace, and went out with zeal against
easily repelled the attacks that were made from Simon. This Simon had bis supply of pro
beneath, by the weapons thrown from their visions from the city, in opposition to the se
hands only , but was obliged to repel those ditious. When, therefore, John was assaulted
that threw darts from the temple above him, on both sides, he made his men turn about,
by his engines of war; for be bad such engines throwing his darts upon those citizens that
as threw darts, and javelins, and stones, and came up against him, from the cloisters he
that in no small number, by which he did had in his possession, while he opposed those
not only defend himself from such as fought that attacked him from the temple by his en
against him, but slew moreover many of the gines of war; and if at any time he was freed
priests, as they were about their sacred minis- from those that were above him, which hap
tratioqs; for notwithstanding these men were pened frequently, from their being drunk
mad with all sorts of impiety, yet did they still and tired, he sallied out with a great number
ad tnit those that desired to offer their sacri upon Simon and his party; and this be did
fices, although they took care to search the always in such parts of the city as be could
people of their own country beforehand, and come at, till he set on fire those houses that
both suspected and watched them; while they were full of corn, and of all other provision?.}
were not so much afraid of strangers, who, The same thing was done by Simon, when,
although they had gotten leave of them, how upon the other's retreat, be attacked the city
cruel soever they were, to come into that also; as if they had, on purpose, done it to
court, were yet often destroyed by this sedi serve the Romans, by destroying what the
tion : for those darts that were thrown by the city had laid up against the siege, and by thus
engines came with that force, that tbey went cutting off the nerves of their own power.
all over the buildings, and reached as far as Accordingly, it so came to pass, that all the
the altar, and the temple itself, and fell upon places that were about the temple were burnt
the priests, and those* that were about the down, and were become an intermediate de
sacred otlices; insomuch that many persons sert space, ready for fighting on both sides;
who came thither with great zeal from the ends and that almost all the corn was burnt, which
of the earth, to offer sacrifices at this cele would have been sufficient for a siege of many
brated place, which was esteemed holy by all years. So they were taken by the means of
mankind, fell down before their own sacrifices the famine, which it was impossible tbey
themselves, and sprinkled that altar which was should have been, unless they had thus pre
venerable among all men, both Greeks and pared the way for it by this procedure.
Barbarians, with their own blood ; till the 5. And now, as the city was engaged in a
dead bodies of strangers were mingled to war on all sides, from these treacherous crowds
gether with those of their own country, and of wicked men, the people of the city, be
those of profane persons with those of the tween them, were like a great \wtiy torn in
priests, and the blood of all sorts of dead car pieces. The aged men and the women were
casses stood in lakes in the holy courts them in such distress by their internal calamities,
selves. And now, " O most wretched city, that they wished for the Romans, and earnestly
what misery so great as this didst thou suffer hoped for an external war, in order to their
from the Romans, when they came to purify delivery from their domestic miseries. The
thee from thy intestine hatred! For thou citizens themselves were under a terrible
couldst be no longer a place .tit for God, nor consternation and fear; nor had they any
couldst thou longer continue in being, after is the grand •* Hope of Israel," as Manasseb-ben-Israel,
thou hadst been a sepulchre for the bodies of Ihe famous Jewish rabbi, styles it, in Ins small but re
thine own people, and hadst made the holy house markable treatise on that subjectt ol which the Jewish
prophets are everywhere full. See the piincipal of those
itoell a buryiug-place in this civil war of thine! prophecies
collected together at the end of the Essay oo
\d tuayst thou again grow better, if perchance the Revelation,
page 3*2, &e.
thou wiit hereafter appease the anger of that t This destruction of such a vast quantity of corn
aod
other
provision*,
tor many years,
GvKi Mrlni u the author of tby destruction. "f was the direct occasionas ofwasthatsufficient
terrible famine, wnwa
consumed incredible number* ,>fJews in Jerusalem dur
ing its siege. rtor probably could the Kumuns hats
« The Lenten.
1 I h:* i» an excellent reflection of Jnnephn*, incluri- takeu ttiis city, alter all, had not these sediuaus Jews
iAf ilia hopes of the restoration of the Jews upon fheir been so infatuated as thus madly to destroy, wnat Jorepentance. 3<m Autiq. b. iv. ch. vui. aed 46, winch sepbus here justly styles "The uerves of their puwet.*
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onnnrt.urity of taking counsel, and of chang cloisters -where alone he could erect them ;f
ing their conduct; nor were there any hopes whereas, the other sides of- that court had so
of coining to un agreement with their ene many steps as would not let them come nigh
mies; nor could such as had a mind flee enough the cloisters.
a ay ; fur guards were set at all places, and 6. Thus did John hope to be too hard for
the heads of the rplibers, although they were his enemies by these engines constructed by
seditious one against another in other respects, his impiety; but God himself demonstrated
yet did they agree in killing those that were that his pains would prove of no use to him,
for peace with the Romans, or were suspected by bringing 'the Romans upon him before he
of an inclination to desert to them, as their had reared any of his towers; for Titus,
common enemies. They agreed in nothing but when he had gotten together part of his forces
this, to kill those that were innocent. The about him, and had ordered the rest to meet
noise also of those that were tightiug was him at Jerusalem, marched out of Cesarca.
incessant, both by day and by night; but the He had with him those three legions that had
lamentations of those that mourned exceeded accompanied his father when he laid Judea
tile other; nor was there ever any occasion waste, together with that twelfth legion which
fur them to leave otf their lamentations, had been formerly beaten with Ccstius ; which
because their calamities came perpetually one legion, as it was otherwise remarkable for its
upon another, although the deep consterna valour, so did it march on now with greater
tion they were in prevented their outward alacrity to avenge themselves on the Jews, as
wailing; but being constrained by their fear to remembering what they had formerly suffered
conceal their inward passions, they were from them. Of these legions he ordered the
inwardly tormented, without daring to open fifth to meet him, by going through Emmaus,
their lips in groans. Nor was any regard paid and the tenth to go up by Jericho ; he also
In those that were still alive, by their rela moved himself, together with the rest ; besides
tions; nor was there any care taken of burial whom marched those auxiliaries that came from
lor those that were dead; the occasion of both the kings, being now more in number than
which was this, that every one despaired of before, together with a considerable number
himself; for those that were not among the that came to his assistance from Syria. Those
seditious had no~great desires of any thing, as also that had been selected out of these four
expecting for certain that they should very legions, and sent with Mucianus to Italy,
soon be destroyed; but for the seditious them had their places filled up out of these soldiers
selves, they (ought against each other, while that came out of Egypt with Titus, who were
they trod upon the dead bodies as they la)' two thousand men, chosen out of the armies
heaped one upon another, and taking up a mail at Alexandria. There followed him also three
rage from those dead bodies that were under thousand drawn from those that guarded the
their feet, became the fiercer thereupon. They, river Euphrates; as also, there came Tiberius
moreover, were still inventing somewhat or Alexander, who was a friend of his, most
other that was pernicious against themselves; valuable, both for his good-will to him and
and when they had resolved upon any thing, for his prudence. He had formerly been
they executed it without mercy, and omitted governor of Alexandria, but was now thought
no method of torment or of barbarity. Nay, worthy to be general of the army [under
John abused the sacred materials,* and Titus]. The reason of this was, that he had
employed them in the construction of his been the first who encouraged Vespasian very
engines of war; for the people and the priests lately to accept this his new dominion, and
had formerly determined to support the tem joined himself f him with great fidelity, when
ple, and raise the holy house twenty cubits things were uncertain, and fortune had not
higher; for king Agrippa had at a very great yet declared for him. He also followed Titus
expense, and with very great pains, brought as a counsellor, very useful to him in this war,
thither such materials as were proper for that both by his age and skill in such affairs.
purpose, being pieces of timber very well
north seeing, both for their straightness and
their largeness: but the war coming on, and
CHAPTER II.
iiiicrruptiug the work, John had them cut,
and prepared tor the building him towers, he HOW TITtTS 1IARCHED TO JERUSALEM, AND HOW
lindiug them long enough to oppose from BE WAS IN DANGER AS HE WAS TAKING A
them those bis adversaries that fought him VIEW 'OF THE CITV. OF THE PLACE ALSO
from the temple that was above him. He also WHERE HE PITCHED HIS CAMP.
had them brought and erected behind the
inner court over-against the west end of the § I. Now, as Titns was upon his march
into the enemy's country, the auxiliaries that
f There being no gnto on the west, and only on the
*%ls timber, we see. was dekisned fur the rebuilding; wont
sid* of the court of the priests, and so no otops
— twenty additional cubits of the holy house ubuve there,
this was the only side that the seditious, under
**j£tred. which hid fallen down son>e )ems before, this John
of Gischala, could bring their engines doss
w sjbt cote on Aauq, b. xv. ch. xi. sect 3
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were sent by the kings marched first, having I him to go forward, because all the places had
all the other auxiliaries with them ; after whom trenches dug in them from the wall, to pre
followed those that were to prepare the roads | serve the gardens round about, and were full
and measure out the camp; then came the of gardens obliquely situated, and of many
commander's baggage, and alter that the other hedges ; and to return back to his own men,
soldiers, who were completely armed to sup he saw it was also impossible, by reason of
port them; then came Titus himself, having the multitude of the enemies that lay between
with iiim another select body; and then came them; many of whom did not so much as
the pikemen; after whom came the horse know that the king* was in any danger, but
belonging to that legion. All these came supposed him still among them. So be per
before the engines; and after these engines, ceived, that his preservation must be wholly
followed the tribunes and the leaders of the owing to his own courage, and turned his
cohorts, with their select bodies; after these horse about, and cried out aloud to those that
came the ensigns, with the eagle; and before were about hirn to follow him, and ran with
those ensigns came the trumpeters belonging violence into the midst of his enemies, in order
to them; next these came the main body of to force his way through them to his own
the army in their ranks, every rank being six men. And hence we may principally learn,
deep; the servants belonging to every legion that both the success of wars, and the dangers
came alter these; and before these last their that kings f are in, are under the providence
baggage; the mercenaries came last, and those of God; for while such a number of darts
that guarded them brought up the rear. Now were thrown at Titus, when he had neither
Titus, according to the Roman usage, went his head-piece on, nor his breast-plate (for, as
in the front of the army after a decent man I told you, he went out not to fight, but to
ner, arid mulched through Samaria to Gophna, view the city), none of them touched bis body,
a city that had been formerly taken by his but went aside without hurting him; as if all
father, and was then garrisoned by Roman of them missed hirn on purpose, and only
soldiers: and when he had lodged there one made a noise as they passed by him. So be
night, he marched on in the morning; and diverted those perpetually with his sword that
when he had gone as fur as a day's march, he came on his side, and overturned many of
pitched his camp at that valley which the those that directly met him, and made bis
Jews, in their own tongue, call " the Wiley horse ride over those that were overthrown.
of Thorns," near a certain village culled 1'he enemy indeed made a great shout at the
Gabuolbsaul, which signifies "the Hill of boldness of Ca;sar,t and exhorted one another
Saul," befog distant trout Jerusalem about to rush upon hirn. Yet did these against
thirty fui longs. There it was that he chose 1 whom be marched fly away, and go off from
out six hundred select horsemen, and went to him in great numbers; while those that were
take a view of the city, to observe what in the same danger with him kept up close to
strength it was of, and hoiv courageous the him, though they were wounded both on their
Jews were; whether, when they saw him, and backs and on their sides; for tbey had each
before they came to a direct battle, they of them but this one hope of escaping, if they
would be affrighted and submit; for he had could assist Titus in opening himself a way,
been informed, what was really true, that the that he might not be encompassed round by
people who were fallen under the power of his enemies before he got away from them.
the seditious and the robbers, were greatly Now, there were two of those that were with
desirous of peace ; but being too weak to rise him, but at some distance; the one of whom
the enemy encompassed round, and slew him i
up against the rest, they lay still.
2. Now, so long as he rode along the with their darts, and his horse also; but the
straight road which led to the wall of the other they slew as he leaped down from his
city, nobody appeared out of the gates; but horse, and carried off his horse with them.
when he went out of that road, and declined Rut Titus escaped with the rest, and came
towards the tower I'nephinus, and led the
band of horsemen obliquely, an immense • We
ma; herebynote,
that Titus
here called
a ktog,"
*• C'Ksar,"
Joaephus,
eveniswhile
he was" no
muni
number of the Jews leaped out suddenly at' aod
than
the
emperor'*
son,
and
general
of
the
Roman
the towers called the " Women's Towers," aud his father Vespasian was still alive; just as thearmj,
Ne*
through that gate which was uver-against the Testament aaya "Arcbelaua reigned,*' or " was king"
MatL iL though be was property no more U'ao elhmonuments of queen Helena, and intercepted (narcb,
assures us, Antiq. b. xviii. ch. xi.
his horse; and standing directly opposite to sect 4. asOfJosepbus
the War. b. ii. ch vi. sect. 3. Thus also Ilia
those that still ran along the road, hindered Jews called the emperors u Kings,** though they neret
took that title to Uieinselveei " We have no king but
them from joining those that had declined Caesar,*'
xix. 16. "Submit to the king as supreme,"
out of it. They intercepted Titus also, with 1 fet. ii. John
1:1, 17( which is also the language of the A pus.
tolical Constitutions, iL 11, 34; iv. 13; v. 19; vi t, 2o;
a few others. Now it was here impossible for Til
16; viii x, IJ; and elsewhere in the New Testa,
ment. Matt.x-1H; xvii 86; 1 Tim. ii.2; and in Josephus
to the cloisters of that court end-ways, though upon also;
I suspect Josephut particularly esteemed
the floor of the court of Israel. See the scheme of Titus though
juinui.iiig wi.h his father ever since his divine
that temple, la the description of the temples hereto dreamsasthai
declared
theiu both such. h. ill. ch. viu.aeol.V
belonging.
t Se* tue above nute.
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safe to the camp. So this success of the
upon the tenth legion, and fell
Jews' first attack raised their minds, and gave
them an ill-grounded hope; and this short upon the! Romans
Roma with great eagerness, and
inclination of fortune, on their side, made them with a prodigious shout, as they were fortify
very courageous for the future.
ing their camp. These Romans were caught
8. But now, as soon as that legion that had in different parties, and this in order to per
been at Emmaus was joined to Ctesar at night, form their several works, and on that account
he removed thence, when it was day, and came bad in great measure laid aside their arms,
to a place called Scopus; from whence the for they thought the Jews would not hare
city began already to be seen, and a plain ventured to make a sally upon them ; and had
view might be taken of the great temple. tbey been disposed so to do they supposed their
Accordingly, this place, on the north quarter edition would have distracted them. So they
of the city, and adjoining thereto, was a plain, were put into disorder unexpectedly; when
and very properly named Scopus [the pro some of them left their works they were about,
spect]; and was no more than seven furlongs and immediately marched off, while many run
distant from it. And here it was that Titus to their arms, but were smitten and slain
ordered a camp to be fortified for two legions before they could turn back upon the enemy.
that were to be together ; but ordered another The Jews became still more and more in num
camp to be fortified, at three furlongs' farther ber, as encouraged by the good success of
distance behind them, for the fifth legion ; for those that first made the attack; and, while
he thought that, by marching in the night, they bad such good fortune, they seemed,
tbey might be tired, and might deserve to be both to themselves and to the enemy, to be
covered from the enemy, and with less fear many more than they really were. The dis
might fortify themselves: and, as these were orderly way of their fighting at first put the
now beginning to build, the tenth legion, who Romans also to a stand, who had been con
came through Jericho, was already come to stantly used to fight skilfully in good order,
the place, where a certain part of armed men and with keeping their ranks, and obeying
had formerly lain, to guard that pass into the the orders that were given them; for which
city, and had been taken before by Vespasian. reason the Romans were caught unexpectedly,
These legions had orders to encamp at the and were obliged to give way to the assaults
distance of six furlongs from Jerusalem, at that were made upon them. Now when these
tbe mount called the mount of Olives,* which Romans were overtaken, and turned back upon
x'\es over-agaiust the city on the east side, and the Jews, they put a stop to their career; yet,
is parted from it by a deep valley, interposed when they did not take care enough of them
selves through the veheroency of their pursuit,
between them, which is named Cedron.
4. Now, when hitherto the several parties fhey were wounded by them; but, as still
in the city bad been dashing one against more and more Jews sallied out of the city,
another perpetually, this foreign war, now the Romans were at length brought into con
suddenly come upon them after a violent man fusion, and put to flight, and ran away from
ner, put the first stop to their contentions one their camp. Nay, things looked as though
against another; and, as the seditious now the entire legion would have been in danger,
saw with astonishment the Romans pitching unless Titus had been informed of the case
three several camps, they began to think of they were in, and had sent tbem succours
an awkward sort of concord, and said one to immediately. So he reproached them for their
another, — "What do we here, and what do cowardice, and brought those back that were
we mean, when we suffer three fortified walls running away, and fell himself upon the Jews
to be built to coop uajn, that we shall not be on their flank, with those select troops that
able to breathe freely? while the enemy is were with him, and slew a considerable num
securely building a kind of city in opposition ber, and wounded more of them, and put them
to us, and while we sit still within our own all to flight, and made tbem run away hastily
walls, and become spectators only of what they down the valley. Now as these Jews suffered
are doing, with our hands idle, and our armour greatly in the declivity of the valley, so, when
laid by, as if they were about somewhat that they were gotten over it, they turned about,
whs for our good and advantage. We are, it and stood over-against the Romans, having tha
seems," so did they cry out, " only coura valley between tbem, and there fought with
geous against ourselves, while the Romans them. Thus did they continue the fight till
are likely to gain the city without bloodshed noon; but, when it was already a little after
by our sedition." Thus did they encourage noon, Titus set those that came to the assist
one another when they were gotten together, ance of the Romans with him, and those that
belonged to the cohorts, to prevent the Jew*,
from making any more sallies, and then sent
■ This situation of the Mnnnt of Olives, on tbe east the
rest of the legion to the upper part of the
A Jerusalem, at about tne diMunceof rive or fix furlongs,
villi the Tallej of Cerium interposed between that moun mountain, to fortify their camp.
tain and the city, are things wril known ooth to the Old 5. This march of tbe Romans seemed to
ind New Testament, in Josephus elsewhere, and in all the Jews W be a flight; and as the watchman,
the descriptions uf ttine.
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who was placed upon the wall, gave a all into the valley. Titus also pressed upon
signal by shaking his garment, there came those that were near him, and sent the legion
out a fresh multitude of Jens, and that with again to fortify their camp; while' he, and
such mighty violence, that one might compare those that were with him before, opposed the
it to the running of the most terrible wild enemy, and kept them from doing farther
beasts. To say the truth, none of those that mischief ; insomuch that, if I may be allowed
opjiosed them could sustain the fury with neither to add any thing out of flattery,
which they made their attacks; but, as if nor to diminish any thing out of envy, but
they had been cast out of an engine, they to speak the plain truth, Ca-sar did twice
orake the enemies' ranks to pieces, who were deliver that entire legion when it was in jeo
put to flight, and ran away to the mountain ; pardy, and gave them a quiet opportunity of
none, but Titus himself, and a few others fortifying their camp.
with him, being left in the midst of the accli
vity. Now these others, who were his friends,
despised the danger they were in, and were
CHAPTER m.
ashamed to leave their general, earnestly
exhorting him to give way to these Jews that HOW THE SEDITION WAS AOA1N RKYTVED wrraTJt
are fond of dying, and not to run into such
AND YET THE JEWS CONTRIVED
dangers before those that ought to stay before JERUSALEM,
SNARES FOR THE ROMANS. HOW TITCB ALSO
him; to consider what his fortune was, and THREATENED
HIS SOLDIERS FOR THEIR UNGO
not, by supplying the place of a common VERNABLE RASHNESS.
soldier, to venture to turn back upon the ene
my so suddenly ; and this because he was § 1. As now the war abroad ceased for a
general in the war, and lord of the habitable while, the sedition within was revived; and
earth, on whose preservation the public affairs on the feast of unleavened bread, which was
do all depend. These persuasions Titus now come, it being the fourteenth day of the
seemed not so much as to hear, but opposed month Xanthicus [Nisan], when it is believed
those that ran upon him, and smote them on the Jews were first freed .from the Egyp
the face; and, when he had forced them to tians, Elcazar and his party opened the gates
go back, he slew them; he also fell upon of this [inmost court of the temple, and ad
great numbers as they marched down the mitted such of the people as were desirous to
hill, and thrust them forward ; while those worship God into it.* But John made use
men were so amazed at his courage and his of this festival as a cloak for his treacherous
strength, that they could not fly directly to designs, and armed the most inconsiderable
the city, but declined from him on both sides, of his own party, the greater part of whom
and pressed after those that fled up the hill ; were not purified, with weapons concealed
yet did he still fall upon their flank, and put under their garments, and sent them with
a stop to their fury. In the mean time, a great zeal into the temple, in order to seize
disorder and a terror fell again upon those upon it ; which armed men, when they were
that were fortifying their camp at the top of gotten in, threw their garments away, and
the hill, upon their seeing those beneath thein presently appeared in their armour. Upon
running away, insomuch that the whole legion which there was a very great disorder and
was dispersed, while they thought that the disturbance about the holy house ; while the
sallies of the Jews upon them were plainly people who had no concern in the sedition,
insupportable, and that Titus was himself put supposed that this assault was made against
to flight; because they took it for granted all without distinction, as the zealots thought
that, if he had staid, the rest would never * Here we see the true occasion of those vast num
of Jews that were In Jerusalem during this siege
have fled for it. Thus were they encompassed bers
Titus, and perished therein; that the siege began at
on every side by a kind of panic fear, and by
the feast of the passover. when such prodigious multi
some dispersed themselves one way, and some tudes of Jews and proselytes of the gate were come
parts of Judea, and from other countries, in
another, till certain of them saw their general from all
to celebrate that great festival. See the note, b.
in the very midst of an action, and, being order
v i. ch. ix. sect. 3. Tacitus himsolf informs us, that the
under great concern for him, they loudly pro number of men, women, and children, in Jerusalem,
when it was besieged by the Romans, as he had been
claimed the danger he was in to the entire informed,
600,000. This information must have
legion ; and now shame made them turn been takenwas
from the Romans ; forJosephus never men
back, and they reproached one another, that tions the numbers of those that were besieged, only be
us know, that of the vulgar, carried dead out of the
they did worse than run away, by deserting lets
and buried at the public charges, was the like
Ciesar. 80 they used their utmost force gates,
number of 600,000, cb. xiii. sect. 7. However, when
against the Jews, and declining from the Cestlus Oallus came first to the siege, that sum in Tad
Is no way disagreeable to Josephus's history, though
straight declivity, they drove them in heaps tus
were become much more numerous when Titus
into the bottom of the valley. Then did the they
encompassed the city at the passover. As to the num
Jews turn about and fight them ; but as they ber that perished during the siege, Josephus assure* ui,
we shall see hereafter, they were 1,100.000. besides
were themselves retiring, and now, because as
97.000, captives. But Tacitus'a history of the lart pari
the Romans had the advantage of the ground, of
this siege is not now extant : so we cannot compart
and were above the Jews, they drove them bis parallel numbers with those of Josephus.
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U was made against themselves only. So the Roman soldiers thought this cunning
these left off guarding the gates any longer, stratagem of theirs was to be believed real,
and tanned down from their battlements and thinking tbey had the one pirty under
before tbey came to an engagement, and fled their power, s"nd could punish tbfin as they
away into the subterranean caverns of the pleased, and hoping that the other party would
temple; while the people that stood trem open their gates to them, set to the execution
bling at the altar, and about the boly house, of their designs accordingly. But for Titus
were rolled on heaps together, and trampled himself, be had this surprising conduct of the
upon, and were beaten both with wooden and Jews in suspicion; for whereas he had invited
with iron weapons without mercy. Such, them to come to terms of accommodation, by
nl-o, as had differences with others, slew Josephus, but one day before, be could then
many persons that were quiet, out of their receive no civil answer from them; so he
own private enmity and hatred, as if tbey ordered the soldiers to stay where they were.
were opposite to the seditious; and all those However, some of them that were set in the
that bad formerly offended any of these plot front of the works prevented him, and catch
ters, were now known, and were now led away ing up their arms ran to the gates; where
to the slaughter; and, when they hail done upon those that seemed to have been ejected
abundance of horrid mischief to the guiltless, at the first retired; but as soon as the soldiers
they granted a truce to the guilty, and let were gotten between the towers on each side
those go off that came out of the caverns. of the gate, the Jews ran out and encompassed
These followers of John also did now seize them round, and fell upon them behind,
upon this inner temple, and upon all the war while tbat multitude which stood upon the
like engines therein, and then ventured to wall, threw a heap of stones and darts of all
oppose Simon. And thus that sedition, which kinds at tbem, insomuch that they slew a con
had been divided into three factious, was siderable number, and wounded many more;
for it was not easy for the Romans to ercape,
now reduced to two.
'2. But Titus, intending to pitch bis camp by reason those behind them pressed them
nearer to the citythan Scopus, placed a* many forward; besides which, the shame they were
of his choice horsemen and footmen is he under for being mistuken, and the fear they
thought sufficient, opposite to the Jews, to were in of their commanders, engaged tbem
prevent their sallying out upon them, while ne to persevere in their mistake; wherefore they
gave orders for the whole army to level toe fought with their spears a great wbL'e, and
distance, as far as the wall of the city. »o received many blows from the Jews, though
they threw down all the hedges and walls in'leed they gave tbem as many blows again,
which the inhabitants had made about tbeir ana Rt last repelled those tbat bad encom
gardens and groves of trees, and cut down ail passed tbem about, while the Jews pursued
the fruit-trees that lay between them and the them as they retired, and followed thera. and
wall of the city, and tilled up all the bollow tnrew darts at them as far as toe monuments
places and the chasms, and demolished the oi queen Helena.
rocky precipices with iron instruments; and 4. After this these Jews, without keeping
thereby made all the place level from Scqpus any decorum, grew insolent upon their good
to Herod's monuments, which adjoined to fortune, and jested upon the Romans, for
being deluded by the trick' they had put upon
the pool called the Serpent's Pool.
3. Now at this very time, the Jews con them, and making a noise with beating their
trived the following stratagem against the shields, leaping for gladness, and made joyful
Romans. The bolder sort of the seditious went exclamations; while these soldiers were re
out at the towers, called the Women's Towers, ceived with threatenings by their officers, and
as if I hey bail been ejected out of the city by with indignation by Ctcsar himself [who spake
those who were for peace, and rambled about to them thus] : These Jews, who are only
as if they were afraid of being assaulted by conducted by their madness, do every thing
the Romans, and were in fear of one another; with care and circumspection ; they contrive
while those that stood upon the wall, and stratagems, and lay ambushes, and fortune
seamed to be of the people's side, cried out gives success to their stratagems, because they
aloud for peace, and entreated tbey might are obedient, and preserve their good-will and
have security for their lives given them, and fidelity to one another ; while the Romans, to
culled for the Romans, promising to open the whom fortune uses to be ever subservient, by
gates to them ; and as they cried out after reason of their good order, and ready sub
that manner, tbey threw stones at their own mission to their commanders, have now had
people, as though they would drive them ill success by their contrary behaviour, and
away from the gates. These also pretended by not being able to restrain their hands from
ttuit they were excluded by force, and that action, they have been caught ; and that which
they petitioned those tbat were within to let is the most to their reproach, they have gone
tl ii in; and rushing upon the Romans prr- on without their commanders, in the very pre
p^.uilly, with violence, tbey then came back, sence of Cesar. "Truly," says Titus,"" the
tiMl seemed to be in great di»ordcr. Now ! laws of war cannot but groan heavily, as will
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Hippicus. and was distant, in like manner,
my father also himself, when he shall be but two furlongs from the city. However,
informed of this wound that hath been given the tenth legion continued in its own
us, since he, who is grown old in wars, did upon the Mount of Olives.
never make so great a mistake. Our laws of
war do also ever inflict capital punishment on
those that in the least break into good order,
while at this time they have seen an entire
CHAPTER IV.
army run into disorder. However, those that
have been so insolent shall be made imme
THE
DESCRIPTION
OF JERUSALEM.
diately sensible, that even they who conquer
among the Romans without orders for fight § 1. The city of Jerusalem was fortified with
ing, are to be under disgrace." When Titus three walls, on such parts as were not encom
had enlarged upon this matter before the passed with unpassable valleys; for in such
commanders, it appeared evident that ho places it had but one wall. The city was
would execute the law against all those that built upon two hills which are opposite to one
were concerned ; so these soldiers' minds sunk another, and have a valley to divide them
down in despair, as expecting to be put to asunder; at which valley the corresponding
death, and that justly and quickly. However, rows of houses on both hills end. Of these
the other legions came round about Titus, hills, that which contains the upper city is
and entreated his favour to these their fellow much higher, and in length more direct.
soldiers, and made supplication to him, that Accordingly, it was called the " Citadel," by
he would pardon the rashness of a few, on king David; he was the father of that Solo
account of the better obedience of all the mon who built this temple at the first; but it
rest ; and promised for them that they should is by us called the " Upper Market-place."
make amends for their present fault, by their But the other hill, which was called " Acre,"
more virtuous behaviour for the time to come. and sustains the lower city, is of the shape
5. So Craar complied with their desires, of a moot) when she is horned; over-against
and with what prudence dictated to him also : this was a third hill, but naturally lower than
for he esteemed it fit to punish single persons Acra, and parted formerly from the other by
by real executions, but that the punishment a broad valley. However in those times when
of great multitudes
should
proceed
no farther.. , the Aaamoneans reigned, they filled up that
, so
so he
in
.
than
reproofs;
reconciled
to theto valley with earth, and had a mind to join the
soldiers,
but gave
themwasa special
chargo
act more wisely for the future; and he con- city to the temple. They then took off part
sidered with himself how he might be even oi
of tne
the height
of Acra,
and reduced it to he
oeigui m
.n..., «.,~
with the Jews for their stratagem. And now I of
«f less
l»»a elevation
novation than it was before, that the
might be superior to it. Mow the
when the space between the Romans and the temple
Valley of the Cheese-mongers, as it was called,
wall had been levelled, which was done in and
was that which we told you before distin
four days; and as ho was desirous to bring guished
the hill of the upper city from that of
the baggage of the army, with the rest of the the tower,
as far as Siloam; for that
multitude that followed him, safely to the is the nameextended
of a fountain which bath sweet
camp, he set the strongest part of his army water in it, and
in great plenty alto. But
over-against that wall which lay on the north on the outsides,thisthese
are surrounded
quarter of the city, and over-against the west by deep valleys, and by hills
of the preci
ern part of it, and made his army seven deep, pices to them belonging reason
on both sides, they
with the footmen placed before them, and the
unpassable.
horsemen behind them, each of the last in are2.everywhere
Mow, of these three walls, the old one
three ranks, whilst the archers stood in the was hard
to be taken, both by reason of the
midst in seven ranks. And now as the Jews valleys, and
of that hill on which it was built,
were prohibited by so great a body of men and which was
them. But besides that
from making sallies upon the Romans, both great advantage,above
the place where tbey
the beasts that bare the burdens, and belonged were situated, it aswasto also
very strong;
to the three legions, and the rest of the mul because Jiavid and Solomon,built
and
follow
titude, marched on without any fear. But as ing kings, were very zealous aboutthe
this work.
for Titus himself, he was but about two Mow that wall began on the north,
at the
furlongs distant from the wall, at that part of tower called " Hippicus," and extended
as
it where was the corner,* and over-against far as the " Xistus," a place so called, and
that tower which was called Psephinus, at then, joining to the council-house, ended at
which tower the compass of the wall belonging the west cloister of the temple. But if we
to the north bended, and extended itself over- go the other way westward, it began at the
against
the west; but the other part of the same place, unri extended through a place
— fortified
army
• ■>..!..
. themselves
t>_ r, , atL the tower ,called called "Beihi-o," to the cate of tne Kistns;
tailed
the » Gate
theHudson,
Corner," here
in 2 wn
Chron.
southward,, .having Its'
• Perhaps,
najriofDr.
thatxxvl.
gate,9 and. after
r that
..'It went.«*.
Bee ch. It. seot. 2.
bending a!<ove the tountnin Siluaui, where it
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also bends again towards the east at Solomon's cubits, and turrets of three cubits' altitude,
pool, and reaches as far as a certain place insomuch that the entire altitude extended as
which they called "Ophlas," where it was far as twenty-five cubits.
joined to the eastern cloister of the temple. 3. Now the towers that were upon it were
The second wall took its beginning from that twenty cubits in breadth and twenty cubits
gate which they called " Gennatb," which in height; they were square and solid, as
belonged to the first wall; it only encompassed was the wall itself, wherein the nicenesa of
the northern quarter of the city, and reached the joints and the beauty of the stones were
as far as the tower Antonia. The beginning no way inferior to those of the holy house
of tbe third wall was at the tower Hippicus, itself. Above this solid altitude of the towers,
whence it reached as far as the north quarter which was twenty cubits, there were rooms
of the city, and the tower Psephinus, and of great magnificence, and over them upper
then was so far extended till it came over- rooms, and cisterns to receive rain-water.
against the monuments of Helena, which They were many in number, and the steps
Helena was queen of Adiabene, the daughter by which you ascended up to them were every
of Izates: it then extended farther to a great one broad ; of these towers then the third
length, and passed by the sepulchral caverns wall had ninety, and the spaces between them
of the kings, and bent again at the tower of were each two hundred cubits; but in the
tbe corner, at the monument which is called middle wall were forty towers, and the old
tbe "Monument of the Fuller," end joined wall was parted into sixty, while the whole
to the old wall at the valley called the " Val compass of the city was thirty-three furlongs.
ley of Cedron." It was Agrippa who encom Now the- third wall was all of it wonderful;
passed the parts added to the old city with yet was the tower Psephinus elevated above
this wall, which had been all naked before; it at the north-west corner, and there Titus
for as the city grew more populous, it gradu pitched his own tent ; for being seventy cubits
ally crept beyond its old limits, and those high, it both afforded a prospect of Arabia at
parts of it that stood northward of the temple, sun-rising, as well as it did of the utmost
and joined that hill to the city, marie it con limits of the Hebrew possessions at the sea
siderably larger, and occasioned that hill, westward. Moreover it was an octagon, and
which is in number, the fourth, and is called ovcr-against it was the tower Hippicus; and
" Bezetha," to be inhabited also. It lies over- hard by two others were erected by king
against the tower Antonia, but is divided from Herod, in the old wall. These were for
it by a deep valley, which was dug on pur largeness, beauty, and strength, beyond all
pose, and that in order to binder the founda that were in the habitable earth ; for besides
tions of the tower of Antonia from joining to the magnanimity of his nature, and his mag
this hill, and thereby affording an opportunity nificence towards the city on other occasions,
for getting to it with ease, and hindering the he built these after such an extraordinary
security that arose from its superior eleva manner, to gratify his own private affections,
tion; for which reason also that depih of the and dedicated these towers to the memory of
ditch made the elevation of the towers more those three persons who had been the dearest
remarkable. This new-built part of the city to him, and from whom he named them.
was called " Bezetha," in our language, which, They were his brother, his friend, and his
if interpreted in tbe Grecian language, may wife. This wife he had slain, out of his
be called " the New Cifty." Since, therefore, love [and jealousy], as we have already rela
its inhabitants stood in need of a covering, the ted; the other two he lost in war, as they were
father of the present king, and of the same I courageously fighting. - Hippicus, so named
name with him, Agrippa, began that wall we from his friend, was square; its length and
spoke of; but he left off building it when he breadth were each twenty-five cubits, and its
had only laid the foundation, out of the fear height thirty, and it had no vacuity in it.
he was in of Claudius Caesar, lest he should Over this solid building, which was composed
suspect that so strong a wall was built in of great stones united together, there was a
order to make some innovation in pnblic reservoir twenty cubits deep, over which there
a house of two stories, whose height was
affairs; for the city could no way have been was
cubits, and divided into several
taken if that wall bad been finished in the twenty-five
; over which were battlements of ^wo
manner it was begun; as its parts were con parts
and turrets all round of three cubits
nected together by stones twenty cubits long, cubits,insomuch
that the entire height added
and ten cubits broad, which could never have high,
amounted to fourscore cubits. The
either been easily undermined by any iron tools, together
tower, which he named from his bro
or shaken by any engines. The wall was, second
ther Phasaelus, hadlts breadth and its height
however, ten cubits wide, and it would pro- equal,
of them forty cubits ; over which
Oaoly have had a height greater than that, had was itseach
solid height of forty cubits; over
not his zeal who began it been hindered from
rxerting itself. After this it >va« erected with which a cloister went round about, whose
f.'r<-at diligence by t-he Jews, a* high as twenty height was ten cubits, and it was covered
cubits, ubtiva which it hail baulcineuto of two from enemies by breast-works and bulwarks.
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besides
many
porticoes,
one
beyond
another,
There was also built over that cloister another
tower, parted into magnificent rooms and a round about, and in each of those porticoes
place for bathing; so that this tower wanted curious pillars; yet were all the courts lout
nothing that might make it appear to be a were exposed to the air everywhere greet,.
royal palace. It was also adorned with There were moreover several groves ot trees,
battlements and turrets, more than was the and long walks through them, with deep
foregoing, and the entire altitude was about canals, and cisterns, that in several parts were
ninety cubits; the appearance of it resembled tilled with brazen statues, through which the
the tower of Phurus, which exhibited a lire to water ran out. There were withal many
such as sailed to Alexandria, but was much dove-courts* of tame pigeons about the ca
larger than it in compass. This was now nals; but, indeed, it is not possible to give a
converted to a house, wherein Simon exer complete description of these palaces; and the
cised his tyrannical authority. Thethird tower very remembrance of them is a torment to one,
was Mariamue, for that was his queen's as putting one in mind what vastly rich build
name; it was solid as high as twenty cubits; ings that fire which was kindled by the rob
its breadth and its length were twenty cubits, bers bath consumed; for these were not burnt
and were equal to each other ; its upper by the Romans, but by these internal plotters,
buildings were more magnificent, and had as we have already related, in the beginning
greater variety than the other towers had ; of their rebellion. That fire began at the
for the king thought it most proper for him tower of Autonia, and went cn to the palaces,
to adorn that which was denominated from his and consumed the upper parts of the three
wife, better than those denominated from towers themselves.
men, as those were built stronger than this
that bore his wife's name. The entire height
of this tower was fifty cubits.
CHAPTER V.
4. Now as these towers were so very tall,
they appeared much taller by the place on
A DESCRIPTION OF THE TEMPLE.
which they stood: for that very old wall
wherein they were, was built on a high bill, § 1. Now this temple, as I have already said,
and was it»e':f a kind of elevation that was still was built upon a strong hill. At first the
thirty cubits taiier; overwhich were toe towera plain at the top was hardly sufficient for the
situated, and thereby were made mucD his.ier holy house and the altar, for the ground about
to appearance. The largeness also ot the it was very uneven, and like a precipice; b'jt
stones was wonderful, for they were not made when king Suiomon, who was the person that
ot cummin »u,all stones, nor of such large built the temple, had built a wall to it on its
ones only as men couid carry, but they were east side, there was then added one cloister
01 white marb>e, cut out ot the rock ; each founded on a bank cast up for it, and on the
stone was twenty cuoits in length, *nd ten in other parts the holy house stood naked; but
breadth, and five in depth. They were so in future ages the people added new banks,t
etaciiy unitea to one another, that each tower and the hill becuuie a larger plain. They
looted nKe one entire rock of stone, so grow then broke down the wall on the north side,
ing naturally, and afterwards cut by the hands and tooK in as much as sutlicvd afterward for
ot tne artificers into their present shape and the compass of the entire temple; and when
coouers; so little or not at all did their they had built walls oti three sides of the tem
joints or connexion appear. Now as these ple round about, from the bottom of the hill,
towers were themselves on the north side of and had performed a work that was greater
the wall, the king had a palace inwardly than could be hoped for (ir, w hich work lung
thereto adjoined, which exceeds all my ability • These dove^ourts in Josephus, built by Herod the
are, in the opinionof Helena, the very ssjue That
to describe it; for it was so vt^r curious as to Great,
uientioned by tie Talmudists, and named by tbem
want no cost or skill io^ts construction, but areHerod's
dove-courts." Nor in there any rea-«on to
was entirely walled aboiit to the height of eupposo otberwiae. aince in both accounts they ware
expressly
tame
pigeons which were kept in them.
thirty cubits, and was adorned with towers-at
the description of the temples hereto belong
equal distances, and with large bed-chambers, ing,f See
cb. xt. But note, that what Josephus here says
that would contain beds for a hundred guests of the original scantiness of this Mount Mortal], that it
was quite too little for the temple, and that at first it
a-piacc, in which the variety of the stones is held
only one cloister, or court of Solomon's building,
not to be expressed ; for a large quantity of and
that the foundations were forced to be added long
those that were rare of that kind was collected afterwards by degrees, to render it capable of the rlois*
for the other courts, Ac, is without all foundation in
together. Their roofs were also wonderful, tcrs
the Scriptures, and not at all confirmed by his exacter
both for the length of the beams and the splen account
in the Antiquities. All that is, or can be true,
dour of their ornaments. TThe number of the is this :—That when the court of the Gentiles was loty.
afterwards to be encompassed with cloisters, thesouth
rooms was also very great, and the variety of ern
foundation for the*c cloisters Was found not to be
the figures that were about them was prodi largeorfirm
enough, and was raised, and that additional
gious ; their furniture was complete, and the foundat'm supported by great pillars and arches under
which Josephus speaks of elsewhere, Antiq.
greatest part of the vessels that were put in ground,
xv. ch. xl. sect. 3, and which Mr. Maundrel saw, and
them was of silver ana1 gold. There were b.desertbet.
p. 100, aa extant under ground at this day.
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ajres were spent by them, as well as all their
snered treasure? were exhausted, which were
still replenished by those tributes which were
lent to God from the whole habitable earth),
they then encompassed their upper courts with
cloisters, as well as they [afterward] did the
lowest [court of the] temple. The lowest
(iart of this was erected to the height of three
hundred cubits, and in some places more; yet
did not the entire depth of the foundations
appear, for they brought earth, and filled up
the valleys, as being desirous to make them
on a level with the narrow streets of the city;
wherein they made use of stones of forty
cubits in magnitude; for the great plenty of
money they then had, and the liberality of tbe
people, made this attempt ef theirs to succeed
to an incredible degree; and what could not
be so much as hoped for as ever to be accom
plished, was, by perseverance and length of
time, brought to perfection.
2. Now, for the works that were above
these foundations, these were not unworthy
of such foundations; for all the cloisters were
double, and the pillars to them belonging were
twenty-five cubits in height, and supported
the cloisters.
These pillars were of one
entire stone each of them, and that stone was
white marble; and the .roofs were adorned
with cedar, curiously graven. The natural
magnificence, and excellent polish, and the
harmony of the joints in these cloisters,
afforded a prospect that was very remarkable;
nor was it on the outside adorned with any
work of the painter or engraver. The clois
ters [of tbe outmost court] were in breadth
thirty cubits, while the entire compass of it
was, by measure, six furlongs, including the
tower of Antonia; those entire courts that
were exposed to the air were laid with stones
of all sorts. When you go through these
[first] cloisters, unto the second [court of the]
temple, there was a partition made of stone
all round, whose height was three cubits: its
^construction was very elegant; upon it stood
pillars, at equal distances from one another,
declaring the law of purity, some in Greek,
and some in Roman letters, that " no foreigner
should go within that sanctuary;" for that
lecond [court of the] temple was called "the
Sanctuary," and was ascended to by fourteen
iteps from the first court. This court was fnnr'quare, and had a wall about it peculiar to itself;
he height of its buildings, although it was on
.be outside forty cubits,* was hidden by tbe
• Wbat Jotephus eeema here to mean is this: —That
these pillan. supporting; the cloisters in the second court,
han »''*ir foundation! or lowest parts as deep as the floor
of tbe first or lowest courti but that so tar of those low
est parts as were equal to the elevation of the upper
floor above the lowest, were, and must he, hidden on
tbe inside by the ground or rock itself, on which that
upper court was buiil: so that forty cubits visible below,
we;;: n-'luced lo twenty-live visible above and implies
Un "MTrrenre of their heights to lie filli-en cubits. The
tna'n difficulty lies heie, how Iburiern or liltecn steps
suojio |,v« aa aaarut of ulwsn liubila, ae-f a cubit
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steps, and on the inside that height was but
twenty-five cubits; for it being built overagainst a higher part of the hill with steps, it
was no farther to be entirely discerned within,
being covered by the hill itself. Beyond these
fourteen steps there was the distance of ten
cubits : this was all plain, whence there were
other steps, each of five cubits a-piecev that
led to the gates, which gates on the north and
south sides were eight, on each of those sides
four, and of necessity two on the east ; for
since there was a partition built for the women
on that side, as the proper place wherein they
were to worship, there was a necessity of a
second gate for them : this gate was cut out
of its wall, over-against the first gate. There
was also on the other sides one southern and
one northern gate, through which was a pas
sage into the court of the women ; for as to
the other gates, the women were not allowed
to pass through them ; nor when they went
through their own gate could they go beyond
their own wall. This place was allotted to
the women of our own country, and of other
countries, provided they were of the same
nation, and that equally ; the western part of
this court had no gate at all, but the wall was
built entire on that side ; but then the clois
ters which were betwixt the gates, extended
from the wall inward, before the chambers ;
for they were supported by very fine and
large pillars. These cloisters were single,
and, excepting their magnitude, were no way
inferior to those of the lower court.
3. Now nine of these gates were on every
side covered over with gold and silver, as were
the jambs of their doors and their lintels;
but there was one gate that was without [the
inward court of] the holy house, which was
of Corinthian, brass, and greatly excelled those
that were only covered over with silver and
gold. Each gate had two doors, whose height
was severally thirty cubits, and their breadth
fifteen. However, they had large spaces within
of thirty cubits, and had on each side rooms,
and those, both in breadth and in length,
built like towers, and their height was above
forty cubits. Two pillars did also support
these rooms, and were in circumference
twelve cubits. Now the magnitudes of the
other gates were equal one to another; but
that over the Corinthian gate, which opened
on the cast over-against the gate of the holy
house itself, was much larger ; for its height
was fifty cubits ; and its doors were forty
cubits ; and it was adorned after a most costly
manner, as having much richer and thicker
plates of silver and gold upon them than the
other. These nine gates had that silver and
gold poured upon them by Alexander, the
seemlnir rrafflcieiit for a single step. Possibly then
were fourteen or fifteen steps at the partition wall, .and
fourteen or fifteen more thence into the court itself,
which would bring tbe whole near to the just pro
portion. See fact. 3, infra. But J determine nothing.
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father of Tiberius. Now there were fifteen stick, the table [of sbew-bread], and the altar
steps, which led away from the wall of the of incense. Mow, the seven lamps signified
court of the women to this greater gate; the seven planets ; for so many there were
w hereas those that led thither from the other springing out of the candlestick. Mow, the
twelve loaves that were upon the table signi.
gates were rive steps shorter.
4. As to the holy house itself, which was fied the circle of the zodiac and the year; but
placed in the midst [of the inmost court], the altar of incense, by its thirteen kinds of
that most sacred part of the temple, it was sweet-smelling spices with which the sea re
ascended to by twelve steps; and in front its plenished it, signified that God is the possessor
height and its breadth were equal, and each a of all things that are both in the uninhabitable
hundred cubits, though it was behind forty and habitable parts of the earth, and that they
cubits narrower; for on its front it bad what are all to be dedicated to his use. But the
may be styled shoulders on each side, that inmost part of the temple of all was of twenty
passed twenty cubits farther. Its first gate cubits. This was also separated from the
was seventy cubits high, and twenty-five cu outer part by » veil. In this there wns no
bits broad ; but this gate had no doors ; for it thing at all. It was inaccessible and invio
represented the universal visibility of heaven, lable, and not to be seen by any; and was
and that it cannot be excluded from any place. called the Holy of Holies. Now, about the
Its front was covered with gold all over, and sides of the lower part of the temple there were
through it the first part of the house, that was little bouses, with passages out of one into
more inward, did all of it appear; which, as it another; there were a great many of them,
was very large, so did all the parts about the and they were of three stories high; there
more inward gate appear to shine to those that were also entrances on each side into them
saw them; but then, as the entire bouse was from the gate of the temple. But the supe
divided into two parts within, it was only the rior part of the temple had no such little
first part of it that was open to our view. Its bouses any further, because the temple was
height extended all along to ninety cubits in there narrower, and forty cubits higher, and of
height, and its length was fifty cubits, and a smaller body than the lower parts of it.
its, breadth twenty; but that gate which was Thus we collect that the whole height, in
at this end of the first part of the house was, cluding the sixty cubits from the floor,
as we have already observed, all over covered amounted to a hundred cubits.
with gold, as was its whole wall about it: it G. Now the outward face of the temple in
bad also golden vines above it, from which its front wanted nothing that was likely to
clusters of grapes hung as tall as a man's surprise either men's minds or tbeir eyes: for
height; but then this bouse, as it was divided it was covered all over with plates of gold of
into two parts, the inner part was lower than great weight, and, at the first rising of the sun,
the appearance of the outer, and bad golden reflected buck a very fiery splendour, and
doors of fifty-five cubits altitude, and sixteen made those who forced themselves to look
in breadth ; but before these doors there was upon it to turn their eyes away, just as they
a veil of equal largeness with the doors. It would have done at the sun's own rays. But
was a Babylonian curtain, embroidered with this temple appeared to strangers, when they
blue, and fine linen, and scarlet, and purple, were at a distance, like a mountain covered
and of a contexture that was truly wonderful. with snow; for, as to those parts of it that
Hot was this mixture of colours without its were not gilt, they were exceeding white. On
mystical interpretation, but was a kind of its top it bad spikes with sharp points, to pre-*
image of the universe; for by the scarlet there vent any pollution of it by birds sitting upon
seemed to be enigmatically signified fire, by the it. Of its stones, some of them were fortytine flax the earth, by the blue the air, and by five cubits in length, five in height, and six in
the purple the sea; two of them having their breadth. Before this temple stood the altar,
colours the foundation of this resemblance; fifteen cubits high, and equal both in length
but the fine flax and the purple have their own and breadth; each of which dimensions was
origin for that foundation, the earth producing fifty cubits. The figure it was built in was
the one, and the sea the other. This cur a square, and it had corners like horns ; and
tain had also embroidered upon it all that was the passage up to it was by an insensible ac
mystical in the heavens, excepting that of the clivity. It was formed without any iron tool,
[twelve] signs, representing living creatures. nor did any such iron tool so much as
5. When anyperson^entered into the tem touch it at any time. There was a wall of
ple, its floor received them. This part of the partition, about a cubit in height, made of
temple therefore was in height sixty cubits, line stones, and so as to be grateful to the
and its length the same; whereas its breadth sight; this encompassed the holy house and
was but twenty cubits; but still that sixty the altar, and kept the people that were on
cihits in length was divided again, and the the outside off from the priests. Moreover,
first part of it cut otf at forty cubits, and had those that had the gonorrhoea and the leprosy
n it three things that were very wonderful were excluded out of the city entirely; wo>
Mild iameus among all mankind; the uaimk- man also, when their ovurses wem upouthem,
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were shut out of the temple: nor when they of the temple, which he did but once m-year,
were free from that impurity, were tbey on that day when our custom is for all of us
allowed to go beyond the limit before- to keep a fast to Goc And thus much con
mentioned ; men also, that were not thoroughly cerning the city and the temple; but for the
pure, were prohibited to come into the inner customs and laws hereto relating, we shall
[court of the] temple: nay, the priests them speak more accurately another time; for
selves that were not pure, were prohibited to there remain a great many things thereto
tome into it also.
relating, which have not been here touched
7. Now all those of the stock of the priests upon.
that could not minister by reason of some 8. Now, as to the tower of Antonia, it was
defect in their bodies, came within the partition situated at the corner of two cloisters of the
together with those that had no such imperfec court of the temple; of that on the west, and
tion, and had their share with tbem by reason that on the north; it was erected upon a rock
of their stock, but still made use of none of fifty cubits in height, and was on a guat
except their own private garments; for nobody precipice; it was the work of king Herod,,
but he that officiated had on his sacred gar wherein he demonstrated his natural magna
ments; but then these priests that were with nimity. In the first place, the rock itself was
out any blemish upon them, went up to the covered over with smooth pieces of stone, from
altar clothed in fine linen. They abstained its foundation, both for ornament, and that
chiefly from wine, out of this fear, lest other any one who would either try to get up or to
wise they should transgress some rules of their go down it, might not be able to hold his feet
ministration. The higb-priest did also go upon it. Next to this, and before you come
up with them; not always indeed, but on to the edifice of the tower itself, there wa- a
the seventh days and new moons, and if any wall three cubits high; but within that wall
festivals belonging to our nation, which we all the space of the tower of Antonia itself
celebrate every year, happened. When be was built upon, to the height of forty cubits.
officiated, he bad on a pair of breeches that The inward parts had the largeness anil form
reached beneath his privy parts to his thighs, of a palace, it being parted into all kinds of
and bad on an inner garment of linen, together rooms and other conveniences, such as courts,
with a blue garment, round, without seam, and places for bathing, and broad spaces for
with fringe-work, and reaching to the feet. camps; insomuch that, by having all conve
There were also golden bells that hung upon niences that cities wanted, it might seem to
the fringes, and pomegranates intermixed be composed of several cities, but by its mag
among them. The bells signified thunder, nificence, it seemed a palace; and as the
und the pomegranates lightning. But that entire structure resembled that of a tower, it
girdle that tied the garment to the breast, contained also four other distinct towers at its
was embroidered with five rows of various four corners; whereof the others were but
colours of gold, and purple, and scarlet, as also fifty cubits high ; whereas that which lay upon
>f fine linen and blue; with which colours, the south-east corner was seventy cubits high,
ve told you before, the veils <<f the temple that from thence the whole temple might be
vere embroidered also. The like embroidery viewed; but on the corner where it joined to
nras upon the ephod; but the quantity of gold the two cloisters of the temple, it had passages
therein was greater. Its figure was that of a down to them both, through which the guard
stomacher for the breast. There were upon it (for there always lay in this tower a Roman
two golden buttons like small shields, which legion) went several ways among the cloisters,
buttoned the ephod to the garment: in these with their arms, on the Jewish festivals, in
buttons were enclosed two very large and order to watch the people, that they might not
very excellent sardonyxes, having the names there attempt to make any innovations; for
jf the tribes of that nation engraved upon the temple was a fortress that guarded the
them; on the other part were hung twelve city, as was the tower of Antonia a guard to
(tones, three in a row one way, and four the temple; and in that tower were the guards
tu the other; a sardiua, a topaz, and an eme of those three.* There was also a peculiar
rald: a carbuncle, a jasper, and a sapphire; fortress belonging to the upper city, which was
in agate, an amethyst, and a figure; an onyx, Herod's palace; but for the hill Bezctha, it
i ber)l, and a chrysolite; upon every one of was divided from the tower of Antonia, as we
which was again engraved one of the fore- have already told you; and as that hill on
mentioned names of the tribes. A mitre which the tower of Antonia stood, was the
also of fine linen encompassed his head, highest of these three, so did it adjoin to the
which was tied by a blue riband, about new city, and was the only place that hindered
which there was another golden crown, in the sight of the temple on the north. And
which was engraven the sacred name [of this shall suffice at present to have spoken
GodJ: it consists of four vowels. However, the about the city and the walls about it, because
high. priest did not wear these garments at • Tbese thrr« guards that lay Id the u wer of Anlonfa
otl.er lines, hut a more plain habit; he only must be those that guaniad tbe cil,, III* temple, ana tnja
(i< .. ,\:, n tie went into the must sacrud part lower of Alltonu
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I have proposed to myself to make a more ness ; for I venture to affirm, that the sedition
destroyed the city, and the Romans destroyed
accurate description of it elsewhere.
the sedition, which it was a much harder thing
to do than to destroy the walls ; so that we
may justly ascribe our misfortunes to our own
people, and the just vengeance taken on them
CHAPTER VI.
to the Romans; aa to which matter let every
«ONCIRNING TBI TYRANTS SWOIC AND JOHN. one determine by the actions on both aides.
BOW ALSO, AS TITCS WAS GOING ROUND TBI 2. Now, when affairs within the city were
WALL OF THI CITY, NICAXOR WAB WOUNDED in this posture, Titus went round the city on
BY A DART ; WHICB ACCIDENT PROVOKED the outside with some chosen horsemen, and
looked about for a proper place where he
TITUS TO PRESS ON THI SIIGI.
might make an impression upon the walla;
§ 1 . Now the warlike men that were in the but as he was in doubt where he could pos
.city, and the multitude of the seditious that sibly make an attack on any side (for the
were with Simon, were ten thousand, besides place was no way accessible where the valleys
the Idumeans. Those ten thousand had fifty were, and on the other side the first wall ap
commanders, over whom this Simon was su peared too strong to ho shaken by the engines),
preme. The Idumeans that paid him homage he thereupon thought it best to make his as
were five thousand, and had eight commanders, sault upon the monument of John the highamong whom those of greatest fame were priest; for there it was that the first fortifi
Jacob, the son of Sosas, and Simon, the son cation was lower, and the second was not
of Cathlas. John, who had seized upon the joined to it, the builders neglecting to build
temple, had six thousand armed men, under the wall strong where the new city was not
twenty commanders; the zealots also that had much inhabited ; here also was an easy pas
come over to him, and left off their opposition, sage to the third wall, through which he
were two thousand four hundred, and had the thought to take the upper city, and, through
same commander that they had formerly, the tower of Antonia, the temple itself. But
Eleazar, together with Simon, the son of at this time, as he was going round about the
Annus. Now, while these factions fought one city, one of his friends, whose name was Niagainst another, the people were their prey on canor, was wounded with a dart on his left
both sides, as we have said already ; and that shoulder, as he approached, together with Jopart of the people who would not join with sephus, too near the wall, and attempted to
them in their wicked practices, were plunder discourse to those that were upon the wall,
ed by both factions. Simon held the upper about terms of peace; for he was a person
city, and the great wall as far as Cedron, and known by them. On this account it was
as much of the old wall as bent from Siloam that Cffisar, as soon as he knew their vehe
to the east, and which went down to the mence, that they would not bear even such
palace of Monobazus, who was king of the as approached them to persuade them to what
Adiabeni, beyond Euphrates; he also held tended to their own preservation, was pro
that fountain, and the Acra, which was no voked to press on the siege. He also at the
other than the lower city ; he also hold all that same time gave his soldiers leave to set the
reached to the palace of queen Helena, the suburbs on fire, and ordered that they should
mother of Monobazus: but John held the bring timber together, and raise banks against
temple, and the parts thereto adjoining, for a the city ; and when he had parted his army 9
greut way, as also Ophla, and the valley into three parts, in order to set about those
called " the Valley of Cedron ;" and when the works, he placed those that shot darts
parts that were interposed between their pos and the archers in the midst of the banks
sessions were burnt by them, they left a space that were then raising ; before whom he
wherein they might fight with each other ; for placed those engines that threw javelins, and
this internal sedition did not cease even when darts, and stones, that he might prevent the
the Romans were encamped near their very enemy from sallying out upon their works,
walls. But although they had grown wiser and might hinder those that were upon tho
at the first onset the Romans made upon wall from being able to obstruct them. So
them, this lasted but a while; for they return the trees were now cut down immediately,
ed to their former madness, and separated one and the suburbs left naked. But now while
from another, and fought it out, and did every the timber was carrying to raise the banks,
thing that the besiegers could desire them to and the whole army was earnestly engaged in
do; for they never suffered any thing that their works, the Jews were not, however,
was worse from the Romans than they made quiet ; and it happened that the people of
each other suffer ; nor was there any misery Jerusalem, who had been hitherto plundered
endured by the city after these men's actions and murdered, were now of good courage,
that could be esteemed new. But it was most and supposed they should have a breathing'
of all unhappy before it was overthrown, time, while the others were very busy in
while those that took it did it a greater kind- opposing their enemies without the city, and
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that they should now be avenged on those stood off, and threw themselves down 'lpon
that hud been the authors of their miseries, the ground; by which means, and by ♦heir
in case the Romans did but get the victory. thus guarding themselves, the stone fe'l down
3. However, John staid behind, out of his and did them no harm. Hut the Romans
fear of Simon, even while his own men were contrived how to prevent that by blacking toe
earnest in making a sally upon their enemies stone, who then could aim at tbem with suc
without. Yet did not Simon lie still, for he cess, when the stone was not discerned before
lay near the place of the siege; he brought hand, as it had been till then; and so tbey
bis engines of war, and disposed 'of them at destroyed many of them at one blow. Yet
due distances upon the wall, both those which did not the Jews, under all this distress, per
they took from Cestius formerly, and those mit the Romans to raise their banks in qiuet;
which they got when they seized the garrison but they shrewdly and boldly exerted them
that lay in the tower of Antonia. But selves, and repelled tbem both by night and
though they had these engines in their pos liy day.
session, they bad so little skill in using tbem, 4. And now, upon the finishing the Roman
that tbey were in a great measure uselesr to works, the workmen measured the distance
them; but a few there were who had been there was from the wall, and this by lead and
taught by deserters how to use them, wh'-h n line, which they threw to it from their
they did use, though after an awkward man banks; for tbey could not measure it any
ner. So they cast stones and arrows at those otherwise, because the Jews would shoot at
that were making the banks; they also ran them, if they came to measure it themselves;
out upon tbem by companies, and fought and when they found that the engines could
with them. Now those that were at work reach the wall, they brought them thither.
covered themselves with hurdles spread over Then did Titus set his engines at proper dis
their hanks, and their engines were opposed to tances, so much nearer to the wall, that the
them when they made their excursions. The Jews might not be able to repel them, and
engines, that all the legions had ready pre gave orders that they should go to work; and
pared for them, were admirably contrived; when thereupon a prodigious noise echoed
but still more extraordinary ones belonged to round about from three places, and that on
the tenth legion: those that threw darts and the sudden, there was a great noise made by
those that threw stones, were more forcible and the citizens that were within the city, and no
larger than the rest, by which tbey not only lens a terror fell upon the seditious themselves ;
repelled the excursions of the Jews, hut drove whereupon both sorts, seeing the common
those away that were upon the walls also. danger they were in, contrived to make a like
Now, the stones that were cast were of the defence. So those of different factions cried
weight of a talent, and were carried two fur out one to another, that they acted entirely as
longs and farther. The blow they gave was in concert with their enemies; whereas they
no way to be sustained, not oidy by those that ought however, notwithstanding God did not
stood first in the way, but by those that were grant them a lasting concord, in their present
beyond them for a great space. As for the circumstances, to lay aside their enmities one
Jews, they at first watched the coming of the against another, and to unite together against
stone, for it was of a white colour, and could the Romans. Accordingly, Simon gave those
therefore not only be perceived by the great that came from the temple leave, by procla
noise it made, but could be seen also before mation, to go upon the wall; John also him
it came by its brightness; accordingly fh"» self, though be could not believe Simon was
watchmen that sat upon the towers gave thttn in earnest, gave them the same leave. So on
notice when the engine was let go, and Ice both sides they laid aside their hatred and
stone came from it, and cried out aloud, in their peculiar quarrels, and formed them
their own country language, "the son selves into one body; they then ran round
Cometh;"* so those that were in its way the walls, and having a vast number of torches
• What should be the meaning of tt.is signal or watch very Romans at Rome pronounced tbe osme of Simon the
word, whrn the watchmen Paw a stone coming; from the son
of Gioras. Oar Poras for Bar (Vtnrnl, as we leai n
engine, " THH son cometu," or what mistake there is from Xiphiiine, page 217, tie.and takes notice, uthat
in tue readme;, I cannot tell The MSS. both Greek many will here look for a mystery, as though the mean
and Latin, all agree in this reading: and I cannot approve ing were, that the Sun of God came now to take Ten.
ot any eruundless conjectural alteration of the text from geance on the sins of tbe Jewish nation t" which is
w.r to Ut, that not tue son or a stone, but that the arrow indeed the truth of the fact, but hardly what tbe Jews
or dart conieih; as hath been made by Dr. Hudson, and could now mean: unless possibly by way (.!' derision of
not corrected by Havercamp. Had Josephua written t:briat's threatening so often that be would come, at the
even his first edition of these books of the war in prre bead of the Roman army for their destruction But rveo
Hebrew, or had the Jews then used the pure Hebrew at this interpretation has but a very small degree of proba
Jerusalem. .be Hebrew word for a son is so like that lor bility. If 1 were to make an emendation by mere con
a stone, ben and torn, that such a correction might have jecture, 1 would read »it;« instead of «'(, though the.
been more easily admitted. But Joseptius wrote his for likeness he not so great as la m I because that is the
mer edition for the u* of the Jews beyond l-'uphrates. word used by Josephus just before, as has been already
and so in the Cnaldee lant;u:ige, as tie did this second noted on this very occasion, while }tt. an arrow o.* daft,
edition in the Greek language; and oar wa* the Cbaldee is only a poetical word, and never used by .lotep'ru*
wiuu torson, instead of the Hebrew 6en,and was used, not elsewhere, and is indeed no way suitable to the ocrvision,
only in Chaldea. ate. but in Judca also, as the New this engine not throwing arrows or i"
Testsjaujat informs us. Uio also lets us know, that the stones, at this time.
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with thcix, they threw them at the machines, them, and drove them all into tbe city, sij
anJ shot darts perpetually upon those that saved tbe works from tbe fire. Now it hap
impelled those engines which battered the pened at this tight, that a certain Jew was
wall; nuy, the bolder sort leaped out by troops taken alive, who, by Titus's orders, was cru
upon the hurdles that covered the machines, cified before tbe wall, to see whether the rest
and pulled them to pieces, and fell upon those of them would be affrighted, and abate of
that belonged to them, and beat them, not so their obstinacy. But after the Jews were
much by any skill they had, as principally by retired, John, who was commander of the Iduthe boldness of their attacks. However, Ti means, and was talking to a certain soldier ot
tus himself sent assistance to those that were his acquaintance before the wall, was wounded
the hardest set, and placed both horsemen and by a dart Bhot at him by an Arabian, and
archers on the several sides of the engines, and died immediately, leaving tbe greatest lamen
thereby beat off those that brought the tire to tation to the Jews, and sorrow to tbe sedi
them ; he also thereby repelled those that shot tious; for be was a man of great eminence,
stones or darts from the towers, and then set both for his actions and his conduct also
the engines to work in good earnest; yet did
not the wall yield to these blows, excepting
where the battering-ram of the tifteenth
CHAPTER VIL
legion moved the corner of a tower, while the
wall itself continued unhurt; for the wall HOW ONE Or THE TOWERS ERECTED BY THE
was not presently in the same danger with ROMANS FELL DOWN OF ITS OWN ACCORD;
the tower, which was extant far above it; nor AND HOW THE ROMANS, AFTER GREAT
could the fall of that part of the tower easily SLAUGHTER HAD BEEN MADE, GOT POSSES
break down any part of the wall itself toge SION OF THE FIRST W ALL. HOW ALSO TITUS
ther with it.
MADE HIS ASSAULT8 UPON THE SECOND
5. And now the Jews intermitted their sal WALL; AS AL80, CONCERNING LONGINDS
lies for a while; but when they observed the THE ROMAN, AND CASTOR THE JEW.
Romans dispersed all abroad at their works,
and in their several camps (for they thought § 1. Now, on the next night, a most sur
the Jews had retired out of weariness and prising disturbance fell upon the Romans;
kn\ they all at once made a tally at the tower for whereas Titus had given orders for the
Hinpicus, through an obscure gate, and at the erection of three towers of fifty cubits high,
Fame time brought fire to burn the works, and that by setting men upon them at every bank,
went boldly up to the Romans, and to their he might from thence drive those away who
very fortifications themselves, where, at the were upon tbe wall, it so happened that one
cry they made, those that were near them came of these towers fell down about midnight;
presently to their assistance, and those farther and as its fall made a very great noise, fear
off came running after them : and here the fell upon the army, and they, supposing that
boldness of tbe Jews was too hard for the tbe enemy was coming to attack thum, ran
good order of tbe Romans; and as they beat all to their arms. Whereupon a disturbance
loose whom they first fell upon, so tbey press and a tumult arose among the legions, and as
ed upon loose that were now gotten together. nobody could tell what had happened, they
So this fight about the machines was very hot, went on after a disconsolate manner; and see
while the one side tried hard to set them on ing no enemy, appear, they were afraid one
tire, ana the other side to prevent it; on both of another, and every one demanded of his
sides there was a confused cry made, and many neighbour the watch- word with great earnest
of toose in the tore-front of the battle were ness, as though the Jews bad invaded their
slain. However, the Jews were now too hard camp. And now they were like people under
for the: Romans, by the furious assaults tbey a panic fear, till Titus was informed of what
made like madmen; and the fire caught hold bad happened, and gave orders that all should
oi the works, and both all those works and be acquainted with it; and then, though with
the engines themselves, had been in danger some difficulty, they got clear of the disturb
of oeing burnt, had not many of those select ance they had been under.
soi-jiers that came from Alexandria opposed 2. Now, these towers were very trouble
themselves to prevent it, and had they not some to the Jews, who otherwise opposed tbe
behaved themselves with greater courage than Romans very courageously: for tbey shot at
they themselves supposed tbey could have them out of their lighter engines from those
done; fur they outdid those in this fight that towers, as they did also by those that threw
had greater reputation than themselves before. darts, and the archers, and those that slung
This was the state of things till Caesar took stones. For neither could the Jews reach thotw
the stoutest of his horsemen and attacked the that were over tbem, by reason of their height;
ei.eny, while he himself slew twelve of those and it was not practicable to take them, nor
that were in the fore-front of the Jews; which to overturn them, they were so heavy, nor to
Ccuth of these men, when the rest of the mul set them on fire, because they were coveted
titude saw, tbey gave way, and he pursued with plates of iron. So they retired out of
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the reach of the darts, and did no longer
endeavour to hinder the impression of their
rams, which, by continually beating upon the
wall, did gradually prevail against it; so that
Die wall already gave way to the Nico, for by
that name did the Jews themselves call the
greatest of their engines, because it conquered
all things. And now, they were for a long
while grown weary of lighting, and of keeping
guards, and were retired to lodge in the night
time at a distance from the wall. It was on
other accounts also thought by them to be
superfluous to guard the wall, there being,
besides that, two other fortifications still
remaining, and they being slothful, and their
counsels having been ill-concerted on all
occasions; so a great many grew lazy, and
retired. Then the Romans mounted the
breach, where Nico had made one, and all the
Jews left the guarding that wall, and retreated
to the second wall; so those that bad gotten
over that wall opened the gates, and received
all the army witbiu it. And thus did the
Romans get possession of this first wall, on
the fifteenth day of the siege, which was the
seventh day of the month Artemisius [Jyar],
when they demolished a great -part of it, as
well as they did of the northern parts of the
city, which bad been demolished also by
Cestius formerly.
3. And now Titus pitched his camp within
the city, at that place which was called " the
Camp of the Assyrians," having seized upon
all that lay as far as Cedron, but took care
to be out of the reach of the Jews' darts.
He then presently began his attacks, upoti
which the Jews divided themselves into seve
ral bodies, and courageously defended that
wall; while John and his faction did it from
the tower of Autonia, and from the northern
cloister of the temple, and fought the Romans
before the monument of king Alexander; and
Simon's army also took for their share the
spot of ground that was uear John's monu
ment, and fortified it as far as to that gate
where water was brought in to the tower
Hippicus. However, the Jews made violent
sallies, and that frequently also, and in bodies
together out of the gates, and there fought
the Romans; and when they were pursued
altogether to the wall, they were beaten
in those tights, as wanting the skill of
the Romans. Rut when they fought them
from the walls, they were too hard for them,
the Romans being encouraged by their power,
joined to their skill, as were the Jews by their
boldness, which was nourished by the fear
they were in, and that hardiness which is
natural to our nation under calamities; they
were also encouraged still by the hope of
deliverance, as were the Romans by the hopes
of subduing them in a little time. Nor did
either side grow weary; but attacks and
fightings upon the wall, and perpetual sallies
out in bodies, were practised all the day long;
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nor were there any sort of warlike engage
ments that were not then put in use. And
the night itself had much ado to part them,
when they began to light in the morning;
nay, the night itself was passed without sleep
on both sides, and was more uneasy than the
day to them, while the one was afraid lest the
wall should be taken, and the other lest the
Jews should make sallies upon their campy;
both sides also lay in their armour during the
night-time, and thereby were ready at the
first appearance of light to go to the battle
Now, among the Jews the ambition was who
should undergo the first dangers, and thereby
gratify their commanders. Above all, they
had a great veneration and dread of Simon;
and to that degree was he regarded by every
one of those that were under him, that at his
command they were very ready to kill them
selves with their own hands. What made the
Romans so courageous, was their usual cus
tom of conquering and disuse of bei;ig
defeated, their constant wars, and perpetual
warlike exercises, and the grandeur of their
dominion; and what was now their ci.ief
encouragement, — Titus, who was present
everywhere with them all; for it appeared a
terrible thing to grow weary while Caesar was
there, and fought bravely as well as they did,
and was himself at once an eye-witness u(
such as behaved themselves valiantly, and he
who was io reward them also. It was,
besides, esteemed an advantage at present io
have any one's valour known by Cttsar; on
which account many of them appeared to
have more alacrity than strength to answer it.
And now, as the Jews were about this t'n.e
standing in array before the wall, and taat in
a strong body, and while both parties were
throwing their darts at each other, I.ongimi-,
one of the equestrian order, leaped out ot
the army of the Romans, and leaped into the
very midst of the army of the Jews; and is
they dispersed1 themselves upon this attack,
he slew two of their men of the greatest cou
rage; one of them he struck in his mouth, as
he was coming to meet him; the other was
slain by him with that very dart that he drew
out of the body of the other, with which he
ran this man through his side as he was run
ning away from him; and when he had dope
this, he first of all ran out of the midst ot bis
enemies to his own side. So this man signa
lized himself for his valour, and many there
were who were ambitious of gaining the like
reputation. And now the Jews were uncon
cerned at what they suffered themselves from
the Romans, and were only solicitous abort
what mischief they could do them; and death
itself seemed a small matter to them, if c
the same time they could but kill any one
of their enemies. But Titus took care to
secure bis own soldiers from harm, as well
as to have them overcome their enemies.
He also said that inconsiderate violence was
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ma>!;i«i ; and that this alone was tbe true '. of his who were zealous to go to him. But
':oi>.ugt' that was joined with good conduct, 1 still there was one ./Eneas, a deserter, who
fie jKrefore commanded his men to take said he would go to him. Castor also called
can, v/aeu they fought their enemies, that to them, that somebody should come and rejjiiy ;ccei/ed no harm from them at the same reive the money which he bad with him; this
ti;:,e; and thereby show themselves to be made .£neas the more earnestly to run to biiu
with his bosom open. Then did Castor take
tralv valiant men.
-1. A.id now Titus brought one of his en- up a great stone and threw it at him, which
giiids to the middle tower of tbe north part missed him, because be guarded himself
ot Ijc wail, in which a certain crafty Jew, against it ; but still it wounded another soldier
whost name was Castor, lay in ambush, with that was coming to bim. When Cxsar under
ten others like himself, the rest being fled stood that this was a delusion, he perceived
away by reason of tbe archers. These men that mercy in war is a pernicious thing,
lay still for a while, as in great fear, under because such cunning tricks have less place
their breast-plates; but when the tower was under the exercise of greater severity. So
shaken, they arose; and Castor did then stretch he caused tbe engine to work more strongly
out his band, as a petitioner, and called for than before, on iiccount of bis anger at the
Caesar, and by his voice moved bis compas deceit put upon him. But Castor and his
sion, and begged of him to have mercy upon companions set tbe tower on tire when it began
them; and Titus, in the innocency of his to give way, and leaped through the flame into
heart, believing him to be in earnest, and hop a hidden vault that was under it ; which made
ing that the Jews did now repent, stopped the Romans farther suppose that they were
the working of the battering-ram, and tor- men of great courage, as having cast them
bade them to shoot at tbe petitioners, and selves into the fire.
bade Castor say what he bad a mind to say to
him. He said that he would come down, if he
would give bim his right hand for his secu
CHAPTER VIII.
rity. To which Titus replied, that he was
well pleased with such his agreeable conduct, HOW THE B0MANS TOOK THE SECOND TTALl
and would be well pleased if all tbe Jews TWICE, AND GOT ALL BEADY FOB TAKING
would be of his mind ; and that be was ready THE THIRD WALL.
to give the like security to the city. Now
live of tbe ten dissembled with him, and pre § 1. Now Caesar took this wall there on tbs
tended to beg for mercy ; while tbe rest fifth day after he bad taken tbe first; and
rried out aloud, that they would never be when the Jews had fled from him, he entered
slaves to tbe Romans, while it was in their into it with a thousand armed men, and those
power to die in a state of freedom. Now of his choice troops, and this at a place where
while these men were quarrelling for a long were tbe merchants of wool, tbe braziers, and
while, the attack was delayed ; Castor also the market lor cloth, and where tbe narrow
sent to Simon, and told him that they might streets led obliquely to the wall. Wherefore,
take some time for consultation about what if Titus had either demolished a larger part ut
was to be done, because he would elude tbe the wall immediately, or had come in, and ac
power of the Romans for a considerable time. cording to the law of war, bad laid waste what
And at the same time that he sent thus to was left, his victory would not, 1 suppose, have
him, be appeared openly to exhort those that been mixed with any loss to himself ; but
were obstinate to accept of Titus's band lor now, out of the hope he had that he should
their security; but they seemed very angry make the Jews ashamed of their obstinacy, by
at it, und brandished their naked swords upon not being willing, wbeu he was able to afflict
the breast-works, and struck themselves upon them more than he needed to do, be did not
their breast, and fell down as if they had widen tbe breach of the wall in order tc inaks
ueeo sluiu. Hereupon Titus, and those with a safer retreat upon occasion; tor be did not
nun, were amazed at the courage of the men; think they would lay snares lor bim that iii<an
and as they were not able to see exactly what them such a kindness. When, therefore, he
was done, they admired at their great fortitude, came in, he did not permit his soldiers to kill
and pitied their calamity. During ttiis inter any of those tbey caught, nor to set fire to
val, a certain person shot a dart at Castor, and their houses neither; nay, be gave leave to
wounded him in his nose; whereupon he pre the seditious, if they had a mind, to fight
sently pulled out the dart, and showed it to Ti without any harm to the people, and promised
tus, and complained that this wus unfair treat to restore the people's effects to them: tor he
ment goG&sarreproved himthatshottbedart, was very desirous to preserve the city for his
and sent Jnsepbus, who then stood by him, to own sake, and the temple tor ibe sake of the
givt bis right hand to Castor, liut Josephus city. As to the people, be bad them of &
said that he would not go to him, because long time ready to comply with his proposals;
tn»*«** pretended petitioners meant nothing but as to the fighting men, this humil ity ol
tiiat was good; be also restrained those friends his seemed u mark of his weakness: and they
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imagined that he made these proposals because themselves; for they desired that none others
he una not able to take the rest of the city. might be preserved but such as were against
Tliey also threatened death to the people, if a peace with the Romans, and were resolved
they should any one of them say a word about to live in opposition to tbem, and they were
a surrender. They moreover cut the throats pleased when the multitude of those of a con
of such as talked of a peace, and then attacked trary opinion were consumed, as being then
those Romans that were come within the freed from a heavy burden: and this was their
wall. Some of them they met in the narrow disposition of mind with regard to those that
streets, and some they fought against from were within the city, while they covered them
their houses, while they made a sudden sally selves with their armour, and prevented the
out at the upper gates, and assaulted such Romans, when they were trying to get into
Romans as were beyond the wall, till those the city again, and made a wall of their own
that guarded the wall were so affrighted, that bodies over-against that part of the wall that
they leaped down from their towers, and was cast down. Thus did they valiantly
retired to their several camps: upon which a defend themselves for three days; but on the
great noise was mode by the Romans that fourth day they could not support themselves
were within, because they were encompassed against the vehement assaults of Titus, but
round on every side by their enemies; as also were compelled by force to fly whither they
by them that were without, because they were had tied before; so he quietly possessed him
in fear for those that were left in the city. self again of that wall, and demolished it
Thus did the Jews grow more numerous per entirely; and when be had put a garrison
petually, and had great advantages over the into the towers that were on the south parts
Romans, by their full knowledge of those of the city, he contrived how he might assault
narrow lanes; and they wounded a great the third wall.
many of them, and fell upon them, and drove
them out of the city. Now these Romans
were at present forced to make the best resis
tance they could; for they were not able, in
CHAPTER IX.
great numbers, to get out at the breach in the
wall, it was so narrow. It is also probable TITC8, WHEN THE JEWS WERE NOT AT ALL
that all those that were gotten within had MOLLIFIED BY HIS LEAVING OFF THE
been cut to pieces, if Titus had not sent them SIEGE FOB A WHILE, SET HIMSELF AGAIN
succours; for he ordered the archers to stand TO PROSECUTE THE SAME; BUT 800N SENT
at the upper ends of these narrow lanes, and JOSEPI1US TO DISCOURSE WITH HIS OWN
he stood himself where was the greatest mul
COUNTRYMEN ABOUT PEACE.
titude of his enemies, and with his darts he
put a stop to them; as with him did Domi- § 1. A resolution was now taken by Titui
tius Sabiuus also, a valiant man, and one to relax the siege for a little while, and to
that in this battle appeared so to be. Thus afford the seditious an interval for considera
did Caasar continue to shoot darts at the Jews tion, and to see whether the demolishing of
continually, and to hinder them from coming their second wall would not make them a little
upon bis men, and this until all his soldiers more compliant, or whether they were not
somewhat afraid of a famine, because the
had retreated out of the city.
2. And thus were the Romans driven out, spoils they had gotten by rapine would not be
alter they had possessed themselves of the sufficient for them long; so be made use of
second wall. Whereupon the fighting men this relaxation, in order to compass his own
that were in the city were lifted up in their designs. Accordingly, as the usual appointed
minds, and were elevated upon this their good time when he must distribute subsistencesuccess, and began to think that the Romans money to the soldiers was now come, he gave
would never venture to come into the city any orders that the commanders should put the
more; and that, if they kept within it them army into battle array, in the face of tdo
selves, they should not be any more con enemy, and then give every one of the soldiers
quered; for God had blinded their minds for their pay. So the soldiers, according to cus
the transgressions they had been guilty of, tom, opened the cases wherein their arms
nor could they see bow much greater forces before lay covered, and marched with their
the Romans had than those that were non- breast-plates on; as did the horsemen lead
expelled, no more than they could discern their horses in their tine trappings. Then
how a famine was creeping upon tbem; for did the pluces that were before the city shine
hitherto they had fed themselves out of the very splendidly for a great way; nor was there
public miseries, and drank the blood of the any thing so grateful to Titus's own men, or
city. But now poverty had for a long time so terrible to the enemy, as that sight; for ths
seized upon the better part, ami a great many whole old wall «nd the north side of the tem
had died already for want of necessaries; ple were full of spectators, and one might see
although the seditious indeed supposed the tue houses lull of such as looked at them; dm
destruction of the people to be an easement to was there any part of the city which was rot
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covered over with their multitudes; nay, a and not to be more obdurate in these cases
very great consternation seized upon the har than foreigners themselves; for that the Ro
dest of «he Jews themselves, when they saw mans, who had no relation to those things, bad
ail tiic armv in the same place, together with a reverence for their sacred rites and places,
the nneiiess of their arms, and the good although they belonged to their enemies, and
droer of tflcir men ; and I cannot but think had till now kept their hands off from med
taut the seditious would have changed their dling with them; while such as were brought
nviida at that eight, unless the crimes they up under them, and, if they be preserved,
had committed against the people bad been will be tbe only people that u ill reap the bene
so horrid, that they despaired of forgiveness fit of them, hurry on to have them destroyed.
from the Romans; but as they believed death That certainly they have seen their strongest
with torments must be their punishment, if walls demolished, and that the wall still
they did not go on in the defence of the city, remaining was weaker than those that were
they thought it much better to die in war. already taken. That they must know tbe Ro
Fate also prevailed so far over them, that the man power was invincible, and that tbey had
iirioreut were to perish with the guilty, and been used to serve them ; for, that in case it
the city was to be destroyed with the seditious be allowed a right thing to tight for liberty,
that ought to have been done at first; but for
that were in it.
2. Thus did the Romans spend four days tbem that have once fallen under the power of
in • bringing this subsistence-money to the the Romans, and have now submitted to them
several legions; but on the tilth day, when for so many long years, to pretend to shake off
no s'gns of peace appeared to come from the that yoke afterward, was tbe work of such as
Jew*. Titus divided his legions, and began to had a mind todie miserably, not of such as were
raise banks, both at the tower of Antonia anil lovers of liberty. Resides, men may well
at John's monument. Now bis designs were enough grudge at the dishonour of owning ig
to take the upper city at that monument, and noble masters over them, but ought not to do
tbfi temple at the tower of Antonia; for if so to those whohave all things under their com
the temple were not taken it would be dun- mand: for what part of the world is there that
gerous to keep the city itself; so at euch of hath escaped the Romans, unless it he such as
these parts he raised t im banks, each legion are of no use, for violent heat or violent cold?
raising one. As for those that wrought at And evident it is, that fortune is on all hands
John's monument, the lduroeaus, and those gone over to them; and that God, when he
that were in arms with Simon, made sallies had gone round the nations with this domi
upon them, and put some stop to them; while nion, is now settled in Italy. That, moreover,
Johu's party, and the multitude of zealots with it is a strong and fixed law, even among brute
thera, did the like to those that were before beasts, as well us among men, to yield to those
the lower of Antonia. These Jews were now that are too strong lor them; and to suffer
too hard for the Romans, not only in direct those to have dominion who are too bard lor
fighting, because they stood upon the higher the rest in war; for which reason it was that
ground, but because they had now learned to their forefathers, who were far superior to
use their own engines; lor their continual use thein both in their souls and bodies, and other
of them, one day alter another, did by degrees advantages, did yet submit to the Romans;
improve their skill about them ; for of one which they would not hare siitfered, bad they
sort of engines for darts they had three hun not known that God was with them. As for
dred, and forty lor stones; by the means of themselves, what can they depend on in this
which they made it more tedious for the Ro their opposition, when the greatest part of
mans to raise their banks; but then Titus, their city is already taken? and when those
knowing that the city would be either saved that are within it are under greater miseries
or destroyed for himself, did not only proceed than if tbey were taken, although their walls
earnestly in the siege, but did not omit to have be still standing? For that the Romans
the Jews exhorted to repentance; so be mixed are not unacquainted with that famine which
good counsel with bis works for the siege; is in the city, whereby the people are already
and being sensible that exhortations are consumed, and the lighting men will in a
frequently more effectual than arms, he per little time be so too; lor although the Ro
suaded them to surrender the city, now in a mans should leave off the siege, and not
manner already taken, and thereby to save fall upon the city with their swords in their
themseives, and sent Josephus to speak to hands, yet was there an insuperable war that
thorn ir. their own languuge ; for he imagined beset them withiia, and was augmented every
they might yield to the persuasion of a coun hour, unless they were able to wage war with
tryman of their own.
famine, and right against it, or could alone
S. So Joseph us went round about the wall, conquer their natural appetites, lie added
and tried to find a place that was out of the this farther, How right a thing it was to
reach ol their darts, and yet within theirheariug, change their conduct before their calamities
and besought iht m in many words to spare them were become incurable, aiid to have recouise
selves, to spare their country and tbiir temple, 10 such advice as might preserve them, while
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opportunity was offered them for so doing; reckoned upon him as upon his invisible sup
for that the Romans would not be mindful of porter, instead of his own army. Was not
their past actions to their disadvantage, unless our queen sent back, without any defilementthey persevered in their insolent behaviour to to her husband, the very next evening 1—
the end ; because they were naturally mild in while the king of Egypt fled away, adorning
their conquests, and preferred what was pro- this place which you have defiled by shedding
6table, before what their passions dictated to thereon the blood of your countrymen ; and
them ; which profit of theirs lay not in leaving he also trembled at those visions which h
the city empty of inhabitants, nor the country saw in the night-season, and bestowed botl
a desert; on which account Csssar did now silver and gold on the Hebrews, as on a peuoffer them his right hand for their security. pie beloved of God. Shall I say nothing, oi
Whereas, if he took the city by force, he. shall I mention the removal of our father*
would not save any one of them, and this into Egypt, who, when they were used tyran
especially, if they rejected his offers in these nically, and were fallen under the power ul
their utmost distresses; for the walls that toreign kings for four hundred years toge
were already taken, could not but assure them ther, and might have defended themselves by
that the third wall would quickly be taker war and by fighting, did yet do nothing l.ul
also; and though their fortifications should commit themselves to God? Who is there
prove too strong for the Romans to break that does not know that Egypt was over run
through them, yet would the famine fight for with all sorts of wild beasts, and consumed
by all sorts of distempers? how their land
the Romans against them.
4. While Josephus was making this exhor did not bring forth its fruit; how the Niic
tation to the Jews, many of tbem jested upon failed of water; how the ten plagues of
him from the wall, and many reproached him; Egypt followed one upon another? aud ho.v.
nay, some threw their darts at him; but when by those means, our fathers were sent ana},
he could not himself persuade them by such under a guard, without any bloodshed, ai.d
open good advice, he betook himself to the without running any dangers, because God
histories belonging to their own nation; and conducted them as his peculiar ten-am.- V
cried out aloud, "O miserable creatures! are Moreover, did not Palestine groan under the
you so unmindful of those that used to assist ravage the Assyrians^ made, when they car
you, that you will fight by your weapons and ried away our sacred ark? as did tbe.i idol
by your hands against the Romans? When Dagon, and as also did that entire nation of
did we ever conquer any other nation by such those that carried it away, bow they weie
means? and when was it that God, who is smitten with" a loathsome distemper in the
the Creator of the Jewish people, did not secret parts of their bodies, when their very
avenge them when they bad been injured? bowels came down together with what they
Will not you turn again, and look back, and had eaten, till those hands that stoic it away
consider whence it is that you fight with such were obliged to bring it back again, and that
violence, and how great a Supporter you have with the sound of cymbals and timbrels, und
profanely abused? Will not you recall to other oblations in order to appease the anger
mind the prodigious things done for your of God for their violation of his holy ark.
forefathers and this boly place, and how great It was God who then became our general,
enemies of yours were by him subdued under and accomplished these great things for our
you? I even tremble myself in declaring the fathers, and this because they did not meddle
works of God before your ears, that are with war and fighting, but committed it to
unworthy to hear them: however, hearken to him to judge about their affairs. When Sen
me, that you may be informed how you fight, nacherib, king of Assyria, brought along with
not only against the Romans but against God him all Asia, and encompassed this city
himself. In old times there was one Necao, round with his army, did he fall by the hands
king of Egypt, who was also called Pharaoh: of men? were not those hands lifted up
he came with a prodigious army of soldiers,
Moriah,itand;
on which
and either
templethedidJawta*i
after,
and seized queen Sarah, the mother of our warda
andthethistabernacle
lone, before
nation. What did Abraham our progenitor tabernacle
or temple were limit ; nor is tbe famous Coin
then do? Did he defend himself from this mand given by (Jod to Abraham, to go two or three days
on purpose to oner up bit aon Isaac there, Ii.!ainjurious person by war, although he had Juurney,
suchthat
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to God in prayers, without meddling with they were forced to surrender tberosplvM
tVir arms, when the angel of God destroyed although they bad not been guilty ot tnrt
that prodigious array in one night? when offences with regard to our sanctuary an.i
'.he Assyrian king, as be rose next day, our laws, as you have; and this while tbey
round a hundred fourscore and live thousand had much greater advantages to go to war
dead hollies, and when be, with the remain than you have. Do not we know what
der of his army, fled away from the Hebrews, end Antigonus, the son of Aristobulus, came
[lough they were unarmed, and did not pur- to, under whose reign God provided that
lie tbeinf You are also acquainted with the thU city should be taken again upon accuuut
slavery we were under at Bain Ion, where the of the people's offences? When Herod, tbe
people were captives for seventy years; yet son of Antipater, brought upon us Sosius, and
.vera they not delivered into freedom again Sosius brought upon us the Roman army,
-. tore God made Cyrus bis gracious instru tbey were then encompassed and besieged fur
ment in bringing it about ; accordingly, tbey six months, till, as a punishment for their sins,
ivere set free by him, and did again restore tbey were taken, and the city was plundered
> ne worship of their Deliverer at his temple. by tbe enemy. Thus it appears, that arms
Anil, to speak in general, we can produce no were never given to our nation; but that we
example wherein our fathers got any success are always given up to be fought against, and
>y war, or failed of success, when without to be taken; for I suppose, that such as in
war they committed themselves to God. When habit this holy place ought to commit the
they staid at home they conquered, as pleased disposal of all things to God, and then only
i heir Judge; but when they went out to fight to disregard tbe assistance of men when the)
they were always disappointed: for example, resign themselves up to tbeir arbitrator, who
w hen the king of Babylon besieged this very is above. As for you, wbat have you done of
city, and our king Zedekiah fought against those things that are recommended by our
linn, contrary to what predictions were made ! legislator! and wbut have \ou not done of
to him by Jeremiah the prophet, he was at those things that be bath condemned I IIow
once taken prist.ner, anil saw tbe city and the much more impious are you than those wlio
temple demolished. Yet how much greater were so quickly taken I You have not avoided
was the moderation of that king, than is that so much as those sins which are usually done
of your present governors, and that of the in secret; I mean thefts, and treacherous plots
people then under him, than is that of you at against men, and adulteries. You are quar
this time l for when Jeremiah cried out aloud, relling about rapines and murders, and invent
how very angry God was at them, because of strange ways of wickedness. Nay, tbe tem
their transgressions, and told tbein that tbey ple itself is become the receptacle of all, and
should be taken prisoners, unless tbey would this divine place is polluted by tbe bunds of
surrender up tbeir city, neither did tbe king those of our own country; which place bath
nor tbe people put him to death; but for you yet been reverenced by tbe Romans when it was
(to pass over wbat you have done within the at a distance from them, when they have suf
city, which I am not able to describe, as your fered many of their own customs to give
wickedness deserves), you abuse me, and place to our law. And, after all this, do jou
throw darts at me, who only exhort yon to expect Him whom you have so impiously
save yonrselves,as being provoked when you : abused to be your supporter? To be sure
are put in mind of your sins, and cannot benr then you have a right to be petitioners, and
lire very mention of those crimes which you ! to call upon him to assist you, so pure are
every day perpetrate. For another example, your hands I Did your king [Hezekiubj
when Antiocbus, who was called Epiphanes, lift up such hands in prayer to God against
lay before this city, and had been guilty of the king of Assyria, when he destroyed that
many indignities against God, and our fore- great army in one night? And do tbe Itofathers met him in arms, they then were slain | inans commit such wickedness as did the king
in tbe battle, tbis city was plundered by our of Assyria, that you may have reason to hope
enemies, and our sanctuary made desolate for for the like vengeance upon them? Did nut
tbree years and six months. And what need that king accept of money from our king upon
v bring any more examples I Indeed, wbat tbis condition, that be should not destroy
can it be that hath stirred up an army of the tbe city, and yet, contrary to tbe oath be Pad
Romans against our nation? Is it not the taken, be came down to burn the temple?
impiety of tbe inhabitants? Whence did our while tbe Romans do demand no more ihuu
servitude commence? Was it not derived that accustomed tribute which our fathers
fiom tbe seditions that were among our fore- I paid to their fathers; and if they may but
dithers, when the madness of Aristobulus and once obtain that, they neither ai„. to uVstrot
Ilyrcanus, and our mutual quarrels, brought ' tbis city, nor to touch mis sanctuary; nay,
Poiupcy upon tbis city, and when God re tbey will grant you besides, that your poste
duced those under subjection to the Romans, rity shall be free, and your possesions secuiei;
who were unworthy of ihe liberty they had en to you, aim will preserve ymr holy laws
joyed? Afterasiege, therefore, of three mouths. inviolate to you. And it is pnuu uiauiwK
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to expect that God should appear as well them. O hard-hearted wretches as you are !
disposed towards tbe wicked as towards the oast away all your arms, and take pity of your
righteous, since be knows when it is proper country already going to ruin; return from
to punish men for their sins immediately; your wicked ways, and have regard to the
accordingly he brake the power of tbe Assy excellency of that city which you are going
rians tbe very first night that they pitched to betray, to that excellent temple with the
their camp. Wherefore, had he judged that donations of so many countries in it. Who
our nation was worthy of freedom, or the could bear to be the first to set that temple
Romans of punishment, he had immediately on fire ! who could be willing that these thing
inflicted punishment upon those Romans, as should be no morel and what is there tha
be did upon the Assyrians, when Pompey can better deserve to be preserved ! O insen
began to meddle with our nation, or when sible creatures, and more stupid than are the
after him Sosius came up against us, or when stones themselves ! And if you cannot look
Vespasian laid waste Galilee, or, lastly, when at these things with discerning eyes, yet,
Titus came first of all near to this city; however, have pity upon your families, and
although Magnus and Sosius did not only suf #et before every one of your eyes your chil
fer nothing, but took the city by force ; as did dren, and wives and parents, who will be
Vespasian go from the war he made against gradually consumed either by famine or by
you to receive the empire; and as for Titus, war. I am sensible that this danger will
those springs that were formerly almost dried extend to my mother, and wife, and to that
up when they were under your power,* since family of mine who have been by no means
be is come, run more plentifully than they ignoble, and indeed to one that hath been very
did before; accordingly, you know that eminent in old times ; and perhaps you may
Siloam, as well as all the other springs that imagine that it is on their account only that
were without the city, did so far fail, that I give you this advice : if that be all, kill
water was sold by distinct measures; whereas them ; nay, take my own blood as a reward,
they now hare such a great quantity of water if it may but procure your preservation ; for
for your enemies, as is sufficient not only I am ready to die in case you will but return
for drink both for themselves and their to a sound mind after my death.
cattle, but for watering their gardens aibo.
The same wonderful sign you had also exo»rience of formerly, when the fore-mentioned
CHAPTER X.
king of Babylon made war against us, and
when he took the city and burnt the temnie:
while yet I believe the Jews of that aee were HOW A OREAT MANY OF THE PEOPLE EAR
not so impious as you are. Wherefore I NESTLY ENDEAVOURED TO DESERT TO THE
cannot but suppose that God is tied out ROMANS ; AS ALSO WHAT INTOLERABLE
of his sanctuary, and stands on tbe side of THINGS THOSE THAT STAID BEHIND SUF
those against whom you fight. Now, even a FERED BY FAMINE, AND THE SAD CONS*
man, if be be but a good man, will fly from (JUENCES THEREOF.
an impure bouse, and will bate those that are
in it; and do you persuade yourselves that § 1. As Joaophus was speaking thus with a
God will abide with you in your iniquities, loud voice, the seditious would neither yield
who sees all secret things, and hears what to what he said, nor did they deem it safe for
is kept most private! Mow, what crime is them to alter their conduct ; but as for the
there, I pray you, that is so much as kept people, they had a great inclination to desert
secret among you, or is concealed by youl to the Romans; accordingly, some of them
nay, what is there that is not open to your sold what they had, and even the most pre
things that had been laid up as treasures
very enemies! for you show your transgres ciousthem,
for a very small matter, and swal
sions after a pompous manner, and contend by
lowed down pieces of gold, that they might
one with another which of you shall be more not
be found out by the robbers; and when
wicked tban another; and you make a public
had escaped to the Romans, went to stool,
demonstration of your injustice, as if it were they
had wherewithal to provide plentifully
virtue I However, there is a place left for and
themselves ; for Titus let a great number
your preservation, if you be willing to accept for
them go away into the country, whither
of it; and God is easily reconciled to those of
they pleased ; and the main reasons why they
that confess their faults, and repeut of were
so ready to desert were these : That now
• This drying Dp of the Jerusalem fountain at' Siloam. they should be freed from those miseries
»hen the Jews wanted it. and its flawing abundantly which they had endured in that city, and yet
when the enemies of tbe Jews wanted it. and tliese butb should not be in slavery to the Romans : how
in the days of Zedrkiab and of Titus (and this last as a
atvtaiu event well koown by the Jews at that time, as ever, John and Simon, with their factions, did
It^ephus hensinstances
tells tneroofopenly
to their
faces), arelor very
■emarkable
a Divine
I'rovideoce
tbe more carefully watch theso men's going out
suniaiiinent
ol
tbe
Jewish
nation,
when
tney
were <rusnof than they did the coming in of the Romans ;
rtry wicked, at both those times of !u« destruction
and, if any one did but afford the least
JtruasUeui-
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bhsiicw of suspicion of >uch an intention, his people within had gotten some food; where
throat was cut immediately.
upon they broke open the doors, and ran in,
2. But as for the richer sort, it proved all and took pieces of what they were eating,
one to them whether they staid in the city or almost up out of their very throats, and this
attempted to get out of it, for tbey were by force : the old men, who held their
equally destroyed in both cases ; for every food fast, were beaten ; and if the women,
such person was put to death under this pre hid what they bad within their bands, their
tence, that they were going to desert,—but in hair_ was torn for so doing; nor was there
reality that the robbers might get what tbey any commiseration shown either to the aged
bad. The madness of the seditious did also or to infanta, but tbey lifted up children from
increase together with their famine, and both the ground as they hung upon the morsels
those miseries were every day inflamed more they had gotten, and shook them down upon
and more; for there was no corn which any the floor; but still were tbey more barba
where appeared publicly, but the robbers came rously cruel to those that had prevented their
running into, and searched men's private coming in, and had actually swallowed down
bouses ; and then, if they found any, they what they were going to seize upon, as if they
tormented them, because they had denied they had been unjustly defrauded of their right.
bad any ; and if they found none, they tor They also invented terrible methods of tor
mented tbem worse, because they supposed ment to discover where any food was, and
they bad more carefully concealed it. The they were these: to stop up the passages of
indication they made use of whether tbey had the privy parts of the miserable wretches, and
iny or nut, was taken from the bodies of these to drive sharp stakes up their fundamental
miserable wretches; which, if they were in and a man was forced to bear what it is terri
good case, they supposed they were in no want ble even to bear, in order to make him con
it all of food; but if they were wasted away, fess that he had but one loaf of bread, or tbst
they walked off without searching any far be might discover a handful of barley -nieal
ther: nor did tbey think it proper to kiU such that was concealed; and this was done when
is these, because they saw tbey wouid very these tormentors were not themselves hungry;
won die of themselves for want of food. for the thing had been less barbarous had
Many there were indeed who sold what they necessity forced them to it; but this was done
Duel for one measure; it was of wheat, if they to keep their madness in exercise, and as mak
were of the richer sort; but of barky, if they ing preparation of provisions for themselves
were poorer. When these bad so done, they for the following days. These men went also
ihut themselves up in the inmost rooms cf to meet those that bad crept out of the city
their houses, and ate the corn they bud gotten; by night, as far as the Roman guards, to ga
tome did it without grinding it, by reason of ther some plants and herbs that grew wild ;
.he extremity of the want they were in, and and when those people thought they had got
others baked bread of it, according as neces- clear of the enemy, these snatched from them
rity and fear dictated to tbem : a table was what they bad brought with them, even while
nowhere laid for a distinct meal, but they they bad frequently entreated them, and that
matched the bread out of the lire, half baked, by calling upon the tremendous name of God,
and ate it very hastily.
to give them back some part of what tbey bad
3. It was now a miserable case, and a brought; though these would not give them
sight ' bat would justly bring tears into our the least crumb; and they were to be well
eyes, bow men stood as to tbeir food, while contented that tbey were only spoiled, and
the more powerful had more than enough, not slain at the same time.
and the weaker were lamenting [for want of 4. These were the afflictions which the
it]. But the famine was too hard for all other lower sort of people suffered from these ty
passions, and it is destructive to nothing so rants' guards; but for tbe men that were in
much as to modesty; for what was otherwise dignity, and withal were rich, they were car
worthy of reverence was in this case despised ; ried before the tyrants themselves; some of
insomuch that children pulled the very mor whom were falsely accused of laying treache
sels that their fathers were eating out of their rous plots, and so were destroyed; others of
very mouths, and what was still more to be them were charged with designs of betraying
pitied, so did the mothers do as to their in- the city to the Romans: but tbe readiest way
tants; and when those that were most dear of all was this, to suborn somebody to affirm
were perishing under their bands, they were that tbey were resolved to desert to tbe
not ashamed to take from them the very last enemy; and be who was utterly despoiled of
drops that might preserve their lives ; and what he bad by Simon, was sent back again
while they ate after this manner, yet were they to John, as of those who had been already
not concealed in so doing ; but the seditious plundered by John, Simon got what remained;
everywhere came upon them immediately, and insomuch that tbey drank the blood of the
snatched away from tbem what they had got populace to one another, and divided the
ten from others; tor when they saw any house dead bodies of the poor creatures between
sbut up, this was to them a signal mat the theui' so that although, on account of tLcir
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girbition after dominion, they contended with
each other, yet did they very well agree in
their wicked practices; for he that did not
communicate what he had got by the miseries
of others to the other tyrant, seemed to be too
little guilty, and in one respect only; and he
that did not partake of what was so communi
cated to him, grieved at this, as at the loss of
what was a valuable thing, that he had no
share in such barbarity.
5. It is therefore impossible to go distinctly
over every instance of these men's iniquity.
I shall therefore speak my mind here at once
briefly: — That neither did any other city ever
surfer such miseries, nor did any age ever
breed a generation more fruitful in wicked
ness than this was, from the beginning of the
world. Finally, they brought the Hebrew
nation into contempt, that they might them
selves appear comparatively less impious with
regard to strangers. They confessed what
was true, that they were the slaves, the scum,
and the spurious and abortive offspring of our
nation, while they overthrew the city them
selves, and forced the Romans, whether they
would or no, to gain a melancholy reputation,
by acting gloriously against them, and did
almost draw that tire upon the temple, which
they seemed to think came too slowly; and,
indeed, when they saw that temple burning
from the upper city, they were neither trou
bled at it, nor did they shed any tears on
that account, while yet these passions were
discovered among the Romans themselves:
which circumstances we shall speak of here
after in their proper place, when we come to
treat of such matters.

CHAPTER XL
BOW THE JEWS WERE CRUCIFIED BEFORE
THE WILLS OF THE CITY. CONCERNING
ANTIOCUI'S EFIFHANES; AND HOW THE
JEWS OVERTHREW THE BANKS THAT HAD
BEEN RAISED BY THE ROMANS.

§ 1. So now Titus's banks were advanced
a great way, notwithstanding his soldiers had
been very much distressed from the wall. He
then sent a party of horsemen, and ordered
they should lay ambushes for those that went
out into the valleys to gather food. Some of
these were indeed fighting men, who were not
contented with what they got by rapine; but
the greater part of them were poor people,
who were deterred from deserting by the con
cern they were under for their own relations:
for they could not hope to escape away, toge
ther with their wives and children, without
the knowledge of the seditious; nor could
they think uf leaving these relations to be
slain by the robbers on their account; nay.
the severity of the famine made them bold in
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thus going out: so nothing remained but that,
when they were concealed from the robboiF,
they should be taken by the enemy; and
when they were going to be taken, they were
forced to defend themselves, for fear uf being
punished: as after they had fought, they
thought it too late to make any supplications
for mercy: so they were first whipped, and
then tormented with all sorts of torture
before they died, and were then crucitiei
before the wall of the city. This miserable
procedure made Titus greatly to pity them,
while they caught every day five hundred
Jews; nay, some days they caught more; jet
did it not appear to be safe for him to let those
that were taken by force go their way; and
to set a guard over so many, he saw would
be to make such as guarded them useless to
him. The main reason why he did not forbid
that cruelty was this, that he hoped the Jews
might perhaps yield at that sight, out of fear
lest they might themselves afterwards be liable
to the same cruel treatment. So the soldiers,
out of the wrath and hatred they bore the
Jews, nailed those they caught, one after one
way, and another after another, to the crossm,
by way of jest; when their multitude was so
great that room was wanting for the crosses,
and crosses wanting for the bodies.*
2. But so far were the seditious from repent
ing at this sad sight, that, on the contrary,
they made the rest of the multitude believe
otherwise; for they brought the relations of
those that had deserted upon the wall, with
such of the populace as were very eager to
go over upon the security offered them, and
showed them what miseries those underwent
who fled to the Romans; and told them that
those who were caught were supplicants to
them, and not such as were taken prisoners.
This sight kept manyof those within the city
who were so eager to desert, till the truth was
ktiown; yet did some of them run away imme
diately as unto certain punishment, esteeming
death from their enemies to be a quiet depar
ture, if compared with that by famine. So Titus
commanded that the bands of many of thine
that were caught should be cut off, that they
might not be thought deserters, and might be
credited on account of the calamity they were
under, and sent them in to John and Simon,
with this exhortation, that they would now
at length leave off [their madness], and not
force him to destroy the city, whereby they
would have those advantages of repentance,
even in their utmost distress, that they would
preserve their own lives, and so fine a city
of their own, and that temple which was
their peculiar. He then went round about
the banks that were cast up, and hastened
* Rcland very properly takes notice here, how Justly
this judgment came upon the Jews, when they were cru
cified in such multitudes together, that ttie Kowsjis
*anli-d room lur the crosses, and crosses for the bodies
of these Jews, since they had brought tins jiuL*UH*o« on
themselves by lite crucflxlon of their Messiah.
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them, in order to show that his words should month, after they had laboured hard for seven
in no long time be followed by his deeds. teen days continually ; for there were now
In answer to which, the seditious cast re four great banks raised, one of which was at
proaches upon Cwsar himself, and upon his the tower of Antonia ; this was raised by tbe
flitter also, and cried out with a loud voice, fifth legion, over against the middle of that
that they contemned death, and did well in pool which was called Struthius. Another
preferring it before slavery; that they would was cast up by the twelfth legion, at tbe dis
do all the mischief to the Romans they could tance of about twenty cubits from the other.
while tbey had breath in tbem; and that for But the labours of the tenth legion, which lay
their own city, since tbey were, as he said, to a great way off these, were on the north quar
be destroyed, they bad no concern about it, ter, and at the pool called Amygdalon ; as
and that the world itself was a better temple to was that of the fifteenth legion about thirty
God than this. That yet this temple would cubits from it, and at tho high-priest's monu
be preserved by him that inhabited therein, ment. And now, when the engines were
whom tbey still had for their assistant in this brought, John had from within undermined
war, and did therefore laugh at all his the space that was over-against the tower of
threatening!*, which would come to nothing; Antonia, as far as the banks themselves, and
because the conclusion of the whole depended had supported the ground over the mine with
upon God only. These words were mixed beams laid across one another, whereby the
with reproaches, and with them they made a Roman works stood upon an uncertain foun
dation. Then did he order such materials to
mighty clamour.
3. In the mean time Antiochus Epiphanes be brought in as were daubed over with pitch
came to the city, having with him a conside and bitumen, and set them on fire; and as
rable number of other armed men, and a band the cross-beams that supported the banks were
called the Macedonian Band about him, all burning, the ditch yielded on the sudden,
of the same age, tall, and just past their child and the banks were shaken down, and fell
hood, armed, and instructed after the Mace into the ditch with a prodigious noise. Now
donian manner, whence it was that tbey took: at the first there arose a very thick smoke and
that name. Yet were many of them un dust, as the fire was choked with the fall of
worthy of so famous a nation; for it had so the bank ; but as the suffocated materials were
happened, that the king of Commagene had now gradually consumed, a plain flame brake
flourished more than other kings that were out; on which sudden appearance of the
under the power of the Romans, till a change flame a consternation fell upon the Romans,
happened in his condition ; and when be was and the shrewdness of the contrivance dis
become an old man, he declared plainly tnat couraged them ; and, indeed, this accident com
we ought not to call any man happy before ing upon them at a time when they thought
he is dead. But this son of his, who was they had already gained their point, cooled
then come thither before his father was ae- their hopes for the time to come. They
caying, said that he could not but wonder also thought it would be to no purpose to
what made the Romans so tardy in making take the pains to extinguish the fire, since,
. their attacks upon the wall. Now he was a if it were extinguished, the banks were
warlike man, and natdtally bold in exposing swallowed up already [and beeome useless
himself to dangers; he was also so strong a to them].
man, that his boldness seldom failed of hav 5. Two days after this, Simon and his party
ing success. Upon this, Titus smiled, and made an attempt to destroy the other banks ;
said he would share the pains of an attack for the Romans had brought their engines to
with him. However, Antiochus went as he bear there, and began already to make the
then was, and with his Macedonians made a wall shake. And here one Tephtheus, of
sudden assault upon the wall; and, indeed, Garsis, a city of Galilee, and Megassarus,
for his own part, his strength and skill were one who was derived from some of queen
so great, that be guarded himself from the Mariamne's servants, and with them one from
Jewish darts, and yet shot his darts at them, Adiabcnc, he was the son of Nabateus, and
while yet the young men with bim were called by the name of Chagiras, from the ill
almost all sorely galled; for tbey had so great fortune he had, the word signifying u a lame
a regard to the promises that had been made man," snatched some torches and ran sud
of their courage, that they would needs per denly upon the engines. Nor were there, dur
severe in their fighting, and at length many ing this war, any men that ever sallied out of
of them retired, but not till they were the city who were their superiors, either in
wounded; and then tbey perceived that true their own boldness, or in the terror they struck
Macedonians, if they were to be conquerors, into their enemies ; for they ran out upon the
Romans, not as if they were enemies, but
must have Alexander's good fortune also.
4. Mow, as the Romans began to raise theii friends, without fear oridelay; nor did they
banks on the twelfth day of tbe month Arte leave their enemies till they had rushed vio
misia* [Jyar], so bad they much ado to fiuisl. lently through the midst of them, and set their
them by tbe twenty-ninth day of the i>am- 'machines on fire; and though they had darts
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thrown at them on every side, and were on
every side assaulted with their enemies' swords,
yd did they not withdraw themselves out of
the dangers they were in, till the fire had
caught hold of the instruments; but when the
flune went up, the Humans came running
irom their camp to save their engines. Then
did the Jews hinder their succours from the
wall, and fought with those that endeavoured
to quench the lire, without any regard to the
danger their bodies were in. So the Romans
puUed the engines out of the fire, while
the hurdles that covered them were on fire;
but the Jews caught hold of the batteringrams through the flame itself, and held them
fast, although the iron upon them was
become red hot; and now the fire spread
itself from the engines to the banks, and
prevented those that came to defend them;
and all this while the Romans were encom
passed round about with the flame; and,
despairing of saving their works from it,
they retired to their camp. Then did the
Jens become still more and more in number
by the coming of those that were within
the city to their assistance; and as they were
very bold upon the good success they had
had, their violent assaults were almost irre
sistible; nay, they proceeded as tar as t'ae
fortifications of the enemy's camp, and fought
with their guards. Now there stood a boov
of soldiers in array before that canin, wbicu
succeeded one another by turns in tieir
armour; and as to those, the law of the
Romans was terrible, that be who left his
post there, let the occasion be whatsoever it
might, he was to die for it; so that body of
soldiers, preferring rather to die in fightimr
courageously, than as a punishment for their
cowardice, stood firm; and at the necessity
these men were in of standing to it, many ot
the others that had run away, out of shame,
turned back again; and when they had set
their engines against the wall, they kept the
multitude from coming more of them out of
the city; [which they could the more easily
do] because they had made no provision for
preserving or guarding their bodies at this
time; for the Jews fought now band to hand
with all that came in their way, and, without
any caution, fell against the points of their
enemy's spears, and attacked them bodies
against bodies; for they were now too hard
for the Romans, not so much by their other
warlike actions, as by these courageous
assaults they made upon them; and the
Romans gave way more to their boldness
than they did to the sense of the harm they
bad received from them.
in And now Titus was come from the
tower or Antonia, whither he was gone to
look one for a place for raising other banks,
ann reproached the soldiers greatly for permitL.ig iheir own walls to be in danger, when
they bod taken the walls of their enemies, and

sustained the fortune of men besieged, while
the Jews were allowed to sally out against
them, though they were already in a sort of
prison. He then went round about the
enemy with some chosen troops, and fell upon
their flank himself; so the Jews, who had
been before assaulted in their faces, wheeled
about to Titus, and continued the fight.
The armies also were how mixed one among
another, and the dust that was raised bo far
hindered them from seeing one another, and
the noise that was made so far hindered them
from hearing one another, that neither side
could discern an enemy from a friend. How
ever, the Jews did not flinch, though not so
much from their real strength, as from thendespair of deliverance. The Romans also
would not yield, by reason of the regard they
had to glory, and to their reputation in war,
and because Cssar himself went into the
danger before them ; insomuch that I cannot
but think the Romans would in the conclu
sion have now taken even the whole multi
tude of the Jews, so very angry were they at
them, had these not prevented the upshot of
the battle, and retired into the city. How
ever, seeing the banks of the Romans were
demolished, these Romans were very much
cast down upon the loss of what had cost
them so long pains, and this in one hour's
time ; and many indeed despaired of taking
the city with their usual engines of war only.

CHAPTER XU.
TITCS THOtJQHT FIT TO ENCOMPASS TH1 CITT
BOUND WITH A WALL,; AFTER WHICH TUB
FAMINE CONSUMED THE PEOPLE BY WHOLE
H0C8ES AND FAMILIES TOGETHER.

§ 1. And now did Titus consult with his
commanders what was to be done. Those
that were of the warmest tempers, thought
he should bring the whole army against the
city, and storm the wall ; for that hitherto no
more than a part of their army had fought
with the Jews; but that in case the entire
army was to come at once, they would not be
able to sustain their attacks, but would be
overwhelmed by their darts : but of those that
were for a more cautious management, some
were for raising their banks again ; and others
advised to let the banks alone, but to lie still
before the city, to guard against the coming
out of the Jews, and against their carrying pro
visions into the city, and so to leave the enemy
to the famine, and this without direct fight
ing with them ; for that despair was not to be
conquered, especially as to those who are desi
rous to die by the sword, while a more terri
ble misery than that is reserved for them
However, Titus did not think it fit for so
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gr*a* in army to lie entirely idle, and that yet [lower parts of Cenopolis; thence it went
it iva." in vain to fight with those that would along the valley of Cedron to the Mount uf
V destroyed one by another; he also Bbowed Ohves ; it then bent toward the south, aud
thru Vow impracticable it was to cast up any encompassed tbe mountain as far as the rock
more banks, for want of materials, and to called Peristereon, and that other hill which
guard against the Jews' coming out, still more lies next it,and is ov«;r the valley which reaches
impracticable; as also, that to encompass tbe to Siloam ; whence it bended again to tbe west,
whole city round with bis army was not very and went down to tbe valley of the Fountain,
ea-y, by reason of its magnitude, and tbe dif beyond which it went up again at the monu
ficulty of tbe situation; and on other accounts ment of Ananus the high-priest, and encom
dangerous, upon tbe sallies the Jews might passing that mountain where Pompey bad
make out of tbe city; for although tbey might formerly pitched his camp, it returned back to
guard the known passages out of tbe place, the north side of the city, and was carried on
yet would tbey, when tbey found themselves as far as a certain village called " The House
tinder the greatest distress, contrive secret of the Erebinthi;" after which it encompassed
passages out, as being well acquainted with Herod's monument, and there, on the east,
all such places; and if any provisions were was joined to Titus's own camp, where it
carried in by stealth, the siege would thereby began. Now tbe length of this wall was forty
be longer delayed. He also owned, that he furlongs, one only abated. Now on this wall
was afraid that the length of time tbus to be without were erected thirteen places to keep
■pent would diminish tbe glory of his suc garrisons in, the circumference of which, put
cess; for though it be true, that length of together, amounted to ten furlongs; tbe whole
time will perfect every thing, yet, that to do was completed in three days: so that what would
what we do in a little time, is still necessary naturally have required some months, was
to tbe gaining reputation: that therefore bis done in so short an interval as is incredible.
opinion wan, that if tbey aimed at quickness When Titus had therefore encompassed tbe
joined with security, tbey must build n wall | city with this wall, and put garrisons into pro
round about the whole city ; which was, he per places, be went round the wall, at the first
thought, the only way to prevent the Jews watch of the night, and observed how the guard
from coming out any way, ami that then they was kept ; the second watch he allotted to
would either entirely despair of saving the Alexander; the commanders of legions took
city, and so would surrender it up to hkn, or the third watch. They also cast lots among
be still the more easily conquered when tbe themselves who should be upon the watch in
famine had farther weakened them; for that the night-time, and who should go all uigbt
besides this wall, he would not lie entirely at long round the spaces that were interposed
rest afterward, but would take care then to between the gurrisons.
have banks raised again, when those that 3. So all hope of escaping was now cut off
would oppose tbem were become weaker: but from the Jews, together with their liberty of
that if any one should think such a work to going out of the city. Then did the famine
be too great, and not to be finished without widen its progress, and devoured the people
much difficulty, he ought to consider that it by whole bouses and families; tbe upper
is not fit for Romans to undertake any small rooms were full of women and children ttiat
work, and that none but God himself could were dying by famine; and the lanes of the
with ease accomplish any great thing what city were full of tbe dead bodies of the aged;
soever.
the children also aud tbe young men wandered
2. These arguments prevailed with the about tbe market -places like shadows, all
commanders. So Titus gave orders that the swelled with the famine, and fell down dead
army should be distributed to their several wheresoever their misery seized tbem. Ai
■hares of this work ; and indeed there now for burying them, those that were sick them
came upon the soldiers a certain divine fury, selves were not able to do it; and those tbut
so that they did not only part the whole wall were hearty and well, were deterred from
that was to be built among tbem, nor did doing it by the great multitude of those dead
only one legion strive with another, but tbe bodies, and by the uncertainty there was how
lesser divisions of the army did the same ; inso soon tbey should die themselves; for many
much that euch soldier was ambitious to please died as they were burying others, and many
his dectirion, each decurion his centurion, went to their coffins before that fatal hour
each centurion his tribune, and tbe ambition was cornel Nor was there any lamentation
of tbe tribunes was to please their superior made under these calamities, nor were heard
commanders, while Cassar himself took notice any mournful complaints; but the fumiue
of and rewarded the like contention in those confounded all natural passions; for those
commanders; for he went round about tbe who were just going to die, looked upon those
works many times every day, and took a view that were gone to their rest before them with
r>( what was done. Titus began the wall from dry eyes and open mouths. A deep silence
the flsrap of the Assyrians, where his own also, and a kind of deadly night, had seued
camp was pitched, and drew it down to the upon the city; while vet the robbers were)
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stil! rr.ore terrible than these miseries were
themselves; tor tbey brake open those houses
which were no other than graves of dead
bodies, and plundered them of what tbey had;
and carrying otF the coverings of their bodies,
went out laughing, and tried the points of
their swords on their dead bodies; and, in
order to prove what mettle tbey were made
of, they thrust some of those through that
still lay alive upon the ground; but for those
that entreated them to lend them their right
hand, and their sword to dispatch tbem, they
were too proud to grant their requests, and
left them to be consumed by the famine.
Mow every one of these died with their eyes
fixed upon the temple, and left the seditious
alive behind them. Now the seditious at
first gave orders that the dead should be
buried out of the public treasury, as not endu
ring the stench of their dead bodies. But
afterwards, when they could not do that, they
had them cast down from the walls into the
valleys beneath.
4. However, when Titus, in going his
rounds along those valleys, saw them full
of dead bodies, and the thick putrefaction
running about them, he gave a groan; and,
spreading out bis hands to beaven, called
God to witness that this was not his doing:
and such was the sad case of the city itself.
But the Romans were very joyful, since none
of the seditious could now make sallies out
of the city, because they were themselves dis
consolate; and the famine already touched
them also. These Romans besides had great
plenty of corn and other necessaries out of
Syria, and out of the neighbouring provinces ;
many of whom would stand near to the wall
of the city, and show the people what great
quantities of provisions they had, and so make
the enemy more sensible of their famine, by
the great plenty, even to satiety, which they
had themselves. However, when the sedi
tious still showed no inclination of yielding,
Titus, out of his commiseration of the people
that remained, and out of his earnest desire
of rescuing what was still left out of these
miseries, began to raise bis banks again,
although materials for them were hard to be
come at; for all the trees that were about the
city had been already cut down for the oaking
of the former banks. Yet did the soldiers
bring with them other materials from the dis
tance of ninety furlongs, and thereby raised
banks in four parts, much greater than the
former, though this was done only at the
tower of Antonia.
So Ctesar went his
rounds through the legions, and hastened on
the works, and showed the robbers that they
were now in his hands. But these men, and
these only, were incapable of repenting of
the wickedness they had been guilty of; and
separating their souls from their bodies,
they used thtm both as if they belonged to
' liter folks and no' to themselves. Kor no
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gentle affection could touch their souls, nor
could any pain affect their bodies, since they
could still tear the dead bodies of the people
as dogs do, and fill the prisons with tl.uie
that were sick.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE GREAT SLAUGHTERS AND SACRILEGE
THAT WERE IN JERUSALEM.

§ 1. Accordingly Simon would not suffer
Matthias, by whose means he got possession
of the city, to go off without torment. This
Matthias was the son of Boethus, and was
one of the high-priests, one that had been
very faithful to the people, and in great
esteem with them: he, when the multitude
were distressed by the zealots among whom
John was numbered, persuaded the people to
admit this Simon to come in to assist them,
while he bad made no terms with him, nor
expected any thing that was evil from him.
But when Simon was come in, and bad gotten
the city under his power, he esteemed bim
that had advised them to admit him as his
enemy equally with the rest, as looking upon
that advice as a piece of his simplicity only:
so he had him then brought before -him, and
condemned to die for being on the side of the
Romans, without giving him leave to make
his defence. He condemned also his three
sons to die with him; for as to the fourth, he
prevented him, by running away to Titus
before. And when he begged for this, that
he might be slain before his sons, and that as
a favour, on account that he had procured
the gates of the city to be opened to him, he
gave order that he should be slain the last of
them all; so he was not slain till be had seen
his sons slain before his eyes, and that by
being produced over-against the Romans; for
such a charge had Simon given to Ananus,
the son of Bamadus, who was the most bar
barous of all bis guards. He also jested upon
him, and told him that he might now see
whether those to whom he intended to go
over, would send him any succours or not;
but still he forbade their dead bodies should be
buried. After the slaughter of these, a cer
tain priest, Ananias, the son of Musainbulus,
a person of eminency, as also Aristeus, the
scribe of the sanhedrim, and born at Emmaus,
and with tbem fifteen men of figure among
the people, were slain.
They also kept
Josephus's father in prison, and made public
proclamation, that no citizen whosoever should
either speak to him himself, or go into his
company among others, -lor fear be should betray them. They also slew such as joined
in lamenting these men, without any firtlitf
examination.
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i. Now when Judas, the son of Judas, who about her, That she had always been 0* opi
wn« one o( Simon's under officers, and a per nion, since the siege of Jotspata [that hewvJd
son intrusted by bin) to keep one of the towers, be slain,] and she should never erioy him
saw tb>a procedure of Simon, he culled toge alive any more. She also mnde great hurenLather leu of those under him, that were must tion privately to the maid-servants that wtro
faithful to him (perhaps, this was done partly about her, and said, That this was all the
out ot pity to those that had so barbarously advantage she had of bringing so extraordi
been put to death; but, principally, in orter nary a person as this son into the world ; that
to provide for his own safety), and spoke thus she should not be able even to bury that son
to them: — "How long shall we bear these of hers, by whom she expected to have been
miseries; or, what hopes have we of deliver buried herself. However, this false report did
ance by thus continuing faithful to such not put his mother to pain, nor afford merri
wicked wrenches? Is not the famine already ment to the robbers long; for Josephus soon
come against us? Are not the Komans in a recovered of his wound, and Came out, and
manner gotten within the city? Is not Simon cried out aloud, That it would not be long ere
become unfaithful to his benefactors? And they should be punished for this wound they
is there not reason to fear he will very soon bad given him. He also made a fresh exhor
bring us to the like punishment, while the tation to the people to come out, upon the
security the Romans offer us is sure? Come security that would be given them. This
on, let us surrender up this wall, and save sight of Josephus encouraged the people
ourselves and the city. Nor will Simon be greatly, and brought a great consternation
very much hurt, if, now he despairs of deliver upon the seditious.
ance, he be brought to justice a little sooner 4. Hereupon some of the deserters, having
than he thinks on." Now these ten were no other way, leaped down trom the wull
prevailed upon by those arguments; so he immediately, wane others of them went out
sent the rest of those that were under him, of the city with stones, as it they would tight
some one way, and some another, that no dis them; but tbereuoon. they fled away to the
covery might be made of what they had Romans: —bui heie a wor»e late accompanied
resolved upon. Accordingly he called to the these than what thev had found within the
Romans from the tower, about the third hour ; city; and they met with a quicker dispuicb
but they, some of them out of pride, despised from the too great abundance they had among
w hat he said, and others of them did not the Romans, than they could have done from
believe bim to be in earnest, thougn the the famine among the Jews: tor when they
greatest number delayed the matter, as believ came first to the Romans, they were puffed up
ing they should get possession of the city in Dy the famine, and swelled like men in a
■ little time, without any hazard: but when dropsy; after which they all on the sudden
Titus was just coming thither with his armed over-filled those bodies that were belore empty,
men, Simon was acquainted with the matter and so burst asunder, excepting such only as
before he came, and presently took the tower were skilful enough to restrain their appetites,
into his own custody, before it was surren and, by degrees, took in their food into bodies
dered, and seized upon these men, and put unaccustomed thereto. Yet did another plague
them to death in the sight of the Romans seize upon those that were thus pieserved; for
themselves; and when he hud mangled the*r there was found among the Syrian deserters
dead bodies, be threw them down before the a certain person who was caught gathering
wall of the city.
pieces of gold out of the excrements of the
3. In the mean time, Josephus, as he was Jews' bellies; for the deserters used to swal
going round the city, had his head wounded low such pieces of gold, as we told you belore,
by a stone that was thrown at him; upon when tbey came out; and for these did the
which he fell down as giddy. Upon which seditious search them all; for there was a
fall of his the Jews made a sally, and he hud great quantity of gold in the city, insomuch
been hurried away into the city, if Cffisar had that as much was now sold [in the Roman
not sent men to protect him immediately; camp] for twelve Attic [drams], as was sold
and, as these men were fighting, Josephus was before for twenty-five; but when this con
taken up, though he heard little of what was trivance was discovered in one instance, the
done. 80 the seditious supposed they had fame of it filled their several camps, that ths
now slain that man whom they were the most deserters came to them till of gold. So ths
desirous of killing, and made thereupon a multitude of the Arabians, with the Syrians,
great noise, in way of rejoicing. This acci cut up those that came as supplicants, and
dent was told in the city ; and the multitude searched their bellies. Nor does it seem to
that remained became very disconsolate at me that any misery hefel the Jews that was
the news, as being persuaded that he was more terrible than this, since in one night's
really dead, on whose account alone they could time about two thousand of these deserters
venture to desert to the Romans; but when were thus dissected.
Josephus's mother heard in prison that her 5. When Titus came to the knowledge of
son was dead, she said to those that watched this wicked practice, he had liked to have >u •
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rounded those that had been guilty of it with seized upon what were the donations of fo
his horse, and have shot them dead ; and be reigners ; and said to those that were with
hud done it, bad not their number been so bim, that it was proper for them to use divine
very great, and those that were liable to this things while they were fighting for the Divi
punishment would have been manifold more nity, without fear, and that such whose war
than those whom they had slain. However, fare is for the temple should live of the temple,
he called together the commanders of the auxi on which account he emptied the vessels of that
liary troops he had with bim, as well as the sacred wine and oil which the priests kept to
commanders of the Roman legions (for some be poured on the burnt-offerings, and whirh
of his own soldiers had been also guilty here lay in the inner court of the temple, and dis
in, as he had been informed) am' had great tributed it among the multitude, who, in their
indignation against both sorts of them, and anointing themselves and drinking, used [each
spoke to them as follows :—" What ! have of them] above an hin of them: and here I
any of my own soldiers done such things as cannot but speak my mind, and what the con
this out of the uncertain hope of gain, with cern I am under dictates to me, and it is this:
out regarding their own weapons, which are I suppose, that bad the Romans made any
made of silver and gold? Moreover, do the longer delay in coming against these villains,
Arabians and Syrians now first of all begin to the city would either have been swallowed
govern themselves as they please, and to in up by the ground opening upon them, or been
dulge their appetites in a foreign war, and overflowed by water, or else been destroyed
then, out of their barbarity in murdering men, by such thunder as the country of Sodom*
and out of tbeir hatred to the Jews, get it perished by, for it bad brought forth a gene
ascribed to the Romans?"—for this infamous ration of men much more atheistical than
practice was said to be spread among some of were those that suffered such punishments;
his own soldiers also. Titus then threatened for by their madness it was that all the peo
tjiat he would put such men to death, if any ple came to be destroyed.
of them were discovered to be so insolent as 7. And indeed, why do I relate these par
to do so again : moreover, he gave it in charge ticular calamities ?—while Manneus, the son
to the legions, that tbey should make a search of Lazarus, came running to Titus at this
after such as were suspected, and should bring very time, and told him that there had been
them to him ; but it appeared that the love carried out through that one gate, which was
of money was too hard for all their dread of entrusted to his care, no fewer than a hun
punishment, and a vehement desire of gain is dred and fifteen thousand eight hundred and
natural to men, and no passion is so venture- eighty dead bodies, in the interval between
as covetousncss ; otherwise such pas- the fourteenth day of the month Xanthicus
have certain bounds, and are subordi [Nisan], when the Romans pitched their camp
nate to fear ; but in reality it was God who by the city, and the first day of the month
condemned the whole nation, and turned Panemus [Tamuz]. This was itself a prodi
every course that was taken for their preser gious multitude ; and though this man was
vation to their destruction. This, therefore, not himself set as a governor at that gate, y et
which was forbidden by Ca?sar under such a was he appointed to pay the public stipend
threatening, was ventured upon privately for carrying these bodies out, and so was
against the deserters, and these barbarians obliged of necessity to number them, while
would go out still, and meet those that ran the rest were buried by their relations, though
away before any saw them, and looking about all their burial was but this, to bring them
them to see that no Romans spied them, they away, and cast them out of the city. After
dissected them, and pulled this polluted money this man there ran away to Titus many of the
out of their bowels; which money was still eminent citizens, and told him the entire num
found in a few of tbem, while yet a great ber of the poor that were dead ; and that no
many were destroyed by the bare hope there fewer than six hundred thousand were thrown
was of thus getting by them, which miserable out at the gates, though still the number ot
treatment made many that were deserting to the rest could not be discovered ; and they
told him farther, that when they were no
return back again into the city.
6. But as for John, when he could no longer able to carry out the dead bodies of
longer plunder the people, he betook himself the poor, they laid their corpses on heaps in
to sacrilege, and melted down many of the very large houses, and shut them up therein ;
sacred utensils which had been given to the as also that a medimnus of wheat was sold
temple; as also many of those vessels which for a tajent ; and that when, a while afterwere necessary for such as ministered about • I—i;ibll«. both here »nd before (b. I*, eh. viii. sect
1) '-■ tr.tr,- ihe land of Sodom, not as part of the )ak«
holy things, the caldrons, the dishes, and the Aaphaltifls,
its waters- but oear it onl). aj
tallies; nay, he did not abstain from those Taritna alio ortookunder
the name notion from him (Hiat v. 6,
pouring-vessels that were sent them by Au 7). whirh the (Treat Iteland feat er. to be Ihe very truth,
in liia cote on ltd" idare.ard in h'a I'alestina ttoro.
gustus and his wife ; for the Roman empe ibothn 154—Swet)
. Ihrnch I lalber «nppore part of lhal re.
ror* did ever both honour nml adorn this jri. n or IVulapnllstn
brnow im-ter It r watrrasa Iheaour
temple* whereas th;* man, who was u Jew, ' mmi t of thai H'li hul prrl apsnul tut- whole country.
3 A
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Ward, it was not possible to gather herbs, by food. When the Romans barely beard »lt
reason the city was all walled about, some this, they commiserated their case; while Uie
persons were driven to that terrible distress as seditious, who saw it also, did not repent. t»it
to search the common sewers and old dung suffered the same distress to come upon them
hills of cattle, and to eat the dung which they selves; for they were blinded bv that fate
got there ; and what they of old could not which was already coming upon tuc city, and
endure so much a* to see, they now used for upon themselves also.

>

BOOK VI.

i.

CONTAINING TBI 1NTIRVAL OF ABOUT ONI MONTH.
FROM THE GREAT EXTREMITY TO WHICH THE JEWS WERE
REDUCED, TO THE TAKING OF JERUSALEM BY TITUS.

city, and that for ninety furlongs round about,
as I have already related. And truly, tbe very
rHAT THE MISERIES Or THE JEWS STILL GEEW view itself of the country was a melancholy
WOBSEi AND HOW THE IIOMANS MADE AN tbing; for those places which were before
ASSAULT UPON THE TOWEB Of ANTONIA. adorned with trees and pleasant gardens, were
now become a desolate country every way,
§ 1. Thus did the miseries of Jerusalem and its trees were all cut down: nor could
grow worse and worse every day, and the se any foreigner that bad formerly seen Judea
ditious were .still more irritated by tbe cala and the most beautiful suburbs of the city,
mities they were under, even while the famine and now saw it as a desert, but lament and
preyed upon themselves, after it bad preyed mourn sadly at so great a change ; for the
upon the people. And indeed the multitude war bad laid all signs of beauty quite waste :
of carcases that lay in heaps one upon ano nor, if any one that had known tbe place be
ther, was a horrible sight, and produced a fore, bad come on a sudden to it now, would
pestilential stench, which was a liinderance to be have known it again ; but though be were
those that would make sallies out of the city at the city itself, yet would he have inquired
and fight the enemy: but as those were to go for it notwithstanding.
in battle array, who bad been already used to 2. And now the banks were finished, they
ten thousand murders, and must tread upon afforded a foundation for fear both to the
those dead bodies as they marcbed along, so Romans and to the Jews ; for tbe Jews
were not they terrified, nor did they pity men expected that the city would be taken, unless
as they marched over them; nor did they they could burn those banks, as did the Ro
deem this affront offered to the deceased to mans expect that, if these were once burnt
be any ill omen to themselves ; but as they* down, they should never be able to take it;
had their right bands already polluted with for there was a mighty scarcity of materials,
the murders of their own countrymen, and in and tbe bodies of the soldiers began to fail
that condition ran out to fight with foreigners, with such bard labours, as did their souls
they seem to me to have cast a reproach upon faint with so many instances of ill success God himself, as if he were too slow in pun nay, the very calamities themselves that were
ishing them ; for tbe war was not now gone in the city proved a greater discouragement to
on with as if they had any hope of victory ; the Romans than to those within the city; for
for they gloried after a brutish manner in that they found the fighting men of the Jews to
despair of deliverance they were already in. be not at all mollified among such their sore
And now the Romans, although they were afflictions, while they had themselves perpetu
greatly distressed in getting together their ma ally less and less hopes of success, and tbeir
terials, raised their banks in one-and- twenty banks were forced to yield to the stratagems
days, after they hud cut down all the trees of the entmy, tbeir engines to the firmness of
Uutt were in the country that adjoined to th« tbeir wall, and their closest fights to the bold
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MM of their attack; and what was their out doing any thing. This attack was made
greatest discouragement of all, they found the upon the first day of the month Panemus
Jews' courageous souls to be superior to the [Tamuz]. So, when the Jews were retreated,
multitude of the miseries they were under by the Romans brought their engines, although
their sedition, their famine, and the war itself; they had all the while stones thrown at them
insomuch that they were ready to imagine that from the tower of Antonia, and were assaulted
the violence of their attacks was invincible, by fire and sword, and by all sorts of d irts,
and that the alacrity they showed would not which necessity afforded the Jews to make
be discouraged by their calamities ; for what use of ; for although these had great depen
would not those be able to bear if they should dence on their own wall, and a contempt of
be fortunate, who turned their very misfor the Roman engines, yet did they endeavour to
tunes to the improvement of their valour !— hinder the Romans from bringing them. Now
These considerations made the Romans keep these Romans struggled hard, on the contrary,
a stronger guard about their banks than they to bring them, as deeming that this zeal of
the Jews was in order to avoid any impres
formerly had done.
3. But now John and bis party took care sion to be made on the tower of Antonia, be
for securing themselves afterward, even in cause its wall was but weak, and its founda
case this wall should be thrown down, and tions rotten. However, that tower did not
fell to their work before the battering-rams yield to the blows given it from the engines;
were brought against them. Yet did tbey yet did the Romans bear the impressions made
rot compass what they endeavoured to do, by the enemies' darts which were perpetually
but as they were gone out with their torches, cast at them, and did not give way to any of
they came back under great discouragement, those dangers that came upon them from
before they came near to the banks ; and the above, and so they brought their engines to
reasons were these: that in the first place, bear; but then, as they were beneath the other,
'heir conduct did not seem to be unanimous, and were sadly wounded by the stones thrown
but they went out in distinct parties, and at down upon them, some of them threw their
distinct intervals, and after a slow manner, shields over their bodies, and partly with their
and timorously, and, to say all in a word, hands, and partly with their bodies, and partly
without a Jewish courage; for they were now with crows, they undermined its foundations,
defective in what is peculiar to our nation, and with great pains they removed four of
that is, in boldness, in violence of assault, and its stones. Then night came upon roth sides,
in running upon the enemy all together, and and put an end to this struggle for the pre
in persevering in what they go about, though sent ; however, that night the wall was so
they do not at first succeed in it ; but they shaken by the battering-rams in that place
now went out in a more languid manner than where John had used his stratagem before,
tuual, and at the same time found the Ro and had undermined their banks, (hat the
mans set in array, and more courageous than ground then gave way, and the wall fill down
ordinary, and that they guarded their banks suddenly.
both with their bodies and their entire armour, 4. When this accident had unexpectedly
and this to such a degree on all sides, that happened, the minds of hoth partus were
they left no room for the fire to get among variously affected : for though one would
them, and that every one of their souls was expect that the Jews would be discouraged,
in such good courage, that they would sooner because this fall of their wall was unexpected
die than desert their ranks ; for besides their by them, and they had made no provi?ioii in
notion that all their hopes were cut off, in that case, yet did they pull up their courage,
case their works were once burnt, the soldiers because the tower of Antonia itself was still
were greatly ashamed that subtilty should be standing; as was the unexpected joy of the
quite too bard for courage, madness for ar Romans at this fall of the wall soon quenched
mour, multitude for skill, and Jews for Ro by the sight they had of another wall, which
mans. The Romans had now also another John and his party had built within it. How
advantage, in that their engines for sieges ever, the attack of this second wall appeared
co-operated with them in throwing darts and to be easier than that of the former, because
stones as far as the Jews, when they were it seemed a thing of greater facility to get up
-oming out of the city; whereby the man to it through the parts of the former wall that
that fell became an impediment to him that were now thrown down. This new wall ap
was next to him, as did the danger of going peared also to be much weaker than the tower
farther make them less zealous in their ut- of Antonia, and accordingly the Romans ima
»empts; and for those that had run under the gined that it had been erected so much on the
daits, some of them were terrified by the good sudden, that they should soon overthrow it:
order and closeness of the enemies' ranks yet did not any body venture now to go up to
beiore they came to a close hVht, arid others this wall : for that such as first ventured so
Wtre pricked with their spear*, mid turned to do must certainly be killed.
b-» If H!r:iin ; at length they reproached one
5. And now Titus, upon consideration
another for *heir " werdice. and retired with* that the alacrity of soldiers in war is chietty
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excited by hopes and by Rood words, and that enemies wherein there is much danger, bti;
exhortations and promises do frequently make sit still idle, with such brave arms as we bare,
men to forget the hazards they run, nay, and and only wait till the famine and fortune do
sometimes to despise death itself, got together our business themselves, and this when we
i lie most courageous part of his army, and have it in our power, with some small hazard,
tried what he could do with bis men by these to gain all that we desire! For if we go up
methods:—'* fellow-soldiers," said be, "to to this tower of Antonia, we gain the city;
make an exhortation to men to do what hath for if there should be any more occasion for
no peril in it, is on that very account inglorious fighting against those within the city, which
to such to whom that exhortation is made; ami I do not suppose there will, since we shall
in'leed so it h in him that makes the exhorta then be upon the top of the hill,* and be up
tion, an argument of bis own cowardice also. on our enemies before they can have taken
I therefore think, that such exhortations ought breath, these advantages promise us no lest
then only to be made use of w hen affairs are than a certain and sudden victory. As for
in a dangerous condition, and yet are worthy myself, I shall at present waive any commen
of being attempted by every one themselves; dations of those who die in war.f and omit to
accordingly, I am fully of the same opinion speak of the immortality of those men who
with you, that it is a difficult task to go up are slain in the midst of their martial bra
this wall ; but that it is proper for those that very ; yet con not 1 forbear to imprecate upon
desire reputation for their valour to struggle those who are of a contrary disposition, that
with difficulties in such cases, will then ap tbey may die in time of peace, by some dis
pear, when I have particularly shown that it temper or other, since their souls are already
is a brave thing to die with glory, and that condemned to the grave, together with their
the courage here necessary shall not go un bodies; for what man of virtue is there who
rewarded in those that first begin the attempt ; does not know that those souls which are
and let my first argument to move you to it severed from their fleshly bodies in battles
be taken from what probably some would by the sword, are received by the ether, that
think reasonable to dissuade you, I mean the purest of elements, and joined to that com
constancy and patience of these Jews, even pany which are placed, among the stars ; that
under their ill successes ; for it is unbecom they become good demons, and propitious
ing you, who are Romans and my soldiers, heroes, and show themselves as such to their
who have in peace been taught bow to make posterity afterwards? while upon those souls
wars, and who have also been used to con that wear away in and with their distempered
quer in those wars, to be inferior to Jews, bodies, conies a subterranean night to dissolve
either in action of the hand or in courage of them to nothing, and a deep oblivion to take
tl.e soul, and this especially when you are at away all the remembrance of them, and this,
the conclusion of your victory, and are as notwithstanding they he clean from all spots
sisted by God himself; for as to our misfor and defilements of this world ; so that, in this
tunes, they have been owing to the madness case, the soul at the same time comes to tbe
of the Jews, while their sufferings have been utmost bounds of its life, and of its body, and
owing to jour valour, and to the assistance of its memorial also ; hut since fate bath de
Goo bath afToided you; for as to the sedi termined that death is to come of necessity
tions they have been in, and the famine. they upon all men, a sword is a better instrument
are under, and the siege thi-y now endure, Cor that purpose than any disease whatsoever
and the fall of their walls without our engines, Why, is it not then a very mean thing for »s
what can they all be but demonstrations of not to yield up that to the public benefit,
God's anger against tbem, a-ul of his assis which we must yield up to fate? And this
tance afforded u«? It will not therefore be discourse have I made, upon the supposition
proper for you, either to show yourselves infe that those who at first attempt to go upon
rior to those to whom you are really superior, this wall must needs be killed in tbe attempt,
c to betray that divine assistance which is though still men of true courage have a chance
afforded you; and indeed, bow can it be to escape even in the most hazardous under
esteemed otherwise thanaliase and unworthy takings ; for, in the first place, that part
thing, that while the Jews, who need not be • Rclan'd notes hen?, very pertinently, that the tower
stood higher than the floor uf the leraple or
much ashamed if they be deserted, because of Antonia
adjoining to it; and thai accordingly the) descended
they have long learned to be slaves to others, court
thence into tiie temple, as Josephus elsewhcic speaks
do yet despise death, that they may be so also. See b. vi-ch.ii sect. 5.
+ In this speech of Titus, flic may clearly see the no
no longer, —and do make sallies into the tions
the Itninana then had ol death, and of iba
very midst of us frequently, not in hopes of happywhich
stale of those who died bravely in war, and tha
conquering- us, but merely for a demonstra contrary estate of those who died ignobly in then heds by
Iteland heie al*>o produces two parallel pastion of their courage ; we. who hrtve gotten sickness,
the one out of Animianus Mar.'rliiniM, concerning
possession of almost all the world that belongs sate*,
ihe Alani, fib ;ti.ll>at " ihr\ judged that man happt who
to either land or sea, to whom it will lie a laid down hi» l;fe in battle. " ilie nil er of Valerius Staxt.
runs. lib. li. c. I . v ho s.iv*. " thai Iht liiiihr] and t'elti
great shame if we do not conquer them, do lieri
r r y \ in ilir jnn\, as brmr t« su «ut uf Uw
not oikj« undertake any attempt against our wvrldexults!
gloriauslt «i:d harpilr-*
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of the former wall that is thrown down, is of those eleven that were with him. But as
easily to be ascended ; and for the new-built for Sabinus himself he met the darts that were
wall, it is easily destroyed. Do you, there cast at him, and though be was overwhelmed
fore, many of you, pull up your courage, and with them, yet did he not leave off the vio
set about this work, and do you mutually en lence of bis attack before he had gotten up on
courage and assist one another; and this your the top of the wall, and bad put the enemy to
bravery will soon break the hearts of your flight. For as the Jews were astonished at
enemies ; and perhaps such a glorious under his great strength, and the bravery of his soul;
taking as yours is may be accomplished with and as, withal, they imagined more of them
out bloodshed ; for although it be justly to be had got upon the wall than really had, they
supposed that the Jews will try to hinder you were put to flight. And now one cannot
■t your first beginning to go up to them, yet but complain here of fortune, as still envious
when you hare once concealed yourselves of virtue, and always hindering the perform
from them, and driven them away by force, ance of glorious achievements: this was the
they will not be able to sustain your efforts case of the man before us, when he had just
against them any longer, though but a few obtained his purpose ; for he then stumble'd
of you prevent tbem, and get over the wall. at a certain large stone, and fell down upon
As for that person who first mounts the wall, it headlong, with a very great noise. Upon
I should blush for shame if I did not make which the Jews turned back, and when they
him to be envied of others, by those rewards saw him to be alone, and fallen down also,
I would bestow upon him. If such a one they threw darts at him from every side.
escape with his life, be shall have the com However, he got upon his knee, and covered
mand of others that are now but his equals ; himself with his shield, and at the first de
although it be true also, that the greatest fended himself against them, and wounded
rewards will accrue to such as die in the many of those that came near him ; hut he
was 60on forced to relax his right hand, by
attempt."*
6. Upon this speech of Titus, the rest of the multitude of the wounds that had been
the multitude were affrighted at so great a given him, till at length he was quite covered
danger. But there was one whose name was over with darts before he gave up the ghost.
Sabinus, a soldier that served among the co He was one who deserved a better fate, by
horts, and a Syrian by birth, who appeared to reason of his bravery ; but, ns might be ex
be of very great fortitude, both in the actions pected, be fell under so vast an attempt. As
he had done and the courage of his soul he for the rest of his partners, the Jews dashed
had shown ; although any body would hare three of them to pieces with stones, and slew
thought, before he came to bis work, that he them as they were gotten up to the top of the
was of such a weak constitution of body, that wall ; the other eight being wounded, were
be was not fit to be a soldier ; for his colour pulled down and carried back to the camp.
was black, his flesh was lean and thin, and lay These things were done upon the third day
close together; but there was a certain heroic of the month Panemus [Tamuz],
soul that dwelt in this small body, which body 7. Now two days afterward, twelve of those
was indeed much too narrow for that peculiar men that were on the fore-front, and kept
courage which was in him. Accordingly he watch upon the banks, got together, and called
was the first that rose up ; when he thus to them the standard-bearer of the fifth legion,
spake :—" I readily surrender myself to thee, and two others of a troop of horsemen, and
O Caesar : I first ascend the wall, and I one trumpeter; these went without noise,
heartily wish that my fortune may follow my about the ninth hour of the night, through the
courage and my resolution. And if some ill- ruins, to the tower of Antonia; and when they
fortune grudge me the success of my under had cut the throats of the first guards of the
taking, take notice that my ill-success will not place, as they were asleep, they got possession
be unexpected, but that I choose death volun of the wall, and ordered the trumpeter t»
tarily for thy sake." When he had said this, sound his trumpet.- Upon which the rest of
and hud spread out his shield over his head the guard got up on the sudden, and ran away
with his left hand, and had with his right before any body could see how many they were
hand drawn his sword, he marched up to the that were gotten up ; for partly from the fear
wall just about the sixth hour of the day. they were in, and partly from the sound of
There followed him eleven others, and no the trumpet which they heard, they imagined
more, that resolved to imitate his bravery; a great number of the enemy were gotten up.
but still this was the principal person of them But as soon as Ctesar heard the signal, ho
all, and went first as excited by a divine fury. ordered the army to put on their armour im
Now those that guarded the wall shot at them mediately, and came thither with his com
from thence, and cast innumerable darts upon manders, and first of all ascended, as did the
Miem from every side ; they also rolled very chosen men that were with him. And as the
large stones upon them which overthrew some Jews were flying away to the temple, they fell
j into that mine which John had dug under tne
| Boman banks. Then did the seditions of
* See the pott + on page 740.
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both the bodiei of the Jewish army, as well as supposing that neither his strength nor his
that belonging to John, as that belonging to violent attacks could be those of a mere man.
Simon, drive them away ; and indeed were no Accordingly he rushed through the midst 01
w «y wanting as to the highest degree of force the Jews, as they were dispersed all abroad,
and alacrity; for tbey esteemed themselves and killed those that be caught. Nor, indeed,
entirely ruined if once the Romans got into was there any sight that appeared more won
the temple, as did the Romans look upon the derful in the eyes of Caesar, or more terrible
same thing as the beginning of their entire to others, than this. However, be was him
conquest. So a terrible battle was fought at self pursued by fate, which it was not possi
the entrance of the temple, while the Romans ble that be who was but a mortal man should
were forcing their way, in order to get pos escape ; for as he had shoes all full of thick
session of that temple, and the Jews were and sharp nails,* as had every one of the
driving them back to the tower of Antonia; other soldiers, so when he ran on the pave
in which battle the darts were on both sides ment of the temple, he slipped, and fell down
useless, as well as the spears, and both sides upon his back with a very great noise, which
drew their swords, and fought it out band to was made by his armour. This made those
hand. Now, during this struggle, the posi that were running away to turn back ; where
tions of the men were undistinguished on both upon those Romans that were in the tower of
sides, and they fought at random, the men Antonia set up a great shout, as they were in
being intermixed one with another, and con fear for the man. But the Jews got about
founded by reason of the narrowness of the him in crowds, and struck at him with their
place ; while the noiBe that was made fell on spears, and with their swords on all sides
the ear after an indistinct manner, because it Now be received a great many of the strokes
was so very loud. Great slaughter was now of these iron weapons upon his shield, and
made on both sides, and the combatants trod often attempted to get up again, but was
upon the bodies and the armour of those that thrown down by those that struck at him ;
were dead, and dashed them to pieces. Ac yet did he, as he lay along stab many of them
cordingly, to which side soever the battle in with his sword. Nor was he soon killed, as
clined those that had the advantage exhorted being covered with his helmet and his breast
one another to go on, as did those that were plate in all those parts of his body where be
beaten piake great lamentation. But still might be mortally wounded ; he also pulled
there was no room for Bight, nor for pursuit, his neck close to bis body, till all his other
but disorderly revolutions and retreats, while limbs were shattered, and nobody durst come
the armies were intermixed one with another; to defend him, and then he yielded to his fate.
but those that were in the first ranks were Now Cassar was deeply affected on account ol
under the necessity of killing or being killed, this man of so great fortitude, and especially
without any way for escaping ; for those on as be was killed in the sight of so many peo
both sides that came behind, forced those be ple ; he was desirous himself to come to his
fore them to go on without leaving any space assistance, but the place would not give him
between the armies. At length the Jews' leave, while such as could have done it were
violent zeal was too hard for the Romans' too much terrified to attempt it. Thus when
skill, and the battle already inclined entirely Julian had struggled with death a great while,
that way ; for the fight bad lasted from the and had let but few of those that had given
ninth hour of the night till the seventh hour him his mortal wound go off unhurt, be bad
of the day, while the Jews came on in crowds, at last his throat cut, though not without
and had the danger the temple was in for their some difficulty ; and left behind him a very
motive; the Romans having no more here great fame, not only among the Romans and
than a part of their army; for those legions, with Caesar himself, but among his enemies
on which the soldiers on that side depended, also; then did the Jews catch up his dead
were not come up to them. So it was at pre body, and put the Romans to Bight again, and
sent thought sufficient by the Romans to take shut them up in the tower of Antonia. Now
those that most signalized themselves, and
possession of the tower of Antonia.
8. But there was one Julian, a centurion, fought most zealously in this battle of the
that came from Bithynia; a man he was of Jewish side, were one Alexas and Gyphtheus,
great reputation, whom I had formerly seen of John's . party ; and of Simon's party were
in that war, and one of the highest fame, Alalachias, and Judas the sou of Merto, and
both for his skill in war, his strength of body, James the son of Sosas, the commander ol
and the courage of his soul. Thia man see the Idumeans ; and of the zealots, two bre
ing the Romans giving ground, and in a sad thren, Simon and Judas, the sons of Jairus.
condition (for he stood by Titus at the tower
wonder that this Julian, who had bo many naib
of Antonia), leaped out, and of himself alone in •hisNoshoes,
ilipped upon ll» pavetnentof the tpmpi*
put the Jews to flight when they were already which was smooth,
and laid with marble of diffcrea'
comjuerors, and made them retire as far as colours.
the corner of the inner court of the temple :
from him the multitude fled away in crowds.
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enemy to thee j but thou hopest to have that
God for thy supporter in this war whom thou
BOW TITUS GAVE ORDERS TO DEMOLISH THE bast deprived of his everlasting worship! and
TOWER OF ANTONIA, AND THEN PERSUADED thou imputest those sins to the Romans, who
.lOSEFHUS TO EXHORT THE JEWS AGAIN to this very time take care to have our laws
[TO A SURRENDER].
observed, and almost compel these sacrifices
to be still offered to God, which have by thy
§ I. And now Titus gave orders to his sol means been intermitted ! Who is there that
diers that were with him to dig up the foun can avoid groans and lamentations at the
dations of the tower of Antonia, and make amazing change that is made in this city ! since
him a ready passage for bis army to come up ; very foreigners and enemies do now correct
while he himself had Josephus brought to him that impiety which thou bast occasioned ,
(for he had been informed that on that very while thou, who art a Jew, and wast edu
day, which was the seventeenth day* of Pane- cated in our laws, art become a greater enemy
mus [Tamuz], the sacrifice called "the Daily to them than the others! But still, John, it
Sacrifice" had failed, and had not been offered is never dishonourable to repent, and amend
to God for want of men to offer it, and that what hath been done amiss, even at the last
the people were grievously troubled at it) and extremity. Thou hast an instance before thee
commanded him to say the same things to in Jechoniah.t the king of the Jews, if thou
John that he had said before, that if he had hast a mind to save the city, who, when the
any malicious inclination for fighting, be might king of Babylon made war against him, did,
come out with as many of his men as he of his own accord, go out of this city before
pleased, in order to fight, without the danger it was taken, and did undergo a voluntary
of destroying either his city or temple ; but captivity with bis family, that the sanctuary
that be desired he would not defile the tem might not be delivered up to the enemy, and
ple, nor thereby offend against God. That he that he might not see the house of God set
might, if he pleased, offer the sacrifices which on fire: on which account he is celebrated
were now discontinued, by any of the Jews among all the Jews, in their sacred memorials,
whom he should pitch upon. Upon this, and bis memory is become immortal, and will
Josephus stood in such a place where he be conveyed fresh down to our posterity
might be beard, not by John only, but by through all ages. This, John, is an excellent
many more, and then declared to them what example in such a time of danger; and I dare
Ca?-ar hud given him in charge, and this in the venture to promise that the Romans shall
Hebrew language. f So he earnestly prayed still forgive thee. And take notice, that I,
them to spare their own city, and to prevent who make this exhortation to thee, am one
that fire which was just ready to seize upon of thine own nation ; I, who am a Jew, do
the temple, and to offer their usual sacrifices make this promise to thee. And it will be
to God therein. At these words of his a great come thee to consider who I am that give thee
■ ulness and silence were observed among the this counsel, and whence lam derived; for
people. But the tyrant himself cast many while I am alive I shall never be in such sla
reproaches upon Josephus, with imprecations very as to forego my own kindred, or forget
besides ; and at last added this withal that he the laws of our forefathers. Thou hast in
(lid never fear the taking of the city, because dignation at me again, and makest a clamour
't was God's own city. In answer to which, at me, and reproachest me; indeed, I cannot
Josephus said thus, with a loud voice :—" To deny but I am worthy of worse treatment
be sure, thou hast kept this city wonderfully than all this amounts to, because, in opposi
pure for God's sake I the temple also conti tion to fate, I make this kind invitation to
nues entirely unpolluted! Nor hast thou been thee, and endeavour to force deliverance upon
guilty of any impiety against him, for whose those whom God hath condemned. And who
assistance thou hopest 1 He still receives bis is there that does not know what the writings
accustomed sacrifices 1 Vile wretch that thou of the ancient prophets contain in them,—and
art! if any one should deprive thee of thy particularly that oracle§ which is just now
daily food, thou wouldst esteem him to be an going to be fulfilled upon this miserable city I
* This ni a very remarkable day indeed, the seven —for they foretold that this city should be
teenth of Panemus [Tamuz], A.D- 70, when, according then taken when somebody shall begin the
to Daniel's prediction 60ft years before, the Romans "in slaughter of his own countVymen ! and are
half a week caused the sacrifice and oblation to cease," not both the city and the entire temple now
Dan. ix. 27; for from the month of February, a.D. 66,
about which time Vespasian entered on this war, to this full of the dead bodies of your countrymen?
very time, was just three years and a half. See Bishop It is God therefore, it is God himself who is
Lloyd's Tables of Chronology, published by Mr. Mar
shall, on this year- Nor is it to be omitted, what very bringing on this fire, to purge tbat city and
ne.inv confirms this duration of the war, that four years
beifiie ">e war began, was somewhat above seven years t Our present copies of the Old Testament want this
Ave montos before the destruction of Jerusalem, chap. v.
upon king Jechoniab or Jehoiarbim, which it
•eet4 3LThe same that in the New Testament is always so encomium
seems was in Josephus's copy.
calM. and wi« then the common language of the jews I Of this oracle, see the note on book iv. ohap. «4
in Jndea, which was the Hyriuc dialect.
■ert 3.
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temple by means of the Romans,* and is going upon which a great many fled to the 1
to pluck up this city, which is full of your These men also got in a great number together,
pollutions."
and stood before the Romans and besoucht
2. As Josephus spoke these words with the seditious with groans and tears in their
groans, and tears in his eyes, his voice was eyes, in the first place to receive the Romans
intercepted by sobs. However, the Romans entirely into the city, and save that their own
could not but pity the affliction he was under, place of residence again ; but that, if they
and wonder at his conduct. But for John, would not agree to such a proposal, they
and those that were with him, they were but would at least depart out of the temple, and
the more exasperated against the Romans on save the holy house for their own use; for
this account, and were desirous to get Jose that the Romans would not venture to set the
phus also into their power : yet did that dis sanctuary on fire, but under the most pressing
course influence a great many of the better necessity. Yet did the seditious still more
jort; and truly some of them were so afraid and more contradict them ; and while they
of the guards set by the seditious, that they cast loud and bitter reproaches upon these
tarried where they were, but still were satis deserters, they also set their engines for
fied that both they and the city were doomed throwing of darts and javelins, and stones,
to destruction. Some also there were who, upon the sacred gates of the temple, at due
watching for a proper opportunity when they distances from on^ another, insomuch that all
might quietly get away, fled to the Romans, the space round about within the temple
jf whom were the high-priests Joseph and might be compared to a burjing-ground, so
Tcsus, and of the sons of high-priests three, great was the number of the dead bodies
whose father was Ishmael, who was beheaded therein ; as might the holy house itself be
in Cyrene, and four sons of Matthias, as also compared to a citadel. Accordingly, these
one son of the other Matthias, who ran away men rushed upon these holy places in their
after his father's death,f and whose father was armour, that were otherwise unapproachable,
slain by Simon, the son of Gioras, with three and that while their hands were yet warm
of his sons, as I have already related: many with the blood of their own people which
also of the other nobility went over to the they had shed ; nay, they proceeded to such
Romans, together with the high-priests. Now great transgressions that the very same in
Caesar not only received these men very kindly dignation which Jews would naturally have
in other respects, but, knowing they would against Romans, had they been guilty of such
not willingly live after the customs of other abuses against them, the Romans now had
nations, he sent them to Gophna, and desired against Jews, for their impiety in regard to
them to remain there for the present, and told their own religious customs. May, indeed,
them that when he was gotten clear of this there were none of the Roman soldiers who
war, he would restore each of them to their did not look with a sacred horror upon the
possessions again : so they cheerfully retired holy house, and adored it, and wished that
to that small city which was allotted them, the robbers would reptnt before their miseries
without fear of any danger. But as they did became incurable.
not appear, the seditious gave out again, that 4. Now Titus was deeply affected with this
these deserters were 6lain by the Romans,— state of things^ and reproached John and his
which was done, in order to deter the rest party, and saidto them, " Have not you, vile
from running away by fear of the like-treat wretches that you are, by our permission, put
ment. This trick of theirs succeeded now for up this partition-wall J before your sanctuary?
a while, as did the like trick before ; for the Have not you been allowed to put up the
rest were hereby deterred from deserting, by pillars thereto belonging, at due distances,
fear of the like treatment.
and on it to engrave in Greek, and in your
3. However, when Titus had recalled those own letters, this prohibition, that no foreigner
men from Gophna, lie gave orders that they should go beyond that wall ? Have not we
should go round the wall, together with Jo given you leave to kill such as go beyond it,
sephus, and show themselves to the people ; though he were a Roman? And what do you
* Josephus, both here and in many places elsewhere, do now, you pernicious villains? Why do you
speaks an, that it is most evident he was fully satisfied trample upon dead bodies in this temple?
that God was on the Romans1 side, and made ose of and why do you pollute this holy house uith
them now for the destruction of that wicked nation of the blood both of foreigners and Jews them
the Jews, which was for certain the true state of this
matter, as the prophet haniel first, and our Saviour selves? I appeal to the goda of my own coun
himself afterwards had clearly foretold. See Lit. -Ac- try, and to every god that ever had any re
compl.of Proph. p r>l. &c
+ Josephus had before told us, book v. ch. xiii. sect. gard to this place (for I do not suppose it to
1, that this fourth son of Matthias ran away to the Ro be now regarded by any of thein) ; I also npmans " before** his father's and brethren's slaughter, and peal
to my own army, and to those Jews flint
not " after" it. as here. The former account is. in all
probability, the truest,- for had not that fourth son are now with me, and even to you yoursches,
escaped before the others were caught and put to death,
be
hern caiurbl
and I<h.U
put topkedeath
with them.
1 his t Of this partition-wall separating Jews and Gentilea,
lasthad
arcomil.
therefore.
an instance
of a aninll
w'tli its pillars and inscription, sec the description of tbs
Inadvertence ol Josephos in the place before us.
temples, chap XV
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that I Co not force you to defile this your
lanctuary; and if you will but change the
place whereon you will fight, no Roman shall
either come near your sanctuary, or offer any
affront to it ; nay, I will endeavour to pre
serve you your holy house, whether you will
or not."*
5. As Josephus explained these things
from the mouth of Caesac, both the robbers
and the tyrant thought that these exhortations
proceeded from Titus's fear, and not from his
jood-will to them, and grew insolent upon it;
but when Titus saw that these men were nei
ther to be moved by commiseration towards
themselves, nor had any concern upon them
to have the holy house spared, he proceeded,
unwillingly, to go on again with the' war
against them. He could not indeed bring all
bis army against tbem, the place was so nar
row ; but choosing thirty soldiers of the most
valiant out of every hundred, and committing
a thousand to each tribune, and making Cereajis their commander-in-chief, be gave or
ders that they should attack the guards of the
temple about the ninth hour of that night;
but as he was now in his armour, and pre
paring to go down with tbem, his friends
would not let him go, by reason of the great
ness of the danger, and what the commanders
suggested to them ; for they said, that he
would do more by sitting above in the tower
of Antonia, as a dispenser of rewards to those
soldiers that signalized themselves in the fight,
than by coming down and hazarding bis own
person in the fore-front of them ; for that
tliey would all fight stoutly while Ca-sar
looked upon them. With this advice Caesar
complied, and said, that the only reason be
had for such compliance with the soldiers was
this, that he might be able to judge of their
courageous actions, and that no valiant soldier
might lie concealed, and miss of his reward ;
and no cowardly soldier might go unpunished;
but that he might himself be an eye-witness,
and able to give evidence of all that-was done,
who was to be the disposer of punishments
and rewards to them. So be sent the soldiers
about their work at the hour forementioned,
while he went out himself to a higher place
in the tower of Antonia, whence he might see
* what was done, and there waited with impa
tience to see the event.
6. However, the soldiers that were sent did
not find the guards ofthe temple asleep, as they
hoped to have done ; but were obliged to fight
with tbem immediately hand to hand, as they
rushed with violence upon them with a great
shout. Now, as soon as the rest within the
temple heard that shout of those that were
upon the watch, they ran out in troops upon
* That Hies** seditions Jews were the direct occasions
of their own destruction, and of the conflagration of their
city and templet and that Titus earnestly and constantly
laboured to save both, is here and everywhere most evi
dent in 'oscphus.
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tbem. Then did the Romans receive the
onset of those that came first upon tlfem ; but
those that followed them fell upon their own
troops, and many of them treated their own
soldiers as if they had been enemies ; for the
great confused noise that was made on both
sides, hindered them from distinguishing one
another's voices, as did the darkness of the
night hinder them from the like distinction
by the sight, besides that blindness which arose
otherwise also from the passion and the fear
they were in at the same time ; for which rea
son, it was all one to the soldiers who it was
they struck at. However, this ignorance did
less harm to the Romans than to the Jews,
because tbey were joined together under their
shields, and made their sallies more regularly
than the others did, and each of them remem
bered their watch- word; while the Jews were
perpetually dispersed abroad, and made their
attacks and retreats at random, and so did fre
quently seem to one another to be enemies; for
every one of them received those of their own
men that came back in the dark as Romans and
made an assault upon them ; so that more of
them were wounded by their own men than by
the enemy, till, upon the coming on of the day,
the nature of the fight was discerned by the
eye afterward. Then did they stand in battlearray in distinct bodies, and cast their darts
regularly, and regularly defended themselves ;
nor did either side yield or grow weary. The
Romans contended with each other who should
fight the most strenuously, both single men
and entire regiments, as being under the eye
of Titus; and every one concluded that this
day would begin his promotion if he fought
bravely. The great encouragements which
the Jews had in view to act vigorously were
their fear for themselves and for the temple,
and the presence of their tyrant, who exhorted
some, and beat and threatened others to act
courageously. Now, it so happened, that
this fight was for the most part a stationary
one, wherein the soldiers went on and came
back in a short time, and suddenly ; for there
was no long space of ground for either of
their Sights or pursuits ; but still there was a
tumultuous noise among the Romans from
the tower of Antonia, who loudly cried out
upon all occasions for their own men to press
on courageously, when they were too bard for
the Jews, and to stay when they were retireing backward ; so that here was a kind of
theatre of war ; for what was done in this
fight could not be concealed either from Ti
tus or from those that were about him. At
length, it appeared that this fight, which be
gan at the nintb hour of the night, was not
over till past the fifth hour of the day; and
that, in the same place where the battle be
gan, neither party could say they had mado
the other to retire ; but both the armies left
the victory almost in uncertainty between
them ; wherein those that signalized them-
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selves on the Roman side were a great many; of their bodies, and that therefore they should
but on the Jewish side, and of those that very easily beat them ;—but the Romans
were with Simon, Judas the son of Merto, were apprised of their coming to attack tbem
and Simon the son of Josias ; of the Idu- beforehand, and running together from the
means, James and Simon, the latter of whom neighbouring camps on the sudden, prevented
was the son of Cathlas, and James was the them from getting over their fortification, or
son of Sosas ; of those that were with John forcing the wall that was built about them
Cyphtheus and Alexas ; and, of the zealots, Upon this came on a sharp fight, and here
Simon, the son of Jairus.
many great actions, were performed on both
7. In the mean time, the rest of the Ro sides ; while the Romans showed both their
courage
and their skill in war, as did the
man army had, in seven days' time over
thrown [some] foundations of the tower of Jews come on them with immoderate violence
Antonia, and had made a ready and broad and intolerable passion. The one party
way to the temple. Then did the legions were urged on by shame, and the other by
come near the first court,* and began to raise necessity ; for it seemed a very shameful
their banks. The one bank was over-against thing to the Romans to let the Jews go, now
the north-west corner of the inner temple ;f they were taken in a kind of net ; while tbt
another was at that northern edifice which was Jews had but one hope of saving themselves,
between the two gates; and of the other two, and that was, in case they could by violence
one was at the western cloister of the outer break through the Roman wall :—and one,
court* of the temple ; the other against its whose name was Pedanius, belonging to a
northern cloister. However these works were party of horsemen, when the Jews were al
thus far advanced by the Romans, not without ready beaten and forced down into the valley
great pains and difficulty, and particularly together, spurred his horse on their flank
by being obliged to bring their materials from with great vehemence, and caught up a cer
the distance of a hundred furlongs. They tain young man belonging to the enemy by
had farther difficulties also upon them: some his ancle, as he was running away. The
times, by the over-great security they were in man was, however, of a robust body, and in
that tbey should overcome the Jewish snares bis armour ; so low did Pedanius bend him
laid for them, and by that boldness of the Jews self downward from bis horse, even as he was
which their despair of escaping had inspired galloping away, and so great was the strength
them withal ; for some of their horsemen of his right hand, and of the rest of his body,
when they went out to gather wood or hay, as also such skill had he in horsemanship.
let their horses feed, without having their bri So this man seized upon that his prey, as
dles on during the time of foraging; upon upon a precious treasure, and carried him as
which horses the Jews sallied out in whole his captive to Caesar : whereupon Titus ad
bodies, and seized them ; and when this was mired the man that had seized the other
continually done, and Cscsar believed, what for his great strength, and ordered the man
the truth was, that the horses were stolen that was caught to be punished [with death]
more by the negligence of his own men than for his attempt against the Roman wall,
by the valour of the Jews, he determined to but betook himself to the siege of the tem
use greater severity to oblige the rest to take ple, and to pressing on the raising of the
care of their horses; so he commanded that banks.
one of those soldiers who had lost their horses 9. In the mean time, the Jews were so dis
should be capitally punished ; whereby he so tressed by the fights they had been in, as the
terrified the rest that they preserved their war advanced higher and higher, and creep
horses for the time to come ; for they did not ing up to the holy bouse itself, that they, as
any longer let them go from them to feed it were, cut off those limbs of their body
by themselves, but, as if they had grown to which were infected, in order to prevent the
them, they went always along with them distemper's spreading farther; for tbey set
when tbey wanted necessaries. Thus did the the north-west cloister, which was joined to
Romans still continue to make war against the tower of Antonia, on fire, and after that
the temple, and to raise their banks against it. brake off about twenty cubits of that cloister,
8. Now, after one day had been interposed and thereby made a beginning in burning the
since the Romans ascended the breach, many sanctuary: two days after which, or on the
of the seditious were so pressed by the famine, twenty-fourth day of the forenamed month
upon the present failure of their ravages, that [Panemus or Tamuz], the Romans set fire to
they got together, and made an attack on the cloister that joined to the other, when tne
those Roman guards that were upon the fire went fifteen cubits farther. The Jews,
Mount of Olives, and this about the eleventh in like manner, cut off its roof ; nor aiu mey
hour of the day, as supposing first, that they entirely leave off what they were about till
would not expect such an onset, ajid in the the tower of Antonia was parted from the
next place, that they were then taking care temple, even when it was in their power to
have stopped the fire ; nay, they lay still
• Th« Court of tbt Gentiles. + The Court of lsratl while the temple wis first set on fire, and
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deemed this spreading of the fire to be for
their own advantage. However, the armies
were still fighting one against another about
CHAPTER III.
the temple: and the war was managed by
continual sallies of particular parties against CONCERNING A STRATAGEM THAT WAS DE
one another.
VISED BY THE JEWS, BY WHICH THEY
10. Now there was at this time a man BURNT MANY OP THE ROMANS; WITH AN
among the Jews; low of stature he was, and OTHER DESCRIPTION OP THE TERRIBLE
of a despicable appearance; of no character FAMINE THAT WAS IN THE CITY.
either as to his family, or in other respects:
his name was Jonathan. He went out at the § 1. But now the seditious that were in the
high-priest John's monument, and uttered temple did every day openly endeavour to
many other insolent things to the Romans, beat off the soldiers that were upon the banks,
and challenged the best of them all to a and on the twenty-seventh day of the foresingle combat: but many of those that stood named month [Panemus, or Tamuz], contrived
there in the army huffed him, and many of such a stratagem as this:—They filled that
them (as they might well be) were afraid of part of the western cloister * which was be
him. Some of them also reasoned thus, and tween the beams, and the roof under them,
that justly enough : that it was not fit to fight with dry materials, as also with bitumen and
with a man that desired to die, because those pitch, and then retired from that place as
that utterly despaired of deliverance had, though they were tired with the pains they
besides other passions, a violence in attacking had taken ; at which procedure oftheirs, many
men that could not be opposed, and had no of the most inconsiderate among the Romans,
regard to God himself; and that to hazard who were carried away with violent passions,
one's self with a person, whom if you over followed hard after them as they were retiring,
come, you do no great matter, and by whom and applied ladders to the cloister, and got
it is hazardous that you may be taken pri up to it suddenly; but the prudent part of
soner, would be an instance not of manly them, when they understood this unaccount
courage, but of unmanly rashness. So there able retreat of tbe Jews, stood still where they
being nobody that came out to accept tiie were before. However, the cloister was full
man's challenge, and the Jew cutting tbem of those that were gone up tbe ladders; at
with a great number of reproaches, as cow which time the Jews set it all on fire; and »s
ards (for he was a very haughty man in him the flames burst out everywhere on the sud
self, and a great despiser of the Romans), one den, the Romans that were out of tbe danger
whose name was Pudens, of the body ofhorse were seized with a very great consternation,
men, out of his abomination of the other's as were those that were in the midst of the
words, and of his impudence withal, and per danger in the utmost distress. So when they
haps out of an inconsiderate arrogance, on perceived themselves surrounded with tbe
account of the other's lowness of stature, ran flames, some of them threw themselves down
out to him, and was too hard for him in other backwards into the city, and some among their
respects, but was betrayed by his ill-fortune; enemies [in the temple]; as did many leap
for he fell down, and as he was down, Jona down to their own men, and broke their limbs
than came running to him, and cut his throat, to pieces; but a great number of those that
and then standing upon bis dead body, he were going to takethese violent methods, were
brandished his sword, bloody as it was, and prevented by the fire; though some prevented
shook bis shield with his left hand, and made the fire by their own swords. However, the
many acclamations to the Roman army,- and fire was on the sudden carried so far as to
exulted over the dead man, and jested upon surround those who would have otherwise
the Romans; till at length one Priscus, a cen perished. As for Csesar himself, he could
turion, shot a dart at him as he was leaping not, however, but commiserate those that thus
and playing the fool with himself, and thereby perished, although they got up thither with
pierced him through: upon which a shout out any order for so doing, since there was no
was set up both by the Jewl and the Romans, way of giving them any relief. Yet was this
though on different accounts. So Jonathan some comfort to those that were destroyed,
grew giddy by tbe pain of his wounds, and that every body might see that person grieve,
fell down upon tbe body of his adversary—a for whose sake tbey came to their end; for
plain instance how suddenly vengeance may , he cried out openly to them, and leaped up,
come upq£ men that have success in war, and exhorted those that were about him to
without any just deserving of the same.
do their utmost to relieve them. So every
one of them died cheerfully, as carrying
along with him these words and this intention
of Caesar as a sepulchral monument. Some
there were, indeed, who retired into the wall
Of Ok Court of tbe Oti.tilet.
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of tbe cloister, which was broad, and were about stumbling and staggering along like tnaa
preserved out of the fire, but were then sur flogs, and reeling against tbe doors of the
rounded by the Jews; and although they bouses like drunken men; they would also, in
made resistance against tbe Jews for a long tbe great distress tbey were in, rush into the
time, yet were tbey wounded by them, and at very same houses two or three times in one
length they all fell down dead.
and the same day. Moreover, their hunger
2. At the last, a young man among them, was so intolerable, that it obliged them to
w hose name was Longus, became a decoration chew every thing, while they gathered such
to this sad affair, and while every one of them things as the most sordid animals would not
that perished were worthy of a memorial, this touch, and endured to eat them; nor did they
man appeared to deserve it beyond all the rest. at length abstain from girdles and shoes; anJ
Now the Jews admired this man for his courage, the very leather which belonged totbeir shield}
and were farther desirous of having him slain; they pulled off and gnawed: the very wisps of
so they persuaded him to come down to them, old hay became food to some ; and some
upon security given him for his life. But Cor gathered up fibres, and sold a very small
nelius, his brother, persuaded him, on the con weight of them for four Attic [drachma?].
trary, not to tarnish bis own glory nor that of But why do 1 describe the shameless impu
the Roman army. He complied with this last dence that tbe famine brought on men in their
advice, and lifting up his sword before both eating inanimate things, while 1 am going
armies, he slew himself. Yet was there one to relate a matter of fact, tbe like to which no
Artorius among those surrounded with the history relates,* either among the Greeks of
fire, who escaped by bis subtilty; for when be Barbarians! It is horrible to speak of it, and
nad with a loud voice called to him Lueitis, incredible when heard. 1 had indeed willingly
one of bis fellow soldiers that lay with him in omitted this calamity of ouis, that I might
the same tent, and said to him, " I do leave not seem to deliver what is so portentous to
thee beir of all I have, if thou wilt come and posterity, but that I have innumerable wit
eceive me." Upon this he came running to nesses to it in my own age; and besides, my
,eceive him readily.; Artorius then threw him country would have bad little reason to thank
self down upon him, and saved his own life, me for suppressing the miseries that she under
\\ liile he that received him was dashed so ve- went at this time.
nemeritly against the stone pavement by tbe 4. There was a certain woman that dwelt
other's weight, that he died' immediately. beyond Jordan, her name was Mary; her
This melancholy accident made tbe Romans father was Eleazar, of the village Betbezub,
sad for a while, hut still it made them more which signifies the House of JJyssop. She
upon their guard for the future, and was of ad was eminent for her family and her wealth,
vantage to them against the delusions of tbe and bad fled away to Jerusalem with the rest
Jews, by which they were greatly damaged of the multitude, and was with them besieged
through their unacquaintedness w ith the places, therein at this time. Tbe other effects of
and with the nature of the inhabitants. Now this woman had been already seized upon ;
this cloister was burnt down as far as John's tow such I mean as she had brought with her out
er, which he built in the war he made against of Perea, and removed to the city. -What she
Simon over the gates that led to the Xystus. had treasured up besides, as also what food
The Jews also cut off the rest of that cloister she had contrived to save, had been also carried
from the temple, after they had destroyed off by the rapacious guards, who came every
those that got up to it. But the next day the day running into ber house for that purpose.
Romans burnt down tbe northern cloister en ThiB put the poor woman into a very great
tirely, as far as the east cloister, whose com passion, and by tbe frequent reproaches and
mon angle joined to the valley that was called
Cfdron, and was built over it; on which ac • What Josephu* obseeves here, that no peraHe1 ex
hud been recorded before tiis time of such sieges,
count the depth was frightful. And this was ample*
wherein mothers were forced by extremity of (amine to
the state of the temple at that time.
eat their own children, as bad been threatened to the
3. Now of those that perished by famine Jews in the law of Moses, upon obstinate disobedience,
more than once 9ti filled (see my Boyle's Lectures,
in tbe city, the number was prodigious, and and
p. aid—214). is by Dr. Hudson supposed to have had
the miseries they underwent were unspeak two
or three parallel examples in later apes. He might
have had more examples. 1 suppose, of p rsons on shipable; for if so much as the shadow of any hoard,
island ousting lots for eacli other's
kind of food did anywhere appear, a war was bodies;orbntin aalldesert
this was only in ruses where they knew
commenced presently; and tbe dearest friends ot no possible way
to avoid death themselves, but by.
tilling and eating others. V hether such examples come"
fell a fighting one with another about it, up
the present case ma> be doubted, ▼he Romans,
snatching from each other the most miserable wereto net
only willing, but very desirous, to grant those
supports of life. Nor would men believe that Jews in Jerusalem bolh their lives and llieir liberties,
arid
to
save
both their cit\ and "lieii temple. But the
those who were dying had no food ; but the zealots, the robbers,
and the seditious, would hearkea
robbers would search them when they were to no terms of submission.
They voluntarily chose to
the citizens to that extremity, as to force mo
expiring, lest any one should have concealed reduce
thers
to
this
unnatural
huihartly.
which, in all its civ
food in their bosoms, and counterfeited dying: cumstanres. has net, I still suppose,
been hitherto p**
nay, these robbers gaped for want, and ran r»'Mi
d ai'ioog the rest ul ii.ank.uid.
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imprecations the cast at these rapacious vil lieve it, and others pitied the distress which
lains, she had provoked them to anger against the Jews were under; but there were many
her; but none of them, either out of the in of them who were hereby induced to a more
dignation she had raised against herself, or out bitter hatred than ordinary against our na
of the commiseration of her case, would take tion; — but for Cassar he excused himself
away her life ; and if she found any food, she before God as to tbis matter, and said that he
perceived her labours were for others, and not had proposed peace and liberty to the Jews,
for herself; and it was now become impossible as well as an oblivion of all their former in.
for her any way to find any more food, while solent practices; but that tbey, instead of con*}
the famine pierced through her very bowels cord, had chosen sedition; instead of peace*'
and marrow, when also her passion wag fired to war; and before satiety and abundance, a fa
a degree beyond the famine itself: nor did she mine. That tbey had begun with their own
consult with any thing but with her passion hands to burn down that temple, which we
and the necessity she was in. She then at have preserved hitherto; and that therefore
tempted a most unnatural thing; and snatch they deserved to eat such food as this was.
ing up her son, who was a child sucking at ber That, however, this horrid action of eating
breast, she said, " O thou miserable infant I for one's own child, ought to be covered with the
whom shall I preserve thee in this war, this overthrow of their very country itself; and
famine, and this sedition ? As to the waV with men ought not to leave such a city upon the
the Romans, if tbey preserve our lives, we habitable earth to be seen by the sun, wherein
must be slavesl Tbis famine also will de mothers are thus fed, although such food be
stroy us, even before that slavery comes upon fitter for the fathers than for the mothers to
us;—yet are these seditious rogues more ter eat of, since it is they that continue still in a
rible than both the other. Come on ; be thou state of war against us, after they have un
my food, and be thou a fury to these seditious dergone such miseries as these. And at the
varlets and a by-word to the world, which is same time that be said tbis, he reflected on the
all that is now wanting to complete the cala desperate condition these men must be in;
mities of us Jews." As soon as she bad said nor could be expect that such men could be
this she slew her son ; and then roasted him, recovered to sobriety of mind, after they had
and ate the one half of him, and kept the other endured those very sufferings, for the avoid
half by ber concealed. Upon this the sedi ing whereof it only was probable tbey might
tious came in presently, and smelling the hor have repented.
rid scent of this food, they threatened her,
that they would cut her throat immediately if
she did not show them what food she had got
ten ready. She replied, that she bad saved a
CHAPTER IV.
very fine portion of it for tbem; and withal
uncovered what was left of her son. Here when the Banks were completed, and
upon they were seized with a horror and amaze
the battering - rams brought, and
ment of mind, and stood astonished at the could do nothing, titus gave orders
sight ; when she said to them, " This is mine to set fire to the gates ofthe temple ;
own son ; and what hath been done was mine in no long time after which, the holy
own doing! Come, eat of this food; for I house itself was burnt down, even
have eaten of it myself! Do not you pretend against his consent.
to be either more tender than a woman, or
more compassionate than a mother; but if you § 1. And now two of the legions had com
be so scrupulous, and do abominate this my pleted their banks on tbe eighth day of the
sacrifice, as I have eaten the one half, lot the month Lous [Ab]. Whereupon Titus gave or
rest be reserved for me also." After which, ders that the battering-rams should be brought
those men went out trembling, being never so and set over-against the western edifice of tbe
much affrighted at any thing as they were at inner temple; for before these were brought,
this, and with some difficulty they left the rest the firmest of all the other engines hud bat
of that meat to the mother. Upon which the tered the wall for six days together without
whole city was full of tbis horrid action im ceasing, without making any impression
mediately; and while every body laid this upon.it; but the vast largeness and strong
miserable case before their own eyes, they connexion of the stones were superior to that
trembled, as if tbis unheard-of action had engine, and to tbe other battering-rams also.
been done by themselves. So those that were Other Romans did indeed undermine tbe
thus distressed by the famine were very de Ibundniions of the northern gate, and, after a
sirous to die; and those already dead wire world of pains, removed the outermost stones,
esteemed happy, because they had not lived yet whs the gate still upheld by the inner
long enough either to hear or to see such stones, and stood still unhurt; till the work
men, despairing of all such attempts by en
miseries.
5. This sad instance was quickly told tp gines and crows, brought their ladders to tbe
the Romans, some of whom could not be cloisters. Now the Jews did not interrupt
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them in so doing; but when they were gotten come; but as though the holy bouse itself
up, they fell upon them and fought with them ; bad been on fire already, tbey whetted their
some of them they thrust down, and threw passions against the Romans. This fire pre
them backwards headlong ; others ofthem they vailed during that day and the next also; for
met and slew; they also beat many of those the soldiers were not able to burn all the
that went dowh the ladders again, and slew cloisters that were round about together at
them with their swords before they could one time, but only by pieces.
bring their shields to protect them; nay, some 3. But then, on the next day, Titus com
of the ladders they threw down from above manded part of bis army to quench the fire,
when they were full of armed men; a great and to make a road for the more easy inarch
slaughter was made of the Jews also at the ing up of the legions, while be himself ga
same time, while those that bare the ensigns thered the commanders together. Of those
fought hard for them, as deeming it a terrible there were assembled the six principal per
thing, and what would tend to their great sons: Tiberius Alexander, the commander
shame, if they permitted them to be stolen [under the general] of the whole army ; with
away. Yet did the Jews at length get pos Sextos Cerealis, the commander ai the fifth
session of these engines, and destroyed those legion; and Larcius Lcpidus, the commander
that had gone up the ladders, while the rest of the tenth legion; and Titus Frigius, the
were so intimidated by what those suffered commander of the fifteenth legion: there was
who were slain, that they retired; although also with them Eternius, the leader of the
none of the Romans died without having done two legions that camp from Alexandria; and
good service before his death. Of the sedi Marcus Antonius Julianus, procurator of
tious, those that had fought bravely in the Judea: after these came together all the
former battles, did the like now; as besides rest of the procurators and tribunes. Titus
thern did Eleazar, the brother's son of Simon proposed to these that they should give bin
the tyrant. But when Titus perceived that their advice what should be done about the
his endeavours to spare a foreign temple holy house. Now, some of these thought it
turned to the damage of his soldiers and would be the best way to act according to the
made them be killed, he gave order to set the rules of war [and demolish it]; because the
Jews would never leave off rebelling while
gates on fire.
2. In the mean time there deserted to him that house was standing; at which bouse it
Ananus, who came from Emmaus, the most was that they used to get all together. Others
bloody of all Simon's guards, and Archelaus, of them were of opinion, that in cose the
the son of Magadatus, tbey hoping to be still Jews would leave it, and none of them would
forgiven, because they left the Jews at a time lay their arms up in it, he might save it; but
when they were the conquerors. Titus ob that in case tbey got upon it, and fought any
jected this to these men, as a cunning trick more, he might burn it; because it must then
of theirs; and as he bad been informed of be looked upon not as a holy bouse, but as a
their other barbarities toward the Jews, he citadel; and that the impiety of burning it
was going in all baste to have them both would then belong to those that forced tl i:
slain. He told them that they were only lo be done, and not to tbt m. lint Tit us
driven to this desertion because of the utmost said, that "although the Jews should get
distress they were in, and did not come away upon that holy house, and fight us thenre,
of their own good disposition; and that those yet ought we not to revenge ourselves on
did not deserve to be preserved, by whom things that are inanimate, instead of the men
thoir own city was already set on fire, out of themselves;" and that he was not in any rase
w hich fire they now hurried themselves away. for burning down so vast a work as that w;.s.
However, the security he had promised de because this would be a mischief to the Ro
serters overcame his resentments, and he dis mans themselves, as it would be an ornsmi i t
missed them accordingly, though be did not to their government while it continued. So
give them the same privileges that he had Fronto, and Alexander, and Cerealis, grew
afforded to others; and now the soldiers had bold upon that declaration, and agreed to the
already put fire to the gates, and the silver opinion of Titus. Then was this assembly
that was over them quickly carried the flames dissolved, when Titus had given orders io
to the wood that was within it, whence it the commanders that the rest of their forces
spread iuelf all on the sudden, and caught should lie still; but that they should make
hold of the cloisters. Upon the Jews' seeing use of such as were most courageous in thif
this tire all about them, their spirits sunk, attack. So he commanded that the chosen
together with their bodies, and they were un men that were taken out of the cohorts should
der such astonishment, that not one of them make their way through the ruins, and quench
made any haste, either to defend himself or the fire.
to quench the fire, but they stood as mute 4. Now it is true, that on this «"»» ?V
spectators of" it only. However, they did not Jews were so weary, and under sueh conster
so grieve at the loss if what was now burn nation, that tbey refrained from any attacks;
ing as to grow wisei thereby lor the time to but on the next day they gathered their w hole
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force together, and ran upon those that tle ; whereupon he rose up in great haste,
guarded the outward court of the temple, and, as be was, ran to the holy house, in ,
very boldly, through the east gate, and this order to have a stop put to the fire; after him
about the second hour of the day. These followed all his commanders, and after them
guards received that their attack with great followed the several legions, in great astonish
bravery, and by covering themselves with ment; so there was a great clamour and tu
their shields before, as if it were with a wall, mult raised, as was natural upon the disor
they drew their squadron close together; yet derly motion of so great an army. Then did
was it evident that they could not abide there Caesar, both by calling to the soldiers tha
very long, but would be overborne by the were fighting, with a loud voice, and by giv
multitude of those that sallied out upon them, ing a signal to them with his right hand, or
and by the heat of their passion. However, der them to quench the fire; but tbey did not
Caesar seeing, from the tower of Antonia, that hear what be said, though he spake so loud,
this squadron was likely to give way, he sent having their ears already dinned by a greater
some chosen horsemen to support them. noise another way ; nor did tbey attend to the
. Hereupon the Jews found themselves not signal he made with his band neither, as still
able to sustain their onset, and upon the some of them were distracted with fighting,
slaughter of those in the fore-front, many of and others with passion ; but as for the le
(be rest were put to flight ; but as the Ro gions that came running thither, neither any
mans were going off, the Jews turned upon persuasions nor any threatenings could re
them and fought them ; and as those Romans strain their violence, but each one's own pas
came back upon them, they retreated again, sion was bis commander at this time ; and m
until altcut the 6fth hour of the day they were they were crowding into the temple together,
overborne, and shut themselves up in the inner many of them were trampled on by one ano
ther, while a great number fell among the
[court of the] temple.
5. So Titus retired into the tower of ruins of the cloisters, which were still hot and
Antonia, and resolved to storm the temple smoking, and were destroyed in the same
the next day, early in the morning, with his miserable way with those whom tbey had con
whole army, and to encamp round about the quered: and when tbey were come near the
holy house ; but, as for that house, God bad holy house, they made as if they did not -o
for certain long ago doomed it td the fire j much as bear Caesar's orders to the contrary ;
and now that fatal day was come, according but they encouraged those that were belore
to the revolution of ages : it was the tenth them to set it on fire. As for the seditious,
day of the month Lous [Ab], upon which it they were in too great distress already to af
was formerly burnt by the king of Babylon ; ford their assistance [towards quenching t hi
although these flames took their rise from the fire] ; they were everyw here slain, and every
Jews themselves, and were occasioned by where beaten ; and as for a great part of the
them ; for upon Titus's retiring, the seditious people, they were weak and without aims,
lay still for a little while, and then attacked the and hod their throats cut wherever they were
Romans again, when those that guarded the caught. Now, round about the altar lay dead
holy house fought with those that quenched bodies heaped one upon another; as at the
the tire that was burning in the inner [court steps* going up to it ran a great quantity of
of the] temple ; but these Romans put the their blood, whither also the dead bodies that
Jews to flight, and proceeded as far as the were slain above [on the altar] fell down.
holy house itself. At which time one of the 7. And now, since Caesar was no way able
soldiers without staying for any orders, and to restrain the enthusiastic fury of the soldiers,
without any concern or dread upon him at so and the fire proceeded on more and more, he
great an undertaking, and being hurried on by went into the holy place of the temple, with
a certain divine fury, snatched somewhat out his commanders, and saw it, with what was in
of the materials that were on fire, and being it, which he found to be far superior to what
lifted up by another soldier, he set fire to a the relations of foreigners contained, and not
golden window, through which there was a inferior to what we ourselves boasted of and
passage to the looms that were round about believed about it; hut as the flame had not
the holy house, on the north side of it. As as yet reached to its inward parts, but was still
the flames went upward the Jews made a great consuming the rooms that were about the holy
clamour, such as so mighty an affliction re house, and Titus supposing what the fact was
quired, and ran together to prevent it; and that tbe bouse itself might yet be saved, he
now they spared not their lives any longer, came in baste and endeavoured to persuade
ior suffered any thing to restrain their force, * These steps to tor altar of burnt-offering seem here
since that holy house was perishing, for either mn improper and inaccurate ei nrcssion of Josesince it wat unlawful to make ladder-steps Uee
whose sake it was that they kept such a guard phus.
Description of the Temples, chap. mil. and note on Anabout it.
liq. b it, chap. viii. sect A); or else those steps or Manuse were invented before the days of Hrr. d tf>»t>. And now a certain person came running we nowand
had been here hitilt liy him ; though the- laf, t
to Titus, and told him of this fire as he was fireat.
.lews
always
it and say I hat even Herod*aaiur
resting himself ill his tent alter the last bat aaCeDded to bydeny
au acclivity oojy.
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the soldiers to quench the fire, and gave order and old men, and profane persons, and priests,
to Liberalius the centurion, and one of those were all slain in the same manner; so that
spearmen that were about him, to beat the this war went round all sorts of men. bm}
soldiers that were refractory with their staves, brought them to destruction, and as well those
and to restrain them ; yet were their passions that made supplication for their lives, as those
too hard for the regards they bad for Caesar, that defended themselves by fighting. The
and the dread they had of him who forbade flame was also carried a long way, and made an
them, as was their hatred of tbe Jews, and a echo, together with tbe groans of those that
certain vehement inclination to fight them, were slain ; and because this hill was high,
too bard for them also. Moreover, the hope and the works at the temple were very great,
of plunder induced many to go on, as having one would have thought the whole city had
this opinion, that all tbe places within were been on fire. Nor can one imagine any thing)
fill of money, and as seeing that all round either greater or more terrible than tbis noise;
about it was made of gold ; and besides, one for there was at once a shout of tbe Roman
of those that went into the place prevented legions, who were marching all together, and
Coesar when be ran so hastily out to restrain a sad clamour of the seditious, who were now
the soldiers, and threw the fire upon the hinges surrounded with fire and sword. Tbe people
of the gate in the dark ; whereby the flame also that were left above were beaten back upon
burst out from within tbe holy house itself the enemy, and under a great consternation,
immediately when the commanders retired, and made sad moans at the calamity they were
and Ccesar with them, and when nobody any under; tbe multitude also that was in the city
lunger forbade those that were without to set joined in this outcry with those that were upon
fire to it ; and thus was tbe holy house burnt tbe hill ; and besides, many of those that were
worn away by the famine, and their mouths
down, without Caesar's approbation.
8. Now, although any one would justly almost closed, when they saw the fire of the
lament the destruction of such a work as this boly house, they exerted their utmost strength,
was, since it was the most admirable of all the and brake out into groans and outcries again:
works that we have seen or heard of, both for Peren* did also return the echo, as well as
its curious structure and its magnitude, and the mountains round alwjut [the city], and
also for the vast wealth bestowed upon it, as augmented the force of the entire noise. Yet
well as for the glorious reputation it had for was the misery itself more terrible than tbis
its holiness ; yet might such a one comfort disorder; for one would have thought that
himself with this thought that it was fate that the hill itself, on which the temple stood,
decreed it so to be, which is inevitable, both was seething-hot. as full of fire on every part
as to living creatures and as to works and of it, that the blood was larger in quantity
places also. However, one cannot but wonder than the fire, and those that were slain more
at the accuracy of this period thereto relating; in number than those that slew them; .for the
for the same month and day were now observ ground did nowhere appear visible, for the
ed, as I said before, wherein the holy house dead bodies that lay on it ; hut tbe soldiers
wa3 burnt formerly by the Babylonians. Now went over heaps of these bodies, as they ran
the number of years that passed from its first upon such as fled from them. And now it
foundation, whieh was laid by king Solomon, was that the multitude of the robbers were
till this its destruction, which happened in the thrust out [of the inner court of the temple]
second year of the reign of Vespasian, are col by the Romans, and bad much ado to get into
lected to be one thousand one hundred and the outer court, and from thence into the city,
thirty, besides seven months and fifteen days; while the remainder of the populace fled into
and from the second building of it, which was the cloister of that outer court. As for the
done by riaggai. in the second year of Cyrus priests, some of them plucked up from the
the king, till its destruction under Vespasian, holy house the spikesf that were upon it,
there were six hundred and thirty-nine years with their bases, which were made of lead,
and shot them at the Romans instead of darts.
and forty-five days.
But then as they gained nothing by so doing,
• Tbia Perea, if thr word he not mistaken in tin
CHAPTER V.
copies, cannot well be ilml IVrea which was beyond Jor
dan, the mountains of which were at a roiisidcrahli- dis
from Jordan, rfnd much too remote hum Jerusalem
THE GREAT DISTRESS THE JEWS WERE IN UPON lotance
in Ihis echo at the ronflasntion of the temple;
THE CONFI.AGRATION.or THE HOLY HOUSE. butjoin
IVrea nmst he rather some mountains lit-yood the
brook
Cedroti.
ns was the Mount of I Hives, or some
CONCERNING A FALSE PROPHET, AND THE
about such a distance from Jeru^-ilemj which
SIGNS THAT rilECEDED THIS DESTRUCTION'. others
observation is so ohviou.. that it is u w.nulcr otir com
mentators h--re take no n"ticc of it.
and, I think, here jn.lirrs well, when he inter
§ 1. While the holy house was on fire, every ♦ Itcll»e*e
.-p-ke- (of tho-e that stood on the top of tho
thing was plundered that mine to hand, and prets
l.nly tiori-e) Wll:i sharp (..tints: lhe> vver,- rived into lead,
the hints fi.nu sitlirrc the"-, ami ib-hling riic
ten thousand of those tlint were raueht were t-.T...I\p.event
f ■! -in n .jukes (here aerr now upon it. as
slain, nor was there a <*omun»eratu»i of unv t.i-ep'hou-c.
age, or any reverence st gravity , but rbildien. Mel 4. us himself halh already assured us, b. V. eh. V,
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and as the fire burst out upon them, tbey re to see, or minds to consider, did not regard
tired to the wall that was eight cubits broad, the denunciations that God made to them.
and tbere they tarried; yet did two of these Thus there was a star resembling a sword,
of eminence among them, who might have which stood over tbe city, and a comet that
saved themselves by going over to the Romans, continued a whole year.f Thus also, before
or have borne up with courage, and taken their the Jews' rebellion, and before those commo
fortune with tbe others, throw themselves into tions which preceded the war, when the peo
the fire, and were burnt together with the holy ple were come in great crowds to the feBst of
house; their names were Meirus the son of unleavened bread, on the eighth day of tha
Belgas, and Joseph tbe son of Daleus.
month Xantbicusf [Nisan], and at the ninth
2. And now the Romans, judging that it hour of the night, so great a light shone round
was in vain to spare what was round about the tbe altar and the holy house, that it appeared
holy house, burnt all those places, as also the to be bright day-time j which light lasted for
remains of the cloisters and tbe gates, two ex half an hour. This light seemed to be a good
cepted ; the one on the east side, and the other sign to the unskilful, but was so interpreted
on the south; both which, however, they burnt by the sacred scribes, as to portend those
afterward. Tbey also burnt down the treasury- events that followed immediately upon it. At
chambers, in which was an immense quantity the same festival also, a heifer, as she was led
of money, and an immense number of gar by the high-priest to be sacrificed, brought
ments, and other precious goods, there repo- forth a lamb in the midst of the temple.
sited ; and, to speak all in a few words, there Moreover, the eastern gate of the inner [court
it was that the entire riches of the Jews were of the] temple, which was of brass, and vastly
heaped up together, while the rich people had heavy, and had been with difficulty shut by
there built themselves chambers [to contain twenty men, and rested upon a basis armed
such furniture]. The soldiers also came to with iron, and had bolts fastened very deep
the rest of the cloisters that were in the outer into the firm floor, which was there made of
[court of the] temple, whither the women and one entire stone, was seen to be opened of its
children, and a great mixed multitude of the own accord about the sixth hour of the night.
people (led, in number about six thousand. Now, those that kept watch in the temple
But before Cxsar had determined any thing came hereupon running to the captain of the
about these people, or given the commanders temple, and told him of it; who then came
^ny orders relating to them, the soldiers were up thither, and not without great difficulty,
in such a rage, that they set the cloister on was able to shut the gate again. This also
fire; by which means it came to pass that appeared to the vulgar to be a very happy
some, of these were destroyed by throwing prodigy, as if God did thereby open them the
themselves down headlong, and some were gate of happiness. But tbe men of learning
burnt in the cloisters themselves. Nor did understood it, that the security of their holy
any one of them escape with his life. A false house was dissolved of its own accord, and
prophet * was the occasion of these people's that the gate was opened for the advantage of
destruction, uho had made a public procla their enemies. So these publicly declared,
mation in the city that very day, that God that this signal foreshowed the desolation that
commanded them to get up upon the temple, was coming upon them. Besides these, a few
and that there they should receive miracu days after that feast, on the one-and-twenlous signs of their deliverance. Now, there tieth day of the month Artemisius [Jyar], a
was then a great number of false prophets sub certain prodigious and incredible phenome
orned by the tyrants to impose upon the peo non appeared ; I suppose the account of it
ple, who denounced this to them, that they , would seem to be a fable, were it not related
should wait for deliverance from God; and this I by those that saw it, Bnrl were not the events
was in order to keep them from deserting, and that followed it of so considerable a nature as
that they might be buoyed up above fear and to deserve such signals ; for, before sun-set
care by such hopes. Now, a man that is in ting, chariots and troops of soldiers in their
adversity does easily comply with such pro armour were seen running about among the
mises; for when such a seducer makes him clouds, and surrounding of cities. Moreover,
believe that he shall be delivered from those at that feast which we call Pentecost, as the
miseries which oppress him, then it is that the 1
Wrf'her Josephna meant that thin «tar was differ
patient is full of hopes of such deliverance. ent ♦from
comet which tasted a wliole year, I cannot
3. Thus were the miserable people persuaded certain), the
determine. His words most favour their be
by these deceivers, and such as belied God ing different one from another.
I Since Josephns still uses the Syro-Maredonian
himself; while they did not attend, nor give month
Xanthicus for the Jewish month Nisan. this
credit, to the signs that were so evident, and eighth,
or. as iNicephorns reads it. this ninth ofXanlhi
or Nisan. was almost a week hefore the Passover,
did so plainly foretell their future desolation; ens.
on
the
fourteenth
: about which time we learn from St.
but, like men infatuated, without either eyes John that many used
to go "out of the country to Je
rusalem,
to
purify
John xi. 55, with xii.
• Relnnd he<-e justly takes nnlirr that these .lews 1: in agreement withthemselves."
Josrnhn*
hook v. rh. iii. sect
■* had dr«ns..t ilta "rrn*- Prophet, were deservedly j I. And it mighl well lie. that inalso,
the sight of these this
■nuvil ai d deluded by tin se false ones.
' extraordinary light might arnear.
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priests were going by iligbt into tbe inner* come. This cry of his was the loudest at the
[court of the] temple, a» tbeir custom was, to festivals; and he continued this ditty for
perform their sacred ministrations, they said seven years and five months, without growingthat, in the first place, they felt a quaking, hoarse, or being tired therewith, until the
and heard a great noise, and after that they very time that he saw bis presage in earnest
heard a sound as of a great multitude, say fulfilled in our siege, when it ceased ; for as
ing, M Let us remove hence." But, what is he was going round upon the wall, he cried
still more terrible, there was one Jesus, the out with his utmost force, " Wo, wo to the city
son of Ananus, a plebeian and a husbandman, again, and to the people, and to tbe holy
who, four years before tbe war began, and at houset" And just as he added at the last,—
a time when the city was in very great peace " Wo, wo to myself also I" there came a stone
and prosperity, came to that feast whereon out of one of the engines, and smote him,
it is our custom for every one to make taber and killed him immediately: and as he was
nacles to God in the temple,f began on a uttering the very same presages, he gave up
sudden to cry aloud, " A voice from the the ghost.
east, a voice from the west, a voice from the 4. Now, if any one consider these things,
four winds, a voice against Jerusalem and the he will find that God takes care of mankind,
holy house, a voice against the bridegrooms and by all ways possible foreshows to our
and the brides, and a voice against this race what is for tbeir preservation; but tb?t
whole people I" This was his cry, as he men perish by those miseries which they madly
went about by day and by night, in all the and voluntarily bring upon themselves; for
lanes of the city. However, certain of tbe the Jews by demolishing the tower of Antomost eminent among tbe populace bad great nia, had made their temple four-square, whi e
indignation at this dire cry of his, and took up at the same time tbey had it written in their
tbe man, and gave him a great number of sacred oracles, — " That then should their
severe stripes; yet did he not cither say any city be taken, as well as their holy bouse,
thing for himself, or any thing peculiar to when once their temple should become four
those that chastised him, but still he went on square." But now, what did most elevate
with the same words which he cried before. them in undertaking this war, was an am
Hereupon our rulers supposing, as the case biguous oracle that was also found in- their
proved to be, that this was a sort ofdivine fury sacred writings, how, " about that time, one
in the man, brought him to the Roman pro from their country should become governor of
curator; where he 'was whipped till his bones the habitable earth." The Jews took this pre
were laid bare; yet did be not make any sup diction to belong to themselves in particular ;
plication "for himself, nor 6hed any tears, but and many of the wise men were thereby de
turning bis voice to tbe most lamentable tone ceived in tbeir determination. Now, this
possible, at every stroke of the whip his an oracle certainly denoted the government of
swer was, "Wo, wo to Jerusalem I" And Vespasian, who was appointed emperor in
when Albinus (for he was then our procura Judea. However, it is not possible for men
tor) asked him, Who he was? and whence he to avoid fate, although they see it beforehand.
came? and why he uttered such words? he But these men interpreted some of these sig
made no manner of reply to what he said, but nals according to their own pleasure; and
still did not leave 00° his melancholy ditty, till some of them tbey utterly despised, until tbeir
Albinus took him to be a madman, and dis madness was demonstrated, both by tbe taking
missed bim. Now, during all tbe time that of their city and their own destruction.
pusscd before the war began, this man did
not go near any of the citizens, nor was seen
by them while he said so; but he every day
CHAPTER VI.
uttered these lamentable words, as if it were
his premeditated vow, " Wo, wo to Jeru HOW TBE ROMANS CARRIED THEIR ENSIGNS
salem!" Nor did he give ill words to any TO THE TEMPLE, AND MADE JOYFUL AC
of those that beat him every day, nor good CLAMATIONS TO TITUS. THE SPEECH THAT
words to those that gave him food ; but this TITUS MADE TO THE JEWS WHEN THEY
• «as his reply to all men, and indeed no other MADE 8UPPLICATION POR MERCY. WHAT
than a melancholy presage of what was to REPLY THEY MADE THERETO; AND HOW
THAT REPLY MOVED TITUS'S INDIGNATION
• This here Hrni to be the court of the prints.
-f Both Heland and HaTercamp in this place alter the AGAINST THEM.
natural punctuation and sense of Josephus. and thin
contrary to the opinion of Valerius and l)r. Hudson, lest
Josephus should say that the J,-«s built hooths or tents § 1. And now tbe Romans, upon tbe flight of
within the temple at the feast of tabernacles: which the the seditious intothe city, and upon the burn
later rabbins will not allow to have been the ancient
practice! but then, since it is expressly told us in Nehe. ing of tbe holy house itself, and of all the
miah. ch. viii 16, that in still eldi-r 'time* "the Jew. buildings round about it, brought their en
made booths In the courts of the house of find " at thnt
festival, Jnsephus mav w-ell be permitted tn sov tin- signs to the temple,* and set them over-against
same
And indeed,
the mailers
modern ofrahhin*
nie u_int>.
of very * Tal e Havercamp's note here. " This (says he) iss small authority
in all such
remotr uut
lemarkable place; and lertullfun truly says in bis Apo-
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its eastern gate; and there did they offer the outer [court of the] temple; for there
sacrifices to them, and there did they make were gates on that side above the Xystus, and
Titus imperator,* with the greatest acclama a bridge that connected the upper city to the
tions of joy. And now all the soldiers had temple. This bridge it was that lay between
such vast quantities of the spoils which tbey the tyrants and Cffisar, and parted them ;
had gotten by plunder, that in Syria a pound while the multitude stood on each side; those
weight of gold was sold for half its former of the Jewish nation about Simon and John,
value. But as for those priests that kept with great hope of pardon ; and the Roman
themselves still upon the wall of the holy about Cssar, in great expectation how Titu
house.t there was a boy that out of the thirst would receive their supplication. So Titu
he was in, desired some of the Roman guards charged his soldiers to restrain their rage,
to give him their right hands as a security for and to let their darts alone, and appointed an
nis life, and confessed he was very thirsty. interpreter between them, which was a sign
These guards commiserated his age. and the that he was the conqueror, and first began
distress be was in, and gave him their right the discourse, and paid, *' I hope you, sirs,
nands accordingly. 80 he came down him are now satiated with the miseries of your
self, and drank some water, and filled the ves country, who have not had any just notions,
sel he bad with him when he came to them either of our great power, or of your own
with water, and then went off, and fled away great weakness ; but have, like madmen, af
to his own friends ; nor could any of those ter a violent and inconsiderate manner, made
guards overtake him ; but still they reproach such attempts, as have brought your people,
ed him for his perfidiousness. To which he your city, and your holy house to destruc
made this answer :—" I have not broken the tion. You have been the men that have
agreement ; for the security I bad given me never left off rebelling since Pompey first
was not in order to my staying with you, but conquered you ; and have, since that time,
only in order to my coming down safely, and made open war with the Romans. Have
taking up gome water ; both which things I you depended on your multitude, while a
have performed, and thereupon think myself very small part of the Roman soldiery have
to have been faithful to my engagement." been strong enough for you ? Have you
Hereupon those whom the child had imposed relied on the fidelity of your confederates ?
upon admired at bis cunning, and that on and what nations are there, out of the limits
account of his age. On the fifth day after of our dominion, that would choose to assist
ward, the priests that were pined with the the Jews before the Romans? Are your bo
faminecame down, and when they were brought dies stronger than ours ? nay, you know that
to Titus by the guards, they begged for their the [strong] Germans themselves are our
lives : but he replied, that the time of pardon servants. Have you stronger walls than we
was over as to them ; and that this very holy have? Pray, what greater obstacle is there
house, on whose account only tbey could than the wall of the ocean, with which the
iustly hope to be preserved, was destroyed ; Britons are encompassed, and yet do adore
and that it was agreeable to their office that the arms of the Romans? Do you exceed
priests should perish with the house itself to us in courage of soul, and in the sagacity of
which they belonged. So he ordered them your commanders? Nay, indeed, you cannot
but know that the very Carthaginians have
to bo put to death.
2. But as for the tyrants themselves, and been conquered by us. It can therefore be
those that were with them, when they found nothing certainly but the kindness of us Ro
that they were encompassed on every side, mans which hath excited you against us ;
and, as it were, walled round, without any who, in the first place, have given you this
method of escaping, tbey desired to treat with land to possess ; and, in the next place, have
Titus by word of mouth. Accordingly, such set over you kings of your own nation ; and
was the kindness of bis nature, and his desire in the third place, have preserved the laws of
of preserving the city from destruction, join your forefathers to you, and have withal per
ed to the advice of bis friends, who now mitted you to live, either by yourselves or
thought the robbers were come to a temper, among others, as it should please you ? and,
that be placed himself on the western side of what is our chief favour of all, we have given
you leave to gather up that tribute which is
Apologetic cb. xvi. p. 162, that the entire religion of the paid to God,J with such other gifts that are
Roman camp almost consisted in worshipping the en dedicated to him ; nor have we called those
signs, in swearing by the ensigns, and in preferring the
ensigns before all the [other] gods." See what Haver- that carried these donations to account, nor
camp
saysdeclaring
upon thatTitus
placeimperator
of Terrullian.
• This
hy the soMiers upon prohibited them; till at length you became
snch signal success, and the slaughter of nn<*h a v»st richer than we ourselves, even when you were
number
of
enemies,
was
according
to
the usual
of the ixomans in like cases, as Reland
assurespractice
us on our enemies ; and you made preparations for
this place.
tbat the Romans used tn per
+ The Jews of later times agree with Josephus. that t Spanheim notes here,
their sacred tribute, and seud it
there were hiding-places or secrrt chamber* iihi'iit the mit the Jews toofcollect
which we have had abundant evidence
holy house, as Reland here inform* vhere he thinks toin J^nnal.m:
Jusej bus already 00 other occasiuua.
he las found these very walls <lr»rnl:t*«l i>> Tbrto
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Var against us with our own money : nay my soldiers, when they were set upon your
after all, when you were in the enjoyment of slaughter, from their severity against you.
all these advantages, you turned your too After every victory I persuaded you to peace,
great plenty against those that gave it you, and" as though I had been myself conquered.
like merciless, serpents, have thrown out your When I came near your temple I again de
poison against those that treated you kindly. parted from the laws of war, and exhorted you
I suppose, therefore, that you might despise to spare your own sanctuary, and to preserve
the slothfulness of Nero, and, like limbs of your holy house to yourselves. I allowed you
the body that are broken or dislocated, you a quiet exit out of it, and security for your
did then lie quiet, waiting for some other preservation: nay, if you had a mind, I gave
time, though still with a malicious intention, you leave to fight in another place.. Yet have
and have now shown your distemper to be you still despised every one of my proposals,
greater tban ever, and have extended your and have set fire to your holy house with your
desires as far as your impudent and immense own hands. And now, vile wretches, do you
hopes would enable you to do it. At this desire to treat with me by word ofmouth? To
time my father came into this country, not what purpose is it that you would save such
with a design to punish you for what you a holy house as this was, which is now destroy
bad done under Cestius, but to admonish ed? What preservation can you now desire
you ; for, had he eome to overthrow your after the destruction of your temple ? Yet
nation, he had run directly to your fountain- do you stand still at this very time in your
head, and had immediately laid this city armour; nor can you bring yourselves so
waste ; whereas he went and burnt Galilee much as to pretend to be supplicants even in
and the neighbouring parts, and thereby gave this your utmost extremity 1 O miserable crea
you time for repentance; which instance of tures! what is it you depend on? Are not
humanity you took for an argument of his your people dead ? is not your holy bouse
weakness, and nourished up your impudence gone? is not your city in my power? and
by our mildness. When Nero was gone out are not your own very lives in my bands?
of the world, you did as the wickedest And do you still deem it a part of valour to
wretches would have done, and encouraged die ? However, I will not imitate your mad
yourselves to act against us by our civil dis ness. If you throw down your arms, and de
sensions, and abused that time, when both I liver up your bodies to me, I grant you your
and my father were gone away to Egypt, lives ; and I will act like a mild master of a
to make preparations for this war.' Nor family ; what cannot be healed shall be pun
were you ashamed to raise disturbances ished, and the rest I will preserve for my own
against us when we were made emperors, and use."
this while you had experienced how mild we 3. To that offer of Titus they made this
had been, when we were no more than gene reply : —That they could not accept of it,
rals of the army ; but when the government because they had sworn never to do so ; but
was devolved upon us, and all other people they desired they might have leave to go
did thereupon lie quiet, and even foreign na through the wall that had been made about
tions sent embassies, and congratulated our them, with their wives and children; for that
access to the government, then did you Jews they would go into the desert, and leave the
show yourselves to be our enemies. You city to him. At this Titus had great indig
sent embassies to those of your nation that are nation ; that, when they were in the case of
beyond Euphrates, to assist you in your rais men already taken captives, they should pre
ing disturbances ; new walls were built by tend to make their own terms with him as if
you round your city, seditions arose, and one they had been conquerors I So he ordered this
brant contended against another, and a civil proclamation to be made to them. That they
war broke out among you ; such, indeed, as should no more come out to him as deserters,
became none but so wicked a people as you nor hope for any farther security ; for that he
are. I then came to this city, as unwillingly would henceforth spare nobody, but fight them
sent by my father, and received melancholy with his whole army ; and that they must save
injunctions from him. When I heard that themselves as well as they could ; for that he
the people were disposed to peace, I rejoiced would from henceforth treat them according
at it : I exhorted you to leave off these pro to tbe laws of war. So he gave orders to the
ceedings before I began this war ; I spared soldiers both to burn and to plunder tbe city ;
you even when you had fought against me a who did nothing indeed that day ; but on the
great while ; I gave my right hand as security next day they set fire to the repository of the
to the deserters j I observed what I had pro archives, to Acra, to the council-house, and to
mised faithfully. When they fled to me, I the place called Ophlas; at which time the
had compassion on many of those that I had fire proceeded as far as the palace of queen
taken captive ; I tortured those that were Helena; which was in the middle of Acra;
eager for war, in order to restrain them. It the lanes also were burnt down, as were also
was unwillingly that I brought my engines of those houses that were full of the dead bodios
war against your walls ; I always prohibited of such as were destroyed by famine.
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4. On the same day it was that the sons tired in*'i the upper city; for they did not vet
And brethren of Izates the king, together with at all repent of the mischiefs they had done,
many others of the eminent men of the popu but were insolent, as if they bad done well ;
lace, got together there and besought Grsar for, as they saw the city on fire, they appeared
to give them his right hand for their security. cheerful, and put on joyful countenances, in
Upon which, though he was very angry at all expectation, as they said, of death to end their
that were now remaining, yet did be not lay miseries. Accordingly, as the people were
aside his old moderation, hut received these now slain, the holy house was burnt down,
men. At that time, indeed, he kept them all and the city was on fire, there was nothing
in custody, but still bound the king's sons and farther left for the enemy to do. Yet did not
kinsmen, and led them with him to Rome, in Josephus grow weary, even in this utmost ex
order to make them hostages for their coun tremity, to beg of tbem to spare what was left
try's fidelity to the Romans.
of the city f he spake largely to them about
their barbarity and impiety, and gave tbem bis
advice, in order to their escape, though he
gained nothing thereby more than to be laugh
CHAPTER VII.
ed at by tbem ; and as they could not think
of surrendering themselves up, because of the
WHAT AFTERWARDS BEFELL THE SEDITIOUS, oath they had taken, nor were strong enough
WHEN THEY HAD DONE A GREAT DEAL OF to fight with the Romans any longer upon the
MISCHIEF, AND SUFFERED MANY MISFOR square, as being surrounded on all sides, and
TUNES: AS ALSO HOW C.tSAR. BECAME a kind of prisoners already, yet were they so
MASTER OF THE UrFER CITY.
accustomed to kill people, that tbey could not
I restrain their right hands from acting accord
§ 1. And now the seditious rushed into the ingly. So they dispersed themselves before
royal palace, into which many had put their the city, and laid themselves in ambush
effects, because it was so strong, and drove among its ruins, to catch those that attempted
the Romans away from it. They also slew to desert to the Romans; accordingly many
all the people that bad crowded into it, who such deserters were caught by tbem, and were
were in number about eight thousand four all slain ; for these were too weak, by reason
hundred, and plundered tbem of what they of their want of food, to fly away from them;
had. Tbey also took two of the Romans, so their dead bodies were thrown to the dogs.
alive: the one was a horseman, and the other Now every sort of death was thought more to
a footman. They then cut the throat of the lerable than the famine, insomuch that, though
footman, and immediately had him drawn the Jews despaired now of mercy, yet would
through the whole city, as revenging them they fly to the Romans, and would themselves,
selves upon the whole body of the Romans even of their own accord, fall among the mur
by this one instance. Hut the horseman said derous rebels also. Nor was there any place
he had somewhat to suggest to them, in or in the city that bad no dead bodies in it, but
der to their preservation ; whereupon he was what was entirely covered with those that
brought before Simon; but he having nothing were killed either by the famine or the rebelto say when he was there, he was delivered to lion; and all was full of the dead bodies of
Ardalas, one of his commanders, to he pun such as had perished, either by that sedition
ished, who bound his hands behind him, and or by that famine.
put a riband over his eyes, and then brought 3. So now the last hope which supported
him out over against the Romans, as intend the tyrants and that crew of robbers who were
ing to cut off his head. But the man pre with tbem, was in the caves and caverns under
vented- that execution, and ran away to the ground ; whither, if they could once fly, they
Romass, and this while the Jewish executioner did not expect to be searched for ; but endea
was drawing out his sword. Now when he voured, that after the whole city should be
was gotten away from the enemy, Titus could destroyed, and the Romans gone away, they
not think of putting him to death ; but be might come out again, and escape from them.
cause be deemed hint unworthy of being a This was no better than a dream of theirs; for
Roman soldier any longer, on account that he they were not able to lie hid either from God
had been taken aiive by the enemy, he took or from the Romans. However, they depended
away his arms, and ejected him out of the on these under-ground subterfuges, and set
legion whereto he had belonged; which, to one more places on fire than did the Romans them
that had a sense of shame, was a penalty se selves; and those that fled out of their houses
thus set on fire, into ditches, they killed
verer than death itself.
'2. On the next day the Romans drove the without mercy, and pillaged them also; and
ronbers out of the lower city, and set all on if they discovered food belonging to any one,
lire as far as Siloam. These soldiers were tbey seized upon it and swallowed it down,
indeed glad to see the city destroyed. But together with their blood also ; nay, they
they missed the plunder, because the seditious were now come to fight one with anothe;
had carried off all their effects, and were re about their plunder; and I cannot but think
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that, had not their destruction prevented it, grew weary of killing them, and because they
their barbarity would have made them taste hoped to get some money by sparing them ;
for they left only the populace, and sold the rest
of even the dead bodies themselves.
of the multitude.t with their wives and chil
dren, and everyone of them at a very low price,
and that because such as were sold were very
many, and the buyers very few; and althoiurh
CHAPTER VIII.
Titus had made proclamation belorenanu.
nOW CSSAR RAISED BANKS ROUND ABOUT THE that no deserter should come alone by him
UPPER CITY,* AND WHEN THEY WERE COM self, that so they might bring out their humPLETED, GAVE ORDER8 FOR THE MACHINES lies with them, yet did he receive such as these
TO BE BROUGHT. HE THEN POSSESSED HIM also. However, he set over them such as
were to distinguish some from others, in or
SELF OF THE WHOLE CITY. '
der to see if any of them deserved to be pun
§ 1. Now, when Ciesar perceived that the ished ; and indeed the number of those that
upper city was so steep, that it could not pos were sold was immense ; but of the populace
sibly be taken without raising banks against above forty thousand were saved, whom Cae
it, he distributed the several parts of that work sar let go whither every one of them pleased.
among his army, and this on the twentieth 3. But now at this time it was that one of
day of the month Lous [Ab], Now, the car the priests, the son of Tbebuthus, whose name
riage of the materials was a difficult task, was Jesus, upon bis having security given
since all the trees, as I have already told you, bim, by the oath of Caesar, tbat he should be
that were about the city, within the distance preserved, upon condition that he should de
of a hundred furlongs, had their branches cut liver to him certain of the precious things that
off already, in order to make the former banks. had been reposited in the temple, J came out
The works that belonged to the four legions of it, and delivered him from the wall of the
were erected on the west side of the city, holy house two candlesticks like to those that
over against the royal palace ; but the whole lay in the holy house, with tables, and cis
body of the auxiliary troo|*s, with the rest of terns, and vials, all made of solid gold, and
the multitude that were with them, [erected very heavy. He also delivered to him the
their banks] at the Xystus, whence they veils and the garments, with the* precious
reached to the bridge, and that tower of Si stones,' and a great number of other precious
mon, which he had built as a citadel for him vessels that belonged to their sacred worship.
self against John, when they were at war one The treasurer of the temple also, whose name
was Phineas, was seized on, and showed Ti
with another.
2. It was at this time that the commanders tus the coats and girdles of the priests, with a
of the Idumeans got together privately, and great quantity of purple and scarlet, which
took counsel about surrendering up them were there reposited for the uses of the veil,
selves to the Romans. Accordingly, they as also a great deal of cinnamon and cassia,
sent five men to Titus, and entreated him to with a large quantity of other sweet spices,§
give them his right hand for their security. which used to be mixed together, and offered as
So Titus thinking that the tyrants would incense to God every day. A great many other
yield, if the Idumeans, upon whom a great treasures were also delivered to him, with
part of the war depended, were once with sacred ornaments of the temple not a few ;
drawn from them, after some reluctance and which things thus delivered to Titus, obtain
delay, complied with them, and gave them ed of him for this man the same pardon that
security for their lives, and sent the five men
back ; but as these Idumeans were preparing + This innumerable multitude of Jews that were
to march out, Simon perceived it, and im '* sold™
by the Roman*, were an eminent oompjciion ol
mediately slew the five men that had gone to God's ancient threatening by Moses, that if they aposta
tized
from
to his laws, they should bo
Titus, and took their commanders, and put " sold unto thetheirobedience
enemies for bondmen and bond
them in prison, of whom the most eminent women,"
Dent, xxviii. tie*. See more especially the note
was Jacob, the son of Sosas ; but as for the on eh. ix. sect. 2. But one thine here is peculiarly re
that Moses adds.—Though they should l>e
multitude of the Idumeans, who did not at all markable,
sold'* for slaves, yet '* no man should buy them ;" t e.
know what to do, now their commanders either
they should have none to redeem them from this
or rather that the slaves to be soil
were taken from them, he had them watched, sue intohe slavery;
more than were the purchasers for them, and
and secured the walls by a more numerous should
so tbey should bo sold for lillm or nothing; which is
garrison. Yet could not that garrison resist what Josephus here affirms to have been the case at this
those that were deserting; for although a great time.
t What became of these spoils of the temple that es
number of them were slain, yet were the de caped
the fire, *er Josephus himself hereafter, b. vii. ch.
.5. and Reland «V ."Joo/iis Tcapli. p. 129—138.
serters many more in number. These were ». sect.
various sorts of spice-, even more than those
nil received by the Romans, because Titus fourI These
which
prrsrribed (Exod xxxi. 34), we see
himself grew negligent as to his former orders were used in Moses
their public worship under Herod's temple,
particularly rinnamon and c-issia; which Iteland takes
for killing them and because the very soldiers particular
notice of, as agreeing with the latter testimony
• That it, Mount Siun.
of the Talmudiats.
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he had allowed *o such as deserted of their selves, or rather they were ejected out of
own accord.
them by God himself, and fled immediately
4. And now were the banks finished on the to that valley which was under Siloam, where
seventh day of the month Gorpieus [Elul], in they again recovered themselves out of th
eighteen days' time, whea the Romans brought dread they were in foe a while, and ran vio
their machines against the wall ; but for the lently against that part of the Roman wal
seditious, some of them, as despairing of sav which lay on that side ; but as their courag
ing the city, retired from the wall to the cita was too much depressed to make their attacks
del ; others of them went down into the sub with sufficient force, and their power was now
terranean vaults, though still a great many of broken with fear and affliction, they were re
them defended themselves against those that pulsed by the guards, and dispersing them
brought the engines for the battery ; yet did selves at distances from each other, went down
the Romans overcome them by their number into the subterranean caverns. So the Ro
and by their strength ; and, what was the mans being now become masters of the walls,
principal thing of all, by going cheerfully they both placed their ensigns upon the tow
about their work, while the Jews were quite ers, and made joyful acclamations for the vic
dejected and become weak. Now, as soon as tory they had gained, as having found the end
a part of the wall was battered down, and cer of this war much lighter than its beginning ;
tain of the towers yielded to the impression for when they bad gotten upon the last wall,
of the battering-rams, those that opposed without any bloodshed, they could hardly be
themselves fled away, and such a terror fell lieve what tbey found to be true ; but seeing
upon the tyrants, as was much greater than nobody to oppose them, they stood in doubt
the occasion required ; for before the enemy what such an unusual solitude could mean.
got over the breach they were quite stunned, But when they went in numbers into the lanes
and were immediately for flying away ; and of the city, with their swords drawn, they slew
now one might see these men, who had hi those whom they overtook, without mercy,
therto been so insolent and arrogant in their and set fire to the houses whither the Jews
wicked practices, to be cast down and to were fled, and buyit every soul in them, and
tremble, insomuch that it would pity one's laid waste a great many of the rest ; and when
heart to observe the change that was made in they were come to the houses to plunder
those vile persons. Accordingly they ran with tbem, tbey found in them entire families of
great violence upon the Roman wall that en dead men, and the upper rooms full of dead
compassed them, in order to force away those corpses, that is of such as died by the famine;
that guarded it, and to break through it, and tbey then stood in a horror at this sight, and
get away ; but when they saw that those who went out without touching any thing. But
had formerly beerr faithful to them, had gone although they had this commiseration for
away (as indeed they were fled whithersoever such as were destroyed in that manner, yet
the great distress they were in persuaded bad tbey not the same for those that were
them to flee) as also when those that came still alive, but they ran every one through
running before the rest told them that the whom they met with, and obstructed the very
western wall was entirely overthrown, while lanes with their dead bodies, and made the
others said the Romans were gotten in, and whole city run down with blood, to such a
others that they were near, and looking out degree indeed that the fire of many of the
for them, which were only the dictates of houses was quenched with these men's blood.
their fear which imposed upon their sight, And truly so it happened, that though the
they fell upon their faces, and greatly lament slayers left off at the evening, yet did the fire
ed their own mad conduct ; and their nerves greatly prevail in the night ; and as all was
were bo terribly loosed, that they could not flee burning, came that eighth day of the month
away ; and here one may chiefly reflect on the Gorpieus [Elul] upon Jerusalem; a city that
power of God exercised upon the»e wicked had been liable to so many miseries during
wretches, and on the good fortune of the Ro tbis siege, that, had it always enjoyed as much
mans; for these tyrants did now wholly de happiness from its first foundation, it would
prive themselves of the security tbey bad in certainly have been the envy of the world.
their own power, and came down from those Nor did it on any other account so much de
very towers of their own accord, wherein they serve these sore misfortunes, as by producing
:ould have never been taken by force, nor in such a generation of men as were the ocoo.
deed by any other way than by famine. And sions of this its overthrow.
thus did the Romans, when they bad taken
such great pains about weaker walls, get by
good fortune what they could never have got
ten by their engines; for three of these tow
ers were too strong for all mechanical engines
whatsoever; concerning which we have treat
ed of before.
A. So tbev now left these towers of them
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their theatre*, by the sword and by the wilt)
CHAPTER IX.
beasts ; but those that were under seventeen
WHAT INJUNCTIONS c .1 - Ml GATE WHEN HE years
age were sold for slaves. Now dur
WAS COME WITHIN THE CITY. THE NUM ing theofdays
wherein Fronto was distinguish
BER OF THE CAPTIVES, AND OF THOSE THAT ing these men,
there perished, for want of
PERISHED IN THE SIEGE; AS ALSO CONCERN food, eleven thousand
of whom did not
ING THOSE THAT ESCAPED INTO THE SUB taste any food, through; some
the hatred their guards
TERRANEAN CAVERNS, AMONG WHOM WERK bore to them ; and others
not take in
THE TYRANTS SIMON AND JOHN THEM any when it was' given them.would
The multitude
SELVES.
also was so very great, that they were in want
§ 1. Now, when Titus was come into this even of corn for their sustenance.
[tipper] city, he admired not only some other 3. Now the numberf of those that were
places of strength in it, but particularly those carried captive during this whole war was
strong towers which the tyrants, in their mad collected to be ninety-seven thousand ; as was
conduct, had relinquished ; for when he saw the number of those that perished during the
their solid altitude, and the largeness of their whole siege eleven hundred thousand, the
several stones, and the exactness oftheirjoints, greater part of whom were indeed of the same
as also how great was their breadth, and how nation [with the citizens of Jerusalem], but
extensive their length, be expressed himself not belonging to the city itself; for they were
after the manner following-—" We have cer come up from all the country to the feast oi
tainly had God for our assistant in this war, unleavened bread, and were on a sudden shut
and it was no other than God who ejected the up by an army, which, at the very first, occa
Jews out of these fortifications; for what sioned so great a straitness among them that
could the bands of men, or any machines, do to there came a pestilential destruction upon
wards overthrowing these towers!" At which them, and soon afterward such a famine, as
time he had many such discourses to his destroyed them more suddenly. And that
friends ; he also let such go free as had been this city could contain so many people in it
bound by the tyrants and were left in the is manifest by that number of them which was
prisons. To conclude, when he entirely demo taken under Cestius, who being desirous of
lished the rest of the city, and overthrew its informing Nero of the power of the city, who
walls, he left these towers as a monument of I otherwise was disposed to contemn that na
his good fortune, which had proved his auxi tion, entreated the high-priests, if the thing
liaries, and enabled him to take what could were possible, to take the number of their
not otherwise have been taken by him.
whole multitude. So these high-priests, upon
2. And now, since his soldiers were already the coming of their feast which is called the
quite tired with killing men, and yet there Passover, when they slay their sacrifices, from
appeared to be a vast multitude still remain the ninth haur till the eleventh, but so that
ing alive, Csesar gave orders that they should a company not less than tenj belong to every
kill none but those that were in arms, and sacrifice (for it is not lawful for them to feast
opposed them, but should take the rest alive. singly by themselves), and many of us are
But, together with those whom they had + The whole multitude of the Jews that were de
orders to slay, they slew the aged and the in stroyed during the entire seven years before this time,
of and bordering on Judea, is sum*
firm; but for those that were in their flourish in allupthebycountries
Archbishop Usher, from Lipsius, out of Jose
ing age, and who might be useful to them, tned
phus, at the year of Christ 70. and amounts to 1;137.i9o.
tbey drove them together into the temple, and Nor could there have been that number of Jews in Jeruto be destroyed in this siege, as will be presently
shut them up within the walls of the court of jII sa'.em
set down by Josephus. but that both Jews aod proselytes
the women ; over which Cesar set one of his of
justice were just then come up out of the other connfreed men, as also Fronto, one of his own tries of Galilee, Samaria. J udea, and Perea, and other
regions, to the Passover, in vast numbers, and
friends; which last was to determine every remoter
therein cooped up. as in a prison, by the Roman army,
one's fate, according to his merits. So this as
Josephus himself well observes, in this and the next
and as is exactly related elsewhere, b. v. ch. iii.
Fronto slew all those that had been seditious section,
1; and ch. xiit sect.7*
and robbers, who were impeached one by sect.
t This number of a company for one paschal lamb,
another ; but of the young men he chose out between ten and twenty, agrees exactly with the number
at our Saviour's last passover. As to the whole
the tallest and most beautiful, and reserved thirteen
number of the Jews that used to come up to the Pass
them for the triumph ; and as for the rest of over,
and eat of it at Jerusalem, see the uote on h. ii. eh.
the multitude that were above seventeen xiv. sect. 3. This number ought to be here indeed just
number of the lambs, or just 2.365.1100. by
years old, he put them into bonds, and sent ten tiroes theown
reasoning; whereas it is. In his present
them to the Egyptian mines." Titus also sent Josephus's
copies, no less than 2,70)1,000, which last number is,
however, nearest the other number in the place now ci
a great number into the provinces as a present ted,
is 3.000,000. Hut what is here chiefly remark,
to them, that tbey might be destroyed upon able which
is this, that no foreign nation ever came thus to
destroy
the
Jews at any of their solemn festivals, from
• See the several prediction! that the Jews, if they the days of Moses
till this time, but came now upon their
became obstinate in their idolatry and wickedness, should npostacy from God, and from obedience to bim. Nor is
be sent again, or sold into Egypt, for their punishment, it possible, in the nature of things, that in any other
Deut. xxviii. 08; Jer. xliv 7. Hon. viil. 13; 1ft. 3t xi
such vast numbers should be gotten together, sad
35; 2 Esd. xe. 10—14. with Authentic nerords, part i.p. nation
perish in the siege of any one city wnauMjevel as now
49, 131, and Reland I'alasst' a, torn. ii. p. 713.
happened in Jerusalem.
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twenty in a company, found the number of second year of the reign of Vespasian, on the
sacrifices was two hundred and fifty-six thou eighth day of the mouth Gorpieus [Elul]. It
sand five hundred; which, upon the allow had been taken five * times before, though
ance of no more than ten that feast together, this was the second time of its desolation; for
amounts to two millions seven hundred thou Shishak, the king of Egypt, and after him
sand and two hundred persons that were pure Antiochus, and after him Pompey, and after
and holy ; for as to those that have the leprosy, them Sosius and Herod took the city, but
or the gonorrhoea, or women that have their still preserved it ; but before all these, the
monthly courses, or such as are otherwise pol king of Babylon conquered it, and made it
luted, it is not lawful for them to be partakers desolate, one thousan >ur hundred and sixtyof this sacrifice; nor indeed for any foreign eight yiars and six months after it was built.
But he who first built itf was a potent man
ers neither, who come hither to worship.
4. Now this vast multitude is indeed col among the Canaanites, and is in our tongue
called
[Melchisedek], the Righteous King, for
lected out of remote places, but the entire na
tion was now shut up by fate as in a prison, and such be really was; on which account he was
the Roman army encompassed the city when [there] the first priest of God, and first built
it was crowded with inhabitants. Accordingly a temple [there], and called the cityJerusalem,
the multitude of those that therein perished, which was formerly called Salem. However,
exceeded all the destructions that .either David, the king of the Jews, ejected the Ca
men or God ever brought upon the world ; naanites, and settled his own people therein.
for, to speak only of what was publicly known, It was demolished entirely by the Babylo
the Romans slew some of them, some they nians, four hundred and seventy-seven years
carried captives, and others they made search and six months after him. And from king
for under ground, and when they found where David, who was the first of the Jews who
they were, they broke up the ground and reigned therein, to this destruction under
slew all they met with. There were also Titus, were one thousand one hundred and
found slain there above two thousand persons, seventy-nine years; hut from its first build
partly by their own hands, and partly by one ing, till this last destruction, were two thou
another, but chiefly destroyed by the famine ; sand one hundred and seventy-seven years; yet
but then, the ill savour of the dead bodies bath not its great antiquity, nor its vast riches,
was most offensive to those that lighted upon nor the diffusion of its nation over all the ha
them, insomuch that some were obliged to bitable earth, nor the greatness of the vene
pet away immediately, while others were so ration paid to it on a religious account, been
greedy of gain, that they would go in among sufficient to preserve it from being destroyed.
the dead bodies that lay in heaps, and tread And thus ended the siege of Jerusalem.
upon them; for a great deal of treasure was
* Besides these Ave here enumerated, who had taker.
found in these caverns, and the hope of gain Jerusalem
of old. Josepbus, upon farther recollection,
made every way of getting it to be esteemed reckons a sixth,
Antic,, b. xii. en. i. sect. 1, who should
lawful. Many also of those that had been put have been here inserted in the second place; I mean
Ptolemy,
the
son
of Lagtis.
in prison by the tyrants were now brought out; + Why the great
Bochart should say (De Phrenic
for they did not leaveofftheir barbarous cruelty Colon,
b. ii. ch iv.), that " There are in this clause of
Josephus
as
many
mistakes
as words," I do by no means
at the very last: yet did God avenge himself understand. Josephus thought
first built,
upon them both, in a manner agreeable to jus or ratner rebuilt and adorned thisMelchisedek
city, and that it was
tice. As for John, be wanted food, together then called Salem, as Psal. lxxvi. 2: that it afterwards
be called Jerusalem : and that Melchisedek, be
with his brethren, in these caverns, and beg camea topriest
as well as a king, built to the true Ood
ged that the Romans would now give him their ing
therein a temple, or place for pobtic divine worship and
right band for his security, which he had often sacrifice; all which things may be very true for aught
know to the contrary; and for the word iif»r, or
proudly rejected before; but for Simon, he we
Temple, as if it must needs belong to the great temple
struggled hard with the distress he was in, built
by Solomon long afterward, Josephus himself uses
till he was forced to surrender himself, as we »a«f, for the small tabernacle of Moses, Antiq. b. iii. ch. vi.
seel. 4. See also Antiq. b. iii. ch.vi. sect. I, as he here
shall relate hereafter; so he was reserved for presently
uses h.sv for a large and splendid synagogue of
the triumph, and to be then slain: as was the Jews at Antioch only, b. vii. cfl. iii. sect. &
John condemned to perpetual imprisonment:
is the proper place for snch as bare closely
and now the Romans set fire to the extreme attendedThis
to these latter books of the War, to peruse, ana
with equal attention, those distinct and plain pre
parts of the city, and burnt them down, and that
dictions of Jesus of Nazareth, in the gospels thereto re
entirely demolished its walls.
lating, as compared with their exact completions in Josephoa's history; upon which completions, as OrWhitby
well observes, Annot on Matr. xxiv. 2, no small part oi
the
evidence for the truth of the Christian religion don
CHAPTER X.
depend; and as I have, step by step, compared them toge
ther in my Literal Accomplishment of Scripture Prophe
THAT WHEREAS THE CITY or JERUSALEM cy. The reader is to observe farther, that the true
1 have so seldom taken notice of those com
HAD BEEN FIVE TIMES TAKEN FORMERLY, reason why
in the course of these notes, notwithstanding
THIS W AS THE SECOND TIME OF ITS DESOLA pletions
their being so very remarkable, and frequently so very
TION. A BSILF ACCOUNT OF ITS HISTORY. obvious, is this, that 1 h;»d entirely prevented myself in
I that tieati«e beforehand ; to which, therefore. I must here,
f\. AND thus was Jerusalem taken, ill the i once for all, set iuu.lj nfer every Inquisitits r
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BOOK VII.
CONTAINING THE INTERVAL OF ABOUT TBSIB TUBS,
FROM THE TAKING OF JERUSALEM BY TITUS, TO THE SEMTIOH
OF THE JEWS AT CYRENE.

CHAPTER I.
HOW THE ENTIRE CITY OF JERUSALEM WAS
DEMOLISHED, EXCEPTING THREE TOWERS;
AND HOW TITUS COMMENDED HIS SOL
DIERS, IN A SPEECH MADE TO THEM, AND
DISTRIBUTED REWARDS TO THEM, AND
THEN DISMISSED MANY OF THEM.
§ 1. Now, as soon at the army bad no more
people to slay or to plunder, because there
remained none to be the objects of their fury
(for they would not have spared any, had there
remained any other such work to be done), Cassar gave orders tbat they should now demolish
the entire city and temple, but should leave
as many of the towers standing rs were of the
greatest eminency; that is, Phasaelus, and
Hippicus, and Mariamne, and so much of the
wall as enclosed the city on the west side.
This wall was spared, in order to afford a
camp for such as were to lie in garrison ; as
were the towers also spared, in order to de
monstrate to posterity what kind of city it
was, and how well fortified, which the Roman
valour had subdued; but for all the rest of
the wall, it was so thoroughly laid even with
the ground by those tbat dug it up to the foun
dation, that there was left nothing to make
those that came thither believe it bad ever
been inhabited. This was the end which Je
rusalem came to by the madness of those that
were for innovations ; a city otherwise of great
magnificence, and of mighty fume among all
mankind.
2. But Caesar resolved to leave' there as a
guard the tenth legion, with certain troops of
horsemen, and companies of footmen. So,
having entirely completed this war, he was
desirous to commend his whole army, on ac
count ofthe great exploitstbey had performed,
and to bestow proper rewards on such as
had signalized themselves therein. He had
therefore a great tribunal made for him in the
midst of the place where he bad formerly en

camped, and stood upon it with his principal
commanders about him, and spake so as to he
heard by the whole army in the manner fol
lowing:—That he returned them abundance
of thanks for their good-will which they had
shown to him; he commended them for that
ready obedience they had exhibited in this
whole war;—which obedience bad appeared in
the many and great dangers tbey bad coura
geously undergone; as also, for tbat courage
they bad shown, and had thereby augmented
of themselves their country's power, and had
made it evident to all men, that neither the
multitude of their enemies, nor the strength of
their places, nor the largeness of their cities,
nor the rash boldness and brutish rage of their
antagonists, were sufficient at any time to get
clear of the Roman valour, although some of
them may have fortune in many respects on
their side. He said further, that it was but
reasonable for tbem to put an end to this
war, now it had lasted so long, for they had
nothing better to wish for when they en
tered into it; and tbat this happened more
favourably for them and more for their glory,
that all the Romans hud willingly accepted
of those for their governors, and the curtnors
of their dominions, whom they bad chosen for
them, and bad sent into their own country
for that purpose, which still continued under
the management of those whom they hai
pitched on, and were thankful to them foi
pitching upon them. That accordingly, al
though he did both admire and tenderly re
gard them all, because he knew that every
one of them had gone as cheerfully about
their work as their abilities and opportunities
would give tbem leave, yet, he said, tbat he
would immediately bestow rewards and digni
ties on those that had fought the most bravely,
and with greater force, and had signalized
their conduct in the most glorious manner,
and had made bis army more famous by their
noble exploits: and that no one who had bean
willing to take more pRins than another.
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should miss of a just retribution for the same; in ships with three rows of oars; and as he
for t hat he hud been exceedingly careful about touched at several citieB that lay in his road,
this matter, and that the more, because be he was joyfully received by them all, and so
had much rather reward the virtues of his fel passed over from Ionia into Greece ; whence
low-soldiers than punish such as had offended. be set sail from Corcyra to the promontory of
3. Hereupon Tilus ordered those whose Iapyx, whence be took bis journey by land.
business it was, to read the list of all that had But as for Titus, be marched from that Cesa
performed great exploits in this war, whom rea which lay by the sea-side, and came to that
be called to him by their names, and com which is named Cesarea I'hilippi, and staid
mended them before the company, and re there a considerable time, and exhibitedall sorts
joiced in them in the same manner as a man of shows tbere; and here a great number of
would have rejoiced in his own exploits. He the captives were destroyed, some being thrown
also put on tbeir beads crowns of gold, and to wild beasts, and others in multitudes forced
golden ornaments about their necks, and gave to kill one another, as if they were enemies.
tin-in long spears of gold, and ensigns that And here it was that Titus was informed of *
were made of silver, and removed every one the seizure of Simon, the son of (Jwas, »hich
of them to a higher rank : and besides this, was made after the manner following:— This
he plentifully distributed among them, out of Simon, during the siege of Jerusalem, was in
the spoils and the other prey they had taken, tbe upper city; but when the Roman army
silver, and geld, and garments. So when were gotten within the walls, and were laying
they had all these honours bestowed on them, the city waste, he then took the most faithful
according to his own appointment made to of bis friends with him, and among them some
every one, and he had wished all soits of hap that were stone-cutters, with those iron tools
piness to the whole army, he cume down, which belonged to their occupation, and as
uuioug the great acclamations which were great a quantity of provisions as would suf
made to him, and then betook himself to of fice them for a long time, and let himself
fer thank-offerings [to the gods], and at once and them all down into a certain subterrane
sacrificed a vast number of oxen, that Btood ous cavern that was not visible above ground.
ready at the allars, and distributed them among Now, so fur as had been digged of old, tbey
the army to feast on ; and rthen be h.id staid went onward along it without disturbance ;
three days among tbe principal commanders, but where tbey met with solid earth, they dug
and so long feasted with them, he sent away n mine under ground, and this in hopes tbat
the rest of bis army to the several places where tbey should be able to proceed so far as to
tbev would be every fine best situated; but rise from under ground, in a safe place, and
permitted the tenth legion to stay, hs a guard by that means escape; but when they came to
»t Jerusalem, and did not send them away make the experiment, tbey were disappointed
beyond Euphrates, where they had been be- of their hope; for the miners could make but
iore ; and as be remembered that the twelfth small progress, and that with difficulty also;
legion bad given way to tbe Jews, under Ces- insomuch tbat their provisions, though they
tius tbeir general, he expelled them out of all distributed tbem by measure, began to fail
Syria, for they had lain formerly ut Raphanea, i Iii iii. And now .Simon, thinking he might
and sent them away to a place called Mele- be able to astonish and delude the Romans,
tine, near Euphrates, which is in the limits of put on a white frock, and buttoned upon him
Armenia and Cappadocia ; he also thought a purple cloak, and appeared out of the ground
fit tbat two of the legions should stay with in tbe place where tbe temple had formerly
bun till he should go to Egypt. He then been. At tbe first, indeed, those thut saw
went down with bis army to that Cesarea him were greatly astonished, and stood still
which lay by tbe sea-side, and tbere laid up where they were ; but afterward they came
the rest of bis spoils in great quantities, and nearer to him, and asked him who be was
guve order that tbe captives should be kept Now Simon would not tell them, but bade
tbere; for tbe winter-season hindered him then them call for their captain ; and when they ran
to call him, Terentius Rufus,* who was left to
from sailing into Italy.
command the army tbere, aajme to Simon, and
learned of him the whole trutb, and kept him
in bonds, and let Csesar know that he was
CHAPTER II.
taken. Thus did God bring this man to be
MOW TITUS EXHIBITED All. SORTS OP SHOWS punished for what bitter and savage tyranny
AT CESAREA PHILIPPI. CONCERNING SIMON be had exercised against his countrymen, by
THE TYRANT, HOW HE WAS TAKEN, AND
• This Terentins Rufns, as Hel»nd in part i
RESERVED POR THE TRIUMPH.
here, is the Mine peraon whom life Talmudistt eail Tur*
nui Rttjvt t of whom they relate, that " he ploughed up
§ 1. Now, at the same titnn that Titus Caesar Stun us a field, and made Jerusalem become as lieana,
lav
did Vespasian
the
he mountain olot the house asrne
as the an
high places of
of.ai
lay* at .the msietre
siege . of. ... Jerusalem,
- , . and, mailed
-i I rfrom. lore.!,"
long before
prophet
pbel
go on hoard a merchant-ship,
Mirnh |||Lwhich aas
,„d ^onVtA
from foretold
him in by
thetheprophecies
Alexandria to Rhodes; whence lie ».«!■. d awaj ..( Jeremiah rixeL 18).
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those who were his worst enemies ; and der accusations, and in danger of perishing,
this while he was not subdued by violence, from the disturbances that were raised against
but voluntarily delivered himself up to them by the Antiochians, and this both oi.
them to be punished, and that on the very account of the slanders spread abroad at t his
same account that he had laid false accusa time against them, and on account of what
tions against many Jews, as if they were fall pranks tbey had played not long before ; which
ing away to the Romans, and had barbarously I am obliged to describe without^ail, though
slain them ; for wicked actions do not escape briefly, that I may the better connect my nar
the divine anger, nor is justice too weak 10 ration of future actions with those that went
punish offenders, but in time overtakes those before.
3. For as the Jewish nation is widely dis
that transgress its laws, and inflicts its punish
ments upon the wicked in a manner so much persed over all the habitable earth among its
more severe, as they expected to escape it on inhabitants, so it is very much intermingled
account of their not being punished immedi- with Syria by reason of its neighbourhood,
•ately.* Simon was made sensible of this, by and had the greatest multitudes in Antioch
falling under the indignation of the Romans. by reason of the largeness of the city, where
This rise of his out of the ground did also in the kings, after Antiochus, bad afforded
occasion the discovery of a great number of them a habitation with the most undisturbed
others of the seditious at that time, who had tranquillity ; for though Antiochus, who was
hidden themselves under ground; but for called Epiphanes, laid Jerusalem waste, and
Simon, he was brought to Cesar in bonds, spoiled the temple, yet did those that succeed
when be was come back to that Cesarea which ed him in the kingdom restore all the dona
was on the sea-side ; who gave orders that he tions that were made of brass to the Jews of
should be kept ugainst that triumph which he Antioch, and dedicated tbem to their syna
was to celebrate at Rome upon this occasion. gogue ; and granted them the enjoyment of
equal privileges of citizens with the Greeks
themselves ; and as the succeeding kings
treated them after the same manner, they
both multiplied to a great number, and adorned
CHAPTER nr.
their templet gloriously by tine ornaments,
how titus, upon the celebration of his and with great magnificence, in the use of
brother's and father's birth-days, had what had been given them. They also made
many of the jews slain. concerning proselytes of a great many of the GreekB per
the danger the jews were in at anti- petually, and thereby, after a sort, brought
och, by means of the transgression them to be a portion of their own body. But
and impiety of one antiochus, a jew. about this time when the present war began,
and Vespasian was newly sailed to Syria, and
§ 1. While Titus was at Cesarea, he solem all men bad taken up a great hatred against
nized the birth-day of his brother [Domitian] the Jews, then it was that a certain person,
after a splendid manner, and inflicted a great whose name was Antiochus, being one of the
deal of the punishment intended for the Jews Jewish nation, and greatly respected on ac
in honour of him : for the number of those count of his father, who was governor of the
that were now slain in fighting with the Jews at Antioch,§ came upon the theatre at
beasts, and were burnt, and fought with one a time when the people of Antioch were as
another, exceeded two thousand five hundred. sembled together, and became an informer
Yet did all this seem to the Romans, when against his father; and accused both him and
they were thus destroying ten thousand seve others, that they had resolved to burn the
ral ways, to be a punishment beneath their whole city in one night ; be also delivered
deserts. After this Caesar came to Berytus.f up to them some Jews that were foreigners,
which is a city of Phoenicia, and a Roman co as partners in their resolutions. 'When the
lony, and staid there a long time, and exhi people heard this, they could not refrain their
bited a still more pompous solemnity about passion, but commanded that those who were
his father's birth-day, both in the magnificence delivered up to tbem should have fire brought
of the shows, and in the other vast expenses to burn them ; who were accordingly all'
he was at in his devices thereto belonging ; so
that a great multitude of the captives were t i e. Their synagogue. See the note on b. ri. ch. x.
here destroyed after the same manner as be sect 1.
t The Jews at Antioch and Alexandria, the two prin
fore.
cipal cities in ail the east, had allowed them/both by
2. It happened also about this time, that the Macedonians, and afterwards by the Romans, a go
of their own. who was exempt from the jnr:sdi*>.
the Jews who remained at Antioch were un- vernor
tion of the other civil governors. He was railed some
times barely " coventor." sometimes "ethnarch." and
• See Ecctes. rill. 11.
[at Alexandria I " alaltarrb." a« l»r. Hudson takes notice
+ This B-rytus wai certainly a Roman colony, and on this place, out of Fuller's Miscellanies. They had
hat coins extant that witness the same, an Hudson and the like governor or c-.\ert>ors allowed them lit llnbflon
Spanheim inform no. See the note, Anliq. b. xvU ch. under their capt vitj there, as the History of Susanns
*i sect l>
implies.
•
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b rnt upon the theatre Immediately. They that all was done by some vile persons greatly
d 1 also fall violently upon the multitude of in debt, wbo supposed, that if they could once
til Jews, as supposing, that by punishing set fire to tbe market-place, and burn tbe
tktiu suddenly they should save their own public records, tbey should have no further
city. As for Antiochus, he aggravated the demands made upon them. So tbe Jew*
rage they were in, and thought to give them were under great disorder and terror, in the
a demonstration of bis own conversion, and uncertain expectations of what would be
of his hatred of the Jewish customs, by tacri-, the upshot of those accusations against tberu
firing after the manner of the Grtcks: be
persuaded the rest also to compel them to do
the same, because they would by that means
discover who they were that had plotted
CHAPTER IV.
against them, since they would not do so :
and when the people of Antiocb tried the ex HOW VESPASIAN WAS RECEIVED AT ROME; AS
periment, some few complied; but those that
ALSO HOW THE GERMANS REVOLTED FROM
would not do so were slain. As for Antio
THE ROMANS, BUT WERE 8UBDUED. THAT
chus himself, be obtained soldiers from the
THE SARMATIAN8 OVER-RAN MYSIA, BUT
Roman commander, and became a severe
WERE COMPELLED TO RETURN TO THEIR
master over his own citizens, not permitting OWN COUNTRY AGAIN.
them to rest on the seventh day, but forcing
them to do all that they usually did on other § 1. And now Titus C«sar, upon the news
days; and to that degree of distress did be that was brought him concerning bis father,
reduce them in this matter, that the rest of that bis coming was much desired by all tbe
the seventh day was dissolved not only at Italian cities, and that Rome especially re
Antiocb, but the same thing which took ceived him with great alacrity and splendor,
thence its rise, was done in other cities also, betook himself to rejoicing end pleasures to a
in like manner, for some small time.
great degree, as now freed from the solicitude
4. Now, after these misfortunes had hap be had been under, after tbe most agreeable
pened to the Jews at Antioch, a second cala manner. For all men that were in Italy
mity befel them, the description of which showed their respects 'to him in their minds,
when wc were going about, we premised tbe before he came thither, as if he were already
account foregoing: for upon this accident, come, as esteeming tbe very expectation they
whereby the four-square market-place was had of him to be his real presence on account
burnt down, as well as the archives, and -the of the great desires tbey had to sec him, and
plaic where the public records were preserved, because tbe good -will they bore him was en
and the royal palaces (and it was not with tirely free and unconstrained; for it was a
out difficulty that the fire was then put a desirable thing to tbe senate, who well re
stop to, which was likely, by tbe fury w here membered tbe calamities they had undergone
with it was carried along, to have gone over in the late changes of their governors, tc
the whole city), Antiochus accused tbe Jews receive a governor who was adorned with the
as tbe occasion of all the mischief that was gravity of old age, and with the highest skill
done. Now this induced tbe people of An in the actions of war, whose advancement
tioch, who were now under tbe immediate would be, as tbey knew, for nothing else but
persuasion, by reason of tbe disorder tbey for tbe preservation of those that were to be
were in, that this calumny was true; and governed. Moreover, the people had been
would have been under tbe same persuasion, so harassed by their civil miseries, that
even though they had not borne an ill-will at they were still more earnest for his coming
the Jews before, to believe this man's accu immediately, as supposing they should then
sation, especially when they considered wbat be firmly delivered from their calamities,
had been done before; and this to such a de and believed tbey should then recover their
gree, that tljey all fell violently upon those secure tranquillity and prosperity: and for
that were accused; and this, like madmen, tbe soldiery, tbey had tbe principal regard
in a very furious rage also, even as if they to him, for they were chiefly apprised of
had seen tbe Jews in a manner setting fire his great exploits in war; and since they
themselves to tbe city; nor was it without bad experienced the want of skill and want
difficulty that one Cneius Collegas, the le of courage in other commanders, they were
gate, could prevail with them to permit tbe very desirous to be freed from that great
affairs to be kid before Ca?sar; for as to Ce- shame they had undergone by their means,
sennius Pettis, the president ofSyria,Vespasian and heartily wished to receive such a prince
bad already sent him away; and so it hap as might be a security and an ornament to
pened, that he was not yet come back thither. them; and as this good-will to Vespasian
But when Collegas had made a careful in was universal, those that enjoyed any remark
quiry into the matter, he found out the truth, able dignities could not hav» patience enough
and that not one of tbose Jews that were ac to stay in Rome, but made haste to meet him
cused by Antiochus had any hand in it; but at a very g . eat distance from it ; nay, in dted,
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none of the-rest could endure the delay of settled and tottering condition, they thoagbt
.eeing him, but did fall pour out of the city in this was the best opportunity that could afford
such crowds, and were so universally possess itself for themselves to make a sedition, when
ed with the opinion that it was easier and tbe state of the Romans w as so ill. Clas>icus*
better for them to go out than to stay there, also, and Vitellius.'f two of their commanders,
that this was the very first time that the city puffed them up with such hopes. These bad
joyfully perceived itself almost empty of its for a long time been openly desirous of such
citizens; for those that staid within were fewer an innovation, and were induced by the pre
than those that went out; but as soon as the sent opportunity to venture upon the declara
news was come that he was bard by, and those tion of their sentiments; the multitude was
that had met him at first related with what also ready ; and when these men told them of
good humour he received every one that came what they intended to attempt, that new s was
to bim, then it was that the whole multitude gladly received by tbem. So when a great
that had remained in the city, with their wives part of tbe Germans had agreed to rebel, and
ind children, came into the road, and waited for tbe rest were no better disposed, Vespasiao,
him there; and for those whom he passed by, as guided by divine Providence, sent letters
they made all sorts of acclamations on account to Petilius Cerealis, who bad formerly had
of the joy they bad to see him, and the plea tbe command of Germany, whereby he de
santness of his countenance, and styled him clared him to have the dignity of consul, and
their Benefactor and Saviour, and the onlv commanded him to take upon bim the govern
person who was worthy to be ruler of the city ment of Britain; so he went whither he was
of Rome; and now the city was like a temple, ordered to go, and when be was informed of
full of garlands and sweet odours; nor was the revolt of the Germane, he fell upon them
it easy for him to come to the royal palace for as soon as they were gotten together, and put
the multitude of people that stood about bim, bis army in battle-array, and slew a great
where yet at last he performed his sacrifices multitude of them in the fight, and forced
of thanksgivings to his household gods, for them to leave off their madness, and to grow
his safe return to the city. The multitude wiser; nay, bad he not fallen thus suddenly
did also betake themselves to feasting; which upon them on the place, it had not been long
feasts and drink-offerings they celebrated by ere they would however have been brought to
their tribes, and their families, and their neigh punishment; for as soon as ever the news of
bourhoods, and still prayed God to grant that their revolt was come to Rome, and Cesar
Vespasian, bis sons, and all their posterity, Domitian was made acquainted with it, be
might continue in the Roman government for made no delay even at that his age, when he
a very long time, and that bis dominion might was 'exceeding young, but undertook this
be preserved from all opposition. And that weighty affair. He had a courageous mind,
was the manner in which Rome so joyfully from his father, and had made greater improve
received Vespasian, and thence grew im ments than belonged to such an age: accord
ingly he marched against tbe barbarians im
mediately into a state of great prosperity.
2. But before this time, and w hile Vespa mediately; whereupon their hearts failed
sian was about Alexandria, and Titus was them at the rumour of his approach, and tbey
lying at the siege of Jerusalem, a great multi submitted themselves to him with fear, and
tude of the Germans were in commotion, and thought ita happy tbingthat they were brought
tended to rebellion; and as the Gauls in their under their old yoke again without suffering
neighbourhood joined with tbem, tbey con any farther mischiefs. When therefore Do
spired together, and had thereby great hopes mitian had settled all the affairs of Gaul in
of success, and that they should free them such good order, that it would not be easily
selves from the dominion of the Romans. put into disorder any more, he returned to
The motives that induced the Germans to this Rome with honour and glory, as having perattempt for a revolt, and for beginning the
war, w ere these:— In the first place, the nature • This Classicus, and Civilia, and Cereali»,are r.
[of the people], which was destitute of juBt well known in Tacitusi the two former SI moving sedi
against the Romans, and the last as sent to repress
reasonings, and ready to throw themselves tion
them by Vespasian, jast as they are here described by
rashly into danger upon small hopes: in the Joarnlitis;
which is the rase also of Fonteius Agrippa
next place, the hatred tbey bore to those that and It ubrius Gallus, in sect. 3; but as to ttie very fa
vourable
acc/tunt
presently given of Domitian. parti
were their governors, while their nation bad cularly as to his designs
iu this his Gallic and'Germaoie
never been conscious of subjection to any but expedition,
it is not a little contrary to that in Suetonios,
Vesp. sect. 7. Nor are the reasons nnobvioiia that night
to the Romans, and that by compulsion only. occasion
great diversity: Domitian was one of Jo>
Besides these motives, it was the opportunity sepbua's this
patrons, and when he published these books of
that now offered itself, which above all the the Jewish war, was very young, and had hardly beeun
those wicked practices which rendered bim so infamous
rest prevailed with them so to do; for when aftrrwaid:
while Suetonius seems so have been too
they saw the Roman government in a great young and too
low in lire to receive any remarkable
internal disorder, by tbe continual changes of favours from him ; as Domitian was certainly very Irtad
and
crurl.
and
generally hated, when buelonlus wp*fa
its rulers, and understood that every part of about him.
tbc habitable earth under them was in an un t Civiils.— Tacit.
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formed such exploits as were above bis own
age, and worthy of such a father.
3. At the very same time with the foretnentioned revolt of the Germans, did the
bold attempt of the Scythians against the
Romans occur ; for those Scythians who are
called Sarmatians, being a very numerous
people, transported themselves over the
Danube into Mysia, without being perceived;
after which, by their violence, and entirely
unexpected assault, they slew a great many
of the Romans that guarded the frontiers ;
and as the consular legate Fonteius Agrippa
came to meet them, and fought courageously
against them, he was slain by them. They
then overran all the region that had been
subject to him, tearing and rending every
thing that fell in their way ; but when Ves
pasian was informed of what bad happened,
and how Mysia was laid waste, he sent away
Rubrius Gallus to punish these Sarmatians ;
by whose means many of them perished in
the battles be fought against them, and that
part which escaped fled with fear to their
own country. So when this general had put
an end to the war, he provided for the future
security of the country also ; for he placed
more and more numerous garrisons in the
place, till he made it altogether impossible for
the barbarians to pass over the river any
more; and thus had this war in Mysia a sud
den conclusion.

CHAPTER V.
concerning the sabbatic river which ti
tus saw as he was journeying through
syria; and how the peon.e of antioch came with a petition to titus
against the jews, but were rejected
by him : as also concerning titus's
and Vespasian's triumph.
§ I . Now Titus Caesar tarried some time at
Herytus, as we told you before. He thence
removed, and exhibited magnificent shows in
all those cities of Syria through which be
went, and made use of the captive Jews as
public instances of the destruction of that na
tion. He tben saw a river as he went along,
of such a nature as deserves to be recorded in
history ; it runs in the middle between Arcea, belonging to Agrippa's kingdom, and
Kuphanea, It bath somewhat very peculiar
in it ; for when it runs, its current is strong,
anil has plenty of water; after which ils
spring? fail for six days together, and leave
ils chhrtiel dry, as anyone may see; after
which days it runs on the seventh day as it
did before, and as though- it had undergone
no change at all: it hath also been observed
to kt-ep this order perpetually mid exactly ;
whence it is that thev call it the Sabbatic
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River,' —that name being taken from the sa
cred seventh day among the Jews.
2. But when the people of Antioch were
informed that Titus was approaching, tbey
were so glad at it, that they could not keep
within their walls, but hasted away to give
bim the meeting ; nay, tbey proceeded as far
as thirty furlongs, and more, with that inten
tion. These were not the men only, but a
multitude of women also with their children
did the same ; and when they saw him com
ing up to tbem, they stood on both sides of
the way, and stretched out their right hands,
saluting him, and making all sorts of accla
mations to bim, and turned back together
with bim. They also among all the accla
mations they made to bim, besought bim all
the way they went, to eject the Jews out of
their city ; yet did not Titus at all yield to
tliis their petition, but gave them the bare
hearing of it quietly. However, the Jews
were in a great deal of terrible fear, tinder
the uncertainty they were in what his opinion
was, and what he would do to them ; for Ti
tus did not stay at Antioch, but continued his
progress immediately to Zeugma, which lies
upon the Euphrates, whitber came to bim
messengers from Vologeses, king of Partbia,
and brought bim a crown of gold upon the
victory he bad gained over the Jews; which he
accepted of, and feasted the king's messen
gers, and then came back to Antioch. And
when the senate and people of Antioch ear
nestly entreated him to come upon their the
atre, where their whole multitude was assem
bled, and expected him, be complied with
great humanity ; but when they pressed bim
with much earnestness, and continually beg
ged of bim, that he would eject the Jews out
of their city, he gave them this very pertinent
answer : — " How can this be done, since that
country of theirs, whither the Jews must be
obliged then to retire, is destroyed, and no
place will receive them besides?" Where
upon the people of Antioch, when they bad
failed of success in tnis their first request,
made him a second ; tor they desired that be
would order those tables of brass to be re
moved, on which the Jews' privileges were
engraven. However, Titus would not grant
that neither, but permitted the Jews of An
tioch to continue to enjoy the very same pri
vileges in that city which they had before,
and then departed for Egypt; and as he came
to Jerusalem in his progress, and compared
the melancholy condition he saw it then in,
* Since in these later aires this Sabbatic River, once
no famous, wliich, by Josephus's account here, ran every
seventh day. and rested on nix, but arcordinp lo Pliny,
Nat Hist xxxi II. ran perpetually on six days, and
restrd on the seventh (though it no way appears by eU
the) of their accounts that the seicnlh day of this river
i» as the Jewish seventh day or Salihatti). is quite vanish,
ed. I shall add no more annul it: only see Dr. Hudson's
note. In Vurenius's tlcfgra^hy. i. 17. the readrr will
find several instances of siirh periodic*! ronntains and
rivers, though none ol the'r perils were Iftnl ol a Juat
week, as of old tins appears to hate been.
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m*h the ancient glory of the city, and called | night-time, and were about the gates, not of
to mind the greatness of its present ruins, as ' the upper palaces, but those near the temple
wl] as its ancient splendor, be could not but of Isis; for there it was that the emperors
pity the destruction of the city,— so far was bad rested the foregoing night. And as soon
he from boasting that so great and goodly a as ever it was day, Vespasian and Titus came
city as that was, had been by him taken by out crowned with laurel, and clothed in those
force; nay, he frequently cursed those that ancient purple habits which were proper to
had been the authors of their revolt, and had their family, and then went as fur as Octabrought such a punishment upon the city ; in- viau's Walks ; for there it was that the se
somuchthatitopenlyappearcd that he did not nate, and the principal rulers, and those that
desire that such a calamity as this punishment had been recorded as of the equestrian order,
of theirs amounted to, should be a demonstra waited for them. Now a tribunal had been
tion of his courage. Yet was there no small erected before the cloisters, and ivory chain
quantity of the riches that had been in that bad been set upon it, when they came and
city still found among its ruins, a great (leal sat down upon them. Whereupon the sol
of which the Romans dug up; but the greatest diery made an acclamation of joy to them
part was discovered by those who were cap immediately, and all gave them attestations
tives, and so they carried it away, I mean the of their valour; while they were themselves
gold and the silver, and the rest of that most without their arms, and only in their silken
precious furniture which the Jews had, and garments, and crowned with laurel : then
which the owners had treasured up under Vespasian accepted of these shouts of theirs ;
ground, against the uncertain fortunes of war. but while they were still disposed to go on in
3. So Titus took the journey he intended such acclamations, he gave tbem a signal of -iinto Egypt, and passed over the desert very lencc. And when every body entirely held their
suddenly, and came to Alexandria, and took peace, he stood up, and covering the greatest
up a resolution to go to Rome by sea. And part of his head with his cloak, be put up the
as he was accompanied by two legions, he accustomed solemn prayers ; the like prajeis
sent each of them again to the plnces whence did Titus put up also; after which prayers
they had before come ; the fifth be sent to Vespasian made a short speech to all the peo
Mysia ; and the fifteenth to Pannonia ; as ple, and then sent away the soldiers to a din
for the leaders of the captives, Simon and ner prepared for them by the emperors.—
John, with the other seven hundred men, Then did he retire to that gate which was
whom he had selected out of the rest as be called the Gate of the Pomp, because pom
ing eminently tall and handsome of body, he pous shows do always go through that gate;
gave order that they should be soon carried there it was that they tasted some food, and
to Italy, as resolving to produce them in bis when they had put on their triumphal gar
triumph. So when he had had a prosperous ments, and bad offered sacrifices to the gods
voyage to bis mind, the city of Rome behaved that were placed at the gate, they sent the
itself in his reception, nnd their meeting triumph forward, and marched through the
him at a distance, as it did in the case of his theatres, that they might be the more easily
father. But what made the most splendid seen by the multitude.
appearance in Titus's opinion was, when his 5. Now it is impossible to describe the
father met him, and received him; but still multitude of the shows as they deserve, and
the multitude of the citizens conceived the the magnificence of them all ; such indeed as
greatest joy when they saw them all three a man could not easily think of as performed
together, as they did at this time : nor were either by the labour of workmen, or the va
many days overpast when they determined to riety of riches, or the larities of nature; for
have but one triumph, that should be common almost all such curiosities as the most happy
to both of them, on account of the glorious men ever get by piece-meal were here heaped
exploits they had performed, although the one upon another, and those both admirable
senate had decreed each of them a separate and costly in their nature; and all brought
triumph by himself. So when notice had been together on that day, demonstrated the vastness
given beforehand of the day appointed for of the dominions of the Romans; for there
this pompous solemnity to be made, on ac was here to be seen a mighty quantity of sil
count of their victories, not one of the im ver, and gold, and ivory, contrived into all sorts
mense multitude was left in the city, but of things, and did not appear as carried along
everybody went out so far as to gain only a in pompous show only, hut, as n man may say,
station where they might stand, and left only running along like a river. Some parts were
such a passage as was necessary for those composed of the rarest purple hangings, and
that were to be seen to go along it.
so carried along ; and others accurately re
4. Now all the soldiery marched out be presented to the life what was embroidered Wy
forehand by companies, and in tlteir several the aits of the Babylonians. There were »l-o
tanks, under their several eo lander*, in the precious stones that were transparent, some
set in crowns ofgold, ard seme in other otirl.ea,
• Vnpiaiiin and Ll> iwo hius, l ila. .nd lloniitian. as the workmen pleased ; and of these >...eb
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a. vast number were brought, that we could there followed these pageants a great number
not but thence learn how vainly we imagined of ships ; and for the other spoils, they were
any of them to be rarities. The images of carried in great plenty. But for those that
the gods were al9o carried, being as well were taken in the temple of Jerusalem,* they
wonderful for their largeness, as made very made the greatest figure of them all ; that is
artificially, and with great skill of the work the golden table of the weight of many ta
men ; nor were any of these images of any lents ; the candlestick also, that was made
other than very costly materials ; and many of gold, though its construction were now
species of animals were brought, every one in changed from that which we made use of :
tbeir own natural ornaments. The men also for its middle shaft was fixed upon a basis,
wha brought every one of these shows were and the small branches were produced out
great multitudes, and adorned with purple of it to a great length, having the likeness of
gurments, all over interwoven with gold ; those a trident in their position, and bad every one
that were chosen for carrying these pompous a socket made of brass for a lamp at the tops
shows, having also about them such magnifi- of them. These lamps were in number seven,
cent ornaments as were both extraordinary and represented the dignity of the number se
and surprising. Besides these, one might see ven among the Jews ; and the last of all tbe
that even the great number of the captives spoils, was carried the Law of the Jews. After
was not'unadorned, while the variety that was these spoils passed by a great many men, car
in their garments, and their fine texture, con rying the images of Victory, whose structure
cealed from the sight the deformity of their was entirely either of ivory, or of gold. Af
bodies. But what afforded the greatest sur ter which Vespasian marched in tbe first place,
prise of all, was the structure of the pageants and Titus followed him ; Domitian also rode
that were borne along; for indeed he that along with them, and made a glorious appear
met them could not but be afraid that the ance, and rode on a horse that was worthy of
bearers would not be able firmly enough to admiration.
support them, such was their magnitude ; for 6. Now the last part of this pompous show
many of them were so made, that they were was at the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus.
on three or even four stories, one above ano whither when they were come, they stood
ther. The magnificence also of their struc still ; for it was the Romans' ancient custom
ture afforded one both pleasure and surprise; to stay tiii somebody brought the news that
forupon manyofthem were laid carpets of gold. the general of the enemy was slain. This
There was also wrought gold and ivory fas genera, was Simon, the son of Gioras, who
tened about them all ; and many resemblances had then been led in this triumph among
of the war, and those in several ways, and the captives ; a rope had also been put upon
variety of contrivances, affording a most lively his head, and he had been drawn into a pro
portraiture of itself ; for there was to be seen per place in the forum, and bad witbal been
a happy country laid waste, and entire squad tormented by those that drew bim along ; and
rons of enemies slain ; while some of them ran the law of tbe Romans required, that male
away, and some were carried into captivity; factors condemned to die should be sluin there.
with walls of great altitude and magnitude Accordingly, when it was related that there
overthrown, and ruined by machines ; with was an end of bim, and all the people had set
the strongest fortifications taken, and the walls up a shout for joy, they then began to offer
of most populous cities upon the tops of hills those sacrifices which they had consecrated,
seized on, and an army pouring itself within in the prayers used in such solemnities ; which
the walls; as also every place full of slaughter, when they had finished, they went away to
and supplications of the enemies, when they the palace. And as for some of the specta
were no longer able to lift up their hands in tors, the emperors entertained them at their
way ofopposition. Fire also sent upon temples own feast; and for all the rest there were
was here represented, and houses overthrown noble preparations made for tbeir feasting
and falling upon their owners: rivers also, at home ; for this was a festival-day to the
after they came out of a large and melancholy city of Rome, as celebrated for the victory
desert, ran down, not into a land cultivated, obtained by their army over their enemies,
nor as drink for men, or for cattle, but through * See the representation of these Jewish vessels as
n land still on fire upon every side; for the the* still stand on Titus's triuroph&l arch at Rome, in
Reland's very curious book it SpoliU Templu through
Jews related that such a thing they had un out.
But what things are chiefly to be noted are these.
dergone during this war. Now the work- (1.) That
Josephus says, the candlestick here carried in
innitbip of these representations was so mag this triumph was not thoroughly like that which was
used
in
the
which appears in the number of the
nificent and lively in the construction of the little knohs temple,
and flowers in that on the triumphal arch,
things, that it exhibited what had been done not well agreeing with Moses's description, hxod. xxv.
{2.) The smallness of tbe branches in Jose
f such as did not see it, as if they had been 31—30,
phus. compared with tbe thickness of those on that arch.
there really present. On tbe top of every (3.)
That the Law or Pentateuch does oot appear cn
that arch at all. though Josephus, an eye-witnes*.
one of these pageants was placed the com* assures
us that it was carried in this proeessiob. au
mander of the city that was taken, and tbe which things
deserve tbe consideration of the inquisitive
wherein he was taken Moreover,
3 C
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for the end that was now put to their civil that already described, yet ii it in like man
miseries and for the commencement of their ner an impracticable thing to think of getting
hopes of future prosperity and happiness.
over them ; and for the valley that lies on the
7. After these triumphs were orer, and east side, its depth is found to be no less than
after the affairs of the Romans were settled a hundred cubits. It extends as far as a moun
on the surest foundations, Vespasian resolved tain that lies over against Marherns with
to build a temple to Peace, which he finished which it is bounded.
2. Now when Alexander [Janneus], the
in so 'short a time, and in so glorious a man
ner, as was beyond all human expectation and king of the Jews, observed the nature of this
opinion : for he having now by Providence a place, he was the first who built a citadel
vast quantity of wealth, besides what he had here, which afterwards was demolished by
formerly gained in bis other exploits, he had Gabinius, when be made war against Aristothis temple adorned with pictures and statues; bulus ; but when Herod came to be king, he
for in this temple were collected and deposit thought the place to be worthy of the utmost
ed all such rarities as men aforetime used to regard, and of being built upon in the firmest
wander all over the habitable world to see, manner, and this especially because it lay so
when they had a desire to see them one after near to Arabia ; for it is seated in a conve
another: he also laid up therein, as ensigns nient place on that account, and bath a pro
of his glory, those golden vessels and instru spect toward that country; he therefore sur
ments that were taken out of the Jewish tem rounded a large space of ground with walls
ple. But still he gave order that they should and towers, and built a city there, out of
lay up their law, and the purple veils of the which city there was a way tbat led up to the
holy place, in the royal palace itself, and keep very citadel itself on the top of the mountain;
nay, more than this, he built a wall round
them there.
that top of the bill, and erected towers at the
corners, of a hundred and sixty cubits high;
in the middle of which place be built a pa
CHAPTER VI.
lace, after a magnificent manner, wherein
CONCERNING THE CITY CALLED MACHERUS ; were large and beautiful edifices. He also
AND HOW LUCILIU8 BAS.SUS TOOK THE CITA made a great many reservoirs for the recep
tion of water, that there might be plenty of
DEL, AND OTHER PLACES.
it ready for all uses, and those in the proper§ 1. Now Lucilius Bassus was sent as legate est places that were afforded bim there.—
into Judea, and there he received the army Thus did he, as it were, contend with the
from Cerealis Vitellius, and took that cita- nature of the place, that he might exceed :ts
del which was in Herodium, together with natural strength and security (which yet itself
the garrison that was in it ; after which he got rendered it hard to be taken) by those forti
together all the soldiery that was there (which fications which were made by the hands of
was a large body, but dispersed into several men. Moreover, he put a large quantity
parties), with the tenth legion, and resolved of darts and other machines of war into it,
to make war upon Macherus ; for it was high and contrived to get every thing thither tbat
ly necessary that this citadel should be demo might any way contribute to its inhabitants'
lished, lest it might be a means of drawing security, under the longest siege possible.
away many into a rebellion, by reason of its 3. Now within this place there grew a sort
strength ; for the nature of the place was very of rue,* that deserves our wonder on account
capable of affording the surest hopes of safety of its largeness, for it was no way inferior to
to those that possessed it, as well as delay and any fig-tree whatsoever, cither in height or
fear to those that should attack it ; for what in thickness ; and the report is, that it had
was walled in was itself a very rocky hill, lasted ever since the times of Herod, and
elevated to a very great height ; which cir would probably have lasted much longer, had
cumstance alone made it very hard to be sub it not been cut down by those Jews who
dued. It was also so contrived by nature, took possession of the place afterward : but
that it could not be easily ascended ; for it is, still in that valley which encompasses the
as it were, ditched about with such valleys on city on the north side, there is a certain place
all sides, and to such a depth that the eye called Baaras, which produces a root of the
cannot reach their bottoms, and such as are same name with itself;')' its colour is like to that
not easily to be passed over, and even such as
it is impossible to (ill up with earth ; for that
* Spanheim observes here, that in Gneeia Major and
valley which cuts it on the west, extends to Sicily
they had me prodigiously great and durable, like
threescore furlongs, and did not end till it thi* rue at Macherus.
+ 'this strange account of the place anil rooi Baaraa
came to the lake Asphaltitis; on the same seem*
have been Taken from the magician, and tne
aide it was also that Macherus bad the tallest root to tohave
been made otte of in the day§ of Josep/.ua,
top of its hill elevated above the rest. But in that superstitious way of casting out demons, snpby him to have been derived from king Solomon;
then for the valleys that lay on the north and ofpoaed
which we have already seen he hail a great opinion,
south sides, although they ure not so large as Antlq.
b. Tiit. ch. IL aect. 5. We also may taaro tba
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of flame, ami towards the evening it sends ] provide for their own safety. They also supout a certain ray like lightning: it is not easily posed they might obtain their pardon, in case
taken by such as would do it, but recedes they should at last surrender the citadel.
from their hands, nor will yield itself to be However, they were willing to make trial, ir
taken quietly, until either the urine of a wo the first place, whether the hopes they had of
man, or her menstrual blood, be poured upon avoiding a siege would come to any thing;
it; nay, even then it is certain death to those with which intention they made sallies every
that touch it, unless any one take and hang day, and fought with those that met them ,
the root itself down from bis hand, and so in which conflicts they were many of them
carry it away. It may also be taken another slain, as they therein slew many of the Ro
way, without danger, which is this: they dig a mans; but still it was the opportunities that
trench quite round about it, till the hidden presented themselves which chiefly gained both
part of the root be very small, they then tie a sides their victories; tbesc were gained by the
dog to it, and when the dog tries hard to fol Jews, when they fell upon the Romans as they
low him that tied him, this root is easily were off their guard; but by the Romans,
plucked up, but the dog dies immediately, as when, upon the others' sallies against their
if it were instead of the man that would take banks, they foresaw their coming, and were
the plant away; nor after this need any one upon their guard when they received them;
be afraid of taking it into their hands. but the conclusion of this siege did not de
Yet, after all this pains in getting, it is only pend upon these bickerings, but a certain sur
valuable on account of one virtue it hath, prising accident, relating to what was done in
that if it be only brought to sick persons, it this siege, forced the Jews to surrender the
quickly drives away those called Demons, citadel. There was a certain young man
which are no other than the spirits of the among the besieged, of great boldness, and
wicked, that enter into men that arc alive and very active of bis hand, his name was Eleuzar;
kill them, unless they can obtain some help be greatly signalized himself in those sallies,
against them. Here are also fountains of and encouraged the Jews to go out in great
hot water, that flow out of this place, which numbers, in order to hinder the raising of the
have a very different taste one from the other; banks, and did the Romans a vast deal of mis
for some of thein are bitter, and others of chief when they came to fighting: he so man
them arc plainly sweet. Here are also many aged matters, that those who sallied out, made
eruptions of cold waters, and this not only in their attacks easily, and returned back without
the places that lie lower, and have their foun danger, and this by still bringing up the rear
tains near one another, but, what is still more himself. Now it happened, that on a cer
wonderful, here is to be seen a certain cave tain time when the fight was over, and both
hard by, whose cavity is not deep, but it is sides were parted, and retired home, he, in
covered over by a rock that is prominent: way of contempPof the enemy, and thinking
above this rock there stand up two [hills or] that none of them would begin tbe 6ght again
breasts, as it were, but a little distant one at that time, staid without the gates, and talked
from another, the one of which sends out a with those that were upon the wall, and his
fountain that is very cold, and the other sends mind was wholly intent upon what they said.
out one that is very hot; which waters, when Now a certain person belonging to tbe Roman
they are mingled together, compose a most camp, whose name was Rufus, by birth an
pleasant bath; they are medicinal indeed for Egyptian, ran upon him suddenly, when no
other maladies, but especially good for body expected such a thing, and carried him
strengthening the nerves. This place has in off, with his armour itself; while, in the
mean time, those that saw it from the wall
it also mines of sulphur and alum.
4. Now when Bassus had taken a full view were under such an amazement, that Rufus
of this place, be resolved to besiege it by fill prevented their assistance, and carried Eleazat
ing up the valley that lay on the east side; so to the Roman camp. So the general of the
he fell hard to work, and took great pains to Romans ordered that be should be taken up
raise his banks as sodh as possible, and by that naked, set before the city to be seen, and sore
means to render the siege easy. As for the ly whipped before their eyes. Upon this sad
Jews that were caught in this place, they accident that befel the young man, the Jews
separated themselves from the strangers that were terribly confounded, and the city, with
were with them, and they forced those stran one voice, sorely lamented bim, and the
gers, as an otherwise useless multitude, to mourning proved greater than could well be
stay in the lower part of the city, and undergo supposed upon the calamity of a single person.
the principal dangers, while they themselves When Bassus perceived that, be began to
seized on tbe upper citadel, and held it, and tbink of usinga stratagem against the enemy,
this both on account of its strength, and to and was desirous to aggravate tbeir grief, in
order to prevail with them to surrender the
(nif notion Joaephua hut of drmona and demoniacs, ex city for the preservation of that man. Nor
actly like thai of the Jewa and Chmtiana in the New did be fail of bis hope; for be commanded ■
TcitamrnL and Ihr frit tour cenmrica. See Antiq. b. vi them to set up a cross, as if be were just go•b via ascL -J .- b. xi. ch. u. aeet. &
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ing to bang Eleazar upon it immediately: | received them with great courage; and so*
the sight of this occasioned a sore grief among I uhile the one side fought desperately, and
those that were in the citadel, and they groaned I the others would not yield, the fight was provehemently, and cried out that they could I longed on that account. But the event of*
not bear to see him thus destroyed. Where the battle did not answer the expectation ot
upon Eleazar besought them not to disregard the assailants; for so it happened, that no
him, now he was going to suffers most miser- more than twelve fell on the Roman side,
Hide death, and exhorted them to 6ave them with a few that were wounded; but not one
selves, by yielding to the Roman power and of the Jews escaped out of this battle, for
good fortune, since all other people were they were all killed, being in the whole not
now conquered by tbem. These men were fewer in number than three thousand, toge
preatly moved with what he said, there being ther with Julias, the son of Jairus, their gene
also many within the cify that interceded for ral; concerning whom we have before spoken,
him, because he was of an eminent and very that be had been captain of a certain band at
numerous family: so they now yielded to their the siege of Jerusalem, and by going down,
passion of commiseration, contrary to their into a certain vault under ground, had pri
usual custom. Accordingly they sent out vately made his e>cape.
immediately certain messengers, and treated 6. About the same time it was that Ca?sai
with the Romans, in order to a surrender of sent a letter to Bassus, and to Liberius Maxthe citadel to them, and desired that they imus, who was the procurator [of Judea],
might be permitted to go away, and take and gave order that all Jndea should be ex
Eleazar along with them. Then did the Ro posed to sale; * for he did not found any
mans and their general accept of these terms; city there, but reserved the country for him
while the multitude of strangers that were in self. However, he ass;gned a place for eight
the lower part of the city, hearing of the hundred men only, whom he had dismissed
agreement that was made by the Jews for from his army, which he gave them for their
themselves alone, were resolved to fly away habitation; it is called Emmaus,f and is dis
privately, in the night time; bnt as soon as tant from Jerusalem threescore furlongs. He
they had opened their gates,, those that had also laid a tribute upon the Jews wheresoever
rome to terms with Bassus told him of it: they were, and enjoined every one of them te
whether it were that they envied the others1 aring two drachma; every year into the
deliverance, or whether it were done out of Capitol, as they used to pay the same to the
fear, lest an occasion should be taken against temple at Jerusalem. And this was the state
them upon their escape, is uncertain. The of the Jewish affairs at this time.
most courageous, therefore, of those men that
went out prevented the enemy, and got away,,
and fled for it; but for tho/tf men that were
caught within, they were slain, to the num
CHAPTER VII.
ber of one thousand seven hundred, as were
the women and. the children made slaves: but CONCERNING the calamity that mfel
as Bassus thought he must perform the cove
ANTlOCHtla, KING OF COMMACENE. AS
nant he had made with those that had surren
ALSO CONCERNING THE ALANS, AND WHAT
dered the citadel, he let them go, and restored GKFAT MISCHIEF! THEY DID TO THE MEDE3
Eleazar to them.
AND ARMENIANS.
5. When Bassus had settled these affairs,
he marched hastily to the forest of Jarden, as § 1. And now, in the fourth year of the
it is called; for he had heard that a great reign of Vespasian, it came to pass that Anmany of those that had fled from Jerusalem tiochus, the king of Commagene, with all hi*
and Macherus formerly, were there gotten
is vert remarkable that Titus did not prnplr this
together. When he was therefore come to now* Itdesolate
country ot Judeaw but ordered it to be all
the place, and understood that the former sold; nor inUred
is it properly peopled at this day. '
news was no mistake, he, in the first place, lies n arty for its old inhabitants
jitants the 5ewa, at their fulnre
restoralio
S<e Literal Accomplishment of Prophecies,
surrounded the whole place with his horse page 77.
men, that such of the Jews as had boldness 4 That the eity F.mmaus, or Ammaus. in Josepbat
enough to try to break through, might have nnd' others, which was the place or the jrovemment ot
Africanus, in Iheheeinntne of the third century
no way possible for escaping, by reason of Julius
which he then procured to he rrhailt. snd altrrwhieh
the situation of these horsemen; and for the ard
r^bujjdirjr it was called KsaopoUa, is entirely different
that Fmmans which is mentioned by St. I uka
footmen, be ordered them to cut down the from
13), see Keland's I'alcestioa, lib. ii. paie 4**9. an*
trees that were in the wood whither they were (xxiv.
under the uumc Ammaus also. But he justly thinks
fled. So the Jews were under a necessity of that that in M Luke may well he the same with thia
before tip. especial!* siaee the Ureek copiea
performing some glorious exploit, and of Ammaus
usually make it sixty furlong* distant Irom Jerusa
Creatly exposing themselves in a battle, since beie
lem, as does St. Luke, thocfrh the Latin copies say only
toey might perhaps thereby escape. So they thirty. The place also allotted for these PT<1 soldier*,
for a Roman garrison, r» this place, would most na
made a general attack, and with a great shout asturally
not he so remote trom Jerusalem on wo*, tar
fell upon those that surrounded them, who other Emuiaus,
or Nicopolis.
•
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(amity, fell into very great calamities. The any diminution of their forces; yet would
occasion was this:—Cesenniua Petus, who not Antiochus, upon this conclusion of the
was president of Syria at this time, whether fight, continue there by any means, but took
it were done out of regard to truth, or whe his wife and his daughters, and fled away with
ther out of hatred to Antiochus (tor which them to Cilicia ; and, by so doing, quite dis
was the real motive was never thoroughly couraged the minds of bis own soldiers. Ac
discovered), sent an epistle to Caesar, and cordingly, they revolted, and went over to the
therein told him that Antiochus, with his son j Romans, out of the despair they were in ot
Epiphanes, bad resolved to rebel against the his keeping the kingdom ; and his case wa f
Ilomans, and had made a league with the king looked upon by all as quite desperate. It was
of Partbia to that purpose: that it was there therefore necessary that Epiphancs and his
fore fit to prevent them, lest they prevent us, soldiers should get clear of their enemies be
and begin such a war as may cause a general fore they became entirely destitute of any con
disturbance in the Roman empire. Mow federates ; nor were there any more thun ten
Caesar was disposed to take some care about horsemen with him, who passed with him over
the matter since this discovery was made; Euphrates, whence they went undisturbed to
for the neighbourhood of the kingdoms maile Vologeses, the king of Pafthia, where they
this affair worthy of greater regard ; for Sa- were not disregarded as fugitives; but had
mosata, the capital of Commagene, lies upon the same respect paid them as if they had re
Euphrates, and, upon any such design, could tained their ancient prosperity.
afford an easy passage over to the Parthians, 3. Now when Antiochus was come to Tar
and could also afford them a secure reception. sus in Cilicia, Petus ordered a centurion to
Petus was accordingly believed, and had autho go to him, and send him in bonds to Rome.
rity given him of doing what he should think However, Vespasian could not endure to have
proper in the case ; so he set about it with a king brought to him in that manner, but
out, delay, and fell upon Commagene before thought it fit rather to have a regard to the
Antiochus and bis people bad the least ex ancient friendship that had been between them,
pectation of his coming : he had with him than to preserve an inexoi&ble anger upon
the tenth legion, as also some cohorts and pretence of this war. Acctrdingly, he gave
troops of horsemen. These kings also came orders that they should take off his bonds,
to his assistance :—Aristobulus king of the while he was still upon the road, and that be
country called Chalcidene, and Sohemus, who should not come to Rome, but should now go
was called king of Emesa : nor was there and live at Lacedemon ; be also gave him
any opposition made to his forces when they large revenues, that he might not only live in
entered the kingdom; for no one of that plenty, but like a king also. When Epiphanes,
country would so much as lift up his hand who before was in great fear for his father,
against them. When Antiochus heard this was informed of this, their minds were freed
unexpected news, he cotdd not think in the from that great and almost incurable concern
least of making war with the Romans, but tbey had been under. He also hoped that
determined to leave his whole kingdom in the Caesar would be reconciled to them, upon the
state wherein it now was, and to retire pri intercession of Vologeses; for although he
vately, with bis wife and children, as think lived in plenty, he knew not how to bear liv
ing thereby to demonstrate himself to the ing out of the Roman empire. So -Caesar
Romans to he innocent as to the accusation gave him leave, after an obliging manner, and
laid against him. So he went away from that he came to Rome ; and as bis father came
city as far as a hundred and twenty furlongs, quickly to him from Lacedemon, he had all
sorts of respect paid him there, and there he
into a plain, and there pitched bis tents.
2. Petus then sent some of his men to remained.
seize upon Samosata, and by their means took 4. Now there was a nation of the Alans,
possession of that city, while he went himself which we have formerly mentioned somewhere
to attack Antiochus with the rest of his army. as being Scythians,* and inhabiting at the
However, the king was not prevailed upon by Lake Meotis. This nation about this time
the distress he was in to do any thing in the laid a design of falling upon Media and the
way of war against the Romans, but bemoaned parts beyond it, in order to plunder them ;
his own hard fate, and endured with patience with which intention they treated with the
what he was not able to prevent. But his king of Hyrcania ; for he was master of that
sons, who were young and unexperienced in passage which king Alexander [the Great]
war, but of strong bodies, were not easily in shut up with iron gates. This king gave
duced to bear this calamity without fighting. them leave to come through them ; so they
Epiphancs, therefore, and Callinicus betook came in great multitudes, and fell upon the
themselves to military force ; and as the bat Medes unexpectedly, and plundered their
tle was a sore one, and lasted al I the day long, country, which tbey found full of people, and
they showed their own valour in a remarkable replenished with abundance of cattle, while
manner; and no hing hut the appronch of
• Tbil <f QOW wanthm
night put a period thereto, and that without
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avarice,
which
they
afterwards
made evident
nobody durst make any resistance against them ;
for Pacorus, the king of the country, had fled by their own actions ; for those that were
a<vay for fear, into places where they could partners with them in their rebellion, joined
not easily come at him, and had yielded up also with them in the war against the Ro
every thing he bad to them, and had only mans, and went farther lengths with them in
saved bis wife and his concubines from them, their impudent undertakings against them ;
and that with difficulty also, after they had and when they were again convicted of dis
been made captives, by giving them a hun sembling in such their pretences, they still
dred talents for their ransom. These Alans more abused those that justly reproached them
therefore plundered the country without op for their wickedness ; and indeed that was a
position, and with great ease, and then pro time most fertile in all manner of wicked
ceeded as far as Armenia, laying all waste be practices, insomuch that no kind of evil deeds
fore them. Now Tiridates was king of that were then left undone ; nor could any one so
country, who met them, and fought them, but much as devise any bad thing that was new,
bad like to have been taken alive in the bat so deeply were they all infected, and strove
tle; for a certain man threw a net over him with one another in their single capacity, and
from a great distance, and had soon drawn in their communities, who should run the
him to bim, unless be had immediately cut greatest lengths in impiety towards God, and
the cord with his sword, and ran away, atid in unjust actions towards their neighbours;
prevented it. So the Alans, being still more the men of power oppressing the multitude,
provoked by this sight, laid waste the coun and the multitude earnestly labouring to de
try, and drove a great multitude of the men, stroy the men of power. The one part were
and a great quantity of the other prey they had desirous of tyrannizing over others; and the
gotten out of both kingdoms, along with them, rest of offering violence to others, and of plun
and then retreated back to their own country. dering such as were richer than themselves.
They were the Sicarii who first began these
transgressions, and first became barbarous to
wards those allied to them, and left no words
of reproach unsaid, and no works of perdition
CHAPTER VIII.
untried, in order to destroy those whom their
CONCERNING MASADAAND THOSE SICARII WHO contrivances affected. Yet did John demon
KEFT IT; AND HOW SILVA BETOOK HIMSELF strate by his actions, that these Sicarii were
TO FORM THE SIEGE OF THAT CITADEL. more moderate than he was himself, for he
ELEAZAR'S SrEECHES TO THE BESIEGED. not only slew such as gave him good counsel
to do what was right, but treated them worst
§ 1. When Bassus was dead in Judea, Fla- of all, as tbe most bitter enemies that he bad
vius Silva succeeded bim as procurator there; among all the citizens; nay, be filled his en
who, when he saw that all the rest of the tire country with ten thousand instances ot
country was subdued in this war, and that wickedness, such as a man who was already
there was but one only strong hold that was hardened sufficiently in bis impiety towards
still in rebellion, be got all his army together God, would naturally do ; for the food was
that lay in different places, and made an ex unlawful that was set upon his table, and he
pedition against it. This fortress was called rejected those purifications that the law of his
Masada. It was one Eleazar, a potent man, country had ordained ; so that it was no lon
and the commander of these Sicarii, that had ger a wonder if he, who was so mad in his
seized upon it. He was a descendant from that impiety towards God, did not observe any
Judas who had persuaded abundance of the rules of gentleness and common affection to
Jews, as we have formerly related, not to sub wards men. Again, therefore, what mischief
mit to the taxation when Cyrenius was sent was there which Simon the son of Gioras did
into Judea to make one ; for then it was that not do ? or what kind of abuses did be ab
the Sicarii got together against those that were stain from as to those very free men who bad
willing to submit to the Romans, and treated set him up for a tyrant ? What friendship or
them in all respects as if they had been their kindred were there that did not make him
enemies, both by plundering them of what more bold in bis daily murders? for they
they had, by driving away their cattle, and by looked upon the doing of mischief to stran
setting fire to their houses: for they said that gers only, as a work beneath their courage,
they differed ttot at all from foreigners, bj but thought tbeir barbarity towards their near
betraying, in so cowardly a manner, that est relations would be a glorious demonstra
freeilom which Jews thought worthy to be tion thereof. Tbe Idumeans also strove with
contended for to the utmost, and by own these men who should be guilty of the great
ing that they preferred slavery under the est madness ! for they [all], vile wretches as
Romans before such a contention. Now this they were, cut the throats of tbe high-priests,
was in reality no better than a pretence, and that so no part of a religious regard to God
a cloak for the barbarity which was made use might be preserved ; they thence proceeded to
of by them, and to colour over their own destroy utterly tbe least remains of a political
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government, and introduced the most com a passage for ascent, though not without dif
plete scene of iniquity in all instances that ficulty. Now, of the ways that lead to it,
were practicable; under which scene, that one is that from the lake Aspbaltitis, towards
sort of people that were called Zealots grew the sun-rising, and another on the west, where
up, and who indeed corresponded to the name; the ascent is easier: the one of these ways is
for they imitated every wicked work; nor, if called the ScrpeiU, as resembling that anima.
their memory suggested any evil thing that in its narrowness, and its perpetual windings:
bad formerly been done, did they avoid zea for it is broken off at the prominent precipices
lously to pursue the same; and although they of the rock, and returns frequently into it
gave themselves that name from their zeal for self, and lengthening again by little and little,
what was good, yet did it agree to them only bath much ado to proceed forward; and he
by way of irony, on account of those they had that would walk along it must first go on one
unjustly treated by their wild and brutish dis leg, and then on the other; there is also no
position, or as thinking the greatest mischiefs thing but destruction, in case your feet slip;
to be the greatest good. Accordingly, they for on each side there is a vastly deep chasm
all met with such ends as God deservedly and precipice, sufficient to quell the courage
brought upon them in way of punishment ; of every body by the terror it infuses into
for all such miseries have been sent upon the mind. When, therefore, a man huth
them as man's nature is capable of undergo gone along this way for thirty furlongs, the
ing, till the utmost period of their lives, and rest is the top of the hill,— not ending at a
till death came upon tbem in various ways of small point, but is no other than a plain upon
torment: yet might one say justly that they the highest part of the mountain. Upon this
Buffered less than they had done, because it fop of the hill, Jonathan the high-priest first
was impossible they could be punished accord of all built a fortress, and called it Masada;
ing to their deserving: but to make a lamen after which the rebuilding of this place em
tation according to the deserts of those who ployed the care of king Herod to a great de
fell under these men's barbarity, this is not a gree; he also built a wall round about the
proper place for it:—I therefore now return entire top of the bill, seven furlongs long;
.again to the remaining part of the present nar it was composed of white stone; its height
was twelve, and its breadth eight cubits;
ration.
2 For now it was that the Roman gene there were also erected upon that wall thirtyra' came, and led his army against Eleazar eight towers, each of them fifty cubits high;
anil those Sicarii who held the fortress Ma- out of which you might pass into lesser edi
sada together with him; and for the whole fices, which were built on tbe inside, round
country adjoining, he presently gained it, and the entire wall; for the king reserved the
put garrisons into the most proper places of top of tbe hill, which was of a fat soil and
it: he also built a wall quite round the entire better mould than any valley for agriculture,
fortress, that none of the besieged might easi that such as committed themselves to this
ly escape: he also set bis men to guard the fortress for their preservation, might not even
several parts of it: be also pitched his camp therefore be quite destitute of food, iti case
hi such an agreeable place as be bad chosen they should ever be in want of it from abroad.
for the siege, and at which place the rock be- 1 Moreover, he built a palace therein at the
longing to the fortress did make the nearest western ascent: it was within and beneatb
approach to the neighbouring mountain, tbe walls of the citadel, but inclined to its
which yet was a place of difficulty for getting | north side. Mow tbe wall of this palace was
plenty of provisions; for it was not only food very high and strong, and bad at its four cor
that was to be brought from a great distance ners towers sixty cubits high. Tbe furniture
[to the army], and this with a groat deal of also of the edifices, and of the cloisters, and of
pain to those Jews who were appointed for tbe baths, was of great variety, and verythat purpose, but water was also to be brought costly; and these buildings were supported
to the camp, because the place afforded no by pillars of single stones on every side: the
fountain that was near it. When therefore wallsalsiand tbe floors of tbe edifices were
Silva had ordered these affairs beforehand, he paved with stones of several colours. He al>u
"ell to besieging the place; which siege was bad cut many and great pits, as reservoirs for
likely to stand in need of a great deal of skill water, out of the rocks, at every one of the
and pains, by reason of the strength of the places that were inhabited, both above and
fortress, the nature of which I will now de round about the palace, and before the wall;
and by this contrivance be endeavoured to
scribe.
3. There was a rock not small in circum have water for several uses, as if there had
fountains there. Here was also a rt ad
ference, and very high. It was encompassed been
with valleys of such vast depth downward, digged from tbe palacc.and leading to the very
that the eye could not reach their bottoms; top of tbe mountain, which yet could not be
they were abrupt, and such ' as no animal seen by such as were without [the walls]; nor
could walk upon, excepting at two places of indeed could enemies easily make use of the
tot- rock, where it subsides, in ord«"- to afford plain roads; for the road on the east side, as
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we have already taken notice, could not be 5. Since therefore the Roman commander
walked upon, by reason of its nature; and for Silva had now built a wall on the outside,
the western road, he built a large tower at its round about this whole place, as we have said
nurrowest place, at no less a distance from the already, and had thereby made a most accu
top of the hill than a thousand cubits; which rate provision to prevent any one of the be
tower could not possibly be passed by, nor sieged running away, he undertook the siege
could it be easily taken; ner indeed could itself, though he found but one single place
Those that walked along it without any fear that would admit of the banks he was to raise ,
(such was its contrivance) easily get to the for behind that tower which secured tbe road
end of it; and after such a manner was this that led to the palace, and to the top of the
citadel fortified, both by nature and by the hill from the west, there was a certain emi
hands of men, m order to frustrate the attacks nence of the rock, very broad and very pro
minent, but three hundred cubits beneath the
of enemies.
4. As for tbe furniture that was within this highest part of Masada ; it was called the
fort ress, it was still more wonderful on account White Promontory. Accordingly be got up
of its splendour and long continuance; for on that part of the reck, and ordered the army
here was laid up corn in large quantities, and to bring earth: and when they fell to that
such as would subsist men for a long time; work with alacrity, and abundance of them
here was also wine and oil in abundance, with together, the bank was raised, and became
all kinds of pulse and dates heaped up to solid for two hundred cubits in height. Yet
gether; all which Eleazar found there, when was not this bank thought sufficiently high for
be and his Sicarii got possession of the fortress the use of the engines that were to be set upon
by treachery. These fruits were also fresh it ; but still' another elevated work of great
and full ripe, and no way inferior to such stones compacted tegether was raised upon
fruits newly laid in, although they were little that bank: this was fifty cubits, both in
short of a hundred years * from the laying in breadth and height. The other machines
these provisions [by Herod], till the place was that were now got ready were like to tho?e
taken by the Romans; nay, indeed, when the that bad been first devised by Vespasian, and
Romans got possession of those fruits that afterwards by Titus, for sieges. There was.
were left, they found them not corrupted all also a tower made of the height of sixty
that while: nor should we be mistaken, if we cubits, and all over plated with iron, out
supposed that the air was here the cause of of which the Romans threw darts and stones
their enduring so long, this fortress being so from tbe engines, and soon made those that
high, and so free from the mixture of all fought from the w alls of the place te retire,
terrene and muddy particles ofmatter. There and would not let them lift tip their beads
was also found here a large quantity of all above the works. At the same time Silva
sorts of weapons of war, which had been trea ordered that great battering-ram which he
sured up by that king, and were sufficient for had made, to be brought thither, and to be
ten thousand men: there was cast iron, and set against tbe wall, and to make frequent
brass, and tin, which show that he had taken batteries against it, which with some diffi
much pains to have all things here ready for culty, broke down a part of the wall, antl
the greatest occasions; for tbe report goes quite overthrew it. However the Sicarii
how Herod thus prepared this fortress on made haste, and presently built another wall
his own account, as a refuge against two within that, which should not be liable <o the
kinds of danger; the one for fear of the mul same misfortune from the machines with the
titude of the Jews, lest they should depose other: it was made soft and yielding, and
him and restore their former kings to the go so was capable of avoiding the terrible blows
vernment; the other danger was greater and that affected the other. It was framed afte»
more terrible, which arose from Cleopatra, the following manner:—They laid together
queen of Egypt, who did not conceal her great beams of wood lengthways, one close to
intentions, but spoke often to Antony, and the end of another, and the same way in
desired him to cut off Herod, and entreated which they were cut: there were two of these
him to bestow the kingdom of Judea upon rows parallel to one another, and laid at such
her. And certainly it is a great wonder a distance from each other as the breadth of
that Antony did never comply with her com the wall required, and earth was put into the:
mands in this point, as he was so miserably space between those rows. Now, that the
enslaved to his passion for her; nor should earth might not fall away upon the elevation
any one have been surprised if she had been of this bank to a greater height, they farther
gratified in such her request. So the fear of laid other beams over across them, and
these dangers made Herod rebuild Masada, thereby bound tho-e beams together that
and thereby leave it for tbe finishing-stroke lay lengthways. This w ork of theirs was like
of the Romans in this Jewish war.
a real edifice; and when the machines were
the blows were weakened by its yield
• Pliny and others confirm this strance pnradox, that applied,
provisions laid up again*! sieges will continue s;ood for ing; and as tlie material? by such concussion
were shaken closer together, the pile by that
a hundred jxars, as Spanheira notes npao this place.
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menus became firmer than before. When reduce us under their power while we are
Silva saw this, he thought it belt to endeavour alive. We were the very first that revolted
the taking of this wall by letting fire to it ; from them, and we are the last that fight
ao he gave order that the soldier9 should throw against them ; and I cannot but esteem it as •
a great number of burning torches upon it ; a favour that God hath granted us, that it is
accordingly, as it was chiefly nxwMe of wood, still in our power to die bravely, and in a state
it soon took lire ; and when it was once aet of freedom, which bath not been the case of
on fire, ita hollowness made that fire spread others, who were conquered unexpectedly. It
to a mighty flame. Now, at the very begin is very plain that we shall be taken within a
ning of this fire, a north wind that then blew day's time ; but it is still an eligible thing to
proved terrible to the Romans ; for by bring die after a glorious manner, together with our
ing the flame downward, it drove it upon dearest friends. This i9 what our enemies
them, and they were almost in despair of suc themselves cannot by any means hinder, al
cess, as fearing their machines would be though they be very desirous to take us alive
burnt : but after this, on a sudden the wind Nor can we propose to ourselves any more to
changed into the south, as if it were done by fight them and beat them. It had been pro
Divine Providence; and blew strongly the per indeed for us to have conjectured at the
contrary way, and carried the flame, and purpose of God much sooner, and at the very
drove it against the wall, which was now on first, when we were so desirous of defending
fire through its entire thickness. So the our liberty, and when we received such sore
Romans, having now assistance from God, re treatment from one another, and worse treat
turned to their camp with joy, and resolved ment from our enemies, and to have been sen
to attack their enemies the very next day; on sible that the same God, who had of old taken
which occasion they set their watch more care the Jewish nation into his favour, had now con
fully that night, lest any of the Jews should demned them to destruction ; for had he either
run away from them without being disco continued favourable, or been but in a leaser
vered.
degree displeased with us, he had not overlook
6. However, neither did Eleazaronce think ed the destruction of so many men, or delivered
of flying away, nor would he permit any one bis most boly city to be burnt and demolished
else to do so ; hut when he saw their wall by our enemies. To be sure, we weakly hoped
burnt down by the fire, and could devise no to have preserved ourselves, and ourselves
other way of escaping, or room for their far alone, still in a state of freedom, as if we had
ther courage, and setting before their eyei been guilty of no sins ourselves against God,
what the Romans would do to them, their nor been partners with those ofothers; we also
children, and their wives, if they got them taught other men to preserve their liberty.
into their power, he consulted about having Wherefore, consider how God hath convinced
them all slain. Now, as he judged this to be us that our hopes were in vain, by bringing
the best thing they could do in their present such distress upon us in the desperate state
circumstances, he gathered the most courage we are now in, and which is beyond all our
ous of his companions together, and encou expectations ; for fhe nature of this fortress,
raged them to take that course by a speech* which was in itself unconquerable, hath not
which be made to them in the manner fol proved a means of our deliverance ; and even
lowing:—"Since we, long ago, my generous while we have still great abundance of food,
friends, resolved never to be servants to the and a great quantity of arms, and other ne
Romans, nor to any other than to Qod him cessaries more than we want, we are openly
self, who alone is the true and just Lord of deprived by God himself of all hopes of deli
mankind, the time is now come that obliges verance ; for that fire which was driven upon
us to make that resolution true in practice. our enemies did not of its own accord turn
And let us not at this time bring a reproach back upon the wall which we had built: this
upon ourselves for self-contradiction, while we was the effect of God's anger against us for
formerly would not undergo slavery, though our manifold sins, which we have been guilty
it were then without danger, but must now, of in a most insolent and extravagant manner
together with slavery, choose such punish with regard to our own countrymen; the pu
ments also as are intolerable ; I mean this, nishments of which let us not receive from
upon the supposition that the Romans once the Romans but from God himself, as exe
• "**le spe<-cl ei id this and the next section, as intro- cuted by our own hands, for these win lie
rt nr.--' order the person of this f-'leagar. ure exceeding more moderate than the otner. Let our wives
rcm:.rx*ilile. and on the noblest subjects, the contempt ol
before they are aoused, and our children
deal... an.1 the dignity and immortality of the aouli and die
before they have tastea of slavery : and arter
that
*
or.ly
among
the
Jews,
hut
amonv
the
Indians
themselves also; and -re highly worthy the perusal of all we have slain them, let us bestow that glori
the r'.iiu*. It seems as if that philosophic lady who ous benefit upon one another mutually, and
sSfTtllt*. ch ix. seel. I. x. remembered the substance of
tbrsf rt*rectir*e«, as spoken hs F.leaxar. and so Josephus preserve ourselves in freedom, as an excellent
clothed them in h i own words: at the lowest lliey con funeral monument for us. But first let us de
tain t'd' Jewish notion* on these heads, as understood stroy our money and the fortress by fire; for
then by our Josephus, and cannot but deserve a suitable . Iain well assured I hut this w}U be a great grief
recanl from us.
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to the Romans, that they shall not be able to freed from that weight which draws it down to
seize upon our bodies, and shall fail of our the earth and is connected with it, it obtains
wealth also : and let us spare nothing but our its own proper place, and does then become
• provisions; for they will be a testimonial a partaker of that blessed power, and those
when we are dead that we were not subdued abilities, which are then every way incapable
for want of necessaries ; but that, according of being hindSed in their operations. It con
to our original resolution, we have preferred tinues invisible, indeed, to the eyes of men, as
does God himself ; for certainly it is not it
death before slavery."
7. This was Eleazar's speech to them. Yet self seen, w hile it is in the body ; for it is
did not the opinions of all the auditors acqui there after an invisible manner, and when it
esce therein; but although some of them were is freed from it, it is still not seen. It is this
very zealous to put his advice in practice, and soul which hath one nature, and that an in
were in a manner filled with pleasure at it, corruptible one also ; but yet is it the cause
and thought death to be a good thing, yet had of the change that is made in the body ; for
those that were most effeminate a commisera whatsoever it be which the soul touches, that
tion for their wives and families ; and when lives and flourishes; and from whatsoever it
these men were especially moved by the pros is removed, that withers away and dies: such
pect of their own certain death, they looked a degree is there in it of immortality. Let
wistfully atone another, and by the tears that me produce the state of sleep as a most evi
were in their eyes, declared their dissent from dent demonstration of the truth of what I say;
his opinion. When Eleazar saw these peo wherein souls, when the body does not dis
ple in such fear, and that their souls were de tract tbem, have the sweetest rest depending
jected at so prodigious a proposal, he was afraid on themselves, and conversing with God, by
lest perhaps these effeminate persons should, their alliance to him; they then go every
by their lamentations and tears, enfeeble those where, and foretell many futurities before
that heard what he had said courageously ; hand ; and why are we afraid of death, while
so he did not leave off exhorting them, but we are pleased with the rest that we havejn
stirred up himself, and recollecting proper sleep ? and how absurd a thing is it to pur
arguments for raising their courage, he un sue after liberty while we are alive, and yet
dertook to speak more briskly and fully to to envy it to ourselves where it will be eter
them, and that concerning the immortality of nal! We, therefore, who have been brought
the soul. So he made a lamentable groan, up in a discipline of our own, ought to become
and fixing his eyes intently on those that wept, an example to others of our readiness to die ;
he spake thus:—"Truly, I was greatly mis yet if we do stand in need of foreigners
taken when I thought to be assisting to brave to support us in this matter, let us regard
men who struggled hard for their liberty, and those Indians who profess the exercise of phi
to such as were resolved either to live with losophy; for these good men do but unwillingly
honour, or else to die : but I find that you undergo the time of life, and look upon it as
are such people as are no better than others, a necessary servitude, and make haste to let
cither in virtue or in courage, and are afraid their souls loose from their bodies ; nay,
of dying, though you be delivered thereby when no misfortune presses tbem to it, nor
from the greatest miseries, while you ought drives them upon it, these have such a desire
to make no delay in this matter, nor to await of a life of immortality, that they tell other
any one to give you good advice; for the laws men beforehand that they are about to de
of our country, and of God himself, have, part; and nobody hinders them, but every
from ancient times, and as soon as ever we one thinks them happy men, and gives them
-ould use our reason, continually taught us, letters to be carried to their familiar friends
and our forefathers have corroborated the [•.hat are dead]; so firmly and certainly do
same doctrine by their actions and by their they believe that souls converse with one
bravery of mind, that it is life that is a cala another [in the other world]. So when these
mity to men, and not death ; for this last af men have heard all such commands that were
fords our souls their liberty, and sends them to be given them, they deliver their body to
by a removal into their own place of purity, the fire ; and, in order to their getting their
where they are to be insensible of all sorts of soul a separation from the body, in the great
misery ; for while souls are tied down to a est purity, tbey die in the midst of hymns of
mortal body, they are partakers of its mise commendations made to them; for their
ries ; and really, to speak the truth, they are dearest friends conduct them to their death
themselves dead ; for the union of what is di more readily than do any of the rest of man
vine to what is mortal, is disagreeable. It is kind conduct their fellow-citizens when they
true, the power of the soul is great, even when are going a very long journey, who, at the
it is imprisoned in a mortal body ; for by same time, weep on their own account, but
moving it after a way that is invisible, it makes look upon the others as happy persons, as so
the body a sensible instrument, and causes it soon to be made partakers of the immortal
to advance further in its actions than mortal na order of beings. Aie not we, therefore,
ture could otherwise do. However, when it is ashamed to have lower notions than the Indi
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ans? and by our own cowardice to lay a base no tolerable pretence against us, filled their
reproach upon the laws of our country, which city with the most barbarous slaughter of our
are so much desired and imitated by all man people, and cut the throats of eighteen thou
kind? But put the case that we had been sand Jews, with their wives and children.
brought up under another persuasion, and And as to the multitude of those that were
(aught that life is the greatest good which slain in Egypt, and that with torments also,
men are capable of, and that death is a calami we have been informed tbey were more than
ty; however, the circumstances we are now sixty thousand ; those indeed being in a fo
in ought to be an inducement to us to bear reign country, and so naturally meeting with
" Nieh calamity courageously, since it is- by the nothing to oppose against tbeir enemies, were
will of God, and by necessity, that we are to killed in the manner forcmentioned. As for
die; for it now appears that God hath made all those of us who have waged war against
such a decree against the whole Jewish na the Romans in our own country, had we not
tion, that wc are to be deprived of this life sufficient reason to have sure hopes of victory?
which [he knew] we would not make » due For we had arms, arid walls, and fortresses
use of; fordo not you ascribe the occasion so prepared as not to be easily taken, and
of your present condition to yourselves, nor courage not to be moved by any dangers in
think the Romans are the true occasion that the cause of liberty, which encouraged us all
this war we have bad with them is become so to revolt from the Romans. But then, these
destructive to us all: these things have not advantages sufficed us but for a short time,
come to pass by their power, but a more and only raised our hopes, while they really
powerful cause hath intervened, and made us appeared to be the origin of our miseries ;
afford them an occasion of their appearing to for all we had bath been taken from us, and
be conquerors over us. What Roman wea all hath fallen under our enemies, as if these
pons, I pray you, were those, by which the advantages were only to render their victory
Jews of Cesarea were slain? On the con over us the more glorious, and were not
trary, when they were no way disposed to disposed for the preservation of those by
rebel, but were all the while keeping their whom these preparations were made. And
seventh day festival, and did not so much as as for those that are already dead in the war,
lift up their hands against the citizens of Ce it is reasonable we should esteem tbem
sarea, yet did those citizens run upon them in blessed, for they are dead in defending, and
great crowds, and cut their throats, and the not in betraying their liberty ; but as to the
throats of their wives and children, and this multitude of those that are now under the Ro
without any regard to the Romans themselves, mans, who would not pity their condition? and
who never took us for their enemies till we re who would not make 'haste to die, before he
volted from them. But some may be ready to would suffer the same miseries with them '
say, that truly the people ofCesarea had always Some of them have been put upon the rack,
a quarrel against those that lived among them, and tortured with fire and whippings, and so
and that when an opportunity offered itself, died. Some have been half-devoured by
they only satisfied the old rancour they had wild beasts, and yet have been reserved alive
against them. What then shall we say to those to be devoured by them a second time, in or
of Scytbopolis,who ventured towage war with der to afford laughter and sport to our ene
us on account of the Greeks? Nor did they mies; and such of those as are alive still, are
do it by way of revenge upon the Romans, to be looked on as the most miserable, who,
when they acted in concert with our country being so desirous of death, could not come
men. Wherefore you see how little our at it. And where is now that great city, the
good-will and fidelity to tbem profited us, metropolis of the Jewish nation, which was
while they were slain, they and their whole fortified by so many walls round about, which
families after the most inhuman manner, had so many fortresses and large towers to
which was all the requital that was made defend it, which could hardly contain the in
them for the assistance tbey bad afforded the struments prepared for the war, and which
others; for that very same destruction which had so many ten thousands of men to fight
they had prevented from falling upon the for it? Where is this city that was believed
others, did they suffer themselves from them, to have God himself inhabiting therein? It
as if tbey had been ready to be the actors is now demolished to the very foundations :
agHinst them. It would be too long for me and hath nothing but that monument of it pre
to speak at this time of every destruction served, I mean the camp of those that have de
brought upon us: for you cannot but know, stroyed it which still dwells upon its ruins;
that there was not any one Syrian city which some unfortunate old men also lie upon the
did not slay their Jewish inhabitants, and ashes of the temple, and a few women are
were not more bitter enemies to us than were there preserved alive by the enemy, for our
the Romans themselves: nay, even those of bitter shame and reproach. Now, who is
l>amascus,* when tbey were able to allege there that revolves these things in his mind,
yet is able to bear the sight of the sun,
• See b. ti- rh. xx lect 2, whert the number of the and
though he might live out of danger? Who
klkin U bat 10.0C0
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i» there so much his country's enemy, or to
unmanly, and so desirous of living, as not to
repent that he is still alive ? And I cannot
nut wish that we had all died before we had
seen that holy city demolished by the' hands
of our enemies, or the foundations of our
holy temple dug up after so profane a manrcr. But since we had a generous hope that
deluded us. as if we might perhaps have been
nine to avenge ourselves on our enemies on
that account, though it be now become
vanity, and hath left us alone in this distress,
let. us make baste to die bravely. Let us pity
ourselves, our children, and our wives, while
it is in our power to show pity to them ; for
we are born to die,* as well as those were
whom we have begotten ; nor is it in the
power of the most huppy of our race to avoid
it. But for abuses and slavery, and the
sight of our wives led away after an ignomi
nious manner, with their children, these are
not such evils as are natural and necessary
among men ; although such as do not prefer
death before those miseries, when it is in
their power so to do, must undergo even them,
on .account of their own cowardice. We re
volted from the Romans with great preten
sions to courage ; and when, at the very last,
they invited us to preserve ourselves, we
would not comply with them. Who will
not, therefore, believe that they will certainly
be in a rage at us, in case they can take us
alive? Miserable will then be the young
men, who will be strong enough in their
bodies to sustain many torments ! miserable
also will be those of elder years who will not
be able to bear those calamities which young
men might sustain 1 One man will be obliged
to hear the voice of his son imploring help of
his father, when his hands are bound I But
certainly our hands are still at liberty, and
have a sword in them : let them then be sub
servient to us in our glorious design ; let us
die before we become slaves under our ene
mies, and let us go out of the world, together
with our children and our wives, in a state of
freedom. This it is that our laws command
us to do; this it is that our wives and chil
dren crave at our hands ; nay, God himself
hath brought this necessity upon us while the
Romans desire the contrary, and are afraid
lest any of us should die before we are taken.
Let us therefore make baste, and instead of
affording them so much pleasure as they hope
for in getting us under their power, let us
leave them an example which shall at once
cause their astonishment at our death, and
their admiration of our hardiness therein."
• rMaod here ttftt down a parallel aphorism of one of
the Jewiah rabbina. *' We are born tbat we may die.
and die that we may live."
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CHAPTER IX.
HOW THE PEOPLE THAT WERE IN 1 HR POBTKESS WERE PREVAILED ON BY THK WORDS
OF ELEAZAIt, TWO WOMEN AND FIVE CHILDttEN ONLY EXCEI-TF.D, AND ALL 8CBMITTED TO BE KILLED BY ONE ANOTHER.
■
§ 1. Now as Eleazar was proceeding on in
this exhortation, they ail cut him offshort, and
made baste to do the work, as full of an un
conquerable ardour of mind, and moved with
a demoniacal fury. So they went their ways,
as one still endeavouring to be before another,
and as thinking that this eagerness would be
a demonstration of their courage and good
conduct, if they could avoid appearing in the
last class : so great was the zeal they were in
to slay their wives and children, and them
selves also! Nor indeed, when tbey came to
the work itself, did their courage fail tbem,
as one might imagine it would have done .
but they then held fast the same resolution,
without wavering, wbich they had upon the
hearing of Eleazar's speech, while yet every
one of them still retained the natural passion
of'love to themselves and their families, be
cause the reasoning tbey went upon appeared
to them to be very just, even with regard to
those that were dearest to them ; for the hus
bands tenderly embraced their wives, and
took their children into their arms, and gave
the longest parting kisses to them, with tears
in their eyes. Tfet at the same time did tbey
complete what they had resolved on. as if they
bad been executed by the bands of strangers,
and they had nothing else for their comfort
but the necessity they were in of doing this
execution, to avoid that prospect they had of
the miseries they were to suffer from their
enemies. Nor was there at length any one
of these men found that scrupled to act their
part in this terrible execution, but every one ot
them dispatched his dearest relations. Miser
able men indeed were they I whose distress
forced them to slay their own wives and chil
dren with their own hands, as the lightest of
those evils that were before them. So they
being not able to bear the grief they were
under for what they bad done any longer, and
esteeming it an injury to tbose they had slain,
to live even the shortest space of time after
them,—they presently laid all they had in a
heap, and set fire to it. They then chose ten
men by lot out of them, to slay all the rest;
every one of whom laid himself down by his
wife and children on the ground, and threw
his arms about them, and they offered their
necks to the stroke of those who by lot exe
cuted that melancholy office: and when these
ten had, without fear, Blain them all, they
made the same rule for casting lots for them
selves, that he whose lot it was should fijt.1
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kill the other nine, and after all, should kill
hinuelf. Accordingly, all these had courage
sufficient to he no way behind one another in
CHAPTER X.
doing or suffering; so, for a conclusion, the
nine offered their necks to the executioner, THAT MANY OT THE SICARII FLED TO ALEX
and he who was the last of all took aviewofall ANDRIA ALSO, AND WHAT DANGERS THEY
the other bodies, lest perchance some or other WERE IN THERE; ON WHICH ACCOUNT
among so many that were slain should want THAT TEMPLE WHICH HAD FORMERLY
his assistance to be quite dispatched ; and BEEN MULT BY ONIAS. THE IlIOU-miEST,
when ht f*..£tived that they were all slain, he WAS DESTROYED.
set fire to the palace, and with the great force
of his hand ran his sword entirely through § 1. When Masada was thus taken, the ge
himself, and fell down dead near to his own neral left a garrison in the fortress to keep
relations. So these people died with this in it, and he himself went away to Ceserea; for
tention, that they would leave not so much there were now no enemies left in the country,
as one soul among them all alive to be sub it being all overthrown by so long a war. Yet
ject to the Romans. Yet was there an an. did this war afford disturbances and danger
cient woman, and another who was of kin to ous disorders ever, in places very far remote
Eleazar, and superior to most women in pru from Judea; for still it came to pass that
dence and learning, with five children, who many Jews were slain at Alexandriain Egypt;
had concealed themselves in caverns under for as many of the Sicarii as were able to fly
ground, and bad carried water thither for thitber, out of the seditious wars in Judea,
their drink, and were hidden there when the were not content to have saved themselves,
rest were intent upon the slaughter of one but must needs be undertaking to make new
another. Those others were nine hundred disturbances, and persuaded many of thuse
and sixty in number, the women and children that entertained them to assert their liberty,
being withal included in that computation
to esteem the Romans to be no better than
This calamitous slaughter was made on the themselves, and to look upon God as their
fifteenth day of the month Xanthicus [Nisan]. only Lord and Master. But when part of
'1. Now for the Romans, they expected the Jews of reputation opposed them, they
;ha'. they should be fought in the morning, slew some of them, and with the others they
whe?i accordingly they put on their armour, were very pressing in their exhortations to
and laid bridges of planks upon their ladders revolt from the Romans; but when the prin
Ironi their banks, to make an assault upon cipal men of the senate saw what madness
the fortress, which they did ; but saw nobody they were come to, they thought it no longer
.m an enemy, but a terrible solitude on every safe for themselves to overlook them. So they
tide, with a fire within the place, as well as a got all the Jews together to an assembly, and
perfect silence. So they were at a loss to accused the madness of the Sicarii, and de
gues nt what had happened. At length they monstrated that they had been the authors of
made a shout, as if it had been at a blow all the evils that had come upon them. They
given by the battering-ram, to try whether said also, that " these men, now they were
they could bring any one out that was within; run away from Judea, having no sure hope
the women heard this noise, and came out of of escaping, because as soon as ever they shall
thei: underground cavern, and informed the he known, they will be soon destroyed by the
Ron ans what had been done, as it was done ; Romans, they come hither and fill us full of
and the second of them clearly described all those calamities which belong to them, while
both what was said and what was done, and we have not been partakers with them in any
t le manner of it ; yet did they not easily give of their sins." Accordingly they exhorted
t iei ' attention to such a desperate undertak the multitude to have a care, lest they should
ing, ard flid not believe it could *be as they be brought to destruction by their means, and
s.id they also attempted to put the fire out, to make their apology to the Romans for what
a id quickly cutting themselves a wWf through had been done, by delivering these men up to
it, they came within the palace, and so met them; who being thus apprized of the great
wit** the multitude of the slain, but could ness of the danger they were in, complied w ith
fcdr: t.o pleasure in the fact, though it were what was proposed, and ran with great vio
done to their enemies. Nor could they do lence upon the Sicarii, and seized upon them;
oM.er than wonder at the courage of their re and, indeed, six hundred of them were caught
solution, and the immovable contempt of immediately : but as to all those that fled in
d?&th which so great a number of them had to Egypt,* and to the Egyptian Thebes, it
shown, when they went through with such an
* Since Josepha. here inform, at th.t mtr of these
action as that was.
Sicarii, or ruffians, went from Alexandria (which wa.
itself in Fejpt. in a loree lenpe) into F.gypt. and Thebes
there situated. Rrland well observes, from Yossioa. thai
Kgypt sometime, denote! Proper or Upper F.gvpt, ai
distinct from the Oelta. and the lower pari, near Pales
tine. Accordiu£l\- as he bddt, IhoM that aaj it never
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m not long ere they were caught also, and mos was called the Nomos of Heliopolis,
brought back,—whose courage, or whether where Onias built a fortress and a temple,
we ought to call it madness, or hardiness in not like to that at Jerusalem, but such as
their opinions, everybody was amazed at ; for resembled a tower. He built it of larce
when all sorts of torments and vexations of stones to the height of sixty cubits ; he made
their boilies that could be devised were made the structure of the altar in imitation of tbat
use of to tbem, they oould not get any one in our own country, and in like manner
of them to comply so far as to confess, or adorned with gifts, excepting the make of the
seem to confess, that Caesar was their lord ; candlestick, for be did not make a candle
but they preserved their own opinion, in spite stick, but had a [single] lamp hammered out
of all the distress they were bro'ight to, as if of a piece of gold, which illuminated the place
they received these torments and the fire itself with its rays, and which he hung by a chain
with bodies insensible of pain, and with a of gold ; but the entire temple was encom
soul that in a manner rejoiced under them. passed with a wall of burnt brick, though it
But what was most of all astonishing to the had gates of stone. The king also gave bim
beholders, was the courage of the children ; a large country for a revenue in money, that
for not one of these children was so far over both the priests might have a plentiful pro
come by these torments, as to name Caesar for vision made for tbem, and that God might
their lord. So far does the strength of the have great abundance of what things were ne
courage [of the soul] prevail over the weak cessary for his worship. Yet did not Onias
do this out of a sober disposition, but be had
ness of the body.
2. Now Lupus did then govern Alexan a mind to contend with the Jews at Jerusalem,
dria, who presently sent Caesar word of this and could not forget the indignation he had
commotion; who having in suspicion the rest for being banished thence. Accordingly, he
less temper of the Jews for innovation, and thought that by building this temple he should
eing afraid lest they should get together again draw away a great number from them to him
and persuade some others to join with them, self. There had been also a certain ancient
gave orders to Lupus to demolish that Jewish prediction made by a [prophet] whose name
temple which was in the region called Onion,* was Isaiah, about six hundred years before,
and was in Egypt, which was built and had that this temple should be built by a man that
its denomination from the occasion follow was a Jew in Egypt. X And this is the history
ing:—Onias, the son of Simon, one of the of the building of that temple.
Jewish high-priests, (led from Antiochus the 4. And now Lupus, the governor of Alex
king of Syria, when he made war with the andria, upon the receipt of Carsar's letter,
Jews, and came to Alexandria ; and as Pto came to the temple, and enrried out of it some
lemy received him very kindly on account of of the donations dedicated thereto, and shut
his hatred to Antiochus, he assured him, that up the temple itself; and as Lupus died a
if he would comply with his proposal, he little afterward, Paulinus succeeded him.—
would bring all the Jews to bis assistance ; This man left none of these donations there,
and when the king agreed to do it so far as and threatened the priests severely if they did
he was able, he desired him to give him leave not bring them all out ; nor did be permit
to build a temple somewhere in Egypt, and any who were desirous of worshipping God
to worship God according to the customs of there, so much as to come near the whole
bis own country; for that the Jews would sacred place ; but when he bad shut up the
then be so much readier to fight against An gates, he made it entirely inaccessible, inso
tiochus, who had laid waste the temple at Je much that there remained no longer the least
rusalem, and that they would then come to footsteps of any divine worship that had been
him with greater good-will ; and that, by- in that place. Now the duration of the time
granting them liberty of conscience, vary from the building of this temple till it was
many of them would come over to him.
shut up again, was three hundred and forty3. So Ptolemy complied with his proposals, three years.
and gave him a place one hundred and eighty
temple; whereas it seems not to have been actually
furlongs distant from Memphis,f That No- his
built till about fifteen years afterwards. Yet. because it
is said in the Antiq. that Onias went to Pbilometor. b.
rains in Erypt, muit mean the Proper or Upper Fpvpt Xli. eh. ix sect. 7, during the life-time of that Antiocbns,
because it does sometime! rain in tlie other port!). See it is probable he petitioned, ai.d perhaps obtained his
the note, on Antiq- b. ii. cli. vti. sect. 7j anil b. iii. cb. leave them, thouch it were not actually built o
L scu'i.
• < ifCthis temple of Onlas's building in Eeypt. see the till fifteen years afterward,
notes on Antiq. b. xiii. rh. iii. sect. I , but whereas it is t lsa. xix. 18-93.
elsewiii-rc. both of the War. h. i. rh. i. sec'. I, and in the
Antiq. as now quoted, said that this temple was like to
that at Jerusalem. Olid here that it was not like it, but
tike a tower, sect. 3. there is some rrason to Funper.1 the
readinc hrre. aod that either the negative particle is here
to tie blotted out. or the word rnltrrht aihlrd.
t We must observe, that .lowi-lins here speaks of/
Antiochus, who profaned the temi'lr. as now alive
when (tolas had leave given him by I'hilumetor to build
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elsewhere should convict him of his villany,
he extended his false accusations farther, and
persuaded Jonathan, and certain others that
CHAPTER XI.
were caught with him, to bring an accusation
CO^ERNISG JONATHAN, ONE OF THE SICARII, of attempts for innovation against tho Jews
THAT 8TIRRED UP A 8EDITION IN CYRENE, that were of the best character both at Alex
AND WAS A FALSE ACCUSER [OF THE INNO andria and at Rome. One of these, against
whom this treacherous accusation was laid,
CENT.]
was Josephus, the writer of these books a
§ 1. And now did the madness of the Sicarii, However, this plot, thus contrived by Catul
like a disease, reach us far as the cities of Cy- lus did not succeed according to his hopes ;
rene ; for one Jonathan, a vile person, and by for though be came himself to Rome, and
trade a weaver, came thither and prevailed brought Jonathan and his companions along
with no small number of the poorer sort to with him in bonds, and thought he should
give ear to him ; he also led them into the have had no farther inquisition made as to
desert, upon promising them that he would those lies that were forged under his govern
show them signs and apparitions ; and as for ment, or by his means, yet did Vespasian sus
the other Jews of Cyrene, he concealed his pect the matter, and make an inquiry how
knavery from them,«nd put tricks upon them; far it was true; and when he understood that
but those of the greatest dignity among tbem the accusation laid against the Jews was an
informed Catullus, the governor of the Libyan unjust one, he cleared them of the crimes
Pentapolis, of his march into the desert, and charged upon them ; and this, on account of
of the preparations he bad made for it. So Titus's concern about the matter, and brought
he sent out after him both horsemen and foot a deserved punishment upon Jonathan ; for he
men, and easily overcame them, because they was first tormented, and then burnt alive.
were unarmed men : of these, many were 4. But as to Catullus, the emperors were
slain in the fight, but some were taken alive, so gentle to him, that he underwent no severe
and brought to Catullus. As for Jonathan, condemnation at this time; yet was it not
the head of this plot, he fled away at that long before he fell into a complicated and al
time; but upoH a great and very diligent most incurable distemper, and died miserably.
search which was made all the country over for He was not only afflicted in body, but the
him, he was at last taken ; and when he was distemper in his mind was more heavy upon
brought to Catullus, he devised a way where him than the other ; for he was terribly dis
by he both escaped punishment himself, and turbed, and continually cried out, that be saw
afforded an occasion to Catullus of doing the ghosts of those whom he had slain stand
murh mischief; for he falsely accused the ing before him. Whereupon he was not able
richest men among the Jews, and said that to contain himself, but leaped out of his bed,
as if both torments and fire were brought to
they had put him upon what he did.
2. Now Catullus easily admitted of these him. This his distemper grew still a great
his calumnies, and aggravated matters greatly, deal worse and worse continually, and his
and made tragical exclamations that he might very entrails were so corroded, that they fell
also he supposed to have bad a hand in the out of his body, and in that condition be died.
finishing of the Jewish war; but what was Thus he became as great an instance of divine
still harder, he did not only give a too easy providence as ever was, and demonstrated
belief to his stories, but he taught the Sicarii that God punishes wicked men.
to accuse men falsely. He bade this Jona- 5. And here we shall put an end to this
nathan, therefore, name one Alexander, a Jew our history ; wherein we formerly promised
(with whom be had formerly had a quarrel, to deliver the same with all accuracy, to such
and openly professed that he hated him) ; he as should be desirous of understanding after
hIso cot him to name his wifeJJemice, as what manner this war of the Romans with
concerned with him. These two Catullus the Jews was managed. Of which history,
ordered to be slain in the first place; nay, how good the style is, must be left to the
after them he caused all the rich and wealthy determination of the readers ; but for the
Jews to be slain, being no fewer in all than agreement with the facts, I shall not scruple
three thousand. This, he thought, be might to say, and that boldly, that truth bath been
do safely, because be confiscated their effects, what I have alone aimed at through its entire
and added them to Caesar's revenues.
composition.
SI Nay, indeed, lest any Jews that lived
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BOOK I.
§1.1 srrposE that, by my books of the An declared bow we came to inhabit this country
tiquities of tbe Jews, most excellent Epapbro- wherein we now live. Those Antiquities
ditus.t I have made it evident to those who contain the history of five thousand years,
peruse them, that our Jewish nation is of very and are taken out of our sacred books ; but
great antiquity, and had a distinct subsistence are translated by me into the Greek tongue »
of its own originally ; as also, I have therein However, since I observe a considerable num
ber of people giving ear to the reproaches that
* This flnt book has a wrong title. It is not written
laid against us by those who bear ill-will
against Apion, ai it tbe first part of the second book, are
bnt against those Greeks in general wbo would not be to us, and will not believe what I have written
lieve Josephus's former accounts of tbe very ancient concerning the antiquity of our nation, while
state of the Jewish nation, in his xx books of Antiqui
take it for a plain sign that our nation
ties! and particularly against Agalharchides, Manetho, isthey
Cheretnon, and Lysimacbus. It is on* of the most of a late date, because they are not so much
learned, excellent, and useful books of all antiquity; as vouchsafed a bare mention by the most fa
and upon Jerome's perusal of this, and the following mous historiographers among the Grecians, I
books, be declares, that it seems to him a miraculous therefore have thought myself under an obliga
thing "how one that was a Hebrew, who bad been
from his infancy instructed in sacred learning, should tion to write somewhat briefly about these sub
oe able to produce such a number of testimonies out of jects in order to convict those that reproach us
firofane authors, as if he had read over all the Grecian of
Ibraries," Epist 84, ad Magnum i and the learned Jew, spite and voluntary falsehood, and to correct
Manass*>b-Ben- Israel, esteemed these two books so ex
ignorance of others, and withal to instruct
cellent, as to translate them into the Hebrew j this we the
learn from his own catalogne of bis works, which 1 have all those who are desirous of knowing the
seen. As to the time and place, when and where these truth of what great antiquity we really arc.
two books were written, the learned have not hitherto I As for the witnesses whom I shall produce for
been able to determine them any farther than that they the proof of what I say, they shall be such as
were written some time after his Antiquities, or some
time after a.n.RJj which indeed is too obvious at their are esteemed to be of the greatest reputation
entrance to be overlooked by even a careless peruser, for truth, and the most skilful in the know
they being directly intended against those that would
not believe what he had advanced in those books con ledge of all antiquity, by the Greeks themcerning the great antiquity of the Jewish nation. As 100. To which Noldlua also agrees, de Herod, No. 383.
to tbe place, they all imagine that these two books were
"Since Flavins Josephus (says Dr.
written where the former were, I mean at Hornet and ySpaphroditvs.]
wrote [or finished] his books of Antiquities
Z confess, that 1 myself believed both those determina onudson)
the
thirteenth
of Domitian [a. n. 93], and after tliat
tions, till I came to finish my notes upon these books,
the Memoirs of his own Life, as an appendix to
when I met with plain indications that they were writ wrote
the books of Antiquities, and at last his two hooks
ten not at Rome, but in Judea, and this alter the third against
Aplon, and yet dedicated all those writings to
year
of Trajan,
or A.D. 100.note here, which, as it justly Epaphrodltus,
he can hardly be that Epaphrodltus wbo
♦ Take
Dr. Hudson's
was formerly secretary to Nero, and was slain on the
;ontradicts the common opinions that Josephns either fourteenth
[or
fifteenth]
of Domitian, after he had been
died under Domitian, or at least wrote nothing later for a good while in banishment
; but another Epaphro
than bis days, so does it perfectly agree to my own de dltus,
a
freed-roan,
and
procurator
of Trajan, as says
termination, from Justus of Tiberias, that be wrote or Grotiuj on Luke L 3."
finished bis own life after the third of Trajan, or a d.
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selves. I will also show, that those who is, that their present way of using those letters
nave written so reproachfully and falsely about was unknown at that time. However, there
us, are to be convicted by what they have is not any writing which the Greeks agree to
written themseivea to the contrary. I shall also be genuine among them ancienter than Ho
endeavour to give an account of the reasons mer's Poems, who must plainly be confessed why it hath so happened, that there hath not later than the Siege of Troy : nay, the report
been a great number of Greeks who have made goes, that even he did not leave his poems in
mention ofour nation in their histories. I will writing, but that their memory was preserved
however bring those Grecians to light who in songs, and they were put together after
have not omitted such our history, for the sake ward ; and this is the reason of* such a num
of those that either do not know them, or pre ber of variations as are found in them.* As for
those who set themselves about writing their
tend not to know them already.
2. Arid now, in the first place, I cannot histories, I mean such as Cadmus of Miletus,
but greatly wonder at those men, who sup and Acusilaus of Argos, and any others that
pose that we must attend to none but Gre may be mentioned as succeeding Acusilaus,
cians, when we are inquiring about the most they lived but a little while before the Per
ancient facts, and must inform ourselves of sian expedition into Greece. But then for
their truth from them only, while we must those that first introduced philosophy, and the
not believe ourselves nor other men ; for I consideration of things celestial and divine
am convinced that the very reverse is the among them, such as Pherecydes the Syrian,
truth of the case. I mean this,—if we will and Pythagoras, and Thales, all with one con
not be led by vain opinions, but will make in sent agree, that they learned what they knew
quiry after truth from facts themselves; for of the Egyptians and Chaldeans, and wrote
they will find, that almost all which concerns but little. And these are the things which are
the Greeks happened not long ago ; nay, one supposed to be the oldest of all among the
may say, is of yesterday only. I speak of Greeks ; and they have much ado to believe
the building of their cities, the invention of that the writings ascribed to those men are
their arts, and the description of their laws ; genuine.
and as for their care about the writing down 3. How can it then be other than an ab
of their histories, it is very near the last thing surd thing for the Greeks to be so proud, and
they set about. However, they acknowledge to vaunt themselves to be the only people that
themselves so far, that they were the Egyp are acquainted with antiquity, and that have
tians, the Chaldeans, and the Phoenicians (for delivered the true accounts of those eariy
I will not now reckon ourselves among them) times after an accurate manner! Nay, who
that have preserved the memorials of the most is there that cannot easily gather from the
ancient and most lasting traditions of man Greek writers themselves, that they knew but
kind ; for almost all these nations inhabit little on any good foundation when they set
such countries as are least subject to destruc to write, but rather wrote their histories from
tion from the world about them ; and these their own conjectures 1 Accordingly, they
also have token especial care to have nothing confute one another in their own books to
omitted of what was [remarkably] done purpose, and are not ashamed to give us the
among them ; but their history was esteemed mos^ contradictory accounts of the same
sacred, and put into public tables, as written things: and I should spend my time to littl'
by men of the greatest wisdom they had purpose, if I should pretend to teach the
among them ; but as for the place where the Greeks that which they know better than I
Grecians inhabit, ten thousand destructions already, what a great disagreement there i<
have overtaken it, and blotted out the memo between Hellanicus and Acusilaus about theii
ry of former actions ; so that they were ever genealogies ; in how many cases Acusilaui
beginning a new way of living, and supposed corrects Hcsiod : or after what manner Epho
that every one of them was the origin of their rus demonstrates Hellanicus to have told lies
new state. It was also late, and with diffi in the greatest part of his history ; as does
culty, that they came to know the letters Timeus in like manner as to Ephorus, and
they now use ; for those who would advance the succeeding writers do to TimeuB, and all
their use of these letters to the greatest anti the later writers do to Herodotus ;| nor could
quity, pretend that they learned them from * This preservation of Homer's Poems by memory,
not by his own writing them down, and that thence
the Phoenicians and from Cadmus ; yet is and
were styled Rhapsodies, as sung by him, like bal
nobody able to demonstrate that they have they
lads,
by parts, and not composed and connected together
any writing preserved from that time, neither in complete
works, are opinions well known from the
ancient commentators, though such supposal se«ms
in their temples, nor in any other public mo to
myself,
as
well as to Fabricius, Bibliotb. Grtec l p.
numents. This appears, because the time 269, and to others,
improbable. Nor does Josewhen those lived who went to the Trojan war, phus say there werehighly
no ancienter writings nmong the
Greeks
than
Homer's
Poems,
but that they did not
so many years afterward, is in great doubt,
own any ancienter writings pretending to such
and (treat inquiry is made whether the Greeks fully
antiquity ; which is true.
used their letters at that time ; and the most t It well deserres to be considered, thatJosephus here
bow all the following Greek historians looked on
prevailing opinion, and that nearest the truth. says,
Herodotus as a fabulous author, and presently, sect. 14,
aD
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Antiochus and Philistius, had no original records to lay for their foun
or with Callias, about the Sicilian History, no dation, which might at once inform those who
more than do the several writers of the At- had an inclination to learn, and contradict
thids follow one another about the Athenian those that would tell lies. However, we are
affairs ; nor do the historians the like, that to suppose a second occasion besides the for
wrote the Argolics about the affairs of the mer of these contradictions ; it is this : That
Argives. And now what need I say any mure those who were the most zealous to write his
about particular cities and smaller places, tory, were not solicitous for the discovery of
while in the most approved writers of the ex truth,f although it was very easy for them
pedition of the Persians, and of the actions always to make such a profession ; but their
which were therein performed, there are so business was to demonstrate that they could
. great differences 1 Nay, Thucydides himself write well, and make an impression upon
is aecused by some as writing what is false, mankind thereby ; and in what mariner of
although he seems to have given us the ex- writing they thought they were able to e
actest history of the affairs of his own time. others, to that did they apply them
4. As for the occasions of this so great dis Some of them betook themselves to the writ
agreement of theirs, there may be assigned ing of fabulous narrations ; some of them en
many that are very probable, if any have a deavoured to please the cities or the kings,
mind to make an inquiry about them ; but I by writing in their commendation; others of
ascribe these contradictions chiefly to two them fell to finding faults with transactions,
causes, which I will now mention, and still or with the writers of such transactions, and
think what I Bhall mention in the first place, thought to make a great figure by so doing ;
to be the principal of all; for if we remem and indeed these do what is of all things the
ber, that in the beginning the Greeks had most contrary to true history ; for it is the
taken no care to have public records of their great character of true history that all con
several transactions preserved, this must for cerned therein both speak and write the same
certain have afforded those that would after things; while these men, by writing different
ward write about those ancient transactions, ly about the same things, think they shall be
the opportunity of making mistakes, and the believed to write with the greatest regard to
power of making lies also ; for this original truth. We therefore [who are Jews] must
recording of such ancient transactions hath yield to the Grecian writers as to language
not only been neglected by the other states of and eloquence of composition ; but then we
Greece, but even among the Athenians them- shall give them no such preference as to the
selves also, who pretend to be Aborigines verity of ancient history j and least of all as
and to have applied themselves to learning, to that part which concerns the affairs of our
there are no such records extant ; nay", . \ own several countries.
say themselves, that the laws of Draco
6. As to the care of writing down the re
cerning murders, which are now txtam,
cords from the earliest antiquity among the
writing, are the most ancient of t'
Egyptians and Babylonians ; that the priests
records; which Draco yet lived hi
were intrusted therewith, and employed a
time before the tyrant Pisistratus.* For as philosophical concern about it; that they were
to the Arcadians, who muke such boast* of | the Chaldean priests that did so among the
their antiquity, what need I speak of them in Babylonians; and that the Phoenicians, who
particular, since it was still later before they were mingled among the Greeks, did espe
got their letters, and learned them, and that cially make use of their letters, both for the
with difficulty also.
common affairs of life, and for the delivering
5. There must therefore afaturally arise down the history of common transactions, I
great differences among writers, when they think I may omit any proof, because all men
how Manetho, the most authentic writer of the Fgyp- + It is here well worth our observation, what the rea
t in Historv. greatly romplaios of his mistakes in the sons are that sucb ancient authors as Herodotus, Jo1 iryptian affairs; as also that Strobo. h. xi p 607. the aepbus, and others, have been read to so little pur
most accurate geographer and historian, esteemed him pose by many learned critics; viz. That their main sim
such; that Xennphiin, the much mote accurate histo has not been chronology or history, but philology, to
rian in the affairs of C) rus, implies, that llerodotus's know words, and not things, they not much entering
account of that great man is almost entirely romantic oftentimes into the real rontenta of their authors, and
Sec the notes on Antiq. b. xi. eh. ii. sect. I, and Hutch judging which were the must acrurate discoverers of
inson's .Prolegomena to his edition of Xenophon's Kv?i truth, and most to be depended on in the several histo
ll«#)ti«,that we have already seen in the note on An ries, but rather inquiring who wrote the finest style, and
tiq. b. viii. ch. x. sect. 3, how very little Herodotus knew had the greatest elegance in their expressions, which
about the Jewish affairs and country, and that lie greatly are things of small consequence in comparison with the
nttected what we call the Marvellous, as Monsieur Hol- other. Thus yon will sometimes find great debates
lin has lately and justly determined : whence we are not smong the learned, whether Herodotus or Thucydides
always to depend on the authority of Herodotus, where were the finest historian in the Ionic and Attic ways of
it is unsupported by oilier evidence, but ought to com writing; which sieniiy little as to the real value of each
pare the other evidence with his. and. if it preponderate, iif their histories* while it would be of much more tnoto prefer it befure his. I do not mean by this, that Hero nent to let the reader know, that as the consequence o(
dotus wilfully related what he Mievcd to be lalse (as Hrntdotus's history. Which begins so much earlier, and
('tt-sias serm*
to have done),
hut that
wanted j reaches so much a id~r than that ol Thuc>didrs. it
evirienee.
and sometimes
preferred
what hewasolten
marvellous
' therefore vastly greater.- so is the most part of Tbucy.
It- •whs!
wasUirda)sut
liesl atiesnC'vrurand
l as really llimiel.
irTje.
dides, winch brlo'ics to Ins own limes, and fell I '
About
I Sis o» t b»errati <n. much the most certain
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allow it to to be: but now as to our fore of God himself by inspiration ; and others
fathers, that they took no less care about have written what hath happened in their own
writing such records (for I will not say they times, and that in a very distinct manner also.
took greater cure than the others I spoke of) 8. For we have not an innumerable mul
and that they committed that matter to their titude of books among us, disagreeing from
high-priests and to their prophets, and that and contradicting one another [as the Greeks
these records have been written all along have], but only twenty-two books, \ which
down to our own times with the utmost ac contain the records of all the past times ;
curacy; nay, if it be not too bold for me to say which are justly believed to be divine; and of
it, our history will be so written hereafter; — then, five belong to Moses, which contain his
I shall endeavour briefly to inform you.
laws and the traditions of the origin of man
7- For our forefathers did not only appoint kind till bis death. This interval of time
the bestofthese priests, and those that attended was little short of three thousand years; but
upon the divine worship, for that design as to the time from the death of Moses till the
from the beginning, but made provision that reign of Artaxerxes king of Persia, who reign
the stock of the priests should continue un ed after Xerxes, the prophets, who were after
mixed and pure; for he who is partaker of Moses, wrote down what was done in their
the priestho&d must propagate of a wife of the times in thirteen books. The remaining four
tame nation, without having any regard to books contain hymns to God, and precepts
money, or any other dignities ; but he is to for the conduct of human life. It is true, our
make a scrutiny, and take his wife's gene history hath been written since Artaxerxes
alogy from the ancient tables, and procure very particularly, but hath not been esteemed
many witnesses to it;* and this is our prac of the like authority with the former by our
tice not only in Judea, but wheresoever any forefathers, because there hath not been an
body of men of our nation do live; and even exact succession of prophets since that time,
there, an exact catalogue of our priests' mar and how firmly we have given credit to those
riages is kept; I mean at Egypt and at Ba books of our own nation, is evident by what
bylon, or in any other place of the rest of the we do; for during so many ages as have
habitable earth, whithersoever our priests are already passed, no one has been so bold as
scattered; for they send to Jerusalem the an either to add any thing to them, to take any
cient names of their parents in writing, as well thing from tbem, or to make any change in
as those of their remoter ancestor*, and signify tbem ; but it becomes natural to all Jews, im
who are the witnesses al»o; but if any war mediately and from their very birth, to esteem
falls out, such as have fallen out, a great many those books to contain divine doctrines, and to
of them already, when Antioclius Epiphanes persist in them, and, if occasion be, willingly
made an invasion upon our country, as also to die for them. For it is no new thing foi
when Pompey the Great and Quintilius Varus ou aptives, many of them in number, and
did so also, and principally in the wars that fr ently in time, to be seen to endure rucks
have happened in our own times, those priests ai. leaths of all kinds upon the theatres, that
uay not be obliged to say one word
that survive them compose new tables of gene tl
alogy out of the old records, and examine a^nst our laws, and the records that contain
the circumstances of the women that remain; tbem ; whereas, there are none at all among
for still they do not admit of those that have the Greeks who would undergo the least harm
been captives, as suspecting that they had con on that account, no, nor in cose all the writ
versation with some foreigners; but what is ings that are among them were to be destroy
the strongest argument of our exact manage ed; for they take them to be such discourses
ment in this matter is what 1 am now going as are framed agreeably to the inclinations of
to say, that we have the names of our high- those that write them; and they have justly
priests, from father to son, set down in our the same opinion of the ancient writers, since
records, for the interval of two thousand they see some of the present generation hold
years ; and if any of these have been trans enough to write about such affairs, wherein
gressors of these rules, they are prohibited they were not present, nor had concern enough
to present themselves at the altar, or to to inform themselves ubuut thum from those
be partakers of any other of our purifications; that knew them; examples of which may be
and this is justly, or rather necessarily done, had in this Ule war of ours, where some per
because every one is not permitted of his own sons have written histories, and published
iccord to be a writer, nor is there any disagree them, without having been in the places con
ment in what is written; they being only- cerned, or having been near them when the
prophets that have written the original and + Which were these twentv-two sacred books of lb*
Old Testament, see the Supplement to the Essay on the
earliest accounts of things as they learned them 'Old
Testament, p. 26—89, ctt. those we call canonical,
all excepting the Canticles; but still with this lartbor
• Of this accuracy of the Jews, before and In oar exception,
the lint book of apocryphal Ksdrms bo
Saviour's lime, in carefu ly preserving ttieir geneftloiiiea taken into that
the number, instead of our canonical Ksrai
all iloug,
Ilium- ol the
|.ne>l»,
we J.**-u:.u»'s
w-i't particularly
I. This accuracy
■••em*
to huve
• i.rtril «l w hich veins In be nu more than a later epitome of tho
which iwobooks ol Canticles and Ears, it no way
li.r (Instruction ol Jerusalem by T.lua, or. however, at ulneri
aporars that our Joseplius ever saw.
Uiai by Allium.
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actions were done; but these men put a few contained in those writings: and as for the
thing* together by hearsay, nod insolently History of the War, I wrote it as having
abuse the world, and call these writings by been an actor myself in many of its transac
tions, an eye-witness in the greatest part of
the name of Histories.
As for myself, I have composed a true the rest, and was not unacquainted with any
history of that whole war, and all the parti thing whatsoever that was either said or done
culars that occurred therein, as having been in it. How impudent then must those deserve
concerned in all its transactions; for 1 acted J to be esteemed, who undertake to contradict
* as general of those among us that are named i me about the true state of those affairs ! who, '
Galileans, as long as it was possible for us to although they pretend to have made use of
make any opposition. I was then seized on jboth the emperors' own memoirs, yet they
by the Romans, and became a captive. Ves- could not be acquainted with our affair* who
pasian also and Titus had me kept under a fought against them.
1 1. This digression I have been obliged to
guard, and forced me to attend them con
tinually. At the first I was put into bonds; make, out of necessity, as being desirous to
but was set at liberty afterward, and sent to expose the vanity of those that profess to
accompany Titus when he came from Alex write histories; and I suppose I have suffi
andria to the siege of Jerusalem ; during which ciently declared that this custom of transmit
time there was nothing done which escaped ting down the histories of ancient times hath
my knowledge; for what happened in the been better preserved by those nations which
Roman camp I saw, and wrote down care are called Barbarians, than by the Greeks
fully; and what informations the deserters themselves. I am now willing, in the next
brought [out of the city], I was the only man place, to say a few things to those who endea
that understood tbein. Afterward I got lei vour to prove that our constitution is but of
sure at Rome; and when all my materials late time, for this reason, as they pretend
were prepared for that work, I made use of that the Greek writers have said nothing
some persons to assist me in learning the about us; after which I shall produce testi
Greek tongue, and by these means I composed monies for our antiquity out of the writings
the history of those transactions; and I was of foreigners: I shall also demonstrate that
so well assured of the truth of what I related, | such as cast reproaches upon our nation do it
that I first of all appealed to those that bad ; very unjustly.
the supreme command iu that war, Vespasian iX 12. As for ourselves, therefore, we neither
and Titus, as witnesses for me, for to them I inhabit a maritime country, nor do we delight
presented those books first of all, and after in merchandise, nor in such a mixture with
them to many of the Romans who had been i other men as arises from it; but the cities
in the war. I also sold them to many of | we dwell in arc remote from the sea, and havour own men who understood the Greek I ing a fruitful country for our habitation, we
philosophy; among whom were Julius Arche- take pains in cultivating that only. Our
laus, Herod [king of Chalcis], a person of principal care of all is this, to educate our
great gravity, and king Agrippa himself, a children well; and we think it to be the most
person that deserved the greatest admiration. necessary business of our whole life, to
Now all these men bore their testimony to observe the laws that have been given us, and
me, that I had the strictest regard to truth; to keep those rules of piety that have been/
who yet would not have dissembled the delivered down to us. Since, therefore;
matter, nor been silent, if I, out of ignorance, besides what we have already taken notice
or out of favour to any side, either had given of, we have had a peculiar way of living of
false colours to actions, or omitted any of our owi;, there was ho occasion offered us iu
them.
ancient ages for intermixing among the Greeks,
10. There have been indeed some bad as they had lor mixing among the Egyptians,
men, who have attempted to calumniate my by their intercourse of exporting and import,
history, and took it to be a kind of scholastic ing their several goods; as they also mixed
performance for the exercise of young men. with the Phoenicians, who lived by the sea
A strange sort of accusation and calumny side, by means of their love of lucre in trade
this I since every one that undertakes to and merchandise. Nor did our forefathers
deliver (he history of actions truly, ought to betake themselves, as did some others, to rob
know them accurately himself in the first bery; nor did they, in order to gain more
place, as either having been concerned in wealth, fall into foreign wars, although oar
them himself, or been informed of them by country contained many ten thousands of
such as knew them. Now, both these methods men of courage sufficient for that purpose;
of knowledge I may very properly pretend for this reason it was that the Phoenicians
to in the composition of both my works; themselves came soon by trading and naviga
for, as 1 said, I have translated the Antiqui tion to be known to the Grecians, and by
ties out of our sacreJ books; which I easily their means the Egyptians became known to
could do, since 1 was a priest by my birth, the Grecians a'»'J> "» did all those people
<"ri have studied that philosophy which is whence tur PbieiiHaaiM iu long voyages war
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the seas carried wares to the Grecians. The from them ; and they do make mention of us
Medes also and the Persians, when tbcy were Jews in their records, on account of the kin
lords of Asia, became well known to them j dred there is between us. Now, when I shall
and this was especially true of' the Persians, have made my assertions good, so far as con
who led their armies as far as the other con cerns the others, I will demonstrate that some
tinent [Europe]. The Thracians were also of the Greek writers have made mention of ua
known to them by the nearness of their coun Jews also, that those who envy us may not
tries, and Scythians by the means of those have even this pretence for contradicting what
that sailed toPontus; for it was so in gene 1 have said about our nation.
ral that all maritime nations, and those that 14. I shall begin with the writings of the
inhabited near the eastern or western seas, be Egyptians; not indeed of those that have
came mest known to those that were desirous written in the Egyptian language, which ic
to be writers; but such as had their habita is impossible far me to do.- But Manetho
tions farther from the sea were for the most was a man who was by birth an Egyptian,
part unknown to them : which things appear yet had he made himself master of the Greek
to have happened as to Europe also, where learning, as is very evident; for he wrote the
the city of Home, that hath this long time history of bis own country in the Greek
been possessed of so much power, and hath tongue, by translating it, as he saith himself
performed such great actions in war, is never out of their sacred records : be also finds
yet mentioned by Herodotus, nor by Thucy- great fault with Herodotus for his ignorance
| <iicle«, nor by any one of their contemporaries; and false relations of Egyptian affairs. Now,
and it was very late, and with great difficulty, this Manetho, in the second book of his
that the Romans became known to the Greeks. Egyptian History, writes concerning us in
Nay, those that were reckoned the most the following manner. I will set down his
exact historians (and Ephorus for one) were very words, as if I were to bring the very
so very ignorant of the Gauls and the Span man himself into a court for a witness: —
iards, that he supposed the Spaniards, who " There was a king of ours, whose name was
inhabit so great a part of the western regions Timaus. Under him it came to pass, I know
of the earth, to be no more than one city. not how, that God was averse to us, and there
Those historians also' have ventured to de came, after a surprising manner, men of
scribe such customs as were made use of by ignoble birth out of the eastern parts, and had
them, which tbey never had either done or boldness enough to make an expedition into
said; arxl the reason why these writers did our country, and with ease subdued it by
not know the truth of their affairs, was this, force, yet without our hazarding a battle with
that they had not any commerce together; — them. So when they had gotten those that
but the reason why they wrote such falsities governed us under their power, they after
was this, that they had a mind to appear to wards burnt down our cities, and demolished
know things which others had not known. the temples of the gods, and used all the in
H'hv can it then be any wonder, if our habitants after a most barbarous manner: nay,
nation was no more known to many of the some they slew, and led their children and
Greeks, nor had given them any occasion their wives into slavery. At length they
to mention them in their writings', while made one of themselves king, whose name was
they were so remote from the sea, and had a Salatis; he also lived at Memphis, and made
conduct of life so peculiar to themselves?
both the upper and lower regions pay tribute,
13. Let us now put the case, therefore, and left garrisons in places that were the most
that we made use of this argument concerning proper for them. He chiefly aimed to secure
the Grecians, in order to prove that their na the eastern parts, as foreseeing that the Assy
tion was not ancient, because nothing is said rians, who had then the greatest power, would
of them in our'records; would not they laugh be desirous of that kingdom and invade their. ;
at us all, and probably give the same reasons and as he found in the Saite Nomos [Sethfor our silence that 1 have now alleged, and roite], a city very proper for bis purpose, and
would produce their neighbouring nations as which lay upon the Bubastic channel, but
witnesses to their own antiquity? Now, the wifh regard to a certain tbeologic notion wa?
very same thing will I endeavour to do; for called Avaris, this he rebuilt, and made very
I will bring the Egyptians and the Phoenicians strong by the walls he built about it, and bo
as my principal witnesses, because nobody a most numerous garrison of two hundred
can complain of their testimony as false, on and forty thousand armed men whom he put
account that they are known to have borne into it to keep it. Thither Salatis came ir.
Uie greatest'ill-will towards us; I mean this summer-time, partly to gather his com, awi
as to the Egyptians, in general all of them, pay his soldiers their wages, and partly to
while of the Phoenicians, it is known the exercise his armed men, and thereby to terrfv
Tyrians have been most of all in the same ill foreigners. When this man bad reigrr-r)
disposition towards us: yet do I confess that I thirteen years, after him reigned anothrr
cannot say the same of the Chaldeans, since whose name was Beon, for forty-four yea-»iMr first leaders and ancestors ware derived after hiui rchpied another, called Aprchnas
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ihirty-six yean and seven months; after him
Apophis reigned sixty-one years, and then
Juiiias fifty years and one month; after all
these reigned Assis forty-nine years and two
months. And these six were the iirst rulers
unong them, who were all along making war
with the Egyptians, and were very desirous gra
dually to destroy them to the very roots. This
whole nation was styled Hycsos, that is, Shephcrd-kings; for the first syllable Hvc, according
In the sacred dialect denotes a king, as is Sos
a shepherd—-but this according to the ordinary
dialect; and of these is compounded Hycsos:
but some say that these people were Arabians."
Now, in another copy it is said, that this word
does not denote Kings, but, on the contrary,
denotes Captive Shepherds, and this on account
of the particle Hyc ; tor that live, with the aspi
ration, in the Egyptian tongue again denotes
Shepherds, and that expressly also; and this
to me seems the more probable opinion, and
more agreeable to ancient history.
[But
Manetho goes on}: — "These people, whom we
have before named kings, and called shepherds
also, and their descendants," as be says, "kept
possession of Egypt live hundred and eleven
years." After these he says, " That the kings
of Thebais and of the other parts of Egypt
made an insurrection against the shepherds,
and that there a terrible and long war was
made between them." He says farther, u That
under a king, whose name was Alisphragmuthosis, the shepherds were subdued by him,
and were indeed driven out of other parts of
Egypt, but were shut up in a place that con
tained ten thousand acres: this place was
named Avaris. Manetho says, " That the shep
herds built a wall round all this place, which
was a large and strong wall, and this in order to
keep all their possessions and their prey
within a place of strength, but that Thummosis
the sod of Alisphragmutbosis made an attempt
to take them by force and by siege, with
four hundred and eighty thousand men to
lie round about them; but that, upon his
despair of taking the place by that siege, they
came to a composition with them, that they
should leave Egypt, and go without any harm
to be done them, whithersoever they would ;
and Jhat, after this composition was made,
hey went away with their whole families and
< fleets, not fewer in number than two hundred
ind forty thousand, and took their journey
Irinn Egypt, through the wilderness, for
Syria: but that, as they were in fear of the
.i - Syrians, who had then the dominion over
Asia, they built a city in that country
which is now called Judea, and that large
enough to contain this great number of men,
and called it Jerusalem."* Now Manetho, in
another book of his, says, " That this nation,
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thus called Shepherds, were also called Cap
tives, in their sacred books." And this
account of his is the truth; for feeding of
sheep was the employment of our forefathers
in the most ancient ages;f and as they led
such a wandering life in feeding sheep, they
were called Shepherds. Nor was it without
reason that they were called Captives by the
Egyptians, sinee one of our ancestors, Joseph,
told the king of Egypt that he was a captive.J
and afterward sent for his brethren into
Egypt by the king's permission; but as for
these matters, I shall make a more exact
inquiry about them elsewhere. §
15. Hut now I shall produce the Egyptians
as witnesses to the antiquity of our nation. I
shall therefore here bring in Manetho again,
and what he writes as to the order of the times
in this case, and thus he speaks: — "When
this people or shepherds were gone out of
Egypt to Jerusalem, Tethmosis the king of
Egypt, who drove them out, reigned afterward twenty-five years and four months, and
then died; after him his son Chebron took
the kingdom for thirteen years; alter whom
came Atnenophis, for twenty years and seven
months: then came his sister Amesses, foi
twenty-one years and nine months; after net
came Mephres, fur twelve years and nine
months; after him was Mephramuthosis, for
twenty-five years and ten months; after him
was Tethmosis, for nine years and eight
months; after him came Amenophis, for
thirty years and ten months; after him came
Orus, for thirty-six years and five months;
then came his daughter Acenchres, for twelve
years and one month; then was her brother
Hathotis, for nine years; then was Acencheies, for twelve years and five months;
then came another Acencheres, for twelve
years and three months; after him Armais,
for four years and one month; after him was
Harnesses, for one year and four monthsafter him came A finesses Miaminoun, foi
sixty-six years and two months; after him
Amenophis, for nineteen years and six months ;
after him came Sethosis, and Harnesses, who
had an army of horse, and a naval force. This
king appointed his brother Armais, to be his
deputy oyer Egypt." [In another copy it
stood thus: — Alter him came Sethosis, and
Harnesses, two brethren, the former of whom
had a naval force, and in a hostile manner
destroyed those that met him upon the sen;
but as he slew Harnesses in no long time after
ward, so be appointed another of his brethren
to be his deputy over Egypt.] He also gave
him all the other authority of a king, but with

+ Gen.xlvi 39. 34; xlvii.3,4.
tin our copies of the book of Genesis anil of Josepuus,
this Joseph never calls himself "a captive," v. he
was with tbe king of Eg>|>t, though he does call himself
• Here we have an account of the first building of the " a servant," " a slave." or '• captive." many times in
city of Jerusalem, according to iviunelho, when the I'Iiuj- the Testament of the Twelve fatimrnha, umicr Joseph,
nrciun shepherds were expelled out of I'-Rypt about sect. 1. II. 13, It IS, IS.
ttirtr-eavta yeaia Mute Abraham oame out of Uaran.
i This is now wanting.
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these only injunctions, that he should not to those things which Manetho adds, not from
wear the diadem, nor be injurious to the queen, the Egyptian records, but, as he confesses
the mother of his children, and that he should himself, from some stories of an uncertain
not meddle with the other concubines of the original, I will disprove them hereafter par
king; while be made an expedition against ticularly, and shall demonstrate that they are
Cyprus, and Phoenicia, and besides against the no better than incredible fables.
Assyrians and the Medes. He then subdued
17, I will now, therefore, pass from these
"hem all, some by his arms, some without records, and come to those that belong to the
lghting, and some by the terror of bis great Phoenicians, and concern our nation, and shall
iriny ; and being pulled up by the great produce attestations to what I have saitl out of
successes be had had, be went on still the them. There are then records amou^rthe Tynore boldly, and overthrew the cities and rians that take in the history for many years,
countries that lay in the eastern parts ; but and these are public writings, and are kept
titer some considerable time, Armais, who with great exactness, and inciude accounts of
was left in Egypt, did all those very things, tbe facts done among them, and such as con
)y way of opposition, which bis brother bad cern their transactions with other nations also,
forbidden him to do, without fear; for he those I mean which were worthy of remem
jsed violence to the queen, and continued to bering. Therein it was recorded that the
take use of the rest of the concubines, with- | temple was built by king Solomon at Jerusa
»ut sparing any of them ; nay, at the persua- lem, one hundred forty-three years and eight
>ion of his friends he put on the diadem, and I months before the Tyrians built Carthage;
•et up to oppose bis brother; but then, be | and in their annals the building of our tempie
who was set over the priests of Egypt, wrote lis related: for Hirom, the king of Tyre, was
tetters to Scthosis, and informed biin of all that ! the friend of Solomon our king, and had such
oad happened, and how his brother had set up I friendship transmitted down to him from his
r to oppose biin; he therefore returned back I forefathers. He thereupon was ambitious to
to Pelusium immediately, and recovered his I contribute to the splendour of this edifice of
Kingdom again. The country also was called I Solomon, and made him a present of one hun
He also
from his name Egyjit; for Manetbo' says dred and twenty talents of gold.
that Setbosis himself was called Egyptus, as cut down the most excellent timber out of
that mountain which is called Libanus. and
was his brother Armais called Danaus."*
16. This is Manetho's account; and evi sent it to him for adorning its roof. Solomon
dent it is from the number of years by him set also not only made him many other presents,
down belongingto this interval, if they be sum by way of requital, but gave him a countrv..
med up together, that these shepherds, as they in Galilee also, that was called ChabulontJ
are here called, who were no other than our but there was another passion, a philosophic
forefathers, were delivered out of Egypt, and inclination of theirs, which cemented the
came thence, and inhabited this country three friendship that was betwixt them; for they
hundred and ninety-three years before Danaus sent mutual problems to one another, with a
■uine to Argos ; although the Argives look desire to have them unriddled by each other;
upon liiinf as their most ancient king. Ma wherein Solomon was superior to Hirom, as
net ho, therefore, bears this testimony to two he was wiser that he in other respects; and
points of the greatest consequence to our pur many of the epistles that passed between them
pose, and those from the Egyptian records are still preserved among the Tyrians. Now
heinselves. In the first place, that we came that this may not depend on my bare word,
Kit of Riiother country into Egypt ; and that I will produce for a witness, Dius, one that
withal our deliverance out of it was so an is believed to have written the Phoenician His
ient in time, as to have preceded the siege of tory after an accurate manner. This_Dius,
Troy almost a thousand years; but then, as therefore, writes thus, in his Histories of the
Phoenicians: — " Upon the death of Abibalus,
• <>r this Egyptian chronology of Manetho, ai misThis king
■akeu by Josepbus, and of these Phoenician shepherds, his ion Hirom took tbe kingdom.
B* falsely supposed by him, and others after him, to raised banks at the eastern parts of the city,
have been tbe Israelite* in Kgypt. see Essay on the Old and enlarged it; he also joined the temple of
I rstaiueut. Appendix, p. leU— 1MB. And note here, that
wtien J.inephtls tells lis that the Ureeks or Argives looked Jupiter Olympius, which stood before in an
on tins llanaui at agxxitras-ot', "a most ancient.*' or island by itself, to the city, by raising a causey
•'ihe most ancient" king of Argos. he need not be
between them, and adorned that temple with
aiippjsed to mean, in the stride*! sense, that they had
no one ktnc so ancient as he; for it is certain tint they donations of gold. He moreover went up to
owne>) nine kings before him, and Inachus at the head Libanus, and bad timber cut down for tbe
of Ihein
See Authentic Records, part ji. page 983, building of temples.
They say farther, that
as JuM-phus could not hut know very well; but that he
was esteemed as very ancient by them, and that they Solomon, when he was king of Jerusalem,
knew they bad been lirsl of all denominated " Danai" sent problems to Hirom to be solved, and
from this very ancient king Danaus. Nor does this su desired he would send others buck for him to
perlative degree always imply the "most ancient " ot ill
without exception, but is Sometimes to be rendered solve, and that he who could not solve tbe
'• very ancient" only, as is tk- >**e in the like su^erlaproblems proposed to him, should pay money
U,e decrees Ot Other WOitls a'
* see ii. e pn.cediog nu*

: I Kings ix. 13.
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to him that wired them ; and when Hirom away from him, and built the city of Carthage
nad agreed to the proposals, but was not able in Libya." So the whole time from till
to solve the problems, he was obliged to pay reign of Hirom till the building of Carthage,
a great deal of money, as a penalty for the amounts to the sum of one hundred and fiftytame. As also they relate, that one Abde- five years and eight months. Since then the
mon, a man of Tyre, did solve the problems, temple was built at Jerusalem in the twelfth
and proposed others which Solomon could not year of the reign of Hirom, there were from the
solve upon which he was obliged to repay a building of the temple until the building of
great neal of money to Hirom." These things Carthage, one hundred forty-three years and
Are attested to by Dius, and confirm what we eight months. Wherefore, what occasion ia
have said upon the same subjects before.
there for alleging any more testimonies out of
18. And now 1 shall add Menander the the Phoenician histories [on the behalf of our
EjjhesiaOj as an additional witness. "This nation], since what I have said is so tho
Menander wrote the Acts that were done both roughly confirmed already? and to'te sure
by the Greeks and Barbarians, under every our ancestors came into this country long
one of the Tyrian kings; and had taken much before the building of the temple ; for it was
pains to learn their history out of their own not till we had gotten possession of the whole
records. Now, when he was writing about land by war that we built our temple. And
those kings that had reigned at Tyre, he came that is the point that I have clearly proved out
to Uirom, and says thus: — "Upon the death of our sacred writings in my Antiquities.
of Abibalus, his son Hirom "took tue king- -19. I will now relate what hath been writ
dom; he lived fifty-three years, and reigned ten concerning us in the Chaldean histories;
thirty-four. He raised a bank on that called which records have a great agreement \utU
the Broad place, and dedicated that golden our books in other things also. BrroMis
pillar which is in Jupiter's temple; he also shall be witness to what I say: he was by
went and cut down timber from the moun birth a Chaldean, well known by the learned,
tain called Libanus, and got timber of cedar on account of his publication of the Chaldean
for the roofs of the temples. He also pulled books of astronomy and philosophy among
down the old temples, and built new ones: the Greeks. This Berosus, therefore, follow
besides this, he consecrated the temples of Her ing the most ancient records of tbat nation,
cules and Astarte. He first built Hercules's gives us a history of the deluge of waters
temple, in the month Peritus, and that of that then happened, and of the destruction uf
Astarte when he made his expedition against mankind thereby, and agrees with Moses's
the Tityans, who would not pay him their narration thereof. He also gives us an
tribute; and when he had subdued them to account of that ark wherein Noab, the origin
himself, he returned home. Under this king of our race, was preserved, when it was
there was a younger son of Abdemon, who brought to the highest part of the Armenian
mastered the problems which Solomon, king mountains: after which be gives us a cata
of Jerusalem, had recommended to be solved." logue of the posterity of Noah, and adds the
Now the time from this king to the building years of their chronology, and at length come
of Carthage, is thus calculated: — " Upon the down to N'abolassar, who was king of Baby
death of Hirom, Baleazarus his son took the lon, and of the Chaldeans. And when he
kingdom; he lived forty-three years, and was relating the acts of this king, he describes
reigned seven years: after him succeeded his to us how he sent his son Nabuchodonosor
son Abdastartus; he lived twenty-nine years, against Egypt, and against our land, with a
and reigned nine years. Now four sons of great army, upon his being informed that
his nurse plotted against him and slew him, they bad revolted from him; and how, by
the eldest of whom reigned twelve years: that means, he subdued them all, and set our
after them came Astartus the son of Deleas- temple that was at Jerusalem on fire; nay,
tartiis; he lived fifty-four years, and reigned and removed our people entirely out of their
twelve years; after him came his brother I own country, and transferred them to BabyAseryir.us: he lived fifty-four years, and | loo; when it so happened that our city was
reigned nine years: he was slain by his desolate during the interval of seventy years,
brotl.tr Pheles. who took the kingdom and ! until the days of Cyrus king of Persia. Me
reigr.cj but eight months, though he lived I then says, " That this Babylonian king con
fifty j tars: he was slain by Ithobalus, the quered Egypt, and Syria, and Phoenicia, and
priest, of Astarte, who reigned thirty-two Arabia; and exceeded in his exploits all that
yean, a.:,) lived sixtj^eight years: be was had reigned before him in Babylon and Chalsucceeded by his son Badezorus, who lived I dea." A little after which, Berosus subjoins
fortj -fi ve years, and reigned six years ; he was ! what follows in his History of Ancient
succeeded by Matgenus his son: he lived | Times. I will set down Berosus's cwa
thirty-two years, and reigned nine years; accounts, which are these: — " WJien NaboPygrtjJ:i,ii succeeded him: he lived fifty-six lassar. father of Nabuchodonosor, hjeard that
yean, a.nl reigned forty-seven years. Now, the governor whom he had set over Ec.)pt
in the «*vrmh uar uf his reign, is »ntei lied and over the parts of Celesyria and Phoenicia,
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had revolted from him, he was not able to ing, without any foundation, that Babylon
bear it any longer; but committing certain was built by Semiramis," queen of Assyria,
ports of bis army to bis son Nabuchodonosor, and for her false pretence to those wonderful
who was then but young, he sent him against edifices thereto relating, as if they were her
the rebel: Nabuchodonosor joined battle with own workmanship; as indeed in these affairs
him, and conquered bira, and reduced the the Chaldean History cannot but be the most
country under his dominion again. Now it credible. Moreover, we meet with a confir
so fell out, that his father Nabolassar fell into mation of what Berosus says, in the archives
a distemper at this time, and died in the city of the Phoenicians, concerning this king Na
of Babylon, after he had reigned twenty- buchodonosor, that he conquered all Syria and
nine years. But as he understood, in a little Phoenicia; in which case Philostratus agrees
time, that his father Nabolassar was dead, he with the others in that history which he com
set the affairs of Egypt and the other coun posed, where he mentions the siege of Tyre ;
tries in order, and committed the captives he as does Megasthenes also, in the fourth book
had taken from the Jews, and Phoenicians, of his Indian History, wherein he pretends to
and Syrians, and of the nations belonging to prove that the fore-mentioned king of the Ba
Kgypt, to some of bis friends, that they might bylonians was superior to Hercules in strength
conduct that part of the forces that had on and the greatness of his exploits; for he says
heavy armour, with the rest of his baggage, that he conquered a great part of Libya, and
to Babylonia; while he went in haste, having conquered Iberia also. Now, as to what I
but a few with him, over the desert to Baby have said before about the temple at Jerusa
lon; whither when he was come, he found lem, that it was fought against by the Baby
the public affairs had been managed by the lonians, and burnt by them, but was opened
Chaldeans, and that the principal persons again when Cyrus had taken the kingdom of
among them bad preserved the kingdom for Asia, shall now be demonstrated from what
him. Accordingly, he now entirely obtained Berosus adds farther upon that head; for thus
all his father's dominions. He then came, be says in his third book: — " Nabuchodono
and ordered the captives to be placed as colo sor, after be had begun to build the torenies in the most proper places of Babylonia : mentioned wall, fell sick, and departed tbU
but for himself, be adorned the temple of life, when he had reigned forty-three years ;
Belus, and the other temples, after an elegant whereupon his son Evilmerodach obtained
manner, out of the spoils he bad taken in this the kingdom. He governed public affairs
war. He also rebuilt the old city, and added after an illegal and impure manner, and bad
another to it on the outside, and so far re a plot laid against him by Neriglissoor, his
stored Babylon, that none who should besiege sister's husband, and was siain by him when
it afterwards might have it in their power to he bad reigned but two years. After he was
divert the river, so as to facilitate an entrance slain, Neriglissoor, the person who plotted
into it ; and this he did by building three against him, succeeded bim in the kingdom,
walls about the inner city, and three about and reigned four years; his son Laborosoarthe outer. Some of these walls he built of chod obtained the kingdom, though he was
burnt brick and bitumen, and some of brick but a child, and kept it nine months; but by
only. So when he had thus fortified the city reason of the very ill-temper and ill practices
with walls, after an excellent manner, and be exhibited to the world, a plot was laid
had adorned the gates magnificently, he added against bim also by his friends, and he was
a new palace to that which bis father had tormented to death. After his death, the
dwelt in, and this close by it also, and that conspirators got together, and by common
more eminent in its height, and in its great conseut put the crown upon the head of Nasplendour. It would perhaps require too long bonnedus, a man of Babylon, and one who
a narration, if any one were to describe it. belonged to that insurrection. In his reign
However, as prodigiously large and magnifi it was that the walls of the city of Babylon
cent as it was, it was finished in fifteen days. were curiously built with burnt brick and
Now in this palace he erected very high bitumen; but when he was come to the sevet>
walks, supported by stone pillars, and by teenth year of bis reign, Cyrus came out cf
planting what was called a pensile paradise, Persia with a great army; and having alreai'y
and replenishing it with all sorts of trees, he conquered all the rest of Asia, he came hastily
rendered the prospect of an exact resemblance to Babylonia. When Nabonnedus perceive*'
of a mountainous country. This he did to he was coming to attack bim, he met hrrr,
please his queen, because she had been brought with his forces, and, joining battle with him,
/ op in Media, and was fond of a mountainous was beaten; and fled away with a few of hi?
.filiation."
troops with him, and was shut up within the
<S). This is what Berosus relates concern city Borsippus. Hereupon Cyrus took Iia
ing the fore- mentioned king, as he relates • The irreat improvements that NebacbadncLt^,
many other things about him also in the third made in the buildings at Babylon, do no way conlradio'
ancient and authentic testimonies which
bjok of his Chaldean History; wherein he those
iu flnt building; to Nimrod, and itt first rebuilding 10
complains of the Grecian writers for suppos Sciuirouiia,
ai berosuj scema here to suppose.
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bylon, and gave order that the outer walla of barbarians, and think none but Greeks to be
the city should be demolished, because the city worthy of credit, and to produce many of
had proved very troublesome to him, and cost .these very Greeks who were acquainted with
him a great deal of pains to take it. He then our nation, aud to set before them such
marched away to Borsippus, to besiege Nabon- as upon occasion have made mention of us
nedus; but as Nabonnedus did not sustain the in their own writings. Pytljagoras, therefore,
siege, but delivered himself into his hands, he of Samos, lived in very ancient times, and was
was at first kindly used by Cyrus, who gave esteemed a person superior to all philosophers,
him Carmania, as a place tor him to inhabit in wisdom and piety towards God. Now it
in, but sent him out of Babylonia. Accor is plain that he did not only know our doc
dingly Nabonnedus spent the rest of his time trines, but was in very great measure a fol
m that country, and there died."
lower and admirer of them. There is not
21. These accounts agree with the true indeed extant any writing that is owned for
history in our books; tor in them it is wrlt- his $ hut many there are who have written
ten that Nebuchadnezzar, in the eighteenth his history, of whom Hermippus is the most
year of his reign, laid our temple desolate, celebrated, who was a person very inquisitive
and so it lay in that state of obscurity for in all sorts of history. Now this Hermippus,
fifty years; but that in the second year of the in his first book concerning Pythagoras, speaks
reign of Cyrus, its foundations were laid, and thus:—"That Pythagoras, upon the death ct
it was finished again in the second t year of one of his associates, whose name was CalDarius. I will now add the records of the liphon, a Crotoniate by birth, affirmed that
PlKejniciaijs; for it will not be altogether this man's soul conversed with him both night
superfluous to give the reader demonstrations and day, and enjoined him not to pass over a
more than enow on this occasion. In them place where an ass had fallen down; as also
we have this enumeration of the times of their not to drink of such waters as caused thirst
several kings: — " Nabuchodonosor besieged again; and to abstain from all sorts of
Tyre for thirteen years in the days of Itbobal, reproaches." After which he adds thus: —
their king; after him reigned Baal, ten years; " This he did and said in imitation of the
after him were judges appointed, who judged doctrines of the Jews and Tbracians, whict
the people: Ecnibalus, the son of Balsacus, he transferred into bis own philosophy." For
two months; Chelbes, the son of Abdeus, it is very truly affirmed of this Pythagoras,
ten months; Abhar, the high-priest, three that he took a great many of the laws of the
months; Mitgonus and Gerastratus, the sons Jews into his own philosophy. Nor was our
of Abdelemus, were judges six years; after nation unknown of old to several of the Gre
whom Balatorus reigned one year; after his cian cities, and indeed was thought worthy of
death they sent and fetched Merbalus from imitation by some of them. This is declared
Babylon, who reigned four years; after his by Tbeophrastus, in his writings concerning
death they sent for his brother Hiroin, who laws; for be says that "the laws of the
reigned twenty years. Under his reign Cyrus Tyrians forbid men to swear foreign oaths."
became king of Persia." So that the whole Among which he enumerates some others,
interval is fifty-four years besides three and particularly that called Corban; which
months ; for in the seventh year of the reign oath can only be found among the Jews, and
of Nebuchadnezzar he began to besiege Tyre; declares what a man may call " A thing
and Cyrus the Persian took the kingdom in devoted to God." Nor indeed was Herodotus,
the fourteenth year of Hirom. So that the of Halicarnassus, unacquainted with our nation,
records of the Chaldeans and Tyrians agree but mentions it after a way of his own,
with our writings about this temple; and the when he saith thus, in the second book con
testimonies here produced are an indisputable cerning the Colchians. His words are these:
and undeniable attestation to the antiquity of —" The only people who were circumcised in
oar nation ; and I suppose that what I have their privy members originally, were the Col
already said may be sufficient to such as are chians, the Egyptians, and the Ethiopians;
but the Phoenicians and those Syrians that are
not very contentious.
22. But now it is proper to satisfy the in Palestine, confess that they learned it from
inquiry of those that disbelieve the records of the Egyptians; and as for those Syrians who
live about the rivers Thermodon and Parthe• This number in Joaephns, that Nebuchadnezzar nius, and their neighbours the Macrones, they
destroyed the temple io the eighteenth year of his reign, say
they have lately learned it from the Col
if a mistake in the nicety of chronology; fur it was in the
chians; for these are the only people that are
♦ The una number here for the year of Darius, in circumcised among mankind, and appear to have
which the second temple was llnished, whether the
second with ourpresent copies, or the sixth with that of done the very same thing with the Egyptians;
Syncellus, or the tenth with that of Eusebius, is very
uncertain ; so we had best tullow Joseplms's own account t This is a thing well known by the learned, that wa
•laewhere, Antiq. b. xi. ch. iiL sect. 4, which phows us, are Dot secure that we have any genuine writiugs of
that according to his copy of the Old Testament, alter Pythagoras; those Gulden VeiKS, which are bia best
the second of Cyrus, that work was interrupted till the remains, beintr geneialy supposed to have been written
seixind of Darius, when in seven years it was ooished in not by biiusell, but by some of bis scholars only, IB.
the niutu of Darius.
agreement with what J »sepbos rs
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but as for the Egyptians and Ethiopians them- chus, who was the scholar of Aristotle, and
(eltes, I am not able to say which of them inferior to no one of the Peripatetics whomso
received it from the other." This there ever, in his first book concerning sleep, sa\ >
fore is what Herodotus says, that " the Sy that "Aristotle, bis master, related what fol
rians that are in Palestine are circumcised." lows of a Jew," and sets down Aristotle's own
Rut there are no inhabitants of Palestine that discourse with him. The account is this, a_s
are circumcised excepting the Jews ; and written down by him : " Now, for a great
therefore it must be his knowledge of them part of what this Jew said, it would be too
that enabled him to speak so much concern long to recite it ; butwbat includes in it both
ing them. Cherilus* also, a still ancienter wonder and philosophy, it may not be amiss
writer, and a poet, makes mention pf our to discourse of.' Now, that I may be plain
nation, and informs us that it came to the with thee, Hyperochides, I shall herein seem
assistance of king Xerxes, in his expedition to thee to relate wonders, and what win re
against Greece ; for in his enumeration of all semble dreams themselves. Hereupon Hype
those nations, be last of all inserts ours among rochides answered modestly, and said. For
the rest, when he says :—" At the last there that very reason it is that all of us are very
passed over a people, wonderful to be beheld; desirous of hearing what thou art going to say.
for they spake the Phoenician tongue with Then replied Aristotle, For this cause it wilt
their mouths; they dwelt in the Solymean be the best way to imitate that rule of the
mountains, near a broad lake ; their heads were Rhetoricians, which requires us first to give
sooty; they had round rasures on tbem : their- an account of the man, and of whSt nation he
beads and faces were like nasty horse-heads was, that so we may not contradict our mas
also, that bad been hardened in the smoke." I ter's directions. Then said Hyperochides,
think, therefore, that it is evident toeverybody Go on, if it so pleases thee. This man then
that Cherilus means us, because the Soly [answered Aristotle], was by birth a Jew, and
mean mountains are in our country, wherein came from Celesyria; these Jews are derived
wc inhabit, as is also the lake called Asphal- from the Indian philosophers; they are named
titis ; for this is a broader and larger lake than by the Indians Calami, and by the Syrians
any other that is in Syria: and thus does Judai, and took their name from the country
Cherilus make mention of us. But now that they inhabit, which is called Judea ; but for
not only the lowest sort of the Grecians, but the name of their city it is a very awkward
those that are held in the greatest admiration one, for they call it Jerusalem. Now this man,
for their philosophic improvements among when he was hospitably treated by a great
them, did not only know the Jews, but, when many, came down from the upper country to i
they lighted upon any of them admired them the places near the sea, and became a Grecian,
aljo, it is easy for any one to know; for Clear- not only in his language, but in his soul also ;
• Whether tnese verses of Cherilus, the heathen insomuch that when we ourselves happened
poet, in the days of Xerxes, belong to the Solymi in to be in Asia about the same places whither
Pisidia, that were near a small lake, or to the Jews that he came, he conversed with us and with other
dwelt on the Solymean or Jerusalem mountains, near philosophical persons, and made a trial of our
the great and broad lake Asphaltitis, that were a strance skill in philosophy ; and as he had lived with
people, and spake the Phoenician tongue, is not agreed
on by the learned. It is yet certain that Juseplius here, many learned men, he communicated to us
and F.ttseltins (Prop. ix. 9, p. 412) took them to be more information than he received from us."
fewsi and 1 confess I cannot bnt very much iodine to
the same opinion. The other Solymi were not a strange This is Aristotle's account of the matter, as
Seople. but heathen idolators, like the other parts of given us by Clearchtts; which Aristotle dis
[erxes's army; and that these spake the Phoenician coursed also particularly of the great and won
tongue, is next to impossible, as the Jews certainly did i derful
fortitude of this Jew in his diet, and con
nor is there the least evidence for it elsewhere. Nor
was the lake adjoining to the mountains of the Solymi
way of living, as those that please may
at all larve or broad, in comparison of the Jewish lake tinent
Asphaltitis; nor indeed were these so considerable a learn more about him from Clearchus's book
people as the Jews, nor so likely to be desired by Xerxes itself; for I avoid setting down any more than
tor his army as the Jews, to whom he was always very is sufficient for my purpose. Now Clearchus
favourable. As for the rest of Cherilus's description, said this by way of digression for his main de
that" their heads were sooty j that they had round ra
sures on their heads; that their heads and faoes were sign was of another nature ; but for Hecateus of
tike nasty horse-heads, wtiieh had been hardened in the Abdera, who was both a philosopher, and one
smoke;" these awkward characters probably fitted the very useful in an active life, he was contempo
Solymi of Pisidia no better than they did the Jews in
Judea: and indeed tin's reproachful language, here given rary with king Alexander in his youth, and af
these people, is to me a strong indication that they were terward was with Ptolemy, the son of Lagus ;
the poor despicable Jews, and not the Pisidian Solymi
celebrated in Homer, whom Cherilus here describes; he did not write about the Jewish affairs by the
nor are we to expect that either Cherilus or Hecateus, byeonly, but composed an entire book concern
or any other Pagan writers cited hy Juseplius and Fusebius. made no mistakes in the Jewish history. If by ing the Jews themselves; out of which book I
comparing their testimonies with the more authentic re am willing to run over a few things, of which
cords of that nat on. we find them for the main to con I have been treating, by way of epitome. And
firm the sime. as we a'must always do. we oueul to be in the first place I will demonstrate the time
•atishtd. and not to expect thitt the}- ever bad an exact
miiowlrdce if all the circnmsiances of the Jewish af when this Hecateus lived, for he mentions the
fairs, wh^ indeed it was almost alwas-s impossible for tight
that was between Ptolemy and Demetrius
tbcai to oaf"- —See sect £).
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about Gaza, which was fought in the eleventh only, would not comply with thai command
year after the death of Alexander, and in the nay, they underwent stripes a::d great IjtMS
hundred and seventeenth olympiad, as Castor of wbat they had on this account, till the aing
says in his history. For when he had set down forgave them and permitted thena to !:" e in>
this olympiad, he says farther, that " on this quiet." He adds farther, that ** whrn the
olympiad Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, beat Macedonians came to them into that ro ;rtry,
in battle Demetrius, the son of Antigonus, who and demolished the [old] temples and tie al
wa* named Poliorcetes, at Gaza." Now it is tars, they assisted them in demolishing f Vm>
agreed by all, that Alexander died in the hun all;f but [for nut Mainting them in rebu! 'it\g
dred and fourteenth olympiad; it is therefore them] they either underwent losses, or one
evident, that our nation flourished in bis time, times obtained forgiveness." He ndd» (a;t ier,
and in the time of Alexander. Again, Hecateus that ''these men deserve to be admired :r ■ h it
?ays to the same purpose, as follows:—" Pto account." He also speaks of the mighty po~
lemy got possession of the places in Syria after puleusness of our nation, and says, that ** the
the battle at Gaza; and many, when they Persians formerly carried away many ten thou
heard of Ptolemy's moderation and humanity, sands of our people to Babylon, as also that
went along with him to Egypt, and were wil not a few ten thousands were removed after
ling to assist him in his affairs ; one of whom Alexander's death into Egypt and Phoenicia,
(Hecateus says) was Hezekiah* the high- by reason of the sedition that w«i arisen in
priest of the Jews; a man of about sixty-six Syria." The same person takes notice in
years of age, and in great dignity among his history, how large the country is which we
own people. He was a very sensible man, inhabit, as well as of its excellent character,
and could speak: very movingly, and was very and says, that "the land in which the Jews
skilful in the management of affairs, if any inhabit contains three millions of aroma*,*
other man ever were so ; although, as he says, and is generally of a most excellent and most
all the priests of the Jews took tithes of the fruitful soil ; nor is Judea of lesser dimen
products of the earth, and managed public sions." The same man describes our city
affairs, and were in dumber not above fifteen Jerusalem also itself as of a roost excellent
hundred at the most." Hecateus mentions this structure, and very large, and inhabited from
Hezekiah a second time, and says, that "as be the most ancient times. He also discourses
was possessed of so great a dignity, and was of the mujtitude of men in it, and of the
become familiar with us, so did he take certain j construction of our temple, after the follow
of those that were with him, and explained to ing manner :—" There are many strong places
them all the circumstances of their people; and villages (says he) in the country of Ju
for he had all their habitations and polity down dea ; but one strong city there is, out fifty
abiteoT
in writing." Moreover, Hecateus declares furlongs in circumference, which
again, ** what regard we have for our laws, by a hundred and twenty thousand men,
and that we resolve to endure any thing ra or thereabouts :§ they call it Jerusalem.—
ther than trangress them, because we think + So I read toe text with Havercamp, though the
it right for us to do so." Whereupon he place he difficult.
; This number of arouras nr Egyptian acres, 3,©00.0yO»
adds, that "although they are in a bad repu
aroura containing a square of one hundred Kavptation among their neighbours, and among all each
tian
(hfivg about three quarters if an Knjttahi
those that come to them, and have been often acre, cubits
and just twxe the area of the court of the Jew i*rt
tabernacle), a* contained in tbe country of Judea, will
treated injuriously by the kings and gover be
one-third . f the entire number of amunc ii>
nors of Persia, yet can they not he dissuaded the about
whole land of Judea; supposing it one hundred rtnd
from acting what they think best ; but that I sixty measured milea long. Mid seventy such rnile»
estimation, for the fruitful parts of it, a»
when they are stripped on this account, and | broad; whirh
here in Hecateus. is not therefor* very wide
have torments inflicted upon them, and tbey perhaps
from Ihe truth. The fifty futlougs in compass fur tho
are brought to the most terrible kinds of city Jerusalem pn sently are not very wide irom C'etrulb also, as Josephus himself describes it. who, of tho
death, they meet them after a most extraor *\Var,
b. v. rh it. sect 3. makes its wall Ihirty-thie*
dinary manner, beyond all other people, and furlongs,
besides tbe suburbs and gardens; nay., he says*
b.
v.
ch.
xii. sect. 2. that Titus'! wall about it at mom
will not renounce the religion of their fore
distance, after tbe gardens and suburbs were de
fathers." Hecateus also produces demonstra small
stroyed, was not less than thirK-nine lurlongs. .Nor
tions not a few of this their resolute tena- perhaps were its constant inhabitants, in the days o*
HeCatniS, many more than these 120.696. because ronn>
ciousness of their laws, when he speaks thus : was
to be left lor vastly greater numbers which
*■ Alexander was once at Babylon, and had camealways
up at the these great festivals; to say nothing of thean intention to rebuild the temple of Betas probable increase in their number between iheda\sot
and Josephus, whirh was at least three hun
that was fallen to decay, and in order thereto, Hecateus
years; but see a more authentic account of Mm*
he commanded all his soldiers in general to dred
of these measures in my Description of the Jewish
However, we are nut to expect that suchiring earth thither. But the Jews, and they Temples.
heathens as Cherilos or Hecateus. or the rest that arecited by Josephus and Fim-hiiis, coald uvmd making
This Hezekiah,
who catalogue;
is here catled
mistakes in the Jewish history, while yet they
not• named
in Josephus'i
the arealh:gb-prieiit,
high-priestis ■ 'many
strongly confirm the same history in the Ernen!. ana
most valuable attestation* tn (hone more authentic
at fiat time being rather Onias, as Archbishop Usher i are
supposes. However, Josephus often uses the word hiph- I accounts we hat e in the Scriptures and J^seyuus co»
print* in tin- plural number, as living many at the same cerning them.
lime See the note on Amiq, b. xx- oh. vui.secLg. 1 I See th« above no*a»
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There is about tbe middle of the city, a wall husband Demetrius, while yet Seleucus would
of stone, the length of which is five hundred not marry her as she expected, but during the
feet, and the breadth a hundred cubits, with time of his raising an army at Babylon, stirred
double cloisters; wherein there is a square up a sedition about AntiocK; and how after
altar, not made of hewn stone, but composed that the king came back, and upon his taking
of white stones (fathered together, having each of Antioch, she fled to Seleucia, and had it in
side twenty cubits long, and its altitude ten her power to sail away immediately, yet did
cubits. Hard by it is a large edifice, wherein ■he comply with a dream which forbade he*,
there is an altar and a candlestick, both of so to do, and so was caught and put to death, f
gold, and in weight two talents; upon these When Agatharcbides had premised this story
there is a light that is never extinguished nei ind bad jested upon Stratonice for her
ther by night nor by day. There is no image, superstition, he gives a like example of
nor any thing, nor any donations therein; what was reported concerning us, and writes
nothing at all is there planted, neither grove, thus:—"There are a people called Jews,
nor any thing of that sort. The priests abide who dwell in a city the strongest of all
therein both nights and days, performing cer other cities, which the inhabitants call Jeru
tain purifications, and drinking not the least salem, and are accustomed to rest on every
drop of wine while they are in the temple." seventh day;* on which times they make no
Moreover, be attests that we Jews went as use of their arms, nor meddle with hus
auxiliaries along with king Alexander, and bandry, nor take care of any affairs of life,
ufter him with his successors. I will add but spread out their hands in their holy
further what he says he learned when he was places, and pray till the evening. Now it
himself with the same army, concerning the came to pass, that when Ptolemy, the son of
actions of a man that was a Jew. His words Lagus, came into this city with his army,
are these- — "As I was myself going to the these men, in observing this mad custom of
Red Sea, there followed us a man, whose theirs, instead of guarding the city, suffered
name was Mosollam; he was one of tbe their country to submit itself to a bitter lord;
Jewish horsemen who conducted us; he was a and their law was openly proved to have
person of great courage, of a strong body, i commanded a foolish practice.f This acciand by all allowed to be tbe most skilful ! dent taught all other men but the Jews
archer that was either among the Greeks or ] to disregard such dreams as these were, and
barbarians. Now this man, as people were in l not to follow the like idle suggestions deligreat numbers passing along the road, and a I vered as a law, when, in such uncertainty
certain augur was observing an augury by a of human reasonings, they are at a loss what
bird, and requiring them all to stand still, I they should do." Now this our procedure
inquired what they staid for. Hereupon the i seems a ridiculous thing to Agatharchides,
au^'ur showed him the bird from whence he I but will appear to such as consider it without
took his augury, and told him that if the bird | prejudice a great thing, and what deserved a
staid where he was, they ought all to stand j great many encomiums; I mean, when certain
still; but that if he got up, and dew onward, I men constantly prefer the observation of
thev must go forward; but that if he flew I their laws, and their religion towards God,
baexward, tney must retire again. Mosollam | before the preservation of themselves and
made no reply, but drew bis bow, and shot at I their country.
the bird, and hit him, and killed him; and as | 23. Now, that some writers have omitted
the augur and some others were very angry, I to mention our nation, not because they knew
and wished imprecations upon him, he I nothing of us, but because they envied us, or
answered them thus: — Why are you so mad I for some other unjustifiable reasons, I think
as to take this most unhappy bird into your I can demonstrate by particular instances; for
bands? for how can this bird give us any true Iljeronvmus, who wrote the History of [Alex
information concerning our march, which ander's] Successors, lived at the same time
could not foresee how to save himself? for with Hecateus, and was a friend of king
had he been able to foreknow what was Antigonus, and president of Syria. Now,
future, he would not have come to this place, it is plain that Hecateus wrote an entire book
but would have been afraid lest Mosollam the concerning us, w hile Hieronvmus never menJew would shoot at him, and kill him." But I tions us in bis history, although he was bred
of Hecateus's testimonies we have said j up very near to the places where we live.
enough; for as to such as desire to know more I Thus different from one another arc th«
of them, they may easily obtain them from {inclinations of men; while the one thought
his book itself. However, I shall not think | we deserved to be carefully remembered,
it tccr much for me to name Agatharcbides, as
• A glorious testimony this of the observation of tlie
bnvir.g made mention of us Jews, though in Sabbath
Jews. . See Anliq. o. xvi. ch. ii. sect.
way of derision at our simplicity, as be sup 4: iind cbby»LtbeBeet.
«; the Life, lect Ml and War, b.iv.
poses it to be; for when he was discoursing en.+ ix.iV'tsecttheir12. law. but the ■npentitiout interpretuUOD
of the affairs of St nitottice, "how she came ot their learlrn, which neither the MuccnbecB no>' ou/
out of Macedonia into Syria, and left her blessi d >aviour did ever approve ot
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os some ill-disposed passion blinded the hate us and envy us: in the first place,
other's mind so entirely, that be could not because our ancestors bad had the dominion
discern the truth. And now certainly the over their country,* and when they were
foregoing records of the Egyptians, and delivered from them, and gone to their own
Chaldeans, and Phoenicians, together with so country again, they lived there in prosperity.
many of the Greek writers, will be sufficient In the next place, the difference of our
for the demonstration of our antiquity. More religion from theirs hath occasioned great
over, besides those fore-mentioned, Tbeophi- enmity between us, while our way of divine
lus, and Theodotus, and Mnaseas, and Aris worship did as much exceed that which their
tophanes, and Hermogenes, Euhemerus also, laws appointed, as does the nature of Gofl
and Conon, and Zopyrion, and perhaps many exceed that of brute beasts ; for so far they all
others (for I have not lighted upon all the agree through the whole country, to esteem
Greek books) have made distinct mention of us. such animals as gods, although they differ
It is true, many of the men before-mentioned from one another in the peculiar worship they
have made great mistakes about the true severally pay to tbem; and certainly men they
accounts of our nation in the earliest times, are entirely of vain and foolish minds, who have
because they had not perused our sacred books; thus accustomed themselves from the begin
yet have they all of them afforded their testi ning to have such bad notions concerning
mony to our antiquity, concerning which I their gods, and could not think of imitating
am now treating. However, Demetrius that decent form of divine worship which we
Phalereus, and the elder Philo, with Eupo- made use of, though, when they saw our in
lemus, have not greatly missed the truth stitutions approved of by many others, they
about our affairs ; whose lesser mistakes ought could not but envy us on that account; for
therefore to be forgiven them; for it was not some of them have proceeded to that degree
in their power to understand our writings of folly and meanness in their conduct, as not
with the utmost accuracy.
to scruple to contradict their own ancient re
' 24. One particular there is still remaining cords, nay, to contradict themselves also in
behind of what I at first proposed to speak their writings, and yet were so blinded by
to, and that is to demonstrate that-.those their passions as not to discern it.
calumnies and reproaches, which some have 26. And now I will turn my discourse to
thrown upon our nation, are lies, and. to make one of their principal writers, whom I have a
use of those writers' own testimonies against little before made use of as a witness to our
themselves: and that in general this self- antiquity; I mean Al«i|i»tl)o,t He promised
contradiction hath happened to many other to interpret the Egyptian history out of their
authors by reason of their ill-will to some sacred writings, and premised this: that" Our
people, I conclude, is not unknown to such people had come into Egypt, many ten thou
as have read histories with sufficient care; sands in number, and subdued its inhabi
for some of them have endeavoured to dis tants;" and when he had farther confessed,
grace the nobility of certain nations, and that " We went out of that country afterward,
of some of the most glorious cities, and have and settled in that country which is now called
cast reproaches upon certain forms of govern Judea, and there built Jerusalem and its tern-,
ment. Thus bath Theopompus abused the pie." Now thus far he followed his ancient
city of Athens, Polycrates that of Lacede- records ; but after this he permits himself, in
nion, as hath be that wrote the Tripoliticus order to appear to have written what rumours
(for he is not Theopompus, as is supposed by and reports passed abroad about the Jews,
some) done by the city of Thebe6. Timeus and introduces incredible narrations, as if he
also hath greatly abused the foregoing people would have the Egyptian multitude, that bad
and others also ; and this ill-treatment they the leprosy and other distempers, to have
use chiefly when they have a contest with been mixed with us, as he says they were, and
men of the greatest reputation ; some, out of that they were condemned to fly out of Egypt
envy and malice, — and others, as supposing
that, by this foolish talking of theirs, they • The Phoenician shepherds, whom Josephus mistook
Israelites. See the note oo sect. 10.
may be thought worthy of being remembered fortthe
this and the remaining sections of this
themselves ; and indeed they do by no means book,Inandreading
some parts of the next, one may easily per
fail of their hopes, with regard to the foolish ceive that our usually cool and candid author, Josepnos,
too highly offended with the impudent calumnies of
part of mankind, but men of sober judgment was
Manetbo, and the other bitter enemies of the Jews, with
still condemn tbem of great malignity.
whom he had now todeal, and was thereby betrayed into
25. Now the Eg^otians were the first thai a greater heat aud passion than ordinary, And that by
couscquenee he does not hearreason with his usual fairness
cast reproaches upon us; in order to please and
impartiality ; he seems to depart sometimes from Ihtt
which nation, some others undertook to per brevity
and sincerity of a faithful historian, which it bia
character, and indulges the prolixity and coloura
vert the truth, while they would neither own ofgrand
a
pleader
and a disputant: accordingly, 1 confess, 1
tuat our forefathers tame into Egypt from always read these
sections with less pleasure than 1 do
auother country, as the tuct was, nor give a the rest of his writings, though I Inlly believe the re
cast on the Jews, which he here endeavours
true account of our departure thence ; and toproaches
cunlutr aud expose, were wliutly groundless aud uoindeed the Egyptians took many occasions to Ij reasonable.
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together; for he mentions Amenophis, a desire he granted them. Now this city, accord
fictitious king's name, though on that account ing to tbe ancient theology, was Trypho's city.
he durst not set down the number of years of But when these men were gotten into it,
his reign, which yet he had accurately done and found the place fit for a revolt, they ap
as to the other kings he mentions; he then pointed themselves a ruler out of the priests
ascribes certain fabulous stories to this king, of Heliopolis, whose name was Osargvph, and
as having in a manner forgotten how he had tbey took their oaths that they woulo be obe
already related that the departure of the shep dient to him in all things. He then, in th
herds for Jerusalem had been fire hundred first place, made this law for them, That the,
and eighteen years before; for Tethmosis should neither worship the Egyptian gods
was king when they went away. Now, from nor should abstain from any one of those
liis days, the reigns of the intermediate kings, sacred animals which they have in the highest
according to Manetho, amounted to three esteem, but kill and destroy them all; that
hundred and ninety-three years, as he says tbey should join themselves to nobody but to
himself, till the two brothers, Sethos and Her- those that were of this confederacy. —When
ineus; the one of whom, Sethos, was called by be had made such laws as these, and main
that other name of Egyptus ; and the other, more such as were mainly opposite to the
Hermeus, by that of Danaus. He also says, customs of the Egyptians,* he gave order thai
that Sethos cast the other out of Egypt, and tbey should use the multitude of the hands
reigned fifty-nine years, as did his eldest son they bad in building walls about their city,
Hbarapses reign after him sixty- six years. and make themselves ready for a war win.
When Manetho therefore had acknowledged king Amenophis, while he did himself take
that our forefathers were gone out of Egypt so .into bis friendship the other priests and those
many years ago he introduces his fictitious king that were polluted with them, and sent am
Amenophis, and says thus:—" This king was bassadors to those shepherds who had been
desirous to become a spectator of the gods, as driven out of the land by Tethmosis to the cin
had Orus, one of his predecessors in that called Jerusalem ; whereby he informed them
kingdom, desired the same before him ; he of his own affairs, and of the state of those
also communicated that his desire to his name others that had been treated after sucb an
sake Amenophis, who was the son of Papis, ignominious manner, and desired that they
and one that seemed to partake of a divine would come with one consent to his assistance
nature, both as to wisdom and the knowledge in this war against Egypt. He also promised
of futurities." Manetho adds, " How this that he would, in tbe first place, bring thein
namesake of his told him that he might see back to their ancient city and country Avai is,
the gods, if he would clear the whole country and provide a plentiful maintenance for their
of the lepers and of the other impure people; multitude; that he would protect them and
that the king was pleased with this injunction, fight for them as occasion should require, and
and got together all that had any defect in would easily reduce the country under their
their bodies out of Egypt. And that their dominion. These shepherds were all very
number was eighty thousand; whom be sent glad of this message, and came away with
to those quarries which are on the east side alacrity all together, being in number two
of the Nile, that tbey might work in them, hundred thousand men; and in a little time
*nd might be separated from the rest of the they came to Avaris. And now Amenophis
Egyptians." He says farther, that " There the king of Egypt, upon his being informed
were some of the learned priests that were of their invasion, was in great confusion, as
polluted with the leprosy; but that still this calling to mind what Amenophis, the son of
Amenophis, the wise man and the prophet, Papis, had foretold him ; and, in the first
was afraid that the gods would be angry at place, he assembled tbe multitude of the Egyp
bim and at the king, if there should appear tians, and took counsel with their leaders, and
to have been violence offered them; who also sent for their sacred animals to him, especially
added this farther [out of his sagacity about for those that were principally worshipped in
futurities], that certain people would come to the temples, and gave a particular charge to
the assistance of these polluted wretches, and the priests distinctly, that tbey should hide
would conquer Egypt, and keep it in their pos the images of their gods with the utmost
session thirteen years: that, however, he durst care. He also sent bis son Sethos, who was
not tell the king of these things, but that he also named Ramesses from his father Hbampleft a writing behind him about all those mat ses, being but five years old, to a friend of
ters, and then slew himself, which made the bis. He then passed on with the rest of tbe
king disconsolate." After which be writes Egyptians, being three hundred thousand of
t lus, verbatiat :—" After those that were sent tbe most .warlike of them, against the ene
to work in the quarries bad continued in that my, who met them. Yet did he not join
miserable state for a long while, the king was • This is a Terr valuable testimony of Manetho,
desired that he would set apart tbarity Avaris, that the laws of Osarsiph, or Moses, were not made in
with, but in uwj-usilioii to. tbe cuttum* ot
which was then left desolate of the shepherds, compliance
the Egyptians. See the uulc ou Auuq. b. iii. ell. vijL
tar their habitation and protection ; which I •ft
».
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battle with them; but thinking that would 28. Now, for the first occasion of this ficanetbo supposes what is no better than
be to fight against the gods, he returned back
and came to Memphis, where he took Apis a ridiculous thing; for he _s*ya_ Jbat_" King
and the other sacred animals which he had Amenophis desired to sea tba^gods." What
sent for to him, and presently marched into gods, T pray, did be desire to see ? If he
Ethiopia, together with his whole army and meant the gods whom their laws ordained to
multitude of Egyptians ; for the king of be worshipped, the ox, the goat, the crocodile,
Ethiopia was under an obligation to him, on and the baboon, he saw them already ; but for
which account he received bin), and took care the heavenly gods, how could he see them,
of all the multitude that was with him, while and what should occasion this his desire? To
the country supplied all that was necessary for be sure,* it was because another king before
the food of the men. He also allotted cities bim had already seen tbem. He had then been
and villages for this exile, that was to be from informed what sort of gods they were, and
its beginning during those fatally-determined after what manner tbey had been seen, inso
thirteen years. Moreover, he pitched a camp much that he did not stand in need of any
for his Ethiopian army, as a guard to king new artifice for obtaining this sight. How
Amenophis, upon the borders of Egypt. And ever, the prophet by whose means the king
ibis was the state of things in Ethiopia. But thought to compass his design was a wise man.
for the people of Jerusalem, when they came It so, bow came be not to know that such bis
down together with the polluted Egyptians, desire was impossible to be accomplished?
they treated the men in such a barbarous for the event did not succeed. And what
manner, that those who saw bow they subdued pretence could there be to suppose that tbe
the fore -mentioned country, and the horrid J gods would not be seen by reason of tbe peo
wickedness they were guilty of, thought it a ple's maims in their bodies, or leprosy ? for the
most dreadful thing; for they did not only godsare not angry at the imperfectionof bodies,
set the cities and villages on fire, but were not but at wicked practices; and as to eighty
satisfied till they had been guilty of sacrilege, thousand lepers, and those in an ill state also,
and destroyed the images of the gods, and bow is it possible to have them gathered to
used them in roasting those sacred animals gether in one day ? nay, how came tbe king
that used to be worshipped, and forced the not to comply with tbe prophet? for his in
priests and prophets to be the executioners and junction was, that those that were maimed
murderers of those animals, and then ejected should be expelled out of Egypt, while the
them naked out of the country. It was also king only sent them to work in the quarries,
reported that the priest, who ordained their as if he were rather in want of labourers, than
polity and their laws, was by birth oC Helio- intended to purge his country. He says
polis; and his name Osarsiph, from Oslm, farther, that " This prophet slew himself, as
who was the god of Heliopolis; but that when foreseeing tbe anger of the gods, and those
he was gone over to these people, his name events which were to come upon Egyp*
was changed, and he was called Moses."
afterward; and that he left this prediction tor
27. This is what the Egyptians relate about the king in writing." Besides, how came it
the Jews, with much more, which I omit to pass that this prophet did not foreknow
for the sake of brevity. But still Manetho his own death at the first ? nay, how came
goes on, that "After this, Amenophis returned he not to contradict tbe king in his desire to
from Ethiopia with a great army, as did see the gods immediately ? how came that
his son Bhampses with another army also, unreasonable dread upon him of judgments
and that both of them joined battle with that were not to happen in bis lite-tune; or
the shepherds and the polluted people, and what worse thing could be suffer, out of the
beat them, and slew a great many of them, fear of which be made baste to kill himself t
and pursued them to the bounds of Syria." But now let us see tbe silliest thing of all :
These and the like accounts are written by —the king, although he bad been informed
Manetho. But 1 will demonstrate that he of these things, and terrified with the fear of
trifles, and tells arrant lies, after 1 have made what was to come, yet did not he even then
a distinction which will relate to what 1 am eject these maimed people out of his country,
going to say about him; for this Manetho had when it had been foretold him that he whs to
granted and confessed that this nation was clear Egypt of them; but, as Manetho sa_\s,
not originally Egyptian, but that they had "He then, upon their request, gave them
coiiie from another country, and subdued that city to inhabit, which bail formerly
Egyi.l, and then went away again outof it. But belonged to the shepherds, and was called
thai those Egyptians who were thus diseased Avaris ; whither when they were gone in
in their bodies were not mingled with us crowds (be sajs) they chose cue that Lad
afterward, and that Muses who brought the formerly been priest of Heliopolis; and t'.at
pecple out was not one ol that company, but this priest nrst oruained that tb«y should nei
lived many generations earlier, 1 shall endea ther woiah^; the gods, nor abstain troll, those
vour to demons! -ate Irom Manctbo's own
accounts themselves.
• Or. tty Juiiilei.
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animals that were worshipped by the Egyp tbo, that be does not lay the principal charge
tians, but should kill and eat them all, and of this horrid transgression upon those that
should associate with nobody but those that came from Jerusalem, but says that the
had consprred with them ; and that he bound Egyptians themselves were the most guilty,
the multitude by oaths to be sure to continue and that they were their priests that contrived
in those laws ; and that when he had built a wall these things, and made the multitude take
about Avans, he made war against the king." their oaths for doing so ; but still bow absurd
Manctho adds also, that " this priest sent is it to suppose that none of these people'
to Jerusalem to invite that people to come to own relations or friends should be preraile
his assistance, and promised to give them with to revolt, nor to undergo the hazards c:
Avans; for that it hod belonged to the fore war with them ; while these polluted people
fathers of those that were coming from Jeru were forced to send to Jerusalem, and bring
salem, and that when they were come, they their auxiliaries from thence 1 What friend
made a war immediately against the king, ship, I pray, or what relation was there for
and got possession of all Egynt." He says merly between tbem that required this assist
also, that " the Egyptians came with an army ance ? On the contrary, these people were
of two hundred thousand men, and that Ame- enemies, and greatly differed from them in
nophis, the king of Egypt, not thinking that their customs. He says, indeed, that they
he ought to fight against the gods, ran away complied immediately, upon their promising
presently into Ethiopia, and committed Apis them that they should conquer Egypt ; as if
and certain other of their sacred animals to they did not themselves very well know that
the priests, and commanded them, to take country out of which tbey bad been driven
care of preserving them." He says further, by force. Now, had these men been in want,
that "the people of Jerusalem came accord or lived miserably, perhaps they might have
ingly upon the Egyptians, and overthrew undertaken so hazardous an enterprise ; but
their cities, and burnt their temples, and as they dwelt in a happy city, and had a large
slew their horsemen, and in short abstained country, and one better than Egypt itself,
from no sort of wickedness nor barbarity , how came it about, that for the sake of those
and for that priest who settled their polity that had of old been their enemies, of those
and their laws," he says, 11 he was by birth of that were maimed in their bodies, and of those
Heliopolis, and his name was Osarsiph, from whom none of their own relations would en
Osiris the god of Heliopolis; but that he dure, they should run such hazards in assist
changed his name, and called himself Moses." ing them ? For they could not foresee that
Ho then says, that " on the thirteenth year the king would run away from them : on the
afterward, Amenophis, according to the fa contrary, he saith himself, that " Amenotal time of the duration of his misfortunes, phis's son bad three hundred thousand men
came upon them out of Ethiopia with a great with him, and met them at Pelusiuin." Now,
army, and joining battle with the shepherds to be sure, those that came could not be ig
and with the polluted people, overcame them norant of this ; but for the king's repentance
in battle, and slew a great many of them, and flight, how could they possibly guess at
and pursued them as far as the bounds of it? He then says, that "those who came from
Syria."
Jerusalem, and made this invasion, got the
29. Now Manctho does not reflect upon granaries of Egypt into their possession, and
the improbability of his lie; for the leprous perpetrated many of the most horrid actions
people, and the multitude that was with them, there." And thence he reproaches tbem, a*
although they might formerly have been an though he had not himself introduced tbem
gry at the king, and at those that had treated as enemies, or as though he might accuse
them so coarsely, and this according to the such as were invited from another place for
prediction of the prophet ; yet certainly, so doing, when the natural Egyptians them
when they were come out of the mines, and selves bad done the same things before their
had received of the king a city, and a coun coming, and bad taken oaths so to do. How
try, they would have grown milder towards ever, " Amenophis, some time afterward,
him. However, had they ever so much hated came upon them, and conquered them in a
him in particular, they might have laid a battle, and slew his enemies, and drove tbem
private plot against himself, but would hardly before him as far as Syria." As if Egypt
have made war against all the Egyptians ; 1 were so easily taken by people that came
mean this on the account of the great kindred from any place whatsoever ; and as if those
they who were so numerous must have had that had conquered it by war, when they
among them. Nay still, if they had resolved were informed that Amenophis was alive, did
to fight with the men, they would not have neither fortify the avenues out of Ethiopia
had impudence enough to fight with their into it, although tbey bad great advantages
gods; nor would they have ordained laws for doing it, nor did get their other forces
quite contrary to those of their .own country, ready for their defence ! but that be followed
and to those in which they had been bred up Ihem over the sandy desert, and slew them as
themselves. Yet are we beholden to Mane- far as Syria; while yet it is not an easy thing
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for an army to pass over that country, e n Metises, and signifies a person who is pre
served out of the water, for the Egyptians
without fighting.
30. Our nation, therefore, according to a- call water Moii. I think, therefore, I have
netho, was not derived from Egypt, nor were made it sufficiently evident that Manetho,
any of the Egyptians mingled with us ; for it while be followed bis ancient records, did not
19 to be supposed that many of the lepra s much mistake the truth of the history ; but
and distempered people were dead in the that when be had recourse to fabulous stories,
mines, since they had been there a long time, without any certain author, he either forged
and in so ill a condition ; many others mult them himself, without any probability, or else
be dead in the battles that happened after- gave credit to some men who spake so, out of
ward, and more still in the last battle ant their ill-will to us.
(light after it. •
32. And now I have done with Manetho,
31 . Itjjow remains that I-deeaie with Ma- I will inquire into what Cheremoa *a*#-r for
netho about Moses. Now the Egyptians he also, when he pretended to write the Egyp
acknowledge him to have been a wonderful, tian history, sets down the same name for
and a divine person ; nay, they would wil this king that Manetho did, Amenopbis, as
lingly lay claim to him themselves, though also of his son Ramesses, and then goes on
after a most abusive and incredible manner; thus :—" The goddess Isis appeared to Ame
and pretend that he was of Heliopolis, and nopbis in his sleep, and blamed him that her
otie of the priests of that place, and was eject temple had been demolished in the war : but
ed out of it among the rest, on account of bis tbat Phritiphantes, the sacred scribe, said to
leprosy ; although it had been demonstrated him, that in case he would purge Egypt of
out of their records, that he lived five hundred the men that had pollutions upon tbem, he
and eighteen years earlier, and then brought should be no longer troubled with such fright
our forefathers out of Egypt into the country ful apparitions. That Amenophis according
that is now inhabited by us. But now, that ly chose out two hundred and fifty thousand
he was not subject in his body to any such of those that were tBus diseased, and cast
calamity, is evident from what he himself tells them out of the country : that Moses and Jo
us : for he forbade those that had the leprosy seph were scribes, and Joseph was a sacred
either to continue in a city or to inhabit a scribe ; that their nomes were Egyptian ori
village, but commanded that they should go ginally; that of Moses had been Tisithen,
about by themselves with their clothes rent ; and that of Joseph, Peteseph : that these two
and declares that such as cither touch them, came to Pelusium, and lighted upon three
or live under the same roof with them, should hundred and eighty thousand that had been
be esteemed unclean ; nay, more, if any one left there by Amenophis, he not being willing
of their diseases be healed, and he recover his to carry them into Egypt ; that these scribes
natural constitution again, he appointed them made a league of friendship with tbem, and
certain purifications, and washings with made with them an expedition against Egypt :
spring- water, and the shaving off all their hair, tbat Amenophis could not sustain their at
and enjoins that they shall offer many sacri tacks, but immediately fled into Ethiopia,
fices, and those of several kinds, and then at and left his wife with child behind him, who
length to be admitted into the holy city ; al lay concealed in certain caverns, and there
though it were to be expected that, on the brought forth a son, whose name was Messecontrary, if he had been under the same cala ne, and who, when he was grown up to man's
mity, he should have taken care of such per estate, pursued the Jews into Syria, being
sons beforehand, and have had them treated about two hundred thousand men, and then
after a kinder manner, as affected .with a con received his father Amenophis out of Ethio
cern for those that were to be under the like pia."
misfortunes with himself. Nor was it only 33. This is the account Chcjemoa gives
those leprous people for whose sake he made us. Now, I take it for granted, that what I
these laws ; but also for such as should be have said already hath plainly proved the fal
maimed in the smallest part of their body, sity of both these narrations ; for bad there
who yet are not permitted by him to officiate a been any real truth at the bottom, it was im
priests ; nay, although any priest, already initi possible tbat they should so greatly disagree
ated, should have such a calamity fall upon him about the particulars ; but for those that in
afterward, he ordered him to be deprived of vent lies, what they write will easily give us
his honour of officiating. How can it then very different accounts, while they forge what
be supposed that Moses should ordain such they please, out of their own heads. New,
laws against himself, to his own reproach and Manetho says that the king's desire of seeing
damage who so ordained them 1 Nor indeed the gods was the origin of the ejection of the
is that other notion of Manetho at all pro polluted people; but Chereroon feigns that it
bable, wherein he relates the change of his was a dream of his own, sent upon him by
name, and says, that " he was formerly called Isis, that was the occasion of it. Manetho
Osarsiph ;" and this a nun? no way ngree- says that the person w Ito foreshowed this pur
able to the other, whin his true name was gation of Egypt to the king, was Amenophis;
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bnt ibis man says, it was Phritiphantes. As I about Lysimachus, who hath taken the same
to the numbers of the multitude that were ex- ' topic of falsehood with those fore-mentioped,
pelled, they agree exceedingly well,* the for but hath gone far beyond them in the incre
mer reckoning them eigbty thousand, and the dible nature of his forgeries; which plalaly
latter about two hundred and fifty thousand I demonstrates that he contrived them out of
Now, for Manetbo, he describes these polluted his virulent hatred of our nation. His words
persons as sent first to work in the quarries, are these: —" The people of the Jews being •
and says, that after that the city Avaris was leprous and scabby, and subject to certaii
given them for their habitation. As also, he other kinds of distempers, in the days of Boc
relates that it was not till after they had made choris, king of Egypt, they fled to the tetn
war with the rest of the Egyptians that they pies, and got their food there by begging ,
invited the people of Jerusalem to come to and as the numbers were very great that were
their assistance; while Cheremon says only, fallen under these diseases, there arose a scar
that they were gone out of Egypt, and lighted city in Egypt. Hereupon Bocchoris, the king
upon .three hundred and eighty thousand men of Egypt, sent some to consult the oracle of
about Pelusium, who bad been left there [Jupiter] Hamilton about this scarcity. The
by Amenophis, and so they invaded Egypt god's answer was this, that he must purge bis
with them again; that thereupon Amenophis temples of impure and impious men, by ex
fled into Ethiopia; but then, this Cheremon pelling them out of those temples into desert
commits a most ridiculous blunder in not places; but as to the scabby and leprous peo
informing us who this army of so many ten ple, he must drown them, and purge his tern
thousands were, or whence they came ; whe pies, the sun having an indignation at these
ther they were native Egyptians, or whether men being suffered to live; and by this moans
they came from a foreign country. Nor the land will bring forth its fruits. Upon
indeed has this man, who forged a dream from Bocchoris's having received these oracles, he
Isis about the leprous people, assigned the called for their priests, and the attendants
reason why the king would not bring them upon their altars, and ordered them to make
into Egypt. Moreover, Cheremon sets down a collection of the impure people, and to de
Joseph as driven away at the same time with liver them to the soldiers, to carry them away
Moses, who yet died four generations! before into the desert; but to take the leprous peo
Moses ; which four generations make almost ple, and wrap them in sheets of lead, and let
one hundred and seventy years. Besides all them down into the sea. Hereupon the
this, Ratnesses, the son of Amenophis, by scabby and leprous people were drowned, and
Manctho's account, was a young man, and the rest were gotten together, and sent into
assisted his father in his war, and left the desert places, in order to be exposed to de
country at the same time with him, and fled struction. In this case they assembled them
into Ethiopia: but Cheremon makes him to selves together, and took counsel what they
have been born in a certain cave, after his fa should do; and determined, that, as the night
ther was dead, and that be then overcame the was coming on, they should kindle fires and
Jews in battle, and drove them into Syria, lamps, and keep watch; that they also should
being in number about two hundred thousand. fast the next night, and propitiate the gods,
O the levity of the man I for be neither told in order to obtain deliverance from them.
us who these three hundred and eighty thou- That on the next day there was one Moses,
jand were, nor how the four hundred and who advised them that they should venture
thirty thousand perished; whether they fell in upon a journey, and go along one road till
war, or went over to Harnesses ; and, what is they should come to places fit for habitation:
the strangest of all, it is not possible to learn that he charged them to have no kind regards
jut of him, who they were whom he calls fur any man, nor give good counsel to any,
Jews, or to which of these two parties he but always to advise tbetn for the worst; and
.pplies that denomination, whether to the two to overturn all those temples and altars of the
Dundred and fifty thousand leprous people, or gods they should meet vCitb : that the rest
to the three hundred and eighty thousand that commended what he had said with one con
were about Pelusium. But perhaps it will sent, and did what they had resolved on, and
De looked upon as a silly thing in me to make so travelled over the desert. But that the
any larger confutation of such writers as suf difficulties of the journey being over, they
ficiently confute themselves ; for bad they came to a country inhabited, and that there
been only confuted by other men, it bad been they abused the men, and plundered and burnt
more tolerable.
their temples, antl then came into that 'and
34. I skull now add to these accounts which is called Judea, and there they built a
about Manetho and Cheremon, somewhat city, and dwelt therein, and that their city
was named Hicrosyla, from this their robbing
* • By way of irony. I suppose.
+ Here we see that Jusephus esteemed a generation of the temples ; but that still, upon <Le suc
between Joseph and Muses to he about 4i or ye.trs; cess they hud afterwards, they through course
which, if taken hetwten the earlier ehililren, well a^rti-s of time changed its denomination, that it
win the duratiun of human Lie in those ages. See might nut be a reproach to them, and called
Arrtnant. Ilec part li. pages
1019, lOiU
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the city Hierotolyma, and themselves Hiero- . toms of their country ; and in case they had
solymitet."
' been foreigners, they had for certain some laws
85. Now this man did not discover and or other which had been kept by them from
mention the tame king with the others, but long custom. It is true, that with regard to
feigned a newer name, and passing by the those who had ejected them, they might have
dream and the Egyptian prophet, be brings sworn never to bear good-will to them, and
him to [Jupiter] Mammon, in order to gain might have had a plausible reason for so doing.
oracles about the scabby and leprous people; But if these men resolved to wage an impla
for he says that the multitude of Jews were cable war against all men, in case they had
gathered together at the temples. Now, it is acted as wickedly as he relates of them, and
uncertain whether he ascribes this name to this while they wanted the assistance of all
these lepers, or to those that were subject to men, this demonstrates a kind of mad con
such diseases among the Jews only; for he duct indeed ; but not of the men themselves,
describes them as a people of the Jews. What but very greatly so of him that tells such lies
people does he mean? foreigners, or those of about them. He hath also impudence enough
that country? Why then dost thou call them to say that a name, implying " Robbers of the
Jews, if they were Egyptians? But if they temples,"* was given to their city, and that
were foreigners, why dost thou not tell us this name was afterward changed. The rea
whence they came? And how could it be son of which is plain, that the former name
that, after the king had thrown many of them brought reproach and hatred upon them in the
into the sea, and ejected the rest into desert times of their posterity, while, it seems, those
places, there should be still so great a multi that built the city thought they did honour to
tude remaining? Or after what manner did the city by giving it such a name. So we see
they pass over the desert, and get the land that this fine fellow had such an unbounded
which we now dwell in, and build our city, inclination to reproach us, that he did not
and that temple which hath been so famous understand that robbery of temples is not
among all mankind? And besides, he ought | expressed by the same word and name among
to have spoken more about our legislator than the Jews as it is among the Greeks. But
by giving us his bare name; and to have in why should a man say any more to a person
formed us of what nation be was, and what who tells such impudent lies ! However, since
parents he was derived from; and to have this book is arisen to a competent length, I
assigned the reasons why he undertook to make will make another beginning, and endeavour
such laws concerning the gods, and concern to add what still remains to perfect my design
ing matters of injustice with regard to men in the following book.
during that journey. For, in case the people
were by birth Egyptians, they would not on • That is the meaning of Hierosyla In Greek, not is
the sudden have so easily changed the cus- Hebrew.

BOOK II.
§ 1. In the former book, most honoured Epaphroditus, I have demonstrated our antiquity,
and confirmed' the truth of what I have said,
from the writings of the Phoenicians, and
Chaldeans, and Egyptians. I have, more
over, produced many of the Grecian writers,
as witnesses thereto. I have also made a
refutation of Manetho and Cheremon, and of
certain others of our enemies. I 6hall nowf
therefore begin a confutation of the remaining
authors who have written any thing against
us; although I confess I have had a doubt
+ The former part of this second book is written
against the calumnies of Apion. and then more briefly
against the like calumnies of Apullonius Molo. But
after that. Josephus leaves olf any more particular re
ply to those adversaries of Ibe Jews, and gives us a large
and excellent description and vindication of that theo
cracy
whichlegislator.
was settled for the Jewish uatiou by Moses,
their fjcat

upon me about ^Ajpion^ . the. grammarian,
whether I ought "to take the trouble~of con
futing him or not; for some of his writings
contain much the same accusations which the
others have laid against us, some things that
he hath added are very frigid and contemp
tible, and for the greatest part of what he
says, it is very scurrilous, and, to speak no
more than the plain truth, it shows him to
be a very unlearned person, and what he lays
together, looks like the work of a man of very
bad morals, and of one no better in his whole
life than a mountebank. Yet, because there,
are a great many men so very foolish, that
they are rather caught by such orations than [
by what is written with care, and take pleaX Called by Tiberius Cymbalumjfundi, The drum
of the world.
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sirr*; in reproi riling other men, and cannot sure th»* was, because being a younger man
aKde to hear them commended, I thought it himself, he believed those that by their elder
tc lir necessary not to let this man go off age were acquainted and conrersed with him.
without examination, who had written such Now, this [man], grammarian as he was, could
an accusation against us, as if be would bring not certainly tell which was the poet Homer'*
u? to make an answer in open court. For 1 country, no more than he could which was the
alsc. have observed, that many men are very country of Pythagoras, who lived comparative
much delighted when they see a man who ly but a little while ago ; yet does he thus easily
first began to reproach another, to be himself determine the aceof Moses, who preceded them
exposed to contempt on account of the vices such a vast number of years, as depending on
he hath himself been guilty of. However, it his ancient men's relation, which shows how
is not a very easy thing to go over this man's notorious a liar be was. Rut then as to this
discourse, nor to know plainly what he means; chronological determination of the time when
yet docs_he_seeni, amidst a great confusion he says he brought the leprous people, the
and disorder in his falsehoods, tojiroilu.ee, in blind, and the lame, out of Egypt, see how
the first place, Such things as resemble what well this most accurate grammarian of ours
we have examined already, and relateto_the agrees with thosethat have written before him !
departure of our forefathers outoTEgypl ; Manetho says that the Jews departed out of
and, Tn the second place, he accuses those Egypt, in the reign of Tethmosis, three hun
Jews_lhat are inhabitants of Alexandria ; as, dred and ninety-three years before Danaus fled
in the third place, he mixes with these things to Argos ; Lysimacbus savs it was under king
such accusations as concern the sacred puri Bocchoris, that is, one thousand seven hun
fications, with the other legal rites used in the dred years ago ; Molo and some others deter
teazle.
mined it as every one pleased : but this Apion
2. New, although I cannot but think that of ours, as deserving to be believed before
I have already demonstrated, and that abun them, hath determined it exactly to have been
dantly, more than was necessary, that our in the seventh olympiad, and the first year of
fathers were not originally Egyptians, nor that olympiad; the very same year in which he
were thence expelled, either on account of says that Carthage was built by the Phoeni
bodily diseases, or any other calamities of cians. The reason why he added this build
tttt bfcrt, yet will I briefly take notice of what ing of Carthage was, to be sure, in order, as
Al ien adds upon that subject ; for in his third -be thought, to strengthen his assertion by so
beek, winch relates to the affairs of Egypt, evident a character of chronology. But he
he speaks thus : —" 1 have heard of the an- was not aware that this character confutes his
cie.it meff oTEgypt, that Moses was of Helio- assertion ; for if we may give credit to the
pcl's, ur.d that he thought himself obliged to Phoenician records as to the time of the first
folicw the customs of his forefathers, and coining of their colony to Carthage, they re
offered his prayers in the open air, towards late that Hirom their king was above one
the city walls; but that he reduced them all hundred and fifty years earlier than the build
to be directed towards the sun-rising, which ing of Carthage ; concerning whom I have
was agreeable to t e situation of Heliopolis : formerly produced testimonials out of those
that he also set up pillars instead of gnomons,* Phoenician records, as also that this Hirom
ut.dcr which was represented a cavity like that was a friend of Solomon when he was build
of a boat, and the shadow that fell from their ing the temple of Jerusalem, and gave him
topi fell down upon that cavity, that it might great assistance in his building that temple ;
go round about tl e like course as the sun while still Solomon himself built that temple
itself goes round ii the other." This is that six hundred and twelve years after the Jews
wonderful relation which we have given us by came out of Egypt. As for the number of
thlj greut grammarian. But that it is a false those that, were expelled out of Egypt, he hath
oi:e i» so plain, that it stands in need of few contrived to have the very same number with
wu.-ds (o prove it, but is manifest from the Lysimachus, and says they were a hundred and
wn:ks of Moses : for when he erected the first ten thousand. He then assigns a certain
tabernacle to God, he did himself neither give wonderful and plausible occasion for the
oi.lcr for any such kind of -representation to name of Sabbath; for he says, that "when the
be ina.ie at it, nor ordain that those who came Jews had travelled a six days' journey, they
after him should make such a one. Moreover, had buboes in their groins : and that on this
wbe:. :n a future age Solomon built his tem- account it was that thiy rested on the seventh
plt Jerusalem, be avoided all such needless day, as having got safely to that country which
dei.~raiion* as Apion hath here devised. He is now called Judea; that then they preserved
sayufa'ther, ** How we had heard ofthe ancient the language of the Egyptians, and called
me:., flat Moses was of Heliopolis." To be that day the Sabbath, for that malady of bu
This wmi to have brrn thf first dial that had brrn boes in their groin was named Sabbatosis by
eikU .r. !.«ypt. and was a littlr bplore the time that Ah iz the Egyptians." And would not a man now
mrd> hit [Tirst] dial in Juilea. and uhout anno 7 V% in laugh at this fellow's trifling, or rather bate
the first year of the seventh olympud, as we shall see his impudence in writing thus? We must, it
pr^««utly. See 3 Hint* XX. Ill It* xxxviii. a
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K;ms, take it for granted, that all these hun else as they would draw us in to be partakers
dred and ten thousand men must have these of their own infamy. But this fine fellow
buboes ! But, for certain, if those men had Apion seems to broach this reproachful ap
been blind and lame, and had all sorts of dis pellation against us [that we were originally
tempers upon them, bs Apion says they had, Egyptians], in order to bestow it on the Alex
they could not have gone one single day's andrians as a reward lor the privilege they had
journey ; but if they had been all able to given him of being a fellow-citiien with
travel over a large desert, and, besides that, to them ; he also is apprised of the ill-will the
fight and conquer those that opposed them, Alexandrians bear to those Jews who ore
they had not nil of them had buboes in their their fellow-citizens, and so proposes to him
groins after the sixth day was over; for no self to reproach them, although be must there
6uch distemper comes naturally nnd of neces by include all the other Egyptians also ; while
sity upon those that travel ; but still, when in both cases he is no better than an impu
there are many ten thousands in a camp to dent liar.
gether, they constantly march a settled space 4. But let us now see what those heavy
[in a day]. Nor is it at all probable that and wicked crimes are which Apion charges
such a thing should happen by chance ; this upon the Alexandrian Jews. " They came
would be prodigiously absurd to be supposed. (says be) out of Syria, and inhabited near the
However, our admirable author Apion hath tempestuous sea, and were in the neighbour^
before told us, that "they came to Judea hood of the (lashing of the waves." Now, if
in six days' time ;" and again, that " Moses the place of habitation includes any tbit-g
went up to a mountain that iay between Egypt that is reproachful, this man reproaches not
and Arabia, which was called Sinai, and was his own real country [Egypt], but what he
concealed there forty days, and that when pretends to be his own country, Alexandria;
he came down from thence he gave laws to for all are agreed in this, that the part of that
the Jews." But then, how was it possible for city which is near the sea, is the best part of
them to tarry forty days in a desert place all for habitation. Now, if the Jews gained
where there was no water, and at the same that part of the city by force, and have kept
time to pass all over the country between it hitherto without impeachment, this is a mark
that and Judea in the six days ? And as for of their valour; but in reality it was Alexan
this grammatical translation of the word Sab der himself that gave them th.it place for their
bath, it either contains an instance of his great-] habitation, when they obtained equal privi
impudence or gross ignorance j for the words leges there with the Macedonians. Nor can
Sabbo and Sabbath are widely different from I devise what Apion would have said, had
one another! for the word Sabbath in the their habitation been at Necropolis,* and not
Jewish language denotes rest from all sorts of been fixed hard by the royal palace [as it is];
work ; but the word Sabbo, as be affirms, de nor had their nation had the denomination ot
notes among the Egyptians the malady of a Macedonians given them till this very day [as
bubo in the groin.
they have]. Had this man now read the epis
3. This is that novel account which the tles of king Alexander, or those of Ptolemy the
Egyptian Apion gives us concerning the Jews' son of Lagus, or met with the writings of the
departure out of Egypt, and is no better than succeeding kings, or that pillar which is still
a contrivance of his own. But why should we standing at Alexandria, and contains the pri.
wonder at the lies he tells us about our fore vileges which the great [Julius] Caesar be
fathers, when he affirms them to be of Egyp stowed upon the Jews ; had this man, I say,
tian original, when he lies also about himself? known these records, and yet hath the impu
for although be was born at Oasis in Egypt, dence to write in contradiction to them, he
he pretends to be, as a man may say, the toj> hath shown himself to be a wicked man : but
man of all the Egyptians; yet does he for if he knew nothing of these records, he hath
swear his real country and progenitors, and shown himself to be a man very ignorant ;
by falsely pretending to be born at Alexan nay, when he appears to wonder how Jews
dria, cannot deny the pravity of his family ; could be called Alexandrians, this is another
for you see how justly he calls those Egyp like instance of his ignorance ; for all such
tians whom he bates, and endeavours to re as are called out to be colonies, although
proach ; for bad he not deemed Egyptians they be ever so far remote from one another
to be a name of great reproach, he would not in their original, receive their names from
have uvoided the name of an Egyptian him those that bring them to their newhabitations.
self; as we know that those who brag of their And what occasion is there to speak of others,
own countries, value themselves upon the de when those of us Jews that dwell at Antioiii
nomination they acquire thereby, and reprove are named Antiochians, because SeleucuV the
such as unjustly lay claim thereto. As for founder of that city gave them the privileges
the Egyptians' claim to be of our kindred, belonging thereto? After the like manner do
they do it on one of the following accounts; those Jews that inhabit Ephesus and the other
I mean, cither as they value themselves upon
it, and pretend to bear that relation to us; or • Tbe burial-place fir dead bodies, as I suppose.
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cities of Ionia enjoy tbc same name with those learned person of his age, and the others, such
that were originally born there, by the grant of as were intrusted with the guard of his body,
the succeeding princes; nay, the kindness and should take the care of this matter: nor would
humanity of the Romans bath been so great, be certainly have been so desirous of learning
that it bath granted leave to utmost all others our law, and the philosophy of our nation,
to take the same name of Romans upon them; had he despised the men that made use of it,
I mean not particular men only, but entire or bad he not indeed bad them in great
and large nations themselves also; for those admiration. .
■ anciently named lberi, and Tyrrbeni, and 5. Now this Apion was unacquainted with
Sabini, nre now called Romani: and if Apion almost all tbc kings of those .Macedonians
reject this way of obtaining the privilege of a whom be pretends Ip have been his progeni
ritizen of Alexandria, let him nbstain from tors,—who were yet very well alTucted towards
calling himself an Alexandrian hereafter ; for us ; for the third of those Ptolemies, who
otherwise, how can he who was born in the was called Euergetes, when he had gotten
jvery heart of Egypt be an Alexandrian, if possession of all Syria by force, did not offer
thii way ofaccepting such a privilege, of which his tbank-oflerings to tbc Egyptian gods lor
lie would have us deprived, be once abro his victory, but came to Jerusalem, nnd,
gated' Although indeed these Romans, who according to our own laws, offered many sacri
arc now tbe lords of the habitable earth, have fices to God, and dedicated to him such gifts
forbidden the Egyptians to have the privileges as were suitable to such a victory: nnd as for
of any city whatsoever, while this fine fellow, Ptolemy Philometor, and his wife Cleopatra,
who is willing to partake of such a privilege they committed their whole kingdom to Jews,
Lir.iself as he is forbidden to make use of, when Onias and Dosithcus, both Jews, whose
endeavours by calumnies to deprive those of it names are laughed at by Apion, were the
that have justly received it; for Alexander generals of their whole army; but certainly
did not therefore get some of our nation to instead of reproaching them, he ought to
Alexandria, because he wanted inhabitants admire tbeir actions, and return tbcm thanks
for this his city, on whose building be hud for saving Alexandria, whose citizen be pre
bestowed so much pains; but this was given tends to be; for when these Alexandrians
to our people as a reward; because he had, were making war with Cleopatra the queen,
upon a careful trial, found them all to hav«| and were in danger of being utterly ruined,
been men of virtue and fidelity to him; for, these Jews brought them to terms of agree
as Ilecateus says concerning us, " Alexander ment, and freed them from tbe miseries of a
honoured our nation to such a degree, that, civil war. " But then (says Apion) Onias
for the equity and the fidelity which the Jews brought a small'army afterward upon the city
had exhibited to him, he permitted them to at the time when Thermits the Roman ambas
hold the country of Samaria free from tribute. sador was there present." Yes, do I venture
Of the same mind also was Ptolemy the son to say, and that he did rightly and very
of Lagus, as to those Jews who dwelt at justly in so doing; for that Ptolemy, who was
Alexandria." For he intrusted the fortresses called Pbysco, upon the death of his brother
of Egypt into their hands, as believing they Philometor, came from Cyrene, and would
would keep them faithfully and valiantly for have ejected Cleopatra as well as her sons out
him; and when he was desirous to secure the of their kingdom, that he might obtain it for
government of Cyrene, and the other cities of himself unjustly,f For this cause then it was
Libya to himself, be sent a party of Jews to that Onias undertook a war against bim on
inhabit them. And for his successor Ptolemy, Cleopatra's account ; nor would he desert
who was called Philadelphus, he did not only that trust the royal family had reposed in bim
si-t all those of our nation free, who were in their distress. Accordingly, God gave a
captives under him, but did frequently* give remarkable attestation to his righteous proce
money [for their ransom]; and, what was his dure ; for when Ptolemy Physco J had the
greatest work of all, be had a great desire of presumption to fight against Onias's army,
knowing our laws, and of obtaining tbe books and hud caught all the Jews that were in the
of our sacred scriptures : accordingly, he city [Alexandria], with their children and
desired that such men might be sent bim as wives, and exposed them naked and in bonds
might interpret our law to bim ; and in order to his elephants, that they might be trodden
to have them well compiled, he committed upon and destroyed, and when he had made
that care to no ordinary persons, but ordained
Here begins a great defect In the Greek eopyi
that Demetrius Pbalereus, and Andreas, and but+ the
Latin version fully supplies that delect
Aristeas ; the first, Demetrius, the mosfj : W hatolderror
is here generally believed to bare been
•
committed by our Josephus In ascribing a deliverance
• for
f, or frrauently. I would here read of the Jews to the reign of Ptolemy Physco, tbe seventh
wmkkh. a preat ileal o-' ineney ; for we indeed rend, both of those Ptolemies, which has been universally sup
in An.tras and J -sr'^hiis. lltat this Ptolemy Philadel- posed to have happened under Ptolemy Philopator, the
orois oni-e gave a very nre;il snm of money lo redeem tounh of them, is no better than a gross error of the
■iMive lUU-UtiO Je*i*h captives; but not of any sums moderns, and nnt of Josephus, as 1 have fully proved
•f niouev winch lie tils mrsed on their accouut at other in the Authent. Rec. part L p. 800— StM, whither 1
refer the inquisitive reader.
It 1 .lluW <ll.
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those elephants drunk for that purpose, the him, and what fidelity we showed to bilt)
event proved contrary to his preparations; for against the Egyptians ; as also to the senate
these elephants left the Jews who were exposed and its decrees, and the epistles of Augustu*
to them, and fell violently upon Physco's Caesar, whereby our merits [to the Kornantj
friends, and slew a great number of them; are justified. Apion ought to have lookec
nay, after this, Ptolemy saw a terrible ghost, upon those epistles, and in particular to have
which prohibited his hurting those men; his examined the testimonies given on our behalf,
very concubine, whom he loved so well (some under Alexander and all the Ptolemies, and
call her Ithaca, and others Irene), making the decrees of the senate and of the greatest
supplication to him, that be would not per Roman emperors ; and if Germanicus was
petrate so great a wickedness. So he com not able to make a distribution of com to all
plied with her request, and repented of what tne inhabitants of Alexandria, that only shows
he either had already done, or was about to what a barren time it was, and how great a
do; whence it is well known that the Alexan want there was then of corn, but tends no
drian Jews do with good reason celebrate this thing to the accusation of the Jews; for wht.J^
day, on the account that they had thereon all the emperors have thought of the Alex
been vouchsafed such an evident deliverance andrian Jews is well known, for this distribu
from God. However, Apion, the common tion of wheat was no otherwise omitted with
calumniator of men, hath the presumption to regard to the Jews, than it was with legaid
accuse the Jews for making this war against to the other inhabitants of Alexandria; but
Physco, when he ought to have commended they still were desirous to preserve what the
them for the same. This man also makes kings had formerly intrusted to their care,
meution of Cleopatra, the last queen of Alex I meun the custody of the river : nor did
andria, and abuses us, because she was un those kings think them unworthy of fmv\i.g
grateful to us ; whereas he ought to have the entire custody thereof upon all occarioi.s.
reproved ber, who indulged herself in all kinds 6. But besides this, Apion objects to v.s
of injustice and wicked practices, both with thus:—" If the Jews (says he) be~ctiizens ot
regard to ber nearest relations, and husbands Alexandria, why do they not wot ship the same
who had loved her, and indeed in general gods with the Alexandrians?" To which I
with regard to all the Romans, und those give this answer: Since you are yourselves
emperors that were her benefactors; who alsqJ Egyptians, why do you fight it out one agniift
i...,i
.— Arsinoe
\ M:
-!..:„
.i— and
— jihave implacable
—v.l wars about
i
had i—
her ..:sister
slain :in a„ *temple, (mother,
your
when she bad done her no harm : moreover, religion? At this rate we must not ts.ll yen
she had her brother slain by private treachery, all Egyptians, nor indeed in general men,
and she destroyed the gods of ber country because you breed up with great care beasts ci
and the sepulchres of her progenitors; and a nature quite contrary to that uf, men, although
while she bad received her kingdom from the the nature of all men seams to be one and the
first Cssar, she had the impudence to rebel same. Mow if there -be such differences in
against his son* and successor; nay, she cor opinion among* you Egyptians, why are you
rupted Antony with her love-tricks, and ren surprised that those who came to Alexandria
dered him an enemy to his country, and made from another country, and bad original laws
biin treacherous to his friends, and [by his of their own before, should persevere m the
means] despoiled some of their royal authority, observance of those laws? But still be charges
and forced others in her madness to act us with being the authors of sedition: which
wickedly; but what need I enlarge upon this accusation, if it be a just one, why is it not
head any farther, when she left Antony in laid against us all, since we are known to be
bis light at sea, though he were her husband, all of one mind? Moreover, those that pearch
and the father of their common children, and into such matters will soon discover that the
compelled him to resign up his government, authors of sedition have been such citizens of
with the army, and to follow ber [into Alexandria as Apion is; for while they were
Egypt]; nay, when last of all Caesar had taken the Grecians and Macedonians who were in
Alexandria, she came to that pitch of cruelty, possession of this city, there was no sedition
that she declared she had some hope of pre raised against us, and we were permitted to
serving her affairs still, in case she could kill observe our ancient solemnities; but when the
the Jews, though it were with ber own hand; number of the Egyptians therein came to lie
to such a degree of barbarity and perfidious- considerable, the times grew confused, ard
ness had she arrived ; and dotb any one think then these seditions brake out still more anil
that we cannot boast ourselves of any thing, more, while our people continued tmi-nrif, as Apion says, this queen did not at a time^rupted These Egyptians therefore were the
of famine distribute wheat among us? How authors of these troubles, who not havli.^h-;
ever, she at length met with the punishment constancy of Macedonians, nor the pniuencrshf deserved. As for us Jews, we appeal to of Grecians, indulged all of them the evil
the great Caesar what assistance we brought manners of the Egyptians, snd ecntiru'-l
their ancient hatred against us; for wbut .s
here so presumptuously charged upon at. it
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owing to the differences that are amongst such his materials; I mean Posidonius and
themselves ; while many of them have not ob Apollonius [the son oQ-Molo,* who while
tained the privileges of citizens in proper times, they accuse us for not worshipping the lame
but style those who are well known to have had gods whom others worship, they think them
that privilege extended to them all, no other selves not guilty of impiety when they tell
than foreigners ; for it does not appear that any lies of us, and frame absurd and reproachful
of the kings have ever formerly bestowed those stories about our temple ; whereas it is a most
privileges of citizens upon Egyptians, no more shameful thing for freemen to forge lies on
than have the emperors done it more lately; any occasion, and much more so to forge them
while it was Alexander who introduced us about our temple, which was so famous over
into this city at first, the kings augmented out all the world, and was preserved so sacred by
privileges therein, and the Romans have been us ; for Apion hath the impudence to pretend,
pleased to preserve them always inviolable. that 11 the Jews placed an ass's head in their
Moreover, Apion would lay a plot upon us, holy place ;" and be affirms that this was dis
because we do not erect images to our em covered when Antiochus Epipbanes spoiled
perors, as if those emperors did not know our temple, and found that ass's head there
this before, or stood in need of Apion as their made of gold, and worth a great deal of mo
defender; whereas he ought rather to have ney. To this my first answer shall be this,
admired the magnanimity and modesty of the that had there been any such thing among us,
Romans^ whereby they do not compel those an Egyptian ought by no means to have
that are subject to them to transgress the laws thrown it in our teeth, since an ass is not a
of their countries, but arc willing to receive more contemptible animal than * * *,t and
the honours due to them after such a manner goats, and other such creatures, which among
as those who are to pay them esteem consistent them are gods. But besides this answer, I
with piety and with their own laws; for they say farther, how comes it about that Apion
do not thank people for conferring honours does not understand this to be no other than
upon them, when they are compelled by vio a palpable lie, and to be confuted by the thing
lence so to do. Accordingly, since the Gre itself as utterly incredible? For we Jews
cians and some other nations think it a right are always governed by the same laws, in
thing to make images, nay, when they have which we constantly persevere ; and although
painted tne pictures of their parents, and many misfortunes have befallen our city, as
wives, and children, they exult for joy: and the like have befallen others, and although,
some there are who take pictures for them Theos [Epiphanes], and Pompey the Great,
selves of such persons as were no way related and Licinius Crassus, and last of all Titus
to them : nay, some take the pictures of such Caesar, have conquered us in war, and gotten
servants as they were fond of. What wonder possession of our temple, yet has none ot
is it then if such as these appear willing to pay them found any such thing there, nor indeed
the same respect to their princes and lords 1 any thing but what was agreeable to the strict
But then our legislator hath forbidden us to est piety ; although what they found we are
make images not by way of denunciation be not at liberty to reveal to other nations. But
forehand, that the Roman authority was not to for Antiochus [Epiphanes], he had no just
be honoured, but as despising a thing that was cause for that ravage in our temple that he
neither necessary nor useful for either God or made ; he only came to it when he wanted
man; and he forbade them, as we shall prove money, without declaring himself our enemy,
hereafter, to make these images for any part and attacked us while we were his associates
of the animal creation, and much less for God and his friends : nor did he find any thing
himself, who is no part of such animal crea there that was ridiculous. This is attested by
tion. Yet hath our legislator nowhere forbid many worthy writers ; Polybius of Megalo
den us to pay honours to worthy men, pro polis, Strabo of Cappadocia, Nicolaus of Da
vided they be of another kind, and inferior to mascus, Timagenes, Castor the chronologer,
those we pay to God ; with which honours w« and Apollodorus.t who all say that it was out
willingly testify our respect to our eniperore, of Antiochus's want of money that lie broke
and to the people of Rome; we also oiler bis league with the Jews, and despoiled their
perpetual sacrifices for them ; nor do we only temple when it was full of gold and silver.
offer them every day at the common expenses Apion ought to have had a regard to these
of all the Jews, but although we offer no other facts, unless he had himself had either an
such sacrifices out of our common expenses, no ass's heart or a dog's impudence ; of such a
not for our own children, yet do we this as a • Called more properly Molo, or Apollonius Molo, u
peculiar honour to the emperors, and to them hereafter; for Apollonius, the son of Molo, was toother
as Strabo informs us, lib. air.
alone, while we do the same to no other per person,
t Furmes in the Latin, which what animal it denote*,
■on whomsoever. And let this suffice for an does
not
now appear.
ansvfer in general to Apion as to what he sayj t It is treat pity that these six Pagan authors her*
mentioned to have described the famous profanation of
with relation to the Alexandrian Jews.
Jewish temple by Antiochus Rpiphanes. should be
7. However, I cannot but admire those the
all lost: I mean so far of their writings as contained that
other authors who furnished this man with description; though it is plain Josephus perused then
all, as exant in his timo
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dog, I mean, as they worship ; for he had no while they brought a suspicion upon him, and
oth» external reason for the lies he tells of at length astonishment, what their meaning
us. As for us Jews, we ascribe no honour should he; that at last he inquired of the ser
or power to asses, as do the Egyptians to cro vants that came to him, and was by them in
codiles and asps, when they esteem such as formed that it was in order to the fulfilling a
are seized upon by the former, or bitten by law of the Jews, which they must not tell
the latter, to be happy persons, and persons him, that he was thus fed : and that they did
worthy of God. Asses are the same with us the same at a set time every year : that they
which they are with other wise men, viz. crea used to catch a Greek foreigner, and fatten
tures that bear the burdens that we lay upon him thus up every year, and then lead him to a
them; but if they come to our threshing- certain wood, and kill him, and sacrifice with
floors and eat our corn, or do not perform their accustomed solemnities, and taste of his
what we impose upon them, we beat them entrails, and take an oath upon this sacrifi
with a great many stripes; because it is their cing a Greek, that they would ever be at en
business to minister to us in our husbandry mity with the Greeks;, and that then they
affairs. But this Apion of ours was cither threw the remaining parts of the miserable
perfectly unskilful in the composition of such wretch into a certain pit." Apion adds far
fallacious discourses, or however, when he ther, that " the man said there were but a few
began [somewhat better], he was not able to days to come ere he was to be slain, and im
persevere in what he had undertaken, since plored Antiochus that, out of the reverence
he hath no manner of success in those re he bore to the Grecian gods, he would disap
point the snares the Jews laid for his blood,
proaches he casts upon us.
8. He adds another Grecian fable, in order and would deliver him from the miseries with
to reproach us. In reply to which it would which he was encompassed." Now this is
be enough to say that they who presume to Buch a most tragical fable, as is full of nothing
speak about divine worship, ought not to be but cruelty and impudence ; yet does it not
ignorant of this plain truth, that it is a de excuse Antiochus of bis sacrilegious attempts,
gree of less impurity to pass through temples, as those who wrote it in his vindication are
than to forge wicked calumnies of its priests. willing to suppose ; for be could not presume
Now such men as he are more zealous to jus beforehand that he should meet with any such
tify a sacrilegious king than to write what is thing in coming to the temple, but must have
j«st and what is true about us, and about oup found it unexpectedly. He was therefore
temple ; for when they are desirous of grati still an impious person, that was given to un
fying Antiochus, and of concealing that per- lawful pleasures, and had no regard to God
fidiousness and sacrilege which he was guilty in his actions. But [as for Apion] be bath
of, with regard to our nation, when he wanted done whatever his extravagant love of lying
money, they endeavour to disgrace us, and hath dictated to him, as it is most easy to dis
tell lies even relating to futurities. Apion cover by a consideration of his writings; for
becomes other men's prophet upon this occa the difference of our laws is known not to
sion, and says, that " Antiochus found in our regard the Grecians only, but they are prin
temple a bed and a man lying upon it, with a cipally opposite to the Egyptians, and to some
small table before him, full of dainties, from other nations also : for while it so falls out,
the [fishes of the] sea, and the fowls of the that men of all countries come sometimes and
dry land ; that this man was amazed at these sojourn among us, bow comes it about that
dainties thus set before him ; that he imme we take an oath, and conspire only against the
diately adored the king, upon his coming in, Grecians, and that by the effusion of their
as hoping that he would afford him all possi blood also? Or how is it possible that all the
ble assistance ; that he fell down upon his Jews should get together to these sacrifices,
knees, and stretched out to him his right hand, and the entrails of one man should he suffi
and begged to be released: and that when the cient for so many thousands to taste of them,
king bade him sit down, and tell him who be as Apion pretends ? Or why did not the king
was, ana why he dwelt there, and what was carry this man, whosoever he was, and what
the meaning of those various sorts of food soever was his name (which is not set down
that were set before him, the man made a la in Apion's book), with great pomp back intc
mentable complaint, and with sighs, and tears bis own country ? when he might thereby have
in his eyes, gave him this account of the dis been esteemed a religious person himself, and
tress he was in ; and said that he w as a Greek, a mighty lover of the Greeks, and might there
and that as he went over this province, in or by have procured himselfgreat assistance from
der to get his living, he was seized upon by all men against that hatred the Jews bore to
foreigners, on a sudden, and brought to this him. But I leave this matter; for the proper
temple, and shut up therein, and was seen by way of confuting fools is not to use bare words,
nobody, but was fattened by these curious but to appeal to the things themselves that
provisions thus set before hiin : and that truly make against them. Now then, all such as ever
at the first such unexpected advantages seem saw the construction ofour temple, of what na
ed to him matter of great joy ; that, after a ture it was, know well enough how the purity
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of it was never to be profaned; for it had four priests. This, therefore, is the utmost de
several courts,* encompassed with cloisters gree of impiety, and a voluntary lie, in order
rcjnd about, every one of which had by our to the delusion of those who will not examine
law a peculiar degree of separation from the into the truth of matters. Whereas, such
rest. Into the first court every body was unspeakable mischiefs as are above related,
allowed to go, even foreigners ; and none but have been occasioned by such calumnies that
women, during their courses, were prohibited are raised upon us.
to p;iss through it ; all the Jews went into the 10. Nay, this miracle of piety derides us
second court, as well as their wives, when they farther, and adds the following pretended
were free from all uncleanness; into the third facts to his former fable; for he says that this
went the Jewish men when they were clean man related how, "while the Jews wej-e.once
nud purified; into the fourth went the priests, in a long war with the tdumeans, there came
having on their sacerdotal garments ; but for a man out of one of the cities of the Idutne
the most sacred place, none went in but the ans who there had worshipped Apollo. Thif
high-priests, clothed in their peculiar gar man, whose name is said to have been Zabi
ments. Now there is so great caution used dus, came to the Jews, and promised that h<
about these offices of religion, that the priests would deliver Apollo, the god of Dora, intt
are appointed to go into the temple but at their bands, and that he would come to out
certain hours: for, in the morning, at the temple, if they would all come up with him,
opening of the inner temple, those that are to and bring the whole multitude of the Jews
officiate receive the sacrifices, as they do again with them; that Zabidus made him a certain
at noon, till the doors are shut. Lastly, it is wooden instrument, and put it round about
not so much as lawful to carry any vessel him, and set three rows of lamps therein, and
into the holy house ; nor is there any thing walked after such a manner, that he appeared
therein, but the altar [of incense], the table to those that stood a great way off bim, to be
[of shew-bread], the censer, and the candle a kind of star walking upon the earth : that
stick, which are all written in th* law: for the Jews were terribly frighted at so surpri
there is nothing further there, nor are there sing an appearance, and stood very quiet at
any mysteries performed that may not be a distance ; and that Zabidus, while they con
spoken of; nor is there any feasting within tinued so very quiet, went into the holy house,
the place. For what I have now said is pub and carried off that golden head of an ass (for
licly known, and supported by the testimony so facetiously does he write), and then went
of the whole people, and their operations are his way back again to Dora in great haste."
very manifest; for although there be four And say you so, sir! as I may reply; then
courses of the priests, and every one of them does Apion load the ass, that is himself, and
have above five thousand men in them, yet do lays on bim a burden of fooleries and lies ;
they officiate on certain days only ; and when for he writes of places that have no being ;
those days are over, other priests succeed in and not knowing the cities he speaks of, he
the performance of their sacrifices, Bnd assem changes their situation ; for Idumea borders"
ble together at mid-Jay, and receive the keys upon our country, and is near to Gaza, in
of the temple, and the vessels by tale, without which there is no such city as Dora, although
any thing relating to food or drink being there be, it is true, a city named Dora in
carried into the temple ; nay, we are not al Phoenicia, near Mount Carmcl, but it is four
lowed to offer such things at the altar, except days' journey from Idumea.f Now, then,
why does this man accuse us, because we
ing what is prepared for the sacrifices.
9. What then can we say of Apion, but have not gods in common with other nations?
that he examined nothing that concerned If our forefathers were so easily prevailed
these things, while still he uttered incredible upon to have Apollo come to them, and
words about them! But it is a great shame thought they saw him walking upon the
fur a grammarian not to be able to write earth, and the stars with him ; for certainly
true history. Now, if he knew the purity of those who have so many festivals, wherein
our temple, he hath entirely omitted to take they light lamps, must yet, at this irKe, have
notice of it ; but he forges a story about the never seen a candlestick I But still it seems
seizing of a Grecian, about ineffable food, that while Zabidus took his journey over the
and the most delicious preparation of dainties; country, where were so many ten thousands
and pretends that strangers could go into a of people, nobody met him. He also, it
place whereinto the noblest men among the seems, even in a time of war, found the walls
Jews are not allowed to enter, unless they be of Jerusalem destitute of guards. I omit the
rest. Now the doors of the holy house were
• It is remarkahle that Josephos here, and I think, seventy^ cubits high, and twenty cubits broad,
nowhere else, reckon, up four distinct courts uf the tem they were all plated over with gold, and
pi?: that uf the Gentile*, that of the womcD of Israel,
that of the men of Isriel, and tltut of the priest..: a. also
that the court of the wimen ndmittcd ..f the men (I .llp- + tndea. in the Greek, by a gross mistake of the tran
po-e only of the husbands of tlu<«e wive. Ih-il were there scribers.
in), while the mu-*. of the men did not aduiil an> nonrn ? *e»en in the Greek, by a like gross mistake of the
Into it at all
transcribers, *cc of the War, b. t. ob. T. sect. -1.
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almost of solid gold itself, and there were this extraordinary privilege, to have never
to fewer than twenty* men required to shut served any of those monarchs who subdued
them every day ; nor was it lawful ever to Asia and Europe, and this on account, as they
«eave them open, though it seems this lamp- pretend, that the gods fled into their country
bearer of ours opened them easily, or thought and saved themselves, by being changed into
he opened them, as he thought he bad the the shapes of wild beasts. Whereas these
ass's head in bis hand. Whether, therefore, Egyptians! are the very people that appear
he returned it to us again, or whether Apion to have never, in all the past ages, had one
took it and brought it into the temple again, day of freedom, no not so much as from their
that Antiochus might find it, and alford a own lords. For I will not reproach them
handle for a seconu fable of Apion, is uncer with relating the manner how the Persians
used them, and this not once only, but many
tain.
11. Apion also tells a false story, when he times, when they laid their cities waste, de
mentions an oath of ours, as if we " swore by molished their temples, and cut the throats of
God, the maker of the heaven, and earth, and those animals whom they esteemed to be gods;
sea, to bear no good-will to any foreigner, for it is not reasonable to imitate the clownish
and particularly to none of the Greeks."— ignorance of Apion, who hath no regard to
Now this liar ought to have said directly that the misfortunes of the Athenians, or of the
" wc would bear no good-will to any fo Lacedemonians, the latter of whom were sty
reigner, and particularly to none of the Egyp led by all men the most courageous, and the
tians." For then bis story about the oath former the most religious, of the Grecians. I
would have squared with the rest of his ori say nothing of such kings as have been fa
ginal forgeries, in case our forefathers had mous for piety, particularly of one of them
been driven away by their kinsmen the Egyp whose name was Cresus, nor what calamities
tians, not on account of any wickedness they he met with in his life; I say nothing of the
had been guilty of, but on account of the citadel of Athens, of the temple at Ephesus,
calamities they were under; for as to the of that at Delphi, nor of ten thousand others
Grecians, we are rather remote from them in which have been burnt down, while nobody
place than different from them in our institu cost reproaches on those that were the suffer
tions, insomuch tbat we have no enmity with ers, but on those that were the actors therein.
them, nor any jealousy of them. On the con But now we have met with Apion, an accu
trary, it hath so happened, tbat many of them ser of our nation, through one that still forgets
have come over to our laws, and some of the miseries of his own people, the Egyptians ;
them have continued in their observation, but it is that Scsostris, who was once so cele
although others of them had not courage brated a king of Egypt, that hath blinded him.
enough to persevere, and so departed from Now we will not boast of our kings, David
them again ; nor did any body ever bear this and Solomon, though they conquered many
oath sworn by us: Apion, it seems, was the nations; accordingly we will let them alone.
only person that heard it, for be indeed was However, Apion is ignorant of what every
Dody knows, that the Egyptians were servants
the first composer of it.
12. However, Apion deserves to be admir to the Persians, and afterwards to the Mace
ed for his great prudence, as to what I am donians, when they were lords of Asia, and
going to say, which is this, " Tbat there is were no better than slaves, while we have en
a plain mark among us, that we neither have joyed liberty formerly ; nay, more than that,
just laws, nor worship God as we ought to have had the dominion of the cities that lie
do, because we are not governors, but are ra round about us, and this nearly for a hundred
ther in subjection to Gentiles, sometimes to and twenty years together, until Pompeius
one nation, and sometimes to another ; and Magnus. And when all the kings everywhere
that our city bath been liable to several cala were conquered by the Romans, our ancestors
mities, while their city [Alexandria] hath were the only people who continued to bo
been of old time an imperial city, and not esteemed their confederates and friends, on
•
used to in subjection to the Romans." But account of their fidelity to them.
now this man had better leave off bis brag t This notorious disgrace belonging peculiarly to the
people
of
Egypt,
ever
since
the
times
ofthe
old
prophets
ging; for everybody but himself would think ofthe Jews, noted both sect. 4, already and here, may be
that Apion said what he hath said against him confirmed by the testimony of Iaidbrus. an Egyptian of
Peluidum, Kpist. lib. i. Ep. 489. And this Is a remark
self; for there are very few nations that have able
completion of the ancient prediction of God, by
had the good fortune to continue many gene- 1 Esekiel
(xxix. 14, 15), that the Egyptians should "be a
rations in the principality, but still the muta base kingdom,
the basest of the kingdoms," and that
tions in human affairs have put them into sub " It should not exalt itself any more above the nations."
The
truth
of
which
still farther appears by the present
jection under others ; and most nations have observation of Josephus,
that these Egyptians had
been often subdued ; and brought into sub never, in all the past aces since
Sesostris. hod one dny
jection by others. Now for the Egyptians, of liberty, no not so much as to have been free from
power under ruv of the monarchs of that day.
perhaps they are the only nation that have bad despotic
And all this has been f>uml equally true in the latter
• Two hundred in the Greek, contrary to the twenty ages,
under the Romims. Saracens, Mamelukes, and
9 the War, b. vii. ch. v. sect. 3
Turks, fromthedaysofJosephus till the present age also.
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'3. "But," says Apion, "we Jews have casting such reproaches on the laws of his own
OP* Lad any wonderful men amongst us, not country ; for he was circumcised himself of
any inventors of arts, nor any eminent for necessity, on account of an ulcer in his privy
wvriom." "He then enumerates Socrates, and member; and when he received no benefit
£>nn, and Cleauthes, and some others of the by such circumcision, but his member became
same sort ; and, after all, he adds himself to putrid, he died in great torment. Now, men
chem. which is the most wonderful thing of of good toppers ought to observe their own
ail that be says, and pronounces Alexandria laws concerning religion accurately, and to
to be happy, because it hath such a citizen persevere therein, but not presently to abuse
as :-.e is in it; for he was the fittest man to the laws of other nations, while this Apion
dp o witness to his own deserts, although he deserted his own laws, and told lies «bout
Iw.h appeared to all others no better than ours; and this was the end of Apion's life,
a ivirked mountebank, of a corrupt life, and and this shall be the conclusion of our dis
ill discourses ; on which account one may course about him.
iu-rly pity Alexandria, if it should value
15. But now, sinoe Apoiloilitii ilolo, and
itfnlf upon such a citizen as he is. But as to Lysimacbjis, and some others, write treatises
our own men, we have had those who have about our lawgiver Moses, and about our laws,
be»n as deserving of commendation as any which are neither just nor true, and this partly
other whosoever; and such as have perused our out of ignorance, but chiefly out of ill-will to
Antiquities cannot be ignorant of them.
us, while tbey calumniate Moses as an im
14. As to the other things which he sets postor and deceiver, and pretend that our
dcvii as blame-worthy, it may perhaps be the laws teach us wickedness, but nothing that
best way to let them pass without apology, is virtuous, I have a mind to discourse
that he may be allowed to be his own accuser, briefly, accordingly to my ability, about our
and the accuser of the rest of the Egyptians. whole constitution of government, and about
However, he accuses us for sacrificing animals, the particular branches of it ; for I suppose
and tor abstaining from swine's flesh, and it will thence become evident that the laws
laughs at us for the circumcision of our privy we have given us are disposed after the best
members. Now, as for our slaughter of tame manner for the advancement of piety, for
ani-nals for sacrifices, it is common to us and mutual communion with one another, for a
to all other men; but this Apion, by making general love of mankind, as also for justice,
it n crime to sacrifice them, demonstrates him- and for sustaining labours with fortitude, and
M-f to be an Egyptian; for had he bec*}either for a contempt of death; and I beg of those
a Grecian or a Macedonian [as he pretends that shall peruse this writing of mine, to read
to I f], be had not shown an uneasiness at it; it without partiality; for it is not my purpose
for those people glory in sacrificing whole to write an encomium upon ourselves, but I
hecatombs to the gods, and make use of thosen shall esteem this as a most just apology for us,
sacrifices tor feasting; and yet is not the world and taken from those our laws, according to
thprehy rendered destitute of cattle, as Apion which we lead our lives, against the many and
wn* afraid would come to pass. Yet, if all the lying objections that have been made
men had followed the manners of the Egyp against us. Moreover, since this Apollonius
tians, the world had certainly been made does not do like Apion, and lay a continued
deflate as to mankind, but bad been filled full accusation against us, but does it only by
of the wildest sort of brute beasts, which, starts, and up and down his discourse, while
because they suppose them to be gods, they he sometimes reproaches us as atheists, and
carefully nourish. However, if any one man-haters, and sometimes hits us in the teeth
■bould ask Apion which of the Egyptians he with our want of courage, and yet sometimes,
thinks to be the most wise, and most pious of on the country, accuses us of too great bold
them all, he would certainly acknowledge the ness, and madness in our conduct; nay, he says
priests to.be so; for the histories say that two that we are the weakest of all the barbarians,
things were originally committed to their care and that this is the reason why we are the only
by their kings' injunctions, the worship of the people who have made no improvements in
god*, and the support of wisdom and philoso human life; now I think I shall have then
phy. Accordingly, these priests are all cir sufficiently disproved all these bis allegations,
cumcised, and abstain from swine's desb; nor when it shall appear that our laws enjoin
does any one of the other Egyptians assist the very reverse of what he says, and that we
thru in slaving those sacrifices they offer to very carefully observe those laws ourselves;
the ends. Apion was therefore quite blinded and if I be compelled to make mention of the
in 1 ur mind when, for the sake of the Egyp laws of other nations, that are contrary to
tian*, he contrived to reproach us, and to ac ours, those ought deservedly to thank them
cuse ?uch others as not only make use of that selves for it, who bare pretended to depreciate
eon^nnt of life which he so much abuses, but our laws in comparison of their own; nor will
bav *]so taught other men to be circumcised, there, I think, be any room after that for them
as "t\ys Herodotus; which makes me think to pretend, either that we have no such laws
tha* Apion is hereby justly punished for bis ourselves, an epiteme of whith I will present
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to the reader, or that we do not, above all an excellent general of an army, and a most
prudent counsellor, and one that took tbe
men, continue in tbe observation of tbetn.
16. To begin then a good way backward, truest care of them all: he also so brought it
I would advance tins, in tbe first place, tbat about, that tbe whole multitude depended
those who have been admirers of good order, upon bim; and while he had them always
anil of living under common laws, and wbo obedient to what be enjoined, be made no
began to introduce them, may well" have this manner of use of his authority for his own
testimony tbat they are better than other men, privatead vantage, which is the usual time when
both for moderation, and such virtue as is governors gain great powers to themselves,
iigreeable to nature. Indeed, their endeavour and pave the way for tyranny, and accustom
was to have every thing tbey ordained believed the multitude to live very dissolutely; where
to be very ancient, that they might not be as, when our legislator was in so great autho
thought to imitate others, but might appear rity, be, on the contrary, thought he ought to
to have delivered a regular way of living to have regard to piety, and to show his great
others after them. Since then this is tbe case, good-will to the people; and by this means
the excellency of a legislator is seen in pro be thought he might show the great degree of
viding for tbe people's living after the best virtue tbat was in him, and might procure tbe
manner, and in prevailing with tbose tbat are most lasting security to tbose who had made
to use the laws he ordains fur them, to have him their governor. When he had therefore
a good opinion of them, and in obliging the come to such a good resolution, and had per
multitude to persevere in them, aud to make formed such wonderful exploits, we had just
no changes in them, neither in prosperity nor reason to look upon ourselves as having hint
adversity. Mow, 1 venture to say, that our for a divine governor and counsellor ; and
legislator is tbe most ancient of all tbe legis when be had first persuaded himselff that
lators whom we have anywhere beard of; for bis actions and designs were agreeable to
as for the Lycurguses, and Solons, and Za- God's will, he thought it his duty to impress,
leucus Locrensis, and all those legislators who above all things, that notion upon tbe multi
are so admired by the Greeks, they seem to tude; for those wbo have once believed tbat
be of yesterday, if compared with our legis God is the inspector of their lives, will not
lator, insomuch as the very name of a law permit themselves in any sin; and this is the
was not so much as known in old times character of our legislator: he was no impos
among the Grecians. Homer is a witness to tor, ng deceiver, as his revilers say, though
the truth of this observation, who never uses unjustly, but such a one as they brag Minos J
that term in all his poems; for indeed there to have been among the Greeks, and otber
was then no such thing among them, but the legislators after him; for some of tbem sup
multitude was governed by wise maxims, and pose that they had their laws from Jupiter,
by tbe injunctions of their king. It was also while Minos said that the revelation of his
a long time* tbat tbey continued in the use of laws was to be referred to Apollo, and his
these unwritten customs, although they were oracle at Delphi, whether, they really thought
always changing them upon several occasions; tbey were so derived, or supposed, however,
but for our legislator, who was of so much that tbey could persuade the people easily
greater antiquity than the rest (as even those that so it was; but wbicb of these it was wbo
that speak against us upon all occasions do made the best' laws, and which had tbe
always confess), he exhibited himself to th? greatest reason to believe that God was their
people as their, best governor and counsellor, author, it will be easy, upon comparing tbose
and included in bis legislation tbe entire con- + This language, that Moses wurmt ias-rev, " persuaded
duet of their lives, and prevailed with them himsell " lliat what he did was according to God's
mean nothan
more,thatby Joeephus's
own constant
no
to receive it, and brought it so to pass, that will,
tions can
elsewhere,
he was *• firmly
persuaded."
those that were made acquainted with his that Ue had " fully satisfied himself," tbat so it was, via.
by the many revelations be had received from God, and
laws did most carefully observe them.
numerous miracles God bad enabled bun to work,
17. Btit let us consider bis lirst und great the
both in these very two books against Apion, and
est work; for when it was resolved on by our asin he
bis Antiquities, most clearly and frequently assures
This i» farther evident from scleral passages lower,
foreluthers to leave Egypt aud return to their us.
where tie alarms that Moses was no imp««tor nor de
own country, this Moses took the many ten ceiver,
and where be assures us lhat Moses's constituUun
thousands that were of the people, and saved of government was no other than a theocracy i und
where lie says they are to. hope for deliverance out o4
thein out of many desperate distresses, and their
by prujer to God, and that wiUial it was
brought them home in safety. And certainly owingdistresses
in pan to this prophetic spirit of Moses tbat the
it was here necessary to travel over a country Jews expected a resurrecUou Irom tbe dead. See almost
a use of tbe like words, villus tot Osot, " to
without water, and full of sand, to overoome as strangeGod."
Antiq.
vi. eb.what
v. sect.
ti. legisla
their enemies, and, during these battles, to persuade
% That is, Moses
reallyb. woo,
the heathen
pretended to be, under a divine direction; nor dues
preserve their children and their wives, and tors
it yet appear that these pretensions tu a supernatural
their prey; on all which occasions he became conduct,
either in these legislature or orucles. were mere
delusion*
of men Wltnoul in.) demoniacal impressions,
• Viz. After the greatest part of the world Ind left nor that J.-sepmis
took theiu so to be; as tbe aucteuleat
off their obedience to (Jod. their original legislator. am] contemporary authors did still lielieve tbeva to bjt
M> Sariplus* fclsuVa, pages 0, ".
sopwnatural.
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laws themselves together, to determine ; for
it is time that we come to that point. Now*
there are innumerable differences in the par
ticular customs and laws that are among all
mankind, which a man may briefly reduce
under the following heads: —Some legislators
have permitted their governments to be under
monarchies, others put them under oligar
chies, and others under a republican form;
but our legislator had no regard to any of
these forms, but be ordained our government
to be what, by a strained expression, may be
termed a Theocracy ,f by ascribing the autho
rity and the power to God, and by persuading
all the people to have a regard to bim, as the
author of all the good things enjoyed either
in common by all mankind, or by each one
;r. particular, and of all that they themselves
obtained by praying to him in their greatest
dilnculties.
He informed them that it was
impossible to escape God's observation, either
in any of our outward actions, or in any of
our inward thoughts. Moreover, he repre
sented God as unbegottenj and immutable,
through all eternity, superior to all mortal
concer. tions in pulchritude ; and, though
knowr. to us by his power, yet unknown to
us as to his essence. 1 do not now explain
how these notions of God are the sentiments
• This whole very large passage is corrected by Dr.
Hudson, from Eusebius's citation ol it Frwp. Evaneel.
viii. f. which is here not a little different (rum the pre
sent MNS. oi Joseph us.
+ Thin expression itself, (>i*s<«na> aWteu;! »• wki~
rtit.tm, that "Moses ordained the Jewish government
to he a Theocracy," may he illustrated by that parallel
expression in the Antiq b. iii. ch. viii sect. 9, that
" * l <>ses It- ft it to tiod to be present at his sacrifices when
he pleased ; end, when he pleased, to be absent." Both
ways of speaking sound harsh in the ears uf Jews and
< linstians, as do several others which Josephus uses to
Hie Heathens: but still they were not very improper in
him. when be all along thought fit to accommodate him•ell, both in his Antiquities, and in these his books
hguiust Apion, all written for the use of the Greeks and
Unmans, to their notions and language, and this as far
a» ever truth would give him leave: though it is very
observable withal, that be never uses such expressions
in hi* books of the War, written originally for the Jews
l>e\ond t'.uphrates, and in their language, in all these
cases. However, Josephus directly supposes the Jewish
sen lenient, under Moses, to be a divine settlement, and
in leed no other than a real Theocracy,
; These excellent accounts of the divine attributes.
Mini that God is not to be at all known in his essence, as
al»I some other clear expressions about the resurrection
of ill-' deud, and the state of departed souls, &c. in this
lu'e w..i k of Josephus, look more like the exalted not diis of the l.ssenes, or rather l.biomte Christians, than
those of a mere Jew or Pharisee. The following large ac
counts also of the laws of Moses, seem to me to show
a (W*rd to the higher interpretations and improvements
o' Moses's laws, derived from Jesus Christ, than to the
b.ire letter of them in Hit Old Test.mient, whence alone
Josephus took them when he wrote his Antiquities;
i>ur. as I think, can some of these laws, though g<-nei;il<y excellent in their kind, be properly now tound
cither in the copies of the Jewish Pentateuch, or in
I'hilo, or in Josephus himself, before be became a
Nizarene or Ebtouite Christian; nor even all of them*
stming the laws of Catholic Christianity themselves. I
desur. therefore, the learned reader to consider, whe
ther some of these improvements or interpretations
mi; lit not he peculiar to the t sseues anions trie Jew?, or
r.iiliei 10 the Naznrenes or Kbiomtei auum/ the Oins11 .ms. ihouxh we have imleed hut imprr ect arei tints ol
t'-A*x- Nuzarenes or Kbiouile Chrulun* iranso.i'i. -i
ddwa ti> ui ut thi< d*y.
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of the wisest among the Grecians, and how
they were taught them upon the principles
that he afforded them. However, they testify,
with great assurance, that these notions are
just, and agreeable to the nature of God,
and to his majesty; for Pythagoras, and Anaxagoras, and Plato, and the Stoic philoso
phers that succeeded them, and almost all the
rest, are of the same sentiments, and bad the
same notions of the nature of God; yet durst
not these men disclose those true notions tc
more than a few, because the body of the peo
ple were prejudiced with other opinions beforAand. But our legislator, who made bis
actions agree to bis laws, did not only prevail
with those that were his contemporaries to
agree with these his notions, but so firmly
imprinted this faith iu God upon all their
posterity, that it never could be removed.
The reason why the constitution of this legis
lation was ever better directed to the utility
of all than other legislations were, is this,
that Moses did not make religion a part of
virtue, but he saw and he ordained other
virtues to be parts of religion; I mean justice,
and fortitude, and temperance, and a univer
sal agreement of the members of the commu
nity with one another ; for all our actions and
studies, and all our words [in Moses's settle
ment] have a reference to piety towards God ;
for he hath left none of these in suspense, or
undetermined; for there are two ways of
coming at any sort of learning and a moral
conduct of life; the one is by instruction in
words, the other by practical exercises. Mow,
other lawgivers have separated these two ways
in their opinions, and choosing one of those
ways of instruction, or that which best pleased
every one of them, neglected the other.
Thus did the Lacedemonians and the Cre
tans teach by practical exercises, but not by
words; while the Athenians, and almost all
the other Grecians, made laws about what was
to be done, or left undone, but had no regard
to the exercising them thereto in practice.
18. But for our legislator, be very care
fully joined these two methods of instruction
together ; for he neither left these practical
exercises to go on without verbal instruction,
nor did he permit the hearing of the law to
proceed without the exercises for practice;
but beginning immediately from the earliest
infancy, and the appointment of every one's
diet, he left nothing. of the very smallest
consequence to be done at the pleasure and
disposal of the person himself. Accordingly, he
made a fixed rule of law what sorts of food they
should abstain from, and what sorts they should
use; as also, what communion they should have
with others, what great diligence they should
use in their occupations, and what times of
rest should be interposed, that, by living
under that law as under a lather and a
inx-ter, we might be guilty of no sin, neither
voluntary nor out of ignorance; lor lie did
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not suffer the guilt of ignorance to go on 1 when these men venture to transgress those
without punishment, but demonstrated the traditions; whereas we, on the contrary, sup
jaw to be the best and the most necessary pose it to be our only wisdom and virtue tc
instruction of all others, permitting the people admit no actions nor supposals that are con
to leave off tbeir other employments, and to trary to our original laws; which proced'Ut
assemble together for the bearing of the law, of ours is a just and sure sign that our law 1_
and learning it exactly, aad this not once or admirably constituted; for such laws as nix
twice, or oftener, but every week; which thing not thus well made, are convicted upon trial
all the other legislators seem to hare neglected. to want amendment,
19. And indeed, the greatest part of mankind 22. But while we are ourselves persuaded
are so far from living according to their own that our law was made agreeably to the will
laws, that they hardly know them; but when of God, it WQuJd be jjipinus far us noi
they bavesinned they learn from others that tbey observe the same; for what is there in it tn»t
have transgressed the law. Those also \v lio are any body would change 1 and what can'~lj<;"
in the highest and principal posts of the govern invented better! or what can we take ouz of
ment, confess they are notacquainted with those other people's laws that willexceed it ! Perhaps
laws, and are obliged to take such persons for some would have the entire settlement of our
their assessors in public administrations as government altered. And where shall we rind*
profess to have skill in those laws; but for our better ormorerighteousconstitution than auri.,
people, if any body do but ask any one of them while this makes usesteem God to be the gover
about our laws, he will more readily tell them all nor of the universe, and permits the priests in
than he will tell bis own name, and this in general to be the administrators of the principal
consequence of our having learned them im affairs, and withal intrusts the government over,
mediately, as soon as ever we became sensible the other priests to the chief bigb-priest bin. of any thing, and of our having them, as it self] which priests, our legislator, at their ht.i
were, engraven on our souls. Our transgres appointment, did not advance to that dign.tt
sors of them are but few ; and it is impossible, for their riches, or any abundance ofother pos
when any do offend, to escape punishment. sessions, or any plenty they had as the gift: -.if
'20. And this very thing it is that principally fortune; but he entrusted the principal man
creates such a wonderful agreement of minds agement of divine worship to those that t.v
amongst us all ; for this entire agreement of ceeded others in an ability to persuade men. u:.d
ours in all our notions concerning God, and in prudence of conduct. These men bad thj
our having no difference in our course of life main care of the law, and of the other porta
and manners, procures among us the most of the people's conduct, committed to thvnj ,
excellent concord of these our manners that for they were the priests who were ordained to
is anywhere among mankind; for no other be the inspectors of all, and the judges ii.
people but we Jews have avoided all dis doubtful cases, and the punishers of txusx
courses about God that any way contradict that were condemned to suffer punishment.
one another, which yet are frequent among 23. What form of government then can be
other nations ; and this is true not only more holy than thisl what more worthy kii.u
among ordinary persons, according as every of worship can be paid to God than we pay,
one is affected, but some of the philosophers where the entire body of the people ut
have been insolent enough to indulge such prepared for religion, where an extraorriinaiy
contradictions, while some of them have degree of care is required in the priests, and
undertaken to use such words as entirely take where the whole polity is so ordered as i! it
away the nature of God, as others of them were a certain religious solemnity 1 For wLui
have taken away his providence over mankind. things foreigners, when they solemnize snci.
Nor can any one perceive amongst us any festivals, are not able to observe for a Ln
difference in the conduct of our lives; but all days' time, and call tbem Mysteries and Sa
our works are common to us all. We have cred Ceremonies, we observe with great plea
one sort of discourse concerning God, which sure and an unshaken resolution during <-•-.!
is conformable to our law, and affirms that whole lives. What are the things then tl.-t
he sees all things ; as also, we have but one we are commanded or forbidden ? They u. i
way of speaking concerning the conduct of simply and easily known. The first com
our lives, that all other things ought to have mand is concerning God, and affirms t:.„.
piety for their end; and this any body may God contains all things, and is a being t . t , ,
hear from our women, and servants themselves. way perfect and bappy, self- sufficient, and
21. Hence hath arisen that accusation supplying all other beings ; tbe begiun..'^,
which some make against us, that we have the middle, and the end of all things, lit is
not produced men that have been the inven manifest in his works and benefits, and more
tors of new operations, or of new ways of conspicuous than any other being
speaking; for others think it a fine thing to ever; but as to bis form and inagn.tuu>.,
persevere in nothing that has been delivered he is most obscure. All materials, let tL.c.4.
dovn% from their forefathers, and these testifv he ever so costly, are unworthy to con.p..^
|t to be an instance of the sharpest wi»Uou. an un
for hiui, and all arts arc uiiaj ifu.
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tc cypress the notion we ought to have of frees, whereby we are cleansed after a funeral,
hit-.. We can neither see nor think of any after what sometimes happens to us in bed,
thlr.g like him, nor i9 it agreeable to piety to and after accompanying with our wives, and
form a resemblance of him. We see his upon many other occasions, too long now to
\vork9, the light, the heaven, the earth, the set down. And this is our doctrine concern
•un and the moon, the waters, the generations ing God and his worship, and is the 6ame
of animals, the productions of fruits. These that the law appoints for our practice.
things hath God made, not with hands, not 25. But then, what are our laws about
with labour, nor as wanting the assistance of marriage? That law owns no other mixture
any to co-operate with him ; but as bis will of sexes but that which nature hath appointed,
resolved they should be made, and be good of a man with his wife, and that this be used
also, they were made and became good im only for the procreation of children. But it
mediately. All men ought to follow this abhors the mixture of a male with a male
Being, and to worship bim in the exercise of and if any one do that, death is bis punish
virtue; for this way of worship of God is the ment. It commands us also, when we marry,
most holy of all others.
not to have regard to portion, nor to take
24. There ought also to be but one temple a woman by violence, nor to persuade her
for one God ; for likeness is the constant deceitfully and knavishly; but demand her in
foundation of agreement. This temple ought marriage of him who hath power to dispose
to be common to all men, because he ia the of her, and is fit to give her away by the
common God of all men. His priests are to nearness of his kindred; for, saith the Scrip
be continually about bis worship, over whom ture, "A woman is inferior to ber husband in
he that is tbe first by his birtb, is to be their all things.f" Let her, therefore, be obedient
ruler perpetually. His business must be to to him; not so, that he should abuse her, but
offer sacrifices to God, together with those that she may acknowledge ber duty to her
priests that are joined with him, to sec that husband; for God hath given the authority
the laws be observed, to determine controver to the husband. A husband, therefore, is to
sies, and to punish those that are convicted of lie only with his wife whom he hath married;
injustice; while he that does not submit to but to have to do with another man's wife if
h'.:t. shall be subject to the same punishment, a wickjd thing; which, if any one venture
as If he had been guilty of impiety towards upon, death is inevitably his punishment : n*
God himself. When we offer sacrifices to more can be avoid the same who forces a
him, we do it not in order to surfeit ourselves, virgin betrothed to another man, or entices
or to be drunken ; for such excesses are another man's wife. The law, moreover,
against the will of God, and would be an oc enjoins us to bring up all our offspring, and
casion of injuries and of luxury; but by keep forbids women to cause abortion of what is
ing oursel ves sober, orderly, and ready for our begotten, or to destroy it afterward; and if
other occupations, and being more temperate any woman appears to have so done, she will
than others. And for our duty at the sacri be a murderer of her child, by destroying a
fices themselves, we ought in the first place living creature, and diminishing human kind;
to pray* for the common welfare of all, if any one, therefore, proceeds to such forni
and after that our own; fur we are made for cation or murder, he cannot be clean. More
fellowship one with another; and he who pre over, the law enjoins, that after the man and
fers the common good before what is peculiar wife have lain together in a regular way, they
to himself, is above all acceptable to God. shall batbe themselves; for there is a defile
And let our prayers and supplications be ment contracted thereby, both in soul and
made humbly to God, not [so much] that he body, as if they had gone into another coun
wuu.tl give us what is good (for he hath al try; for indeed tbe soul, by being united to
ready given that of his own accord, and hath the body, is subject to miseries, and is not
proposed the same pubiiely to all), as that we freed therefrom again but by death; on which
may duiy receive it, and when we have re account the law requires this purification to be
ceived it, may preserve it. Now the law has entirely performed.
appointed several purifications at our sacri- 26. Nay, indeed, the law does not permit
* We tuny here observe, how known a thing it wu us to make festivals at the births of our child
among tbe Jews and beatbens in Ibis and many other ren, and thereby afford occasion of drinking
intuitu*, '.hat sacrifice! were still accompanied with to excess; but it ordains that the very begin
priijrii; whence most probnbljr eace those phrases of
"the sacrifice of prater, tbe sacrifice of praise, the sacri ning of our education should be immediately
fice of thanksgiving." However, those ancient forms directed to sobriety. It also commands us to
used at sacrifices are now generally lost, to tbe no small
those children up in learning, and to
damage of true religion. It is here also exceeding bring
remarkable, that although tbe temple at Jerusalem was exercise them in the laws, and make them
built as the only place wLere the whole naUon of the
with the acts of their predecessors,
J'-ws were to oiler their sacrifices, yet is there no men- acquainted
order to their imitation of them, and that
ticn of tbe " sacrifices " themselves, but of 44 prayers" in
only, in Solomon's long and famous form of devotion they may be nourished up in the laws from their
at its dedication, 1 Kings viii. *t Chrun. vi. S<e also
many passages cited in the Apostolical Constitutions, + This text is nowhere in our present copies of th»
vU. 37, and of Um War above, b. via. chap. v. sect. &,
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infancy, and might neither transgress them, doth not allow us to set their country on fire,
nor yet hare any pretence for their ignorance nor permit us to cut down those trees that bear
fruit: nay, farther, he forbids us to spoil tbose
of them. 27. Our law hath also taken-care,jifJjhe that have been slain in war. He hath aba
decent burial of the dead, but without any ex provided for such as are taken captive, that
travagant expenses for their funerals, and with they may not be injured, and especially that the
out the erection of any illustrious monuments women may not be abused. Indeed be ba:b
for them ; but hath ordered that their nearest taught us gentleness and humanity so effec
relations should perform their obsequies; and tually, that he hath not despised tbe care of
hath shown it to be regular, that all who pass brute beasts, by permitting no other than a
by when any one is buried, should accompany regular use of them, and forbidding any
the funeral, and join in the lamentation. It other; and if any of them come to our houses,
llso ordains, that the house and its inhabitants like supplicants, we are forbidden to slay
ibould be purified after the funeral is over, them : nor may we kill the dams, together
that every one may thence learn to keep at a with their young ones; but we are obliged,
great distance from the thoughts of being even in an enemy's country, to spare and not
pure, if he hath been once guilty of murder. kill tbose creatures that labour for mankind.
28. The law ordains also, that parents Thus hath our lawgiver contrived to teach ua
mould be honoured immediately after God an equitable conduct every way, by using us
liinself, and delivers that son who does not to. such laws as instruct us therein; while aU
requite them for the benefits he hath received the same time be hath ordained, that such as
ioni them, but is deficient on any such occa- break these laws should be punished, without
>ion, to be stoned. It also says, that tbe the allowance of any excuse whatsoever.
foung men should pay due respect to every 31. Now the .greatest..part of_offences with)
slder, since God is the eldest of all beings. us are capital; as if any one be guilty "of
It does not give leave to conceal any thing adultery; if any one force a virgin; if any
from our friends, because that is not true one be so impudent as to attempt sodomy
friendship which will not commit all things to with a male; or if, upon another's making an
iheir fidelity: it also forbids the revelation of attempt upon him, he submits to be so used.
lecrets, even though an enmity arise between There is also a law for slaves of the like
Ihem. If any judge takes bribes, his punish nature, that can never be avoided. Moreover,
ment is death ; he that overlooks one that if any one cheats another in measures or
lifers him a petition, and this when he is able weights, or makes a knuvish bargain and sale,
io relieve him, he is a guilty person. What in order to cheat another; if any one steal w hat
3 not by any one intrusted to another, ought belongs to another and takes what be never
■lot to be required back again. No one is to deposited; all these have punishments allotted
touch another's goods. He that lends money them, not such as are met with among other
must not demand usury for its loan. These, nations, but more severe ones. And as for at
ind many more of the like sort, are the rules tempts of unjust behaviour towards parents, or
that unite us in the bauds of society one with impiety against God, though they be not actu
ally accomplished, tbe offenders are destroyed
mother.
29. It will be also worth our while to see immediately. However, the reward of such as
what equity our legislator would have us ex- live exactly acordiug to the laws, is not silver
:rcise in our intercourse with strangers ; for it or gold ; it is not a garland of olive-branches
will thence appear that he made the best pro or of smallage, nor any such public sign of
vision he possibly could, both that we should commendation; but every good man bath bis
not dissolve our own constitution, nor show own conscience bearing witness to himself, and,
any envious mind towards those that would by virtue of our legislator's prophetic spirit, and
2ultivate a friendship with us. Accordingly, of the firm security God himself affords sucb
Dur legislator admits all those that have a a one, he believes that God hath made this
mind to observe our laws, so to do; and this grant to those that observe these laws, even
after a friendly manner, as esteeming that though they be obliged readily to die for them,
a true union, which not only extends to our that they shall come into being again, and at
own stock, but to those that would live after a certain revolution of things receive a better
the same manner with us; yet does he not life than they had enjoyed before. Nor would
allow those that come to us by accident only I venture to write thus at this" time, were it
not well known to all by our actions that
to be admitted into communion with us.
30. However there are other things which many of our people nave many a time bravely
our legislator ordained for us beforehand, resolved to endure any sufferings, rather than
which of necessity we ought to do in common speak one word against our law.
to all men; as to afford tire, and water, and 32. Nay, indeed, in case it had so fallen
food to such as want it; to show them the out, that our nation had not been so thor
roads; and not to let any one lie uuburied. oughly known among all men as they are
He also would have us treat those that are and our voluntary submission to our laws has
esteemed our enemies with moderation ; for he not been so open and manifes* as itJa^iiui
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that somebody had pretended to have written been borne by the Lacedemonian fortitude,
these laws himself, and had read them to the while they neither ploughed their land nor ex
Greeks, or had pretended that he had met with ercised any trades, but lived in their own city,
men out of the limits of the known world, free from all such pains-taking, in the enjoy
that had such reverend notions of God, anil ment of plenty, and usitig such exercises as
had continued for a long time in the firm might improve their bodies, while tbey made
observance of such laws as ours, I cannot but use of other men as their servants for all the
suppose that all men would admire them on a necessaries of life, and bad their food prepared
reflection upon the frequent changes they had for them by tbe others: and these good and
therein been themselves subject to; and this humane actions they do for no other purpose
while those that have attempted to write some but this, that by their actions and their suffer
what of the same kind for politic government, ings they may be able to conquer all those
and for laws, arc accused as composing mon against whom tbey make war. I need not
strous things, and are said to have undertaken add this, that they have not been fully able to
nn impossible task upon them. And here I observe their laws; for not only a few single
will say nothing of those other philosophers persons, but multitudes of them, have in
who have undertaken any thing of this nature heaps neglected those laws, and have deli
in their writings. But even Plato himself, vered themselves, together with their arms,
who is so admired by the Greeks on account into the hands of their enemies.
of that gravity in his manner and force in his 33. Now as for ourselves, 1 venture to say,
words, and that ability be had to persuade that no one can tell of so many; nay, not of
men beyond all other philosophers, is little more than one or two that have betrayed our
better than laughed at and exposed to ridicule laws, no not out of fear of death itself; I do
on that account, by those that pretend to not mean such an easy death as happens in
sagacity in political affairs; although he that battles, but that which comes with bodily
shall diligently peruse his writings, will find torments, and seems to be the severest kind
his precepts to be somewhat gentle, and pretty of death of all others. Now I think, those that
near to the customs of the generality of man have conquered us have put us to such deaths,
kind. Nay, Plato himself confesseth that it not out of their hatred to us when they bad
is not safe to publish the true notion concern subdued us, but rather out of their desire of
ing God among the ignorant multitude. Yet seeing a surprising sight, which is this,
do some men look upon Plato's discourses as whether there be such men in tbe world who
no better than certain idle words set off with believe that no evil is to them so great as to be
great artifice. However, they admire Lycnr- compelled to do or to speak any thing contrary
gus as the principal lawgiver; and all men to their own laws. Nor ought men to won
celebrate Sparta for having continued in the der at us, if we are more courageous in dying
firm observance of his laws for a very long for our laws than all other men area for other
time. So far then we have gained, that it is men do not easily submit to the easier things
to be confessed a mark of virtue to submit to in which we are instituted ; I mean working
laws.* But then let such as admire this in with our hands, and eating but little, and
the Lacedemonians compare that duration of being contented to eat and drink, not at
theirs with more than two thousand years random, or at every one's pleasure, or being
which our political - government hath conti under inviolable rules in lying with our wives,
nued ; and let them farther consider, that in magnificent furniture, and again in the
though the Lacedemonians did seem to ob observation of our times of rest ; while those
serve their laws exactly while they enjoyed that can use their swords in war, and can put
their liberty, yet that when they underwent a their enemies to flight when they attack them,
change iu their fortune, they forgot almost all cannot bear to submit to such laws about their
those laws; while we, having been under ten way of living: whereas our being accustomed
thousand changes in our fortune by thechanges willingly to submit to laws in these instances,
that happened among the kings of Asia, have renders us fit to show our fortitude upon other
never betrayed our laws under the most press occasions also.
ing distresses we have been in ; nor have we 34. Yet do the Lysimachi and the Molones.
neglected them either out of sloth or for a and some other writers (unskilful sophists as
livelihood.f Nay, if any one will consider they are, and the deceivers of young men) re
it. the difficulties and labours laid upon us proach us as the vilest of all mankind. Now I
have been greater than what appears to have have no mind to make an. inquiry into the laws
• It may not be amiss to set down here a very of other nations ; for tbe custom ofour country
remarkabli testimony of the great philosopher Cicero, as is to keep our own laws, but not to accuse the
to lite preference of Maws to philosophy:* ** 1 will
of others. And indeed, our legislator hath
{■ays he) boldly declare ray opinion, though the whole laws
World lie oBeuded at it I preler this little book of tbe expressly forbidden us to laugh at and revile
Twelve Tables alone to all the volumes of the phUosothat are esteemed gods by other people,}
pliers I rind if tu b* not only of more weight, but also those
on account of the very name of God ascribed
much more useful."—/)* Oralore
V Or. c have observed our times of rest, and sorts off
owed us (.during our diavessesX
t See Antiq- b. iv. eh. viii- sect 10, sod its Dote.
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to them. But since our antagonists think to when the eldest of them, who is their kirgrun us down upon the comparison of their also, bath not been able to restrain himself a
religion and ours, it is not possible to keep tbe violence of his lust, from lying with bis
silence here, especially while what 1 shall say wife, so long as tbey might get into their
to confute these men will not be now iirst bed-chamber? Now, some of tbe gods ore
said, but hath been already said by many, and servants to men, aud will sometimes be
these of the highest reputation also; for who builders for a reward, and sometimes will be
is there among those that have been admired shepherds; while others of them, like male
among the Greeks for wisdom, who hath factors, are bound iii a prison ot brass; and.
nut greatly blamed both the most famous what sober person is there who would not be
poets and most celebrated legislators, for provoked at such stories, and rebuke those Um:
spreading such notions originally among the forged tbem, and condemn the great silliness
body of the people concerning the gods? such of those that admit them for true! Nay,
as these, that they may be allowed to be as others there are that have advanced a certaui
numerous as they have a mind to have them; timorousness and fear, as also madness ar-d
that tbey are begotten one by another, and fraud,and any other of the vilest passions, into
that after all the kinds of generation you can the nature and form of pods, and have per
imagine. They also distinguish them in their suaded whole cities to oiler sacrifices to the
places and ways of living, as they would dis better sort of them; on which account they
tinguish several sorts of animals: as some to have been absolutely forced to esteem some
oe under the earth ; some to be in the sea; and gods as the givers of good things, and to call
the ancieutest of them all to be bound in hell; others of them averters of evil. They also en
and for those to whom they have allotted deavour to move them, as they would the vilest
heaven, they have set over them one, who in of men, by gifts and prttcnts, as looking for
title is their father, but in his actions a tyrant nothing else than to receive some great mischief
and a lord; whence it came to pass that his wife, from them, unless they pay them such wages.
and brother, and (daughter, which daughter 36. Wherefore it deserves our inquiry what
he brought forth from his own head), made a should be the occasion of this unjust man
conspiracy against him to seize upon him and agement, and of these scandals about tbe
confine him, as be bad himself seized upon Deity. And truly 1 suppose it to be derived
and confined his own lather before.
from tbe imperfect knowledge the heathen le
So. And justly have the wisest men thought gislators had at first of the true nature of God;
these notions deserved severe rebukes ; t hey also nor did they explain to the people even so
laugh at them for determining that we ought far as they did comprehend cf it: nor did
to believe some of the gods to be beardless and tbey compose the other parts of their political
young, and others of them to be old, and to settlements according to it, but omitted it as
have beards accordingly; that some are set to a thing of very little consequence, and gave
trades; that one god is a smith, and another leave both to tbe poets to introduce what gods
goddess is a weaver; that one god is a war tbey pleased, and those subject to all sorts of
rior, and tights with men; that some of them passions, and to the orators to procure poli
are harpers, or delight iu archery; and be tical decrees from the people for tbe admission
sides, that mutual seditions arise among them, of such foreign gods as they thought proper.
and that they quarrel about men, and this so The painters also, and statuaries of Greece,
far, that they not only lay hands upon one had herein great power, as each of them could
another, but that they are wounded by men, and contrive a shape [proper for a god}; the oue
lament, and take on for such their arUictions ; to be formed out of clay, and tbe other by
but what is the grossest of all in point of losci- making a bare picture of tech a one ; but
viousness, are those unbounded lusts ascribed those workmen that were principally admired,
to almost all of them, and their amours; which had the use of ivory aud of gold as the con
bow can it be other than a most absurd supposal, stant materials for their new statues; [vvnere- .
especially when it reaches to the male gods, by it comes to pass that some temples are
and to the female goddesses also ? More quite deserted, whileothers are ingreat esteem,
over, the chief of all their gods, and their and adorned with all the rites of all kinds
Iirst father himself, overlooks those goddesses of purification.J Besides this, the first gods,
whom he hath deluded and begotten with who have long flourished iu the Lui.uurs
child, and suffers them to be kept iu prison, done them, are now grown old [while those
or drowned in the sea. He is also so bound that flourished after them are coine in their
up by fate, that he cannot save his own off room as a second rank, that I may speak tbe
spring, nor can he bear their deaths without most honourably of them that I can3'. nay, cer
shedding of tears These are fine things in tain other gods there are who ate newly intro
deed 1 as are the rest that follow. Adulteries duced, and newly worshipped ^us we, by way
truly are so impudently looked on in heaven of digression have said already, and yet have
by the gods, that some of them have con left their places of warship desolateJ; and for
fessed they envied those that were found in the their temples, some of them are already left
very act ; and why should they not do so, desolate, aud others are built auew according
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to the pleasure of men ; whereas they ought enemies, nor was he guilty of sacrilege with
to have preserved their opinion about God, regard to their temples; but on this account,
and that worship which is due to him, always that he swore certain new oaths,* and that
and immutably the same.
he affirmed, either in earnest, or, as some
37. But now, this Apollonius Molo was say, only in jest, that a certain demon used
one of those foolish and proud men. How to make signs to him [what he should not
ever, nothing that I have said was unknown do]. For these reasons he was condemned
to those that were real philosophers among to drink poison, and kill himself. His accuse
the Greeks, nor were they unacquainted with also complained that he corrupted the young
those frigid pretences of allegories [which men, by inducing them to despise the political
had been alleged for such things] : on which settlement and laws of their city : and thus
account they justly despised them, but have was Socrates, the citizen of Athens, punished.
still agreed with us as to the true and be There was also Anaxagoras, who although
coming notions of God ; whence it was that he was of Clazomense, was within a few suf
Plato would not have political settlements frages of being condemned to die, because he
to admit of any one of the other poets, and said the sun, which the Athenians thought to
dismisses even Homer himself, with a garland be a god, was a ball of fire. They also made
en his head, and with ointment poured upon this public proclamation, " That i'rey would
him, and this because he should not destroy give a talent to any one who would kill Diathe right notions of God with his fables. Nay, goras of Melos," because it was reported that
I Plato principally imitated our legislator in this he laughed at their mysteries: Portagoras also,
point that he enjoined his citizens to have the who was thought to have written somewhat
main regard to this precept, " That every one that was not owned for truth by the Athe
of them should learn their laws accurately." nians about the gods, had been seized upon,
He also ordained, that they should not admit and put to death, if he had not fled immedi
of foreigners intermixing with their own peo ately. Nor need we wonder that they thus
ple at random; and provided that the com treated such considerable men, when they
monwealth should keep itself pure, and con did not even spare women ; for they very
sist of such only as persevered in their own lately slew a certain priestess, because she
laws. Apollonius Molo did no way consider was accused by somebody that she initiated
this, when he made it one branch of his accu people into the worship of strange gods, it
sation against us, that we do not admit of having been forbidden so to do by one of their
such as have different notions about God, laws ; and a capital punishment bad been denor will we have fellowship with those that cieed to such as introduced a strange god; it
choose to observe a way of living different be:ng manifest, that they who make use of
from ourselves ; yet is not this method pecu such a law, do not believe those of other na
liar to us, but common to all other men ; not tions to be really gods, otherwise they had
among the ordinary Grecians only, but among not envied themselves the advantage of more
such of those Grecians as are of the greatest gods than they already had ; and this was the
reputation among them. Moreover, the happy administration of the affairs of the
Lacedemonians continued in their way of Athenians I Now, as to the Scythians, they
expelling foreigners, and would not, indeed, take
a pleasure in killing men, and differ lit
give leave to their own people to travel tle from
brute beasts ; yet do they think it
•broad, as suspecting that those two things reasonable to have their institutions observed.
would introduce a dissolution of their own Tbey also slew Anacharsis, a person greatly
laws : and perhaps there may be some reason admired for his wisdom among the Greeks,
to blame the rigid severity of the Lacede when be returned to them, because he ap
monians, for they bestowed the privilego of peared
come fraught with Grecian customs.
their city on no foreigners, nor would give We findto many
punished among the Persians,
leave to them to stay among them : whereas on the same account.
was greatly
we, though we do not think fit to imitate pleased with the lawsApollonius
the Persians, and
other institutions, yet do we willingly admit was an admirer of them,ofbecause
the Greeks
of those that desire to partake of ours, which enjoyed the advantage of their courage,
and
I think I may reckon to bo a plain indication nad the very same opinion about the gods
of our humanity, and at the same time of our which they had. This last was exemplified
magnanimity also.
the temples they burnt, and their courage
38. But I shall say no more of the Lace in
in coming, and almost entirely enslaving the
demonians. As for the Athenians, who glory Grecians.
Apollonius has imi
in having made their city to be common to all tated all theHowever,
institutions, and that
men, what their behaviour was, Apollonius by bis offering Persian
to other men's wives,
did not know, while they punished those that md castrating violence
his own sons. Now, with
spoke contrary to their laws about the gods,
• See what those norrl oathi were fa Dr. Hudson's
without mercy; for on what other account note,
swear by an oak. by a %oat, and by a doff, m
was it that Socrates was put to death by them ! aim) byviz.a loirimlrr,
am any Philoatrntns and others This
Certainly, he neither betrayed their city to its swearing strange oaths was also forbidden by the l'yran
b. i. aect. 92, as Sj,anh«im here notea.
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ot, it is a capital crime, if any one does thus position we are under, with regard to the ex
abuse even a brute beast ; and as for us, nei cellency of our laws, let our enemies make us
ther hath the fear of our governors, nor a de this concession, that our laws are most exce—
sire of following what other nations have in lent ; and if still they imagine that though we
so great esteem, been able to withdraw us from so firmly adhere to them, yet are they bad
our laws ; nor have we exerted our courage laws notwithstanding, what penalties then do
in raising up wars to increase our wealth, but they deserve to undergo who do not observe
only for the observation of our laws; and their own laws, which they esteem superior ?
when we with patience bear other losses; yet Whereas, therefore, length of time is esteemed
when any persons would compel us to break to be the truest touchstone in all cases, I
our laws, then it is that we choose to go to would make that a testimonial of the excel
war, though it be beyond our ability to pur lency of our laws, and of that belief thereby
sue it, and bear the greatest calamities to the delivered to us concerning God ; for as there
last with much fortitude ; and indeed, what bath been a very long time for this compari
reason can there be why we should desire son, if any one will but compare its duration
to imitate the laws of other nations, while with the duration of the laws made by other
we see Jpey are not observed by their own legislators, he will find our legislator to hare
legislators ? And why do not the Lacedemo been the most ancient of tbem all.
nians think of abolishing that form of their 40. We have already demonstrated that our *!
government which suffers them not to associ laws have been such as bave always inspired
ate with any others, as well as their contempt admiration and imitation into all other men ;
of matrimony? And why do not the Eleans nay, the earliest Grecian philosophers, though
and Thebans abolish that unnatural and impu in appearance they observed the laws of their
dent lust, which makes them lie with males? own countries, yet did they, in their actions
For t hey will not show a sufficient sign of their and their philosophic doctrines, follow our le
repentance of what they of old thought to be gislator, and instructed men to live sparingly,
very excellent, and very advantageous in their and to have friendly communication one with '
practices, unless they entirely avoid all such another. Nay, farther, the multitude of man
actions for the time to come : nay, such things kind itself have had a great inclination of a
are inserted into the body of their laws, and long time to follow our religious observances ;
had once such a power among the Greeks, that for there is not any city of the Grecians, nor
they ascribed these sodomitical practicesto the any of the barbarians, nor any nation whatso
gods themselves, as part of their good charac ever, whither our custom of resting on the se
ter ; and indeed it was according to the same venth day hath not come, and by which our
manner that the gods married their own sisters. fasts and lighting up lamps, and many of our
This the Greeks contrived as an apology for prohibitions as to our food, are not observed;
their own absurd and unnatural pleasures.
they also endeavour to imitate our mutual con
39. I omit to speak concerning punish cord with one another, and the charitable dis
ments, and how many ways of escaping them tribution ofour goods, and our diligence in our
the greatest part of legislators have afforded trades, and our fortitude in undergoing the dis
malefactors, by ordaining that, for adulteries, tresses we are in, on account of our laws ; and,
fines in money should be allowed, and for what is here matter ofthe greatest admiration,
corrupting* [virgins] they need only marry our law hath no bait of pleasure to allure men
them;f as also what excuses they may have to it, but it prevails by its own force ; and as
in denying the facts, if any one should attempt God himself pervades all the world, so hath
to inquire into them ; for amongst most other our law passed through all the world also.nations it is a studied art how men may trans So that if any one will but reflect on his own
gress their laws ; but no such thing is permit country and bis own family, he will have rea
ted amongst us; for though we be deprived son to give credit to what I say. It is there
f our wealth, of our cities, or of other ad fore hut just, either to condemn all mankind
vantages we have, our law continues immor of indulging a wicked disposition, when tbey
tal ; nor can any Jew go so far from his own have been so desirous of imitating laws that
country, nor be so affrighted at the severest are to them foreign and evil in themselves,
lord, as not to be more affrighted at the law rather than following laws of their own that
than at him. If, therefore, this be the dig- are of a better character, or else our accusers
* Why Josephus here should blame some heathen must leave off their spite against us; nor are
legislators, when they allowed so easy a composition for we guilty of any envious behaviour towards
simple fornication, as an obligation to marry the virgin them, when we honour our own legislator,
that was corrupted, is hard to aay. seeing be had himself
truly informed us, that it was a law of the Jews, Antiq. and believe what he, by his prophetic autho
b. iv. chap. wiii. sect 21. as it is the law of Christianity rity, hath taught us concerning God ; for
also; see Horeh Covenant, p. 61 I am almost ready to though we should not be able ourselves to
suspect, that for ymfiv,t. we should her* read mmm;
and that corniptmc wedlock, or other men's wives, is the understand the excellency of our own laws,
crime for which ihese heathens wickedly allowed this yet would the great multitude of those that
composition
money. other men's wives, the same desire to imitate them, justify us, in greatlv
+ t»r *• for incorrupting
allowance."
valuing ourselves upon tbem.
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41. But as for the [distinct] political laws
by which we are governed, I have delivered
them accurately in my books of Antiquities ;
and have only mentioned them now, so far as
was necessary to my present purpose, without
proposing to myself either to blame the laws
of other nations, or to make an encomium
upon our own,—but in order to convict those
that have written about us unjustly, and in
an impudent affectation of disguising the
truth : —and now I think I have sufficiently
completed what I proposed in writing these
books ; for whereas our accusers have pre
tended that our nation are a people of very
lute original, I have demonstrated that they
are exceeding ancient ; for I have produced
as witnesses thereto many ancient writers,
who have made mention of us in their books,
while tbey had said no such writer had so
done. Moreover, they had said that we were
sprung from the Egyptians, while I have
proved that we came from another country
into Egypt, while they had told lies of us,
as if we were expelled thence on account of
diseases on our bodies, it has appeared on the
contrary that we returned to our country by
our own choice, and with sound and strong
bodies. Those accusers reproached our legis
lator as a vile fellow, whereas God in old time
bare witness to his virtuous conduct; and since
that testimony of God, time itself hath been dis
covered to have borne witness to thesame thing.
42. As to the laws themselves, more words
are unnecessary, for they are visible in their
own nature, and appear to teach not impiety,
' but the truest piety in the world. They do
not make men hate one another, but encou
rage people to communicate what they have
to one another freely ; they are enemies to
injustice, they take care of righteousness, they
banich idleness and expensive living, and in
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struct men to be content with what they have,
and to be laborious in their callings ; they
forbid men to make war from a desire of get
ting more, but make men courageous in de
fending the laws : they are inexorable in pu
nishing malefactors : they admit no sophistry
of words, but are always established by ac
tions themselves, which actions we ever pro
pose as surer demonstrations than win,
contained in writing only ; on which arcou.
I am so bold as to say that we are becon
the teachers of other men, in the greates
number of things, and those of the most ex
cellent nature only ; for what is more excel
lent than inviolable piety? what is more jus;
than submission to laws? and what is more
advantageous than mutual love and concord?
and this so far that we are to be neither divided
by calamities, nor to become injurious and
seditious in prosperity ; but to contemn de.u li
when we are in war, and in peace to applv
ourselves to our mechanical occupations, or
to our tillage of the ground ; while we in nil
things and all ways are satisfied that God is
the inspector and governor of our actions.
If these precepts had either been written at
first, or more exactly kept by any others be
fore us, we should have owed them thanks as
disciples owe to their masters ; but if it be
visible that we have made use of them more
than any other men, and if we have demon
strated that the original invention of them is
our own, let the Apions, and the Molones,
with all the rest of those that delight in lies
and reproaches, stand confuted; but let this
and the foregoing book be dedicated to thee,
Epaphroditus, who art so great a lover of
truth, and by thy means to those that have
been in like manner desirous to be acquainted
with toe affairs of our nation.

EXTRACT
OUT OF
JOSEPHUS'S DISCOURSE TO THE GREEKS
CONCERNING
HADES.

$ 1. Now if to Hades, wherein the souls of| constrained by necessity, but ever enjoying
me righteous and unrighteous are detained, the prospect of the good things they see, and
it is necessary to speak of it. Hades is a place rejoice in the expectation of those new enjoy
n the world not regularly finished; a subter- ments which will be peculiar to every one of
aneous region wherein the light of this world them, and esteeming those things beyond
does not shine; from which circumstance, that what we have here ; with whom there is no
.11 this region the light does not shine, it can place of toil, no burning heat, no piercing;
not be but there must be in it perpetual dark cold, nor are any briers there ; but the coun
less. This region is allotted as a place of tenance of the fathers and of the just, which
custody for souls, in which.angels are appoint they see, always smiles upon them, while they
ed as guardians to them, who distribute to wait for that rest and eternal new life in hea
them temporary punishments, agreeable to ven, which is to succeed this region. This
every one's behaviour and manners.
place we call The Bosom ofAbraham.
2. In this region there is a certain place 4. But as to the unjust, they are dragged
set apart as a lake of unquenchable fire, by force to the left hand by the angels allotted
whereinto we suppose no one hath hitherto for punishment, no longer going with a good
been cast ; but it is prepared for a day afore- will, but as prisoners driven by violence ; to
determined by God, in which one righteous whom are sent the angels appointed over
sentence shall deservedly be passed upon all them to reproach them and threaten them
men; when the unjust and those that have with their terrible looks, and to thrust them
been disobedient to God, and have given ho still downwards. Now those angels that are
nour to such idols as have been the vain ope set over these souls, drag them into the neigh
rations of the hands of men, as to God him bourhood of hell itself; who, when they are
self, shall be adjudged to this everlasting pu hard by it, continually hear the noise of it.
nishment, as having been the causes of defile and do not stand clear of the hot vapour it
ment; while the just shall obtain an incorrup self ; but when they have a nearer view of this
tible and never-fading kingdom. These are spectacle, as of a terrible and exceeding great
now indeed confined in Hades, but not in the prospect of fire, they are struck with a fear
same place wherein the unjust are confined. ful expectation of a future judgment, and in
3. For there is one descent into this re effect punished thereby ; and not only so, but
gion, at whose gate we believe there stands an where they see the place [or choir] of the fa
archangel with an host; which gate when thers and of the just, even hereby are they
those pass through that are conducted down punished ; for a chaos deep and large is fixed
by the angels appointed over souls, they do between them ; insomuch that a just man that
not go the same way; but the just are guided hath compassion upon them cannot be admit
.o toe right hand, and are led with hymns, ted, nor can one that is unjust, if he were
sung by the angels appointed over that place, bold enough to attempt it, pass over it.
unto a region of light, in which the just have 5. This is the discourse concerning Hades,
Jwelt from the beginning of the world j not wherein the souls of all men are confined
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until a proper season, which God bath deter shall stand, they will send forth one voice,
mined, when he will make a resurrection of and say, just is thy judgment; the rejoin
■11 men from the dead, not procuring a trans- der to which will bring a just sentence upon
i migration of souls from one body to another, both parties, by giving justly to those that
1 but raising again those very bodies, which you have done well an everlatting fruition; but
Greeks, seeing to be dissolved, do not believe allotting to the lovers of wicked works eternal
[their resurrection]: but learn not to disbe punishment. To these belong the unquench
lieve it; for while you believe that the soul is able fire, and that without end, and a certain
created, and yet is made immortal by God, fiery worm never dying, and not destroying
according to the doctrine of Plato, and this the body, but continuing its eruption out o.
in time, be not incredtrlou; but believe that the body with never-ceasing grief; neither
God is able, when he hath raised to life that will sleep give ease to these men, nor will the
body which was made as a compound of the night afford them comfort; death will not
same elements, to make it immortal; for it free them from their punishment, nor will
must never be said of God that be is able to the interceding prayers of their kindred pro
do some things, and unable to do others. We fit them; for the just are no longer seen by
have therefore believed th t the body will be them, nor are they thought worthy of remem
raised again; for although it be dissolved, it brance; but the just shall remember only
is not perished; for the earth receives its re their righteous actions, whereby tbey have,
mains, and preserves the ; and while they attained the heavenly kingdom, in which there
are like seed, and are mixed among the more is no sleep, no sorrow, no corruption, ne
fruitful soil, they flourish, and what is sottm care, no night, no day measured by time, no
it indeed sown bare grain; but at the mighty sun driven in his course along the circle of
sound of God the Creator, it will sprout up, heaven by necessity, and measuring out the
and be raised in a clothed and glorious condi hounds and conversions of the seasons, for
tion, though not before it has been dissolved, the better illumination of the life of men; no
or.d mixed [with the earth]. So that we have moon decreasing and increasing, or introdu
not rashly believed the resurrection of the cing a variety of seasons, nor will she then
body ; for although it be dissolved for a time moisten the earth; no burning sun, no Bear
on account of the original transgression, it turning round [the pole], no Orion to rise,
exists still, and is cast into the earth as into a no wandering of innumerable stars. The
potter's furnace, in order to be formed again, earth will not then l>e (iill'icult to be passed
not in order to rise again such as it was he- over, nor will it be hard to find out the
fore, but in a state of purity, nd so as never court of Paradise, nor will there be any fear
to be destroyed any more; and to every body ful roaring of the sea, forbidding the passen
shall its own soul be restored ; and when it gers to walk on it: even that will be made
bath clothed itself with that body, it will not easily passable to the just, though it will not
be subject to misery, but, being itself pure, be void of moisture. Heaven will not then
it will continue with its pure body, and re he uninhabitable by men: and it will not he
joice with it, with which it having walked impossible to discover the way of ascending
righteously now in this world, and never hav thither. The earth will not be unculti
ing had it as a snare, it will receive it again vated, nor require too much labour of men,
with great gladness: but as for the unjust, hut will bring forth its fruits of its own acthey will receive their bodies not changed, not rord. and will be well adorned with them.
freed from diseases or distempers, nor made There will be no more generations of wild
gloricus, but with the same diseases wherein beasts, nor will the substance of the rest of
they died; and such as they 'ere in their un the animals shoot, out any more; for it will
belief, the same shall tbey be when they shall not produce men, but the number of the righte
ous will continue, and never fail, together
be faithfully judged.
6. For all men, the just as well as the un- with righteous angels, and spirits [of God],
lust, shall be brought before God the word; and with his word, as a choir of righteous
for to him hath the Father committed all men and women that never grow old, and
judgment ; anil he, in order to fulfil the will continue in an incorruptible state, singing
tf his Father, shall come as judge, whom we hymns to God, who hath advanced them to
Fall C.'irisf. For Minos and Rhndanianthus th'it h-ippiness. by the means of a regular in
ire not the judges, a* >ou Greeks do sup;>o>e. stitution oflife; with whom the whole crea
but he whom Gfd even the Fath r hath yl<>- tion also will lift up a perpetual hymn from
'ified; concfknisu whom we have else corruption to incorruption, as glorified by 8
where OIVEN A MOIIE PARTICULAR ACCOUNT, splendid and pure spirit. It will not then be
IOR THE SAKE OF THOSE VTHO SFFK AFTER restrained by a bond of necessity, but with a
TRUTH. This person, exercising the righto- lively freedom shall offer up a voluntary
nis judgment of the Fathf 7 towards all men. hymn, and shall praise him that made them,
kiath prepared n just sentence for every one. toe-ether with the angels, and spirits, and
Bcrolding to hip.: works; at whose jud^ment- men now freed from till bondage,
■eat when all men. and mgels, and demons 7. Aud now, if you Gentiles will be per
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tuaded by these motives, and leave your vain before ei-dured, shall be altogether rain and
imaginations about your pedigrees, and gain unprofitable, even as in a play, brought to an
ing of riches and philosophy, and will not ill catastrophe. Whosoever shall have
spend your time about subtilties of words, wickedly and luxuriously may repent ; now.
and thereby lead your minds into error, and ever, theie will be need of much time to con
if you will apply your ears to the bearing of quer an evil habit, and even after repentance
the inspired prophets, the interpreters both bis whole life must be guarded with great care
of God and of his word, and will believe in and diligence, after the manner of a bod"
God, you shall both be partakers of these which, after it bath been a long time afilirted
things, and obtain the good things that are with a distemper, requires a stricter diet and
to come ; you shall see the ascent into the method of living, for though it may be pos
immense heaven plainly, and that kingdom sible, perhaps, to break off the chain of our
which is there ; for what God hath now con irregular affections at once,—yet our amend
cealed in silence [will be then made mani ment cannot be secured without the grace of
fest], what neither eye hath seen, nor ear hath God, the prayers of good men, the help at
heard, nor hath it entered into the heart of the brethren, and our own sincere repentance
man, the things that God hath prepared for and constant care. It is a good thing not tc
them that love him.
sin at all ; it is also good, having sinned, to
8. In whatsoever ways I shall find you, in ■repent,—as it is best to have health alwavs:
them shall I judge you entirely; so cries the but it is a good thing to recover from a dis
end of all things. And he who hath at temper. To God be glory an<f doaiution for
first lived a virtuous life, but towards the lat ever and ever. Amen.
ter end falls into vice, these labours by him

APPENDIX.

DISSERTATION

I.

THE TESTIMONIES OF JOSEPHUS CONCERNING JESUS CHRIST, JOHN
THE BAPTIST, AND JAMES THE JUST, VINDICATED.

Since we meet with several important testi
monies in Josephus, the Jewish historian, con
cerning John the Baptist, the forerunner of
Jesus of Nazareth, concerning Jesus of Naza
reth himself, and concerning James the Just
the brother of Jesus of Nazareth; and since
the principal testimony, which is that con
cerning Jesus of Nazareth himself, has of late
been greatly questioned by many, and rejected
by some of the learned as spurious, it will be
fit for me, who hare ever declared my firm
belief that these testimonies were genuine, to
get down fairly some of the original evidence
and citations I have met with in the first fif
teen centuries concerning them ; and then to
make proper observations upon that evidence,
for the reader's more complete satisfaction.
But before I produce the citations them
selves out of Josephus, give me leave to pre
pare the reader's attention, by setting down
the sentiments of perhaps the most learned
person, and the most competent judge, that
ever was, as to the authority of Josephus, I
mean of Joseph Scaliger, in the Prolegomena
to his book De Emendatione Temporum, p. 17.
"Josephus is the most diligent and the great
est lover of truth of all writers; nor are we
afraid to affirm of him, that it is more safe to
believe him, not only as to the affairs of the
Jews, but also as to those that are foreign to
them, than all the Greek and Latin writers;
and this, because bis fidelity and his compass
of learning are everywhere conspicuous."
THE ANCIENT CITATIONS OP THE TESTIMO
NIES or JOSEPHUS, PROM HIS OWN TIME
TILL THE END OPTHE PIPTEENTH CENTCRY.
About A„D. 1 10. Tacit. Annal. lib. xv. cap.
44 —Nero in order to stifle the rumour [as

if he himself had set Rome on fire], ascribed
it to those people who were bated for their
wicked practices, and called by the vulgar
Christians: these he punished exquisitely.
The author ofthis name was Christ, who, in the
reign of Tiberius, was brought to punishment
by Pontius Pilate the procurator.
About A. D. 147. Just. Mart. Dialog, cum
Tryph. p. 230 You [Jews] knew that
Jesus was risen from the dead, and ascended
into heaven, as the prophecies did foretell was
to happen.
About A. D. 230. Origen. Comment, in
Matth. p. 234 This James was of so shi
ning a character among the people, on account
of his righteousness, that Flavius Josephus,
when, in his twentieth book of the Jewish
Antiq'iities, he had s mind to set down what
was the cause why the pconle suffered s-ich
miseries, till the very holy house was demo
lished, be said, that these things betel toem
by the anger of God, on account of what tbey
bad dared to do to James, the brother of
Jesus, who was called Christ; and wonderful
it ij, that while be did not receive Jesus for
Christ, he did nevertheless bear witness that
James was so righteous a man. He says
farther, that the people thought they had suf«
fered these things for the sake of James.
About A. D. 250. Id. Contr. Cels. lib. i. p.
35, 36 I would say to Celsus, who perso
nates a Jew, that admitted of John the Bap
tist, and how be baptized Jesus, that one who
lived but a little while after John and Jesus,
wrote, how that John was a baptizer unto tbe
remission of sins; for Josephus testifies, in
the eighteenth book of his Jewish Antiqui
ties, that John was the Baptist; and that he
promised purification to those that were bap
tized. The sameJosephus also, although be did
not believe in Jesus as Christ, when he was
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inquiring after the cauie of the destruction of Gospels makes mention of John the Baptist
Jerusalem, and of the demolition of the tem as having his head tut off by the younger
ple, and ought to have said that their machi Herod. Josephus also concurs in this history,
nations against Jesus were the cause of those and makes mention ofHerodias by name, aa the
miseries coming on the people, because they wife of his brother, whom Herod had married,
hod slain that Christ who was foretold by the upon divorcing his former lawful wife. She
prophets, he, though as it were unwillingly, was the daughter of Aretas, king of the Petrean
and yet as one not remote from the truth, Arabians ; and which Herodias he had parted
■ays, " these miseries befel the Jews by way from her husband while he was alive; on
of revenge for James the Just, who was the which account also, when he had slain John,
brother of Jesus that was called Christ; he made war with Aretas [Aretas made war
because they had slain him who was a most with him], because his daughter had been
righteous person." Mow this James was he used dishonourably: in which war, when it
wnotn that genuine disciple of Jesus, Paul, came to a battle, he says, that all Herod's
■aid he had seen as the Lord's brother [Gal. i. army was destroyed ; and that he suffered
19] ; which relation implies not so much this because of his wicked contrivance against
nearness of blood, or the sameness of educa John. Moreover, the same Josephus, by
tion, as it does the agreement of manners and acknowledging John to have been a most
preaching. If therefore he says the desola righteous man, and the Baptist, conspires in
tion of Jerusalem befel the Jews for the sake his testimony with what is written in the Gos
of James, with how much greater reason pels. He also relates, that Herod lost his
might he have said that it happened for the kingdom for the sake of the same Herodias,
together with whom he was himself condemned
sake of Jesus? 8tc.
About A.D. 824. Euttb. Demamtr. Evan. to be banished to Vienna, a city of Gaul ; and
lib. hi. p. 1 -J 4. Certainly, the attestation of this is his account in the eighteenth book of
those I have already produced concerning the Antiquities, where he writes this of John
our Saviour may be sufficient. However, it verbatim .-—" Some of the Jews thought that
may not be amiss, if, over and above, we the destruction of Herod's army came from
rrake use of Josephus the Jew for a farther God, and that very justly, as a punishment
witness; who, in the eighteenth book of his for what he did against John that was called
Antiquities, when he was writing the history the Baptist; for Herod slew him, who was a
of what happened under Pilate, makes men good man, and one that commanded the
tion of our Saviour in these words: —"Now Jews to exercise virtue, both as to righteous
there was about this time Jesus, a wise man, ness towards one another, and piety towards
if it be lawful to call him a man ; for he was a God, and so to come to baptism, for that by
doer of wonderful works, a teacher of such this means the washing [with water] would
men as had a veneration for truth. He drew appear acceptable to him, when they made
over to him both many of the Jews and many use of it, not in order to the putting away
[or the remissiop] of some sins [only],—but
of the Gentiles: he was the Christ. And for
. purification of the body, supposing
when Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal still the
that the soul was thoroughly purified
men among us. had condemned him to the beforehand
righteousness. Now when
cross, those that loved him at first did not for [many] othersbycame
in crowds about him, for
sake him; for he appeared unto them alive they were greatly delighted
his
again the third day, as the divine prophets had words, Herod was afraid that thisinso hearing
power
spoken of these, and ten thousand other won of persuading men might tend to great
sedi
derful things concerning him: whence the tion or other, for they seemed to besome
disposed
tribe of Christians, so' named from him, are to do every thing he should advise them
to, so
not extinct at this day." If therefore we he supposed it better to prevent any attempt
have this historian's testimony, that he not for a mutation from him, by cutting him off,
only brought over to himself the twelve apos
after any such mutation should be
tles, with the seventy disciples, hut many of than
brought about, and the public should suffer,
the Jews and many of the Gentiles also, he to repent [of such negligence]. Accordingly
must manifestly have had somewhat in him he was sent a prisoner, out of Herod's suspi
extraordinary, above the rest of mankind; cious temper, to Macherus, the castle I before
for how otherwise could he draw over so mentioned, and was there put to death."
many of the Jews and of the Gentiles, unless —When Josephus had said this of*John, he
he performed admirable and amazing works, makes mention also of our Saviour in the same
and used a method of teaching that was not history after this manner :—" Now there was
common? Moreover, the scripture of tha about this time one Jesus, a wise man, if it
Acts of the Apostles (xxi. '20) bears witness, be lawful to call him a man ; for he was a doer
that there were many ten thousands of Jews, of wonderful works, a teacher of such men as
who were persuaded that he was the Christ receive the truth with pleasure. He drew over
of God, who was foretold by the prophets. to him both many of the Jews and many of
About A.D. 830. Id. Hist. Eccfrs. lib. i. i the Gentiles also:—he was the Christ. And
cap. II. Now the divine scripture of the
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when Pilate, at the suggestion of the princi-| revenge '-*r what be did to John the Baptist,
pal men among us, had condemned him toj a just man, who had said to him, It it not
the cross, those that loved him at the first did lawfulfor thr.e to have thy brother's wife.
not forsake him; for he appeared to them The Jews themselves also bear witness to
alive again the third day, as the divine pro Christ, as appears by Josephus, the writer of
phets had foretold these, and ten thousand their history, who says thus: — "That there
other wonderful things concerning him : and was at that time a wise man, if (says he) it be
still the tribe of Christians, so named from lawful to have him called a man, a doer of
him, are not extinct at this day." And sinc< wonderful works, who appeared to his disci
this writer, sprung from the Hebrews them- ples after the third day from his death alive
Bclves, hath delivered these things above in again, according to the writings of the pro
his own work, concerning John the Baptist phets, who foretold these and innumerable
and our Saviour, what room is there for an; other miraculous events concerning him; from
whom began the congregation of Christians,
farther evasion t &c.
Now James was so wonderful a person, and hath penetrated among all sorts of men :
and was so celebrated by all others for righ nor does there remain any nation in the
teousness, that the judicious Jews thought Roman world which continues strangers to
this to have been the occasion of that siege of his religion." If the Jews do not believe us,
Jerusalem, which came on presently after hit let them at least believe their own writers.
martyrdom; and that it befel them for no Josephus, whom they esteem a very great
other reason than that impious fact they were man, bath said this, and yet hath he spoken
guilty of against him. Josephus therefore truth after such a manner; and so far was
did not refuse to attest thereto in writing, by his mind wandered from the right way, thatthe words following:—"These miseries befel even he was not a believer as to what he
the Jews by way of revenge for James the himself said; but thus he spake, in order to
Just, who was the brother of Jesus that was deliver historical truth, because he thought it
called Christ, on account that they had slain not lawful for him to deceive while yet he
him who was a most righteous person."
was no believer, because of the hardness of
The same Josephus declares the manner of his heart and bis perfidious intention. How
his death in the twentieth book of the Anti ever, it was no prejudice to the truth that he
quities, in these words:—"Caisar sent Albi was not a believer; but this adds more weight
nus into Judea to bo procurator, when he had to bis testimony, that while he was an unbe
heard that Fcstus was dead. Now Ananas, liever, and unwilling this should be true, be
junior, who, as we said, had been admitted has not denied it to be so.
to the high-priesthood, was in his temper bold About A. D. 400. Hieronym. de Vir. lttustr.
and daring in an extraordinary manner. He in Josepho Josephus in the eighteenth book
was also of the sect of the Sadducees, who of Antiquities, most expressly acknowledges
are more savage in judgment than any of the that Christ was slain by the Pharisees, on
other Jews, as we have already signified. account of the greatness of bis miracles; and
Since therefore this was the character of that John the Baptist was truly a prophet;
Ananus, he thought he had now a propel and that Jerusalem was demolished on account
opportunity [to exercise his authority], because of the slaughter of James the apostle. Mow,
Festus was dead, and Albinus was but upon he wrote concerning our Lord after this man
the road ; so he assembles the sanhedrim ot ner: — " At the same time there was Jesus,
judges, and brings before them James, the a wise man, if yet it be lawful to call him
brother of Jesus who was called Christ, and a man; for he was a doer of wonderful
some others [of his companions]; and when works, a teacher of those who willingly
he had formed an accusation against them, as receive the truth. He had many followers,
breakers of the law, he delivered them to be both of th; Jews and of the Gentiles: — he
stoned : but as for those who seemed the most was believed to be Christ. And when by the
equitable of the citizens, and those who were envy of our principal men, Pilate had con
the most uneasy at the breach of the laws, demned him to the cross, yet notwithstanding,
they disliked what was done. They also sent those who bad loved hiin at first persevered,
to the king [Agrippa], desiring him to send for be appeared to them alive on the third
to Ananus that he should act so no more, for day, as the oracles of the prophets had fore
that what he had already done could not be told many of these and other wonderful things
justified," &c.
concerning him: and the sect of Christians,
^Abnut A. D. 360. Ambrose, or Hegtsippus so named from him, are not extinct at this
de Exeid, Urb. Hierosolym. lib. ii. cap. 1 2.— day."
Wo have discovered that it was the opinion About A. D. 410. Itidorut Pelutiota, the
and belief of the Jews, as Josephus affirms Scholar of Chry>.ostom, lib. iv. epist. !fci5
(who is an author not to be rejected, when he There was one Josephus, a Jew of the great
writes against himself), that Herod lost his est reputation, and one that was zealous of
army, not by the deceit of men, but by the the law; one also that paraphrased the Old
anger of God, and that justly, as an effect of| Testament with truth, and acted valiantly for
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the Jews, and had showed that their settle many whom he had chosen, both Greeks
ment was nobler than can be described by and Jews, and that they continued to love
words. Now since he made their interest bim; and that the sect which was named
give place to truth, for he would not support from him was by no means extinct at that
the opinion of impious men, I think it neces time.
sary to set down his words. What then About A. D. 640. CAron. AUx. p. 514 —
does he say? "Now there was about that Now Josephus also relates in bis eighteenth
time Jesus, a wise man, if it be lawful to call book of Antiquities, bow John the Baptist,
him a man; for be was a doer of wonderful that holy man, was beheaded, on account of
works, a teacher of such men as receive the Herodias, the wife .of Philip, the brother ol
truth with pleasure. He drew over to him Herod himself; for Herod bad divorced his
both many of the Jews and many of the Gen former wife, who was still alive, and bad been
tiles:—be was the Christ. And when Pilate, bis lawful wife: she was the daughter ot
at the suggestion of the principal men among Aretas, king of the Petreans. When there
us, had condemned him to the cross, those fore Herod had taken Herodias away from
that loved him at first did not forsake him; her husband, while he was yet alive (on whose
for he appeared to them the third day alive account he slew John also), Aretas made war
again, as the divine prophets bad said these, against Herod, because his daughter bad
and a vast number of other wonderful things been dishonourably treated. In which war.
concerning him: and the tribe of Christians, he says, that all Herod's army was destroyed,
so named from him, are not extinct at this and that be suffered that calamity because
day." Now I cannot but wonder greatly at of the wickedness be bad been guilty of
this great man's love of truth in many against John. The same Josepbus relates,
respects, but chiefly where he says, "Jesus that Herod lost his kingdom on account of
was a teacher of men who received the truth Herodias, and that with her he was banished
with pleasure."
to Lyons, &c
About A. D. 440. Sozomen. Hist. Eccles.
P. 526, 52".] Now that our Saviour
lib. i. cap. 1. — Now Josepbus, the son of taught his preaching three years, is demon
Matthias, a priest, a man of very great note, strated both by other necessary reasonings, as
both among the Jews and the Romans, may also out of the holy Gospels, and out of
well be a witness of credit as to the truth Josephus's writings, who was a wise man
of Christ's history; for he scruples to call among the Hebrews, &c
him a man, as being a doer of wonderful P. 584, 586.] Josephus relates, in the
works, and a teacher of the words of truth. fifth book of the [Jewish] war, that Jerusa
He names him Christ openly; and is not lem was taken in the third [second] year o'
ignorant that he was condemned to the cross, Vespasian, as after forty years since they had
and appeared on the third day alive, and dared to put Jesus to death: in which time
that ten thousand other wonderful things he says, that James, the brother of our Lord,
were foretold of him by the divine prophets. and bishop of Jerusalem, was. thrown down
He testifies also, that those whom he drew [from the temple] and slain of them, by
over to him, being many of the Gentiles, as stoning.
well as of the Jews, continued to love him; About A, D. 740. Anastasius Abbas coxtr.
and that the tribe named from him was not Jud. — Now Josephus, an author and writer
then extinct. Now he seems to me by this of your own, says of Christ, that he was a
his relation, almost to proclaim that Christ is just and good man, showed and declared so
God. However, he appears to have been so to be by divine grace, who gave aid to many
affected with the strangeness of the thing, as by signs and miracles.
to run, as it were, in a sort of middle way, About A. D. 790. Georgiut Syncellut
so as not to put any indignity upon believers Chron. p. 339. — These miseries betel the
in bim, but rather to afford his suffrage to Jews by way of revenge for James the Just,
who was the brother of Jesus that was called
them.
About A. D. 510. Cassiodorua Hist. Tri- Christ, on the account that they had slain
partit. e Sozomeno. — Now Josephus, the son him who was a most righteous person. Now
of Matthias, and a priest, a man of great | as Ananus, a person of that character, thought
nobility among the Jews, and of great dignity he had a proper opportunity, because Festus
among the Romans, shall be a truth of Christ's was dead, aud Albinus was but upon the
history: for be dares not call bim a man, road, so he assembles the sanhedrim of judges
as a doer of famous works, and a teacher and brings before them James, the brother of
of true doctrines: he names him Christ Jesus, who was called Christ, and some 'of
openly; and is not ignorant that he was con his companions; and when be had formed
demned to the cross; and appeared on the an accusation against them, as- breakers of
third <lay alive, and that an infinite number the law, he delivered them to be stoned ; but
of other wonderful things were foretold of as for those that seemed the most equitable
bim by the holy prophets. Moreover, he of the citizens, and those that were the most
testifies also, that there were then alive I uneasy at the breach of the laws, tbev disliked
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what was done. They also sent to the there was about this time Jesus, a wise man,
king [Agrippa] desiring him to send to Ana- if it be lawful to call him a man ; for he was
mis that he should act so no more, for that a doer of wonderful works, a teacher of such
what he had already done could not be justi men as receive the truth with pleasure. He
drew over to him both many of the Jews and
fied, &c.
About A. D. 850. Johan Makla Chron. many of the Gentiles also : this was the Christ
lib. z From that time began the destruction And when Pilate, at the suggestion of the
of the Jews, as Josephus, the philosopher of principal men among us, had condemned him
the Jews, bath written; who also said this, to the cross, those that loved him at the first,
That from the time the Jews crucified Christ, did not forsake him; for he appeared to them
who was a good and a righteous man (that alive again on the third day, as the divine
is, if it be fit to call such a one a man, and prophets had foretold these and ten thousand
not God), the land of Judea was never free other wonderful things concerning bim :' and
from trouble. These things the same Jose still the tribe of Christians, so named from
him, are not extinct at this day." Since,
phus the Jew has related in his writings.
About A. D. 860. Photius Cod. lib. xlviii. therefore, the writer of the Hebrews has en
—I have read the treatise of Josephus About graven' this testimony concerning our Lord
the Uniterie, whose title I have elsewhere read and Saviour in bis own books, what defence
to be. Of the Substance of the Vniverse. It is can there remain for the unbelievers?
contained in two very small treatises. He About A. D. 980. Suidas in voce 'lmiv —
treats of the origin of the world in a brief We have found Josephus, who hath written
manner. However, he speaks of the divinity about the taking of Jerusalem (of whom Euof Christ, who is our true God, in a way very sebius Pamphilii makes frequent mention in
like to what we use, declaring cbat the same his Ecclesiastical History), saying openly in
name of Christ belongs to him, and writes of his Memoirs of the Captivity, that Jesus offi
his ineffable generation of the Father after ciated in the temple with the priests. Thus
such a manner as cannot be blamed ; which have we found Josephus saying, a man of
thing may perhaps raise a doubt in some, whe ancient times, and not very long after the
ther Josephus was the author of the work, apostles, &c.
though the phraseology does not at all differ About A. D. 1060. Cedrenus Compcnd.
from this man's other works. However, I Histor. p. 196 Josephus does indeed write
have found in some papers, that this discourse concerning John the Baptist as follows: —
was not written by Josephus, but by one Caius, Some of the Jews thought that the destruc
tion of Herod's army came from God, and that
a presbyter.
Cod. ccxxxviii.] Herod, the tetrarch of he was punished very justly for' what punish
Galilee and of Perea, the son of Herod the ment he had inflicted on John, that was called
Great, fell in love, as Josephus says, with the the Baptist; for Herod slew bim, who was a
wife of his brother Philip, whose name was good man, and commanded the Jews to ex
Herodias, who was the grand-daughter of He ercise virtue, both by righteousness towards
rod the Great, by bis son Aristobulus, whom one another, and piety towards God, and so
he had slain. Agrippa was also her brother. to come to baptism. But as concerning Christ,
Now Herod took her away from her husband, the same Josephus says, that about that time
and married her. This is he that slew John there was Jesus, a wise man, if it be lawful
the Baptist, that great man, the forerunner to call him a man; for he was a doer of won
[of Christ], being afraid (as Josephus says) derful works, and a teacher of such men as
lest be should raise a sedition among his peo receive the truth with pleasure : for that Christ
ple; for they all followed" the directions of drew over many even from the Gentiles,
John, on account of the excellency of his whom, when Pilate had crucified, those who
virtue. In his time was the passion of our at first had loved bim did not leave off to
preach concerning him; for he appeared to
Saviour.
Cod. xxxiii.] I have read the Chronicle of them tlje third day alive again, as the divine
Justus of Tiberias. He omits the greatest prophets had testified, and spoke these and
part of what was most necessary to be related; other wonderful things concerning him.
but, as infected with Jewish prejudices, being About A. D. 1080. Theophylact. in Joan.
also himself a Jew by birth, he makes no lib. xiii The city of the Jews was taken,
mention at all of the advent, ot of the acts and the wrath of God was kindled against
done, or of the miracles wrought, by Christ. them; as also Josephus witnesses, that this
The time uncertain. Macarius tnActis Sanc came upon them on account of the death of
torum, torn. v. p. 149, ap. Fabric. Joseph, p. Jesus.
61 Josephus, a priest of Jerusalem, and one About A. D. 1120. Zonaras Annal. torn. i.
that wrote with truth the history of the Jewish p. 207 Josephus, in the eighteenth book of
affairs, bears witness that Christ, the true God, Antiquities, writes thus concerning our Lord
was incarnate, and crucified, and the third and dud Jesus Christ: Now there was about
day rose again ; whose writings are reposited this time Jesus, a wise man, if it be lawful
tiie public library. Toils he says: —"Now to call bim a man; for he was a doer of
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wonderful works, a teacher of such men as thereto relating with the Gospel. He also
receive the truth with pleasure. He drew over informs us, that Herod lost his kingdom on
to him many of the Jews, and many of the account of Herodias, with whom also he was
Gentiles:— he was the Christ. And when condemned to be banished to Vienna, which
Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal men was their place of exile, and a city bordering
among us, had condemned him to the cross, upon Gaul, and lying near the utmost bounds
those that loved him at first did not forsake of the west
him; for he appeared to them the third day _ About A. D. 1450. Hardmannus Schtdealive again, as the divine prophets had said Hus Chron. p. 110.—Josephus the Jew, who
these and ten thousand other wonderful things was called Flavius, a priest, and the son of
concerning him: and the tribe of Christians, so Matthias, a priest of that nation, a most celenamed from him, are not extinct at this day. grated historian, and very skilful in many
About A. D. 1120. Glycus Annal. p. 234. things: he was certainly a good man, and of
—Then did Philo, that wise man, and Jose- an excellent character, who had the highest
phus, nourish. This last was styled The opinion of ChristLover of Truth, because he commended
About A. D.14S0. Platina de Vitts Ponttlohn, who baptized our Lord; and because jicum,in Christo^-1 shM avoid mentioning
be bore witness that Christ, in like manner, wh»l p*1™1 <"» ™™ the 30th year of his
was a wise man, and the doer of great mira- age, when he was baptized by John, the son of
cles; and that, when he was crucified, he Zachanas, because not only the Gospels and
.ppeared the third day.
Epistles are full of those acts of his, which
About A. D. 1170. GotfridusViterUemit he d,d '" the most excellent and most holy
Chron. p. 306, e Vers. Bufini. -Joseph us manner, but the books of such as were quite
relates that a very great war arose between renjote from h.s way of living, and acting,
Aretas, king of the Arabians, and Herod, on jnd ordaining, are also full of the same,
account of the sin which Herod had committed Fl-vm, Josephus himself.who wrote twenty
against John. Moreover, the same Josephus book" of ,Jew"h, A,ntl1u,uf,m *e Gr*f
••
.u
mj.i ti... .... tongue, when he had proceeded as far as the
writes thus concerning Christ: There was
» of the
T'l '
2
tw^cXln^nT'
forle'wa,
a
™«»
™
^hoseYayTj^us,
wS
be lawful to call mm a man, tor ne was a
tf &t j
. ^ Uwf j caUa eTrta'm
him man
doer of wonderful works a teacher of such for he wm
doer of wonderful works ^ ,
men as willingly hear truth. He also drew ^^ of men of such
iall „ ^y^y
over to him many of the Jews and many of hear ^ tnlth Qn ihi<TA<xoani he ^
the Gentiles:_he was Christ. And when ^ to him
> ^ of ^ Jews ^
Pilate, at the accusation of the principal men q,,,^,, :_he was chlisU But whcn piUto>
of our nation, had decreed that he should be in8tigated by the principal men of our nation,
crucified, those that had oved him from the had decreed tw he should ^ crucined| ,et
beginning did not forsake him; for he appeared did not u^ ^ had loved him from the
to them the third day alive again, according beginning forsake him; and besides, he
to what the divinely inspired prophets had appeal.ed ^ tncm the third day after his
foretold, that these and innumerable other death
alive, as the divinely inspired prophets
miracles should come to pass about bim. had foretold, that these and innumerable
Moreover, both the name and sect of Chris other miracles should come to pass about
tians, who were named from bim, continue in him: and the famous name of Christians,
being unto this day.
taken from him, as well as their sect, do still
About A. D. 1360. Nicephorus Callutus continue in being.
Hist. Eccles. lib. i. p. 90, 91. — Now this The same Josephus also affirms, That John
[concerning Herod the tetrarch] is attested the Baptist, a true prophet, and on that
to, not only by the book of the holy Gospels, account one that was had in esteem by all
but by Josephus, that lover of truth; who men, was slain by Herod, the son of Herod
slso makes mention of Herodias his brother's the Great, a little before the death of Christ,
wife, whom Herod had taken away from him ' in the castle of Machcrus,—not because he
while he was alive, and married her; having 'was afraid for himself and his kingdom, as the
divorced his former lawful wife, who was the same author says,—but because he had incesdaughter of Aretas, king of the Petrean tuously married Herodias, the sister of
Arabians. This Herodias he had married, Agrippa, and the wife of that excellent per
and lived with her: on which account also, son his brother Philip.
About A. D. 1480. Tritkemius Abbas de
when he had slain John, be made war with
Aretas, because bis daughter had been dis Scriptor. Eccles.—Josephus the Jew, although
aonourably used; in which war he relates he continued to be a Jew, did frequently
that all Herod's army was destroyed, and that commend the Christians; and in the eighae suffered this on account of the most unjust teenth book of his Antiquities, wrote down
daughter of John. He also adds, that John an eminent testimony concerning our Lord
was a most righteous man. Moreover, he makes Jesus Christ,
sention of his baptism, agreeing >n all points

DISSERTATION I.
OBSERVATIONS FROM THE FOREdOINO
EVIDENCE AND CITATIONS.

I. The style of all these original testi
monies belonging to Josephus is exactly the
style of the same Josephus, and especially the
style about those parts of his Antiquities
wherein we find these testimonies. This is
denied by nobody as to the other concerning
John the Baptist and James the Just, and is
now becoming equally undeniable as to that
concerning Christ.
II. These testimonies therefore being con
fessedly and undeniably written by Josephus
himself, it is next to impossible that he should
wholly omit some testimony concerning Jesus
Christ; nay, while his testimonies of John the
Baptist and of James the Just are so honour
able, and gave them so great characters, it is
also impossible that this testimony concerning
Christ should be other than very honourable,
or such as afforded him a still greater char
acter also. Could the very same author, who
pi vi! such a full and advantageous character
of John the Baptist, the forerunner of Jesus
of Nazareth, all whose disciples were by bim
directed to Jesus of Nazareth as to the trne
Messias, and all whose disciples became after
wards the disciples of Jesus of Nazareth, say
nothing honourable of that Jesus of Nazareth
himself?— and this in a history of those very
times in which he was born, and lived, and
died, and that while the writer lived but a
little after him in the same country in which he
was born, and lived, and died. This is almost
incredible. And further, could the very same
author, who gave such an advantageous char
acter of James the Just, and this under the
very appellation of James the brother of Jesus,
who was called Christ, which James was one of
the principal disciples or apostles of this Jesus
Christ, and had been many years the only
Christian bishop of the believing Jews of Judea and Jerusalem, in the very days and in
the very country of this writer; — could he, I
say, wholly omit any, nay, a very honourable
account ofJesus Christ himself, whose disciple
and bishop this James most certainly was?
This is also almost incredible. Hear what
Ittigius, one of the wisest and learnedst of all
those who have lately inclined to give up the
testimony concerning Christ, as it stands in
our copies, for spurious, says upon this occa
sion : —" If any one object to me, that Jose
phus hath not omitted John the Baptist, the
forerunner of Christ, nor James the disciple
of Christ, and that therefore he could not
nave done the part of a good historian, if he
had been entirely silent concerning Christ, I
shall freely grant that Josephus was not en
tirely silent concerning Christ; nay, I shall
further grant, that when Josephus was speak
ing of Christ,- he did not abstain from his
commendation: for we are not to determine
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from that inveterate hatred which the modern
Jews bear to Christ, what was the behaviour
of 'those Jews, upon whom the miracles that
were daily wrought by the apostles in the
name of Christ imprinted a sacred horror."
III. The famous clause in this testimony
of Josephus concerning Christ, This wusChrist,
or the Christ, does not mean that this Jesus was
the Christ of God, or the true Messiah of the
Jews; but that this Jesus was distinguished
from all others of that name, of which there
were not a few, as mentioned by Josephus
himself, by the addition of the other name of
Christ; or that this person was no other than
be whom all the world knew by the name of
Jesus Christ, and his followers by the name of
Christians. This I esteem to he a clear case,
and that from the arguments following: —
(1.) The Greeks and Romans, for whose
use Josephus wrote bis Antiquities, could no
otherwise understand these words. The Jews
indeed, and afterwards the Christians, who
knew that a great Messias, a person that was
to be Christ, the anointed of God, and that
was to perform the office of a King, a Priest,
and a Prophet, to God's people, might readily
so understand this expression ; but Josephus,
as I have already noted, wrote here not to
Jews or Christians, but to Greeks and Ro
mans, who knew nothing of this: but knew
very well that an eminent person, living in
Judea, whose name was Jesus Chrest, or Jesus
Christ, had founded a new and numerous sect,
which took the latter of these names, and
were everywhere, from him, called Chrestians,
or Christians; in which sense alone* they
conld understand, these words of Josephus,
and in which sense I believe he desired they
should understand them ; nor does Josephus
ever use the Hebrew term Messiah in any of
of his writings, nor the Greek term Christ in
any such acceptation elsewhere.
(2.) Josephus himself as good as explains
his own meaning, and that by the last clause
of this very passage, where he says the Chris
tians were named from this Christ, without a
syllable as though he really meant he was
the true Messiah, or Christ of God. He far
ther seems to me to explain this his meaning
in that other place, where alone he elsewhere
mentions this name of Christ; that is, when
upon occasion of the mention of James, when
he was condemned by Animus, he calls him
the Brother of Jesus, not that was the true
Messiah, or the true Christ, but only thai teas
called Christ.
(3.) It was quite beside the purpose of
Josephus to declare himself here to be a Chris
tian, or a believer in Jesus as the true Mes
siah. Had he intended so to do, he would
surely have explained the meaning of the word
Christ to his Greek and Roman readers; he
would surely have been a great deal fuller
and larger i:i his accounts of Christ, and ot
Id
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the Christian religion; nor would such a de
claration at that time hare recommended him,
or his nation, or his writings, to either the
Greeks or the Romans; of bis reputation with
both which people he is known to have been,
m the writing of these Antiquities, very greatly
solicitous.
(4.) Joseph us's usual way of writing is
historical and declarative of tacts, and of the
opinions of others, and but rarely such as di
rectly informs us of his own opinion, unless
we prudently gather it from what he says his
torically, or as the opinions of others. This
is very observable in the writings of Joseph us,
and in particular as to what he says of John
the Baptist and of James the Just; so that
this interpretation is most probable, as most
agreeable to Josephus's way of writing in
parallel cases.
(5.) This seems to be the universal sense
of all the ancients, without exception, who
cite this testimony from him ; and though they
almost everywhere own this to be the true
reading, yet do they everywhere suppose Joaephus to be still an unbelieving Jew, and not
a believing Christian; nay, Jerome appears
so well assured of this interpretation, and that
Josephus did not mean to declare any more
by these words, than a common opinion, that,
according to bis usual way of interpreting
authors, not to the words but to the sense (of
which we have, I think, two more instances in
his accounts out of Josephus now before us),
he renders I his clause, CreUebatur esse Christus,
i.e. lie was believed to be Christ. Nor is the
paraHel expression of Pilate to be otherwise
understood, when he made that inscription up
on thecross, This is Jesus, the King oj'the Jews
(Matt, xxvii. 37); which is well explained
by himself elsewhere, and corresponds to the
import of the present clause, What shall 1 do
with Jesus, who is called Christ (Matt, xxvii.
17, 22)? And we may full as well prove
from Pilate's inscription upon the cross, that
he hereby declared himself a believer in Christ,
for the real King of the Jews, as we can from
these words of Josephus, that he thereby de
clared himself to be a real believer in him, as
the true Messiah.
IV. Though Josephus did not design here
to declare himself openly to be a Christian,
yet could he not possibly believe all that he
here asserts concerning Jesus Christ, unless
be were so far a Christian as the Jewish Nazarencs or Ebionites then were, who believed
Jesus of Nazareth to be the true Messiah,
without believing he was more than a man;
who also believed the necessity of the obser
vation of tbe ceremonial law of Moses in or
der to salvation for all mankind, which were
tbe two main articles of those Jewish Chris
tians' faith, though in opposition to all the
thirteen apostles of Jesus Christ in the first
century, and in opposition to tbe whole
Catholic Church of Christ in the following

centuries also. Accordingly, I have elsewhere
proved, that Josephus was no other in his
own mind and conscience than a Nazarene or
Ebionite Jewish Christian ; and have observ
ed, that this entire testimony, and all that Jo
sephus says of John the Baptist and of James,
as well as his absolute silence about all tbe
rest of the apostles and their companions, ex
actly agree to him under that character and
no other; and indeed to me it is most aston
ishing, that all our learned men, who have of
late considered these testimonies of Josephus,
except the converted Jew Galatinus, should
miss such an obvious and natural observation.
We all know this from St. James's own words
(Acts xxi. 20), that so many ten thousands of
Jews as believed in Christ, in the first century,
were all zealous ofthe ceremonial law, or were no
other than Nazarene or Ebionite Christians;
and, by consequence, if there were any reason
to think our Josephus to be in any sense a
believer or a Christian,. as from all these tes
timonies there were very great ones, all those,
and many other reasons, could not but con
spire to assure us, he was no other than a
Nazarene or Ebionite Christian; and this I
take to be the plain and evident key of this
whole matter.
V. Since therefore Josephus appears to
have been, in bis own heart and conscience,
no other than a Nazarene or Ebionite Chris
tian, and, by consequence, with them rejected
all our Greek Gospels and Greek Books of
the New Testament, and received only the
Hebrew Gospels of tbe Nazarenes or Ebionites, styled by them, the Gospel according to
the Hebrews, or according to the Twelve Apostli.s, or even according to Matthew, we ought
always to have that Nazarene or Ebionite
Gospel, with the other Nazarene or Ebionite
fragments, in view, when we consider any
passage of Josephus relating to Christ or
to Christianity. Thus, since that Gospel
omitted all that is in the beginning of our St.
Matthew's and St. Luke's Gospels, and be
gan with the ministry of John the Baptist;
in which first parts of tbe Gospel History are
the accounts of the slaughter of the infants,
and of the enrolment or taxation under
Augustus Ciusar and Herod, it is no great
wonder that Josephus has not taken care parti
cularly and clearly to preserve those histories
to us.
Thus when we find that Josephus
calls James, tbe brother of Christ, by tbe name
of James the Just, and describes him as a
moU just or righteous man, hi an especial man
ner, we are to remember that such is his name
and character in the Gospel according to tbe
Hebrews, and tbe other Ebionite remains of
Hegesippus, but nowhere else, that I remem
ber, in the earliest antiquity; nor are we to
suppose they herein referred to any othtr
than that righteousness which was by the Jewish
law, wherein St. Paul (Philfp. iii. 4, 5, 6.).
before lie embraced Christianity, profrs.-vd
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Iimself to have been blameless. Thus when those Jews, as is this of Josephus the Jew
Josephus, with other Jews, ascribed the mise before us; nor indeed does he seem to me
ries of that nation under Vespasian and Titus, to have had any thing else particularly in his
with the destruction of Jerusalem, to the bar view here, but this very testimony, where
barous murder of James the Just, we must Josephus says, " That Jesus appeared to his
remember what we learn from the Ebionite followers alive the third day after his cruci
fragments of Hegesippus, that these Ebionites fixion, as the divine prophets had foretold
interpreted a prophecy of Isaiah as foretelling these and ten thousand other wonderful
this very murder, and those consequent mise things concerning him."
ries: —Let us take away the just one, fur he is
VIII. The third author I have quoted for
unprofitable to us: therefore t,hall they eat the Josephus's testimonies of John the Baptist,
fruit of their own ways (Isaiah iii. lOj. Thus of Jesus of Nazareth, and of James the Just,
when Josephus says, as we have seen, that is Urigen, who is indeed allowed on all hands
the most equitable citizens of Jerusalem, and to have quoted him for the excellent character
those that were most zealous of the law, of John the Baptist, and of James the Just;
were very uneasy at the condemnation of this but whose supposed entire silence about this
James, and some of his friends and fellow- testimony concerning Christ is usually alleged
Christians, by the high-priest and sanhedrim, as the principal argument against its being
about A. D. 62, and declares that he himself genuine, and particularly as to the clause,
was one of those Jews who thought the terri This was the Christ: and that, as we have
ble miseries of that nation effects of the ven seen, because be twice assures us that, in his
geance of God for their murder of this James, opinion, Josephus himself did not acknowledye
about A. D. 68, we may easily see those opi Jesus for Christ. Now, as to this, latter
nions could only be the opinions of converted clause, I have already shown that Josephus
Jews or Ebionites.
The high-priest and did not here, in writing to Greeks and
sanhedrim, who always persecuted the Chris Romans, mean any such thing by those words
tians, and now condemned these Christians, as Jews and Christians naturally understand
and the body of these unbelieving Jews, who by them: I have also observed, that all the
are supposed to suffer for murdering this ancients allow still, with Origen, that Jose
James, the bead of the Naxurene or Ebionite phus did not, in the Jewish and Christian
Christians in Judea, could not, to be sure, be 1 sense, acknowledge Jesus for the true Mesof that opinion; nor could Josephus himself I siah, or the true Christ of God, notwithstanding
be of the same opinion, us be declares he was I their express quotation of that clause in Josewithout the strongest inclinations to the J pirns as genuine; so that unless we suppose
Christian religion, or without being secretly , Origen to have had a different notion of these
a Christian Jew, >'. e. a Nazarene or Ebionite; words from all the other ancients, we cannot
which thing is, by the way, a very great addi ' conclude from this assertion of Origen, that
tional argument that such he was, and no ' he had not those words in bis copy, not to say
other. Thus, lastly, when Josephus is cited ' that it is, after all, much more likely that bis
in Suidas, as affirming that Jesus officiated copy a little differed from the other copies in
with the priests in the temple, this account this clause, or indeed omitted it entirely, than
is by no means disagreeable to the pretensions that he, on its account, must be supposed not
of the Ebionites.
Hegesippus affirms the to have had the rest of this testimony therein,
very same of James the Just also.
though indeed I see no necessity of making
VI. In the first citation of the famous tes any such supposal at all. However, it seems
timony concerning our Saviour from Tacitus, to me that Origen affords us four several
almost all that was true of the Jews is directly indications that the main parts at least of this
taken by him out ofJosephus, as will be deinon- testimony itself were in bis copy: —
stv.tted under the Third Dissertation hereafter.
(1.) When Origen introduces Josephus's
VII. The second author I have alleged- for testimony concerning James the Just, that he
it is Justin Martyr, one so nearly coeval with thought the miseries of the Jews were an
Josephus, that he might be born about the instance of the divine vengeance on that nation
time when he wrote his Antiquities: he appeals for putting James to death instead of Jesus
to the same Antiquities by that very name; be uses an, expression no way necessary to his
and though he does not here directly quote purpose, nor occasioned by any words of Jose
them, yet does he seem to me to allude to this phus there, That tbey had slain that Christ
very testimony in them concerning our Saviour, which was foretold in the prophecies. Whence
when he affirms, ill this place, to Trypho the could this expression come here into Origen's
Jew, that hi* nation originally knew that mind, when he was quoting a testimony of
Jesus wax risen from the dead, and ascended Josephus concerning a brother of Christ,
into heaven, as the prophecies did foretell but from his remembrance of a clause in the
was to happen. Since there neither now is, testimony of the same Josephus concerning
nor probably in the dnys of Justin was, Christ himself, that Me prophets had fori told
any other Jewish testimony extnnt which is his death and resurrection, and ten thousand
so agreeable tn wl.ut Justin here utlirms of uth. r wonderful things concerning himt
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(2.) How came Origen to be so surprised officiated with thi priests in the temple; a.M
at Josephus's ascribing the destruction of the latter, that the destruction of Jerusalem,
Jerusalem to the Jews' murdering of James and miseries of the Jews, were owing to their
the Just, and not to their murdering of Jesus, putting Jesus to death, which are in none of
as we have seen he was, if he had not known our present copies, nor cited thence by any
that Josephus bad spoken of Jesus and his ancienter authors, nor indeed do tbey seem
death before, and that he had a very good altogether consistent with the other most
opinion of Jesus, which yet he could learn no authentic testimonies. However, since Suidas
«vay so authentically as from this testimony? cites his passage from a treatise of Josephus,
Nor do the words he here uses, that Josephus called Memoirs of the Jews' Captivity, a hook
«vas not remote from the truth, perhaps allude never heard of elsewhere, and since both cita
o any thing else but to this very testimony tions are not at all disagreeable to Josephus's
character as a Nazarene or Ebionite, I dare
cfore us.
(3.) How can the same Origen, upon not positively conclude they are spurious, but
nother slight occasion, when he had just set must leave them in suspense, for the farther
lown that testimony of Josephus concerning consideration of the learned.
lames the Just, the brother of Jesus, who was X. As to that great critic Photius, in the
.ailed Christ, say that " it may be questioned ninth century, who is supposed not to have
whether the Jews thought Jesus to be a man, had this testimony in his copy of Josephus, or
or whether they did not suppose him to be a else to have esteemed it spurious; because, in
oeing of a diviner kind?" This looks so very his extracts out of Josephus's Antiquities, it
like the fifth and sixth clauses of this testi is not expressly mentioned,—this is a strange
mony in Josephus, that Jesus was a wise man, thing indeedl—that a section, which had been
if it be lawful to call him a man, that it is cited out of Josephus's copies all along before
highly probable Origen thereby alluded to the days of Photius, as well as it has been all
them ; and this is the more to be depended on, along cited out of them since his days, should
Decause all the unbelieving Jews, and all the be supposed not to be in his copy, because he
est of the Nazarene Jews, esteemed Jesus does not directly mention it in certain short
with one consent, as a mere man, the son of and imperfect extracts, no way particularly
'oseph and Mary; and it is not, I think, relating to such matters. Those who lay a
possible to produce any one Jew but Josephus, stress on this silence of Photius, seem little to
who in a sort of compliance with the Romans have attended to the nature and brevity of
nd the Catholic Christians, who thought him those extracts. They contain little or nothing,
God, would say any thing like his being a as he in effect professes at their entrance, but
what concerns Antipater, Herod the Great,
God.
(4.) How came Origen to affirm twice, so and his brethren and family, with their
expressly, that Josephus did not himself own, exploits, till the days of Agrippa junior, and
n the Jewish and Christian sense, that Jesus Cumanus, the governor of Judea, fifteen years
jas Christ, notwithstanding his quotations of after the death of our Saviour, without one
-uch eminent testimonies out of him for John word of Pilate, or what happened under his
the Baptist his forerunner, and for James the government, which ytt was the only propet
Just, his brother, and one of his principal dis place in which this testimony could come to
ciples? There is no passage in all Josephus be mentioned. However, since Photius seems
so likely to persuade Origen of this as is the therefore, as we have seen, to suspect the
famous testimony before us, wherein, as ho treatise ascribed by some to Josephus, Of the
and all the ancients understood it, he was Universe, because it speaks very high things of
generally called Christ indeed, but not any the eternal generation and divinity of Christ,
otherwise than as the common name whence this looks very like his knowledge and belief of
the sect of Christians was derived, and where somewhat really in the same Josephus, which
he all afong speaks of those Christians as a spake in a lower manner of him, which codld
sect then in being, whose author was a won be hardly any other passage than this testimony
derful person, and his followers great lovers before us; and since, as we have also seen,
of him and of the truth, yet as such a sect as when be speaks of the Jewish History of Jus
he had notjoined himself to ; which exposition, tus of Tiberias, as infected with the prejudices
as it is a very natural one, so was it, I doubt, [ of the Jews in taking no manner of notice of
but too true of our Josephus at that time; nor the advent, of the acts, and of the miracles of
can I devise any other reason but this, and 1 Jesus Christ, while yet he never speaks so of
the parallel language of Josephus elsewhere, I Josephus himself, this most naturally implies
when be speaks of James as the brother, not ' also, that there was not the like occasion here
of Jesus who was Christ, but ofJesus who was ■ as there; but that Josephus bad not wholly
called Christ, that could so naturally induce | omitted that advent, those acts, or miracles,
Origen and others to be of that opinion.
, whicn yet he has done everywhere else, in the
IX. There ure two remarkable passages in I books seen by Photius, as well as Justus of
Suidas and Theopbylact, already set down, I Tiberias, but in this famous testimony before
as citing Josephus: the former that Jesus', us, to that it is most probable, Photrj*
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not ool/ had t°bis testimony in his copy, but
believed it to be genuine also.
X I. As to the silence of Clement of Alex
andria, who cites the Antiquities of Josephus,
but never cites any of the testimonies now be
fore us, it is no strange thing at all, since he
never cites Josephus but once, and that for a
point of chronology only, to determine how
many years had passed from the days of
Moses to the days of Josephus,—so that his
silence may almost as well be alleged
against a hundred other remarkable passages
in Josephus's works as aguiust these before
us.
XII. Nor does the like silence of Tertullian imply that these testimonies, or any of
them, were not in the copies of his age. Tertullian never once hints at any treatises of
Josephus but those against Apion, and that
in general only, for a point of chronology ;
nor does it any way appear that Tertullian
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ever saw any of JosepBus's writings besides
and far from being certain that he saw even
those. He had particular occasion in bis dis
pute against the Jews -to quote Josephus,
aboveany other writer, toprove the completion
of the prophecies of the Old Testament in the
destruction of Jerusalem and miseries of the
Jews at that time, of which be there discour
ses, yet does he never once quote him upon
that solemn occasion ; so that it seems to me
that Tertullian never read either the Greek
Antiquities of Josephus, or his Greek books
of the Jewish wars: nor is this at all strange
in Tertullian, a Latin writer, that lived in
Africa, by none of which African writers is
there any one clause, that I know of, cited
out of any of Josephus's writings; nor is it
worth my while, in such numbers of positive
citations of these clauses, to mention the
silence of other later writers as being here of
very small consequence.

DISSERTATION II.
CONCERNING GOD'S COMMAND TO ABRAHAM TO OFFER UP ISAAC.
HIS SON, FOR A SACRIFICE.

Since this command of God to Abraham
(Gen. xxii.) has of late been greatly mistaken
by some, who venture to reason about very
ancient facts from very modern notions, and
this without a due regard to either the cus
toms, or opinions, or circumstances of the
times whereto those facts belong, or indeed
to the true reasons of the facts themselves;
sinee the mistakes about those customs, opi
nions, circumstances, and reasons, have of late
so far prevailed, that the very same action of
Abraham, which wds so celebrated by St.
Paul (Rom. iv. 16—25), St. James (chap. ii.
21, 22), the author to the Hebrews (chap.
xi. 17— 19), Philo,* and Josephus.f in the
first century, and by* innumerable others
since, as an uncommon instance of signal vir
tue, of heroic faith in God, and piety towards
him ; nay, is in the sacred history (Gen. xxii.
15 — 18) highly commended by the divine
Angel of the Covenant, in the name of God
himself, and promised to be plentifully re
warded; since this command, I say, is now
at last, in the eighteenth century, become a
etone of stumbling and a rock of offence among
us, and that sometimes to persons of otherwise
good sense, and of a religious disposition of
mind also, I shall endeavour to set this mat
ter in its true, i. e. in its ancient and original
• Pbil. Ac GijjanL p. 9M.

+ Aotiq. h. i. «h. xilt

light, for the satisfaction of the inquisitive.
In order whereto we are to consider,
1. That till this very profane age, it has
been, I think, universally allowed by all so
ber persons, who owned themselves the crea
tures of God, that the Creator has a just
right over all his rational creatures, to pro
tract their lives to what length he pleases,—
to cut them off when and by what instru
ments he pleases,—to afflict them with what
sicknesses he pleases,—and to remove them
from one state or place in this his great pa
lace of the universe to another, as he pleases;
and that all those rational creatures are bound
in duty and interest to acquiesce under the
divine disposal, and to resign themselves up
to the good providence of God in all such
his dispensations towards them.
I do not
mean to intimate, that God may, or ever
does, act in these cases after a mere arbitrary
manner, or without sufficient reason, believ
ing, according to the whole tenor of natural
and revealed religion, that he hateth notnmg
that he hath made (Wisdom, xi. 14); tnat
whatsoever he does, how melancholy soever
it may appear at first sight to us, is really in
tended for the good of his creatures, rind, at
the upshot of things, will fully appear so to
be: but that still he is not obliged, nor doss
in general give his creatures an aeceunt of
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the particular reasons of such his dispensations acknowledge that it is He that hath made »»,
tc wards them immediately, but usually tries and not we ourselves (Psalm c 3), that wc
ami exercises their faith and patience, tbeir are nothing, and have nothing of ourselves
resignation and obedience, in tbeir present independent of him, but that all we are, all
-lute of probation, and reserves those reasons we have, and all we hope for, is derived from
to the last liay, the day if the revelation of the him, from his free and undeserved bounty,
rr'jt/M'1/s judgment if Gud. (Rom. ii. 5.)
which therefore he may justly take from us its
2. That the entire histories of the past what way soever and whensoever he pleases;
ages, from the days of Adam till now, show all wise and good men still saving in such
tl at Almighty God bas ever exercised his cases with the pious Psalmist (Ps. xxxix. 9), 1
power over mankind, and that without giving was dumb, I openid not my mouth, because ihuu
'hem an immediate account of the reasons of didst it; and with patient Job (ch. i. 21 ; ii.
such bis conduct; and that withal, the best 10), Shall we receive good at the hand of God,
and wisest men of all ages. Heathens as well and shall hot u e receive evilf Tlie Lord *,are,
as Jews and Christians,—Marcus Antoninus, andtheLt rdhuth tnktnaway,bles*i d be the name
a* well as the patriarch Abraham and St. ol the Lord. If therelore this shortening or
Paul, have ever humbly submitted themselves taking away the lives of men be an objection
<o this conduct of the Divine Providence, against anv divine command for that purpose,
tnd always confessed that they were obliged it is full as strong against the present system
•o the undeserved goodness and mercy of of the world, against the conduct of Divine
God for every .enjoyment, but could not de- Providence in genera), and against natural
nimd any of them of his justice;—no, not so religion, which is founded on the justice of
much as the continuance of that life whereto that Providence, and is no way peculiar
those enjoyments do appertain. When God to revealed religion, or to the fact of Abra
was pleased to sweep the wicked race of men ham now before us; nor in this case much
away by a flood, the young innocent infants, different from what was soon after the days
as well as the guilty old sinners: when he of Abraham thoroughly settled, after Job's
was pleased to shorten the lives of men after and his friends' debates, by the inspiration of
the Flood, and still downward till the days j Elihu, and the determination of God himself,
of David and Solomon ; when he was pleased where the Divine Providence was at length
*.o destroy impure Sodom and Gomorrah thoroughly cleared and justified before all
by fire and brimstone from heaven, and to tbe world, as it will be, no question, more
extirpate the main body of the Amorites out generally cleared and justified at the final
of the land of Canaan, as soon as their iniqui judgment.
ties werefull (Gen. xv. 16), and in these in
3. That till this profane age, it has also, I
stances included the young innocent infants, think, been universally allowed by all sober
together with the old hardened sinners ; men, that a command of God, when suf
when God was pleased to send an aagel, and ficiently made known to be so, is abundant
by him to destroy 185,000 Assyrians (the authority for the taking away the life of any
number attested to by Berosus the Chaldean, person whomsoever. I doubt both ancient
as well os by our own Bibles) in the days of and modern princes, generals of armies, ard
Hezekiah, most of whom seem to have had judges, even these of the best reputation also,
no otb> r peculiar guilt upon them than that have ventured to take many men's lives away
common to soldiers in War, of obeying with upon much less authority; nor indeed do the
out reserve their king Sennacherib, his ge most sceptical of the moderns care to deny
nerals and captains; and when at the plague this authority directly; they rather take a
of Athens, Loudon, Marseilles, &c. so many method of objecting somewhat more plausible,
thousand righteous men and women, with though it amounts to much the same: they
innocent bales, were swept' away on a sud- say that the apparent disagreement of any
den, by a fatal contagion,—I do not remem command to tbe moral attributes of God, such
ber that sober men have complained that God as this of the slaughter'of an only child seems
dpult unjustly with such his creatures, in plainly to be, will be a greater evidence that
those to us seemingly severe dispensations. such a command does not come from God,
Nor are we certain when any such seemingly than any pretended revelation can be that it
scu-re dispensations are really such, nor do does; but as to this matter, although diviue
we know but shortening the lives of men may revelations have now so long ceased, that we
sun.etimes be the greatest blessing to them, are not well acquainted with the manner of
<ip<i Drevent or put a stop to those courses of conveying such revelations with certainty to
Kross wickedness which might bring them to men, and by consequence the apparent disa
a greater misery in the world to come; nor greement of a command with the moral attri
is it fit for such poor, weak, and ignorant butes of God, ought ^t present, generally, it
creatures as we are, in the present state, to not constantly, to deter men from acting upon
call our almighty, and all- wise, and all-good such a pretended revelation, yet was there no
Creator and Benefactor to an account upon such uncertainty in I he days of the ob* pro
airy such oeoasiona—since we cannot but' phets of God, or of Abraham, the friend of
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God (La. xli. 8), who are «.rer found to tice bad been indeed so long left off in Egypt,
have bad an entire certainty of those their and the custom of sacrificing animals there wr.s
revelations ; and what evidently shows they confined to so few kinds in the days of Hero
were not deceived, is this, that the events and dotus, that be would not believe they had ever
consequences of things afterwards always cor offered human sacrifices at all ; for he says,*
responded, and secured them of the truth of that "the fable, as if Hercules was sacrificed to
suc h divine revelations. Thus the first mira Jupiter in Egypt, was feigned by the Greeks,
culous voice from heaven (Gen. xxii. II, who were entirely unacquainted with the na
12) calling to Abraham not to execute this ture of the Egyptians and their laws; for how
command, and the performance of those emi should they sacrifice men, with whom it is
nent promises made by the second voice unlawful to sacritice any brute beast, boars
(Gen. xxii. 17, 18), on account of his obe and bulls, and pure calves and ganders only
dience to that command, are demonstrations excepted?" However, it is evident, from
that Abraham's commission for what he did Sanchoniatho, Manetho, Pausanias, Diodorus
was truly divine, and are an entire justifica Siculus, Philo, Plutarch, and Porphyry, that
tion of his conduct in this matter. The such sacrifices were frequent both in Phoe
words of the first voice from heaven will nicia and Egypt, and that long before the
come hereafter to btfset down ir a titter place ; days of Abraham, as Sir Jobu Marsham and
out the glorious promises made to Abraham's Bishop Cumberland have fully proved: nay,
obedience by the second voice, must here be that in other places (though not in Egypt)
produced from verse 15 — 18. "And the this cruel practice continued long after Abra
angel of the Lord called unto Abruham out ham, and this till the very third, if not also
of heaven the second time, and said, By my to the fifth century of Christianity, before it
self have I Bworn, saith the Lord; for because was quite abolished. Take the words of the
thou hast done this thing, and hast not with original authors in English, as most of them
held thy son, thine only son from me, that in occur in their originals, in Sir John Marblessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying sham's Chronicon, p. 76—78, 300—304.
I will multiply thy seed as the stars of heaven, " Chronus offered up his only - begotten
and as the sand which is upon the sea-shore, son as a burnt-offering to bis father Uranus,
and thy seed shall possess the gate of bis ene when there was a famine and a pestilence."!
mies; and in thy seed shall all the nations of ™ Chronus, whom the Phoenicians name
the earth be blessed, because thou hast obeved Israel [it should be //J, and who was, after
my voice." Every one of which promises have his death, consecrated into the star Saturn,
been eminently fulfilled; and, what is chiefly when be was king of the country, and had,
remarkable, the last and principal of them, by a nymph of that country, named Anothat i/i Abraham's seed ail the nations of the bret, an only-begotten son, whom, on that ,
earth should be blessed, was never promised till account, they called Jeud (the Phoenicians to
this time. It had been twice promised him this day calling an only-begotten son by that
(chap. xii. 3; and xviii. 18), that in himself name), be in bis dread of very great dangers
stiouldaltthefamiliesoftheearth beblesstd; but that lay upon the country from war, adorned
that this blessing was to belong to future times, his son with royal apparel, and built un altar,
and to be bestowed by the means of one of his and offered him in sacrifice. "J
late posterity, the Messias, that great son and "The Phoenicians, when they were in great
seed of Abraham only, was never revealed be dangers by war, by famine, or by pestilence,
fore, but on such an amazing instance of bis sacrificed to Saturn one of the dearest of their
faith and obedience as was this his readi- people, whom they chose by public suffrage for
nc-s to offer up his only-begotten son Isaac, that purpose; and Sauchoniatho's Phoenician
was now first promised, and has been long history is full of such sacrifices." [These
ago performed in the. birth of Jesus of Nazar hitherto I take to have been before the
eth, the son of David, the son of Abraham Flood.] §
(Matt. i. 1), which highly deserves our obser
" In Arabia, the Dumatii sacrificed a child
vation in this place; nor can we suppose that every year."|
any thing else than clear conviction that this " They relate, that of old the [Egyptian")
command came from God could induce so kings sacrificed such men as were of the same
good a man and so tender a father as Abraham colour with Typho, at the sepulchre of Osi
«y. .1-, to sacrifice his own beloved son, and ris. "*f
to lose thereby all the comfort he received " Manetho relates, that they burnt Tyfrom him at present, and all the expectation phonean men alive in the city Idithyia lor
he hail of a numerous and happy posterity Ilitbyia], and scattered their ashes like cuati
that is winnowed ; and this was douu
from him hereafter.
4. That long before the days of Abraham, • Apud .Marsh. Chron. p. 300.
the demons or heathen gods had required and + Phil. Bib. ex Sanction, p. 76.
Sanction, p. 77.
received human sacrifices, and particularly J Phil. Bib ex
that of the olferer's own children, and this I»t Porphyry,
Porphyry, p.p. 77.
7T
both before and after the Deluge. This prac % ;»itid. Sic p. 'a.
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|.;.blicly, and at an appointed season in the
dog-days."*
" Tin' barbarous nations did a long time
admit of the slaughter of children, as of a
holy practice, and acceptable to the gods;
and this thing, both private persons, and
kings, and entire nations, practise at proper
seasons."|
" The human sacrifices that were enjoined
by the Dodonean oracle, mentioned in Pausanias's Acuities, in the tragical story of
Coresus and Callirrhoe, sufficiently intimate
that the Phoenician and Egyptian priests had
set up this Dodonean oracle before the time
of Amosis, who destroyed that barbarous
practice in Egypt."t
Itaut adytis httc tristia dicta reportat :
Sattguinr ptacastu centos, ft virgute casa,
Cum primum lliacax Danai venistis ad orat ;
Sariyumt qutsrendi reditu*, animaijue tuandum
Aryollca
Visa. Ma. ii. 115.
He from the gods this dreadful answer brought:
O Grecians, when the Trojan shores you sought,
Your passage with a virgin's blood Wats bought!
So must your safe return be bought again,
And Urecian blood once more alone the main.

These bloody sacrifices were, for certain,
instances of the greatest degree of impiety,
tyranny, and cruelty in the world: that either
wicked demons or wicked men, who neither
made nor preserved mankind, who had there
fore no right over them, nor were they aole
to make them amends in the next world for
what they thus lost or suffered in this, should,
after so inhuman a manner, command the tak
ing away the lives of men, and particularly
of the offerer's own children, without the
commission of any crime; this was, 1 think,
an abomination derived from bim who was a
murderer from the beginning (John viii. 44);
a crime truly and properly diabolical.
5. That, accordingly, Almighty God him
self, under the Jewish dispensation, vehe
mently condemned the Pagans, and sometimes
the Jews themselves, for this crime; and for
this, among other heinous sins, cast the idolati ous nations (nay, sometimes the Jews too) out
of Palestine. Take the principal texts hereto
relating, as tbey be in order in the Old
Testament: —
" Thou shalt not let any of thy seed pass
through the fire to Molech. Defile not your
selves in any of these things, for in all these
the nations are defiled, which I cast out be
fore you," &c. (Lev. xviii. 21.)
" Whosoever he be of the children of Is
rael, or of the strangers that sojourn in Israel,
that givetb any of his seed unto Molech, he
snail surely be put to death; the people of
the land shall stone him with stones." (Lev.
XX. 2.)
•' Take heed to thyself, that thou be not
• Plutarch, p. 78.
+ Nunuulli apud Phil. p. 70
t Cuniberl. Sanction, p 37M.

snared by following the nations, after that
they be destroyed from before thee ; and that
thou inquire not after their gods, saying.
How did these nations serve their gods, even
so will I do likewise. Thou shalt not do so
unto the Lord tby God; for every abomina
tion of the Lord, which be hateth, have they
done unto their gods ; for even their sons
and their daughters have they burnt in the
fire to their gods." (Deut. xii. SO, 31. See
chap, xviii. 10, and 2 Kings xvii. 17.)
" And Ahaz made his son to pass through
the fire, according to the abominations of the
heathen, whom the Lord cast out before the
children of Israel." (2 Kings xvi. 3.)
" Moreover, Ahaz burnt incense in the
valley of the son of Hinnom, and burnt bis
children (his son, in Josephirs) in the fire,
after the abominations of the heathen, whom
the Lord had cast out before the children of
Israel." (2 Chron. xxviii. 8.)-'
" And the Sepharvites burnt their children
in the fire to Adrammelech and Anainelecb,
the gods of Sepharvaim," &c. (2 Kings xvii.
31.)
"And Josiah defiled Tophet, which is :n
the valley of the children of Hinnom, that
no man might make his son or his daughter
to pass through the fire unto Molech."
(2 Kings xxiii. 10.)
" Yea, they sacrificed their sons and their
daughters unto demons; and shed innocent
blood, the blood of their sons and of their
daughters, whom tbey sacrificed unto the
idols of Canaan; and the land was polluted
with blood." (PsaL cvi. 37, 38. See Isa.
lvii. 5.)
" The children of Judah have done evil in
my sight, saith the Lord ; they have set
their abominations in the house which is call
ed by my name to pollute it; and tbey have
built the high places of Tophet, which is iu
the valley of the son of Hinnom, to bum
their sons and their daughters in the fire
which I commanded them not, nor camt
it into my heart." (Jer. vii. 30—32.)
" Thus saith the Lord of Hosts, the Got
of Israel, Behold I will bring evil upon thii
place, the which whosoever heareth, his eur>
shall tingle, because tbey have forsaken me
and have estranged this place, and have burnt
incense unto other gods, whom neither
they nor their fathers have known, nor the
kings of Judab, and bave filled this place
with the blood of innocents. They have
built also the high places of Baal, to burn
their sons with fire for burnt-offerings uuto
Baal, which 1 commanded not, nor spake it,
neither came it into my mind," &c. (Jer. six.
3^5.)
" They built the high places of Baal, which
are in the valley of the son of Hinnom, to
cause their sons and their daughters to pads
through tiie fire unto Molech, which I com
manded them not, neither came it iuto oiy
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mind that they should do thii abomination,
to cause Juilab to sin." (Jer. xxxii. 35.)
" Moreover, thou hast taken thy sons and
thy daughters, whom thou hast born unto
me, and these hast thou sacrificed unto them
to be devoured. Is this of thy whoredoms
a small matter, that thou bast slain my chil
dren, and delivered tbem to cause them to
pass through the fire for them?" (Ezek. xvi.
20, 21. See chap. xx. 26; 1 Cor. x. 20.)
" Thou hatest the old inhabitants of thy
holy land, for doing most odious works of
witchcraft and wicked sacrifices; and also
those merciless murderers of children, and
devourers of man's flesh, and feasts of blood,
with their priests, out of the midst of their
Idolatrous crew, and the parents that killed
with their own hands souls destitute of help."
(Wisd. xii. 4—6.)
6. That Almighty God never permitted, in
any one instance, that such a human sacrifice
should actually be offered to himself (though
he had a right to have required it, if he had
so pleased) under the whole Jewish dispensa
tion, which yet was full of many other kinds
of sacrifices, and this at a time when mankind
generally thought such sacrifices of the great
est virtue for tbe procuring pardon of sin and
the divine favour. This the ancient records of
tbe heathen world attest. Take their notion
in the words of Philo Biblius,* the translator
of Sanchoniatho :— " It was the custom of the
ancients, in the greatest calamities and dan
gers, for the governors of the city or nation,
in order to advert the destruction of all, to
devote their beloved son to be slain, as a price
of redemption to the punishing [or avenging]
demons; and those so devoted were killed after
a mystical manner." This the history of the
king of Moab (2 Kings iii. 27), when he was
in great distress in his war against Israel and
Judab, informs us of; who then "took bis
eldest son, that should have reigned in bis
stead, and offered him for a burnt-offering
upon the city-wall." This also the Jewish
prophet Micah (chap. vi. 6—8) implies, when
he inquires, " Wherewith shall I come before
the Lord, and bow myself before the High
God? Shall I come before him with burntofferings, with calves of a year old? Will the
Lord be pleased with thousands of rams, and
ten thousands of fat kids of the goats?
Shall I give my first-born for my transgres
sion, the fruit of my body for the sin of my
soul?" No, certainly; " For be hath showed
thee, O man, what is good; and what doth
the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and
to love mercy, and to humble thyself to walk
with thy God?"
It is true, God did here try the faith and
obedience of Abraham to himself, whether
they were as strong as tbe Pagans exhibited
to their demons or idols, yet did he withal
• Apud Mvih p. 76»
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take effectual care, and that by a miraculous
interposition also, to prevent the execution,
and provided himself a ram, as a vicarious
substitute, to supply the place of Isaac imme
diately : —" And the angel of the Lord called
unto Abraham, and said, Abraham, Abra
ham! — and he said, Here am I: — and he
said, Lay not thine hand upon the lad, neither
do thou any thing unto him; for now I know
that thou fearest God, seeing thou hast not
withheld thy son, thine only son, from me.
And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked,
and behold a ram caught in a thicket by his
horns ; and Abraham went and took the ram,
and offered him up for a burnt-offering in
the stead of his son." (Gen. xxii. 11 —13.)
Thus though Jephtha (Judg. xi. 36—39)
has, by many, been thought to have vowed to
offer up his daughter and only child for a
sacrifice, and that as bound on him, upon sup
position of his vow, by a divine law (Levit.
xxvii. 28, 29), of which opinion I was once
myself; yet upon more mature consideration,
I have, for some time, thought this to be a mis- •*■
take, and that his vow extended only to her
being devoted to serve God at tbe tabernacle,
or elsewhere, in a state of perpetual virginity;
and that neither that law did enjoin any human
sacrifices, nor do we meet with any example
of its execution in this sense afterwards. Philo
never mentions any such law, no more than
Josepbus; and when Josephus thought that
Jephtha had made such a vow, and executed
it, he is so far from hinting at its being done
in compliance with any law of God, that he
expressly condemns him for it, as having acted
contrary thereto; or, in his own words, f "as
having offered an oblation neither conformable
to the law, nor acceptable to God, nor weigh
ing with himself what opinion the hearers
would have of such a practice."
7. That Isaac being at this time, according
to Josephus, J who is herein juBtly followed by
Archbishop Usher, § no less than twenty-five
years of age, and Abraham being, by conse
quence, one hundred and twenty-five, it is
not to be supposed that Abraham could bind
Isaac, in order to offer him in sacrifice, but by
his own free consent; which free consent of
the party who is to suffer, seems absolutely
necessary in all such cases; and which free
consent St. Clement, as well as Josephus, dis
tinctly takes notice of on this occasion. St.
Clement jj describes it thus: — "Isaac, being
fully persuaded of what he knew was to come,
cheerfully welded himself up for a sacrifice."
And for Josepbus, after introducing Abraham
in a pathetic speech, laying before Isaac tbe
divine command, and exhorting him patiently
and joyfully to submit to it, he tells uz\ that
+ Antiq. I), t. ch. Til. sect la
t Antiq. b. i. ch iL
I L'«li. Anna!, ad A.M. 2133.
I S. Clem. sect. 31.

f AoUq. b. i. oh. xiii. wet 3.
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" Isaac very cheerfully consented ;" and then viz. that if God should permit Isaac to be sa
introduces him in a short, but very pious an crificed, he would certainly and quickly raise
swer, acquiescing in the proposal; and adds, him up again from the dead, "from whence
that " he then immediately, and readily, went also be received bim in a figure," as tbe
to the altar to be sacrificed." Nor did Jeph- author to the Hebrews (chap. xi. 19) ht-re
tha (Judges xi. 36, 37) perform his rash vow, justly observes.
whatever it were, till his daughter had given 10. That the firm and just foundation of
Abraham's faith and assurance in God for
her consent to it.
8. It appears to me that Abraham never such a resurrection was this, besides the gene
despaired entirely of the interposition of ral consideration of the divine veracity, that
Providence for the preservation of Isaac, during the whole time of his sojourning in
although in obedience to the command he strange countries, in Canaan and Egypt, ever
prepared to sacrifice him to God. This seems since he bad been called out of Choldea or
to me intimated in Abraham's words to his Mesopotamia at seventy-five years of age
servants, on the third day, when he was in (Gen. xii. 4), he had had constant experience
sight of the mountain on which he was to of a special, of an over-ruling, of a kind
offer his son Isaac: " We will go and worship, and gracious Providence over him, till his
and we will come again to you." As also in 125th year, which, against all human views,
his answer to bis son, when he inquired, had continually blessed him and enriched
"Behold tbe fire and the wood; but where him, and, in his elder age, had given him
is the lamb for a burnt-offering?—and Abra first Ishmael by Hagar, and afterward promised
ham said, My son, God will provide himself him Isaac to " spring from bis own body
a lamb for a burnt-offering." (Gen. xxii. now dead, and from tbe deadness of Sarah's
5—7. ) Both these passages look to me some womb (Rom. iv. 19), when she was past age
what like such an expectation. However,
(Heb. xi. 11), and when it ceased to be
9. It appears most evident that Abraham, with Surah after tbe manner of women (Gen.
and I suppose Isaac also, firmly believed, xviii. 11), and had actually performed that
that if God should permit Isaac to be actually and every other promise, how improbable so
slain as a sacrifice, he would certainly and ever that performance bad appeared, he bad
speedily raise him again from the dead. ever made to him, and this during fifty en
This, to be sure, is supposed in the words tire years together; so that although, at his
already quoted, that both " he and his son first exit out.of Chaldea or Mesopotamia, be
would go and worship, and come again to might have been tempted to stagger at
the servants;" and is clearly and justly col such a promise of God, through unbelief,
lected from this history by the author to the yet might he now, after fifty years' constant
Hebrews (chap. xi. 17, 18, 19); "By faith experience, be justly strong tit Jaith, giving
Abraham, when he was tried, offered up glory to God, as being fully persuaded, that
Isaac; and he that had received the promises what God had promised (the resurrection of
offered up bis only-begotten, of whom it was Isaac) he was both able and willing to perform,
said, That in Isaac shall thy seed be called, (Rom. iv. 20, 21.)
accounting [or reasoning] that God was able 11. That this assurance, therefore, that
to raise bim from the dead." And this rea God, if he permitted Isaac to be slain, would
soning was at once very obvious and wholly inlallibly raise him again from the dead, en
undeniable, that since God was truth itself, tirely alters the state of the case of Abraham's
and had over and over promised that he sacrificing Isaac to the true God, from that
would " multiply Abraham exceedingly ; of all other human sacrifices whatsoever
that he should be a father of many nations ; offered to false ones, all those others being
that his name should be no longer Abram, done without the least promise or prospect
but Abraham,, because a father of many na of such a resurrection; and this indeed takes
tions God had made bim," &c. ; that " Sarai away all pretence of injustice in tbe divine
his wife should be called Sarah ; that he command, as well as of all inhumanity or
would bless her, and give Abraham a son also cruelty in Abraham's obedience to it.
of her;" and that " he would bless him; and 12. That upon the whole, this command
she should become nations ; and kings of to Abraham, and what followed upon it,
pecple should be of her," fltc (Gen. xvii. looks so very like an intention of God to
2, 4, 5, 6, 16); and that "in Isaac should his typify or represent 'beforehand, in Isaac,
seed be called" (Gen. xxi. 12): —and since a beloved or only - begotten son, what was
withal it is here supposed that Isaac was to to happen long afterwards to tbe great Sox
be slain as a sacrifice before he was married, and seed of Abraham, the Messiah, the be
or had any seed, God was, for certain, obliged loved and the only-begotttn of the Father
by his promises, in these circumstances, to whose day Abraham taw by faith beforehand,
raise Isaac again from the dead ; and this and rejoiced to see it." (John viii. 56), viz
was an eminent instance of thatfaith whereby that he, by the determinate counsel and
" Abraham believed God, and it was iin- fore knowledge of God, should be crucified ana
o him for righteousness"(Gen. xv. 6), shin, as a sacrifice, and should be r*u*cd
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the third day (Acta ii. 22—32), and in offering their children for
this at Jerusalem also ; and that in the mean their idols, I answer by the next
time. God would accept of the sacrifices of tion:—
rams and the like animals, at the same city 13. That this objection is so far from truth,
Jerusalem, that one cannot easily avoid the that Gpd's public and miraculous prohibition
application. This seems the reason why of the execution of this command to Abra
Abraham was obliged to go to the land of ham (which command itself the Gentilee
Moriah, or Jerusalem, and why it is noted that would not then at all be surprised at, because
it was the third day (Gen. xxii. 2, 4) that he it was so like to their own usual practices), as
came to the place, which implies that the well as God's substitution of a vicarious obla
return back, after the slaying of the sacrifice, tion, seems to have been the very occasion
would naturally be Me third day also; and of the immediate abolition of those impious
why this sacrifice was not Ishmael the son sacrifices by Tethmosis or Amosis, among the
after the flesh only, but Isaac the son by pro neighbouring Egyptians, and of the sub-titumise, the beloved son of Abraham; and why tiun of more inoffensive ones there instead ot
Isaac was styled the only son, or only begotten them. Take the account of this abolition,
son of Abraham (Heb. xi. 17), though he had which we shall presently prove was about the
Ishmael besides; and why Isaac himself was time of Abraham's offering up his son Isaac,
to bear the wood on which he was to be sacri as it is preserved by Porphyry, from Manetbo,
ficed (Gen. xxii. 6; John xix. 17); and why the famous Egyptian historian and chronolothe place was no other than the land ofMoriah, ger, wbioli is also cited from Porphyry by
or vision, i. e. most probably a place where Eusebius and Theodoret: —"Amosis," saythe Shechinah or Messiah had been seen, and Porphyry,f " abolished the lav for slaying ot
God by him worshipped, even before the days men at Heliopolis in Egypt, as Manetho bears
of Abraham, and where lately lived, and per witness in his book of Antiquity and Piety.
haps now lived, Melchisedeck, the grand type They were sacrificed to Juno, and were exaof the Messiah (who might then possibly be J minedf-as were the pure calves, that were also
present at the sacrifice); and why this sacri sealed with them: they were sacrificed three
fice was to be offered either on the mountain in a day. In whose stead Amosis commanded
called afterwards distinctly Moriah, where that men of wax, of the same number, should
the temple stood, and where all the Mosaic be substituted."
sacrifices were afterwards to be offered, as Now 1 have lately shown that these Egyp
Josephus* and the generality suppose, or per tians bad Abraham in great veneration, and
haps, as others suppose, that where the Mes that all the wisdom ofthose Eyyptians, in which
siah himself was to be offered,—its neighbour Moses was afterwards learned, was derived
mount Calvary. This seems also the reason from no other than from Abraham. Now it
why the ram was substituted as a vicarious appears evidently by the fore-cited passage,
sacrifice instead of Isaac. These circumstances that the first abolition of these human sacri
seem to me very peculiar and extraordinary, fices, and the substitution of waxen images in
and to render the present hypothesis extremely their stead, and particularly at Heliopolis, in
probable. Nor perhaps did St. Clement mean the north-east part of Egypt, in the neigh
any thing else, when, in his fore-cited passage, bourhood of Beersheba, in the south of Pales
be says, that " Isaac was fully persuaded of tine, where Abraham now lived, at the
what he knew was to come," and therefore distance of about a hundred and twenty miles
" cheerfully yielded himself up for a sacrifice." only, was in the days, and by the order ol
Nor indeed does that name of this place, Tethmosis or Amosis, who was the first ot
Jehovah-Jireh, which continued till the days the Egyptian kings, after the expulsion of the
of Moses, and signified God will see, or rather, Phoenician shepherds. Now therefore we are
God millprovide, seem to be given it by Abra to inquire when this Tethmosis or Amosis
ham, on any other account, than that God lived, and compare bis time with the time ot
would there, in the fulness of time, provide the sacrifice of Isaac. Now, if we look into
timselj a lamb (that Lamb of God, John i. 29, my Chronological Table, published a.d. 1721,
which was to take away the sin of the world) we shall find that the hundred and twentyfifth year of Abraham, or, which is all one,
tor a burnt-offeriny.
But now, if after all it be objected, that the twenty-fifth year of Isaac, lolls icto
how peculiar and how typical soever the cir a. M. 2373, or into the thirteenth year of Teth
cumstances of Abraham and Isaac might be mosis or Amosis, which is the very middle of
in themselves, of which the heathens about his twenty-five years' reign; so that this abo
them could have little notion, yet such a lition of human sacrifices in Egypt, and sub
divine command to Abraham for slaying his stitution of others in their room, seems to have
beloved son Isaac, must however be of very been occasioned by the solemn prohibition
ill example to the Gentile world, and that of such a sacrifice in the case of Abraham,
it probably did either first occasion, or at and by the following substitution of a ram
t greatly encourage, their wicked practices, in its stead: which account of this matter not
t Apod Marsh, p. SOL
* Antiq. b. L eh. viii. wet 3.
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only takes away the groundless suspicions of direct occasion of putting a stop to the hartr.e moderns, but shows the great seasonable- barity of the Egyptians in offering hum in
ness of the divine prohibition of the execution I sacrifices, and that for many, if not tor al)
ui tnis command to Abraham, as probably the | generations afterwards.

DISSERTATION III.
TACITUS'S ACCOUNTS OF THE ORIGIN OF THE JEWISH NATION, AND
OF THE PARTICULARS OF THE LAST JEWISH WAR; THAT THE
FORMER WAS PROBABLY WRITTEN IN OPPOSITION TO JOSEPHUS'S ANTIQUITIES, AND THAT THE LATTER WAS FOR CER
TAIN ALMOST ALL DIRECTLY TAKEN FROM JOSEPHUS'S HISTORY
OF THE JEWISH WAR.
Since Tacitus, the famous Roman historian, porary with Josephus, and one Antonius Juliahas written more largely and professedly nus, once mentioned by Minutius Felix, in his
about the origin of the Jewish nation, about Octavius (sect. 33), as having written on the
the cborography of Judea, and the last Jewish same subject with Josephus, and both already
war under Cestius, Vespasian, and Titus, than mentioned by me on another occasion (Dis
miy other old Roman historian: and since sert. I.) As to Justus of Tiberias, he could
both Josephus and Tacitus were in favour not be the historian whence Tacitus took hi>
with the same Roman emperors, —Vespasian, Jewish affairs; because, as we have seen in
Titus, and Domitian; and since Tacitus was the place just cited, the principal passage in
hii eminent pleader and writer of history at Tacitus of that nature, concerning Christ and
Home during the time, or not long after, our his sufferings, under the emperor Tiberius,
Josephus bad been there studying the Greek and by his procurator Pontius Pilate, was not
language, reading the Greek books, and there, as we know from the testimony of Pbowriting his own works in the same Greek lan tius (Cod. xxx); —and as to Antonius Juliguage, which language wns almost univer anus, his very name shows him to have been
sally known at Rome in that age; and since not a Jew, but a Roman. He is never men
therefore it is next to impossible to suppose tioned by Josephus; and so probably knew
that Tacitus could be unacquainted with the no more of the country or affairs of Judea
writings of Josephus, it cannot but be highly than Tacitus himself. He was, I suppose,
proper to compare their accounts of Judca, of rather an epitomizer of Josephus, and not so
the Jews, and Jewish affairs, together. Nor is early as Tacitus, than an original historian
it other than a very surprising paradox to me, himself before him. Nor could so exact a
how it has been possible for learned men, writer as Tacitus ever take up with such poor
particularly for the several learned editors of and almost unknown historians as these were,
Josephus and .Tacitus, to be so very silent while Josephus's seven books of the Jewish
about this matter as they have hitherto been, War were then so common ; were in such
especially when not only the correspondence great reputation at Rome; were attested to,
of the authors as to time and place, but the and recommended, by Vespasian and Titus,
likeness of the subject matter and circum the emperors, by king Agrippa, and king
stances, is so often so very remarkable: nay, Arcbelaus, and Herod king of Chalets; and
indeed, since many of the particular facts be he was there honoured with a statue; and
longed peculiarly to the region of Judea, and these his books were reposited in the public
to the Jewish nation, and are such as could library at Rome, as we know from Josephus
hardly be taken by a foreigner from any other himself, from Eusebius, and Jerome, while we
author than from our Josephus,—this strange never hear of any other history of the Jews
rijenre is almost unaccountable, if not inex that had then and there any such attestationa
cusable. The two only other writers whom we or recommendations. Soiue things indeed
know of, from whom Jewish affairs might be Tacitus might take from the Roman records
supposed to be taken by Tacitus, who never of this war. I mean from the Commentaries
appears to have been in Judea himself, are of Vespasian, which are mentioned by Jose
Justus of Tiberias, a Jewish historian, contem phus himself, in his own Lite (wet. Ci>
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and some others from the relations of Roman sending them into the adjacent countries, under
people, where the affairs of Rome were con their captains Hierosolymus and Judas. The
cerned: as also other affairs might be remem greatest part say they were those Ethiopians
bered by old officers and soldiers that had been whom fear and hatred obliged to change their
in the Jewish war. Accordingly I still suppose habitations,in the reign ofking Cepheiis." There
that Tacitus had some part of his information are those who report that they were Assyrians,
these ways, and particularly where he a little who, wanting lands, got together, and obtained
differs from or makes additions to Josephus: part of Egypt, and soon afterward settled
but then as this will all reach no farther than themselves in cities of their own, in the land
three or four years during this war, so will it of the Hebrews, and the parts of Syria that
by no means account for that abridgment of lay nearest to them." Others pretend their
the geography of the country, and entire origin to be more eminent, and that the
series of the principal facts of history thereto Solymi, a people celebrated in Homer's poems,
relating, which are in Tacitus, from the days were the founders of this nation, and gave,.
of Antiochus Epipbanes, two hundred and this their own name Hierosolyma to the city
forty years before that war, with which Anti which they built there.d
ochus both Josephus aud Tacitus begin their Chap. III.] Many authors agree, that
distinct histories the Jews, preparatory to when once an infectious distemper was arisen
the history of this last war. Nor could Taci in Egypt, and made men's bodies impure,
tus take the greatest part of those earlier Bocchoris, their king, went to the oracle of
fjcts belonging to the Jewish nation from the [Jupiter] Hammon, and begged he would
days of Moses, or to Christ and the Christians grant him some relief against this evil, and
in the days of Tiberius, from Roman authors; that he was enjoined to purge his nation of
of which Jewish and Christian affairs those them, and to banish this kind of men into
authors had usually very little knowledge, and other countries, as hateful to the gods.* That
which the heathen generally did grossly per when he had sought for, and gotten them all
vert and shamefully falsify; and this is so together, they were left in a vast desert: that
true as to Tacitus's own accounts of the ori hereupon the rest devoted themselves to weep
gin of the Jewish nation, that the reader may ing and inactivity; but one of those exiles,
almost take it for a constant rule, that when Moses by name, advised them to look for no
Tacitus contradicts Josephus's Jewish Anti assistance from any of the gods, or from any
quities, he either tells direct falsehoods, or of mankind, since they had been abandoned by
truths so miserably disguised as renders them both, hut bade them believe in him, as in a
little better than falsehoods, and hardly ever celestial leader,' by whose help they had
lights upon any thing relating to them that already gotten clear of their present miseries.
is true and solid, but when the same is in Theyagreed to it; and though they wereunacthose Antiquities at this day: —of which quainted with every thing, they began their
matters more will be said in the notes on this journey at random; but nothing tired them
history immediately following.
so much as the want of water; and now they
laid themselves down on the ground to a great
extent, as just ready to perish, when a herd
HISTORV OF THE JEWS.
of wild asses came from feeding, and went
to a rock overshadowed by a grove of trees.
BOOK V. CHAP. II.
Moses followed them, as conjecturing that
there was [thereabouts] some grassy soil, and
Since we are now going to relate the final so he opened large sources of water for
period of this famous city [Jerusalem], it them.' That was an ease to them; and when
seems proper to give an account of its origi they had journeyed continually six" entire
nal.*— The tradition is, that the Jews ran
t> One woold wonder how Tacitus, or any heathen,
away from the island of Crete, and settled could
the African Ethiopians under Cepheus,
themselves on the coast of .Libya, and this at who aresuppose
known to be blacks, could be tbe parents of the
who are known to be whites.
the time when Saturn was driven out of his Jews,
account comes nearest tbe truth, and this
kingdom by the power of Jupiter: an argu • This might
have from Josephus, only disguised by
ment for it is fetched from their name. The Tacitus
himself.
This Tacitus might have out of Josephus, Antiq.
mountain Ida is famous in Crete; and the
ch. iii doctrine
sect. 2. to Josephus : who truly obser—s on
neighbouring inhabitants are named Idtti, b. •TitStrange
which, with a barbarous augment, becomes this occasion, lh»t the gods are angry, not at bodil) imper
but at wicked practicrs. Apioo, b. i. sect. 24.
the name of Judai [Jews]. Some say they fections,
f This believing in Moses as in a refesfiol fvotler,
were a people that were very numerous in seems
a blind confession of Tacitus that Moses pro'essed
hislooks
tawsalso
fromlikeGod.a plain confession of llxltus,
Egypt, under the reign of Isis; and that the to «haviEgyptians got free from that burden, by that Tliis
Moses brought the Jews water out of a rock in great
plenl), which he might have from Josephus, Aotiq. b. iii.
■ Must of these stories are no entirely groundless, mimI
s. rL 7. indeed.' that 60I>,000 men should (rare1
SO Contradict ir> lo nnr another, tti.it Ihey do it •» ilewrve rh • i. Strange
ah >ve itx) miles, over tbe deserts of Arabia, in six days,
a serious ci.nfiution. It is strnnge Tacitus conl<t
anil c.-i.quer J udea on the seventh.
^adc hini^eif thus crudely to set thnn down.
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days, on the seventh day they drove out the whereby mankind are governed; and indeed
inhabitants, and obtained those lands wherein the most of tbe heavenly bodies exert tbeir
power and perform their courses according
their city and temple were dedicated.
Chap. IV.] As for Moaes, in order to se to the number Seven.*
cure the nation firmly to himself, be ordained Chap. V.] These writes, by what manner
new rites, and such as were contrary to tbose soever they were first begun, are supported
oifotner men. All things are with them pro by tbeir antiquity.' The rest of their institu
fane which with us are sacred : and, again, tions are awkward," impure, and got ground
those practices are allowed among them which by their pravity ; for every vile fellow, des
are by us esteemed most abominable.1
pising the rites of his forefathers, brought
They place tbe image of that animal in thither their tribute and contributions, by
their most holy place, by whose indication it which means the Jewish commonwealth was
was that tbey bad escaped their wandering augmented ; and because among themselves
couilition and their thirat.k
there is an unalterable fidelity and kindness
They sacrifice rams by way of reproach to always ready at hand, but bitter enmity to
[Jupiter] Hammon. An ox is also sacrificed, wards all others;* tbey are a people separated
which the Egyptians worship under tbe name from all others in tbeir food and in their
beds ; though tbey be the lewdest nation
of Apis.1
Tbey abstain from swine's flesh, as a me upon earth, yet will tbey not corrupt foreign
morial of that miserable destruction which tbe women,' though nothing be esteemed unlaw
I
mange, to which that creature ia liable, ful among themselves.*
brought on them, and with which they 'had Tbey have ordained circumcision of the
part used in generation, that they may there
been defiled.™
That tbey had endured a long famine by be distinguished from other people. The
they attest still by tbeir frequent tastings : " proselytes to tbeir religion have the same
and that they stole the fruits of the earth, we usage.*
have an argument from the bread of the They are taught nothing sooner than to
despise the gods, to renounce their country,
Jews, which is unleavened.0
It is generally supposed that thej rest on and to have their parents, children, and bre
tbe seventh duy ;° because that day gave them thren in the utmost contempt ;° but still tbey
("the first] rest from their labours. Besides take care to increase and multiply, for it is
which, they are idle on every seventh year.i esteemed utterly unlawful to kill any of theii
18 being pleased with a lazy life. Others say children.
that they do honour thereby to Saturn ; ' or Tbey all look on the souls of those that
perhaps the Idas gave them this part of their idie in battle, or are put to death for their
religion, who [as we said above] were expell crimes, bs eternal. Hence comes tbeir love
ed, together with Saturn, and who, as we of posterity and contempt of death.
have been informed, were the founders of this I They derive their custom of burying,'
nation; or else it was because the star Saturn instead of burning their dead, from the Egyp
moves in the highest orb, and of the seven tians; tbey have also tbe same care of the
planets exerts the principal part of tbat energy dead with them, and the same persuasion
1 Thii is not true in general, but only no far, that the about the invisible world below; but of the
Israelites were by circumcision and other rites to be gods above, their opinion is contrary to theirs,
kept separate iruw tbe wicked and idolatrous nations Tbe Egyptians worship abundance of animals,
about
idem.strange story contradicts wbat the same Taci and images of various sorts.
s This
tus will tell us presently, that wbeo I'orupey went into • That the sun, moon, and stars rule over the affairs
pf maukind, was a heathen, and not a Jewish notion;
the holy of holies he louud no image there.
< These are ouly guesses of Tacitus, or of bis heathen ueither Jews nor Christians were permitted to deal in
though Tacitus seems
to have been
deep it.andit.
authors,
but
no
more.
■ Such memorials of what roust have been jery re astrology,
i This acknowledement
of the antiquity
of Moses,
proachful, are strangers to the rest of mankind, and of his Jewish settlement, was what the heatben cared
without any probability.
to own.
n l iie Jews had but one solemn fast of old in the not" always
U hat these pretended awkward and impure institu
tions
were,
inform us.as to tbe laws of
whole year,— the great day of expiation.
■ JosephusTacitus
showsdoes
tbenotcontrary,
0 V uleavened bread was only used at the Passover.
c It is very strange ttui Tacitus should not know or Moses, Apion, b. ii. sect. 22.
and, I false
doubt,a
false commendation
confess that the Jews' serenia day and seventh year ol ■1 AAnbigb,
entirely
character,
aud contraryoftheJews.
to their
re.t were in memory of the seventh or Sabballi dayrie
real, aiirr the sis days of creation. Every Jew, as well many laws against uncleanness. tsee Josephus, Antio.
as every Christian, could have informed hiro of those b. ill. ch. xi. sect. 13.
» Tbe proselytes of justice only, not tbe proselytes of
matters.
<t A strange hypothesis of tbe origin of the Subbalic tbe gale.
year, and without all good foundation. Tacitus pio- b How does this agree with that unalterable fidelity
baoiy had never heard of the Jews* year oj Jubilee; so and kindness which Tacitus told us tbe Jews had
towards one another f—unless he only means tbat they
He says nothiiu ol it.
' As if tbe Jews in tbe days of Moses, or long before, preferred ibe divine commands before tbeir nearest
kuew that the Creeks and ftomans would long after telations, which is the highest degree of Jewish and
ward call the seventh day ol the week Saturn's day; ChiisUan piety.
wnicli Din observes was not so called in old time; and « This custom is at least as old among the Hebrews
itlatry,
is a tricy
quessiun,
whether,
beloreathestarJews
fellasinto
ido as tbe daysol Abraham and the cave uf Machpbela, long
ever heard
ol such
• god
E>aUtfB.
hefure the Israelites went into tgyut. Ueu. XMii. I—
Atnos v. Acts vii. 4J,
li>; awl xsv. 8— HI
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The Jews have no notion of any more than Jordan carried into the sea: it passes throtii'^
one Divine Being;d and that known only by one and a second lake undiminished; hut
the mind. They esteem such to be profane is stopped by the third.'
who frame images of gods out of perishable This third lake is vastly great in earcttri.
mutter, and in the shape of men; that this ference, as if it were a tea.1 It is ot an tl
Being is supreme and eternal, immutable taste; and is pernicious to the adjoininp ml
and unperishable, is their doctrine. Accord bitants by its strong smell. The wind pitingly, they have no images in their cities, no waves there, nor will it maintain el! I
much less in their temples: they never grant fishes or such birds as use the water. T
this piece of flattery to kings, or this kind of reason is uncertain, but the tact is thus. Hi
honour to emperors.' But because their bodies cast into it are borne up as by »'i'
priests, when they play on the pipe and the what solid. Those who can, and those wi
timbrels, wear ivy round their head, and a cannot swim, are equally borne up l>
golden vine has been found in their tem it.' At a certain time of the year™ it ca '
ple,' tome have thought that they worshipped out bitumen; the manner of gathering i
our father Bacchus, the conqueror of the like other arts, has been taught by experiemEast; whereas the ceremonies of the Jews do The liquor is of its ovvn nature, of a bla
not at all agree with those of Bacchus, for he colour; and, if you pour vinegar upon it.
appointed rites that were of a jovial nature, clings together, and swiuis on the top. Th> and lit for festivals, while the practices of the whose business it is, take it in their ham
and pull it into the upper parts uf the »h
Jews are absurd and sordid.
Chap. Vi.] The limits of Judea easterly after which it follows, without farther atti .
are bounded by Arabia; Egypt lies on the tion, and tills the ship full, till you cut it off. .n
south; on the west are Phoenicia and the I can you cut it off either with a brass or an n .
[Great] Sea. They have a prospect of Syria instrument; but it cannot hear the touch
on their north quarter, as at some distance blood, or of a cloth wet wiib the tnen-trn.
purgations of women, as the ancient autbui
from them.'
The bodies of the men are healthy, and say; but those that are acquainted with 1 1■
place assure us that these waves of bttuuiei
such as will bear great labours.
They have not many showers of rain: their are driven along, and by the hand drawn t
soil is very fruitful; the produce of their the shore, and that when they are drieil by th
warm steams from the earth, and the funland is like ours, in great plenty.11
They have also, besides ours, two trees pecu of the sun, they are cut in pieces with uv
liar to themselves, the baUain-lree and the and wedges, as timber and stones are cut i
palm-tree. Their groves of palms are tall pieces.
anil beautiful. The balsam-tree is not very Chap. VII.] Not far from this lake ni,
large. As soon as any branch is swelled, those plains, which are related to have been •>
the veins quake as for fear, if you bring an old fertile, and to have bad many cities'' fu.
iron knife to cut them. They are to be of people, but to have been burnt up byopened with the broken piece of a stone, or stroke of lightning: it is also said that i
with the shell of a fisb. The juice is useful footsteps of that destruction still remain ; .,
that the earth itself appears as burnt ear
in physic.
Libanus is their principal mountain, and and has lost its natural fertility; and thai
an
argument thereof, all the plants that gru
is very high; and yet, what is very strange
to be related, it is always shadowed with trees, of their own accord, or are planted by n
and never free from snow. The same moun hand, whether they arrive at the degree ul
tain supplies the river Jordan with water, herb, or of a flower, or at complete matin i
and affords it its fountains also. Nor is this become black and empty, and, as it Wei
a These are very valuable concessions which Tacitus vanish into ashes. As for myself, as
here makes as to the unspotted piety of the Jewish am willing to allow that these onee faiuim
nation, in the worship of om infinite invisible God, ond
absolute rejection of all idolatry, and or all worship of ■ These accounts of Jordan, of the fountains derivt-n
images: Day. of the image of Ike emperor Caius himself, from mount Liltainis, and ofthe two lakes it runs tbroiign.
and its stoppage by the th.rd, are exactly agreeable t
or of affording it a place in their temple.
* All these concessions were to be learned from Jose Josephus, Of the War, h. iii. ch a. sect. 7, b\
phus, and almost ooiy from him; out of whom, there s No less tbun Five hundred and eiffnty furlongs Ionfore, I conclude Tacitus loot the ttoest part of his cha and one hundred and nlty broad, in Josephus, Ol in.
racter of the Jews.
War, b. v. ch. viiL sect. 4.
' This particular fact, that there was a golden viae in i Mrabo says, that a man could not sink into tv
the front of the Jewish temple, wan, in all probability, water of this lake so deep as the navel.
taken by Tacitus out of Josephus; but as the Jewish ■ Josephu never says tnat this bitumen was cast ur
priests were never adorned with ivy, the signal of Bac at a certain time of the year onlyj and Strata says It *
chus,—how Tacitus came to imagine this 1 rannot tell. direct contrary! but Pliny agrees witb Tacitus.
■ See the cliorography nf Judea in Josephus, Of th*- D This is exactly according to Josepbua, and mu*'
VYar, b lii.cn. iii. whence must probably Tacitus framed have heen taken rum him in the place tore-cned i aim
thi-. short abridgment of it. It conies in both authors that, particularly, because it is peculiar to bun, so tar *know, in »l< antiquity. Tim* rest thought tbe citi.natural.y
beforebranch
Vespasian's
campaign.
r The latter
o: tins.firstTacitus
might have from Iwere
in the vrry sit'ne l.tee where now the lake ist In-'
Josephus (Of the War, b_ in. rh. iii. sect. 2, 3, 4); the Jo>epiius ai d facitu* *», they were m its neighboui
•tlnrr is u.u in the preseatcopica.
uouu onlyt which is Mr. iteUud's opinion also.
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cities were burnt by fire from heaven, so Antonius, Pacorus, king of the Parthiarre,
vould I suppose that the earth is infected got possession of Judea, but was himself >lain
vith the vapour of the lake, and the spirit by Paulus Ventidius, and the Parthians were
[or air] that is over it thereby corrupted, driven beyond Euphrates; and for the Jews,
mil that by this means the fruits of the Caius Sosius subdued them. Antonius
earth, both com and grapes, rot away, both gave tbe kingdom to Herod ; and when
the soil and the air being equally unwhole Augustus conquered Antonius he still aug
mented it.
some.
The river Belus does also run into the sea After Herod's death, one Simon, without
ot Judea ; and the sands that are collected waiting for the disposition of Ca?sar, too
ii<out its mouth, when you mix nitre with upon him the title of Ktny, who was brougb
uera, are melted into glass : this sort of to punishment by [or under] Quinclilius Va
lore is but small, but its sand, for the use rus, when he was president of Syria. After
I those that carry it off, is inexhaustible.
ward the nation was reuueed, and the children
Chap. VI1L] A great part of Judea is of Herod governed it in three partitions;'
■ imposed of scattered villages; it also has Under Tiberius the Jews bad rest. After
irger towns; Jerusalem is the capital city of some time, they were enjoined to place Otius
lie whole nation. In that city there was a Caesar's statue in the temple ; but ratbei
mple of immense wealth; in the first parts than permit that they took up arms;' which
nat are fortified is tbe city itself ; next it the sedition was put an end to by the death of
t
oyal palace. The temple is enclosed in its Ca^ar.
most inward recesses. A Jew can come no Claudius, after the kings were either dead
i irtber than the gates; all but the priests are or reduced to smaller dominions, gave the
excluded by their threshold. While the East province of Judea to Roman knigbts, or to
was under the dominion of the Assyrians, ireed-men, to be governed by thein ; among
[he Medes, and tbe Persians, the Jews were whom was Antonius Felix, one that exercised
of all slaves the most despicable."
all kind of barbarity and extravagance, as
After tbe dominion11 of tbe Macedonians if he bad royal authority, but with the dis
prevailed, king Antiochus tried to conquer position of a slave. He had married Drutbeir superstition, and to introduce tbe cus siila, tbe grand -daughter of Antonius: so
toms of the Greeks; but be was disappointed that Felix was the grand-daughter's husband,
of bis design, which was to give this most and Claudius the grand-son of tbe same
profligate nation a change for the better ; and Antonius.
that was by his war with the Parthians, for
at ibis time Arsaces had fallen off [from the
Macedonians]. Then it was that the Jews
ANNALS, book xu.
set kings over them, because the Macedonians
were become weak, the Parthians were not But he that was the brother of PalUs, whose
yet very powerful, and the Romans were very surname was Felix, did not act with the same
remote ; which kings, when they had been moderation [as did Pallas himself]. He had
expelled by the mobility of the vulgar, and been a good while ago set over Judea, and
bad recovered their dominion by war, at thought he might be guilty of all sorts of
tempted tbe same things that kings used to do, wickedness with impunity while be relied on
I mean they introduced the destruction of so sure an authority.
Tbe Jews bad almost given a specimen of
cities, the slaughter of brethren, of wives, and
parents, but still went on in tbeir supersti sedition; and even after the death of Caius
tion: for tbey took upon them withal the was known, and tbey had not obeyed bis
honourable dignity of tbe high-priesthood, as command, there remained a degree of fear
firm security to their power and authority. lest some future1 prince should renew that
Chap. IX.] Tbe first of tbe Romans that command [for the setting up tbe prince's
conquered the Jews was Cneius Pompeius, statue in their temple]; and in the mean time,
who entered the temple by right of victory. Felix, by the use of unseasonable remedies,
Thence the report was everywhere divulged, blew up tbe coals of sedition into a flame,
that therein was no image of a god, but an and was imitated by bis partner in the govern
empty place, and mysteries, most Becret ment, Ventidius Cumanus, the country being
places that have nothing in them. The thus divided between them; that tbe nation
walls ofJerusalem were then destroyed, but the of tbe Galileans were under Cumanus, and
'.etuple continued still. Soon afterward arose the- Samaritans under Felix; which two na
a civil war among us; and when therein tions were of old at variance, but now, out of
Shew provinces were reduced under Marcus q They came to Petroniua, the president of *yria, in
vast numbers; but without arms, and as bumble sup
•A great slander against the Jews, without any just plicants only, •"'ee Tacitus presently, where be alirrwards sets this matter almost rigut, according to Joae
aasudation. Josephus would have informed him better. phus,
ami by way ul correction; In mat accuunt is in
a Here begin Josephus's aud Tacitus's true accounts
•I tbe Jews preliminary to the hut war. See of tbe War, bis Ani>aK which were written allet this which la ta
cam, sect. 7.
bis J'isloriea,
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rontempt of their governors did less restrain the mountain and the obstinacy of the Jewish
their hatred; they then began to plunder one superstition, than because the besieged hud
another, to send in parties of robbers to lie in strength enough to undergo the distresses [of a
wait, and sometimes to fight battles, and siege]. We have already informed [the reader]
withal to bring spoils and prey to the procu that Vespasian bad with him three legions,
rators [Cumanus and Felix]. Whereupon well exercised in war. Histor. b. ii. cb. v.]
these procurators began to rejoice; yet when When Vespasian was a very young man,
the iniscbief grew considerable, soldiers were it was promised him that he should arrive a
sent to quiet them, but the soldiers were the very highest pitch of fame: but what di
killed; and the province had been in a flame first of all seem to confirm the omen, was bi
of war, had not Quadratus, the president of triumphs, and consulship, and the glory of
Syria, afforded his assistance. Nor was it long his victories over the Jews. When he had
in dispute whether the Jews, who had killed once obtained these, he oelieved it was por
the soldiers in the mutiny, should be put to tended that he should come to the empire.'
death; it was agreed they should die, —only There is between Judea and Syria a moun
Cumanus and Felix occasioned a delay; for tain and a god, both called by the same name of
Claudius, upon hearing the causes as to this Carmel, though our predecessors have informed
rebellion, bad given [Quadratus] authority to us that this god had no image, and no temple,
determine the case, even as to the procurators and indeed no more than an altar and solemn
themselves; but Quadratus showed Felix worship. Vespasian was once offering a sacri
among the judges, and took him into his seat fice there, at a time when he had some secret
of judgment, on purpose that he might dis thought in his mind; the priest, whose name
courage his accusers. So Cumanus was con was Batilide; when he, over and over, looked
demned for those flagitious actions,. of which at the entrails, said, " Vespasian, whatever
both he and Felix had been guilty, and peace thou art about, whether the building of thy
house or enlargement of thy lands, or augmen
was restored to the province.'
tation of thy slaves, thou art granted a mighty
seat, very large bounds, and a huge number oi
men." These doubtful answers were soon
HISTOR. BOOK V. CHAP. X.
spread abroad by fame, and at the time were
However, the Jews bad patience till Ges- explained; nor was any thing so much in pub
•ius Florus was made procurator. Under him lic vogue, and very many discourses of that
it was that the war began. Then Cestius nature were made before him, and the more,
Callus, the president of Syria, attempted to because they foretold what he expected.
Mucianus and Vespasian went away, hav
appease it, and tried several battles, but gene
ing fully agreed on their designs; the former
rally with ill success.
Upon his death,* whether it came by fate, to Antiochi the latter to Cesarea. Autiuch
or that he was weary of his life, is uncertaiu, is the capital of Syria, and Cesarea the capi
Vespasian had the good fortune, by his repu tal of Judea. The commencement of Ves
tation, and excellent officers, and a victorious pasian's advancement to the empire was at
army, in the space of two summers, to make Alexandria, where Tiberius Alexander made
himself master of all the open country and such baste, that he obliged the legions to lake
of all the cities, Jerusalem excepted.
the oath of fidelity to him on the kalends of
[Flavius Vespasiauus, whom Nero had July, which was ever after celebrated as the
chosen for bis general, managed the Jewish I day of his inauguration, although" the army
war with three legions. Histor. b. i. ch. x.] in Judea had taken that oath on the fifth of
The next year, which was employed in a the Nones of July, with that eagerness, that
civil war [at home], so far as the Jews were they would not stay for his son Titus, who
concerned, passed over in peace. When Italy was then on the road, returning out of Syria,
was pacified, the care of foreign parts was chap, lxxix. Vespasian delivered over the
revived. The Jews were the only people that strongest part of his forces to Titus, to enable
stood out; which increased the rage of [the bim to finish what remained of the Jewish
Romans]. It was also thought most proper war. Histor. b. iv. ch. Ii.
that Titus should stay with the army, to pre
During these months in which Vespasian
vent any accident or misfortune which the new
government might be liable to.
» Josephus takes notice in general of these many
[Vespasian had put an end to the Jewish omens ot Vespasian's advancement to the empire, and
adds his own remarkable prediction of it also.
war; the siege of Jerusalem was the only distinctly
War, b. iii. ch. till, sect 3—9.
enterprise remaining, which was a work hard Of■ the
This although seems to imply that V'spasiao was
and difficult; but rather from the nature of proclaimed emperor in Judea before he was proclaimed
at Alexandria, as the whole history of Josephus implies,
r Here seems to br a great mistake about the Jewish ami the place where now Vespasian was, which was no
strain in Tacitus. >ee tit the War, book ii. chap. xii. uiher than Judea, requires also, though the inaneuramight be eelebratrd alterward from his lirst
•eel.
*.
• Josephi]*
rajs nothing of thr death of Cestius; sn tion-day
uritclamation at the great city Alexandria, only then the
Tvilus seems to have known uetlillli; in particular Vines or Ides in Tacitus and Suetonius must bo of
about it
Juuv, aod not ofJuly.
au
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continued at Alexandria, waiting foi the usual
set time of the summer gales of wind, and
SOUK V. CHAP. I.
staid for settled fair weather at sea, many
miraculous events happened; by which the At the beginning of the same year, Titus
good-will of Heaven, and a kind of inclination Ccesar, who was pitched upon by his father
of the Deity in hi* favour was declared.
to finish the conquest of Judea, and. while
A certain man of the vulgar sort at Alex both be and bis father were private persons,
andria, well known for the decay of his eyes, was celebrated for his martial conduct, acted
kneeled down by him and groaned and beg now with greater vigour and bopes of repu
ged of him the cure of his blindness, as by the tation, the kind inclinations both of the
admonition of Seiapis, the god which this su provinces and of the armies striving one with
perstitious nttion worships above others. He another who should most encourage him. He
also desired that the emperor would be pleased was also himself in a disposition to show that
to put some of bis spittle upon the balls of he was more than equal to bis fortune; and
his eves. Another infirm man there, who when be appeared in arms, he did all tbings
was lame of his baud, prayed Caesar, as by after sucb a ready and graceful way, treatingthe same god's suggestion, to tread upon bim all alter such an affable manner, and with
with his foot. Vespasim at first began to sucb kind words, as invited the good- will
laugh at them and to reject them; and when and good wishes of all. He ap|>eared also in
they were instant with him, he sometime* his actions and in his place in the troops; he
feared he should have the reputation of a vain mixed with the common soluiere, yet without
person, and sometime?, upon the solicitation any stain to his honour as a general.' He
of the infirm, be flattered himself, and others was received in Judea by three legions, the
flattered him, with the hopes of succeeding. fifth, and tbe tenth, and the fifteenth, who
At last he ordered the physicians to give their were Vespasian's old soldiers. Syria also
opinion, whether this sort of blindness and afforded him the twelfth, and Alexandria
lameness were curable by the art of man or soldiers out of the twenty-second and twentynot? The physicians answered uncertainly, third legions. Twenty cohorts of auxiliaries
that the one had not the visual faculty utterly accompanied, as also eigbt troops of horse.*
destroyed, and that it might be restored, if King Agrippa also was there, and king
the obstacles were removed : that the other's Sohemus, and tbe auxiliaries of king Antiolimbs were disordered, but if a healing virtue cbus, and a strong body of Arabians, wbo, as
were made use of, they were capable of being is usual in nations that are neighbours to one
made whole. Perhaps, said thev, the gods another, went with their accustomed hatred
are willing to assist, and that the emperor is against the Jews, with many others out of the
chosen by divine interposition. However, city of Rome, as every one's hopes led him, oi
they said at last, that if the cure* succeeded, getting early into the general's favour, before
Caesar would have the glory; if not, the poor others should prevent them.
miserable objects would only be laughed at. He entered into tbe borders of the enemy's
Whereupon Vespasian imagined that his good country with these forces, in exact order ot
fortune would be universal, and that nothing war; and looking carefully about bim, and
on that account could be incredible; so he being ready for battle, be pitched his camp
looked cheerfully, and in the sight of the not far from Jerusalem.
multitude, who stood in great expectation, he Chap. X.] When therefore be had pitched
did what they desired him; upon which the his camp, as we said just now, before the
lame band was recovered, and the blind man walls of Jerusalem, he pompously showed bis
saw immediately. Both these cures* are re- legions ready for an engagement.*
lated to this day by those that were present, Ciiap. XI.] Tbe Jews formed their camp
and when speaking falsely will get no reward. under the very walls'1 [of the city]; and il
they succeeded, tbey resolved to venture far
K The miraculous cures done by Vespasian are attested ther; but if tbey were beaten back, that was
to both by Suetonius in Vespasian (sect?) and by Dio their place of refuge. When a body of ca
(p. 217), and seem to me well attested. Our Saviour valry were sent against tbem,e and with them
seems to have overruled the heathen oracle ot Serapis
to procure the divine approbation to Vespasian's ad- i This character of Titus agrees exactly with the
lancrmeot to the empire of Rome, as he suggested the
upon all
like approbation to the advancement both of Vespasian History
Theseof Josephus
twenty cohorts
aodoccasions.
eight troops ofhorse, are
and Titus to Josephus: which two were to be his not■ direcdy
chosen instruments in bringing on that terrible de ch. i. sect. 6.enumerated by Josephus, of the War, t*. V.
struction upon the Jewish nation, which he had, ■ This word in Tacitus, pompou$ly skomd bis legions,
threatened to execute by these Koaian armies. Nor
as if that pompous show which was some months
could any other Roman irenerals than Vespasian and looks
in Josephus, ran in bis mind. Of the VVar,
Titus, at that time. In human probability, have pre* b.,-ilterward,
v.
ch.
ix. sect. 1.
vailel over the Jews, and destroyed Jerusalem, as this
These
first
bickerings and battles near tbe walls of
whole history in Josephus implies. Jnsepbus also
are at large in Josephus, of tbe VVar, b. v.
everywhere supposes Vespasian and Titus raised up to' Jerusalem,
IL
command against Judea and Jerusalem, and to govern ' Josephus distinctly mentions these horsemen oc cathe R<>mnn empire by Hivine Providence, and ni.t in 'airy, six hundred in number, muur.g wbum I ilus had
the ordinary wai ; as also he always suprote* this de- like to have been slaiu or taken prisonrr, of the War,
truction a divine judiiraent on the Jews lor their sins. b r. eh ii sect. I. S a
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cohorts that we're expedite and nimble, the vailed under Claudius, gave the Jews an
tight was dojbtful; but noon afterwards the opportunity of purchasing for money11 leave to
enemies gave ground, and on the following fortify Jerusalem; so they built vralls in time
days there were frequent skirmishes before of peace, as if they were going to war, tbey
the gates, till after many losses they were being augmented in number by those rude
driven into the city. The Romans then multitudes of people that retired thither on
betook themselves to the siege, for it did not the ruin of the other cities; for every obsti
seem honourable to stay till the enemies nate fellow ran away thither, and there becain
were reduced by famine.*1 The Boldiers were more seditious than before.
very eager to expose themselves to dangers; There were three captains, and as many
part of them out of true valour, and many armies. Simon had the remotest and largest
out of a brutish fierceness, and out of a desire parts of the walls under him. John, who was
of reward.
also called Bar Gioras (the son of Gioras), had
Titus had Rome, and the riches and plea the middle parts of the city under him: and*
sures of it, before his eyes; all which seemed Eleuzar had fortified the temple itself. John
to be too long delayed, unless Jerusalem and Simon were superior in multitude and
could be soon destroyed.
strength of arms, Eleazar was superior by his
The city stood on a high elevation,15 and it situation, but battles, factions, and burnings,
had great works and ramparts to secure it, were common to them all; and a great quan
such indeed as were sufficient for itsfortification, tity of corn was consumed by fire. After a
hail it been on plain ground; for there were while, John sent some, who, under the pre
two hills, of a vast height, which were enclosed tence of offering sacrifice, might slay Eleazar
by walls made crooked by art, or [naturally] and his body of troops, which tbey did, and
bending inwards, that they might flank the got the temple under their power. So the
besiegers, and cast darts on them sideways. city was now parted into two factions, until,
The extreme parts of the rock were craggy, upon the coming of the Romans, this war
and the towers, when they had the advantage abroad produced peace between these that
of the ground, were sixty feet high; when were at home.
they were built on the plain ground tbey Chap. XIII.] Such prodigies' had hap
were not built lower than one hundred and pened, as this nation, which is superstitious
twenty feet: they were of uncommon beauty, enough in its own way, would not agree to
and to those who looked at them at a great expiate by the ceremonies of the Roman reli
distance, they seemed equal. Other walls gion, nor would they atone the gods by sacri
there were beneath the royal palace, besides fices and vows, as these used to do on the like
the tower of Antonia, with its top particu occasions. Armies were seen to fight in the
larly conspicuous. It was called so by Herod, sky, and their armour looked of a bright light
in honour of Marcus Antonius.
colour, and the temple shone with sudden
Chap. XII.] The temple was like a cita flashes of fire out of "the clouds. The doors
del, having walls of its own, which had more of the temple were opened on a sudden, and
labour and pains bestowed on them than the a voice greater than human was heard, that
rest. The cloisters wherewith the temple the gods were retiring, and at the same time
was enclosed were an excellent fortification. there was a great motion perceived, as if they
They had a fountain of water that ran per were going out of it, which some esteemed to
petually, and the mountains were hollowed be causes of terror. The greater part had a
under ground; they had moreover pools' and firm belief that it was contained in the old
cisterns for the preservation of the rain-water. sacerdotal books, that at this very time the
They that built this city foresaw, that from east would prevail, and that some that came
the difference of their conduct of life from out of Judea should obtain the empire of the
their neighbours, they should have frequent world, which obscure oracle foretold Vespa
wars; thence it came to pass that they had pro sian and Titus; but the generality of the
vision for a long siege. After Pompey's con common people, as usual, indulged their own
quest also, their fear and experience had taught inclinations, and when they bad once inter
preted all to forebode grandeur to themselves,
them generally what they should want.'
Moreover, the covetous temper that pre- adversity itself could not persuade them
* Such a deliberation and resolution, with this very a This sale of leave for the Jews to build the walls ol
reason, that it would be dishonourable to stay till the Jerusalem for money is also Taeitus's or the Romans'
Jews were starred nut by famine, ii in Josephus, of the own hypothesis, unsupported hy Josephus. Nor is
character of Claudius near so bad, as to other
War,
b v.description
eh. xii. sectof I.the city Jerusalem, its twn hills, Josephus's
• This
things also, as it is in Tacitus and Suetonius. Dio says
be was tar from coTetousness in parUcular. The others
its three walls, and four towers. ice. are in this place at seem
lo have misrepresented his meek and qwiet temper
tart;* in Josephus, nf the War, b.v. ch.iv. See also Pom
and learning, but without ambiUon, and hi* tireat kind
pey's Siege, Antiq. b. lie. ch. iv. sect. 2.
< Of these pools, see Josephus, of the War, h. v. ch. xi. ness to the Jews as the most contemptible folly. See
Met 4. The eisterns are not mentioned by him here, Antiq. b xix. ch. iv. sect 4. He was indeed much ruled
though they be mentioned by travellers. See Heland's at first by a vrry bad minister, Pallns; and at last waa
ruled und poiamed hy a very bad wife. Aer'ppina
Palestine, torn L p :«H
ff This is Tacitus', or the Romans' own hypothesis, > These prudigi.-. and more are at large id Juatpbue,
of lh» War. b. vi. cb. V. seel &
cnsjpported by Josephus.
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to change their minds, though it were from circle itself; whence a cooimiseratlon arose,
falsehood to truth.k
though the punishments were levelled at
We have been informed, that the number guilty persons, and such as deserved to be
of the besieged, of every age and of both sexes, made the most flagrant examples, as if these
male and female, waa six hundred thousand.' people were destroyed, —-nut for the public
There were weapons for all that could carry advantage, but to satisfy the barbarous
them; and more than could be expected, for humour of one man.
(heir number were bold enough to do so. *„" Since I bave set down all the vile
The men and the women were equally obsti- calumnies of Tacitus upon tbe Christians as
t-ate; and when they supposed they were to well as the Jews, it will be proper bvfo-e 1
he carried away captive, they were more afraid come to my Observations, to set down two
of life than of death.
heathen records in their, favour, and those
Against this city and nation Titus Caesar hardly inferior in antiquity, Bnd ot much
* resolved to tight, by ramparts and ditches, greater authority than Tacitus; 1 mean Pliny's
since the situation of the place did not admit Epistle to Trajan when he was pro-consul of
of taking it by storm or surprise. He parted Bit hynia; with Trajan's Answer or rescript
thb duty among the legions; and there were to Pliny, cited by Tertullian, Eusebius, and
no fartue engagements, until whatever had Jerome. These are records ol so great esteem
heeu invented for the taking of cities by the with Havercamp, the last editor of Josephus,
ancients, or by the ingenuity of the moderns, that he thinks they not only deserve to be
was got ready.
read, but almost to be learned by heart ai:«
PLINY'S EPISTLE TO TRAJAN.
ANNALS, book xv.
ABOUT a. D. 112.
N i it", in order to stifle the rumour [as if Sib,
he had himselfset Rome on fire], ascribed it to
It is my constaut method to apply
those people who were bated for their wicked myself to you for the resolution of all my
practices, and called by the vulgar Christians; doubts; for who can better"govern my dilatory
these he punished exquisitely. The author of way of proceeding, or instruct my ignorance?
this name was Christ, who, in the reign of Ti- I have never been present at the examination
oerius, was brought to punishment by Pontius of the Christians [by others], on which ac
Pilate, the procurator.m For the present count I am unacquainted with what uses to
this pernicious superstition was in part sup be inquired into, and what, and how tar
pressed; but it brake out again, not only over they used to be punished ; nor are my doubts
Jtidea, whence this mischief first sprang, but small, whether there be not a distillation to
in the city of Rome also, whither do run from be made between the ages [of the accused]?
every quarter and make a noise, all the fla- and whether tender youth ought to bave the
grant and shameful enormities. At first, same punishment with strong men? Whether
therefore, those were seized who confessed; there be not room for pardon upon repent
afterward a vast multitude were detected by ance?" or whether it may not be an advan
them, and were convicted, not so much as tage to one that had been a Christian, that
really guilty of setting the city on fire, but be has forsaken Christianity? Whether tbe
as hating all mankind ; nay, they made a bare name," without any crimes besides, or
mock of them as they perished, and destroyed tbe crimes adhering to that name, be to be
them by putting them into the skins of wild punished ? In the mean time, 1 have taken
beasts, and setting dogs upon them to tear this course about those who have been brought
them to pieces: some were nailed to crosses, before me as Christians. I asked them whe
and others named to death; they were also ther they were Christiana or not ? If tbey
used in the night-time instead of torches for confessed that they were Christians, I asked
illumination. Nero bad offered bis own gar them again, and a third time, intermixing
dens for this spectacle. He also gave them threatenings with the questions. If they per
Circeusian games, and dressed himself like severed in their confession, 1 ordered thea
the driver of a chariot, sometimes appearing to be executed;* for I did not doubt but, let
among the common people, sometimes in the
B Till now. It seems, repentance was not commonly
s This interpretation, and the reflections upon it, are allowed
those that bad been once Christians i but,
In Josephus, of the War, b. tL ch. v. sect. I.
though
tbey recanted aod returned to idolatry, yet were
1 The number 600,000 Tor the besieged is nowhere in tbey commonly
put to death. This was persecution in
Josephus, but ts there for the poor buried at the public
J tbe Just and heary complaint of the an
charge, of the War, b. v. eh. Xlii. sect 7, which might perfection
• This was
be about the number of the besieged, onder Cestius
Christians, that they commonly autTered lor that
Oallus, though there were many more afterward at Ti cient
bare name, wilboot the pretence ol any crimes they
tus's siege, as Josephus implies, of the H ar, b. v i. ch. ix. could
prove agaiust them. This was also persecution
sect, a.
!
™ This passage seems to have been directly taken in perfecUon
A mazing doctrine.' that a firm and fixed resolation
from Juseplius's famous testimony concerning Christ, of pkeeping
a
good conscience should be thought without
and the Christians, Antio,. h. xvin. ch. iii. sect. U, of dispute to deserve
death, and this by such comparatively
which see Dissert. I, belure.
excellent heathens as HlUiy and Trajaa
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their confession be of any sort whatsoever,
this positiveness and inflexible obstinacy
deserved to be punished. There have been
some of this mad sect whom I took notice of
in particular as Roman citizens, that they
might be sent to that city.' After some
time, as is usual in such examinations, the
crime spread itself, and many more cases
came before me. A libel was sent to me,
though without an author, containing many
names [of persons accused]. These denied
that they were Christians now, or ever had
been. They called upon the gods, and sup
plicated to your image,r which I caused to be
brought to me for that purpose, with frankin
cense and wine; they also cursed Christ;* none
of which things, it is said, can any of those
that are really Christians be compelled to do:
so I thought fit to let them go. Others of
them that were named in the libel, said they
were Christians, but presently denied it again;
that indeed tbey had been Christians, but had
ceased to be so, some three years, some many
more; and one there was that said he had
not been so these twenty years. All these
worshipped your image, and the images
of our gods; these also cursed Christ. How
ever, they assured me that the main of
their fault, or of their mistake, was this: —
That they were wont, on a stated day,
to meet together before it was light, and to
sing a hymn to Christ, as to a god, alter
nately; and to oblige themselves by a sacra
ment [or oath], not to do any thing that was
ill; but that they would commit no theft, or
pilfering, or adultery; that they would not
break their promises, or deny what was
deposited with them, when it was required
back again; after which it was tbeir custom
to depart, and to uieet Jg i... at a. ju-««
but innocent meal,' which they had iett off
upon that edict which I published at your
command, and wherein I bad forbidden any
such conventicles. These examinations made
me think it necessary to inquire by torments
what the truth was; which I did of two
servant-maids, who were called Deaconesses:
but still I discovered no more than that
they were addicted to a bad and to an extra
vagant superstition. Hereupon I have put off
any further examinations, and have recourse
to you, for the affair seems to be well
worth consultation, especially on account of
a This was the case of St. Paul, who, being a citizen
of Kume, was allowed to "appeal tintoCss«ar;" and was
"sent to Rome" accordingly. Acts xxii. 25—29; xxv.
35; xxvi. ;W; xxvii. r
' Amasfng stupidity ! that the emperor's image, even
while he wjtf alive, should be allowed capable of divine
worship, me,: by such comparatively excellent heattieos
as Pliny and Trajan.
■ Take here a parallel account out of the Martyrdom
of Polycarp, sect 9. Ths proconsul said, " Iteproach
Christ" Polycarp replied, " Highly and six years have
1 now served Christ, and he has never done me the
least wrong, how then can I blaspheme my King and
my Saviour ?'»
.
i This, most probably, must be some reast of (harity. i

the number™ of those that are in danger; for
there are many of every age, of every rank,
and of both sexes, who are now and hereafter
likely to be called to account, and to be in
danger; for this superstition is spread like a
contagion, not only into cities and towns, but
into country villages also, which yet there is
reason to hope may be stopped and corrected.
To be sure, the temples, which were almost
forsaken, begin already to be frequented; and
the holy solemnities, which were long inter
mitted, begin to be revived. The sacrifices
begin to sell well everywhere, of which very
few purchasers bad of late appeared; whereby
it is easy to suppose how great a multitude
of men may be amendytL if place for repentance
be admitted.
jfl

TRAJAN'S EPISTLE TO PLINY.
My Punt,
You have taken the method
which you ought in examining the causes of
those that had been accused as Christians,
for indeed no certain and general form of
judging can be ordained in this case. These
people are not to be sought for; but if they
be accused and convicted, they are to be
punished; but with this caution, that he who
denies himself to be a Christian, and makes
it plain that he is not so by supplicating to
our gods, although he had been so formerly,
may be allowed pardon, upon his repentance.
As for libels sent without an author, they
ought to have no place in any accusation
whatsoever, for that would be a thing of very
ilf example, and not agreeable to my reign.

OBSERVATIONS
UPON THE PASSAGES TAKEN OUT OF TACIrtXS.

I. We see here what a great regard the
best of the Roman historians of that age,
Tacitus, had to the history of Josephus, while
though he never names him, as he very rarely
names any of those Roman authors whence
he derives other parts of his history, yet does
it appear that he refers to his seven books of
the Jewish Wars several times in a very few
pages, and almost always depends on his
accounts of the affairs of the Romans and Parthians, as well as of the Jews, during no fewer
than 240 years, to which those books extend.
II. Yet does it appear that when he now
and then followed other historian* -v 'tports
concerning the Romans, the Partntans, or the
■ Some of late are very loth to believe that the Chris
tians were numerous in the aecood century; but this is
such mi evidence that they were very numerous, at least
in Bithynia, even in th* beginning of that century, as is
wholly undeniable.

DISSERTATION III.
Jews, during that long interval, he was com and in contradiction to them, was determined
monly mistaken in tbem, and had better have to produce such idle stories about tbe Jew*,
kept close to Josephus than hearken to any of and since one of those idle stories is much
the same with that published in Josephus,
bis other authors or informers.
III. It also appears highly probabir that against Apiou, from Manet ho and Lysimacbus,
Tacitus had seen the Antiquities of Josephus, and nowhere else met with so fully in all an
and knew that the most part of the accounts tiquity, it is most probable that those Antiqui
he produced of the origin of the Jewish na ties of Josephus were the very occasion ot
tion entirely contradicted those Antiquities. Tacitus giving us these stories; as we know
He also could hardly avoid seeing that tbose from Josephus himself, against Apion, b. i.
accounts contradicted one another also, and sect. I, that tbe same Antiqjities were the
were childish, absurd and supported by no very occasion of Apion's publication of his
good evidence whatsoever: as also, he could equally scandalous stories about tbem, an<!
hardly avoid seeing that .'osephus's accounts which Josephus so thoroughly confuted in
in those Antiquities w.ere authentic, substan these two books, written against bim; and if
tial, and thoroughly attested to by the ancient Tacitus, as I suppose, had also read these two
records of that nation, and of the neighbour books, his procedure in publishing sucb stories
ing nations also, which indeed no one can after he had seen so thorough a confutation
now avoid seeing, that carefully peruses and of them, was still more highly criminal. Nor
will Tacitus's fault be much less, though we
considers them.
IV. Tacitus, therefore, in concealing the suppose he neither saw the Antiquities, nor
greatest part of the true ancient history of the the books against Apion: because it was very
Jewish nation, which lay before him in Jose easy for him, then at Rome, to have hud more
phus, and producing such fabulous, ill-ground authentic accounts, of the origin of the Jewish
ed, and partial histories, which he had from nation, and of tbe nature of the Jewish and
the heathens, acted a most unfair part; and Christian religions, from tbe Jews and
this procedure of his is here the more gross, Christians themselves, who be owns were
in regard he professes such great impartiality very numerous there in bis days; so thai his
(Hist. b. i. eh. i.), and is allo'ved indeed to publication of sucb idle stories is still utterly
have observed that impartiality as to the inexcusable.
Roman affairs.
VIII. It is therefore very plain, after all,
V. Tacitus's hatred and contempt of God's that notwithstanding tbe encomiums of several
peculiar people, the Jews, and his attachment of our learned critics upon Tacitus, and bard
to the grossest idolatry, superstition, and suspicions upon Josephus, all the (involun
astral fatality of the Romans, were therefore tary) mistakes of Josephus, in all bis large
so strong in him, as to overbear all restraints works put together, their quality as well as
of sober reason and equity in the case of those quantity considered, do not amount to near so
Jews, though he be allowed so exactly to have great a sum us do these gross errors and mis
followed theui on other occasions relating to representations of Tacitus about the Jews
the Romans.
amount to in a few pages; so little reason
VI. Since, therefore, Tacitus was so bitter have some of our later and lesser critics to
against the Jews, and since he knew that prefer the Greek and Roman historians and
Christ was a Jew himself, and that his apos writers to the Jewish, and particularly to
tles, and first followers were Jews, and also Josephus. Such later and lesser critics should
knew that the Christian religion was derived have learned more judgment and modesty
into the Roman provinces from Judea, —it is Irom their great father Joseph Scalier, when,
no wonder that his hatred and contempt of as wehaveseen, afterall hisdeeper inquiries he
the Jews extended itself to the Christians also, solemnly pronounces (Z?e Emend. I'ewp. Prowhom the Romans usually confounded with kyom. p. 17), that "Josephus was the most
the Jews; as therefore his hard words of the diligent and the greatest lover of truth of all
Jews appear to have been generally ground writers;" and is not utVaid to affirm, that
less, and hurt his own reputation instead of " it is more safe to believe him not only as to
theirs, so ought we to esteem his alike hard tbe affairs of tbe Jews, but also as to those that
words of the Christians to be blots upon his are foreign to them, than all the Greek and
own -haicter, and not upon theirs.
Latin writers; and this because his fidelity
VII. Since ".herefore Tacitus, soon after and compass of learning are everywhere
conspicuous."
the publication of Josephus's Antiquities,
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JEWISH WEIGHTS AND MEASUEES.
Particularly of thou mentioned in Jotephut t Woriu

OF THE JEWISH MEASURES OF LENGTH.
Cubit, tbo standard
Zereth or large span
Small span
Palm or hand's breadth
Inch or thumb's breadth
Digit or finger's breadth
Orgyia or fathom
Ezekiel's Canneh or reed
Arabian Cannah or pole
Schcenus, line or chain
Sabbath-day's journey
Jewish mile
Stadium or furlong
Parasang
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•
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•
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OF THE JEWISH MEASURES OF CAPACITY.
Cob. locbck
Bath or Epba .
.
807.274
Corns or Chomer
8072.74
Seah or Saton .
269.091
Ditto, according to Josephui
828.28
Hin
....
134.54
Ditto, according to Josephui
414.12
Omer or Assaron
80.722
Cab
44.859
Log
.
.
.
.
11.21
Metretea or Syrian firkin
207

9
10J
7
81
1.16
.87i
0
G
0
0
0
0
0
0

27.83
278.3
9.260
28.3
4.4033
14.3
2.78
1.544
.39
7.125

OF THE JEWISH WEIGHTS AND COINS.
£ a. d.
Stater, Siclus, or shekel of the sanctuary, the standard ....
026
Tyrian coin, equal to the shekel
•
•
0 2 6
Bekah, half of the shekel .
.
0 1 3
Drachma Attica, one-fourth
00. |
Drachma Alexandrina, or Darchon, or Adarchon, one-half .
.
.
.013
Uerah or Obolus, one-twentieth
•
0 0 IJ
Maneh or Mna— 100 shekels in weight— 21,900 grains, Troy.
Maneh, Mna or Minn, as a coin,—60 shekels
7 10 0
Talent of silver,— 3000 shekels
375 0 0
Drachma of gold, nut more than .
.
.
.'.
.
.
.
.011
Shekel of gold, not more than
........
044
Daric of gold
104
Talent of gold, not more than
.
•
•
•
• 848 0 0
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TABLE OF THE JEWISH MONTHS
IN JOS PHUS AND OTHERS, WITH THE SYRO-MACEDONIAN NAMES
JOSUPHtJS GIVES THEM, AND THE NAMES OF THE JULIAN
OR ROMAN MONTHS CORRESPONDING
TO THEM.
Hebrew Na
Sjro-Macedonian N
1. Nisan
Xantbicus
2. Jyar
Artemisius
3. Si van
Daesius
4. Tamuz
Panemus
5. Ab
Lous
6. Elul
Gorpicua
7. Tisri
Hyperl
8. Marchesvan
Dius
9. Casleu
Apellaeus
10. Tebeth
Audynseus
11. Shebat
12. Adar
Dvstrus
Veadar, or the >*,<md Adar, intercalated.

Roman Nampa.
March and April
April and May
May and June
June and July
July and August
August and September
September and October
October and November
November and December
December and January
January and February
February and March

INDEX.

N.B.—THE FIRST NUMBER IN ORDER IS THAT OF THE BOOK;
OF THE CHAPTER;

Aaro v, Antiq. b. II ch. xiii. sect 1 ; b. xx. ch. X. i is
made high-priest, b. iii. ch. viii. sect 1; bis torn,
ib; his death, b. It. ch. iv. sect 7,
Abassar, of Sanabassar, Antiq. b. si. c iv. sect 6.
Abbarus, king of the Tynans, Against Apion, b. i. sect
SI.
Abdastartus, kin; of the Tynans, Against Apion, b. i
sect. IB.
Abdemon, a Tynan, Antiq- b. viii. c- v. 3; Against
Apion, b. L M>ct. 17, 18.
Abdenago, or Abednego, Antiq. b. x. e, x. I.
Abdon succeeds Eton as judge, Antiq. b. v. c. vii. 15.
Abel, Antiq. b i. c it I; bis sacrifice ib.
Abenarig, king of Charax Spasini, Antiq. b. xx. c. ii. 1.
Abia. or Abijjab, the son of Rehoboaro. Antiq. b. vii. c.
x. 3 b. Tiii. ex. 1; succeeds his father, sect 4] con
quers the ten tribes, b. viii. c. xi. 2, 3
Abia, king of the Arabians, Antiq. b. xx. c iT. 1.
Abiathar, the son of Abimelech, Antiq. b. vi. r. xiv. 6(
sutcs his life and flies to David, sect. 8; is hiijh-priest,
b. vi. c, sir 6) and h. vii,c v. 4; ami c. is. S; and c
xi. 8; and c. xiv. 4; is deprived of the high-priesthood,
b. viii. c. i. 3.
f
Abibalus, king of the Tynans, Against Apion, h. I, sect
17.
Abigail, Antiq. b. vi. c. xiii. 7; married to David, sect.

&
Abigail, Amasa's mother, Antiq. b. vii. c. x. 1*
Abihu, the son of Aaron, Antiq. b. lit c viii 1
Abijab, or Abia, the son of Rehohoam, Antiq. b. vii. c.
x. 3; and b viii. c. x. 1; succeeds his father, sect 4;
conquers the ten tribes, b. vii. c xi. 2, 3.
Abilamaradochus, or Evil Merodacb, Antiq. b. x. c xi.
Ab:mael, Antiq. b. i c. vi. 4.

THE SECOND,

AND THE THIRD, OF THE SECTION, OR SECTIONS.

■

Abimelech tyrannizes over the Shechemites, Antiq. b. v.
e.Tii. 1; is expelled, sect.3; be destroys them all, sect
4; is killed by a piece of a mill-stone, sect. 5.
Abinadab, Antiq. b. vi. c. i. 4; b. viii. c it 3.
^biram. Antiq. b. It. c. ii. 2.
Abishag, a virgin, David's nurse, Antiq. b. viL. r, xiv, 3Abishai, Antiq. b vi. c xiii. 9.
Abner, Antiq. h. vii. c. i. 4; son of Ner. c. xiii. sect 1 ;
Saul's kinsman, h. vi. c. tv. 3; general of his array, b.
vii. c. i. 3; reconciles the Israelites to David, b. vii. c
i. 4; Is killed, sect. 5.
Abram. or Abraham, the son of Terah, Antiq. b. I. c. vi.
A; leaves Chuldea, and goes to ' Canaan, c. th. sect
1 ; lives at Damascus, sect. 2; advises his sons to plant
colonies, cxt. i instructs the Egyptians in the mathe
matical sciences, c viii. sect 2; divides the country
between himself and Lot. sect 3; Ood promises him a
son, c. x. sect 3 j he beats the Assyrians, c x. ; dies,
c. \ vii.
Absalom, Antiq. b. vii. c. iii. 3; flies to Geshur, c. viii.
sect. 3; is recalled by a stratagem of Joab, sect 4. 5;
rebels against David, b. vii. c ix. j pursues after him,
c. x. sect 1 ; his array is put to flight sect 2; hangs
on a tree by his hair, ib. , is stabbed by Joab, and
dies, ib.
Aeencheres, king of Egypt. Against Apion, b. i. sect 15.
♦ oenchres, queen of Egypt, ib.

Achar, or Achan, Is guilty of theft, Antiq. b. v. ID; is
punished, sect 14.
Achitophel, or Ahitophel. Absalom's favourite. Antiq.
b. vii. c ix. 2; gives evil counsel, sect 5; bangs him*
self, sect a
Ac nonius, Antiq. b. xi. c v. 4.
Acme, War, b. i. c. xxxiL 0; ber letters to Antipater and
Herod, Antiq. b. xvii. c. v. 7; her death, c. vii.
Acraon, son of Araph, or Isbbi, the son of Ob, of the race
of the giants, attacks David, Antiq. b. vii. c. xii. 1 ; is
killed by Abishai, ib.
Acratheus, or Hatach, Antiq. b. xi. c vi. 7.
Actium, battle at, Antiq. b. xv. c. v. 1 ; and c vi 1;
War, b. L c xix. 1 ; in the seventh year of Herod's
reign, Antiq. b. xv. e. v. 2,
Ada, the wife of Lamech, Antiq. b. Lc U. 2.
Adad, a king of Damascus, Antiq. h. vii. c, v. 2, Ace.
Adam created, Antiq. b. i, c. L 2; his fail, ib.
Ader, or Had ad, an Idumean, Antiq. b. viii. c vii. 6.
Adouias, or Adonijah, pretends to the crown, Antiq. b.
vii. c xiv. 4; takes sanctuary at the altar, sect ti, 9;
demands Abisbag to wife, b. viii. c i. 1, 2; is refused,
sect 3.
Adonibezek, king of Jerusalem, Antiq. b. t. c. ii. 2; is
made a prisoner, and has his hands and feet cut off,
and dies at Jerusalem, ib.
Adoram, Antiq. b. vii. c. v. 4| and b. viii. c, it 9.
Adraramelech, Antiq. b. x. c. t 6.
Adrasar, or Hadadezer, king of Sophene, or Zoba, An
tiq. b. viii, c, V. 1. ; b. viii. c. vii. ti.
Ebutius, a decurlon, Life, sect. 24.
Egypt named from a king, Against Apion, b. L sect
15.
Egyptian kings called Pharaohs for 1300 years, till the
reign of Solomon, Antiq. b. viii. c. vi. 2.
Egyptians, famous before all other nations for wisdom,
Antiq. b. viii. c ii. 5; learned mathematics of Abra
ham, Antiq. b. 1. c. viii. 2; their sacred scribes or
priests, b. ii. c ix. 2; they held it unlawful to feed
cattle, b. ii. c. vii. &
Egyptians' false prophet put to flight by Felix, Antiq.
b. xx. c viii. 6; War, n. ii. c xiii. &.
Alius Gallus, Antiq. b. xv. c ix. 3.
Emilius Regulus. Antiq. b. xix. c. i. 3.
/Eneas, surnaraed Aretas, succeeds Obodas in Arabia,
Antiq. b. xvi. c, ix. 4
Esopus, a servant, Antiq. b. xv. c iii. 2.
Ethiopian commodities were slaves and monkeys, An
tiq. b. viii. c. vi. 5, Sec. ; and c. vii. 2.
Ethiopians bordering on the Arabians, Antiq. b Ix. c
v. 3.
Agag. king of the Amalekites, Antiq. b. vi. c vii. 2; is
killed, sect. 5.
Agar, or Hagar. and Ishmael, are sent away by Abra
ham, Antiq. b. i. c, xiii. 3.
Aggeua, or llaesai the prophet, Antiq. b. xi. c iv. 5,
7; he prophecies at the rebuilding of the temple, ib.
Agones, or games every fifth year, in honour of Csstar,
instituted by Herod, Antiq. b. xv. c. viii. 1, War. b,
i. e. xvi. 0; at the finishing Cesarea, Antiq. h. xtl. n.
v. 1.
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Agrippa' s (Marcoi the Roman) bounty towards the Jews. sons, Hvrranus and Aristohulus, Antiq. xiiL xvi;
Antaa. xii. i[L S; is splendidly entertained by Herod, War, i. t. 1.
Xvi. n. 1 ; makes equal returns to him at Synope, Alexander the Great, succeeds bis father Philip. Ant:q_
xiii. 10; conquer* Danus. seet. 3i pwrMtr* hi« »-csect. 3; his expedition to the Bosphorus, ib,; his xL
speech to the Jews at Jerusalem, War, iu xvi. 3, 4 ; he tories throogb Asia, ib. 4te. , sends a letter to tbe hub
confirms their privileges Anliq. xvi. U. &; his letter to priest at Jerusalem, ib.; goes himself to Jerusalem
the Epheaians, in favour of the Jews, c vi. sect- 4; sect &; his dream, ib. ; be adores tbe name of God on
tbe high-priest's forehead, ib. j enters the temple, ib.,
and to those of Cyrene, sect 5»
Agrippa the Great, or Elder, Herod's grandson, Antiq. grants privileges to tbe Jews, ib.; the Pamphytian sea,
xvii. ii. x; and xviii. v 4*. War, L xxviii. If his va give* way tobis army, Antiq. ii, xvi. 6; his arms ao<l
rious adventures, Antiq. xviii. 5, 4. Ax. ; is manacled armour kept in the temple of Diana, at Elymaia, xii.
and imprisoned, c. rl sect, 6i bis future liberty and ix. 1 ; bis empire divided atter his death, c u
tbe son of Pbasaelus and Salampaio, Antiq.
happiness foretold, sect. 7; is released and made lord Alexander,
of two.tetrarehiea, with the title of kins;, sect 10; xv in. v. 4.
gives Cains a sumptuous entertainment at Rome, c. Alexander (Tiberius) succeeds Caspios Fadns as procuxviii, sect. 7 ; Is sent by the senate to Claudius, xix. rator cof Judea, Antiq. xx. v. 3; War. ii. xi. 6; is made
>r of Egypt ti. xv. I; c. xviii. sect 7 ; is ■
iv. I. 2 his advice to Claudius, ib. Blc is sent back
Roman army under Vespasian,
c iv. sect, 1; Claudius bestows on iv. x. 6; and vi. iv.oftbe
to the
3.
him almost all the dominions of his grandfather,
v. sect. It his eulogium, c viL sect. 3j his bounty Alexander Zebina, king of Syria, is conquered by Antowards those of Berytus, sect At be treats several tiochus Grypua, and dies, Antiq. xiiL ix. X
kings splendidly, c viii, sect. 1 . entertains Cesarea Alexandra, Alexander Janncus's widow, holds the adm'—
with shows, and appears himself upon tbe stage m a nistration, after his death, Antiq. xiii. xvi. 1 ; falls sick
magnificent dress, and is applauded as a god. sect. 2; and dies, sect 5, 6; her eulogiura, in.
dies soon after an unnatural death, ib. j bis death and Alexandra, daughter of Hyrcanus wife of Alexander, the
son of Aristohulus, Hyrcanus*s brother, and mother
children. War, ii. xi. & ft.
Agrippa, his son by Cyprus. War, IE. xi. 6; did not im of another Aristohulus and Mariamne, Antiq. xv. ii. 5,
mediately succeed io his father's kingdom, Antiq. xix. writes a letter to Cleopatra, ih. ; sends tbe pictures of
je. 3f Claudius gave him that of bis nncle Herod [of her son and daughter to Antoniua, by the advice of
Chalets}, xx. v. 2; War, ii. xii. 1; to which he added Delljus, sect 6; is feignedly reconciled to Herod, sect
tbe tetrarchies of Philip and Lysaniaa, c. vii. sect 1, 7; is suspected by Herod, c. iii. sect 3; prepares to
be is hurt by a sling-stone at tbe siege of Gamala, iv. fly into Egypt, ib.; bemoans the death of Aristohulus,
L 3; his letters to Josephus, Life, sect. CI; his famous sect. 4| acquaints Cleopatra with the snares of Herod,
speech to the Jews, to dissuade them from a war with and the death of her son. sect. 6\- is put into prison,
sect. 9; ber indecent behaviour towards her daughter
the Romans, War, if. xvi. 4, ">.
Mariamne, c, vii. sect 4; is killed by Herod's order,
Agnppa, son of Felix and Drusilla, Antiq. xx. vii. 2.
Agrippa Ponteus slain, War, vii. iv. ;).
sect. & .
daughter of Phasaelus and Saiampsio, Antiq
A hah, king of Israel, Antiq. vii. xiii. 1 ; is reproved by Alexandra,
Elijah, sect 8f fights with Renhadad, and beats him. xviii. v. 4; is married toTimius Cyprius, ih.
c xiv. sect I, ice. ; pardons him, sect. 4 ; is afterwards Alexandria's causeway to the island Pharos, seven furkilled himself by the Syrians, c. XT. sect 64 his tons, longs long, Antiq. xiu ii. 12; a great part of that city
to the Jews, xiv. vii. 2; the Jews declared
ix. 6, 6.bis son, Antiq. viii. xv. 6; and ix. ii. 2; n. assigned
Us citizens on a biaxen pillar by Julius Caesar, c x.
Ahasiah,
seet. 1,2
sect 3. „
Alexas, Salome's husband, Antiq. xvii. i. 1; War, L
Ahaxiah, king of Judah, Antiq. ix. vi. 3.
xxviii fj.
Ahai, king ol Judah, Antiq. ix. xii. 2.
Ahijah, the prophet, Antiq. viii. vii. 7; his prophecy, x. Alexas seiciax, Alexas's son, Antiq. xviii. v. 4.
Alisphragmuthosis.
or Iialtspbragmuthosis, king of
iv. 4.
Egypt. Against Apion. i. sect. 14.
Ahikam, Antiq. x. ix. 1.
Ahimnnz, the son of Z tdok, Antiq. vii. Ix. 2: c x. sect Aliturus. a Jew, Life, sect, 3.
4, Hn high-priest, x. viii. ti.
Alliance between Ptolemy and Antiochus, Antiq. xii. iv
Ahtmelech, or Achimelech, the priest, or high-priest, slain
by the order of Saul, Antiq. vi. xiii. 4, &c
Altar of incense, Anttq. iii. vi. 8; of burnt-offering- made
Ahitub, Anttq. viii. i. 3.
1 ot unhewn stone, W ar, v. v. 8; Against Apion, i. sect.
Ahituphel, or Achitophel, Antiq. vii. ix.; gives evil 22.
counsel, mi'!, 5; hangs himself, sect 8.
I Amadetha, or Hammadelha, Antiq. xu vi. A, 12.
Ai besiegrd, Antiq. v. I. 13; taken, sect 13.
Amalekitrs altack the Israelite*, Antiq. iii. iu t| are
Aixel, or Uxal, Anliq. i. vi. 4.
conquered and plundered, wet. 4, >.
Alans, War, vii. vii. 4.
Aman, or Haman, the enemy ol the Jews, Antiq. xi, vi.
Albinus, procurator of Judea, Antiq, xx. ix. I.
Id: his edict againat the .'ews. sect, ti; he orders a
Alctmu*, nr Jae<mus, the wicked high-priest, Antiq. xiii. gallows to he erected fur Mordrcai, sect. 10; is obliged
ix. 7 . calumniates Judas before Demetrius, c x. sect to honour Mordecai, ib. ; his malicious design is laid
1; dies, sect 6.
before the king, feet. 11, his edict counleimanded,
Alcyon, a physirian. Antiq. xix. i. 90
sect. 12; he is himself hanged on the gallows, *ect 13.
Alexander. Lysimachu*. the alabarch, Antiq. xviii. vi. Amarinus,
or tlmri, king of tbe Israelites, Antiq. viii.
3; and xix. v. 1 , and xx. v. 2.
xii. 5*
Alexander, the son of Alexander by Glaphyra, War, L Amasa, general of the array, Antiq. vi. x. 1; and xi.Iixxviii. L
tbe son of Jether, c xv. sect 1 ; killed by Juab, ib. c. V
Alexander, the son of Antiorhus Epiphanes, Antiq. xi. sect 7.
xiii. ti. If surnamed Ralas, ib. in note; king of Sy Amasias, or Amaziab, king of Jodah, Antiq. ix. Tits, 4;
ria, sect a, his letter to Jonathan, ib.; engages in a c, ix. sect 1; makes war on Jehnasb, king of Israel,
battle with Demetrius, sect. 4 ; demands Ptolemy sect. 3; is beaten, ib. ; and murdered in a conspiracy,
Philometer's daughter in marriage, c iv. sect, 1; is ib.
killed in Arabia, and his bead sent to Ptolemy, sect. Amasias, or Moaseiah, king Ahaz'sson, slain in battle
Antiq. ix. xii 1.
a
Alexander and Aristohulnn, Herod's sons, put in prison. Amasias, or Maasciah, governor of the city, Antiq. x. 17
Antiq. xvi. x. 5; strangled by their father's order, c I.
xi. tect. 6; War, i. xxvil. 6.
Asaathsmsk Antiq. i. vi. 2.
Alexander, the son or Aristobolos. Anttq. xiv. iv. 5| Ambassadors sent with presents to Hexeklah, Antiq. x.
W ar. i. viii. 7; troubles Syria, Antiq. xiv. iv. 2; males ii. 2; ambassadors of the Jews slain by the Arabs, xv
war upon the Romans. War i. viii. 5; is conqnen-d by v. 2; thin a violation of 1 e law of nations, s*~ct \ c
Gabinua, ih.; killed by Pompey's order, Antiq. xiv. vii. sect, 0; 'i ■ 1' 1 - - dors had a rig'tt to sit aniong ih«
vii. 4i W ar. I ix. 2.
Roman senators in the tt>eatret xiv. x. Ck
Alexander Janneus succeeds his brother Ari«tobnlus, Amlui<^age
»rnt by Jonathan to the Lacedemonians, An
War, i. iv. ]; a sedition raised against him. Antiq. tiq. xiiL v. H; sent bv the Jews to Rome, xii. x. ft.
xiii. xiv. 2. &r. ; his ex- edition against Ptulemais. c. Ambition and avarice causes of many mischiets, Antiq
Kit sect. 2; he is called Thntridax. For his barbarous vii. i. A,
cruelty, c. xiv. seel. 2; dies o' a quartan ague, after Ambivius,
thsee years* sickness, c. xv. sect a; War, i. iv. 8; his U. 2. (Marcus) procurator of Judea, Antiq. xvilt
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ImenepMs, king of Egypt, Against Apioo, L Met 16, Antiochus, king of Commagene, Antiq. xrlil. ii. At and
xix. t. 1; c. viii. sect 1; War, v. xi. 3; and viL vii.
So, S% queen of Egypt, Against Apion, i. sect. 15.
Amciwi,
1 ; a part of Cilicia, together with Commagene, granted
him by Claudius, Antiq. xix. v. 1.
Amiosxlab, Antiq. vi. i. 4: and xi. it, 1.
Amrnonius, Antiq. xiiL it. 6; killed, ib.
Antiocbus Cyzicenus, Antiq. xiii. x. lj assists the da*
Amnon, David's son, Antiq. viL Hi. 3; falls in love with raaritans, but is put to flight, sect 2; War, L ii. 2i it
his sister Tamar, c viiL sect. 1; is slain by Absalom's taken prisoner, and put to death by Seleucus, Antiq.
order, sect. 2.
xiii. xiii. 4.
Amorites Riven to the tribes of Reuben and Gad, and Antiocbus Dionysins, fourth son of Antiorhus Grypus,
the half tribe of Manasseh, Antiq. iv. viL 3.
king of Syria, makes an expedition against the Jews,
Amphitheatre built at Jerusalem, and another In the ad Antiq. xiii. xv. 1 j War, i. iv. 7.
joining plain, by Herod the Great, Antiq. XT. viiL 1; Antiocbus the Great Antiq. xiL iii. 3j his letters in
favour of the Jews, ib. &c. ; his wars with Piulemy
another at Jericho, xviL viii. 2.
Amraro, Moses's father, Antiq. iL ix. 3.
Pbilopater and Physcon, ib. [ marries his daughter
Amram, Antiq. xx. i. 1.
Cleopatra to Plolemy, c Iv. sect, L.
Amrapliel, Autiq. i. ix.
Antiocbus Epiphanes makes an expedition into Egypt,
Amutal, or Hamuta), Antiq. x. T» 2.
Antiq. xii. v. 2; takes Jerusalem, and plunders tie
Anacharias, or Rabsaris, a general of Senaoherib, Antiq. temple, sect 3, &c. ; War, i. i. 1, &c; and vi, x. •
goes into Persia, Antiq. xvii. TiL 2; design* to destroy
LiL
Ananclus made high-priest Antiq xt. ti. 4; deprived of the Jews upon his return, ib.; bis answers to the Sa
it, c tiu sect. 1 1 restored to it, sect. 3.
maritans, c. t. sect. A; his impiety, xiii. viii. 2,- he
Ananias, son ot Nebedius, made high-priest, Antiq. xx. dies, and leaves the administration to Philip, xii. ix.
t. 2f War, ii. xiL 6; c xvii. sect 2; his son Anaous, 1,1
c. xiL sect. 6; both sent in fetters to Rome, Antiq. xx. Antiochus Eupator, his son. Invades Judea, Antiq. xii.
Ti. Si slain, together with his brother EzeLias, War, Ix. 4| fights with Judas, To,; War, L L 5; makes
ii. xvii. a.
peace with the Jews, Antiq. xii. ix. 7 j breaks it, ib. ;
Ananias (different from the former), Antiq. xi. It. 6; son is killed by Demetrius, c x. sect I.
of Oniaa, xiii. x. 4j c xiL sect 4.
Antiochus Grypus, son of Demetrius Soter, Antiq. xiii.
Ananias, the son of Masambalus, high-priest, War, v. x. 1 1 his death, c xiii. sect 4.
xiii. 1.
Antiochus Philometer, Antiq. xiii. xii. 2.
A nanus senior, made high-priest, Antiq. xx. ix. 1| his Antiocbus Pius, ton of Antiochus Cyzicenus, makes war
with Seleucus, Antiq. xiii. xiiL 4 ; is slain in battle, ib.
culogium, War, iv. mia. 7.
Ananus junior, the son of Ananus, made high-priest, An Antiochus Eusebius, or Pius, the brother of Demetrius
tiq. xx. ix. I; IJfe, sect 38, War, iv. iii. 9. his speech besieges Jerusalem. Antiq. xiiL viii. 2; raises the siege
to the people, sect 10: accused of the murder ofJames sect 4f makes an expedition against the Parthians, is
the Bishop, Antiq. xx ix. I; deprived of the high- defeated and killed, ib.
Antiochus, the grandson of Seleucus, and son of Alexan
priesthood, ib. ; his death, War, iv. v. 2.
Ananus [or Annas], son of Srth, made high-priest, An der, is commonly cilled The Ood, Antiq xii. iii. 2; is
tiq. xviii. ii. I ; deposed, sect 2.
crowned in his youth, xiii. v. 3; enters into alliance
Ananus, son of Bamadus, one of Simon's life-guards, with Jonathan the high-priest scct.4; is slainx>y TryWar. v. xiii. 1; flies to Titus, vtiv. i.
phon, his tutor, c. vii. sect 1 ; War, L ii. 1.
Asanas, governor of the temple, Antiq. xx. vi. 3.
Antiochnstlie brother of Seleucus, slain in battle, Antiq.
Ananus, son of Jonathan, War, ii. xix. 5.
xiii. xiiL 4.
Anchua, or Achisb, king of Gath, Antiq. vi. xIt. 1.
Antiochos Soter, brother of Demetrius, father of Grypus,
Andreas, captain <•( PmladeIphusN lite-guard, Antiq. xii, Antiq. xiiL x. 1 » makes war with Trypho, c. viL sect
ii. 2, 3, 4; Against Aplnn, ii. sect 4.
ft, Herod's sou by Malthace, a Samaritan. Antiq.
Androraachus expelled the court of Herod, Antiq. xvl Antipas,
xvii. Li; War, L xxviii. 4; is tetrarch of Galilee, c.
viii. 3.
TiiL sect It c xi. sect 4; and i. xxxiii. 7; goes to
A ndronicos, son of Mesalamus, A ntiq. xiiL iii. 4.
Rome to get to be a king. Antiq. xvii. ix. 4; War, iL
Aner, Abraham's confederate, Antiq. i. v. 2.
Ayy*'u;r$*tr or forcible pressure taken off the Jews by iL 3; what was left him by Herod, Antiq. xvii. viii. Ii
what was given him by Csesar, c. xi. sect 4; one*
Demetrius, Antiq. xiii. ii, 3.
Angels of Ood become familiar with women, Antiq. t. declared king by Herod, War, L xxxii. 7.
Antipas, one of the royal lineage, is put In prison and
iii. I.
Anelius, Antiq. xviiL ix. 1, 4, A; killed by the Babylo slain. War, iv. iii. 4, A.
Antipater, the Idumean, nerod's father, called Antipas,
nians. Bret. 7
Anna, ur Hannah, the wife of Elcanah, Antiq. v. x. 3.
excites troubles. Antiq. xiv. L 3; is sent ambassador
Annibas, put to death by Fadus, for a mutiny, Antiq. xx. to Aretas, by Scaurns. c. v sect 1; his wife Cyprus,
the Arabian, and bis children, c vii. sect. 3; his val
i. I.
our, c. viii. sect It he advises Hyrcanu* to put him
Annius fl.iicius) takes Gerasa, War, iv. ix. 1.
self under the protection of Aretas, War, i vi. 2;
Aunius Minucianu*. Antiq. xix. L3.
Annins Itufin, procurator of Judea, Antiq. xviii. ii. 3.
makes his son Phasaelus governor of Jerusalem, and
Anot-h, or Knoch, Ant q.t. ii. 2.
Herod of Galilee, Antiq. xiv ix. 2, War, I. x. 4;
Antfius killed, Antiq. xix. i. IS.
endeavours to deserve Ca^ar's favour, c. viii sect I;
Antigftnus governs Asia, after Alexanders death, An and L ix. 3; is honoured by Csssar, and made citizen
tiq. xlt lj his fleet beaten by Pioleray, c xi. sect. 10. of Rome, Antiq. xiv. viiL 3; War, L ix. 6; his de
Antigonus, son of Aristobulus, Antiq. xiT. iv. A; c fence against Antigonus, Antiq. xiv. viii. 4; Wsr, L
vii. sect I; impeaches Hyrcanus and Antipater, c. x. 2; is made governor of Judea, Antiq. xiv. viii. At
viii. sect. 4; War, i. x. It is conquered hy Herod, War, L x. 'J; is greatly esteemed amottg the J.-ws,
Antiq. xiv. xii. I: invades Judea, hy the. help of the Antiq. xiv. ix. 2; is poisoned, c xL *ect. 4; War, L
Parthian*, c xiiL sect. 3; is re-es'ablished in' the xi. 4.
government sect. IOj War, i. xiii. 9; cuts off Hyr- Antipater, son of Phasaelus and Salampsio, grandson of
canus's ears, and causes the death of Phasaelus, ib. , Herod the Great, Antiq. xviiL v. 4.
surrenders himself to Sosius. Antiq. xiv. xvL 2; Antipater, son of Salome, impeaches Archelaus hefora
War, L xviii. 2; is sent in fetters to Marcus Anto- Csssar, Antiq xvir ix. A
nius, ib. ; was the first king whose head was cut olf by ntipater, son of Herod, Antiq. xiv. xiL 1; is sent to
Hume to Csesar. xvi. iii. 3; War, L xxix. 2; c xxxL
the Romans, Antiq. xv. L2; reigned before Herod, sect.
2; while he Is there, he, by letters, sets his la
xvii. v. 2.son of Hyrcanus I., and brother of king Aris ther against
Ms brethren, Antiq xvi. ir. 1; War. i.
antigonus,
tobulus, made commander at the siege of Samaria, xxiii. 1 ; e. xxiv. sect 1 ; his subtitty, Antiq. xvi. viL
Antiq, xiii. x. 2; is Ixrlnved by his brother, c xi. sect 2 j is recalled by Herod, c. iii. sect. 3 ; and xvii. v. 1 1
I : is watched by the queen and her favourites, and by he reiirns jointly with his father, c. i. sect. 1; is hated
by everybody after the slaughter of bis brethren, ib.;
their calumnies slain, sect 2; War, i. lit. 2, 3, 4.
Antioch is the chief ciU in Syria, and the third city in aitempts hi>> father's life, ib. : is concerned for him
the Roman empire, War, iii ii. 4; the Jews made cifl- self Ib. i War, L xxxi. 3; appears before Varus's
■ens Ihrreof by Splriicu* Mcator, Antiq- xii. iii. 1; it tribunal. Antiq. xvii. v. 3; War, i. xxxii 1 ; his plea
is hurnt dawn, War, viii. iii. 4
for himself, ib.j is put in Irons, Antiq xvii. v. 7|
Qtioclius rebels ugai'ist I>rmetriu«, Antiq. xiii iv. 7j War, i xxxii. i; is put to death, Antiq. xvii. viLi
their envy against the Jews, xii. in. 1.
War, I. xxxiiL 7.
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Antipater, a Samaritan, Antlq. xriu it. St War. t xxx. court to Hyreanna, War, i. ti 2; impeaches Syntax,
jointly with Antipater, before Csrsar, Antiq. xvit iit
6
Anupatet.
nerod's sister** son, Antiq. xrit i. 3.
2.
Antipatns, taken by Vespasian, War, it. Tii. 1.
Aretaa, king of Caelesyria, make* an expedition into JoAnti;4iilus Antiq. xvit it. 2; War. L xxx. A; his letter dea, Antiq. xiit xt. 3.
Arrtas, of Petra, Antiq. xrii. x. 9t and xviii v. 1.
to Antipater, H rod** aun, Antiq. xvit v. 7.
Antonia. Claudius** daughter by IVtina, War, ii. xit. 6. Arioch, captain of Nebuchadnezzar's life-guards, Aota.
Antonia, Claudius's mother, and Drusus's wile, lenda x. x. &
money to Agrippa the elder. Antiq* xtuu vt 4; her A r ion. treasurer of Alexandria. Antiq. xft it. 7. Are,
eulogium, sect 6.
Aristeus. or Aristseu.% one of Ptolemy Phtladelpbus's
Antooia, the towr, called Baris before, War, t iit 3f ia lifeguards, Antiq. xtt it 4; Against Apion, it sect r,
taken by Titus, tL t 7, Arc
4.
Antony, a captain* w ar, iii. ii. 1, 4cc
Aristobulus. son of Hyreanua I., Antiq. xiit. x. 2: the
Antony, a centurion, c vii. aect. .t ..
first high-priest who assumed the title of Ktn$ of ikr
Antony (Mark;, bis valour, Antiq. \iv. \ 3^ War, I. viii. Jews, c. xi. aect 1; called PkUU{eny or lover «/ r*e
4; bis and Isabella's decree in favour of the Jew*, Greek$, sect 3.
Antiq. xit, x. Arc; he marches into Asia after Cas- Aristobulus son of Alexander Janneua, an enterprising
defeat,
c, xji. sectr
sect 4;Whe
2; Us letter
Hyrcanos
sect. and bold man, Antiq. Xiit xti. 1; complains of the
3;suis's
to the
Tyflan*,
talis into loTe
with Cleo
Pharisees sect. 2; reproaches his mother Alexandra,
patra, c. xiU. sect. 4; makes Phaaaelua and Herod te- aect 3( endeavours to take possession of the kingdom
trarchs, it>. ; order* their accusers tn be put to death, during his mother's life, sect A; fights with his elder
aect. At confers signal favours on Herod, c xiv. sect brother Hyrcanns for the crown, xiv. 1, 2; brings him
6; sojourns at Athena, c xv. aect. 6; War, i xvt 4; to an accommodation, ib.; War, t rt. 1; sends a gol
den vine to Pomper, Antiq. xit. tit 1: is. vitb hit
W» bi»»iry» Antiq. xt. it ti.
Anronios (Lucius), Mark^ntony's son, sends a letter to children, brought captive to ftome, by iVmipey, c ir
the Sardians, in laTour of the Jews, Antiq. xit. x. 17. sect A; escapes out of prison, but is retaken and sent
back again to Rome by Gabions C. rt aect. I ; War. L
Antonio.* Primus, War, it. xi. 2.
Tit 7; c. viii sect. 6; bis firmness in adversity, Antiq.
Anubia. a god, Antiq. xviii. iii. 4.
xir. rt sect 1; is poisoned by the partisans af PomApachnas, king of Egypt, Against Apion, t sect. 14.
Aname, Darius's concubine. Antlq. xi. iii. 6.
pry, C Tit sect 4 ; his children, ib.
Apion, ambassador fur the Alexandrians to Coins, Antiq, Aristobulus, son of Herod the Great, Antiq. xt. x. I;
marries Bernice, Salome's daughter, xvi. i. 2; is put
xriit viii. 1.
in prison, c x. sect A; is accused by his father in an
Apollo's temple at Gaza, Antiq. xiiL xfii. 3.
assembly at Berytus and condemned, r. xt sect 2; is
Apollo's temple in the palace at Rome, War, t ii. fx
Apollodotus, captain ofthe Qazeana, Antiq. xiit xiii 3; strangled, sect 6; Wi xxvii. 6; his children, An
tiq. xrii. 1, 2; War. I. iit I.
killed, ib.
Apollonius, ton of Alexander, Antlq. xiiL ix. 2.
Aristobulua, son of Hen. king of Cbalcis, Antiq. xt.
Apollonius Daus. governor of Caelesyria, Antiq. xiiL It. rift 4; War, Tit Tit 4.
3; challenges Jonathan to an engagement, and is de Aristobulus, son of Joseph and Mariamne, Antiq. xviii.
t. 4.
feated* ib.
Apollonius, governor of Samaria, Antlq. xii. y.£; c. Tii. Aristobulus »on of Aristobulus. and brother to the fa
mous Mariamne, a beautiful youth, is made highMCt
A nonius, Antiq. xix. iv. A.
priest by Herod, Antiq. xv. tii. 1.3; is drowned by
the secret order of the same Herod, ib.,- War, t xxfi.
\pophis, king of Egypt, Against Apion, 1. sect 14.
Apaalom, War, ii. xvii 9.
2.
Apsant or Ibzan, judge after Jephtha, Antiq. v. vii. 13. Aristobolus 'on of Arlstobnlns and Bernice, and grand
son of Herod the Great. Antiq. xriit t. 4.
14. the murderer of Cains. Antiq. xix. L 14.
Aristocracy the best form of government, Antiq. ir. thl
Aquila,
Arabians circumcise their childreu when thirteen years 17,
old, Antiq. 1. xit. 2; ten towns taken from them by Arstocracy instituted in Judea by Gabinns War, t Tiii.
Alexander, king of the Jews, xiv. L 4; Ethiopians are a
Arithmetic and astronomy cam* from Chaldea to Egypt,
their neighbours, ix. v. 3.
Arabia borders on Judea. Antiq xiv. i. 4; Petra the and thence into Greece, Antiq. t viii. 2.
king's residence, ib. ; Zabtliel their lord,c. iv. sect. 8; Arius king of the Lacedemonians sends a letter to Onias
Arabians are defeated, xr. t. A; their women are great the bUh-priett, Antiq. xii. iv. 10; c v. sect. 8.
Ark of God. its description, Antiq. iit. vt A; taken by the
poisoners, xvii. it, 1.
Philistines, vi. i. 1 1 restored to the Israelites, sect. 2.
Aaraiu, Antiq. i. vi. 4.
Sec. t carried to Jerusalem, and lodged in the house of
Am, or Haran, the father of I<ot, Antiq. i. ri. A.
Obed-edom, after it had been with Aminadab, Antiq.
Arasca, or Nisroch, a temple, Antiq x. L A.
A rases, or Resin, king of the Syrians Antiq. ix. xiL 1. Tii. it. 2.
Aranna, or Orona. the Jebusite. Antiq. viii. xiii. 4: his Ark of Noah, where it rested, Antiq. 1. iit ft; mentioned by
thrashing-floor, ib. ; the place where Isaac was to have all barbarian historians, ib. ; its remains long preserved,
been sacrificed, and where the temple was afterwards xx. Ii. a
Arraaia, king of Fgynt Against Apion, t sect IA.
built, in.
Archelans, king of Cappadocia. comes to Herod. Antiq. Armenia conquered by A ntonius, Antiq. xt. It. 3; Cotys
xt{. vi:l 6i c. x. sect. 7,- War, i. xxt. 1. &c.; goes king of the Lesser Armenia, Antiq xix. viii. 1.
with htm to Antioch, ib. ; reconciles Herod to his sun Armesses, king of Kgvpt, Against Apion, i. sect IA.
Alexander, and to his brother Pberoras, ib.; War, i Armory of David in the temple, Antiq ix. Tit 2.
xxv.
3. 4.ton of Herod the f^reat, Antiq. xvii. i. 3; c. Arnpbeus, or Armariah. Antiq. riii. t 3.
.irchelaus
Arpnaxed, Anti'4. i. vt 4.
It. sect. 3; War, i. xxvii. 4: c. xxxi. sect. 1 ; ia made A run tin- (Euarisliis}, Antiq. xix. i. 18,
ethnarch, Antlq. xvii. xi. 4; War, ii. vii,3j marries Arnntius {I'nulus), Antiq. xix. t 14.
Glaphyra, Antiq. xrii. xiii. 1; War. it. vii. 4; Is pro Arsaces king of the Parthians, Antiq. xiiL t. Hi c riii.
claimed king after Herod's death, Antiq. xtH. Tiii. 2) sect. 4.
War. i. xxxiii. it; his speech to the people, Antiq. Artabanus, king of Media, Antiq. xriit H. 4.
xrii. Tiii. 4( War, ii. 1 1; he endeavours to appease Artabanus. king of the Parthians Antiq. xviii. It. 4, A;
the people, Antiq. xvii. ix. 1, Sec; goes to Rome, sect c ix. sect. 3,4; he flies to Izates xx.iii. 1; fa kindly
3t War. it ii. I ; is accused there by the deputies of received by him, and restored to his kingdom, sect. 1,
the people, Antiq. xvii. xi. 2; War, ii. vi I, &c. ( is 2; dies. sect. 3.
banished to Vienna in Gaol, c. vit sect. 3; his dieams Artabaxes or Artarasdes son of Tlgranes is giren as a
and Glaphyra's Antiq. xrii. xiit 3, 4* War, it vii. present to Cleopatra by A ntonius War, t xtHL A.
Artaxerxes. king of the Persians. Antiq. xt vi. I ; bit
3,4.
edict against the Jews, sect, h) contradicted, sect 12,
Archelans son of Chelcis Antlq. xix. ix. 1.
Artaxias. king of Armenia, Antiq. xv. v. 3.
Archelaua, son of Magadatus War, vi. ir. 2.
Anorms cunningly saves his own life, War, vi. UV. 2.
Aremmantus, Antlq. x. Tiii. 2.
Aretas king of the Arabians, Antiq. xiii. xiii. 3; and Aniens, Antiq. i. Tt. 2.
xiv. L 4; and xv|. x. 9; War. t vi. 2; ft, xxix. sect. Arudens. Anliq 1 vi. 2.
3; makes an expedition against Aristobulus, Antiq. Asa, king of Jerns^lnn. Antiq. riil. xii. 1;
Xiv.it If succeed* Obodaa, xtL ix. 4; affords sue alluncc with the k ingot Damascus sect. 4.
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A*abel killta by Abner, Antiq. vti 1. 3.
Jews, xiii 1. 1, 3; be rages against them, and Is slain.
Asaraoneu*. Antiq. xiL vi 1.
War, L 2, 8,
^
Asamoneans, the end of their reign, Antiq. xiv. xvL 4. Badezorus, king of tbe Tyriana, Against Apion, i seat
Ascalonitea, pnnisbed f«r tbi '
iv. 5.
Badu*, or Bath, a Jewish tne*sure, Antiq. viii U, 9.
Asermoth. or Haerrraaveth, Antiq. L vi. 14,
Bagoas, an eunuch, Antiq. xvii. ii. 4.
Aserymua, king of the Tynans, Against Apion, L sect. Bagoses, an enemy of the Jews, Antiq. xi vii 1.
18.
Balak, king of Moab, Antiq. iv. vi 2, &c
Ashdod. or Azotus, taken by Jonathan, Antiq. xtfL It. Buladan, king of Babylon, Antiq. x. ii. 2.
its inhabitants plagued on account of the aik of l»od, Balaam, tbe prophet, Antiq. iv. vi. 2, Ace. j his ass speaks,
vi. L I.
ib.
Ashkenaz, Antiq. f. vL 1.
Balatoras, king of tbe Tyrians, Against Apion, L sect
Ashpenax, an eunuch, Antiq. x. x. 2.
Ashur, Antiq. LvL 4.
Baleaxaru*, king of tbe Tyrians, Against Apion, L sect
Asia, Its convention at Aneyra, Antiq. xvi. vi J, Vale ML
rius proconsul of Asia, xix. L 30; live hundred towns Bala*, or Barea, king of Sodom, Antiq. i ix. I.
of Asia, W ar, IL xvi. 4.
Balm, or Balsam, near Jericho, Antiq. xiv. iv. 1 ; and
Asineus and Anilcus, two brethren, Antiq. xviiL ix. 1, xv. iv. 3; War, i. vi 6.
Ax,
Baltasar [Belshaczar, or Naboandel, or NahonadinsJ,
A socheu*. or Shlshek, king of Eeypt. War, vL x.
king of Babylun. Antiq. x. xL 2; his terrible vision,
Aaprrnn*. Antiq. xix. L 1) ; cut in pieces, sect. 15.
and its interpretation, lb. ; bis death, ib.
Assemblies forhidden to all at Rome, but to the Jews Baithasar
[Beltesbaaxarj, Daoiers name, Antiq. x. X.
only, by Julius Cesar, Antiq. xiv. x. 3.
Ass's head falsely reported by Apion as an object of wor Banacate*, Antiq. viiL iL 4.
ship king
anion*of the
Jews.Against
AgainstApion,
Apion.L sect.
ii. aecL
Sana*, an hermit, Josephnt'a master, Life, sect 2.
Aasi*,
Egypt
14. ?.
Barachias, Antiq. ix. xii. 2.
Assyrian empire overthrown, Antiq. x, ii. 2.
excited by Deborah, encounters Sisera, Antiq. v.
Astarted temple, Antiq. vL xiv. 0; Against Apion, L Barak,
v. 2. flee
sect la
Barbarian*,
riche* formerly consisted in cattle, An
Astartus, kine of the Tyrians, Against Apion, L sect 19. < tiq. iL xi. their
2.
Asttonomy; for its improvement the first men lived near Baruanes,
king of the Parthian*, Antiq. xx. UL %% he is
a thousand years, Antiq. i. iiL 2; came out of C lialdea slain, in.
into Egypt, and thence into < ■ reece, L vii. 2.
Baris, a tower built at Ecbatana, by Daniel, Antiq. x.
Asylum, or right uf saoctoary, belonging to some towns xL 7.
in Jndea, Antiq. iv. vii. 4. ,t >
Barnabazus, Antiq. xi. vi 4.
Athenians decree honours ti* rcanus, Antiq. xiv. viiL Barsas, kins; of Gomorrab, Antiq. 1. ix. 1.
&
Baruch, welt skilled in the Hebrew tongue, and left with
Athenio, Antiq. xiL Iv. X
Jeremiah tbe prophet in Judea at tbe Babylonian Cap
Athenio, a general of Cleopatra, War, i, xix. 2 1 his per- tivity, Antiq. x. ix. I, 3,
fidiousne**, Antiq. xv. v. 1.
Barxaphemes, governor in Parthfa, War, i xiii. 1.
Athronges, a shepherd, crowns himself king of Judea, Barzillai, Antiq. vii. ix. 8.
Antiq. xviL x. 7; War, ii. iv. 3 ; is conquered with bis Basan. or Baasha, king of Itrael, Antiq. viiL xiL 3; slay*
Nadab bin predecessor, c. xL sect 4.
brethren, ib.
Atratinua, Herod's advocate, Antiq. xiv. xiv. 4.
Basima, or Basmath, Solomon's daughter, Antiq. viii. IL
Augustus1 arrival in Syria, Antiq. xv. x. 3; his letter to &
llerod, xvi. xL 1; holds a council,about the affairs of Baskets carried upon the head, Antiq. ii v. X
Judea, xvit. ix. 5; his edict and letter in favour of the Bassos (Venditins), See Venditius.
Jews. xvi. vi, I, Sec. -, is angry with Herod, c, ix. sect. Basra* (Cecilius, murderer of Sex tus Csssar), Antiq. xiv.
3; is reconciled to him by the means of Nicolausof xL 1; V>W. i x. 10.
Damascus, c. x. sect. 8; divide* llerod1* dominions. Basstis (Lucillius), is sent with an army intoJndea; be
War, ii vi. 3j bu death, Antiq. xviii. iiL 2i War, ii. besiege* and takes Macherus, War, viu TiL 1, &
Bath% hot bathsat Caliirrboe beyond Jordan, Antiq. xvii
ix. 1.
Axioramns, hieh-priest, Antiq. x. vii. &
vL6.
Axariah, the prophet. Antiq. viiL xiL 2.
Bathsbeba, Antiq. vii. vii. 1, 2, 4.
jm
Bath, or Badus, a Jewish measure, Antiq. vii. iL 9.
Azanas, high-priest, Antiq. x. viiL 6.
Asarias, one of David's companions, Antiq. x. x. 1.
Bathyllus,
yiius, War,
»ar, uL xxxl
xxxL i.1.
yilus. Antipater1* freedman, Antiq. xvii. iv. X
Axariai, a commander under Judas, is defeated by Gor- Buthyllu
fring-ram,. its description, War, sis. viiL 19.
gias at J am ma, Antiq. xii. viii. 6V
Battering
Battle
le at Tarricber,
Tarricher, upon the
tbe Lake of ftenueaaretb.
Genuesareth, Wax,
V
Acan. or Hazo, Antiq. l vi. A.
Azisus. king of Emesa, Antiq. xx. vii. 1; Is circumcised, UL x. 1.
and marries Drusilla, the sister of Agrippa junior, ib.; Beeltethmus, Antiq. xL iL 3.
dies, c viii. sect 4.
Bela, or Zoar, the king of it, Antiq. I. Ix. 1.
Axotu*. or Ashdod, its inhabitants plagued on account of Belshaszar (or Baltasar, or Naboandel, or Nahonadlo*),
toe Ark of God, Antiq. vi L 1 j taken by Jonathan, xiii king of Babylon, Anticj. x. xL 2) his terribia vision,
and its interpretation, ib.; his death, iK
iv.4.
BVlteshazzar, Daniel's name, Antiq. x. x. I.
Azricam, Antiq. ix. xii 1.
Belua, tbe god of toe Tvrians, Antiq. viiL xiii. 1.
Belus the god of tbe Babylonians, Antiq. x. xL lj hi*
Baal, king ofthe Tyrians. Against Anion, vi. sect 21.
temple there, ih.
Baal, god of the Tyrians, Antiq. ix. vi 6.
Benaiah,a prieat by birth, a man of valour, Antiq. viL
Baalis, kine of the Ammonites, Antiq. x. ix. 3,3.
xiL 4j *onofJehoiada, c v. sect 4; made commander
Baaoah, the son of Rimmon, Antiq. viii ii. I.
Baaras, a place and a plant there growing, War, vii vL of snmt- troops of Solomon, viiL L 4« son of Acbillus,
c. iL sect X
3.
Baasha, king of Israel, Antiq. viii. xiL 3; kills Nadab his Benencenoe, its commendation and reward, Antiq. vu
predecessor, c xi. sect 4 i dies, c. xii. seat 4.
xiv.
4.
,
Baba's children preserved by Costobarus, Antiq. xv. vii. Benhadad (or the son of Hadadl, king of Syria, henege*
Samaria the first time, Antiq. viii xiv. L Ac. tbo
I0i afterwards killed by Herod, ib.
Babylon, derived from Babel (confusion of languages), second time, ix. iv. 3| fall* sick, and is smothered, by
Antiq, L iv. 3; taken by Cyras under the reign of 11*1- Hasael, sect &
tazsx, x. xi. 4; the great nnmher of Jews who lived Benjamite* are attacked for their enormoua crjas* at
there, xv. ii. 2; and xviii Ix 1. Nebuchadnezzar's Gibea, and at laat terribly defeated and cut oft, AabqV
building at Babylon, x. xL 1 ; its wall was not built by t. U. 8—1 1 1 their tribe restored, sect 13.
Semiramit; but by Nebuchadnezzar, according to the Beon, Against Apion, L sect 14.
testimony of Berosus, Against Apion, L sect 19, SO; it* Berniee, daughter or Agrippa senior, Antiq. xviit v. 4|
she is married to Herod, Agrippa's brother, xix. r.
wall* curiously bntlt by Nabonnedu*. of brick and bi
tumen, according to the same Berosus, ib. ; its pensile %
gardens erected by Nebuchadnezzar, in imitation of tbe Berniee, Agrippa'* mother, dies, Antiq. xviiL vi L
Berniee, Arcbslaa * sad Mariamnas daoxbtaf, Anu*>
mountains of Media, ib. : Antiq. x. xii.
Awocatdos, Antiq. xii. x. 3; c xi. ssot li be attacks is* XSLvfl.lV>
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Bcmlce, the wMow of Herod, marrioi
, Antiq. ■ect A| war t
xx. vii 3; leaves him, ib.
Judea and Sir
Berniee, Salome's daughter, Aristobalus's wile, Antiq. Candlestick in the t
xvi 1. 1
Caathrras removed from the (
Bernice, Agrippa senior*! daughter, *
L3.
in danger of her life. War, iL XT. 2.
Capellnt, ton of Anryllns, Life, sect. 13.
Bcrnicianus, Herod of Chaleis's son by Berniee, hit bro Capita, a centurion, or captain of an hundred •
ther Agrippa's dauchter, War, iL xi. &
War^yii. v. 6.
Berytus, whrre the cause between Herod and hit sons Capitot/tne end of the triumphant shows. War, viL v. 6.
was debated in a< council or court, Antiq. xvi. xi. 2, CaptivMof the Jews, how many killed, and bow many
kept alive. War, vL ix, 2, 3; captive* carried in tbt
Ate ; Komant living at Berytus xvL x. B.
Betimet, Antiq. L vi. &
triumph, c. v. sect 3.
Brzalecl and Aboliah, sacred architects, Antiq. UL vL Captivities of the tea, and of the two tribes, Antiq. x.
ix. 7.
1.
Bigthan, Antiq. xL vL 4.
Csreas (Kareah), Antiq. x. Ix. 2L
Herod's Catamite, Antiq. xviL ii. 4Birth-day of Ptolemy's son kept by the Syrians, Antiq. Cams,
Caxsander governs Macedonia, after Alexander*! death,
xii.4v. 7; presents made thereupon, sect 9.
Antiq. xiL L 1.
Bobelo, Antiq. xi iv. 9.
Canfut Longinus president of Syria, Antiq. xiv. xL 2i
Bocchorus, king of Egypt, Against Apion, i. 33.
and xv. xi. 4; and xx. L T; favours Antipater and He,
Book
the law found!
Aotiq. x.Antiq.
iv 2. vlii. ii. ■'<■, twenty- rod.
Booksofcomposed
by Solomon,
xiv. xi. x, &c.; repels the Parthians, and then
two most sacred books among the Jews, Against Apion. retire* to Jndea, c \ ii. sect. 3; War, L viii, 9,- is de
feated at PhilippL Antiq. xiv. xii. 2.
i. 8.
Book, of Elimelech's family, Antiq. r. x. 2; his kindness Castles, or citadels, two at Jerusalem, one in the eityT
and the other by the temple, Anttq. xiL L 3; and xv.
towards Knth, ib.; be marries ber, sect. 4.
vii. 8; c tHL sect. &.
Brazen vessels more valuable than gold, Antiq. xi. v. Castor,
the Jew, bis cunning trick. War, v. viL 4.
1
Bride, how the was to part from one that refused to Castration of man or beast forbidden by the law of Moses,
iv. viii. 40; young men of rojal blood castrated)
marry her, according to the law of Moses, Antiq. v. • Antiq.
by Nebocbudnexzar's order, and among others Daniel
be 4. War, vL tI. 2,
the prophet, x. x. I.
Britons,
Britannicus ton of Claudius by Mcssatina, War, iL xiL Catullus governor of Lybta Pcntapolitana, War, viL xi
l.j his calumny against the Jews sect. 2; I'
ft,
and the divine vengeance on him, sect. 3, 4.
Brocchus, a tribune, Antiq. xix. iii. 4.
Brother, a title which Alexander Balas gave to Jonathan Celadus Antiq. xvii. xii 2; War, ii. viL 2.
the high-priest, Antiq. xiiL ii. Si the same title was Celrnderit, War, I. xxxi. 3.
also given him by Demetrius Soter, e. iv. 9.
Celer, a tribune, Antiq. xx. vi 2; he is pat to death,
Buckle, or button ja golden one), sent to Jonathan by sect, a
Alexander, king of Syria, Antiq. xiiL iv. 4; and by Celtic legion, Antiq. xix.L 14.
Cendebeut. commander of Antioehus's troops, Antiq.
Demetrius, c v. 4.
Bnkki, ton of Abithua, high-priest, Antiq. viii. i. 0.
xJl viL(Petelius),
3,- War,LiL2.
Cercalis
sent against the Samaritans War,
Barthus, Nero's Greek secretary, Antiq. xx_ viU. 9.
iii, vii. 32; marches towards Hebron, iv. ix. 9; is or
Bux, Nahor'a son, Antiq. i. vL o.
dered to attack the temple, vL ii. 5; called to a coun
Cecilias Baasus, the murderer of Sextus Caesar, Antk. cil of war about the temple, c iv. sect. 3,
Cestias Gallns, president of Syria, Life, sect 43, War, ii.
xiv. xi. 1 1 War, i. x. la
xiv. 3t he gathers an army against the Jews, War. ii.
Cfflinna, War. iv. xL 3; sent to Vespasian, ib.
Ck -ar (Julius}, makes war in Egypt, Antiq. iW. viii. It xvi ;. vi : enters Jerusalem, c xix. sect, 4; it beaten,
Ins decrees in favour of the Jews, c, x. »cct.*2. ice. ; (s sect 7, &c
Chereas (Cassius), is stirred up against Cains, Anttq.
murdered by Brutns and Caseins, c xL sect. 1.
Ct-narca built by Herod, Antiq. xv. ix. 6; it wat GOO fur xix. L 3. 4; draws others into the conspiracy, sect. 6;
longs from Jerusalem, xiiL xL 2; War, i. iii. 6.
gives Caius tbe first blow, sect. 14 ; is beheaded, c. xiv.
Cesarean -games instituted by Herod, Antiq xv. viii. I . sect &
M iftf i. xxi. 6; begun at the finishing of Csesarea Au- Chagiras, son of Nabateus, War, v. xi. A.
Cbataman, king of the Syrians Aotiq. viL vL 3*
gusra, Anliq. xvi. V. 1.
Csb^ennius Petus, president of Syria. War, vii. vii. 1. Chalool, Antiq. viii. ii, &.
Cwsonia, wife of Caius killed by Lupus, Antiq. xix. iL Cham, or Ham, the son of Noah, Antiq. L iv. 1; his)
4.
posterity, c vi. sect. 2.
Cain mnrders his brother Abel, Antiq. Lit. 1 ; his punish Chanaan,'
or Canaan, the ton of Ham, Aatiq. L vi 2j
ment, ib. j he peoples the land of Nod. sect. 2.
his posterity, ib.
Caius, the son of Gerroanicut, is made Emperor, Antiq. Charan, or Haran, Antiq. L vi. 5.
xviii. vi. 9; War, ii. ix. ,% 6; puts T-berias, the grand Chares. War. iv. L 4; dies, sect. 9.
son of Tiberias the emperor, to death, Antiq. xviii. vi, Cbatura. or Kelurah, Abraham's last wife, Antiq. i. xi.
9) hit cruelty, c, vii. ; his behaviour in the govt-rnment.
c. vii. secL 2; be order* bis statue to be erected in the Chebron, king of Egypt, Against Apion, I, sect 15.
temple at Jerusalem, c viii. sect. 2: gratifies Agrippa, Cbehron, or Hebron.'older than Memphis (Tanis), Wax,
and forhids its erection, sect. 8; his letter to Petrontus. :v. ix. 7,- taken by the Israelites Antiq. v. iL 3.
ib. i he rages against the Jews, xix. L 1; calls himself Chedorlaomer, Antiq. i. iv.
the brother ofJupiter, ib. ; a conspiracy formed against Chelbes, king of tbe Tynans, Against Apion, L seek 21.
him, sect. 2; the conspirators increase in number, sect. Chelcias Antiq. xiiL x. 4; c xiiL sect. 1.
l0| hit death, c i. sect. I t. his threatening letter to Cbellio, or Cbilio, Antiq. v. ix. 1.
Pi trontos retarded till he was dead. xviiL viii. 9; War, Cherubim, their shape not known, Antiq. viiL iii. X
ii. x. 6; bis character, Antiq. xix. ii. &.
Choted, Nahor's son, Antiq, L vL 5.
tfalrb, one that searched the Und of Canaan, Antiq. iii. Chetim, or Kittira, Antiq. u tL 1.
liv, 4 j and v. iL 3,
Children not always like their parents, Antiq. vL UL %.
falf (golden) near Dapbane, or Dan, War, i. iL
Christ and Christians. Antiq. xviiL iii. 3.
Cnllras, Antiq. xviL 1.
Chusarlbcs. or Chusan, the king of Assyria, opprettea
( ailimander, Antiq. xiti. x. 2, 3.
the Israelites, Antiq. v. iiL 2,
or Huthal,
vii. ix.
Callinicus, son of Antiochus, king of Commagena, War, Chiisi,
Chotheans
(people Antiq.
ot Cutha),
who2.they were and whence
viL viL 2.
they came, Antiq. ix. xiv. 3; go to Samaria, x. ix. 7;
CaUistnt, afreed-man of Caius Antiq. xiv. L 10.
binder the rebuilding of the temple. xL iL L.
Oambyset succeedt Cyrus, Antiq. xi. iL 2; diet after a Cinnamus
Antiq. xx. iii. 2.
reign of tix years, sect. 2.
it received in Palestine by the Jews
Camp of the Jews Antiq. ilL xiL 5; of the Assyrians, Circumcision
Against Apion, L sect 22; its institution, Antiq. L x.
War, v. vii. 3; c. xiL sect. 2.
The Arabians circumcise their children after tbr^hirSamuel, or Kemuel, Nabor*s eon, Antiq. i. vi. i
Canaan, land of, itt description and division, Antiq. v. i. teentb year of their age, c. xiL sect 3; the Syrisna
in Palestine received circumcision frnm the Egyrt>ans.
)l, 98i Canaanliet distrait th« tribe of Dan, c iiL sect. acoordiug
to HtTodotHs viU. X. 3, not b> hje forced
I ta Us* Qftnuaand qf God, *■ vifcJ
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Upon any body, in the opinion of Josephus, Life, sect. Customs, or taxes of Syria, Phcenieia, Judta, and Some*
B3; the Idumeans forced to be circumcised, or leave ria, 8000 talents, Antiq. xii. iv. 4.
their country, by John Hyrcanus, xiii. ix. 1 1 the Itu Cyproa, king Agrippa's wife. War, ii. xi. 6.
reens lorced to be circumcised by Aristobulus, c xi. Cypros, Antipater senior's wife, by whom he bad four
children, Antiq. xiv. vii. 3; War, L viii. 9.
sect 3.
Classims, War, vil. It. S.
Cypros, Antipater's daughter by Cypros, Antiq. xviii. v.
Claudius Csesar, Antiq. xix. li.li c. Hi. sect 1; be la 4; married to Alexaa Selcias. ib.
draped out of a corner to the imperial dignity, ib.; Cypros, Herod's daughter, married to Aotipater, Salome's
War, li. xi. 1 j be is favoured by the army, Antiq. xix. son, Antiq. xviii. v, A.
iv. .5, his liberality to Agrippa, c. v. sect 1 ; his edict Cypros, daughter of Phasaelus and Salampsio, married
in favour of the Jews, sect. 3; hi* letter to the Jews, to Agrippa senior, Antiq. xviii. v. 4; c vi. sect 2, 3
Antiq. xx. i. St he dies. c. viii. sect 1; War, U.xii.8; Cyrentus, or Quinnius, Antiq. xvU. xiii. 5; and xviii. i.
1; War, vii. viii. I.
•
his wile and children, ib.
Clement, Antiq. xix. I. 6.
Cyrrueansderived from the Lacedemonians,War, it xvl.4.
Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus, married to Ptolemy, Cyrus, king of Persia, Antiq. x. xi. 2, ice; purposes to
Antiq. Xii. iv. 1.
rebuild the Jewish temple, xi. i. I, icc.j releases the
Cleopatra, wileol Philometer. Antiq. xiii. iii. 1,2; Against Jews from their captivity by an edict, sect 2, 3; his
Apion, li. sect 5; she takes up arms against Ptolemy death, c. ii. sect. 1.
Lathyrus, Antiq. xiii. xiil. 1; makes an alliance with Cyrus, the son of Xerxes, called by the Greeks ArtaXer
Alexander, seel. 2; takes Ptolemais, ib.
xes, made king, Antiq. xi. vi. t, <cc; his letter re
Cleopatra, wife of Demetrius II., Antiq. xiii. vll 1; mar scinding the edict of Hamaa, sect 12.
ried to Antiochus Soter, sect 2.
Cleopatra, queen of F.gypt, meets Antony In Cilicia, An Demons, War, vi. vi. 3.
tiq. xiv. xiii. I ; her cruelty and avarice, xv. iv. 1 ; Dagon, the god of Asbdod, Antiq. vi. 1 ; bis temple burnt
War, L xviii. 4: kills ber sister Arsinoe, Antiq. xv. iv. xiii. iv. 4.
1; obtains from Antony a part of Arabia and Judea, Damascene colonies transported into Higher Media* An
ib. ; tempts Herod to He witb her, sect 2; -Herod con tiq. ix. xii. 3.
Damascus taken by Tiglathpileser, Antiq. ix. xii. 3|
ducts her towards Egypt, ib.
Clrop;iira (Selene) besieged by Tigraoes, Antiq. xiii. taken by the Romans, xiv. ii. 3.
xvl 4; War. i. v 3.
Dan built by the Danites. Antiq. v. iii 1.
Cleopatra of Jerusalem, the wife of Herod, Antiq. xviL Danaus, or Hermeus, king of Egypt, Against Apion, i.
i. 3; War, i. xxviii. 4.
sect 26.
Cleopatraywife of Floras, Antiq. xx. xi. 1.
Daniel the prophet, Antiq. x. x. 1, 6cc.t is castrated with
Clitus, author of a rebellion at Tiberias, Life, sect. 34j his companions, ib.; their austerity of life, sect. 2;
cuts off his left hand by the order of Joset jus, ib.j War, Daniel foretells the times of future events, ib. j tells
ii. xxi. 10.
Nebuchadnezzar bis dream, and interprets it to biro,
Clevins, Antiq. xix. i. 13.
sect 3, 4; is honoured for it, sect ■'> , his companions
Coligtta (Cneus), War, vii. iH. 4.
are cast into a fiery furnace, ib. t Daniel explains the
Colonies within and witbout Italy, Antiq. xix. v, 3.
hand-writine upon the wall, c. xi. sect. 2; is carried
Columns, or pillars in the land of Siriad, Antiq. L f;. 3j into Media by Darius, sect. 4; is made one of thr pre
of the Corintuian order in Solomon's palace, viii, v. S; sidents of the kingdom, ib. ; a conspiracy against him,
in Herod's temple, War. v. v. 2.
sect £,6, is thrown into the lion's den, sect. 0| builds
Commandments written upon two tables, Antiq. Hi. v. a tower at Ecbatana, sect 7, the manner and certainty
4; written by the hand of '-od, wet 8; not to have of his prophecies, ib. j his vision of the ram and lha
thrir very words published, sect. 4.
he-goat, ib. t his prophecy of the destruction of the
Conquests easier gotten than maintained, Antiq. viii. iv. Jews by the Ramans, ib. ; of the profanation of the
temple by Antiochus Epipbanes, xii. vii. 6.
4
Conscience of good actions Is safer to he relied on, than Danca, Ant.q. viii. ii.
un the concealment of evil ones, Antiq. ii. iv. 4.
Darius 'he son of Astyges, called by another name among
Conspiracy against Herod. Antiq. xv. viii. 3, &c
the Greeks, Antiq. i.xi. 2, 4.
Convention. of Asia at Ancym, Antiq. xtl vL 2; conven Darius, the son of Hystaspes, made king, Antiq. xi. Hi.
tion at Jerusalem. Life, sect. 13.
1; makes a splendid entertainment sect. 2; proposes
Coponiti's procurator of Judea, Antiq. xviii. t, 1; ciL questions to be resolved, ib.; his letters in favour of
sect. 2; \\ ar, ii. viii. I.
Zerobabel, for rebuildingtbe temple, sect. 8; has Cy
Cor.icinus, a fish. War, iii. x. fll
rus's records searched about that temple, Autiq. xi. iv.
Corban, or secret treasure, War, ii. ix. 4.
G; gives orders for its rebuilding, fb.[ his edict against
Cores, or Korah, raises a sedition against Moses, Antiq. the Samaritans, sect. 9.
iv. ii. 2; perishes witb his faction, r. iii. sect. 3.
Dathan, Autiq. iv. ii. 1.
Cmnthus, one of Herod's life-guards. Antiq. xvii. iii. 2: David's genealogy, Antiq#v. ix. 4; is anointed by Sa
an Arabian by birth, War, i. xxix. 3.
muel, vi. viii 1 ; pl-iys upon the harp before Saul, sect
Cornelius, Faustus, sou of Sylla, Antiq. xiv. iv. 4; War, 2; flithts Gotiah, vi. ix. 10; c xi. sect. 4; his and Jo
i. vii. li.
nathan's friendship, c. xi. sect 1. 6, Sec. , is reconciled
Cornelius, the brother of Longus, War, vi. iii, 2.
to vuil by Jonathan, sect 2; is in danger of being
Corus, a Jewish measure of 10 Attic medumni, Antiq. killed by Saul, sect 3: his flight, vi. xii. 1 . c. xiii.
iii. xv. 3.
sect. 10; he spares Saul's life twire, c. xiii. sect 1, 9j
Costobarus, an Idumean, Salome's husband, Antiq. xv. promises to assist the king of Galb, c xiv. sect 1;
pursues after the Amalekites, and puts them to flight,
viU. 9.
Costobarus, a ringleader of the robbers, Antiq. xx. ix. sect. 6; makes a funeral oration for Saul and Jonathan,
vii. i. 1; is made king of Jtidah, sect. 2; and of the
4.
Cotylas, or Zeno, Antiq. xiii. viii. 1 ; War, i- ii. 4.
Israelites, vii. ii. 2; takes Jerusalem, c iii. sect. I;
Cotys, king of lesser Armenia, Antiq. xix. viii. 1.
easts the Jehusites out of it sect 2; marries several
Cow, the red cow far purification, Antiq. iv. iv. 6.
wives, and begets eleven children, sect 3; conquers
Cr.zbi, a Midianilish woman, Antiq. iv. vi. 10
the Philistines, c. 4, sect I .- has the ark carried to
Cose, or Kose, an idol of the Idumeans before they Jerusalem, sect. 2; is reproached by Michal, secL 3f
turned Jews, Antiq. xv. vii. 9.
purposes to build the temple, sect. 4; bis victories, c
Crassus, governor of the east, succeeds Gabinus, Antiq. v. sect 1 1 his liberality to Mephibosheth, not, 5; he
xiv. vi. 4i arrives in Judea and plunders the temple falls in love witb Bathsheba, c vii. sect 1; causes
of Its treasurers, c. vii. sect, lj War, i. viii. 6; perishes Uriah to be slain, ib. ; marries Bathsheba, vii. vii. 1 ;
in an expedition against the PartMans, ib.
is reproved for all by Nathan the prophet c. vii. sect
Creation of the world, Antiq. i. II. L
3; his son by Bathsheba dies, sect 4; he mourns for
Crimes are encouraped by indulgence to those that com Absalom's death, c x. sect 6; orders the people to b»
mit them, Antiq. vi. vil. 4.
numbered, c. xiiL sect I; chooses the pestilence ra
Crown, or mitre of the high-priest, Antiq. Hi. vii. 7.
ther than famine or the sword, sect 2; mak*» great
Gsjmanus, procurator of Judea, Antiq. xx. v. 2; War, ii. preparations for the building of the temple, c. xiv trcX.
xii. 1. denounced from mount F.bal. Antiq. iv. viii. 44 j 1; exhorts Solomon to build it, sect. 2, 9; divides tha
Turxe*
priests into twenty-four courses, sect. 7 . he dies, c. xv.
and v. i. V.t.
■ret 2: is honed with great pomp, sect. 3j the trea
Cuspius Fadus, procurator of Jnd***. Antiq. xv. xl. 4i sures hidden in hit monument, ib. xiii. viii. t, ai*i
ftDdxU.iT.fi ii. I fcr.j War, ii. x\. ft
xvi. vit, I ; War, i. ii. A*
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Eagle, golden angle polled down from the frost of the?
Pay unusually lengthened, Antiq. T. L 17.
Debora, Antiq. T. v. 3>
temple, Antiq. xviu vt 3 ; holding a dragon in bis claws
Deceased, what care was token of them by the Jew*, In the seal of Lacedemonians, xii. It. 10.
Against Apion, li. sect 26.
Earthquake, wherein the followers of Dathan and AbiDrcnei of the Komaos, Ate, In favour of the Jews, ram were swallowed up, Antiq. iT. iii. 1.
Antiq xiv vni. 5; c x. *ect 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, Earthquake, a very great one in J odea, Antiq. xt. v. 2.
is; 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, is, 19, ao, ai, sa, xs, 24, ao. Eating the sinew upon the hip, why refused by the Jews,
Antiq. L xx. 2.
EbaJ, Antiq. L vi. 4.
v L ri. 2.
Dellius the wicked, Antiq. xiv. xt. 1; and xt. IL 6; Eban, David's son. Antiq. vii. hi 3.
W or, L 3.
Ebutiua, a decurion, War, iii. viL 3; slain in battle, fr
L&
Deluge, Antiq. 1. lit 3, &c
Demetrius, alaba/eb at Alexandria, Antiq. xx. viL 3. Eclipse of the moon, Antiq. xvIL tL 4.
Demetrius, the too of Demetrius, joint with Jonathan Ecnibatos, king of Tyre, Against Apion. i. aect 21.
and Ptolemy bis father-in-law, and conquers Alexan Egloo, king of Moah, oppresses the Israelites, Antiq. v.
der; Antiq. xiti. iv. 7, 8; called Nicator, aect 9; hfs iv. 1; is made a judge, ib.
letter in favour of the Jews, ib.; is bated by Antiochus, Elab succeeds Baasha in the kingdom of Israel, Antiq.
c T. sect 3; breaks friendship with Jonathan, ib. ; is Tiii. xii. 4,
coiquered by Antiochus, and flies Into Cilicia, sect 4; Elam, Antiq. i. vi, I.
is made prisoner by Arsaces, and released. sect. 11; Elcanah, or Elkanah, Antiq. ix xii. 1.
Trypho rebels against him, c vii. sect. I ; is hated by Elcanah, or Elkanah, Samuel's father, Antiq. v. x. 2.
the army, c fx. sect 3; is defeated^nd flies in Tain to Elcias, the high-priest, Antiq. x- viiL 6.
Cleopatra his wife, ib. ; goes thence to Tyre, is made Eleaxar*s house, Antiq. vii. XT. 7.
FleaEar's commendation. War, T. vi. 1.
prisoner and dies, ib.
Demetrius Eurerua, fourth son of Antiochus Orypus, is Eleaxar, the son of Aaron, Antiq. iii. viii. 1.
made kirn; of Syria, Damascene, Antiq. xiii. xiii. 4j Eleaxar, the son of Ananias, high-priest, Antiq. xviiL iL
his assistance desired by the Jews, sect. 5; be makes 2; War, iL xvii. 2.
war upon Alexander, and conquers bun, c. xiv aect Eleaxar, the son of Dineus, Antiq. xx. vL 1 ; c viiL sect
I, War, t iv. 4, 5; he makes war with his brother 5; War, ii. xii. 4.
Philip, is carried prisoner into Parthia, and dies there, Eleanor, the son of Dodo, Antiq. vif. xiL 4.
Elmxar cost out a demon, Antiq. viiL iL 4.
Antiq. xiii. xiv. 3.
Eleaxar, brother of Joaxor, made b
Demetrius of Gadara, Pompey's freed man,
rebuilding ot that city, Antiq. xiv. 4.
xiiL 1 ; deprived, ib.
Demetrius Phalereus, keeper of the Alexandrian library Eleaxar. brother of J udas Ms
Antiq. xii. ii. 1; Against Apion, iL sect 4; his peti tiq. xii. *L 1 1 c ix. sect 4 ; is <
tioo to king Pbiladelpbns, Antiq. xii. ii. 3; be places elephant ih- ; War. L L 5.
the seventy-two interpreters near the sea-«ide, sect Eleaxar, a ring-leader of tbe robbers, Antiq. : .LI,
War, TiL Tiii. 1; Is taken prisoner and seot U
t,
Demetrius Soter, son of Seleucus, made king of Syria, Antiq. xx. viii. 5; War, ii. xiiL 2.
Antiq. xii. x. 1; pots king Antiochus to death, ib.; Eleaxar, of Moaada's speech to bis garrison. War, vii.
sends Bacchides and Nicanor against the Jews, sect viU.d
2,4; bis character, xiii. ii. 1; his tetter to Jonathan, Eleaxar, the son of Moses, Antiq. iL xiii. L
sect 3; is killed in the war against Alexander, sect Eleaxar, the bith-priest in the days of Joshua, Antiq.
It It. 7 ; be dies, v. i. 29.
4.
Demoteless,
Antiq. xiii. v. 8.
Elessar, the high-priest in the days of Philadelphus,
Diana's temple at Elymais in Persia, Antiq. xii. ix. It Antiq. Pret sect 3; and xii. iL 4; and xvii. xiii. 1 ,
his letter to Philadelphia, xiL iL 7; be dies, c. iv.
Diana's temple in Egypt, xiti. iii. I.
Dido, queen of the Tynans, Against Apion, L sect sect L
Eleaxar, treasurer of tbe temple, Antiq. xiv. rii. 1.
18.
Eleaxar, tbe son of Sameas's valour. War, iii. vii. 21.
Diklath, Antiq. I tL 4.
Eleaxar, tbe son of Simon, War, iL xx. 3; and iv. iv. 1,
Dinah, Jacob's daughter, Antiq. L XxL L
and v. L 2; c UL sect 1 ; and vi. iv. 1.
Diucleros, Antiq. viu. ii. 3.
Diodorus, son ot Jason, Antiq. xiiLlx. 2.
Eleaxar, the companion of Simon, dies, War, iv. ix.
Diodorus. or Trypho, Antiq. xiii. v, 1.
5.
Dionys'us, tyrant of Tripoli, Antiq. xir. lit 2,
Eleaxar, commander of tbe temple, Antiq. xx. ix. 3i
Diopnantns a forger of letters, Antiq. xvi. x. 4.
War, ii.xvti. 2.
Divorce, what are the causes of it, Antiq. iT. Tfti. 88; Eleaxar taken prisoner by Rafot, War, viL vL 4.
whether it he lawful for a wife to send a bill of divorce Eleutheri, horsemen so called. War, L xiiL 3.
Elhanon, Antiq. TiL xii. 2.
to her husband, Antiq. xt. TiiL 10.
Eli, the high-priest, Antiq. viii. i. 3; is judge is Israel
Doeg the Syrian, Antiq. tL xiL 4.
Dogs, it is not natural for them to devour the bones with after Samson, Antiq. v. ix. 1; his profligate sons, c. x.
the flesh, Antiq. xL iv. 9.
sect 1.
Dolabella's letter to the Epbesians in favour of the Jews, EHakim, Antiq. x. I. 2,
Eliashib, the high-priest, Antiq. xi.v. 4, flee.; dies, c. vii,
Antiq. xiv. x. 12.
Dolesus. War, iv. viL 2.
sect 1.
Domitian kind to Josephus, Life, sect75.
Etien, David's son, Antiq. Til. iii. 3.
Domitian, the son of Vespasian, is made regent In bis Elijah tbe prophet, Antiq. viiL xiiL 2, Ate; bis miracles
father's absence. War, iT. xL 4; is kind to Josephus, wrought lor the widow of Serrpta. ib.; he presents
Life, sect 75; hi. expedition against the Germans, himself to Abab, sect 4; foretetls rain, ib.; tbe false
War, vii. iv. 2.
prophets are killed by bis order, sect 6; calls for fire
Domitius Sabinus, War, t. viii. 1.
from heareo, ix. ii. 1; is taken up, sect 2; his letter
Doris, Herod's first wife, Antiq. xiv. xii. 1 ; Is mother to king Jehonun, c. t. sect 2.
of Antipater, ib.xviL L3i War,L xxviiu 4; it expelled Elimelich, Antiq. v. ix. 1.
Elioneus. the son of Cantharas, is made high-priest An
the couri, L xxx. 4.
Dorians erect Cspmit's statae In a Jewish synagogue, tiq. xix. viiL 1.
Antiq. xix. vi. 3; Petronius's edict against them, ib. Fliphalr, or Fliphelet, David's son, Antiq. vii. UL 3.
Dorotheas, Antiq. xii. iL 1L
Eliaa, Antiq. L vL 1.
Elisha, the prophet, tbe son of Sbapbat Antiq. tUL xiiL
Dortus, Antiq. xx. vi. 2.
Dositheas, a Jew, his perfldionsness, Antiq. xt. vi. 3.
7; and ix. ii. 2t c iii. sect 1 ; his miracles, L x. it. 1,
Dositbeus, a general of the Jews, Against Apion, iL sect eke. | bis death and euloginm, c. viiL sect 6; bis cars
of the barren fountain, War, iv. viiL 3.
a,
Dove sent out of the Ark, Antiq. 1. lit 5.
Elkanah, or Flcanab, Antiq. ix. xii. 1.
Draco's laws, Aeainst Apion, i. sect. 4.
Elkanah, or Elcanah, Samuel's father, Antiq. t. x. 2.
Dnisilla, daughter of Agrippa senior, by Cypros, Antiq. Elmodad, Antiq. L vi. 4.
xriiL t. 4 ,* married to A xizus, king of Emesa, xx. rii. Flon succeeds Ibson as judge, Antiq. ». viL 14.
I ; afterwards to Felix, procurator of Judea, sect 2. ElDis, Herod's wife, Antiq. xvii. L 3; Wax, L xxTjfft,
Drusu* her brother, Antiq. aviii. v. 4.
Dnisus, brother of Tiberius, Antiq. xviii. vi. 8.
Eltbemus, general of the Arabians, War, I. xix. 5.
Duration of tne Jewish law. Against Apion, ii. sect 31. Eluleus, king of the Tynans Antiq i. xiv. 2.
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Fahinus, a centurion, Antiq. xiv. iv. 4; War, i. xiL 1.
Emnos, David's son, Antiq. tIL Hi.
Factions, three in Jerusalem, Antiq. t. Li
Ennaphen, David's son, Antiq. Til Hi. 3.
Enemies, w hen conquered, may be lawfully killed, Antiq. Fadus (Cnspfns), procurator of Judea, Antiq. xv. xi 4|
and xix. ix. 2j and xx. 1. &c,; War, ii. xi. 6,
ix.
it.
3.
En*«h, Antiq. i iL 2; c iii. sect. 2.
Famine in Judea in tbe 13th year of Herod's reign, An
Enorh and Elijah translated, Antiq. ix. il. 3.
tiq. xv. ix. 1 1 another in the reign of Claudius, iiu xv.
Enos, the sun «>f Seth, Antiq. i. iiL 2.
3: and xx. ii. 6; c v. sect 2; a dismal famine in
Ensigns of the Romans, with Cesar's image, Antiq. xviii. Jerusalem, War, v. x. 2; c xii. sect 3; vi 3| for
iii, i; sacrifices offered to them. War, vi. vL I.
Saul's cruelty to tbe Gibeonites, Antiq. viii xii lj at
Epaphroditus, his character, Antiq. Pref. sect, 2j a great Samaria, xiii. x. 3; famine and pestilence, two of the
friend of Josephus. Life, sect 70.
greatest evils, x. vii. 4.
Ephesians, their decree in iaYour of the Jews, Antiq. xiv. Fannius tbe consul's decree in favour of the Jews, Antiq.
xiv. x. 15.
X.15.
Fannius, a Roman prsotor, Antiq. xiii Ix. 10.
Fphod, Antiq. iii. vii. a
Kpicrates Anti<j. xiiL x. 2, 3.
Fast, observed at Jerusalem, Antiq. xiv. xvii on the
epicureans, their error concerning providence confuted, day on which Pompey took Jerusalem, ib. a iv. sect
Antiq. x. xL 7.
Epiphanes, the son of Antiochus, king of Coramagena, Fate unavoidable, Antiq. viii. xv. 6; War, v. xiii 7| and
Antiq xix. ix 1.
vi i 8; c il sect 1 j c iv. sect 8 ; and c v. sect 4.
Epi»tle ofJonathan the high-priest to the Lacedemonians, Feast of unleavened bread. See paswver. Quests placed
Antiq. xiii. v. 8; of Philadelphia for freeing the cap at feasts according to their condition, Antiq. xii iv. 9j
tive Jews, Antiq. xii. il 3: to Eleazar the high-priest, funeral feasts among the Jews, War. Ii i —
•ecu 4; of Solomon, and Hiram king of the Tynans, Felicity too great, the cause of many evils, Antiq. viii x.
▼lit. ii. 6, 7 j of Xerxes to Esdras, xi. v. Ij of Arta- 7.
xerxes to the governors Dear Judea. c. vi. sect. 12; of Felix, Antiq. xiv. xi. 7 1 War. i. xii 1 j brother of Pallas,
Antiorhua the Great, to Ptolemy Epiphanes, xii. iiL and procurator of Judea, Antiq. xx. vii It c viii sect
3i of the Samaritans to Antiochus Thews, c. v. sect. 6- War, iL xiL 8; c xiii. sect 7; he punishes the mu
A; of Alexander Balas to Jonathan, xiii. ii. it of Onias tineers, Antiq. xx. viiL 7i is accused at Rome, sect 9.
to Ptolemy and Cleopatra, c iii. sect. 1 ; of Demetrius Festivals of the Hebrews. Antiq. iii. x. 1, Sea j three
to Jonathan and the Jews, c. iv. sect 9i of Julius Csb- great ones, ib. xviiL iv. 3; at those festivals Roman
sar to. the Kotnaa magistrates, xiv. x, 2, flee; of Mark guards were posted at the temple. War, iL xiL 1; im
munity granted tbem at those festivals by Demetrius
Antony to the Tyrians, c xiL sect. 4.
the |prophet. Antiq. ix. xiii. 3; and X, L 3, 4| C Soter, Antiq. xiiiii3; celebrated by tbe Jews in shin
iL sect I. 3: bis eulogium, sect 3; his prophecy con ing garments, c. xi. sect. 1; and on tbem did no man
cerning the Assyrians, x xiv.; concerning Cyrus, 310 ner of work, IiL x. (S; celebrated by the Gentiles in
Sears before his reign, xi. I. 3; the same read by Cyrus, idleness and pleasure, u xii. 1; no mouoaing among
>.; bis prophecy concerning toe temple of Onias,War, tbe Jew* at such times, xL v. 5j nor did they then
travel far, xiii. viii. 4; Egyptian women appeared at
vii. x. 3.
Esau, or Edora, Antiq. ii. L 1 j his birth, L xriiL 1.
such times in public, ii Iv. 3; wood carried on a festi
Escol, Antiq. i. x. i.
val day for tbe altar. War. ii xvii iii festival at de
Esilras. Antiq. xi. v. 1, &c.; his grieffor the foreign mar dication of (be temple by Judas Maccabeus, Antiq. xii
riages, sect 3] he reads the law of Moses to the peo vii. 7.
Featus (Porcius), procurator of Judea, Antiq. xx. viii 9|
ple, sect Si he dies, in.
Essen, or high-priest's breast-plate, Antiq. IiL viiL 5; be dies, c ix. sect 1.
when its shining ceased, sect 9.
Flaccus (Norbanus), proconsul, Antiq. xrrivij
Essen* honoured by Herod, Antiq. XV. x. 6; are against of Syria, xviii vi. 3.
•wearing, War. it riii. 6: their manners, rites, and Flesh of horses, mules, 4ec, forbidden to be
doctrines described, Antiq. xiii. v. 9, and xviiL L6j within the walls of Jerusalem, Antiq. xii. iii. 4.
War. iL viii. 2, ice. ; tbey abstain from anointing them Flies (the god of), Lc. Beelzebub, tbe god of Ekron, An
selves with oil, sect 3; their diligence in reading their tiq. ix. il I.
„
sacred books, sect 6; Simon tbe Essen an interpreter Floras (Gessius), procurator ofJudea, Antiq. xviii L 6i
and xL xix, 2; and xx. it. o; is the cause of the Jew
of dreams, Antiq. xviL xiiL 3.
Esther. Antiq. xL vi. 2; is married to tbe kin*, ib.; is ish war, c xL sect 1; Life, sect 6; War, ii. xiv. 3, fi|
concerned for the Jews, sect. 7, <cc.i invites tbe king c xv. sect I, fcc; be is derided by the people, iL xiv.
and Hainan to an entertainment, sect 9.
6; be plunders the city, sect 9; he calumniates the
Jews before Cestins, War. ii. xvi I.
4 Ethan, Antiq. viii. IL &
Ethbaal, or Ithobalus, king of Tyre, Antiq. viiL xiii. 1, 2; Fonleiua Agrippa, killed by the Scythians, War, vii. iv.
Against Apion, L sect 18, 31.
Fountain near Jericho, War, iv. viii St is cured by EliEthi, or Ittai tbe Oittite, Antiq. vii. ix. 3.
Ethnarch (Simon), Antiq. xiiL vL 6f contracts thence sha. ib. i its wonderful virtue, ib.
Friends never free 4rom envy, Antiq. vi iv 3
dated, ib.
Ethnarcb fArehelaos), Antiq. xvii. xi. 4; War, IL vL 3. Frigiua (Titus), War, vi iv. 3.
Fronto, War, vL iv. 3.
Euartus Cous, Antiq. xvi. x. 3; War, L xxvL 6.
Fulvia, a lady defrauded of her money by a Jew, Antiq.
Euaristis Arruntiua, Antiq. xix. L 10.
Eve created, Antiq. i. L 3; her fall, sect 4;
xviii iii A.
Furtus, a centurion, Antiq. xiv. iv. 4; War, i. viL 4.
Evi, king of the Midianites, Antiq. iv. vii 1.
Evil-Merodacb, Antiq. x. xL 2; Against Apion, i. sect
Oaal protects tbe Shechemitea against Abimelech, An
SO. freed-man of Tiberias, Antiq. xviiL vL 8.
Euodus,
tiq. v. vii. 3.
Eunolemus's son John, Antiq. xii. x 6.
Gaaro, Antiq. i. vi 6.
or Gabares, Antiq viii. Ii 3.
Eiiryrles slsnders the sons of Herod, Antiq. xii. x. 6; Gabris,
Antiq. xiv. iii. 2; c iv. sect 1; War, 1. vi 6{
War. L xxvi. I, &c ; be returns to bis own country, Gabinus,
is
made
sect 4. Agrippa's freed-man and charioteer, Anti"]. viiL 3. president of Syria, Antiq. xiv. v. 2j War,i
Eutychus
Gad, tbe prophet, AntiqAiL xiiL 3. ere.
xviii. vi. 5.
Eulychus. Cuius Caasar's coachman, Antiq. xix. iv. 4. Gadara, taken by Vespasian, War, iy. vii 3| the Gada*
rens made prisoners, and killed, iii vii 1.
Exempt from military 'service,
who,
Antiq.
iv.
viii.
41.
■ out
out demons, con
Gaddis (John), Antiq. xiii. i. 2.
Exorcisms, or formsof casting
Galadens, their queen Laudice, Antiq. xiii xiii 4.
Solomon, Antiq. viii ii. 6>
Exekias, a ringleader for the robbers, Antiq. xiv. Ix. 4. Galba. Antiq. xviii. G, 9; succeeds Nero, War, iv. ix. 2(
is murdered In a conspiracy, ib.
Exekiel the prophet, Antiq. x. v. lj c. viii. sect 3; is Galilee,
comes all under the Roman dominion, War, It.
carried captive into Babylon, c. vi. sect. 3; bis prophecy
i 1 1 c. ii sect fi
concerning tbe destruction of tbe Jews, c vii. sect 3, GallL
eunuchs so called, Antiq. iv. viii 40.
bis prophecy reconciled to that of Jeremiah, ib.
Gallicanoa, War, iii viii. 1.
(Alius), Antiq. xv. ix. &
Fabatus, Caesar's servant Antiq. xvii. iiL Si Herod's Gallus
Gallus (Cestius), president of Syria, life, sect 4; War,
steward. War, L xxix. 3.
Fabiui, governor of Damascus, Antiq. xiv. xi. 7; War, ii xiv. 3.
War, iv. i «,
i.xJi.1
3 I
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Callus (Rohrius), War, vit It. 3.
Tarns coming to Jerusalem, War, it r. 2j one Grata
Gam.ila besieged. War, iv. t 1, &C.
discovers Claudius, and brings him out to be cenperoav
Qmm ol the circa*, Antiq. six. L 4: Olympic games Antiq. xix. iit 1.
rrstnmi by Herod, xvi. v. 3; Cesarean games miti- Greeks call old nations by names of their own, Antiq
tnted by Herod, xv viit 1 ; and xvt t. 1 ; War, i. xxt t t. and pnt the Hebre* names into their own form.
ti : ordained by Titus on tbe birth-days of his father and C Tt
brother, viu iii. 1.
Guarda placed about the temph bv tbe Romans, Antiq.
Gerrizzim, it-- temple demolished, Antiq. xiii. ix. 1.
Gauls, War, it xvi. 4; possess at home the source of hap XX. T. 3.
piness, lb.,- became Herod's life-guards, i. XL 3.
Hadad. king of Syria, Antiq. Tit t. 2. Ate.
Gaza taken and demolished, Antiq. xiii. xiii. 3.
or Hadar, an Kduinite, becomes Solomon's ene
Gazeans, grirvousjy punished by Jonathan, Antiq. xiii. Hadad,
my, Antiq. Tiit Tit fi.
▼. A.
Hadadezer, or Hadarezer, king of Sophane. or Zobah,
Gamellus (Tiberius), Autiq. xviit tu 8.
Antiq. viit vit 6.
Gamellus, Herod's friend, expelled bis court, Antiq. xvi. Hagar. and Ishuiael, are aent away by Abraham, Ant-q.
Tiii. a
t xiit 3.
Gentile ends, not to be derided, in the opinion of Joae- Haggai. a prophet after the captivity, Antiq, xt iv. r>. ~ i
phus, Antiq. iv. viii. 10; Against Apion, it sect. 34.
be and Zechariah encourage the Jews to rebuild tbeif
Geometry, invented by the long-lived patriarchs, Antiq.
" , ib.
L iii. ft
David's wife, Antiq. vit xiv. 4Gera, the father of Ehud, Antiq. v. ir. 2,
Laseans' decree in favour of the Jew*, Antiq
Gerastratus, king of the Tyriana, Against Apion, i. sect xiT. x. 23,
21.
Hainan, an enemy of the Jews, Antiq. xt vi. A; his edict
Gennaniens's house, Antiq. xix. t III; tbe father of againat the Jews in the name of Artaxerxe*. sect. •>;
Caius, win. Ti. 8; is sent into tbe east, c it sect 5; he ord'*ra a gibbet to be erected for Mordecai, aecL 10)
Is poisoned by IMso, ib.
is obliged to honour Mordecat ib.; the edict ia contra
Germans described, W ar, ii. xvi. I ; are enslaved by the dieted, sect 12; be ia banged on bis own gibbet, aecL
Romans, vi. vt 9; they mutiny, vit iv. 2; a German's 13.
predictions concerning Agrippa, Antiq. xviit tL 7; Hannah, the wife or Elkanah, Antiq. t. x. 2.
Haran, the father of Lot. A ntiq. i. vi. 6.
Geravm guard, xix. t L
Gessius Floras, procurator of Judea. See Floras above. Haran, or Cbarran, a city of Mesopotamia, Antiq. L Tt
Gethrr, Antiq. i. Tt 4.
A.
Giants,
t. It Antiq.
3; andhi Tit
1, hct
(common ones), excluded from marriage, Antiq.
mains AnTlq.
in Hebron,
xiT.xii.
■.' , and
v. it their re Harlota
It. Tiit 23.
Gibeah. its inhabitants guilty of a rape. Antiq. t. it 8. Hatach,
Antiq. xt vi. 7.
Gibeonltea,fcy a wile, make a covenant with Joshua, A o- Havilah,ortheAcratbeus.
tiq. T. t 16; their fraud detected and punished, it>. , Havilah, sectson4. of Cnsh, Antiq. t Tt 2. his country
they are satisfied for tbe attempt of Saul to slay them, Haxael, king of Syria, Antiq. Tiit xiit 7; and ix. It. 6|
vis xit I.
he plunders Judea, c Tiit aect 4; he dies, sect 7.
Gibeon's stratagem, Antiq. v, vi .", ; he dies, sect 7.
Hazermavetb, Antiq,. i Tt 4.
Glaphyra, daughter of Arcbelaus, king of Capradocia, Haso.
Acau, Antiq. t Tt A,
is married to Alexander the son of Herod, Antiq. xvi. Heber, orAntiq.
t Tt 4.
1.2; 0- vit aect. 3; her enmity with Salome, c, 1. sect. Hebrew*, twice carried captives beyond Fnphrates, An
2, 4cc t War, t xxiv. 2, 8rx.; her pride, ih. , her lamen tiq. x. ix. 7f thought by some to have come originally
tation when her husband was put in chains, Antiq. from Ecypt. and not from Chaldea, it vit 4j not put
xvi. x. 7; she is sent back a widow to her father, xviu to aerrile labour, in the days of Solomon. Tiit Ti. 3|
I. 1 1 she Is aftrrwards married to Juba, king of Libya, of those Hebrews that came to offer their i
and afterwards to Archelaus, eihnarch of Judea, c. from beyond Euphrates, iii. xiv. 3; they have peculiar
xiii. sect 4 ; her dream, and death, ib.
rules about meats and drinks, iv. vt 8; they fight the
God (the true God), his presence in the tabernacle, Antiq. Ciinaanites againat Moaea1 order, c t sect. 1 ; ten tribes
jit via. 5( bis wisdom, and that he cannot he bribed, lived beyond Euphrates, and out of the bounds of the
c. xt sect 3; his mercy only obtained by religion, v. t II oman empire, xt t. 2: their lan^nare and charactei
28; bis foreknowledge, and that his decrees cannot be came near to the Syriac, xit it 1; their noons haTe
avoided, Iv. iii. 3; his will is irresistible, ii. ix. 2; with all the same formation and termination, t vi. 2; they
out his will nothing can happen, c. vtsect A; bis pro- haTe but one temple and altar, iv. viit A; met at shiTidence aaaerted against the Fpicurrans, x. xi. 7; that Inb thrice in a year, t. it 12; only the two tribes nnder
nothing is concealed from him, ii. iii 1 1 it is dangerous the dominion of the Romans, xi. t. 2; an unexampled
to disobey him, Tt Tit 2 ; whether it is easier to serve sedition among them, iv. it 1; their wise men in tbe
God or man, Tiil, x- 3; he uses beasts to punish the days of Solomon, Tiit it A.
wicked, x. xt 6: judged to be only the god of tbe hills Hecatootomachi, Antiq. xiit xit A.
by the Syrians, viii. xit. 3; is not tfi be imposed on by Helcias tbe Great, Antiq. xriii. viit 4,
the wicked, iv. Tiit 38; delights not in sacrifices, but Helcias, treasurer of the temple, Antiq. xx. Tiii. II.
In good men. vi. Tit 4; is called on in time of danger, Helena, queen or Adiabene, embrace! the Jewish religion,
by eTen bad men, xvii. v. 6; faretells futurities, that Antiq. xx. it I; goes to Jerusalem, aect 6; ia buried
men may provide against them, ii. v. 6; affords assis there, c. iT. aect 3.
tance only when the case is desperate, c xv. sect. A: Hephizhah, Antiq. x. Hi. I.
delights in those that promote his worship, xvi. it 4; Hercules' temple, Against Apion, t sect 18.
discover* his ineffable name to Mo«es, it xii 4; is by Herenniua Capito, governor of Jamnia, Antiq. xviit Ti.
nature merciful to the poor, it. viii. 26; is omnipresent, 3.
it iii. 1 ; and vi. xi. 8; his3 bounty
bouo the cause of mil men's Henneoa, or Danans, king of Egypt, Against Apion, L
happiness, ir. viii. 2.
art. 2tt
Gods (false gods) of l-aban stolen, Antiq. 1. xix. 9, &e. ; Herod, the son of Antlpater, Antiq. xiv. Tit 3,- War, L
of Cutha in Persia, brought to Samaria, ix. x!t. 3; of viii. 9; began to rale in Galilee in tbe loth and | 2Athl
the conquered Amalekites, worshipped by Amaziah,c. year of his nge, Antiq. xiv. ix. 2; pnt* Ezechias and
ix. sect 2; of the heathen not to be cursed or blas other robbers to death, ib. ; War, i. x. A; being accused]
phemed, in the opinion of Josephus, iv. viii. 1"; Against for it, he takes hia trial, Antiq. xiv. ix. 3; makes hi*
Apion, it aect. 24; Beelzebub, the god of flies at Ek- escape, sect 4; goes to Sextus Caesar, and is hy him
ron. Antiq. ix. ii. 1.
made governor of Cosloeyrin, sect. A: la in favour with
Goliath of Gath, a giant. Antiq. Tt ix. 1, &c.i challenges Cassius and the Romans, c xt sect. 3, 1 , made a go
the Jews to a single combat, ib. i is slain by David, vernor of Syria hy him, sect 4; War, t xt 4; pnt*
Malichus to death, aect 6; beats Antigonus out ol
aect 6.
Gomer, and Gomerites, Antiq. t(. t
Judea, Antiq. xiv. xii. I ; bribes Mark Antony, sect 2 j
Gnrgias, governor of Jamnia, is put to flight Antiq xit Is impeached by the Jews, bet is notwithstanding
Tit 4 1 haa better success afterwards, c. viii, sect. <>.
made a tetrach by Antony, c xiit sect li gets the
Gorion, the son of Josephua, and Simeon tbe son of Ga belter of the Jews that oppose him, sect 2; escapes
maliel, exhort tbe people to attack the mulincrri, An the snares of the Parthians, sect. o»7; the accidents
tiq. it. lit 9i is put to death, r. vi. sect. I.
of his flight. «ect. 8 ; V\ ar, t xiit 7 ( goes to Egy pt, and
Gratna, procurator of Judea, Antiq. XTiii. vi. A; puts thence to Rhodes, and thence to Rome, Antiq, aiv/
, Herod's old slave to death, xvii. x. 6; meets xiv. 2, 3- W sr. i. xiv. 2, 3; made king by toe Roman
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fjercate, at the desire of Antony, Anti^. xiv. xiv. 4; Herod, the son of Herod, made tetrach, Antiq. xviii. ii. 1 •
M ar, ii. xiv. 4; sails buck to Judea, and fights against c. vii. sect 1 ; War, ii. ix I ; he builds towns in honour
Antigonus, Antiq xiv. xv. I; takes Joppa and be- of Caesar, in.; sends a letter to Cesar, Antiq. xviii. iv.
aieges Jerusalem, sect. 1, Si War. i xv, 4; takes Sep- A; makes war upunAretas, king uf Arabia, c v. sect I,
phnris, Anttq. xiv. xt. 4; conquers his enemies, and the &e.j is banished, ih.; War, ii. ix. 6.
robbers of Juries* sect. 4, 5; joins his troops with An Herod, half brother to the tetrach. Antiq. xviii. v. I.
tony's at the siege of Samosata, nnd is received there Herod,
son of Aristobulus, hy Salome, sect 4.
with great honour, sent 6,9; is providentially delivered
ton of Aristobulus, by Ben-nice, Salome's daugh
from (treat dangers, sect. II. 13; defeats Pappus, sect, Herod,
ter,
Antiq.
xvii. L2; War,i. xxviiul.
id; besieges Jerusalem, takes it, makes Antigonus pri- Herod, Herod's
Mariamne, Simon's daughter,
aoner, and sends him in chains to Antony. xiv. xvi I. Antiq. xvii. i.2;sonc. by
iii. sect 2; and xviii. v. 1] H»r,L
4; War. L xvii, 9. <te,i promotes his friends, and de xxviii. 4 1 c. xxix. sect
stroys those of Antigonus, Antiq. xv. t; marries the will. War. i. xxx. 7. 2; be is blotted out of HerudV
(Mfiious Alariamne, tne daughter of Alexandra, c. ii.
Herod's son 4>y Cleopatra of Jerusalem, Antiq.
sect &i War, i. xvii. 8; complains of Alexandra, bis Herod,
xvii. i. 3| War, i. xxviii. 4.
mother-in-law, Antra, xv. ii 7; causes bis wile's bro Herod,
Agrippa seniors brother, king of Chaleis, A ntiq.
ther, Aristobulus, to be cunningly drowned at Jericho, xix. v. 1; he marries Mariamne, daughter of Joseplms
c. iii. sect 3; is summoned by Antony to take bis trial by Olympias, king Herod's daughter, xviii v. 4; he
for it, sect A; brings Antony over to his interest by bas the power over the temple given him by Claudius,
bribes, sect. 8; puts Joseph to death, sect 9t is soli xx. i. 3; his death and children, c v. sect 9; War, it
cited to adultery by Cleopatra, c. iv. sect 9; makes xi. 6L
war against the Arabians by Antony's order, c v. sect Herod, son of Phasaelus and Salampsio, Antiq, xviii. v.
1 ; War.
1, ice;
speechAntiq.
to thexv.army
in dis-i. 4.
• tress,
afterL xix.
he had
been bisbeaten,
3.- War,
Herod, Polerao's brother, king;of Cbaleis, Antiq. xix. viii.
xix. 7; he beats the Arabians in battle. Antiq. xv. v.
4; War, i. xix. Cj be puts Hyrcanus to death, Antiq. | Herodias. daughter of Aristobulus, by Berenice, Salome's
. xv. vL it Herod's commentaries, sect. 3; orders Ma- I daughter. Antiq. xviiL v. 1 1 War, I. xx^ iii. 1; Agripp-i
riamne to be put to death, if he himself come to an ill aeniur's sister, and wife of Herod the tetrarch. and en
end, sect 3, his presence of mind before Augiulus vies Agrippa the royal d gnity, Antiq. xviii. viii. It
Caesar, sect '»; he is confirmed io his kingdom by Ce- W'ar, ii. ix. o; follows her husband in his b-mishmem,
aar, sect. 7; War. L xx. 2. &C: he entertains Cesar Antiq. xviii. vii. 2; mamed to Herod, son of Herod
magnificently, ib.; he receives more favours from Ce- the Great, by Mariamne, Simon's daughter, c. v. sect
»ar, and has his dominions enlarged, Antiq. xv. xt 3 , 2; e. vi. sect 2; afterward married to Herod, the for
War, i. xx. 3; be puts Marianne bis wife to death. mer husband's brother, while her former husband was
Antiq. xv. vii. 4, A: War. i. xxii. 'n he is very uneasy alive, c. v. sect 4.
at her death, Antiq. xv. vii. 7; War, L xxii. Ai he is Hexekiab, king of Jndab, Antiq. ix. xiii. 2; his religions
aulic'ed with a kino of madness by divine vengeance, speech to the people, ib. ; his lustration of the temple
Auttq. xvii. vi, A{ War. i. xxxiii. A; departs from the and solemn celebration of tbe passover, sect 2. 3; he
manners and customs of the Jews, Antiq, xv. viii. 1 ; makes war upon the Philistines, sect 3; defend* him
builds theatres and exhibits shows to the people, ib.; a self from Sennacherib, x. i I j recovers from sickness,
conspiracy against him, sect 3. &c; builds a temple c. it sect 1 ; dies, c lit sect I.
nt Samaria, sect. A; a palace at Jerusalem, c ix. sect H in. an Hebrew measure, Antiq. iii. viii. A.
;J: and a citadel six furlongs from Jerusalem, sect. 4; Hilkiah. the high-priest, Antiq. x. v, 1; c viii. sect 6.
relieves the people in a great famine, sect. 2; marries Hiram, king of Tyre, David's friend, Antiq. vii. iii. 2.
Simon's daughter, sect 3; his policy, sect A; he builds Hirnm, king of Tyre, sends ambassadors to Solomon,
Csrsarea, so t. 6; he sends his sons to Home. c. x. sect Antiq. vii. ii. 6.
1 ; builds a temple to Caesar, sect 3; eases the people Hiram, king of Tyre, Against Apioo, L sect. 17, Id, 21.
of a third part of their taxes, sect. 4 ; foibids the people Historians, their duty. Antiq. i. 1.
to meet together privately, ib ; keeps his spies and be Hophni. son of Eli, Antiq. v. x. I , he Is slain in battle,
comes one himself, ib.; honour* the Essens. sect. A; c xi. sect. 2.
rebuilds the temple at Jerusalem, c xi. sect. I j War, L House of the forest of labanon, Antiq,. viii. vi. 6.
atxi. I; makes a new law concerning thieves, Antiq. Hosbea. king of Israel, Antiq, ix. xiii. 1; be is made a
xvi. 1. 1, &c. ; noes to Cesar, brings borne his sons, and prisoner, c. xiv. m-ci. I.
marries them, sect 2; entertain* Marcus Agrippa, c Hutdah. the prophetess. Antiq. x. iv. 2.
ii. sect 1; is in great favour with Aerinpa. e, if. sect Human sacrifice, Antiq. ix. iii. 9.
1 1 eases his subjects .of the fourth part uf their taxes, Hoc, a prince of tbe Midianites, Antiq. Iv. vU. It in
sect A; the quarreJs in his family, c iii. sect 1; be bead of the Ephraimites, Antiq. viii. ii. 3.
favours Antipater In opposition to the sons of Mari Husliji, Antiq. vii. ix. 2, 6, 7; c x. sect. 4, A.
amne, sect 3; goes to Aquileia. and impeaches his Hux Antiq. L vi. A.
ion*, at Home, before Caesar, c. iv. sec'. 1 ; is recon Hymns, composed by David in various sorts of metre,
Antiq. vii. xii. \
ciled to them, sect 4; War, L xxiii. 3; celebrates games Hyrcanus,
son of Joseph Tobias. Antiq. xii. iv. 6; his
in honour of Cesar, Antiq. xvL v. 1 1 builds towns and artful invention,
ih. ; he is sent to Ptolemy, and kindly
castles, sect 2. builds Apollo's temple, and renews the
Olympic games, sect 3; War, i xxi 12; his temper received by him, sect 7, 9; his actions and death, sect
described. Antiq. xvi. v. 4; he opens David's sepul 10.
chre, c. vii. sect 1: lie suspects his kindred, aect 3,- he Hyrcanus (John), son of Simon the Mareabee, escapes
Antiq. xiii. vii. 4; attacks Ptolemy, c viii.
is accused by S> Ileus before Cesar, c ix. sect 3; his being4;slain.
War, i. ii. :l\ ii made high-priest, Antiq xiii.
cruelty to his sons, c xi. sect I; he accuses them in sect
vrii. 1; War, i. ii.3; is beaiesrd by Antioebus, Antiq.
a council at Berytns. sect 9; inquires, of Nicolaus of xiii.
viii. 2) buys a peace with 300 talents taken out
Damascus, what they think of mm and his sons at
Kutnu. Mft. 3; he orders them buth to he strangled, of David's sepulchre, sect 3, 4, At marches into Syria
fcec'.'i. provides for their children, xvii. i.9; his wives and recovers the towns that had been taken away, and
the alliance with t'te Koroans, Antiq. xiii. ix,
and children, wect. 3; xviii. v. 4; he contracts mar- renews
ri»ee* for Marlnoine** children, xvii. i. 2; War, i. 1. 2; besieges Samaria, takes it and demolishes it, c
srxvilL 6; altera those contracts, sect 6; sends Anti- x. sect. 2, 3; his intercourse with Ood, ib. ; bis dream
pater to Cesar, Antiq. xvii. iii. 2; War. 1. xxix. 9; ii concerning bis sons, c. xii. sect 1 ; he was etbnarch.
made to believe that his brother Pheroras was poisoned high-priest, and prophet. War, L ii. 8; bis death and
Antiq xrii. iv. 1; W'ar, i. xxx. I ; finds the poison wa«i yn-aniis
euiogtum.II. son
Antiq.
xiii. x. 7, Janneus,
8.
of Alexander
ofAlexanderJanneus,
made high-priest,
high-priest.
for himself. Antiq xvii. iv. 2; War, i. xxx. 2; tries] Hyrcanus
Antiq. xiii. xvi. lt 2; War, t v. I ; agrees to leave tbe
Antipater.
and
puts
him
in
chains,
Antiq
xvii.
v.
7;
bis bitterness in his old age, c vi. sect, I; he makes civil government to his brother, Antiq. »lv. L 9| hit
hi* will, ih. ; his terrible sickness, sect 5; War, inactive genius, and why he fied to Aretas, ib.; he In
vain tries to hribe seaurus to be for him. c ii sect 3;
xxxitt 1, A; his barbarous order lor murdering the pleads
against his brother before Pompey, c. iii. sect 2;
principal of the Jews, Antiq xvii. vi. A; he attempts
the high-priesthood, c iv sect 4 j is continued
to murder himself, sect. 7; he alters his will, c. viii. recovers
by Cesar, c vflu sect A; War, i x.3; is ho
sect. I - his character, ib. ; his death and burial, nect. therein
noured by the Romans and Athenians, Antiq, xiv. viii.
I, 3; War i. xxxitt. H, 9. his will opened and read. A;
Cesar, x. it ; is taken prisoner, and
Anl q. xvii. viii. 2; not to lake place till confirmed by hasandbis byearsJulius
cut off by Antigonus, c xiii. sect lOj is
tVwsar. e. xi. sect 4.
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released by the Parthians, and returns to Herod, xt. fl. Jehu the prophet, the son of HanoaH, AurJfj. vfri xfL X
David's son. Antiq til iii. 3.
2; he is perfidiously treated,, and pat to death by him, Jenar,
Jephtha puis lite Ammonites to flicbt Antiq. t. ■» ii. %
ib. , the rarious adventures of his life, sect 4,
10; aacriftces his daughter (according to the opinion of
Hystaspes, father of Darius, Antiq. xi. iii. L
Josephn*^, in.; makes a great slaughter among theEphraimites, sect. U.
Jibal, Antiq. I. i. 3.
Jeremiah, the prophet, Antiq. x. v. 1; his lamentation
Jabesh, father of ShaHnm, Antiq. ix. xi. 1.
upon the death of Josiah. ib.; his prophecy against
Jabesh Gilead demolished, Antiq. t. ii. 11.
Jabin, king of Canaan, enslaves the Israelites, Antiq. t. Jerusalem, c. tL sect 2 , c Tii. sect % 3. 6; bis scribe
ii. 11. or Alcimus, the wicked high-priest, Antiq. xii. Baruch, c. Ti sect 2 1 he is aacused and discharged
Jaciiuus,
ib. j his prophecy read in tb<- temple, and hi» n»ll burnt,
ib.; his propheev of the Jews1 release from captivity,
ix. 7.
Jacob born, Antiq. i. xviii. 1j contracti with Laban for c tii. sect 3; he is put in prison, and thrown into the
Rachel, c. xix. sect 7 ; he wrestles with an angel, c.
ngeon, sect 3. , is left with Baruch ia Judta, alter
riekiab's caplivity, Ac
xs. sect Si his sons, sect 8; c. xx. sect. 3; he pri
In. taken, iAntiq. v, i.
vately departs from Iahan,scct9; his posterity, when Jericho
they went down into Egypt, ii. vii. 4; be weeps upon 8; it is plundrrrd by the i;.
sending away his son Benjamin into Egypt, c. vi. sect Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, c
Antiq. viii. vii 7; he is made king ot the t-n tribe* c
6; he meets with h • brother Esau, i. xx. 3.
Jacob, son of Sottas, War, iv. It. 2; and t. tL 1 \ and Ti. viii, sect. 3. &c. ; erects gulden ealvra feet 4; bis hand
withered, sect 5; hi* expedition againat Auijali, c xi.
viii 2.
Jncnb, an Idumean, betrays his country. War, iT. fx. & sect. 2; he dies sect. 4.
Jadus, ot Jaddua.son of John, high-priest, Antiq. xi. vii. Jeroboam II. the son of Joash king of Israel, AnTiq. i*_
2; he meets Alexander in his pontifical garments, c, x. 1; be makes war against tbe >yrians, ib. ,- in- i . *.
sect 3.
Tiii. sect. 5; he dies, sect 7.
Jadon, the prophet Antiq. vlii. viiL 5; is killed by a lion, Jerusalem taken by David- Antiq. TiL iii. I. Axe..- whence
that name wan derived, sect if, besieg>d and taken by
c. ix sect 3.
Jael, wife of Heber the Kenite, kills Sisera, Antiq. t. t. the Babylonians, x. xii. 4, 4tc.; c viti. seel 2, be*
sieged and <aken by Pompey, xiv. iv z, 6tc; by Herod,
4.
and Sosins, c. xvi. iect. 2, 4; by Ptolemy, the sun of
Jehaziel, the prophet, Antiq. ix. i. 2.
Jamblicus, the Syrian ruler, Antiq. xiv. Tiii. 1 1 WarrL Lagu% xii 1; how many times taken, M nr. Ti. x. 6;
made tributary to tbe Romans, Antiq. xiT. It. 4; levelix. 3.
James, the brother of Jesns Christ, stoned, Antiq. xx. led with tlie ground. War, vii. i. 1; declared holy, in
violable, and free, b> Demetrius, king ut Syria, Amiq.
ix. 1.
Janin*, king of Egypt, Against Apion, I. sect. 14.
Xiii. ii 3i two citadels therein, xv. vii. 8; who first
Jtiphet, Ant q. i. ir. 1 ; what countries his sou possessed, built it, War, vi. X; sitaated in tbe middle of Jadea*
e. vi. sect. 1.
ifi iii. 0| set on fire by the Romans, Ti. viii. 5: a fa*t
Ja'den, a woodland, surrounded by Bassus, War, tU.tl kept there yearly, Antiq. xiv. xvi 4; as aJso when it
was taken b\ Pompey, and b) Herod, and ^osiua, c. iT.
5.
lared, Antiq. 1 1. 2; c Hi. sect 2.
sect. £; c. iv. sect 3; c xvi. sect. 41 a Jebustte kins;
I iison, or Jesus, Antiq. xii. t. 1.
of Jerusalem, with lour others, make war on tbe Gibeonites, r. i. 27; they are put to flight by Joshua, ib.i>
lason, son of Eleazar, Antiq. xii. x. 6.
Jerusalem described, War, v. iv. j Against Apton, i.
Uvan, Antiq. i. vi. I.
I 'har, or Jehan, son of David, Antiq. vH. iii. 3;
seet. 22.
litis, an animal in Egypt that destroys serpents, Antiq. Jerushah, Jotham's mother. Antiq. ix. xi. 2.
Jeitsai, the son of Achimanz, Antiq. vii. xii. 2.
ii. x. 2.
Ihzao, a judge of Israel, after JepMhah, Antiq. t. Tii. Jesse, the son of Obed, and Utber of Daiid, Antiq. tl.
viii. I.
13, 14.
H*, a freed woman, Antiq. xtHi. iii. 4; is hanged, ib. Jesns Christ, a testimony to him, Antiq. xviij. til.
Idumrans, Antiq. x i. Tiii. 1; War. it. It. 1, 4, 6, 7; Jesus the sun of Pliabct depriied of the high-priesthood,
and Tii viii 1; refuse to give the Israelites passage, Antiq. vi. v 3.
Antiq. It. iv. 5; turn Jews. lilt Ix. If are out halt Jesus, son or Ananns»his ominous clamour, and death*
Jews, xiT. xt. 2; Coze their former idol, xv. TiL 9; War, vi v. 3.
Jesus, or Jason, Antiq. xii. T. 1.
celebrate the Jewish festivals, xvii. x. 2.
lehan. or Ibhar, David's Bon. Antiq. vii. iii. 3.
Je»u% the sou of Supplies, governor of Tiberias, Lift,
It-bosthus, or Ishboshrib, Saul's son, is made .king, An- sect. 12. 27; War. ii. XX. 4. •
itq Tii. L8| be is treacherously murdered, c ii. sect Jesus, bro'her of Onfaw, deprired of the high-priesthood
by Atitiochus f- piphanes, Antiq. xv. iii. 1.
Jesus, son of Gamaliel, made hi^h-pricst, Antiq xx. ix.
l^mliah, Antiq. ix x. &
i~didiah, king Josiali's mother. Antiq. x. W. 4.
4.
MiM, one of the posterity of Moses, Autiq. Til xIt. 1(L Jesus, the eldest priest after Ananns, War, iv. iv. 3; c
v. sect. 2; his speech to the Idumeans, c iv. sect 3.
IX
l** >oahaz, king of Judah, Antiq. x. t. 2( he diea in Jesus, son ot Dauineus, mode high-priest, Antiq. xx. ixL
Egypt ib.
Jesns, son of Gamalu, Life, sect. 38, 41.
>>-houz, son of Jehu, king of Israel. Antiq. ix. tUL 1.
lehuasb. son of Ahaziah, saved, Antiq. ix. Tii. If b Jesus, or Joshua, Hie sob ot Nun. Amiq. Hi. xlr. 4; be
king.orsect.
2; murdered,
c Tiii. sect
comes the mccessorof Motet*It. Tii. 2; commands the
■e made
olachin,
Jeconiah,
king of Judah,
Antiq.4. x. t. &
Israelites acuinst the AmaU kites, iii. ii. 3; pnipherica
I hoieda, Aniiq. vii. ii 2.
in the lilelinie of Mo*es. iv. Tiii. 4ti; leads the Israel,
l-h-riada. the high-pripst, Antiq. x. Tiii. fl.
ites to tbe river Jordan, v. i. 1; consults ab^ut th*
lehoiakim, king of Judah, Antiq. x. v. 2; a tI. ; be re- partition ot the land. sect. 2t>, 9cc.; his speech to the
liels ngainst the Babylonians c vi. sect 2; he is stain two tribes and half, seet 2d; his death, sect. 29.
hv Nebuchadnezzar, and cast out of the gate of Jeru Jesus, son of ^aphat ringleader of the robbers. Life,
salem, sect. 3.
sect 22i War, iii. ix. 7.
Jrhonarian, an old friend of Jehu., Antiq. ix. vi. &
Jesus, son ol Thcbuthos, a priest War, vi. viii. 3.
Jehnram. kine of Jud di, Antiq. ix. It I, Ice.
Jrnus, son of Jozedek. Antiq. xi. iii. 10.
lehnram, king of Israel. Antiq. ix. ii. 2, his expedition Jrthro the Midianite, Antiq. v. ii. 3.
against the moabites, c. iii. sect I; bis distemper and Jew s sorenicd of old by an aristocracy, Antiq. xir. v. 4;
War, i. viiL 5. Jewish prirsts carelnl to marry accord
death, c t. sect. V, 3; c vi. sect I.
Jehosaphat, tba son of Ahitnb, Antiq. rii. t. 4*
ing to their law. Against Apion, i. sect. 7 j at AlcxanJehosapbat. a pious kine of J udah, Antiq. viii. xv. T| and d'ia bad equal privileges with the Greeks, Vtac, ii.
ix. i. 1 ; pardoned for making an alliance with Ahab, xviif. 7; are in great danger at Antioch, vii. iii. 3: at
ib. | his fleet broken to pieces, c L sect 4; his death, Echatana, near Galilre, Life, sect. II; are cut <>fl" at
Cesarea, War, iu xviii. 1 , at Scytbopolis, sect 3; are
e, iii. seet 2.
Jehosbebah, sister of Ahaziab, king of Judah, Antiq. ix. in factions on account of the high-priesthood. Antic}.
Tii. L
Xii. v. I ; arc killed on the Sabbath-day, c vi. sect 2;
Jebu, son of Nimsbi. Antiq. Tiii. xiii. 7 1 is made king of Jews beyond Euphrates, xv. iii. I; at Alexandria im
Israel, ix. vi. 1, Arc., his actions, sect 3. fcc ; he puts Egypt, and Cyprtia, xiii. x. 4; go to war under Alex*
BaaPa priests to death, sect 0; be diet a viii. sect 1. auder tbt Great, v vin. j , art tarried iaio Egypt by
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Ptolemy Lagi, xii. i. 1; are banished Rome, xviii. iil. | Jonathan, son of Saul, beats a garrison ofthe Philistines
oi obslie to he a Roman province, xvii. xi. 2; are Antiq. vi. vi. 2; reconciles Saul to David, c xi. sect
favoured by Seleuctis Nicator, xil iii. I ; by Vespasian 2; his conference with David, sect. 27; is slain in bat
and Titus sec*. 1, 2; by Marons Agrippa, Reel. 2i by tie by the Philistines, Antiq. vi. xiv. 7.
Amtochus, the Great, lb- j are shut up in the Hippo Jonathan, a Sadducee. provokes Hyrcanus against the
drome, but afterwards released, xvii. vjii. 2; pray for Pharisees, Antiq xiii. x. 6,
the welfare of the Spartans, xiii. v. 8; Antiochus, a Jonathan, a Jew, challenges the Romans to a single com
'rw. accuses his own father at Antioch. War. vii. iiiv bat. War, vL ii. 1; he is killed by Priscus, ib.
3; Jews have privileges kranted tbem by the kings of Jonathan, the son of Ahiathcr, Antiq. vii. ix. 2.
Asia, Antiu. XT. vi. 1; Egyptians and Tynans chiefly Jonathan, ringleader of tbe Sicarii, War, vii. xi. 1.
fcated the Jews, Against Apion, L sect. 131 Demetrius Jonathan, the high-priest, murdered by the order of Fe
remits them part of their tribute, Antiq. xiii.iL 3; Jews itx, Anbq. xx. vilk A.
m
at Alexandria are allowed an ethnarch, or alabarch, Jonathan the Maccabee, made commander of the Jews*
xiv. vii 2; are allowed to gather their sacred collec after Judas, Antiq. xiii. i. I; with bis brother Simon *
tions at Rome, c x. sect 8; enjoy their liberty under defeats tbe Nabateans, sect. 4; makes peace with Bacthe Humans, only are to pay their taxes, xviii. ii. 3: chidea, sect, 6; restores tbe divine worship, c ii. sect
are derived from the same origin with the Spartans, 1, &C; defeats Demetrius's captains, sect. 7 ; renewi
xii. iv. 10: have their own laws under Alexander the the league with the Romans and Spartans, c. v. sect
Great, xi. viii. At ar- prohibited to meddle with foreign 8; bis letter to the Spartans, ib.; be is killed by Trywomen, xii iv. 6 ; are very tenacious of their own laws, ,>ho, c vi. sect. A.
Against Apion, i. sect. 22; their ambassadors1 place Joppa, taken by the Romans, War, ii. xviii. 10; demo
%t Home in the theatre, Antiq. xiv. x. 6; are numerous lished, Iii. ix. 2.
at Alexandria, c. vii sect. 3; at Babylon, xv. ii. 2; the Joram, high-priest, Antiq. x. viii. 6.
form of their government, xi iv. 8; their quarrel with Jordan, the Israelites pass over it, Antiq. i. 3.
the Syrians at Cesarea about their privileges, xx. viii. Josedek, high-priest at the captivity, Antiq. x. viii. 6.
9; their marriages, Against Apion, ii. sect. 24; they Joseph, son of Zacchariaa, Antiq. xii. viii. 6.
had a synagogue at Antioch, War, vii. iii. 3; their pri Josepb, son of Antipater, Antiq. xiv. vii. 2; War, i. vtiL
vileges under the Romans, Antiq. xvi. ii. 4; they send 9L
an embassy to Csesar, against Archeiaua. xvii. xi. h Joseph Cabi, son of Simon the high-priest, Antiq. xx.
the Asiatic J<-ws send an embassy to Csesar, xvi. vL 1; viii. 11 ; he is deprived, c ix. sect. 1.
\ great slaughter of Jews, xviii. ix. 9; War, L xviii. 3, Joseph, son of Gamus, is made high-priest, Antiq. xx.
fee.; and vii. vtii. 6; their calamities in Mesopotamia 3; he is deprived, c. v sect 2.
tod Babylonia, Antiq. xviii. ix. 1; beginning of the Joseph, called Caiaphas, is made bigh-priest, Antiq.
Jewish war, xx. xi. I: antiquity of the Jewish rites, xviii. ii. 2; c. iv. sect. 6.
xv. ii. 4; towns in Syria. Phoenicia, and ldumea, be Joseph, the son of a female physician, stirs up a sedition
at Gamala, Life, sect. 37.
longing to the Jews. xiii. xv. 4.
•cabel, Ahab'a wife. Antiq. viii. xiii. 4; is torn to Joseph, son of Daleus, War, vi. v. 1.
Josepb, the son of Eilemua, offi iatet for Matthias the
pieces by dogs, ix. vL 4.
high-priest, Antiq. xvii. vi. 4.
J>Kaniah, AnUq. x. ix. 2.
Joseph, a relation of Archelaus. War, ii. v. 2.
Jidlaph, Antiq. l vi. 6.
Images, or brazen oxen, were not lawful to be made by Joseph, a treasurer, Antiq. xv. vi. A.
Solomon, in the opinion of Josephus, Antiq. viii. vii. Joseph, son of Gorion, War. ii. xx. 3.
A; images of animals are against the Jewish law, xv. Josepb, Herod's uncle, Antiq. xv. iii. A; he marries Sa
viii; c. ix. sect. A; War, i. xxxiii. 2; to set them up, lome, Herod's sister, War, i. xx. 4; he discovers bis
to kill nlariamne, and ia put to death, An
or consecrate them, was forbidden the Jews, Antiq. injunction
tiq. xv. iii. A; War, i. xxii. 4*
iii. vi. 2; and xvi. vi. %
Impostors throughout Judea, Antiq. x%. viii. 5.
Joseph, Herod's brother, Antiq. xiv. xv. 4; and xviii. v.
Incense only to be offered by th* posterity of Aaron, An 4; he is sent into Idumea, xiv. xv. 4; War, i. xvi. I ;
bis death, Antiq. xiv. xv. 10; War, L xvii 1, 2.
x. 4. in Egypt. Antl^. Ji. ix. 2.
i tiq.
r.. t.ix....,,r,i..r..H
Josepb, son of Joseph, Herod's brother, Antiq. xviii. t.
Innocence makes men courageous, Am:q. xii vi!. 1.
4.
Joab. general nf David's army. Antiq vii. 1.3; takes the Joseph, son ofTohia*, reproaches his uncle Onias, An
citadel of Jerusalem, c. iii. sect. 1; conspires with tiq. xii. iv. 2; goes on an embassy to Ptolemy, ib.;
becomes Ins tax-gatherer, seel. 4; goes to Syria to
Adon'jah, r. xiv. seet, 4. Sec.
Joathan, or Jothara, high-pnest, Antiq. viii. {. 3; and x. gather the taxes, sect 5; his wealth and children, sect
6; begets Hyrcanua on his hrother's daughter, ib.;
viii
6.
Joaz«r, son of Boethua, high-priest, Antiq. yvjL tL 4; dies, sect 10.
and xviii. L 1 1 c iii. sect. 1 ; is deprived by Arcbc.4**, Joseph, son of Jacob, bis dreams, Antiq. IL ii. 1, &c.; he
xvii. xiii. I; and xviii. 2, 1.
is sold to the l»hmaelitea,c iii. sect 3; his chastity, c
Johnnan, the son of Kaieah, Antiq. x. ix. 2; he pursues iv. sect. 4 ; he is put iu prison, c v. sect 1 ; he is re
after Mimael, sect. 5.
leased, sect 4; he discovers bis brethren, c vi. sect
John Ilyrcanus. See Hyrcanua.
2; he tries tlietn, c. v sect ?; he discovers himself to
John the Baptist, put to death by Herod, Antiq. xviri. v. them, sect. 10; his death, c viii. sect 1.
Jotepbus, son of Matiaihius, made governor of Galilee,
" Jihn,
2. the son of Dorcas, War, iv. iii. 5.
War, ii. xx. 4; his danger at Tariche<c, c. xxi. sect 3;
John, called Gaddts,Jonathan's brother, is killed, Antiq. ' be reduces Tiberias by a stratagem, sect. 8, 9; is in
xiii. 1. 2.
great
danger again, v. xiii. 3; bis mother laments him
J ohn, son of Levi, rebuilds Gtschala, Life, sect. 10 ; War, as dead,
ib.,- his speech to the Taricheans, Lire, sect
ii. xx. 6; and vii. viii. 1 ; an enemy to Josephu*, Life, 29; his stratagems,
sect. 30.32, 44, 46,61,58, 63; War,
sect 13, Aic.; sect 25: War, ii. xxi. 1; aims at abso iii. vii. 13; he escapes
a great danger, sect 29, 30; be
lute dominion, iv. iii. 13; c. vii. sect 1.
goes toTitwrias. sect, 33; nis wonderful dream, sect. 42;
John, son of Sosaa, War, iv. iv. 2.
he goes to Tarichcas, sect. A4, 69; his father put in
John the Easen, War, it xx. 4; and iii. it 1.
v. xiii. 1; his love to his country, vi. vii. 2; be
John, son of Judas, high-priest, Antiq. xL vii. 1; mur chains,
is betrayed hy a woman, iiL vii. I ; be surrenders him
ders his brother in the temple, sect 2.
self
to
Nicanor,
sect. 4; bis speech to his companions,
John, captain of the Idomeana, killed, War, v. vL 6.
sect. A, he is in danger of bisdile, sect. 6; he advises
John, son of Eliaslb, Antiq. xL t. 4.
the
casting
ol
lots,
he is carried tu Vespasian,
John, or Johannan, son of Kareab, Antiq. x. xL 2; pur Feci. 8; tits speedi tosect?;
Vespasian, sect. 9; he is honoured
sues after Ishmael, sect A.
by
Vespasian
and
I
itus,
ib.;
Life, sect. 76; by DomlJoktan. >ntiq. L vl 4.
"oinitio, sect. 75; he is set at liberty. War, iv.
Jonadab. Ammon'a kinsman, Anttq. vii. vilL 1; son of x.tian7;andhis I speeches
to
the
Jews,
advising them to sur
Samens, sect iiit he kills a giant, c xii. sect 2.
render, v. ix. 2; and vi. ii 1; he is accused of a con
Jonas, ibe prophet. Antiq. ix x. 1, Ate
vii. xi. I; Titus gives him lands in Judea,
Jonathan, son of Ananus, Antiq. xix. vi. 4; refuses the spiracy,
sect 7A; be bad in all three wives, sect 76; bis
high-priesthood, ik; his actions War, it. xii. 5, &c. ; Life,
children, sect. 76; he was greatly skilled ii. Hebrew
he is murdered by the Sicari", e. xiii. sec'. 3.
and
Greek
learning, Antiq. xx. xi. 2. of Hie sect of the
Jonathan, called Apphus, the Mnccihre. A itt>q. xii. vi. I ; Pharisees. Life,
2; he gi«s to Rome, sect 3; be
b- males a leapie with Antinchud Eti|<aior, War. t. ii. is made governorsect.
of Galilee, sect 7: frees the SeppborIi is surprised by Trypho, and killed, lb.
ile? Iron) lear, sect 8; stays in Galilee, sect U bis
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miration, sect. Id; his desitm in writing tlie Anti- Joclus, high-priest, Anffq. x. TiU.3.
qnilies, Antiq. xiv. i. 1; his diligence in writing his Julia, or Liria, Augustus Cesara wife, Antiq. rvt t. 1
tory, ib. . be promises other works, Antiq. Pref. sect. and xvii. L I.
4; and xx. xt; and a book ofJewish customs and Julia, Cains' sister, Antiq. xix. iT. 3.
their reasons, it. viii 4; when be finished the Anti •Jwji" of Bithyiiia, a valiant captain, War, Ti i. 8.
quities, xx. xi. 2; when be was born. Life, sect. 1, Julius Caesar's letterr to.~ the
...» Sidoniana.
. „. ,
»>«■ his
mi and other
his conduct to Galilee, sect N, Ate. ; he appeals to Ves decrees in favour of the Jews.
See with
Decree*.
pasian. Titus, and others, for the truth of his history, Julius Lupus, Antiq. xix. ii. 4.
Against Apion, i. sect. 9.
Julias, commander of a Roman legion, Antiq. xt. iii 7.
Joshua, the son ol Nun. See Jesus.
Jupiter Helleoius' temple upoo Mount Gerixzim, Aatiq.
Joshua, (ton of Sie, high-priest, Antiq. xvii. xiii. 1.
xii. v. A.
Josiah, king ofJudah, his piety, Aatiq. x. It. 1; his death, Jupiter the conqueror's temple, Antiq. xiv. iv. ,V
c, v. sect 1.
Jupiter
Olympius' temple, Against Apion, L sect 17|
•otapata besieged, taken and demolished. War, iii. vii his statue,
Antiq. xix. i. L
3-36.
Justus, son of Josepbus, Life, 75.
Jotharn, son of Gideon, his parable to the Shechemites, Justus of Tiberias, thr historian. Life, sect 65; when
Antiq. v. rij. 2.
they published his history, ib.; be is condemned by
Jot ham, king of Judah, Antiq. lx. xi. 9; bis death, c xii Vespasian, but saved by king Aerippa, Lite, sect. 74.
sect. 1.
Justus, son of Pistus, stirs up sedition, Life, secL 9; bi*
Ireneus the pleader, Antiq. xrii. fx. 4.
character, ib.
Iron, harder than gold, or silver, or brass, Antiq. x. x.4j Isates, son of Queen Helena, embrace* the Jewish reli
blunted by slaughter, xiii. xiL A.
gion, Antiq. xx. U. 1, 4; is circumcised, sect, 5; con
Isaac, Antiq. i. x. 5.
quers his enemies, c iv. sect 1,9. succeeds MonobaIsaiah. See Esaiah.
zus, c. ii. sect. 3; he die*, c. iv. sect. 3; hi* children
Ithboaheth, son of saat, is made king, Antiq. vii. i. 3; he and
brethren are besieged in Jerusalem, War, vi tu 4.
is murdered by treachery, c ii. secL 1.
Ishmael, Antiq. t. x. 4.
Karrab, Antiq. x. ix. L
Ishmael, son of Nethaniah, murders Gedaliab, the son of Kcmucl, son of Nahor, Antiq. i. vi. :>.
Ahikam, Antiq. x. ix. 3, 4.
Abraham's last wife, Antiq. L XT. 1.
lets, her temple polluted and demolished, Antiq. xviii. Keturah,
King, his principal qualifications, Antiq. vii. xr.9; three
iii. 4.
duties
of
a good king, piety towards God, justice to
Israel. See Jacob.
his subjects, and care of the public welfare, ix.
Israelites, numbered, Antiq. lit xii. 4; and vii. xiii. 1; wards
xi
2;
need
not give an account of his actions in the
their religious zeal slackened, v. ii. 7; they are carried opinion of Antony,
xv. iii 8; should be eminently
captive into Media and Persia, Antiq. ix. xiv. L
good,
vi
xiv.
4.
Istob. or Isbtob. king, Antiq. vii. Ti 1.
King
Solomon's
palace,
Antiq. Tit t. 1.
Isus, high-priest, Antiq. x. viii. ti.
King* of David's race, bow many, Antiq. x. Tiii 4.
Itbamar, son of Aaron, Antiq. iii. viii. 1; his family, riL Kingdom, a reward of virtu--, Antiq. Ti Tiii I.
Xiv. 7; it loses the high-priesthood, Antiq. viii. I. 3.
Antiq. i. Ti 1.
Ithobalns, or Kthbaal, king of Tyre, Antiq. viii. xiii. 1, Kitim,
Korah, raises a sedition, Antiq, It. ii 2| perishes with
9; Against Apion, i seel. 8, 91.
his
follower*,
c iii seci 3.
Jnba, king of l.ybia, Antiq. xvii. xiii. 4.
Jubal, Antiq. i. ii. 9.
son
of
Bethuel,
Antiq. i vi. 5; bis fraud, c. xix.
Juhilrr, Antiq. iii. xii. 3.
sect 7.
Jncundus, one of Herod's life-guards, raises a calumny Labour,
nothing
gotten
without
it, Antiq. iii ii 4.
aea;nst Alexander.
Laborosoarchod, or Labosordacus, Antiq. x. xi 9;
Jucundus
(,IEmiliu*). Antiq.
War, ii.xvi.
xix.x.7.3.
Against
Apion,
).
sect.
20.
Jucundus. captain of horse. War, ii. xiv. 5.
Lacedemonians derived from Abraham, as well as tba
Judadas, or Dedan, Antiq. i ti. 9.
Jews, Antiq. xii. iv. In, and xiii v. 8.
Judea, it begins at Corea?, Antiq. xir. iii. 4; a great Lantech,
i. ii 9.
eaithquake in Judea, xt. T. 2; its fertility. Against LanguageAntiq.
(abuaive) not to be punished with death, An
Apion, i. sect. 29; contains 3,000.000 of acres of good tiq. xiii x. 6.
land, ih.; its description, War, iii. iii. j length, breadth,
confounded, Antiq. i. iv. 3.
mid limits, sect. 5; but lately known to the Greeks, Languages
Laodice, queen of the Gileaditea, Antiq. xiii. xiii 4.
Against Apion. i. sect. 19; when first so called, Anticj. Laodicean*, their letter to Caius Rubilias, in favour of
ix. t. 7; abounding with pasture, xt. t. 1; War, iit. the Jews, Antiq. xiv. x. 90.
iii. 2; taken from Archelaus, and annexed to Syria, Laslbenesi a Cretian, Antiq. xiii. iv. 3, 9.
Antiq. xviii. i. 1 ; parted by Gabinlua Into five jurisdic Laws given the Israelites by Moses upon Mount Sinai,
tion?, xit. t. 4 j entirely subdued and pacified by Titus, Antiq. iii &c; and ir. viii. 2. &c ; to be read on the
War, vii. x. 1; male tributary to the Romans, Antiq. feast of tabernacles, iv. viii 19; to be learned by chil
xiT. iT. 5.
dren before all things, ib.; to be written in the mind
Judas, the Risen, a prophet, Antiq. xiii. xi. 2j War, t and
memory, ib.; forbid the punishment of children
iii. 4.
for
parents' crimes, ix. ix. 1 ; for a rebellious son
Judas, a Galilean or Gaulonite. the author of a fourth to betheir
xrt xi. 2; martial laws. Against Apion,
sect among the Jews, Antiq. xvii. i. 1, 9, 6; aud xx. ii. sect.stoned,
29;
the tables of the law, or ten commandments
v. i; W ar, ii. viii. 1.
Antiq.
iii.
v.
4;
law of Moses translated into Greek
Judas, son ofJaims, is slain, War, vii. vi. 5.
under Ptolemy Philadelpbus, Antiq. Pref sect 3; and
Judas, son of Aminadah, Antiq. xi. iv. 2.
xiiii
2,
itc
;
law
by Herod to sell thieves la
Judas the Maccabee, Antiq. xii. Ti 1; succeeds Matthias foreigners, xvi. i 1 ,-made
law carried in triumph at Rome,
his father, sect. 4; War, i. 1. 3: his speech to bis men War, vii. t. 6.
before a battle, Antiq xii. Tit 3; he is Tictor, sect. 4;
among the Persian* left to the interpretation ol
he comes to Jerusalem, and restores the temple wor Laws
seven persons, Antiq. xi vi 1.
ship, sect fl. See. ; takes Tengeance on the Idumeans Lentulus'
decree in ravour of the Jrw*. Antiq. xiv. x.
and others, xii. viii. 1 ; besieges the citadel at Jerusa 13.
lem, c ix. sect. 3; is made high-priest, c. x, sect. *>; l-epidus, killed by Caius, Antiq. xix. t a
makes an alliance With the Romans, ib. j tights Bac- Lepidus (Larcius), War, vi iv. 3.
chMea, c. xi. sect. 1; is killed in the battle, sect. i.
Leprous persons-obtain places of honour among srveral
Judas, sjn of Chapseus, Antiq xiii. v. 7.
Antiq. iii. xi. 4; are to live out of cities, by
*uda*. son of Saripbus, or Sepphoreus, Antiq. x\i;i. x. nations
the Samaritan and Jewish laws, ix. iv. A; tbey resolve
A; War, i. xxxui. 2.
in
a
famine
to go over to the enemy, ib.
Judas, son nf H a*ib, hieh-priest. Antiq. xi. Tii. 1.
of the Alphabet, whether brought into Greece by
Judas, son of Kxechiaft, ringleader of the robbers. Antiq Letters
Cadmus
and
the Phoenicians, Against Apion, i. sect,
xvii. X. 4; War, ii. iT. 1.
1
Judne* of Ihe Hebrews, single governors, Antiq. ix. It. 8, Letters
of
Solomon,
and Hiram and the Tyrians, Antiq.
Judges at Jerusalem, the Sanhedrim, - Bttq. xi. i. 1.
ii. 6,7; of Xerxes king of the Persians to Kara,
udees uf the council in Syria aod Phoenicia. Antiq. xi. Tiii
xi
t.
1
;
of
Artaxrrxes
to the covernors near Judeu, c.
ii, I i seven inferior judges in every city, hut an appeal vi. sect. 19; of Antiochus
Great to Ptolemy F.pifrom them to the great Sanhedrim »t Jerusalem, Antiq. phanes, xii. UL 3| of the theSamaritans
to Anliuchus
iT. Viii. 14.
Thros. c v. sect. 5j of Alexander B*las to Jonathan.
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*»L It Si of Onias to Ptolemy and Cleopatra, c. in. Marcellue, Antiq. xriil iv. 2.
Met. 1 i ol I'tolemy and Cleopatra to Omas, sect. 2; of Marcus, or Murcus, presideot of Syria, aflcrSextusCe
sar, Anliq xiv. xi. 1, oicj War, i. x. 10, Aw.
Demetrius to Jonalhan and the Jews, c. iy. sect. 9: of
Julius Cajsar to the lionian mairistrates xiv. x. 2. ficc. ; Maria, a noble woman, eats her own child. War, vi ii).
4.
iii.l lo the Sidunians il). : of Mark Antony to the Ty
Mariamne, Ayripxa senior's daughter by Cypros Antiq.
nans, c lii. sect. 4, 4.
xviii v. 4i War, ii. xi 9.
Oritri exempted from military functions, Antiq, ni.
Mariamne, or Miriam. Moses' sister, die% Antiq iv. iv. f.
cevite's concubine abused by the inhabitants of Gibeah, Mariamne, is married to Herod, War, i. xii. 3: she gri-w
angry with Herod, Anliq. xv. viii. I, &c; Mai,
Ao'iq v. xi. a,
,
xxii 2( her temper, Antiq, xv. vii. 4; slit is put ti
Levitical trilie consecrated by Moses, Antiq, lit xt I;
death, sect. 4, 5; her enlogium, sect ti. her sons atran
their allowance, iv. iv. 3, Stai how many cities be
gled. War, L xxvii. 6.
longed lo them, in.
Mariamne, daughter of Josepbus and Olympias Antiq.
I.ihrritis Maximus, governor of Jndea, War, TL Tt o.
xviii. v. I.
Liberty granted the Jews by Demetrius, Antiq. xiiL It
Mariamne, daughter of Simon the high-priest War, i
3.
xxviu.
4.
Libyns, Antiq. I vi 2.
Mariamne, daoirhter of Agrippa senior, married to ArLonginiis a tribune. War, il xix. 7.
chelaus
Antiq, XX. viu 1; divorced. V> ar, il vn. 4:
loneinus' bravery, War, v. vii. 3.
afterwards married to Demetrius Antiq. XX. viu 3.
I (ji.l-'i-.. a violent Roman, kills himself, War, Tt iu. 2.
Marion,
tyrant
of the Tyrians Anliq. xiv. xii. I.
Lot. Antiq. i. vi. 4i c ix.
Marriage of free men with slaves unlawful among t'e
Lot's wife, Antiq. I xt 4.
Jews. Antiq. iv. viii. SU
I.ucilius Kassus lakes Macheros, War, Til TL 1—6.
Marriage contracts, altered by Herod at Anupater's de
Lucullus, Antiq. xiii. xv. 4.
sire, Antiq xvii i. 2.
Lupus governor of Alexandria, War, VIL X. 2.
Lupus, Julius, a conspirator, is pat to death, Antiq. xix, Marsus. president of Syria, Antiq, xix. vl 4; c. vii. sect
2; and c. viii. sect L
.,.»*,
IL 4, 4.
Mamas, freedman of Agrippa, Antiq. xvni. Tt 3, 7, 10.
Lycurgus Against Apion, ii. sect 31
Marullus. master of the horse, Antiq. xviii. vi. la
Lydda burnt. War, ii. xix. 1.
Margenus
king
of
loo
Tyrians
Agaiast
Anion, i. aeel
I.ysanias, son of Ptolemy, is pot to death, Antiq. XV. iv.
1. War, i. xiii I.
Mattathias.
great
grandson
of
Asamoneos.
the father ol
Lysias, commander of Antiochus' army, Antiq. xri vu.
the Maccabees Antiq. III. vt I : refuses to offer isiri
2
&c
Oce
to
an
idol,
sect
t;
persuades
the
Jews
to fight on
Lys'imiiehus obtains the government of the Hellespont,
the Sabbath day. ib. ,• exhorts his sons to defend the
after the death of Alexander, Antiq. xii. L
law, sect. 3; be dies, sect 4.
Mattathias. son of Absalom, Antiq. xiii. t. 7.
Maarah, Rehoboam's wife. Antiq. Tin. x. 1.
Maacahah, son of Nahor, by his concubine Reams, An- Matthias made high-priest Antiq. xix vi. 4.
Matthias Curtus one of Josephus** ancestors IJfe, sect
Msaseiah, son of Ahax, siain In battle, Antiq. ix. xii. L
Matthias son of M ariralothos or Margatus, Antiq. xvii.
Maaseiah. governor of the city, Antiq. x. iv. 1.
tL2| War, i. xxxiii 2i he and his Bartnersare burn'
Maccabees their history, Antiq. xii. vl I, 4tc
alive, Antiq, xvii. vt 4.
Macedonians governed by a Roman proconsul. War, lu Matthias
son of Theophihis made htEh-pnest, Antiq
xvii. Iv. 2s and xx. ix. 7,- he is deprived, xvii vi. 4.
Macl.eras, Antiq. xiv. xv. 7, 10j War, L xvi. 6, 7, e.
Matthias Josephus's father, l-lfe, sect 1
lattniss son of
oi Boethius
inieiniu^. calls
can. in
m Simon
numm to
,« his
,•■. assis""■■
Blaclirus surrenders to Bassus, in order to set Eleaxar Matthias
tance, and is afterwards put to death by him. War, v
at liberty. War, vii. vi. 4.
xiii. L
Machines or engines of the Romans, War, T.vi. 2, tor
Mathusala, Antiq I. ill. 4.
c.sling stones of how great force. War, ill. viu 23.
Maximns(l.iberius), governor of Judci, War, Tit Tl. 6.
Marhlr, Antiq. vii. v. 4.
Maximus (TrrbellTus), Antiq. xix. it 3.
Madai. or Mcdes Anliq. i. ti. 1.
„uwn™
Manianiiea, or Mtdiamtcs bring Israel Into .objection, Meal, the purest used in the Jewish oblations, Antiq. Hi.
Ix. 4.
them, Iv. vii. 1| their women seduce the Israelites, c Meeassaras, War.T. xi. 6.
Meirua, son of Belgas War, vt t. 1.
vii. sect. fV
Mela, an ambassador of Arehelous. Antiq. xvt x. 6.
Maiiirian, War, il xiii. S.
Melchisedec, enterlains Ahram, Anliq. i. x. 2.
Magog, Anliq. i. vL 1.
Memucan, one of tbe seven princes of Persia. Antiq xi
Mahilali-rl. Antiq i. lit *
. .
vt 1.
Mahlon, son of Eiimelech, Antiq. v. II. I.
Menedemns. the philosopher, Antiq. xii. ii. 12.
Malalcel Antiq. i i". *■
,
Menelaus
or llnias, Antiq, xit vi. 1.
Malchishoa, son of Saul, Antiq. vi. xiv. 7.
Mnlchtls. or Malichiis king of the Arabians, Anliq. xul Meues or Mineus buill Memphis Antiq. viii. vi. 2.
Men's lives had been happy, if Adam had not sinned. Ai
v. lt xiv. xiv. 1, Arci War, i. xiv. 1.
liq. t i. 4.
Malichiis. a Jewish commander, Anliq. «»• T- *'"*'• Menhibosheth,
son of Jonathan, is highly favoured Ii• viil 3t.li sect -J, IkiM he poisons Antipater. An
David, Antiq. vit v. 4; c it sect 3.
tiq. xiv. xi. *. be is a gr-at dissembler, sect 4,4j be is
Mephramuthosis
king of Egypt Against Apion, L sen
killed by a device nf Herod, seel. Ii
Mallhace, ArchrUws- mother, dies Anlio. xm x. lishe
Mephres
king
of
Egypt
Against Apion, i. sect 14.
wasa Samaritan, and Herod's wife, War, L xxviu. 4.
Meraloth, son of Joalham. Anliq, viii. 1. 3.
Mambres or Mamre, Antiq. l. x. 2.
Merbalus.
king
of
the
Tyrians
Against Apion, L sect 21
Mansem, or Manahem, Anliq. IX. xt 1.
Mesa, or Mash, Antiq. t vi. 4.
Manahem, an Essen, Antiq. xv X. 5.
Manahem, son of Jodas the Galilean, Ufe, «eet 4; War, Mesha. king of Moan, Antiq. ix. iii. 1.
Meshech, or Mosorh, Antiq. L vi. 1.
Manage., xing of Judah. Antiq. x. Hi. 4, &e,, he is car- Meshech. one of the three holy children, Antiq. X. X. 1.
„,,-.«
ried intocaptlvKy, sect 2; he is sent back to his king Messalus, Antiq xiv. xiv.4.
Messalins wife of Claudius Antiq. XX. TlU. 1 j War, li
dom, and dies. ih.
xii.
8.
Mana«»es brother of Jadus. mames the daughter of Sanhallet Antiq. xi. vii. 2, <cc, he is made high-priest Meslra-i, or Mitxrairo, Egyptians. Antiq. L Ti 2.
Metllius a Roman commander. War, it xrii. 10.
among the Samaritans xii. iv. 1.
Micab tbe prophet, qnoled in Jeremiah. Antiq. x. vi 2.
Manlius (Lucius), son of Lucius Antiq. xiii. ix. 2.
Manna rained 'mm heaven, Anliq. iii.th; be sign.n- Micalah, the prophet, Antiq. Tiii xiv. 4; bo is pat in
prison, ih.
._,,.*
cation of the woid, in. i a sort of manna fell in Arabia
Mice spoil tbe conntry of Asbdod, Antiq. ti. i 1 1 flu
in the days of Ji.sephus.ih.
golden mice, sect 2.
Manneus son of laxarus War, v. xut 7.
Mica, son of Mephibosbeth, Antiq. viii. v. 4.
Manoach, Antiq v. viii. 2.
Manslaughter, suspected, bow purged among the Jews, Michal, Saul's danuhter, married lo David, Antiq. Tt x.
3 1 she saves David's life, c xi sect *
Alltiq. iv viii. ill.
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INDEX.
Octavio, danghtrr of Claudius, War, it xii. 8.
Oil fas high-priest. Antiq. x. viii. 3.
Oded ihe prophet, Antiq. ix. xii. J.
Ox. king nf Basban, Aniiq. iv. v. :); his iron bed, ib.
Oil n-.fi! in tbe Jewiwb oblations, Antiq. iii. ix. 4; oil
consumed by the seditious, War, ii. xiii. 6; oil pre
dated hy foreigners not used by the Jews, Auliq. xii.
iii. I; Wax, ii. xxi. 3.
Olympics, Herod1! daughter by Malthare, a Samaritan,
Antiq. xviL l 3; the is married to Joseph, tbe son of
Herod's brother. War, i. xxviiL 1.
Olympins Jupiter's image, Antiq. xix. L 1, 2.
Olympus sent to Home, Ant q. xvL x. 7, 9; War, i.
xxrii. I.
Omrf, king of Israel. Antiq. viiU xii. A.
On, the son of Peleth, Antiq. iv. ii. 1.
Omas, son ol J add u% succeeds in the bigh -priesthood,
Aniiq. x'u viii 7.
Onias, the son of Simon, made high-priest, Antiq. xiL
ir. 1; causes great troubles, sect 11.
Onias. brother of Jesus, or Jason, made bigh-prieat, An
tiq. xii iv. 1.
Onia* and Oositheus. two Jewish captains, saved Egypt
from ruin. Against Apion, ii. sect. A.
Onias son of Onias. flies into Egypt, and there desires
to build a Ji-wish temple, Antiq. xiii. iii. 1, 3; War, i.
i. 1; and tli. x. 3; his letter to Ptolemy and Cleopa
tra, Antiq. xii'. iii. 1; their answer, sect. 2 ; be builds
the tf-mple, Onian, sect. 3; that temple ia shut op. War,
Til x. 4.
Onias, a just man, procures rain in a famine by his
prayers, Antiq. xiv. ii. 1 ; he is stoned to death, ib.
Ophe litis, Antiq. xiv. xiii. At War, i. xiii. A,
Ophir. Antiq. i. vi. 4.
Opobalsamum, Antiq. viii. vi, d; and xiv. iv. 1.
Oracles of the prophets, concerning the destruction of
Jerusalem, War, iv. vl 3; c. x. sect. 7; and vi. ii. 1;
concerning a great prince to arise in Judea, c v. sect
3reb, a king of Median, Antiq. v. vi. 5.
Orodea, Antiq. xviii ii. 4.
Oronna. or Aruanah, the Jebusite, Antiq. vii. iii. 3; bis
thrashing floor, c. xiii. sect. 4; where Isaac was to be
offered, and the temple was afterwards built, ib.
Orpah, Antiq. v. ix. I.
Ores, King of Eg>pt, Against Apion, i. sect 14.
Osarsiph (lor Moses), a priest at Heliopo'ia, Against
Apion, i. feet 98,31.
Otho made emperor. War, iv. ix. Si be kills himself, sect
9.
Oxen, brazen, the Jews forbidden to make them, Antiq.
Tift. vii. A.
Pacorus, king of Media, Antiq. xx. iii 4; redeems his
wife and concubinrs from the Alans, War, vii. vii. 4
Pacorus, the kin* of Parthia's son, gets possession of
Syria, Antiq. xiv. *aii. :i. lays a plot to catch Hyrcanus and Phasaeltts. sec'. A; inarches against the Jews,
War, i. xiii 1; be is admitted into Jerusalem, sect 3;
is slain in battle, Antiq. xiv. xv. 7.
Psetus (Csssenntus). president of Syria, War, vii. vii. 1;
hit expedition into Commagena, ib.
Pageants, or Pegmata, at Titus' triumph, War, vii. v. A.
Palace at Rome, Antiq. xix. iii. 3.
Pallas, Herod's wife, Aniiq. xvii. i. 3; Wnr. i. xxviii. 4.
PaHa\ Felix's brother, Antiq. xx. viii. 9: War, ii. xii. 8.
Palm trers at Jericho, very famous, Antiq. ix. i. ■.'. and
xiv. It. 1.
Pannychis, the concubine of Arebelaus, War. i. xxv. 6.
Paptniua, Antiq- xix. i. vi, 4.
Pappns is sent into Samaria, by Antigonus, Antiq. xiv.
xv. 12; War, i. xvii. A.
Paradise described, Antiq. i. i. 3: a pensile paradise, or
garden at Babylon, Atainst Apion, i. sect. 19.
Parents* gwid deeds ere advantageous to their children,
Antiq. viii. ix. 2{ l»»w to be honoured by the law <i|
Movs. Against Apion, sect. 27.
Parthians nos*e«s themselves of Syria, and endeavour to
settle Antigonus in Judea, War. i. xiii. I. Ate. ; their
expedition into Judea, Antiq. xiv. xiii. 3t they be
sieged Jerusalem, ib. ; tbuy take the city and temple,
sect. 4t their perftdiousness, sect 4, fi( Wsr, i x*ii. 3,
Ate
Passover, a Jewi*h festival, Antiq. ii. xiv. 6; and iii. x.
1; and xiv. ii. I,- and xiv. is. 3; the manner of its
celebration, War. vi. ix. 3; called the i>-.t-t of unlearened bead, A tiq. xiv. ii. I ; and *vii ix. 3; War, v.
iii. 1 ; on the fourteenth day »f Ni-nn, Antiq. xi. 4, H;
War, v. iii. 1 ; very numerous sacrifice* " • offered,
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and vast numbers come up to it, Antiq. xrii. ir. 3|
W'ar, ii. i. 2; from tbe ninth bour to the eleventh, and
not less than ten to one pa>chal lamb, vi. ix. 3i num
ber of paschal Iambs in the days of Ccstius, 250, dOO,
ib.
Paulina ravished by Mundus, Antiq. xviii. iiL 4.
Paulinus, a tribune, War, in. viii. 1.
Paulinus succeeds Lupus as governor of Alexandria, War,
vii. x. A; be plunders and shuts up the temple Onion,
lb.
Pausanias, son of Cerastes, murders Philip king or Mace
don, Antiq. i. viii. 1.
Peace and good laws the greatest blessings, Antiq. vii
xiv. 2,
Peace, as a goddess, has a temple at Rome, War, vii. v.
7, 3; c. vi. sect. 24.
Pedaniua, Vi ar, i. xxvtu 2; and vi. ii. 8.
Pekah slays Pekabiah. and succeeds him, Antiq. ix. xi.
1 1 he defeats tbe king of Judah, c xii. sect 1 ; he is
slain by Hoehea, c xiii. sect 1.
Pekaiah, king of Israel, Antiq. ix. xi. L
Peleg, Antiq. i. vi. 4.
Pemonah, Antiq. v x. 2.
Pentemst, a Jewish festival, Antiq. iii. x. 6; and xvii.
X. 2; whence it had that name, War. ii. iii. 1; vast
numbers came to It ib.; the priests then attended the
temple in the night, vi. v. 3; the Jews did not then
take journeys, Antiq. xiii. viii. 4.
Perea entirely subdued by the Komana, War, iv. vii. 3.
At
Pergamen's decree iu favour of tbe Jews, Antiq. xiv. x.
22.
Perjury supposed by some not dangerous, if done by
necessity, Aotiq. v. ii. 12; dn-aded by Joshua and the
elders, c. i. sect 16; dreaded also hy the people, c it
sect xii.
Persians, their seven principal families, Antiq xi. fit 1 1
their king is watched during his sleep, sect. 4; theii
law forbade strangers to see their king's wives, c vi.
sect. 1; seven men were tbe interpreters of their laws,
ib.{ their royal robes, sect 9.
Pestilence See Plague.
Pestilius Cerealis, the proconsul, reduces tbe Germans,
War, vii. iv. 2.
Petina, the wife of Claudius, Aotiq. xx. viii. 1; War, ii
Xii. a
Pet ron ina, governor of r'gvpt Antiq. xv. ix 2,- he sup
plies Herod with corn in time of (amine, ib.
Petronius (Puhlius) is made president of Syria, Ant*q.
xviii. vii. 2, is sent with an army to Jerusalem by
Caius, to set up his statues in the temple, c. ix. sect. 2,
£cc; War, ii. x. 1; his endeavours to prevent it and
to save the Jews, with his and their wonderful deli
verance, il>. ; bis edict against the Dorites, Antiq. xix.
vi. 3.
Phaedra, Herod's wife. Antiq. xvii. 1. 3.
Phalian, A o(i pater's brother, Antiq. xiv. ft. 3; War, f.
vi. 3.
Phalan, David's son, Antiq. vii. iiL 3.
Phalti. son of l.aish, Antiq. vi. xiii. 8; and vii. L 4.
Phaouiui, son of Samuel, made high-priest War, iv. iiL
8
Pharaoh, denoted king in the Egyptian tongue, Antiq. vL
vift.2.
Pharisees, a sect among the Jews, Antiq. Xiii. X. A; and
xviii. i. 2; War, L v. 2j they envy H>rcanus, Antiq.
xiii. x. A; were opposite to the Sadducres in their
principles, sect 6; their great authority, xvii. ii. 4}
especially in the reign of qneen Alexandra, xiii. \t|.
2t War, i. v. 2; whicti lasted nine years, sect. 4; they
refuse the oaths of allegiance to C«?*ar and Herod,
Antiq. xvii. ii. 4; they are fined for it, ib. i their un
written traditions, xiii. v. !>; c. x. sect <>; their mode
ration in inflicting punishments, tbe common people
side with them, in. ; tbey are most skilful in th* know
ledge of he 'aw. 1 ifr, sect, 3K.
Pharnaces, son nf Vtithridate*. Antiq. xiv. iii. 4.
Phasaelus, son of Anttpater, Antiq xiv. viL3; and xvii.
i 3; W«r, i. viii.8; his death, Antiq. xiv. xiii. 10j ao4
xv. ii. 1^ War, i. xiii. 10.
Phasaelus. «on nf Hemd, Anttq.xvii. L 3.
I'heldas. Antiq. i. vi. A.
Ph'lrs, kin* of the I'vi ;ans,** cairivt A pirn, t. sect 18.
Pl-ernras, Anlipater's son by Cipro*. Antiq. xiv. viu 3|
War. i. viii. 9; hal^s Salnme'» children, Antiq. xvL^vii.
3i ^ ar, i. xxiv. A; cakes Alexander jealous of his
wife (ilaphxra, w ith Herod his father, Antiq. xvL vi..
4; provokes, Herod t<> a!»ger, c Til. sect. 3j lays tbe
blame upon Salome, c vii. sect Aj enters into IrieneV
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ibip with Antipaf er, xvii. ii. 4 ; is hated by Herod, c.
iii. sect 1 ; is ordered to retire to bis tetrarchy , sect
3.
Pberoras' wife pays the fine laid upon the Pharisees, An
tiq. xvii. ii. 4; she associates with the other court ladiet, ib.; War, i. xxix. 1] Pheroras* freed-men charge
her with getting poison, Antiq. xvii. iv. 1; she throws
herself down stein, sect 2; War, i. xxx. 5; her con
fession, Antiq. xvii. iv. 2.
Phideas, the Inch-priest, Antiq. x. viii. 6.
Pbiladelphus (Ptolemy), his skill and industry about
mechanic arts, Antiq xiii.it 7; he proposes problems
to the seventy-two interpreters, sect. II; be procures
the seventy-two interpreters to translate the law, c. ii.
sect 1-14.
Philip, Herod's son by Cleopatra, Antiq. xvii. I. 3; c ii.
sect. 8 i c iv. sect. 3; War, i. xxviil. 4< c. xxxii. sect.
1; brother of A re he la ui, ii vl. 3; what Herod left him
by his will, Antiq. xvii. viii, 1; what Csuaargave him,
c xi. wet. 4; tetrarch of Gaulanitis, and T radiculitis,
and Paneas, c, viii. sect 1; o- ix. sea*. 1; be dies,
xviii. Iv. ii; his eulogiura, ib.
Philip, a Galilean, War. iii. vii. 31.
Philip, son of Jacimus, Antiq. xvii. ii. 3; Life, sect. 11,
:>ij War, ii. xvii. 4; c w sect. I.
Philip made regent of Syria during the minority of Eupator, Antiq. xii. ix. 2.
Philip, kingof Svria, Antiq. xiii. ill 4; c xiv. sect, a
Philip, king of Macedon, is slain. Antiq. xi. viii. 1.
Philipion, son of Ptolemy, marries Alexandra, the daugh
ter of Aristobulus. Antiq. xiv. vii. 4; be is killed by
his father, ib. : War, i. ix. 2.
Philistines, their chief towns Gaza. Aecaroo, or Ekroit.
Askelon. Gath, and Azotus, or Asbdod, Antiq. vi. i. 2j
c xiii. seel. 10.
Phil», chief deputy of the Jews, to Caius, Antiq. xviii.
viii. I.
Philosophy of the Jews, contained In the books of their
law, Against Aplon, ii. sect. 4.
Philostephanus, Antiq. xiii. xii. 5.
Phineas, son of Clusothus, W ar, iv. iv. %
Pbineas, son of Eleazar, flays Zimri and Coshi, Antiq.
iv. vi. 12; leads the Israelites against the Midianites,
c. vii. sect. I; his speech to the Jews beyond Jordan,
T. i. 26; he is made high-priest, sect 29; the highpriesthood returns to his family, Antiq. viii. i. 3.
Phineas, son of Eli, Antiq. v. x. 1 ; be officiates as high
priest, c. xi. sect. 2; he is slain, ib.
Phr&ates, kine of the Parthiaos, Antiq. xv. ii. 3f bis
death, xviii. ii. 4.
Phraataces, the son of Primates, Antiq. xviii. II. 4.
Phul. or Pul. king of Assyria, Antiq. ix. xi. 1.
I'hurim, or Purim, a Jewish festival, Antiq. xi. vi. 13.
Phut the planter of Libya, Antiq. i. vi. 2.
Pilate (Pontius), the procurator of J odea, occasions tu
mults among the Jews, Antiq. xviii. iii. t • causes a
great slaughter of them, sect 1 ; War, ii. ix. 4; and of
the Samaritans, Antiq. xviii. iv. 1; be is accused for
it and sent to Rome, sect. 2.
IMIdash, Antiq. i. vi. 5,
Pillars erected by the children of Srth in the land of
Seriad, Antiq. i. ii. 3,- pillars of the Corinthian order
in Solomon's palace, viii. v. 2; in Herod's temple.
War, v. v. 2.
Piso. governor of Rome, Antiq. xviii vi. 5.
Pitholaus, Antiq. xiv. vi. 1; c. vii. sect 3; War, i. viii.
3, 6, 9.
Plactdus's skirmishes with Joaephus, Life. sect. 43, 74,his other actions. War, iii. vi. 1] c. vii. sect 3, 34; and
iv i. 3; c vii. sect 4.
Plague, or pestilence, rages among the Israelites, Antiq.
xii. xi. 3; it ceases upon David's repentance, c. xiii.
sect 4; another pestilence in Judea, xv. vii. 7.
Plato. Agtiinst Apion,'ii. sect. 31 ; be excludes the poets
from bis commonwealth, sect 36.
Polemo. king of Cilicia, Antiq. xx. vii. ."..
Pttlemo, king of I'ontus, Antiq. xix. viii. 1.
Polity ot the Jews after the captivity, Antiq. xi. iv. R.
Pollio. a Pharisee, Antiq. xv. i. 1.
Pollio, a Hainan, Antiq. xv. x. 1.
Pompedtus, Antiq. xix. L A,
Porapey the Great goes through Syria to Damascus, An
tiq. xtv. iii. 1; WjiTjUvi. 4 1 and to Jerusalem, Antiq.
xiv. iv. |, WarM. vTfTi the city delivered up to him,
Antiq. xiv. iv. 2"; he takes the temple by force, and kills
abundance of the Jews, c. iv. sect. 2, 3, 4 ; War, i. vii.
%. *c. ; the Jews «nd him a gulden vine. Antiq. xiv.
m- 1| he goes iutn the holy ol holier, c. iv. s«-ct. 4;
War, u vii. 6; meddles with nothing iq the temple, ib.;

he bears the canto between Hyrcanns and AristobnluJ,
Antiq. xiv. iii. 2; determines it in favour of Hyrco- ui,
and makes war upon Aristobulus, sect 3, dec ; he dV»
into Epirua, c viii. sect 4.
Pontius Pilate. See Pilate.
Poplas, War, it 1L I.
Popea, Nero's wife, Antiq. xx. vii. 11 ( e, xi. sect If
Life, sect. 3; a religious lady, and favourer of the Jews,
Antiq. xx. viii. 1L
Porciua Fes t us. See Festus.
Present things, qoeen Alexandra's cue, more than fu
ture. Antiq. xiii. xvi. 6.
Presents sent to Joseph in. Egypt, Antiq. ii. vi. 6.
Priests, if maimed, are excluded from the alter and temple, Antiq. iii. xii. 2; Against Anion, i. sect 31; are
not to marry several sorts of women, Antiq. iii. xii. 2;
Against Apion, i. sect 7; washed their bands and feet
before they went to minister, Ui. 6, 2; succ-ed one
another according to their courses, Against Apion, it
sect 8; their allowances, Antiq- iii. ix; and iv. iv. 3;
their courses in number twenty-fonr.viL xiv 7; Against
Apion, ii. sect 7j are very numerous, ib.; two families
from Aaron's two sons. Antiq. v. vi. 5: their offices
and employments, Against Apion, ii. sect 7, 21, 22, 23;
their sacred garments, Antiq. iii. vii. 1, &c.; Mar, v.
v. 7; priests and Levites exempted from taxes by
Xerxes, Antiq. xL v. 1; have places of the greatest
trust committed to tbem. Against Apion, ii. sect 18;
none but priests of the posterity of Aaron, might burn
incense at the temple, Antiq. ix. x. 4; not to drink
wine in their sacred garments, iii. xii. 2; priesthood a
mark of nobility among the Jews, Life, sect 1.
Priests among the Egyptians, only kept their lands in
the days of Joseph, A n t iq. ii. vii. 1.
Priesthood, high, translated from one family to another,
Antiq. v. xi. 5; of Unias, at Heliopolis, xii. ix. 7; and
xiii. x. 4; and xx. x. 1 ; vacant ai Jerusalem for four
years, xiii. ii. 3; during life, excepting under Antiochus Epiphanes, Aristobulns and Herod, xv. iii. 1;
taken from Jesus, and given to Simon by Herod, c. ix.
sect 6; settled upon the family of Aaron, originally,

xx. x. L
Priest, high, not to be the son of a captive woman, Ad tiq.
xiii. x. A; high-priests went into the temple to officiate
on Sabbath-days, new moons, and festivals. War, xii.
vn. 3 ( were to marry a virgin, and not to touch a dead
body, Antiq. iii. xii. 2; tbe high-priest desired by Saul
to prophecy for him, vi. vi. 4; high-priests, with the
prophets and sanhedrim, were to determine difficult
causes, iv. viii. 14; several high-priests at the same time
In latter ages, via*-, iv. iii. 7; and v. xiii. 1; and vL ii.
2; to succeed by birth. Against Apion, ii. sect. 23;
elected by lot among the seditious, Antiq. iv. iii. 6;
they abolish the regular succession, sect 6; Herod,
king of Chalcis, made the high-priest till his death,
xx. i. 3; a series of the high-priests from Aaron to the
destruction of the temple by Titus, xx. x. i another
series from the building vt ihe*iemple to the captivity,
x. viii 6; hiRh-prirst's robes kept by the Romans, xx.
i. 1 j where they were laid up, xv. xi. 4; and xviii. iv.
3; and xx. i. 1; high-priest's ornaments described, iii.
vii. 4; War, v. v. 7.
Primogeniture, its privileges sold by Esau, Antiq. ii. i.
Primus (Antonins), War, iv. Ix. 2j he marches against
Vitellius. c. xi. sect 2.
Priseus ( I'yranius). War, ii. xix. 4.
Prisma shoots Jonathan dead with a dart. War, vi it IOl
Privileges granted tbe Jews by Alexander the Great,
Against Apion, ii. sect 4.
Problems, or riddles, proposed by Sampson at his wed
ding, Antiq. v viii. 6,
Proculus (Vitellius), Antiq. xix. vi. a
Prophecies concerning the destruction of Jerusalem
W ar, iv. vi. 3; and vi. v. 4.
Prophecy of Isaiah accomplished, Antiq. xiii. iii. 1.
Prophecies of Jeremiah and Exekiel reconciled, Antiq.
x v. 1.
Prophecies could not agree to the events, if the world
were governed by char.ee, Antiq. x. xi. 2.
Prophets, excepting Daniel, chiefly foretold calamities,
Antiq. x. xi. 7; how greatly to be esteemed, viii. xv.
6.
Prophets (false ones), suborned hy tbe Jewish tyrants.
War. vi. v. 2.
Pnweuchss, or houses of prayer among the Jews, Life,
sect. 64.

Prns^mion of the body, a most heinous crime, Antiq.
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Providence asserted against the Epicureans, Antiq. x. Antiq. x. L 1 ; bis speech to the people ofJ
xi. 7.
Mot. 9.
Prudence requires us to prevent the growing power of Rathotls, king of Egypt, Against Apion, L sect 16.
Rathymua, or Rheum, Antiq. xl. 11. 1.
Antiq. liL iL 1.
r, Aotiq. xviLxiL I, flee; War, ILviL 1, Rationale, or breast-plate ofjudgment of the high-priest,
Antiq. ill v. 7; c viii. sect 'J.
&c the administrator of Herod's kingdom. Antiq. Raven
Ptolemy,
sent out of the ark, Antiq. L lit. 5.
xrL vii. 2, flee ; c viiL sect 6; c. x. sect A; life, sect. Reba, king of the Midianltes, Antiq. iv. vii. 1.
Rebeka, daughter of Bethuel, Antiq. i. vL Aj demanded
2ft.
Ptolemy, the brother of Cleopatra, poisoned by her, An for a wife to Isaac, c xvi. aect 1, flee. ; she beara
twins, c. xviii. sect It imposes upon her husband
tiq. xt. iv. 1.
Ptolemy, the brother of Njcolaus of Damascus, Antiq. sect, tii
Recem,
or Rekem, king of the Midianites, Antiq. iv. viii
wii. ix.Epiphanes,
:»
Ptolemy
Antiq. xii. iiL 3; he dies, c. iv. sect.
Records
tbe Tyrians, Against Apion, L sect 17.
II. Euergetes, Philnpator, or Enpator. Antiq. xii. Regulus of
(Emilios), Antiq. xix. L 3.
Ptolemy.
Kehobuam succeeds Solomon, A ntiq viii. viii. 1 ; be gives
in. 3; c Iv. sect. 1 1 Ag*in*t Apion, ii. sect A.
Ptolemy, the son of Jamblicus, Antiq. xiv. viii. 1 1 War, the people a rough answer, sect St ten tribes revolt
him, sect 3: he builds and fortifies several towns,
Lix.£ Lathyrus, Antiq. xlil. x. 2; War, i. iv. 2i he is from
Ptolemy
c x. sect 1 1 he has eighteen wives, and thirty concu
driven out nf his kingdom, Antiq. aiii. xii. 1, &c; he bines, ib. i he dies, sect 4.
makes an alliance with Alexander, and breaks it, c. Remaliah, Antiq. ix. xi. 1.
xii. sect 4; bis hold soldiers called Hrcatootomachi, Repentance cannot revoke past crimes, Antiq. iL Iv, 4.
aect A; he defeats Alexander's army, ib.; his barbar Reu, or Ragau, the son of Phaleg, or Peleg, Antiq. L vl.
5. 7.
ous
cruelty,
6. called Sotor, obtains Key ft, after Revenues
Ptolemy,
son ofsect.
Lagus,
of CosJesyria, Phoenicia, Judea, and Samaria,
the death of Alexander the Great, Antfq. xii. 1 ; takes amounted to 8000 talents, Antiq. xii. iv. 4.
Rezen, king of Syria, Antiq. ix. xii. 1.
Jerusalem, and carries many Jews Into Egypt, ib.
Ptolemy Pbiladelphus, the second kins; of Egypt of that Rezon, Solomon's enemy, Antiq. viii. vii. 6.
race, Antiq. 1. Pref. sect :l; Antiq. xii. ii. I ; Against Rhodes, relieved by Herod, Antiq. xiv. xiv. 3.
Apion, ii. sect. -I , he procures a translation of the law Riches, great riches laid up in David's monument, An
of Moses, by the advice of Demetrius Phalerus, Antiq tiq. vii. xv. 3.
mi. it 1, &c- 1 sets a vast number of Jews free, sect 3 j Riddles, or problems between Solomon and Hiram, An
(tends a letter to Elraaar tbe bigb-priest sect 4; his tiq. viii. v. Si a riddle proposed by Samson at his
wedding, v. viii. 6\
liberal oblations and presents, sect 7, 14.
Ptolemy Philometer, Antiq. xii. Iv. Hi c. v. sect 2; xiiL Rtphath, Anttq. L vi. 1.
iii. It Against Apion, it sect b\ he and his queen Rod of Aaron, Antiq. iv. iv. S.
Cleopatra permit Onlas to build the temple Onion, Roman array described, War, III. v.
Antiq. xiiL iii. 1, etc.; he makes an expedition into Roman senate's decree in favour of the Jews, Antiq. xiii.
Syria, c It. sect 6; discovers Alexander and Amnio* ix. 2i and xiv. viii. A.
runt' plot against him, sect 6; takes his daughter from Roxana, Herod's daughter by Phaedra, Antiq. xviL t 3|
Alexander, and gives her to Demetrius, sect 7; be War, I. xxviii. 4.
might have put two crowns upon his head, that of Rubrius Gall us, Antiq. vii. Iv. 3.
ofa prodigious magnitude, War, vii. vi. 3.
Asia, and tbut of Egypt, ib. ; be is wounded, and dies Rue
Aniiq. xviL x. 3; War, Ii. in. 4f c. v. sect 2.
of his wounds,
8. Antiq. xiiL xvi. 3; and xiv. Rufua,
Ptolemy,
son of sect
Menneua,
Rufus (an Egyptian], takes Eleazer prisoner. War, vii.
lit Si c. xii. sect It War, i iv. Bj <-. x i ii. sect 1; vl. 1.
prince of Cbalcis, Anliq. xiv. vii. 4; be marries Alex Rufus (Terentius, or Tumus), takes Simon the son of
War, vii. iL; be is left with an army at Jeru
andra, ib.tbe murderer of Simon, the Marcabee, Antiq. Oioras,
salem, after it was taken, ib.
Ptolemy,
xiii. vii. 4; he murders John Hyrcanos's mother and Rumah, or Reumab, Nahor's concubine, Antiq. L vi. A.
Ruth gleans In Boaz's field, Antiq. v. ix. 2(
S is mi
brother, c vlil. sect. 1 1 War, L U. 4.
becomes the mother of Obed, the f
Ptolemy Physcon, Antiq. xii. iv. 11 1 and xiii. Ix. ; by Boar, and be
of Jesse, sect 4.
Against Apion, Ii. sect 6.
Ptolemy, War, i. 1. 1.
or Subtecha, Antiq. 1. vi. 2.
Pudrns
War, engages
vL ii. IA in a■ duel with Jonathan, and Is killed. Sabactas,
Sanaa, or Seba, Antiq. i. vi. 2.
Punishment of the wicked, a joyful sight to good men, Sabathen, or Sabrah, Antiq. L vL 2.
kept very strictly by the Essens. War, ii.
Antiq.robes
ix. ri.worn
b*. by the Chaldean kings, Antiq. x. xi. Sabbath-day
viii. ix. j Sabbath according to Apion, so called froto
Purple
2: by the Persian kings, xi. iii. 2; e. vL sect. 10i Jo the Egyptian word Sabo, Against Apion. IL sect S,
Sabbath-day so superstitious!) observed by the Jews
seph is clothed in purple by Pharaoh, ii. v. 7.
Pygmalion, king of I yre. Against Apion. i. sect 1R
that they came to great mischiefs thereby, Antiq. xii.
Pythian, or Apollo's temple, built by Herod, Aotiq. xvi. vi. 2; War, I. vii. 3; and li. xvL 4; they are adviaed
by Matthias to defend themselves on the Sabbath-day,
V.3.
Antiq. xii. vi, 2 ; and by Jonathan, xiii. i. 3i allowed,
(Ummidius), president of Syria, Antiq. xx. to ajrpel, but not to attack an enemy on that day. xiv,
vi. St and xviii. ix. 2; War. ii. xvi. 4; Antiochusa
vi
2.
Quails are numerous In the Arabian gulf,
Jew, forces the Jews to break the Sabbath-day at Antiocti, vii. iii. 3t sabbath-day spent in reading tbe law,
the camp of Israel. Antiq. iii. L 5. 13.
to king Solomon Antiq. xvi. it. 4; ushered in, and ended with the sound
Queen of Egypt and E
nf a trumpet, Mar, iv. ix. 12; Jews, on tbe SabbathAntiq. viii. vi. ahe
day, dined at tbe sixth hour. Life. aect. 54; tbe sedi
Qointillitt* Varus, president or Syria, See Varus.
tious kill tbe Romaos on the Sabbath-day, War, ii.
Quirinius, or Cyrenlus, sent by Cauar to tax Syria, An xvli. 10; unlawful to travel far on the Sabbath-day,
Antiq. xilu viiL 4i pretended to be unlawful either to
tiq. xvil.
make war or peace on tbe Sabbath-day. War, iv. iL
Rabsaces (Themasins). Antiq. xi. Ill A.
3; not allowed by some even in case ol necessity, to
Rachel, Lahan's daughter, Antiq. L xix. 7j she steals take arms either on tbe Sabbath-day, or tbe evening
away, and conceals her fathrr's idols, sect 9, II.
before. Life, sect 32.
Ragan, or Reu, son of Phaleg, Antiq. i. vi. &
Sabbatic river, War, viL v. 1.
Ragmns, or Raamah, Antiq. i. vi. 2.
Sabbeus, Antiq. xiii. iiL 4.
Raguel, Moaes' fatber-in-law, Antiq. iii. iii. 1 ; bis advice Sabbion, discovers Alexander's designs to Herod, Antiq.
to Moses for tbe government of the Israelites, c tv.
xv. iii. 2.
Rabah, an inn-keeper at Jericho, Antiq. v. L 2,7; her Sahec, or Shobach, captain of the Syrians, Antiq. vlL vi,
3.
life saved,
sect
7.
Sabinun. Cswar's steward in Judea, Antiq, xvli. ix. 3]
iv, Antiq. i iii. &
War. ii. iii. 2; he accuses Archelaua, Antiq. xvli. ix.
\ king al t- gypt Against Aptqp, L aect. IA,
, or Rabsbaketh, captain of tbe Assyrian array, 4f falls heavy upon tbe Jews, c x. sect L
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Sabinns, one of tha murderers of Calus, Antiq. six. ir. 6; and xii. v. A; tbev harass the Jewa under Units,
the bigh-priest c ir. sect 1; pretend to be Sidoaroisa.
:); he kill* himself, tret. 6\
Sahinu*, the hrotlwr "f Vespasian, lake* the capitol,War, c. r. sect A; their temple upon Mount Genszisu. xi.
viii. 7 i tbey pollute tbe temple of Jerusalem, xviii. ii.
ir. xi. 4; is killed by Viied.u*, ib.
Sabinns, by birth a Syrian, a man of great Talour, War, 2; they are enemies t» live Jews, xi. iv. \< -t and xx. vi. I ;
they dispute with tbe Jews in Egypt about their temple,
riL 6.{ Domitian). one of tbe tribunes, War, m. vii. 34. xiii.
Sabinu*
iii. 4; they give Antiocbus the title of a god, xii.
r. A.
Sabtah, or Sah.ithes, Antiq. u vi. 2.
Sambaba*. Antiq. xi. ir. 9.
Sahteeha, or Sabactas. Antiq. i. ft 3.
Sacrifice of Abel wal milk, and the firstlings of the flock. SimctK, Pollio's disciple, Antiq. xir, ix. 3; and xr.i. 1 •
Autiq. i. ii. I , sarriflce* were either private nr public, c x. sect 4; his speech against Herod, xir. ix. 4; ha>
Hi. ix. I . fit icr all, or part only burnt, ib.; bow tbe is honoured by Herod, ib.
former wrre offered, ib. ; bow the latter, sect 2- how Samgar, or Semekrar Antiq. x. viii. 2.
sin-offrrini(s were offered, sect 3; those ofswine forbid- Sampsureramus, king of Emeu, Antiq. xviii. v. 4.
drn. xii v. 4; of those that were for recovering, health, Samson's birth, Antiq. v. viiL 4; he marries a woman
iii. ix. 4{ Titus desires John not to Irave off tbe Jewiah of the Philistines, sect A; kills a lion, ib.; proposes a
sacnrices. War, tt ii 1, daily sacrifice, Antiq, xi. iv. riddle at bis weddinc, sect 6; bums tbe Philistine's
1 1 War. i. L 1 1 and vi. ii. 1 ; sacrifices ever? day for com, sect. 7; be is delivered up t« the Philistines, sect
Csessr*s prosperity, it. x. 4i Against Apion, ii. aect. 5; K, he slays them with the jaw-bone of an ass, ib.;^ke
omission thereof ibe beuinning of the Jewish war. War, carries the Kate of Gasa away upon bis shoulders, sect
ii. xvii. 2 ; offerings of foreigners usually received by tbe 10; he falls in love with DeliUb, sect 11 . be is be
Jews, sect 3; ibe same prohibited by tbe aeditioas, trayed by her, sect 11; he is bound, and his eyes pat
sect 2; what parts »f sacrifice were due to the priests, out, ib. ; he pulls an house down upon tbe Philistines,
Antiq. iv. iv. 4; none but Jews to overlook tbe sacri and slays three thousand of them, sect 12.
ficeb in the temple, xx. viiL II; sacrifices out to be Samuel is born and consecrated to God. Antiq. t. x. 3;
calls to him, sect 4; he conquers the Philistines,
tasted till the oblation is over, xii. iv. 8; not to be Gud
bought by the hire ot an harlot iv. viii. 9; meat-offer- vi. ii. 2; his sons prove very bad judges, c. iii. sect. 2;
in*s joined to bloody sacrifices, in ix 4) not to be he is offended at the people's demanding a king, sect
be tells the people the manners of a. kin*, sect. A;
abused to luxury, Against Apion, u. sect. 2A; ought to 3;
be entire and without blemish, Antiq. iii. xii. 2; of C jr. sect 4; threatens Saul with the loss of bis king
what were burnt-ofterings, c viii. sect IOi animals dom, c ri sect 2; anoints David to be king, c vtii.
aect 2; be dies, c, xiii. aect A; is raised out of Hades,
not uflered till the eighth day after their birth, c. ix. and
foretells Saul's death, c xiv. sect 2.
sect. 4{ wine and oil reserved for sacrifices consumed Sanctum
sanctorum, or nolv of holies, Antiq. iiL vi 4.
by the seditious War, v. xiii. 6.
Sariduc a Pharisee, stirs up a sedition, Antiq. xriii. L 1. Sanhedrim at Jerusalem, Life, sect 12; none oould bo
Sadriucce* deny fate, Antiq. xiii. v. 9; are contrary to the put to death but by the sanhedrim, Antiq. xir. ix. 3.
Pharisees, c. x. sect. 5| observe only the precepts of tbe Saphan, or Sbaphan, tbe scribe, Antiq. x. it. 1.
written law. ib.; tbeir opinions, Antiq. xviiL L 3; Sappinius, Antiq. xrw riii. A.
Sappbora, or Zippers, Moses' wife, Antiq. iii. iii. 1,
War, ii. viii. li; nave the rich men of their aide, Antiq. Sarai,
or Sarah. Abraham's wife, Antiq. i. riii. 1; she
xiii. x fi
Radoc, or Zadok, high-priest, Antiq. rii. ii. 2; c t. sect goes with him into Egypt, c. riii. sect 1 1 the king falls
4; c x. sect 4; r. xi. secL 6; c xir. sect I , and viiL m love with ber, ib. ; her death, c xiv. sect L
Sardians, tbeir decree in favour of tbe Jewa, Antiq. xir.
i. 3; and x. viii. 6.
Sadrach, or Sbadrach, Antiq. xi. ir. 9.
x. St
Sages, or wise men among tbe Israelites, Antiq. viii. ii. Sareas, or Seraiah. high-priest, Antiq. x. riii. A, 6.
Sarepta, or Zarephalh, its widow, Antiq. viii. xiii. 2ft.
Sal mpsio, daughter of Herod, married to Pbassel, An Sannatians invade Mysia, War, vii. iv. 3.
Saturnius (Sentius), president of Syria, Antiq. xri. x. **•
tiq. xviii. v. 4.
a xi. sect 3: xrii. L t| c in. sect 2; and c v. aect
Salathie), Zerobabel's father, Antiq. xi. iii. 10.
2; War, i. xxrii. 2.
ViUtis, king of Egypt, Against Apion, L sect 14.
Sathrabuzans, Antiq. xi. L 3; c. Ir. sect 4. 7.
Suleph, Antiq. i. ri. 4.
Salmana, or Zalmana, captain of the Midianites, Antiq. Saul, son of Kish, Antiq. vi. iv, 1; seeks bis father's
t. vi. ■'}.
a>wN and comes to Saoniei, ib. ; dines with Samuel,
Salmanassar. or Shalmaneztser. king of Assyria, Antiq. and seventy others, ib.; Samuel anoints him for king,
ix xiv. I; invade* Syria and Phoenicia, ib. ; carries ib.; he is actually made king, sect A; be promises to
assist the Gileadiles, c. r. sect 2; is inaugurated ogam,
the ten tribes away into Media and Persia, ib.
Salome, Antipater's daughter, Herod's sister, Antiq. xiv. sect 4; conquers the Philistines, c. vi. sect. 3; his
vii. 3; War, i. viii. 9; charges tier husband Joseph wars and family, sect A; be makes war on the Amawith adultery, Antiq. *v. iii. 9; and xri. vii. 3i sends lekitea, c rii. sect 1: spates Avar, against God's com
a bill of divorce to her second husband Costobaros, XT. mand, sect 2; for which Samuel foretells him the tnea
vii. 10; envies Herod's sons and their wires, xvi. L 2; of his kingdom, sect 4; his cruel order for murdering
c. iii. reet |. &c. ; she clears herself, ib. ; Herod forces Abimelech and the priests, c xii. sect. A, Ate; being
her to be married to Alrxas, xviL L 1; she discover* forsaken of God, he consults with a necromautic wo
to Herod tbe conspiracy of Antipater and Pberoras, c, man, r, xir. sect 2* his death, sect 7.
ii. sect 4; War, i. xxix. I; what Herod left her by his Sanl, a ringleader of the robbers, A ntiq. xx. ix. 4.
will, Antiq. xrii. viii. 1; what Csssar gave her, c. xi. Scarus, president of Syria, War, i. vi. 3, tie.; c rii. sect
7; and c riii. sect I ; he returns into Syria, Antiq.
sect A.
, Herod's daughter by Elpis. Antiq. xriu i 3.
xir. ii.3; be raises the siege of Jerusalem, ib. ; his ex*
Salome, erand-daughter of Herod tbe Great and daugh pedition into Arabia, c r. sect 1.
ter of Herod Philip, by Herodiaa, Antiq. xviii. v. 4; she Scopas, general of Ptolemy's army, defeated by Antio
Is married to Philip the tettach, and afterwards to Aris- cbus the Great Antiq. xii. iiL 1.
tobulus, tbe grandson of Herod, and brother of Agrippa Sea. The seventy interpreters wash their hands in the
sea before they begin their translation, Antiq. xii. >L
senior, ib.
Salt sown upon the ruins of a demolished town, Antiq. 12.
Sea divided for tbe Israelites, Antiq. U. xri 1.
v. vii. 4.
Salt-tax, and crown-tax, remitted to the Jews by Deme Seba, Antiq i. rL 2.
Sehas, the son of 1 1 bis, A ntiq. rii xtL 4.
trius, Antiq. xM. ii. 3.
Samacha,
Antiq.
xx.A.ii. 1.
Sects of the Jews, Antiq. xiii. v. 9; and xviii. 1, 2, &c ;
Samaralla,AbenneriO
Antiq. xiv. daughter.
xiii. :,■ War,
i. xiii.
Life sect 2; War, li. viiL 2. Ur.
8am*ria built Antiq. riii. xii. A; whence its name was Sedecias, or Zedekiah, a false prophet Antiq. viii. XT. 4.
derived, »b,; it is bvsieged by the Syrians and wonder Sedecias, or Zedekiab, king of Judea, Aotiq. x, ?IL 1,
fully relieved, ix. ir. A; a mother there eats her own &C; revolts from the Babvlooian*. sect 3; calls for
son in a famine, sect. 4; it besieged again by Hfrcanus, Jeremiah's advice, sect. is carried captive to Baby
suffers famine, is taken and lerelled with tbe ground, lon, c. viii. sect 2; his death, sect, 7.
Antiq xiii. x. 2, 3j War, i. ii. 7.
Sedition among the priests, Aotiq. xx. viii. 8; sedition
Samaritans, a colony from Cutha in Persia, Antiq. ix. of Corah and his followers, ir. ii. 1, tec. ; of the Israel*
xJv, 3t and x. ix. 7; pretended to be the posterity of ites, Antiq. iii. xiv. 3] is quelled by Joshua, sect. 4•
Joseph, xi vtii. ft) they sometimes tittny, and some sedition at Crsarea between the Jews and Syrians, xx.
times profess themselves Jews. ix. xiv. 3; and xi, viii. riii. 7.
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| Silanua, president of Syria, Antiq. xvllt it 4.
annd'tut to death, Antlq. xriit tL 6,
Silrts, governor of Tiberias, Life, sect 17, A3.
Sisan. the scribe, Antiq. Tit it. 4.
Selflie, queen of Syria, otherwise called Cleopatra, An ! Silas, tyrant of Lysias, Antiq. xiv. hi. 2.
Silas,
an attendant on king Agrippa senior, in his adver*
tiq. xhi.possesses
xvi. 4. Syria after the death of Alexander the
Seleueus
- sities. Antiq. xviil. vi. 7; and xix. vit 1 • he becomes
Great. Antiq ail. U; he it called Nicator (the con troublesome to the king, ib. ; be is killed, c viit sect.
queror), c. iit sect, lj bis bounty towards the Jews, 3.
Silus, a Dabylonian, War, ii. xix. 2; and iii. it 4.
Rk
Seiencus Snter, or Philopater, son of Aotiochus the Great, Silo, a (toman captain, Antiq. xiv. xx. 1—A.
Silo, or Shiloh, a town where tbe tabernacle was fixed,
Antiq. xit iv. la
Antiq. v. i. 19, 20.
Seleurus, ion of Anliocbus Grypus, Antiq. xiii. xiii. 4j Silva
(Flavins), governor of Judea, War, vit viit 1 ; he
his death, ib.
Sella, or Zillab, Lantech's wife, Antiq. I. iL 2,
besieges Masada, sect. 2, 6.
Silver of little value in the days of Solomon, Antiq. viit
Sellurn, or Shallum. Antiq. xi. ix. I.
Sem, or Shem, Antiq. i. ir. 1 , bis posterity, c. vi. sect 4. vii. 2.
Semegar, or Samgar. Antiq. x. viii. 2.
Simeon, son of Gamaliel, War. iv. iit 9.
Semei, or Shernei, the son of (iera, Antiq. vii. ix. 4j c. Simon, son ol Hoelhus, made bii:b-priestAntiq.xv.ix.3{
xi. sect. 2; and c. xv. sect 1; be is put to death by his daughter married to Herod, ib.) he is deprived, xvit
iv. 2.
Solomon, v.ii. i. A.
Semelius, Antiq. xi. ii. 4
Simon, son of Camithi, made high-priest, Antiq. xvili
Semproniu* (Caiu*), son of Cains, Antiq. xiii. ix. 2.
ii 2.
Senebar. or Shetnebir, Antiq. i. ix. I.
Simon, son of Boethus, tnmamed Cantherae, made high
Sennacherib makes war on Hexekiab, Antiq. x. t li bis priest, Antiq. six. vi 2; he is deprived, sect 4.
Simon, son ofCatblat, War, iv. iv. 2.
death, sect. A
Senate of Rome** decree concerning the Jews, Antiq. xit Simon the Just, Eleaiafs brother, high-priest, Antlq. xit
x. rij ihry renew their league with the Jews. xiv. viii. ii. 4| c. iv. sect 1.
A: another decree of theirs concerning the Jews, c x. Simon, son of Ooias the high-priest, dies, Antiq. xit It.
sect. I&
Ml
Senphoris burnt. Antiq. xvii. x. 9; taken by Josephus, Simon, the Essen, a prophet, Antiq. xvii. xiii. 3.
I.iTe, sect. 67.
Simon, son of Gioras, War, ii. xix. 2; and Iv. ix. 3: fights
Seraiah, high-prie»tf Antiq. x. viii. A, 6.
with ttie Zealots, iv. ix. A; conquers Idnmea. sect. 7;
Serebwus. Antiq. xi. iit 10.
is made prisoner, and reserved for tbe triumph, War,
Seron, teoeral of the army of Coetesyria, Antiq. xii. Tii. vii. 2; is pul to deatb at the triumph, c v. sect. ft.
Simon, brother of Judas and Jonathan, the Maccabees,
Serpent deprived both of speech and feet, Antiq. i. t 4.
beats the enemy in Galilee, A ntiq. xit viit 2 ; is made
Scrng, Antiq. f. rt A.
captain of tbe Jews, c x. sect tit he makes a speech
8errilius (Publius), his letter to the Milesians in favour to them, xiii. vi. 3; is made their prince, sect 3, 4; is
of the Jews. Antiq. xit. x. 21.
made high-priest, sect. 6; War, LtLSj is killed by
Setae See Shishak.
Ptolemy his son-in-law, sect 3
Scth, son of Adam, Antiq. t It 3; bis posterity's pillars Simon, son of Arimis, War, v. vt 1.
in the land of Hiriad. ib.
* Simon, son of Dositheus. Antiq. xiii. fx. 9.
Simon, captain of tbe Idumeans at Jerusalem, War, iv.
Sethon, Ling of I-gypt, Against Anion, i. sect. 2ft.
Sethosis, or Sesostns, king of Egypt, Against Apion, t iv. 4.
Simon, a lifegnard-man to Josephus, Life, sect 28.
scrt 15.
Simon, of Jerusalem. Antiq. xix. vit 4.
Seventh day. See Sabbath.
Seventy-two interpreter senthy Eleazar, the high-priest, Simon, a maginan, Antiq. xx. vii. 2.
with the books of the law, Antiq. xii. it 10; their arri Simon, a Pharisee, Life, sect 38.
val at Alexandria, ib. j they bring with them the law S mon Psellus, Jowephns's grandfather, Life, sect 1,
written upon parchment in golden letters, ib. ; they Simon, a servant of Herod, assumes the crown, A ntiq.
wnsh in the sea before they fall to their work, sect 12; xvii. x. 6.
Simon, son of Saul, War, it xviii. 4.
tbey finish the translation in seventy-two days, ib.
Scxtutt CsEftur, president of Syria, Antiq. xiv. ix. 2,4: Simon persuades the people to exclude Agrippa from the
War, i. x. 7, Ate. t he is slain by Cecilius Bassus, c. xt tt-mple. Antiq xix. vii. 4.
Simonidcs Agrippa. Josephus'* son, Life, sect 75.
sect 1.
Stphar, the Ammonite, Antipj. vit Ix. 8
Shudrach. Antiq. x. x. 1.
Stem, oppresses tbe Israelites, Antiq. v. v. 1 j is killed
Solium, Antiq. ix. ix. 1.
Srirtlmarieaer. See Salmanasser.
by Jael, sect. 4.
Shamcgar, son of Anath, succeeds Ehud as Judge, Antiq. Sisinrs, Antiq. xt i. 3; governor of Syria and Phoenicia*
c. iv. seel. 4, 7
v. iv. :t
Slaughtrr, the greatest that ever was in one battle, An
Sharexer. Antiq. x. t A.
Sheba, Antiq. i. vi. 2.
tiq. viii. xi. 3.
Shecliern, the place of Joshua's habitation, Antiq.- v. t Sodumite* and their associates conquered by the Assy
19. 2S.
rians, Antiq. i. ix.
Shecbemitea meet Alexander the Great, Antiq. xt viii. Sodomites
so wicked that they are burnt with fire from
6; their kindred with Raguel, Moses* father-in-law, vi. heaven. Antiq. i. xi
Sohemus, tetrarcb. Antiq. xvit iii. 2; Life, sect. 11.
Tit 3.
Shekel, a coin equal to foar Attic drachma?, Antiq. iit Sohemus, king of f*mesa, succeeds bis brother Azizua,
Anliq. xi. viii. 4; War, vii. vii. I.
viii. 3.
Rhem, Antiq. t iv. 1 ; his posterity, c. vi. sect 4.
Sohemus of Iturea, Antiq. xv. vi. A| betrays Herod'a
Shemeher, king of Zehoim, Antiq. i ix. 1.
secret order lor killing Mariamne, C vit sect 1 , is put
Shield covered the left eye in war, Antiq. vt v. 1.
to death by Herod, sect. 4.
Shield, a token of league between the Jew s and Romans, Solomon, son of David, Antiq. vii. iit 3; promised to
Antiq. xiv. viii. A
L)»vid, c iv. sect 4; born, c vii. sect 4; anointed
Shimei, son of Gera, Antiq. vit ix. 4: o. xl sect 2j c. and proclaimed king, c xiv. sect A, anointed and pro
xvii. sect. 1 ; put to death by Solomon, viit t 5.
claimed a second time, sect 11; marries Pharaoh's
Ship* sent to Pontus and Tbrac* under Ahaxiah, son of daughter, Antiq. viii. ii. 1 ; determines the case ot two
Ahab. Antiq. xi. i 4.
harlots, sect. 2; his power, grandeur, and wisdom,
Shishak, or Sesae, king of Egypt Antiq. vit v. 3,- and sect. 3, ice; the hooks he wrote, sect. A; his letter lo
viii. vit 8; o. x seot 3.
Hiram, king of Tyre, sect, fi; he builds the temple,
Sibas, or Zibah. Antiq. vii. t. A; c ix. sect 3; Saul's sect. 9; and c. iit. his addresses to God and the peo
freed man, c xt sect 3.
ple niter it was huilt, c iv. sect 2, Ate. , he offers abun
S bbf-chai, the Hittite, Antiq. vi. xii. 2.
dance of sacrifices, sect. 4i he builds himself a royal
Stcarii, or banditti, flee to Alexandria. War, vit x. 1| palace, c. v. sect I, &0. ; solves the problems, proposed
cannot be forced to own Caesar for their lord, ib.
king ol Tyre. sect. 3] Dius say* Salomon could
Sichon, or Sihon, king of the Amorites, conquered, An bynotthesolve
them nil, ib. j he fortifies Jerusalem, and)
tiq. iv. v. 1, Arc
bni'ds several towns, c, vi. sect 1 1 lays a tax on the
Si<lon, Antiq. i vi. 9.
*
remaining Canaanites, sect. 3; fits out a fleet eect 4t
Suns appearing before the destruction of Jerusalem.War. bis great riches, c. vii. sect. 2; his immoderate love of
TL T. &
women, sect. A j his death, sect h.
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Solymse, or Salem, the old name of Jerusalem, Antiq. Temple built by Herod at Samaria, Antiq. xt. vtiL 5.
tIL lit 2.
Temple (Herod's) at Jerusalem described, Antiq. xt. Ix
Sophonius, or Zephaniah, the second priest, Antiq. z. 3,6.
Tiltus,
6. of Tit renturn. Antiq. xli. ii. %
Temple
In Egypt, built like that at Jerusalem
• Antiq.Onias
xii. x.7; and xiii. IiL 1,3; ex. sect 4; axa*
L,a
Roman
captain
in
Judea,
Antiq.
xIt.xt.9
XX.
X.
xti. sect. 1; joins with Hcr«d against Antigonus, ib. ,■ temple ot niana at Eternals, Antiq xiL ix. 1 1 of Dagoa
War, i. xti'u S; he takes Antigonus prisoner, and car. at Aabdod or Azotua, xiiL iv. 4; of Apollo at Gaxa, c
lies bins to Anthony, Antiq. xiv. xvu 4; War, L xviii. xiiL sect 3.
Temple of Jerusalem rebuilt by Zorobabel, Antiq, xu L;
lift.
Souls of heroes, slain in war, supposed to be placed c iv. sect 3, flee,; xx. x. ; the Jews hindered in build
among the stars. War, si. i. 5.
ing it xu S; they go on by order of Darius, e. iv. sect
Speech of Herod to his army, Antiq. xt. t. 3; to the 1, Ate; it is finished in seven years, sect 7; sixty copeople, c xi. sect. 1 ; speech of Moses to Corah and bits lower tban Solomon's temple, xv. xL 1 ; it is pico
the people, iv. iL 4, flee, j to the people before his death, dered by Antiocbus Epiphanea, xit v. 4; taken by
Pompey. and its most holy place seen by him, but
c tuu sect I.
Spies sent by Moses, to view the land of Canaan, Antiq. without detriment thereto, xiv. iv. 4j War, L vii. fl;
iiL xiv. 1. fee; by Joshua to Jericho, v. ul; they bring new built by Herod, Antiq. xv. xu 3; burnt by Titus,
War, vu iv. :>, dec Titus goes into the most holy place,
back a faithful account, sect. 2.
sect. 7.
Spoils of barbarians reposited io Herod's temple, Antiq. Temple
of Solomon described. Antiq. viii. iii. 2, fee. | de
XT. xL 3.
Spoils in war to be equally divided between those that dicated by Solomon, sect 4; foreigners could go but to
fight and those that guard the baggage, Antiq. vi. xiv. a certain partition wall in Herod's temple, XT. xufii
women excluded the two inner courts, ib.; open to Sa
6, supposed to have their virtue from the sun and maritans
and other nations for prayer, xt it. 3; Da
Stars
vid's armory in the temple, ix. vii. 2; tax out of the
moon. Antiq (L ii. 3.
temple treasure remitted by Demetrius, xiii. it 3; Da
Stechus, Antiq. xvtii. vi 7.
Strphanus, Cesar's servant, Antiq. xx. y. 4; War, iuxiL niel's prophecy of Antiochus' profanation of the temple
fulfilled, xii. vii. 6.
%
Sterility of the country is one of the punishments for the Tepbetus of Garsis, War, v. xL 5.
Terab, Abraham's father, Antiq. L vi. fit
king's doing ill, Antiq. vii. iv. 4.
Terebinth, or turpentine tree, near Hebron, supposed as
Stmttiin tyrannizes over Bertea, Antiq. xiii. xiv. 3.
Subjects follow the manners of their princes, Antiq. riti. old as the world, War, iv. ix. 7,
Terentius, or Tornns Kufus, War, viu U.
x. a.
Snmober, or Shemeber. king of Zeboim, Antiq. i. ix. 1. Teresh. Antiq. xu vL 4.
Supplicants in Syria, used to come with a baiter about Tsridates, or tiridates, king of Armenia, Antiq. xx. iii.
3; War, viu viu 7.
their heads, Anttq. Tiiu xiv. 4.
Sitr, or Zur, a king of the Midianites. Antiq, It. vii. 1, Tero. an old soldier, Antiq. xri. fx. 4, fee, ; Wpar, L xxviL
S> Ha, a captain of king Agrippa's life-guards. Life, sect 4, fleet charged with treason by Trypbo, Herod's bar
ber, sect 5.
7L an Arabian, first minister to king Obodos, An Tetbmosis,
ByIkens,
or Thumosis, king of Egypt, Against Apion,
tiq. xvi.vil.6t War, L xxtv. 6; c. xxviL sect 1; be L 14, 16, xu.
goes to Rome, xvL fx. 2; accuses Herod before Augus Tetrarchies, Antiq. xiii. It. 9.
tus, sect 3; demands Silom-* in marriage, c vii. sect. 1 hamar, David's daughter, Antiq. viu iii. 3.
6j is refused because be would not turn Jew, ib j is Thamar, Absalom's daughter, married to F
charged with several murders, xviL iiL 9; is accused tiq. viu x. 3.
Antiq. x viii. vi. 6,
before Augustus hy Nicotaus of Damascus. Antiq, xvL Thaumastus,
Theatres erected at Jerusalem by Herod, Antiq. xt. viii.
x. 8t received sentence of death, sect. 9.
1 ; War, L xxi. 8; at Cesarea, Antiq. xt. ix. k
8ynedrion, or Sanhedrim. S>-c Sanhedrim.
Theft, how punished bj the taw of Moses, Antiq. it. viii.
Syrian commodities, Antiq. ii. iii. 3.
27, &s>
Syrians' hatred to the Jews, War, i. It. 3; a Syrian king Themasins,
Antiq. xiiu iii. 4.
of Mesopotamia, Antiq. vii. vi. 1.
Tbeodorus, son of *mo, Antiq. xiii. xiii. 3; War, i. It.
t.
Tabernacle built, Antiq. iii. Ti. Ij its description, sect Theodosius,
Antiq. xiii iiL 4Sf its purification, c viii. sect. 3.
Tabernacles ( Feast of), a ereat festival of the Jews, An 1 heophitus. son of Ananas deprived of the high-prieaV
»
tiq. wiii. iv. Ii and xv. Iii. 3: celebrated in war by the hood. Antiq. xix. vi. -i.
brother of Jonathan, mad. high -priest, An
leave of king Antiocbus, xiii. viii 2i celebrated for Theophilus,
tiq.
x
v
iii.
v.
3.
fourteen days upon (lie dedication of Polomon's temple,
viii. iv. 5; Jews then carry boughs with fruit, whereby Thermus, a Roman ambassador, AgaioJt Apion, ti. sect
Alexander the high-priest was pelted, xiii. xiii. 5; Jews 6.
Phraataces's concubine, and then wife, An
then fixed tabernacles in the temple. War, vi. v. 3: it Thermusa,
tiq. xvjii. iL 4
Is celebrated alter the Babylonian captivity, Antiq. xt Thrudaa,
an impostor, Antiq. xx. t. 1.
iv. 1 1 c. v. sect. fi.
Table (of shew bread), golden, made hy Ptolemy, Antiq. Tlieudion, brother of Doris, Aotipater's mo
xvii. iv. 2.
xii. iu 7, flee.; with his cups, and vials, sect 9.
Thobel, or Tubal Cain, Antiq. L K. 1.
Table, Delphic, Antiq. iii. vi. 7.
Tbolomy, son ot Sohemus, Antiq. xiv. viii. 1.
Table in the court of the priests, Antiq. iii. vL 7.
Thumosis, or Tethmosis, king of Egypt, Against Apion,
Tachas, Antiq. Lvi.fi.
L sect 14, 15, 2k
Tanganas, Antiq. xi. iv. 9.
Thrygammes, or Togarroah, Antiq. L vi 1.
Tartan, a captain of the Assyrians, Antiq. x. i. 1.
Tears, natural signs or great joy or sorrow, Antiq. xii. Tiberius Alexander, procurator of Judea, Antiq. xx. v.
L
ii 10.
Tiberius
Alexander, governor of Alexandria, War, it
Teba, Antiq. i. vL A.
Temple built upon Mount Gerizzim, Antiq. x. viiL7; xviiL 7t and v. L 6; be brings Egypt over to Vespa
sian, iv. x. &
r
and xiii -iii. 4t like to that at Jerusalrm, xi. viii. 1.
the emperor. Antio> xvilL iL 4; War, if. ix. 2.
Temple built by Herod near Paneas, in honour of Augus Tiberius
fit his dilatory proceedings, Antiq. x viii. vu fit his
tus, Antiq xv. x. 3: War, f. xxi. 3.
skill in astrology, sect 9; his prognostic of a successor
Temple of the golden calf. War. iv. i. 1.
Temples in Egypt, many and different, Antiq. xiii iii. 1. ib.; bis death, ib.
Temples of the Canaanites were to be demolished, An Tibni, Antiq. viii. xlufi.
Antiq. L ix.
tiq. iv. ofviiiforeign
2 nations not to be plundered, nor their Tidal,
Tiglathpilcscr, king of Assyria, Antiq. ix. xL 1.
Temples
Tigranes, king of Armenia, Antiq. xiii. xvu 4t and xt
donations taken away, Antiq. iv. viii. 10.
iv. 3) and xviii. v. 4; War, i. v. 3; c xxviiL sect I.
Temple of Hercules and Astarte, at Tyre, Antiq. viii. v. Tigraoea,
3 of Demus and the Graces at Athens, Antiq. xiT. v. 4. son of Alexander and Glaphyra, Antiq. xviit
Temple
Timana, king of Egypt Against Apion, i. aoct H.
viii. 6.
Tiroidius, Antiq. xix. L 5.
Temple of Belus, at Babylon, Antiq. x. ix. 1
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Tyrians, their god Baal, Antlq. ix. vL 6s their ancient
Tlmius, a Cyprlot, Anbq.-xvlU. X. 4.
Timotheus, Antiq. xiL viiL 1, 9j he is pot to flight by records. Against Apion, t sect. 17; they beat the Assy
rians at sea, Antiq. ix. xiv. St their temple of Jupiter
Judas, tret 4.
Olympius, viiL v. 3; Against Apion, L sect 18; of
Tiraa. Antlq. 1. vL 1.
Hercules, ib ; of Astarte, ib.
Tfridates, king of Armenia, Antiq. xx. lit. X
Tithes and tir- (-fruits, given to the 1-evites, Antiq. ir. Iv.
3; their tithes or tenth parts given to the priests, sect. Valerian, a decurion, War, iii. ix. 7.
Valerius Gratus. procurator of Judea, Antiq. xvlif. IiL %
4, this law restored by Hexekiab, ix. xiiL 3.
Valerius Aataticus, Antiq. xix. L 14, 30.
Tiling president of Syria, Antiq. xvi. viii. 6.
Titus Csesar, son of Vespasian, sent to Alexandria,War, Varo, president of Syria, Antiq. xv. x. I.
iii. '. 3; he brines a (Treat number of troops to Vespa Varus {(luintilius), president of Syria. Antiq. xviL v. 2.
sian, e iv. sect Si bis piety towards his father, c viL 6; c. ix. sect 3; IJfe, sect 11; War, LxxxLA; and
sect. S3; he and Vespasian take Jotapata, sect 31; bis ii. HL 1 1 be comes to succour Sablnus, Antiq. xvlL x.
mildness to Josepbus, c viiL sect. 8, 9; be is sent against 9; War, it v. 1; be punishes tbe mutineers, Antiq.
Tarichca*. c x. sect. 1 1 his valour in this expedition, xvii. x. 1, 9. 10.
sect. 3; bis speech to the soldiers, sect. 4 j he takes Ta- Vashti, wife of king Artaxerxes, Antlq. xl. vL 1.
richese, sect. At he is sent to Rome, with kins; Agrippa, Vatinius, Antiq. xix. i. 13.
to compliment Galba. iv. ix. 3; the order of his army, Veils of tbe tabernacle, Antiq. iii. vii. 7.
v. ii. 1 ; he arrives at Jerusalem, and is exposed to great Veatidius Bassos, bribed by Anttgonus, Antiq. xiv. xiv.
danger, secL 1, St bis great valour, sect- 3, A; his great 6; c, xv. sect It sent to repel tbe Parthiaua. War, L
concern to save Jerusalem, c. ix. sect St and the tem xv. 2; be kills Pacorus tn battle, and defeats the Par*
ple, vi. iL 4i c iv. sect 3; his speech to his soldiers, thians, Antiq. xiv. xv. 7.
c. i. sect. 5; be receives acclamations from the army, Veranius, Antiq. xix. iii. 4.
c. vi. aect 1 ; bis speeches to the Jewish tyrants, sect Vespasian and Titus's generosity towards the Jews, An
S: be ascribes the conquest of the city to God, c ix. tiq. xii. iiL 3; his wars in Judea, War, book iii. and iv.
sect. 1( he thanks the army and distributes cewanis, at large.
vii if. 3t »lebr*tes his fathers and brothers birth, Victory does not depend on numbers, but op "alonr, An
days, c. iii. sect. I ; is greatly moved at the sight of the tiq. i. x. 1 ; and on piety towards God. Antiq. xii. vii. 1.
ruins of Jerusalem, c v. sect S; he makes great shows, Vinnex rebels against Ncm. War, iv. ril! '
c v, aect. 1 1 comes to Antioch, sect 2: and to Rome, Vine (golden) in Herod's temple, Antiq. xv. xiiL 3; an
other sent
to Rome,Antiq
xlv. xix.
iii I.i. 14.
sect 3t what persons he carried with him for the Yimous
(Marcus).
triumph, lb.; bis approbation of Josephus's history.
Virtue its own reward, Antiq. iv. viiL 8.
Life, sect tiA; his genrnaity to Josepbus, sect 7A,
Vrrtnes (royal). Antiq. vii. xv. 8.
Tobias's sons expelled Jerusalem, War, i, L 8.
Vitelline, president of Syria, Antiq. xv. xi. 4; War, vlL
Totfarmah, Antiq. i. vL 1.
Toparchies (three) or prefectures, added to Judea, Antlq. Iv. S; he is highly treated by the Jews, Antiq. xrilu
iii. 3; c v. sect 3t his expedition against Aretaa, ib. t
xiii. Iv. 9,
Tower of Babel, and the Sibyl's testimony concerning It, is ordered by Tiberius to enter into an alliance with
Artabaous. c iv. aect 4.
Antiq. i. iv.
Vitelllus is made emperor after Otho, War, ir. Ix. 9; he
Trachnnites rebel, Antlq. xvl. lx.l.
Traditions of the Pharisees, unwritten, Antiq. vlii. x. & Is slain, c. xi. sect. 4.
Trajan, captain ol the tenth legion. War, iii. viL 31.
Vitellius Proeulus. Antiq. xix. vt. 3.
Translation of the law, made by seventy-two elders, An Ummidlus Quadratus, president of Syria, Antlq. xx. vi.
tiq. xii. ii. IS; Against Apion, ii. sect 4.
t.
Treasure (secret) kept in tbe temple by some of the Unexpected events the most shocking, Antiq. v. ix, 3.
Unleavened bread. See Passover.
priests, Antiq. xi. v. 3.
Tribes of Israel, and their portions of land determined by Voice heard in tbe temple, War, vi. v. 3.
Vologesses, king of Parthia. Antiq. xx. fv. St War, vii.
lot, Antiq. v. i. 33.
Tribute paid out of Judea to Antiochus Pius, Antiq. xiii v. St c vii. sect 3; be declares war against Izatea,
viiL 3; great men farm such tributes, xii. iv. 3; poll- Antiq. xx. Iv. 3.
money paid the kings of Syria by the Jews, xiii. it 3; Voliimnius, procurator of Syria, Antiq. xvi ix. 1 1 c. xi.
ten thousand drachma; paid ont of the temple to them, sect 3 1 War, L xxvii. 1,3.
ib. ; three hundred talents paid by Jonathan tr 1 l-rmr- Vonones, Antiq. xviiL it. 4.
trius for tribute, c. Iv. sect 9; Jews freed from paying Vow of Jephtha to aarnflce his daughter, neither lawful
such tribute by Simon tbe Maccabee, c. vt. sect 6; high- nor acceptable to God, Antiq. v. viL 10.
priests used to pay twenty talents tribute to the kings Urea, Antiq. viii. ii. 3.
^*of Egypt out of their own revenues, xii. ir. 1; poll- Uriah stain. Antiq. vii. vii. 1.
money and crown*tax, &c. forgiven tbe principal Urias, high-priest, Antiq. x. viiL 6.
orders of the Jews by Ant mchus the Great, c. iii. sect 6. Ux, Antiq. 1. vL 4. 5.
Triumphal gate at Rome, War, vii. v. 4.
Uzzah, smitten by God, for touching tbe ark, Antiq. viL
Triumphal pomp described. War, vii. v. 4,5, 4tc
iv. s.
Trophies give offence to the Jews, Antiq. xv. viiL ].
Uzziab, or Axariah, king of Jndah, Antiq. ix. xL 3; hfs
Trumpet, its invention and form. Antiq. iii. xii. 6.
acts and encomium, c. ix. sect 3; he burns incense in
Truth and justice complained to be gone out of the world, the temple, sect 4; be is smitten with the leprosy for
usurping the priest's office, ib.
An'iq. xvi. xi. 4.
Truth and accuracy to he observed by an historian, Antiq.
xiv. L 1; observed accordingly by Josepbus, Life, sect War not beiron with foreign nations till ambassadors art
sent. Antiq. Iv. viii. 41 ; and v. ii. 9.
TrOft.
\ oho, the tyrant, brings ynnng Antiochus hack to Syria, War (laws of) amoog the Jews, Antiq. iv. viiL 41, Jcc*
Antiq. xiiL v. 3; his perfidious behaviour to the same Against Apion, iL sect. 30.
Antiochus, c. vi. aect It be draws Jonathan into a War (Jewish), whence begun, War, 11. ZfiLj c xlv. aect.
S'>are, sect. 1,3; he makes an irruption into Judea, 4; C xv. sect A; c xvii. sect 1, Ate
aect 4; imposes npon Simon, ib. ; kills Jonathan, sect Water of Bethlehem, offered to God by David, Antiq. vii.
A; he causes Antiochus, whose guardian he was, to he xii. 4.
killed, c vii. sect 1 ; he is made king by tbe army, ib. ; Water (sea). See See.
he is killed at Apamta, sec^, 3.
Witch, or necromantic woman of Fndor, comforts Saul,
Trypho, king Herod's barber, Antiq. xvl. ix. 6, tec; Antiq. vi. xiv. 3; her eulogium, sect 4.
War, i. xxvii. 5.
Women's power, Antiq. xi iiL A: their cunning in pre*
Trypho, Ling Ptolemy's darling, Antiq. xii. iv. 9.
venting accusations, il. v. A; tbeir dress forbidden men,
Tuhal-Cain. Antiq. i. iL ft.
iv. viiL 43; foreign women not to be meddled with by
Tyrannius Priseus. War. ii. xix. 4.
Jews, xii. iv. tit wben divorced, cannot marry another
Tyrannus, deposition against Alexander, Antiq. xvi. x. without their formev husband's consent, xv viL |0|
Persian women, or wives, not to be seen by strargers,
3; vt ar, i. xxvL 3.
Tyre, when built. Antiq. viif. iii. I.
x. vL 1 1 not allowed to be witnesses, iv. viiL 1A.
Tyre, oppressed by Marion, Antiq. xlv. xii. I.
Tyre, beiiteifed seven months by Alexander the Great, Xaothiena, the Syro-Macedonian name of the Jewish
month Nisan, Antiq. i. iii. 3; and so elsewhere.
Antiq xi. vllL 4.
Tj tet ia a name of a castle built by Hyrcanns, Antiq. xH. Xerxes succeeds Darius, Antiq. xL r. 1; bis letter to
Kzra, ib.
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